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being brought out after some delay. 
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PREFACE 

This is Part I1 of Medieval Nepal. which deals with 
the History of Nepal as  it was then politically divided into 
two or more sovereign kingdoms for nearly 250 years pntil 
1768 A.D. 

This volume has six chapters, the last of which describes 
the social and economic condition of the later medieval 
period. 

We have reproduced as appendices all texts of select 
inscriptions on stones and copper plates, select documents 
of land grant or sale deeds on palm leaves, the eight copies of 
Thyiisapu, chronological notices and similar records, which 
are used as source materials for our history, 

In  the preparation of this work I have obtained help from 
so many individuals, t o  whom my thanks are due. In parti- 
cular I am indebted to Mr. H. B. Gurung for the map, to 
Mr. Shubha Bir Pandey for typing the manuscript and 
laboriously undertaking allied duties and to the publisher 
for the publication of the work. 

H. E. Field Marshal Kaisar Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana 
put me under deep obligation by allowing me to use 
his personal library, and I cannot but express my gratitude 
to him. 

I also thank the librarians of Bir Library and the 
National Library in Kathmandu as well as the Curator of 
the Nepal Museum for enabling me make use of the many 
c o l o p h o ~ ~  data and other materials in their collections and 
reproduce then] i n  the present text. 

1st June, 1961 
Kathmandu 

Nepal. 



The Lollowing scheme has been adopted Lor transcrip 

tion oE Sat~skrit words : 

k l ~ a .  = a 

gha=s 

nga = 3 

cha=a 

chha = q 

j l ~ a  =-G 

li=q 

t a = 2  

!/la = s 

d a = r  

dlla = B 

Lla = q 

plla = 5 

blra = q 

;a =m 
sa =tq 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

I 

The Baisi, Chaubisi and three States of the Valley: 
We intend to devote this volume to a consideration of the 

History of the three Kingdoms of the Nepal Valley for the 
period beginning with 1520 A.D. and ending with 1768 
A.D. 

We may note here that these kingdoms were created in 
the aftermath of the chaos that came with the death of Y a k ~ a -  
malla in 1482 A.D. 

For the beginning of the 15th century we have the follow- 
ing feudal states extending from Kumaon to the vicinity of 
the Valley of Nepal1, and beyond. Nepal, which was divided 
in three kingdoms, constituted a group by itself. We have 
other two groups, one in farther West called the Baisi and 
another in the near West called Chaubisi. Now to  enume- 
rate the Baisi we have: Doti JumlS, BajhZng. Achham, 
Dailekh. SalliSnZ, MSlnetG, Rukamkof, Musikol, Roalpa, 
Chhilli, Garbhakof, PhiillZibiing, Jgjarkot, Jahari, Kalagaon, 
Darumaka, Bampi, Gutam, Gajur and SiitatallS2. Yhe last 
was a group of more than one state. For a long time, these 
principalities wzre each under a Raja holding his jurisdiction 
under the RSjG of JumlZ. who was regarded as the head of 
the group of the Baisi (22). Later, Jufils's overlordship was 
ignored in practice and each of the Baisi functioned as 
independently as the former. The Chaubisis (24) occupied 
the basins of the seven Gandaks from the river Bheri to the 

1 Lists differ according to the sources, but they seem to agree in 
main details. For alien sources read Oldfield Vol. I, pp. 23-25; 
Kirkpatrick, p. 283; Hamilton pp. 130-50. 

2 A sub-confederacy of seven chieftains. 



river Triguli comprising the areas extending from the district 
of PiulhBn to the river Triiuli in the present No. 1 West 
district. These were variously Piuthln, PUpC, Gulmi, 
Noakot, ArghH, KbHnci. Isml. Musikot, Galkof, Dhurko!, 
Parbat or Malaibam, Bhirkot, Garhonkot, Lamjung, Klski, 
Tanhou, MackwGnpu~~, Rising, Ghiring, Dhor, Paiyan and 
Satahofi. Gorkh'i was a later creation. I t  was ruled by a 
Magar chieftain till 1559 A.D. When a son of Lamjung 
acquired the principality by defeating the Magar chief of the 
area. Gorkhii became independent of Lamjung under Dravya 
Shah and thereafter was counted as a member of the Chau- 
bisi. These Chaubisis (24) seldom remained all separate. 
They seem to have federated in three groups and at one time 
only in two under PHlpL and Lamjung respectively and the 
former headed all States up to the river Seti. 

For the East of the Valley of Nepal there was KirHta 
domain ruled by a scion of the Sena family comprising the 
basins of the river Dudhkoii and its tributaries and a portion 
of the Terai to the East of the river KamalH up to the present 
Western boundary of the Jalpaiguri district. 

The existence of so many principalities in a small country 
with already a very lax and undefined system of administra- 
tion was injurious to the larger interest of Nepal. Tt sowed 
seeds of confusion and skirmishes. Not only the territories 
within the Valley fell into a state of anarchy, but places 
lying in the East and West outside of it declared independent 

of the central power in the Valley. From TLrSnHtha we 
hear that as early as the 12th century A.D. PHlpH was existing 

as a separate kiagdom under the Senas4. During the same 
century hordes of Magar and Khasa tribes who had migrated 
to the region of seven Gandaks also occasionally defied the 

3 Mackwiinpur occupied the mid region between the Terai and 
sub-Himalayan tracts of the Valley just south and south-west. 

4 Tnra Nath's Gesichfc des Buddhism in  I n d i n ,  Von. A. Schienfuer, 
p. 25;  Levi, 11, pp. 188-89. 
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authority of the Nepal Kings. Some Rajput families from 
Riijasthiin followed suit and the whole of what we call at 
present West Nepal was studded with petty feudal States. 
Thus the Baisi (22) and Chaubisi (24) States were born. 
Not one of them was a viable unit. On top of it all these 
petty Chieftains were independent of each other and fought 
like deadliest enemies. 

Things were not different in what was formerly the king- 
dom of Nepal. The area had shrunk. The strength had 
gone. Division had taken the place of solidarity and unity. 
It was a truncated Nepal, but in its truncated state, it was 
also divided. So many kings ruled the little Valley now. 

The Nepal Valley presented an appearance of a house 
divided in itself. The kings not only quarrelled and fought 
one another like their compatriots in the hill region but each 
also sought help from the neighbouring hill chiefs to meet the 
challenge of his adversary. As the latter readily joined one 
side or the other in the fray the whole of Nepal looked like 
a theatre of war. 

It was said that the Nepal Valley was as much subject to 
Moghul suzerainty as the Baisi and Chaubisi principalities, 
though as in the case of the latter Moghul suzerainty had 
existed only in name. The chronicle states that the Nepalese 
kings visited Delhi to pay homage to the emperor. One of 
the kings, Mahendramalla (1561- 1576-A. D.) of Kathmandu 
was favoured with an imperial mandate enabling him to 
strike his own coins for circulation in Nepal. 

Altogether, although cultural traditions had not suffered, 
the situation as a whole in the area now comprising Nepal 
tended to be one of confusion and chaos, which eventually 
was to destroy the very vitality of our cultural heritage and 
expose the country to the political machinations of a foreign 
power, 

Jayaswal thinks that since the early tenth century A. D. 
down to 1768, the year of Gorkhs conquest Nepal was not 
independent. But this is an unwarranted view of the interna- 
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tional status of Nepal for that period. However. according 
to Tavernier, the Nepal princes individually or collectively 
owed loyalty to the Moghul Emperors (11. Ch. XV). 

As we surveyed the pre-division period of our history 
(i. e. before c. 1520 A. D) we have found that there is 
absolutely no evidence of Nepal acknowledging an outside 
authority as its sovereign. If the Nepalese princes had 
owed allegiance to the emperor in Delhi, it  was while Nepal 
lay divided. But this did not happen until the time of Akbar 
(1556-1605) who is credited with establishing and consoli- 
dating an empire comprising practically the whole of North 
India except the Far  East. In the nature of things Nepal's 
allegiance to Delhi could not but be nominal. The Moghul 
authorities were not interested in directly administering 
territories in the extremely inaccessible mountain fastness 
of the Himalayas, which were also non-strategic and poor. 
Not only Nepal but the whole of eastern Himalayan region 
were thus kept outside the pale of the Moghul empire. 
Perhaps the emperor was content with receiving occasional 
tributes from the rulers of the states which existed i n  this 
area. This explains the fact that the Moghul records do 
not at  all mention Nepal or any other state within its present 
boundary. Our information is based solely on the account 
of Tavernier and the Nepalese chronicles. The latter tell 
us that the rulers of the Nepal Valley and of Gorkh5 and 
Jumlii waited on the emperor with tributes, and the latter 
was pleased to grant the title of Shiih to the hill chiefs and 
right of issuing coins to the Valley rulers, But there is a 
testimony of a visiting Christian Miss ionaryvo establish the 
fact of Nepal's independence (from the domination of the 
Moghuls) in the early 18th century. So even if we admit 
that Moghul suzerainty obtained over Nepal for the 16th and 

5 ltaliani Missionari, Vol. 11, Part 111, p. 165. 
"The King of Nepal  is independent of Delhi, but is devotedl~ 

attached t o  the Lama of Tibet". 
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middle half of the 17th century, we have to be now clear 
about its continuance thereafter. With this authoritative 
statement of a contemporary observer, we have no ground to 
put forth an argument in contradiction. What Tavernier 
wrote might have been true of the time when the Moghul 
Emperors had been powerful enough to exact obedience even 
with the shadow of a pressure exercised from afar. But his 
account could have been based on hearsay. I t  is quite likely 
that Tavernier had heard in Patna and Gorakhpore about the 
Moghuls exercising sovereignty over Nepal, and he made his 
estimate of the status of the latter on that basis. 

Before taking up the account of the states of the Nepal 
Valley each separately let me state a side fact relating to the 
division of the kingdom. We have seen while considering the 
division of Yakgamalla's domain that no amount of thought 
was given to the subject of proper delimitation of boundaries 
and it was effected arbitrarily. There is no doubt that the 
extent of each state depended upon the military strength of 
the rule, and naturally in this context boundary lines often 
shifted. But it appears that in the long run while the heat 
of the conflict cooled down each ruler was obliged to stick 
to the original size of his state. 

Source Materials 
Gcrterul,:; 

I n  the last chapter of the first part we left our account of 
Medieval Nepal with Harasihhadeva's invasion and subse- 
quent events which :had led to the rise of Jaya Sthitimalla, 
and to the reigns of his sons and grandson after whose death 
the kingdom was divided between his sons. We catch the 
thread now with the events beginning from the reign of Jaya 
Sthitimalla's great grandsons to complete the history of the 
age in the present volume which would cover about three 
hundred years of Nepal's history down to the conquest of the 
Valley by PrithvinHrlyapa Shlb. 



The history of this period, however, is comparatively an 
ascertained fact and much easier to handle. We have once 
more in our command very many reliable data of the inscrip- 
tions and coins for the time under study in this chapter. We 
are at this stage no longer dependent on the data of the ms. 
colophons for regnal dates, which also become voluminous 
for the period in review. The chronicles in their part tend 
to be more exact in their narrative and their dates have stood 
the test of verification by the data provided in the coins and 
inscriptions. Wright's authority, of course, is an excep- 
tion, but even this chronicle gives factual estimation of events 
as the accounts tend to approach the period before and on 
the eve of the Gorkhii conquest. As for other chrouicles 
much of the vague gefieralities accruing from the commonly 
wrong notion of the chroniclers is vanishing away at this 
place. This does not mean, however, that they should be 
used indiscriminately. They should be cautiously used even 
at tbis stage though not sparingly and nothing be passed as 
final without verification from the data of coins and inscrip- 
tions which are very numerous for this period. The value 
of the chronicle to us is to the extent of details of the inci- 
dents and other historical narratives that could not be traced 
in the reliable data outlined above. 

Inscriptions 

As for the inscriptions they are very numerous for the 
period since the time of Jaya Sthitimalla. But for one 
grave shortcoming they pass as reliable source of historical 
materials. As the inscriptions provide little information of 
political events of the period except in a few cases. we have 
again to take recourse to completing the gap with help of the 
political narrative furnished by the chronicles. But the state- 
ments of the chronicles have to be examined carefully before 
they are accepted. 
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The most valuable part of the inscriptional data is that 
kings in their zeal to perpetuate their names to posterity 
attach the genealogy of their family and line of predecessors. 
In the same vein, they also talk of war with neighbours, while 
recounting their own achievements and religious and bene- 
ficent activities of the reign concerned. But while such 
inscriptions are not numerous, a great many others have the 
name of the ruling monarch in the context, and this together 
with the date figure is a very valuable factor to determine 
and in many cases also to verify the regnal data of almost all 
the rulers down to Jayapraklbamalla. Chronicles have been 
found wanting to fulfil this particular need, because they have 
given not many exact figures of regnal dates; to take one 
notable example, Bhiipllendramalla who is wrongly reported 
to be a son of Pratgpa died in NS 811, according to the 
chronicles but he died actually in early 821 and he was a 
grandson of Pratiipa. Similarly one ruler is not mentioned 
at all, and he. Mahindrasimha is identified wrongly with 
Bhiiskaramalla, fourth in line of succession to Pratgpamalla 
by all the chronicles. These are two different names in the 
history of the period, who ruled one after the other. The 
chronicles in trying to parade the identity of Mahindrasihha 
with Bhaskaramalla also commit one more mistake as they 
bring out the date of the latter's death some three or four 
years earlier. Without exception again all the chronicles 
place Hariharasimha who was according to inscriptions the 
son of King Sivasimha and father of King Lak~minarasimha -. 

in a manner to show him as a collateral of the latter 
monarch. 

In respect of the chronicles in general we shall have an 
occasion to refer to the subject again and we shall note that 
there was an exceptional instance of a chronicle giving correct 
data both in  dates and facts while we come to the period 
starting with NS 740, although in one or two cases this chroni- 
cle introduces confusion in the narrative. 

The inscriptions of the period in review have been written 
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without exceptions in a simple character which is known 
today as the common Newari script. The language is mostly 
incorrect Sanskrit with some additional paragraphs at the 
end in Newari. As we go onwards down from the 16th 
century. we find that the majority of them have the content 
in Newari language. This is a novel feature of records 
which is peculiar to this age. We do not have a single 
inscription of the time prior to Jaya Sthitimalla or a single 
record in ms. works prior to the same reign in Newari 
language. All that we have are in Sanskrit howsoever in- 
correct. But 16th century A, D. onwards we come across 
inscriptions in Newari language which is addressed as 
Deshabhii~ii 'the language of the country' or Nepiilabhii~ii 
'the language of Nepal'. As all of them give their date figures 
in terms of the Nepal era whose origin has been already 
ascertained in view of its being in use up till now, it makes 
the enumeration of all the data comparatively very easy, as 
far as the history of Nepal touches the period since the 14th 
century A. D. 

The following represents some other features of thc 
inscriptions : 

(1) Besides the Nepal era, in several cases, Kali, Vikrama 
and Siiliviihana eras were concurrently adopted. This 
is evident for the first time in the copper plate 
inscription of Ratnamalla (date NS 605). This is 
in evidence again and again in our period, 

(2) The Hindu calender was in vogue while enumerating 
the date since the creation, and the form of reckoning 
was the usual 'Sveta Vliriiha kalpa a$?d virizSatitame 
kaliyugasys prathama charane, etc.'. 

(3) The place where these inscriptions have been recorded 
is stated to be in Arylvarta in Himavatkhande and 
in more specified area of Vgsuki in the vicinity of 
PaSupati, the usual expression being Himavat khande 
Aryiivarta deie Nepcila pradeie. But this form 
appears only since the time of Y akqamalla's sons. 



(4) All iuscriptions are in Newari character. 
(5) The language therein is partly Sanskrit and partly 

Newari, the local dialect called Nepiilabhii~ii or 
DeSabhii~ii. 

Evolution of the Newari Script : 

T o  reach the present form the Newari script traversed 
many stages. The Gupta lipi of the tenth century represents 
the earliest stage. Thereafter, the Gonzu was shaped. The 
decorative Ranjanii is a variant common to Gomu and 
Bhojimu. But the first specimen of the present writing dates 
its birth in the 15th century. 

We do not intend to  go into the technicalities of the 
various types of writing as  this is outside the scope of this 
work. Here, we shall be content to  draw certain prominent 
features of the alphabet concerned and stop there. This may 
not extend to more than a paragraph immediately following. 

Those who are conversant with the nature of the Newari 
script will not fail to notice that this is very much akin to the 
modern Maithili and Bengali scripts. But the Newari writing 
has also retained some of the old letters of the Gupta lipi. 
Although such letters are few and far between, yet we have 
to admit this aspect to  explain how in some respects the 
Newari script is also somewhat dissimilar to  them, However, 
it has got to be stressed that the line of development of each 
of the three types just marked agrees in the main to make a 
common case of orthographical identity. Even though belong- 
ing to the group of Tibeto-Burmese languages, the adoption 
of a variant of Indian scripts in its totality by Newari is what 
we do not find elsewhere, not even in Tibet and Burma to 
that extent. 

The study of Nepalese paleography is a subject which 
had to be specially handled with labour and patience, one 
may devote his own life to it. So what we have attempted 
to show in the last paragraph is just by way of providing a 
clue to the scope and magnitude of the task one may be called 
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upon to face. This is not even a cursory notice of the subject 
matter. 

Language : 

But more than the lipi, the language presents a stupendous 
problem. This is an area which nobody has even felt to touch, 
The old Newari language is not often understood even by 
persons having Newari as their mother tongue. The language 
has considerably changed in the modern age. One has to be 
specially qualified to understand the language of the inscrip- 
tions and chronicles. 

Newari is a monosyllabic language with similarities 
commonly shared by languages of Tibeto-Burman group. It 
also shows a tremendous influence of Sanskrit in its voca- 
bulary. This expresses in two ways, (1) Sanskrit words 
adopted as they are and (2) those adapted to its own structure. 
The latter retain the monosyllabic character. Besides Sanskrit 
there are sufficient words of Dravidic and Austroloid origin. 
All these, however, are shaped according to the pattern of the 
language borrowing them. 

This is all about Newari at this stage. We shall have 
occasion to say more when we deal with the problem of the 
language in the last chapter. 

We shall mark as we proceed that our many records 
have used the medium of Newari for expression. Unless we 
understand thoroughly this medium, we shall fail to present 
a correct history of the period under study. Hence the deep 
significance of Newari for a student of Nepalese history. 

Documents in Copper Plates and Palm-leaf : 

Apart from the inscriptions there is also a fund of 
material in copper plates and palm-leaves, which record 
the grant of land or other assignment to deities by the 
monarchs concerned. Most of the palm-leaf records bear 
the clay seals with their official stamps, and are attached to 
temples as are the copper plates. There had been also a custom 
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to record in copper plates agreements between the rulers o\ 
any novel announcement each of them made regarding rules 
of conduct for citizens or acts of piety affecting the mass 
of citizens. We traced many such in the store houses of 
PaSupatinatha and Gorakhaniitha as well as in several 
temples of Bauddha deities mostly with Lokaniitha in Patan 
and the vicinity. Duplicates are always traced in the Taleju 
shrine of the principality concerned. 

Thus far these had been neglected. Few writers made a 
search of them probably under the impression that the chroni- 
cles and not these documents were the real source materials 
for the history of the period. They could not realise that the 
chronicles used so far were thoroughly unreliable. Thus the 
history of medieval Nepal up till now came to be written on 
the basis of the imaginative stories of the cbronicles. We 
need not recount here the harm done to the writing of factual 
history resulting from this attitude. But it is true to say that 
the history of Nepal of the middle ages rewriting in the light 
of the newly traced materials. Our endeavour in collecting 
the hitherto neglected materials of the inscriptions, copper 
plates and palm-leaf records will now help us to fill the gap 
and correct the defects inherent in a work which is only based 
on the chronicles. 

Colophon of the Mss. 

Although colophon data are of less importance for this 
period on the whole, yet they continue to play a major role 
as determinant of regnal dates till as late as 700 NS. We have 
accordingly availed of this source material in dealing with 
the chronology of the period from 600 to 750 NS. But since 
NS 750 the colophon data also become scarce and we seldom 
use them for the purpose. With the abundance of inscrip- 
tional data since this time onwards, we can also dispense with 
the use of colophous to verify and check up chronologica! 
dates. 
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The Thyiisapu : 

For the later medieval period, we have a new source 
material in the form of diaries maintained by scribes either as 
a compendium page to a ms. or as a book kept separately 
with noting on major events occurring within his life time. 
This sort of diary is called Thyiisapu in the NewSri language. 
I n  the narrative which follows we have made use of many 
Thyiisapus and described each of them as occasion arose for 
a reference to their contents. The Thyiisapu is important for 
the reason that it provides actual dates through the writing of 
one who lived through occurrences. This also provides a 
first hand information on the events of the day. 

The Thyiisapu literally means a book, of which the folios 
are attached in a manner that the reader passed from one 
leaf to another without turning over it. Unlike the manus- 
cript with leaves unattached, the reading of the contents of 
the Thyiisapu is not to follow the course of the leaf. Here 
we are concerned with only one side of the leaf read until 
the last was unturned, then began the opposite sides of the 
leaves in question exactly in reverse order. 

I t  might, however, be suggested that not all historical 
~iotings were done in l'hyiisapu. They might also be 
incorporated in manuscripts of loose leaves, Sometimes 
mere sheets of papers were utilised for the purpose. 

I t  is to our knowledge that a noting in a book does not 
only speak of events happening in Nepal but this has also 
to say about some occurrences in Banaras. This is how the 
event is described in a noting : 

"Sahvat 785 XBvina, there was a Hindu-Musalman riot in 
Bmaras. The Moghul emperor destroyed to pieces the temple 
and image of God ViSveSvara. Many persons died as a result 
of mutual killing. Both Musalmans and Hindus died."6 
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The date corresponds to September-October of the year 
1665 A. D. India was then being ruled by the Moghul 
Emperor Aurangzeb. He was a bigot Muslim ruler and the 
non-Muslim subjects of the state were subjected to severe 
persecution in his time. The incident referred to in the above 
noting is mentioned in detail by Indian historians. To pre- 
serve the memory of the riot and destruction of the temple of 
ViSvanfitha is a 'mosque sharing a common site with the 
Hindu shrine. which the Moghul Emperor had constructed. 

In  another noting a Thyiisapu (Thyiisapu D)' there is one 
more reference to a Hindu Muslim conflict in Banaras. 
According to this source on 789 Bhiidra krgna 4 Aurangzeb 
provoked a feud in ViSveSvara KgSi. The event noted came 
four years later to the one we have described in the preceding 
passage, and we can establish the fact of the case with 
reference to the time of Aurangzeb, which we find delineated 
in the various contemporary chronicles of India. 

Notices of such events. however, are rare. As far as my 
knowledge goes, these are limited to the two instances we 
have just referred to. Further search of source materials 
may reveal more events concerning countries outside Nepal. 

The incidents in general noted i n  the Thyiisapus concerned 
the royal family, their relatives, ministers and prominent 
people of the country. Events of political nature were 
primarily incorporated in the writing. Births, marriages 
and deaths as well as ceremonial occasions where these 
persons took part all find mention. If there were instances 

mer**, a~53a~ laa r  .xrkqks, f q f w  TTTT~?  3~7mm&q 

i $ p m ~ r ~ ~ a f ~ s ,  s~~rarifqq I &fmi? 
(MS. Piijdpaddlrati in the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma). 

7 d u c ~  JTX FQIJ 33~7 hit fq+m'f;~Sitm ~ &)am- 
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of feuds between kings or between ministers these found 
place in  the noting. Similarly festivals of the deities were 
taken note of under date lines in which these occurred. 
Building of temples, installation of images and repair work 
done to  the shrines a s  well a s  creation of endowments for the 
upkeep of the temples are always mentioned if the bene- 
factors were the members of the royal family or some 
people very important. The writer did not fail to  take 
notice of national calamities like earthquake and epidemics 
whenever they occurred. In  the same way if rumours of 
strange phenomena reached him he put them in writing, For 
example, we often come across passages which speak of 
the stone images of PaSupati or VBsuki bleeding profusely. 
This was something foreboding evil and therefore, a propiti- 
ation ceremony had to  be performed and this was particularly 
mentioned. 

If there was a dispute as to the time of observing a parti- 
cular day as the traditional festive day, the Thya'sapu gdve 
information about it, and if there was a difference of opinion 
whether a particular day should be observed, this was also 
covered in the noting. 

We shall fully describe the events as  they occur in the 
Thyiisapus either as  narrative or a s  a part of customary 
practices in the last chapter where we shall describe the 
condition of the age under observation. 

Not all the items of noting in the Thyiisapus are of interest 
and significance as  historical materials. In  many cases we 
find quite ordinary occurrences noted. Sometimes even 
instances of births, deaths and marriages of people in  less 
important stations of life have been also mentioned in the 
noting. Probably the diarist felt that they were im- 
portant enough and therefore he took notice of any happen- 
ing which touched them. But sometimes quite ordinary 
people also figure in the noting. This kind of noting is found 
mostly in the Thyiisapu D. 
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We shall illustrate the points by citing instances from 
these sources. 

From the l'hyiisapu ,4; Saritvat 799 Phtilguna h m a  5 ,  
this day, Sri Makra Bhiiju of Makhanto1 died at PaSupati (f.9). 

This day, Samvat 799 Bhiidrapada Sukla 3 pra 4 Sukraviira 
at five ghari past night Virabhadra JoSi of Bankaro died 
(f. 15). 

Sumvat 799 Abvina Sukla pratipada bthaspativiira ; this 
day. Sukhula Bha's son died (f. 15). 

Sahvat 799 Pauga Sukla 11 pra 12,  this day, RatneSvara 
Upadhyl died, and Gopini who was living at home also died 
on the same day (f .  16). 

Sarizvat 799 Naafiajye~tha kygna saptami pra agtami 
byhaspativiira, this day, Ugramiila's mother died (f .  16). 

This day, Samvat 801 Kiirtika Sukla 2 brhaspativiira the 
finial was placed over the roof of the temple in Sarachhe 
(f. 16). 

Satiivat 801. Miigha krgna 13 iidityaviira, this day, in the 
compound ol Pakupati a finial was put on Sukhula Bhlt's 
temple (f. 30). 

Sarhvat 801 A~iidha Sukla 13, this day, Giridbaraju of 
Paiichakhera died (f. 31). 

Sarhvat 801 Sriivana Sukla 13 somaviira, this day, ViSva- 
r5ma Bhansari's brother Kalyspahari came to Kathmandu 
and was living in Sridhara Bhaju's house. This day. Hari- 
riimaju died, and one woman became sati (f. 33). 

Saritvat 803 Jye~tha kyqna a ~ t a m i  byhaspativiira, this day, 
Sri Lakgmidhara Upiidhya died (f. 49). 

Safivat 813 Sriivana krgna navami pra daSami mrgafira 
nak~atra aizgiiraviira, this night, Jaganoiithaju died, his wife 
who was to become a sati, fled from the fire (f. 82). 

Instances can be multiplied but it is needless to give more 
details of such noting in view of the understanding one might 
have got from the above passages. 
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The Thyiisapu D : 
On Sarizvat 786 Sravana Sukla 8 somaviira Bbiiraju died. 
On Sarirvat 787 KBrtika krsna there died the daughter of 

Ratnariija living in Yiivajyii. 
On Sarizvat 791 Asiidha Sukla Sri ViSveSvara's wife Bamuni 

died. 
On Sakvat  792 Kiirtika Sukla 3 budhavlra Siddhiriima of 

Yatiichhe died. He died of cholera. 
On Sahvat 792 Miigha Sukla piinam ?,.....five days after 

this, the deity entered the body of Jayzkysnaju. 
On Sarizvat 794 A~iidha krgna ~ a ~ t i  somaviira, this day, at 

Biichati, the wife of Krsnasingh SuvBla. by name Padumanji, 
died. 

On Sa2vat 798 dgiidha krjna 13 somaviira, this day, 
Ramegvara died at Sankhamiila. 

Sahvat 799 while it was Haragovinda's turn as ThakQi on 
Phiilguna krgna 8. Krgnasingh Suvala died. 

There are more incidents noted i n  the Thyiisapu D which 
may not be necessarily given here. 

As for the identity of persons whose death is prominently 
noted in the Thylsapus it is difficult to say if all of them had 
held important position in society. Perhaps some did and 
some did not. The scribe, however. in many cases did not 
discriminate between the two categories of persons. 

The Thyiisapu A in particular relates accounts of abnor- 
mal occurrences in different shrines on the Nepal Valley. 

For example. the Thyiisapu at several places says that 
blood came out one or another spots in the image of Pagum 
patiniitha, Changu NiirHyana, JayavHgeSvari and Viisuki (ff. 
8, 44.58,60). Blood was seen just in front of the image in  
the shrine of Taleju (f. 42). It also states that a spiral of 
flame was noticed over the TriSula of PaSupati (f. 23). A 
strange voice was heard from inside the inner shrine of 
Changu Narlyana (f.  59) .  

Nobody i n  the present time would seriously take these 
statements. But we must remember that we are dealing here 
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with the people living in ;l world of superstition. The diarist 
of the Thyiisapu noting wrote all this on hearsay. 

I t  will appear that of the many TIiyiisapus used in the 
present narrative one is much extensively cited. This 
Thyiisapu belongs to one Chandraman Joshi of Thimi. W e  
call this Thyiisapu for our reference as the Thyiisapu A. At 
the moment this diary is in my possession. 

The Thyiisapu A is fairly long but covers notings on all 
important events for Kathmandu and Patan under dates 
between NS 797 and 826 with all their particulars. 
I t  has 105 folios written on the two sides and its text is in 
Newari. I have been told that the astronomical elements 
mentioned in connection with the dates are all verified. This 
means that the events described therein can be taken as 
trustworthy. 

I have made use of also another Thyiisapu in Newiiri if 
not as much extensively but quite extensively. This Th~tisapu 
is in my possession. This was purchased by me from a 
person who claims descent from the family priest of the Malla 
rulers of Patan. It has 17 folios. I t  deals mostly with events 
of the reign of Yogs~narendramalla of Patan since NS 816. I 
call this document Thyiisapu B. 

A fragment of a Thyiisapu is published in an issue of 
Ztihiisa PrakiiSa (11. 3. pp. 567-570). The original is lying 
witti a Brihtuana, who claims also to have been a descendant 
of the priest family of the Malla rulers of Bhatgaon. A few 
dates in this fragment seem to be quite important. I have 
checked the printed matter in the light of the original. This 
fragment is being referred to in our text as the Thyiisaprr C. 

Two loose sheets of old paper written on either side which 
bear noting of important events by a scribe. For the period 
between 785 and 807 lie in the possession of the Darbar 
Library (Cat. IV. n. 975). These sheets were sold to the 
Library a year ago along with a bundle of worn out 
manuscripts, I have reasons to believe that for some informa- 
tion of the period dzalt with in the notes, these sheets are 
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very important. These notes were written day by day as 
events occurred in the course, and they bear the character of 
a diary and they cover all in~port ,ant facts a s  they concerned 
one or the other kingdom of the Nepal Valley. We shall 
use these documents for our purpose under one name, the 
ThyZisapu D. The writing looks quite old, but i t  is not 
done iu  the form of a Thyiisapu. However, the original 
might have been written in the usual Thyiisapu form. Hence 
our name-the Tl~yasapu D for the work. 

The  two sheets in the T'hyiisapu D overlap as to dates not 
only from sheet to  sheet but from one side of the sheet to 
the other. But sheet A shows continuity in so far as the 
noting beginning on oae side proceeds datewise on the other. 
This is, however, not the case with sheet B. The sheet starts 
with the event of 797 and completes its noting upto 803 
Phalguna on one side, while it carries the noting to the other 
from 803 Vaiiiikha, which ends with 810 to Jyegtha. The 
sheet B on both sides shows a t  the beginning the year 786, 
but while one side ends its noting by 795 Sriivana, the 
other concludes with 811. Barring this, the two shezts on the 
other hand do not give concurrent facts about so many 
things. Ordinarily an event noted on one side does not find 
a place on t113 other. Similarly the two sides do in many 
cases show different events noted. Although the Thycisapu D 
bas only two sheets the information it gives about the 
political and religious events of the time is of a wide variety 
and bulk larger for the space these are provided in. 

One more historical material in the form of a Thycisapu 
has recently come to my hand. This is io two pieces, each 
consisting of 15 leaves. Not all leaves contain noting of 
events. Somz have just roughly written liturgies; a few 
contain irrelevant notes mentioning deities of names. while 
quite a few present noting of political events. We may 
designate this work as the ThyZisapu E. The events noted 
are from 783 to 789 NS, and from 800 to 807 NS and for only 
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one year. 813 NS. The leaves marked are only those which 
have relevant noting. others are left out. 

The importance of these Thyiisapu is not only so great for 
a political historian, but some one engaged in  writing a 
cultural history of the period might derive immense advantage 
out of these. 

It appears from the nature of tlie noting that the writer of 
Thyiisapu A belonged to Kathmandu and authors of B. D 
and E were inhabitants of Patan. whereas the Thyiisapu C 
shows the hands of one who lived i n  Bhatgaon 

The source materials, inscriptions, nlanuscripts and palm- 
leaf grant records become much exhaustive from the time of 
Pratiipamalla in  Kathmandu. Siddhinarasimhamalla in Patan 
and of : JagatprakFiSamalla i:: Bhatgaon. We shall see that 
not all these are quite relevant for the consideration of dates 
or events concerned. There are many which are not relevant 
at all from any point of view except when they show a regnal 
year. But much as the intermediate dates of a reign in the 
later period are not debatable, these have no historic sieni- 
ficance as such. I n  this context we do  not intend to deal 
with the source materials of the period of Pratiipa-Siddhi- 
narasihha and JagatprakFiga and after i n  the same way as ure 
have done in the case of the reigns preceding. In  the latter 
instance all the source materials are grouped together for 
each reign in the very body of the text, But as we come to 
deal wiih the reigns of PratHpamalla. Siddhinarasimhamalla 
and JagatprakSSarnalla. we do  not bring the source materials 
as part of the text except where these give relevant dates o r  
historical facts. 

We have made an exception to  this general practice in the 
case of reigns which had been so  far considered quite obscure 
for want of materials. It will appear that except for Mahiu- 
drasimha of Kathmandu all these reigns belong to Patan. 
The latter had a series of obscure reigns since the death of 
Yoganarendramalla i n  Kiirtika of 826. More particularly 
the reigns of Lokaprakiisamalla, Indramalla. Viranarasiri~ha. 
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and Hrddhinarasihha suffer actually from the paucity of 
documents, while the last decade of the Malla period was 
chaotic enough on account of the pressure of Gorkhgli inva- 
sion and cannot claim more than a modicum of documents. 
It will be seen that we have tried to  show for these socalled 
obscure reigns a s  many documents a s  are available to us in 
the ordinary course. 

However, whether documents are provided or not, the 
chronicles and Thyiisapus come to  our assistance in the 
matter of determining dates for various events of the period 
concerned. Therefore the role of inscriptions and colophons 
in this regard should not be overestimated. 

More Thyisupus with historical materials have come to 
light as 1 settled down to writing. These deal mostly with 
religious events but here and there events of political impor- 
tance are also introduced. One of such Thyiisapus, which 
I have obtained is written as an adjunct to Adztyastotra. This 
covers the account of events from Salizvat 783 to 793, and 
then from 855 to 859, and again there is a stray noting for 
the year 817 as well as  for 827. As  I have used this material 
as  my source for my account of certain e v e ~ ~ t s  in the narrative 
I think it worthwhile to  mention it by name. This Thyiisapu 
might bear the mark F while it comes for notice. 

Other materials of the nature when available and used 
might be cited as Thyiisapus, G, H, I etc. 

A note of warning might be sounded here in regard to the 
use of the Thyiisapus and notings on ms. works in general. 
I t  should be observed that not all the Thycisapu or ms. 
notings are genuine. Their utility is only to the extent that 
they are written in the period while the events mentioned 
have occurred. If this fact is otherwise then their authenti- 
city cannot be accepted. Sometimes dates and facts are 
copied from the chronicles and passed as  notings in the 
manuscripts. Thus we have not only to separate the grains 
from the chaff in our course of historical facts finding, but 
also judge the time of writing of the notes in their proper 



light. This is an arduous task. If the manuscript bearing 
the notes is dated it becomes easier to discern the authen- 
ticity or otherwise of the document. But some undated 
manuscripts defy our judging faculties. The  time of writing 
of the main work might be determined with reference to the 
scripts used as well as  the proper. Even so. the noting might 
delude us if we overestimate these factors. At any rate the 
noting can be of use to us only when they are borne out by 
facts of authentic dates in which these had been written. 

The Chronicles : 

I must now say a few words about the chronicle which I 
have utilised for the present book. As compared to Wright's 
or Kirkpatrick's or Levi's history, this is only more reliable 
as to regnal data but at  the same time supplies details of the 
account lacking in these and several others. This chronicle 
is equally defective in its first stage of description. I t  does 
not differ much from Wright's authority. But its account 
tends to he more accurate in respect of the narrative since 
Sivasihha, (698-738) and what we have said in the beginning 
of the paragraph is true only of this phase. 

The practice hitherto had been to complete the narrative 
of this period within a couple of pages. much in a way 
skipping over the details that could not be sought for in the 
above mentioned sources of the chronicle. The  present find 
has been very much valuable from the point of view of 
filling the gap created by the insufficient touch of the subjects 
under notice of these chronicles. 

Now we have a history as full as  it could be in the cir- 
cumstances, because we are in a position to  draw the mass 
of materials from the same. For the notice of the readers 
let it be said that we have referred to this particular chronicle 
as the chronicle whereas those of Wright, Kirkpatrick. Levi 
and others are noted each in the name of the historian who 
has utilised the particular chronicle. Wright's chronicle 
does not differ very much from those used by his compatriots. 
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a n J  tllerefore, wherevcr there has been an  occasion to men. 
tion these authors, we have in particular taken notice of 
Wright's authority a s  a model. O l ~ l y  on special occasions 
Levi and others find mention in our text and when we 
mention them, the reference is always made with the name. 

Let us now proceed with the description of another kind 
of source materials, the coins. Earlier we had simp!y touched 
the point while considering the account of the reign of Jaya 
Sthitimalla and his immediate successors, because in the 
absence of coins belonging to these rulers anything more was 
not necessary. 111 the preseut instance bscause of their 
abundance as coins form a very important basis for the 
fixation of regaal dates, it becomes essential to deal with the 
question at  this stage. 

I t  may be recalled here that no specimen of coins are 
available for the entire medieval period till the end of  the 
16th century. 

Father Cassiano in his Journal (1740 A, D)8 talks 01 a 
silver coin with a plan of the citadel and country of 
Simraongarh.' 'which was issued by an old king of' Bhatgaon 
coming from Simraongarh'. This coin on one side had a 
concentric circle and more circles within and without. This 
fetched '2 Roman paolis at  its face value, but today is sold 
as much as twenty times more than that.' 

But we do not know what happened to this coin. If at 
all such a one was existing a t  the time Father Cassiano 
visited Nepal, we might some day trace it out. But till then 
even Cassiano's observation is not going to help us to make 
it have a bearing on the history of the Nepalese coinage. 

The coinage again at  t'he stage where it figures comes to 
occupy a prominent place as a material reliable enough to 
determine the regnal date of the ruling monarchs of the 

~Missionari Italiani, etc. Vol .  XI, Part IV, P. 13. 
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country. So far ,  ~akeminarasirhhamalla's coins had been 
considered as the earliest specimens of the Malla coinage.. 
P. Landon. however, attributes some of his finds of undeci- 
phered coins to  Sivasihhamalla, Prat~panlalla's great 
grandfather (Vol. 11, Appendix XXV).1° Incidentally these 
were available in the PaSupati collection. But it 1s Very 
difficult to connect them with the history of the place where 
they were made available as  Landon tries to make out. 
There is nothing in them to show that these in any way 
brought Nepal in the picture, these might have been traced 
out of the collection just for  the reason that votaries from 
the plains offered their own coins to the Go3 PaSupati. TO 
all appearances they happen to be struck in the plains by 
ao Indian Muslim ruler. But the script in them is an anomaly. 
This is, however, certain that the same could never pass as  
the script in use in Nepal of those days. We have even 
doubts that the script of the coin was the same as  the one in  
vogue in contemporary North Bihar or  Bengal. 

The Arabic legend in the obverse of No. 4 of Land011 
reads Allauddin Sultan ............ Mirzaffar Firoj; if taken to 
be Nepalese adoption, it would greatly reflect on the depen- 
dent character of the country but Landon thinks that this is 
a Mithila coin. Landon has attributed the coin to  Nepal 
because of certain similarities in matters of decorations by 
floral designs and a circle in the centre of this coin and in the 
case of the latter by Persian characters of floral shape, that, 
of course, conveyed no meaning. According to  Walsh 
Laksminarasi&ha's coin is the earliest.ll But we have found 
a coin of Mahendramalla which, however, has yet to be pro- 
perly examined. This coin has geometrical designs. It is 

9 Plate 11, fig. 9, Walsh. Coirlnge of Nepal .  
10 Landon, N e p a l ,  11, P.  317 ff. 
1 1  Bhagwanlal Indraji's Vari~Sdvali says that Ratnamalla of Kath- 

,mandu introduced a new currency of copper with the image of a lion ; 
Wright's chronicle also has the same story. But such coins are not  
traced. 
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simple in appearance. At the centre there is a circle on both 
sides but with a trident on one and double drum on the other. 
Within the outer circle the obverse has Sri Sri Jaya Mahendra- 
malla devasya and on the reverse Sri Kagl;amandapasyiidhi- 
pati (n. 1 in our  Appendix). U p  to date a coin of Sivasihha 
with the name inscribed is also in our hand. I t  is undated. 
I ts  look is very much similar to  that of the unidentified 
coin, No. 2 of Landon and Walsh. Undoubtedly, this coin 
belongs to  Sivasihha as  the name in l e t t e ~ s  inscribed shows. 
Walsh suggested that because of a strong resemblance the 
coins of Lakeminarasihha bears to  that of Ghiyas Uddin 
Mahammad ShSh of Bengal (1526-37), Mahendramalla must 
have copied his designs from the contemporary Muslim coins 
of Bengal. As  to  the identity of the Malla coins with the 
contemporary Tughlak coinage of Bengal. I t  is possible that 
the rulers of Nepal might have in some respects copied certain 
features of the designs obtaining there; Nepal being conti- 
guous with Bengal such imitation was not to be ruled out. 
But there cannot be any question of a total imitation. Both 
Landon and Walsh admit that in their main characteristics the 
Nepalese coins of this period as of the older have as much 
originality in them as that of any other country (For the 
coinage of the earlier period see the author's volume on 
Ancient Nepal). 

I n  describing the Malla coins of Nepal Walsh says 
(Page 699. Para 1):-"Almost all the Malla coins, except 
those of the Tibet coinage, bear the sword (khadga), the 
emblem of sovereignty, which is generally combined with a 
garland. The other non-religious symbols are the mace and 
the lion. The remaining symbols are all religious. Of these. 
the one most generally found on the coins is the trident of 
Siva, and the others are the A~tarnai tgalal~ (the eight 

12 The Astamangala are (1) Matsya, the two golden fish ; 
(2) Clthatra, the umbrella of sovereignty; (3)  Salikha, the hollowed conch 
shell fo r  blowing as a trumpet; (4) Srivatsa, a lucky diagram, also 



Buddhist signs of good luck); the conch shell, Sarikha; the 
holy water vase, Kalasa or Kukbha ;  the vase for offerings. 
with cover in form of a stupa; the discus, chakra; and the 
double drum, damaru, of form like an  hour-glass. used in 
Tantric worship. 

"With the exception of the trident, these symbols are 
all of them common to both the Hindu and Buddhist reli- 
gions. though the interpretation given to  them differs accord- 
ing to the religion." 

For specific features of the coins of Nepal it has to be 
said that Kathmandu and Bhatgaon rulers beiog Saivite had 
inscribed the emblems such a s  double drum (damoru), 
trident, flower-vase, discus, sun, bow and arrow, sword and 
wreath. They are not occasionally found in Patan coins 
which have instead Aflamaitgala including lotus flower, the 
eight Buddhist signs. Buddhism was yet a strong factor in 
Patan. 

There were certain rulers of Kathmandu. Bhatgaon 
and Patan, who each introduced coins not common to the 
traditional shape and designs of the place. Buddhist and 
h i v a  symbols also have interpenetrated. 

One coin of Chakravartendramalla. the design of which was 
copied also in Bhatgaon by Ranajitamalla, bears a triangular 
bow and arrow and noose besides a lotus and a Yak's tail 
(Wright, p. 220; PI. 11, 13 of Walsh). The  chronicle says 
that the symbol of a bow and arrow being inauspicious the 
monarch who incorporated them in his coins died the day he 
struck them. 

Some coins bore in the legend the name of the deity the 
ruler was specially devoted to. For example Lokanitha 
(another name of Machhendranitha or Matsyendraniitha) 
appears as legend on the coins of Vignumalla, RSjyaprilkSSa- 

known as "Buddha's entails"; (5) Dh\,aja, the banner of victory; 
( 6 )  Kalasa, vase of water; (7) Padma, the lotus; and (8) Ckakra, the 
wheel of the  law. 
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rnalla and Viivajitamalla. The word Karuniirnaya appears 
on the coins of Hrddhinarasimha and YogaprakfiSa; and 
Talejumiijii in that of Yoganarendramalla and Kiinliirimiiju 
on one of the coins of Jayaprakaiamalla. The name of the 
regents and of queen consorts also figured, e. g. in the coins 
of Pratapamalla, Yoganarendrarnalla, and LokaprakaSan~alla 
(regent Yogamati). 

No coins bear the name of the kingdom, wherein they 
were issued or were current a s  legal tender. But some 
rulers inscribed in the coins the high sounding titles of 
NepcileSvara or Nepdla Chiidiinzani, Mahipatindra Girindra, 
Riijarcijerldra, etc, as the case may be, irrespective of the 
extent of territories they held. There is a rebus of a line at 
the centre inside a circle in the coins of Siddhinarasirhha and 
H r d d t ~ i ~ ~ a r a s i r h h a m a l l a . ~ ~  Some added literary titles such as 
the one of Kavindra by Pratgpa and BhGpBlendra, and 
Safigiriirnavapiiraga by Yoganarendramalla (see below). The 
affix Jaya is very common before the names of the rulerso 
Coins were struck in the name of a monarch in the initial yeat 
of his reign. The  first available coin of a monarch nlay, 
therefore, indicate the year of his succession. 

All coins have a round shape, only one that of YralZpa* 
malla which dates 789 (No. 14, PI. 11, Walsh) has been a 
square. Except the very earlier ones and a few belonging to 

the later period which could be termed as imitation of t h e  
alnlost all the coins have presented the figures in the diagram 
to make a geometrical design of Tantric conception, whether 
only in fly foot (Pl. V. 5, 6, 7)14 on cross Svastikd or equilam 
teral triangles which in some coins intersect each other 
(P1. V, 4, 6, 12 and PI. 11, 7. 8. 13 of Walsh); the last design 
was called viinastra and is prominent in the coin of Srini. 
vasamalla, Yoganarendra and Viranarasimha. The same 
diazram map have a triangle inverted and crossing another 

13 P1. V , 4 , 6 .  12 (Walsh). 
14 Walsh, the plates referred to are from hie book 'The  Coinage 01 

Nepal ' .  
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design of a Sarasvati Yanrra in the circle at  the centre 
or a mere circle or a triangle or a concentric circle. 2 or 3. 
as the case may be and eight petals around connected by 
a scollop or a big scollop itself. The diagrams of Sarasvati 

Yantra or A~tanrangala with six or eight of ten petal 
circles are common, but they began after 1690 A. D with 
Bhiipalendramalla's coins. 

The lztters both of name and title in the legend were 
engraved to show them in either round the circle in petals and 
inside the central circle or in the basic triangles provided by 
the Sarasvati Chakra, ... ... in the latter the Viruda and the 
names of deities appear in the space outside these. 

A few of Walsh's specimens of the coins of Lak~minara-  
s idha  and Pratapa and JagatprakaSa are the earliest varieties 
of the Malla c o i ~ a g e  (Figs. 9, 10 and 11, P1. 11). Siddhinara- 
simha's (Pl, V. Fig. I )  and Bhiipatindra's (Pi. 11, Fig. 3) also 
bear the same simple design although belonging to a later 
period. Walsh says that these were meant for circulation in 
Tibet. It might be so only in the case of Bhtipatindra, whose 
kingdom touched Tibet in the north-east. 

Mostly th.: coins were of a weight of 80-90 grains and of 
silver and of a denomination of a mohar (half a rupee). We 
have a double mohnr of PratFipamalla, which is unique for 
the whole of the Malla period (Walsh, 11, 14). But our  rulers 
also issued half mohars, and in a few reigns also appeared 
quarter nzohars. The No. 12 of Landon represents a quarter 
inohar of Yoganarendramalla, and there are those of PFirthi- 
vendramalla. and Bhiiskaramalla, Jaj~ajagajjaya. Siddhinara- 
simha (Nepal Museum) ViSvajitamalla, Jaya Bhupatindra 
and Ranajitamalla (Kesari Kaj's c ~ l l e c t i o n ) . ~ ~  

Belonging to the reign of JayaprakSamalla there are 
available silver units of 111 6 mohar and 1 /32  mohar (Walsh. 
1V, 13, 14). The last variety was also issued by some other 
kings i n  circumstances of unusual financial stress. 

15 Read below our appendix on new coins. 
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There was an  unstamped copper lump in circulation called 
Dhebua, which was valued at  1 /,32nd of the silver mohar. 
This was a paisa and represented the lowest fraction of the 
coinage in copper. 

I t  is not to  be supposed that the Nepalese rulers did not 
strike coins of designs other than the ones just cited. In  fact 
coins of elaborate designs were in vogue in this period, and 
also coins of the old variety continued to be struck by rulers 
in later period, though not to  a large extent (See Walsh, P1. 
11. IV, V and VI). 

The Malla coins differ from the earlier coinage : - 
(1) Devices become more complex with adoptions of 

multiple Tantric symbols (compare P1. I with others 
of Walsh). 

(2) All of them are dated and proportional in shape and 
well stamped. 

(3) However, the dots around the border are retained, 
but they are placed on the very margin of the peri- 
phery. 

(4) Silver coins of the denomination of a mohar and of 
4 and mohars and in the case of JayaprakHSamalla 
and others also of 1 / ,I6 and 1/32 mohar were in 
circulation, but these were not so numerous and 
there was no stamped copper coin for the whole of 
the Malla period; the Dhebua was a lump of 
copper, piece by piece, current only in a single 
denomination of 1 pice each. 

(5) The latter represented decimal system of valuation 
so that 32 dhebuas equalled a mohar, 

We have given in the Appendix certain specimens, which 
are the new finds of the coinage of Nepal. They were not 
traced in the investigation made by Walsh and Landon. 
Except the two which belong to the Nepal Museum but are 
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not illustrated all are from the collection of Kesari Raj 
(Kathmandu). 

Walsb has reproduced illustrations of certain gold coins 
(Asarfi) of JayaprakHSamalla lying in the British Museum 
(PI. IV, 6 and 12 etc.) but they are not yet traced inside Nepal 
a t  the moment. 

Accounts of European Travellers : 

Since the early 17th century Nepal was visited by Christian 
missionaries from Europe, In their initial career these visi- 
tors passed through the Nepal Valley either to go to Tibet 
from India or to return to India from Tibet. But later 
Christian missions were allowed residence in Nepal, and 
freedom to preach their creed. These were called Capuchin 
Missions. Whether as  temporary visitors or  permanent 
incumbents of the resident missions some European Padres 
made observations in writing on different aspects of Nepalese 
social life and polity, and left them as accounts of their 
sojourn. The materials concerning Nepal available to us is 
not as 7~oluminous. But nevertheless these enable us to get 
some ideas of the conditions of Nepal of those days as seen 
by European travellers. I t  will appear that. we have made 
use of these accounts so as both to check up certain data 
derived from Nepalese source materials as well as to deal 
with the question of general social picture of the Valley of 
the 17th century A.D. 

In the main I have copiously drawn from the following 
works in regard to the European accounts of the period. 

( 1 )  Documenti dei Missionari lfaliani nel Tibet e nel 
Nepal edited by Prof. L. Petech, Parts I-IV; I 
Capuccini Marchigiani; Part V-VII, lppolito Desi- 
deri, S. 1. (1952-56). Published by the State Publi- 
shing Office, Rome. 

( 2 )  Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Asia, by C. Wessels, 
1603-1721 A. D. The Hague, 1924. 
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(3) Account o f  Tibet, The Travels o f  Ippolito Desideri, 
1712-1727, Edited by Filippi De Fillippi, introduction 
by C. Wessels, London. 1932, 

Tibetan and Chinese Sor~rces : 
There is a bulk of Chinese and Tibet texts with occasional 

references to  Nepal. But we have not been able to touch 
them as yet. The  Ch'ing annal of the earlier period is the 
main source of such references, So all the two texts on the 
lives of the Fifth atid Seventh Dalai Lamas respectively. 
There might be available many more sources, but has to do 
extensive search to get the same. 

We are a t  a loss to  understand why Muslim chronicles of 
contemporary India have little to  say about Nepal. 

~rchaeological : Monuments and Images : 
Temples, images and residential quarters some damaged 

and more still well preserved but many with their own 
epigraphic records are available in abundance, and they are 
of considerable interest to  us as things of archaeological 
importance. These provide us the archaeological data for a 
description of art and architecture of the period as well as of 
living conditions, dress, ornaments, agricultural implements 
and weapons used in battles. I n  addition to  these we also 
obtain in their epigraphs some authoritative dates of cbrono- 
logy and facts of events, by which we can check u p  and 
verify the statements of the chronicles in regard to  these 
subjects. 

The period u1:der discussion can be regarded as our 
immediate past. Therefore it is not unusual that except in 
a few cases archaeological sites have been well preserved. 

111 
The Backgrotrnd 

For the background story of the kingdoms of tbe Nepal 
Valley we shall have to refer to the PaSupati copper plate 
inscription of NS 668. which as already dealt with contains a 
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peace agreement entered into by the rulers of the different 
parts of the Valley a t  that date. 

It has appeared to  us that about the time the history of 
the period starts, the Nepal Valley had several principalities, 
some ruled by the descendants of Yaksamalla a s  full fledged 
sovereign rulers and some ruled by feudatories and governors 
without paying regard to the soveceign. We have marked at  
least six such divisions, and these seem to have continued 
till about 1600 A. D. 

In  Banepii the first record of the Bhatgaon ruler dates 
NS 703. This shows Trailokyamalla reigning. In the absence 
of  records it is difficult to believe that Trailokyamalla's pre- 
decessor had ruled over Banepii. Farther east Dolkhii con- 
stituted another principality. Not until the same time, this 
unit also was merged in Bhatgaon. 

Similarly as we shall see later while dealing with the 
history of Patan the feudatory of the principality with Lalita- 
patan as capital had ignored Yakgamalla's descendants for  
all practical purposes since NS 640 down to NS 720 or so. 
The Pharping and Balambu-Kisi2idi divisions. one under the 
Riibuttas and another under the Pramiinas probably existed 
for the same duration. The Noako! principality did exist 
till NS 668. We do not know when it merged with Kath- 
mandu. This means that the historic three kingdoms of the 
Nepal Valley emerged as such only in the early 17th century 
A. D. As we study the process of emergence of these states, 
it also comes to our notice that territorial re-adjustment had 
accompanied its course. Eventually the adjustment must 
have been effected through elimination of certain petty 
units and their merger with one of the two kingdoms. In the 
case of Patan, the territorial entity had emerged with 
additional acquisitions as Kathmandu came to be divided 
on the death of Sivasimha. 

Although divided and existing apart the two kingdoms of 
Kathmandu and Bhatgaon and the principality of Patan were 
for some time to come placed in an ackward position. The 
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atmosphere of unity had been undermined, but none of them 
had as yet developed each its own features of a viable entity, 
which tended to stabilise its existence. They were facing a 
situation which was not normal for their age. Ultimately 
this led to their annihilation. But the omens had been visible 
since their very birth. 

The narrative in the preceding section brings our account 
to  the middle of the 16th century. Until now political condim 
tions had not stabilised in the Nepal Valley, But as time 
passed it certainly improved. and it looked that the division 
effected after the death of Yak~amal la  had come to stay, 
Henceforth all these states functioned as really separate 
entities even waging a war for the sake of preserviag one's 
independence and territorial integrity against the other. We 
now enter upon a phase of history that is made lively and 
that was full of fortuitous events; this entitled each of them 
to be dealt with separately. For this reason we have thought 
it proper to regulate the account kingdomwise. First, we 
take up the history of Kathmandu as it had been most impor* 
tant of the three kingdoms. 

It shall appear that for some time bet\ween NS 720 and 
739. Patan had been merged with the kingdom of Kathmandu. 
But iu NS 739 it again separated to emerge as a separate 
kingdom. 

We shall deal with other small principalities in connee 
tion with the description of the kingdoms with which they are 
merged. We shall note the events as they present to us. 



CHAPTER I1 

KINGDOM OF K A T H M A N D U  

I 

Ratnamalla to Sivasimha 

(1482-1620 A.D.) 

Ratnanzalla 

Ratnamalla was the second son of Yak~amalla  to obtain 
the kingdom of Kantipur. In the chronicles of Levi and 
Wright he is described as one very active, ambitious and 
without scruples, He killed the twelve Thakuri feudatories. 
who were a source of annoyance to him. A stray noting in 
the Thyasapu A states that he conquered Kathmandu in NS 
605. If this statement was taken seriously, we shall have 
to suppose that Kathmandu had rebelled on the death of 
Yak~amalla, whereupon the occasion for the conquest of the 
city had arisen. The fact of killing the Thakuris is supported 
by the PaSupati inscription of P8rthivendrarnalla.l He 
defeated also the Thakuri chief of Noakot and drove the 
Bhotias from his border with the help of the Sena rulers of 
Palp2.2 The PdpZ ruler sent to his help a contingent of 
Khasa and Magar fighters who bravely pushed back the 
invaders. I n  his time, SomaSekhara, a Briihmapa of South 
India could secure a permanent position as the worshipper 
of God PaSupatinStha and it is said that this fact was mainly 
instrumental in relegating the Buddhist Newar priests to the 
background and thenceforth the latter yeilded place to out- 
siders in important spheres of public life and administration. 
A chronicle states that he built the Taleju temple. According 
.to the same chronicle Ratnamalla was much under the 

1. Appendix. no. 82 Inscription. 
2. See Levi, 11, pp. 182 ff. Wright, p. 201. 



influence of Maithili Briihmanas who bad also an intimate 
approach a t  the court of Pglpii and they had brought about 
friendly relation between the two kingdoms. Ratnamalla 
had issued small copper coins of the denomination of a pice 
by exploiting copper mines a t  TBmlkhHni 12 miles to the 
south-west of Kathmandu on the MZtrkhu-Bhimphedi route. 
But tkese4are not available. H e  is credited with 71 years of 
reign by all the chronicles but our authority does not mention 
anything in regard to  regnal years of his and his two succes- 
sors. The  regnal data given by chroniclers are  incorrect in 
his case and in case of others as  well. Ratnamalla is spoken 
of as  the sole ruler of Kathmandu i n  a copper plate inscrip- 
tion (Ombahiil, Kathmandu) dated NS 629 Jye,v$ha iukla 3 
and more documents follow this date until 639.3 Ratnamalla 
died on Saturday Bhiidra Sukla 12 of NS 640 as attested by 
the colophon data of a ms. Arnarak04a.~ In the genealogy 
of the Kathmandu branch of rulers some five generations 
later he figures as  an immediate successor of Yaksarnalla. 
Let us now look into the genealogy from Ratnamalla onwards 
to  Mahendramalla, The following table we get from four 
sources, Pratlpamalla's two inscriptions, the PaSupati inscrip- 
tion of 778 (BLI's No. 18) and Taleju stella of 762 J y e ~ t h a  
k r g a  9' and driniviisamalla's Patan Darbar copper plate 
inscription (NS 785 divin Su kla pratipadE). 

Yak~amalla ,  his son 
Ratnamalla, his son 
Siiryamalla, his son 
Amaramalla, his son 
Mahendramalla, his son 
Sivasimha 

The Taleju Pillar Inscription of Plrthivendramalla also 
follows the above genealogy. But another inscription of 

?. Read the last but one chapter in Part 1 of the Volume. 
4. Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 3490. 
5. Sons. Sandesha,  I. 2, pp. 17 ff. 



King Piirthivendra standing within the PaSupati compound 
starts the genealogy from Ratnamalla and has Amararnalla 
as the son of Ratnamalla and then gives straight the name 
of Mahendramalla. In this Stiryamalla is altogether omitted 
as also Narendramalla (date NS 799 MdrgoSirga pErvabhadra 
nak~atra and Wednesday)% 

One of Pratiipamalla's inscriptions (BLI. 19) does not 
have Amaramalla and gives i n  his stead Narendramalla 
before Mahendramalla. But according to  Wright. Levi and 
BLI, all modern chronicles. Amaramalla was the son of 
Snryamalla. From these chronicles we have the genealogy 
as below : 

Ratnamalla, his son 
Amaramalla. his son 
Siiryamalla, his son 
Narendramalla, his son 
Mahendramalla. his son 
Sivasimhil 

As the genealogies in our sources have confused the order 
of succession, we have to leave these aside for our present 
purpose. 

We shall have to turn to  inscriptions and ms. colophons 
t o  decide which reigns had actually existed and which are 
fictitious. 

It will appear that all names occurring i n  the genealogy 
except Amaramalla's have the support of such documents. 
We have occasions to observe how the royal genealogists, 
whether it is Pratspa or his cousin SrinivBsa or his son 
Piirthivendra have failed to  produce a correct order of names 
of his ancestors. However. the place of Amaramalla in the 
genealogy has to  be fixed or his name has to be dismissed as 
a fictitious ruler. 

6 .  Sanskrit Sancieslta, 1, 10,11,12, pp. 22 ff.  
This contains hymns in eight stanzas composed by bimself 

(Sari k o r a p r i t ~ t ~ n i k ~ s ~ o k a r n )  
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Siiryamalla 

Siiryamalla's first available date is NS 644 and there is a 
strong reason to take him to have followed Ratnamalla as 
his successor in view of this date. However. it has got to be 
proved that there was no other ruler in between NS 644 and 
650, which is the last date of Ratnamalla. 

From a noting in the ms. Jaganmohan (Government 
National Library recently acquired) we know that Siiryamalla 
was the son of Ratnamalla. The noting makes a reference 
to Siiryamalla's marriage on 616 VaiSiiHha Sukla ekiidasi pro 
dviidafi hastii n a k ~ a t r e  varyiina yoga byhaspativiisare. In 
view of  this colophon no doubt is left as to Siiryamalla being 
a son of Ratnamalla. 

Besides the above noted statement from ms. Jaganmohan, 
we have the following documents in the name of Siiryamalla, 
It  has to be marked that these clearly establish the fact of his 
reign in the period as shown between the dates of the 
documents. 

( I )  SUryamalla, is noted in the stone slab (Chaitya, 
Thahiti) to have ruled in the Nepal year 644.7 This inscrip- 
tion is of a later date. 

(2) ms. Kamandakiyanitisiira (Govt. Nat. Lib. No. 871)' 
Colophon : Sreyostu Sriman Nepiilika Sahvat  647 Xjiidha 
miisa k g n a  p a k ~ a  ugtamyiim tit hau revati nak~a t re  Sukra- 
viisarasya Sri Sri Sri  PaJupaticharanakamaladhali dhiisaritot* 
tamii Aga Srirnan MiineSvari~tadevatii samiiriidhanatatpara 
labdhodaya Raghuvarhia riijariijivotphulla vi1dsanaikobh~- 
s kara pra bala ripu mattamiitaAga darpadalanaika chaturn 
keiari samasta riijachakra sevita Saranaika yogyapiida kamalita 
patra bhiila Nepcilamandala saroruha makarandapiyamcino 
mattamadhiipa nGniividycivinoda kaliinidhi satsundariganan 
manontniidamohaj~la samana chintiimani M d  nrpachakra0 

7. Unpublished. 
8. Unpublished. 
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chiidirnzani Pm Pbh Daityanciriiyaniivutiira Sri Sri laya  S f i r ~ a -  
malfadeva prabhau bhujyamanaya pratik~ii etc. etc. 

(3)  A copper plate inscription on the wall of the main 
shrine at  the Nhakabahil to the right of the door;@ it begings 
Sreyostu Sarjzvat 649 Sriivana rniisa k r ~ n a  k h a ~ t i  budhaviisare, 
etc. etc; at the end Riijadhiriija Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Siirjamara- 
deva prabhu thiikurasya vijayariijye. 

I n  the diary of the fanlily priest of the Bhatgaoll Riijiis, 
the death of Siiryamalla is said to have occurred on Kiirtika 
vadi 11 of 650. Probably this date is correct. Now our 
main problem is to determine the position of Amaramalla in 
the genealogy. The correct adjustment might be to introduce 
Amaramalla between this date and 658 which is the first 
ascertained date of Narendramalla. But this call be settled 
only with reference to an authoritative document. We shall 
deal with this question a litlle later. 

Arnaramalla 

( 1  530-1 538 A.D.) 

We have only one document in the name of Amaramalla 
and this has made the problem of his identification more 
difficult, Amaramalla is the only name in the present list, 
about whose existence there is confusion a s  to the identity 
and place in  the genealogy. 

H. P. Shastri has listed in CPMDN (11, p. 82) a copy of 
ms. Gitiibha~ya, dated Laksman SaAvat 422. The  post 
colophon statement of this matluscript, according to  him, is 
'very nearly effaced but from this it can be gathered that the 
work was copied under oxders of the minister of Amaranlalla- 
deva at  Kathmandu'. The ms. is in Maithili character and 
was writtell by a scribe in Nepal. C o l ~ p h o n ' ~ :  Subhamastu 
La Sum 422 Bhiidra Sudi 7 sanau e dine Nepiila deiiit~tarat- 
gata ......g unagriinla nir~ipadhiparopokiira Jjautipa V a i d ~ a k a  

9. Unpublished. Inscription n. 2 in our Appendix. 
10. Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 385. 
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smlti puriina kiivya alaitkiira vahuvidha vidyiinidhlna M d  
Sri Sri Amaramalladevasya prgdhiina ...... niima tasyiijAayIi 
riijapiirlve M a h i i b h a t a p h a t  l ikhi~am Mukundapiithaka 
Sarmabhiriti etc. etc. 

A ms. of Jagajjyotimalla gives both Lakgmana and Saka 
eras (Narapati Jayacharyiipkii), 496 and 1539 respectively. 
Thus L. S. 496 corresponded to Saka 1539 and 78 added from 
1539 will give the year in terms of the C.E. which would be 
1617 A.D. Accordingly the epoch year of the L.S. would also 
be 1 121 A.D. or 1121-880=241 N.S. For a discussion of the 
epoch year of L.S. see the preceding volume. Likewise the 
date of Amaramalla in the light of the colophon date 01 
ms. Giriibha~ya is  241+422=663 Nepal Sakvat .  But we 
should bear in mind that the passage does not suggest the 
date as the reigning date of Amaramalla. 

The date, however, clashes with the rrgnal year of 
Narendramalla. If, therefore, Amaramalla was the father 
of Narendramalla, then the reference to him in the above 
quoted colophon might be posthumous. 

In view of the colophon there was no doubt that Amam 
nlalla had reigned and he is not a fictitious personage. 

Altl~ough nothing definite can be said about ~maramalla 's  
place in the genealogy, he was probably the son and successor 
of SGryamalla as  is given iu the two inscriptions of Prat@am 
malls and in the Taleju copper plate inscription of Srinivas* 
malls (vide above). H e  must have succeeded ~iiryarnalla 
in 650 on the latter's death and died some time before 6% 
which is the earliest available date of Narendramalla. 

The fact of Narendramalla's reign is ascertained wilb 
reference to  several inscriptions including those dated 
NS 658. 660, 672, 678 and 680. He is also known from several 
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manuscripts including the one dated 671 d i v i n a  mentioned 
by Bendall (Camb. Or. 135).11 

Because Mahendramalla follows immediately after in 686, 
there is no doubt about Narendramalla being his immediate 
predecessor. As his documents extend from 658 to 680, 
we can with certainty establish his reign to have occurred 
between these two dates. 

The following gives in detail the relevant date of the 
docunle~lts of the time of Narendramalla. 

(1) A few lines inscribed on the pedestal of an image of 
Mahiink31 a t  the Nhakabahil (Kathmandu).'= Sreyostu Sarizvat 
658 Miigha rrbiise kygna pakje chaturth).iim tirhau Sri Kajta- 
mandapanagare.. . . . . . . .Sri Sri Jaya Narerldramalladeva pra bhu 
lhakurasya vijayarcijye. ( n .  5. in our Appendix). 

(2) A stele in the Budhiinkhe1 area in Chabel.'? Sarizvat 
669 Chairra k l ~ n a  paiichami Jaya Narendrarnalla thiikurasa. 

(3)  A stele on the platform of a temple of Vigpu a t  Hari- 
: la  Sri Nepiilamandaleivara Sri Sri MiitleSvarivaralabdha 

Sri R d  Pbh P m  Dharmaniiriiyana Sri Sri Jaya Narendramalla- 
d e v ~ s y a  vijayariijye ,... . . .Saritvat 669 Bhiidramiise sukla pakw 
a$tanzyiinz tithau anuriidltii n a k ~ a t r e  budhaviisare, etc. etc. 

(4) A stone inscription on the platform of the main 
Chaitya of Kat hesyemb hu : l5 Asmin  Sri suvarna patiilinagare 
R d  Prn Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Narendramallasya tasya vijayariijye 
Sahvat  672 Miigha rltiisa k r ~ n a  pakee dvitiyciyiim tirhau 
uttarayhiilguni nakjatre Siilayoge suklaviisare, etc. 

( 5 )  nls. Grahamiitykiiniima Sangitivasudhiirani (Kaisar 
Lib. No. 725) Colophon : R d  P172 Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Narert- 
dranzalladevasja vijayarii jye Nepiilejagatikhyiite rtagare 
Kci,vtarnandape Sarizvat 672 J y e ~ t h a  Sukla tritiyiiyiinz tithau 
punarvasu n a k ~ a t r e  guruvasare. etc. etc. 

11. CPMDN, 1 ,  Intro., p. 30. 
12. Unpublished. 
13. Inscription n. 6 in o u r  Appendix. 
14. Unpublished. Inscription n. 85 in our  Appendix. 
15. Unpublished. Inscription n. 10 in our  Appendix. 
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( 6 )  ms. A~tas i ihasr ik i i  prajiiiipiiramitii (Nepal Govt. 
Museum n. 212) Colophon : Rd P m  Pbh Narendramallade- 
vasya vijayariijye 672 A ~ i i d h a  Sukla d v i ~  iyii tithau pugyii 
n a  kjatre byhaspat iviisare, etc. 

(7)  ms. Paficharakaii (Nepal Govt. Museum, unnum- 
bered) Colophon : R d  P m  Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Nurendramallo 
Sarhvat 673 P a u ~ a  k q n a  amiiviisyiirn hastii n a k ~ a t r e  variyiina- 
yoge yathiikarana muhiirte Su kraviisare kanyiiriiii gate savi- 
tori mi thuna  raSi gate chandramasi, etc. 

( 8 )  ms. Yoginijayastava (Govt. N a t .  Lib. No. 449)'6 
Colophon: Sarhvat 675 ASvini mase k r ~ n a  p a k ~ e  saptami 
pra a ~ t a m y i i m  ti thau punarvasu pra pukha n a k ~ o t r e  siddhi- 
siidhya yoge / jathiikarana m u h  iirte somaviisare rula raii  gate 
sa vitari karka riisi gate chandramasi / R d  P m  Pb h Sri Sri Jaya 
Narendramallasya vijayariijyel Sri Yanzbu  kramiiyam gangu- 
lange Sri Kisiriimlatola ke ,  etc. 

(9) An inscription (copper plate) in the collection of 
PaSupatinStha.17 It mentions the mother of Narendramalla* 
whose name is AmrtSdevi with donation of dhiipapiilra to 
Lord PaSupatinHtha in the reign of her son; dated Sarhvat 678 
Jyegtha mase  k g n a  p a k ~ e  chaturdaSyiim t i thau mygaiira 
n a k ~ a t r e  byddhiyoge budhaviisare mahiiparvadine, etc. 
(Inscription n. 14 in our Appendix) 

(10) A palm leaf grant (in the possession of Dharmaharsa 
VajrHchBrya);lB dated at the end, 678 VaiSdkha miise fukla 
p a k ~ e  dvitiyd. it was a grant of land by Sri Sri Jaya Narendra- 
malladeva prabhu thiikura to one KeSavasimha SZihu of 
Asantol in Kathmandu. 

(11) Three lines inscribed over the roof of a small 
Chaitya. close to the stiipa of Svayarnbhun5tha just to the 
east. Sreyostu Sarhvat 680 VaiSiikha Sukla agtomi dine Sri 
V a b d h d t u  Chaitya Vajradhiitu Vdgi lvara  bhaftiiraka sthapile 

16. Unpublished. 
17. Unpublished. n. 14 in our Appendix. 
18. Itihasa PrakaSa, 1, 1, p. 93. 
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Riijddhirirja Sri Sri  Jaya Narertdrarnalladevasya riijye. etc. etc. 
(Inscription n. 15 in our Appendix) 

Narendramalla's documents show him reigning from 658 
to 680. As it will appear his successor's first ascertained 
date comes 4 years after. 

An inscription of Mahendramallays reign (on a wall in the 
Piukhabahal) calls him the son of Narendramalla. 

According to the later chronicles Ratnamalla's successors 
ruled over 28 towns (26 Levi): to  mention some. 
Bandagaon, Lubhu, Thecho, Harisiddhi, Patan. Chspagaon. 
Pharping, Bungmati, KhokhnB. Thiinkot, Balambu. Kirtipur 
and Halchok and adjacent places. But it cannot be true 
that he ruled over Patan and areas adjacent to  it, for we shall- 
know that these were joined into a separate principality 
independent of both Bhatgaon and Kathmandu till NS 720 
or thereabout. We have also seen that Pharping was 
governed by a feudatory exercising powers quite independent 
of the king of Katbmandu. Later the principality of Pharping 
was absorbed into Patan. It is unlikely if Pharping ever 
becam< a part of Kathmandu; but temporary occupation of 
Pharping by Kathmaudu cannot be ruled out. 

Mahendramalla 

(1560-1574 A D.) 

Mahendramalla is the fourth ruler in Kathmandu after 
Ratnamalla. We have already said about his parentage. 
He figures as great grand-father of king Siddhinarasiriihamalla 
of Patan in the latter's inscriptions giving his genealogy. 
Similarly as we have noted Mahendramalla is the great grand- 
father of PratHpamalla in the genealogy given by the latter 
in  his inscriptions. 

We have the following documents for his reign. 
(1) One copper plate inscription in the name of 

Mahendramalla dated 68 1 Miigha krgna, The record is 
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connected with the temple of Bhililaserla in Kathmandu.'Q 
This is the only copper plate inscription so far available for 
h'is reign in Kathmandu. 

(2) ms, Camb. Or. 135 of NS 686 Sriivana (Bendall, 
History, p: 30, CPMDN, I). 

(3) ms. Paiupatipuriina (Govt, Nat. Lib. n. 5472) 
Colophon : Sreyostu Sakvat  688 Chaitra k y ~ n a ~ t a m y i i m  tifhau 
uttaragiidha nak~a t re  iivg joge iidityaviisare tasmindine 
likhitii Nepiileivara Sri Sri  Jaya Mahendramalladeva prabhaug 
iiisati Sri Kii~tarnandape, etc. 

(4) A stone inscription in a small temple of Ganesa i n  
Noakot. This reads, Srimatchhri Sri Paiupatityiidi narapaii- 
chakrachiidiimani rafijite charana Srin~atchhri Jaya Mahendram 
malladeviiniim vijayariijyel . .. . . .Safivat 68  . . . . . p a k ~ e  dviidasi 
para trayodaii .... . . i u  yogya budhadivase. 

(5) A fragment of a ms, on Tantra (As. Soc. Bengal 
11. 4790). Sri Sri Kii~ta~nandapanagarottama Sri Sri Jays 
Mahendramalladeva prabhu thiikurasa vijayariijyel ... . .. .. 
Sreyostu Sahvat 693 Aiuni 6ukla ajtanzyiim tithau rekhakoyam 
Vajrdchiirya bhikju Vachchhe gvatra Sri Vijayachandramati. 

( 6 )  A stray leaf at  the end of the ms. VrSotsargavidhi 
contains noting,20 Samvat 694 Bhiidrapada iukla I 1  frifiyliyam 
tithau byhaspativiira, thva kunho Rdmasarna vijydka divas0 
~ r i  Mahendramalla/ / sahagiimini, vairniitri Bhaviini, vairndtri 
~i int i i ,  Duini, Her& 

According to PHrtbivendramalla's PaSupati illscription 
Mahendramalla built the royal palace of Kathmandu. We 
have it from the chronicle that in his reign one Purandara 
RgjavamSi built a temple of K ~ s n a  facing the Patan Darbar. 
Probably the reference is to Purandarasimha of Patan (see 
,below). According to Levi this king is also the builder of 
Taleju temple in Kathmandu erected on Bhatgaon model. 

19. I n  the possession of Pannalal Shrestha, Kathmandu. 
20. In the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma (Patan). 
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This is confirmed by the verse 18 of the PaSupati inscription 
of Pratiipamalla. 

The Bhimasena copper plate of 684 mentions the fact of 
his having built and formally celebrating the occasion of 
opening the Tavadevala. We know that by Tavadevala the 
writing meant the shrine of Taleju. I t  is said that he issued 
rules of conduct for the people on the line of his f~refa thers . '~  

According to the noting of the ms. Vrjotsargavidhi as 
above cited. he died on Bhiidrapada jukla tritiyii byhaspativa'ra 
of 694 (=September, 1574). The same source says that with 
his dead body were burnt his half sisters (vaimiitri) by name 
Bhavani and SZintii, and others Dulni and Herii. Probably 
the last two were his mistresses. 

Mahendramalla is associated with the present silver coins 
of Nepal called 'Mahendramalli'. The  legend also noted by 
all the chronicles credits him with securing a permission 
from the Delhi Moghul to  open a mint in Nepal (Wright, p. 
207). It is said that he received silver from Tirhut and his 
coins were circulated as legal tender throughout Nepal 
including the petty hill states and Tibet. But this particular 
assertion of the chronicle could not be verified by facts a s  no 
coins in the name of Mahendramalla with a date have 'been 
recovered. We have a coin of Mahendramalla (vide Appen- 
dix n. 1). but it is undated. In  the Kathmandu Valley the 
next earliest find is the coin of Sivasimha but this is also 
without date; so is the coin of Lak~minarasimha. while the 
first available Nepalese coin in Tibet belongs to  the name of 
Bhupatindramalla of Bhatgaon with Tibetan seal.*' Both 
Levi (11, p. 216) and Walsh (p. 685) disbelieve the legenda3 
,of his issuing coins. 

21. This is recently published along with Divya Upadeslla of 
Prithvinargyana Sh5h by Mahant Naraharingtha. 

22. The coin in the name of Mahendramalla which we have given 
,remains yet to be identified. (n. 1 in our Appendix). 

23. For the coinage of Tibet read Walsh's article in J A S B ,  11, No, 2, 
P* 11 ff. 
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We cannot say for certain if the authority to issue coins 
came to be enjoyed by the Nepalese king because of the 
Moghul Emperor Akbar investing him with it. 

Mahendramalla had died in 1574 A. D. (=694 NS), while 
Akbar was at  the height of his power in India. In  respect 
of their being contemporary rulers. there should be no doubt. 
But in the absence of any authentic evidence to  connect the 
Moghul Empire with Nepal. We shall find it much difficult 
to establish the fact of Mahendramalla issu~ng coins by virtue 
of the authority vested in him by the order of Akbar. 

We shall, however, discuss this question in detail as we 
deal with the international status of Nepal for  the period. 

(1574-1583 A.D.) 

It is said that Sadiisivamalla, Mahendra's eldest SOD, was 
forced to abdicate and live in Bhatgaon as  his misrule pro- 
voked revolt by his courtiers. There is a rectangular court- 
yard known as SadiiSivachok in the Bhatgaon palace, which 
is still preserved to commemorate his name. Tbe duration 
of his reign cannot be assessed properly in the absence of 
reliable data. We are yet unable to state definitely when 
his reign began. We have several documents in his name. 
Bendall provides two. these are mss. (Camb. Add. 1355, and 
British Mus. Or. 2206), of which the first is dated 1576 A.D- 
(NS 796).24 It was suggested that he ruled utmost for 2 to 
3 years. But this is wrong; he ruled much longer. As a 
consequence of a widespread mass uprising against his rule 
he fled from the capital and went in hidi~lg under shelter of 
the Bhatgaon ruler. He used to forcibly carry beautiful 
Womec through night raids in the city, SadHSivamalla does 
not figure in any genealogy of his successors. None of his 
nephews or grand-nephews take notice of him. Sad3Sivamalla 

24. Bendall, Journey ,  Table 11. 
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was perhaps allowed to be totally ignored because of the 
stigma attached to his name as  an unpopular. licentious and 
tyrant ruler. All the later chroniclers agreed that he was 
succeeded by Sivasihha. Except in Levi. Sivasixhha comes 

to be noticed as the brother of SadCiSivamalla. But as we 
have noted Sivasirfiba is mentioned as tbe direct successor 
and son of Mahendramalla in the genealogies contained in 
the inscriptions of PratCipamalla. Siddbinarasihha and 
others. 

AS it shall appear from the subsequent passages. Siva- 
sirhha was already seated on the throne in NS 698 Jyeslha. 
But SadHSiva's documents do not stop a t  this date. they 
extend over a period of three years and more. 

We have the following documents in the name of SadHSi- 
vamalla. either belonging to his reign or executed by him 
without mentioning the reign. 

(1) A copper plate inscription attached to  the wall of a 
shrine in Degubahal in Thimi. Svasti Sreyostu Sakvat  696 
Chaitra kr$nii~lamyiim tithau trayodaiyiim tithou piirvabhadra 
Pra utfarabhadra nak~atre  brahma).owe pra eindrayoge yathd- 
koruna muhiirte budhavdsare mekhardii gata savitari m i n a r s i  
gala chandramasi Mekha sa&kriinti mahiiparvvadine (middle 
of April) ...... Rd Pm Pbh Sri Sri Jaya SadiiSivamalla prabhu 
thfikurasya vijayariijyel diinapati Kiintipuro mahlinagare elc. 

(Inscription n. 20 in our Appendix). 
(2) ms. Vasudhiiriiniimadhdrani (Camb, Or. 135)a5 Colo- 

~ h o n  : Safivat 696 Jyejtha miise k r ~ n a  pakee chatur thyay~m 
lithau brhaspati vasare// Md Pm Pbh Sri Sri Jaya SadiiSi- 
~amalladevasya vijayariijye// Su bhamastu / / 

(3) A stone inscription of Mrgasthali (PaSupati area). 
Sarirvat 697 Kiirtika miise krjna p a k ~ e  dvitiyiiyiirn tithau 
rohini naksatre parigha yoge / yathdkarana muhiirte sornavd- 
sure/ luzya (tu16) rdiigate savitari vraariisi gata chandramasi/, 
Sri Sri Jays SadiiSivamalladeva prabhu thdkurasya vijayardjye. 

25. Bendall just mentions the date in his History. p. 30 ( C P M D N .  1)- 



(4) A copper plate attached to the wall of the main 
shrine of a ball21 at  Otutol, Kathmandu. Sreyostu Sahvat 
700 Agiidha miise Srlkla pakje dafayiim tithau sviiti nakgatre 
siddhiyoge budhaviisarel Rd Pm Pbh Sri Sri Jaya SadiiSiva. 
malladeva prabhu thii kurasja vijayariijye, etc, 

5 )  ms. Paficharak~ii (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1114). Colopbon: 
Svasti Md Pm Pbh Sri  SA Jaya Sadii4ivamalladeva prabhu 
thd kulasa vijayarii jye Ki i~tamandapa mahiinagare tatraiva 
tolaks rathyiiyam piirvva piirive chochchhafi grhiivasthita 
tiimrakiira Merubhiiro ... ... Sarizvat 700 Vaisiikha miise Sukla 
pakse saptamyiim tithnu pokga n a k ~ a t r e  gandha yoge brha~pati 
vasare.. ... .Paficharak$i put hi jirnnodharana yiingli juro. 

(6) A palm leaf record of a grant of land to one 
slirnavedi Brahmana Raghuniitha by Sri Sri Jaya SadiirCivae 
malladeva prabhu t h i i k ~ r a . ~ ~  The date is 701 P a u ~ a  SukIa 
paiichami. 

The last record carries the regnal period of SadSlSivamalla 
to early 701. 

Sivasimha's first available document is dated NS 698 
Jyegtha Sukla piirnimli (=May-June, 1578). This is a palm leaf 
record about the twelve yearly Samyak ceremony performed 
at that date in the victorious reign of Sivasimhan27 His next 
document is an inscription dated NS 699 Phdlguna Sudi, 
'which has Rii jddhiriija Paramelvara ~aramabhattiirako 
Sri Sri Sivosirhhnsyo vijayariijye. This is incised on a slab 
of stone attached to the main temple at Tiirlbahal in 
Laganlo1 of the city of K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ ~  

Other documents of his reign stand as follows: 

(3) A copper plate inscription attached to the wall of the 
temple of Sakyamu~i  at the ViSvakarmavihara of ~athmandue 

26. In the possession of Nepal Museum. 
27. In the possession of one Jogaratna Tuladhara in Kathmandu. 
28. Unpublished. Inscription n. 22 in our Appendix. 
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The date is 706 P a u ~ a  krqnn p a k ~ e  n~tarnjcinl tirharr chitrii 
naksalre dhrriyoge ~sathlkarona m u  hiirte adit yavdsore under 
the victorious reign of Rd Pm Pbh S ivas imhade~a. '~  

(4) The Otu stele.'O It  gives several dates. 711 
(EkldaSadhika sapta$ate) P a u ~ a  krqna pratipud~irm b r l ~ a s ~ a t i -  
dine, 71 3 (7'rayodaSiidhika saptafate) Vaiiiikha Slr kla 
pfimamlsydm fivayoge a~lirriidhl nak~a t re  Saniviisare, etc and 
an illegible date figure with LaksminarasiIfiha as the 
sovereign. The inscription records the installation of the 
images in stone of Akgobhya, Vajrasatva, Dipankara 
AryatBrE SiddhimaiijuSri, Halahala LokeSvara, Aryat8ra and 
two Chaityns at different stages. With the first date is 
associated also Laksminarasimha who is described as Sriman 
sakala bhiipendra Lak~minarasirizha bhiipati Sobhate hi  
sayetatra nagare Kii~$amandape. In the same context 
Sivasirhha is mentioned as Sivasirhha nrpah Srimiin bhiiti 
Nepilamandale sara javaryah Sivasirhhadeva m Erdhiibhijiktah 
kgtitipahpradhlnah jitavairi sarighah jitaviravirolabdhapras2idii 
jagadambikiiyiih. 

(5) Inscribed on the water conduit of Vajrayogini. Date 
Salizvat 715 Chaitra miise Sukla p a k ~ e  ... .. .... Sri Sri Sivasithha- 
devasa vijayariijye. 

(6) The Svayambhu stone inscription. This comme- 
morates the various repair works done to the stiipa of 
Svayambhu at different dates, 714 to 725 NS either by 
sivasidoba himself or by others on his orders. The  text is 
partly in Sanskrit altogether 26 lines in verses and in Newari 
28 lines. After invoking God Dharmadhiitu the passage 
runs to describe Sivasimha's qualities. He is called the son 
of king Mahendramalla. A little later he is praised as one 
conquering the principality of Lalitapattana, (rl jya jayi 
Lalitapattana niimadheye). Hariharasimha is noted as  his 
son and crown prince, looking like Skanda to Siva. The 

29. Unpublished. 
30. Unpublished. Inscription n. 26 in our Appendix. 



record gives several dates, 714 Miigha Sukla 5. 715 Vaiiiikho 
k r p a  paiichami Bukravdre miila nakjatre, 724 Mdgha fuklo 
5 ,  725 Miigha Sukla 5 byhaspat iv l i~are.~~ 

It appears that the donors mentioned in the record are the 
same persons who figure in the Otu Inscription. 

(7) A palm leaf record of land grant by Sri Sri Jaya 
Sivasirhhadeva prabhu {hiikura o n  Sahvat 714 Sruvana vadj 
7,3= witness to the deed was Hariharasimhadeva. 

(8) Inscribed on a big bronze bell at  KwBbBhal, 
Patan. Snrizvat 728 dsvina Sukla piirnimii byhaspa~iviisare,,. 
Miinigvaliidhipati Sri Sri Sivasihhadeva prabhu {hiikurasa, 
putra Sri Sri Jaya Hariharasihhadeva thiikurasa vijayarfijje, 
etc. 

(9) A copper plate attached to the main sbrine of 
Visvakarmii vihiira in Kathmandu. Svasti Sri Kii~tamandapa 
rnahiinagariidhiSvura Rd Sivasirhhadeva dharmiivatiira nrpali 
vijayariijye, etc. The date at the end is Sarhvat chandra. 
guniisvakhye (=731) P a u ~ a  k y ~ n a  yame (= 10) tithau viiiikhli 
Siila yoginau siiryajyoti yathii bhavat Sarizvat 731 Subham. 

(10) The Patan Darbar square temple stone inscription 
with date 734. Nepiiliibde veda vanhi loka Bhiidra site 
tithou dabalnyiim nakgatre uttariiaiidha Sobhanayoga saura. 
viisare. 

(11) In Tukambiibiil, Kathmandu, a stele, has Sri Sri 
Sivasirhhadevasu piirita vijayarcijye Nepiila hiiyane yugiigni 
muni yute (=734) miisedhave pakja Suklejtamyiim etc. 

(12) I11 Patan in front of the Khvapabahi, attached to8 

Chaitya. Saritvat 734 Jyey {ha Bu kla dviidaii pra trayodaiy~fl 
viiiikhii pra anurlidhii nu k$atre ... bihasparivdsare. ~iiniglali* 
d hi pati Sri Sri Sivasimha {hd kurasya vi jayarci jye, etc. 

(13) A stele standing close to the garbha within the 
precincts of Northern ASoka stnpa (yampisthupa) in Patan 
Sukvat 735 J y e ~ t h a  miise k g n a  p a k ~ e  chaturthi pra pafichanli 

31. Sans.  Sandesha 11, 4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  p p .  46-44. 
32. In the possession of the Government Museum, Kathmandu. 
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lithau iravana ghati 5 d h a n i ~ t h i i  n a k ~ a t r e  vaidhrti  gholi  7 
viskambha yoge so ,~ tav i i sare '~r i  Mdniglridhipati Sri Sri Jays 
Sivasihhadevasya tadvijayariijye. etc. This records the 
completion of the repair of Chaitya.  

(14) A stone inscription of the DurukhyobHha in Patan- 
There are two dates, the first cornmemorating the occasion 
of the setting u p  of the image of Sgkyamuni in the main 
shrine and the second. Sarhvat 736 Pkiilguna miisya i u k l a  
p a k ~ e  ekddaii  pra dvddaii  t i thau punarvasu pra p u $ ~ f i  n a k ~ a l r e  
sallbhiigya pra Sova yoge iidityaviisare kunl bha  r G i  gata 
savitari karkka rfi i i  gnta chandramasi  asnlin divase Sri  Sri R d  
Pbh Sri Sri Jaya ~ i v & i r h h a d e v a s ~ a  vijayariijye. etc. 

(15) ms. Midhavanidiina.33 Colophon : Parvvatagnilul- 
angiibde (=737) Pause nziisi Site tathii/ trayodaiyiint gccr~cviisare 
pffrna likhitamtaddine / / Rd Sri Sivasirh ha devasy a vijayarfijye 
Lalitapattane tasyii dhisti ta etc .  etc. 

There might be more documents oE the reign of Sivasimha. 
Our list should not, therefore, be taken as  exhaustive. 

Comparing the dates in the documents of SadiiSivamalla 
and Sivasimha respectively, it appears that from 698 to 700 
(both dates inclusive) their reigns have gone side by side. 
As so far documeuts showing joint rule have not come to our 
notice, the inference on the basis of facts available upto date 
can be to say that they had ruled a t  different places within 
the dates shown above. Records in the name of Sadaiivamalla 
are not available for the time after 701 P a u ~ a .  As already 
seen we have not come across documents in the name of 
Sivasihha for the time between 699 Phalguna vadi and 703 
Magha. Could all this suggest to  the occurrence of civil war 
in Kathmandu at this time? The chronicles say that the 
people rose against SadaSivamalla and compelled him to 
abdicate and seek refuge in Bhatgaon. I t  is quite possible 
that in course of the revolt Sivasimha was declared king i n  a 
Part of the kingdom. The capital itself seems to have been 

33. Recently acquired by the Government National Library- 

4 
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divided, the lower portion with Lagantol and its vicinity, 
going to the rebels. Sivasimha's early records are confined 
to  the lower portion (tallo $ 0 2 )  of Kathmandu and SadiiSiva's 
documents are spread over the upper portion, all areas round 
about the present site of the palace and north of it. There- 
fore the inference in regard to the division of the capital can 
be correct. 

Levi quotes a Briihmana authority of a chronicle to show 
that the dyr~asty of Sivasimhadeva was the Thakuri dynasty 
of Kathmandu, a smaller section of the Mallas. Another 
chronicle stated that Sivasimha was a son of Mahendramalla 
by a concubine who was a daughter of a feudal Thakuri 
family. Sivasimha is clearly mentioned as  the son and 
successor of Mahendramalla in several inscriptions of his 
grandsons and other descendants. H e  calls himself a son 
of Mahendramalla in his Svayambhu stone inscription. 
Therefore it is wrong to say that he had founded a new 
dynasty. But he might have been an illegitimate son of 
Mahendramalla. 

I t  is difficult to say about the duration of the rebellion i n  
the absence of authentic source materials. But the civil war 
seems to have dragged on for more than 3 years. It is also 
not possible to fix an exact date for the final overthrow of 
SadBSivamalla. SadHSivamalla had enjoyed his reign un- 
disturbed for four years, between 694 and 698 NS. 

But it appears that he had to face a disturbed situation 
of civil war since early 699. The  conflict had ended in his 
defeat and final exit. We, however. find it impossible to f ix  
date for his dethronement in view of the total absence of 
information on the subject. 

We have also no idea of how ~ivas imha settled down to 
conducting the affairs of state when the conflict had ended 
on the flight of his brother. A sure date could be given f @  
the occasion of the restoration of normalcy in the KgntipUf 
kingdom only when authoritative documents will come to 
light to support it. 
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The Svayambhu inscr~ption loudly praises him as  a 
monarch of widespread fame, who had vanquished his enemies 
with tremendous valour. Could this be interpreted to  apply 
to his victory in the civil war? But the line refers to him 
for the situation i n  NS 714. I t  is doubtful if the memory 
of the conflict would have been so fresh at  that date to find 
an expression in the record. 

According to the chronicle Sivasimha repaired the Chairya 
of Svayambhu and the temple of ChBngu N5rByaqa in colla- 
boration with his wife. This is supported by the inscription 
(Doc. 3 above). Accordirlg to the same authority he absorbed 
Patan and all its territories into his kingdom. We have 
several inscriptions in Patan, which show him ruling there 
(Doc. above). One of his Patan inscriptions (dated NS 735) 
addresses him as lord of Mgniggal (above Doc. 13). We 
shall deal with the question of his conquest of Patan in 
another section as we describe the history of that principality. 

One of the documents above (n. 6) shows that Sivasimha 
had a son named Hariharasimha. As we have already 
seen Hariharasimha also appears as witness in documents, 
while he is shown as jointly ruling with his father in few 
others (a. 8). The latter, however, belongs to Patan. 

According to the genealogy given by Prathpamalla (Taleju 
Illscription) and PHrthivendramalla (PaSupati shrine Inscrip- 
ti011 of NS 801)34 the fanlily tree of Kantipur branch stands 
as follows since Mahendramillla. 

Mahendramalla, his son 
Sivasimha, his son 
Hariharasimha, his son 
Lakqminarasimha, 

The RBdhh-Krsna temple inscript ion of Sidd hinarasimha 
. 9 .  

and SrinivHsamalla's Patan Darbdr copper plate inscription 
have the same list upto Hariharasimha from whom was born 
Siddhinarasimha. 

34. Sanskri t  Sarldesha, I ,  2, pp 17 ff and 1. 10,11.12 pp. 22 ff. 
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In  view of the above evidence there is no doubt left abou~ 
Hariharasimha being the son of Sivasimha. 

Hariharasirhha is also the father of Laksn~inarasimha and 
Siddhinarasirhha, rulers of Kathmandu and Patan respectively 
since Sivasimha's death. 

I t  was suggested that Sivasirhha did not enjoy amicable 
relation with his only son, Hariharasirhha. 

We do not trace inscriptions in Kathmandu to show 
Hariharasimha's reign. I t  is possible that this man started 
his political career as the lord of Patan under his father, 
Probably, he could not pull on with the latter as long as they 
lived. It is often said that the estrangement was due to  

Harihara's strained relation with his first wife, the mother of 
Laksmitlarasimha who was a pet of Sivasirhha and who had 
never cared to humour his own father. Sivasirhha's partiality 
in  favour of Lakfminarasimha can be assured from an inscrip. 
tioil of his reign at Otu in Kathmandu (above cited) wherein 
the latter is addressed along wi th  king Sivasimha as bhiipali 
and governing K a t h r n a n d ~ . ~ ~  

Siddhinarasimha's inscription says that Sivasimha died 
suddenly drowning the people in glooru of sadness over hi5 
death. Hariharasimha having died in the life time of his 
father, Sivasimha was succeeded by Laksminarasimha in 
Kathmandu and by Siddhinarasirhha in Yatan. The date 
of the division of the KHutipur principality according to the 
chronicles is NS 740. It is possible that Kathmandu did not 
owe more than a nominal allegia~lce to the crow11 prince* 
Hariharasimha, as long as lie lived and his sway was confined 
within Patan and adjoining areas that formed the parts of 
this ki~lgdom. But as he died in the lifz time of his father 
thequestioll of his jurisdiction over Kathmandu is ruled out* 
We have not traced any record, inscription or otherwise of hi5 
reign in Kathmandu nor he aver appears in these as  a crown 
prince ruling jointly with his father. He is, however, noted 

35. Inscription n.  26 in our Appendix. 
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a son of Sivasimha in the Svayambhu iusc r ip t i~n  

(Doc. n. 6 ab eve). 
~t is often said that Hariharasilhha who declared himself 

independent of Kathmandu died shortly after in 1669 A.D. 
and thereafter his father Sivasimha pushed his sway over 
Patan, There is on the bronze bell of the K w l b a h ~ l  temple 
a line inscribed. which goes to  show that both he and his 
father were ruling over Patat] in 728=1608 .A.D. But 
subsequently after in 731 in another stele the son's name does 
not appear. which definitely means that the latter had either 
died or ceased at  least to be a defacto ruler a t  this date. 
Probably he died a n y  time between these two dates. 

~ivasimha's documents in Patan extend right upto the 
year 737 NS. So there is no  doubt that he had outlived his 
son. There seems also little truth in the statement that 
Hariharasimha was functioning as  a ruler of Patan in 
complete disregard of his father's overall authority. 

From an inscription of BhyngiireSvara with the dates 734 
Bhadra site 10 uttariisadhii n a k ~ a t r e  iobhana yoge sauriviisare 
and 735 Chaitra Sukla 15 chitrii naksatre Suddhiyogake 
somaviira, it appears that a Brahmana coming from his home 
country Chol5 situated on the bank of river Kiiveri in 
South Iudia became the preceptor (guru) of Sivasimha. His 
name was Nhriiyana and his son's name Mahiideva. Niirayana 
was learned in the best of Shstras including the Vedas. 
NBrayana set up the images of MahHdeva. KumHra and 
Ganeia close to BhyhgHreSvara. H e  had donated land for 
the purpose of ydtra and Kdrtika dipadiing of the lord and 
also a garden for flowers and naivedya. 

In the Svayambhu inscription (doc. n. 6) Sivasihha is said 
to have ordered the repair of the much damaged C h a i t ~ a .  
which was completed with due honours after a sacrificial rite 
( ~ a ~ t i ) .  He is also said to  have made bounteous offering to 
the Brihmanas as the sriipa was being repaired. Sivasimha 
in the traditional ways esteemed the stiipa. This was SO 

natural in the environment obtaining in Nepal of the day. 
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More than that the association of the Br'ahmanas with the 
sacrificial rites of the stiipa shows how Buddhism had mingled 
with Saivism i n  this part of the world with the encouragement 
of the ruling authorities. 

There are two inscriptions of. the year 739 (1) on a stone 
attached to a small Chairya at Yanamugal quarter of the city 
of Patan, which shows Siddhinarasifilramalladeva $hiiklrras~a 
vijayariijye with S a ~ v a t  739 V a i S i i ~ a  Sukla ekiidnfi pro 
dvi idaiyam tithau uttrabhiidra n a k ~ a t r e  viskambha prfl 
pritiyoge frlkraviisare vraa riiii gala savitari minaraii golo 
chandramasi,  ( 2 )  a stele at the corner to  the left of the 
temple of BhyngPreSvara at  Sooaguthi, two niiles southof 
Pdtan Sarhvat 739 Mcighamrise krmna p a k ~ e  paitchon2ydnl 
t i thau hasra na k ~ a t r e  tlhrtiyoge iidityaviisare kum bharriii gala 

chclndramasi etc, at  the end Sri Sri ~iddhinarasifihamallo 
prabhu thfikurasana ekachhatrayana riijyayiile etc. 

I n  view of these two iuscriptions, Sivasiri~ha's death mu51 
have occurred before 739 Miigha k r ~ n a  ekiidaii. H e  could 
die any time in between this date and the date of his last 
document of 737 (n. 15 above). But we can hzrdly suggest 
the actual date of his death until concrete evidence i l l  th i s  
regard is forthcoming. 

An inscription belonging to the reign of Sivasiri~lla has 
amongst other things, Viiriihakalpe V a i v a s v a t a m a n ~ ~ n ~ ~ r ~  
etc K a ~ ~ a m a n d c l p a n a ~ a r e  Gokarqasthiine etc and a little late1 

svasli Sri Sri Jayo Sivasirkhadeva. Sri Sri  l a y a  ~ a ~ o j i l a s i f i l h o ~  
deva ubhaya thiikurasya vijayariijye ... . . .Sa& vat 703 Mdghfl 
i uk la  paiicharnyiim ti thau. 

Who is this Ranajitasimha ? As he appears to be a 
co-ruler with Sivasiml~a, he must be an important member 
of the royal family. But he is not mentioned by the 

chronicles. This makes it difficult to ascertain his identitle 
Rapajitamalla does not figure in any other documents. It 
quite Likely that he might have been a royal personage left 
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i n  charge of the area around Gokarna. 01. was he a younger 
brother or the eldest son of Sivasirbl~a, who had died a t  a 
very early age? 

I I 

Kathmandu ortce again divided 

When Sivasimha died the principality of Kathmandu was 
divided between the two sons of Hariharasimha. Laksmi- 
narasimha obtained for himself the old principality of 
Kathmandu, while to Siddhinarasimha's share fell the 
territories east of Bagmati river with Patan as  capital. There 
is no doubt that the boundary had to be redrawn because tlie 
uew kingdom of Patan seems to have comprised more areas 
than what it did undzr Vienusimha and his successors, I t  
appears that Siddhinarasimha's domain included the division 
of Cl15pagao11 and Pharping i n  the south and Balambu, 
ChobBr, Kirtipur, Thankot and places further west as far as  
Chitling, Palung, Liimidhnda and Dhading beyond the Valley, 
Previously all these areas were rlot included withirl the 
principality of Patan. 

Until we come to the reign of Lak~minarasimha we do not 
know where the site of the palace was situated. Although 
the chroniclzs speak of Mahendra to have built the Taleju 
temple, we tind no records whatsoever of any prince in this 
area till 741 NS. The absence of records of reigns preceding 
Lakgminarasimha's in the site now known as the Malla palace 
is significant in that it may indirectly point out to the possi- 
bility of another palace site which existed until L a k ~ m i -  
narasimha or his predecessor shifted his refereuce to a new 
site. We shall, however, discuss this question in its details 
while we come to describe the three cities. 

Lak~r~zittarasinihantalla (1620-1641 A D) 

Lak~minarasimha ruled as  the sovereign of the Kathnlandu 
principality from 739 to 761 NS, It could not be said if the 
division ot territories between the two brothers had been 
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marked by Sivasifiha's testament, According to  one chronicle 
LakSnlinarasimha became the ruler of Kathmandu in NS 733, 
but only to  rule till 744 NS when lie was declared insane. 
But in view of Sivasimha's documents of 735 and 737 he 

could not have succeeded to the throne in NS 733. Two of 
his coins (one in Walsh, P1. 11, 9) and the other in Landon 
(n. 2) are undated. The copper plate (NS 741 Mdgha vadi 14 
SaniSchoraviira= 1621 A.D) inscription of Taleju shows that 
he was ruling over Kathmandu in 1621, and he and Siddhi- 
narasimha, the Patan ruler, swore not to violate each other's 
territory and live in peace and maintain good neigh- 
b o ~ r l i n e s s . ~ ~  

This inscriplion is the first document of his reign. 
If it was established that Siddhinarasimha had succeeded 

to the throne in  c. 739 NS, there is every reason that 
Lak~mioarasimha had also come to the throne in the 
Kathmandu principality at  the date. 

Laksminarasimha was quite grown up while he succeeded 
his grand-father on the throne. We see him for the first t ime 
in the Ofu inscription at the date 71 1. It appears that he got 
himself reconciled to the situation of the division of the 
kingdom without making any effort to undo it. The agree- 
ment which he entered into with his brother in 741 so 
imruediately after the division provides evidence of the fact 
that reconcilement was spontaneous. The agreement was 
executed keeping in mind the tutelary deity Taleju, a fact 

which guarantees its sanctity. This may lead to a suggestion 
that the division came as a result of the testament executed 
by sivasjmha at the time of his death. This suggestion can 
be accepted, for in the condition of divisioll having been 
achieved under force, a contingency of civil war cannot be 
ruled out. But we know that there was no war of succession 
on the death of Sivasimha. Probably this could be avoided 

, 36. 741 Magha vadi chaturdaii Saturday. Inscription n. 33 i d  our 
Appendix. 
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because Lak~minarasimha expressed no desire to lay claim 
on the part of the kingdom, represented by Patan. now falling 
to his half-brother. I t  seems that the creation of the kingdom 
of Patan ruled by a son of Hariharashhha had also meant 
some diminution of territory for Kathmandu. 

The agreement between Lakgminarasimha and Siddhi- 
narasimha according to the lines inscribed i n  the Taluju- 
copper plate enjoined on the two rulers to refrain from doing 
any unfriendly act towards each other either by way of 
invad~ng foris or capturing territories on any account what- 
soever. Nor was one at  any time to side with the enemy 
of the other. It was stressed that one was to regard the 
friend of the other as his friend and the enemy as his own 
enemy. Each was ever to be vigilant not to  undermine the 
interest of the other. If ever one was threatened by an enemy. 
the challenge was to be met jointly to the best of their 
physical might and economic resources. Whoever committed 
breach of this agreement, he was to incur the wrath of 
Goddess Taleju. 

We do not know how far the two parties remained true to 
their pledge. Perhaps the pledge was honoured as long as 
Lakgminarasimha had ruled Kathmandu and then broken. 
His son PratHpamalla definitely violated the agreement as 
soon as he came to power which had led Siddhinarasimha to 
register his protest in his K p n a  temple inscription of 757 NS* 
No blame, however, goes to Lakgminarasimha for his breach 
as he had by the time retired to a private life leaving the 
affairs of state in the hands of his son. Pratepa himself 
claims to have captured some forts within Siddhinarasimha's 
jurisdiction and he expressed his own satisfaction over this 
achievement, and he cannot be absolved from the blame even 
if we may want to do SO. 

The chronicle states that one Mayasing Naradeva, a native 
of Bhatgaon, was the Chief Minister of Katllmandu while 
Lak~minarasimha ruled. I t  is said that MayHsing was the 
main hand causing friction in the relationship between t h e  
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king and his son and responsible for the cold blooded murder 
of Bhimamalla who was another important personality of the 
time. We shall have occasion to  say more about Bhimamalla 
in the next few pages, 

In addition to  the documents discussed above, we have 
the following inscriptions and other records for the reign of 
Lak~minarasifiha.  

(1) A stone inscription i n  a courtyard in Indrachok, 
Kathmandu Saf ivat  752 VaiSiikha krsna ektidaiyiim titllou 
uttora bhiidra n a k ~ a t r e  pritiyoge Sukraviisare .!a)-a Lakgntinoro 
si&hanzalladeva prabhu thiikulasa paryyiiynsa etc ,  etc. 

(2) A copper plate attached to the central temple of 
Jaganngtha in the Darbar Square Kathmandu. The text 
is partly i n  Sanskrit and partly in a mixed Hindi-Newari 
language. The record dated in 753 Margo klana 6 ,  and 
mentions various names of dafaniirni sannyiisis along with 
others. 

(3) A copper plate inscription i n  the possession of Pahw 
patinatha. This is a grant of land by Sri Sri Jaya Lak~mF 
riarasihhamalla prabhu thiikura. Sarilvat 754 VcriSiikha S i ~ d i  

triiiyii,. 

(4) 111s. Giihyasiddhi (Govt. Nat. Lib, 11. 4848) copied i n  
the reign of Surendra Vikrama Shah. It contains a l ine l  
Srifnan Nepdliidhidevasya Paiupnte.. . .. . jirnatayii 755 Nepcilfl 
Sofivatsore Lakjmit~arasirhhan~alla nypena. jirnoddl~dre!la 
rzavikrta etc. 

( 5 )  A stele inside the temple of Bhava~~i-Salikara at 

Chikamugal, Kathmandu. Nepcile ~nunibiiniiSva sn~ityule 
vatsare Subhe (=757) Vaii i ikha SO kla pakde paitchar~l~anl 
budhnvdsare. Sriman Lak~nlinarasirhhena bhujyantiine pldrolm 

lame  Ki i~ tan~andape  sajiiakecha etc. 

(6) A stele dated 757 at the foot of the Svayambhu hill. 
to the right of the stony pathway, Add Sri Sri Lakjn1inarom 
s ihha .  tanaya Sri Sri Pratiipa,~zalladeva nimha prabhu 
thiikurasa vijayarijye. Sahva t  757 Magha Sukla pafichanli 
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brhaspativcisare uttarabhadra nokqatre siddhiyoge ~alhakarana 
rlluhiirte etc. 

( 7 )  The Makha~:tol (Kathmandu) stone inscription of 

761 mase 4 tithou 7 2 & i d h a  sudhi 7 lying illside the 
temple of Siva, known locally as P a ~ u p a t i n ~ t h a . ~ ~  The  
language of the inscription is what is DOW know11 as Nepali 
called then just bhii~ii to distinguish it from DeSabliii~fi known 
today as Newari. I t  records the grant of land, the income 
of which was to be used for the daily worship of the deity. 

According to chronicles Pratiipamalla ruled as a regent 
for some time, before he was actually installed on the throne 
as his father Laksminarasimha who developed an unsound 
mind at his old age could not be trusted with administrative 
responsibilities. But the date N S 744 given by the chronicle 
for the relinquishrueut of kingship by Lak~mioarasimha is 
apparently wrong. Also the story that Pratipamalla dis- 
lodged his father is untrue. I t  is said that the inscriptions 
which do not show royal form of address in connection with 
111s llame belong to this period of regency (see below). He 
could not have obviously assumed the titles of a sovereign 
while his f a ~ h e r  reigned. But as we have seen for some years 
since 754 Pratlpa is shown in several records to have reigned 
alone with his father. 

I n  the inscription over a stella a t  the foot of the S\)ayarn- 

bhu hill Pratfipa is referred to  as  the son of Sri MabzrHja- 
dhi~aja  Lak~minarasimha, and in the year NS 757 Magha 
S ~ i k l a  5 Thursday of that inscription. It appears that at this 
date both these rulers were regarded as jointly reigning over 
Kathmandu ( t  hav nimha prabhu thiikurasa vijayar8jye). I t  
appears that PratPpamalla had already become some sort of 
regent at the date shown by the inscription. The ms. Lailkii- 
va*iira (Br. Museum n. 96) also shows Laksn~inarasimha and 
his son PratHpamalla as the two kings of Kathmandu on 758 
J ~ e ~ . t h a  kr$na 13 krtrikir dhltiyoge blhaspativiisare etc. 

37. Inscription n. 44 in our Appendix. 
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Another ms. Aparimitiiryuniimudharini (As. Soc. Bengal n. 
1073 2) gives the date of writing 760 Mdrgga Sukla 13 Thursday 
and has the following line for the reign. Md Pm Pbh Sri Jaya 
Lak~mimallasirizhanlalladeva tasya pautra Sri Sri Pratiipamalla 
pra bhu thiikurasya vijnyariijya juro etc. I n  this document 
Pratiipa is sliowu reigning alone, but royal epithets are given 
to  his father, which indicates that he was functioning as a 
regent. Pautra is a mistake for putra. 

So it is not unlikely that Pratiipa was looking after the 
affairs of state in the capacity of a regent for some years 
before he was declared king, But he enjoyed more powers 
since about 757, Lakgmiuarasimha's records grow scarce since 
757 and it might have been so because of his gradual 
disappearance from activity. But the Tokha (ThyCigalfol) 
stone inscription of the year 757 (VaiSiikhw Sukla 2 
rohini n a k ~ a t r e  Sobhanayoge) notes his vijayariijye without 
his father's name figuring. 

Pra~Cipamalla in his early regnal career couducted the 
adm~nistration with the help of  KZizi Bhimamalia and Kazi 
MByHsing Naradeva who were also ministers in the time of 
his father. 

I t  appears that Kiizi Bhimamalla was a man of consider- 
able accomplishment and had acquired immense powers by 
perseverance and hardwork. He was definitely head and 
shoulder above his many contemporaries in ability and 
achievement and this excited the jealousy of Mayiising who 
set himself to instigate the king agail~st Bhimamalla. 

Bhimarualla is a witness to a palm leaf grant made by 
Lakgminarasihhamalla.38 He belonged to the royal fanlily 
as the line'in his inscription. Jaya Bhiman~alladeva prabhu 

38. Unpublished, in the custody of the Patna Museum. This records 
the grants of 62 ropanis of land for the expense required to conduct 
the daily worship of the deity. 
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thakure shows. But he Was not the Younger brother of 
Pratgparnalla as the chronicler put it. 

~ h i ~ a m a l l a  in an inscriptionag dated NS 763 Kartika 
12 recording the setting up a Siva temple in memory 

of his father Pnrnamalla does not mention the ruler (Guruji's 
compound at Yetkha). Bhimamalla's copper plate inscrip- 
tions of YaSupati shrine also omits the ruler's name. It  was 

suggested that Bliirnamalla must have been in this act led 
by the consideration that PratHpamalla was only a regent a t  
the time. But as there is an irrefutable proof of Pratspamalla 
becoming king in the year 761, this ir,ference hardly holds 
ground. This may, however, show that Bhimamalla had 
gained immense strength in the realm so as to be able to  
igoore the reigning king in his record. The same Bhin~anlalla 
at a later date is said it1 the chronicles to  have oeen killed 
by PratHpamalla who got fearful of his growing popularity. 
Bhimamalla is remembered today mostly through legends 
which ascribe to him the revival of Nepal's trade with Tibet 
and securing coucessions for Nepalese in matters of trade and 
judicial rights and achieving conquest of outlying areas on 
the border. From the document of the first Gorkha-Tibet 
period, it is learnt that Bhimamalla had rnnexed to Nepal 
half the area of the districts of Kerrong and Kuti, He  had 
also succeeded in capturing DolkhH, an important centre of 
trade. situated on a ridge overlooking the river TSlmH KoSi, 
which facilitated Nepal's traffic both to Limbuan and East 
Tibet- He had grown immensely popular by the time 
he returned to Kathmaodu; and this provoked PratHpa's 
jealousy about himself and the latter plotted to  eliminate 
him physically. As soon as he came back t o  Kathmandu 
from a tour of areas on the northern border Bhimamalla 
was aSsassinat;d, 

The chronicle states that Bhimamalla's adversaries wanted 
to bring about his downfall and with that end in view poison- 

39. Inscription n. 46 in our ~ p p e n d i x .  
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ed the new king's ears against him. Pratapamalla was given 
to understand that Bhimamalla conspired with the ruler of 
Tibet to  usurp the throne in his country. Bhjmamalla had 
gone to inspect some outposts on the Nepal-Tibet border 
and he was to  return to Kathmandu. A conspiracy was 
hatched up to have hirn killed as  he entered the palace. Kizi 
Mayasing had pla) ed an  important role to create ill-feeling 
in the mind of his k i l~g  against Bhiman~alla. He was now 
entrusted with the task of hiring assassins who were to pounce 
on Bhimamalla to murder him. 

Bhirnamalla had IIO pre-notion of the fate that was waiting 
for him in Kathmandu. Unaware of the sinister design of the 
king he proceeded to the capital. As he reached Bhatgaon, 
he was warned by Nareiamalla and his prarna'nas and was 
advised not to take with hirn the riches he brought from Bhot 
He did not know that the same people had contrived to turn 
PratFipamalla against him. However, he disregarded their 
advice and went straight to Kathmandu. Bhimamalla wanted 
to be present at  the court, after paying llomage to the Goddess 
Taleju. He entered the precincts of the temple through the 
lion gate and enjoyed the dariana of the deity. The royal 
palace lay in front of the temple to its south, He had to 
descend the stairs to find his wav to the gate of the palace. 
But as soon as he reached the TriSulj Dabli and was about 
to enter the gate. Bhimamalla found himself in the grip of 
some armed nlen who hackled him to death 

The cl~ronicler adds that Bhimamalla knew that Maygsing 
will one day play his mischievous trick to finish him, and 
had warned Pratiipamalla against listening to Mayiising who 
had harboured sinister designs. Bhimamalla had left a letter 
addressed to PratSpa with this warning. mt. this had remain* 
ed undelivered with the result that Pratspa had acted most 
indiscreetly in the matter by ordering the execution of his 
friend and relative who had done so much for his kirlg and 
country. 
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With the assassiliation of Bhimamal la by PratZpamalla 
the country was plunged in grief. The people mourned the 
death of a noble patriot who had Wdn several laurels in Peace 
and war and brought glory and material benefits to Nepal. 
He nlet the end due to the sinister machination of his adver- 
saries who were jealous of his reputation. Bhimamalla had 
received the most ungrateful treatment from his sovereign 
who had maliciously brought about the end of a brave and 
heroic career. His death symbolised the martyrdom of a 
loyal and honest servant of state. who was a victim of the 
malice of a suspicious autocratic ruler. 

The story of Bhimamalla's martyrdom is proverbial. I t  
is said that since the event of Bhimamalla's deatb. loyalty 
and faithful service to the cause of the country are ill paid 
in Nepal, because his wife while mounting the funeral pyre 
had cursed so. 

The date of Bhimamalla's death must occur after 763, in 
which year he built a temple in  the n ~ e n ~ o r y  of his father a s  
suggested earlier. Bl~imamalla was killed without doubt 
sometime after Pratiipamalla became king. In the light of 
this evidence we find no justification for the chronicler's 
statement that on Bhimamalla's death Lak~minarasimha had 
turned insane and so Pratiipamalla had to be declared king. 
Lak~minarasimha had either abdicated or was suffering from 
disabilities and he was not in a position to fulfil the duties 
of a king sirce as early as 761, The facts contradict the 

as presented by the chronicler. 
His death by poisoning has been confirmed by a copper 

plate inscription of the Patau Darbar belonging to the reign 
Yoganarendrarnalla and this is attributed to the machina- 

tion of one Kantu. son of MahHdeva OjhH (see be10w):O 
who had successfully intrigued to bring about a conflict in 
the relation between Bhimanlalla and MayBsing. But no 

could reach Bhimamalla until PratHpamalla's accession. 

40. Inscription n. 99 in our Appendix. 
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Bhimamalla was receiving a very considerate and siilcere 

appreciation of his works as long as Lak~minarasimha had 
remained king. The  two were intimately attached to each 
other, and MayZising would have manoeuvred to dislodge 
Bhimamalla only at  his own peril. But with the new monarch 
on the throne, Bhimamalla's position had become vulnerable, 
and Maytising and Mahadeva Oj h a  found the way open to 
work against their adversary. 

Pratiipamalla (1641- 1674 A.D.) 

Pratapamalla's earliest date as king is offered by the coin 
with date figure 761. I n  view of the date of the Makhanto1 
temple inscription Lakqminarasimha must have died or 
completely retired from public life sometimes in NS 761 
(1641 A.D.) and Pratapamalla was installed on the throne 
at  that time, and the latter issued his first coin. Prattipamalla's 
coins were known as Kavindramalli (see his inscriptions). 
Even if Lak~minarasimha had not died, the fact of the coin 
in the name of his son at 761 shows that he was no longer 
a sovereigll at that date. 

PratHpamalla was the only son of Lak~mioarasixhha. In 
the ViivarUpa pedestal inscription Prattipamalla mentions 
his mother whose name is given as Sarasvatidevi. 

The first available inscription issued after ~rattipamalla 
became king is dated NS 762. This is the stone inscription 
erected on the vedika of the temple of Goddess Taleju, 
According to  one chronicle Lakgminarasimha died on NS 
777 on Bhadra k r ~ n a  13 Friday. I t  was said that on the 
instigation of KHzi Naradeva Maytising of Bhatgao~i he with- 
held from his so11 the traditional mantra of the Goddess 
X'aleju, this so enraged the latter, that he became uncom- 
promisingly. Even earlier, father and son had developed 
uuftiendly relation, because both listened to the crooked 
Naradeva Maytising. Lak~minarasimha was not happy with 
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his son as he suspected the latter's hand in the murder of 
Bhimamalla. About the nzantra episode it was said that 
Pra(Hpamalla was going to see his father while the latter was 
on his death-bed, but Mayasing gave him the news that 

Lakfiminarasimha was comtemplating to murder his son. if 
the latter went to him and he was not a t  all sick. This news 

so discouraged PratHpa that he retraced his footstep and 
never went near his father's apartment as long as he lived. 
The same KZzi MayZsing had also told Lakgminarasifiha 
{hat his son had nothing but hatred for him and so did not 
care to receive the mantra through him. The  designs of 
Mayasing were exposed only when Laksminarasifiha had 
died. We have no evidence to  carry Lak~minarasihha 's  
reign upto NS 777. So in order to reconcile the above story 
we shall have to believe the story of Laksminarasi&ha's 
insanity and subsequent confinement at  the hands of his son 
since NS 761. Lak~minarasimha died in 777. 

We have three coins in the name of P:atHpamalla,41 and 
one in the name of his wife RBpamati ( I  1 1  of the three 
coins one is a double mohar. These coins date variously 
NS 761, 775, 781 ( I ,  0 1 14)42  The last is a double 
mohar in a square shape. 

Pratapamalla must have derived substantial aid from his  
two wives, RBpamati and Anantapriy 2, the two princesses of 
Koch Bihar, who are so colourf ully mentioned in his several 
inscriptions, Both of them were issues of the same perents. 
Riipma~i being the elder (The PaSupati stone inscription. 
The Svayambhu stone inscription of NS 776. the Sairkhu 
Vajrayogini temple inscription of NS 775). Riipamati is also 
noted along wjth another espouse RHjamati io the Vamga- 
gopila temple inscription of Kathmandu (BLI, n. 18), which 
Was set u p  after their demise. 

41. Walsh, 11, 10,12,14. 
42. Walsh wrongly read 776 for  775. 

5 



According to  Pratlpamalla's inscription the genealogy of 
the two princesses of Bihar is as  follows: - 

Narangriiyana, his son 
LakeminZrHyana, his son 
ViranHrHyana, his tw9 issues 
Riipamati, Priinansrayana 

NaranZrHyana is omitted in the Svayambhu inscription, 
while the Sankhu inscription gives only the name of Vira- 
niiriiyana. But in these two inscriptions, the royal names 
bear the title of Mahdriijiidhiriija of Bihar. The VamiagopFila 
temple inscription omits the title but traces the genealogy 
right from Naranarayana and calls them as  kings ruling over 
Bihiiranagara. The PaSupati inscription also omits all refer- 
ences to  the two predecessors of Viranlriiyana, but calls him 
Bihiiranogara narapati Mahiiriijiidhiriija. In all the records 
Anantapriyii is addressed as Riipamati's younger sister. 

In  a coin ($ r n ~ h a r ) ~ ~  dated NS 769 (1648-49 A. D) Riipa- 
mati has BihHri Riijakanyii to qualify her name. Her Bihari 
descent is :thereby confirmed. Bihar here obviously referred 
t o  Koch Bihar, as the genealogy agrees in toto with the one 
produced in the contemporary chronology of the then ruling 
Koch Bihar dyna~ty.~"hhe has another coin of the same 
denomination, which we have recently discovered. PratHpa 
lost Riipamati and RBjamati in NS 769 and in that year he 
built a temple in their memory setting up  an image of Lord 
Krsna also with his two espouses Rukmini and SatyabhSmh 
(the octagonal temple in Darbar Square) in the likeness of 
the two queens so that they find place in heaven.45 

TWO more queens, PrabhFivati and LHlamati are also noted 
in  many records. In the colophon of the ms. Harivarizia 
:(DLC, I. 979) of NS 773 LHlamati is noted as  the daughter of 
one KirtinHrHyana, called adhipa (ruler) of the ~ r i n c i p a l i t ~  

43. I n  the possession of Kesariraj Pande, coin n .  3 i n  our Appendix. 
44. E. Gait, A History of Assnm, Appendix A (111). 
45. BLI, n. 18. 
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(rijya) of Mahuttari. In the SHdkhu and Mohanchok inscrip- 

tions KirtinHriiyana is called the ruler (Mahdrdjl) of Bhagvati- 
pur. RHjama~i is mentioned as a daughter of KarnHfa family 
(Kayncio) according to the Vamdagoplla inscription. I t  seems 
that she was not a queen. of the status of Ri ipama~i  as the  
same VamSagopila temple record calls her bhoga-badhiitikl. 
and the Sinkhu inscription a Lavafini (a kept) belonging to  
KarncitadeSa. Levi (I. pp. 255-56) quoting his source of 
Layakubahiil inscription confirms her descent from KarqSta 
family. 

Anantapriys, PrabhSvati and Liilamati have been marked 
alive till NS 790 (see below).4e LLHlamati of Bhagvatipur 
(Mahuttari) is a co-partner in building Mohanchok as could 
be inferred from the inscription therein. From another 
source it appears that she also composed verses like her 
husband (Sanskrit Sandesa, No. 1-5, pp. 32ff). 

The Viivariipa pedestal inscription shows several names 
who could be recognised as  his concubines, besides the 
queens Riipamati, Anantapriyii and Liilamati (See below 
doc. n. 8). One of them Indumali set up a phallus by name 
IndreSvara inside a temple in honour of PratHpamalla whom 
she calls her husband (bhartuh). This she did with the 
permission of king Nrpendratnalla on N S  796 Philguna S~rkla 
8 roilini nok~atre etc. According to the Thydsaprr A she is 
the mother of Piirthivendramalla. 

As long as Rapanlati was alive she was not only the most 
important of Pratiipamalla's wives, but s h e  also exercised 
a great influence in the administration. After her death the 
four others ranked equal in status and importance except 
Anantapriyii who probably was the eldest of them and mother 
of the children and consequently became the chief queen and 
enjoyed best of courtesy and respect though not influence 
to that extent. 

46. Also the inscription of the year n. 65 i ,  our Appendix. 



Let me say a few words with reference to  PratIpamallaps 
marriage relations with one of the Indo-Mongoloid ruling 
families of North-Eastern India. Although the chronology 
of the Koch Bihar rulers of the time omits reference to this 
relarionship, PratSpamalla's mention of the Koch Bihar 
genealogy in his several inscriptions is enough to get us 
admit the truth of the statement. But Pratiipamalla exhibits 
enthusiasm and pride in recounting the ancestry of the 
princess of Bihar. We know that NaranHrZiyana, the great 
grandfather of his wife, belonged to the Indo-Mongoloid 
Meche-Koche tribe. I t  was since the time of his father 
Viivasimha that the family had been accepted by the 
Briihn~anas as a Keatriya family." We know from the liistory 
of the Koch Bihar kings that all of then1 contracted their 
marriage relations without exceptions within families of their 
own tribe or with those i n  North East India, who had  like 
them acquired the status of a Q a t r i y a  -4ery late. I n  the age 
they lived castes had grown very rigid, and no one family of 
Kgatriya laying claim to high birtll and lineage would have 
thought to  accept their daughters i n  marriage. Should we 
mean by Pratiipamalla's example that his family was also as 
much removed from the traditional K ~ a t r i y a  families of 
North India as  the Koch Bihar kings ? Above somewhere 
we have said that the origin of his family was very obscure. 
The fact of his marriage relations may indicate the true status 
of his family. 

Pratgpamalla has carved a special place for himself in  the 
history of Nepal by dint of his varied activities i n  trade, 
poetry. art and architecture and religion and culture. He is 
one of the most important Malla rulers of the age and 
probably more important than any one else of his time. His 
shadow hangs over almost all the historical remains of the 
time as  his numerous inscriptions denote. Even at the 
risk of producing an unusually lengthy account we devote 

47. E. Gait, A History o f  Assnm, p. 48 ff. 
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in this volume a large space to a descxiption of the many 
aspects of the life and achievements of this ruler a s  befits his 
position in the history. 

PratHpamalla himself not a very learned man had preten- 
sion to learning and pursued studies with zeal. He invited 

many alien scholars to visit his part of Nepal, and it was his 
desire to be profitted greatly by their association. The  
chronicles and legendary tales describe how he was constantly 
guided in his religious life and concurrent actions by a set of 
enlightened people from the plains, each proficient in his 
sphere of religious and philosophical schools. The four 
spiritual guides mentioned in the chronicles were Tantric 
hiva priest Jfiiiniinanda from Deccan, Magician priest 
Lambakarna Bhatta . . from MahirH~tra.  Logician Narasimha 
Thakur from Tirhut and a local Buddhist scholar friar 
JanlaoH Guviiju. A Tibetan LPmH by the name of Sylmarpg 
who is said to have rebuilt the Garbhapitha around the main 
Stprla of Svayambhu was also one of PratHpa's favourite 
associates. 

Pralipamalla, though not himself a competent artist and 
poet had :it least such pretensions, and he quite sincerely 
played his role as a builder and composer, if not as  a 
sculptor and a poet and a painter himself.48 His verses 
inscribed on the VBsuki temple inscription and a stele in 
octagonal Niiriyana temple in Kathmandu, and many such 
others traced in the inscriptions of the Svayambhu. and 
Pagupati areas sang tbe praise of the deities in the most 

48. In the Gitndigar,~barcrn~ its author, Vari~Samani Jha  writes: 

~ g l f q ~ k  ~ q f ~  am? nwrq-i? sa m~a I ?  wd m a '  k* .. 

This shows that he palrollised and encouraged poetry and drama 
earned the honour of being a patron in the praise and adulation. 
(Written in Soka 1577, d ~ d d h a  k l ~ n o ,  C P M D N ,  I ,  p, 103) of the Poet. 
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eloquent manner but they did not more than testify to his 
zeal a s  one devoted to  verse making. Of course, he wrote 
mediocre poetry full of devotional songs but on aliberal 
estimate some of them appear to rise high in texture and 
melody. According to respective inscriptions Pratapgmalla 
composed the hymns in honour of ChandikH Taleju (NS 762 
J y e ~ l h a  k g n a  9). i o r d  Krgna ( N S  769 Phii lgu~a SuklaB), 
Viisuki NHrHyana(IVdriiyana stotra on NS 770 Miigha i~rkla IS), 
and of GuhyakHli (Sarvdpariidha stotranz, NS 774 Miigha 
4ukla 11 Wednesday), of Paiupatinat ha (Maheiii~taka, 
N S  775 Chaitra iukla 5 Monday), of Vajrayogini (Kiimadii- 
stotra. NS 775 djiidha Sukla 7) .  of Bhimasena ( N S  775 i i ~ i i d h o  
iukla 7). and lastly of NrtyanHtha ( N S  793 d~c idha  krsna 8). 
The  last is called the inscription of  Kavindrapur wbich gives 
us the account of PratHpamalla inaugurating the function of 
enshrilling the deity Nrsimha gives a t  the beginning a poetical 
composition by the ki~ip,  which he calls NytyeivaradaSak~. 
As for the building and carvings on the stones and wood, the 
hosts of temples and images in the palace compound are the 
best testimonials. 

T o  his piety are attributed the series of pillars inside the 
compound of Taleju and outside in the square, one of which 
bears 011 the top PratHpa's own statue. The latter pillar 
stands in front of the Degutale temple, we are given to under- 
stand by the many authentic records available to us that be 
built the K g n a  temple in the Darbar square and a shrine of 
Vssuki in the compound of PaSupatinHtha as well as the 
images of Narasimha, Kiilabhairava, HanumHna; again two 
temples and the bronze bolt and s t ipas  in Svayambhu bill 
the BhandHrkhHl temple, Mohanchok and N~salchok (corng 
pounds) inside the palace; and lastly the bronze images of 
THrH in the latter and of ViSvariipa outside kept ia a niche 
above the main doorway and stone lions around the central 
temple of Guh~eSvari. 

At times, however, he over-acted himself and exaggerated 
his attainments. He claimed to himself all aspects of kflow 
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ledge and glory and not only that but he also spoke of him- 
self in the superlative degree. I n  all his records he calls 
himseY the lion of kings (bhfipa keiari) and king of Poets 
(Kavindra) as well as sakala SBstra Sastravidyapdraga 'profi- 
cient in all branches of learning and adopt in the use of 
weapons'. Not nlinding that calling himself in that fashion 
would tantamount to incivility and exhibition of bad taste, 
he sings, however, hymns of self praise a t  every instance. 
He even condemns those who fail to appreciate him. In  an 
inscription at PaSupa ti1 Stha's shrine he extols himself thus; 
"who will not say there was such a versatile genius as king 
as PratSpa, the kicg of poets (Kavindra) Pratgpa composes 
beautiful poems in giving a genealogy of his forefathers; 
even VSchaspati, the most learned logician of the age. would 
lag behind in this superb work." At  another instance he 
becomes so eccentric in his mad lust for fame and egoistic 
conduct that while executing a multiscript meaningless jumble 
of alphabets, deciphered as Persian. Arabic and NBgari alld 
other local varieties interspersed, with words of European 
dialects i n  Roman, he commends in a fit of self-adulation his 
attainments in the following manner "I have composed verses 
in fifteen scripts. These are Golmol (?)  script, PHrsi script. 
Tirhuti script, Devaniigari script, RanjanH script, MajhepHt ( ? )  

script. Arabi script, Saifiyuije script. Gotria script, Kaithinii- 
gars script, KIfakesara script, Saiyaumet script, New5ra 
scri?t, Kashmiri script, and Phirihgi script. If any one 
reading these scripts could understand the meaning of the 
ilokas. he is really great in his birth as a human being. But 
he who cannot know the meaning is a beast. By the grace of 
the Goddess BhavSni 1 have acquired a knowledge of the 15 
scripts and have inscribed them on the stone."49 

At another instance Pratiipamalla declares that there was 
equal of his in respect of knowledge of the various 

branches of learning and of the use of weapons and of delight- 

49. Inscription n. 53 in our Appendix. 
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ful  music and entertainments and he boastfully adds 'there 
is no like of me, the pearl in the diadem of kings, neither i n  
heaven nor on earth nor anywhere in the ten directions nor in 
the hills and forests.'50 Obviously this was a narrow mind 
in evidence before us as Pra~iipamalla brags his own qualities 
in this fashion. 

According to  one of his inscriptions (Inscription No. 18 
of BLI) Pralapamalla claims to have captured Kuti, Khasa 
and Kira from Tibetan territory (BhottabhiipasyadeSiit) and 
to have exacted tributes from NareSamalla of Bhaktapur and 
to have waged a successful fight against Danlbara Shah, ruler 
of Gorkha (1633-1642 A.D). The same inscription lauds his 
achievement in subjugating Siddhinarasjmha of Patan and 
capturing some of his strong forts in the area, which, of 
course, was true in so far as  Siddhinarasimha (Krtjna temple 
inscription) himself claims to have defeated the wicked 
invaders. But w e  have no evidence of such feats on his part 
performed in Tibetan or Gorkhali soil from other sources. 
So it can be safely assumed that he wrote these lines connect- 
ing Bhaktapur, the kingdo~ns of Gorkha and Tibet just in 
arrogance to make of himself a hero and c ~ n q u e r o r . ~ ~  He 
might have conducted raids into neigbbouring territories with 
temporary success and made of these as  substantial acts of 
triumphant invasions. As the same type of achievement is 
claimed by other rulers over the same situation, we have to 
take his claims with a grain of salt and treat them as a boast- 

50 a?$ niw tit ear gnrt +i?a fas~q? 

$1 c 4 r a ' i f a  fiJ'Ta?l Wi FTq? 7 ~ 3 ; ~  7 5 ~ ~ 4 f ~ :  I 

(PaSupati Inscription of K S  778, BLI,  n. 19) 

51. Some ch~onic les  depict certain incidents of fights between the 
rulers of the N e ~ a l  Valley and one says that Dambara ShZh had sent 
his men to help Patan. 
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f u l  utterance of a ruler prone to exaggerate his small achieve- 
ments and glories. 

But his claims to wars in the Valley and defeat of the 

ruler of Bhatgaon at his hands are not idle boasting of a 
ruler. 

He fought NareSamalla as he talks of defeating the latter 
in the inscription of NS 769. But he continued to be on 
unfriendly terms with also NartSatualla's son. The chronicles 
narrate two wars waged by Pratiipalnalla against J a & a t a ~ r a -  
kisamalla of Bhatgaon, one started towards the begiuning of 
early NS 779 (November 1659 A.D) and another just a year 
after. The same was prolonged for full two years.52 "JlIere 
was a period of truce cf a few months in  between these two 
wars. Pratlpamalla who commanded the allegiance and 
help of his Patan cousin Sriniv2samalla defeated the ruler of 
Bhatgaon in marly engagements, one cf which was fought on 
the very outskirt of the city of Bhatgaon. According to a 
stone inscription of a site known as Mahiiksli immediate to  
the north-west of the Royal palace in Bhatgaon, PratHpamalla 
had on 781 Phiilguna k p n a  amlivasyii (=March. 1661) made 
a land grant for the annual worship of Garuda NHriiyana 
whose temple was situated there. The  witness to  this grant 
is Srioiv~sarnalla. The existence of the inscription a t  the 
place indicates that the joint army of Kathmandu and Patan 
had threatened the very capital of the kingdom of Bhatgaon. 
I t  is also likely that the threat continued for sometime until 
a selllenlent took place. This fact  of war and victory has 
been attested in his memoir by a Jesuit Missionary. father 
Grueber. who passed through Kathmandu on his way back 

Tibet to Rome. From his account, it appears that the 
war ]lad ended while the Capuchin fathers were staying in 
the The date of surrender by JagataprakaSamalla 

52. Wright; Levi. I; Chronicles. 
53. C- Wesnels. Early Jeseir Travellers in  Ce,ltrof Asia. 1603-1721. 

(Ibe Hague, Martinur Niihoff, 1924) pp. 192-95. 
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is given as 19 January, 1662 in the accouclt of Filthu 
~Grueber. 

A conlnlentator writes of the visit of Father Grueberar 
follows : 

"In January, 1662, to Jesuit Fathers, John Grueber and 
Albert D'Orville arrived in Kathmandu. Their arrival from 
the north was across the Himalayas and plateau of Tibet an1 

all the deserts, mountains and other obstacles from man an! 
nature in China. They had left Peking in China on April 
13. 1661, and by July had arrived at  Hsi-ning. Passioe 
Koko-Nor, they left the Great Chinese Wall on July llh 
1661; and by October 8th, reached Tibet and stayed in Lbasa. 
After a month in the mysterious city, they set out for Nepal' 
One month's journey brought them to Hutti or Nilam Dzofll1 
the first town of Nepal. After eleven days they reached 
Nesti, followings path along the Bhotia Kosiriver thal 
crossed the river 25 times in a distance of twenty-five mi leL  
Crawling along the side of a chasm 1500 f t .  above the river 
they sometimes had a path less than a foot wide. 

"On their arrival in Kathmandu, Fathers Grueber an0 
D'Orville found that the king of Kathmandu, pratZipamalla 
and his brother Sriniv~samal!a, king of Patan, threemilt' 

away, were united in a war against the raids of JagataPral 
kiiamalla. king of Bhatgaon, just a few miles east of Kath' 
mandu and Patan. Only a few days before the victory ol 
these two kings, the Fathers arrived, and so history setsa 

very definite date on their arrival by this historic end o f a  
war. The king of Patan took a special liking to the Fathers! 
and was so captivated that he was unwilling for themto 
depart. I n  the end he agreed on the condition that they were 
to return. 

"After one month they reached tile banks of the Ganges 
and menlion Hajipur and Patna. After another twenty five 
days' nlarch through Banaras and Cawnpore the travellers 
leached Agra late in March. D70rvi]le was very ill, aud on 
 he afternoon of April 8. 1C62, Saturday in Holy Week. be 
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died midway on his journey between China and 

Father Grueber himself in his memoir writes to  say that 

be presented a spy glass to  Pratipamalla who was so much 
pleased for this gift that he invited the missionary to  come 
back and promised help for their work (Landon, App. XVI. 
Vol. 11; Levi, I. p. 80). I t  is said that the use of a telescope 
during the war with Bhatgaon was responsible for an incident 
in the war. As he used the spy glass Pratapa saw the advance 
unit of the enemy marching very much closer to  his camp. 
and he had ordered his troops to meet them without realising 
that they were as much far  placed and the spy glass gave a 
wrong view. The march was held up  while his attention 
was drawn to the futility of this kind of operation. 

The chronicles mention more incidents in their description 
of the war between Kathmandu and Bhatgaon in this period. 
It was said that at  one stage Pratapa had beseiged the capital 
itself and was able to impose a blockade of the city. 111 783 
he had reached the suburb of the town capturiug a number 
of military outposts in the area. PratHpamalla also partially 
destroyed the pond built by Jagajjyotirmalla on the' western 
outskirt of the town. H e  demolished the stairs breaking 
stones and bricks of the pavement, broke the woodell pole 
supporting the golden hood of the image of Vasukinaga. 
The gold serpent-hood was carried to  Kathmandu as  a war 
trophy. The chronicles say that the object was placed in 
similar fashion i11 a pond which Pratapa built within the 
precincts of the Kathmandu palace. The pond in Bhatgaon 
was restored by JitHrnitramalla some twenty years later. 

The l'hyiisapu F notes another event of PratHpa's 
vandalism and plunder done in course of the raids. It states 
''on Sumvat 783 MirrgaSira vadi 1 there was an attack on 

54. Levi. 1,p. 87 (footnote); Wessels. op. cit. pp. 192-95; Also read 
Percival Landon, 11, App. XVI, pp. 232-33. 
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Bhatgaon. He carried the lions placed by the two sides o[ 

the iron gate of the large temple (Tavadevara).' 
The account of the Vamiiivali regarding taking away of 

sacred objects from Jagatjjotirmalla's tank is confirmed 
by the post colophon statem:nt of ms. Kubjikii vigayakii 
paddhati (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 7632)55 written on 783 Jye~pha 
Sukla 8 in  Baneph. The statement says: This time Khvapa 
(Bhatgaon) was isolated, and except the city, every part was 
under duress; at  this time the king's tank was destroyed. the 
temple was demolished and its stones and bricks were partly 
broken and partly taken away; a t  this time Pratgpamalla was 
the king of Kathmandu. Sriniviisamalla, king of Patan and 
Jagatjjotirmalla, king of Bhatgaon; Jagatjjotirmlla's tank was 
deprived of the gold image of the serpent Vasuki placed on 
the top of a wooden pole. then of the gold finial of the temple 
and these were taken away and kept at the royal palace in 
Kathmandu. Three years earlier the temple of Degutale in 
Patan caught fire; also in Sarhvat 782 Goddess ~handegvari's 
festival in Banepa was smoothly celebrated but there was no 
playing of musical instruments. 
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We find from a noting in a folio of the ms. PPjdpaddhati- 
~ a r i g r a h a ~ ~  that PratHpamalla had Pannauti under his occupa- 
tion on Sarhvat 785 Mhgha kljna chaturdaii and the area was 
governed by one Harikyyna Pramlna sent from Kathmandu. 
The occupation of the area must have been effected during 
the war with Bhatgaon. At the date mentioned the temple 
of the deity IndreSvara was whitewashed.17 

We cited the source as above presented a t  this stage. as  the 
event was connected with the reign of Pratlpamalla. But the 
thread of the story we cannot catch further a t  this stage and 
we stop at that to take up the continuatian of the remaining 
portion of the narrative relating to  achievements of this king 
and to the estimate of his career. 

Pratiipa is not content with claims on poethood and on  
status of a big conqueror. H e  goes further and claims victory 
over natural forces by means of his knowledge of esoteric 
power. I n  the last few verses of the VnlichintHmani StotraeSB 
composed by himself invoking blessing ~f deities ( ~ i v a - ~ a k t i )  
for rains in tbat year of drought hc speaks of how he d a r i ~ ~ g l y  
entered an undergrourld cell of Santipura (within confines of 
the Svayambhu compound) in search of a book of charms and 
pictures written with the ink of serpent's blood and brought it 
out defying the furies of the ghosts and spirits dwelling there 
which caused immediate rainfall to the relief to Nepal's 
inhabitants. 

56 Unpublished. In the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharrna. 

58. Stella, Santipur close to the shrine of Svayambhu, N S  778 ksf idha 
krrna chaturthi datavipci nakgltre iovana yoge b~hasparivfiro.  Sans- 
-Safldesh, 1, 12. pp. 86-93. 
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But with all his vain glorious nature and propensities for 
exaggerated account of his attainments and achievements, 
Pratlpa's name yet stands conspicuous in the history of 
Nepal. He gave to  Nepal more than anybody else of his age, 
its architectural and sculptural equipment in prideful creations 
of pillars, temples and images. He must at  least get the credit 
of keeping the Nepalese tradition of art and architecture alive. 
Upto this day it continued to be renowned for its high degree 
of excellence, and Napalese creations in bronze and stones were 
highly appreciated even by the outside world, and they 
fetched good price for the artists. Father DYAndrade in about 
1630 noted in his travels through the Western Himalayas that 
the Newar traders in those parts dealt in rare specinlens of 
art goods and to his knowleage (Levi, I, p. 80) Nepal carried a 
brief trade with Tibet i n  those days. This opens to our view 
another highly developed aspect of Nepalese economic activi- 
ties of the period, The multiplicity of the coins not only 
shows a varied taste of the ruler in all forms of art and his 
sense of catholicity and broad outlook on religion and beliefs 
but they also signify an improved and better standard of 
living of the people. If the picture given by the chronicles 
were to be taken seriously, Pratiiparnalla's reign witnessed 
the revival of what was once a flourishing trade with 
Tibet and India. Nun~erous shops were opened for inland 
trade in Kathmandu and Patan and the trader enjoyed 
facilities due to the encouragement and patronage of the 
monarch. 

Pratiipamalla inspired and patronised art creations, scdp. 
ture and fine arts and poetry. drama and music, He assisted 
in the building of many private shrines and images. His 
munificence were bestowed on all schools of art and on all 
modes of religious worship. He himself took part in the res- 
toration of ~ a i v a  and Bauddha shrines and monasteries and 
devoted himself to  the worship of deities whether of Buddhist 
or Saiva origin. His inscriptions contain hymns from his own 
pen and these at Pa6upati. Sadkhu and Svayambbu shrines 
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bespeak his love of and respect for both Saivite and 

MahPyana forms of worship. 
A good many parts of the original palace of the Kantipur 

rulers owe their becoming to PratHpamalla's taste. He got a 
small building of quaint shape and much less architectural 

design converted into a huge mansion. every inch of which 
was studded with the images of Hindu Gods and Goddesses. 
Pratgpamalla started building Mohanchok in NS 770 and the 
Sundarichok with its water conduit in NS 769 with the 
cooperation of his fourth queen Lalamati, princess of 
Bhagvatipur, whose brother (name peeled off in the inscrip- 
tion) figures as witness to the deed.5e The  Sundarichok was 
completed on NS 771 Phiilguna krjna 3, while the Mohancbok 
came in its finished form a little later. 

These two compounds of the palace were the private 
apartments of the rulers, where they passed most of their 
time and wherein they performed devotional and religious 
duties. The Miilachok, literally the main courtyard, with 
the shrine of Taleju was not used for residential purposes 
except by the priest. One apartment in one of the compounds 
was used as a place, where they gave interviews to visitors, 
and heard judicial cases and delivered judgment. They 
also died in one of the apartments if death came to them, lay 
ill state after death in a specially decorated pavement below 
in a~corner of the courtyard, the dias permanently fixed up; 
even for their live condition of the last moment they had set 
u p  a hall on the ground-floor of the northern wing at  Mohan- 
chok with hundreds of niches in the four walls containing 
carved images of Siva, Vignu, PPrvati. L a k ~ m i  and other 
deities and scenes from the epics and purlnas, where they 
were supposed to wander their minds away from worldiness 
to heavenly bliss in their last hours and finally they were 
burnt to ashes over a stone bed within the very precincts 
of the courtyard that wss made for that purpose if any 

59. Inscriptions unpublished. 
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occasion arose for such a cremation. Ordinarily the royal 
bodies were cremated in Aryaghaf over a platform built for 
that purpose. 

The gate of the palace was rebuilt and an image of 
Hanum'lna set up on a pillar just outside. The outer 
courtyard adjoining the southern wing of the palace, which 
was led through the gate was called Ngsalchok. It was meant 
for public performances of ritual dances and social and 
religious plays as  well as for public audience of the king. 
I t  was a large courtyard with pieces of stones laid down on 
the floor to provide sitting arrangement, I t  had a capacity to 
accommodate nearly ten thousand people. The  inner gateway 
to the palace was joined to  an audience hall, which was one 
of the rooms on the groundfloor overlooking the Niisalchok, 
The gateway was flanked on the right side by an imageof 
Narasimha enshrined in a small open temple, which Pratapa 
set up on NS 793 Asadha kygna 8. According to Nrtyanitha 
inscription of the same date Pratiipamalla set up an image of 
Nrtyangtha in Kavindrapura with those of Nandi and 
MahHnkHla as well as those of Bhavsni Sarikara, Jagant~iitha~ 
Bhagavati and Ganeba family. T o  Pratiiparnalla also is 
ascribed the pious deed of setting up the image of JalHssyana 
Visgu in the tank he constructed in Bhandiirkhiil, the image 
in  the likeness of the deity known as Bhuyisideo. It was 
said that the latter deity appearing in his dream prohibited 
PratGpamalla from visiting the shrine, and he needed an 
alternate image to satisfy his desire for darjarla. 

From several inscriptions of PratHpamalla's reign we conic 
to know that apart from the many additions to the royal 
palace he had helped to build many temples and i n  particular 
those of VHsuki (A stone i~~seription of NS 770 Magha Slrkla 

15). and Vajrayogini (stele of NS 775 Agcidha fukla  7 ) .  The 
ki11g had also offered gold finial to the roof of the temple of 

PaSupatinHtha (The inscription on a stone dated N S  775 
Chaitra Sukla 5 chandradivelra) and then constructed a tenlplz 
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with a roof ih front of the temple of PaSupatinHtha, around 
which he set up 1008 Sivalihgas. 

Pratgpamalla's respect for deities did not discriminate 
between Saiva-Vigpuism and Buddhism. H e  respected the 
Buddhist deities with equal enthusiasm and devotion. He 
made an offering of a vajra with the gold mandala (kangka- 
filayo mondalam vajrarircha) to  the Lord Dharmadhgtu on 
NS 788 A~bdha Sukla 6 hasta nak~atra  Sivayogaiidityavbra 
(Inscription on the manQla placed to  the east of the main 
srfipa of Svayambhunltha just a t  the point from where the 
stony staircase negotiating the hill starts). H e  had constructed 
the bridge over river Vi~numat i  on NS 783 Jye$t;ha Sukla 2 
idre nakaatre gandhayoga brhaspativirra to  please Sri Sri 
Vairochana, Sri Sri A k ~ o b h a .  Sri Sri Ratnasarnbhava, Sri Sri 
Amit fibha, Sri Sri Amoghasiddhi, Sri Sri Vidyiidhari Yogin?. 

Like other kings of the age Pratspamalla was of a kindly 
disposition and inspite of medieval vices inherent in his 
character he tried to live a life of devotion and piety. He 
honoured the gods. gave alms to BrHhmanas and Bhiksus. 
listened to their discourses and passed sometime in medita- 
tion and prayers. As a part of daily routine he also wrote in 
his own hand sacred treatises like Bhiigavafa etc. According 
to a colophon statement of a ms. Pratlpamalla completed 
the writing of the manuscript of a copy of Bhcigavata 
(Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 444) on NS 768 Jye~ tha  k r ~ n a  amiivasyii- 
viddhi yoge iidityavbsare. His wife Lslamati recited 
Harivariia 12 times. completing the last round on NS 773 
VaiSDkha Sukla 15 viSDkha nak~atre variyiina yoga some 
(DLC, I .  977). A copy of the Prajiiiiplramitii in the Thabahil 
shrine shows that the work was intended to be read to the 
king by a priest. and this fact proves that he d ~ d  not discrimi- 
nate between the sacred texts of the two sects. 

From the Thyiisopu F we get certain more details of his 
religious performances i n  honour of the Saivite and Buddhist 
deities, viz., 

6 
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Sahvat 783 Vaiiiikha f uddhi byhaspativiira. this d a y ,  
Sri Pratiipanialladeva cffered a linial to the temple at Tava 
Vihiira in Patan. This very day both he and Patan's ruler 
Sriniviisamalla made an offering of breads called Yamari, 
raw sugar and cocoanut, each 2 baskets (dali) to Machhendra- 
niitha. 

Sa&vat 785 Chaitra jukla 13, this day, Sri JarnZira Bhatti. 
raka (white Machhendra of Kathmandu) was taken it1 bis car 
through the palace and Prattipamalla worshipped the deity. 

Sathvat 787 Kiirtika vadi 3 Sri 2 Pratapamalla set up  a 
finial on the KhZsa Chaitya (present day Baudhaniitha), 

Sarizvat 787 Magha k r ~ n a  Pra~Fipamalla offered a serpent- 
hood to the Niiriiyaqa in Chyiisung deval, a 3-tier umbrella 
in the Mahiidevala and over Kotilingas, on Phiilguna Suddhi 7 
a discus to Viynu's temple, and five days after a %tier 
umbrella to the deity in Jamalbahal. 

787 A~iidha Sudi 2 Sri Pratiipamalla presented one 
sviinamiilci (a garlandlike chain of gold hanging from the  
finial over the roof of the temple) to Sri 3 Bhimasena. 

Samvat 788 dgiidha Su 6 hasta adityava ~ratipamalla 
went to Syengu to offer the Vajra to the Chaitya. 

The above account might give us quite a sufficient evidence 
of PratBpa's catholic outlook on re l ig io~,  and of his very 
unorthodox attachment to any single religious sect. He had 
offered his devotion to the divinities irrespective of their 
affiliation to one sect or the other. 

introduction of  the Parbatiyc language in  the Epigraphy 

By the time PralHpamalla was seated on the throne. the 
Nepalese culture has ceased to possess capacity for absorbing 
new elements in  the community. This was the reason that 
the fresh horde of Khasa settlers had remained aloof and 
maintained their individuality as a cultural group. Upti1 
then all new entrants had been absorped into the society* 
speaking in the final stage the language of the valley and 
losing their cultural heritage in course of the merger. 
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A notable feature of PratHpamnlla's records so far to have 
escaped notice is the presence of a few inscriptions in NBgari 
script and in the language which is now called Nepali (see the 
RHnipokhari i n s ~ r i p t i o n ) . ~ ~  We have also one more inscrip- 
tion of this type belonging to the previous reign (MahHdeva 
temple i n  Makhantol, NS 761). which we have already noted. 
This suggested that the Valley of Nepal had then a large 

number of people of all castes and tribes of the Parbatiyii 
community living there, and it was for their understanding 
that the content of the inscriptions had to be expressed in 
that  dialect. From some other sources i t  has been established 
that ever since the time of Ratnamalla, the kings of Nepal 
had made grants of land to the Br3hmans of this community 
and there was a large number of such settlers in the Valley. 
In several records of the kings the eye witnesses are Khasas 
and Magars, a fact which goes also to suggest that some of 
then1 had gained foothold in the palace (Pratiipamalla's 
Ranipokhari inscription). 

Judicial reforms : 

It is said t h a t  Pratiipamalla had helped to temper the 
administration of justice. According to traditional practices 
the accused had to swear his innocerice by touching the 
Phallus Kotiliirgeivara. But it so happened that not all 
accused did it with a clear conscience ar,d it ended in many 
cases with the guilty vomitting blood and dying then ar;d 
there as a result of speaking untruth to avoid even petty 
punishment. Pratapamalla thought that because of the 
deteriorating moral conditions of the time it was too mu* 
to lay the burden of oath on the accused. He then passed 
a rule making it obligatory on tl:e tr) ing  c&cer to exercise 
his judgment by himself touching the Phallus to vouchsa~e 
for the truth of his statement. Pratiparnalla had a deep 

60. Published in Sattskrit Snnciesho 1, 10.11.12. p. 5 5  ff and also in  the 
bulletin of the school of Oriental Studies, 20, 167-87 (1957) by W. 
Clark. 
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insight into human nature. its strength and failings. He 
further realized that the judicial officers also suffered from 
general human weakness. and there was no guarantee that 
everyone of them gave a judgment infallibly correct. There 
were moments when to the best of their awareness the judge 
might misunderstand things and deliver a wrong judgment, 
PratTipanlalla therefore tried to  further mitigate the rigours 
of the trial as it stood. H e  abolished the system of touching 
the Phallus retaining however some form of trial by oath 
ordeal. The effect of his reforms had been to temper justice 
with mercy. Henceforth those committing minnr offences 
could not be punished in a manner out of proportion to the 
weight of the guilt. Unless his guilt was such as  to deserve 
award of cruel punishmerit, and for this there used to be a 
special trial, one did not run the risk of meeting with a 
serious mishap. 

Pratiipamalla devoted his attention also to building roads, 
bridges and canals for the use of his people. He built the 
canal for the irrigation of the area to  the north of the city 
of Kathmandu by tapping the, source of the water in 
Budhanilakantha. We have also noted that he constructed 
the bridge over the river Visnurnati making it convenient for 
devotees to visit the Svayambhu shrines, and for other 
pedestrians. 

There is no doubt that PratHpamalla was an enlightened 
rulcr devoted to the well-being of his people. It was true 
that he had eccentric habits, and he also suffered froma 
complex as to his merits. He had also the irritable temper 
of a feudal lord and often exhibited aggressive moods in 
dealing with his adversaries and subordinates. At times he 
was cruel. He was also not free from the many vices besett- 
ing the feudal society. He maintained a harem, and an 
extravagant court. However. on the whole p ra t~~amal la ' s  
character can be summed up by depicting him as a mall of 
liberal views with a taste for learning and art. We should 
not mind if he overrated achievements. But we should judge 
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him by what he actually achieved. I think that there is much 

he has left to the posterity to feel proud of. The many build- 

ings of architectural beauty in the heart of the city of Kath- 
mandu. and in other parts of the principality as  well as 
numerous images carved on stone and wood displaying high 
artistic qualities to view. which Pratiipa encouraged to  come 
into existence stand up till now as  testimony to his greatness 
as a builder and lover of art. Singly he contributed to  the 
sum total of the extant monuments and art objects more than 
any other king of Nepal of the time. 

The only blemish in his conduct we can discern is because 
of the fact that he had caused Bhimamalla's death and 
harassed his contemporaries by carrying military raids into 
their territories. But in the situation of division Nepal was 
subjected to at the time such raids were often provoked by 
one side or the other and it is difficult to apportion blame to 
one party. As for Bhimamalla's death, this was a very 
deplorable act. But PratHpamalla had been misled by iater- 
ested parties to harbour ill-will against Bhimamalla. He had 
acted indiscreetly in  the matter, as Bhirnamalla was dealt 
with without being given an opportunity to  explain his con- 
duct- But how otherwise could Pratiipa met the crisis if it 
had been real? I think that even in this matter he can only 
be blamed for being hasty. 

Prathpn's relation with Patan and Bhatgaon 

We have already observed that Pratapa claimed to have 
captured some of the forts of Patan and Bhatgaon. This 
claim he made in the inscription of NS 769. After this he 
appears to have patched up with Patan. In the year 777 he 
entered into an agreement with Srinivasamalla pledging to 
act together in  weal or woe (see inscription below). His 
quarrel with Bhatgaon, however, continued and entered a 
more intense phase with Patan as  his ally. We have seen 
how for four )ears with a short truce at the interval Kaih- 
mandu wils in  a state of war with Bhatgaon. pratHpamalla 
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concluded peace with Jagatprakiiia only when his ally 
SrinivHsatlialla did not find it possible to go with him in this 
venture. I think that by NS 784 all the three kingdoms stood 
without any bilateral arrangement of defence or alliance in 
their interrelation. Patan had declared its intention not to 
side with Bhatgaon i n  the latter's dispute with Kathmandu. 
This was the opportunity for Kathmandu to cultivate the 
friendship of the Bhatgaon ruler. According to the Thy5sapu 
there were incidents which created more ill-feeling between 
Sriniviisatualla and JagatprakHSamalla. On Samvat 786 
Jyesfha k g n a  8 the chiidiikarnza (vosakha chgpiijii) ceremony 
of JagatprakiiSamalla's youngest son was celebrated- 
Brahmanas from Patan wzre invitej but one S~ryartimaju 
of Thambu died on the way, and all tile eight BrHhmanas 
were invited but one Siiryariimaju of Thambu died on 
the way, and all the eight Brahmanas were engaged in the 
performance of funeral rites which were done in 
Sabkharniila. The vosakha pUjH was held as the 

darkness of the night fell. The ceremony of Chiidakarma 
was attended by SrinivSsamalla without the BrCihmanas, but 
he was given a very cool send-off. I t  was night, and in the 
darkness, Srinivasamalla and his attendants had to feel their 
way to Patan all by themselves. they were llot given even one 
torch, this sort of insulting treatment was meted out to the 

king of Patan and naturally he took umbrage over this 
iocident. After this, on Sarhvat 787 Asadha i r ~ k I o  paiic7~anli 
Para SuS?i, peace was restored between Kathmandu aud 
Bllatgaon. PratBpamalla and JagatprakHSamalla met in  
Madhunadola, and a t  Buko in Deopatan they took oat11 of 
mutual alliance. The two kingdoms maintained friendship 
for 2 years and 2 months. Earlier to this on 787 P a u ~ a  h k l a  
a~tailzi revari rzakgatt-e iidityaviirn, the road connecting BhatO 
gaotl and Patan had opened and Sriniv~samalla visited Bhatm 
gaon at a place near the large tank met ~ a ~ a t p r a k a s a  
who 'lad arrived five ghari late, upon which the Patan ruler 
returned. As a result of the meeting Kathmandu had heen 
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isolated, From the Thyiisapu D W e  again learn that so soon 
after Bhatgaon and Kathmandu had patched UP their quarrel8. 
an attempt was made to bring Patan and Kathnlandu together- 
This was done with a meeting between SrinivGsamalla 
Pratapamalla at Paficbakhera on Sumvat 787 Asadha k!'~tra 
pratipada uttarasiidha nakptra  budhavara. As these two 
rulers reached an agreemeut. Bhatgaon was isolated. Next 

day JagatprakLSa was brought to  join in the meeting. but 
when he met Sriniviisa, it was felt that he was not accommo- 
dated and he had to leave the conference table unceremoni- 
ously, since this day, Bbatgaon found its ties with both Kath- 
mandu and Patan totally broken. Meanwhile PratZpamalla 
and Sriniv2sarnalla invaded Mackwanpur, and returned the 
same night (Sarhvat 790 Miigha k r ~ n a  chaturthi). But this 
alliance between Katllrnandu and Patan soon broke; for we 
find again Sriniviisamalla trying to befriend the Bhatgaon 
ruler on Sarhvat 791 Jyejtha Sukla 15 sonzaviira. Jagatprakaia 
his son Jitamitra aud the latter's brother came to Patan at the 
day break. and Bhatgaon and Patan became friends. This 
day Patau captured KahsHnakvHtha and Hitigvala. Next 
day. Tuesday, three more forts were conquered in the Abardo 
area all at once. Relations between Kathmandu and Patan 
were stmined since this event. However, the new fou~ld  
alliance with Bhatgaon enabled ~riniviisamalla to launch an 
attack on Mackwanpur (NS 791 J y e ~ t h a  k r w a  10 budhavdra). 
The T h ~ a s a p u  L) writes that '4 ministers of Patan. a minister 
of Bbatgaon and 100 men assisted by GorkhH's MurLri 
S3hi and Jagbania went to invade Mackwanpur.' At this 
Iuocture some nlen of Kathmandu attempted to take back 
Hitigvala. they set fire to  the fort but it did not fall. Subse- 
que11tly more areas belonging to Kathmandu were taken by 
Bhat%aonl 011 792 M l g h a  Sukla pEmirnE three fortresses were 

by the invaders. But another combined attack of 
Bhatgaon and Patan on a village of Kathmandu met with 
reverses- It is said that Bhoty~bhH, the Chautiira. marched 
'O the village u of Mayaiale on 792 Jyegtha k r ~ n a  proti- 
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pa&, But the men of Patan who were drafted to join him 
reached a little later. In the meantime Bhofyiibhii with five 
men were caught in the neck by his enemies. This incident 
finds also mention in the post-colophon statement of the ms, 
Brahmottarakhanda (Govt. Nat, Lib. n. 5847). It says: on 
Sakvat  792 J y e ~ t h n  krjna pratipadii miila nak~atra  iukrama- 
nayoga ianaiicharaviira, Patan along with B hatgaon marched 
to attack Mayajaragiima; so soon as  they had reached the 
boundary of the other principality, the attackers were besieged 
and of these were one was chautHr3 pramana. another 
pramsna and three others all of Bhatgaon, while many others 
had escaped. It appears that until Pratgpamalla died, Kath- 
mandu had continued to be isolated both from Patan and 
Bhatgaon. 

All these details of attacks and counterattacks launched 
singly or in combination by kings of the kingdoms of Nepal 
are not so important by themselves as the trends they 
represent in the interrelationship among the states of the 
Nepal Valley. The account we have just drawn does not 
present a singular feature. Such attacks and counterattacks 
might have occurred ever since the political division of Nepal 
took place. These occur with regular frequency also in 
the time following PratHpamalla and his contemporaries. But 
nevertheless we have from this account an idea of the nature 
of friendship and enmity subsisting between any two of the 
kingdoms, which was in the circumstances often shifting and 
remained valid only i n  so far as it suited the convenience or 
otherwise of the partner. 

Pratiipa's Relation with the Moghuls of lrldia 

We have a coin of PratHpamalla (Walsh. 11. 12!, which 
shows in imitation Persian characters the legends lehangir 
Shah in the reverse and Sun llahi in the obverse, According 
to Walsh. this coin resembled the Alamgir coin ot ~ehangir* 
We do not know what led him to use the legend, Jehangir, in 
the coin. But it was definiteiy not done in acknowledgment 
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of Mophul suzerainty over Nepal. Pratgpamalla came t o  
power when Jehangir was long dead. Perhaps the legend was 
adopted to express his own (PratHpa's) greatness by calling 
himself as lord of the Universe. 

Pratlpa is reported in the chronicles to have renounced. 
the throne and gone on temporary retirement leaving his four 
sons to rule one by one i n  turn for one year each. One  

opinion id that he did it as  ordained by a magician-monk. 
Another source attributes to him the desire to  train his sons 
in the art of government. He is said to  have retired in  
16(B A.D and allotting one year for each of his sons, he must. 
come back in at least four years after in 1672 (=NS 792)- 
There might be some truth in the account of his temporary 
retirement to enable his sons to obtain practical experience 
of governmental affairs. But at  the date the retirement is 
supposed to have taken place, not one of his sons had come 

of age to be able to understand the intricacies oL 
administration. 

His Wives and lssues 
PratSpamalla mentions two queens and five sons in his 

pillar inscription, the pillar a single huge rectangular column 
standing in front of the Degutale temple a t  the Darbar 
Square. The inscriptional is dated NS 790 Bhidra iukla 
12 para 13 Bravana nak~atra svanayoga blhaspafivara. As 
given in the order of the inscription the names of the sons 
stand as follows : MahHrZjakumcira Bhiipendranlalla, Raja- 
rckndra NrpcileSvara Mo hQrQ jadhirdja ~hakravartendramalla. 
Sri Sri lays Mahipatendramalla, Jaya NrpendramaNa and Ja).a 
Parthivendramalfa; of the two wives mentioned one Maharani 
Anantapriy~, the pri~lcess of BihHra MahBnagara, is addressed 
as the mother of the nation (Jagajjanani) and another 
Prabhavati as simply Maharani. We know from other 
lrnCriptions that Anantapriya was a sister of RBpamati and 

61- Unpublished (see telow). a. 64 in our Appendix. 
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.princess Mal~BriijakumTiri of Koch Bihar and though Prabhi. 
vati's antecedents are not known yet she also figures in many 
of the earlier records, 

Amongst the sons. two are singled out for special form 
of royal address. The first name is MahiirSijakum~ra (son 
of the king) Bhiipendramalla. But the second one that of 
Mahiiriijiidhiriija Chakravartendramalla occurs as the young- 
est son of Pratiipa in all the chronicles. He happens to be 
a person to whom the father was very much attached, We 
have a coin in his name of the year NS 789 (=I669 A.D)." 
The legend in the coin has Jaya Cltakravartendranzalla. 
As it  appears f rom the date this was struck while the father 
was still alive.63 The chronicle says that the design of the 
coin struck in 789 with a triangular bow and arrow (biiniistra), 
noose (pa ia)  the iron hook for driving an  elephant (aAkuSa), 
a lotus and Yak's tail (chamar) proved so ominious that he 
died prematurely after some months, Chakravartendramalla 
enjoyed the unique honour of performing a tuliidiirla of silver 
by virtue of his father's deep atfection for him as is evident 
from the Taleju Pillar inscription of 784 NS? 

It' seems certain that Chakravartendra's death occurred 
sometime in NS 790 in the life time of Pratiipamalla. From 
the inscription commemorating the inaugural cerernolly of 
the Nhupukha called also the Queeo's tank in ~a thmandu.  
there is little doubt left about his death because the tank 
was dug by the father in the name of the departed soul of his 
dear son Chakravartendra (the date of the inscription, 
790 ASvina Sukla pPrnima uttarabhiidra nak~atra  dhruva 
yoga, S o m a v ~ r a .  

Prattipa's inscrip tion attached to the SundhirH (water 
conduit) in'side Mohanchok gives the name of two more sons, 

62. Walsh, 11, 13 
63. Landon gives a half mohor of Chakravartendramalla without 

bhnijstra,  n. 16. 
64. Inscription n. 60 in our Appendix. 
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SundaraaIrlyapa and SuratatBhi and of one daughter whose 
name was SrimatiU along with his two queens. the BibHri 
princess Rapamati and KarpHta's Rgjamati. This inscription 
is dated NS 772 Magha Sukla 15 (see below). The Thycisapu 
A notes the name of SiddheSridevi, elder sister of Nypendra- 
tualla. who was married to one Ranajitan~alla Kumliar of 
PyHfal in Kantipur and who had died on 799 Sriisana k y ~ n a  
parichami Sanaiichoroviira (f. 13). At another place in the 
Thrlisapu A one Raut BhBkutu is noted as the son of 

PratIpamalla RIjH (If. 20-21). Describing the death of this 
person the relevant passage notes 'PratHpamalla RHjH's son 
BhZkutu, died on P a u ~ a  k y ~ n a  navami byhaspativiira of 
Sa$vaf 800. BhHkutu's mother and wife, the latter a daughter 
of one Madheju, died on the funeral pyre; there was mourn- 
ing, the legitimate and illegitimate relatives mourned for 
four days, the one who had put fire over Bhskutu's dead body 
mouraed for ten days'. 

SiddhiSri is mentioned as a daughter of Pratlpamalla also 
in the ViSvariipa pedestal illscription (doc. 18). The  
Thyisapu D br~ngs into our notice one more daughter of his. 
whose name is given as Lalamati, she died on 793 
Srfivana Sukla 10. 

The author of a poetic work iu Sanskrit, a s .  ~ i t a k e ~ a v a n 2 . ~ ~  
whose name is given as MHudhBtBsimba, calls himself a son 
of hid PratHpamalla. The ms. was written a ~ l d  completed on 
790 Jyrgtha krana 1 Wednesday (gagar~agrahai??une (=790) 
l y e ~ t h a  k g n a  bltadrayoge pratipadi brrdlre). 

'It appears that Pratapamalla had altogether eight sous. 
But we know nothing of MzndhHtasihha from other sources. 

It  appears that oi  all the sons o~l ly  four, Nypendramalla. 
Pgrthivendramalla. Mahipatelldramalla and B h H k u t u  had 

65. Inscription n. 52 in our  Appendix. 
66- Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 98. 10 folios of  the  rns. are  lost. On the (a) 

leaf there i s  a genealogy of the poet. This  starts with Ratnamalla but 
We do not trace the names after Amaramalla as  the fol io  is lost. 
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survived him. Except in the Sundarichok inscription we fill 

no mention of SuratasHhi and SundaranHrlyaga. Probatji 
they had died shortly after the date of the inscription, NS77: 
or  even earlier. We have seen that Chakravartendra had 
met his death in the month of 790 NS. Bhiipendra also ~ h i a s  
taken away by death before PratZipamalla died in mid 794 NS, 
Because Bhiikutu was probably not as  dear to the father, 
he had been ignored in Pratiipa's own enumeration. 

The  chronicles say that Chakravartendra was the younkest 
son of PratGpa, but this ststement appears to be quilt 
incorrect. Suratasahi and Sundarasiihi apart, Chakravartendra 
appears to be senior to two or three of the other sonsol 
Pratfipa. I n  the Taleju Pillar Inscription he and Nrpendra. 
malla are the only sons mentioned (Doc. 11  below). The 
date of the inscription is 784 Parr~a k r ~ n a  amiivasja. It ma) 
appear that a t  this date of all the brothers only Nypendra. 
malla and Chakravartendramalla existed and no one else, 

But we know that Bhiipeadramalla lived as  far back as 777 
as his name is mentioned in the Visvariipa pedestal record 
of that date. Bhiipendramalla is definitely the eldest of [be 
four brothers whose names appear in the Degutale Pllla[ 
inscription (doc. 12). 

As Nrpendramalla is said by the Thycisapu A to be of 
18 years & 7 months at  the time of his death on lye~?ho 
k r ~ n a  11-12 of 800, he must have been born in the month of 
Magha of 782. From the same Thyiisapu we also learn 
PBrthivendra was Nrpendra's second brother and Mahi* 
patendra the third and youngest. But we are not aware of 
their living on 784 P a u ~ a  Krsna amfivasyci, at the date of the 

Taleju pillar inscription. As far as the Taleju pillar 
concerned Nrpendramalla shares with ~hakravartendramalla 
the honour of being represented in gold statues supervened 
on it. However, he cannot be the elder of the two, Nypendra* 
malla was only a month old at  the date of the inscription* 
Chakravartendra would have been older enough to have been 
led by the father in the act of performing tuliidina. 
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All the same it will not be possible to  fix an  order of 
seniority between these two brothers at  the present stage of 
our knowledge. 

In the Newari text of the Taleju Pillar inscription Chakra- 
vartendramalla is mentioned with the epithet MahBrPjakumiira 
to  have performed Tuliidiina sacrifice. The  epithet is missing 
while N~pendramalla is mentioned. But in the passage where 
both are mentioned. whether in Sanskrit or Newari, Nrpen- 
dramalla's name comes first. We can interpret this order to 
mean that Nrpendramalla was the elder of the two. But for 
other reasons Chakravartendra must be regarded as senior in 
age. 

But was he placed at  a lower position in the order of 
succession? The Degutale Pillar inscription might suggest 
some kind of demotion in his case as  we discern PratHpa's 
partiality in favour of Chakravartendra and Matripatendra. 
the former being addressed as Mahiircijiidhiriija N~pendramalla 
followed these two in the order of the record. But in the 
ultimate stage it actually did not affect succession as  both 
Chakravartendra and Bhtipendra had been removed from the 
scene by death. 

Death of Pratiipa 

Speaking of the occasion of PratHpa's death the chronicler 
adds that he died on Chaitra Sukla 11 pra 12 Monday mid- 
night (24 ghati riitri) of 794=March-April. 1674 A.D. One 
midnight the king was witnessing a ceremonial dance of the 
Goddess Harisiddhi performed by a group of priests from 
that place, and he suddenly died. The death is attributed to 
the displeasure of the Goddess. who was seated by the side 
of the king in the person of a young girl. PratHpa not know- 
ing the identity of tbe Goddess in human form became 
attracted towards her and as  was his usual habit at such 
junctures began to  court her. But in that act he obtained a 
sharp rebuke from the lady, and he soon after swooned never 
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t o  rise to consciousness again. I t  was said that since Pratipa. 
malla died the dance drama of Harisiddhi was never pla)td 
in  Kathmandu. 

According to the Thycisapu A (f. 21) Nrpendramali 
received the dance party of Harisiddhi, which entered Karh. 
~ n a n d u  on 800 Miigha 4ukla 12 punarvasu nok~atra ddilyavrir~ 
Earlier on Mcighn Sukla 4 pra 5 uttorabhadra nak~atra iidilyk 
vfira the dance was staged on a platform in the compoundo! 
PaSupatinZitha, and five days the same was performed on ~ h t  
main platform (miiln dabali) of JayavFigeSvari. In Kathmand~ 
Nrpendramalla himself witnessed the dance being staged or 
TriSulidabali during the night on Samvat 800 Miigha k y ~  
chnturthi hasta nak~atra iidityaviira. 

So it does not appear that the staging of Harisiddhi d a m  
was prohibited in Kathmandu, as  made out in the chronicle, 

It seems certain that PratFipa died either in Chaitra or on( 
or  two months later ' of the year NS 794 (=June, 1674 A,DI 
His last inscription on stone, the one on the slab of a slooi 

pedestal supporting the image of Narasimha dates 793 
kyjna a ~ t a m i .  A ms. Svayambhu Chaitya bhattcirakoddi 
written in his reign (vijayarcijye) is dated 793 Aivina S ~ r k b  
ekiidaSi.67 According to  Baburam Acharya there is a copper 
plate inscription dated 794 J y e ~ t h a  Sukla piirnarncis~~~ll 
recording the grant of 18 ropanis of land by ~rat~pamalla 
(I have not verified) towards the expense of purchasing~~~ 
for burning lamps in the temple of Taleju and Degutale durio! 
the IndrajHtrii ceremony.68 We have an inscription in  Ichafllu 
a village two miles west of Kathmandu, which purportsto 
show Nrpendramalla as  the ruler and this is dated 794 Jivind 
Sukla protipadd hosta nak~atre  nanda yoge yathiikara!lL 
nzuhiirte iidityaviisare lianyri r Z i  gata savitari knn)Gi riiii gflb 

67. Darb. Lib. Cqt. I. 1336. 7. 
68. He has kindiy sent to m e  a copy of the tent. I n s c r i p t i ~ n n ~ ~  

i n  our Appendix. 
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chandr~rnosi (September-October, 1774):' Nrpendra has 
also a coin of the year NS 794 (Walsh, 111. 1). Walsh incor- 
rectly read it as 795. It  thus appears that  the date given by 
the aforesaid chronicle for this death could be correct or in 
the alternative it can be pushed two or three months after in 
the light of the Taleju copper plate as suggested by Baburam 
Acharya. Therefore, Wright's date to place it 15 years later 
is very much wrong.70 

The statement of the chronicle in regard to the date of 
Pratiipamalla's death is, however, confirmed by the Thyiisapu 
D which inter alia says 'on Saihvat 794 Chaitru Sukla ekiidabi 
pra dviidaii (as it had just started) somaviira, Kathmandu's 
Pratiipamalla died. He died at  midnight dt 24 ghari. Nine 
women were burnt to death along with h ~ s  body, among these 
one was Riini, six were concubines ... .. . .. .Funeral rites were 
performed on the day of dviidaii. The Thj.Gsapu D should 
be taken as fairly correct. I do  not see anything else 
would go to contradict its statement. As I have not personally 
checked up the Taleju P ~ l l a r  Inscription, it is difficult for me 
to agree with the reading of Baburam Acharya. Probably 
there is a mistake in his reading of the date tigure. At any 
rate in so far a s  this does not agree with the Thyiisapu D, 
we do not think the date in any way holds ground, The 
crowning of PratHpamalla's successor took place in A$iidha, 
and this might introduce a new element of confusion into the 
discourse. But the date of PratHpa's death is irrefutably 
the one given by the Thyirsapu D, which is in turn supported 
by the chronicle. 

In the chronicle one PratHpadhvaja JcSi of Maru is 
mentioned as the Chief Minister during the time Pratiipamalla 
ruled. He might have been Kathmandu's Chief Minister 
during the early years of PratHpamalla's regnal career. The 
next man who appears as a minister duri~;g the reign of 

69. Unpublished. Inscription n .  $1 in our ~ p p e n d i x .  
70. Wright. p. 133 (Second edition). 
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Pratspa is one Chikuti. According to the Thyiisapu D he was 
a prominent figure towards the fag end of PratBpa's reign, 
We have the following notes about him in this diary: Saivor 
787 &adha kgna  pratipadii uttard~ddhii budhavara, this day 
peace was restored between Patan and Kathmandu, Sri 

Pratspamalla and Sriniv5samalla met .! at  . Paiicharikher, - at 
night Chikuti Paramana came t o  Patan after one hour, 
JagatprakHSamalla of Bhatgaon also came and he me1 
SriniviiSamalla a t  Pyahhana. next day the Bhatgaon ruler was 
compelled to  go back and Rhatgaon was isolated. Sahol 
788 P a u ~ a  k g n a  tilasatikrlinti; while Lokesvara (Bugamadeo) 
was residing in TavabahHl, his eyes appeared full of tear!, 
these could not be soaked with handkerchief, with each 
soaking more tears flowed. this continued also at night; 00 

the same day the minister of Kathmandu's Prat3pamalla was 
Deviclasa of Vantala, nicknamed Chikuti, and he was 
imprisoned. He enjoyed possession of landed property in thr 
three kingdoms (Thydsapu E). H e  escaped from confinement 
sometime later and went to Patan for asylum. We shall havt 
occasion to say more about Chikuti as we narrate the eveflli 
of Nypendramalla's reign. But before he was to seeevil 
days Chikuti controlled for more than four years the destiny 
of Kathmandu with a boy king as  his ward. 

Chikuti's colleagues in the administration are namedar 
MgndhiitZsirhha and Bansidhara. According to the coPPe1 
plate inscription of 818 (n. 99 in our Appendix), the former 
met a sad end as a result of Mahldeva Ojha's intrilues' 
Chikuti himself had caused his death. 

It comes to  our notice from the Thyijsapu D that Chikutl 
while living in exile in Patan had remained in hidinglo' 
sometime. In  792 in the month of Mlgha he left his hidin? 
place and o v e d  freely and openly this is what the sourcr 
says. Saritvat 792 Miigha Suklo 15. the joint invasion of " 
fort by Kathmandu. Patan and Bhatgaon, flags and festoon$ 
were dismantled and seven days after Chikuti came out- 

About 2 years later Chikuti returned to Kathmandu On 
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the death of PratHpamalla. H e  wzs to  become the Chief 
Minister simultaneously with the crowning of Nypendramalla, 

PratSpamalla was succeeded by Nrpendramalla the events 
of whose reign find elaborate notice in the different Thydsapus 
available to us. We shall narrate these in the next section. 

fmpoqant docrrments of PratBpa's reign 

Pratiipamalla's reccrds are too numerous to be collated 
in a book like the present one written for a limited purpose. 
But we are here giving a brief summary of the texts of the 
important records that have a bearing on his genealogy and 
political affairs of the day. For  the first time. we have a coin 
to- provide the very earliest date for the reign. This is a 
simple mohar coin. I n  design it looks very much similar 
to that of the mohar coin of Jagataprakiiiamalla of Bhatgaon 
{Walsh, 11. I) ,  the only difference being that the d.ate here is 
placed along with the legend in the third line. I a  Jagata- 
prakHSa's coin, it is placed at  the bottom. According to  
Walsh the description of the coin is as follows: on the top 
above the square (containing the legend) a figure of hand 
d.rurn in the obverse and Sri above and within the circle, a 
trident in the reverse. On either side both in the obverse and 

-reverse, imitation of Arabic characters placed upside down'. 
But it is wrong to call the lines and dots juxtaposed in the 
coin as Arabic characters. These form just the devices for 
decorating the surface. 

In the appendix to this volume we have described the two 
earliest coins of the period. those of Mahendramalla and 
Sivasimha respectively. The  next earliest coin is that of 
Laksminarasirbha. But all these are undated. Siddhinara- 
simha's coin (Walsh, V. 1) is dated, (7611, but it does not 
give us the first date of the reign. 

(1) A stella attached to the wall of tlie VZdika at the 
foot of the pavement of the Talejrt temple. to the right of the 
footstep. This is dated Neplilasarhvat 762 Jyeslha rnzse 
kr~?la  pak~e  navanii tifhau revcrri rtslk,vatre Sobhanu )'OW 

7 
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yarhiikarana mlihiirte Sukraviisare n~ithuna rijSi gate savitari 
mina raSi gate chandran~asi. On this day a stone pillar 
supporting a lion was set u p  in honour of the Goddess. This 
gives PratBpa's genealogy from Yakgamalla onwards tracing 
the origin to Ha ra s i~hadeva  (see above). Harasi~hadeva, 
in his dynasty was born 

Yak~amalla ,  his son 
Ratnamalla, his son 
Stiryamalla, his son 
Amaramalla, his son 
Mahendramalla, his son 
Sivasikha, his son 
Hariharasimba, his son 
Lak:minarasid~ba, his son 
Pratiipamalla 

This has altogether 27 verses partly in S~tdulavikridita 
metre; there are a few lines in Newari at the end, which 
record the grant of land for the expenses to be incurred for 
the piija of the G o d d e ~ s . ~ '  

(2) A stone inscription attached to the temple of 
VamSagop5la at the western corner of the Darbar Square, 
K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ ~  .This is dated 769 PhSilguna Sukla k!*$r?a 
~ a ~ d h i  anuriidhii nak~atro har~anayoge byhaspafiviira. The 
document commemorates the building of the temple and 
setting up of the image of Lord Krsna with Rukmini and 
SatyabhHmZi representing the departed Kiipamati (whom he 
calls Patni) and RHjamati (whom he calls bhogobadhii?ika)* 
The latter is also called preyosi in the Newari text. This 
record gives Pratlpa's genealogy and also the genealogy of 
Riipamati. the princess of Bihar, the capital city of which 
resembled heavenly Amariivari. LHlamati is noted as Karr;l!i 
and of Karnlladesa. 

71. Sanskrit Sandesha, 1. 2, pp. 12 ff. 
72. BLI, n, 18. Sanskrir Sandesha, I. 3, pp. 1 ff. 
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(Ai (B) 
Nfinyadeva of SUry a dynasty Naraniirii! ana, his son 
his son Gangadeva, Lak~miniiriiyana, his son 
his son N ~ s i h h a ,  Viraniirgyana, his son 
his son Ramasirhha, Prananiiriiyana and 
his son Saktisihha, daughter Riipanlati. 
his son Blliipiilasimha, 
his son Harasirilha. 
in his dynasty was born Yak$umalla, 
his son Ratnamalla, 
his son Siiryamalla, 
his son Amaramalla, 
his son Mahendramalla, 
his son Sivasihha, 
his son Hariharasikha, 
his son Laksminarasimha, 
his son Pratiipamalla, 

The inscription at the end contains a passage in Newari, 
where some grants of land are mentioned. The  Newari 
portion in the beginning repeats the genealogy. 

Beside the genealogies it provides, the inscript ion also 
talks of Pratapamalla's victory over king Dambara Shah of 
GorkhB, of the conquest of Kuti, Khasa and Kira from the 
king of Tibet, of cession of certain forts to him by NareSa- 
malla of Bhatgaon, and Siddhinarasimhamalla of Patan 
( ~ o k i i r ~ i t  Kiiti Khiisii Kiramiti  sahasci B hottabhiipasj.a . . de ia  j- 
jagrahaivavadiinim pratidinamapare yambhrljante narebii?~/ 1, 
Bhaktagriinza Nareiamalla nrpati dat rle bhanzenar~z bhiycil, 
bhejesau vasudhiinl jahiira sudldhanz sarildcirja dltrgarn prlnah 1 
Srimaddanlbara Siiho bhiipati valarn vidhvasra dartia balom 
Srimat Sidd hinysitizharnalla nlpate  jagriiha durgiibali~jz / / ) 

(3)  The Sundarichok water conduit stone commemorates 
the construction of gclden water sprout with 34 deities 
around by Pratiipamalla. This gives the names of ~ ~ a p a t n i  
(married wife) Sri Riipamati, princess (rcijaputri) of BihHradeSa. 
and pregasi (darling) Sri RBjnmati of KarnByadeSa. svapuim 
(own sons) Sri SundaranBrByaqa. Sri SuratasHhi ar:d dauphler 
Sri ~rimatidevi. The date is N S  772 MBghn i u t h  pfirtlinlb 
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(4) ms. Har i va~nSa '~  Colophon : Sarizvat 772 Chairru 
Sukla pafichndaSyiim titharc taddine NepiiladeSe A4d Sri Sriniol 
Pratiipamalla piilitiiyiim Kiinripriryiinz M d  Sri Srirnat Pratdpu. 
mallaprabho rujiiiim priipya Mahuttari riijyiidlripa rija Sri 
Srimat Kirtiniiriiyana kanyakayii  Sri Sri Liilamutidevjii H a r i a  
vurh4a piiriiyana krrahl Sarizvat 773 VaiSiikha Sukla paurnonti 
syiinz tit hall viiiikhii naksatre variyiina joge somuviire taddint 
dviidaiiivorta Sri Hwivarizia piiriiyana sarnpiirrrah kyfah. 

( 5 )  The Sankhu irlscriptioll on a stone lying to the north* 
east of the temple of Vajrayogini. The first portion isin 
Sanskrit. It begins with invocation to the Goddess, the 
Kiimada stotra being of 14 verses composed by Sri NepL 
rnahiman&liikhondala Sri Srj Kal  indra Jaya Pratfipan~nlla 
The date mentioned is iaragiri munibhisarnyufe (=77!) 
has ta r i k~e  chli~cidhe Siikla pakge tadunuparighe jogariijechk 
Sukre. Thereafter the lines say that Pratapamalla built tbi 

temple and its inaugural ceremony was performed by 1a)iflb 
a gold finial on the summit. Then the Newari text followst 
After recounting that Prataparnalla composed the versesin 
honour of the deity, it goes to add that he had set up a statue 

in gold of himself with those of Sri Riipamati. daugbttf 
(nlhyiichii) of Sri ~ r i  ViranHrHyana narapati MahHrHjI of Bihifl 
mahlllayura, of her sister ( k ehe )  Sri Sri ~nenta~rlyHde\ij 
of princess (riijakanya) Sri Sri LBlanlati who was a deuehltr 
of MahBrHjii Sri Sri KirtinSrHyana of Bhagvatipar l~afara alld 

of lavatini (concubine) Rajamatxdevi ot KarnStadei~. 

(6)  The PaSupati stelz with eight verses ( ~ a h e S s i ~ f i ~ k a )  l n  

Sanskrit in  honour of God Siva, commemorating the 
sion of placing gold finial (kalasa) on the temple of the deitl 
The inscription gives its date; bcinachalagairmite (=775) 
Chnitre klinzatithari cha chandradiVase pakpe cha suklelort 
revatydna prifiyoge. After the eighth verse, tile text is partly i n  
Sanskrit and partly in Newari and the relevant passage sass 
about Rupamati and Anantapriya, Srimad Biharanagara nalp  

73. Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 979. 
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pati Md Sri Sri VirsnHrByaqa-rljakumHryH Sri Sri Riipamati- 
devyii, svarna rlirmitayii, tadbhaginyd Sri Sri Anantapriyiidevyii. 
rukmaghotitayti pat tamahi~yi i  sohityiih svarna ghatita 
svamiirtescha M d  Sri Sri Kavindra Jayaprotiipamalla bhiipiila 
kula bhiiga-nane va sthiiponam kytanz. 
This passage suggests that a group of statues in  gold of the 
king and his two queens had been set up. The inscription 
further states that in front of Sri 3 PaSupati there was 
a roofed structure (Chhatriikiiradevala) under which were kept 
1008 Sivalingas. The inscription has 41 lines of which the last  
11 are in Newari. The date portion is inscribed on the top. 

(7) The Svayambhu stella: At the outset there are 
15 verses in Sanskrit called in the record 'jiidyamudgara stotra' 
composed by Pratiipamalla. The  inscriptior1 commemorates 
the occasion of the completion of the temple of UgratHrH or 
Vajrayogini in the Svayambhu area to  the south-east. The  
inscription gives the genealogy of his two queens.. 

Satnastaprakiyii viriijarnana viinaradhvajn Srintad Bihiira 
M d  Lak~miniiriiyana thvayiina (his) putra ( son)  Md Sri *i 
ViranBriiyana, thvaydnaputra (his son) Md Sri Sri Priinaniirii- 
Yana, thvayiina kehe (his sister) Riijakurniiri Kupamaridevi 
thvayiha kehe (her sister) Riijakumiiri A n a n t a p r i ~ i i d e ~ ~ i  nimha 
(two) Mahtiriini etc. 

In the 4th and 5th lines AnantaprijH is praised as a 
woman of extreme beauty and a suitable wife to  king PratBpa. 
who was also the second daughter of the king cf Bengal 
defeating his strong enemies. 

This stotra is the same as appears in the Siihlihu Inscrip- 
tion. The date is given in the first line iaragirimunibilissam- 
Yule (=775) Sukra p a k ~ e  vainavar~lyiim siclalifa divase yogardje 
iivakhye chitreyarn Sukraviire. 

(8) Inscription on the seven tier pedestal of ViSvarBpa, 
with letters inscribed on the front of each tier. This records 
the setting up for worship of the bronze image of the supreme 
God called ViSvariipa on 777 Srcivona Sukla 15 d h a n e ~ t h a  
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nakgatre atigattdayoge ya.t hiikarana nt 11 hiir f e by ltaspaiiviisan 
sirizha riiii gate savitari kurjz bhariiii gate chandrarnasi and 
gives genealogies of RDpamati and Lalamati in 3 . 4  tiers and 
further names of Yratiipa's sons, daughter and kept wivesio 
the following lines : 

( 2 )  ...... H napiinga Sri 9ri Svanliitii Sarasvaiidevi ya  niin~ano. 
siilika dayakii  vijyiingii / t hvananali  M d  bhiipakerari Sri Sri 

RR Kavindra Jayu Pratiipama 
( 3 )  Ila devena t h a v o  rriirnanan luna Viivari ipa da).akivo 

Srimat nzahiivihiiranagaraniiyaka narapati M d  Sri Sri Nara 
niiriiyana. t hvayiina putra M d  Sri Sri L a  kjn~indriiyana, thva. 
yana putra M d  Sri ~ r i  Viraniiriiyana. rhva)~iitla putra Md ~ r i  
Sri Priinan ;riiyana, thva~ . i ina  k e h e  Riijakumiiri St i ~ r i  R ~ Q P  
nzatidevi, 1 hvayiina kehe  Riijakunliiri Sri Sri Anantapri 

( 4 )  yiidevi. Bhag varipuradeSayii Rd j i i  SiiizhaniirSivuna, 
thvayiina plrfra Sri Sri Biighaniiriiyona, rhvuyii putra Sri ~ r i  
Padmaniiriiyatra, thvaya putra Sri Sri Lak;miniiriiyana thvp 

yiina putra ~ r i  ~ r i  Madanandriiyana, thva jdna  purra ~ r i  hi 
Jivandriiyana, thvayiina putra Sri Sri Kirrindriiyana, thvayfina 
p~ctri  riijakanyii Sri Sri Liilarnatidevi, rhvopani sonlhainoh~r~ 
rripani 1?1 

( 5 )  d bhiipakeiari 8r i  Sri R R Kavindra ~a~apratiipamalla. 
devasa patni. rhana rlali sI7aputra RlijaQuinirra Sri Sri JOY 
Bhiipet~drantalladeva. putri Riijakltmari Sri S1.i ~iddhiiridt'ri 
arraprali Sri Piirvatidevi. Sri Chundramatidevi ,  Sri Jiinlvavuli. 
devi. Sri I,ldunlatidevi. Sri  Nayaniinlatidevi, ~ l i j a i ~ ~ a r i l o k ~ l i l  
Liliivarilak~rni, Kamaliikiintila kjnzi.  Jayanrilak j n ~ i  thvale 
sahitana hmati  hmatisa niimana etc. 

According to the inscription the ViSvariipa image i n  gold 
was to be placed for the public view and worship durillg the 
lndrajiitrii ceremony. Tho image was made i n  the 11ameof 
the king. The inscription records that there was a statuein 
the name of his mother Sarasvatidevi and more statues the 
name of his 3 queens (MahlrHni), his son ( ~ ~ j a k u m i r a )  
BhOpendramalle. daughter (Rljakumlri)  SiddhiSridevi and 
others. nine females. The identity of and his own relatiOD 
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with the females are not defined. Perhaps these were his 
concubines. 

(9 )  The Pabupati stele: This is a long record with 
30 verses inscribed on the 7th day of Miigha Sukla, 778. 
Its main importance lies in the genealogy ot the king. which 
he himself framed in the 25 verses tracing the origin to  
Vignu. Three verses are devoted to sing his own praise.74 

I 
Siirya 

I 
Manu Vaivasvata, in his dynasty was born 

Dilipa 
I 

I 
A ja 

1 
Dasaratha 

I 
Lava, in his race was born 
Harisimha, who  came to rule Napal, his 

son (Tatputro) 
Yakgamalla 

I 
Ratnamalla 

I 
Mahendramalla 

I 
Hariharasimha 

I 
Laksminarasimha 

1 
Pratiipamalla 
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(10) Inscribed on a stele on the platform of the door oi 
the temple of ~ i in t ipur ,  within the precincts of the Svayambhu 
below the stiipa to  the North.75 This contains stotra in 23 
stanzas in honour of different deities beginning with Sri 
SivaSaktyatmakainiimah composed by Pratiipamalla himself. 
The Vyg{ichintanzani stotra was meant to  invoke divine bless- 
ing for rains in times of drought. There are altogether 
34 stanzas, and a short passage in Newari. The eleven stanzas 
beside the stotra record the story of Pratiipamalla's feats in 
securing the secrets of litergy (see above text). The inscrip- 
tion is dated SaAvat 778 A$iidha k y ~ n a  chaturthi Satabhisa 
na k ~ a t r a  Sobhanuyoga byhaspat iviira. 

(1 1) The Taleju Pillar : There are lines inscribed on a 
massive pillar rectangular in shape, which supports a group 
of three statues of PratHpamalla and his two sons, Nrpendra- 
malla and Chakravartendramalla. The  first portion of the 
record is in Sanskrit. This contains eight verses in horour 
of the Goddess Taleju. The group is called Sarvvamahga* 
1ii~taka. The last passage of this portion speaks of the 
statues 'pratikriti' of Pratlpamalla and his two sons, Nrpen- 
dramalla and Chakravartendramalla superimposed on a stone 
pillar erected in front of the main gate of the shrine of Taleju. 

The text of the second portion is in Newari prose. This 
speaks of MahHrHjakumHra Chakravartendramalla to have 
performed a tuliidana sacrifice. Then it goes to say that gold 
statues of PratHpamalla and his sons, Nrpendramalla and 
Chakravartendramalla have been set up. The date both.in 
words and figures is, 784 Pauja kygna amiivasyii Sravanfl 
nak~atre  vyatipiita yoge somaviira. 

(12) The Degutale Pillar: Lines inscribed on a long 
rectangular pillar of a large size. This commemorates the  
occasioo of setting u p  a group of statues, which the pillar 
supports at the top on an arabuscus of lotus on 790 Bhiidra* 

krjna pakge dvadaii para trayodaii ritharr irovoqfl 

75. Sanskrit Sandesh, I. 10.11.12, pp. 86-90 
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nak~atre sravana yoge byhaspativiire. The record is  dedi- 

cated. to the favour of Goddess Sri Sri Sve$!adevatH Degutale. 
The relevant lines are, Sri Sri Sri R R Kavindra Jaya Pratiipa- 
malladevana luna (of  gold)  thva pratimh svapatni Srimat 
Bihiira mahiinagaraya Mahirrcijakumiiri (princess of 
BihHranagara) Mahiirdni Jagatjanani Sri Sri Anantapriyiidevi 
tathii Sri Sri Sri Mahiiriini Prabhiivatidevi svaputra Mahiiriija- 
kunzdra Sri Sri Sri Jaya Bhiipendramalladevo, tat hd Mahcirci ja- 
dhircija Neptil~Svara RR Sri Sri Sri Jaya Chakravartendra- 
walladeva tathii Sri Sri Sri Jaya Mahipatendramalladeva tathii 
$ri Sri Jaya Nlpendramalladeva tathir Sri Sri Sri Piirthivendra- 
malls thva chyiimase ( o f  these eight)  etc. 

(13) The Riinipokhari stele; there are two different stones, 
one with contents in Newari character and another in what 
is called Devaniigari the text in both is one and is written 
in the language in what is to-day known as  Nepali. The 
inscription commemorates the inaugural ceremony of the 
construction of the tank known today as  Ranipokhari 
(Queen's tank). This was dug to honour the memcry of 
Chakravartendramalla who has the epithets of Md Nepalei- 
vara RR. There are 59 lines. The Nepali version also includes 
six lines in Newari. The inscription is dated Saka 1592 
Kiirtika Sudi piirnimd and Saf ivat  790 AJvina Sukla piirnimd 
uttarabhiidra n a k ~ u a a  dhruva yoga somavdra. written by one 
Kr~gadeva, The record starts with the invocation of Goddess 
Kalikl  and proceeds to say that waters brought from different 
sacred sites and pilgrimage centres now situated in India and 
from within Nepal were put in the tank. 

(14) A stone inscription attached to the temple of Nara- 
siIfiha. This gives in several verses PratHpa's own poetical 
composition in honour of Narasiniha and an incarr~ation of 
ViSnu. The record is dated 793 doadha krjna a$latni revafi  
nak~atra Sukrarnayoge Jukraviira. The date represented the 
Occasion which the image of the deities had been set UP 
(Sanskrit Sandesha, I .  4, pp 5-6). 
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( 1  5) The Talrju Copper plate : ~ r i  Sri Sri Talejudevi~, 
Sri Sri Llrgutaledevibhyiinl Sri Pratiipamalla bhiipalinii,e~c, 
S a ~ v a t  794 J } e ~ t h a  nliise Sukla pakje piirnamiisyiimri~hor 
I t  is recorded that the king made a grant of 28 ropanisii 
land, the income from which was to 'oe used for the purposr 
of providing oil to the rows of lamps burning for five nikblt 

a t  the shrines of the deities since the dviidaii day during b 
lndrajiitrii.  The text is supplied to me by .Baburam Acharga 
As I have not personally examined the original record, l a a  
unable to vouchsafe for the date. 



AGE O F  REGENTS A N D  CHAUTARXS 

(1674-1722 A.D.) 

Afler Pratspa died the defacto rulers in Kathmandu for 
the next forty years were either Regents or Chautiiras who 
exercised enormous powers of state in the minority of the 
de jure monarchs. 

Nrpendramalla (1674-1680 A.D.)  

The chronicle asserts that Nypendramalla was the eldest 
son of Pratiipamalla, but he had placed him third in his 
preferential list, and, therefore, while Mahipatendrarnalla the 
second son tried to occupy the throne by virtue of the will 
made by his father, the latter was accosted by the rightful 
claimant and finally put in chains and then escaped to take 
shelter in Patan. 

We do not hear anything about Bhopendramalla since 791. 
He was dead at lne time the throne was rendered vacant after 
the death of Pratiiparualla. As Piirthivendramalla l ~ v e d  to 
succeed Nrpendra in NS 800 Jyejtha (coin. Walsh, 111.3) 
it will not be so far fetched as to guess that he sided with 
NrpenJra in that fateful conflict. This man in calling 
himself a younger brother of King Nrpendra in one o f  his 
inscriptions (of PaSupari shrine) provides ample testimony 
for the fact of his allignnlent with the latter. 

The chronicle states that Nrpendramalla was crowned 
King on d ~ i i d h a  Sudi 6 Monday 794. and he was just thirteen 
years old. The coro~iation ceremony was attended amongst 
others by Srinivasamalla and Jitiimitramalla. The fact that 
(he Coronation took place three months after the death of his 
father is indicative of the disturbed situation coming in  the 
wake of Pratapamalla's death. The possibility of a dispute 
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about the succession to the throne cannot be ruled out. ~~t 

who was the contestant ? A S  it shall appear, Mahipatendra 
was a minor below the age of ten at  that time, By himsell 
he was not equipped to  contrive a situation where he could 
lay a claim to the throne. We must also discard any kind of 
proposition as  to Nrpendramalla being the author of a scheme 
prepared to meet the situation. It was hardly expected of a 
boy of 13 to exhibit a skill of that kind. 

The  story of a trouble at  the time of succession is 
described by the chronicler by creating an interregnum 
between the date of the death of Pratiipamalla and of tht 

succession of Nypendramalla. As  we have suggested, the 
date provided by the chronicle for  the death of PratPpamalla 
has to  be accepted in view of the authentic statement of t h e  
Thycisapu D. As we find it, there is really a gap of 3 months. 
which requires to be explained in a manner likely to be 
convincing. 

It is certain that a t  the time Pratapamalla's death took 
place Nypendra did stand first in the roll of succession, but 
amidst the conflicting and mutually differing order of names 
supplied by inscriptions in general, it will not be safe to rely 
on the order of name provided by PratHpa's ~eguff l le  
inscription where Mahipatendra has been placed before 
Nrpendra. As  we have it from reliable documents there is no 
doubt that of the surviving brothers, he was the eldest alld 

Mahipatendra, the youngest. As  we have seen not only 
Nrpendramalla had  stood seniormost in  794 but on ail 
accounts he came to occupy this place since 784 by virtue 
of his own right. 

It is suggested that Nrpendramalla being an illegitimate 
son of PratHpa. a section of the nobility tried to prevent his 
accession to the throne. But this move could hardly be 
supposed to have been made in behalf of the ether two 
survivors. The latter probably enjoyed no better status. 

There is nothing mentioned about Nrpendra's illegitimate 
birth anywhere. Illegitimacy was, howeier. no bar to one's 
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right to inherit the throne. It is difficult to vouchsafe for 
his legitimacy. But in the absence of evidence to  prove 
otherwise, we cannot say that he was born of an illegitimate 
wife of Pratiipamalla, This can be said equally of all the 
sons of Pratiipa except Bhakutu who clearly mentioned by 
the writer of the Thyiisapu A. as of illegitimate birth. 
Nypendranlalla is quite honourably mentioned in both the 
Taleju and Uegutale Pillar Inscriptions. I t  will be wrong 
!to say that he enjoyed a status lower than that of 
Chakravartendramalla or Bhiipendramalla. 

Mahipatendra's involvement in the incident is ruled out 
for the reason that he was a minor being junior to Nrpendra- 
malla in age. He was the youngest of the three brothers 
who had survived their father. The  Thyiisapu A. (f.57) 
under date NS 806 Miirga calls him a junior (or another) 
king. I n  the Thyiisapu A. he appears along with his 
brothers, one or the other at  several places in between 798 
and 80 3; on VaiSiikha kygna ekiidaii uttarabhiidra nakjatre 
somaviira, the three brothers are noted to have visited 
Khasa Chaitya (Bauddha Sanctuary near Pairrpati's 
shrine). Althou& N~pendramalla is mentioned by name 
there, it is certain that Piirthivendra and Mahipatendra 
are included by implication (f .  4). N~pendra  had offered 
a gold umbrella to the Chaitya. In f .  22 the c h r o ~ ~ i c l e ~  of 
the same Thyiisapu says that Nypendramalla, Piirthivendra- 
nlalla and Mahipatelldramalla the three brothers together 
started through northern route 011 pilgrimage to Varutirtha 
on 800 Miigha kgna  saptanzi pra ajfanzi anuriidhii rlak~atre 
hflr~ana yoge brhaspativiira gha ti  10 venava ghati 15 thva 
tens ha (between 10 and 15 ghati). 111 another context in 
folio 32 of the same text there is one more reference to 
Mahipatendramalla u rider dates Sa~Avat 801 Sriivana Sukla 
aS.tami pra navanzi svhti nakjatre budhaviira (Wednesday). 
The passage following notes that Sri Sri PHrtbivendra and 
brother Sri Sri Mahipatendra, the two brothers set out on a 
journey to Nilakantha Gosaifithiin, a sacred site below the 



25 thousand f t .  high Himalayan peak of the same name, at 
the source of the river Trikuli. 

But the undated coin of Mahipatendra poses a question, 
This coin (Walsh, 1V. 1)  looks much similar to other coins 
issued at  the time. Of course we cannot accept him as a1 

unsuccessful plotter. But why this coin? Did he have a 

reign period however short it was? As  for the identity of 
the name in the coin with the son of Pratijpamalla, I do not 
think that we can entertain any kind of doubt. The word 
Deva placed in his coin after Malla shows that he was of the 
royal family. He does not have titles like Nepifleivara 
Riijendra or Nepileivara girindra as was done by Bhupiilendra, 
Jagaj jaya and Mahindrasi&ha. 0 ther evidence, if traced, 
might be illuminating. Even the title adopted by Chakra. 
vartendra is missing. The absence of royal title is however 
evident also in some more coins, And there is no name 
Mahipatendra other than that of the son of Pratiipa in any 
period of history in the middle ages. So the coin must belong 
to the youngest son of Pratgpamalla. 

But it does not look that he even succeeded to the throne. 
The coin strcck in his name may in no way connote any 
sense different from the one conveyed by Cbakravartendra'f 
coin. I t  was struck by the father out of love for the youngest 
son. I t  appears that PratHpamalla deeply loved his two 
sons, the two youngest, Chakravartendra and Mahipatendla* 
These two are mentioned in the Degutale pillar inscription 
in the order immediately after the crown prince. PratgPao 
malla's deep affection for them is also evidenced by the fact 
that the images of these two appear along with the father's 
on the Ranipokhari stone elephant. The lines inscribed 
on the elephant at the right back says 'PratZpamalla got set 
up here a statue of his own together with those of his sons' 
Chakravartendramalla and Mahipatendramalla'. 

However, the fact of coills issued by the father in the 
name of Chakravartendra and Mahipatendra reflect the 
former's motive to by-pass other sons even for the throne 10 
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preference to the two. Chakravartendra had died in  the life 
time of his father. Probably he was PratHpamalla's first 

But as he was removed from the arena by death, 
the father now turned to Mahipatendra. The  coin in the 
name of Mahipatendra might suggest some design on the Part 
of the father in this direction. The  coin of Mahipatendra- 

malla must have been issued after the death of Chakra- 
vartendra. Does it mean that Pratapa very much desired to  
nominate him as his successor before he died? We have 
now a statement of a reliable document to confirm this 
suspicion. The document in question is the Thjiisapu D. 
It says: After a few days of the death of Pratiipamalla, on 
San'lvat 794 Vaiiiikha k r ~ n a  6 Sukravara Sravana nak~atra 
brahmayoge the roads to the three cities opened, and in the 
morning met at a site below the highway on the bank of the 
river Bagmati the rulers of the three cities, Sriniviisamalla of 
Patan, Jit~mitramalla and his younger brother Ugramalla of 
Bhatgaon, Nrpendramalla. second brother Piirthivendra and 
youngest Mahipatindra of Kathmandu. At this meet 
Sriniv~samalla made over the charge of Chikuti PramHna 
who was staying in Patan for 5 months .......... Salizvat 794 

Silkla ~ a ~ t i  uttaraphiilguna parigha somavlra, this day, 
Srinivjsamalla of Patan, his son Yoganarendramalla, 
JitPmitramalla and his brother Ugramalla of Bhatgaon, these 
four, came to Kathmandu. At eight in the morning the 
eldest of the brothers Nrpendramalla of Kathmandu was 
cr~wned king; the second brother Piirthivendra whose mother 
was living separately and youngest Mahipatindra willingly 
accepted; earlier to this the father. PratHpamalla, had made 
Mahi~atendra king; now ~ r i n i v ~ s a m a l l a  himself took the lead 
and in the same place gave t ika  to the eldest prince. the 

was being held in Mulchok rice was burnt at the 
alter. 

It is not unlikely that the crowning of lu'rpendramalla was 
delayed just because of his father having nominated the 
Youngest son as his successor. There was probably a section 
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.of the nobility, which desired compliance of the wishes ofdl  

departed king. But N~pendramalla  was rightful heir to 11 

throne by virtue of his being the eldest surviving $01, 
Pratiipamalla. T h e  question as to  the man to succeed P[a1jl, 
nlust have been keenly debated in the three caplld 
Ultimately the conseilsus of opinion seems to )lave hot 
switched in favour of Nrpendramalla. As the Thyiisapul 
notes, the rulers of the two other principalities playedi 
little part in the decision of the issue. I t  is clear that~b:  
intervention had helped Nrpendramalla to secure the thror, 
We have no idea of how the business of the crown\\. 
conducted durir~g the interval prior to the installation 
Nrpendramalla and who were the men in the administral~i~ 
The return of Chikufi Pramiina to Kathmandu must hrl 

strengthened the supporters of Nrpendramalla. As we k n o l  

it was Chikuti who was made Chief Minister on the accesslc 
of Nygendramalla, this is not a wi!d conjecture. 

With Nrpendramalla on the throne the cloud of confusl[ 
was cleared, and Kathmandu's affairs were normalljib 
There was no rancour on any side in so far  as the contesll~ 
the throne had affected the tbree brothers, all of whomnl: 
minor in age. But what happened to those who had tab 
sides in the dispute we d o  not know. Neither from 11 

chronicles nor from the diaries we get any informationooli 
subject. There is however no indication if anything uflr 

ward had harppened to disturb the situation. 
We shall have further occasion to say more abouthlat 

patendramalla. 
We learn that ~imultaneously with Nrpendra's CoroNe' 

Chikuti PramHna became Chautarii (Chief Minister) and1! 
man as is known from an inscription of his time (NS1" 
PErnimii, bright Iortnight of P a u ~ a ) ' ~  was all poach 
(Mu krctilbhiita Pradhiinagrcini) and appointed bis men i n b  
posts. 

76. The Naudeval stele of Kathmandu, p. 73 in  our ~ p p e n d i x ~  
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Chikuti Pramana conducted the administration i n  the 
name of the king, who was a minor. He exercised extraordi- 

nary influence in the realm by virtue of his ofice as the Chief 
Minister. He was so powerful that in one record of his name 
occurs as one ruling 'withoat opposition' and all this is there 
without the name of the king. This record is the same as  the 
above cited stone inscription of 795 Pauja parnimii. The  
lines record the inaugural ceremony of the t e~np le  having 
been constructed by DevidQsa, and setting up  to the images 
of God Siva inside on the occasion of the lunar eclipse which 
occurred a fortnight earlier. I n  the Newari portion the name 
Chikuli appears as the donor. 

From a copper plate inscription of the year 818 (see 
below) we come to know that one Kantu OjhB, an archvillain 
of the intrigue chapter of Nepalese history for twenty years 
got sneaking into the favour of Chikuti, but the Chief Minister 
obtained timely warning, and no harm reached him. Chikuti, 
however, was destined to lose his power as death overtook 
his king in J y e ~ t h a  of 800. 

Nrpendramalla ruled from 794 to 800. One of the notable 
events of his reign was the signing of a treaty of friendship by 
him with the ruler of Gorkhl,  Prthvipati Shah (Thyiisapu A. 
f. 6-7). The treaty was signed in Mohanchok (inside the 
palace) on ASvina Sukla 10 and on this occasion ministers of 
Patan and Bhatgaon were also present The  two rulers had 
become friends by perfornling a religious rite. 

Nypendramalla's rule lasted only six years and thereafter 
parthivendramalla, his second brother, succeeded him. 

According to the T h y l s a p u  A. (f. 25)  Nrpendra died at 18 
( jh imchgl)  on .the night of ekiidaii pra (past) dviidail. 

Saturday of J y e ~ t h a  k r ~ n a  . . of 800. and nine wives were burnt 
with his dead body on the royal funeral pyre (riijadipa); on the 
same day ths priest was dismissed and one IJpendra UpBdhj'g 
was appointed to take his place. Nrpendra died at  the age 
of 18 years and 7 months ( f .  25). In a ceremony that took 
place at the Mulchok on Friday Asadha Snkla 9 (svati nakratfe 

8 
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siddhi yoge Sukraviira sirizhalagna veliighati 7 venao ghati 12 
thva tenanha), fourteen days after Nype~ldra's death, his 
brother Parthivendrumalla was declared king by the rulers 
of Patan and Bhatgaon. Parthivendramalla who was a 
brother of Nrpendra had come of age when be came to the 
throne. He was then 18 years old. 

Many events of the year which preceded Nrpendramalla's 
death have been noted by the scribe of the Thyiisapu A under 
different date lines. 

In Pauga k ~ ~ n a  of 800 the queen of Srinivisamalla had 
died. Also died about the same time the aunt (father's sister) 
of Jitiimitramalla (f. 20). 

Raut  Bhskutu, one of Pratiipamalla's illegitimate sons, 
died on 800 Parlsa krgna 9 byhaspativiira. Bhikutu's mother 
and wife. the latter daughter of Madheju, fled from the 
funeral pyre, there was mourning, the period depending on 
relationship, all illegitimate members of the royal family 
(lavata) observed 4 days, while the one who put flame on the 
pyre observed mourning for 10 days (f, 20-21). 

Ngpendra allowed the performance of the dance of Ha+ 
siddhi a t  Deopatan in Miigha Sukla of 800. 

The dance party entered Kathmandu and staged their 
performance on TriSuli Dabali just outside the gate (see 
above) both during the day at  night of  Miigha krjna . . 4 hasla 
nak~atra ddiiyaviira and on Sarhvat 800 Phiilguna Sukla 10. 
pra 11 pusya nak~atra iidit)qaviira. the dance was performed in 
SanghyHrako. Three days after this. the deity went back (f. 23)- 

A mad man went up to the top of the srijpa of Syengu on 
800 Phiilguna krgna 5 budhaviira at the night, and dismantling 
the pinnacle along with the chudiimani let it down. Nine days 
later, a propitiation ceremony was observed and this v e r y  day 
there was a pEjZ in the Tava temple ......... A huge flame 
(agnijviila) was seen over the trident outside the temple of 
PaSupat inatha on Sar2vat 800 Chaitra Sukla praiipada' 
adityaviira, shortly before evening and this was reported to 
have been seen by many (f.23-24). 
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In respect of the observance of the festival of Pifdcha 
chaturdaSi, (Phiilguna k g n a  14) there was some difference 
as to the time between Kathmandu on the one hand and Patan 
and Hhatgaon on the other. the former observing the festival 
a day earlier (f.24). 

The Thydsapu A' also notes several cases of unpleasant 
incidents for the year previous. 

Blood Bowed out of two spots on the image of Jayavages- 
vari on the early morning of 799 Phdlguna Sukla pratipada 
dhanegtii nak~atra Sanaiicharavdra. RatneSvara Upad h y s  
died on 799 Pauja Sukla I 1  pra 12 SanaiScharaviira trisprisa- 
yoga. Gopini who was living a t  borne also died the same day 
(f.8). Bhavlnidiisa Achlrya a t  PaSupati died on 799 VaiSdkha 
kyna byhaspativiira (f. 11). On 799 Najtu J y e ~ t h a  kr$nu 7 
pra 8 brhaspativiira Ugramiila's mother breathed her last 
f 11) Ranajita Kuar's daughter died of small pox at  her 
home in Pyafal on 799 Sriivana Sukla 12 Sukraviira. She was 
the niece of the king ( f .  11). It  was said that on 799 
6iivana krgna . . 2 budhaviira one person was not able to  speak 
since the last four days; but this day, the person who was a 
grandson of Tavachhe's Jinivade, spoke; he was asked as  to  
which gods had possessed him and then he spoke; he told that 
three Padumaiju and two others came to seize him: when, 
asked why they came, he replied that this was so because 
no riluals were offered to them and now they would hypnotise 
children and the process would also cover the king and 
minister$; as to the remedy the boy spoke that the deities 
desired to be propitiated with the rnahiivali at different 
places (f. 12). 

The month of Srh7ana of the year '799 witnessed terrible 
epidemic of small pox raging in the Valley. Several persons 
died, amongst them were r\Typendramalla7s own sister Siddhi- 
l ak~mi  married to one Ranajita Kumhara and her so11. wbo 
succumbed to the attack five days later (f. 13). There were 
more children dying. On 799 Bhiidrapoda Sirkla 4 pro 5 
svalina kgairn Sanaisch~ravira there was r?~ahiir.ali at Thasa- 
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maru, ~ a n k a r o ,  Sokanabu, Maru and Lagan. Again onL 
same day the Mahiivali was offered at  Rumadha, Pathall 
Kahaga, and Rute as  children had died of small pox in thrx 
localities (f. 14) Virabhadra JoSi expired at  5 ghnri past nib 
on 799 Bhiidra Sukla 3 pra 4 Sukraviira (f .  15) .  Sixdayj 
later on Bhiidra Sukla 9 byhaspativiira Sukhul Bhii's son died. 

This year there was some difference of time regarding lht 

observarlce of Nuvariitra i n  parts of the Valley. Kathmand~ 
(celebrated from prutipadii brhaspativiira since 13 ghati pus 
.and before the 18th ghali. The  lagna was Dhanu. But Patac 
started the observance since Biclzhii lagna as the astrologer! 
,there took the time as  touched by Xukra lagna. The bhog~ 
was offered on the day of Astami pra Navami. Saptanti-pro 
a~tarni  was observed after 5 ghati had passed and before11 
ghati at  Tulii lagna. Earlier it was under Riihu, therefort 
Kathmandu delayed. But Bhatgaon did observe at the tiat 
.thinking that it was Bichhii lagna. The chiirana rites 
observed on Saturday, Sanaiicharaviira doianti, after 13 ghr?h 

bad passed and before 16 ghati ( f f .  15-16). 
The difference of time also lay in  the observance of tb 

.new year's day. The  arniivasyii of Kiirtika covered 27 gho!l 
and 18  bi on the day, and stretched to  27 ghafi and 24 biof 

:the next day. The following day was pratipadii whicbwai 
on ly  to cover 31 ghcti and 25 bi of that day. It was tbouebl 
that the pratiyadd n~easured 4 ghati a t  night. Patan alld 

Kathmandu observed Sukhariitri on this d a y .  But Bhatgaou 
observed the festival acting on the understanditlg thatthe 
anziivasyii was not to  be cou~lted. 

It has been suggested that because Ngendramalla had 
allowed performance of the Harisiddhi dance and because 
unusual phenomena had occurred at  the time, the king had 
met his end. 

Both the Thgrisapu D and E provide information about 
the death of N~pendramalla. 

The Thylrapu E slightly disagrees with the Th).cisapu A as 
$0 the date of death of the Nrpendramalla, But the Th~-firflp~ 
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D offers the same date as that of the Thyfi~apll A.  Let me 
now reproduce the passages i n  Engllsh translation from both 
these documents. 

The Thyiisapir L); (Sathvat 800 Jyeplha 1 r ~ n a  11 pro 12 
Saturday this day. PIrpeodranialla died, 9 women were burnt 
on the pyre, his funeral was performed at  RHjadipa (the royal 
funeral platform) at Deopatan. Saritvat 800 Chaitra vadi, 
a lunatic climbed the stiipa of Syedgu and brought down the 
parasol. In the large temple of Kathmandu (i.e. Taleju) 
white ants destroyed some parts of windows and door frames. 
this had happened also two years before Pratiipamalla died; 
in the same temple by mistake a she-goat was sacrificed, a 
he-goat was to be sacrificed but the error was realised while 
the goat had been already sacrificed, this untoward event took 
place, and at that time mysterious voices were heard as if  
some ill omens were threatening the country. Sahvat 800 
&adha Sukla navami sviiti n a k ~ a t r a  Sukraviira. this day, early 
morning, the second prince was declared kiop; Sriniviisamalla 
and Yoganarendramalla, father and son, of Patan and the two 
kirlgs of Bhatgaon attended the ceremony. 

The Thylsapu E (1. 3): Satnvat 800 the paint over the 
face of the Buga deity came out. This happened while the 
chariot had reached Thanthikosvara... ... ... this very day, 
Kathmandu's king Nrpendramalla died. J ~ e g t h a  vaddhi 7. 

It appears that the date given by the Thyasapu E for the 
death of Nypendramalla occurs 4 days prior to the date for 
the same giver. by other sources. As the Thylsapu E is the 
only document to give such a date, we may not accept it. 

From the Tilyiisapu A (f.  39) and the Taleju pillar 
inscription of 802 PHrthivendramalla appears to be a son of 
Indramati or Indumati. We have seen that while talking of 
Psrthivendra's mother the Th~ . l sapu  D calls her "living 
apart". Indumati has her own inscription of NS 796 where 
she records the fact of installation of a phallus i n  the 
sanctuary of PaSupatinHtba in the name of her departed 
husband PratHpama\la. The deity is called IndreSvara- 
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Nowhere she is called Maharani or  even RPni. I cannot ul 
definitely if the names corni~lg after SiddiSridevi in iht 

V i i v a r ~ p a  pedestal inscript ton are those of his concubine! 
His relationship with these persons are not definedinthe 
record. But as Indunlati in her own record avoidscall~a~ 
herself a queen. she definitely did not enjoy a high status. Bul 
this had not prevented her son frcrrn ascending the throne. 

From the Thyiisapu A (f .  26) we learn that a temple was 
built in the name of the departed king, and the ceremony 01 

conlpleting the structure was performed 011 Sahvot 
&adha k g n a  4 Sutabhi~a na k ~ a t r a  by UpBdhyii Sri Upendrala 
and JoSi ViSveSvara. The pedestal was  set u p  OII 

krsna 11 pra 12 krttikii n a k ~ a t r a  and the main door was 
fitted on Bhiidra Sukla dviidaii Sravana nak~atra .  The templelo 
Sarachhe, which was built by Sli Nrpendraulalla receivrd 
formally its deity called Trailokyamoha1laniirlya4a on 
 ahv vat 801 Kartika Sukla 13 r e v a i  nakjalra vajrayogr 
somavlira. This day a 24-houl. yajza was p e r f o r n l e d b ~ '  
UpSdhyH ~ r i  Upendfaraja, JoSi ViSveSvara, and Ugramd 
Karmiich~rya.  

N ~ p e ~ ~ d r a m a l l a ' s  queen bore the name, ~ayalak~mi  On 
safival  802 Miirggoiira k r ~ n c r  pratipadd rohini pra nWiir '  
nuk~atra  budhuvdra J r y a l a k ~ q i  performed the cereaon) 
ol setting u p  an image of  BhavHni Safikara io a te~lple 
by her. That very day the finial also placed OD the lo! 

,of the structure. 

At this stage we have to discuss the date of the pajuloli 
stele of Plrthivendramalla.77 This introduces sonle collfusioo 

77. This record is inscribed in Ndgat-1 character. The firsf  PO''^" 
,contains eight verses in honour of Lord Sivo, and the latter liv" 

PPrthivendraPs genealogy as Ratnamalla, follows his son ~rnamm~'' '  
his  son Mahendramalla. his son Sivarirhha, his son ~ariharasi~~'' 
his son Lak~rninarasirhha, his son Pralspamalla, his son ~ ~ ~ s n d r a ~ ~ ~ ' ' '  
his  brother PBrthivendramalla. 
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in repard to the date of the succession of Piirthivendrarnalla 
and consequently to  the date of the death of Nypendramalla. 
Piirthivendrarnalla calls himself Mahiirajiidhiriija Riijariijendra 
in this inscription. which implies that he had succeeded to the 
.throne at the time. But the date of the record. Naipiila 
va~saresmingraha rtidhituragairan kite MdrgaSirse (= 799 
Aliirga) miise p a k ~ e  sudhan~Sau karanikarabalak~e daSantyiim 
.tithaucho occurs about a year and half prior to the date of the 
death of Nrpendramalla as  above mentioned. We have two 
records in the name of Nrpendramalla as king to  show that 
Piirthivendramalla's claim to kingship at  the date of the 
Pairrpari stella is unfounded. 

(1) A copper plate i n  the collection of the PaS~rpatin~ifha 
temple: Sri Sri Nrpendramalla Mahiiriijddhiriija, vijayariijya 
yiinao vijydkajuro. Sarizvat 799 Bhiidrapada k r ~ n a  
amii vasyiim e tc. 

(2) The Ofu bahIl stella. The inscripti011 has several 
dates beginning from the year 795 Ajsdha k r ~ n a  chaturdaii, 
all in the reign of Md Nrpendramalla. The last date LO0 
J4dgha k y n a  4 was the day on which the image of Manjuiri 
was set up. 

From the two records it is obvious that Nrpendramalla 
was reigning while PIrthivendra had issued the above inscrip- 
tion. Now i t  is clear that the royal epithets he uses cannot 
establish his being a king a t  that date. How to justify his 
use of royal epithets? This may appear strange at  the first 
thought. But i t  seems that it was not unusual for a successor 
to assume full royal titles. The  colophon of ms. Siiryasaha- 
srani imastotrar~~~~ has to say that Bhupatindrarnella Malliiriija- 
dhirfija completed this treatise on 81 5 Miigha Sudi 1 1 .  We 
shall know that Bhupatindramalla was only an heir apparent 
at this date. PratHpamalla himself uses the same epithets in 
the case of his son Chakravartendranlalla. There are also 
-other instances of the heir apparents passing in records as 

78. Darb. Lib. Cat. 1.538. 
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full sovereigns, instances which we may not need repeat here. 
The  mere use of royal titles may not suggest a sovereign 
position in favour of the incumbent. So Piirthivendrarnalla's 
assumption of full royal titles in his PaSupnti stele should 
not pose a new problem. In  any case the date for the succes- 
sion of Piirthivendramalla to  the throne as  recorded in the 
Thjiisapu A .  has had to be deemed as  correct. Tbe ThySisaplr 
A. ( f .  13) notes under date line 799 Sriivana krpna tytijii pro 
chatrrrfhi b lhaspa t iv~ra  (Thursday) night at  10 ghati Sri 
Nlpendrarnalla Miihiiriijd begot a son but the infant died 
subsequently 51 days later and adds that a t  Tekhu the 
confluence of the rivers Biigmati and V i s u m a t i  the dead 
body was buried. I t  was because Nrpendramalla had died 
without leaving an issue of his own behind him that Pgrthi- 
vendramalla could now step into the throne. 

Like his father PHrthivendra claimed a veritable right to 
the genius of a poet. He called himself 'KavirHja' and besides 
composing verses as hymns of prayer to  deities he also 
his own praise in addition i n  the same place. He also laid 
a claim to proficiency in the art of learning. He is much 
outspoken to lay stress oa this claim. As we find he does 
not hesitate to  mention in the same Taleju Pillar inscription 
that he mastered lexicography, grammar, mythologies, f ine  
arts. music, philosophy, rhetoric, poetry and what not ( K o ~ e  
vyiikarane puriina knlane tantrecha v a i i e ~ i k e  soitgite lalila 
prachnndavulite vediinta Pdtanjale kdvjiilaitltarane snlrfauo 
chanipuna Srutau tarkoke mirniinsiikrtiala pratdpa virnala). 
I n  the epithets attached to his name he calls himself Sasfrfi 
Sitstra sarigiriidi yiivadvidyii piiraga rasika iirolnorzi saur ld~*  
yatiirjitan~anona and Kavir.ajardja. 

PHrthivendra was associated in his many records with his 
two queens. I n  the Taleju stone pillar which has an inscrip* 
tion and which supports at the top the statues of PHrthivecm 
dramalla and of his child son BhfipHlendra, as well as those 
of his darling (prij H) RHj alakgmi queell (Paltamahifl) and 
mother of the son. Riddhilaksmi, Queen mother indumati and 
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all identified according to the lines of inscription. The first 

wife does not enjoy the status of a queen consort. yet figures 
in two coins of the husband, one of them is a mohar (Walsh, 
PI. 111, 2. date 802; Kesariraj's collection also dated 802)- 
There is also a quarter mohar with similar legend as des- 
cribed by Walsh but it is not illustrated in his book. In the 
mohar RBjyalaksmi has the epithet MahBrHni JaganmTttH. I t  
is probable that although Riddhilakgmi being the mother of 
the heir apparent enjoyed the place of the queen consort. the 
latter was much more powerful in respect of her position 
otherwise. To have the name inscribed on the coin of the 
husband was a unique honour which very few women ob- 
tained and last of all a woman who was not even acknow- 
ledged as a legal wife. Riddhilakqmi is ignored in  the coins 
of her husband. 

Because she is the mother of the successor, Rddhilaktmi 
figures in several documents for some time to come after the 
death of Plrthivendra. and sbe is widely recognised in that 
capacity. But Riijyalak !mi remains unnoticed after the death 
of her husband. 

The Taleju pillar inscription has a date. 802 Mcigha k l ~ n a  
SWti hasfa nak~atra dhlti yoga somavcisara. This was the 
day. the inaugural ceremony of completing the pillar was 
performed. According to the Thydsapu A ( f .  41 ) on sa6vat 
802 MZgha krjna pafichumi pra $a,$ hasta nak~atra pritij.oga 
budhavira Sri Sri Jaya Pdrthivendramalla erected a stone 
pillar at TriSula Dabali. which supported the statues of him- 
selfl Sri Riddhilak ? m i  RHni. lavatini RHjyalak~mi, his own- 
mother and son. These five statues were placed together on. 
one pillar. 

According to the Thyasapu A ( f .  56) PHrthivendra and 
RijPlak$mi Maiju gave gifts to Sri Manohara UpHdhya and 
Juju Upad h) 3. On 806 Kdrti ka klyza arnlivas)d sonlab'lra. 
The gifts included elephants, horses and chariots. They were 
also given silver o~ohars  0s  dakgiqd. They received 12 tolas 
01 gold aspripa p~rukhadahsi!~d.  Additional 4 tolas of gold 
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and 20 tolas more which were being used as images of Rudrr, 
Indra, Kuvera and Visnu were m a d t  over to the 4 Bha!\ar, 
.(Brahmapls from Mahiiragra). The  queen mother allo 

others had broupllt them separately, 
There is a square r n o h a ~ ' ~  of PCirthivendramalla, w b ~ d  

has  also as  legend RZijyalakgmi Maharani in  the reverst 
Although RIjyalaksmi' is addressed as Maiju (a concubrn{ 
in the inscription and Thybsirpu, her title of Mahiiriini in Iht 

coin shows that she had received the exalted status of a queec 
although she was placed in rank below the chief queeo 
By using the expression Jaganrniitd King PBrthivendra 
equated her with the chief queen, the mother of the successorl 

AS some letters in the particular passage of the Th~cisopu 
A giving information of the king's death are blurred 11 

cannot say exactly if Riijyalaksmi was one of the 24 ~ o m l b  
burnt on the funeral pyre. 

111 the same Taleju Pillar Inscription king ~8rthivendrt 
malls attributes to himsclt conquest of Sindhuli. which is a 

mountain fortress on the outskirt of the sub-HimalaPn 
range, some 50 miles south-east of the Nepal Valley. 

According to the Thyasapu A,  BanSidhara Bb8ju was sto1 

t o  attack Sindlluli on 801 Chaitra Sukla navanzi plr$jo 

nak~atra  Sukruviira (f. 30). On 801 VaiSdkha k r p a  . . dvili!j 
anuradhb nab~a t ra  aditya,dra Jay a parthivendranlall' 
conquered Sindhuli by sending the RHjH of Sonagal 
own minister BaniSidhara BhHju, and four days latermfit 
places, e.g. Dingdinga. Tinipitan and Etalifiga were openei 
(f. 31). It also appears that he had contacts with the rol'll 

family of the distant kingdom of  Morang. The ~ h ~ i ~ p u ~  
under date line 801 Bhbdra Sukla rrayudaji Tuesday reporlS 
that BidlliitH Indra, grandson of the Hindupati fled to Kath' 

79. n. 4 in our Appendix. 
80. 11 is a long inscription of 70 lines, which gives p2rthivendrri 

lineage from Yak~amalla. This also gives the name 01 his '" 
BbOpllendramalla and of his mother and wife Inscription n. g5 in 
Appendix, 
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mandu with a rhinocerous and entered the palace ( f -  32)- The 
man was granted asylum and also promised help to go back 

to his country. 
In 802 Sravaya Kathmandu was about to provoke a war 

with Prtan. The Thyiisnpu A ( f .  45) reports that on 11al)nmi 
pra daiami b ~ h a s p o t i v ~ r a  the Patan king's son came to  Pay 
respect to God PaSupatinZtha. but he found that the temple 
doors were closed. He insisted on the worshipers and 
attendants to allow him to see the image. but there seemed 
little chance of his wishes being accepted. l'herefore one 
KailHSa Pramana and one Dhvakamha of Riichl~enko. who had 
accompanied the prince threatened to  break the heads of those 
,responsible for the closure of the temple, and this threat 
having worked successfully the temple was opened. 

From the Thyasapu A it appears that PHrthivendra invaded 
Mackwiinpur. It reports under date 803 Kiirtika k g n a  daiami 
v e l i ~ h a t i  6 and 10 that the astrologers had given this time to 
invade MackwHnpur and as was expected the RHjHs of Patan, 
Kathmandu. Bhatgaon. Gorkhl  and Lamjung led a combined 
attack on that principality (f. 48), the attacking forcz entered 
MackwPnpur at the night of 803 Phiilglrna iukla clzaturthi pra 

.~afichami aSvini pra bharani nakasp-e angdraviira. 
This information is conforn~ed by a noting in the 

Thyiisap~c E (f. 1 8). 
I-'he ThjB~apu  A (f. 3 3 )  reported that on Sriivana Sukla 13 

somaviira the brother of Pdtan's ViSrGn~a BhandGri came 
to live in  Kathmandu. 

The Thjdsapu A at this stage talks of PBrthivelldra's 
pilgrimage to the 16000 f t. high n~oulitain spring of Nila- 
kap!ha. so sacred to the Hindus where God Siva had sought 
shelter to quench his thirst after taking poison. According 
to  the Thyiisapu on Sari~vat 801 A ~ i d h a  fuddhi chaturrhi 
blhaspaliv~ra a vulture touched the balcony of Degutale. 
Five days later also a vulture was seen again on the western 
roof of the temple. LaksmirilrHyana Bhatta performed rituals 
$0 ward off the evil effecrs (f. 31). 
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PGr thivendramalla and Mahipatendramalla went on pilgri- 
mage to Nilakanlha (modern Gosainthiin). They started for 
the journey on 801 Srcivana iukliijlami pra navami svciti 
nak~atra budhavbra, past 15 ghati but before 18 ghafii. They 
took westerly direction. That  day they stayed for the night 
a t  THrasi, next day they reached JyHthamHne where they 
passed their night, and on the third day the royal party spent 
the night a t  Thamthariija. The  following night they wereat 
Pakhuyanathavane, and then reached Siruthikhusa to pass 
the fifth night. They stayed a t  ChandaoanivHsa. Next day 
Sri Sri Jaya Piirthivendra set up a Sivalinga at a site to the 
south of the Sri 3 Nilakantha tank. They rested for the night 
a t  Siruthi. The following day being PBrnimH they performed 
tirthairiiddha, and came to pass tbe night at  Dhomesa (f. 32). 
The next night halt was at  Dorasa, then a t  Doyabhung, then 
a t  Noakot where the king offered six he-buffaloes. and 20 heo 
goats to Sri Gandebhairava; this day they camped at Tiirasi 
to  spend the night and reached Kathmandu the next day* 
PHrthivendra's son then a year and eight months old who was 
taken to  ChHngu, earlier also returned to  the palace that 
very day. 

This year the festival of Dajaharii was celebrated a month, 
later in Kathmandu. The Thyiisapu, states that on Samvat 
802 Mlrgga~ira choturdali, balaii chaturdaii was celebrated. 
this year there were two intercalary months which fell i n  
As'vina and Chaitra respectively, the month of b i v i n a  was 
not left out, only Chaitra was regarded as intercalary. Siva 
JoSi of Bhatgaon having consented. the Daiahard festival was 
observed in Kartika. I n  Banaras, Tirhut, Riijapur and Parbat 
the DaSaharli was celebrated in Aivina. But the three king- 
doms of the Nepal valley and GorkhP, observed it during 
Kiirtika ( f .  40). 

There was a heavy snow fall in the valley throughout the 
day and night on 802 Mdgha krjna 2 maghiinakgatra (f. 40). 

I t  was said that for some reason the festival of Sivaratri 
was also delayed by a day, on Sumvat 802 Miigha k r ~ n a  13 
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pholi 26 dinama'na ghali 27 vi 14. the next day chalurdafi 
existed only for 31 ghati 34 vi ; as this was the Case. Sivaratri 
was observed on the previous day by the peoples of Patan 
and Tirhut and all hill states. The  day was regarded as  one 
$of trayodaSi pra chaturdaii. I t  was argued that the chatllr- 
daSi did not extend beyond 4 ghoris past at  night. But those 

of Kathmandu and Bhatgaon celebrated the occasion the next 
day. On the advise of Siva JoSi who lived in Thachhe in the 
city of Bhatgaon and ViSveSvara of Maru. Kathmandu. The 

latter day was regarded as one dawning with chaturdafi. 
Several spots on the door frame of the northern gate of 

PaSupatinZitha, appeared bleeding which was noticed on  802 
Phiilguna vaddhi 10 (f.  42) .  

On Chaitriidhika Sukla a ~ t i  pra navami, blood flowed in 
front of the deity inside the Tava temple. The blood came 
out as if a goose was being killed (f. 43). 

Early morning of 802 Sriivana kyjna saptami a figiiraviira. 
blood was noticed on the Jaladhari of PaSupatinatha (f. 44) 
at the south-eastern corner. Pgrthivendramalla set up his 
statue in front of the dharnzaiiilij within the courtyard of 
Paiupati. He also offered Tuliidlna at  21 ghati next day of 
80.3 Vaiiiikha Sukla 3 rohini nak~atra  atiganda yoga byhas- 
pativa'ra. 

As we passed from NS 862 to 803 more events of the 
nature we have just narrated find mention in the Thyiisapu A. 
The Thyiisapu D supplements these items by new ones for 
the same period. We might cover more space by delineating 
these here, But we feel that incidents of non-political nature 
are not so important as  to deserve treatment in their details. 
We now proceed to narrate political events of the time of 
king Pgrthivendramalla. 

Unlike Nypendramalla, the new king was not a minor 
when he ascended the throne. He now just passed the age 
of minority while powers of state came to him. There was 
an opportunity for him to seek saner elements for advice and 

But i t  so appears that he allowed himself to be influenced 
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by men who could be anything but sane. These had 
influenced the king to  remove from office an experienced 
admillistrator like Chikuti and induced him to quarrel with 
his neighbours and to suspect his own brother's loyalty. 

At the time Nrpendramalla died Chikuti was still a 
powerful man in the kingdom. But near about early 801 his 
influence had waned as  his camp of supporters was thinnine 
on account of the death of his father Khorafama and of 
brother Datemha, father dying on Jyej~ha k r ~ n a  triWyb 
SanivZira 800, (Thyiisapu A ,  f. 24a) and brother who was a 
pramiina (governor) of Deopatan expiring a little earlier on 
Kartika k g n a  trayodaii byhaspativiira ( I  bid, f. 17). According 
to  the ThyZisapu the dead body of his father was burnt at 
Tekhu and Khoratama's wife had fled from the funeral pyre 
(f. 24). 

In N S  802 Miirgaiira klsna (navami uttaraph~lgu~li 
nak~atre  budhaviira) the Thyiisapu A notes (f. 39) Devidla 
BhHro as Chautiira of Kathmandu, who had erected a pillar 
in Paiupati supporting a group of statues of himself and his 
wife. Obviously Chikufi was still i n  power a t  this date. 

We do not know the exact date of his dismissal. probably 
this happetled in 803 or even 804. The Thyijsapu A gives 
only the date of his flight. but it says nothing about his 
quitting office. 

It is difficult also to state the reasons compelling him to 
resign from the high post he occupied, but it appears that 
circumst,?nces were forcing the issue of his exit. 

But Chikuti was not allowed a quiet life outside the office* 
He had to leave his home and seek shelter in Patan in 804 
Kiirtika, 

According to the Thyiisapu E (f. 20) Chikuti had fled to 
Thanko! within the jurisdiction of Patan on 804 Kiirrika h k l a  
8, but he was compelled to leave the place, and then wentto 
live in Budhasingel where he reached on Magha Sukla 5. 

81 Situated now in South West No. 1 District. The villagelay 
within the jurisdiction of Patan. 
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The Thpiisapu A writes under date  804 Kiirfika Sukla 
a~larnl budhaviiro that Chikuti escaped t o  Patan with his 
family under cover of darkness a t  night and four days after 
went to live in Budbasing (f. 48). There  he was joined by 
many Khasa Omraos (military officers). This  very day Priina 
Shlhi of Gorkhii had reached Patan. About  a month later 
on Kariika fukla dviidaii a t  night Patan's ruler Srinivlsamalla 
came to Kathmandu and awarded bead dress, the insignia of 
office, to the four men of the court, t o  Lakgmingrgyana of 
Maru, to Blvata. to Jayakrgna's son, and t o  S ~ i k a n ~ h a  (f .  51). 

These might have been the  four ministers who jointly 
conducted the affairs of the state. I t  appears that  Lakgmi- 
niirlyana who was until then an  obscure figure had also risen 
to eminence as  Cbikuli left the capital. 

In an inscription of the PaSupati shrine with date 801 
Magha ky~na  13, one Bhavgniiankarasimha calls himself a 
minister (sachiva) of Piirthi-rendramalla. T h e  inscription 
records repairing of some phallus images set up  and makes 
grants of lands for the daily worship of these deities. We 
do not hear of this man except from the above cited inscrip- 
tion. Perhaps he was a supporter of Devidlsa BhHro and 
he also quit office as  the four new men stepped in. 

I t  is said in the Thyiisapu A that on SoAvat 804 Srirvana. 
kr~na pratipada lukravlra. at  night, a fortified place close to  
Sankhamul within Patan's jurisdiction was captured; earlier, 
BanSidhara Bhiiju was posted there with all arrangements; 
four days later, the communications of the three cities were 
nlade open; came to the palace to  meet the king, oficers viz 
PramHlla Datemha kumlraju. BahSidhara Bhii, BAvat BhB. 
Chikuti Bhlju alone being in Patan did not reach  Bhatgaon's 
ruler was summoned a little later and also met (1. 5 2 )  the 
Riijii. 

The caplure of the fort by Kathmandu in Patan's territory 
or vice versa was no uncommon incident. But i t  is q u i t e  
likely that this particular attack was provoked by Kathmandu 
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by men who could be anything but sane. These had 
influenced the king to remove from office an experienced 
admillistrator like Chikuti and induced him to quarrel with' 
his neighbours and to suspect his own brother's loyalty. 

At the time Nrpendramalla died Chikuii was still a; 

powerfu! man in the kingdom. But near about ea.rly 801 his, 
influence had waned as his camp of supporters was thinning 
on account of the death of his father Khoratama and of 
brother DPtemha, father dying on J y e ~ t h a  kgna tritiyii 
Saniviira 800, (Thyiisapu A ,  f. 24a) and brother who was a 
pram8na (governor) of Deopatan expiring a little earlier on 
Kiirtika kljna trayodadi byhaspativiira (lbid. 1. 171. According 
to the Thyiisapu the dead body of his father was burnt at 
Tekhu and Khoratama's wife had fled from the funeral pyre 
(f. 24). 

In N S  802 Miirgadira krsna (navami uttaraphelguni 
nakp t re  budhaviira) the Thyiisapu A notes (f. 39) DevidPsa 
BhPro as ChautSra of Kathmandu, who had erected a pillar 
in Paiupati supporting a group of statues of himself and his 
wife. Obviously Chikuti was still i n  power a t  this date. 

We do not know the exact date of his dismissal. probably 
this happened in 803 or even 804. The Thyiisapu A gives 
only the date of his flight. but it says nothing about his 
quitting office. 

It is difficult also to state the reasons compelling him to 
resign from the high post be occupied, but it appears that 
circumst,?nces were forcing the issue of his exit. 

But Chikuti was not allowed a quiet life outside the office* 
He had to leave his home and seek shelter in Patan in so4 
Kartika, 

Accordi~ig to the Thylisopu E (f.  20) Chikuti had fled to 

Thankot within the jurisdiction of Patan on 804 Kartika Sukla 
8, but he was compelled to leave the place, and then went to 
live in Budhasingal where he reached on Magha dukla 5. 

81 Situated now in South West No.  1 District. The villagelay 
within the jurisdiction of Patan. 
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The Thpdsopu A writes uoder date 804 KZrrika Sukla 
a~larnl budhavara that Chikuti escaped to  Patan with his 
family under cover of darkness at night and four days after 
went to live in Budbasing (f. 48). There he was joined by 
many Khasa Omraos (military officers). This very day FrHna 
Shiihi of Gorkhii had reached Patan. About a month later 
on Kartika Sukla dviidaii at night Patan's ruler Srinivlsamalla 
came to Katbmandu and awarded head dress, the insignia of 
office, to the four men of the court, to LakfminHrHyana of 
Maru, to BHvata. to Jayakgna's son. and to S~ikaptha (f .  51). 

These might have been the four ministers who jointly 
conducted the affairs of the state. I t  appears that Lakgmi- 
narlyana who was until then an obscure figure had also risen 
to eminellce as Chikuti left the capital. 

In an inscription of the PaSupati shrine with date 801' 
Magha k r ~ n a  13. one BhavHniSankarasimha calls himself a 
minister (sachiva) of PLrthi~endramalla. The inscription 
records repairing of some phallus images set up and makes 
grants of lands for the daily worship of these deities. We 
do not hear of this man except from the above cited inscrip- 
tion. Perhaps he was a supporter of DevidHsa Bhiiro and 
he also quit office as the four new men stepped in. 

It is said in the Thyasapu A that on Safivat  804 Sravana- 
kr~na pratipada iukravlra. at night, a fortified place close to  
Sankhamul within Patan's jurisdiction was captured; earlier. 
BanSidhara Bhiju was posted there with all arrangements; 
four days later, the communications of the three cities were 
"ade open; came to the palace to  meet the king, officers V ~ X  

PramPlla Datemha kumaraju, BadSidhara Bh5. BRvat Bha, 
Chikuli Bhaju alone being in Patan did not reach. Bhatgaon's 
ruler was summoned a little later and also met (f. 5 2 )  the 
Riijii. 

The capture of the fort by Kathmandu in Patan's territory 
or vice versa was no uncommon incident. But i t  is quile 
likely that this particular attack was provoked by Kathmandu 
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,as Patan had given shelter to Chikufi. Yet, it appearsthat 
relation between the two courts had not been as much stained 
as  the Thyiisapu reported a meeting of the rulers concerned, 
The above passage also shows that until this time there were 
people in the Kathmandu palace, who looked kindly to 
Chikuti. 

BaliSidhara was yet in the confidence of the king, and ht 

.was entrusted with military command when an expedition 
,had to be sent to raid the neighbouring territories. Then 
there were BBvat and Srikantha who were Chiku~i's friends 
and also in power although the fourth minister who was a son 
of Jayakrgga might have been vindictively trying to avenge 
his father's death. It should be remembered here that Cbikuti 
had indirectly caused the death of Jayakygna, according to1 

copper plate inscription of Patan (see below). 

There were new men in the scene, viz ~avarnisimha~ 
MHnasimha, JagannHthB, all of whom were to hold irnporlsnl 
position in the Government. But LakgmioHrHya~a gradualll 
grew in strength and in a short time rose to heights, of powu 
overshadowing his colleagues and compatriots. This was a 

danger signal to Chikuti and his friends. ~akgrninlriyal~ 
was out to eliminate them physically. 

With Chikufi in retirement things began to shape to fortc 
* I .  

the younger prince to  go on exile. He was at first kep[io 
prison, but he escaped. How the two brothers came lo 

loggerheads? Did LakgminHrHyapa play any part here? 
? 

PHrthivendramalla developed antagonism with his youflier 
b i o t h e r ~ a h i ~ a t e n d r a  who was compelled to escape to Pataa 
The chronicler suggests that PHrthivendra was encourage' 
to take' this attitude towards his brother on iostigatioflb 
~aksmidarasi&ha, one of the KHzis. Mahipatendla fll' 

detained id  an apartment of the palace under heavy guard 
since mid 804. The Thyasapu A describes in its own wayih' 
events leading to  the escape of the prince in the followin! 
manner* ' . ' S U ~ V U Z  805 Srfi vans jukla ekadoii su k ~ a l ' ~ ~ ' '  
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tonight Sri Sri Miramha juju escaped. the maids in waiting 
all of them were tied by a rope before doing this, in 
Mohanchok, having fled and stayed in Mulchok, he arrived 
in the new pond, severely beaten to  the extent of causing 
sugocat ion ( f .  56) .  S a k v a t  806 MlrgaSira i u k l a  paschami 
Sukravdra, this night. having caused a hole in the wall of the 
room, having put ladder through the outer wall of 
compound, went out. 8ri  Sri Mirarnha juju to  Patan, the maids 
in waiting, two women of Bhatgaon, also accompanied him 
to Patan (f. 57). I t  appears that Mahipatendra was successful 
in escaping to Patan only on the second attempt. The 
Thyiisapu D reports: S a h v a t  806 MBrgaSira Cukla pafichami 
dhanigtii nakjatra Sukraviira, at night, Kathmandu's youngest 
king (Melamha juju) fled to Patan, he was kept in confinement 
in the palace. 

In 806 P a u ~ a  Patan was isolated. P5rthivendramalla, 
Bhatgaon's king Jitiimitramalla and his brother, Gorkha's 
Raja Prithvipati Shah met at a place called Gademohan on 
Pau$a krsna saptan~i bud ha viira. 

The Kathmandu tried to secure the person of Mahipatendra 
by demanding his surrender from the king of Patan, who. 
however. refused to oblige him, and not heeding his various 
threats and supplications continued to  give shelter to the 
junior prince of Kantipur. 

The chronicle has the following story to tell about the 
attempts made by the authorities of Kathmandu to capture 
the Person of Mahipatendra, although the account is a bit 
confused as the incident is said to  have occurred in the time 
of Nrpendrarnalla. Mahipatendramalla fled to Patan in 
806 NS. P2rthivendramalla proposed to the king of Patan 
he was prepared to restore peace between the two kingdoms 
provided the latter surrendered his brother to him. But the 
latter refused to  comply with his request feeling that he 
should not be a party to the murder of one who had sought 
his sheltero Mahipatendra was the11 shifted to ChisvHnchok 
in palace as a precautionary measure. Then next day 

9 



the king of Patan came to Kiintipur. As  he reached Tekhu 
dovan confluence of the rivers BZgmati and Visnumatihe 
sent words to his soil Yoganarendra that he should also 
come along with Mahipatendra. Therefore Yoganarendra. 
malla came for the meeting but he came alone. Before 
leaving, he instructed Kiizi TSvaradiisa and others that ullless 

his order was accompanied with a special mark, they would 
not bring with them Mahipatendra to Kathmandu even when 
asked to  do  so. This was necessary to  frustrateary fake 
order schemed to entice Mahipatendra by his enemies. 
Yoganarendramalla and Nrpendramalla met in Tekhu 
(confluence of the Bagmati and Visnumati), they swore to be 
true to  each other, and then Yoganarendramalla was taken 
to  Kantjpur. At night the king of Kantipur sent a body 
of men with Paugtika Kisi Pradhiina to bring Mabipatendra 
back. But Kiizi Iivaradiisa insisted on being shown the 
special mark of Yoganarendra and referred to abide by the 
order until he saw it. Paustika Kisi returned quite enraged. 
H e  met Yoganarendra on the way while the latter was coming 
back to Lalitayatan. Paugtika tried to force Yoganarendra 
again to go to Kathmandu; but the latter rode towards his 
city without minding what P a u ~ t i k a  was telling. The men 
protecting Mahipatendra were withdrawn when Yoganarendra 
reached the palace. But next day many hooligans of 
Kathmandu including some Khasas and Magars came to 
Patan and forcibly entered the house where ~ahipatendra 
was living. Mahipatendra bolted the door from withiu and 
looking out of the window implored for protection by the 
people of Patan. His cry attracted a good number of them. 
and they fell upon the intruders who sustained severe 
casualties and took to their heels. Many of those who had 
come from Kathmandu intent on capturing the person of 
Mahipatendra were severely dealt with. some broke their 
legs, some hands. and still more got head injuries. Their 
weapons were seized, they were stripped naked. KiisirZmg 
Ale and KHlu KathaiyH, the leaders of the gang. were 
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mercilessly beaten and then kept in confinement in an apart- 

ment of the palace. 

The incident i~lvolving Yogaoarendramalla and his men 
in the affair of Mahipatendra is also described in detail by the 
Thycisapu D : Since Sohvat 805 Jyejtha Sukla 5 Patan was 

isolated, on Sahvat 806 Jye~ tha  k r ~ n a  12 king Sri 2 Sriniv~sa-  
malla came in the early hours of the morning. no one was 

allowed to go inside the town in the evening a t  about 
1 ghari king Sri Sri Yoganarendramalla went to Tekhu where 
he was joined by. the king of Kathmandu and by younger king 
Ugramalla of Bhatgaon; they took solemn pledge and all 
came to the city of Kathmandu; thereafter on the day of 
trayadaii the Khasas of Kathmandu attempted by force to 
remove Mahipatendra who had escaped to Patan from his 
confinement in Kathmandu, and were killed; it was 7 ghari 
past night when the trouble took place; this day Sri 
Yoganarendra and Mahipatendra went to Kirtipur; the people 
of Patan prevented the intruders from Kathmandu from 
advancing, they were held up before they reached the city; 
at 12 ghari midnight. all this happened. 

There is a similar but a shorter passage in the Thylisapu A 
(see bzlow, the history of Patan). I t  appears that all the 
source the chronicle, Thyiisapir D and the Thyiisapu A 
broadly agree as to the information of the incident of 806 
Jyej tha klana 2 .  The Thyasapu D provides a little more 
detail, and any inlpression arising out of the chro, ic1:'s 
statement that Srinivlsa had attended the Tekhu rneetlng is 
now cleared. Yoganarendramalla and not his father had 
Come to Tekhu to meet the rulers of Kathmandu and 
Bhatgaon. 

It appears. however, that Mahipatendra was not able t o  
live permanently in patan. After sometime he secretly left 
for Deopata~~ and lay there in hiding at a house, where he 
was killed by Laksmingr~yaea's men, But we shall return 
'0 this story a little later. 
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Except for the flight of Mahipatendramalla. the internal 
condition of Kathmandu was not disturbed by any other 
untoward happenings, and its ruler could afford as usual to 
make the raids into the territories of the neighbours. The 
cast-entry of a description of such a raid for the reigu of 
Pirthivendramalla is made in the Thyiisapu A thus: 

On Saritvat 807 MdrgaSira k r ~ n a  trtiyii iidrtiprapunarvas~~ 
n a k ~ a t r e  scmavtira the hill principality GorkhB was attacked 
by a force led by Navaruisimha BhH, BHvat BhP and 
Bafiiidhara Bhii ( f .  60). 

What really caused PIrtbivendra to harbour ill feeling 
against his brother is not known from our source materials. 
For some tirue the two appear to  be on intimate terms. The 
Thyiisapu A (f. 32)  tells us that both the brothers under- 
took a journey to Gosainthan in the month Sriir~ana of the 
year 801 NS. We have no information about Mal~ipatendra- 
malla for the next 4 years. We could think that in course of 
time the brothers had fallen apart and Mahipatendra was 
taken prisoner. Perhaps his imprisonment coincided with 
the downfall of Chikuti. As  to the cause of ~iirthivendra's 
animosity against his brother, it could be suggested that his 
illegitimate birth had much to do  with it. He might have 
looked on his brother as a potential rival. The fact that 
Pratiipamalla had nominated him as his successor was enough 
to keep him alert. We do not know if Mahipatendra bad 
posed a threat to the king because of his legitimacy. This 
might be so. Probably Chilcufi was suspected of entertaining 
a desire to instal Mahipatendra in power and therefore he 
had to go. Chikufi's opponents in the court had played the 
game successfully. His fall prepared the ground for the 
treatment Mahipatendra had met. But we are not in a posi- 
tion to say if Mahipatendra had done himself anything to 
invite troubles as they came or it was just a preventive step. 
PHrthivendramalla had taken to avert any likelihood of his 
brother rising to assert himself in the situation, 
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But one thing we shall have to bear in mind while we 
connect Cbikuti with the incident of the imprisonment of 
Mahipatendra. 

It does not appear that PBrthivendra had ever desired to 
involve Chikuti in the affair concerning himself and Mahi- 
patendra, It was otherwise the former Chief Minister should 

not have been allowed to live a quiet life i n  Deopatan at 
the time. 

Even though barely out of teens Pfirthivendramalla had 
maintained a harem, and he was adding more women, 
marrying some and just keeping others until tbt: very last 
day of his life. 

According to the Thyasapu A. 'PHrthivendra married 
another girl on Sriivana Sukla pafichami pra $a$$? hasta n a k ~ a -  
Ira iidityavira; Piirthivendranlalla brought into the palace, a 
girl, his wife, who was residing in the house of KByastha 
DurgBd3sa. for 3 days keeping her outside ( f .  34). RSjyalaksmi 
figures as a co-donor along with PHrthivendramalla; while 
both make a gift of house, horse and elephant to one Mohan 
UpadhyH on 806 Kiirtika k r ~ ~ a  anzcivasyii somavlra (Monday)' 
(f. 5 6 ) .  

Plrthiveodramalla's youngest wife was the daughter of 
the RHj% of Basantapur situated in the east. The marriage 
was performed on Jyegtha krpla dasami revati nakjatre byhas- 
pariviira (Thursday) of the year at  a site within the compound 
of Goddess Guhyeivari, where a mandapa was constructed. her 
elder brother had come personally to give the younger brothers. 
Was come to and living in Patan and Suratasimha Kuar's 
grand-daughter was given in marriage in the palace (f. 66). 

The Thycisapu A puts the date of the death of PBrtbi- 
Vendramalla in NS 807 on Asadha fukla 3 ailejii pra ,,lagha 
naSkWe Suddhi pra vyafipato yoge SaniScharoviira. Accordillg 
to this source ( f .  61) he died at  9 gllati in tlle nightgz having 
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taken rice mixed with poison. Twenty-four women were 
burnt to death with him including Nakamaju, .Bhina, Mara 
and ...... those who were helpless to follow did not join their 
husband on the pyre; the mother chief queen) had also taken 
ill but she did not die. The  Thyiisapu D supports the date, 
although it does not give the details. The chronicle passes 
the date of the death of Pgrthivendra as the date of the death 
of Nrpendramalla and wilh this confusion introduces Bhiipi- 
lendra as  the latter's son omitting altogether PHrthivendra- 
malla who had actually died a t  the date Nrpendra is said to 
have breathed his last. According to  the Thyiisapu A' 
Piirthivendramalla's baby so11 B hiipllendra's crowning took 
place on the 13th day of his death on the POrnirnB (according 
to the chronicle. A~Hdha sudi 2; the first coin dates NS 
808), and the Bhatgaon ruler Ji~Hmitra personally attended 
the ceremony. LaksminHriiya~a JoSi who was then known 
as the BhZro of Maruyol was proclaimed the Chief Minister. 
He was already a pronlineot official in the time of Parthi- 
vendramalla (see above). 

Ilhiipiileadra wds eight years old, while, he ascended the 
throne. Hc was born in early 800 NS. His annaprdsana (rice 
eating ceremony) was performed on NS 800 Bhddra S u k b  13 
Srovana pra dhaniptii nakjatre Si,kraviira. etc. at 7 t o  11 ghati 
accordillg to the l'hydsapu A ( f ,  2 7 ) .  While ~Hrthive~ldra 
re turned from his pilgrimage to Ni laka~tha ,  ~hi ip~lendra  
was a year and eight months old (Srfivana Sukla 12 of 801. 
Ibid, f .  33). 

Tlie above date of PBrthivendraYs death could be disputed* 
But we have an authentic evidence for this prov~ded by the 
Thyiisapu A. PBrthivendra's documents are ollly available 
up  till 807 Jyestha.  The last is dated 807 Jyejtlla sudi 6 (mse 
Yogaratnasan~uchchaya, M d  NepiileSvara Sri Sri ... . . VijaYa- 
r i i j ~ e ) . ~ ~  All of BhiipBlendramalla's records begin from the 
ntxt year. This was so probably due to the fact that his 

83 Darb. Lib. Cat. I .  1092. 
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coronation had taken place in the beginning of 808 (= 1687 
AD). As we have noted he wore the crown immediately on 
the death of his father. But we do  not know how the issuing 

of the coin was delayed if crowning was all that was needed 
for stliking coins in the name of the ruler. 

Bhiipiilendramalla (1687-1790 A.D) 

BhiipBleodramalla is the fourth in  line of succession to  
Pratlpa but never his son as was asserted by the chronicles 
,of Wright (p. 21 ff )  and Levi. Nor he was a son of Nrpzndra- 
rnalla as told by the chronicle. We have it from the Taleju 
Pillar Inscription of YIrthivendra that BhtipBlendramalla was 
his son.84 All doubts about the parentage of this ruler have 
to be cleared in view of the very authentic evidence of the 
above mentioned source. There could not be more accurate 
and reliable evidence than the statement of the Taleju Pillar 
inscription i n  respect of this question. 

As the first coin of Bhiipalendra is dated 808 NS,85 we 
have to accept this date as the year of his coronation. But 
we have it from a reliable source that the particulars of the 
ThySisapu A about the date of Piirthivendra's death are 
correct in ail elements. Therefore the date of the coin must 
refer to a time some months after. when probi~hly his corona- 
tion took place. 

Only in few cases coins are struck after or on  the day of 
coronation. Usually coins are struck to mark the occasion 
of crownil~g which came immediately after the death or  
abdication of one's predecessor. But in BhiipBlendra's case 
We do not see such a procedure adopted. I t  is also likely that 
0 t h  consideratiol~s might have caused delay in issuing coills- 
But we are ye1 not i n  a position to trace these so that a Proper 
explanation could be offered. On  their part neither chronicles 
00' O u r  Thjiisaplrs have anything to say  about this subject. 

84 One inscription of Riddhilaksmi attached t o  2 temple in 
jhe modern palace calls Bhiipllendrarnalla her son (B  L 1, n* 20)- 

85 n- 6 coin in our Appendix. 
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If it was due to  the disturbed situation in Kathmandu 
that the striking of coin was delayed, then the aftermath of 
Pgrthivendra's death was perhaps very troublesome, 

As we know a mohar coin was struck in Bhipglendra's 
name in 808. Along with this there was a half-mohar coint6 
issued at  the very date in the name of the king's nlothef 
Riddhilak~mi, the queen mother was looked upon as fountain 
head of power in the new situation. 

All of the coins of BhiipHlendra dated NS 808 and 
have in the legend of the obverse the name Lak~rnin'rr5yaV 
which shows the respectable and dominant position he held 
in the administration of the country." For so many years 
as Bhupalendramalla was an infant he  remained a puppet 
in the hands of the Chief Minister Lak~rninHrHyana J o k  
The  fact that Lakgmin~rH~Hna is mentioned in the coin of 
BhfipHlendra is itself a sufficient evidence of the powerful 
position he occupied in the new regime. The chronicle 
referred to in connection with the earlier events saystbat 
Pgrthivendra while dying had entrusted his son to the Care 

of this minister. LaksminHrayBqa according to the chronicle 
conlpletely overshadowed the throne, and his main 1lelper 
was the queen Regent. The  chronicle talks of a rumour 
afloat in Kathmandu that he was her paramour. It was said 
that LakgminHrHyana slept in the palace and spent most part 
of time with the queen. Lak5oliaBrByana9s accession 
to power followed the downfall of another powerful persona- 
lity of the time Chikuti PramHqa who being dissatisfied with 
the state of affairs on the death of Nrpendrarnalla had 
resigned and was since NS 804 leading a life of renunciation 
and devotion somew here near the temple of pa6upatinHtha# 
At the instigation of LakaminHrHyana some noblemen 
attacked Chikufi PramHqa and BafiSidhar and manhandled 
them. and both died of severe bodily illjuries later ifl 

86 n. 5 in our Appendix. 
87 coin, n. 6.  7 in our  Appendix. 
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confinement. A large number of Khasa attendants of the 
court were also done away with. With Chikuti also perished 
all their family members and followers- Earlier he and 
BaPiidhara were arrested on charges of poisoning King 
psrthivendra and contriving his death. It appears from a 
copper plate inscription of the Patan Durbar dated N S  818 
(See below) that this was a cooked up  affair. and L a b m i -  
nlrlyana had himself contrived this death with the help of 
one Kantu OjhB. Lak~n~inl rHyana  had been accused of 
acting against instructions contained in a copper plate agree- 
ment, referred to therein, which asked him to expel1 KanW 
from the realm. 

Lakvminiiriiyana's rise to  eminence looked sudden, but the  
way to it was paved by the removal of Chikufi Pramsl?a 
three years earlier, We have seen how his own ascendancy 
coincided with the flight of Chikuti from his home. 
Lak$rnio2r5yana played allother trick as soon as  he became 
the ChautBrB. Knowin: that public mind was very much 
agitated over the King's death in mysterious circumstances, 
LaksminirByana through his trusted men spread a runlour 
that his opponents had hands in i t ,  and indirectly encouraged 
'hem to demand investigation of the case, and punishment 

the culprit. The chronicle says that for the whole day 
the People of Kantipur began to  assemble in a mood of 
extreme anger at the palace crying vengeance. But the crisis 

averted by the timely interventioll of ~ i ~ ~ m i t r a m a l l a  mho 
pacified the furious crowd and made them return home. 

All this occurred before La ksminlrlyana was appointed 
Chief Minister, A c c o r d i ~ i ~  to the Thyasapu A "on 807 
Asadha iukla $asti ailgcirovrira, the king's subjects in 
Kathmandu assembled and saying 'who killed our king. 

has done it we shall kill him' persisted in their 
demand* But no one could make them understand. The 
"Ier of Rhatgaon. however, could do so when he said that 
the would be declared tonight. The people then went 
to their places much pacified. The same day at noon 
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BariSidllara who was then in  the palace was accused of 
poisorling tlie king, and his legs put in chains and he was 
confined in Hitichok. Chikufi was living in Deopatan, but 
he too was not spared. He was dragged to the royal palace. 
szverely beaten. whoever passed by that way beat him and 
his head was bleeding, The Khasas who were living witb 
#him also were beaten t o  death. Chikufi's entire family 
including his children were dragged through the ground al:d 
beaten to death. Those who could escape went to Patan, 
Both Chikuti and BanSidhara died in prison. Then 'on 807 
Asadha Sukla piirnimii uttariisiidha n a k ~ a t r a  pritiyoge blhaspp 
tiviira dhanu lagna at 29 ghali this day Bhatgaon's ruler 
JitHmitramalla put the vermilion mark on the forehead of 
BhQ%ilendramalla to declare him king. The ceremony was 
performed i n  Mulchok and the BhHro of Maru, Lak$miO 
nHrHyana obtained the head-dress of  the Chief ~inister" 
.(ff, 62-61). 

I n  the noting of the Thycisapu A (f. 6 4 )  it is said that 
Bavata Bh2 was killed hit bv a bullet from a field gull on 
807 sr lvana k r ~ n a  rtavarni rnlgaSirii n a k ~ a t r a  iidityavitra, his 
wife became Sati and the bodies were burnt in ~eopatall). 
With his death LalcgrninHrHyaqa was now left as the sole 
kcontestant for powers at the1 court. 

I t  appears that the us- of field gun was already there lo 

Nepal at the date mentioned. 
In the chronicle the description of the event of the death 

of Ch iku~i  and Bansidhara is quite similar. It says that on 
the fourth day of Nrpendra's (PBrthivendra) death, chikuIi 
who was leading a pious and retired life in Deopatan near 
the Sanctuary of PaSupatin5tha was brought to the palace in  
almost dying condition. He was literally dragged through 
,the public thoroughfare. He was severely beaten with sticks. 
alld some one tore his hairs; he was unconscious and bleediog 
on his head; every caste high or low, Khusal or PodyH, kicked 
and beat ilim, human urine and stool were put into his ruoulh 
,when he cried for mercy. Both Chikuti and BafiSidilara were 
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secretly killed in the palace. Then Lakeminlr By ana became 
ChautgrS. 

In the words of the Thycisapu D (San'~vat 807 Asadha 
Sukla ~ q t i  arigriravcira Chikuti PranlHna and others were 
killed in the presence of Bhatgaon's two princes. 

The Darbar copper plate illscription of Patan dated 818 
sums of the circumstances of the death of Chikuti as  follob's- 
Kantu Ojha's machination killed Chikuti. Kantu was serving 
Badal OjhH, but later with the help of Badal Ojbs and Jaya- 
k g ~ n a  he went to serve Mlndhstii. Mandhiitii was instigated 
on his part to kill Jayakgna and his son, which he did. On 
the same occasion Dhvajaraja was also slain, while Badal 
Ojhlt was expelled. A little later Miindhiits came to know 
that  Kantu plotted to kill him also. But the minister dis- 
missed Kantu from service instantaneously. Kautu, however. 
avenged this insult by causing a conflict between MiindhZitii 
and Chiku!i, as a result of which the former was  assassinated- 
Kantu, however, would not spare the new master. But for 
Nrpendramalla's intervention Chikufi would have been killed. 
Kantu had been probibited from attending the court. On  
Nrpendrarnalla's death. however, Kantu's position was 
restored. Then he caused exile of Chikuti and his subsequent 
death taking advantage of the new situation. 

Laksminiir~yana's rivals were eliminated one by onem 
Following Chikuti9s death BHvat BhH also succumbed to 
death on being shot. He died on 807 Sriiva!~a k l ~ n a  navanli 
mlgaSir6nak~atra Cdityavara. According to the ThpBsaprr A 

64! the deadbody was burnt at Deopatnn. and his wife 
became sati. 

In Kathnlandu LaksminarHyana wielded singly absolute 
Powers in  the absence of men of his stature, 

LahmillHrHyana's second act was to cause the death of 
Mahi~atendra who had taken refuge in Deopatan since NS 
806 havillg been forced to leave Pataa. The Patan Ralg on 
the of KHzi ISvaradasa was reluctant to surrender him* 
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but a powerful section of the nobility was in favour of be 
surreuder as that question stood in the way of friendship 

between the two countries. But Mahipatendra scenting I t  

danger ahead left the custody of the Patan pramcinas in whosr 
charge he was placed, and hid in the house of a mendicanl 
RjghavHoanda in Deopatan. Lak$minHrHyaqa's ioforme[sl 
however, traced him out and the assassins severed his liead 

out of the trunk in a night attack on 807 BhBdra Sukloll 
b u d h a v t a  (Wednesday). LaksmiuHrHyaea enjoyed the sight 
of the severed head with his peculiar cruel appetite. 

Mahipatendra's escape from Patan is noted by lhc 

Thyasapu D thus : 011 Sumvat 807 n a ~ t i j ~ d d h a  su prirriinli 
the father of BhHirlmaju Chautiirl went to Kathmandu. 
night the Miramha juju of Kathmandu fled, and 5 Pramanas 
of Patan viz. Bhlgiriimaju, Mohanarlja's son, ~ a ! ~ s i l l t j ~  
Nogla DHtimha and Meruju of Bhimsen tried to trace him 
out9 the way to Kathmandu was closed, but ~ i ra rnha ju j l~  
was nowhere seen. 

This source does not disclose the reasons of hisescape 
from Patan. It might have probably to do with the vacciC 
ting attitude of the Patan ruler, who was acting uudrr 

pressure from his own men. 

LaksminHrHyana had blocked the passage betweellgath* 
mandu and Patan, and this was probably hindering the move 
merits of trade. which ultimately affected Patan's expo'' 

illdustries catering to Tibet. I t  is quite likely t h a t  th" 
PramHnas favouring the return of Mahipatendm to Kat" 
mandu wanted to protect I'atan's economic interest. 

The chronicle's statement about ~ ~ h i ~ ~ t e n d r a ' ~  death in 
Deopatan at the hands of LakyminBrHyaqa's men is s ~ P P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
by the Thyiisapu A which states. 

On 807 Bhtidra Sukln ekEdnii utlrdsijdha budhavdra. 
day the Miranrha juju was arrested in ( k3fqqRaa~ 8 ) 
a house in Dcopatan and killed at night. The and 
all others had beseiged, Raghananda Rawal's house bad 
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been beseiged. The RHwala left the place. He did not live 
there. Padchakwal's Man Singh was also taken prisoner. 
The last rites were performed by monks (mahanta) who were 
brought from Noakol ( f .  65). 

In  relation to the death of Mahipatendra there is yet 
another noting under date 818 R~iidha Sukla trayodaSi 
ddityavcira (f. 9 2 )  which says 'This day. Gobardhana and 
Siva NBrHyana of Bhaimal and SaSi UpHdhyH of Noakot 
were brought out of GuthakvHtha, pig cubs hung round 
their necks. riding on buffaloes, were tortured, a t  Maru they 
were whipped and people beating them on crossing Tukucha. 
Gobardhana. and SaSi both died, Gobardhana's wife died 
next day with her hubsand, all this was done on the allegation 
that Miramha juju was killed, two warders were killed. 

Obviously any action against the two persons was directed 
for reprisal. These might have been the associates of 
Laksminiiriiyana, who had carried out  his designs. But the 
episode is a reminder that Mahipatendra was unjustly treated 
while he was made to suffer. 

Lakijminiiriyana's influence was felt all over the Nepal 
Valley. LakaminSrHyaqa had completely controlled the court 
of Kathmandu. He issued decrees and charters in the name 
of the king. Even in rekpect of religious donations. he figured 
along with the king and his mother. This is evident fronl 
the inscription (dated NS 810 K d r t i k a  kryza 5 punarvasld 
rlakgatre budhaviira (Wednesday) on the pedestal of the 
Caruda image in front of a temple of Visnu in the centre of 
Kathmandu just facing the Hastamaqdapa. I t  is recorded 

the three personages had dedicated the image to the deity. 
While Kathmandu was under his thumb, Patan did not dare 
to him. But Bhaktapur was out of his control, and 
there the man who understood him and would not yield. 
Was the Chief Minister PradhiinHnpa BhHgirHma (see below). 
It was said that Yoganarendramalla of Patan had just out 

fear taken side of Kantipur. Therefore LakgminHrWana 
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contrived to bring about the downfall of BhiigirZrna and he 
acted with all impunity. In a meeting of the rulers of the 
three kingdoms he actually put forward a proposal demanding 
Bhiigiriima's disrllissal which, however, the ruler of B h a t g a o n  
refused to comply with. But this was a cause for further 
intrigues and open military actions against the ruler of 
Bhatgaon and under ILaksmin5riiyana's advice a joint military 
expedition of Kantipur and Patan was sent to Bhatgaon to 
bring the ruler to his knees. Then Bhatgaon was blocked 
on all three sides but this failed to achieve the desired 
purpose. Although BliHgiriima was harassed, and he had to 

live as an exile for sometime in Kalyerim for fear of his likl 
he did not meet the fate as desired by his opponent. The 
chronicle states that a hostile mob attacked ~ h ~ g i r l m d f  
house and took away his entire property while dernolishifll 
his house. They also severed woods, beams and bricks and 
removed them. King JitHmitra himself was dragged to 
Kathmandu by his own people who had grown desperate 
because of the blockade, and the queens were worried as to 
his safety. However, no harm reached him. 

The Thyasaprr A in two passages gives a descriptionof 
the events we have just narrated, which tends to confirmthe 
account of the chronicle in this regard. One is under date 
line Sarh vat 808 Sravana k r ~ n a  chaturd&i aS[e~ci r l a ~ ~ a l r ~  

ahgzraviira (Tuesday). The passage says 'this day. ~ a t a ~ ' ~  
ruler Yoganarendramalla came to Kathmandu and the inter. 
cornmul~ication of the three cities was open. After five days 
Bhatgaon's ruler Jitamitramalla also canle but he became 
angry and returned. Bh3gitHma was *lot evLn 
though his person was demanded, Bhatgaon was isolatedl 
One of its citizens, Dhvakmha BhHjuchH lost 111s son'sson 
being killed in  the large garden which was claimed to be 
withill Kathmandu's jurisdiction. Thereafter ~ ~ ~ a l l a r e n ~ ~ ~  
malls and BhUpHlendran~alla became allies ( f .  68). 

The second passage under date lille 808 Bhadra k!fP0 
day pofichanli bharot~i nak~alra  aAgc7raviira runs to say.'th~s 
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the peoples of Bhatgaon combined in a body dragged their 
ruler Jit~mitramalla, and his brother and came to BhOpHlen- 
dramalla MahHrHjH seeking his shelter. there was no open 
communication so they forcibly entered; Patan's Yoganaren- 
drilrnalla was summoned, and a meeting took place; the roads 
to the three cities were now opened. all lines of communica- 
tion had opened, but a day earlier to  this, in the evening 
some people surrounded the King's palace in search of 
BhHgirHma who was, however, not present there. so they went 
to the house of BhSIgirlma and plundered his belot~gings. 
Everything which he used to  call his own including his house 
was destroyed. The entire population of Bhatgaon city then 
came to the UpSdhyZiya's house, but in spite of frantic search 
they could not get hold of BhtigirHma PradbSInanga. 

We can understand how much pressure was used by the 
Chief Minister of Kathmandu to secure the person of BhFigi- 
rHma. But the latter had saved his life by escaping to  a 
safe place. 

If Bhggiriirna had been caught in the tumult he would 
have been unceremoniously put to  death by the mob. But 
fortunately he had left Bhatgaon and was far away out of 
their reach, which went to save his life. 

With JitHmitra's presence in Kathmandu, the occasion 
was utilised to hold a conference of the three rulers of the 
Nepal Valley. As BbHgirHma had fled to Kalyeri, L a k ~ m i -  
ngrlyana found it possible to  patch up with Bhatgaon and 
withdrew the blockade. To that extent the confere~lce bore 
fruit. But it had also raised new issues. In the conference 
Yoganarendramalla demanded from Kathmandu to return all 
the areas wrested from Patan earlier. But Laksrninargyana 
could not see his way to accept this demand. Lak~mi-  
nGr%~ana'~ attitude antagonised the Patan ruler who now 
began to lean to Bhatgaon as against Kathmandu. 

The chronicle adds that as relation between Bhatgaon and 
Patan became strained BhHgirama was brought back to 
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Bhatgaon through Yoganarendra's efforts and soon after he 
found himself restored to  power and loss of property now 
adequately compensated. 

We shall have occasion to  speak of Bhiigiriima and Jiti. 
,mitramalla once again as we come to deal with the subject of 
the history of Bhatgaon, 

There is one thing more which comes out so proniinenlly 
.out of the study of the very complex situation. It is the 
comparatively greater strength of Kathmandu whose minister 
was powerful enough to dominate the valley. 

LaksminPrByana could not sustain himself for long. He 
was killed on Bhiidra Sukla 5 of 810 by some assailants in 
revenge for his earlier acts of atrocity. I t  was said tbat 
Kantipur's relation with Patan had been strained because 
Lak~minsrsyana refused to  return some of Patan's villages 
occupied earlier by Kantipur during a minor skirmish. Patan 
bad another cause to be aggrieved. At  ~aksmin~rPyana's 
behests Kathmandu had launched another offensive against 
Patan. The chronicle states that in  the first engagement 
Patan was defeated. KPzi Pltrasrnani who had led Patan's 
defenders left the battle field and came back. (He was impria 
soned and later died i n  prison). This badly affected the  
prestige of Patan, Infuriated by the rout of the continsent 
sent earlier to  meet the offenders, now the entire mass of the 
people of Patan c o m b i ~ ~ e d  to meet the enemy and succeeded 
in capturing nine forts. The next assault was to be on the 
city of Kathmandu, Yoganarendra himself heading the 
contingent. KBzi Lak~minSrPy a ~ a  011 being informed of the 
march of the Patan ruler towards the heart of the city wason 
the way to the palace for a conferellce to devise ways and 
means to  meet the situation. But out of his house rnidwaY 
he was waylaid by some Khasa Mukhias on the 'pretence 
that they were seeking some advice atld then he was physi' 
tally attacked. He tried to run away, but more p e ~ ~ l r  
.appeared in the scene and attacked him and he to 
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the injuries then and there. The  Patan Darbar copper plate 

inscription of 818 (see below) states that Lak$mioOr6yaqa. 
too. was killed because of Kantu Ojha's machinations. 

The T'hydsapu A. under date line 810 Bhddrapada lukla 
pliichami sv l t i  nakgatro brhaspuriviira (f. 78)  reports that  
'this day ChautHrii Lak~minlri iyana was attacked by the 
Khasas with their bhujylli, and he was fleeing for life to  the 
royal palace. but as soon as he reached the corner below the 
temple of the Goddess ( m l j u )  he was again struck, and 
instantaneously met his end. The  assailants then chopped 
of his hand and took away the gold bracelet he wore in his 
wrists. One Khasa who had snatched a bangle was arrested 
but not one bangle was recovered from his body, his entire 
body was searched. Everything happened, as  if it was done 
in  a cattle. the assailants had collected themselves saying they 
were ~nvading an outpost, but they killed him. 

The Bliatgaon ruler came to Kathmandu and stayed there 
for 7 days and appointed Mfinasingju as  ChautBrL. 

Lakgmi~lPrLyana had antagonised many persons of impor- 
tance i~ the Nepal Valley, and i t  was but natural that his 
antagonists were looking for an opportunity to  wreck venge- 
ance on him. He must have been k~ l l ed  as a result of a 
conspiracy. 

Despite liis vindictive nature as  a politician Lak~mi- 
nirlyana seems to have been a nian devotedly attached to  
his faith. 

A number of acts of piety is attributed to Lak~minl rPyana  
by the writer of the Thydsaplr A He set up a Sivalidga 
&e$vara in a temple in Nhutapal on Sarhvat 808 P o u ~ a  
k ! W  4 purvvophllguni nnkjarm s u b h ~ y o g a  iidit)ravara. He 
Performed l n k ~ i i h u t i ~ a j f i ~  to celebrate the opening of the 

on 802 VuiSakfta Sukla o k ~ o y a  tr l iyi i  rohimi n o k ~ a t r e  
c id i t~av l ro .  This occasion was graced by the presence of the 
king of Bhatgaon. He fed a large number of people on this 

made a gift of land to BrHhmanas and gave one mobar 
dakrinc? to JoSis. AchPras (f .  66-67) and others. 
1 G 
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LaksrninlrHyana again set up  another Sivalidga at Palcha- 
kbarachha where Giridhara's son MHnasing had died. The 
ceremony was performed on 808 Chaitra kvna amlivasi a t  

the time of solar eclipse. On this occasion he offered gilt 01 
a house to  Sri ViSvambhara UpHdhyH (f. 67). 
On Sa&vat 809 dsi idha lCukla 12 anuriidhii nak~atra  hrbho 

yoga budhavam, Lak~minHrHyana offered a gift of elephafil 
to Sri RHnamiSra. This day, the finial was placed on [he 
top of a Chaitya at Vajrayogini, and the ceremony was attep 
ded among others by the king and his mother. 

The giving of an elephant to a BrPhmana shows also lht 

amount of wealth he had acquired. H e  amassed fortune alofl! 
with the powers of State. 

LakgtpinHrHyBna gone, his powers were exercised by 
Mgnsingju. But he was not a strong man, He ran the 
administration a t  the sufferance of the queen mother. For 
all these years BhiipPlendra's mother Riddhilak~mi was the 
power behind the throne. The ruler was yet a minor andthV 
had left the queen mother in sole charge of the governaflce 
of the country. The powers of appointing a chautgri weft 
also hers. Earlier as she became regent she had in exereis' 
of her de facto powers issued a half rnohar silver coin 
date 808. 

NOW complete peace was restored in the Nepal Valley. 
Patan ceased to be at cross purposes with ~athmanduo As 
Bhatgaon was already a friend, this was the time forth'  
three rulers to live on terms of peace and friendship- 

The T h ~ a s a p u  A gives also details of occurrences of  "O"' 

political nature for the period. 
Riddhilak~mi's daughter died on Sarj~. 808 Bhridra~l~~'' 

pratipada piirv vaphiilguni nak~atra  jiddhiyoga blhasP0 tiviira 
at night ( f .  70). The day of Safivat 808 Pau~a  iukla 
ghati 4 dvddaii begun, and past 14 ghadi tragodaji 
known mahciparvva dina, and Riddhilak~mi, queen mother 
gave away kalpablk~adiina (f. 70). Daivajfia ~ a ~ a n n a h a  Bhi 
of Bankodo was appointed the Governor of Deopatan and "' 
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insignia of ofice was conferred on him by the king on  809 
Phalguba k l ~ u  ~ a ~ t i  anuriidhl n a k ~ a f r a  SanaiScharaviira 
(f, 71). The son of Dhvakamha kumhar of Pyaffal died a t  
Deopatan on 809 Chaifra k r ~ n a  9 Sravana pra d h a n e ~ t h ~  
nakgatra. This was the day when king BhupHlendra had 
made a gift of land. He died w h e ~ ~  the night ritual was 
finished ( f .  71) Riddhilak~mi performed nlahiid8!la at  PaOupati 
on Sarirvat 810 d ~ i i d h a  Sukla 5 aiigiiraviira karkkala sarikrcinti 
(f. 78). The white ants eating a portion of Jaladhiiri of Sri 
PaSupatinHtha. blood was flowing on Sa~zva t  811 Klirtika 
lirgna I1 ddifyaviira ( f .  78). On 811 Phblguna Sukla 2 Sukra- 
vcira the image of ChHhgu NHrHyana bled from its mouth 
(f.  79). The chariot of  Machhendraniitha could not be pulled, 
as it was broken on 811 VaiSakha Sukla 12 hastanak$atra 
brtdhavfira. The image was taken out and after sometime 
on repairing i t  was replaced, and the chariot was drawn (f. 79). 
Gangiidhara was appointed to the post of Chhebharldili on 
812 Kiirlika k r ~ n a  7 oSle~ii nak~otra  ( f .  80). The three rulers 
nlade a combined attack on MackwSnpur on 812 Kiirtika 
krsna I1 hastanuksatra Sukraviirn (f. 81) .  Earlier they had 
met alo g with the ruler of Morang a t  Mohanchok (see 
below). RhiipHle~ldramalla was initiated to dik@ hy Guru 
Viivarnbhara U p l d h y ~  on 812 Mdgha krjna amiivasjd Satn- 
bhi$fi naksatra. This was the day  of solar eclipse. The Sun 
had bee11 eclipsed about f cubit. The Guru is reported to 
have caught the king's eight fingers at  the time of administer- 
ing the mantra ( f .  81). Gokarna and ChiipHgaon had caught 
fire O n  Sfl&vat 812 Jyes~ha Su kla $asti pusya no ksatra budha- 
vara- The Hatap3 (an image of Bhairava with a fierce look 

and mouth wide open) God also was reduced to ashes. On 
this day four sectors of the city of Patan were set on fire 
( f*  81). JagannHthaju died on 813 Sravana klsno 1 .  na\lnmi 
pro daiami mrgaiir6 n a k ~ a f r a  aitgbra\*iira. He died at night. 
He was cremated on the bank  of the river BHgmati a t  
Deo~atan where he was a pramsqa ( f .  82). His wife escaped 
from the funeral pyre. 
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We have seen that a t  this time the Nepal Valley had 
intimate contacts with the Terai principalities of the Senas. 

There are other events noted by the Thyiisapu A about 
Kathmandu's relation with Morang. The noting is made 
under different dates as  follows: 

On Sumvat 811 ds'vina iukla paiichami anuriidhii nak~utra 
budhaviira there came to Kathmandu from the east Patasahaju. 
Bhtipfilendramalla went as far as Naksal by way of the New 
tank (the present Riinipokhari) to  receive him. A she- 
elephant was brought to be presented to  him (f.  80). 

On Safivat 811 A f  vina k ~ n a  saptami punarvasu nak~atro 
adityavdra, the three cities were friends and 3 men from 
Bhatgaon, 3 men from Patan as also Pasaju of Morang met 
in Mohanchok (f. 80). On 812 Kiirtika k r ~ n a  ekiidaSi hasla 
nakjatra s'ukraviira, the three principalities invaded Mackwln- 
pur. Patan's ruler departed but Bidhats Indra left after 
eight days. 

By the end of 813 cracks appeared in the relation 
subsisting among the rulers of the Nepa! Valley. 

The Thyiisapu A reported that Bhatgaon had moved to 

encroach on the border areas of Patan, and a tense situation 
was brewing. The Thyiisapu added. 

'On San'ava t 813 Bhiidrapada k r ~ n a  ~ a ~ t i  rohini rlak~atra 
iidityaviira. the three principalities had observed peace. but 
Bhatgaon would not leave the frontier, those of Patan went 
to  fight against them; Kathmandu came to the assistance of 
Bhatgaon. three days after this again Patall was isolated' 
( f .  83). But this was not the case of wider flare up and the 
parties resumed their normal relation after a short while. 

A stele standing against the wall of a house opposite t o  
the western door of the temple of Chgfigu NZirZiyUa 
commemorates the occasion of the repair work of the temple 
completed. of a gold torano set up. and a ceremony of 
rirliidlina performed on 814 Phiilguna fukla 7 rohi?d nak~alra 
viskambha yoge budhaviira by Md R R  ~hl~glendrarna l la '~  
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mother Riddhilakgmi, when the king was also present. The 
inscription has 33 lines, half being a group of 8 verses, called 
Sarvamanorai hasiddhistotra composed in s i i r d l a  bikldita 
metre. The last passage is in Newari, which says that both 
the king and his mother were present on the occasion. The  
queen mother gave to Brlbmanas, 1 elephant, 108 horses. 
108 cows. 108 she-buffaloes. 108 goats, 108 sheep and 
ornaments, cloths and cerealseg. The ceremony began with 
the fire (agnisthiipana' lit on P a u ~ a  krgna 6. 

The Thyasapu A in I. 84 notes this event. which is fully 
corroborated. The inscription is dated 814 Phdguna Sukla 7 
rohini nakgatre v i~kambha yoga budhaviira and was written 
by the royal astrologer Dharmadhvaja Bhlro. The two dates 
and descriptions of the event show complete agreement. 

BhOpBlendramalla was married on 810 Miigha krjna 
charurrhi uttoraphiilguni nokjaira SanaiScharaviira. aod the 
ceremony was attended by the ruler of Bhatgaon, his brother 
and son and the queen ( f .  74). His second marriage took 
place on 812 Phiilgu!ta kr$na 4 .  

After Mansing quit the scene the next to  hold the power 
of Chief Minister in Kathmandu was one Raphuvira BhPju. 
He must have also obtained confidence of the Regent queen 
Riddhi lak~mi  who wielded absolute powers of state as the 
regent. 

Raghuvira BhHju became Clzautlirii obtaiaiog the head- 
dress from the ruler of Bhatgaon in a ceremony held at 

Mulchok on 813 ASvitra kljna paiichanli (Thyiisapu A f a  82). 
But he was dismissed in 816 on PhBlgu!za ilrkla soptanli 
idityaviira to be replaced by Piavamisimha (t. 85). Earlier 0x1 
8 16 Mcigha lukla gasti aSvi,li trakjatra budhavlira B hiipHlendra- 
malla and the queen mother w e n t  on an expedition 10 calfh 
elephants. as they were out of the capital he had gone alollem 
Meanwhile Bhatgaon and Patan became allies. The king 

89 Sarlskrit Snndesh, 1, 6, PP. 35 ff. 
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brought 3 elephants' (Ibid, f .  85). Kathmandu had now been 
isolated. 

Towards the end of 817 the king's mother who was acting 
a s  Regent during her son's minority lost power. Bhupiilendra 
though barely seventeen thought of holding power by himself. 
For some time he was smarting under his mother's tutelage 
which was much too severe for him to bear, Now he thought 
to do away with her tutelage. I t  is not known wbat aclually 
led him to oust his mother's regency. 

The Thpiisapu A (f. 90) noted : Sakvat 817 Aivina iukla 
trayodaf Satabhiga nak~arra Sanaiicharaviira, this day, the 
queen mother and the king quarrelled, at night the king 
becoming angry went to stay in GuhyeSvari, next day all the 
people of Kathmandu went and brought back the king* 
On the day of Piirnimii (ASvina iukla 15)  the king wellt to 
Syebgu, where he stayed also the whole of the next day, 
meanwhile in Bha~ldfrakl~ii la one TulaSi was killed. from 
here the king went to SHiikhu at night. Three nights and 
four days, he stayed there and two nights three days stayed 
in Deopatan, the queen mother and prince were kept in 
Bbatulichok having been taken from Mohanchok, on the 
day of A ~ t a m i  (Monday) the king entered the capital while the 
queen mother was sent to be detained in the upland of TokhP 
from Tokhii she was despatched to  Tavathalisga where sbe 
passed the remainder of her life in exile. 

Nothing is heard of Riddhilakgmi since this date. 
The passage suggests that she was banished. Sucll was 

the end of the career of the great lady who had nursed her 
son to manhood, and who had saved hinl from innumerable 
perils during the days of the worst crisis i n  Kathmandu. 

8% Tavathsli on a ridge overlooking the river Bhote KoSi above 

a market centre called Blrabise, which lies about 2 ' miles to the north. 
east of the Nepal Valley. BBrabise occupies an important situation in 
the trade route connecting BanepB to KodBri on  the Nepal-Tibet border* 
Tavathali which is a small village today was then maintained ass 
fortress. 
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Whatever might have been her faults. she had also some 
fine qualities, Above all. she did not forget her pious duties 
jn the midst of engagements which by compulsion of 
circumstances were devoid of any sense of piety* We have 

seen her pious deed in  repairing the temple of Chanpu 
NPrfiyana. In Kathmandu close to the palace. another 
temple more magnificent than the one a t  ChPngu owes its 
construction to her. This temple enshrines a Sivalinga. 
It is a 3 storeyed temple based on nine tiers of pavements. 
which together measure in  length up to the ninth tier the 
height of the temple. This was done i n  the year 812 as the 
inscripti011 shows (HLI n. 22). 

Riddhilakgmi is also credited with equally reverential 
deed performed in regard to the restoration of the shrine of 
Paiupatinltha. We learn from the Thyiisapu A that the 
termites had attacked the door frames of the temple on 
815 ASvina Sukla 9 iidityaviira. Tlle termites in course of time 
had eaten the wooden frames of other parts of the structure. 
The temple was going to topple down. 

The account of rebuilding of the temple of PaSupatingtha 
on this occasion is also given by the Thylsaplc F with more 
details. 

According to the Thyiisapu A '817 KBrtika krgna 13 
sv f i l i . . . . . . .  this day the finial on the top of the temple of 
Paiu~atillatha was taken out and the temple structure was 
broken. On Pausa krjna 6 hastl ... ... . the new construction 
began. Five days later on the day of ekiidaii ... .... the door 
frames were set up. Later in the month of Chaitra on 
k W a  6.-.-.., Kotjcihuti was begun with the lighting of fire. 
On Vaiiakha Sukla 1 I . . .  ... the finial was placed on the temple, 
a garland-like gold chaiu was offered, there was the great 
bath and also the great sacrifice (rnahiivali) flagstaffs came up. 
On lyestha Sukla 9. . .  .. . Kotj.Bhrtti was completed, after four 
days both the king and the queen mother returned. Their 
EOming back was ceremonial.' 

The dates given by the l7h~7Gsapu F o n  these occasions 
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are the same. I t  has an additional passage to say that  the 
ceremony marking the completion of the yajn'a was attended 
by the other two kitlgs of the Valley. The priest received 
a pair of pearls, 2 tolas of gold and one horse. 

Riddhilakgmi offered a grand piijl to Lord Niiriyana 
of Cbldgu in the bright fortnight of Phalguna, the account of 

which has already been told. It was done on a very lavish 
scale with bounteous gifts to  the priests and the needy. 
A similar ritual of  pOjH as  much grand was performed by the 
queen mother to please Lord PaSupatinPtha during the dark 
fortnight of Chaitra in 8 17. The Thyrlsapu A (f .  89) describes 
the performance thus. 'on SahvPt Chaitra k n r a  6 rniila 
n a k ~ a t r a  paligha yoga Su kraviira, this day, the Kotylihu t i  a as 
begun. the fire on the altar was lit that day; Va;ilkhfl 
Sukla 11 utfaraphiilguni nak~a t ra  vjcighiita yoga budhavfira, 
this d a y .  a new finial was placed on the temple of ~aiupal i -  
nltha,  then a sviinamiilij, and then a tikini; after this 

mahasniina was done, then took place the rnahbvali. The 
Kotycihuti came to an end on J y e ~ t h a  jukla 9 zrttaraphbkufli 
naksatra htddhi  yoga budhovcira. Four days later king 
SI i Sri BhiipHlendramalla and queen mother ~iddhilakemi 
came back to thz palace in a procession. 

Even if it meant physical discomforts Riddhilakgmi spared 
no pains when she had to respond to the call of her devotion 
to the deities made. She visited shrines which were not 
easily accessible. She lived in auslerity as she was required 
to do in preparation for a piijH, and no matter what time the 

rilual took she rendered her duty unflinchitlgly, ~iddhilakgm~ 
again suffered from no inhibition while she tried to be 
courteous to the Brihmanas. She was proverbially libera' 
in offering gifts to them. After all, she was the mother of a 
king w h o  by long standing tradition revered the gods* 
Brshmanas and cows. 

She undertook an arduous and risky journey for pikri* 
mage. We know from the I'lryirsaprr A that 'on Sall~a1 8j4 

Sruvana Slr  kla saplomi sviiti nak~atra  b!hasporivdra 
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Bhapilendramalla and queen mother Ridd hilakgn~i along 
with 3 Thakujus (collaterals) started on pilgrimage to Nila- 
kaptha (Gosainthan) and they came back after 15 days' (f. 84). 
There were other acts of piety done by her. but we may not 
enumerate them all her. 

In the absence of further information we do not know a t  
wha t  age Riddhilakgmi had become a regent. Pgrthivendra- 

malla had died at about the age of 25. So it seems that she 

bad ruled Nepal while in the full bloom of her youth. 
Riddhilaksmi was an energetic personality. She must have  
been physically sound to undertake the trip to  Gosainthan. 
which is approached with extreme difficulty through a hazar- 
dous footpath across high mountains. She was also an astute 
politician who had run the government of the country without 
opposition for several years. She must have beell possessed 
great ability indeed to be able to  rule strongly the Kathmandu 
principality as she did. She had waded to power all by her- 
self and maintained it in the same way. In fact she effectively 
controlled all parties and cliques. and all of them looked to. 
her for their own rise to prominence. Such w a s  Riddhilabsmi,. 
she stands as a unique personality of the age i n  the history 
of Medieval Nepal. 

It is interesting to note that her daughter-in-law was to 
wield similar powers in the next reign, the latter a!so func- 
tioning as regent during the minority of her so~ l .  

Since Riddhilak,yl~i's disappearance from the scene, 
Bhapllendrarnalla assumed de facto powers, and reigned 
three years and some months without anybody's guidance 
until he died in early 821, 

Since he was now a king in fact Bhiip~lendrarualla began 
to dream of becoming a fighter and conqueror. 

Even about a ).ear earlier he was leading attacks on 
Bhatgaon. 

We know from the Thydsapu A that 'on the day of Sar?vaf 
816 Chaitra Sukla pournanli oAglro,firra. isolat irlg Bhatgaon~ 
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the two pri~lces of Patan and Kathmandu made peace. Five 
days after this event, on the day of Paiichami miila nak~alra 
adityaviira (Sunday) there was an attack on 0bh; and Patan's 

DHtimhakuar. Raiku BhSju's son and others it~cluding the 
PramHqas with 34 men of Kathmandu had participated, but 
the invaders were checkmated on the way, and then men of 
Bhatgaon repulsed the attack and took seven villages ( f .  86). 
The Thyasapu A further states on Sarhvat 819 Miipha Slrkla 
ekiidaii angiiraviira, peace prevailed between Patan and 
Bhatgaon, because Kathmandu had been isolated; to attack 
Thimi went Bhiipiilendramalla i n  person but Bhatgaon's 
Miramha juju came, stayed for  the whole of the night, and 
next morning at early hours repulsed the attack' (1. 92). 

These two passages show that Bhiipiilendramalla under= 
took expeditions to earn glories of military cooquest. !h.~le- 

times he hi~uself led the expedition. He seems to have failed 
to attain the objective, and consequently the reputation of a 
conqueror might be denied to him. But even had he achieved 
the capture of Thimi, there was no guarantee that this would 
not change hands again. 

After all these military engagements were not in~ended to 
bring permanent possessions of territories for the conqueror, 
as  in their very nature they only meant harassment to the 
losing side while no idea of permanent bold on the territory 
occupied was either meant or possible. 

Patan and Kathmandu remained friends hereafter as lollg 
as BhiipHlendramalla lived. Since Laksrniniirayap died 
Kathmandu had ceased to be aggressive. This led to a state 
of amity and concord among the three rulers of the ValleY- 
However, on that account Kathmandu's relation with Bhat- 
gaon had not taken a steady course, sometimes they became 
friends, but a t  other times the relations were strained- It 
appears that since Bhiipatindra became king in Bhatgaon. the 
rulers of  Patan and Kathmandu combined to give him a 
battle, and their relation took a worse turn. But in 818 
Bhatgaon. Patan and Kathmandu seemed to pull together* 
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The agreemellt of NS 8 18 reached between them in regard to  
the activities of Kantu Ojhi (v ide  below. history of Patan) 
shows that there was on the part of each of these rulers 
awareness of the need to avoid mutual conflicts and quarrels. 

But a year later while Patan and Kathmandu unitedly invaded 
Thimi, the usual state of tension In their relationship had 
again returned. 

In a noting of a leaf of the ms. Siirasvata VyiikaranagO 
the writer states that on the day the work was begun. i.e. 
820 Miigha flikla ekiidafi mrgaiirii nak~a t ra  variyana yoga 
byhaspativiira. two men Sri Kavindra Bhsju and Siddhising 
were killed. We do not know what had led to their death. 
Perhaps these men were suspected of disloyalty to  the clique 
in power. But the noting is silent about the place where the 
incident took place. The writer is also obscure. If these 
were residents of Kathmandu, they might have fallen a prey 
to the wrath of the young king who had just asserted his 
authority. 

According to the Patan Darbar copper plate inscription 
of 818 there was an attempt on the life of ~ h ~ p ~ l e n d r a m a l l a  
by one Kantu OjhH who is condemned in the record as a 
notorious villain. The king was to  be assassinated in the 
circumstances of a conflict between Patan and Kathmandu. 
But the conspiracy was frustrated by a timely action. 

It appears from the Thyiisapu A that BhUpHlendra's death 
followed cr ta in  occurrences which cast evil forebcding. 
It notes these under different date lines. Samvat 819 VuiSiikha 

13 pra 14 bharani ndgatra.  bndhaviira, this day. the 
pinnacle on the stfipa of Syengu fell down being hit by a 
hurricane (f. 95). 

Salvat 821 Kiirtika Sirkla ekiidafi somnvlira at night. a 
noise came out of Sri 3 PaSupati (f. 96). 

Solvat 821 Kariilia Jukla chaturdaii byhaspativlra, this 
day, at Sahiriti, four pigs entered the name of NandikeSvara 
through the drainage (f. 95) .  

9O In the possesoioa ot R~marliananda, Patan. 
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The king died some twenty days after the last occurrence. 
But we do  not know who this Nandikeivara was, if he was 
in  any way connected with the court, and if something 
occurring to  him did really affect the king. , 

Bhiipiilendra died while on pilgrimage in  India His death 
took place a t  a site midway between KHSi and AyodhyP. His 
body was cremated on the bank of the Ganges. 

I n  the inscriptions Bhiipiilendra is referred to as 
Mahariijddhiriija Sakalariija ChakriidhiS,lara. Of course, this 
royal epithet is conlmon for all the three kings. One of his 
coins has in the obverse Nepiileivararljendra (king of kings, 
lord of Nepal, Walsh, 111, 4 and another of NS 820 has 
Kavindra CIiiidiimani Sonzrdt (king of poets).g1 All these 
coins have for the first time in the history of Malla Nepal 
the symbols of A~tamahgala in the diagram, and Walsh is led 
t o  guess that the king was a devout Buddhist. His mothel's 
inscription of the Siva temple in frollt of  the Gaddibaijhak 
speaks of him as a devotee of Siva (BLI's 21). 

Essentially all rulers of Nepal subscribed to Saivism* 
BhepHlendra could not be an exception. Whatever be the 
nature of emblems in the coin BhijpHlerldra primarily followed 
the Saiva faith. I n  a ms. Prajfiiipiiramita (In the possession 
of Mahlbauddha vihlra) dated 817 Phiilgctna Sukla 15 he is 
given the title of Kavirdja iiromani. In the stone inscriplion 
commemorating the occasion of the conlpletion of the temple 
of ~ i v a  as  aforesaid, BkBpBlendra's talents were all acknow' 
ledged as those of a learned man. Seeing that this record 
belongs to 812, while he was only 12 years old, we can just 
wonder if the epithets used with his name did really mean 
what literally they conveyed. 

In the chronicle his death is mentioned to have 
on Kiirtika k g n  i troyodaii Wednesday of rhe year 821 while 

on pilgrimage lo AyodhyH. He died while be had proceeded 

91 K's colleclion. \\'alsh gives only a description (p. 727). 
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from Banaras at a place which was 4 days' distance from 
~ y o d h y ~ .  The chronicler writes that he di,:d in  Brahmancibha. 
In h ~ s  own country the funeral ceremolly was performed by 
burning his horoscope on Miigho Sukla 5 ,  as soon as the news 
lreactled Kathmandu and eight wives became sati. His last 
coin dates 820.*= We have an inscription" belonging to  his 
reign. which is dated NS 820 VaiSiikha Sudi chaturthi 
~ n g a f i r a  nak~atra atiganda yoge yathiikarana muhnrte 
Sukravasare. 

Both the Thycisapu A and B have passages giving informa- 
tion about the date and place of his death. The dates provided 
;by these sources all agree. 

According co the Thyiisapu B. Sarhvat 821 Kiirtika kmna 
Jama'vasyii somava'ra (Monday)  this day, at a place called 
Naihara Sri Sri Bhiil,ilendramalla expired, and Magha Sukla 
.paiichami iidityaviira, this day his horoscope was burnt. 
Eight women, among them one Riini, became Sati' (f .  8). 
It appears that he died while on pilgrimage at a site between 
Banaras and Ayodhya. The Thydsapu A gives the following 
information (f. 88): Sarizvat 820 XSvin rClikla chaturdd i  
m a t i  pra aSvivi nak~arra ah,qiiraviira this day  at night 
(Tuesday) RPja Bhiipiilendramalla left  for sacred bath in the 
Ganges (Gairgiisndna). He died on Kiirtika k r ~ n u  anziivasyl 
while on his way. On MBgha Sukla 5 his horoscope was 
burnt. and eight women. one of whom was a RBni. became 
Sa~i.  

The date of Bhiipiilendra's death as given by the ThyBsapu 
A and B is confirmed by a copper plate inscription of Yoga- 
narendramalla of 821 Mdgha k r ~ n a  6 somavka .  This inscrip- 
tion was set up  on the day when the Kot).hlluli was resumed 
after an interruption caused on account of the rlews of the 
.death of BhiipHlendra reaching Yoganarendramalla. The 
inscription says: BhOpalendra who had been on a pilgrimage 

92 Robert R .  M ichaud's collection. 
93 Harigaon, stone at the temple of  ~ a r r r d a ~ v i h i r ~ i  L a k ~ m i *  
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died in Brahmaniibha, and the news reached Pa t an  after2 
months and 5 days; on the very day the news was received, 
a funeral ceremony was observed, his horoscope was burnt 
on the pyre, and his wives also followed him as Sari; in  
accordance with the tenets of scriptures, on the 16th day of 
this ceremony fire u a s  relit on the sacrificial alter for the 

resumption of Kotya'hlcti (Inscription n. 107 in our Appendix), 

Reckoning back, the date of his death must occur 16 + 60-1-5 
=81 days earlier to the date of the inscription, An astrono- 
mer whom I have consulted tells me that this can be verified 
for Kirt ika k r ~ n a  arniivasya of 821. 

B ha'skaramalla 
(1'700-1714 A.D.) 

Bhaskaramalla is the next ruler. He became the ruler of 
KHntipur a t  the age of 4. He was born on Kbtika kl~rta 
pratipada rohini n a k ~ a t r e  SaniScharavcira of 817. The 
y'hyasapu A (f. 88) reported that there was a great rejoicing 
all over the city on that occasion. BhHskaramalla is a witness 
in a record of Bhiipslendra, which makes a grant of land to 

a Brahmana on 820 Chaitra Sudi 15. According to Wright 
and others he is the son of BhfipHlendra and he reigned for 
8 years from NS 815 to 822 (=I695 to 1702 A.D.). 

According to the Thylsaplr A (f.  101) the queen mother 
Bhuvanalak~mi performed the opening ceremony of the statue 
of her husband BhiipHlendramalla on 824 Phalguna Sukla 2 
uttarabhadra nakgatra Sukraviira on this very day the ~otyc ihul i  
was begun and completed on the loth, six days later. On 
the completion of the ~ G i i a  the queen mother and the king 
stayed in ChHdgu for 4 days. Then they came to Kathmandu* 
As they reached NaksHl the news of the death of the elephant 
Dalabhanjana was conveyed to them. They then walked to 
the palace. Obviously here is a reference to Bhuvanalak8mi 
as  queen mother, which again shows BhHskara as ~ h i i p b l e f l -  
dra's son. 
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Recently a manuscript of a drama composed in the name 

of Bhlskaramalla has come to my hand. We have here a 
piece of evidence for Bhiskaramalla being a son of BhIipC- 
lendramalla by Bhuvanalakgmi. BhHskaramalla is called 
there a son of Bhuvanalakemi (Bhuvanalakgmiputra). 

As an infant in arms Bhiskaramalla was being looked 
after by his mother who also controlled the affairs of Govern- 
ment. But we do not know anything about her associates 
who might have stood by her a t  the time. The chronicle 
speaks of Jhagal 'J'hiikur as a prominent personality of tbe 

day but it is hard to believe if he was so important until the 
time oi Mahindrasihha. His name figures in records only 
since 836. 

Bhiiskaramalla was a minor for the major part of his reign. 
A chronicle gives him a reign of 14 years beginning from 
821 NS. But the date of his reign given by all the other later 
chronicles is very f a r  from being exact. For his regnal dates 
we have the coins from Walsh (P l .  111, 5.6) dated NS 821 and 
818, the latter a quarter mohar, and another full mohar of 
the same date 821 (also one with a different design recently 
discovered now in the collection of Kesariraj). The  quarter 
mohar was in all certainty issued by his father for the love 
of his son to commemorate the occasion of the latter being 
formally :declared as the crown prince. The coin with date 
NS 821 must have been struck on the occasion of his crown- 
illg ceremony. As inscription traced by Bendall in EtkhH. 
Kathmandu (Journal, Intro. Pt. 111) is according to him dated 
(1698) NS 8189' (?). In this BhH is illegible but skaramalla 
is clear. but the speculation about the date figure is wrong- 
The date can never be 815. Probably it is 828. There are 
several inscriptions of his reign scattered in Kathmandu 
dating since 822, 

The Bhatgaon Darbar copper plate shows that on 823 

94 1 saw this inscription but many of the letters are peeled off* 
and it could be read with difficult)-. The dale figure is peeled offa 
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Sravana Judi 2 Bhaskaramalla had executed an agreement 
with Bhtipatindramalla. This should be an early record of 
his reign. There are others belonging to years following. 

We have more inscriptions dating NS 833, 834 and 835, 
:a fact which refutes the date of the chronicles about his death. 
The  royal address in all these reads exactly like that of the 
,two predecessors. The  date figure of the inscription at the 
Bell dedicated to  Taleju pushes his reign to  1713 September. 
October (834 AJvina Su kla mohii$tami). The Maitidevi stele 
(Kathmandu) is dated 832 ~ a i i i i k h a  Sukla 2 rohiyi nakptre 

SaniScharavbra mesa riiSi gata savitari bl~ariiSigata chandro 
masi. The last document of his reign is a stone inscription 
of Guchchatol (within Otu) in Kathmandu, which dales 835 
Kiirtika Su kla piirnimii krttikii nak~atre Seniviira bnd the 
great day of the lunar eclipse.B5 His reign seems to have 
 come to  an end prior to  December of 1715 A.D. because we 
have a record of the reign of Mahindrasimba dated NS 835 
.Pau$a k r ~ n a  k h a ~ t i  (December or January, 1716 A.D. Inscrip= 
.tion of the large Chaitya a t  Chiibe1).86 

We shall have occasion to discuss the question of identity 
(between BhPskaramalla and Mabindrasimha. 

Bhaskaramalla succeeded to the throne while h e  wasa 
baby. He died in his teens. I f  his role in history was of 
:little importance, we can understand it, 

Yet his reign was not without events. I t  was in 823 NS 
that  Bhatgaon was compelled to act acknowledging Kathg 
-mandu's lead in external affairs. 

We have the following information from the Thycisapu 
for the Brst 4 years of BhPskaramalla's reign. 

On Sarhvat 822 MdrggaSira f ukla saptami Sotabhi$ 

95 The text of this record is now published in a booklet of the 
.4rchaeological Department of the Government of Nepal. Purdtbtva' 
parra Sahgraha, VS 2016, pp, 6-8. 

96 Unpublished. Inscription n. 116 iu our Appendix. 
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noksatra aigaravlsara, this day. Sri 3 Padupati bled. and 
blood came out of the Jaladhiiri t o  flow through its regular 
channel to Bsgmati, about 2 pounds of blood Was seen ( £ 0  49). 

On Sahvat 822 Mlgha Sukla daiami rohini pra mlgasira 
vaidhlti yoga iidityaviira. this day, at  Kv~thanigvala.  Sri 3 
GarudanHrHyana's temple caught fire which spread to  the 
pinnacle and the upper storey was completely gutted (f. 49). 
Sarhvat 822 Bhiidra k r ~ n a  chaturdaii iidityaviira. this day. 
Gajahera elephant died (f. 99). 

On Sahvat 822 Miigha Sukla ekiida8i iidityaviira. this day. 
Sri 3 VIsuki bled. and Magha klgna 2 SanaScharaviira. Sri 
Paiupati also bled. the blood was seen in both the cases 
through the Jalahari (f. 100). 

On Sarizvat 825 Kiirtika kgna  8 BhQkaramalla offered a 
new pinnacle to the temple of Talcju (f,  102). 

On SaAvat 825 ASvina Sukla pratipadii navariitra began. 
On soptomi there was a heavy rain the goddess came down 
to the terflporary shrine next day. she went up to the temple 
on dafami. 

We have already referred to  Bhuvanalak$mi's trip to  
CbP6gu in 824 where she set up a statue of her late husband. 
according to the Thyiisapu B. 

Bhlskaramalla was present at the car festival of Machhen- 
dranatha in JyHvara i n  J y e ~ t h a  825. 

It appears that the Tkyasapu A has nothing significant 
19 take notice of. i t s  omission of the agreement Kath- 
mandu struck with Bhatgaon in 823 is surprising. 

In 1715 A.D. the Nepalese branch of the Tibetan mission 
of the Capuchins was opened in Kathmandu. Priests attached 
'0 the same were Father Francois Felix de Moro and Father 
Anthony Marie de Gesi. More priests arrived in Kathmandu 
from Lhasa. as they had to run away for their life due to 

persecution by the Tibetan authorities. But even from there 
Ihey were forced to flee on account of the terrible persecution 

11 
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stirred by the Briihmanas (Levi, I, 101).P7 Father Desideri 
of the  Jesuit branch arrived in Kathmandu from Lhasa i n  
January, 1722 A.D. Another missionary (Capuchin) Father 
Horace de Penna came d o w ~ l  to Nepal from Tibet in  1732 
A.D. 

Probably a£ ter Bhtipiilendra's death Yoganarendramalla 
maintained a conciliatory attitude towards Kathmandu. 
BhiipBlendra and Yoganarendramalla were allies since the 
former came of age. The Thyiisapu C reports that Bhsskara- 
malla and his mother attended the mortuary rites performed 
in connection with the death of Yoganarendra on 826 Klrtika 
iukla  12. About this time both Patan and Kathmandu were 
passing through critical days because of the minority of the 
monarchs on the throne. But Bhatgaon a t  the sametime had 
tbe advantage of having a very able and ambitious adult 
monarch on the throne. who did not fail to exploit the 
situation in the two capitals. 

But we find from a copper plate inscription of Bhatgaon 
that two years before Yoganarendramalla died. Bhiipatindra* 
malls had come to terms with Kathmandu and it then 
appeared that Patan was isolated. The importance of tlie 
agreement between Kathmandu and Bhatgaon lay in the fact 
that Bhapatindramalla had accepted Kathmandu as an ally 
to  the disadvantage of Patan, Let us now look into the 
terms of the agreement. 

Ou 823 Sriivana Sudi 2 Bhiipatindramalla and BhHskara' 
malls agreed to maintain peace between the two kingdoms- 
Each pledged 'not to harbour ill-will against the other, not to 

ever think of doing harm in any circumstances. ~athmandu 

was to  keep company of Bhatgaon, If there was to b e a  
negotiation between kings, Kathmandu should be leading ; 
wicked people might try to cause friction. but the two parties 
should act discreetly in unison. They should share profit 
allci loss by mutual consultation. A security of Rupees 36.0i0 

97 Italiarti Missionari, etc. Vol. 11, Pt. I l l ,  pp. 150 ff. 
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had been deposited to guarantee the compliance by parlies 
of the provisions of the agreement. I n  the circumsta~lces of 

breach by any party, whatever the Khasa and Magar Omraos 
plundered of him, this was justified. The  eyewitnesses present 
in  the Darbar while the agreement was signed were 
the BrHhmanas Yogidisa UpHdhy 3. Balakryna Josi. NHrHyana 

UpHJhyl. Manikantha IJpPdhyH, Ki lu  UpHdhyH and Yadu 
U p i d h y ~ ,  other witnesses were Virabhadra ThiipH. Kaladhara. 
Abhiju. Dlmodara ThipH, Amarasing Kuar. and Krtjan 
Khadga'. 

The agreement added, yet one more provision Bhatgaon 
was not to allow passage to Patan unless Kathmandu's 
concurrence was obtained. 30 thum khets i n  JySrnir Lagarche 
are again provided as security. I n  case Kathmandu broke 
with Bhatgaon, the two Briihruana eyewitnesses Pra jHpati 
U p ~ d h y a  and Sukadeva UpHdhjB will share the yield between 
them. For 12 years since 823 Sriivana Sudi 2 Kathma~ldu and 
Bhatgaon should live tagelher in  peace. they should no! be 
divided. T l ~ e  witnesses to the copper  late are ViSvanlbhara 
BhHju. Jayogramalla and BrahmanZrHyana BliHju. 

The chronicle slates that Bh~patindramalla was responsible 
for the death of Yogatlare~ldramalla in early 826. The latter 
had gone to Chi igu  to launch an attack on Bhatgaon whose 
ruler had colltrived to poison the tobacco the Patan ruler 
Smoke. But men from Kathmandu had suddenly attacked 
Patan, while it was mourning. As against this, Kathmandu's 
ruler attended the mortuary rites performed after the death of 
Yoganarendramalla. 

But Bhiipa~indramalla had offered to put t iki i  to Lokapra- 
kgia. so it appeared that relation between Patan and Bhat- 

was better than what it was between Kathmandu and 
Patan. 

Bhaskaramalla was for a long time kept urder his mother's 
tutelage. This was but natural because for the most part of 
his reign he was a minor. He died as soon as  he atlained 
majority at the age of 18, 
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We d o  not hear much about Bhuvanalakgmi from the 
chronicles. She set up  i n  ChBAgu a group of gold statues ot 
her husband Bhfipiilendramalla and herself on Sahvat 824 
Phiilguna Bukla dvitiyd uttarabhldra nak~atre Bukla goge 
Su kra~iira.~8 

I t  appears that in spite of the agreement of 823 Kath- 
mandu had not acted against Patsn siding with Bhatgaon, 
But it took more than 2 years before they appeared as allies 
for a common purpose. A noting in a ms. copy of Slirasvata. 
vylkaranagg says that on 828 Rjiidha vaddhi 6 Kathmandu 
and Patan patched up their quarrel. 

The Thyiisapu C also noted that Bhiiskaramalla with his 
mother attended the last rites of Yoganarendramalla. This 
shows that the royal family of Kathmandu had acted on the 
traditional manner to present themselves during the funerary 
observance of the death of neigbbouring country's ruler who 
was also their near relative. But this also proves that there 
was no hostility existing between the two parties at the time 
of Yoganarendra's death. If the people of Kathmandu had 
behaved, they have done so a t  the instigation of authorities 
who wanted to take advantage of the situation in Patan* 
Perhaps as is suggested by the chronicle. the ministers wanted 
their own king to be seated on the throne in Patan. 

The ceremony was also attended by her son, the king. who 
was then a child. In  828 she installed two gold images of 
Lakgmi on each side of the door of the shrine of Talegu at the 
h/lulchok inside the palace compound, and she had her name 
inscribed on the waist band of the image. 

Who are the other persons controlling the 
during the minority of Bhiiskaramalla? This is again a very 
difficult question to answer. For lack of any information 
on the subject we are unable to say as definite at  this stage* 
But one name which appears as a witness in the copper plate 

98 Satiskrit  Sanddshn,  I .  6. p. 38 
99 In the possessian o l  Eisvaradhara  Sharma .  
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agreement of 823 stands prominent in this period. This name 
is  Sri ViSvambhara BhHju. It might be that this Viivambha- 
raju is the same person as Guru ViSvambhara who had 

ad~llinistered dik@man~m to BhiipHlendra on 812 (see above). 
The Capuchin Fathers who had visited Nepal at  the time have 
said that the Guru was something acting as  Chief Minister. 
Now we can take it that ViSvambhara was the Chief Minister 
i n  Kathmandu since Bbiiskaramalla began his reign. The Guru 
carried considerable influence in the royal family and in 
collsequence might have been appointed as the Chief Minister, 
We do not know more about ViSvambhara than the fact of his 
being as witness in his king's treaty with another principality. 
Because the other party has the king's uncle as  the witness. 
the importance cf ViSvambhara can be imagined. 

I t  was somewhat in the chronicle that throughout 
BhIskaramallaYs reign one Jhapal TbPkur was the most 
powerful man in the kingdom. But there is no evidence of 
Jhagal Thiikur appearing anywhere in the picture before 
NS 836. 

BIlHskaramalla had weakness for high sounding titles like 
his forefathers. He also called himself proficierlt in all 
aspects of learning including music. The coin has as epithet 
NePlleSvara, Girindra meaning the lord of Nepal and lord 
of the mountains, 

For want of more information we are unable to write 
about Bhiiskaramalla's reigo. Unfortunately. so far  no 
details of his life and career are available from a Th~asaPu 
'*oting or colophon stateolcnts. In respect of his reign the 
chronicle makes confusion worse confounded as it goes to 
identify him with Mahindrasi&ha who had succeeded him- 
Thus altogether BhHskaramalla passes as an obscure monarch 

he reigned for full 14 years. 

The chronicle attributes BhHskara's death to an epidemic 
of a plague which broke out io the Valley. and preyed UPon 
numerous lives. Earlier, accordilig to a noting in a ms. copy 
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of Tirthaylitra on 826 he had an attack of small-pox on N o t p  
J y e ~ f h a  vadi 2. According to a chronicle he died on Pau~u 
Sudi 9. 835 NS. All the later chroaicles with the exception 
of one just cited state that he died in NS 842. But these 
chronicles confuse the identity of BhHskaramalla with that of 
Mahindrasirbha and pass them as one .person. I t  is said that 
the epidemic of plague lasted for 7 years beginning from 1735 
A.D. and this took a very great toll of human lives, which 
accounted for 18,714 deaths. We shall find that all the later 
chronicles repeat the mistake of identifying Bhlskaramalll 
with Mahindrasirbha in one way or another and it was esseom 
tial for them to  prolong the visitation of plague to make i t  
appear that Mahindrasihha died in  842 NS. 

Tha report of the epidemic is also provided in the accoufll 
of  Father Freyer who had come to visit Nepal in May of 
1716 after bidding goodbye to Father Desideri in  ~ i b e t l ~ ~ o f l  
the 16th of April and having walked the distance for 42 day" 
He  reports that 'in less than three months the numberof 
corpses burnt was close to twenty thousand.' The epidemic 
must have lasted for at least 2 years, 

BhSskaramalla was succeeded by ~ahindrasikb. 
According to the 2 page fragment of the Newari chronicle he 

belonged to the 7th generation in the line of sivasimha 
through his daughter. The chronicle states that he was ins. 
tailed on the throne mainly due to the efforts of ~ b a ~ ~ '  
Thakura who was by that time risen to the august and power' 
ful  post of the Chief Minister. 

With BhHskaramal!a9s death ended the line of ~ a k ~ a m a l l ~  
on the male side in the kingdom of Kathmandu. Because 
he had died without a male heir to succeed him. the throne 
now went to a persoil who possessed his title to the throne 
through his mother. Uptill Bhaskaramalla, the throne WaE 

retained through succession from father to son, even tboug b 

100 Appendix t o  the Account of Tibet by Desideri, p. 360. 
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at one iustance the heir could not claim a legitimate birth. 

We shall find that in Patan the same case had occurred with 
Yogatiarendramalla's death in early 826 NS. I t  was only in 
Bhatgaon that al; uninterrupted successio~l through a son 
had been maintainsd until while the kingdom was conquered 
by Prthviniiriiyana Shah of Gorkhg, 

Mahindrasihha (1714-1722 A.D.) 

Now we come to the reign of Mahindrasimha. Never 
before we come across his name in a document. He suddenly 
comes into picture after the death of BhBskaramalla. 

The king's name is spelt both as Mahindrasimha and 
Mahendrasimha in records. As the coin has Mahindra- 
sirhha, and there are more documents showing this spelling 
we have followed the spelling as  it is there. 

Bhiiskaramalla had died childless. About Dfimodaramalla, 
the witness in his PaSupati grant (copper plate of NS 834 
Chaitra) nothing is known.'Ol Was he a brother or a son 
of BhZiskara, who died in his life time. This is an  isolated 
document mentioning Dgmodaramalla. Jayavira Mahindra- 
simha has been omitted by the later chronicles. All of them 
without the exception of the two have taken Mahindrasimha 
as the same person as BhBskaramalla. The  exceptions 
are. ( 1 )  the chronicle in my possession and ( 2 )  its 
rescension in  the possession of one (Itihasa PrakiiSa, I, p. 73) 
gentleman it) Kathrnandu.lo2 

Mahindrasihha ruled also over Patan. He became its 
king since 837 while the throue was rendered vacant on the 
death of Hrddhinarasimha. 

According to Wright he succeeded Yoganarendramalla. 
Walsh suggests thathlallindrasifiha was a king of Kathmandu 
and did not rule over Patan1°3 or even if he had ruled that 

101 Inscription n. 118 ia our  Appendix. 
102 ltilllisa Prakisa, I ,  p.  73 
103 Coinage of Nepal, p. 698. 
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area it must have been sometime between 829 and 835NS. 
But both Walsh and Wright's chronicler are far from being 
right. Wright makes contradictory statemeo ts.lo4 At one 
place he states that BhiipBlendra was also called Mahindra- 
malla and he had died in NS 814. But at another place he 
goes to say that Mahindramalla (Mahipatendra) was also a 
ruler of Patan and he died in NS 842. I do not think that  
we are able to conclude anything out of these mutually 
contradictory views of the chronicler about ~ahiudrasimha's 
reign. We have coins in the name of Mahindrasihha (Walsh, 
111. 9. 8. 10). The first coin which dates 835 (Walsh wrongly 
read as 836) is a definite proof of the fact that Mahiodrasimha 
began his reign in 835. His second coin of 837 has the 
Buddhist emblem of Agtarnafigala and the legend K a r u ~ f i m a ~ a  
(Walsh, 111. 8). There is no doubt that this was intended for 
the circulation in Patan. Walsh is wrong to say that his reign 
in Patan came between NS 829 and 835. He obviously 
collfuses Vira Mahendramalla with Mahindrasirbha. The 
former's coin of 829 Walsh ascribes to Mahindrasimha and 
it is quite wrong of him to have done so. As we shall observe 
later the ruler known as Vira Mahendramalla was a son 
of the Patan ruler Yoganarendramalla by a wife l i v w  i n  
Tanhou and he was a child king for the five years (829-835 
NS) he ruled over that region. We have a separate coin in 
his name, which dates 829. He cannot be the same person 
as Mahindrasimha who acceded the throne in 835 NS. The 
former never ruled over Kathniandu. 

Mahindrasimha has numerous inscriptions and colophons 
of his reign extending from 835 to 841 NS. All these will be 
cited a little later. He is also mentioned in many ThyfisaPu 
notings of the day as a king playing his role. Such records 
are available also in Patan between NS 837 and 841. The 
records in Patan provide authentic evidence of his reign in  
this principality for the duration of time covered by the 

104 Wright, Second edition, p. 135. 
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documents. A stone inscription of the temple of Gat?eSa i n  
Chibe\ locality in the vicinity of Deopatan to its north notes 
under date 840 VaiSdkha h k l a  10 ~l taraphQlgun i  nak$tre 
vaira yoge Jukravdsare the reign of Mahindrasimha prevailing 
both i n  Kathmandu and Patan with Kazi Jhagal Tllakura a s  
minister (Jambudvipe ...... ...... Sri Sri Yambu h i  Y a z a n  Sri Sr i  
Mahindrasifihadevasja Kdz i  Jhagala ThBkulasa velasa). The 
inscription records the celebration of the repairing of 
temple of GaneSa. But we know that ~ a h e n d r a l n a l l a  of 
Patao had died in 835 and one more reign had intervened 
between him and Mahindrasimha. 

As for taking Bhiiskaramalla and Mahindrdsimha as one 
person, we have to know that neither the records of Bhiskara- 
malls nor those of Mahindrasikha have even distantly 
suggested any kind of affinity between the two names. Each 
name stands by itself in the record. If it was otherwise the 
two names shou!d have appeared together in one record. To 
add to this, the records of Mahiudrasimha follow those ~f 

Blliskararnalla in time sequence. while the latter's documents 
stop with the Guchcha!ol inscription of 835 Kdrt ika ,  the 
former's start with the Dhanju stella of 835 Pau,sa k r ~ n a  6 
(Inscription no. 119 in our Appendix). 

Tllus i t  w~l l  appear that our Mahindrasirhha has nothing 
to do with Mahendramalla of Patan and with his distant 
identity he cannot also be confused with BllLskaranlalla. 
H1s first documenti is an inscription of 835 Pauja k q n a  k h a ~ t i  

nak~a t re  Sukormayogu Su kra\*iira ( $ 1  i Sri Mahindra-  
sidhadevatnalla Mahdrd jd pra b h u  thii kurasa vijc1)arajye). This 
rec'rd cotnmemorates the occasion of setting u p  a Dharma- 
dhi lB  ill the area by sevlkhalaka. A ms. preserved in the 
Darba r  Library (n. 111. 238). A bhidh6,rottaraSatalartt (a c o p y )  
has i n  the colophon : S a h v o t  835 Btradra krgza 3 / s v a s f i  Sri 
Bhdnrrvak~f irnavo jdfa chandro v o i p o k ~ o  rnirrarigo rnlgendra 
" p a  sohhfiraSlsti st hiti sumsaraje sardgata Sri rr!-pama &i 2% 

Mahendrasifihadeva tasy.1 vijayardjye Sri  K i i~ tamanQapa-  
talu mhla mahdvihare etc. 
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It is suggested that Mahindrasimha, the man who ruled 
both Kathmandu and Patan was a chief of Dolkhii (No.2 
District of East Nepal) and he was brought to rule over 
Kathmandu by efforts of Jhagal ThHkur and on the death of 
HyJdhioarasimha on J y e ~ t h a  klgna omcivasyl of 837 he was 
a lso declared king of Patan by the powerful nobility agai~ist 
fierce opposition. But for Patan he was just a ruler in  name 
with visits as rare as suited the convenience of the king 
.makers. 

There is a legend in Dolkhg that one of their rulers by 
name Mahindrasi&ha reigned in Kathmandu. The fragment 
-of the Newari chronicle calls him a descendant ol Sivasimha 
in  the seventh generation. 

As appears from his coin Mahindrasimha did not adopt 
'the suffix Malla after his name. But the Malls name ending 
appears in some inscriptions of his reign, However. his 
official records show few instances of adopting the Malls 
name ending. H e  certainly came of a stock which was 
different from the main stock of the ruling Malla family. He 
was just a relation of them through a daughter. One cbroniO 
cle calls him a pure SUryavatpSi. This is supported by all 
inscriptions, Undoubtedly he called himself ~iiryavalpi~l  
A n  inscription belonging to his reign at  Chabahil Chait)a has 
Malla after his name.105 (Srj Sri ~ ~ h i n d r a s i f i h a d e v a 1 1 1 ~ I I ~  
AdahiirGjii prabhu {hdkurasa vijayarajye). This record corn' 
memorates the occasion of setting up  a DllarrnadhHte 1 1 1  the 

a r ra  by SevBkhalaka. I n  a ms. Dhijra~isaizgraha of 8J9 
Dhiidra S~lkla the royal name bears the ending Malla, l ~ e ~ d l ~  

Svara Jaya Mahindrasifihamalladeva.106 This title Molldl 

could be however, a courtesy reference to any royal personage 
From a copper plate inscription (I~ihiisa PrakBSa, Val. 11 2.3 
part)'" i t  appears that king Mahindrasihha had ulade a .Paul 

I05 Unpublished. 
1106 Camb. Add. 1326, CBMC, p. 49. 
107 P. 457. dated 841 Clloirra vadi 2. The line runs 
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of free hold of land situated somewhere near Okhaldhubgi 
(East No. 3 District) to a BrAhmana. This suggests that even 

while ruling over Kathmandu he had not relinquished hold 
over his own domain in the East. 

The inscription belonging to Jaya Vira Mahindrasimha's 
reign provide an unchallengeable evidence to tally with that 
of the coins. His identity is also fully elucidated. We have 

also reliable documents to push his date further down to 1721 
A.D. The copper plate inscription of GorakhnHtha belonging 
to his reign is dated 841 RSvin vadi 5=October 1721 A. D. 
The fact of his continuing to rule till late 1721 must finally 
dismiss the wrong notion about his identity with BhZskara- 
nlalla and Mahendramalla who died in 1715 and 1714 A, D. 
respectively . 

He has the same prajasti (royal address) as that of his 
predecessors, Nrpendramalla and others. calling himself 
Raghuvadsiivatara and Raghukulatilaka and his family's 
Igiadevata is MBneSvari the same goddess as adored by all 
the descendants of Jaya Sthitimalla.lo8 It is clear that he 
did not presume to claim a separate dynastic origin to himself. 
We also notice in his prafasti, expression like Hindudhvaja 
Nephleivara and Santra$ chiiddmani. Hindudhvaja is a new 
title for this age. There is further the expression svavikramo- 
~arjita viirawkara samudbh~ta  gajendrapati which literally 
means one who had sat on the king of elephants conquered 
by his own prowess. This probably intended to convey the 
impression that he exacted tributes i n  elephants from the 
Raja of Tanhou or MackwHnpur, which the chronicle also 
has noted.log He also bears the title of Gajapatillo in some 
i~lstances, 

f a ~ a j a ~ a l i p a l t a  virgjamg,la, This illscription has  also ( : l ! 0 1 l 7 l l d r a s i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
lankf i  2300 a d  drrta sdlcpi l agn j jaya~nal la )  

108 See all inscriptions of the period. 
109 Inscription of Gorakhanstha as above.  
110 Inscription at PihbahBl. n. 126 in our Appendix. 
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In Patan his documents are much lin~ited as compared to 

those available in Kathmandu. A stone inscription at Konti- 
bahsl standing on the ground close to a Chait ja in front o f  
the main shrine commemorates the setting up of an image of 

Aksobha in the reign of Mahindrasimha and while Jhafal 
Thakur was a minister (Sri  Sri Sri Mahindradevasithhadevas).a 
rc i j~e  mantri lhagara thiikura velasa etc). The date is 818 
Chaitra mcisa Sukla p a k ~ e  arigavcisare a ~ t a m i  tithau. 

A stele at  Bhiiichhebahiil has 839 Miigha krgna amiivas~lrm 
tithau fata bhigii na k ~ a t r e  suryagriisa dine Siva~qoge ijdityava- 
sure Lalifapure nagare Sri Mahmdrasifihadeva riijycidhikire. 
At the date mentioned a temple to house the irnagesof 
Buddha. Dhamma and Sadpha was completed and the uletal 
roofs were plated with gold. (2) At Pimbahil with date figure 
842 Jyegtha mBse Sukla dvitiyii mygaSirl nakjatre iidityarfisore 
...Mahciriiji Sri Gajapati Mahindru~irirhurnaradeva prabhu 
t h a k ~ r a  raja juva. etc, etc. His first coin dates 835 (Walsh* 
111. 9 wro~lgly read 836). His second coin dating 837 (Walshl 
111- 8) was issued on the occasion of his becoming the killg of 
Patan. A stray leaf which is an invitation for sarn).uk dafla 
ceremony performed at KvabahHl has amongst other details 
Safivar 839 Miigha n~dst .  k g n a  pakge an~iivasj.ijn~ t~lhau 
Sara bhijii n a k ~ a t r e  Sivay oge nagakarane cidityaviisare rdhu 
grasfe diviikare chinliit~lanirniitna kurnbha parvvani and a 
little later Sri Kii,rtipuriidhipati Sri Rd Ptu Pbh Nepcileivflra 
slnzantaraja Sirabhiisono ravikura tiraka ~o~lurnaddhvaia  sri 
machchhri Sri Mal~indrasihhudevas)a prafdp6rjita Sri Lalila- 
paltat~e m a / ,  iinagare. 

By the expression pratiipiirjite, the scribe intends to convey 
a meaning that Patail was ruled by Mahindrasimha by virtue 
of his prowess, and not by legal rights of inheritance. 

According to  the chronicle Mahindrasikha died of an 
epidemic on 11 vadi of Bhiidra of 812. I t  is clear that the 
later chronicles had to invent a story of prolonged visitation 
of an epidemic to make it appear that ~ a h i n d r a s i a h a  had 
died of it. Actually it was Bhlskaramalla who died of plague 
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in  early 835.  he fact of a prolonged seize of the Nepal 

Valley by an epidemic is reported by Father Freyer who 
came to Nepal in mid 837 NS. We can imagine that this 
continued to illfest Nepal for son~etime more. But while 

Father Desideri was here in January, 1722 A. D. nothing of it 
was seen. So I do not think that it is right to  attribute 
Mahindrasihba's death to the same epidemic which visited 
Nepal in 835. As is suggested by the Jesuit Father. Mahin- 
drasirhha died in all probability in late NS 842. His last 

available document is an inscriptionlll of 842 J y e ~ t h a  fukla 2 
'(see the paragraph preceding). H e  was succeeded by 
Jagajjayamalla whose coin dated 842. Walsh read it as 852 
(111.11). This reading of the date figure is, however, in- 
correct. The correct reading should be 842, the figure 2 
being quite clear. The date figure 842 is also prominent in 
the quarter mohar issued in the name of Bumudinidevi along 
with Jagajjaya (111. 13). Jagajjaya's first available inscription 
giveshim full royal titles and is dated 842 Magha iukla  
ekiidaji. 

I n  one of his coins Mahindrasimba has got engraved in 
the obverse the legend of Mahindralak~mi (Walsh. 111. 10). 
But nothing more particular is known about this lady. She 
is probably his wife. The coin which is dated 838 is a quarter 
.mohar. 

Jhagal Thgkur was the most important 6pure of the day 
in the administration while Mahindrasimba reigned. This 
man continued to be in power for some years also in the 
time of Jagajjayamalla. We have seen how his rule was 
meotioned along with the reign of the king in several 
documents of the day. No doubt he was the real power 
behind the throne. 

In Mahindrasihha's time the forefathers of the now 
handfu l  of the Muslim settlers in Kathmandu seem to have 
made their entry being called by the ruler to serve as musi- 

111 Inscription n. 125 in our Appendix. 
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cians, scent manufacturers, and bangle suppliers for the court. 
I t  was said that the presence of these persons went to offend 
religious susceptibility of the mass of the people. who were 
all Hindus and there were some disturbances but the inter. 
vention of the ruler saved the new settlers from molestation, 
and later on there was a reconcilement. so that the Muslims 
could live in peace. 

How far the chronicle's statement about the replacement 
of Jhagal Thiikur by a Muslim Chief Minister can be taken 
seriously is a moot question. According to the chronicle 
there was a revolt of the entire populace, high and low, 
Pramiinas and Khasas against this action of the king, and 
the Muslims were beheaded all except five of them who theu 
left the 'country. 

Father Desideri who happened to be in Kathmandu somec 
time in January 1722 A.D. (=Pauaa, N S  842) writes to 
corroborate the above account when he notes the following 
facts about the king of the principality : While he was an 
infant this king's mother and ministers emptied the state 
treasury by squandering money. But as soon as he came of 
age the king imprisoned his mother and her associates and 
stopped the drainage. This king had a son by his eldest wife* 
The fact of a successor, however, was resented by a section 
of his noblemen who entertained a secret desire to set UP a 

nominee of their own for the throne. But as long as the 
legitimate issue was spared. this could not happen. So all 
sorts of threats and ,pressures were applied to  get the son 
the king removed from the scene. The king himself lived in 
dread of 11fe for most part of  the time. At one stage life 
seenled so miserable to him that he killed his own son and 
abandoned his wife with a declaration not to  go to bed with 
her to avoid begetting another heir to the throne. In an 
attempt to strengthen his defence he brought from  ind dust ha^ 
a large number of Muslims who were employed in his retifluem 
But this irritated the nobility all thz more. Some of them 
revolted against him. A conspiracy was hatched up to poison 
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him to death. But it was discovered in time. An informer 

told the king in the nick of time, that the betel (piin) which 
was going to be offered to him contained poison. The king 

not wholly believing him yet threw the piin to  a goat nearby, 
which chewing met with an instantaneous death. But this 
was not the end of the sordid machinations. Mutineers 
pillaged the countryside, and the king often felt harassed and 
worried on accou~lt of the dreadful stories reaching him. All 
these together perturbed him and weighed in his mind so 
much that although he was quite young in age and stout 

i n  physique, he died a premature death unable to bear the 
tension. 

Arriving in Nepal on the 27th of December Desideri left 
the Valley on 20th January staying altogether full 23 days. 
6 days of which he spent in  Bhatgaon and the rest in 
Kathmandu, This was a very short period of stay, and 
obviously was not eaough for a thorough and intimate study 
of the country. As C. J .  Wessels correctly says Desideri 
must have used in his account the information given to him 
by phe Capuchin missionaries.llQ But the missionaries did 
not possess competence to do the job of a chronicler a s  much 
as was required in the circumstances because of the language 
they could not understand in its full implications. and because 
of a social environment completely foreign to  them. Naturally 
many things they have written are far from being correct. 
Desideri's account of the rebellion also suffers from lack of 
clarity but in regard to the identity of the king he refers to 
the fact mentioned might be taken as correct. Earlier in the 
same passagells he talks of the king of Kathmandu, who had 
grown rich because he had also inherited Patan. This king 
was ruling at a time while Desideri 'was in Tibet (17 15-17 11) 
and passed through Nepal'. Of course, no doubt remains 

I1? Missionori l t o l io~ l i  riel Tibr(  e Nepnl Val. 11. Part V I l *  p. **- 
Account o f  Tibet by Dcsideri edited by Fillipi, London,  i 932  PP* 31?-14' 

113 Reproduced below in the Appendix. 
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as to the identity of this king. We know that the only ruler 
of Kathmandu to rule the two kingdoms together about t h ~ s  
time was Mahindrasimha. No king of Kathmandu ruled 
Yatan between 1619 and 1760 A. D. Desideri says that the 
king who ruled Kathmandu and Patan together was alive 
while he passed through Nepal (27th of December, 1721- 
20th of January, 1722 A D.). This suggests that Mahindra. 
s ihha  was alive in early 1722. The fact of rebellion is also 
mentioned by Father Freyer who arrived in Nepal sometime 
in May, 1716 A.D. and lived here for nearly five months, 
He writes in his note that the people of Kathmandu revolted 
and dethroned their monarch. From the way Father Freyer 
writes it appears that the rebellion had taken place during 
the time of his stay in Nepal. Probably the chronicler also 
talks of the same event. But dethronement of the king 
during the time of rebellion is what we do not read i n  the 
statement of the chronicle. There is, however, a copper plate 
inscription of Jagajjayamalla making a land grant to Gorakba- 
nPtha on Sarhvat 837 Mcigha h k l a  13, which gives him f u l l  
royal epithets.l14 It is not unlikely that the copper plate 
was issued while Mahindrasihha was temporarily dethroned, 
Perhaps the rebels had set up Jagajjayamalla in his place. 
Mahindrasimha had been restored after sometime as Jhagal 
ThPkura patched up with him. But the minister had now 
become all in all. 

BUL all that Father Desideri wrote in  this connection was 
not correct. Specially, the earlier part of  the storytw~1ifh 
talks of his mother's regency during his infancy and his 
subsequent revolt against her on his attaining mdjority does 
not fit in with Mahindrasimha's career as we find i t  from 
indigenous records. Mahindrasimha was certainly no minor 
as he became king in early 835 NS. From a reliable sofJrce 
we get the information that he had already a son i l l  837and 
this son was asked of him for the kingship of Patan. Perhaps 

114 In the possession of Mahanta NaraharinBth, ~ a t h m a n d u .  
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Desideri had gathered his information from One who had not 
understood the situation. The informant must have been one 
of the Capuchin Fathers who had language difficulties t o  
understand the nature of the day-to-day occurrences in the 

Nepal Valley. 
Nor it seems that Mahindrasimha died of a mental tension 

during the rebellion as is implied in the writing of Desideri 
about the event. He died nearly 4 years after the rebellion 
had occurred. So this cannot be the immediate cause of his 
death. But it is not unlikely that Mahindrasimha was fretting 
and fuming under tutelage of Jhagal TbZikur who might have 
used the advantages he gained to control and discipline his 
conduct. As no reliable information of the circumstances 
of his death is known to us. it is difficult to  say what exactly 
caused his death. But he must have died in his youth as 
Desideri says. 

The year 842 

As Mahindrasimha died both Kathmandu and Patan 
had a new king of its own. But it so happened that Bhat- 
gaon had also its new kiog in this year, We shall note 
in due course that Ranajitamalla had succeeded its father 
in VaiSiikha of 842. 

Thus the year could be treated as  a year of new kings 
for the Nepal Valley. 

However new kings had not led to new policies of state 
and new strengths. 



NEW DYNASTY 

JAGAJJAYAMALLA A N D  HIS SON 

(1722-1768 A.D) 

I n  the legend of the reverse of a coin of JagajjayamaHa 
(Walsh, 111. 12), coins of Jayaprakgiamalla (IV. 2, 5 , 6 )  and 
a coin of JyotiprakaSamalla (IV. 15) we have the name of 
Mabipatendramalla. W e  have already said that there is yet 
another coin undated (PI. IV. 1 in Walsh) also in the name 
of Jaya Mahipatendramalla. The word Deva is n9t added 
after Malla in connection with this name in  the coins of 
Jagajjaya, JayaprakBSa and JyotiprakBSa. His identity is 
not revealed through this alone though Walsh takes him to 
be the same as Jagajjaya. But we have seen that Mahi= 
patendra was a son of Pratgpamalla. Therefore we do not 
have to pursue the point any longer here. The chronicler of 
Wright puts that Jagajjaya was a distant relation of Pratgpa- 
malla on the side of his daughter, while another source names 
him as  the grandson of Mahipatendra by his daughter. 

I t  was stated by a chronicle. that he was a son of Mabi- 
patendra's daughter. This estimate was quite true. The 
reference to Mahipatendra in the coins of Jagajjaya shows 
that the former owed the throne to the fact of his relationship 
with the latter. This is also confirmed by three coins of 
JayaprakHSamalla (IV, 2. 5, 6), which has ~ahi~atendramal la  
i n  the obverse. It was surely in acknowledgement of their 
relationship with Mahipatendra that Jagajjaya and his 
successors had incorporated the legend of his name in their 
coins. Such was the custom prevailing in those days as 
appears from the coins of Vi~numalla. Rrijyaprakfih and 
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Jayaviivajita (Walsh. PI, 111.4. 6, 8, 9. 10) where Yoganaren- 
dramalla is mentioned. The legend in that form was simply 
test of recognition. Mahipatendra is no more an unidentified 
figure (see vide ante, Pratlpa's inscription). So this riddle 

could now be easily solved. 

All these rulers were related to Yoganarendramalla and 
they owed their throne to this relationship. a fact which was 
acknowledged by inscription of the legend in the coins. 

Similarly as to his relationship with Mahipatendra, as 
Jagajjaya owed his throne to him, he had only acknowledged 
this fact by inscribing the former's name on his coins. 

Kumudinidevi who figures in the coin of Jagajjaya (PL. 
111. 13. NS 842) also has a coin of her own (a quarter rnohar) 
with Janani added to the name, which is dated NS 856=1734- 
35 A.D (PL. IV. 9). Walsh incorrectly read the date figures 
in both coins as 852 and 876 (pp. 728, 730) respectively. She 
is the wife of Jagajjaya and mother of his successor Jayapra- 
kliamalla as appears from the pillar inscription of Taleju 
dated NS845A~adha. I t  was also said that Jagajjaya had 
obtained. through his wife the claim to the throne of Kath- 
mandu. But no records in inscriptions are available to help 
us to get confirmation of this statement. 

Jagajjaya ruled for about 1 4  years till 1735 (NS 855). In  
a record of Mahindrasimha (a palm leaf grant) in the posses- 
sion of Gorakhan~tha date (NS 841 ASvin vadi) he is the 
eye-witness, that means he bore close connection wit11 his 
predecessor, whatever the relation may be and the latter had 
made him his successor at the lime. We have traced several 
other documents of Mahindrasihha, which have Jagaj j a  ya as  
witness. Jagajjaya probably occupied the throne in the very 
first month of the next year, for we have it in the inscription 
Of N S  842 Aliigha S~rkla ekfidoii that he was then a ruler 
(Ne~ale~vnra  ...... vijagarajye). In this very record he uses 
the epithet of V~ra!~fika~~o~~rrdb/~fitagoie~~d~'apati. Probably. 
he travellect in the footsteps of Mahindrasiri~ha in exacting 
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tributes from the RZijls of Morang, Mackwanpur and Tanhou, 
Jagajjayamalla is noted for the Kotyiihuti offering, which he 
performed several times through his elder son Rajendramalla 
noted in the pillar inscription of Taleju (NS 845 Atci@~) 
above mentioned. RHjendramalla died in the life timeof 
his father and JayapraklSa became the rightful heir to the 
throne of Kathmandu after some persuasion ministered to 
his father a s  to the advisability of this step. 

There is a stele within the precinct of the temple of Val[& 
yogini to the right. The  beginning contains eight versesin 
honour of the Goddess composed by Jagajjayamalla. After 
the eighth verse the text runs in Newari and conlains the 
following facts115 'Sarirvat 845 P a u ~ a  krsno daEami somavaro 
(Monday). At the night of this day NilanHrHyana T h i k ~ r a  
came from Bhatgaon and lay in hiding in SHbkhu, But his 
attempt was foiled as  knowing this the governor andthe 
pafichav and people of the area by the grace of Vajrayolini 
and by valour of king Jagajjaya rose to a man to meet the 
sinister attempt of the enemy. A dozen of the enemy were 
killed and 17 arrested and sent to  KBntipur. Next day the 
people rejoiced and worshipped the Goddess vajrayogini* 
The king rewarded the citizens by giving pagree to each 
house-holder'. 

About 847 the Chief Minister in Kathmandu was Chautid 
ParamHna Sukhula BhH who according to a copper plate 
appears to have advised Jagajjayamalla to repair the temple 
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of Harisiddhi on Chaitra kgna ekcidaii Satabhigci nakjatre 
brohma yoga byhaspativiira of the year (the temple was 
originally built by PratHpamalla).lL6 

Jagajjayamalla had five sons, RZijendramalla. JayaprakHSa- 
malla, RHjyaprakBSamalla. Narendrapraksiamalla and 
ChandraprakHiamalla. RHjendra and JayaprakHSa were born 
before their father had become king. As we have already said, 
RHjendraprak5Samalla the eldest had died in the life time 
of his father in NS 850 and this was the reason that the crown 
had devolved on the second son JayaprakCSamalla. We 
shall know a little later that Narendra led a revolt to  over- 
throw his regime as JayayrakaSa became king but was forced 
to flee to Bhatgaon for his life, where he died a much forlorn 
man. RHjyaprakHSa was on good terms with JayaprakBSa in 
the beginning but he had also to  leave Kathmandu and take 
shelter in Patan where he was declared successor to  the 
throne by Vi~numalla. his brother-in-law. RBjyaprakfiSa is 
a witness to a land grant made by JayaprakBSa, the record of 
which dates 863 NS. RHjyaprakHSa is also a witness in the 
Charter granted to the Capuchin mission on 862 Miirga Sudi 

From this it appears that RBjyaprakZSa had not left 
Kathmandu up till this date. A s  he was appointed successor 
to Vjsnurnalla in Patan in 764. we are unable to  suggest if he 
too was forced to leave Kathmandu because of his brother's 
evil designs. 

Whatever be the cause of his going to Patan, it now 
appears that the two of the three brothers of Jayapraksia- 
malls had left him. The youngest of them, ChandraprakHia. 
was destiued to meet a quiet death but he too was not on 
friendly terms with his eldest brother. 

Jagajjayamalla is said to have often fought Bhatgaon. but 
ruaintained a friendly and peaceful relation with Pat an* At 
One time (849 &adha &kla 11) his minister Sukhul Bhg 

116- Information given by a copper plate of the temple. 
117- Missionary Ztaliorli etc., 11, I V ,  p. 224. 
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persuaded the king of Patan to join hands with Kathmandu 
to attack Bhatgaon. On 850 Miigha kyqza 3 uttaraphiilgu!~i 
n a ~ a f r e  somavara Jagajjaya cemented his friendship with 
Patan by marrying his daughter to  Visnumalla, who had 
become king of the latter principality just a year earlier. 

According to  the chronicle, the Maithili BrBhmanas were 
quite influential in the court. It is said that Jagajjaya had 
obtained his throne because of the influence of the Maithili 
BrHhmanas enjoyed with Mahindrasimha who had nominated 
him as his successor mainly with their advice. The ascep 
dancy of the Maithili BrHhmanas was not tolerated by the 
Tharis who plotted to oust them and later while Jagajja~a* 
~ual la  was ill, the Newar nobles looted their property. 

The chronicle speaks of Jagajjaya as a sincere and selfless 
man devoted to a life of piety, and service to the cause of the 
people. 

In  1722 A. D. Jagajjaya gave permission to the capuchin 
Mission to restore their settlement. I n  this connection S-Lev' 
(1.99-100) writes : Father Horace de Penna called from 
Lhasa succeeded by dint of skill and energy in retaking the 
possessiotl of the place. Arrested, thrown in prison reduced 
like all other prisoners to the condition of a royal slave! 
jected to hardest labour, he managed to convey to king of 
Kathmandu a catechism in Newari language, which he had 

undoubtedly composed himself. The burden of the pamphlet 
removed the last vestiges of the king's suspicion and he 
authorised the Capuchin Padre to settle down in  his allotted 
area. 

One of Jagajjaya's later documents in an inscription 
dated NS 852 (KankeSvari stele). The first available record 
of JayaprakHSa is dated 856 Kzrf ika vadi 14 (a record of a 
grant of land to Gorakhanltha). According to the sanskrit 
chronicle his father died in NS 852 in the month of f'hfilguqo 
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erfqa on the day of Paiichami. According to  Wright he 
acceded the thorne on the same day of the Year 852 of the 
Nepal era. Both these dates tally. But the chronicle has for 
this occasion the date 855 Phalguna vadi 5 which must be near 
to being correct as this agrees almost with the date given by 
an Italian Christian Father who was in Nepal iu October 1737 
nearly two years after JayaprakPSamalla had succeeded to the 
throne. The Christian Padre was no other than Father 
Giocchino who lived in Kathmandu for sometime as head of 
the mission. JayaprakHSa granted a Charter to the Capuchin 
mission enabling them to preach their religion within the 
principality of Kathmandu, This Charter is dated 857 dSvina 
vadi 15.11e The chronicle stated that JayaprakiiSa was 
crowned king on 855 Phzlguna vadi 6 .  But the first available 
coin of his reign dates 856. I n  Walsh's Book (IV. 2) the 
reading of the date of the same coin is 876. Surely he is 
wrong, There can be no mistake about the date, because the 
figures 856 are all so clear. We have another coin (Walsh, 
IV. 7, half tnohar) which is also dated 856 (wrongly read 
875). Now there is a gap of nearly seven months. for which 
some explanation must forthcome. Why was the coil1 issued 
in 856 if he had been crowned on the 6th day of the dark 
fortnight of 8551 

Jagajjaya was not in favour of the idea of Jayaprakiiia- 
malls succeeding him and if the chronicles were to be 
believed, he had almost acceded to the request of a section of 
his courtiers led by the Khasas for the latter's removal f rom 
'he role of succession. But this story cannot be fully believed. 
J a ) . a ~ r a k ~ ~ a m a l l a  being the eldest living son, the father pro- 
bably would not think of bypassing him as the same was 
taken to be a sinful affair. Nevertheless, it was true that 
J a ~ a ~ r a k ~ ~ a m a l l a  encountered opposition even when he had 
not acceded the throne; but he overcame this with the help 
Of his brother RBiyaprakBSamalla who later became the Rajg 

'18. ltoliani Missionori etc , 11, Part IV. p, 2170 
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of Patan. I t  was said that J agajjayamalla did not favour 
the idea of JayaprakiiSa succeeding him. 

JayaprakiiSa is the last ruler of the Malla dynasty of Kath- 
mandu. He happens to  be a contemporary of PrthvinZrByana 
Shah as was Ranajitamalla of Bhatgaon. He lost his kingdom 
to the Gorkhii invader in 1768 A. D. 

From the very beginning of his reign he was disturbed by 
revolts fomented against him by dissident courtiers and a 
few months after he ascended the throne, one of his brothers 
Narendrapraksia declared himself independent with the help 
of these courtiers and occupied some places towards the 
north-west, such as Gokarna, Chiihgu and S86khu. the revolt 
was. however, successfully quelled, NarendraprakHSa taking 
asylum in Bhatgaon. But at  the initial stage this rebellion 
gave him more than an ordinary trouble. ~arendraprakgia 
was receiving secret help and sympathy from withill his 
own camp. His armed force was divided. Even before the 
succession, some trouble arose because the Khasa officers and 
SePoys led by KHsirHma ThHpH in the king's service would 
prefer his brother to him. Now a section of them had openly 
gone over to Narendraprakgiamalla. 

I t  appears that NarendrapraklSamalla was unable to 
continue his rebellious activities for quite long. ~ayapraklia 
triumphed after a short struggle, whereupon he was forced 
to take shelter in Bhatgaon until NS 876 (=I756 AD.)  when 
he died. A noting on a leaf of a hand written COPY of 

Sriddhapaddhati states that he died on the 7th day of the 
bright fortnight of S r i i v o ~ a  of that year, Monday, his wife 
Kzntilakgmi following as Sati on the pyre.118" 

Sukhu Bha was the Chautara since his father's time. But 
now suspecting that the ChautHrH was not serving him 

118a. In the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma. 
4 
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sincerely. JayaprakHSa moved to put his loyalty to  test by 
sending him to the battle field. 

It may be noted that since Jagajjaya's time some areas of 
Kathmandu in the West and East were under occupation of 
GorkhB and Bhatgaon respectively and the problem of freeing 
them obtained top priority in any scheme before the ruler of 
Kathmandu. 

In 859 Bhatgaon had attacked Kathmandu's territory in 
the north-east. We learn from the Thyasiipu F that 'the 
BuchakvHiha was invaded at  midnight of MargaSira iuklo 
prafipadh miilaa pra piirva~iidha Sukravlra of  859. The fortress, 
fell to the invaders three days later. Again, three days a f t a  
the surrender of BuchakvHtha, the forces of Bhatgaon had 
entered PalH6chok. On the day of ekiidaii, Sunday. they ad- 
vanced to Bhramarkot, captured it after a siege of a month'. 
The writer of the noting reports that all this invasion 
took place while Bhatgaon had patched up with Patan. and 
Kathmandu had stood all alone. 

JayaprakfiSa became restive with this aggression on his 
territories. He was blaming his ministers for the defeat- 
But the situation was formidable for him to meet unless he 
broke his own isolatioo.1 He needed friends and allies. But 
these were not available in the circumstances then prevailing. 

Sukhubhii was asked to launch a campaign against 
Bhatgaon to wrest back territories which the latter had earlier 
conquered from Kathmandu. But the Chief Minister failed 
to fulfill his master's desire, though he tried his level, 
best for it. This led JayaprakHSa to surreptitiously plot for 
SukhubhB's life. According to the chronicle one night he 
called the latter to his audience in BhandHrkhHL under pretext 
of seeking his advice on an important affair of state and 
killed him. To hide the fact ot  death JayaprakiiSa caused 

minister's body to be thrown into a deep well. which was. 
filled with earth. 

But the account of his death as given by the chronicle if 
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controverted by the Thyitsapu F which says that he escaped 
from detention. According to  this source Sukhubhl was 
arrested. and was tied with a rope but a t  10 ghati past om the 
night of 858 A~Zidha 4ukla 7 he fled. As the Thyiisapu D 
is a fairly reliable document, we might take it that he was 
not killed by JayaprakFiSa. But we do not know what happen- 
ed to him and how he lived after his escape. This much is 
certain that he no more returned to Kathmandu. After his 
exit JayaprakHSa called the Pramiipas and asked them to 
recommend a Mhla Kazi to him ; but for the feat of Jaya- 
prakHSa's cruel behaviour no one was prepared to serve him 
in that capacity. For sometime thereafter a Brahmaga 
UpHdhyHya. by name BhiijubHsirhha, was appointed Chief 
Minister. His Chief Ministership also was a failure and 
JayaprakiiSa was grumbling for not being able to achieve his 

objective. He had. however, succeeded in getting back his 
possession over PalHBchok from Ranajitamalla. At this stage 
one Taudhik was appointed Chief Minister. But because of 
JayaprakiiSa's instable and cruel temper. he too had moved 
with caution. Meanwhile Noakot and some other out~ost~ 
were conquered by the GorkhHlis in the mollth of divilla 
865 (=October. 1741 A.D.). The GorkhHli ruler then advanced 
to  the east as  far as  Sicdhu. From Sindhu he could descend 
to SHnkhu and cause annoyance to the ruler of ~athmandu* 
However, the Gorkhii force marched to Sindhuli through a 
circuitous along a south-easterly course, The capture of 
Sindhuli also made Gorkhii's eastern f rontier co~~tiguous with 
Bhatgaon on that side. Henceforth Gorkhii often sided with 
Bhatgaon in the latter's feud against Patan and KHntipur 

According to the chronicle JayapraksSa had rightly Or 

wrongly come to believe that his army consisting of 
Khasas and Magars was not strong enough to fight 
Gorkhiilis and he also feared thal  their officers might betray 
him. From the very beginning of his regime he was not well 
disposed towards them. He knew that many of them did 
not favour his accession to the throne, and some had also 
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supported NarendraprakHSa. The Noakof defeat strengthened 
his suspicion of their loyalty. JayaprakHSa felt that if he was 
to get back his lost territories he should get rid of the Khasa 
officcrs as well as of all others who were suspected of double 
dealing. 

There was fresh incident which gave him an  o p ~ o r t u n i t ~  
to do away with the elements he disliked. The  news of the 
fall of Sindhuli had just reached the Valley and it was 
manoeuvred that the commander of the area, one ~ a n a b h i m a  
TbBpH, had gone over to the enemy. This had caused sons- 
ternation in the three capitals and doubts were raised as  to  
the advisability of employing the Khasa and Magar ~ f f i c e r s  
in the armed forces. But a military officer of Kathmandu, 
one KHSirBma ThHpH. assured his master of his loyalty and 
promised an oath to secure back for him Noakot and other 
conquered places if he was given the command and overall 
powers to direct the operation. JayapraklSa entrusted him 
with the task providing him requisite equipment in  men and 
supplies. But KaSirarna could not fulfill' the desire of the 
master and as he was defeated by Pgthvinfirlyana Shah in 
a mililary engagement, he felt so much humiliated that he 
could not show his face in Kathmandu and went to  live in 
Palafichok, his home village. JayapraklSa was wild with 
rage when he heard of KBgirHma's retreat. I t  appeared that 
with this defeat he was no more to put reliance on the Khasa 
and Mapar fighting personnel, He sought to eliminate the 
Omraos and many others whom he considered responsible 
for the weak defence position and strategy. 

It so happened that on BhGdra dukla 15 of 866 K3SirHma 
T ~ R P ~  was in DeopHtan for the sacred thread ceremony and 
the fact was known to JayaprakHSamalla. The latter wanted 
'0 use the opportunity of KHSirHma's presence in the cere- 
mony to further his ends, H e  rode a horse, and with his 
Nagarkoti (Newars who had lived in the hills) and Madhesia 
(from the Terai) guards came to DeopHtan. KBSirHma and 
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other Omraos were taking bath in  the Bagmati at  Gaurigh~t. 
As soon as they noticed their king, they came up and bowed 
before him. JayaprakHia angrily questioned them as to 
their dubious role in past and accused KHSirHma of coward- 
liness and duplicity. Then he ordered them to follow him 
to  Kathmandu. But they were not willing to abide by his 
order. Therefore they protested and pleaded for time in 
order to  be able to  carry out his bidding. They told him 
that if they were given sufficient time to organise one more 
operation against the GorkhZlis, they would succeed in 
driving away Prthvinlriiyana Shah from Noakot across the 
Trisuli. JaraprakSiSa, however, having made up his mind to 
kill them would not listen and as the Omraos now ran away 
to avoid their being taken forcibly to the court, he ordered 
his attendants to pounce on them. KiiSirHma was the first 
man to be killed. Also with him eight more Khasa Omraos 
fell a prey to his designs and were murdered by Madhesia 
sepoys at  his instance. They had again and again assured 
him of their loyalty in a vain bid to be saved but Jayaprakiia 
would not listen, and ordered for their instantaneous death. 
An atmosphere of terror prevailed in the capital. With the 
Omraos also was killed KSizi Sinkhwgl, and several other 
Tharis; KHzi Taudhik saved his life by secretly leaving 
Kathmandu. KaSirBma's death dealt a severe blow to the 
strength of the Ksntipur army. More than that, the incident 
involving KSiSirlma's death tended to create a situation which 
sowed a seed of suspicion between community and commu. 
nity and between them each and the king. 

Throughout the thirty-two years of his rule ~ayapraksia 
lived in an atmosphere of distrust and rebellion, He had no 
one to repose confidence in ;  while he wanted to subjugate 
the Tharis (the Newar nobility) through the help of the  
Khasa, he would not trust the latter, and then he very much 
played the Madhesias against the Khasas, In  the last stage, 
his defence consisted of a large troop composed of sepoyS 
from the plains and far off KSihgrZ 
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H~ had almost lost touch with his own people whether 

they were Khasas or Newars* 
After ~ ~ S i ~ ~ m a ' s  death his brother Paraiurama T ~ ~ P P  

then a commander in Bhatgaon turned an enemy of Kath- 
mandu and was on the look out for an opportunity to  wreak 
vengeance on JayaprakHSa. The  Gorkh l  ruler exploited this 
feeling of animosity harboured by Parafiurlma for  his own 
ends and with his co-operation could completely neutralise 
Bhatgaon in his dual with the Kathmandu ruler. Ranajita- 

malla was lulled by a promise of GorkhZi help in annexing 
two villages in ChIngu area to  his domain. PythvinZirByana 
had already succeeded in capturing the fort of Naldum. Now 
his Commander ~ivar3masifiha Basnait occupied Chingu 
and the ridges nearby defeating JayaprakZiSa in an engage- 
ment. This occasion proved gloomier to  Jayaprakiiiamalla 
than what his defeat in battle foreboded, because this drove 
his people to rise against their king in despair. The  people 
of Kathmandu felt that their ruler had now spent all his 
energies. As the GorkhHlis were threatening Kathmandu 
from Chlngu, they sought the help of RHjyaprakHSa who 
consented to send his troops to Deopstan from where the 
army was to march. But to JayaprakHSa's unpleasailt sur- 
prise, those who had assembled in Patan turned out to be 
his owu enemies. They had rebelled against JayaprakHSa. 
Taudhik was summoned to lead the rebellion, RHjyaprakHSa's 
sympathy was with the rebels. JayaprakHSa therefore found 
himself in a sad plight. The rebels were marching towards 
Kathmandu. At first JayaprakESa hid himself in the temple 

Taleju. According to the chronicle this was the time of 
DaSahar~ festival. The royal priest was to  perform pnja of 
Taleju on the day of Navami, but he heard that his house 
in Indrach0k (SO close to the palace was plundered) was 
Surrounded by rebels and he fled to Patan. The piija was 
performed by his brother. JayaprakHSa held on to  his post 
but at mid-night the rebels appeared inside the palace- 

of the Patan ruler's intervention JayaprakgSa was 
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persuaded to hide himself into a piilki to be removed to Patan 
in a prisoner's condition. JayaprakSSa's baby son JyotiprakiSa 
was declared a sovereign with his mother as regent under 
Taudhik's own direction. The  exit of JayaprakISa produced 
a beneficial effect on Kathmandu's relation with Bhatgaon 
whose commander now his anger much cooled down at the 
sad fate of JayaprakFiSa advised the Gorkhalis to retreat from 
ChBngn to NZildurn. According to  the chronicle Taudhik 
led an attack on the Gorkhalis while they were encamping 
a t  SiingZi, and routed them after inflicting a severe defeat, 
Gorkha's commailder sivariimasimha Basrrait was killed in 
the frey, 

For sametime JayapraklSamalla was kept in the custody 
of Kazi Kglidasa at  the latter's residence. On 866 Kiirtika 
vndi 1 Friday he was removed to Satigal. The chronicler 
says that the KHzis of Patan and the Omraos of Lamjung and 
Tanhou promised to restore him his throne, But he got 
impatient and after a month went to Kwathachhe ( qim3) v 

with the intention to go to Bhatgaon. But the Pramfigas 
of Yatan dissuaded him. However. his impatience drove him 
from one place to another. He passed a month at Kwath- 
achhe, and then moved to Pulchok where he lived for a week 
and thereafter came incognito to DeopHtau. But the people 
of Kathnandu came to know of his visit and he left for 
Pulchok the next morning. He again left Pulchok and 
lived in MHtiitirtha. This very year (861 NS) on Vaiiakha 
Sukla 8, the car of MachhrndranHtha fell to the ground. 
and a week later it met the same fate for the second time* 
This was an ill omen, and propitiary rites were performed 
by RHjyaprakHiamalla at the shrine of ~a~u~at ingthae  
On A~iidha Sltkla 13 Thursday JayaprakSSa went to 

Bhatgaon. and lived there alone 3 months. But as 
Ranajitamalla tried to take him prisoner in order to prepare 
a ground for laying hands on Chiiligu and Siokhu, he escaped 
and came to DeopHtan and lay in hiding iu the shrine of 
GuhyeSvari. Once he came to Kathmandu, but he was 
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recognised while he was in the temple of Pachali Bhairava. 
and his few friends advised him to leave the place immedia- 
tely. Hc then came to GodHvari. but now RBni Daygvati 
used her influence in Patan to cause him annoyance and make 
it impossible to live there. He was compelled to  seek refuge 

elsewhere and in that course he appeared in Gokarna, but 
the BhaimIles would not allow him to live there. At  last he 
decided to live in the sanctuary of GuhyeSvari whatever 
came to him. He bad now spent full four years since he 
was exiled. He had already 201 25 people with him including 
Bamiidhara Maske and Ajitasimha Miiske who had stood 
loyal by him in weal or woe. JageSvara Vaidya: of Deopiitan 
used to provide him food. His mother Kumudinidevi also 
was getting sympathetic to him and used to send money. And 
more, as if his misfortune were now to end, there were trou- 
bles in Kathmandu also within the camp of his adversaries. 
They were divided. 

In Kathmandu, the ministers had got the news of Jayapra- 
klia's presence in DeopPtan, and those desiring to  nver- 
throw the regime of DayHvati were only biding time to join 
him. Rhe chronicler states that on VaiSiikha Sukla 10 of 
870, some Kazis who were supporters of DayHvati wanted to 
arrest him, But their scheme was foiled by JayaprakHSa's 
men, and on that very day JayapraklSa advanced to  Harigaon 
to enter the city of Kathmandu to assert himself as the de 
fact0 king of the principality. 

His wife's relation with Taudhik had become strained on 
account of her love affairs with one Garudasimha and now 
Jayaprakiiia found the situation favourable to stage a come 

Daylvati had become extremely unpopular to her 
Subjects. She had lost support of the aristocracy who now 
looked to Jayaprakg~a. A conspiracy was hatched up to  
Overthrow her government and to reinstall the exiled 

who under pretext of passing his life at  the temple 
Of Guh~eivari, was himself busy organising ail offence* As 
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the nobility in Kathmandu was divided, it took no time to 
get the conspiracy mature. Taking advantage of a weak 
situation, JayaprakFtSamalla ventured to advance to Kath- 
mandu. He was welcomed by the Queen's own army whose 
officers had gone over to  his side. Some say that he obtained 
back his throne after about a year of exile. But the duration 
.of his exile remains unascertained, though it seems it could 
not have been less than full four years. 

JayaprakSSa's second coin is dated 857 (Walsh, IV,3), 
His third coin (IV. 4) is also of the same date. But his 
!fourth and fifth coins are dated 873 (IV. 5, 6). Does this 
provide a clue to  the events of the rebellion ? There is a 
big gap between 857 and 873. The  coins, however, do not 
help us to  ascertain the date of rebellion. But all this aside, 
the coin of 866 in the name of Jyotiprakiiiamalla definitely 
establishes the fact of Jayaprakaia's deposition in that year 
as a result of a coup d'etat or a wide spread revolt. 

The coin of JyotiprakgBamalla, fully supports the fact of 
a rebellion in NS 866. This is a mohar coin ( n .  15 inour 
Appendix ; also Walsh, IV. 15). dated 866. There is a 
quarter mohar coin in the name of Janaui Jayalakgmi Devl 
also dated 866 (Walsh, V1. 12). She is identified with Day% 
vati of the chronicle. Prof. Bendall as  quoted by Walsh said 
that he discovered more coins of JyotipraklSamalla and there 
-is one of the year 869. We have, however, not come across 
any coins of JyotiprakiiSamalla of a date other than 866. 

For JyotiprakBSamalla's reign of the period of rebellion 
we have the following documents, besides the coin of 866. 

(1) The last leaf of a lost ms. (work could not be 
ascertained) Svasti Sri PaSupatj chalana kamala dhiiridllrisohi* 
loruha Sriman Miinesvara Igtadevatfi varalabhya sodedi~) '~ '  
manonatah Ravikula tira karmma Hanuntaddhvaja N ~ P ~ ' '  
ivara Mahliriijddhirii ja Rajaliijendra sakara ra jacha kriiddhep 
vala nije~~adevadevi vikasayajita balanci karamadbhiita gajapali 
gri Sri Sri Jyotipra kiiSamaradeva prabhu Thaku vijakirYYa~.*ea' 
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Sahvat 869 ~ v a k h o  Sukla 15 piirnamiisi devasya siddhclyat 
iidlnaktatia eindra jo Sukravasare etc. 

(2)  A ms. Karandavyiiha mahlylna siitraratnariija of 870 
Vaiiiikha k r ~ n a  saptami has in the colophon MD RR Sri 
layaprak~jamalla tasya ubhaya lyotiprakiiSamalla prabhu 
!hiikula vijayariijye (Kaisar. Lib. n .  717). 

(3) The MusumbabLl (Kathmandu) stele dated Phiilguna 
k l g a  dviliyi of 872 (= 1752. February-March) which contains 
Mahlircij~dhirirja Riijendra Sri Sri Jayapra kii$amalla deva 
dlmaja f ri Sri lyotiprakiiiamalladeva pra b hu kjya vijayarljye. 

We have no further information of the reign of J ~ o t i -  
prakBSamalla other than what was provided by the chronicle* 
~ u t  it was surely a time of crisis all round. The  coins of 
JyotiprakHSa are alloyed. and there is very little of silver 
content in them. 

But all these may confuse the correctness of the date 
referred to so far ; also the extent and duration of the 
rebellion and exile of JayaprakHSa could not be defined. 
From an inscriptionllg available at  PalHBchok it seems Jaya- 
praklSa was a ruler in NS 867 Mdgha krjna chatrrrdab. A 
minister of Jay aprakHSa, one JorHbarasimha RHyavarmH has 
an inscription of 867 J y e ~ t h a  kygna 7 Thursday uttarabhiidra 
nak~atre at the Lumadi shrine just to the south east of the 
city of Kathmandu. I n  this inscription JayaprakHSa is 
mentioned as ruling (vijaynrbjye). We have not seen more 
documents in the name of JayaprakHSamalla other than the 
Ones we have mentioned above for the period between 866 
and 870. The coin struck in the name of JyotiprakBSa may 
go to support the theory of rebellion. However, this by 
itself sets no limit for the duration of his exile. But there 
is an evidence of a contemporary foreign visitor to establish 
the date of his restoration. Father Tranquillo D'Appechio 
who was in Kathmandu at the time of rebellion aud restora- 
tlO1l noted two facts in his notices (Relations). He says that 
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JayaprakH4a called for Mahammadan troopers from the 
country of the Moghul to  suppress the revolt but his people 
proved much strong for the aliens who were expelled. The 
second fact the missionary records is the restoration of 
Jayaprakaiamalla on the thirtieth of April or first of May 
of the year 1750 A.D.120 (=NS 870). The date corresponds to 
some day in Vaiiiikha of NS 870. I t  appears that Jayapra- 
klSa lived in exile for nearly four years. Padri Tranquillo, 
narrates that while he had gone to  the king to plead for the 
case of a child convert on the 7th of May, 1750, he found 
him receiving congratulations on being restored to the throne 
just a week earlier. This is an eye witness writing about the 
event, whose account cannot but be true. Therefore, as far  
as the question of the date of restoratior~ is concerned, i t  
must be settled, 

I t  seems. however. that JayaprakHSa was not wholly 
dethroned. He was being referred to as a sovereign even 
while he was passing his days in exile. 

Also the statement of the MusumbahHl inscription lacket 
corroboration. Could it explain the fact of another rebellion 
in NS 872? It may be as well just a courtesy reference to 
the Crown Prince. 

JyotipraklSa was married in 873, according to a noting 
in a ms. G~triidhyiiya.'~l 

I t  also appears that JayaprakHSa on restoration did not at. 
all act with vengeance towards his son who was then an 
infant and he was obviously oot so immoral as to act in that 
way. JyotiprakiSamalla appears as a witness to his many 
pious deeds in records preserved at  PaSupatinHtha and Gola- 
k h a n ~ t h a  shrines. The first of such records dates NS 865 
M i g h a  Sudi (PaSupati) and the last 880 Sriivap.  Up till 863 
RajyapraklSa is a witness but i t  seems that after that year. 

120 Zmliani Missionari, etc. Vol. 11, Part 1 1 . pp. 190 ff. 
121 In my possession. 
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he remcved himself to Patan on invitation to become its 

crown prince. Tile period of dethronen~en t of Jay a p r a k ~ ~ a -  

malla cannot be easily ascertained;. but it nlay be put a t  866 
because of the coin of JyotiprakLSa bearing this date. 

It is quite possible that JayaprakHba lived in exile from 
NS 866 to 870 for a period of nearly five years. The chroni- 
cle fixes the initial date of the rebellion to 866 ASvina 
Sukla 9. 

Although no account of rebellion is obtained from sources 
other than the later chronicles, the coins in the nanle of 
Jyotiprak~~a and Jayalaksmi are by themselves ellough to 
Prove the fact of the king's dethronement and exile from the 
capital. 

We have been tryit~g hard to get authentic data for the 
history of the period between 866 and 870. But to our 
disappoi~ltment nothing of importance has come to hand SO 

fa r  to give additional information on the subject. 

However. the Thyiisapu F has passages to throw some 
light on Jayalakgmi and her son. Her name is spelled 
Jagslaktmi. She is shown to have offered 108 lamps to 
Goddess THleju on Klrtika Sukla 15 budhaviira a t  night. 
She had undertaken upav6sa for a month prior to this. 
Earlier on 857 VniSakha Sukla 3 she obtained dikjd spell lrom 
her spiritual tutor. Nearly 6 months after this occasion Jagala- 
k$mi gave birth to a son on the first day of the bright fort- 
night of divina. The day had passed 21 ghati while the 
baby was born. The name-giving ceremony was performed 
on the 12th day as the 11th day was not considered auspi- 
cious~ In this document the name of the baby born to her 
is not given. But this baby son can be no other than Jyoti- 
p r a k a h  SO he must have been eight years old when the 
rebellion took place and he was placed on the throne. 

There is another passage in the same 1 hpasapu, which 
'a'ks the kiog's eldest queen having her nlenstrual course 
On the day of ,laptl~ta,lli of Ajvino irckla of 858.  It adds . . 
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that she was confined in a room so that nobody couldsee 
her. Three days after, the menstrual course began, there 
was a ceremony when she had to offer arecanuts and vermil- 
lion to the deity. The place where the purification rite took 
place was in Bhagutichotg in ChaukvStha (part of the palace). 

Jaga lak~mi  is not spoken of with the designation of a 
queen. We have also seen that there was some other woman 
who was the eldest queen. Jagalakqmi was already a mother 
in Abvina Sukla of 857. So she could not be the woman 
who had her first menstrual course in ASvina of 858. We 
d o  not know what status she enjoyed as the wife of the ruling 
monarch. Was she a concubiue? But even as a concubine 
she must have been wielding enormous powers. 

This much for Jayalaksmi and her son, Other facts 
about them remain still obscure. Points which had  bee^ 
raised in connection with the rebellion have not been cleared. 
There is, however, no way out of the difficulty. Yet our 
search for new materials continues. But until source 
materials throwing fresh light on the events come to our 
hand, we have to rest content with the conclusions reached 
on the basis of the materials available. to us at the moment- 

After he got over the rebellion he killed his wife a n d a  
number of Kizis, VinkhwHl and TaukhwHl being amongst the 
prominent. The Chief KHzi Taudllik committed suicide* 
Garudadhvaja escaped to Noakot where he was received 
the GorkhHlis, One KHzi Jorgbarsimha was appointed to 

succeed him. This man has an inscription of the year 86'7as 
aforesaid (Lumadi shrine), where he calls himself a minister 
(HmLtya) of JayaprakHSamalla, With his enemies eliminated* 
JayaprakgSa was now safely seated on the saddle. To disabuse 
the public feeling of any suspicion about his motives, Jaya. 
praklSa then  announced that the people in the pril~cipalit~ 
would be free from oppression and injustice. He inscribed 
his declaration on a copper plate and hung it on the wall of 
the temple of Vajrayogini ill Sifikhu. According to the 
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chronicle he made his public appearance in Kathmandu 
with his infant son on the lap and swore before a large 
gathering that the welfare of the people was his main concern. 
and would devote himself ever to promoting it. BY 876 the 
Gorkhllis on various pretexts were able to make numerous 
encroachments on Nepal proper and capture a number of 
outposts like Dahachok and Dharamthali ; at  times raids 
were carried in places as near as  three to four miles from the 
capital city. But these they could not retain for long as 
Kathmandu and Patan put a combined effort to wrest them 
back. Up till now Patan and Kathmandu were united. and 
the main reason was the feeling shared both in Patan and 
Kintipur that they must act together when it  meant resisting 
the invasion from either Gorkhii or Bhatgaon. According to  
the chronicle the fact of Kirtipur not falling into the hands 
of the Gorkbilis could.be attributed to the joint endeavour 
of the two rulers. And because after sometime their relation- 
ship was strained and they fell apart, both Patan and Kath- 
mandu fell one after the other to the invader. 

The time turned more swiftly against them since 878 
(=I758 A.D.). The next ten years were those of worst kind 
of intrigues in Patau. But Kathmandu too was not spared. 
J a ~ a ~ r a k ~ ~ a m a l l a  had to suffer more than one misfortune. 
His only son died of small-pox in 883 (=I763 A.D.) 

The exact date of Jyotiprak56a9s death is given in a noting 
On a leaf of [he ms. SrdJdhapaddhati, which is the 15th day 
bf the bright fortnight of VaiSiikha. The noting states that 
the prince's body was burnt along with those of his Satis at 
Arya%ha! (the bank of the river BBgmati below ~a6upat i -  
nitha's shrine).' 213 

I 2 l a  3a;tt W ~ ~ I W  W I W T B ~  I 

qWii3 3qfq$ fq8rn-t 11 

aWmwr=s fqiiagmiq 1 

T * % : ~ ~ T v  g R ~ ~ g r l ~ f q 4 ~ ~  II 

the Possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma. 
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It was said that at this time instead of oeering sympathy 
to JayaprakBSa, the Bhatgaon ruler made open his desire to 
inherit the kingdom of Kathma~ldu and applied himself to 

bring about the downfall of its ruler who was now left with- 
out an heir. After RgjyaprakBia's death his relation with 
Patan was greatly strained (see below). He was neveron 
good terms with Bhatgaon and he had carried several military 
engagements against its ruler. During this period invasions 
on 'both sides were very common. But Bhatgaon henceforth 
depended wholly and solely on PrthvinHrHyana to meet 
the challenge of KHntipur. Actually. the last invasion of 
JayaprakPSa which he carried through the ChHhgu-Nagarkof 
ridge to NHl3 was repulsed in that manner with the help of 
tbe GorkhHlis. Nsither force nor persuasion could now be 
applied with success to wean the fealthy of Ranajitamalla for 
the ruler of KBntipur. He had completely gone over to the 
side of the enemy, and he realised the irnporta~lce of unity 
too late when he found himsell threatened by the Gorkhg 
king. 

Towards the end of his reign JayaprakiiSamalla was very 
much hard-pressed by GorkhHli invasion and by his own 
surroundings and his resources of men and materials were 
largely depleted. T o  meet his commitments he took recourse 
to taking possessiotl of valuable articles in gold and silver 
deposited i n  temples. The large aruoullt of money ly ing  with 
the shrine of PdSupatioHlha was also taken possessio~of~ 
But eve11 his hold ol the temple treasuries did not take him 
farther. His military expenses were beyond what these 
could meet, his action only embittered the feeling of his 
pious subjects and goaded them on to join forces against 
him,122 and made them look for his downfall. 

A coin reproduced in Landoll (Appendix, XXV) hasSri 
V i  l a  Ka  da ya Sra and Dada dhara ratna which the author 

122 The fact of laying hands on temple treasures has been confirmed 
by Father Joseph (Giuseppe da Rovato). 
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attributes to the period, while JayaprilkLsa was dethroned by 
Lis wife (probable date NS 867). According to Landon this 

being a coin in 110 name of his often indicates a rule by the 
nobility in tbe name of an unidentified group. 

A set of clay coins dated S. 861 and 862 (Nos. 17. 18. 19 
of Landon) had led the author to think that the Kathmandu 
ruler was forced to issue the coins of clay having exhausted 

his metal resources. The inference that the name in the 
legend was Hitamalla and that he was a stop-gap sovereign 
either of Kathmandu or Patan may not be correct. But are 

mot these mere clay seals? We have numerous records with 
such seals and these were never used as coins. 

An extract from Father Tranquillo D'Apecchio here 
reproduced will present the view of an external observer 
about this ruler's character; 125 

"Jayaprak8is, according to the Prefect is a great tyrant 
and because of this man, so many times revolts have occurred. 
Often the missionaries have tried to correct him and admollish 
him but wi th  little effect. He exhibits intolerance towards 
his own people, thouh he listens to us. He is corrupted by 
undesirable associates (Kathmandu, 13 October, 1756)." 

Jayaprak~iamalla was brave and patriotic, but tempera- 
mentally he was highly suspicious, irritable, arrogant and at  
limes cruel and revengeful. Because of his nature he made 
many enemies both in his own principality and neighbouring 
capitals. Knowing Jayaprakaia's nature the GorkhH ruler 
played many stratagems to make him i~ayaprakHia) ever 
Sus~icious about his own  surrounding and friends. 

At stage while he suffered a crushing defeat in Kirti- 
Pur and was biding time PrthvioarHyana ShHh schemed to 
create dissention in his opponent's camp. He sent letters to 
Influential men in Kathmandu purported to have been written 
in reply to the latter's complaillts against their ruler. These 
he manipulated to reach into JayaprakH6a9s hands. where- 

' 1 3  Val. 11, Pt. 11, p. 199, Itoliani Missionari, etc. 
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upon the Kathmandu ruler lost trust in some of his staunch 
followers. I t  was said that Prthvinlrlyana succeeded by 
this trick even to alienate JayaprakZiSa from his mother, for 
a letter of the type he concocted was addressed also to her. 
Quite a few influential men were victin~ised on suspicion that 
many were conspiring with the Gorkhz ruler to oust Jaya- 
prakiiiamalla. 

At this very time Kathmandu was also visited by Gorkhi 
agents who established contact in the underground to obtain 
secret information about the real state of affairs in Jayapral 
kasa's capital. The chronicler writes that the spies of 
Pythvinlrayana roamed incognito in Kathmandu in the guise 
of pilsrims and traders. Some of these were caught and 
JayaprakaSa put them to death. It is said that although 
caught, two such escaped death. one being a BrBhmana and 
the other being a Kiizi. A Hindu King could not have killed a 
Brahmans for any offence, but the KIzi was spared on pro- 
mise of his accepting a job in Klntipur. The latter. however, 
made secret co~ltacts with Kszi Dhanavant of Patan, who 
helped him to escape. JayaprakISa took revenge on the 
benefactor by bringing about his assassination through a 
hireling, This was a dastardly act and caused wide resent- 
ment in Patan. T o  Pr thv inHr~~ana  Shsh's immense advant- 
age as Patan was now completely estranged from ~ a t h t u a n d u *  
BY similar actions in the succeeding period JayaprakHia W a s  to 
antagonhe a large section of people in the Nepal Valley. who) 
would otherwise have stood loyally by him during crisis. 

JayaprakPSa was offered the throne of Patan immediately 
after the death of ViSvajitanlalla on 880 Bhiidra vadi 14 
and he ruled there for sometime. We shall describe the 
events in the chapter dealing with the kingdom of Patan- It 
may, however, be mentioned here that as he left the throne 
of MBniggal 14 months later, JayaprakPSa had created more 
enemies in Patan. 

There is no doubt that because of JayaprakSSa's susP1° 
cions and cruel temperament he had earned many enemies 
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both his kingdom and outside of it. Their enmity 
had tended to create disunity among the Nepal Valley states 
in as much as Jayapraklia's behaviour had enraged quite a 
few people ill positions of vantage in one or other of the 
three kingdoms. At a time when unity was most needed. 

mutual  suspicion and desire for vengeance had characterised 
the relatio~~ship of these states. In  this atmospllere the 
question of putting u p  a joint fight against the aggressor was 
ruled out. But worse than that, the three princes were them- 
selves warring at a t i r e  while an invader was knocking a t  
their gates. But JayaprakSSa was not the only ruler solely 
responsible for the downfall of the Malla kingdoms. Others 

with less irritable temper but of amiable and kind disposi- 
tion like the R l j l  of Bhatgaon were equally at  fault for 
having allowed the situation to drift, which was ultimately 
exploited by their common adversary. Equally guilty were 
the noblemen of Patan. who had deliberately acted to create 
theworst kind of instability in their state, which tempted 
a n y  adventurer lo use it to his own advantage. 

The folly of these rulers can be seen from the example 
they set as each indulged in mutual recrirnillations and fritter 
whatever slender strength the principality possessed by 
attacking the other's territory at  a time while the entire 
Valley of Nepal was threatened by PrthvinBr5yapa Shah* 
Unity among the three kingdoms of the Valley was needed to 
Preserve their independence. But none of the parties ever 
thought of presenting a united front to meet the dangers of 
an attack from outside the Valley. To the contrary there 
'as a virtual state of civil war in the Valley, each party 

to exploit the occasion of attack by Gorkha to 
Push its interest at the cost of the victim. 

However. JayaprakSSa with his overbearing manners* 
temper, and suspicious mind was largely responsible 

lor the late that he met in the defeats of the hlalla rulers at 
the hands of the GorkhH victor. 
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There is one more accusation which could be levelled 
against JayaprakHSamalla. We know that instead of making 
efforts for a stable unity between his own kinsmen and wage 
war against Gorkhi  with the combined strength. JayapraklSa 
had tried to call it1 British aid, which, however, could not 
reach him because of the defeat the British expedi~ion 
suffered in Sindhuli at  the hands of Prthviniiriiyapa Shiih. 

The theme of the said British expedition has been des- 
cribed in detail in a separate volume. It should appear that 
British military help would have well acted only if the block- 
ade of the Valley on its south eastern frontier had been 
breached. But it was a call he made too late. The British 
on their part also miscalculated their strategy and in conse- 
quence failed to achieve the objective. If foreign help was 
needed to defeat the Gorkha i~ ivas io~;  this should have been 
called at  the initial phase of the struggle. But Jayapraklia 
had underestimated the strength of the eaemy; i t  was as well 
not an act of statesmanship to i~lvite a11 European colonial 
power to fight his battle. Whatever was his motive in askl~lE 

for British aid JayaprakHSa would have in ordinary circuasm 
tames encountered grave risks of being forced to accept 
colonial domination if the expedition had succeeded at any 
stage. So the best guarantee against aggression by Gorkbi 
was a system of alliance between the three rulers of the 
Valley. which JayaprakHSa had overlooked, If the Malla 
rulers had not remained divided, it was beyond the resources 
and abilities of the Gorkhali ruler to challenge them* 
P~thvinHrHyana Shah would have hardly ventured to u d e P  
take invasion of Noakot or other out11 ing areas if he knew 
4hat he would be challenged with the combined strength 
the Nepal Valley rulers. 

It appears that as P y t h ~ i n B r B y a ~ ~ ' ~  forces closed ill Ihe 

cities of Kathmandu and Patan from all around, and these 
were to fall. the Malla rulers realised their nlistakes and a 
last minute attempt was made to forge unity betwleell Ihe 
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tbree parties. But then everything was almost over by that 
time; their strength had exhausted, and the enemy was 
marcbing into the streets of the capital. The  situation had 
become irretrievable and no concerted effort could have 
averted the disaster. The newly found unity had only enabled 
them to pass their last few days of life together under one 
roof. 



CHAPTER 111 

KINGDOM OF BHATGAON 

Riiyamalla to Jagajjyotirmalla 
(1482-1637 A.D)  

It is said that RHyamalla could not hold his own against 
his brother of BanepH for a t  least a decade in the middle 
stage of his career. I t  was also suggested that the absence 
of ms. data between 1437-1495 A.D best explains and elucia 
datzs the position. But all this is a misstatement, as we have 
already observed in the last section of Part I of the Volume. 

We have the following genealogy for Bhatgaon for the 
16th century from various sources, which begins with Rays* 
malla as the founder. 

Modern  Chronicles' Narapoti  Jaya- RljavarnanB in Bhupa. 
charyii t ika of tindramalla's Riimd- 
Jagatjyotirmalla2 yana,3 NS 812 Vaijd- 

(Saka 1536, LS 496) kha vodi 7 ( f .  2b) 

Riiyarnalla, 15 years Rlyamalla Rlyamalla 
I I 

Suvarnamalla, 15 years Bhuvanamalla 
I 

~huvanamal la  
I 

Prgnamalla, 15 years 
I 

Pr5narnalla 
I 

Prgnamalla 
I 

Vilvamalla, 15 years 
I 

ViSvamalla 
I 

ViSvamalla 
I 

~ a ~ a t j ~ o t i i m a l l a ,  15 years Trailokyamalla ~rai lokyamalla 
I 
I 

Narendramalla, 15 years Jagatjyotirmalla ~a~atjyotirrnal la  
I 

Jagatprak~Samalla 
I I 

N areiamalla 
I 

Jitgmitramalla 
I 

Bhiipatindramalla 
I 

Ranajitamalla 

1 BLI, Op. Cit. p. 40; Wright, pp. 189-210. 
2 CPIMDN, I, pp. 108-09 (Darb. Lib. Cat .  1. 1186). 
3 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 367. 
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Genealogy' ae Genealogys in a 
noted in the book of Bhajans 
chronicle in (Prayer songs) 
possession of belonging to 
VidyBnatha. Bhatgaon. 

RByamalla RBy amalla 
I I 

Bhuvanamalla Bhuvanarnalla 
I I 

Priinarnalla Priipamalla 
I 

ViSvamalla 
I 

ViSvamalla 

Trailokyamalla Trailokyamalla 

Jagatjyotirmalla Jagatjyotirmalla 
I I 

NareSamalla NareSamalla 
I I 

JagatprakaSarnalla JagatprakBSamalla 
I 

Jitamitramalla 
I 

Jitamitramalla 
I 

Bhupatindramalla 
1 

I 

Riiyar7zalla (1482-1505 A.D.) 
The Sanskrit chronicle gives 25 regnal years each to  

f'rioamalla and VjSvamalla, 15 years to Trailokyamalla. 
35 Years to Jagatjyotirmalla and 15 years to  Narebamalla. 

Rayarnalla ruled over Bhatgaon. We have a ms. of his 
reign, Gitagovindant, dated NS 6 16.' Another ms. written 
in his reign, Kusundikarmakiityii)'aniya, is dated N S  620 
Mcrga~ira kr~na  saptami.7 The chronicle has given him a 
reign of twelve years. If this is true he must have died in 
614 NS. But in view of the above ms. dated 620 this is not 

Modern chronicles have 15 years. Obviously they are 
also not correct. On the basis of the ms. dates R~yamalla 's  
reign extends definitely to NS 620 (= 1500 A.D.). But this 

1 l i h s a  P m k d j a .  I ,  p. 73. 
Ilikdsa P r a k d j a .  1. p. 1 SO. 

ti Bendall's Introduction, p. 30; CPWDN. I, p. 16 (Darb* Lib.Cat* 
1.468). 

7 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1697. 
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may not be his last date. Recently we have traced a document 
of his successor's reign. which dates Phdguna Sltdi NS 625.l 
Riiyamalla is mentioned for the last time in a Bhatgaon 
inscription of 624.9 

The later chronicles have the name of Suvarnamalla as 
RHyamalla's successor. But the genealogy of Jagatjyotirmalla 
aud Jitamitramalla give Bhuvanamalla as the son and succes* 
sor of Rgyamalla (vide ante). We have this name for the 
reign next to Riiyamalla even in other sources. It is difficult 
to say how the name Suvarpamalla crept in the chronicles. 

Thus far we have obtained only one document of his reign. 

Three lines inscribed on the small pedestal of an image. 
of L a b p i  (the image is lost).'O Namoh L a k ~ m i  devyaih jri 
Sri Sri L a k ~ m i  pratimii dayakii Sri Sri Jaya ~huvanamalladeva 
jhiikurasana divamgata jayamuiyiita nimittarla chitradayakd, 
Sarizvat 625 Phiilg~rna Buddhi Subham! / 

Rayamalla is said to have ruled, besides Bhaktapur. also 
Challgu, Sinkhu and Nakadeia as well as Thimi and Bode; 
thus a little less than the entire half of the Nepal Valley 
was under him. According to the later chronicles. his son 
Bhuvanamalla or Suvarpamallal~ ruled up to 644 (=15Z4 
A.D.1, but the Thyiisapu C has 639 Miigha Sudi 10 (=January# 
1519) as the date of Bhuvanamalla's death. The next few 
years were covered by a joint rule under Jitamalla and 
PrHpamalla?2 We have a ms. and an inscription on stone 
for the joint reign. The ms. Khandakhadya;ik$3. is dated 
654 KBrtika miisa Sukla d a b m y a m  tithau Satabhi~B pam 
pfirvabhadra nakja~re  sornaviisare, Sri Bhaktapaftane~ etce 

8 The Lak~mi  pedestal inscription of ChBngu. 
9 Inscription n. LXXXIII in our Appendix to Part I. 

10 Unpublished. 
11 Modern Va&SdvalSs; e.g,  Wright, BLI, Sanskrit chronicle- 
12 Kead for evidence of the chronicle. CPMDN, I, lntro- P. 16 .  
13 CPMDN. I. pp. 102-03. Jirarnallo prlinamalladeva~~rlipe 
1692). 
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The inscription14 dates 644 n a ~ t a  Bhiidrapada nliise Sukla 
p a k ~ a  pratipadii tithau magha na kjatra parig ha yoga iiditya- 
visare. We do not know when the joint rule came to an end. 
We have several mss. extending for a period of 15 years since 
655, i n  the single name of PrHnamalla.15 A palm leaf grantla 

decreed by Prsnamalla in 649 NS has the following 
expression: Svasfi Sri Sri Jaya Priinanlalladeva prabhu 
thlikurasana prasiidarapii sthiinasya.. . . . . Sarirvat 649 Chaitra 
k w a  dalmi .  But this is just a grant and does not show that 
he was ruling by himself. 

We have also a ms. copy of Srimadbhiigavattikiil' of date 
648,  mentioning only Priinamalla. The colophon reads : 
$riman Sri Priinomalla virii jate Sriniviisa Srisa bhakto khairi- 
kuwara keSari tasya vijaya ... ... ... diggujesu rase var$e gate 
( ~ 6 4 8 )  Bhiidrapadiirjune tithau vaglau ravauviire. etc.  In 
this document PrB~amalla is said to have been reigning ; bu t  
f u l l  royal titles are missing. These are the two documents 
i n  the single name of Pranamalla for the period when J i b -  
malls was supposed to have been ruling with him. Jitamalla 
is omitted in the genealogy of Bhatgaon rulers (vide ante). 
Therefore, i t  appears that he was deemed to be a junior king 
as a courtesy reference and not actually recognised as such, 
i n  the capacity of a joint ruler. It is said that PrHnan~alla 
and Jitamalla were brothers, both sons of Bhuvanamalla. 
We shall discuss the question of their relationahip a little 
later. 

14 CPMDN, I. Intro. p. 16 (at Antatit01 Thaiba). Sri Sri Jitomalla- 
~rabhu thdkura Sri S n  Prfinamalla prabhu tbdkurasa d\,ayo 

~iiayarijye thasihadese. The stella lies close to  a Chairya the building 
which by Karnalaja MB]mi and others the record commemorates. 

Inscription n. 1 in our Appmdix. 
l5 Unpublished. (a) Bhdgavatam-Darb. Lib. Cat. IV unnumbered. 

(b) Paiicharak.jd-Darb. Lib. Cat. 1V unnumbered. 
(c) HarilpathSa-Nepal Govt. Museum n.  448. 

and several others. 
*6 In the possession of Yajdsnanda Va jrZch W a .  

Govt. Nat. Lib. n .  765. 
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Priinantalla (1519-1547 A. D.) 

Priinamalla must have started his career as a de juresingle 
-monarch since NS 655. We  have the following colophon data 
for  his reign from 655 to 665 NS. 

(1) ms. Paiicharak~ii dated 655 Chaitra nriisa k g n a  p a k ~ e  
ekiidaiyiim tithau dhanisthii n a k ~ a t r e  Subha yoge somaviisare; 
at  the beginning of the colophon, R d  P m  Pbh Sri Sri Jaya 
Priinamallasya vijayariijye (Darb. Lib. Cat. 1V. unnumbered). 

( 2 )  ms. HarivahSa (Nepal Govt. Museum n,  448) which 
has a colopholl in the last page noting that the work was 
being recited by the minister BhPrasimha PradhPna and a 
ceremony was performed on Samvat 655 Bhirdrapada krtna 
amirvasydm tithau somavirsare irr the victorious reign of 
PrHnanlalla (Srimat Sri Priinarnalladevasya ekachakra viiaya) 
t o  celebrate the occasion of completing the recital of the 
sacred work. 

(3) ms. L)ravyavinimayaniima nighantu (CPMDN, 11, PI 
116)18 Colophon : Bibhiiti riij6 Raghuvarhsa Sri Sri 
Priinarnalladevasya vijayariijye / Sariivat 658 Prarhama m d s a  
Sukla ekiidaigiim Subham. This ms. is also in the library of 
F. M. Kaisar Shamsher J. B. Rana (n. 355). 

(4) ms. Voriihamih~rasarizhitfi~~ has in the colophon 
Sahva t  658 Sriivana Sukla s a ~ t y i i m  .tithau sviiti nakgalre 
byhaspativiisare Sri Sri Jaya Prdnamalladevasya svobhuj~o 
riijye, etc. 

(5) ms. Byhadyiifrirzo of the date of (4) 

( 6 )  ms. Kriydchintiimani21 copied by one ~arivarmmi 
i n  the reign of PrHnamalla, The date is kriyiipdtheya jadvarfe 

( = 6 5 5 )  sahamiise cha piindirre sonla tithau dhiitriveggue \'are 
etc. 

18 Darb. Lib. Cat. IV. 
19 Darb. Lib. Cat. IV.  unnumbered. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Sans. Sandesha, I .  6 ,  p. 29 
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( 7 )  ms. Kulalikiimnlya (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 4953) Colo- 
phon: Sreyostu Samvat 663 VaiSiikha Sukla a ~ t a m y i i m  tithau 
magha nakjalre vrddhi yoge brhaspativirsare likhitamiti 

Rd Pm Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Priinamalladevclsya vijayariijye Sri 
Khapvam brurniiycim Sri Sivagalasthiine etc. 

(8) ms. SfiryasiddhiintapkiiPD Sri Bhaktapattane bhujya- 
ntltla riijye Prlnamallasya.. .665 A~ i idha  Suklo chaturdaSyBm 
tithau miila nak~atre brahmayoge aiigiiraviisare, 

Prgnamalla is not mentioned in the PaSupati copper plate 
of 668. (vide, Part I, the last inscription in the Appendix). 
On the other haad the signatory to the document is Jitamalla* 
This creates additional confusion as to the place Jitamalla 
occupied in the genealogy. It was quite likely that Prana- 
malla was dead at the time while the copper plate was 
inscribed to register the agreement among the parties and 
probably Jitamalla as Regent in the minority of ViSvamalla 
had allowed his name to appear in the record. Earlier we 
have seen that in two records Jitanlalla appears along with 
Prlnamalla as a co-ruler, and his name is listed first. We are 
yet i n  dark about the relationship subsisting between Jitamalla 
and Prlnamalla. Jitamalla does not have a single document 
of his own without Pranamalla while the latter has at least 
10 exclusively of himself, where he enjoys full royal titles. 
That Prinarnalla was the de  jure sovereign of the time in 
Bhatgaon cannot be questioned. But Jitamalla's position has 
Yet to be determined. He can be a younger brother of PrHna- 
malls and some scribes might have referred to him as a co- 
ruler just out of courtesy as has happened in many other cases 
of similar nature. But wherever PrHnamalla is mentioned 
'Ozether with Jitamalla, the latter's name has preceded. The 
Order of names suggests that Jitamalla was senior in relation 
to Pr%amalla. But then he should have been the occupant 

the throne. As he is not, and there are irrefutable reasons 
'O think so, Jitamalla in the alternative might be taken as the 

22 Darb. Lib, Cat. IV. unnumbered. 

14 
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uncle of PrHnamalla. He had outlived his nephew, and there- 
fore figures again as a regent in NS 668. This is, however, 
just a conjecture, and we have to bear in mind that  until 
some more evidence is forthcoming, we cannot definitely say 
how Jitamalla stood in relationship with Priinamalla. 

ViSvamalla ( 1  547-1560 A.  D.) 

Pranamalla was succeeded by his son ViSvamalla who is 
credited to have improved on the Dattatraya temple and 
established hermitage for Saivite monks. According to the 
Sanskrit chronicle he initiated the ceremony of Bhairava on 
the first day of VaiSiikha. We cannot form an idea of his 
regnal years for want of data. But it seems he ruled for about 
13  years from 667 to 680 NS. We have three inscriptions 
of his reign (1) one, a slab of stone at Tripurgsundari (Bhat- 
g a o d 2 V a t e d  672 P a u ~ a  Silkla piirninzii, ( 2 )  another on the 
P5fi of Yamthalitol, Bhatgaon, dated 672 Miigha Sukla 15 
(commemorating the occasion of installing the image of 
Visnu) and ( 2 )  yet another, a stone inscription in a temple 
within the Taumadhifol areaz4 is dated 674 Kiirtika krsna 
ekiidaii pra dviidaii hasfa naksafre pritiyoge brhaspirlivrira 
and msntions his reign in the words Sri Sri Viivarnalladeva 
prabhu thiikurasa vijayariijye. l o  a much damaged stele 
attached to a small brick temple in the Golmodhi!ol area, 
some words and figures, e.g. Sri Sri Jaya Trailokyarnalla J a ~ a  
Tri bhuvanamalladevasya vijayarajye and .. . .. -81 Miigha iukla 
pir~amcisycirn e lc .  Apparently the first figure in the date 
milst be 6. I t  appears that Visvamalla had ceased to rule 
at the date shown by the inscription. 

Viivamalla and his wile Gadg5rHni figure in the history 
as benefactors in many religious and pious deeds. ~adgirfini 
was the power behind the throne for many years duringthe 
reign of her so11 Trailokyamalla. She figures as a co-ruler in 

23 A stele, which is much damaged. n .  9 in our Appendix. 
24 Vidyspitha Zgamadevat8. Inscription n. 11 in our ~ppendix*  
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many jnscripljolls u n t i l  she died. The chrollicle states that 
Trailokyamalla defeated the attempts of a chieftain a t  BanepH 
to start troubles there. We have Trailokyan~alla and Tribhu- 

vanamalla mentiooed io a stone inscriptiong5 of a Saiva 
monastery a t  Bhatgaoil (Taumadhitdl) to have ruled in  the 
y e a r N S 6 9 2 l y e ~ t h a S u k l a ~ a , v t i .  This has a line Sri ViSvn- 
nlalla nlpate?~, Gahggdriini sutau, s u ~ u b e  / Trailokyamalla 
bhripanz, Tribhuvanamallaiicha bhiipiilarn. After a few lines 

eulogising Tribhuvanamalla the inscription proceeds to 
nlentio~i GangHrHni and say putriibhycirn saha Bhaktapattana- 
dhuramasyri vahantglh klplim prapya ... ... Saivam rvlti mimak- 
cha... ... na@a~?t punah s l~lav i in .  The record specifies some 
lands &anted for the uplzeep of the temple of Siva. 

Be~dal l '~  stated that the two names belong to one person. 
But this is patently wrong, the expresions putrau (sons) and 
putriibhyiimsaha (with sons) definitely prove that the two 
names are those ol two brothers. This inscription describes 
Trailokyamalla as the king of the country using epithets be- 
fitting his foremost position. It, however, appears from 
the subsequent lines that the mother shared burdens of  
Government with her two sons. 

Regency of GahgiirrTni and TrailoX yan~alla 
(1560-1613 A D) 

Bendall refers to another inscription of the same date 
where according to him Tribhuvanamalla alone figures. I 
have not been able to check up Bendall's reading. But the 
Thimi inscription has both names along with that of the 
mother ...... Sri Sri Jay0 Garigarinidevi thokurini. Sri SI i Ja).a 
Trailok~amalla {hdkuradeval Sri S r i  Jayn ~ r i b h u v a n a m a l l a  
lhhkurasa verasa.. . , . . . . . . . .KGrti ka Su kla r kc?daiy).dm p WYa 
nak~atre Saubhfigya yoge byhasparivasare. We have another 
lnScri~tion in Thimi in the nalne of the mother and two sons- 

25 Inscription n. 20 in our ~ p p e n d i x .  
26 Table 11 in his Journey. 
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The Thylisapu C has also both Trailokyamalla prabhu and 
Tribhuvanamalla prabhu under notice in NS 705.2' In a 
separate palm leaf also both Trailokyamalla and Tribhuvana- 
malla are r~oticed under date NS 704. I t  does not seem tha t  
there was only one ruler adopting at the same place two 
separate names in these records. In  all certainty Trailokya- 
malla and Tribhuvanamalla were two brothers who figure as 
joint rulers. The chronicles say that the mother, GahgBrIni, 
was powerful enough to keep both of her sons under her 
tutelage. As Trailokyamalla figures as the ancestor of the 
rulers of Bhatgaon, he must be the eldest son and rightful 
heir to the throne. Tribhuvanamalla must be his younger 
brother. We d o  not have his name allywhere independent 
of  Trailokyamalla. It is not improbable that Tribhuvana- 
malla was associated as a partner iri the joint rule because 
the mother wanted it. I t  is quite likely that Tribhuvana was 
also called king in documents, because the reference was just 
a matter of courtesy. 

We have an evidence of a ms. which goes to further clarify 
the issue. This ms. Tiiriikalpa (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 2012) has 
i n  the colophon, Sarhvat 710 Kiirtika Sukla dvitiyii tithau 
anrrrbdhli nak~atre  atigar~dha yoge brhaspativlisare tulii riiii 
gata savitari vichchha rbSi gata chandramasi, Sri Bhakta- 
pattane Riijii Sr i  ~ r i  Jaja Gaiigiidevi tanaya Sri Sri Trailok~a- 
malladeva anuja ~ r i  Sri Jaya Tribhuvnnamallodevasya vija- 
yariijye Sri Rajopbdhyli Sri Uddhavarajena likhitam. As the 
word anuja put before Tribhuvanamalla shows, he was the 
younger brother. He appears to have been a co-ruler; with 
what powers we do not know. But there was a joint rule of 
three persons even though the elder alone might have enjoyed 
the status of the sovereign. 

We have seen that GangirHni also was a co-partner in the 
rule of Bhatgaon. We have now more documents to sllow 

27 l t i l ldsa Prakiifa, 11. 2. pp. 
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that Gabggdevi, Trailokyamalla. Tribbuvanamalla al l  three 

of them were reigning together- 

(1) A stone inscription of 703 RSvina Sukla pafichamyfim 
lithau attached to a Chaitya in Yamthalitol in Bhatgaon* 
The stone is much damaged but shows.. . . . . Tribhuvonamalla 

Trailokyamalla nypatau. 
( 2 )  A damaged slab of stone in a temple of Ngrg~ar?a in 

Inayafol. Thimi with Sri Sri Jaya Garigcidevi thirkurirli jrtsa 

Sri Sri Trailokyamalladeva thiikulasa Sri Sri Jaya T r i  bhuvana- 
rnalladeva prabhuthiikulasa tribhaya thiikulasa v i ja ) .ar~h 'an~ .  

(3) A stone inscription of Bhatgaon (locality-u nk nown).2' 
which also is much damaged with all date marks peeled off. 
The record shows S r i  2 GahgQdevi Sri 2 ~ra i lokyamal ladeva  
Qi TribhuvanamaNadeva tribhaya thiikulasa riijje rlc. 

(4) A slab of stone on the wall of a monastery (Gurubahal) 
in Jupalachhen~ol in Bhatgaon. The record shows 6 dates 
commemorating occasions when images of 6 deities GaneSa. 
Chetabhara ( Vajrayogini, Bhimsena. Draupadi and Sad- 
dhama (?). The dates variously are, 700 RSvini Sukla 9 ,  703 
Magha Sukla 5.709 KQrtika k r p a  . . 11.71 2 Miigha Su kla 5 .  7 1  2 
Advini Sukla 5 and 723 Sriivana Sukla 12. And then follows. 
h i  2 Gahgadevi. Sri 2 Trailokyamalla. Sri 2 l 'ribhuvanarna~la 
"ibhaya fihPkulasa prajiiyasa etc. 

( 5 )  A slab of stone in  the temple of Dipadkara in Kvatha- 
dulol. Bhatgaon. The date is 724 Chaitra vaddhi  2. GadgHrHni 
and Tribhuvanamalla do not figure in this record. But we 
have Sri Sri viraniirliYaFa avaterita Sri Jayn Trailokyamalla- 
devas~a  vibyariijye Sri Bhaktapatfane etc. The inscription 
gives a record of the installation ceremony of stone lions as  
door to the shrine of Dipafikara. 

. (6) A stone in a temple in Inayachilol, Bhatgaon. The 
'nvocation is to God MBdhava (Vispu). The record is 

and of the date portion only 31 Magigha mdsa Sukla 

28 The rubbing lies in the Bir Library. 
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prirpan~cisi remains. But the 3 also is not as clear. Similarly 
the words deva Sri Sri Jaya Trailokya in the readable space 
might stiow there more than 2 names. But the iiiscriprion 
of 724 shows that Trailokyamalla had survived Tribhuvana- 
malla. 

Tribtuvanarnalla is omitted in the genealogy of the  rulers 
of Bhatgaon a s  f r a~ued  by Trailokyamalla's son and orhers 
in the l i~ l e  succeeding him. The  last available document of 
Trailokyamalla is the ms. Bhiigavata (recently acquired by 
the Darbar Library). 

The colophon reads : ms. Bhagavata, Nep~likBbde gagan 
cigrli sindhu (=730) rddhe sitendrostanaye tithau (=7) cha/, 
viriiichibhe somadine hi siddhanz vijporidam Bhiigavalam 
pavitram / Trai lokyamallesvani~la sirithe Bhaktiipuresmin 
prvirdja miine, etc. According to this date ~railokyamalla 
was a ruling monarch in NS 730 Adiigha 8uklil. 

There is a long gap between the last available docunlent 
of Trailokyamalla and the first available docunient of Jagat. 
j~otirnlalla, which is a manuscript, Mukunda vijaya, dated 
734. Could Trailokyarnalla have ruled from 681 to 734 NS 
It is a difficult job to 6x regnal date both for him atid his 
father. One ms. the Niiradasahhitd (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1247)" 
dated Samvat 721 Phiilguna Sukla paurnamisyiinz tithau ultaraw 
phdlguni nakjatre ganda yoge iidityavcisat-e san~~iirnamiti has 
in the colophon Sri Sri Jagatjyotirn~alladevaprabhu thdkulasa# 
Daivajfia Vi~nusirhhena choyd j u l ~ . ~ ~  Although the psual 

sovereign title is missing, we can take this document as 
belonging to  the reign of  Japatjyotirmalla. But as we know 
that Trailokyamalla was living upto 730, there is no ground 
to believe that Jagatjyotirmalla was a king at the date- 
Obviously the ms. was copied for him but then he was the 
crown prince. 

29 Unpublished. 
30 Recently acquired by the Darbar Library. 
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The followi~lg are some of the earlier colophon dates of 
Jagajjyotirmalla. 

(1) ms. MukundavijayaS1 colopiion : Dayiidiinaddk~inya 
vidydbudhi Sri Jagajjyotirmalla k~itisanakasya. ... . .Sri Nepal -  
anlagate Buti Sikhik~onidharairaitkite ( = 7 3 4 )  some parichadaii 
tithau site ruchavagiidha mlise punah, 

(2) ms. Camb, Univ. Lib. Add. 1687 of date 737. 
(3) ms. ASvaSiistram3' Daycidiikginyadi pragunavara vidyir- 

valiviridhi Sri Sri  Iagajjyoti k~itipori parivritscijriayo.. . . . .gate 
Nepirliye vasugana hayaih, 738 rahkite k r ~ n a  p a k ~ e  suchau 
miise~a~~anzyam d ina kara dine 

(4) ms. Narapati Jaya~haryli$ikii~~ ... .. . Mahciriija Sri Sri 
Jaya lagojjyotirmalladevasya.. . . . . Sdke 1539 La Sa 494 Jye~ tha  
iukla  14 Sanau Sri VamSamani Sarmiivyalekhididam pustakamI 

Jagajjyotirmalla (1613-1637 A.D.) 

To give an idea of Jagajjyotirmalla's regnal years Bendall 
cites three colopho~l dates of his reign." (Camb. Univ. Lib. 
Add. 1687, 1696 and one of Deutschu Coll.). The first a11d 
the last according to Bendall, are dated 1617 (NS 737) and 
1628 A.D. (NS 748) respectively. But we have come across 
more documents of earlier and later dates belonging to his 
reign. Therefore his conc!usions are wrong. 

About him the chronicle is lavish in  praise and speaks of 
him as a great lover of music and poetry and attributes to 
him running theatrical performances. I n  collaborrtion with 
Vamiamani. a Maithili Pandit, he composed a treatise on . . 
music called Sailpitabhfiskara (NS 75 1).3"his dramatist 
wrote two plays, Gitadigan~bara and M u d i t a r n a d d a s Q  in  
Maithili for the court of K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ ~  The king is also 

31 Darb. Lib Cat. 111. 2b0. 
32 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 341. 
33 I. 1186. 
34 Bendall, op. cit, Intro., p. 16. Table 11. 
35 CPMDN,  I, pp. 262-63. 

JBORS, X L l I I ,  Parts 1 & 11, pp. 49-50. 
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credited with a collection of songs in Sanskrit called Gita- 
p~ i i ch i i s ik i i ,~~  full of variant notes, emotion, melody and 

rhythm (niinii bhdva tiila rasa saman~zyita') and Saizgitasiiri. 
rnava (sahgita-tiila-laya-nytya-~rl~dariga-viidyiidi-sikgyakauS~~a 
pradariana). Other works listed in his name are saizgita 
c h ~ r i d r a ~ ~  and sarigitasiiras~hgraha~~ (brought from the South 
and SaAgitasiirasaritgrahavyiikhyiinarh). He wrote DaSiivatiira 
nrtyam (NS 745 dsiidha krgna 5 byhaspativtira). which is a 
collection of songs in verses.40 He also wrote a commentary 
on Kiimasiitra (Sexology). He was well versed in the Bhirata 
school of Indian Music and himself widely read the relevant 
portions in Agnipurana. T o  his authorship is also ascribed 
a comedy i n  Maithili with the title MuditakuvalaydSva."' 
Two other plays in Maithili. Hara-Gauri viviiha4' and Kunja- 
vihcir ini i t~ka.~~ are according to Levi superb masterpieces of 
the standard of Kiilidiisa and Bha~abhii t i .~ '  The subject 
matter of the drama is the marriage of God Siva and his 
espouse PHrvati in one and of Kruna ... with RHdhl  i n  the other- 
Each is rich in melody and imagery though, of course, the 

language in the texts is much defe~t ive .4~ 

His records are available for the year 755. A ms. LBk~arla- 
samuchchaya, is dated NS 755.46 Another ms. V~ltasdra 
(Chhanda), bas i n  the colophon ~d ~a~ojjyorirnirdeSan4 
Samvat 755 Sriivana vadi  chandra da4amgam. Perhaps 
is the last document of the reign. His successor ~areiamalla 

37 Ibid, I, 461. 
38 C P M D N , I , p p .  260-61. 
39 Ibid, pp. 263-64. 

40 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 338. 
41 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 461. Composed on 748 J ~ e ; t h a  Sukla 13. 
42 See below the section on literature. 
43 Ibid. 
34 Levi, 11, p. 242. 
45 Analysis in the Katalog der Bibliotlrak der ~ e i r r s c 1 ~ e ~ ~  fi40ri0'" 

Larldisckeu Gesel Schaft, Vc l .  11, ms. n. 6. 
46 CPMDN, 1 ,  p. 115; Intro. p. 17. 
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ruled for about 6 years down to 1644 A.D. (=763 or 764) 
baving succeeded his lather in the year 1636 or 1637 A.D. 
(fJS 756 or 757). 

As we have observed at the end of the preceding volume 
Ranepb east of Bhatgaon. outside the Valley but in the 
immediate vicinity seems also to have enjoyed an indepen- 
dent existence for a short time as is attested by a Panda- 
vavijaya composed by the king Jaya Ranamalla of the place." 
He is a son of Yakeamalla as is attested by the inscriptions 
we have referred to in Part I of the volume. We have already 
noted an inscription belonging to his reign, which has a date 
631 NS. According to the Thycisapu C he died on Kart ika  
Sudi 5 of 649 NS. Nothing is known about his descendants. 

Bendall has also noted a principality in Noakot, 12 miles 
north-west outside the precincts of the Valley. This was- 
also not of a long duration, and after a short existence merged, 
in  the kingdom of KBntipur. 

But we have from an inscription of BanepH one KeSava- 
malls who is addressed as n~pat i . '8  This record is dated 660 
Phdlguna Suddhi 2 .  He might have been a subordinate ruler 
of Bhatgaon. But the first record of Bhatgaon rulers, under 
whom Banepa was generally regarded to have been ruled is 

of lasatprak~~amalla  with date 769 P h d g u n a  k r ~ n a  
astomi mEla nakgatre Suddhijoga Saniichara,dra. It  is said 
that in  the time of ViSvamalla the principality of BanepH was- 
merged with Bhatgaon. But we have this information only 
from the chronicle and from no other sources. 

So far we mentioned only mss. of the reign of Jagajjyotir- 
malls* But we llave also some inscriptions belonging t o  
his reign e,g, 

1) A stele attached to the wall to the right of the door of 
"femple of Mabsrikal outside the Kvathubahil in the 
city of Bhatgaon. The inscription is to record the 

47 Darbg Lib. Cat. 1. 1314. 3. '* In the courtyard of the temple of NgrZyana. 
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ceremony of installing the image of HanumBna and 

is dated 747 Klirtika krjna chaturthi. This shows the 
reign (vijayariijye) of Jagajjyotirrnalla prabhu thiikura. 
A stone on the back wall of a Piiti facing a d r y  pond 
originally constructed by Jaga jjyotirmalla. According 
to  the inscription the construction was started on 
Pauja k r ~ n a  I 1  and completed on VaiSQkha k l ~ p ~  12 
rer1ati nakjatre priti yoge brhaspativiira of 750. 

The first few lines contain invocation to Goddess Bhavini 
Jagajjyotirmalla adopts the usual epithets of the Malla kings 
without mentioning Nepiileivara. 

NareSamalla. JagatprakiiSamulla and Jitdnziframalla 

According to the chronicles and genealogy above pre 
sented* Jagajj yotir's successor was his son NareSamalla. He 
is called also Narendrarnalla by the later chronicles. Nareia- 
malls is referred to as a ruling monarch in several records 
between NS 757 and NS 763 (Inscription of   ode)." His 

earliest document is a two line inscription on the two golden 
windows over the main door of the temple of TLlejuin 
Mulchok in Bhatgaon. The date reads, saptab8namuni~ukte 
(= 757) tathdivine rnlile So bhanayogecha si lajfarn~~iin~ ionaiSw 
chore (=September-October, 1637) and commemorates the 
occasion of the completion of the two windows by Naresa- 
malls. This monarch. it seems enjoyed comparativel~ a 
short reign. He did not certainly succeed his predecessor 
before 755 S r i i ~ a ~ a ,  the last date of the latter (=August. 163] 
A.D). He also did not live at  the date, 767 Vaiicikha iudi2n 
which is the date of an inscription of Jagatprakl~amalla 
attached to the BhavPni temple at NBIH~O Jagatprakl6a in 

49 Unpublished. 
50 Unpublished. 
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certainty succeeded his father in NS 766 (=I616 AaD) or 
even a year or two earlier. We have a coin in his name 

(Walsh, PI. 11, I), which is the first traceable coin of the 

period for that  area. The date in it can be read as 765. If 

it is so then the coin was not surely issued to1 commemorate 
the coronation date as was the custom prevailing. Walsh 

read the date wrongly as 752.51 The middle figure although 
looking like 8 might also be read as 6. In that case the date 

(765) might go to represent the year of his coronation. But 

the Th,.risapu C states that NareSamalla died on d i v i n a  Sudi 
5 of 763. These two dates, however, do not present a sequence. 

There is a difference of a year, and ordinarily the striking 
of a coin in  JagatprakHSa's name should not have been 

like this. If the date of the coin could be read as  
764 then it would f i t  in with the tenor of argument. But we 
shall have to stretch our imagination a little farther than 
what  was possible to read the last figure as 4. 

NareSamalla is mentioned in one of ~ r a t ~ p a r n a l l a ' s  inscrip- 
(ions as the king of Bhatgaon, whom the Kathmandu ruler 
had defeated (see above). The last available document of 
his reign is a stone inscription52 o f  Bode at  the temple of 
K i l i k l  (Sri Sri Sri Nareiamalla riijaya velasa), which is dated 
763 Vaiiiikha Suklo ek5daii pra dviidaSi blhaspativiire. Thus 
the fact of JagatprakaSa becoming king ill NS 765 is SuPPor- 
red on all evidences. He ascended the throne quite early in 
his boyhood. Jagatprak~Sa calls himself the son of NareSa- 
malls in  his dramatic work, Pdrijiitahara!tn n i i$~ka .~ '  Accord- 
ing to a noting in an old sheet of paper acquired by the Bir 

he was born in NS 738, thirty five years prior to 793. 
The following inscriptions are additional documents of 

'he reign of NareSamalla. 
(1) An inscription on a stone inside a temple close to the 

5 1  The coir~oge o f  Nepal,  Jountal  of the Royal  Asiatic Society* 
"'Y. 1908 (PP. 669-759) p. 722. 

j2 Inscription n. 46, in our Appendix. 
53 DLC, I ,  395. 
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pond in Svaspukhutol, Thimi. The stone is much damaged 
but the date, Niigavlnavajau (=758) Ma'gha Suklake Sripari 
chamylm p a k ~ e  uttarabhadrake Sivayoge budhadine mino  
chandra mrge e f c  and the king's name Nepcilabhrlplla...rar,ta 
NareSarnalla nrparajasiihha.. . ... sarnpcilire are clearly read. 

(2) On the image of L a k ~ o l i  standing to the right of ihe 

door of the temple of TBlcju in Bhatgoan palace. This is a 
3 line inscription. which shows the date 761 Aivina Sudi 8. 
The image was dedicated by NareSamalla, the great amongst 
the kings, on this day. (Srimanmalla NareSa bhiipalivaro 
de vyai dadau bhaktirniin. 

(3) A stone inscription of the temple of KHlikH near the 
townlet of Bode. This commemorates the occasion of the 
reign of NareSamalla on 763 VaiSa'kha Sukla ekiidaii pra 
d vadadr byhaspativiira. 

Inscriptions and colophons of the reign of ~a~atprakhia 
are abundant. 

We have two more records of the year 767, (1) 
BrabmHyani copper plate of Jye~ tha  k r ~ a  4 ( 2 )  ms. Nagaram 
sarvasva with date Saka 1569 (=NS 767) Srcivana S ~ t k l a  14 
(Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 3212). 

JagatprakBSa's DaSBvatiira songs i n  Sanskrit preserved in 
the inscription over the pavement of a temple at the outer 
collrtyard of the Darbar in Bhatgaon shows he had a taste for 
composing verses. He also called himself the king of poets 
(Kavindra) and teacher of musical science (~cindharvavidyl 
g ~ r ~ ) . ~ ~  Quite early in his life he showed himself as a budding 
Poet by composing Ndn6rarigagitasaAgraha (purugokli~ila 
paiichaka JagatprakiiSa rnahcira'jiina) (DLC. I .  349). He offered 
as a gift to a BrHhmapa copy of a book Gitcivali on 781 

54 ms. Ndt~arrlradevigitasari~graha, 780. Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 357. 
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Srcivana Sukla 15 (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 3154). which he bad 
written in his own hand. 

There is an anthology of poems composed by Jagatera- 
&%a called Padya~arnuchchaya.~~ Another work. a collec- 

tion of songs, is known as Devigitasaritgraha or Gitrivali. This 
was done in 780 S r r l ~ a n a . ~ ~  O n  Srcivana 9 he completed 
NPnlSradgagitasahgraha. otherwise known as Gifapo i i~haka .~  
He is also mentioned in Maithili literature as a devotional 
poet singing hymns of praise in honour o! Siva. Visnu and 
GaneSa (Bhd~dgita ms. B. No. 114 to 154 quoted by JaikHnta 
Misra. I, p. 247). We shall say later more about his literary 
~ompositio~is. 

In 1658 A.D he fought Pra t~pamal la  with the help of 
SrinivHsamalla but later on was himself defeated on account 
of his ally changing side after sometime (vide below). He 
had also to suffer ignominy at the hands of PratBpamalla who 
bad defeated him in several battles. H e  was ultimately 
rescued out of the difficult situation by efforts of the Patan 
ruler !hiniv~samalla whose praise he sang i n  a poetic com- 
position (see below). At the last phase of this long drawn 
war Sriniviisa had supported Jagatprakiisa as against 
PratIpamalla. 

During his early years Dhanadasimha HhHju was the Chief 
Minister. He must have occupied a very important place as  
his name appears along with that of the king in a Copper 
plate insc~iption of the Bhagavati temple at NIIH, the  date of 
"he record being 767 VaiSakha Sudi 2 (Nepcilarna~&ialas~a 

5 5  Darb. Lib. Cat. 

56 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 357. 

h ~ l q  qa  TI^. fqq feq +nfrat ifg3 ursmi d s f a  9 ~ ~ 7  

~6 q ~ t  I R I F ~  383 1 3 q t q  asimm a ~ f a  d ~ f  f8a~gq: 
3'6 PTTT fl%< qFlf?l~ q3? ai(r?r9 I 

57 Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 349. 
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4iromani Sri Sri Jaya Jagatprakijlamalladeva M d  sa vijayarfi. 
jyesa Dhanadasikha Bhaju mrtkhya tnanlri juva velasa). 

We have a half mohar of JagatprakiiSa with date 782 and 
in the legend of the obverse of this coin shows a name 
ChandraSekhara Sing (Appendix, coin. n. 26) so far u ~ l k n o w n  
from the chronicles. At this date Sekharasifiha was probably 
appointed Chief Minister. 

From one of his inscriptions, however, it appears that 
ChandraSekhara Sing was a minister of Jagatprakiiamalla 
during the eighties of the 7th century Nepal era. The 
inscription on a stone at the temple of Bhavsni-Sankara 
situated just in front of the golden gate in the palace 
square. (Bhatgaon) mentions ChandraSekhara as the 
minister of JagatpraklSa. The inscrsption is dated 789 Mir. 
gadira Sudi ... ... the details missing. I n  another inscription 
with date 787 Mdgha vadi 10 (a stele in  the temple of 
Bhaviini-~ankara at the western corner of the palace square, 
Bha t gaon) Jagat prakHSamalla calls ChandraSekhara as the 
person whose equal was not to be found and who was as dear 
to him as his own life. The king sang praise of Sekharasithlla 
in the inscription of the temple of Nrtyanjltha (date line 
damaged). The gold plat- inscription of the temple ol TIleju 
in the Mulchok dated 788 Jyegtha krsna ... 8 has  a line to say 
that the king desired to attain along with ~handraiekhar* 
s ihha  the feet of the Goddess. All these references to 

Cha~idraSekharasimha conclled in terms expressing high regard 
and love for the man show him to be quite powerful in  the 
kingdom. But we have yet to know more of him to be able 
to say definitely what he really did for his king and country0 
There is a suggestion from a passage in the above noted 
inscription of 787 that Jagatprak~Sa obtained his wife Anna. 
pnmalaksrni through the efforts of ~handraiekharasihha* 

According to the Nepal Diary one BhotyHbhH was the 
ChautarH i n  792. He was taken prisoner by ~atbrnandu'~ 
delenders while he had entered Mayajalgaol~. 
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JagatpraklSa built a part of the royal palace in Bhatgaon 
and a number of temples in the vicinity. H e  improved on 

the temple of TUeju. already repaired by his father. He 
constructed the temple of Bhav~ni-Sankara at  the western 
entrance into the palace square. As a lover of art of dancing 
he built a temple housing an image of NrtyanHtha. Another 
structure close by it enshrining NBrHyana was also constructed 
by him. 

JagatprakBSa's son and successor was JitHmitra. JilBmitra's 
coin dates NS 793 (Walsh, P1, II,2).  This may be the first year 
of his reign (=I663 A.D). Walsh's reading of the date figure 
in this coin as 783 is wrong. We have a ms. copy of Dhiirani- 
sa&graha belonging to Jagatprahsia's reign dated 791 J y e ~ t h n  
iukla 11 byhaspativara (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 630). There are 
several inscriptions of his reign between this date and 783 in- 
cluding the one at the temple of BhavBni-Sahkara within the 
outer courtyard of the royal palace dated NS 787 Magha vadi 
10 and another in Pannauti (BrahmHyani stone) of 789 Miigha 
dukla plirnimii, and a ms. colophon of 790 P a u ~ a  k p n a  dvitiyci 
(Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 242).51 

So Jitgmitra could llever issue a coil1 in 783 or any time 
ti11 791, as we have JagatprakHiamalla still wielding powers 
of a sovereign all this time. The middle figure looks like 8. 
If it is 8 then the coin might be taken to have issued by the 
father in the name of crown prince. The first available docu- 
merit of JitBmitramaIla is an inscription on a stone attached 
to the  'Ilhathubahi in Bhatgaon with date 794 Palisa krsna 5-  
The second is another stone inscription on the wall of a Pati 
in  panmuti (Agbafol). This is dated Vedanidhimuni (=794) 
parisammite VaiScikha k r ~ n a  ekadalg5m revati n a k ~ t r e  
budhaviisare. 

For the date of the death of ~ a ~ a t ~ r a k i i i a r n a l l a  we have 
'he following statement of the Thyasapu D ,  which Should be 

'* Also Ninlraicgagitastl,;tgrnha (Darb. Lib. Cat. 1- 349)- 
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taken as conclusive in view of the reliable character of the 
said document 'Sarizvat 793 Miirgaiira kygna 4 brhaspativiira, 
this day Bhatgaon's king Jagatprakaiamalla died. He was 
taken to the funeral pyre on a paranga (bed). Nine women 
were burnt to  death along with the dead-body. He was35 
years old. He had an attack of small-pox which developed 
pus and he died soon after. 

As  we have seen Jagatprakgia was since his very youth 
involved in a war with Kathmandu and Patan. ID the initial 
stages he was defeated and he sued for peace. Ultimately, 
however, as Patan and Kathmandu broke between themselves 
Jagatprakiiia was relieved of the burden of the fight 
conducted on two fronts simultaneously, while Pratlpamalla 
left to himself would not also seriously think of attacking 
Bhatgaon for fear that this might go to provoke an all 
out retaliation by the combined strength of the other two 
kingdoms. Actually Patan and Bhatgaon fought several 
engagements with Kathmandu. But on several occasions the 
latter was also isolated and Iconfronted by an alliance of 
Kathmandu and Patan. The subject matter of their mutual 
antagonisnl and friendship has formed a portion of the 
narrative as we related the account of Pratlpa's reign. So 
we need not write here any more about Jagatprakii~a's rela- 
tion with his two neighbours. It appears that towards the 
end of his life Jagatprakaia had united with Patan and was 
involved in a fight with Kathmandu at a site near Chsnguo 
I t  is on record that his Chief Minister himself was taken 
prisoner during the invasion and had to be rescued with 
great difficulty on the intercessior~ of Sriniviisamalla. 

Jitiimitramalla (1673-1696 A.D.) 

As it appears from the Thyasapu D Jiilmitra ascended 
the throne on 793 Mdrgakygna 4 Thursday ( = ~ o v e m b e ~  
December, 1672 A.D.) 

His last document is a copper plate inscription of 816Phl 
B4!za- He must have a reign extending from 1673 (NS 793) to 
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1696 A.D. (NS 816). Bhiipatindramalla's documents start 
from 816, Jitlmitra called himself Sumoti (full of wisdom) 
and BhipakeSori, the lion of kings. like Prat lpa in his inscrip- 
tions and like documents. 

Jitimitra had succeeded to the throne in his early youth. 
He was taken care of by BhHgirHma PradhHnahga who became 
,Chief Minister with his accession. The Thyasapu C states 
that he obtained his dikgii maAtra from his priest on 796 
ASvina iudi 10. 

As compared to the last reign his time was more peaceful 
and he was less troubled by Ksntipur. His Chief Minister 
BhBgirBrna mentioned as a witness in several of his inscrip- 
tions was of great help to the king in his constructive 
activities. But about 807 this minister was much envied 
by his counterpart i n  Kathmandu who tried utmost to 
physically eliminate him, But he remained unscathed on 
the whole, except for once while he had t o  allow himself 
to be molested by his people who acted on a wrong notion 
that he was the cause of their troubles. 

Bhatgaon was subjected to blockade for months, and it 
had practically no contact with the outside world on the 
West. The blockade was being severely felt. commercially 
it was being almost paralysed. I t  was impossible to import 
anything and exports stopped likewise, Many articles of 
necessity were being denied to the people of Bhatgaon. 

Because the blockade came as a result of Jitiimitra's refusal 
'0 deal with his Chief Minister as  Kathmandu wished it, the 
people of Bhatgaon laid at the Minister's door all blames for 
which they suffered. The chronicle states that the prople were 
So much harassed that they even pressed their ruler to hand 
Over the Chief Minister to KHntipur. At one time. while 
Jitimitra was not willing to attend a meeting of the three 

in Kathmandu. he was dragged forcibly there. 
However. iospite of all this, JitHmitra refused to abide by 
L a k ~ m i n ~ r ~ y a p a ' s  wishes. 

15 
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taken as conclusive in view of the reliable character of the 
said document 'Sarizvat 793 MiirgaSira k r ~ n a  4 byhaspativiira, 
this day Bhatgaon's king JagatprakiiSamalla died. He was 
taken to  the funeral pyre on a paranga (bed). Nine women 
were burnt to  death along with the dead-body. He was 35 
years old. He had an attack of small-pox which developed 
pus and he died soon after. 

As we have seen Jagatprakgia was since his very youth 
involved in a war with Kathmandu and Pataa. I n  the initial 
stages he was defeated and he sued for peace. Ultimately, 
however, as Patan and Kathmandu broke between themselves 
JagatprakaSa was relieved of the burden of the fight 
conducted on two fronts simultaneously, while Prathpamalla 
left to himself would not also seriously think of attacking 
Bhatgaon for fear that this might go to provoke an all 
out retaliation by the combined strength of the other two 
kingdoms. Actually Patan and Bhatgaon fought several 
engagements with Kathmandu. But on several occasions the 
latter was also isolated and Iconfronted by an alliance of 
Kathmandu and Patan. The subject matter of their mutual 
antagonism and friendship has formed a portion of the 
narrative as we related the account of PratHpa's reign. So 
we need not write here any more about Jagatprakii~a's rela- 
tion with his two neighbours. It appears that towards the 
end of his life JagatprakiiSa had united with Patan and was 
involved in a fight with Kathmandu at a site near Chii@uo 
I t  is on record that his Chief Minister himself was taken 
prisoner during the invasion and had to be rescued with 
great difficulty on the intercession of Srinivasamalla. 

Jitiimitramalla (1673-1696 A.D.) 

As it appears from the Thyasapu D JitHmitra ascended 
the throne on 793 Miirgakygna 4 Thursday (=November- 
December, 1672 A.D.) 

His last document is a copper plate inscripti011 of 816 Phd- 
gu!lam He must have a reign extending from 1673 (NS 793) to 
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1696 A.D. (NS 816). Bhiipatindramalla's documents start 
from 816. JitHmitra called himself Sumoti (full of wisdon~) 
and BhiipakeSari. the lion of kings. like PratHpa in  his inscrip- 
tions and like documents. 

JitBmitra had succeeded to the throne in his early youth. 
He was taken care of by Bhagirima PradhBnanga who became 
,Chief Minister with his accession. The Thyiisapu C states 
that he obtained his d i k ~ i i  maritra from his priest on 796 
ASvina dudi 10. 

As conlpared to the last reign his time was more peaceful 
and he was less troubled by KBntipur. His Chief Minister 
Bhasirama mentioned as a witness in several of his inscrip- 
tions was of great help to the king in his constructive 
activities. But about 807 this minister was much envied 
by his counterpart in Kathmandu who tried utmost to 
physically eliminate him, But he remained unscathed on 
the whole, except for once while he had to  allow himself 
to be molested by his people who acted on a wrong i~otion 
that he was the cause of their troubles. 

Bhatgaon was subjected to blockade for months, and it 
had practically no contact with the outside world on the 
west. The blockade was being severely felt. Commercially 
it was being almost paralysed. I t  was impossible to import 
anything and exports stopped likewise, Many articles of 
necessity were being denied to the people of Bhatgaon. 

Because the blockade came as a result of Jitiimitra's refusal 
to deal with his Chief Minister as  Kathmandu wished it, the 
people of Bhatgaon laid at the Minister's door all blames for 
which they suffered. The chronicle states that the people were 
so much harassed that they even pressed their ruler to hand 
over the Chief Minister to KHntipur. At  one time. while 
Jilamitra was not willing to attend a meeting of the three 
rulers in Kathmandu, he was dragged forcibly there. 
However, inspite of all this, Jitirnitra refused to abide by 

Lak~minHrii~ana's wishes. 

15 
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BhHgirHma is noted as a ChautHrii in an inscription of 
JitHmitra.59 This is dated NS 803 J y e ~ t h a  Sukla 15 (=May 
or June, 1683 A.D.) and lays down rules for the utilisation 
of water for the cultivation of fields from a canal. A line at 
the end shows that the Chief Minister had assibted the ruler 
in constructing this beneficent work. His importance is 
further high-lighted by his inclusion as a witness along with 
the heir-apparent, Bhiipatindramalla to this grant and to 
another for the upkeep of the gold water conduit in the 
garden of his palace (NS 808 Sriivana Sukla piimirnii Sravana 
nak~atre  budhavlisare siritha safikriinti). In  several inscriptions 
JitLmitra's reign is noted along with an expression which 
means 'in the time of BhHgirHma' (BhHgirHma velasa). One 
inscription. the one attached to a dilapidated P@i, (close to 
HwZnghwZng Plti)  commemorates the repair of the pond by 
JitHmitramalla together with BhHgirHma (sahitena 798 Magha 
Sukla paiichami byhaspativiira). 

The earliest available record we have for BbHgirama as 
the minister of Bhatgaon is the ms. copy of the work 
bhaktisudhiirnava (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 91) copied by Sumati, 
Jaya JitHmitra and completed on 795 Kiirtika Sudi 9. 

A ms. Sanskytapiirasikapadaprakliia (In the possession of 
one PadmanHbha Sharma) has in the colophon 'copied by 
Sumati Jaya Jitsmitramalla, in the time of BhiigirHma Para- 
mHga. Sumvat 810 Kdrtika Sukla 9' (Sanskrit Sandesha, 1. 1. 
pp. 31-36). 

Other works bear the same expression BhPgirHma 
Pradhiinariga velasa e g. 

(a) ms. JiiiinGmavatantram60 written by Sri Sri sumat i  
Jaya JitHmitramalla on 795 Kdrtika Sudi 9. 

(b) ms. Rcimr?yanaB1 copied by Sri Sri Sumati Jaya J i t b  
mitramalla, writing completed on 805 Kdrtika 4ukla 13. 

59 Inscription n.  86 in our Appendix. 
60 Darb. Lib. Cat. I.  263. 
61 Darb. Lib. Cat. I .  905. 
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(c) ms. D a k g i n c ? m ~ r f i s a ~ l 1 i t d ~ ~  copied by S r i  Sri Sumati 
Jaya Jitiimitramalladcva on 808 K b t i k a  Sukla 9. 

(d) Pugpachintiiman163 written by Sri Sri Sumati Jaya 
Jitiin~itran~alla in 810 Ktirtika Sudi, 

( e )  Medinikoja written by Jaya Jitlmitra on 810 Kdrtika 
Sudi 9. 

Bhagiriima Pradhiinahga must have held a very important 
place in the heart of his ruler to be mentioned like this in 
manuscripts copied'by the latter. 

The chronicle states that Bhiigirlma had served his master 
with examplary fidelity since his childhood. and Jitlmitra 
had only acknowledged his services by referring to his rule 
(velasa) in his records. 

In one inscription Bhagiriima is addressed as Minister 
who was 'an object of extreme affection to his master' (Inscrip- 
tion on a stone attached to the wall of the compound of a 
water conduit, 798). 

Up till 810 Bhiigiriima appears as Minister in records. 
We do not know how he disappeared whether due to death 
or for other reasons. In the last available document of J i l l -  
mitramalla, the Mulchok copper plate of 816 Phiilguna s'ukla 
12, Syiimadssa Bhiiro and Hiiku Blbu are the witnesses. H l k u  
BHbu was a minister for sometime during the early reign of 
Bhiipatindramalla. Perhaps he and SyBmadiisa Bblro  were 
ministers during the last phase of Jitlmitra's regnal career. 

Latest we have got hold of a ms. copy of Harivamsa6" 
dated 814 Phllguna Jukla 1,  which according to the colophon 
was written for the use of Bhsgiriima Pradbsniinga. This 
suggests in all certainty that the ChautSrg was living at the 
date mentioned. He must have died shortly after this date. 

Jitimitra's drama A$vamedhantitaka based on the subject 
of Jaimini Bhirata (Levi, 11, p. 243; CPMDN. 1, pp. 149-50) 

62 Ibid, 1. 209. 
63 In private possession. 
63a In the possession of Chandrarnan hlaskay, Director, Museurn* 
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is dated NS 810 equivalent to 1689 A.D. Another document 
a ms. of a drama 15 Act Rijmiiyana written by llis son but 
belonging to his reign dates 812. 

Jitamitra was a patron and lover of arts, He was also a 
man devoted to religion and piety. H e  built many temples 
and provided endowments for their upkeep by certain speci- 
fied families. 

In two inscriptions he called himself Briihmanasii~kyta 
nzatta g ~ j e n d r a ~ ~  and piirrasiit krta g a j e n d r ~ . ~ ~  He bore 
these titles as he had awarded elephants to the priests and 
courtiers. 

T o  JitHmitra we owe tbe many constructions in the royal 
palace and the Mulchok, the main courtyard of the palace, 
containing the shrine of THleju was improved by him, One 
of his inscriptions notes (NS 797 Bhijdra Sudi dviliyii stella 
at  Etiichok) with pride the repair work done in ElHcbok. 
west of the Mulchok, where he  made struttings with carved 
images of the A~bamiitykii group of female deities and got 
drawn in illustrations over the surface of the wall on the 
east. The entire pantheon of Yogiei including Chandikl 
while at  the Patachapali the entire story of Riimiiyana was 
inscribed. The images drawn are in light colour, which looks 
fresh enough even today. I n  the same inscription is noted 
the erection of a stone cot obtained from his uncle (Abaju) 
Sriniif5samalla. 

The record which is said to have been inscribed in the 
rimk of BhagirHma further adds 'the window on the south is 
made just for preserving beauty, this should not be opened, 
the courtyard is passed with smooth oily bricks; 
it was difficult to bring even a piece of stone from Kotakha. 
but now with the  help of Srinivlsamalla it was possible to 
procure them, whereupon four cots were placed each 011 one 

6.4 A stele on the wall of the courtyard of the water conduit i n  the 
Royal Palace. 

65 On the door lintel of the shrine of Taleju at Mulchok. 
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corner; then for lighting a special railing was constructed. it 
is ordained that the wicker should be lighted by the king. 
all this was on the ground floor; on the uppermost storey the 
king JitHmitra inscribed in letters the rdgamiild, also in the 
same matcina on the walls pictures of Akgobhya and others 
were painted, on the first floor a drama Gaurivivdha was 
played, and to add to all these a water conduit has been 
constructed. the king will himself go to the conduit to fill his 
jug with water.' 

The inscripti011 irater alio prohibits anything that would 
make the surrounding of the courtyard alld water conduit 
unclean. It lals down that no one will wash his or her 
cloth, pass urine. and throw mud, and if there was any repair 
to be done. this should be taken by the king of the princi- 
pality. 

JitHnlitra repaired the pond constructed earlier by Jagaj- 
iyotirmalla. He set up a new pole with the serpent-hood 
of VHsuki at the top. which was of gold. H e  held a ceremony 
with a sacrificial rite to mark the completion of the repair 
work on 798 Magha Suklu 5 revati nak#alra vrddhi yoga 

brhaspativta (= January-February. 1677 A.D). The ceremony 
was attended by the kings of Kathmandu and Patan. To 
commemorate the occasion he set up a stone inscription 
where besides adopting other titles he calls himself 'lord of 
elephants' (Gajapati). The Thydsapu A (f. 1) confirms the 
information of the inscription. 

He also built Thanthu rHjakula with the Siddhichok which 
was completed on 798 A~iidha mcisa fukla pakga 10 sviiti 
nak$afra siddhiyoga (aitilakorana mithunariisi gala savitari, 
tulfirigi gala chandramasi. 

This was an adjunct of the main royal palace. JitBmitra 
gives the new structure the same name as the royal palace- 
The Thanthu occupied the north eastern wing of the palace 
as it  exists today. In  the inscription conlmecuoratillg the 
occasion the king lets it known that the Thanthu palace 
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should be preserved carefully. He further says 'this palace 
built in the time of Minister Bhlgirlma nobody should do 
harm; the courtyards. outer and inner portions, the garden. 
the balcoay as well as the water conduit are to be maintained 
according to the traditional rules, these should not be treated 
in a different manner as new structures; the reigning monarch 
shall be responsible for their upkeep and repair; all rules in 
this connection are to be followed; if they are not adhered 
to, one is liable to incur the punishment awarded for five 
great crimes. 

Jitiimitramalla built the main door of wood at the en- 
trance of Mulchok with beautiful carvings in Miirgga k g n a  of 
81 5 (=November, 1694 A.D.). Jitiimitramalla played an im- 
portant role in the crowning of N~pendramalla. Parthivendra- 
malla and Yoganarendramalla. His relation with both 
Kathmandu and Patan were quite friendly. 

Essentially he was a man of peace and he used his influence 
to  improve relation with the other two neighbours. But 
conflicts were ul~avoidable in the situation he inherited. 
We have already seen how he was harassed by the Chief 
Minister of Kathmandu in 807. Since ~ak~minlriiyana's 
death. however. Bhatgaon's relation with Kathmandu 
improved. But even earlier the king of Bhatgaon and his 
son attended BhEpZilendramalla's marriage ceremony on 
810 M righa k r s ~  4 uitaraphiilgu y i  nak~atra atiganda yoga 
SanaiScharaviir~.~~ Bhatgaou and Kathmandu also had 
combined to attack Sindhuli on 810 Phiilguea Sukla 11:' 
I n  the same year on dgc?dha Sukla 1 puqya nakptra the ruler 
of Bhatgaon came to Kathmandu to attend another religious 
c e r e m ~ n y . ~ ~  

We have already seen how about 81 1 the three principali- 
ties had come to live in accord after a meeting of their rulers 

66 Thya'sapu A f .  74 .  
67 Thydsapu A f .  76.  
68 T hyiisapu A f .  77. 
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and ministers in Mulchok on 811 d iv ina  Sukla 56s. It appears 
that for another two years Bhatgaon had friendly relation 

with Kathmandu and Patan. But Bhatgaon came into con- 
Bict with Patan once again. According to the Thyiisapu A 
(f. 82)  the three principalities were living in peace about 

812-813 but on 813 Bhiidra k r ~ n a  6 rohini no k ~ a t r a  Sunday 
Bhatgaon had a quarrel with Patan as the latter violated its 

frontier. In the conflict that followed Bhatgaon called for 
Kathmandu's assistance which readily came. and Patan was 
isolated. 

We have no information about Bhatgaon's relation with 
aeighbours for the subsequent years, but the Thyiisapu A 
(f. 85)  states that Bhatgaon and Patan combined against 
Kathmandu while king BhiipZilendramalla had left for the 
Terai on 816 Miigha Sukla 6 aivini nakgatra budhaviira. 

It was said that Patan and Bhatgaon clashed several times 
,on the occasion of Khadga festival and the dance drama of 
Harisiddhi. But they had patched up. 

According to a copper plate inscription Jitlmitramalla 
signed an agreement with Yoganarendramalla on Phiilguna 
Sukla 12 of 816 both parties pledging not to cause provoca- 
tions on the occasions specified.'O The agreement reads 
"Whether it is something involved in the course of the staging 
of the dance drama of Harisiddhi or it is an occasion of 
dagger festival (KhadgajHtrB), henceforth. either kings and 
ministers must prevent incidents likely to cause friction 
between the two parties. The duties assigned to each party 
must be performed by those concerned. The whole affair 
must be allowed to run according to tradition. 

It is also written in the record that the statement was 
inscribed in the time of Sy~madHsa MGlrni BhHro an3 Hsku 
Bhlju who seem to be the ministers at the court of Bllatgaon* 

69 Thyiisapu A f .  80. 
70 loscription 0. 102 in our Appendix. 
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Perhaps SyiimadHsa Miilmi and Hiiku Bhiiju had taken 
the place of Bhiigiriima on the latter's death. 

However, although this agreement might have done away 
with some of the causes of conflict, it did not ensure a stable 
peace between the two kings. Hardly a month had passed 
Patan joined hands with Kathmandu and attacked on 
Bhatgaon's outposts on its northern border near the hillock 
of Chiiligu. According to the Thyiisapu A' Bhatgaon was 
isolated on Sarizvat 816 Chaitra Sukla 15 angiiraviira, Patan 
and Kathmandu having combined. I t  reports that subse- 
quently on Chaitra kljna 5 mala nak~atra Bdityavlra (Sunday) 
those of Patan and Kathmandu went to attack Obhu a village 
about 2 miles of west of the city of Bhatgaon. They were 
stopped on the way by the men of Bhatgaon who succeeded 
in capturing at NB13 34 of the invaders from Kathmandu and 
Datimha Kuara and a pramHna who was the son ot 
Rgyakubhlju, the two of them from Patan. The defenders 
of Bhatgaon conquered further 7 villages. As a result of this 
success JitHmitra was allowed to live in  peace for the next 
four months until he died. 

JitHmitra died on BhBdra vadi 11 of 816 (=August, 1696 
A.D.) and was succeeded by his son Bhiipatindramalla who 
struck a coin (a  half rnohar)'l in his name bearing tbe date 
816 Bhadra vadi 11 to mark the occasion of his becoming 
king. 

JilHmitra took great care to bring relief to his people in 
distress. He constructed canals for the cultivation of lands* 
and helped the people to undertake the maintenance of the 
same by CO-operative efforts. He mediated in their disputes. 
whenever such occasions arose. 

An injunction72 in respect of the distribution of water for 
irrigation reads : 

The inspectors of the lands do not honestly distribute 

71 Coin n.  28 in our Appendix. 
72 Inscription n .  30 in our Appendix. 
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water to the people and this is the reason which justifies t1.e 
present action taken. At the time the rice is sowj~, the people 
must make an irrigatioo caoal and whosoever works on it, 
must after a day's labour come and claim a royal attestation. 
which will entitle him to receive water. Whosoever cannot 
produce this attestation will be punished with a maximum 
fine of 3 dams ( I f  annas) the inspector shguld not levy dues 
to enable water to be taken from the canal but each one must  
receive his share in turn. If the inspectors do  not allow 
each one to take water in his turn, the inspector-in-chief will. 
be punished with five or six mohars (translated by Wright). 
The translation is faulty and incomplete. We shall, however: 
discuss the subject under agriculture. 

Jitamitra was also a man of literature, who has written 
some original works both pieces of poetry and plays. T h e  
Darbar Library is in possession of some literary works of 
merit of his composition in Sanskrit and Maithili still pre- 
served. One such is ASvantedhaniitakariz with a theme 
common to Jairninibhiratalh. His dramas are dealt with in 
detail in  the section giving the life and condition of the Valley 
of those days (See below). I n  NS 810 Jitlmitra wrote a 
commentary on Gitagovindanz (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 528). I n  a 
few inscriptions we may read his devotional poems e. g. in 
the Etgchok inscription of 797 and the water conduit court- 
jard inscription of 798 he sings iu r lgamdair i  rcigavijaya 
hymns in honour of the Goddess ChandikH composed in 
Maithili cum Sanskrit. Jitimitra addressed himself as one 
who had deep knowledge of the science of weapons and 
music and who was profoundly learned in tlie science of War. 
music and classics (Sasrra Slistra sarigitiidividyci plraga 
g~fldkarvavidyii  nipuna). 

Jitsmitra had a son, Bhapatiudramalla and a brother 
"gramalla. both of whom figure very frequently in several- 
l"scri~ti0ns as witness to his deeds of grant and t~unificence- 
We hear more about Ugramalla from another Source* the 
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Thycisapu D. He is noted even on later occasions along with 
Bhiipatindramalla in a few inscriptions of the latter's relgu. 
According to  the Thj isapu D Ugramalla was the younger 
brother of Jitiimitramalla. His upanayana ceremony took 
place on 790 A~cidhuSukla 8 as reported by the Thycisapu. 
He figures in the account of negotiations conducted with the 
two other kingdoms by Bhatgaon. The Thyiisapu D states 
that his marriage was performed on 794 Miigha k l~na  10 and 
the ceremony was attended by Sriaivisamalla who stayed 
here five days witnessing also the performance of a drama. 
One of the inscriptions of JitZimitra dated NS 794 Pauta 
krpna paiichami Sukraviisare makara gata ravi (at a vihiira) 
mentions the ever compassionate Jaya Ugramalla (dayiiti. 
sindhu) along with his brother (Nepilabhiipilanariidhirciia 
dharmeivara nlpariija sirhha Japa Jitirnitra klpiitmaneia layo 
Ugramalla), 

The water conduit inscription of 798 speaks of: Ugrarnalla 
as one devoted to his brother and proficient in the art of 
music. I t  appears that he was deeply attached to JitHmiaa- 
malla who held him in high esteem. 

Jitamitra's wife LZilamati who was also the mother of tile 
crown prince performed pious deeds are available in the 
reign of Jiigmitra. To her is attributed the gold plated bronze 
images of JitHmitra and herself which are up till now being 
kept inside the temple of Taleju in the Mulchok. Phes: 
hear inscribed letters which show that these were set up by 
her at different dates in NS 829. 

LHlamati elljoyed a long life, She was alive during the 
second year of the reign of her grandson. According to a 
copper plate inscription of 843 &"ina 8, which is attached 
on the northern wall of Mulchok, LPlamati set u p  a guthi 
of 2 ropanis of land in the name of her son in order to 
provide oil for lighting during the daily pUjH of Goddess 
Tiileju. 
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Bhiipatindramalla and Roqajitarnalla 

Bhupatindra's coin bears the date figure of 816 (Walsh. 
P1. 11. 3). It must be a first date of his reign. The  quarter 
mohar illustrated in Walsh 11. 5 has also the date 816 NS. 
Both these coins provide only the regnal year. But we have 
another quarter mohar which gives besides the year 816 also 
further details of the date i.e, Bhiidra vadi 11. In  all certainty 
this is the date of his crowning. The earliest document 
belonging to his reign is a copy of the ms. Yogiivali dated 
NS 816 Kiirtika kr~na dviriyii mrgaSira nok~atre  siddhi yoge 
ahgiiraviira belonging to him (Sri Sri Bhiiparindra Mahiiriijii- 
dhirajasya idam pustakam)." But the royal title must have 
been just a courtesy reference to the crown prince. I t  is 
absolutely wrong to suggest that Jitlmitra had died in that 
year before the month of Pbglguna as against the date of the 
copperplate incorporating the agreement between him and 
Yoganarendramalla. Bhupatindramalla succeeded his father 
surely not before this date. But the date 11 Bhiidra vadi o f  
818 the quarter mohar must show the day. month and year 
of his accession. According to the Thylsapu C Bhtipatindra- 
malls was born on 795 Kiirtika Sudi 6 (October-November. 
1674). Bhiipatindra was 21 years old as he became king. He 
gives the date of his birth in  the MBlatichok stone inscription 
(O 103 in our Appendix). 

To him goes the credit of adding more wings to the royal 
~ a l c e  which had seen many additions during the three genera- 
tions of his predecessors, The main courtyard of the palace 
containing the shrine of Tgleju as also other courtyards inside 

l3 Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 1084. The ms. colophon ot  SPrya sahasranhma 
S'ofranl has sarilvnr 815 Mdgha Judi 11 Sri Sri ~ ~ l n ~ a t i n d r a t n a l l a  Md 
.''.-.yiingi din0 juro (Darb. Lib. Cat.  I. 538) 
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were refurnished and many wings left unfinished were com- 
pleted by him. According to an inscription (826 J g e ~ b h a  
k l ~ n a  4-5 Satabhi~d nak~a t ra  dyu~mcina yoge budhaviiro) 
Bhiipatindra repaired the temple of Taleju with gold roof 
and a top on which stood gold finials supervening. 

About the royal palace the chronicler observes, "It has 55 
windows, in one of which there is a small pane of glass, 
presented to him by a man from the plains of India. This 
piece of glass was considered so rdre and valuable that the 
Raja placed it in the window as an object of wonder for the 
people."74 Bhfipatindrarnalla's bronze statue with folded 
harrds in a sitting posture stands till today on the topbf a 
stone pillar facing the 55 windowed palace just described. 
Bhtipatindra's inscription at Miilatichok shows that he built 
it and erected the stone image of HanumHna and Narasimhd5 
From the inscriptions of the two images of Ugrachandl and 
Bhairava placed at  the gate of another courtyard it is known 
that these were set up  by Bhtipatindramalla on the A k w a  
tritiya day of 827 NS.76 

The year of completion of the MIlatichok where the 
window overlooking the gateway is of sandalwood is 818 
Philguna iuklo 9 (=February-March, 1698). In the inscrip- 
tion attached to the wall he speaks of the images of 
HanumHna and Nrsirhha on both sides of the gate, which he 
set up following Kiintipur's original model.'' He also built 
the five storied temple at Taumadhito1 with two wresilers 
Jayamal and Phatta at  the lowest rung of the pavement and 
"images of lions, griffins. elephants" in double at each of the 
four tiers of the pavement respectively. Locally this is known 
as Nyitpola which literally mean 5-storeyed. The inner 
sanctuary of the temple contains an image of ~havfini.'" 

74 Wright, second edition, p 116 
75 Inscription n. 97 i n  our  Appendix. 
76 Inscription n. 109 in our Appendix. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Wright, p. 116 
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The uppermost tier of the pavement consists of two images 
of Bhavlni one at each side. Bhapatindramalla completed 

the main chok (Mulchok), and he also renovated the doors of 
the Taleju shrine and the gate leading to this courtyard. In 
the noting of the Thyiisapu C the celebration of the comple- 
tion of Nyltapola was observed on Sahvat 822 d ~ i i d h a  Sudi. 
and a Kotycihuti was performed to inaugurate the opening 
of the shrine. 

Facing the Nyltapola just in the vicinity to its south-east 
within the courtyard of the Taumadhifol is a temple of 
Bhairava. This construction owes also to Bhiipatindra's 
munificence. The deity set up in the shrine is described as 
AkQabhairava. The temple was completed on 837 Vaifiikha 
krtna 7 Sravana nakgatra SanaiScharaviira (Saturday, April- 
May, 1717 A.D). 

His son Ranajitarnalla has the honour of figuring along 
with his father in several inscriptions as co-partner and 
co-sharer in building temples and other devotional activities, 
although as a child the latter could not be aware of his 
kingly responsibilities. Ranajitamalla was born on 823 
MlirgaSira Sudi 10. According to  the Thyiisapu F he was fed 
on cereals on a day of ceremony. which was held in  Thimi 
on Srcivana krana dvitigii. 

Bhiipatiodramalla constructed a water conduit (toyaprangli) 
in Kwiilakhutol, Thimi on BI...VaiSiikha k r ~ n a  12 revati 
saubhlgyu byhospativasare (Stone inscription on wall). I n  the 
foreground of the Royal Palace he built several temples at  
different dates. He also dedicated a large bronze bell to the 
Goddess Taleju on 825 J y e ~ t h a  iudi 2. The bell is placed 
under a roofed structure in front of the Royal Palace. Accord- 
lng to the inscription of DoleSvara (828 Mdgha vadi 9). 
Bhc~atindra repaired the temple and set up a new gold finial 
on its top. 

Viivalak~rni, the queen of Bhiipatindra made a gift of 
lands of 20 ropa,~is to BrahmHyanidevi as gosthi in Pannauti 
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on 837 A~iidhta Sitkla 9 chitra nak~atre  Sivoyoge cidityaviisare. 
The temple is situated at  a site on the confluence of Lilivati 
and Niliivati. 

I t  appears that HHku BhZju who is a witness in the Taleju 
copper plate inscription of 816 was the Chief Minister as 
Bhiipatindramalla began his reign. As his name appears 
prominently in all records until 833, he must have continued 
to serve the state in \that capacity for quite a long time but 
how long he was the Chief Minister of state we do not know 
for want of information on the subject. Inscriptions of the 
later years d o  not mention HSku Bhiiju anywhere. 

HSku Bh3ju appears as a witness in the last available 
inscription of Jitiimitramalla in the copper plate inscription 
of 816 Phiilguna lukla 12. Obviously he was a minister in 
the last phase of Jitiimitra's reign. 

In  the copper plate inscription of 818 Mlgha Sukla 15, 
which records a grant of land to  Taleju by yoganarendra- 
malla, he figures aIong with ChautiirS Gvagala BhB of Patan 
as a witness; aHSku BhZiju is called 8s one belonging to 
Raghu's race and as Rautta. 

Some inscriptions of the reign of Bh~patindramalla refer' 
to  'the time of Pramina Hlku  Bhaju' e.g. 

(1) A slab of stone on the wall of a pati in front of the 
pond of Talachchhe in Bhatgaon. This is dated 828 Magha 
k r ~ n a  hasta nak~atre  4iilayoge haritithi sahite vzsare bhiirga- 
vasya and records the building of the patrika to honour the 
deities Sri 3 Urns-MaheSvara. 

(2) A stone on the wall of a P i t i  close to the temple of 

NHrayapa in  JyHnHtol in  Bhatgaon with the date 82 ... vaiidkho 
k r ~ n a  byhaspati. Here Hikubhsju is called pradh8nSripa- 

(3) A stone in the temple of MahHdeva in Vakufol in 
BanepH. This is a record describing the installation of the 
Phallus JBgeSvara on 828 Phfilglctta Sukre SaAkara @jau 
charrdradaive budhe. 
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(4) A stone on the wall of d PPti with a phalecha within 
the precincts of the temple of Bhagavati in Kwachchhe in 
Bhatgaon, The structure was built by the paiichas of the 
to1 on 833 Chaitra kr$na pakse navamipara daiami dhaneslii 
nak~atra Suklayoga budhaviira etc. 

It is said that BbDpatindramalla was an ambitious ruler 
and he had designs cn Patan and Kathmandu, and in moments 
of crisis overtaking the latter he used to take advantage of 
the situation to invade their territories. In that course he 
met with many a rebuff and on one occasion he was almost 
killed, and got his freedom on payment of a ransom to the 
Patan Minister (see below Patan Account). 

The chronicle ,gives account of his daring raids into neigh- 
bouring territories. We have already recounted the story 
which tells us that he was checkmated by rulers of Patan 
and Kathmandu. His career was much turbulent in between 
825 and 837. In the beginning of his reign he could not 
persue his adventure due to the fact that there was seated 
on the throne a strong ruler in Patan and affairs in Kath- 
mandu were not such as t o  invite his attention. As early as 
818 MPgha Sukla plmimii, Bhiipatindrarnalla was obliged to 
receive Yoganarendramalla at  his palace and allow him to 
Perform a ceremony in  honour of the Goddess Taleju and. 
donate some land.lg One of the witnesses to the statement 
inscribed in the copper plate is Bhlipatindramalla himself. 
and this suggests that the two rulers had developed friendly 
ties* In 818 again the rulers of the three principalities of the- 
Valley swore not to give shelter to  Kantu Ojb8 and his 
kinsmen, who had intrigued to cause the death of many 
dignitaries and brought frictions in the relationship subsisting 
between the three branches of the ruling Malla family (See 
for detail the account of Patao). According to the Thydsapu A 
( f $  94) Kathmandu was isolated on 819 Mirgha Sukla I 1  arigara- 

, 79 Copper plate at the Mulchok dated 818 l l ldgha  Jukla 15- n. lo5 
'"Or Appendix. 
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viira, Patan and Bhatgaon having combined. On this day 
Bhiipatindramalla marched to  Thimi. Bhatgaon sent its 
Miramha juju (referring to  Ugramalla) to defend the outpost. 
H e  stayed there the whole night and was able to repulse the 
attack, *lBhtipatindra's relation with Kathmandu became 
strained and the two rulers remained at cross purposes for 
sometime more. 

I t  appears from two copper plates (in the main countryard 
of the palace of Bhatgaon) that  he had pledged words not to go 
into cross purposes both with Yoganarendranlalla (822 Mdrga 
krgaa 9) and Bhaskaramalla (823 Sriivana Sudi 2) and maintain 
everlasting peace and friendship with these rulers. We have 
already given the text of the agreement which Bhbpatindra- 
malla had concluded with Kathmandu. He seems to have 
patched up  with BhHskaramallaYs governnlent though the 
terms of the agreement were not all in his favour. 

But the terms he  and Yoganarendramalla accepted for 
the agreement went to  his advantage. By this, Patan was 
debarred from negotiating with Kathmandu without the 
consent of Bhatgaon, If Patan acted otherwise, it was to pay 
a penalty of Rs. 46,000 which was kept as a security in behalf 
of king Yoganarendramalla. The  inscription incorporating 
this provision shows five parties-Patan, Bhatgaon, Gorkhi. 
Mackwanpur and UpBdhyB, all of  which pledged friendship 
stating that one's enemy be regarded as  the enemy of the other 
and also one's friend as  the common friend. The inscription 
further tells us that Bhatgaon, Gorkhl ,  MackwHnpur Up~dhja 
had combined to c o n ~ p e l  Patan to give this undertaking We 
find it difficult t o  know the  identity of the east-country 
mentioned as  IJpBdbyZ. 

Patan appears as  a weaker party in this record. Bb%pa- 
lindramalla had successfully nlanouevred to set Gorkhg, 
MackwBnpur and one more party, U p ~ d h y a  against Patan 
But in reaching an agreement with BbHskaramalla about a 

year and seven months later, Bll Gpatindrarnalla not only 
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consented to deny passage to Patan without Kathmandu's 
approval but at the same time accepted the latter's lead in 
all matters which required consultation between kings. 

We do not know under what circumstances Bhiipatindra- 
malla concluded these agreements. Surely one purpose of 

his agreement with Patan was to break its relation with 
Kathmandu. and force it to live in peace with Bhatgaon. It 
could be a strategy to isolate Kathmandu and pave the way 
for its domination by Bhatgaon. But Bhupatindra's design 
was frustrated by Kathmandu, whose leaders succeeded in 
imposing a settlement on him. which could only keep 
Bhatgaon and Patan apart. 

But nearly three years later Patan's kingl Yoganarendra- 
rnalla denounced the agreement of 822 NS  and led an 
expedition to attack Bhatgaon with a considerable force. 
However, the attempt to subjugate Bhatgaon failed a s  the 
Patan ruler died of poisoning in his camp at  Chiingu on 
826 Kiirtika Sukla 11 

Since a year or so before Yoganarendramalla died Patan 
and Kathmandu had been allies. But contrary to expectation. 
the inhabitants of Kathmandu tried to  plunder the Royal 
Palace of Patan taking advantage of the situation following 
Yoganarendra's death, while Bhapatindra helped the 
daughter of the deceased to find a successor and maintain 
order in the capital. According to the chronicle Bhiipatindra- 
malls Personally supervised the crowning ceremony of Loka- 
prakHSa and put the vermillion mark on the latter's forehead. 
Whatever be the motive Bhiipatindramalla had shown his 
generosity in helping Yogaruati to crown her son. He could 
have exploited the occasion to fulfil his own ambition. Per- 
haps looking at Kathmandu's attitude, he did not think it 
Proper to act otherwise. 

Patan, however, turned to join hallds with Kathmandu 
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inspite of Bhiipatindra's friendly assistance in the crisis of 
826 NS. 

According to a noting in the ms. S i i r a s v a t a v y i i k ~ r a n a , ~  
Obhu was attacked by Patan and Kathmandu four times on 
829 Phiilguna krjna 12 Friday, but the attack was repulsed, 
the invaders having fled. Earlier on 828 A~i idha vaddhi 6 
Kathmandu and Patan had combined. Kathmandu had also 
tried to attack Bhatgaon with its own strength after their 
combined attack on Obhu had failed. I t  is stated that Patan 
and Kathmandu fell apart soon after their combined attack 
on Obhu had failed, Patan also went over to Bhatgaon and, 
thus Kathmandu was isolated. 

One gold plate inscription (Palace courtyard) speaks of 
Bhfipatindra's khedii operation in  NS 832 Marga kgna in 
the forest ot Terai in the company of MHnikasena of 
MackwBnpur. The chronicle states that he had friendly relation 
with MackwBnpur, and he often sought the latter's assistance 
in dealing with his adversaries in the Valley. In 839 with 
Mackwanpur's backing Bhiipatindra attempted to capture 
some strategic outposts belonging to  Patan on the Patan- 
Bhatgaon border. But he was heavily defeated and was forced 
to pay a heavy sum of money as tribute. 

For the rest of his life since 839 Bhiipatindramalla was, 
not as active as  he used to  be before. He delegated powers. 
of government to his son who was now quite grown up. He 
did not retire but watched how his son handled the affairs. 
of state. 

Bhiipatindramalla was a dynamic personality. For years 
together he had dominated the political situation in the 
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Nepal Valley. But he was not always a victor. He met with 

rebuffs quite often. He. however, persued his objective 
undaunted by defeats. 

Bhiipatindra was feared by his neighbours and he had 
succeeded in  establishing the reputation of Bhatgaon as  a 
principality militarily equal to Patan and Kathmandu. which 
was not the case before in the time of his father and grand- 
father. About him Father Desideri has said that he was the 
only ruler of Bhatgaon in a long span of hundred years not 
to have paid tributes (however small) to the king of Kath- 
manduae2 

Bhlpatindra's two wives often figure in inscriptions. One 
of these, ViSvalak$rni who appears as a donor of a go8f;hi 
in the Pannauti [Brahmiiyani temple) inscription of 836 was 
the mother of the crown prince. She was the queen consort. 
The other Jayalaksmi addressed as wife of the king (Rlja- 
patni) in the Tiileju inscription of Yoganarendramalla was 
probably a concubine raised to a higher status. 

Bhiipatindramalla is claimed as one of the important 
writers of Maithili lyrics. His PadBvali. a collection of verses. 
containing about 100 devotional poems are highly praised by 
critics (Bhci~irgita ms, (B) No. 37)? 

He copied for mere curiosity Mdghakiivya with Subodhini 
commentary on 787. (bhujaliga bhogi saptibhirmite Sakesite 
budhe navusyo masi m i t r ~ b h e ) . ~ ~  He also completed a copy 
of Sfir~o~ahasrandmastottam on 815 Miigha Sudi / I, (Sri Srf 
Bhfipalindrarnal~a Mahi i r~ j idh i r l juna) .~  He has also to his 
credit a large number of Maithili cum Newari dramatic works, 
which we shall enumerate in another section. He wrote a 
number of hymns in honour of deities, some of which are 

82 ltaliani A1 issionari etc, 
83 Darb. Lib. Cat. I .  1450. 
84 J. K. MiSra. I. 246. 
85 In the possession of Eigvaradhara. 
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inscribed on stones. We obtain the most important of 
these hymns in the stone inscriptions of AkHSa Bhairava and 
DoleSvara (828 Miigha vadi 9 ) .  The bewailing of Dh~tarlgra 
in his drama Mahabhiirata (published by Bariga Srihitya 
Pariaad) are expressed in lines full of pathos fitting the theme. 

We have also a number of poems of his time in Newari. 
These are mostly devotional in character. A collection of 
such songs of his time and for the entire Malla period is 
available in a small publication. 

Ranajitamalla (1 722-1 769) 

Father Desideri in his diary notes t ha t  while he was  in 
Nepal in 1722. January 14-22 (Magha= ,  842) the ruler on 
,the throne in Bhatgaon was Bhfipatindrarnalla.s6 

His Thimi inscription dates 841 Chairra kygna trayodaji 
Warabhi idra  nak~a t re  viskambhajoge byhaspativiire sirfihorciSi 
gats savitari minardii gata chandramasi). According to the 
chronicle Bhiipatindramalla died on the 3rd day of Vaiiiikha 
h k l a  in 842 (= April-May. 17:2)87 and was succeeded by his 
son Ranajitamalla who struck coin in his name dating 842 
to  commernorate his enthronement. We have four coins of 
different designs in Ra~aj i ta ' s  name (Walsh, PI. 11.4. 6. 7, S).' 
The third, a half mohar, has in the reverse (from left to right) 
Sahvat 842 VaiSii sir 15.89 It  will not be wrong to suggest 
that this coin gives the ,exact date of his coronation. With 
him it was a custom to stamp the date of his successio~~ in  
all his documents whether a copper plate or a palm leaf 
all of them without  exczption bear 842 VaiSakha. His mother 
ViSvalak~rni's copper plate inscription of Mulchok (~batgaoo) 
refers to the reigning king Ranajitamalla, her son. the 

month of Sriivana krgna on Saptan~i para ajtami rohjni 

86 Missionari Italiani, etc. Vol. 11, Part 111. Pp. 13-16. 
87 Wright gives a wrong date, 3 P h i i l g u ~ n  vadi, 841. 
88 Figure 6 is a quarter ~ ? ~ o h a r ,  while figure 7 is a half nlohar- 
89 Walsh read VaiSiikha 15. (p. 723) 



nakfatre hor~ana yoge budhuvcire sirirharci5 gate savitari 
vr~arriii gate ctraridramasi ot 842, the date on which it was 
issued.g0 Sixteen months later LH!amatidevi, mother of 
Bhiiyatindra, donates some land in honour of the I~tadevatH. 
the Goddess THleju, to perpetuate the memory of her departed 
son (divarhgatasya). The inscription is dated 843 Aivina S~ddi 
8 brhaspativiira, etc. 

On the door frame of the golden gate of the palace in 
Bhatgaotl there is inscribed a line. Niiladunz piirva dudhkosi 
paichirna Dolakhii sahita riijye yiiniiva, which meant 'he was 
ruling over in  an extensive territory east of NHldum upto 
DudllkoSi including Dolkhii'. This gate with door frames 
of gold was built by Rapajitamalla along with his wife 
Jayalak~mi  after performing the Koti sacrifice on his conquest 
of alien lands (jitvii parejiirn mahina), as he came back 
acquiring by conquest territories of others. Ra~aj i tamal la  
had an extensive domain stretching far  in the east to river 
DudhkoSi and the portion from this river to DolkhH (in No. 2 
district east) was probably occupied by him in  course of 
military pursuits. 

In the colophon of an astronomical work Jaiminiya 
U~adeiasltrarn."' Ragajitamalla uses inter alia the expression 
as epithet. DudhakauSikyiiyiim paichima mate indurnatyaylm 
~Grvva mate Hirnavatda k~i~ tap i ide  N e  piileivaro gou briihmana 
rak~apllake. The colophon is dated 874 Srdvana k r ~ n a  15 
DdityavPra. He was a devout Hindu. a protector of Brlhmanas 
and COWS. 

It appears that about this time Ranajitamalla had succeed- 
ed in  occupying the upper region of what is now called the 
East No. I District comprising NHldum and ~ a h s d e v a p o k h a r i  
and all areas to the east of this region. But whereas the link 

Dudhko~i was maintained through the traditional route* 
the upper region of [he area now known East No- 1 and 

90 Unpublished. 
91 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1209. 
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districts were probably restored to Kathmandu, at whose cost 
the Bhatgaon ruler had pushed his conquest. 

An inscription of Ranajitamalla recording the grant 
of land for the necessary repair of the temple of Rhagavati in 
KwZichhe on 854 J y e ~ t h a  krqna 8 mentions certain names 
of ministers headed by Pradhanafiga Yajiianiirayana. Yajiia- 
nsriiyana is a witness to the record i n  the Tiileju copper plate 
inscription of 851 Chaitra krqna 11 budhavara. He must have 
been the Chief Minister at  the time. But in the absence of 
any further information about the man, we are not in any 
position to write anything more of his career. 

Rapajitan~alla enjoyed a long reign which lasted till 
November. 1769 A.D. For sometime he also ruled over 
Patan on invitation by the ministers of that principality 
(see below). I t  is quite probable that at  that date he had 
retired from kingly duties owing to old age. His time was 
disturbed by Gorkhg invasion and he had his own troubles 
from his many illegitimate issues. 

In  1740 Ranajitamalla faced a severe crisis over the 
question of succession on account of his illegitimate sons and 
he was almost overthrown. Father Cassino who was then 
in Bhatgaon gives an eye-witness account of the whole event 
in his journal. which is of profound interest. He writes, 'The 
king had a legitimate issue, a male child of two years of age 
by his queen. whom he wanted to declare as heir to the 
throne. But this proposition was disliked by a concubine, 
who was a strong favourite of the king and she pressed for 
the claim of her own son. Consequently, the announcement 
of an beir-apparent was being delayed. This greatly inflamed 
public passion and the people revolted to express their feeling 
in favour of the legitimate successor. There was a minister 
who came from a non-aristocratic family and he advised the 
king not to listen to the concubine in the interest of the state. 
Thereafter, the two year old child was announced as the 
crown prince. But his mother could not live in peace at 
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Qhe palace where her rival had all the powers and as she 
scented dangers ahead even for her child. she left Bhatgaon 
unnoticed with the custody of the heir-apparent and came to 
Thimi, I t  was said that the minister had helped her to escape. 
Here in Thimi the people gave her a rousing welcome and 
the heir-apparent was declared the sovereign of the country. 
The people of Nala and some other areas followed Thimi and 
declared their allegiance to the boy king. Rapajita was placed 
in  an awkward position. Reports of mutinies from all over 
the  kingdom were reaching him. The king did not want 
bloodshed. He wanted to  exert himself for a peaceful 
settlement. Therefore, he called a general council of his 
people on the 26th of April, 1742. In the meeting they were 
t o  'freely express their feeling and give opinion'. They all 
came to one of the 12 courtyards of the king's mansion. It 
was evening, and dark all around. All of them sat under 
a canopy ; now two doors were opened which from the public 
square allowed entrance to the inner apartment where the 
king was seated. I n  order to  allow free passage to those 
coming inside, the guards had been removed. Anyone who 
wanted to voice his feeling could come without hindrance. 
There were a great many of such people. All of them had 
their faces covered to hide their identity and spoke in affected 
tone not to be recognised. Some scolded the king, even called 
him bad names ; others threateced him with dirt: consequen- 
ces and still a few more tendered what one would like to call 
a simple advice. This went on until one hour after midnight 
had passed and those assembled then dispersed. The king 
deferred his judgement for the next day. The night council 
which was then held rarely met. It was held only when a 
large number of people felt dissatisfied with the ruler, and 
turned hostile. But no threat to the life of a ruler was meant 
even if this happened. The people disliked bloodshed. How- 
ever, when they were driven to extremes, they overthrew the 
king and put him in chains for sometime without iofl~cting 
any injury to his body and then would banish him, What 
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decision Ranajitamalla took on this particular issue, the 
fathers did not know. But at  one time their good office was 
sought for the solution of the dispute, which they had refused. 
The king of Kathmandu seemed to  be behind this trouble, 
After a few days another incident confirmed such doubts. The 
queen on one festival day left Thimi and came to the river 
Bagmati and also took away the boy king with her. She had 
gone over to take shelter in the kingdom of Jayaprakiiiamalla, 
and had crossed the frontier. But there was a lot of scandal- 
ous talks'.92 

A copper plate inscription of the temple of Biilakumgri 
in Thimi, dated 860 vaddi 1 byhaspativa'ra, speaks of 
Ranajitamalla's queen Brddhilakgmi to have been at the 
date taking refuge in Thimi with her son the crown prince 
(Sahebaju)." Now, this record comes to support the state- 
ment made by Father Cassino about the flight of the queen 
and her son over the question of succession. We know from 
the Thyiisapu F that the prince was born in Thimi on Sriivana 
kygca 2 of 858 (=August. 1738 A. D). 

About this time Ranajitamalla lost a fort to Patan on 
the border of his territory, where it was contiguous with 
Mackwiinpur and Patan. By taking advantage of his difficul- 
ties, king Jayaprakiiiamalla invaded some forts neat 
~ h a k t a p k  and after inflicting a severe casualty on the defen- 
ders captured them and here he stationed his troops as a 
permanent threat to the safety of the capital itself. But 
these were evacuated after sometime. The Capuchin Father 
who gave the above report in one of his notings to Rome 
says that this time the evacuation by Kathmandu came as a 
result of settlement agreed to by the two rulers. which out- 
lived the average duration of such agreements in the past 
(Letter by Liberio Da Fermo, 24 October, 1742 A. D).OP 

92 ltaliani Missionari etc, V o l .  11, Part IV, p. 33. 
93 Inscription n. 143 in ou r  Appendix. 
94 Vol. 11, lV, p. 33. Ztaliani Missionari etc.  
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Ranajitamalla's life story is much connected with the- 
developments leading to  the capture of the Valley by the 
Gorkhiili Riljii PgthvinSrHyana Shah. 

According to two inscriptionsP6 of  Banepa both dated 871 
(Phiilguna Sukla divzkara tithau valegurau brahmabhe.. mase 
Suchau balnkga balite p a k ~ a  10 bhrgudine nak~atre  puvanii- 
bhide respectively). Ranaj itamalla's wife Brddhilakgmi along 
with her son Devendramalla built a wooden bridge and a 
temple where she set up the image of Uma-MaheSvara. 
Rapajitamalla had patched up with his queen in about a 
year's time and she returned to Bbatgaon. Her baby son was- 
also declared crown prince soon after. We do not know if 
Devendramalla was the person referred to as the only 
legitimate son in 1740 A. D. by Father Desideri. 

I t  appears that in the year 873 NS he appointed his son 
as the Regent of the kingdom. An inscription of that year 
has Bhaktapura mahiinagare Md Sri Sri Jaya Ranajilantalla- 
deva prabhu thiikura, Sri Sri Viranarasirhhamalladeva prabhw 
thiikura nernha thiikurasya vijayariijye (873 Phdguna mlisa. 
Sukla 2 revati nakgatre Su krajoge budhaviisare. 1 his record 
commemorates the occasion of setting up some images in-  
the monastery. It is difficult to  say if Viranarasimha had 
succeeded Devendramalla as  crown prince on the latter's 
death or if the former was himself the eldest son who 
accompanied Bhddhilakemi on her flight and later declared' 
as crown prince. 

Since 1754 A. D. the Nepal Valley was exposed to attacks 
by PrthviniirHyana ShHh who had conquered the ridge of 
Noakoi and adjoining areas. But the three rulers were still.. 
divided and engaged in mutual recriminations and hostilities- 

The Gorkhii king acted to  create further dissention by. 
siding with Bhatgaon as against Kathmandu. He proposed 

95 Two slabs of stones on the wall cf a PSti near the bridge iud 
Pulubazar in BanepZ. 



t o  Ragajitan~alla the idea of a joint expedition to capture 
Niildum and Mahsdeopokhari, two outposts situated 

8 i n  the north-east outside the Valley, some 18 miles 
from Kathmandu, which also fell within its jurisdiction. The 
armed forces of Gorkhii and Bhatgaon captured NHldum and 
Mahiideopokhari on Saka 1668 Bhiidra 17 Wednesday (early 
September, 1746 A. D). As the defenders withdrew Prthvi- 
niiriiyana Shah cleverly manipulated to  retain the occupation 
of the strategic outposts, while he  allowed only a few 
villages on the outsk~r t  to be controlled by the forces of 
Bhatgaon. This, however, was resented by Ranajitamalla 
who was also at  the time warned by JayaprakiiSamalla against 
putting too much reliance on the fa~thfulness of his new 
ally who was determined to grab the entire Valley of Nepal. 
Bhatgaon was made to realise that its intimate relation and 
partnership with Gorkhii would ultimately help the latter 
to carry out successfully his designs for the conquest of 
the whole of Nepal. Thereupon Ranajitamalla broke with 
Gorkhii and became an ally of Kathmandu. He also lent 
assistance to JayaprakiiSamalla in wresting back the two out- 
posts, which had been annexed to GorkhB. Prthviniiriiyana 
Shah retreated to Noakof unable to meet the combined forces 
of Bhatgaon and Kathmandu. 

However, the alliance between JayaprakZia and Ranajita 
proved quite temporary, and we find the latter once again 
seeking to harass Kathmandu with Gorkhii's help. This 
was much i n  evidence while Jayaprak2Sa was involved in 
internal dispute with his Omraos. Taking advantage of the 
situation of Kathmandu the king of Bhatgaon attacked 
Chsngu and Siinkhu, and succeeded in inflicting a defeat on 
the Kathmandu army. Although with Patan's help these 
places were cleared of the invaders the attack by Bhatgaon 
indicated that the rulers of the Nepal Valley had not recon- 
ciled with a proper assessment of awareness of the impending 
danger to the very existence. 

PrthvinSriiyana Shiih was not slow to feel the inviucible 
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might of the three kingdoms of the Nepal Valley in union. 
His advantages lay in their division. If he could deal with 
his enemies one by one and not collectively, his victory over 
them was certain. Above all, he was interested in weakening 
Jayaprakiiimalla who was his principal enemy zealuos and 
patriotic to give him a tough fight and who also did not 
lacking requisite talent and resources. This could be done 
if the long standing rivalry between Bhatgaon and Kath- 
mandu were kept alive for in this situation Kathmandu's 
attention remained always distracted. Luckily for him, 
Ranajitamalla had a deep distrust of Jayaprak5Samalla's 
.intention towards his principality and he urlhesitatingly 
accepted Gorkha as  a countervailing force to checkmate any 
design Kathmandu might have on Bhatgaon. PrthvinBrTiyana 
on his part not only assured him of his fu l l  support against 
JayaprakiiSa but also kept u p  a pretence as  long as he could 
that he was not at  all acting against the interest of Bhatgaon 
in  fighting the other two kings of the Nepal Valley. 

Having struck a deal with Bhatgaon and lulled its king 
Pythviniiriiyana now looked forward to  grab territories a t  
the cost of Kathmandu and Patan. The Gorkhg ruler invaded 
and recaptured Nildurn and Mahgdeopokhari with the assis- 
tance and cooperation of Bhatgaon on Saka 1676 Sriivana 
21 Thursday at 35 ghati (=early August. 1754 A,D). He 
was already in occupation of Dahachok, a ridge overlooking 
the Valley on the north-west. He was able to penetrate so 
far  close into the outskirt of the Valley through a southern 
thrust from Noakof. Dahachok was an important military 
fortress of Kathmandu. which commanded passage through 
a descent both to  Kirtipur and Kathmandu. I n  regard to the 
control of the newly conquered area in tlie north-east it was 
suggested by  the king of Bhatgaon that Nsldum should be left 
under him. But PrthvinZrgyana Shiih evaded the request 
stating that Bhatgaon would find it much difficult to retain the 
strategic outpost if the assault came from Kathmandu. He, 
however promised, to extend military assistance to Bhatgaon 
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if Ranajitamalla was keen to conquer Changu. A plan for 
the joint expedition to  Chihgu was then agreed by both 
parties. Pythvinarayana Shah' was to join Bhatgaon's forces 
a t  Jitpur and from there they were to  march to Chaligu. It 
was said that Bhatgaon's armed force had misgiving about the 
sincerity of PythviniirHyana Shah and the commander Parasu- 
riima Thiipa had reluctantly given his concurrence to the 
proposal to attack Chiiligu only on his king's insistence. The 
ministers of Bhatgaon knew that the move would further 
antagonise Jayaprakisa while making Pythvinariyana stronger 
at  his cost and with little or no benefit at  all to the king of 
Bhatgaon principality, T h e  Gorkhii king could have gained a 
control of a strategic area inside the Valley if his plans had 
materialised. But while a t  Jitpur he confronted a superior 
offensive launched on two sides by Kathmandu and Patan 
combined, and eventually he was forced to  abandon the battle 
field and escape to Bbatgaon where he remained as a refugee 
for about a year. 

According to the chronicle the king of Kathmandu wrote 
to  Ranajitamalla demanding the surrender of PythvinHrPyapa's 
person. He pleaded that tbis would remove for good the 
threat of invasion of the Nepal Valley by a cunning foe, and 
if Gorkhii was seriously dealt with, ultimately this would 
work for the common interest and good of the three kingdoms. 
But Ranajitamalla with his innate prejudices against the king 
of Kathmandu, and in accordance with the tradition of 
hospitality rejected JayaprakBSa's request for his opponent's 
surrender. In  the meantime Pythvinariiy apa returned t0 
Noakot, passing through Niildum, and there bided time for 
planning new tactics and strategies for his military ventures. 

But the Jitpur incident did much to strain PythvinarPyana's 
relation with Bhatgaon. I t  was now clear to him that in  a 
crucial hour he could not rely on Bhatgaon's promise of 
support and co-operation. Pyrhviniiriyana also created 
suspicion in the mind of Ranajitamalla by arbitrarily asking 
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him to send ParaSurama T h i p i  to Gorkhii. He accused the 
commander of lack of loyalty to  the cause, to  which both 
SGorkhg and Bhatgaon were pledged. But to Ragajitamalla 
this allegation appeared without any  substance and there was 
no question of punishing his commander for the defeat a t  
Jitpur. Rather he now felt that the GorkM ruler had evil 
designs on Bhatgaon, and had tried to  weaken its position by 
,trying to deprive the state of the services of its able military 
leaders. PrthvinLriiyana's in tentions were further exposed 
sometime later while he schemed to capture and detain 
Ranajitamalla himself in Palsfichok, which the Bhatgaon 
king foiled by refusing to move beyond Dhulikhel. Paliiiichok 
was just annexed to Gorkhii which had also conquered 
the entire stretch of territories on the outskirt of the Valley, 
which lay in the west and north, Pharping, Chitlgng, Daha- 
chok, Sivapuri and Sindhu, these falling within a short time 
one after the other. Sivapuri was captured on Saka 1681 
Asidha 11 Sllnduy (=last week of June, 1759), while 
Paliifichok had fallen to the invaders a little later. Prthvi- 
niirayana's plan was to capture the Kabbre area including 
Dhulikhel, Banepa and Pannauti. all of which fell within the 
jurisdiction of Bhatgaon. The fort of Kiibbre was attacked 
on Saka I681 Miigha 9, (=4th week of January 1759). but 
i t  took nearly three months to reduce it to submission. This 
was the first time Bhatgaon faced the invasion, otherwise it 
was left untouched. But the invasion of Kiibbre made it 
clear that Gorkhii had no intention of leaving Bhstgaon alone. 
Now the breach between Gorkhii and Bhatgaon was complete. 
Ranajitamalla did no longer entertain an idea of cooperation 
in his dealing with P~thvinlriiyana Sh2h. Earlier to  this, he 
bad helped Patan to repel an invasion of Kirtipur by Gorkhs 
011  Saka 1679 Jye~bha  19 (=first week of May, 1757). The 
.realisation of a common danger by the three rulers was in 
evidence. Unfortunately, however, the goodwill and coopera- 
tion between the three kings of the Nepal Valley. that were 
generated in the critical days of Gorkhii's attack on Kirtipur 
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did not prove enduring. Even as PrthviniirZyana Shah was 
enaged in seizing territory after territory all round the Valley 
with a view to blocking its communications, the Malla kings 
were also fighting one another. The realisation of a common 
danger was there, but there was enough of mutual antagonism, 
to  keep the parties hostile with the result that the Nepal 
principalities were 'divided enabling Pgthvinlriiyana to fight 
each of them singly and overwhelm them piecemeal with his 
might. 

Mackwsnpur was annexed to GorkhH in dfvina of Saka. 
1684, I ts  last stronghold at Hariharpur falling to the invaders 
on 22nd day o f  the month (=first week of October). The 
Nepal Valley was alreadg blocked from the northern and 
western sides. With the possession of Mackwsnpur Prthvi-. 
nsriiyana could blockade it fro111 the south as well, The 
east was the only side left to the Nepal Valley for contacts 
with the outside world. The outlet was through the south-- 
east. But as the Gorkhii ruler was determined to plug even 
this hole, he advanced to Sindhuli from PalSiizhok taking. 
south-easterly march, all areas belonging to Bhatgaon west of 
the river Sunkosi were thus cut off, and they eventually fell. 
to  Gorkhii. This meant that although no occupation of 
territory was effected in the immediate east of the Valley its. 
communication both with Tibet and India had now come to 
be disturbed. We shall note that with Noakot and Paliifi- 
chok in the hands of Prthvinargyana ShZih, the Valley's. 
access to the Tibetan frontier had been barred. 

A little later Bhatgaon was reduced to the size of the area 
originally held by it within the geographical limits of the 
Valley in the eastern sector near about the capital city. In 
about a year's time in Saka 1685 (=1762-1763 A.D) 
Pgthvioariiyana ShGh occupied Dhulikhel (10 Kiirtika 
iidityavara=last-week of October 1763) Chaukot. Khadpu 
and Pannauti (11 Kartika sornaviira), Banepa and Sang5 
(14 Kiirtika roja 5). Although about the sametime the GorkhH 
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conqueror captured the fort of  Pharping (20 Kiirtika 
budhaviira) ChobBr and Bisankhu (22 P a u ~ a  budhaviira) all 
within the principality of Patan situated in the Valley he did 
not attempt to occupy any more territory belonging to 
Bhatgaon. thus leaving Ranajitamalla to enjoy his reign in 
that quarter until he was finally overthrown at the end of 
1769 A.D. 

The subsequent story of Bhatgaon from 1763 to 1769 A.D 
is told in connection with the life and career of P~thviniiriiyana 
Shiih in a separate Volume. So we need not persue our 
narrative here any further. I t  shall appear that Bbatgaon 
was the last of the three kingdoms in the Nepal Valley to fall 
to Prthviniiriiyana ShFih. As Patan and Kathmandu were 
conquered. Jayaprak26a and Tejanarasirhha took refuge in 
Bhatgaon and the Gorkhii ruler offered to leave Ranajitamalla 
as the master of the principa!ity if he surrendered the royal 
refugees to the conqueror. Rut the offer was turned down 
stating that a true K~a t r iya  could never withhold his protec- 
tion from those who were placed in his charge. I n  
consequence Prthviniriiyana Shiih retaliated by attacking 
Bhatgaon. 

Partly from his deep distrust of JayaprakBSa's motives and 
partly due to  insufficient realisation of the dangers then 
threatening the Valley. Ranajitamalla failed to act in st 

manner which would have succeeded in averting the crisis and 
frustrating the design of the Gorkha invader. Ranajitamalla 
was not as vain and cruel as his counterpart in Kathmandu. 
He was comparatively a man with kindly disposition given to 
religious duties. who had also adhered to the heroic ideals 
of the warrior class. He had a refined taste for the artistic 
side of life, and himself stood as  a poet and playwright of 
distinction. He was a highly enligbtened person who valued 
knowledge more than material gain. If the king of Kath- 
mandu had prided in his riches and the king of Patan liked to 
call himself the ruler of the most populous state. Rapajita- 
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malla felt considerable satisfaction from his vast collection 
of manuscripts. which covered all conceivable subjects on 

.earth both in arts and sciences. H e  was the only legitimate 
and direct descendant of Yakgamalla on the male line, and 

-so enjoyed the highest respect in Nepal on that account. For 
his mature age and experience Ranajitamalla commanded 
also wide popularity and his counsels were listened to with 
respect. All this was due to  personal factors. But on other 
accounts too Ranajitamalla was favourably placed. So as 
to be able to  influence the general trend of politics in the 
Valley as a whole. He inherited a kingdom which was blessed 
with stability being ruled for two generations by moi~archs 
of ripe age and experience. This gave unique strength to his 
own regime unknown to Kathmandu and Patan. which for 
that period had suffered the worst kind of instability as their 

.rulers were all of immature age, and were influenced by men 
invidiously working to further their own ends. I n  the 
circumstances prevailing he might have utilised his position, 
influence and power to promote unity in the Valley in face 
of the common danger threatening the very existence of the 
Malla dynasty. But Rapajitamalla failed to rise to the 
occasion. If JayaprakSSa was vain, cruel and recalcitrant, 
if the Ministers in Patan had behaved treacherously and 

.certainly all these were responsible for what befell the Nepal 
Valley, it was no less true that Ranajitamalla though he was 
equal to the magnitude of the task could do little to  save the 
,situation. His fault is brought out in sharp focus by the fact 
that instead of correcting the wayward elements in Kathmandu 
and Patan he had allowed himself to be swayed by passions 
and  prejudices reacting to what his neighbours were doing 
to harass him. But all this had brought disaster to the 
Nepal Valley, and ultimately uprooted the Malla dynasty 
altogether. 

Rapajitamalla was accused of trying to seize Kathmandu 
a t  a time when its king was bewailing the death of his only 
child. But I do not think that Ranajitamalla was such a fool 
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a s  to entertain the idea of taking over the throne in  Kath- 
mandu in 883. This was not an opportune time. The Gorkh2 
troopers had already surrounded the Valley, and its fall seem- 
.ed to every sensible man just a matter of time. Ranajitamalla. 
himself a sagacious and farsighted man, would not have 
remained blind to what was happening in  his country. We 
 must remember that at  that date Ranajitamalla was not young 
to entertain adventurous and romantic frolics. So the 
accusation was wrongly directed. But there is no doubt 
that rivalry between the two kings stood i n  the way of their 
-unity. 



CHAPTER 1V 

KINGDOM OF PATAK 

Patan Before Sivasirhha (1482-1620 A.D.) 

Nepalese ch~onicles in general mention Patan to have 
been handed over to the youngest son of Yakgamalla and it is 
said that when he died without a male heir the throne went 
over to his sister whose descendants ruled over the country 
for about a century. A few names beginning with her husband- 
and son are also mentioned as rulers. And it is said that the 
other two rulers of the Valley resented to see a non-Malla 
ruler on the throne in Patan. Hut as we have observed in the 
history of Kathmandu, the principality of Patan was for 
sometime under joint rule of Ratnamalla, Arimalla, and 
Riimamalla, RFimamalla died in K6rtika 636, and Ratna- 
malla in 640 NS. It appears that since 640 NS Patan 
became completely autonomous under one Vi+nusi&ha andl 
his successors. No inscriptions belonging to Yakgamalla's 
line of successors have been traced in this area until we come- 
to the time of Sivasihha (778-839 NS). As we know, Ratna-. 
malla and his brothers had lost actual control of Patan before 
long. A feudatory fanlily came to possess control of the 
affairs of the kingdom of Patan ever since Yak~amalla's time. 
According to an illscription of a temple of Siva in front of the 
Patan Darbar one. ruler of the dynasty seems to be Viqnusirhha 
who had constructed the temple. He is the first ruler of the 
line, who has documents to establish his reign period. This 
document is damaged, and the date figures are faded. But 
the few lines that are preserved show the names of  his 
ancestors and herein lies the importance of the document. 
An inscription of Sonaguthi (about three miles further south, 
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from the city of Palan already referred to earlier) dated in 
NS 674 Miigha Sukla pilfichami somavare makaragara siirya 
has a genealogy of Vi~nusirhha and these names i n  the,list 
are noted in respectful terms a r ~ d  addressed as  rulers (Bhiipa 
nypa).l This inscription was set up by Vignusirhha and 
dedicated to inaugurate the temple of BbrngareSvara in 
Sollaguthi in the name of his father. I n  both the inscriptions 
Jayasimha is spoken of as the first ruler of the dynasty. 

Vi~nusimha's genealogy stands as follows according to 
the Sonaguthi inscription: Jayasimha. his son Kirtisihha, 
his son Kusumasihha married to Jayalakgmi, of the VaiSya 
family, their son Visnusimha with his two queens Padmavati 
and Kamalalaksmi and their sons, (1) Narasirfiha (Nrsirhha), 
(2) Yurandarasifiha (Puruhuti) and (3) Uddhavasikha. 

These names up to Vi~nusimha are repeated in the usual 
order both i n  the inscriptions of Purandarasimha and 
Uddhavilsirhha (see bt low). 

JayaprakaSanlalla's Patan copper plate1 notes one ~ r i  Sri 
Jayasixhhanlalla to have issued the Bullu charter on Sarizvat 
549 VaiSdkha iukla dasami (=April-May, 1429 A.D.) which 
was reaffirmed b y  the Kathmandu ruler in 881 NS. This is  
also noted in  a copper plate inscription 01 JayaprakiiSamalla 
lying at the temple of Gorakhanatha which bears the same 
date 549 VaiSiikha Sukla 10, for the first promulgation of the 
charter. The suffix hlalla after the name being a courtesy 
reference to the rulers of those days sllould not lead us t o  
think that he came of the original stock of Yak~amalla,  This 
name must in any case represe~it a ruler of the dynasty other 
than that of Yak~amalla.  But Jayasimha 111ust have been a 
subordinate ruler under Yaksamalla. 

Jayasirhha is known from 2 records of his time. 

(1) An inscription on stone attached to in southern wall 
of the precincts of a temple i n  the Bhandiirkhiil. This is dated 

1 Inscription n. 152 in our Appendix 
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535 P a u ~ a  Su kla piirrtamiisyiim .dine punarvasu nak~atre 
vaidhftiyoge budhaviisare. Jayasihha is noted here as the 
son of the feudatory (piitra) by name Yekuli Varmma and 
his wife Dhanadalakemi (For detail read Inscription n. XLIX 
i n  our Appendix in the earlier Volume dealing with Medieval 
Nepal, 750- 1540 A.D.). Y ekuli Varrnmii is said to have been 
living in Vanthunimha of Mgnigala. 

(2) Colophon of the ms. Riimiirikaniitikii (Darb. Lib. 
Cat. 1V) Jayasikha is addressed as Dak8inavihiira pradhiina 
mahd mahdpiitra. The date is confusing. But it may fall 
sometime in the time of Yakgamalla, probably about NS 550 
=I430 A.D. The colophon does not ~nention the reign. 

(3)'  Lines inscribed on the pedestal of the image of Moon 
God on the eastern wall of the place as in No. 1 above with 
date 547 Kiirtika Sukla 15...... bharani nak~a t re  suddhi joge 
show Dhanadalakemi (Inscription n.  LIII in our earlier 
volume) who was probably the mother of Jayasirhha, She 
appears as the wife of Yekuli Varmm3 in n. 1 above. 

But this record does not mention Jayasikha. We have 
seen (vide ante, Volume on Medieval Nepal, 750-1540 A.D.) 
that Patan was governed for  quite a long time by three 
pradhiinapatras who belonged to one or the other of the seven 
families of the nobility. But at  times one of these would 
bec3me extraordinarily powerful, ignore the throne and 
dominate the others. 

As early as NS 403 ( = I 3 8 3  A.D.) Patan though yet the 
capital of Nepal was ruled by a High Feudatory as it appears 
from the following documents. 

A rec:~rd of land grant on palm leaf.2 Sa&vat 403 Miigha 
k y n a  a~$amycim Sri Lahnibr~rindyiim / Sri ~ i in iga lakeh  
Pradhcindrigapcitra Sri Anantapiilavarmanasya Sri Ujetapiila 
V a r m a n a ~ ) ~ a  bhariita Sahaniimanasya Svakiyam S~fabhujye- 
miinikanz / / tasminneva Sri Nogalkeh Chalachhatolake etc. 
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(Doc. 1, App. below). The record has a date which falls 
i n  the reign of Anantamalla. Thus the antiquity of Patan 
Feudatory goes back to the 14th century A.D. 

We have already seen how during Jaya Sthitimalla's time 
the three feudatories of the seven noble families were control* 
l ing Patan (Kumb heSvara inscription). 

I think that Jayasimha was ocre of such feudatories. The 
colophon had omitted the reign while reserving for him 
honorofics suggestive of his immense power in the princi- 
pality. He must have succeeded in gaining predominance 
in the locality both at the cost of the sovereign and his 
colleagues. But this seems to have been a temporary phase. 

We have a copper plate inscription of 547 (I ba bahi, 
Patan) which shows Riijasimhamalla Varman and six other 
as mahiipiitras of Patan. But these owed allegiance to the 
king whose reign is mentioned in the record (see the earlier 
volume). RTijasimha has also a drama which eulogises him 
as the lord of Patan. 

The three pradhiitlspdtras appear once again in the 
Sarasvati temple inscription of the year 567 NS (Inscription 
n. LIX in our Appendix of the earlier Volun~e). In the 
c010p hon of the CIzaturiirika Mahii bhiirataniitakam (Darb. 
Lib. Cat. I, 449) the three Mallapatras are noted but only one 
is mentioned by name, this is Udayasirhhamalla VarmmTi 
designated as Dakginavihiira Mahiipiitra. but he is shown 
to be serving in the reign of Yak?amalla. Similarly 
Kusumasimha wbo is noted as the son of Kirtisimha figures 
as one of the three MahiipTitras all mentioned by name in  the 
colophon of the ms. SyiiddantakoSasiira of a later date 
(Kaisar Lib. n. 234). The colophon dates in 620 VaiSiikha 
Sukla 2 and was copied in the reign of the three sons of 
Yakgamalla. I t  appears that upto this time Jayasimha's 
descendant had been able neither to monopolise into one 
hand the position and powers of the three feudatories nor to 
ignore the sovereign, which he does sometime later. From 
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two more records we are apprised of the existence of 
Mahiipiitras other than the scion of Jayasihha's family. These 
are the inscriptions variously dating i n  634 and 635 (Inscrip- 
tions 11. LXXXVIII in the earlier Volume), Not until the joint 
regime of Yakgamalla's sons had ended, the rule of single 
mahiipiitra over Patan seems to have emerged. It appears 
that in c,  650 (= 1530 A.D), Vi$nusifilha the greatgrandson of 
J a y a s i ~ h a ,  had succeeded in ousting the two of the three 
mahiipiitras and concentrating all powers in his own hands 
as an unchallenged ruler of the almost independent principa- 
lity of Patan. 

There is absolutely no record of Yitkgamalla's descendants 
since 639 until we come to 725. This means that the feudatory 
rulers of Yatan in this period had virtually i2nored Yaksa- 
malla's rightful successors. 

Vig~usimha has four more documents, (1) a stele and 
another (2) a copper plate (both in Subahal, Patan) (3) the 
third, a palm leaf grant and (4) the last, a damaged stele 
in the temple of Bhavgni in the Saubahal area. The stele has 
amongst others, Srevostu Samvatsara 656 VaiSiikha i ~ k l a  
piirnimiisylim tithau viiiikhii nakjarre parigha yoge Sukra- 
viisare bygariiii gate savitari tuliiriiii gate chafidranliisi 
Sri Miinigala d a k ~ i n a  vihiire Sri jyestha vihiira kutum baja 
pradhiina mahiipiitra Sri Jgya 17isnusirizha Varmmanusya 
khadya siddhi pratiipa byddh i ra~ tu .~  T h e  record commemo- 
rates the occasion of jirnoddhiira of Chaitya bhaffaraka. Tlie 
copper plate4 has, Sreyostu Sarizvat 666 dgiidlra Sukla jasti 
pra saptamyiim tithau Zidityaviisare.,. .. .Srr Jaya Vijnusilizha- 
juyli prajyliyasa and records the repair of the Chairya over 
which a gold umbrella was also set up. The monastery is 
called lndradeva sahsklirita Satakovihiira. 1 he palm leaf 

3 Inscription n .  4 in our Appendix. 
4 Inscription n.  7 in our Appendix. 
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grant gives the date 677 Miirga Sira kygna dviidasi Sri Lalita- 
bhiirnyiim and then, Sri Miinigala dak~iniistha Sri J y e ~ t h a -  
vihiira yankuli mahiipiitra S f  Miinigaliidhipati Sri Vi~nusiritha- 
deva thiikurasana pra~iidarapii,~ etc. 

The last record shows the prefix Yekuli mahiipiitra as his 
title. This might be to indicate that he was born into the 
.line of Yekuli Varmmii, the donor in the inscription n. L IX 
as above quoted. 

Yakuli literally means north-east. Probably Yekuli 
Yarmmii was himself a tnahapatra controlling the north-east 
of the Valley. I n  the north eastern part of IDatan he had 
his headquarter. 

We have two records of earlier dates belonging to 
~Uddhavasihha. These are palm leaf grants of land, 
(1) Svasti Satiivat 680 Miigha kypna pratipadyiim Sri Lalifa- 
blliimyiim Mtinigala daksinasya Sri Sri Jaya Uddhavasi,)lhadeva 
thiikurasana prasiidarapii Sri Valannihinza dvijavara S ~ T  
Hydayadeva Sarmasa ndmrze prasiidi kytam, etcP6 ( 2 )  Sari1 vat 
584 Jyegtha Sukla 2 Sri Jaya Uddhavasirhha thiikurasana 
tham butola gvaclzcllhegyhaka Jakeriija Jayanusirhha mela 
niinzni prasiidikytanz etc, etc; ( 3 )  We have a palm leaf grant7 
of 686 Jyejtha vadi ir, the names of Jaya Narasimhadeva 
jhiikura. Jaya Purandarasihha IhHkura. Jaya Uddhavasimha 
Jhiikura, thva trivayasa prasiidarapii, etc. A stone inscription 
of Uddhavasimha commemorating the erection of a temple 
,of V i ~ p u  by himself (a stele lying in the Nepal Museum) 
does not, however, give other names. This is dated 689 
Jyegtha rniise Sukla p a k ~ e  ajtarnyiim tithau piirvaphiilguni 
naksatre vajrayoge somaviisare. The passage in the beginning 
invokes God Visnu for  his blessing and proceeds to give the 
donor's genealogy, which tallies with the one given by 

5 In the possession of  EiSvaradhara Sharma. 
6 In the possession of  Suryachandrananda, Patan n. 111 in our 

Appendix. 
7 In the possession of EiSvaradhara Sharma, n. IV in our Appendix. 
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Visnusimha. Uddhavasimha whose praise is sung in the 
inscription in several lines is spoken of as  the son of Vi~nu-  
simha and H~dayalakqmi. He is also noted as a ruler (nypati). 

For Narasimha we have two documents, (1) one of himself, 
a stone slab on the platform of a temple of Gaje~~dramokqa 
Narayana (Tumbahal), Patan; this has in the beginning after 
the invocation line, Sreyostu Sarjzvat 696 Pauga k g ~ a  9 
kunhu; at the end, Vaikbntha  priiptirastumida~fi Narasiriha- 
d e v a  thiikurasa prajaya juro8 and ( 2 )  another dedicated to his 
memory (of Diidii Narasirhhaju) by his younger brother 
Purandarasimha. This is a stone inscription dated 710 Kiirtika 
Sukla 2 jye~$hii  nakjatre Sukramiina yoga Sukraviira vichha 
sahkranti  k~lnhcl etc, comrnemoratiug the bu11di11g of a temple 
with an image of God NarasimhaS wiihill the palace square 
in Patail. 

It appears that Visnusimha was dead by NS 680. because 
in this year we notice a document in the name of his three 
sons. Probably they ruled jointly for  some years. Vig~usihha  
calls himself Manipgaladhipati but at  the same time he 1s also 
called Mahiipltra. Quite likely he owed nominal alleglallce 
to the descendants of Yakgarualla. In a stele of Uddhava- 
simha, Visnusi~ilha is mentioned as ruling over the kingdom 
of Mlnigala (Miinigaliidhirlijya ekiitachhatra~.iinii vijgiika). 

It  is indicative of his absolute rule over his territory, but 
no idea of the nature of sovereignty is gained by this. 

Vi~nusimha's title is just a Bhl ro  in the PaSupati coppep 
plate of 668 NS, which is a document executed by all the 
rulers of the Nepal Valley to pledge mutual good conduct and 
friendship in the interest of peace and order of their respective 
domains and of common prosperity and happiness (see above). 
The title Bhlro is indicative of his position, which was not 
of the character associated with a rule. But the fact that he  
was a signatory to the agreement along with those who were 

8 Inscription n .  21 in  our  Appendix. 
9 Inscription n. 25 in  our Appendix. 
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sovereign rulers (of Bhatgaon and KBntipur) shows that his. 
position was nevertheless enviable. Vipnusirhha's position- 
was as good as that of a high feudatory who enjoyed virtual. 
independence ignoring the throne altogether. 

Although in practice the Patan rulers exercised absolute. 
powers-in practice, they seem in theory to have acknowledged 
suzerainty of the Malla dynasty. But whether it was to 
Kathmandu or Bhatgaon or to both they paid nominal 
homage it is difficult to see. 

It does not seem that Vitnusimha and cthers of his 
dynasty ruled over a very extensive territory. The area of 
their principality was not even as  much extenswe as that of 
the kingdom of Patan, which carne into being in 739. It 
comprised the city of Patan a d  a little more territory around 
it except in the west where the boundary extended to touch- 
Tanhou beyond the Valley of LBmidiindB. Patan under 
Vienusimha might have included Hungmati and Khoknii but 
not lands across the Bagmati due west upto the Chitling 
range. The latter as we know from the copper plate inscrip- 
tion of 668 NS coristituted a separate administrative unit 
under a pramana, who was a co-signatory to the agreement. 
As we have seen Bhatgaon covered all areas as far as the 
present Thaiba inclusive of Harisiddhi, Biindegaon and 
adjacent villages (Inscription of Jitamalla and Pranamalla a t  
Thaiba). As Visnusimha's iriscription of Bhyngiireivara 
shows, Sonaguthi was under Patan. But west of Bagmati, 
there was the principality of Pharping ruled by its Riibuttas. 
However, we do not know how long the RHbuttas continued- 
to maintain their hold in the area. 

I n  a plam leaf record of 701 J y e ~ t h a  k r ~ n a  13 Purandara- 
simha alone is noted. This reads, Svajli Satit vat 701 J j e ~ f h a -  
kljna 13 Sri Sri Jaya Purandarasirhhadeva thlkurasana prasa- 
darapii Sri Vamlatole vanla nimhii niviisi dvijavara Sri. 
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H r d a ~ a d e  vajitasa niinl!rii prasbdikytant . etc. This records 
a grant of ldrld to the Briihmana named therein. But as we 
have another stele (see above) mentioning Narasimha's death 
and this is dated 710, i t  is hardly possible to make Puran- 
darasihha the sole survivor of the brothers in 701. This 
record may show that since sometime before NS 710 he was 
the sole survivor of the three brothers ruling in Patan. In 
the fragment of a VathSiivali (India Office. Hodgson n. 5 2 )  
Purandarasirhha Thiikura is mentioned as the Rgjii of Patan 
under date 703, 707. Probably he functioned as  the sole 
ruler of Patan since NS 703 A stone inscription of a temple 
in Bhandiirkhal, which has a date 709 Miirga kysna 9 mentions 
Puraadarasihha as the ruler, a11d he is given the title of 
Maharaja, He adopts the viruda of Viraniirayana. The 
inscription records the ceremony of installi~lg an image of 
Lakgni in a new temple i n  the memory of his late wife who 
was so much devoted to her husband. I n  tllis document he 
is compared with Yudhisth~ra. He is called tlie son of RBja 
Vignus~rhha, His son's name is given as Purugottamasimha 
stauding as Dhananjaya to K r ~ n a  in ties w ~ t h  his father. 
Puranclarasimha's wife Lalitalaksnli is also noted. I n  view 

of the date of this ~nscriptlon Purandara must have functioned 
as the sole ruler in Patan since earlier than 709. In the 
&name of Purandarasimha the first record is an illscriptioll on 
a slab of stone on the plalform of a temple of NHr5yapa i n  
the Darbar Square. Patan; this is dated 686 Miigha k r ~ v  
trayodasi iidityaviisare kun~basthe an1Sum8li.l~ Here we hdve 
a genealogy of Visnusimha who had married Padmalak~nli. 
mother of the donor Purandaras~xhha (Sritnat ~ a h e r ~ d r a  
Purandara). But this inscript1011 starts the genealogy with 
Kirtisimha. 

10 The Inscription was set up to record the building ol the temple 
by Purandarasimha. According to the twelfth verse, five images were 
set up, those of NZrByana (at the centre), VZsudeva (east), Sankarasana 
(South), Pradyumna (West) and Aniruddha (East). The temple was 
.dedicated to the memory of his father. 
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Amongst the various documents of the time of Puran- 
darasi&ha there is an inscription in KhoknTi, two miles south- 
west of the city of Patan, which shows amidst damaged 
letters the name of Purandarasihha ruling on 710 ASvina 
4ukla dvitiyii chitra nak~atre .  The copper plate of Kirtipur 
(at the wall to the left on the door of Biigbhairava), which 
has a date 707 Kiirtika iukla dviidaSi para trayodasi tir!~au 
uttarabhadra-nak~atre vyiighlita yoge Sukravlisare says of him 
as ruling over Kirtipur (Sri Sri PurandarasiAhudevena rajn'ii 
piilitiiyam Sri Kirtipuryarh perhaps the Riibut tas of 
Pharping were now no more, and the control of the area to 
the west of the river Biigmati had passed into the hands 
of Vispusimha's sons. 

Purandarasihha is the last ruler of Jayasihha's dynasty. 
His last document is a ms. SaptaSati dated NS 717 Jyestha 
Su kla daiarnyiinl hasta nak~atre  sudiyoge somavii~are ." 
where he is called Riijiidhiraja and there is also the expre- 
ssion vijayariijye to qualify the time. We have exactly the 
-same expression used i n  another document. This is the 
colophon of the ms. ~uliipuru$amahiidiinagrahamakha- 
rnandalapaddhati tikii.la which reads : Sarit vat 710 Sri i , )ay  
nziise f u kle p a k ~ e  tritiyiiyiim Su kraviisare Srintan ntahbriija 
salnastariija guniilaya Sri Sri Jaja Plrrandarasifihadeva 
bhiipiilena bhujyamiina Lalitnpattane etc. Uddhavasimha 
is no more heard of since 689 (vide ante. his stele. Narasimha 
is heard of only once in 696. so we might guess, that he 
disappeared at about the end of the century. As the inscrip- 
tion of 710 shows Narasimha to have been dead. We have no 
doubt that Purandarasihha must be the sole survivor at 
this date. 

The exact date of the conquest of Patan by Sivasimha is 
not known. But in the inscription of Svayambhuciitha dated 
725 Mligha Sukla pafichami budhaviira he is noted as the 

1 1  In the possessio~~ of EiSvaradhara Sharma. 
42 By courtesy of Baburam Acharya. 
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conqueror af Lalita Patan (riijye javi Lalitapattananiinza- 
dheyo). The defeat of Purandarasihha and absorption of 
Patan into the kingdom of KSntipur must have taken place 
sometime between NS 720 and 724 NS. 

Sivasirizha and His Successors 

It is true that Sivasirhha laid his hand on Patan and 
incorporated it into Kathmandu. No records of the Kath- 
mandu monarchs previous to him could bt: traced. So far as 
the availability of records goes there is no doubt that within 
Patan Sivasirhha's records are the first whose association 
with the principality is definitely established. In all these, 
he is spoken of as the lord of Manigala (Miiniggaliidhipati) 
and Riijiidhiraja, a title borne in common by the rulers of 
Patan in' future since V i ~ ~ u s i m h a ' s  time who claimed to have 
been the masters of the Mlnagrha, the capital site of ancient 
Nepal. I t  is to be borne in mind that the term Mlniggal- 
adhipati in relation to the royal address of Patan rulers is 
invariably common to them, while KHntipur rulers have this 
only in their Patan records as far as they reigned over it. 

Siddhinarasirizhamalla (1620- 166 1 A.D.) 

I t  appears that the division of Kathmandu in  two parts as. 
Patan and Kathmandu was effected once again after siva- 
si&ha's death. Siddhinarasimha, son of Hariharasimha by 
his younger wife Lalamati, was the first ruler of P ~ t a n  i n  this, 
period. His genealogy appears in several inscriptions. for 
instance. in the stele of the K n n a  temple (BLI, No. 17, dated 
757 Phdlguna Bukla 10). the stele of the MahHdeva temple 
(the date portion is damaged) and Srinivasa's Mulchok copper 
plate (785 NS). In all these Siddhinarasikha is noted as 
Sivasimha's grandson and Hariharasirhha's son.  He is known 
as a person renowned for piety and renunciation of worldli- 
ness. According to an inscription of Yogamati, his great 
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grand-daughter, he passed his last days at Banaras whither 
be had gone on pilgrimage (Inscription n.  22 of BLI). He is 
also said to have reorganised t l x  existing Buddhist monas- 
teries (vihiiras) and introduced sound administration of their 
funds and charities and defined their rights and relation with 
the laity (Wright, p. 234). 

The chronicle puts the initial date of his reign at  NS 740 
d iv ina  fukla 10 Sunday. The copper plate inscription of 
Taleju referred to earlier in this book places his reign definite- 
l y  in about the beginning of the year 741 (=I621 A.D.). 
I have, however, not seen the original of the copper plate, 
and am unable to verify the date. 

There is a stele at  the Bslakumari shrine at Kvachhe, 
-which shows him ruling (Mahiiriijddhiriija Lalitiipuri nagar- 
iid hi pati Md Sidd hinarasithhanzallasya vi juyarii jye) on 742 
VaiSakha krpna dvitijiiyiim anuriidhii nakputre baliyiita yoge, 
e tc .  (The co~istruction of the temple 'was completed on this 
day). Obviously he was already a king of Patan at this date. 
This record has another date 752 Miigha Sukla pafichumi 
rohini nak~atra  endrayoge Saniicharaviira. According to this 
inscription Sidd hinarasimha had attended the ceremony of 
setting up two more finials on the summit of the temple and 
he was accompanied by his son Srinivgsamalla. 

All these three dates 740, 741, 742 belong to the very 
early years of his reign. But we should not depend on these 
for determining the year of his accession to the throne. As 
we have discussed earlier in connection with the reign of 
Sivasimha, the first regnal date of Siddhinarasimhamalla must 
fall sometime between 737 aad 739 NS. According to a noting 
i n  a small ms. Siidramatiidar$a;Sriiddhavidhi, Siddhinarasirhha 
was born on 726 A ~ a d h a  krtna n a v a n ~ i . ~ ~  

After 742, the ilext date is provided by the ms. Sjiirnd- 

.rahasya (Govt. Nat. Lib. no. 4657) with colophon, Sarizvat 

13 In my possession. 
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Nepiilika 745 Phiilguna miise Su krapa k je  jajtyiim tithau 
budha viisnre Sri Sri Jaya Siddhinarasirhhamallade venopabhu- 
jyamiine Lalitapattane, etc. 

We have two coins of Siddhinarasililha, a mohar and a 
quarter mohar. Walsh reads the date figure of the former 
as 751. This can be read also as 761. But on either version 
the coin does not provide a date of his succession. The first 
coin of Sriniviisamalla dates NS 781 (=I661 A.D.) and he had 
surely succeeded his father in that year (1661 A.D.) Siddhi- 
narasifiha had ruled right upto 1661 A D, for about forty- 
three years from NS 738 to 781 ( P a u ~ a ) .  

The expression Miinigaliidhipati as applied to Patan rulers. 
in the light of the idzntification of Miinigala with the site of 
the existing royal palace shows that by using the same epithet 
as expressive of his conquest of the principality he also had 
continued to function as king from the throne of the palace- 
at  the usual site. I t  appears that the Miinigaja was the original 
palace of the Nepalese rulers who had Lalita Patan as their. 
capital. Since Yaksamalla's death the palace seems to have 
been the residence of Visnusirhha's line of feudatories. Later 
in 720 or so as Sivasihha succeeded in eliminating the. 
feudatories, the Miinigola became the seat of his government 
for that area. 

Siddhinarasirhha succeeded to the throne while he was 
a child. I t  appears that his mother Liilamatidevi was 
acting as his guardian and regent for the period of his 
minority. She is respectfully mentioned in ~iddhinarasimha's 
Krgna temple inscription as a woman of uncommon talents, 
faithful like Sit3 to her husband, and a gracious lady who 
was the daughter of a king's SOXI. ]~ Sriniviisa also refers to 

14 This record is inscribed on a stele with 56 lines, of which 21 lines 
are in Newari prose and 35 lines rendered into Sanskrit verses invoking 
Lord Krsna and giving the royal genealogy as follows : Harisihha, in his 
line was born Mahendramalla, his son Sivasihha his son ~ar iharas ihha , .  
married to Lglamati, their son Siddhinarasirfiha (BI-I, n. 17). 
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Liilarnati in his Mulchok copper plate. The antecedent and 
achievements of this notable lady are yet in the womb of 
untraced historical materials. Was she the daughter of the 
former R8jB of Patan? Did Hariharasirhha owe his rule of 
Patan to this lady? 

We have no records ro show that she was in any way 
related to the house of the feudatories who had ruled Patan 
before it was conquered by Sivasihha. 

According to the version of a particular recension of the 
later chronicles the division of the kingdom took place as 
Sivasirhba had desired the two issues of Hariharasirhha by 
separate wives to share its territory equally. While the king's- 
will was made known, Lslamati was just widowed and she 
was pregnant. But Sivasimha said that whether it was a 
male or female child born out of her it would inherit a part of 
the kingdom. Fortunately for Lalamati she was blessed with 
a son who became a reigning sovereign since his very birth. 

As Hariharasihha's name does no t  appear anywhere since 
NS 829 or so, he might be presumed dead about NS 729. 
But Sivasirhha's inscriptions appear in  Patan unioterruptedly 
for all the years until NS 737. So admitting that Sivasihha 
divided the kingdom by his own will, he must have all the 
same done it not before he died. Because his testament was 
there the division was automatic so soon after he died. It is 
quite likely that Siddhinarasimha was the posthumous child 
of his father. 

The same chronicle speaks of Lalamati's good relation 
with her step-son, Lakeminarasimha. I t  is said that she 
continued to live io the palace in Kathmandu even after 
Sivasirfiha died. But Lak$minarasihha fell into troubles 
as  his Pratiipa came of age. Then fearing troubles to her 
own son Lilamati shifted to Patan. 

We do not know how far this story is to be believed, but 
it appears that both the brotbers had no occasion to quarrel. 
as long as Laksminarasimha was at the helm of affairs. 
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Siddhinarasimha passed most of his time in meditation 
and holy works in the service of Devatiis and Siidhus as the 
saying went. T o  him temporal affairs were of little interest. 
A t  times in a mood of resignation and retirement fronl public 
life he took recourse to  solitude far  from the din and bustle 
.of humanity. He is said to have thrice renounced worldliness 
and entered hermitage. Whatever be the amount of truth 
of this account. it is true that he went on pilgrimage to 
Banaras and other holy places in India time after time 
entrusting governmental powers to  his son. 

Siddhinarasimha built the Krgna temple in the square 
ground of the palace in NS 757 NS as a mark of his deep 
respect for Lord Kgga .  I t  has an inscription giving his 
genealogy which we have already referred to. This temple 
i s  modelled on the style of Hindu temples that flourished 
during that period in the whole of North India. This is very 
much different from those usually built on Nepalese style, 
On the outer walls of the central room of this temple are 
carved in stone, images of Visnu in his 10 incarnations and 
several lines from Riimiiyana and Mahiibhiirata also are 
inscribed. There are several scenes in relief from the stories 
of these epics. His Siva linga i n  another temple contains 
four life size carved images of Siva in the linga (Phallus) 
unlike the others which depict only the head at each side. 

Siddhinarasirhha was much devoted to  the Goddess Taleju. 
The Bhandiirkhiil stele commemorates the occasion of offer- 
ring a pond, water spout and a garden of flowers ( p u ~ p a -  
-vSjl;ikii) to his Igfadevatii, the BhavBni. The record has four 
verses in Sanskrit praising the Goddess and a small passage 
i n  Newari at the end, The date both in verse and Newari 
passage reads N S  767 VaiSilkha k l ~ n a  paficharnylm tithau 
byhaspat iviisare. 

The inscription of the K r ~ n a  temple speaks of the king 
having defeated his er.emies who had attacked his territory 
\while he was engaged in the performance of holy rites, and 
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rejoicing on getting back his forts a t  about the date of the 
record. I t  further says that as a victory ceremony the king 
performed a sacrificial rite resembling the classic Riijasiiya. 
The chief priest in the ceremony was ViSvaniitha Upildhyil. 
the royal preceptor. vastly learned in Vedic  mantras. As the 
inscription is dated 757 Phiilguna Sukla da8ami (iidrii pra 
punarvasu nu k ~ a t r a  iiyu~miina yoge brhaspativiisare) the 
incidents of fights referred to therein must have occurred prior 
to this date. The record describes the king in the most eulogi- 
sing epithets. which looks to give quite a phantastic estimate. 
e.g. a verse saying 'Who equals Siddhinarasirhha in kingly 
qualities ? Karna was born of a virgin girl. Bali, was a son 
of a Daitya. the celestial tree came out of a stone, King N ~ g a  
fell to the earth denuded of all strength because he deviated 
from the path of virtue. But Siddhinarasirhha was not like 
these'15 (BLI. n. 17). Sanskrit Sandesha, 11. 1 .  2 ,  3. p. 19ff). 

We have seen how Pratspamalla eulogised in his poems 
bis qualities of head and heart. This was a common practice 
with the rulers in those days. The court poets carried it to 
its extremes. At  the age of 12 Bhupalendra was permitted to 
claim to himself all accomplishments of a vastly learned man. 

Siddhinarasimba not only respected deities of Saivite cult 
but he also revered the divinities belonging to  Buddhist 
Vajrayana cult. In one inscription he is addressed as one 
bowing to the feet of LokeSvara (LokeSvara charana sevita).16 

The Simhadu-vB1 inscription of Kirtipur states that Siddhi- 
narasimha along with his son attended the ceremony of 
installing the image of Sri Mahabodhi SBkyamuni in the 

I 5 : sqra ; l ; t  rfg~fqfqfqa: f ~ g  fkq=~~m~& 
tw~qi ~ f m  ' wfq sar;;m?wi?fp I a~at Trm ;rvifi fiqa 

~ $ 3  ssrTa=ar q ~ q ~ ; q i  ~71;47 B J T E I ~ T W I ~  ~f i f l -  
%F#CTT I 

16 Nhubahgl stele 763 Pha'lguna Jukla ekddaSi punarvasu n a k ~ a t r e -  
bobkanayoge iidityava'ra. 

18 
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temple then newly constructed. It is said in the record that 
the image was installed with Lak~iihuti anlidst the playing 
of five musical instruments (paiichasvara vlidya), dance and, 
drama; SiddhinarasiIhha also showed his earnest desire to. 
worship these and other deities of the sect by accepting in- 
vitation to attend the samyakdiina ceremony as it appears. 
from a copper plate inscription of 757 (inscription n. in. 
our Appendix). 

The last document has a line to suggest that one hlotiriija 
was the powerful Chief Minister of the time. The samyakw 
invitation qualifies Lalitapatan as a city protected by Siddhi- 
narasihha along with his Chief Minister hlotiriija who knew 
politics and religious laws. Motiriija lived in Tavajhqiira 
(Madhu~iidaniivatiira Sri Sri Siddhinarasirizhanzalladev@ 
tasyiimiitya naya vinaya dharrna Siistravit tavajh~jiira grhe 
nivdsina). There is no further information about Motiriija. 
The Krsna temple inscription of the same year shows 
another person. Viivaniitha Upiidhyiiya matching with- 
VaSisIha in  learning. who might have wielded considerable- 
influence on Siddhinarasimhamalla, 

His son ~riniviisamalla who later succeeded him was barn 
on 747 Kiirtika according to the noting in the ms. Siidra- 
nzatiidars'a Sriddhuvidhi. Sriniviisamalla ruled for him in, 
his absence as is attested by several inscriptions speaking of 
joint rule of these two monarchs. The fact that the father 
is mentioned as ruling jointly with his son either speaks of 
his temporary retirement or of his having vested ruling 
authority to his son while himself remaining a titular ruler. 

I n  NS 769 Mdgha Sukla 12 somaviisare an inscription 
at  a temple i n  Kirtipur (Sirhha deval 101) speaks of a joint 
rule by Siddhinarasimha and ~rinivHsamalla (Sri Mdnigvalli- 
dhipati Siddhinarasilhamalla tasyn putra Sriniv~sanzallo 
th va nimasa vijayariijye velasa thva nemha ubhaya. 
vi jyiichaklii). 

A ms. belonging to the India Office Library (n. 10). the 
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Ratnaparik~ii, shows under d ~ t e  769 Z'augu Sukla 9 Rd.  
Srintat Siddhinarasihhamalla tasya putra Sriniviisamalla 
ubhaya sa vijayariijyu. I t  appears that at  about this date 
Siddhinarasimha had begun to impart to his son a kind of 
training in the art of government. He was determined to 
go into retirement but i t  was too early to entrust his son 
with full powers at  that age (Srinivasa was only 20-22). 
Therefore it took 10-12 years more to consummate the 
process of training and finally hand over the throne to him. 

Siddhinarasirhllamalla left home for his pilgrimage on 
772 Miigha kr~na  13 Wednesday. H e  returned after an 
extensive tour of sacred places i n  India on 774 Chaitra 
Sukla 5. The chronicle says that in his absence Jyotinara- 
sihhamalla, his second son, died on 772 xs'vina Sukla 6 
Tuesday. Srinivgsa was much shocked by the sorrowful 
event, and was worried as to what effect it would produce 
on the father's mind. He built a temple of Ngriiyana i n  the 
memory of his younger brother. 

Two more stone inscriptions, one of 773 (Pilachhe temple 
of Ganeh,  773 Chaitra Su kla 13 uttaraphZlguni nakjatre 
dhruvayoge brhaspativiisare) and anotlirr of 778 Vaiiiikha 
kgna Vrtiyli miila nakaatre sndhyayoge iiditgnviisare erc. 
(Guitavahi stella) have both Siddhinarasi~~hamalla and 
Sriniv~sarnalla as co-rulers (rrbhayarljye). The first records 
the cornplelion of the construction of the temple of GaneSa. 
while the second marks tlie inaugural ceremony of  the 
installation of the image of Sri 3 Meti (Maitreya) Bodhisatva 
Gandhulibha!!~raka in  a newly constructed temple. 

Siddhinarasi&ha was reputed for his charitable disposition 
and abstenlious ways of  life. There is a legend that the king 
was content o11ly with the barest minimum of life. and h e  
considered it a sin to acquire anything more than this. He 
had issued orders to his officers not to extract more than 
what was due fronl the tax payer. It is said that his wife and 
daughters went without any ornamcnls. But once his wife 
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insisted on having a pair of gold earrings, which, however, 
the husband would not provide for want of means to purchase 
the precious metal. I t  was said that the queen felt a strong 
irresistible temptation to  wear ornaments in seeing ladies 
of the nobility displaying them at a religious ceremony in the 
palace. The  queen was so obsessed with the idea of 
ornamentation that she pursued it inspite of Siddhinarasimha's 
advice, There were friends who were willing to  help her in 
procuring them. That  the queen of the principality should 
go without ornaments just to  satisfy the faddist idea of the 
king was unthinkable. The Rani therefore obtained a 
complete set of ornaments from a lady friend of hers, which 
she now wore without the knowledge of her husband. But 
hardly a day had passed, fate decreed to deprive her of her 
new embellishments. 

I t  was a part of Siddhinarasihha's daily routine to go 
to  the pond in the palace garden to  pick up lotus flowers, 
which he offered to his tutelary deity, By the grace of the 
Goddess he floated standing on the surface of the water and 
got his lotus flowers as he chose. But on the morning 
following the day while his wife had ornamented her body 
Siddhinarasikha found himself sinking as  he tried to float 
on the pond to cull his choice of flowers for the daily worship. 
This was an unpleasant experience, and he sensed that some- 
thing unusual had happened to make the Goddess angry with 
him. He came back without the flowers, and when he entered 
his bedroom to relate the story to his wife, he was surprised 
to  find her heavily laden with ornaments. The cause for the 
displeasure of the goddess was not far to seek. The queen 
had committed a sin by enjoying a luxury which was denied 
to her by her situation. All that belonged to the king he had 
to  hold as trust property in behalf of the people. The bare 
minimum he was entitled to  possess was there just to enable 
him to live so that he performed his duty, but the use of 
luxurious articles by his family could be provided for by 
overstepping the mark and resorting to gains which could be 
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questioned. It is said that after some argument Siddhinara- 
s ihha succeeded in convincing his wife of the undesirable 
effects her temptation for ornaments had brought in, and 
as she resolved to correct her mind, Siddhinarasirhha could 
overcome the obstacles in his religious duties and his mind 
was set at rest. 

Siddhinarasimha was called the sage among kings (riijargi) 
by his son in his Taleju copper plate inscriptioil of 786 NS. 
The Vamiagopiila inscription with dat: NS 800 Jyegtha k r ~ n a  
chaturthi Sravana pra dhanijtii nakgatre vaidhrti pra 
v i~kambha iidityaviire calls him riijargi who had conquered 
all passions and gained the peace of mind, and had relinqui- 
shed his throne which he regarded as no more than a straw. 
The inscription was set up to mark the ceremony for tbe 
completion of the temple by his grand-daughter and her 
husband. Also in the inscription he set up to comu~emorate 
the occasion of his constructing the water conduit in 
BhandiirkhHl he is noted as riijaygilvaro (796 Kiirtika Sukla 
pratipadii). 

Before renouncing the throne for good. Siddhinarasimha 
was already leading a retired life, and therefore even for the 
interval between his accession to the throne and his father's 
final retirement and disappearance SrinivHsa passed as a de 
facto ruler of the realm competent enough to promulgate laws 
for his subjects and conclude treaties with other states. As 
appears from certain inscriptions of the period in question. 
he was the sole ruler, though not the occupant of the throne. 
already some years before the father quit finally for Banaras. 
A stone inscription of Bsbaha in Patan dated 774 Miigha 
kysna ckaturthi hasta nak~atre  dhrtiyoge suriichiiryasyaviisare 
has the following line Sri Sri Siddhinarasi~izhnmalla nrpati 
piila yanyadharrnata?t Sriniviisa mahendrena Satruniim vilayam 
krteh etc. As a sequel to an attack by Kathmandu on Patan, 
which had entailed much suffering and misery to innocent 
people the two sides had announced their desire to end the 
conflict and restore normalcy in their relation. A copper 
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plate inscription traced in the collection of the temple of 
Pasupati17 shows that on NS 778 Srdva!ra krjna saptamj 
(= 1658 A.D.) SrinivHsamalla had pledged along with Pratlpa- 
malla like brothers (diijukijii) never to be unfriendly to each 
other. The agreement stressed the need for collaboration 
between the two parties 'not to be tempted to pick up a 
quarrel on the investigation of a third party and to regard 
each other as our own so that policy of state may b: under- 
taken by joint consultation'. I n  the inscription there is an 
expression, 'Jaya Siddhirlarasihha suhitena' which meant 
Srinivlsa's action was backed by the consent of his father. 
This also shows that in his own kingdom h e  had all rlle 
powers of a powerful ruler of the time, though his father 
was still alive. Th: Mahiilaktjmi stele of Balambu, six miles 
east of Patan within its jurisdiction, with date 778 Chaitra 
Sukla navami (putya naksatre iidiryaviisare) gives only his 
name and omits his fathcr. Though here he does not enjoy 
full royal address, Sriniviisamalla was being treated by the 
scribe as the sovereign of the principality. 

We have records in Siddinarasimha's name as a sovereign 
ruler for this period. But he had empowered his son to act 
for him since quite long. Considering that Sriniviisa was 31 
years old in 778, i t  was but natural that the father had thought 
to hand over complete responsi~ility of administration to his 
son at this age. 

Except from legends we d o  not hear of his wife whose 
name as Bhallumati is given in the Taleju copper plate 
inscription of 786. Bhimalakgmi is given as his daughter 
i n  another inscription. 

An inscription of Siddhinarasi&ha has made mention 
of persons as his relations through marriage, whose identity 
can be clearly established with reference to ~lanles in vogue 
now i n  the Nepalese Terai or in those parts of llldia known 

17 Inscription n .  59 in our Appendix. 
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a s  North Bihar and East Uttara PradeSa. The Sundhara 
inscription talks of Pratiipasimha Babu, Virabhadrasihha 
Biibu, and two others as his daughter's grand-sons.lB These 
were ministers in the court of Yoganarendramalla. Obviously 
(he reference is to his relations living i n  Mithila in  the Tzrai 
.or in North Bihar or East U. P. of the present time. 

It was said that in his time the rulers of Gorklli and Patan 
bad pledged to regard eacb other as nlenibers of the same 
family and in the events of the one dying without an heir, the 
,other was to send his legal successor to inherit the throne. 

Siddhinarasimhamalla was the man who started the 
Kiirtika dance drama depicting the eveuts and  incidents of 
the epic Riimiiyana. This drama is up till now much popular 
with the rural masses of the locality and continues to be 
%witnessed by a vast number of the laity in the month of 
Kiirtika (October-Novem ber). 

According to the author of the 'History of Maithili 
Literatrrre', Siddhinarasimha was a poet who wrote in Maithili 
devotional songs bearing the Bhanitiis of Nrsirhha and Nypa- 
sifihca (JayakHnta MiSra, 1, p. 242). There is one stone 
inscription of his reign (Kwabahgl) which mentions his name 
a s  only Narasi&hamalla with date 757 NS. Perhaps the 
shorter name was used as a pen name as well as by writers 
who escaped over the first-word. 

I n  his time a drama in Maithili called Hariichandranrtyariz 
was composed and performed in 165 1 A.D. According to 
Augustus Conrady who edited and published the play i n  1191, 
the language in  which it was written is in its main texture a 
nlixture of Bengali and Maithili with Sanskrit !verses inter- 
persed here and there, Apart from dialogues in prose this 
play about the life of kiog Hariichandra has melodious sollgs 
and 1) rics. 

I8 Inscription n.  109 in our Appendix A7S 821 A4iSgha k[st?ci 13 
dkanistd r tak~arre  Sivayoge sonlavire .  
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The tradition of love for poetry and drama was a common 
feature of the life lived by Patan rulers. Siddhinarasirhha's 
son Sriniviisamalla patronised art and learning. He got his 
inspiration for poetry from his father. 

Important Docunzents of  Siddhinarasirhha's Reign 

( 1 )  A stsne inscription at  Sonaguthilg of 739 Miigha 
k r ~ n a  5 hasta nak~atre  on this occasio~l a gold umbrella was 
offered to BhyhgHreSvara. Siddhiaarasimha was ruling as 
tht: sole monarch (ekachhatrarlijyayaie) at this date (Sarhvat 
739 Miigha mlise kyjna pakje paiichanzya~n tithau hasto 
nakgatre dhrtiyoge iidityaviisare kumbhariiSi gata savitari 
kanyiiriiii gala chandrantasi etasmin divase Sri Yetha Vihiira 
agarnanani yo kulachheii grhanivasi Sri Kr~nadeva Briihmana- 
na thava tafi etc). 

( 2 )  Yanamugaltol (Patan city)1° stone of 739 VaiSiikha 
krgna pra 12 uttarabhiidra nak~atre  viqkambha pra pritiyoge 
Sukraviisare bypariiii gate savitari minariiii gate chandranlasi 
in the reign (vijayariijye) of Siddhinarasimha. This comme- 
morates the occasion of completing the repair of the Chaitya 
in the vicinity. These two inscriptions form the earliest 
documents of the reign of Siddhinarasimhamalla. 

(3) The BiilkumSri shrine stone. It gives 3 dates, the 
first 742 VaiSiikho kljna 2 anuriidhii nak~atre  vbriyiina yoge 
budhaviisare is the d a y  of starting the construction of the 
temple by Dhviikiivihiira glhaniviisi DayHrabhiiro in the reign 
of Siddhinarasimhamalla. The second occurring after 32 days. 
Jyejtha k g n a  4 uttarogiidhli nakqatre Sukrayoge SanaiSchara- 
viira marked the completion of the building. On the third 
date about 10 years later, 752 Miigha Sukla 5 rohini nak~atre 
eindrayoge SanaiScharaviisare, Siddhinarasihha and his son* 
~rinivfisamalla graced by their presence the occasion of 
setting up additional gold finials on the roof of the temple. 

19 n. 32 in our Appendix. 
20 n. 33 in our Appendix. 
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(4) A stone2' lying outside the door of the temple ot  
ViSveSvara. The record is dated NS 747 Mdgha Sukla 5 ,  
I t  is a 20 line inscription, of which 14 lines are preserved 
intact. This gives Siddhinarasimha's genealogy beginning 
with Mahendramalla who is mentioned as a descendant of 
Harasirhha, king of Mithila. 

(5) The Darbar Square K g n a  temple Inscription. This 
is a long record with date 757 Phdlguna n ~ d s a  fukla pokja 
daialnyiirn tithau iidrii para punarvasu nakjatre ayujmiincl 
yoge blhaspativiisare. Altogether there are 56 Lines with 35 
verses and a passage in Newiiri at  the end. The record marks 
the occasion of the completion of the temple with 21 spires 
(bhiisvaraih), installation of the image and setting up gold 
finials on the roof. The writer of the inscription states that 
the temple was constructed a t  a huge cost and the structure 
he composes. I n  the beginning after invocation to GopHla, 
Siddhinarasimha gives his genealogy (verses 2 to 8). 

Harisimhadeva, in his dynasty was born 
I 

Mahendrarnalla 

I 
Hariharasimha, married to Liilamati 

There is a profuse admiration of the different qualities. 
of his mother (verses 9 to 10). His own praise is sung in. 
the verses following (1 1, 12, 1 3. 14) the temple was construc- 
ted at a huge cost and is compared with Meru. MandarB-- 
chala. Mahendra, Himiidri. Vindhblchala and KailBSa. 
the gods might mistake it for Kanakiichala at the sight of, 
gold finial: After giving the date of completion. the record. 
proceeds to say that a wicked but cunning enemies attacked- 
his forts, but this was repulsed, on that day began a 

21 n. 36 in our Appendix. 
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.Kotyiihuti sacrifice in the nature of Riijasiiyu Yajfio under 
the guidance of VaSigha like Vigva~latha UpZidhyZi, which 
was attended by learned Pandits from different countries. 
The king collected resources for this 1 ajiia, which was 
adequate even for the classical Rajasiya sacrifice. He 
made gift of wealth, jewels, cloths, foods, slaves, horses 
and elephants. 

His daily offering of gifts in gold anlourlted to 400 palas. 
The Newiiri passage records grants of some ldnd to  defray 
*the expenses of  daily pijd and for special worships to 
celebrate certain sacred days in the year. Siddhinarasimha 
is described as  'one who c o m m a ~ ~ d e d  greater fame than 
Yudhi~fhira ,  who had greater nig$hC than VaSi~fha, who 
-enjoyed strength equal to -that of Arjuna and who was as 
,liberal as  Karna in making gifts.' 

(6) The PaSupati copper plate of 778 (Inscription n. 59 
,in our Appendix). This Incorporates an agreement 
*reached between ~riniviisamalla and Pratapamalla, both 
of whom pledge sincere cooperation betweell the two princi- 
,palities and undertake never to go to war. 

Srittiv~sanzalla (168 1-1684 A. D.) 

According to the chronicle S iddhinaras i~ha  left his 
#country for good to go to another (desdntara) on NS 781 
P a u ~ a  vadi 1. He had now abdicated the throne. We have 
a coin of Sriniviisamalla dated 781 (Walsh, V. 3). The 

,chronicle states that on the very day before he left Patan, 
the capital city, Siddhinarasimha put the crown 011 the 
head of his son and performed the ceremony. In view of 
the coin the statement of the chronicle does not, seem in- 
correct as far as the year is concerned. Similarly, the day 
and month as mentioned by the chronicle in this connec- 
tion cannot but be correct. Sri~livZisarnalla became king 
while he was 34 years old having been born i n  Kiirtika of 
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747.22 I n  his Taleju copper plate inscription of 786 he 
calls himself the son of Siddhinarasirhha by his wife 
Bhanurnati. 

A ms. Niiradiyapuriinam has follo ~ i n g  colophon, which 
is quite relevant to the date of his accession to the throne 
Sahvut Nepiilikeya kgitivasutale ( =781) Chaitra krjna prajii- 
bhi nak~atre  clzotf;arakhye tithidina nlanau yogasiddhau 
prayu kte tatra Sri Visnu prityii dina suragurau meqariisau 
ravijfhe Srimatchhri Niiradiyiim vyiilikhati dvija Viraniirii- 
yanah Sri / / tosmin divase Sri punyiivat~~iitn Sri ~~~~~~~~~a 
sadeSiva pmsiida S~rikholichhannak~tavcirl / I Sri Sri Jaya 
Srinivlisamalla purandareva jato ba b h i i ~ a . ~ ~  

This date is about three months farther than the date of 
accession given by the chronicle. If, however, we cannot 
accept this as the date of accession, we have nevertheless 
a sure ground to take the same as the first ascertained date 
of the new reign. 

AS we have already seen peace had prevailed between 
Kathmandu and Patan since the agreement of 778. We 
know that peace continued to be maintained for another 
period of 6 years. But thereafter Kathmandu and Patan 
again fell out. 

Sriniviisa's Pious Deeds 

Sriniviisamalla was devoted to piety and religious works 
like his father. He was a follower of Saivism; but he was 
also devoted to Matsyendranltha, the Buddhist deity. There 
stand to his name numerous grants of land for the offerings 
E9 Matsyendran~tha, which the inscriptions have yet pre- 
served. He also built temples in honour of Matsyendrangtha 
both in Patan and Budgmati and his contributions to the 
shrines and rites of other deities were also equally bountiful. 
I n  the inscription of Buhgmati about two miles south-east 

22  a noting in the ms. S i idranta t idar fa  Srdddlznvidhi.  
2 3  Govt .  Nat. Lib. n .  5345. 
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of the capital, Srinivssa enthusiastically puts in his address 
the term Lokandtha charana kamala dhiili dhiisarira 
S i r o r ~ h a . ~ ~  This term always exclusively employed referring 
to PaSupati and now used in connection with Matsyendra- 
nHtha indicated a departure. But essentially like other kings 
of Nepal he was, however, equally devoted to PaSupatinPtba 
and to other Saiva deities and there .are numerous records 
in copper plates and palm-leaf pieces in recognition 9f the 
same. These show that he respected all sects equally. 

A good many portions of the now existing royal palace 
in Patan are attributed to him, and he built these with liberal 
expenditure. He built the Mulchok (the main courtyard) 
in NS 786 and just at  the middle of the courtyard a temple 
to house his family deity the Goddess Taleju with the help 
of his wife MygBvati. I t  appears that before his time there 
was just a small temple enshrining the image of Taleju. He 
also constructed the Sundarichok, another courtyard, adjoin- 
ing the Mulchok to its left. The Sundarichok has a water 
conduit, the platform of which is literally covered with stone 
images of divinities from the Puranas. The courtyard all 
around has two storeyed buildings, which were used for 
apartments by the royal family. 

The chronicles state that Sriniviisamalla expanded the 
palace up to ChaukvBtha. The latter was probably the same 
structure as it exists up till now in the southern extremity 
of the royal palace. I t  is a one storey building standing on 
raised platform, which has two rooms one each at  the upper 
and ground floor overlooking the spacious courtyard adjoining 
the main thoroughfare of the city. The Cbaukvgtha which 
housed the royal guards was maintained to serve the purpose 
of a fortress. This was originally built in the time of 
Siddhinarasimhamalla. 

24 This inscription is dated 795 K i r t i k a  Sukla 15, and the witnesses 
a te  Sri SrI Yoganarendramalla and Bhagiratha Bhaiy9. This makes a 
grant of land, ro 6 and Java 7. n. 78 in our Appendix. 
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The Thyiisapu F reports that a fire broke out in  Patan on 
.Sakvat 783 Vaiiiikha suddhi 6, and many quarters of the 
town were gutted completely. SrinivHsamalla personally 
arganised relief works and soothed the grief-stricken people 
with their presence amidst them. 

According to  the chronicle the five storeyed temple of 
'Degutale constructed by his father had been destroyed by fire, 
on 783 Kiirtika Sukla 10. The upper four storeys were 
completely demolished. Sriniviisamalla raised the temple to  
four storeys, and crowned it with golden roofs and finial. 
,Sriniviisamalla also constructed the well-known Kotagrha 
in Kirtipur, The king also offered a gold door to the temple 
s f  Harisiddhi in  753 NS. 

In NS 792 Sriniviisamalla repaired the old dilapidated 
temple of Londekonde Bhairava in Bungmati. The gold 
torana over the door of the structure was laid eight days 
before 792 Miigha Sukda 12 (ms. Brahmottarakhanda, Nat. Lit, 
n. 5847). A little later on Miirga Sukla 5 (uttarii~adha 
a a k ~ a t r e  vyddhiyaga byhaspativiira). the king had erected a 
temple at the north-eastern corner of the compound of 
KumbheSvara, where he enshrined a four facid liiitga (Inscrip- 
stion on a stele of the date), 

Sriniviisamalla had repaired all the stone doorways in  the 
-city of Pharping. He also offered to Lord NHriiyana of the 
hill city a new stone doorway. From an inscriptiones of 
~Kochhulol it also has come to be known that the stone water 
,conduit within the precincts of the temple of Sikharaniiriiyana 
was built by Sriniviisamalla who had decreed that the water 
supply from a common source to the two conduits, both the 
existing and the new, should be regarded in the proportion 
of 1 : 3, the latter receives 113 of the whole. The king further 
prohibited tresspass by cattle in the area and ordered that 
;people would not pollute the site by walking in search of 

25 Inscription 79 in our Appendix 
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burning woods. The- record was issued in 793 Chnitramiiso 
with the advice of Bhagiratha BhaiyZ. 

He protected with all his might Buddhist and Saivite 
sanctuaries. He took it as  his bounden duty to look after the. 
comforts of devotees who came to worship them. He also 
conceived that duties towards the deities should be rendered 
uncalled for. 

Even before his accession, he had become an inspiring 
figure for his piety and devotional works, We have already 
referred to  occasions when he accompanied his father to, 
ceremonies performed in connection with the opening of a 
r~ewly repaired temple or installation of an image of a deity 
in a newly built structure, The  Biilakumfiri stele tells us 
that he was taken to the temple by his father just while he had 
attained his fourth year of birth. In  the month of Chaitra 
of 779, two years before his crowning Srinivasa had presented 
the stone door frames of the temple of SikharanSr2yana 
in Pharping. 

In  NS 793 Sriniviisamalla donated some land to the famous 
temple of MacbhendranZtha in the Tavavihara of Patan, and 
through an inscription set u p  on Phlilguna Sukla 10 of the 
same year issued rules which were to be followed on many 
occasions of worship in a year. I t  was said 'that the music 
played at  the time of daily p i j d  was to continue whatever sad 
events happen in the royal family. The king was himself 
to be present during the ceremonies of the god's bath and his 
getting into the chariot. All those concerned in the making 
of the chariot were to work according to schedule irrespective 
of whether one summoned to  do the job at  the right moment. 
When the chariot is drawn, the men traditionally e~gaged 
in the work must be ever prepared to render their job. Those 
who blew the conch during the pBja were to go on with their 
work as usual. They should not stay at home even if the 
king or any member of the royal family died. The men who 
were in  cllarge of guthis donated for the worship of the lord 
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should consciously perform the pi i j i i  on every occasion. Any 
one overtly or covertly trying to take advantage otherwise 
shall be punished. If the wall or any part of the temple 
broke, it was their responsibility to repair or raise a new 
structure. All those violating these rules will be answerable 
to the king. But His Majesty will not tolerate if any of his 
officers inflicts undue harassment on a subject. The latter 
is entitled to make an appeal to :the king. But he hopes 
that there will be no flinching from one's traditional duty by 
everyone concerned'. 

Sriniv&samalla's Bu~igmati inscription of 796 regulated 
entry of those devotees who used the precinct as a shelter 
for a month's stay undergoing upaviisa to please God.Buga, 
(Machhendraniitlia of Bugamati). No urltouchable castes 
as well as Dom and NZiya castes were allowed to undertake 
the upaviisa by using the premises. Only such people who 
came there on ASvinu iukla 15 were to  be allowed the entry 
of others was subject to decision by the office bearers of the 
Vihira. Nobody was permitted to criticise the efficacy of the 
offering to God. If a difference arises, this was to b'e referred 
to the king himself. 

On NS 801 Marga Sukla jajthyiirn Sravana pro dhanijtd 
nu k~a t re  dhruva yoge blrdhaviisare SrinivFisamalla constructed 
the temple of Bhimasena (see also the insc r ip t i~n)~ '  with the 
consent of his minister Bhagiratlla Bhaiyz on the occasion 
of the completion of the building was celebrated. According 
to the post colophon statement of D&~ara tn ikara ,~~  the 
temple was originally of only one storey and Sriniviisamalla 
while repairing added two more storeys performing the 
ceremony of completiorl of the new construction on 801 
Miirga drikla 6 budhaviira. Both the inscription and the ms. 
colophon state that the three principalities were on terms of 

26 n. 86 in our Appendix. 
27 Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 1 I36 
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tpeaceg8 at  the time when the celebration of the occasion was 
\taking place. 

Srinivasamalla's Interest in Arts and Drama 

SrinivEsamalla besides cherishing deep religious feeling 
was also a lover of art. H e  patronised all aspects of art, 
was himself a builder and composed poems and dramas as 
well as amused himself by staging plays. The plays he 
wrote are given in a different section at the last chapter, 
which deals with the subject matter of literature. The post 
colophon statement of Vaiiakha nzahiitmya (Govt. Nat. 
Lib. n. 5553) noted that ~r inivisamalla  composed and staged 
a 7 Act play, Karisabadhaniitakam on J y e ~ ~ h a  Sukla 5 
I~udhaviira. Apart from staging of his own plays, he was 
equally interested in the annual Kiirtika dance-drama begun 
by his father, which he supervised and injected into the occa- 
sion much that gave the people mirth and merriment, on a 
wide scale. 

Mainly due to  his influence, the three rulers of the Nepal 
Valley signed an agreement on Chaitra 4ukla 5, 795 to revi- 
talise the custom of purification to be undergone on the hirth 

,-or death of a relation, that had grown much lax. 

The copper plate of this date enjoins on the rulers to 
enforce strictly the conventional rules of purification so that 
each of them respected the injunctions of the Siistras and 
followed to its letters all that was enjoined on him. The 
document puts on record the rules agreed commonly by them 
in  consultation with the priests and learned BrHhmanas of the 
three courts (Dharmaju UpHdhya, Devendra Upiidhyii, 
Hariniitha UpadhyH. RHulachandra UpHdhyL, Kirtiriija 
Upadhyii, llpendra UpldhyH, Madhusiidana UpHdhyii and 
SudarSana UpHdhyH these UpHdhyiis,YBdava BhattHchHrya, 
Srimukha BhatEHchHrya, SadHSiva BhatfHchHrya, Riipa- 
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mHrHyapa Chakravarti. VireSvara Chakravarti. VaidyanHtha 
RHya, Bachhayi UghH. These panditas. HarivamSa, Sivahari, 
Balabhadra and SivanBtha) who had given their opinion based 
o n  the statements of Smrti and Siistras. I t  reads: 

'The princes and queens were to  be purified on the 12th 
.day, on the 13th day they could perform any ceremony in the 
palace such as  giving alms to the Briihmanas. But this 
custom was to be observed only by the inmates of the royal 
palace. Others had to observe mourning for 45 days. 
Similarly the princes who lived outside the palace and the 
illegitimate members of the royal family were advised not 
to  depart from traditional rules etc, etc.' 

Chautiirii Bhagiratha 

Srinivgsa's first Chief Minister ViSvariima Bh5ro died in 
786 NS. The Thyiisapu D informs us that he was followed 
by Kirtisimha Riiyakulabh5ju in the post of the Chautiirg. 
He was the Chautiirii mentioued in the Thya'sapu in connec- 
tion with the ceremony which Sriniv5samalla performed on 
786 Aivina 9 to inaugurate the completion of the Mulchok. 
According to the Thyiisapu E (f. 7) the Chief Minister in 794 
(Vaiiiikha kygna 6 budhaviira) was Bhiigaju. This was another 
name of Bhagiratha Bhaiyii. He was appointed as Chautiira 
in 788 and served his king in that capacity for 16 years 
(Thyiisapu E, f. 21). 

Bhagiratha Bhaiy5 figures as one who had advised the 
construction of the temple in Sriniv5samalla's inscriptions of 
Tavabahl in Patan! (NS 793 PhSilguna Sukla daSami iiditya- 
viisare) and Bufigmati. He himself built a 3-storey temple 
at  a site near the Royal Palace enshrining the image of 
Vigvangtha on 798 Miigha Sukla 6. The temple is known 
today by the name of Bhaideval Bhagiratha Bhaiy5 has his 
own inscriptions (all in stone) in Pharping, and there are also 
more inscriptions issued by the king, where he is noted either 
as an eye-witness or as one who was consulted by the king 
for the particular act of piety mentioned in the record. 

19 
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I n  the Bhaideval inscription Bhagiratha calls himself ' a  
good minister who had brought many kings under his 
influence, brave like Bhima, in the battle-field and full of 
patience like Yudhigthira in distress'. In other records he is 
mentioned as  one who was devoted to  his master king. 
Sriniviisamalla. 

The following are his inscriptions in Pharping: 

(1) dated NS 797 Chaitra miisa commemorating the 
repair of a water conduit by Jaya Sriniviisamalla' 
on the request of Bhagiratha BhaiyB, minister. 

(2) in front of the temple of K y q a  within the 
compound of SikharanBrByaga, Kartika kygna. 
navami maghii nak~atre  somaviire by Sriniviisa's 
minister Bhagiratha Bhaiys. 

(3) dated NS 803 Miigha Sukla dviidaij about a grant 
of land for the worship of Sri Sikharanariiyana in  
Pharping. with the permission of his sovereign 
Sriniviisamalla. 

(4) grant of land jointly by Miinigliidhipati Md ~ r i  

h i  Jaya SrinivFisamalla and his minister Bhagi- 
ratha Bhaiyii and setting up of an image oP Garuda 
in front of Sikharansriiyana on 803 Bhiidra piirnilncS 
ajle~ii  nakgatre Subl~a}oge brhaspativiire chandra- 
grasa mahiiparvani. 

Bhagiratha Bhaiya together with the royal priests ViSva- 
ngtha Upidhya and his son assisted Sriniviisamalla in kingly 
duties as well as i n  works of piety and religious worship. 

A stone inscription at Jyiivahi, Patan (attached to a 
Cizaitya) with date 800 Kiirtika kygna paiichami paldsa 
nak~atra Sukra yoge budhaviire mentions the reign of 
Sriniviisamalla (vijayariijye velasa) and rule of PramSna 
Bhagiratha Bhaiyii Bhiiro (prajyaya vela), 

An inscription of Badegaon (Bauddl~apuri) con~memora- 
ting the occasion of a land graot for the nityapiija (daily war- 
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ship) of a Chaitya by a Pra~niina of Chlkbahiira, whose name 
was Vigvambhara, calls the donor the Chief of the Council 
of ministers (sachivamandala mukhya mantri). This is dated 
799 Z~a'dha 1 5.ZB 

Bhagiratha Bhaiyii was a contemporary of BhSgirHma 
and ChikuIi Pramiina of Bhatgaon and Kathmandu respec- 
tively, and his influence in Patan matched with theirs i n  their 
respective principalities. 

Bhagiratha was a very important personality as long as  
he was a Chautiirg. He was held i n  high esteem by his 
sovereign, and was much trusted. Sriniv5samalla was guided 
by him in all of his activities, There was nothing. for which 
he did not consult Bhagiratha. Invariably in all records 
Srinivlsa acknowledges his debt to Bhagiratha. I n  his 
inscription of Machhendranatha (TarabahBl, Patan) Sriniv5sa 
speaks of Bhagiratha as  one who was taken ou t  of his body 
as  a part from the whole, and whom he never regarded a s  
something different from his own self. But it is strange 
that this respected minister had a sad end. We shall have 
occasions to say more about  him in the next few paragraphs. 

Foreign Relatior~s and Corlflicts 

Sriniv~sa's domain touched.  Tanhou and Goskhg in the 
west. He controlled Dhunibesi and portions beyond that a s  
far as LBmidandg (see his inscription a t  the temple of 
Gorakhanatha for a grant of land in Dhunibesi to  a Parbatiya 
BrPhmana, NS 790)30 in the south-west and Gajuripedii in the 
north-w'est. 

The corner stone of his policy was peace and good 
neiglibourliness. During the  initial years of his reign he had 
often quarrelled with the ruler of Bhatgaon. But this was 
due to his alignment with his KHntipur cousin. 

29 Inscription n .  82 in  our Appendix.  
30 Itil~iiso PrakiiSa, 11. 3, 452-53.  
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As earlier described, JagatprakiiSa of Bhatgaon captured 
in early December of 1660 A.D. a military outpost of Kath- 
mandu on its border and killed 21 men. Pratiipamalla and 
Sriniviisamalla carried four expeditions in retaliation to Bode 
and Thimi which they occupied. According to BLI's 
version the war period lasted 3 years 1658-62 A.D. Sriniviisa- 
malla began his reigning career with this war. He proved 
himself successful in the sense that his assistance was sought 
by combatants on both sides, and it was probably he who 
had helped to bring about cessation of conflicts. 

The chronicle gives the following description of the war: 
On 780 Sriivana k y g p  6 Patan occupied some forts belonging 
to Kiintipur. For this ~riniviisa sought the help of Bhatgaon 
ruler which readily forthcame; but the latter demanded as 
price of assistance two villages, Lubhu and Bisankhu, and 
1 lakh rupees and 2 elephants. On Sriniviisa's refusal 
relations between Patan and Bhatgaon became strained. 
Patan a t  this time drew closer to Kathmandu and the two 
rulers meeting at  Tekhu agreed to work together against 
Bhatgaon, after which the latter was attacked with their 
combined strength. I n  the first stage, several important 
places in the east outside the Valley e.g. NFil5. Chaukot, 
Dhulikhel and DHpchH were snatched away from Bhatgaon's 
ownership. Meanwhile JagatprakiSa was also trying to hit 
areas in the control of his two adversaries. He sent his men 
in a large number to raid Pratiipamalla's forts situated near 
the border. They did not enter the well defended places as 
invaders in broad day light but under cover of noctur~lal 
darkness stealthily introduced themselves as Sriniviisa's 
guards and overpowered the defenders, none of whom were 
killed outright and thirty taken prisoner, the rest having fled 
to  the capital. Pratiipamalla on hearing the report of this 
treacherous action by Bhaktapur was determined to open a 
full scale war against Jagatprakiiia. He vowed that unless 
he captured them, he would not wear his turban. Then 
Thimi was captured by a force under the joint commaild of 
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Patan's Chief KZizi ViSvariima and his counterpart of Kath- 
mandu. Viraju. Here they got hold of 63 muskets and 109 
shields and the booty was divided between the two rulers. 

The Thyiisapu E ( f .  6) has the following inforrnatio~~; 
Bode was conquered on 780 Miigha bulila 5 Saniicharaviira 
iidrii nak~a t ra  i ivayoga,  but this was left in the possessiorl of 
Kathmandu, this happened in the time of ViSariimaju; the 
invaders captured Chorpur on MiirgaSira Sukla 5 purvvii- 
shiida nak~atrta on Sarhvat 781 Miigha Sukla 11 ,  Kathmandu 
and Patan could occupy 'J'himi and a little later NakadeSa. 

IJI 783 Vaiiakha the invaders reached the outskirts of the 
city of Bhatgaon and then it was completely blockaded, and 
the citizens were put to great distress due to shortage of 
foodgrains and high prices. As long as it was there the 
people of Bhatgaon were subjected to untold hardship. 

The blockade lasted nearly one year. The invaders had 
taken hold of the crops sown in the area. Pratapamalla 
also carried many valuable objects of the temple including 
the serpenthood cf the gold superimposed on the pole of a 
large pond made by Jagajjyotirmalla. All these he helped 
to set up in temples and ponds in his own palace. At this 
time the leader of the Patan forces, Mulkazi ViSvaramii fell 
ill, and the siege had to be lifted. The Kiz i  died on 784 
Kiirtika k r ~ n a  9 and with his death the prospect of a renewed 
attack on Bhatgaon grew dim. 

But Praiipamalla was still determined to further humi- 
liate Bhatgaon Srioiviisa's enthusiasm, however, had cooled 
down and he was in no mood to carry out his cousin's designs 
on Bhatgaon. Besides, it would not serve Patan's interest 
if Kathmandu grew unusually strong at the cost of the other 
two neighbours. Sriniviisa had valid reasons to break the 
military alliance subsisting between Kathmandu and Patan 
at  this stage. But Pratiipa took this attitude of SrinivCsa as 
an expression of hostile intentions towards himself. Before 
he attacked Bhatgaon he thought that he should deal promp- 
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tly with h ~ s  recalcitrant ally. He conceived of a design to 
arrest Sriniv5samalla if he came on his call for mutual 
consultation. Accordingly words were sent to Sriniviisamalla 
requesting his presence in Kathmandu for urgent co~lfererlce 
regarding Bhatgaon affairs. 

Sriniviisa suspected foul designs of PratHpan~alla and 
severed connections with him. This gave relief to Bhatgaon 
whose ruler took special care to submit to  Patan as  against 
KHntipur. Indeed, the latter was isolated and peace was 
obtained with territories restored to Bhatgaon after three 
years of struggle. I n  dealing with the harassed ruler of 
Bhatgaon ~riniviisamalla displayed a high sense of liberalism, 
which so ingratiated JagatprakHSa that he felt ever bound to 
him. Prariipanlalla more embittered now turned to Jagat- 
prakiisa and he proposed common action against Patan. 

On a stone inscription on the wall of a temple in Guji- 
baha131 in the city of Patan, which records the completion 
01 the wooden doors of the building on 789 Sriivana Sukla 7 
pra 8 sviiti nak~a t ra  Subha yoga iidityavtira, it is said that 
Bhatgaon was isolated there being an alliance between Patan 
and Kathmandu. But this alliance broke after a short while. 
According to the Thyiisapu 1). the alliance had facilitated a 
joint attack on Mackwgnpur on 790 Mdgha k r ~ n a  chaturthi 
and they returned after staying a night there. But as the 
attack was unsuccessful, the alliance lapsed. About the 
sametime Jagatprakaia visited Patan and the two entered 
into a pact. This was on J y e ~ t h a  Sukla 15. This very day 
they conquered Kashakviijha and Hijigvala. Next day they 
sieged more areas. On Tuesday 3 places in  Abaradosakviiiha 
aad 1 in Dare were won over at one stroke, they could 
also seige Nala. 5 men were arrested. in the engagement, they 
had not even wasl~ecl their faces. While the co~.quest  of 
Niilii was made; it was just the first pralzara of the day. 
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Now PratLpa and SrinivPsa fell apart and their alliance 
ended formally. But this had not prevented the Patan ruler 
to extend welcome to two elephants of Pratlpamalla, which 
were being brcught from Arapodora and conducted through 
Bulchok. The Patan ruler presented turbans, coconut and 
dish to the drivers on Aqadha Sudi I of 790. 

About the sametime Patan singly was pushing its hostile 
expedition in the Terai. The  Thyiisapu D refers that on 
Sakvat 791 Chaitra kqna ,  Mahiirijii kumgra Subhasimha. 
son of Morang's Hariharasena, came out and was caught 
by Jaga Bania. Tbis was probably the only case of hostility 
between Patan and Morang. On later occasions, the Morang 
ruler obtained military assistance from the Nepal Valley 
to fight his kinsman in Mackwiinpur. The Thyiisapu D 
reports that on 791 J y e ~ f h a  k r ~ n a  10 budhaviira four ministers 
of Sriniviisa, four ministers of Bhatgaon and their hundred 
men as well as Gorkhs's Muriiri Siihi and Jagbanis marched 
to launch an attack on Mackwiinpur. Two days later on 
dviidali lukraviira kytrikd para rohini those of Kathmandu 
came again to  capture Hitigvara a t  12 ghafi. They saw a 
hole on the wall of the fort and attempted to set fire through 
it, but the fort did not open inspite of it, Those who 
came to Nyaphala were arrested. Thereafter they again 
attempted to enter the fort. But they fled. only one of 
then] was captured. In  792 on Miigha Sukla 15 the 
invaders of Bhatgaon and Pdtan started to capture 3 
places in Thipiikviitha, and 1 place i n  the Prakataplkviirha 
and they conquered at  3 ghati past i n  the morning. They 
also hoisted their flag. One man from amongst the 
defenders was taken into custody. 

As a result of Patan going over to Bhatgaon in 792, 
Kathmandu was obliged to abandon all the areas occupied 
during the conflict with Bhatgaon. Now it appears that 
Bhatgaon and Patan began to harass Katbmandu. From 
Q O S ~  colophon statement in a ms. copy of Brahntottarakhanda 
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(Darb. Lib. Cat. 5847) we know that the two had raided into 
a border fort of Kathmandu in 792. The fort was. 
Mayajalagrlma lying south of Chlfigu near the border of 
B h a t g a ~ n . ~ ~  

The invaders reached the border, and as they were little 
inside the intruders were caught and dragged. There included 
ChautHrH Pramlna of Bhatgaon, another PramHga and three 
others, yet more others having fled. 

The Thyiisapu D also confirms this account. It says that 
the Chautiirl BhotubhSi proceeded to capture Mayajalagaoa 
but his allies of Patan reached a little late. The mission 
failed, and Bhofubhs was dragged by the head, and 6 others- 
were arrested, and all others left the place. 

There is no reporting of conflicts in the Valley since the 
time Pratlpamalla died upto SrinivBsa's death. According 
to  the Thyiisapu A the three principalities had combined to 
raid the Sena kingdoms in the Terai and there was hardly 
an occasion for mutual quarrel. 

We know from the Thyiisapu E that 'on 794 Vaifiikha 
k r ~ n a  8 iukraviire (Friday, April-May, 1674 A.D.), there was 
peace in the Valley, the three principalities had just pledged to 
live as friends, Sriniviisamalla and other chiefs, had opened 
the highways'. This Thyiisapu adds 'Bhatgaon's king JitS- 
mitramalla, Kathmandu's king N~pendramalla. Chaullrs 
B h l ~ a j u ,  Kathmandu's ChautlrB Chikutiju. Bhatgaon's 
ChautPrH BhHgiramaju, Kathmandu's MHndhHta and other 
heads took oath on the bank of the Bagmati by touching the 
sacred book. HarivarhSa, the six princes had assembled and 
the swearing took place. 

+W TT? WTT+~I qrq qri CarT WT WTT aTWr*, 
f8srq y h  ts;r s ~rrfs' ~mfte-? tirqqr? T T W ; ~  ~G%IT Amn 
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A fully cordial relation existed between Patan and the 
Riijput Rajas of the western hills as well as  among the three 
rulers of Bhatgaon, Patan and Kathmandu since 794. The 
chronicle says that at the time of Ilpanayana ceremony of his. 
son (795 Magha k r ~ n a  6) Sriniviisa's court was attended by 
the Rajiis of Morang, Mackwanpur, Tanhou and Gorkhii 
besides the two rulers of Bhatgaon and Kantipur. On 795 
J y e ~ t h a  iukla 3 Srinivasamalla called a conference of the 
Rajas and KBzis of Kantipur, Tanhou and Bhaktapur ; in 
which they pledged abiding friendship and peace with Guhye- 
Svari as witness. All this speaks of the high influence 
Srioiviisa wielded over the politics of the Nepal Valley of 
those days, 

Srinivasa's relation with Mackwiinpur was not marked, 
with cordiality and on many occasions he attacked the fort 
sometimes by himself alone, and at  other times in collusion 
with others. But in 794 Asvin Subhasena obtained assistance 
from Patan while Mackwaopur was threatened by Harihara- 
sena of Morang, It is said that on ~riniviisa's initiative the 
forces of Bhaktapur, Kathmandu and Tanlbou attacked terri- 
tories of Morang and restored to Subhasena 17 villages then 
occupied by Morang. Subhasena presented him 4 elephants 
in return for his assistance. 

Respected Personaliry 

~riniviisamalla was an outstanding figure in Nepal of those- 
days. Pratipa's death in NS 794 left him in an uncballenged 
position to dominate the affairs of the governments of the 
neighbours. He was liberal to his adversaries in the latter's- 
evil days ; and he was all honest in dealing with them. 
Therefore even i n  the life time of Pratiipamalla, his elder 
cousin, he was universally respected and feared by friends and 
foes alike, and by force of his character he corumanded more 
influence with the people than the Riijii of Kiintipur. His- 
treatment of the Riijii of Bhatgaon, while the latter was being 
illtreated by PratSpamalla in his days of defeat and during 
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the siege of  the capital city was praiseworthy. I t  was mainly 
)through his efforts that Bhatgaon obtained relief by way of 
grants of grains and articles in aid while the city was besieged 
and restoration of lost territories and its ruler awarded fair 

.deal in the negotiation. This fact has been acknowledged 
by the king of Bhatgaon in one of his dramas (Malayagan- 
dhini) where he lavishly admires Sriniviisa in the most 
pleasing and flattering l a n g ~ a g e . ' ~  I t  was said that up till 
rhen no king of Patan and Kiintipur could be blessed with 
the sight of the goddess Taleju in Bhatgaon, but Sriniv5sa 
was allowed to enjoy this priv~lege in 784. He had seen the 
goddess in person and obtained her blessing. The king of 
Bhatgaon was so much obliged to him that he had conceded 
,the right of the dariana. 

He could never lay hands on the life and property of the 
vanquished and the weak. Yet he was brave enough to repel 
.and resist any attack on his territory. The Senas of Mack- 
wanpur and Morang had a hard time because they dared 
encroach (792-795) on his frontiers; the latter while trying 
to capture Sindhuli met a defeat. (792 Miighu), and both 
sued for peace with an offer of presents of elephants to 
SrinivCsamalla. The  chronicle says that ~riniviisa headed a 

-confederate force of Patan, Bhatgaon, Gork h2 and Tanhou 
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t o  meet the challenge of the Senas. At  a later stage his 
influence was used to restore some of the captured lands of 
MackwBnpur from the hands of the Raja's cousin of Morang. 
We shall see that the story of a combined attack on Mack- 
waopur by the kings of the above noted principalities is also 
,confirmed by the Thyiisapu A atld E,  

MackwHnpur seems 10 have been an object of regular 
.attacks by Patan also since about N S  800 (=I680 A.D). But 
the three principalities had also not totally relinquished their 
internal feud, and they are often seen going to war inspite of 
assurances and pledges to maintairl peace. 

We are informed by the Thyiisapu E (f. 3 )  that 'on Sahvat  
,801 Chaitraiuddhi 10 Patan started to invade the territoires 
of Mahakumarya (Subhasena). The three rulers had corn- 
billed, Kathmandu's prominent officers, 4 nlinisters of Patan 
and 4 ministers of Bhatgaon. left on a military expedition 
and they said that they would col~quer Sindhuli.' We do 
not know if they had achieved their mission. 

From lines i n ~ c r i b e a ~ ~  on the pedestal of Garuda image 
an front of the Sikhara NBrSyana at  Pharping it appears that 
i n  803 on the day of Miigha piirnimii Patan had besieged 
MackwHnpur, which was attacked on Phiilguna iltkla 
cllaturthi. I n  a line of another stella, that of Nakabahil, (atta- 
ched on the wall), Patan, dated 803 Phdlgupa Sukla saptami 
it is stated that MackwHnpur was opened this very day. The 

The fact of getting oren the route to MackwPnpur is  also mentioned 
by a stone Inscription of Nakabahil (Patan city) which dates in 803 
P h i i l g u ~ a  Sukla saptami.  
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inscription records the fact of formally installing the images 
of Hariharaviihana LokeSvara, Padrnapani and Mahi- 
vairochana in a newly constructed temple. We do not know 
what provocations led him to attack Mackwiinpur. But 
Sriniviisamalla is  mentioned to have been victorious in the 
engagement. According to the chronicle he had defeated 
the R3ja of Mackwanpur also in 792 by leading a joint 
command of the forces of Tanhou, Gorkhii and Patan. 

But such skirmishes were common in the atmosphere as it 
obtained, where rulers of small states took recourse to fights 
even for solution of petty issues, and we should not be 
surprised a t  the repeated incidents of fights and invasions 
between two states. 

I t  appears from the l'hydsapu E (f. 1 S), that a little earlier 
on 803 Kiirtika k r ~ n a  10 Tuesday. the ministers and peoples 
of the three principalities attacked Mackwiinpur. I t  was said 
that the Chautiiriis of Patan and Bhatgaon did not join the 
party. In Phiilguna there was one more offensive launched 
against Mackwiinpur by these parties. On Iudi 4 (Aivini 
nak~atra  ahgdraviira) of this month at  12 gho,ti past night 
Mackwiinpur was defeated. Next day. the expedition returned, 
and they said that the communication was open. On the 
4th day, which was Wednesday. the invaders had reached 
Paliakvatha. At this point they had to facz a rescue opera- 
tion launched by Tanhou, but they repulsed, many persons 
were arrested and sent back, the operation was revived twice, 
but each time it was beaten back. Agail~ they were stopped 
a t  Kotipvakala in the morning by another party. But they 
bypassed the route and came through Pharping. Now it 
seemed that they fled after conquering Mackwiinpur. 
~riniviisamalla who had accompanied the expedition also 
returned with the party. Meanwhile, Patan made friendship 
with king Piirthivendramalla of Kathmandu, kings Jiliiruitra- 
malla and Ugramalla of Bhatgaon and with the kings of 
Gorkhii, Lamjung. PHlpHlis, Bhirkot, Rising. and Sisia. With 
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this alliance, Mackwlnpur was occupied, and Jagasing Bania 
was released. At this time the Chief Ministers of Patan, 
Bhatgaon and Kathmandu were Bhlgiju, Dukhiju, and 
Chikutiju respectively. Patan presented an elephant to 
Kathmandu, it also returned all those areas belonging to the 
latter. The account of the alliance forged with the many hill 
states by Patan at this hour is given by the Thyiisapu A 

+(f. 48). It says 'Safivat 803 Kiirtika k r ~ n a  daSami hasta 
nak~atre  arigiiraviira, this day, the astrologers having accepted 
a time between 6 and 10 ghati, they went to launch an attack 
on Mackwiinpur. The parties in the attacking were Kath- 
mandu, Patan, Bhatgaon, Gorkhl, Lamjung; the Rajas were 
assembled together and marched. They conquered Mackwln- 
pur on the night of 803 Phiilguqa Sukla 4 pra 5 aSvini pro 
.bharani nu k ~ a t r a  arigiiraviira'. 

No incidents of military expedition are reported for the 
year 803. There were some in 804. But we shall deal with 
these a little later as we delineate the circumstances of 
.Sriniv%sa's abdication and retirement to a life of seclusion. 

Sriniviisa's Children 

The Vafigagoplla  inscription^^^ of 800 J y e ~ t h a  k r ~ n a  5 
shows the temple to have been built by Kirtimangals, 
second (madhyams) daughter of king Sriniv5samalla, and 
her husband Amarasirhha. From the Bungmati piiti (stone 
attached) inscriptions we come to know that the benefactors 
were Rudramati, SrinivSisa's eldest (Jye~pha) daughter and 
her husband Rudrendramalla. There must have been a 
third daughter, but we do not know about her from the 
available records, 

Yoganarendramalla was the only son to grow to age 
and maturity and then placed to occupy the throne on his 
father's abdication. 

35 A stone attached on the southern wall of the temple near 
Kum bheivara. 
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According to a noting in a ms. copy of Sudramatiidarsa 
Sriiddhavidhi SrinivBsamalla's successor Yoganarendramalla 
was born on 786 Sriivana iukla 4 pra 5 ghuti 11 uttraphiilguni 
(= July-August, 1667). I t  appears that he was the second 
son of Sriniviisarnalla. We hear of another son of his, who 
was born on 786 Klirtika iukla 8 but the baby died after 
75 days. An inscription of the year 786 (Miilchok copper 
plate) set up on ASvina Sitkla prafipadd mentions his son 
Yogamalla and the latter's mother Myggvati. 

Yoganarendramalla is reported to  have cherished an\ 
ambition to become a de facto ruler as soon as he crossed 
the threshold of his youth. He fell into the company of 
men and women who encouraged his ambition and appetite 
for power. This annoyed his father, and ultimately the latter 
abdicated to lead a life of renunciation and devotion. But 
to this we shall return a little later. 

Crisis o f  Life 

SrinivEsa lost one of his queens in 802. She died on. 
P a u ~ a  k r ~ n a  3 pra 4 brhaspativiira riitrisa (at the night of' 
Thursday, December-January, 1681-82).37 The Thyasapu D, 
reporting her death gives more details, while confirming the 
date, it says 'as the chaturrhi had touched rnaghii nak~atra 
brhaspativara. one ghnti' prior to daybreak she died. She 
was the married wife of Sriniviisamalla, and she was just 
32 years old when she breathed her last. Earlier in 800 
he had suffered bereavement in the death of his mother on 
Pauja Sudi 3.38 It was said that the demise of the queen 
made him very unhappy and a strong desire to relinquish 
his worldly affairs. He read evil forebodings i n  the appear- 
ance of the comet and an earthquake in NS 800, which 
added to his sad heart already laden with grief.39 

36 In the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharrna. 
37 Tlzyiisapu A ,  f .  20. 
38 Thydsap~r E ,  f .  6 .  
39 Ibid, f .  6.  
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The Thyiisapu E 'Saljlvat 801 Pauja Suddhi 1 a comet 
came to view in the sky.40 Sarhvat 801 Pauja fudi 2 a comet 
appeared in the sky to the south. It looked as 'if that part 
of the sky had caught fire, it was said that there was 
dikda'ha."l Again the next day the comet had appeared in 
the same direction as  if a flame had risen up.4' On 
Jye~fha  Suddhi Sanicharava'ra of the same year the Nepal 
Valley was rocked by severe earth tremor a t  18 ghati past 
midnight, it was not possible to  count the number of the 
houses damaged, this was Saturday and once again on 
Monday, the earth shook but not as ~ i o l e n t l y . ~ ~  

Since this year also the occasion of the annual car festival 
of Machhendranstha was not without its evil omens. This 
was true of every annual yatra till 804. The Thyiisapu E 
gives a full account, which is as follows: 'Samvat 800, the 
painted plaster over the face of the idol of Bugadeo fell down 
as the chariot had reached a site near the present Podefol 
(f. 3). The painting was done once again in the chariot itself, 
but this time the chariot reached its destination in time. 
Saritvat 801 VaiSii Sudhi 1, this day the chariot of the deity 
was drawn from Buga, the same day one beam joining the 
two wheels of the chariot broke, in the local language this 
beam is called iikasi, once more it broke a t  Chhasikv5tha, 
and again on the way near Khoktiii, in two days it reached 
Gvlratichor, as it arrived Khvayanavide, two royal visitors. 
Kathmandu's Piirthivendranialla and his brother came, also 
the kings of Bhatgaon, Ugramalla and Jitiimitramalla, for 
3 days and 4 nights the wheels got struck into tbe mud, after 
that the chariot reached Nakhu ,  but here again on iikasi 
( q~q$q ) broke, the chariot stopped for one day, then it cas?e 
to Yappiitola where it stopped another day. Here the chariot 

40 f .  6. 
41 f.5. 
42 f. 6 .  
43 Ibid. 
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,had arrived after 3 days since it began the journey, the chariot 
$reached on the loth day IlurZiyata, Sriniviisamalla walked 
along with the chariot repairing the road through which it 
had passed, also with him were ChautiirZ Bhiigaju Chautara 
Chikutiju of Kathmandu and Chautgrii Dukhiju, and two 
others, Bhiiyiriiju and Bhatichl of Bhatgaon ; on the 11th 
day the chariot reached Giidbahiil, the iikasi did not break 
since it left Nakhu, from GiidbahHl it stopped a t  Mahapara 
as  it was unable to go further to  Nogal where it arrived the 
next day. I t  had reached there on the 13th day, but the 
iikasi broke when it was moving from Nogal to Lagan, the 
front and hind Bkasi broke, the two front wheels had come 
out and the chariot was about to fall down ; at Nogal the 
king of Kathmandu had come but the king of Bhatgaon did 
not come, the yiitrii had to reach Lagan on that day, but it 
could not ; next day ,............ at Lagan once again one iikasi 
broke, the next day the wheel struck into the ground, for this 
reason, a vali (of goat) was sacrificed, in Syedgu also a 
vali (of goat) was offered, that day the chariot was not 
drawn. on that day the report of opening the road to 
Sindhuli reached Patan, next day the chariot reached 
its destination, altogether 19 days had passed since 
the God had been seated on the chariot, from Lagan the 
chariot had reached a t  the end of 5 days and 4 nights, this 
year the chariot was drawn from Buga, those of Komati were 
the first to draw upto GvLticho, then from there those of 
Chyasal drew to Ysglatyiigla, those who were engaged were 
given some remuneration in cash and kind, 

Now the return journey of Machhendraniitha began. It 
was the bright fortnight of J y e ~ t h a  and its eleventh day. But 
here again one iikasi broke at Thambuga and could not reach 
i ts  appointed place on that day. Two iikasis broke as the 
chariot proceeded ahead of BugPda. For that reason the 
procession was held up, 4 iikasis had broken since the God 
came on his return journey. The God reached JygpSra 
(modern JyaulHkhel) after 4 days and 3 nights since the 
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chariot began its journey back to Buga. At JyBparZi when 
the chariot was being drawn backwards. two Bkasis broke. 
another broke at  Bhodiksera. there the repairing was done, 
and here again an animal was sacrificed. The chariot was 
then drawn and ahead of Nakhu it arrived a t  Thusabahiira. 
Next day the chariot came to Khvayansdaha. and the day 
after it reached Tichodo where an iikasi was broken. A day 
later to this one iikasi broke at Chhyiisikvatha and on proper 
repair the chariot proceeded a t  the usual place Gimariiyatii 
after five nights and six days. Before reaching Buga it stopped 
3 nights and 4 days. The chariot had now to reach at the 
appointed day the original site from where the procession 
had started for Patan. As before SrinivBsamalla personally 
accompanied the Jiitrii and he used to supervise the work 
done to expand the road and fencing it with bamboo sticks. 
Altogether 18 iikasis were broken this year. Chautgrii Bhiigiju 
was indifferent. but all pramanas were bestowing full atten- 
tion. When the chariot started from ThusabahFira, there 
was only one Panju who got half of the offering made to 
the deity'. 

A 12-yearly Car Festival 

The chariot drawing festival of 801 was a 12-yearly one: 
We have seen that the festival was ignominous in the sense 
that many times the iikasi had ,broken and jiitras could not 
be celebrated in appointed hours on account of the chariot 
reaching different centres of celebration out of time. But 
the year following though it was an ordinary one also 
not without its inauspicious events. According to the 
Thyiisapu E '802 VaiSiikha Suddhi 1. Friday. the deity was 
placed on the chariot. and on the third day reached GHvahBra. 
this was Monday. two ijkasis had broken before it arrived 
NakabahHl. that day there was no procession. next day the 
chariot arrived at GiivahBra, the day it was drawn from 
GIvahlra to Nogal once again one akasi broke at Chakra- 

20 
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vahgra, that day there was no business, kings of Kathmandu 
and Bhatgaon came, next day another iikasi broke, that day 
the kings returned, there was no drawing, the morrow an 
animal was sacrificed, this was done a t  Thantu where it 
touched the residence of Rayakula, for 3 days the iikasi 
broke, the last time twice. the next day the chariot reached 
Nogal, upto Nogal eight times the iikasi had broken, it had 
reached Nogal after 7 days and 6 nights, the day the chariot 
proceeded towards Lagan one iikasi broke, there was no 
drawing, that day also the animal sacrifice of the night took 
place a t  Lagankhel, next day the chariot was drawn but it 
had to stop as another iikasi broke, the breach was on the 
left side, it was mended with a wood known as Kiikhasi, but 
again it broke, no drawing took place that day, a day later 
two Briil~mapas read mantras and animals were sacrificed 
at the altar of Dulana worshiped as  the toother of 
MachhendranZtha, 19 days had passed since the deity came 
to the chariot, now the Lagan jiitrii took place, up till then 
12 times the iikasi had broken. The return journey began on 
J y e ~ . t h a  vaddhi 4 Wednesday, that day also one iikasi broke. 
next day the chariot was not drawn, there was piijii in the 
king's house, his youngest daughter was performing a 
ceremony called Ihi, therefore for 3 days the chariot had to 
stop, next day it proceeded but again the iikasi broke, and not 
until the morrow the chariot could move, the Jyaval jiitr5 
took place after 7 days, SrinivBsamalla and others attended. 
60 lamps were lighted, from Lagankhel the king accompanied 
the chariot supervising the construction of the road, he did 
not enter the palace, there was peace among the 3 cities, 
Bhiigaju was Chautsrg, this year 15 akasis had broken. Next 
year, 803, 12 iikasis broke till the chariot reached Lagan 
after 20 days'. 

The year 804 was not different from the previous year. 
Full of bad omens these were anxious days for the king of 
Patan. He feared that something bad was in store for him- 
self and his people. 
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Since 797 NS the father and son were ruling jointly. An 
inscription of Pimbahgl in Patan says that while they were 
ruling Sri 2 Sriniviisamalladeva Sri 2 Jaya Yoganarendramalla- 
devasa nemha viikiiyasa vijayariijya velasa one Laktmi- 
narayana started carving the image of NBrByana on 797 
Jye~tha S~lkla 10 which he completed a year and quarter later 
on 798 Kiirtika Sukla 9. 

There are copious references to his son Yoganarendra- 
malla in the inscription from this time onwards. I n  the 
inscription of Bhimasenathana. which bears the date NS 801 
Miirga Sukla 2 (this temple was built in this year by the order 
of Sriniviisa) the son is mentioned in eulogising terms. Earlier 
to this, in the year NS 800 (Jyejtha iukla)  a Kwiibahiil stella 
has an inscription to say that Sriniviisamalla and his son 
Yoganarendramalla were both ruling in that year. 

In Kirtipur (Simhaduviigol) there is stella which has in 
the beginning 804 Sriivana flrkla a ~ t a m y i i m  (completion of 
the temple) ......... / I  A4iigha rniisa Sukla pakpe paiichanzyiim 
tithau revati nakpafre iubhayoge yathiikarana ntuhfirte byhas- 
pativiisare kumbhariiii gate savitari minariibigate chandra- 
masi "thva kunhu". .. ... . . . "Srimat Sri Lalitapuryiim Miini- 
goliidhipati, M d  Sri Jaya Sriniviisamalladeva, tat pufra sakala- 
nitiiiistra kiivya vyiikarana kobalari kara sangitiicli kubala 
riijariijendra Sri Sri Jaya Yoganarendran~alladeva prabhu 
chhatradhiiri-tasmin sa ~naye-etc, etc. This inscription 
though issued inSriivana has Miigha Srrkla 5 as the date for 
the start of the building of the temple, which was constructed 
to enshrine the image of LokeSvara with Tgrii and the latter 
date is also linked with the line giving the names of the 
ruler, 

I think that all the references to Yoganarendramalla 
as king upto 803 N S  were meant only to show courtesy to 
the crown prince, But the expression, chhatradhiri, used 
for Yoganarendrarnalla in the Kirtipur inscription of 804 
as above cited definitely suggests a change in his position. 
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Probably he was invested with administrative responsibility 
by his father since about this time. 

In  804 Sriniviisa visited Kathmandu on Kartika iukla 
12. and gave insignias (a turban) of the office of minister 
to Lak~minHrHyana and others. Upto this time relation 
between the two principalities had been cordial. But ever 
since then Patan and Kathmandu were drifting apart. 
Both ThyGsapu D and E relate accounts of fights between 
Patan and Kathmandu for that period. In  the words of 
the Thydsapu D 'Saljrvat 804 Miirgaiira Sukla 3 miila naksatre 
iidityaviira Patan was all alone. Obviously Kathmandu 
and Bhatgaon had combined against Patan, According to 
the Thyiisapu D on the same day Kathmandu captured eight 
places with one stroke. 3 in ThZipFigvada, 1 in Chapataka. 
1 in Hifigala, 1 in Tejoranokha, 1 in NakapHra and 1 in 
Kosana. Three days after, 1 Atakhvsta and 1 PukhmachH 
were also seized. 

According to Thycisapu E (f.  21) under date MiirgaSi 
Suddhi 3 Sunday 'the three cities were again on bad 
terms, Kathmandu and Bhatgaon were allies but Patan 
was left alone, this day Bhatgaon and Kathmandu occupied 
the fort of ThlplkvHtha, and Tapanagugvada. 3 days 
after on the day of Pafichami they again took the two 
forts of PukhurichZi and AtakhvHta in Kirtipur. 

But on Sarhvat 804 Sriivana kyjna 3 the road between 
Patan and Kathmandu opened. Sriniv~samalla presented a 
nine tier-turban to Piirthivendramalla who had conquered 
Chemdol. This place was allowed to be seized by the ruler 
of Patan. This transaction involved only one fort. This 
was exchanged for the area known as Ekhachhetol in 
ChHpZigaon. 

The place names in the account of the Thyasapu D as 
given in relation to the areas taken away from Patan in 
Miirga are not as clear. The Thylsapu E ( f .  21). however. 
clearly mentions the places. All of these belonged to Patan. 
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From the same jsource (f. 21) we also know that on 
Magha lukla 5 of 804 BhHgaju was dismissed after sixteen 
years of service as Chautiirii and he was replaced by the 
second son of RByaku BhHju. The latter was given insignia 
of office exactly a month later on Phiilgunii 4ukla 15. About 
the month of Sriivana the three rulers were on friendly 
terms. On 804 Sriivana 8 they agreed to maintain peace 
due to efforts of the eldest Bhiiju of TavajhyH in Patan. 
Earlier on Sriivana Suddhi 4 Kathmandu had taken hold of 
Chudolakviifha this was done with mutual c o n s e ~ t  and was 
handed over to KBzi Pogtika. 

The king dismissed the new Chautar5 on Sriivana vaddhi 
13. Hardly 7 months had passed since he became ChautirB. 
The latter was not allowed to come out of his home. Pro- 
bably this was to appease the crown prince who was pressing 
the father to have men of his choice in key positions. We 
do not know what for Bhagiratha was dismissed. He was 
so close to king Sriniviisamalla that his dismissal was un- 
thinkable as it came in that context. The Thyasupus we have 
availed of give little information to clarify any doubtful 
point in that respect. But Yoganarendramalla's hands are 
clearly noticeable in the treatment that had been meted out 
to Bhagiratha Bhaiyii. About 804 (= 1684 A. D.), two 
families in the Patan court were rising to prominence. One 
was the family of Bansidhara. Perhaps his father Kalyipa- 
simha carried much influence at  the court as the daughter 
Jayalakgmi was a concubine of the crown prince, who was 
loved to distraction by her husband. The other was the family 
of ParaSurama who according to the Thyiisapu E was at the 
head of an infructuous and unsuccessful expedition conducted 
against Mackwhpur  in early 805 and later became Seniidha- 
k ~ y a  (Inscription on a slab of stone of Tavapukha in Patan.) 
These happen to be behind Yoganarendramalla. The crown 
prince must have been instigated by them to secure the 
dismissal of the old and tried statesmen of the time so that 
the vacated posts might fall into their hands, 
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Sriniviisa's Abdication and Crowning o f  Yoganarendra 

According to the chronicle Sriniviisamalla's relation with 
his son was further strained about this time. H e  sensed that 
the crown prince was trying to act independently. I t  was re- 
ported that the latter was engaged in trade and commerce in 
cooperation with a merchant and was secretly spending public 
money for the purpose, This was unbecoming of the high 
status he enjoyed in the realm, but without taking any action 
to correct his son Sriniviisamalla now wanted to give him 
tastes of all sweets and bitters of the life of a ruler and 
crowned him king on P a u ~ a  k r ~ n a  5 of 805, This fact and 
the date of his crowning are confirmed by several authentic 
sources. 

Yoganarendramalla's first record dates NS 805. This is 
a coin (Walsh. V. 6, wrongly read). Tn view of this coin, 
there is no doubt that Yoganarendramalla became king in 
that year. H e  had become king not because the throne had 
fallen vacant due to  his father's death but because the latter 
had abdicated and gone to  lead a retired life in the tradition 
of his own father. 

About the circumstances of Yoganarendramalla becoming 
king and of Srinivlsamalla's death we obtain an information 
from the l'hyiisapu A, which is not much different from that 
of tht: chronicle. I t  says, 'on the day of P a u ~ a  kr$pa pafichumi 
brhaspativiira ha,sta nak~atre of 805, Yoganarendramalla was 
declared king by the R l j l s  of KBntipur and Bhatgaon, as his 
father Srinivlsa was no more the king' (f. 55) and adds a 
little later that 'on 807 Miigha Sukla ekiidaii mrgaiirii nakjatre 
eindra yoge Sukraviira Sriniv~samalla died' if. 60). I t  is not 
clear from the above whether Srinivssamalla had abdicated 
and left the country unnoticed, of course, this he did having 
expressed a desire to retire. But the Thycisapu D clearlY 
states that he abdicated on 805 P a u ~ a  k r ~ n a  . . 5 ,  and left the 
city after fornlally declaring his son as king of the principality. 
and he died on 807 Magha S ~ k l a  11 Bukravdra rnrgalira 
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nakgatra. From Thyiisapu E we learn 'Sahvat 805 Pau~a 
kr~na 5 vasuvSira this day, Sri Joganarendramalla was crowned 
king, Sri Srinivasamalla having abdicated. the kings of Kath- 
mandu and Bhatgaon declared him king. The minister 
Sylmadasaju who had arranged all this became ChautIrB. In 
view of these authoritative informations there is no doubt 
that Srinivasamalla had abdicated on Paufa k r ~ p a  5 of 805. 

What happened to Sriniviisamalla after his abdication is 
unknown to us. But it is reported by two Thyiisapus that he 
came back to the city of Patan some 17 months later, and 
this happened at  a time while Patan was entering into a 
crucial phase in its relation with Kathmandu and the other 
neighbour. 

Although for a short while in 804 the two principalities had 
drawl] together, their relation was not smooth following the 
abdication of Sriniviisamalla. According to the Thyiisapu A 
(f. 42) and E (f. 16) Patan was not even approached to join 
the new alliance between Bhatgaon, Gorkhii and Kathmandu, 
and in consequence was isolated in Jyej$ha of 805. 

The youngest prince of Kathmandu escaped in Miirga of 
806, and it was rumoured that he had taken shelter in Patan 
and this had further straiued the relation between the two 
principalities (Thyiisapu A ,  f. 47). Patan was again ignored 
while the kings of Bhatgaon, Kathmandu and Gorkhii had 
met at Gedemohan on 806 Palr~a k p n a  7 budhaviira. Mean- 
while the Miramhajuju of Kathmandu appeared publicly in 
Patan where he was welcomed by Yoganarendramalla, Now 
there was a greater risk of immediate conflict with Kath- 
mandu whose ruler was demanding the surrender of his 
brother. 

A meeting between the two rulers to settle the important 
issues was being arranged for J y e ~ t h a  krjna 12. SrinivHsa 
had reappeared on the early morning of that day. It is 
probable that he wanted to advise his son as to the steps he 
should take in respect of the matter raised by the Kath- 
mandu ruler. 
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Sriniviisa Reappears 

There is a reference to SrinivZisamalla in a passage of the 
Thyiisapu A (f. 5 9 )  under date line 806 Jyegtha krqna dviidaii 
somaviira. I t  says 'SrinivHsamalla juju (king) arrived and 
the three cities were opened; at  Tekhu the three kings met, 
they swore by Harivarhia (a sacred book), Siiligriima (a sacred 
blackstone) and JiigeSvara (Phallus). The Miramhajuju (the 
junior king) was sent for, but he did not come; the Khasas 
and Briihma nas were beaten severely and then imprisoned, 
Patan was isolated, the people combining did this.' 

This passage is not fully explanatory, but there was a 
trouble in Patan. We do not know for what reasons. We 
can, however, supplement our information from the chronicle, 
According to the chronicle Miramhajuju of Kathmandu was 
wanted at Tekhu and he was summoned. The  Fatan ruler 
was to take him there. But Yoganarendramalla while consen- 
ting to attend to conference himself refused to bring Mahi- 
patendra along with him. The chronicle while mentioning 
the king of Patan does not do so by name. He could be 
SrinivHsarnalla or Yoganarendramalla. But if the chronicler 
had meant Sriniviisamalla he was surely wrong. There is 
another source of information on the subject. This is the 
Thyiisapu D which clearly states that SrinivHsamalla reached 
the capital on the early hours of 806 Jye~pha knna dviidaii 
somaviira, and on the same evening Yoganarendramalla 
visited Tekhu to confer with the king of Kathmandu. 

Srinivlsa seems to have appeared suddenly. But his efforts 
failed to bring reconciliation between Kathmandu and Patan. 
It had, however, helped to arrest the conflict, which again 
flared up on his death. 

Death of Sriniviisan~alla 

Sriniv'isarnalla died in the month of Miigha of 807 as the 
Thyiisapu A tells us. We have similar information from the 
Thyiisapu D. It says : Sahvat 807 Miigha Sukla 11 Sukruvcira. 
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Patan's king Srinivasamalla died, nine women became Sari, 
his body was burnt a t  Sankhamul ; in Kathmandu and Bhat- 
gaon there was no booming of guns. The mortuary rites 
(daBakyyii) was performed b ~ t h e  second prince at  Sankhamul. 
The coffin was brought from Kathmandu. the king had died 
at eight ghatis passed in the morning, the coffins brought from 
Bhatgaon had reached in the evening, for 4 months the 
worship at the royal dgama was stopped'. 

Y oganarendramalla (1684-1 705) 

The following are the documents in the name of Yoga- 
narendramalla as king between 805 Miigha, and 807 Miigha, 
the date of the death of SrinivBsamalla. 

(1) A stone inscription in front of the MahZilak~mi temple 
in Kisipidi. This is dated 805 Miigha Sukla 13 puss nak~a t ra ,  
and has the line Sri 3 Yoganorendramalla prajyiiyasa. The 
record mentions the installation of the image of Urn% 
MaheSvara. 

(2) Sau-bahB stele, Sreyostu Sarason~i i~ta  yiite Nepiila 
vatsare (=805) ... ... chaturthyiim,. ... .SrS Sri Yoganarendrasya 
vijaya Lalitapure. 

(3) The stone inscription of the GaneSa temple of 
Valukhu at Patan, which bears the date 805 Chaitra vadi 7 
has both Srinivasamalla and Yoganarendramalla ruling at  
the date ( u  bhaya parjyiiyasa). 

(4) The stone inscription of Yatalibi (Patan) dated 805 
VaiSiikha Budi saptalni p q y a  n a k ~ a t r e  siddhiyoge yathakiirana 
muhurte byhaspativiira etc. has the following passage, Sri 
Sriniviiso naradevarii ja yobhut pra jiiniiriz pratipiiladak~a tasya 
prasddiit cha chakiirariijyam vichak~at lo  Yoganarendrantalla 
tasyaiva vijiayariijye pure Lalita sajiiaka etc. 

(5) A stone inscription attached to the KO-baha temple 
of Lak~minarlyana in Patan Sri Miinigliidhiputi sarigitiirnava 
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Md Sri Sri Jaya Joganarendramalladeva prcabhu thiikurasana 
riijapatni Jogala kgmidevisana.. . ... Sa fivat 805 Srrlvana kl~na 
pratipadii etc. 

(6) A stele attached to the C h i t y a  at Chhusikatol. Patan. 
Sar2vat 806 Kiirtika k r ~ n a  ekiidaii hasta nakgatre ... ... etc. Rd 
Sri Sri Joganarendramallasya vijayarlijy~. This marks the 
inaugural ceremony of the completion of the Chaitya (bhattii- 
raka), which was. accompanied with yajfia and a ceremony 
of setting up an umbrella. 

(7) A stone inscription in a temple a t  Gvankhel, Patan. 
This is a record of the inaugural ceremony of completing the 
construction of a temple where the image of Uma-Mahegvara 
were placed. This is dated in 806 Vaiiiikha Sukla 9.  Yoga- 
narendramalla is described as  an efficient and handsome ruler 
who reigned like his father (pitriisamam). 

The n. 4 inscription above suggests that the people viewed 
Yoganarendramalla's reign as  something of a gift from his 
father. We have the information from n.3 that both Sriniviisa- 
malla and Yoganarendramalla were reigning at the date of 
the record. Perhaps the people believed that Srinivasamalla 
was yet on the throne, and he had retired leaving only the 
administration into his son's hands. 

The Sonsguthi inscription of Sriniviisamalla's queen 
Siddhimangalii, dated 806 A~iidha Sukla 9 (chitrti pra sviiti 
na k~a t re  Siva yoge iid it y aviira mithunariiiigata siirya tuldriiki- 
gata chandra) complicates the issue of the date of his death 
because it commemorates the event of building a viistavya 
rnandapa and a water conduit (praniili) for the emancipation 
of her departed (paralokagata) husband. I t  is obvious that 
at the date the inscription was set up, Sriniviisa was being 
regarded as dead. 

But as we have already seen, this was not true. His 
whereabouts were not known for sometime after his abdica- 
tion. But he had appeared in Patan in 806 Jyejtha so what 
the scribe wrote of him a morlth later calling him dead was 
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not warranted. Perhaps the scribe made a mistake in reckon- 
ing the year. 

There is a stone inscription attached to  the satal of 
Y angubahB1 in Patan which dated in vasuvindugajiinvite 
(=808) VaiSiikha Sukla p a k ~ e  trtiyii ravaudine, and says the 
following about the reign and the donor : Sri Sri Yoguna- 
rendramalla nrpati svarge yathii vdsabho bhiiti Sri Lalitiipure 
nrpa maciviro vadiinyah sudhih riijn'ah ~ o d a s a  varsa janmani- 
gate mantri dhurarh prdpiayah soyam vathsaprakiiSaka 
kularavirbarizSidharah sundarah. BaIfiSidhara had become 
minister of the crown while he had attained the age of 16. 
He had built the Satal (mandapa) as the inscription records. 
At the time Yoganarendramalla's crowning took place there 
was no Chief Minister. But BamSidhara was soon to be 
appointed to the job. 

Yoganarendramalla had just completed his eighteenth 
year of age while he was crowned. In the beginning of his 
regnal career he seems to have obtained considerable help 
from one BahSidhara of YBgrabahiira. The young king was 
intelligent and full of vitality and energy. But he was probab- 
ly not wholly guided by his own wisdom in conducting the 
administration of his state. BahSidhara was the real power 
behind the throne. How he reached that position ? His past 
career is not known to us. His rise coincides with the fall of 
Bhagiratha Bhaiy'a, He also came to take the place of 
Syiimadasa Pramlna who was the man entrusted with the task 
of looking after the new king by his father. It is reported by 
Thyiisapu E that Patan had been isolated on 805 J y e ~ ~ l r a  
Sukla 5 vasuviira.d4 exactly 13 days after BamSidhara took 
over as Chaut6rii. BaI5Sidhara was appointed new Chaut5rii 
on 805 Vai~iikha k y j ~ a  a ~ t a r n i . ~ ~  From the Thyiisapu E we also 
learn that Bhagiratha Bhaiya was killed on 805 Bhiidra 
vadi 346 Saturday. Why was he killed ? Perhaps the same 

44 TRyiisapu E, f. 21. 
45 Ibid. f .  21. 
46 Thyiisapu E, f. 22. 
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elements which had brought about his dismissal earlier had 
caused his death. The removal of Bhagiratha had for all 
times to come removed the threat of an internal dissention 
likely to cause annoyance to the clique in power. At least 
B a M d h a r a  and his supporters had thought to make their 
position secure by this device, We do not know how long 
Bamiidhara remained in saddle. There is no reference to a 
minister of Patan in the Thyasapu E for the time upto early 
813 when the Chautlrlship went to KFizi SyFimadFisa, BahSi- 
dhara's inscription is dated in 808, so he enjoyed a tenure 
definitely longer than that of his predecessor. 

BahSidhara owed his position to the fact that he was a 
brother of Yogalakemi, one of the concubines of Yoganaren- 
dramalla. According to his Yagbahiil inscription, she was 
his elder sister ( Jye~ tha  bhagini) Yogalakemi, as we. shall 
note later, figures in a coin of the king (Walsh, V)47. She and 
Narendralaksmi jointly figure in a coin of Yoganarendramalla, 
which is dated 80848 respectively, She is noted as Riijapatni 
(wife of the king) in the inscription of the LakgminarFiyana 
temple (see above), which is dated in 805 Sriivana krsna 
pratipadii. BarfiSidhara in his inscription mentions her as one 
dear to the king at  the date of the record (808 Vaibiikha 
iukla 3). It is quite likely that BahSidhara was thrown out of 
power as Yogalaligmi lost influence with the king. We shall 
say more about her sometime later. 

Yoganarendra's Relation with Neigh bours 

The account of the Patan ruler's involvement in the 
conflict started by LakgminlrFiyana has been already related. 
By fear or favour Patan had chosen to side with Kathmandu 
up to 808. But as we have seen it could not go the whole 
hog with Kathmandu in the latter's treatment of Bhatgao11, 

47 n. 12 in our Appendix. 
48 WalshV. 5. 
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and the two broke away. The beginning of 809 saw Patan's 
allignment with Bhatgaon. 

The chronicler of the Thylisapu A noted with regret that 
on Sarizvat 809 Phiilguna Sukla paiichami aivini nak~arra 
s'ubha yoga Patan and Bhatgaon bad combined and isolated 
Kathmandu's child ruler Bhiipglendramalla (f, 71). The in- 
habitants of the two principalities had made an attack on 
Kathmandu on 809 VaiSiikha Sukla dviriyii krltiki nak~atre 
saubha'gya yoga byhaspativa'ra. On this very day Bhiipiilendra- 
malla was taken in procession round the city through the 
main thoroughfares (f .  72). But a little later some forts 
belonging to Kathmandu were attacked by the forces of Patan 
and Bhatgaon. There were more occasions in the immediate 
future, when Bhatgaon and K a t h m a ~ d u  together fought 
Patan. But the alliance could not continue for long. Soon 
JitBmitra was to visit Kathmandu. He attended the marriage 
ceremony of Bhiipalendramalla on 810 Miigha k r ~ n a  4 uttara- 
phiilguni nak~atra atiganda pra krambhayoga while he 
struck a deal with the authorities of Kathmandu, by which 
the two principalities were to become allies, They had been 
able to evolve a common policy towards the principality of 
Morang. 

On 810 Phiilguna fukla ekiidaSi adrii pra punarvasu 
nak~atra iidityaviira the Pramiinas of Kathmandu and Bhat- 
gaon went to Sindhuli to meet the Piitsaha (f. 75). Meanwhile 
Patan captured some forts of Kathmandu and two of Bhat- 
gaon on Phiilguna krgna 11. utrarasiidha nakjatra somaviira, 
and on this day Jitamitra formally signed an agreement with 
Bhiipilendra pledging to be allies. An attack was made on 
Mura on the day of 810 najta VaiSiikha k r ~ n a  agtami, and 
one Kampgli was killed as he was hit on bis head by a gun 
shot ; the one who came from Gokarna was caught, Kamplli 
was burnt to death alter four days (f .  76). 

According to the Thyiisapu A (f. 77) the ruler of Bhatgaon 
along with his brother and son met Bhiipiilendramalla at the 
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house of Daivajiia JagannHtha on the occasion of his erecting 
the pinnacle over the roof of the newly constructed temple 
in honour of his tutelary deity. The day was Sarhvut 810 
A~i idha  fukla pratipadd p u ~ y a  nak~atra  hargana yoga Sukra- 
vdra ( f .  77 ) .  The same Jaganniitha obtained a prize of gold 
bracelets from the hands of his king, Bhiipiilendramalla 
on  81 1 Advina iukla piirnimii Sidityaviira (f. 80). The two 
kingdoms were now reconciled. JagannHtha was later appoint- 
ed to the post of the administrator of Patan, 

Probably because Bhatgaon had not been harassed during 
all this time, its ruler thought to break with Patan and join 
hands with Kathmandu. Now Patan was isolated. But 
Yoganarendra had continued to fight Kathmandu in his 
own way until the two had come to terms on the death of 
Lak~minHriiyana. 

We learn from the Thya'sapu that on 810 Kdrtika kfgna 
somaviira Patan's Sri 2 Yoganarendramalla, Pramiina ISvara- 
dasa and Riiyakula BhZju's son of Balhachhi went to Kirtipur 
and they were joined by some more men, prominent of whom 
were Bhadrasing Bhiiju Dalinba (second) Prithirsing Bhiiju 
and Eghasing Bhiiju. The party attacked some outposts 
belonging to Kathmandu lying on the other side of the rivulet 
Balkhul. xhe attack took place quite early in the morning 
when people had not even washed their faces. Some places 
were occupied to the disadvantage of Kathmandu. Bhatgaon 
had also to part (f .  74) with some of its border outposts. 

As LakgminiirHyana died in Bhddra 810, peace returned 
in the relation between Kathmandu and Patan. This had 
paved the way for better understanding among the three 
rulers of the Nepal Valley, who had met in Kathmandu for 
consultation on 811 A ~ v i n a  krjna saptami punarvasu nakplra 
ildityavlra. The Thyijsapu A ( f .  80) reports that the three 
kings were now tied in friendship and they and PHsiiju met 
at  Mohanchok that day. 

I t  appears that ilt the time of Lakgminiiriiyana's death 
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Bhatgaon was friendly with Kathmandu, but not Patan. This 
is evident from the fact that while Jitiimitra was called to 
Kathmandu to advise the king during the crisis, this privilege 
was not extended to Yoganarendramalla. 

Like his father Yoganarendramalla was also an imposing 
personality. He maintained the dignity and over all impor- 
tance of his family. For about three to four years he yielded 
place to the Chief Minister of Kathmandu. but once he was 
gone (see above), the leading string fell into his hands. And 
the fact that in Kathmandu there was in succession for about 
30 years a rule by minors helped him a great deal to consoli- 
date his position and maintain his ascendancy in Nepal for 
a considerable time. But he died a premature death at  the 
age of 39. 

I n  the beginning, however. Yoganarendramalla exhibited 
indiscreet behaviour. He was also intemperate in his habits 
and easily influenced by those close to him. His sexual weak- 
ness had also at times got over his other qualities. That 
tended to make the administration weak while toughness was 
demanded from it. 

As Patan was embroiled in the politics of the day in the 
Valley, it had not been able to turn its attention to raiding 
MackwPnpur for at least another 7 years. But now out of the 
turmoil Patan renewed the activity with more than its usual 
vigour. 

We know it from the Thyasapu A (f. 81)  that on 812 
Kiirlika k y n a  11 a combined attack on MackwHnpur by the 
three rulers of the Valley. But the peace in the Valley was 
broken after a year when Patan tried to violate the border 
with Bhatgaon on 813 Bhiidra kyfna 6 rohini nak~arre adityo- 
viirae The king of Bhatgaon called for Kathmandu's aid in 
his fight against Patan, which led to  Patan's isolation. 
Bhatgaon and Patan had again combined while Kathmandu's 
king had been away on Khedd expedition (Miigha sukla 6 
aivini nakgatra, 816). But in Chuirru Patan joined Kath- 
n~andu and invaded Obhu (Thyi i~npu A,  f. 86). 
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l'welve Yearly Jiitrii of Machhendraniitha 

The Thyiisapu E graphically describes the course of the 
12 yearly festival of the chariot of Machhendra, which fell 
in 813. There were many instances of iikasi being broken as 
it was in the year 801. King Yoganarendramalla accom- 
panied the procession as  his father did. U p  till then peace 
had prevailed in the Valley. But since this year the three 
rulers began fighting again. 

Thus says the Thyiisapu E :  Sarhvat 813, this year the 
chariot was drawn from Buga. Yoganarendramalla was the 
king. Sy HmadZisaju was ChautiirH and Mahiideva was deSanii- 
yaka, the three cities were on friendly terms, the day the God 
was seated on the chariot one iikasi broke at  a place called 
Totakha and it came to a halt, next day it moved and reached 
Gvaraticho, the repair work was done by those of Buga upto 
Sankhagara, those of Komah had to do  for the distance upto 
Gviiraticho, they obtained Bhotiya beans 3 phams, each pham 
of 3 Kuruva. then salt, oil and ghee of a certain measurement, 
from Gvaraticho the chariot came to KhvayanHdaha, the men 
of Khoknii now took charge and they drew upto Nakhu where 
the God stayed for 3 nights and 4 days, from there the chariot 
was drawn to Yaglatyagara. Thereafter, from Yanglatyagara 
to GHbahB, and to Irayata (Igulayata), the face of the deity 
turned eastward, from there until the chariot reached 
Hatakhu, those of Gadvara were to  draw. An iikasi broke 
in Gavahara. I t  did reach Lagan in time, so it happened 
when it  had to reach JiiwalZikhel, ornaments of the image 
were taken out. also dhamakhvii, the face of Bhairava painted 
on the buffer and also the flagstaffs, as the chariot reached 
Yappakosa the wheels got stuck into the ground for 4 nights 
and 5 days. kings of Kathmandu and Bhatgaon were present, 
but the king of Patan did not come. On the 5th day the 
chariot left YappHko and arrived in KhoyanHdaha, the 
was only one. the share going to  him was as it was when the 
deity was in his temple at Buga. The people of KhoknH 
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Bugmati took upon themselves the task of drawing the 
chariot, it stopped at  Khvaniidaha. next day it was getting 
late, the stoppage was dicided; samething happened the day 
after, when the chariot came to stop before reaching Chhatik- 
viitha, it was getting late, so it could not be drawn. A day 
later it reached Gamaraya where the deity stopped for 3 
nights and 4 days, then the image was removed to the temple, 
the king was walking side by side with the chariot, the day it 
had reached Buga one iikasi had broken. 

On 816 Phiilguna bukla 12 (=March, 1696). Yoganarendra- 
malla entered into a solemn agreement with Jitamitramalla 
who called him the elder brother not to quarrel between 
themselves (kachingal) while the dance of Harisiddhi was 
staged in Bhatgaon. This agreement is inscribed in a copper 
plate attached to  the front wall in the Mulchok of Bhatgaon 
palace, which we have already given in full in English 
translation. 

The Thyiisapu B reports that on Jyegtha Sukla 'chaturthi 
iidityaviira of Sahvat 816, ISvaradZisa became Chief Minister 
of Yatan. This man served his master ably and he figures 
in the chronicle as one to  have played a prominent role in 
the various spheres of the public life of the day since 810 
until he died on 822 Pausa kysna pafichumi budhavara 
(Wednesday). When he died four women followed him on 
the funeral pyre. There was no one to rival him in Patan. 
He was followed by Gogobhiiju as  C h a ~ t i i r i i ~ ~  who was 
appointed to the post on 822 Miigha Sukla pafichumi 
brhaspativiira (Thyiisapu B) .  

Villains Mahiideva and Kantu 

In the year 818 the three rulers of the Valley, Yoganaren- 
dramalla, Bhiip5lendramalla and Bhiipatindramalla entered 

:into an agreement pledging abiding friendship to one another 
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and took an oath not to  break this agreement and solemnly 
affirmed that any one acting contrary to  this would provoke 
the wrath of Taleju, PaSupatinZitha and other deities of Nepal. 
The witnesses to this pledge are Gods, Sun and Moon, Sri Sri 
Jaya Ugramalla, Sri Sri Jaya Bhiiskaramalla, BrBhmanas, 
ViSvambhara UpZidhyH, VidyZinanda Upiidhy5, Jayata 
UpZidhyB, Krsnabha?$a Bhiiju, N~vamisirfiha BhB and Gvagala 
BhS. According to  the statement these rulers have made in 
the copper plate inscription now preserved in Patan Mulchok 
with date 818 (no further details are given) this agreement 
was necessitated by the fast deteriorating moral condition of 
Nepal, and in view of the threat posed against their life and 
t o  eliminate the very root of the trouble they pledged never 
to give shelter of any sort to the archvillain Mahadeo Ojhii's 
family members wherever and whenever it may chance to be; 
whichever king or queen, collateral, Kiizi or anybody allowed 
Mahadeva Ojhii's descendants to  enter the principalities, 
talked to them, gave them fire, drinking water, hospitality, 
food, clothing and anything, he will incur the evil eyes of 
Taleju. PaSupatinZitha and all the other deities of Nepal, he 
will commit Ko$i fold of the five principal otfences. his sin 
will be as much as the destruction of K o ~ i  Sivalihgas amounts 
to, and as much as the eating of prohibited food materials 
Koti  times carries. The execution of the copper plate inscrip- 
tion was occasioned as  Kantu was perceived to bave been 
trying to kill Bhiipiilendramalla by isolating Yoganarendra 
malla, and the present agreement was reached alter 
deliberation by the three rulers. I t  is said that Mah6deva 
and his son KBntu OjhB's mischievous activities had been 
solely responsible for the ills Nepal had faced in those 
days. In  the copper plate KPntu has been charged witb 
the crime of creating dissension amongst the members 
of the ruling family and of causing death to kings, 
ministers and noblemen in the most intriguing situation* 
Among other things Kiintu OjbB's causing grief and harass- 
ment to many the inscription enumerates certain unpleasant 
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incidents of the time, which owed to his machination : e. g. 
the conflict between Bhiipatindramalla and Piirthivendramalla 
and between the latter and Yoganarendra. tht: f ght 01 Mahi- 
patindramalla, conspiring to  kill BahSidhara, Blvat and Kisi. 
banishment of Sykma OjhB and Gangldhara OjhH, expulsion 
from caste of Guni OjhB by causing pig cubs hung round 
his neck, death of Mahipatindra, of Chikuti and his 
family and of PHrthivendra by (LakgminHriyapata bharosii 
biyBo) assuring LakgminBrTiyana, and lastly death of Lakgmi- 
niiriiyana himself. PHrthivendrarnalla knew about Kiintu 
OjhB's misdeeds. and had him dismissed. While his design 
to bring a quarrel between Yoganarendra and Parthivendra 
was known a copper plate was pasted to the wall in 
Mulchok warning that K3ntu being a villain should not be 
permitted to enter the kingdom. But Lak~rniniiriiyapa acted 
ignoring the inscribed message of the Mulchok copper 
plate. Kintu was thrown in prison, but from inside the 
bars also he successfully plotted to bring about the death 
of several others and last of all contrived to end the life of 
Bhtipalendramalla isolating Yoganarendramalla, about 
which the executors acted so quickly on information that it 
went to foil the game. 

Earlier in the inscription the father's (MahZideva) crimes 
are noted. T o  him is attributed Bhimamalla's death, who 
was killed on the false statement of Mayasing KBzi of 
Bhatgaon who was again led to this course by Mahldeva. 
MandhBtP had poisoned to  death many innocent persons. 
He had disrupted the unity of tbe rulers of the Nepal Valley. 
Several noblemen had been killed because of his machina- 
tion. He bad polluted as many litergies. He had raped and 
thus killed numerous minor girls, such was MabHdeva OjhB. 
His son KLntu Ojha had not spared his own benefactors 
when they came to resist his evil designs. 

This archvillain's first victim was Jayakrcna who had 
put him in the service of MBndhBtB but he had so poisoned 
the latter's ears against him (Jayakrgna) that Mandhata 
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killed Jayakysna and his son without even trying to know 
if this action was justified. The next victim was Dhvajarija 
who was also killed. Badal Ojhii whom he had served in 
his initial career was exiled because of KBntu's intrigues, 
This man had also helped KFtntu to  secure a job at 
MgndhBta's house. But Mandhata's turn was not also fat, 

and KFtntu now in league with Chikbti Pramiina used bis 
invidious talent t o  finish him, upon which MiindhHtB was 
done away with. Earlier to this, on the same day as he 
came to know about KBntu's designs MFtndhiita had him 
dismissed from service. But this was too late for Chikuti 
had been already dead set against him. After Miindhata's 
death Kantu started trying his hand on Chikuti whom be 
wanted to do away with. Nhpendramalla, being informed of 
KBntu's intrigues, dismissed bim from the court, but 
Chikuti had him back to his favour. Kiintu, however, 
started machinating against Chikufi who was expelled 
from service and forced to leave home. Thereafter Kantu 
disrupted the relations between Pi5rthivendra and Bhiipatindra. 

This inscription throws light on many events of the 
Nepalese history of the period lying so far  quite obscure. 
In  this connection it may be said that the facts mentioned 
therein do reveal new incidents so far hidden in the maze of 
unauthentic account of the chronicles. 

A good deal is being said of the nefarious activities 01 
MahZideva OjhZi and Kiintu Ojhii in the inscription. But 
were they alone to be blamed for the many unhappy incidents 
that occurred in the period i. e. to say did they act on their 
own? Even after the pledge of 818 the three rulers had not 
changed their attitudes to one another, their internecine 
feud continued unabated and each yet plotted against the 
other for petty advantages a s  it happened earlier. 

All those who became victims of the OjhH family's 
intrigues were persons belonging to Kathmandu. So it 
appears that the other two prir~cipalities were not subjected 
t o  the strain of their intrigues although MahFtdeva and Kantu 
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are accused of causing friction between kings of the Nepal 
Valley. But none of them was harmed. Therefore there is a 
ground to believe that Mahiideva and Kintu  could not have 
successfully carried their activities without the complicity 
of the rulers and Ministers of Patan and Bhatgaon. The court 
nobility of the Kathmandu principality must no less be 
responsible for anything that took place in that course. Ksntu 
and his father were the agents through whom they bave 
~ o r k e d .  The account given by the inscription makes it clear 
that those who are said to have been victims of the machina- 
tions of the two intriguers were themselves engaged in 
conspiring to oust one another. Kathmandu had seen the 
worst kind of intrigues in the years following the death of 
Pratspamalla. There was a race for position of vantage and 
meanest tricks were not spared to defeat the opponents. I do  
not suppose that these persons could be absolved of their 
responsibility in the unhappy incidence. Individually 
Bhcpatindra, Yoganarendra and Bhiipslendra could be 
exempted because even if some of the incidents took place 
while they were seated on the throne, they had absolutely 
no hand in anything as they were minors. But the men who 
professed to become their guardians were guilty of gross 
misdeeds, which inscription ascribed to Mahadeva and his 
son. Equally guilty were those of their predecessors who had 
ruled de facto. 

Writing off their involvement in the activities of the Ojhg 
father and son, the three rulers and their advisors had only 
tried to wash off the taints from the sacred memory of their 
forefathers, But this could not bave been wiped out without 
exol~erating men who had served them. Hence the contempo- 
rary pramanas had escaped being condemned in the copper 
plate inscription. But the truth ever remains that but for 
these men, rulers and ministers. who either connived at the 
doing of or instigated Mahideva and Kintu, the heinous 
offences could not have been successfully committed. and SO 

many precious lives would have been saved. 
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We may not however, think of the-two intriguers so singled 
out i n  the documents as the villains as  orlly scapegoats made 
to  suffer for the crimes of others. Criminals they were indeed, 
But their only crime was to  help men of influence to carry 
out their invidious designs of plotting to  overthrow their 
rivals in their mad race for power. T o  that extent Mahsdeva 
and Kiintu could be condemned in no uncertain measure, 
But they were not the only criminals, we are led to believe 
that everybody else was a saint, which was untrue. How 
could the posterity view the judicial - pronouncement made 
public in the copper plate of 818, when for the crime 
mentioned in course of the statement the real perpetrators 
had been allowed to go scot-free whatever was the motive of 
action, all of them whether king or noblemen, deserved to be 
condemned along with Mghadeva and Kgntu. 

But the young kings of the three kingdoms thought that 
each could escape the blame by condemning a third party. 

Yoganarendramalla issued a mohar coin in 820, which 
is also the date inscribed on the coin (Walsh, V. 9). Both 
sides have his name as legend inscribed on them. but while 
the obverse has Jaya before Yoga, the reverse shows yira 
in the same place. This is also the only mohar which shows 
no concubine's name in it, 

Decree to Regulate Mourning 

Yoganarendramalla did also like his father issue a 
directive emphasising the customary rules of observing 
mourning in Patan. According to an inscription (copper 
plate at  the Mulchok, 819 Magha fukla 1 5 ) ,  the king's fresh 
order in  that respect based its authority on the unanimous 
opinion of the learned nien of Patan, led by Sri ~idyiichandra 
UpBdhjH. As he was decreed. all persons living in Satigla. 
Pulbahlr, Kobahsr and Metrapgla were to  observe mourning 
for 45 days. If the king was to go outside Patan. then he 
observed niourning for 12 days, But the princes and calla- 
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terals were to be in mourning for 45 days. As for holding 
the khadga during the Daiaharii festival, the traditional rules 
were to prevail. 

Manimandapa Repaired 

To the right of the main gate of the royal palace at  Patan 
lies a raised platform under cover of a roof of tiles. This is 
used by the priests and astrologers to  determine auspicious 
days for the various functions connected with the Jiitrii of 
MachhendranZtha. The platform is called manimandapa in 
an inscription (slab of stone) lying there. According to the 
lines, the manimandapa was repaired by one Narahari with 
the permission of Yoganarendramalla. The same lines state 
that the mandapa was raised as a Sabhiimandapa of Bhima, 
and this was to be used for occasions while the kings and 
councillors met. The madapa  has a throne reserved for 
the king of Patan. There are also images of Bhairava 
and Sakti. The inscription bears the date 821 Chaitra 
iukla 6 brhaspativiira. which day the inaugural ceremony 
was performed. 

Manimandapa was also often used for the purpose of 
crowning the king. 

Coins and Concubines 

We have seven specimens of coins of Yoganarendramalla's 
reign. and they are of different designs and religious symbols 
covering dates from 1688 to 1700 A.D. His wives mentioned 
in his inscriptions, Yogalaksmi and Narendralak~mi. figure 
combined i n  a coin (Walsh, PL. V. 5) .  and the same 
Yogala~kmi (V. 7) and Narendralakgmi (V. 8) also figure 
separately. One more wife PratZpalakgmi is mentioned along 
with Narendralak~mi in the fourth coin (V. 6)50. 

Jayalaksmi is the fourth wife of Yoganarendramalla whose 

50 All figures from Walsh. 
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name also appears as a legend in a coin (n. I1 in the 
Appendix). This coin is dated 805. 

Yoganarendramalla besides assuring to himself the royal 
address of a sovereign, the Nepiilca Chiidiimani (V. 8). uses 
high soundiug expression like sarigitiirnavapiiraga, meaning 
skilled in the field of concert music (Walsh, V. 5, 8.9) to 
make a parade of his achievements in the field of music 
and dance. 

I t  appears from the Thyiisapu B that all the three wives 
of his, whose names appear in the coins were all concubines 
(see below). A stone inscription of KO-b3hZ (Patan city) 
attached to the temple of Lak~minHriiyana (805 Sriivaca k g n a  
pratipada) calls Yogalsk9mi just riijapatnZ. 

As we have already said she was the sister of Chautiirs 
Ba&Sidhara. According to the Thyii~apu B one of his Maiju 
by name Jogalakemi died on 825 Sriivana kyjna pratipadd 
arigdravdra. Perhaps the latter Jogalakgmi is the same as 
Yogalakgmi of BamSidhara's inscription and of Yoganarendra- 
malla's coins. 

According to the Thyiisapu B (f. 1 )  Narendralakgmi 
had accompanied her husband to Hariviisa where he met 
BhDpElendramalla on 816 Agiidha Sukla 12. We have no 
information of PratHpalakgmi and Jayalakgmi from docu- 
ments, either inscriptions or Thyijsapus. 

Yoganarendramalla seems to have little or no feeling of 
love towards his married queens. If Yogalak~mi had lived 
until 825. then probably she was also neglected. 

His Love of Poetry and Music 

Yoganarendramalla adopted the title of ~epiilachfidr7rna~li 
like his father and also Vira to his name, (Walsh. V. 9). and 
this shows his sense of pride and sensivity to  arrogate 
military valour to himself. Nepfilachfidijmani is inscribed 
in two coins (Walsh, V. 8. 9). We have just seen how he 
called himself proficient in the art of music. Almost all his 
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inscriptions similarly bear these titles. But these also bear 
additional adjectives e.g. sakalaSiistra sarigita vidycpiirago 
(one who has crossed the bounds of all knowledge) (see 
inscription at  North ASoka Stiipa, Patan, NS 810). A stone 
inscription of Kirtipur (Sixhhaduvaltol) dated NS 807 has 
'kiivya vyiikarana ko~iilaAkiirasaigitiidikuSala' meaning 'adept 
in Grammar, Lexicography. Music and poetry'. This was the 
expression used to adulate him by the donor. 

In another inscription (stele at  lvisthura Patan. 810 
Jyeglha kygna dvitiyii piirviipiidhii para uttariigiidhc nak~atre 
eindrayoge Sukraviira). Yoganarendra's designation runs, 
sa kalaf iistra nytya viidya sakala kalii koSala sarigitavidyii- 
paraga. Ordinarily where such grandiose and long titles were 
wanting, the common sangitiirnavapiiraga was fixed (e. g. the 
stone Inscription at  the KO-baha temple of L a k ~ m i  .Niiriiyana, 
805 Sriivana krgna pratipadii; Siku-bahi stele in front of 
the ChBmundii temple of 816 Jyegtha k r ~ n a  agtarni; Sarasvati 
temple stone at Lubhu of 819 Miigha Sukla trayodasi byhas- 
pntivlkare etc). 

Bendall (Journey, p. 55) gives a ms. dated 1693 (NS 813). 
Sabhiiparvam, and the colophon of this ms. records that the 
work was written by a Bengali Br3hmana, Harihara, to be 
read to Yoganarendramalla. There is another poetical 
work now in my possession and the author writes that 
the c~mposition was intended to delight and entertain his 
master. This work is a collection of ljrics to be sung on 
different occasions of the six seasons of the year. His 
interest in learning and studies is thus undoubted. 

His Piety 

The God PaSupatiniitha received the highest respect of 
all kings including Yoganarendramalla in the Valley of 
Nepal and without exception. But Yoganarendra. like 
his father, was also devoted to Lokangtha, the Buddhist 
name for Matsyendranatha and to Taleju, Harisiddhi and 
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VajravHrHhi. Lokanatha which is another name for the 
Bodhisatva AvalokiteSvara comes in for respectful notice 
in the four separate coins of the ruler (Walsh. V. 5, 6.7, 
'8, 10). Talejusahiiya meaning by Taleju's grace inscribed 
in his coin (V. 10). along with LokanBtha, shows his 
devotion also to Taleju. 

Yoganarendramalla built many temples and offered sacri- 
fices to  the many deities of his devotion. He also attended 
.ceremonies connected with pious deeds. 

I n  SikharHpuri (Pharping) Yoganarendramalla was present 
on 816 Jyejlha kysna 6 Bukraviira during a ceremony of 
,completing the construction of a temple of ChHmundH. He 
himself offered to the Goddess a gold sirhha'sana, on which 
the image was placed. 

He also attended a ceremony a t  Lubhu on 819 Miigha 
. Su kla 13 (pugya nakjatra iiyugmiinyoga byhaspativiira), which 
was held to set up an i,mage of Sarasvati by one PatravarhSa 
HariSankara. The king himself placed the image on the 
.seat made for the occasion, which was decorated with a 
gold umbrella uncovered, 

There were more occasions of worship and attendance, 
that are fully described in different Thyiisapus. We have 
already seen how in 813 he had walked the whole way 
from Buga to Lagankhel and back along with the chariot of 
Machhendraniitha. 

From the Thylisapu A we learn that Yoganarendramalla 
was a regular visitor to the temple of PaSupatinHtha. In 
f .  45 we have the information that Yoganarendramalla came 
to Deopatan for the dariana of Pagupatinltha on 802 Sriivana 
Sukla 9 pra 10. There were many more occasions when the 
king of Patan visited the temple to  play his respects to 
Lord PaSupatinStha. Yoganarendramalla's coins bear the 
Saivite emblem of a trident (Walsh, V. 9) as well as symbols 
of Buddhist faith. 

According to an inscription of the temple of VajravlrLhi 
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dated 820 Phiilguna iukla 10 Yoganarendra offered to 
Goddess Vajravgrahi an artistically sculptured stone h e  
buffalo (lines inscribed on the pedestal). He also planted 
a gold tree and set up an umbrella of gold. All the offering 
was accompanied with gifts to BrEhmanas and a yajfia 
:(yajiiyokiiri nrpena tena vidhinii mahtraiScha vedaistatah 
pauriina Bruti gho$ajaissumadhurai.. .lak~yiihutau Siistroktena). 
He attended the jiitrii of Sikharaniirayana on 825 Bhiidra 
Sukla 11 and on that day he created a guthi for the expenses 
to be incurred in the worship of the deity on different 
occasions of  the year. 

According to  an inscription of the temple of KumbheSvara 
in Patan which dated in 821 Kiirtika Sukla 15 (krttikii 
~ t a k ~ a t r a  Biva yoga Bukraviira). Y oganarendra malla helped 
to revive a guthi for the maintenance of the temple of 
SarvveSvara. 

He, bowever, was equally devoted to  other deities. His 
daughter's Inscription (Inscription n. 22 of BLI) says of 
him as (Vi$nupiidasamarpitachitta) surrendering his thoughts 
at the feet of Vigpu. This is dated 843 Miigha Sirkla 2 
Monday. 

Irregular Life 

He was very much lax in observing standard of sexual 
conduct and loose in habits, and his sex life was irregular. 
A passage in a copy of the ms. Kiimakaliikiili shows that he 
had practised the art  of erotics worshipping the Goddess 
KZimakallkBli uninterruptedly for five years (See to the 
colophon of the book below).51 With his corpse were burnt 
to death his thirty three wives, a fact which shows how 
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lustful his life was in that respect; he had maintained a 
harem in the most luxurious fashion. 

Yoganarendramalla's relation with neighbours 

From the Thya'sapu A we know of Yoganarendra's rela- 
tions with his neighbours for the years prior to 816. In f. 80 
the rulers of Bhatgaon, Kathmandu and Patan along with 
Patsahju of Morang who has reported to have made in a 
conference at Mohaiichok on 811 Asvina kpna.  Latetj the 
three rulers of the Valley had attacked Mackwiinpur on 812- 
Kiirtika krjna 11 hastanak~atra Su kraviira (f. 81). About 10 
months later, there was a violation of Patan's border by 
Bhatgaon, and Kathmandu having joined the latter, Patan 
was isolated. But in 816 Magha dukla Bhatgaon and Patan 
had collaborated to keep Kathmandu lonely. 

We have already referred to the copper plate of Phiilguna 
of 818 by which Jitiimitra and Yoganarendra had pledged 
to avoid provocations on certain occasions. However, a 
month later Patan and Kathmandu had combined to invade 
some areas in the Bhatgaon principalily. 

The Thyiisapu B (f .  1 )  tells us that Kathmandu having 
presented one elephant, a horse and .mohar dor 2 to 
Yoganarendramalla the two principalities had agreed to act 
together. The agreement was reached on Chaitra S u k h  
p5r~arniisi. On SaGvat 816 Chaitra kyqna pafiehami adilyavara 
they proceeded to attack Obhu, and the whole of Obhu was 
open to them. Amharasingh Kumharju was entrapped and 
Virabhadra BhSju killed and also the second son of Man@- 
yaju of Tava jhy~  captured. Next day 11 men were caught 
and they were brought under arrest and there was alliance 
between Kathmandu and Patan. Again 13 months later, 
the two rulers Sri Sri Yoganarendramalla and Bhiipiilendra- 
malla met at Harivgsa on the bank of the river Biigmati, 
where queen Rddhilakgmi (mother of Hhiipalendra) and 
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Narendralakgrni Maiyaju (a concubine of the Patan ruler) 
took holy bath on the occasion. 

But this should not lead us to think that the two princi- 
palities had established permanent peace between themselves 
there were occasions in the immediate future while they had 
fought like life-long adversaries. 

From the Thyiisapu B we have the following information 
about Yoganarendra's military engagements, which are given 
under different date lines. S a ~ v a t  816 Chaitra Sukla piirnimii 
aitgiiraviira this day, Patan and Kathmandu became allies, 
the latter presenting one elephant. one horse and 2 mohordor 
to Yoganarendramalla. It contributed to the welfare of both 
the kingdoms (f. 1). Sarizvat 816 Bhiidrapada kfgna navami 
budhaviira this day, in Deothari the T h a ~ ~ a  was captured and 
four days after, the S5hebju of Bhatgaon sitting at  the water 
conduit of ViSvarSrna Bhandsri, the three cities became 
friends; Bhatgaon gave to Patan 20 mohars and one elephant 
by name Gajamukunda, and to Kathmandu 25 mohars. Sri 
Yoganarendramalla added to their welfare. The three cities 
had become friends while KSzis ISvaradiisa and Navamisimha 
were ministers in Patan and Kiithmandu respectively (f. 3). 

Sohvat 818 Miigha Sukla dviidaii byhaspativiira, this day, 
Sri Sri Yoganareadramalla and Sri Sri Bhiipalendramalla went 
to Bhatgaon to pay respect to the deity Taleju; on Miigha 
Sukla piirnima they had dariana of the Goddess; the ruler of 
Bhatgaon did not jqin them pretending that he was out of 
station, as a result of his indifferent attitude Bhatgaon was 
isolated next day (the treaty was broken). Again the follow- 
ing day, the two 'allies, kings Yoganarendramalla and 
Bbiipiilendramalla invaded Bhusakalyanl (f .  5). 

Sahvat 818 Asiidha krana dviidaii iidityaviira (Sunday), 
this day Patan was isolated as Kathmandu and Bhatgaon 
signed an agreement of mutual friendship (f. 6). 

Salitvat 818 Blziidrapada kgna  daiami pra ekiidafi 
sornavara (Monday), this day, three cities again became 
friends (f. 6). 
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SaAvat  819 KiSrtika kr$na chaturdasf somaviira (Monday), 
this day, Patan and Bhatgaon becamz friends isolating 
Kathmandu ( f .  6). 

Sarizvat 81 9 MiSrgasira civiidaii iidityaviira (Sunday). this 
day, the three cities had united, but the RHj5s of Kathmandu 
and Bhatgaon were ro t  on speaking terms (f.  6 ) .  

Saritvat 819 Miigha Sukla ekiidaii arigiiraviira this day,. 
Kathmandu attacked Thimi, but the invaders were compelled. 
to flee at night and Patan protected them (f. 7). 

Satizvat 819 Vaiiiikha sukla k h a ~ t a m i  arigiiraviira, this d a y ,  
Patan was isolated (f. 7). 

Sahvat  819 Bhiidra krgna pafichami somaviira (Monday),. 
this day, the three cities became friends, and one elephant 
Dalabhanjana by name was presented to Kathmandu (f. 7). 

Sahvat  820 Miirga SiraSuddhi chaturthi budhaviira (Wed- 
nesday) this day, Sri Sri Yoganarendramalla set out to the 
east for the purpose of hunting and capturing elephants (1.7). 

Saritvat 821 VaiSiikha a ~ ~ a m i  somaviira (Monday), this 
day Bhatgaon was isolated ( f .  10). 

Sahvat  821 Sr l i va~a  krgya trayodaSi budhaviira (Wednes- 
day), this day, Sri ~ r i  Vira Yoganarendramalla juju was 
isolated (f. lo), 

Saritvat 822 ~Uiirga k r ~ n a  pafichumi pra ~ a ~ l h i  ahgiiraviira 
(Tuesday) this day Bhatgaon and Patan combined, Kath- 
mandu became alone (f. 10). On Paupa krgga saptami pral 
a ~ 4 a m i  the three cities were friends again. 

Sahvat  823 Kiirtika Sukla saptami Sukraviira (Friday) this 
day Patan was isolated, Kathmandu and Bhatgaon united 
(f. 12). 

Sathvat 823 Chaitra iukla trayodaii pra chaturdaii iani- 
viira (Saturday) this day, Kathmandu was isolated (f. 13). 
But on fidvana Sukla dvitiy8 Patan was isolated. 

On S a l v a t  823 ASvini 4ukla saptami pra a ~ t a m i  byhaspati- 
v t a  Kathmandu occupied Thanas in RHmajini, Chudort 
Sarcho. Megar, fortress of PirayH, Sapecho and Narade (1. 16). 
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Saritvat 824 Bhiidra klgna amlivasyZ iidityaviira (Sunday). 
this day, Patan and Kathmandu became friends, Bhatgaon 
was isolated. 

Sathvat 824 Phiilguna buddhi daiami byhaspativiira, this 
day, Bhatgaon's ruler surrendered himself a t  an outpost and 
entreated Sri 2 Vira Jay a Yoganarendramalladeva prabhu 
fhiikura, he gave mohar dor 10, one elephant to Patan and 
mohar dor 10 and one elephant to  Kathmandu (f. 17). 

We do not produce the above passages to swell the narra- 
tive nor we think these minor skirmishes are important as 
facts of history. But these may certainly go to show the 
common situation as  to the interrelation between the states 
of the Valley as well as  their neighbours. 

According to  the chronicle Yoganarendra was much 
respected by the ruler of Tanhou. The  latter presented 2 
elephants to Yoganarendra while he was on a visit t o  
Deogbat. 

We know that the Thya'sapu B wrote with bias about 
Yoganarendramalla'~ feats in battles and exaggerated its 
achievements. Even if the estimate was true the gain was 
transitory, and Yoganarendra hardly derived lasting advan- 
tage out of his many adventures. 

It appears from the above passages that the three king- 
doms were on peaceful terms for some years since the death 
of Lak~minBrZiyaga of Kathmandu. This continued till 816 
except for once in 813, when Bhatgaon and Patan had fallen 
apart. Since Chaitru 816. however, feuds between Patan and 
Bbatgaon were very common. But with Kathmandu 
Yoganarendramalla maintained friendly terms though the 
two seem to have quarrelled on a few occasions. We shall, 
note a little later that Yoganarendramalla had died while 
invading a border outpost belonging to Bhatgaon. 

There is no doubt that with Bhiipatindra's crowning as,  
king of Bhatgaon the relation between Patan and Bhatgaon. 
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was not as smooth. Unlike Jitlmitra Bhatgaon's new kiug 
had shown gut and courage to come to blow with his neigh- 
bours no matter what tbe nature of the issue was if he was 
challenged. Hut he could not be accused of playing an 
aggressive role. We know for certain that in this period 
aggression came from his neighbours. 

Just as  it happened in the case of Sriniviisamalla, the 12 
yearly car festival of Machhendranltha. which Yoganarendram 
malla saw for the last in his life-time in 825, was full of bad 
omens. Tbe  lkasi had broken several times, and jiitriis 
scheduled for particular days were not being observed as the 
car was not reaching its destinations in time. The Thyiisapu 
B (f. 17-1 8) stated : On sa&vat Jye,s$ha Sukla dvddaSi budha- 
viira, this day, Sri 3 Bugadeva was drawn to YRvara, h i 2  
Vira Yoganarendramalla himself was not present, Sri 2 
Bhiiskaramalla came and drew the Chariot. For  three days 
together one or the other iikasi broke, on the fourth day 
2 iikasis broke, again the next day one lkasi  broke, this day 
Bhatgaon had been isolated. Bhiiskaramalla helped to draw 
the chariot and then it reached Jysvara. 

I t  is suggested that the incidents of breaking the iikasl 
.seve.ral times were unusual and the absence of the Patan king 
.during the Jltra was also enough to displease the God. 

He died in early 826. About a year earlier on 825 
P a u ~ a  s'rrkla 13 budhaviira Yoganarendramalla undertook an 
expedition to invade Obhu; he laid under seige the village 
for 9 days, capturing 5 men a t  the first instance and 18 at the 
second. He captured several forts, such as Phurabani KvZitha 
and DHpcho KvHtha, and then on Mdgha a ~ t a m i  iidityaviira 
he conquered KHbhre. This intimidated the king of Bbatgaon 
SO much that the latter came to surrender himself at an 
outpost. He presented elephants and silver mohars as tribute 
to king Yoganarendramalla (Thylsapu B .  f .  16). But 
Yoganarendra was not satisfied with this victory over his 
.opponent. He wanted to cause further humiliation to the 
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Bhatgaon ruler, and hardly six months had passed he under- 
took another expedition to attack Obhu once again. But 
before he could see his plan mature death carried him away. 

Yoganarendranzalla's Ministers 

The first Chief Minister of Yoganarendramalla was 
Bahiidhara. He was followed by SyamadZisa who continued 
till 816 when ISvaradiisa was appointed on Jye~ tha  Sukla 4 
adityaviira. Kgzi SySmadSsa is mentioned as witness in the 
Taleju copper plate52 of 816 Phijlguna Sukla 12 Gogol B h i  
appears as Chautiira when he is a witness to the tripartite 
agreement of 81Ss3 and also in Yoganarendra's Bhatgaon 
Darbar copper plate of the same years4. I do not know how 
to reconcile this evidence with the statement of the 
Thyiisapu B which states that he was appointed Chautara on 
822 Magha Sukla pafichumi on the death of Iivaradiisa. 
Earlier to this date Gogol Bhii again figures as  a witness 
in the Bhatgaon Taleju copper plate55 'of 822 Ma'rggaiira 
k g n a  9, but the title ChautZirii is missing, which however goes 
to another witness ISvaradiisaju. 

I think that Gvagala BhSi had become a stop gap ChautSri 
in 818 in the absence of IivaradSisa who might have taken ill. 

The Thyiisapu B reports that Gogol Bh8 continued as 
ChautiirSi up to  NS 823 d iv ina .  Then on As'vina s'ukla pro 8 
Thursday Anandahariju of Bakanabahsra was appointed 
ChautSirii (f. 13). The latter served Yoganarendramalla until 
his death. We shall note later that Anandahari was leading 
an invasion to Obhu in the month of an early 826, which was 
withdrawn on the death of king Yoganareudra. 

The king had changed his Chief Ministers too often. Only 
in one case natural death had removed him. This was Kazi 

52 Inscription n. 102 in our Appendix. 
53 Copperplate inscription n. 104 

,L 54 Copperplate inscription n. 105 
55 Inscription n. 110 in our Appendix 
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Igvaradiisa. But we do not know what really caused removed 
of the others. Perhaps the king's instable temper was largely 
responsible for this situation. 

Death 

Yoganarendra died quite early in life. He died at the 
age of 40. 

Wright's version of the story of his end that he entered 
upon a life of renunciation is proved incorrect. I t  may be 
remembered that there is a legendary tale reproduced in the 
chronicles (Wright and others) as well that Yoganarendra- 
rnalla is still alive, and will remain so as  long as there 
remains the bird over the head of his statue on the pillar 
in front of the mail1 gate of the palace. The  pillar supporting 
the statue with a bird on the head still exists, The legend 
says that while renouncing the world he had prophesied to 
come back or in the event of death the bird would leave. 
According to the chronicle he died in Ch9figu on 826 Kiirtika 
fukla I 1  budhaviira. (Wednesday, October-November, 1705 
A.D). He had gone to ChZingu on Bhiidra Sukla 7 to perso- 
nally supervise the military operations against Bhatgaon. 
The aim was the capture of Obhu, a fort about a mile due 
north of the city of Bhatgaon. The attack was led by 
ChautZir3 Anandahari, Yoganarendramalla had stayed in 
Ch86gu during the operation. Meanwhile he fell a prey to the 
machination of the minister of Bhatgaon. He was poisoned 
to  death. The tobacco he was smoking was mixed with 
poison and he died of its effect. His body was brought to 
Patan the same night and it  was cremated the next day at 
Sankhamul, the queen mother of Kgntipur and Mahendra- 
malla, his own son attended the mortuary. 

The Thyiisapu A also has the same date for his death. 
The line runs: NS 826 Kiirtika Sukla ekiidaii budhaviira 
thakunhu. Sri Sri Yoganarendramalla Yalayc? juju Chiiigusa 
abhdgajura ...... sari oiigrnha 33. This is also supported by the 
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Thyiisapu C and the Thyiisapu B (f. 17). The latter gives the 
following names as those of his wives who were burnt with 
him on the pyre, Riini Sgvitridevi, ROni Jagadeivaridevi, 
Maijus Naren jralakgnii, Saty abhiimBlakgmi, Pratiipalak~mi, 
Jayalakgmi, MahSlak~mi, Dhanalakerni, these were those who 
had been living in the palace and more others those who 
lived outside numbering 24 also became sati, One Maiju 
Jogalaksmi had died earlier on 825 Sra'vana Sukla pratipadii 
arigiiravara. 75 pieces of coffin and 200 tolas of gold were 
needed for cremation (f.  19). 

The manuscript K2makaliikalinityarc hana has in the last 
page as a separate item a line about this death confirming the 
above date and facts?' I t  reads, Sarizrlat 826 Kiirtika Sudi 11 

Sri Yoganarendramalla juju abhiiga jural /Rani  mha 2 mha 31 
sati vangii juro. The last available inscription is dated 825 
Bhiidra fukla 11 (Sikharanarayana stone of Pharping). There 
is no other record available for the time in between the date 
of his death and the above noted inscription of 825 Bhiidra. 
It is said that he met his end in pursuit of a mirage of glory. 

The Thyiisapu A' has a passage (f. 104-05) which by 
implication corroborates the story of the circumstances of his 
death as given by the chronicle. I t  says " S a h  825 Bhiidra- 
pada krjna saptanzi rohini nak~atre  budhaviira, this day they 
marched to Obhu at the time, Patan's ruler came to Ctliingu; 
Bhatgaon's ruler and his son both of them. kept themselves 
in hiding in BanepH; having reached the declivity of NHlH 
the march halted and the invaders ellcamped there, bgt no 
attack could be made during the Dafaharii festival, Patan's 
king did not return and as he was staying in ChFingu the 
sacred rites were performed by the priest. Sarizvat 826 
Kiirtika f~4kla ekiidas'i budhaviira, this day, ~ r i  Sri Yoganaren- 
dramalla, Patan's ruler, died in Chiiligu; he was not sick, just 
for a while he developed fever, at night was taken to Patan, 
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next day his dead body wasxarried to  the bcrning ghat, those 
who were burnt as Sati numbered 33, all that required, the 
mother of the king having come, were arranged. The night 
following his death the invaders fled dismantling the camp, 
they could not conquer Obhu, though it was encircled on 
three sides on the fourth day of the death, on chaturdaii 
ianaibcharaviira, at night the people of Bhaktapur assembled 
together, killed those of Kiintipur. 

Yogan~ati's inscription, however, has no word to say 
about this incident. I t  only says that he died there and 
was burned with thirty one wives. The  chronicle puts the 
figure of the women burnt to death 2 Rgnis, 7 Lavatinis and 
23 Maijus. 

Yoganarendramalla did not leave behind him any legiti- 
mate issue for the throne. According to  the ThyGsapu B 
( f ,  7 )  a son was born to him. The Thyiisapu B said. 

#'Sariz vat 819 VaiSikha Su kla pratipadii brhaspativiira 
(Thursday) this day at  23 ghati pra 2 SrZ 2 Siihebju was 
born," But we hear nothing of the Sghebju at the time of 
Yoganarendra's death. Although the Thyiisapu B omits 
further reference to Siihebju we take it that he died in the 
life time of his father. $This created a situation where 
his daughter could manoeuvre to have her son seated on 
the throne. But it appears that just before his death a son 
was born to him, who was to become king some four years 
later. This was Mahendramalla born of RBjeSvaridevi whose 
parents according to  one writer came of a Khasa clan of 
Ksatriyas. Mahendramalla was regarded as an illegitimate 
issue dnd denied the right of succession for some time. 

Age of Infant Kings and Powerful Regents 
1705-1722 A.D. 

AS Yoganarendrarnalla died his daughter Yogamati came 
to figure prominently in the politics of this part of the 
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country. She is virtually a dictator for some time. often she 
was eclipsed, but she used to reappear in the scene and 
play her part. She made and unmade kings, intrigued with 
ministers, killed and maimed many of them, and fought 
battles with the neighbours. 

According to the chronicle LokaprakaJa followed 
Yoganarendra on the throne and he ruled only for eleven 
months. The Thyiisapu C states that he was crowned on 
the day following the day of the death of his grandfather. 
The funeral ceremony of Yoganarendramalla was attended 
by Bhiiskaramalla, his mother and brother (Miramhajrrju). 
According to the same source there were people who 
favoured the candidature of Mahendramalla for the throne. 
It further reports that on the 13th day of the same fortnight 
some people from Kathmandu came to Patan mustering 
strong. They even prevented their own R j  and Rgoi 
from intervening. But the Patan defenders killed 114 of 
them beating them severely. Next day there was a fire in 
Bhatgaon and 2 Ranis, 7 maijus and 24 maids were burnt 
to death. The Thyiisapu B has also the same date, 826 
Kiirtika k r ~ n a  ekiidaii pra dviidaii, for this occasion. It adds 
that Bhatgaon's ruler Bhiipatindramalla personally put the 
vermilion mark on the baby's forehead. As the Thyasapu 
is fairly correct on all such matters we can accept its date 
as more reliable than that of the chronicle. I n  the chronicle 
it is said that taking advantage of the death of Yoganarendra- 
malla, some men from Kfntipur had tried to take away 
Patan's elephants and horses, but they were massacred by 
the local populace. The minister of Kathmandu wanted 
Blliskaramalla to occupy the throne of Patan, but the timely 
interference of Bhiipatindramalla from Bhatgaon on 
Yogamati's appeal obtained the same for her son. 

Walsh is of the opinion that Lokaprak5Samalla was a 
minor son of Yoganarendramalla. But this is wrong as in 
the inscription of Yogamati who describes herself as the 
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next day his dead body was.carried to  the burning ghat, those 
who were burnt as Sati numbered 33, all that required, the 
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three sides on the fourth day of the death, on chaturdaSi 
Sanaiicharaviira, at night the people of Bhaktapur assembled 
together, killed those of KSntipur. 

Yogamati's inscription, however, has no word to say 
about this incident. It only says that he died there and 
was burned with thirty one wives. The chronicle puts the 
figure of the women burnt to death 2 Rsnis, 7 Lavatinis and 
23 Maijus. 

Yoganarendramalla did not leave behind him any legiti- 
mate issue for the throne. According to the Thyiisapu B 
( f ,  7 )  a son was born to him. The Thylisapu B said. 
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Yoganarendra's death. Although the Thyiisapu B omits 
further reference to Siihebju we take it that he died in the 
life time of his father. !This created a situation where 
his daughter could manoeuvre to have her son seated on 
the throne. But it appears that just before his death a son 
was born to him, who was to become king some four years 
later. This was Mahendramalla born of RiijeSvaridevi whose 
parents according to one writer came of a Khasa clan of 
Ktatriyas. Mahendramalla was regarded as an illegitimate 
issue dnd denied the right of succession for some time. 

Age of lnfant  Kings and Powerful Regents 
1705-1722 A.D. 

As Yoganarendramalla died his daughter Yogamati came 
to figure prominently in the politics of this part of the . 
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country. She is virtually a dictator for some time. often she 
was eclipsed. but she used to  reappear in  the scene and 
play her part. She made and unmade kings, intrigued with 
ministers, killed and maimed many of them, and fought 
battles with the neighbours. 

According to the chronicle Lokaprakada followed 
Yoganarendra on the throne and he ruled only for eleven 
months. The Thyasapu C states that he was crowned on 
the day following the day of the death of his grandfather. 
The funeral ceremony of Yoganarendramalla was attended 
by Bhiiskaramalla. his mother and brother (Miramhajuju). 
According to the same source there were people who 
favoured the candidature of Mahendramalla for the throne. 
It further reports that on the 13th day of the same fortnight 
some people from Kathmandu came to Patan mustering 
strong. They even prevented their own RHja and Rani 
from intervening. But the Patan defenders killed 114 of 
them beating them severely. Next day there was a fire in 
Bhatgaon and 2 Ranis, 7 maijus and 24 maids were burnt 
to death. The Thyiisapu B has also the same date, 826 
Kiirtika kgna ekiidaii pra dviidaii, for this occasion. It adds 
that Bhatgaon's ruler Bhnpatindramalla personally put the 
vermilion mark on the baby's forehead. As the Thyiisapu 
is fairly correct on all such matters we can accept its date 
as more reliable than that of the chronicle. In the chronicle 
it is said that taking advantage of the death of Yoganarendra- 
malls, some men from Kiintipur had tried to take away 
Patan's elephants and horses, but they were massacred by 
the local populace. The minister of Kathmandu wanted 
Bl~~skaramalla to occupy the throne of Patan, but the timely 
interference of Bhiipatindramalla from Bhatgaon on 
Yogamati's appeal obtained the same for her son. 

Walsh is of the opinion that LokaprakHSamalla was a 
minor son of Yoganarendramalla. But this is wrong as in 
the inscription of Yogamati who describes herself as the 
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daughter of Yoganarendramalla, the deceased, LokaprakiSa, 
is mentioned as her minor so11 .~~  LokaprakaSa has a coin 
in his name with Yogamati in the obverse. This coil] has a 
date NS 826. Walsh incorrectly read 827 and because Indra- 
malls's coin is dated 826 he thought that Lokaprakaia 
followed Indramalla. Indramalla's coin is also dated 826 
(Walsh, V. 11). The figure 6 is quite prominent in this coin. 
The order of the date in these two coins one read as 826 and 
another as 827 has confused the order of precedence between 
these two monarchs. But Indramalla's records push his reign 
down to NS 829, while LokaprakHSa has no record except 
for the year 826.58 A noting in the ms. ~ i i j d ~ a d d h a t i s a 6 -  
grahaSg states that 826 J y e ~ / h a  k r ~ n a  4 was the day when a 
gold finial was set up on the roof of the temple of Taleju in 
Bhatgaon; at  night a drama was staged and on this occasion 
RHjH Bhtipatindramalla, Yala's Sri Sri LokaprakHSamalla 
MahSrSjii and ChautarZ ......... were present. 

LokaprakHSa was destined to be a king only for a short 
while. He died about 1 1  months since he became king. He 
was succeeded by Indramalla. 

Unlike his predecessor and successor Ir~dramalla was not 
an infant. He had a wife as references in some documents 
indicate so. But we do not know if he was youthful enough 
to marry. 

5? T h e  Chyasingdeval Inscription. Sanskrit portion. n 22 of BLI. 
58 CCIMC, 1906, I. p. 288. Walsh only describes the coin but does 

not  illustrate. But this very coin is  with Kesariraj and I have published 
illustration of the same. 

59 In the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma. 
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The chronicle stated that LokaprakZiSa died on NS 827 
ArCvintr vadi 6 .  This is, however, a mistake. As the coin of 
the next reign shows. the chronicler in miscalculating the 
regnal year noted 827 in place of 826 NS. I n  all certainty 
Lokaprakiiia died on 826 ASvina vadi 6 after 11 months on 
the throne. He was  succeeded by Indranlalla who was 
crowned on ASvina iudi 13. Indramalla is a son of Sriniviisa- 
malla's daughter as we find from the inscription of Vienu- 
rnalla (Sankhamul), and he issued his coin on the day he was 
crowned with date 826. He had succeeded LokapraksSa who 
was a direct successor of Yoganarendramalla. !In Gauriviviiha- 
vyayanirdeSa60 of Bhiipatindramalla. a noting gives 827 P a u ~ a  
Sukla trtiyii dhane~tha  nak~atra  Sukrayoga Sukravara as the 
date for the staging of the said drama in the presence of 
Patan's Sri Sri Indramalladeva. This is the earliest ascertained 
date of the monarch coming after his coin. I t  is obvious that 
Yogamati mig'lt not have gone to fetch a distant relation of 
her for the throne while she could avail of her own son for 
the asking. So at  the outset she had her own son crowned 
king of Patan. Jaya Indramalla was crowned on divina 
Sudi 13 of the same year soon after LokaprakiiSa died. 
Indramalla is referred to as a full sovereign in an inscription 
dated NS 828 Phiilguna Sukla chaturdasi Sravana nakjatre 
somavisare (Pulchok Vihar, Patan) which records the installa- 
tion of a gold image of Siikyamuni at  the date. I n  the coin 
of Jaya Indramalla there is no mention of Yoganiati. Pro- 
bably the king functioned free from her tutelage. Nothing 
much is heard about this monarch. The Thyiisapu C states 
that he died at  13 ghali at the night of Chuifra sudi 13 of 
829. The chronicle has also the same date for his death. 

But with Indramalla is introduced a new monarch SO fa r  
omitted by the chronicles of later date. Bendall also omits 

60 Darb. Lib. Cat. I .  330. 
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him. I n  my chronicle Indramalla, as the son of Bauddha- 
malla is mentioned and the chronicler gives him a reign of 
1+ years. According to the Thyiisapu B 'Bauddhamalla died 
on 821 Kiirtika k r ~ n a  khagf;hi pra saptami Thursday and 
Riini Manimati became a Sati' burning herself on the pyre 
with her dead husband (f. 8). Indramalla's wife Bhiigyavati, 
whose name figures in the reverse of his coin (Walsh, V. 11 ; 
Landon. No. 14)" must have played a chief role as the place 
she obtained in the coins indicates. A dramatic work, Mud& 
vatiharana, calls Indramalla the husband of Bhagyamat ide~ i .~~  
The drama composed by Baladeva was staged on 828 Aivina 
krgna 10 budhaviira, 

Viranarasihha (C.  1709) 

Since her father's death Yogamati was acting as the power 
behind the throne. But appears that she had not been able 
to pull her full weight at the time Indramalla ruled. But it 
is said that again in 829 she asserted this role for sometime, 
as  the coin dated 829 of the next ruler, Viranarasihhamalla, 
having in the obverse the legend Yogamati shows (Pl. V. I?). 
Viranarasifiha is omitted by all the chronicles. 

Some historians think that Viranarasihha was her 
husband,63 and she had installed him in power after the 
death of her infant son. But the time given for his reign 
is wrong, as Indramalla intervenes between the two it was 
said that the husband and wife, would not pull on well for 
long and Yogamati having pushed him out of power after 
separation placed in throne, an illegitimate son of Yoga- 
narendramalla, living then in Tanhou, by name Mahendra- 
malla whose coin dated NS 829 (Pl. 111. 7) without Yogamgti 
is wrongly given by Walsh in the Kathmandu list. I n  the 

61 Walsh wrongly read as Bhagavati. 
62 ~ a ~ a r a t n d ~ a r a n i i t a k a ,  Kathmandu VS 2014, p. 16. 
63 An article in an annual issue of monthly Sijradd in the Nepali, 

language written by Baburam AchZrya. 
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coin his name spelt as Mahindramalla. Mahendramalla was 
a child when he became king. According to the chronicle 
Yogamati had to obtain the blessing ot the RHjH of KHntipur 
for his coronation. About this Mahendramalla there is one 
more evidence to call him a king of Patan and that is the 
legend Lokanathanama in his coin which establishes him to 
be a ruler of Patan. This expression along with Karuniimaya 
is not to be found in any coins except those of Patan rulers 
(See coins of Yoganarendra and his successors, Indramalla 
LokapraklSa. Hyddhinarasimha, YogaprakFiSa and others all 
without exception). 

As there is also a coin64 of Viranarasimhamalla without 
Yogamati, there is reason to believe that although his reign 
was short he had a regnal career, which was not sustained 
by her support. Perhaps this coin was struck after the ruler 
got rid of Yogamati's influence. Similarly it could be 
suggested in view of Mahendramalla's coin without Yoga- 
mati that her influence had waned in that period, and 
Mahendramalla was probably enthroned against her wishes. 
had no hand in pushing up. 

The circumstances of Mahendramalla's succession is given 
by the Thyiisapu C thus: Indramalla died, the bath of 
Matsyendranatha was to be performed next day (Chaitra 
k r ~ n a  I )  ; the dead body was not removed and Mahendra- 
malla was brought and declared king, and then the ceremonial 
bath of the deity took place. Thereafter the dead body 
of the late king was removed to the cremation ground. 

As the Thyiisapu C does not mention Viranarasixhha's- 
reign and directly passes on to Mahendramalla, we are to 
regard his reign as one of a vzry short duration. Perhaps he 
was ousted by the ministers on account of his weak titles to, 
the throne. 

Perhaps seeing Mahendramalla elevated to the throne 
Yogamati had declared Viranarasixhha as the king of Patan- 
But the declaration does not seem to have been made in the 
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city of Patan, for according to the Thyiisapu C Mahendra- 
malla was already accepted in the Royal palace as the right- 
ful successor to che late king. Because of the coins in the 
name of Viranarasimha, it is a fact that he was declared king 
.by Yogamati in a place other than Patan. We do not know 
from where the declaration was made. We are also unaware 
of the circumstances of their quarrel and of Viranarasimha's 
disappearance. But it is certain that his regime wherever it 
might have been collapsed within a short time. 

It is much difficult to say in what relationship Yogamati 
and Viranarasimha stood to each other. There is no evidence 
of the latter's ancestry or even of identity. We cannot 
-build up an assumption in a vacuum. It will be wrong to try 
to establish any kind of relationship between the two. 

Nevertheless Viranarasihha was her protege, and he 
,remained as such for some. It appears that when they 
.parted company Viranarasimha had not his usurper's throne. 
We do not hear anything of him except anything implied 
by the two coins. Yogamati, however, appears after a 15 year 
-old eclipse in the inscription of ChyBsingdeval, which is 
dated NS 843.64 

About Mahendramalla, there was a lot of confusion. But 
in view of the many reliable documents available in  places 
within the jurisdiction of Patan, his position as the king of 
Patan ruling between NS 829 and 835 is firmly established 
and can in no way be doubted. 

We have attempted to cite here as many documents of 
his reign as are available to us. This would clear the posi- 
.tion of Mahendramalla in the genealogy. 

Mahendramalla (1709-1714 A.D) 

After the coin of 829, the earliest date referring to his 
teign occurs in the colophon of the ms. Jyot igaratna~~ld:a-  

64 Inscription n. 128 in our Appendix 
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tikii (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 3344). Sreyosru S a l v o r  830 J y e ~ l h a  
mcise Suklapakpe dvcidaiyiim ti thau svlri n a k ~ a t r a  parigha 
yoge iidityaviisare chandra horiiycim vr$arciSigate savitaritull- 
riiSigate chandramasi asmin  samaya Sri Lalita puri mu h Bna- 
gare Sri Sri ... ... .. .Mahendramalladevena miitii Sri Rirjef vari- 

devi sammatena nitinii prajiipllitii; a t  this date Mahendra- 
malla was reigning and protecting his people with wisdom 
with the advice of his mother, 

We bave Mahendramalla as  ruler in two more colophons 
(2) the ms. KdranQavjiiha (in the temple of Matsyendrallltha 
Patan). Svasti Srinzat Karunamaya charana kamala dhiiri 
dlriisarita Siroruha Srinzan MiineSvari devatii valabdha prasiida 
dedipyamiina miinonnata ravikula tilaka Hanumaddhvaja 
NepcileSvara M d  RR sakalariijachakriidhiSvara Sri Miinigliidhi- 
pati Sri Sri Jaya V i r a  Mahendramalladevaniim sadii samara 
vijayiniim prabhu $hiikurasya vijayariijye//  / / Sarhvat 831 
Miirga Sukla 15 rohini pra kl t t ika n a k ~ a t r e  siidhya yoge 
Sanaiicharaviira bychchharlis'i gata savitari bysariSi gata 
chandramiisi sampiirnanz etc. 

(3) Another copy of the K i i r ~ n d a v y i i h a ~ ~  The  same 
epithets but the date is 832 Kiirtika Sukla 15 rohini n a k ~ a t r e  
siddhiyoge budhaviisare brga rcisi gate chandran~iisi  briicha 
riiSi gata savitari sampiirnam etc. 

(4) Mahendranlalla's reign is mentioned in a stone 
inscription of Kwiibahiil dated NS 831 VuiSiikha Sukla ekBdaSi 
pra dviidasi uttaraphlilguni n a k ~ a t r e  vyiighiita yoge bridltava- 
sure and with the expression, Mahiiriijddhiriija V i ra  Mahen- 
dramallasya v i j a y ~ r i i j y e ~ ~  Sri deguribahiila dtivajiiizhrribane 
Sri agitdma tathiigata jirnajuvasa rlydsapikiisyari suvarna 
torcrna tasya pratig{hiiyiiizga. 

( 5 )  There is one more stele of the same year 831 and 
Chaitrcr k g n a  trayodaiyiinz uttariigii<iha n a k ~ a t r e  budhaviisare, 
which has V i r a  Mahendranzalla nrpari rcijyapiilite. 

65 In the possession KBnchha GuvH of Hyandu vihiira near Sun- 
dhlrZ in Patan. 

66 In the possession of YajfiZnanda VajrachBrya, Patan. 
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(6) The sixth document of his reign is the colophon 01 
the ms. Smyfisarnuchchaya, which reads 832 Sriivana k g n a  
3 Sri Baladevachiirthe likhitarn, thva  krlnhu Sri V i r a  Mahendra 
Riijii mii.wana sahita eiia era vijyiikadinca eii deSasa rniisa 10 
to vijyiifigava. We have one inscription for the year 833. 

(7) This is a stele in Balambu (Lachhitol) details of the 
date being VaiSiikha Sudi dviipara trtiyii rohici n a k ~ a t r e  
Slrbhayoge brhaspativiisare v r~ar i i i i  gata chandramiisi. 

(8) A stone inscription of the Chaitya at Kutulachchhi 
(Patan), shows him reigning on 834 VaiSiikha Sukla dvitiyii 
rohini n a k ~ a t r a  Wednesday  Nepii lavar~e yuga netra nage 
riidhecha Sukla sutithau dvitiye n a k ~ a t r a  rohinyapi glausuvare 
... Sri Lalitanagaryam Sri V i r a  Mahendra nrpateh suriijye. 

On this day the donor completed the construction of the 
Chcritya and a pond and an inn in the name of his parents 
so that they may be relieved of worldly troubles and straight 
go to Slrkhiivati heaven (triramya).  An inscription of Sikhara 
Nariiyana records the grant of land on the occasion of a visit 
to the temple by Mahendramalla and his mother on 834 na$p 
dgiidha krgna 7. 

There are other records of tbe period between 830 and 
834 NS. He ruled for nearly 5 years and a little more dying 
of an attack of smallpox on N S  835 Parlja k r ~ n a  2 (=Dec. 
171 4 A.D.). 

According to the chronicle he was barely thirteen years 
and two 'months old when he met his end. But an epilogue 
of a dramatic work (10). Sarveivaranytyagrantha. played on 
831 Chaitra k r ~ n a  11, somaviira in the reign of Sli 3 
Viramahindramalla says that the king ( ju ju )  was 5 3  years old 
at the date ( j a n m a v a r ~ n  511 darena juroj67. which means he 
was hardly of nine and half years when he died. This very 
work states that Mahendramalla was ruling with his mother. 

'67 JayarotnHkarana'taka, Kathmandu V S  2014 Introduction, p. 19 
(Published). 
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It  is apparent from the three documents above cited 
(n. 1. 6, 10) that Mahendramalla's mother was the real power 
behind the throne. If Yogamati does not figure as  power 
for the five years of Mahendramal!a's rule. it must be due to 
RljeSvaridevi gaining influence a t  the court. 

We have recently discovered a half mohar coin in the 
name of RBjyeSvaridevi. which has, however. no date. The 
coin has the legend of Taleju in the reverse. and Sri Sri 
Rmeivar idev i  in the reverse (n. 18 i n  our Appendix). The 
issuing of coin by the State in her name whatever the 
denomination amply proves the fact of her predominant 
position in the kingdom. She was guiding the affairs of 
State as the queen regent of the realm. 

Mahendramalla's coin has the spellisg Mahindramalla. 
However, as most of tht: records use the spelling Mahendra 
we have followed the same in our narrative. 

Hyddhinarasimha was the next ruler, we have two coins 
of his both dated NS 835 (Walsh, 836, PI. VI, 1 and 2). 
An inscription at Pulchok Bahal says that Hyddhinarasimha. 
son of a nephew (sister's son) of Yoganarendrarnalla 
( qlfir$r(m(qf ) was the ruler in NS 835 Mdgha ntiise knna 
p a k ~ e  trayodadyijm Sravana na kaatre parig hayoge iidityaviisare 
(=January. 1716 A.D). In another illscription Hyddhinara- 
sihha is mentioned as the son of Rudrendramalla, son of 
Rudramati who was a sister of Yoganarendramalla (inscrip- 
tion dated 825 J y e ~ t h a  Sukla 12 at Saugal, Patan). Rudreodra- 
malla is again mentioned in a stone inscription lying in a 
pati of Machhindrabahal in Bubgmati. This is dated NS 801 
Mtirgadira k p n a  chafurfhi  pusya rrakgatra eindrayoge 
somaviira and speaks of him as the son of Rudramalla by his 
wife Rudramati Ihgkuriini eldest daughter of sriniv5samalla. 
Hlddhinarasifiha was installed on the throne on MBgha Sukla 
13 Saturday of NS 835 according to a two-folio fragment of a 
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chronicle in  Newari, which I have obtained out of a rubbish 
i n  a priest's house. This is also the date given by the 
chronicle. But a noting in ms. Meghadiitakiivya (Govt. Nat. 
Lib. n. 3244) gives the day following (Sunday 14 Miigha Sukla 
of 835) as the date of his coronation. It further adds that 
Sri Bhavlni Sankara and Sri Gauri Sankara made him king 
and Miruju became ChantarB. 

The chronicler of the fragment said that the Pramiinas of 
Patan were responsible for taking him to the palace (f. 44b). 
The ceremony was attended by the ministers of the court of 
Kathmandu, Bhatgaon and Patan; also a sacrificial offering 
was made upon the alter of fire. Hyddhinarasiaha is spoken: 
of in this fragment as the son of the Thiikur of Satiggal. 

Hyddhinarasihha is omitted by Wright, Bendall and Levi. 
According to the chronicle he was an infant installed on the 
throne by Yogamati. But he did not live Long. and died on 
NS 837 Jyegha krsna amiivasyii Thursday (= May-June, 
1717 A.D) to give place to Mahindrasikha who was at the 
time ruling over Kathmandu. The body of Hyddhinarasimha 
was cremated in  Safikhamul. The date of his death is the 
same in all sources. 

Putan. Kathmandu United under one Ruler 
(1717-1722 A.D) 

As Mahindrasifiha was crowned king of Patan, the two 
principalities came to be ruled by one monarch, However, 
as political units Kathmandu and Patan had remained 
separate. Because there was no merger, the semblance of 
unity achieved through a common monarch disappeared as 
soon as he died. 

In the chronicle the difficulty encountered by Yogamati 
in the act of enthroning Mahindrasimha is graphically 
described. I t  is said that the Guru VireSvaranand and LIiwZia 
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SherbIbu opposed his installation on grounds of unknown 
birth, and even invited Raqajitamalla to occupy the vacant 
throne of Patan. The Bhatgaon crown prince taking advan- 
tage of the confusion in the court invaded Patan but was 
captured along with his compatriots, the priest and the 
minister. Ranajitamalla was let off on payment of a ransom 
of 16 thousand rupees and two elephants. 

In the ms. Meghadiita just cited these very circumstances 
are described as follows:68 Saljzvat 837 J y e ~ t h a  krjna 
ekzdas'i pra dviidaii somaviira those of Bhatgaon attacked 
Kotesvara, with muskets, but they were beaten off; however, 
Patan was isolated and on the 4th day of this incident 
Sri 3 Hbddhinarasi&ha died. Thereafter the people of 
Patan begged of Mahendrasi&ha in Kathmandu to spare 
them a son of his to become their ruler. On A~i idha  Sukla 
pirnirniisi Bu kraviira Sri 3 M ahendrasimha himself was 
crowned king of Patan having conquered it. I t  appears 
that the date of Hyddhinarasirhha's death as  given by the 
chronicle is supported by this noting. 

According to the fragment 'Nepal suffered terribly on 
account of a widespread epidemic for sometime since 
Chaitra of NS 836. Many persons died. In  Ajiidha and 
Sriivana about 100-120 persons died daily in Patan and 
Kathmandu. In 2Bvina and Kiirtika the death rate was 
slightly lower 108-110. I t  was said that there was scarcity 
of materials needed for cremation, and many households 
went without purification rites for want of expense. The 
epidemic not only took a toll of human lives, during the 
sametime a large number of domestic animals and birds 
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were also killed, At this time. a tooth appeared in the 
,mouth of the southern face of PaSupatinatha. I n  the same- 
time the wooden buffer of the chariot of Mat~yendrani th~ 
broke 31 times as the same was being drawn by Raja 
Hrddhinarasimhamalla. The chariot of Minaniitha was 
burnt. Hrddhinarasimhamalla died soon after the evil 
omens had appeared. The date of Hrddhinarasixhha's death 
is confirmed by the fragment (f. 44). He died on the 
morning of 837 J y e ~ t h a  k r ~ n a  30 (antiivasyii) byhaspativiira. 
I n  the evening the dead body was carried on his palang 
(bed) to Sankhamul. where it was cremated according to 
traditional rites. The chronicler stated that the Pramiinas 
and peoples (prajds) of Patan called for R3j2 Mahendra- 
si&ha of Kathmandu and crowned him king installing him 
on rnanima~dapa throne with due honours after Sindurayiitrii. 
This Mahindrasixhha was descended from Sivasimba. 

Mahindrasimha's documents in Patan have been given 
in the account of the kingdom of Kathmandu. Mahindra- 
.si&ha rarely visited Patan. The chronicle says that the 
noblemen of Patan requested him to permanently post 
his two wives as regents in the city, which he accepted 
and his two Riinis thereafter lived in Patan. 

Although Kathmandu and Patan were united under one 
ruler since 837 up till the death of Mahindrasihha, this had 
not prevented Bhatgaon's ruler from seeking advantage at 
the cost of his neighbours. 

On  839 na$?dSvina Sudi Bhnpatindramalla attacked 
Patan. He was defeated and his son was taken prisoner and 
was released on paying a ransom of two elelphants and 
Rs. 16,000. 

Mabindrasirhha ruled from the year 1717 A. D to 1722 
A.D (NS 837 Ajiidha dukla piirnirnfi to 842 Bhadra k r ~ n a  11)- 
We have already given his documents for Patan, The coin 
dating 837 was issued on the occasion of his being crowned 
..as of its king. 
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Last Forty-five years of  Patan's Independent Existence 
(1722-1768 A.D.) 

YogaprakiiSamallo (1 722- 1729 A.D.) 

Jaya YogaprakBSa became king immediately after his 
death. His coin is available only of the year NS 842 (=I732 
A.D. wrongly read by Walsh as  832, PI. VI, 3). He must 
have succeeded in that year. One scholar says that he was 
a puppet whose name was purposely omitted in the inscrip- 
tion (No. 22 of BLI, the inscription of Yogamati). In  this, 
the name of the ruling authority is absent unlike in others 
where as a rule it is always preserved. But Vi~numalla who 
followed YogaprakSiSamalla is profusely lauded. According 
to the chronicle Ranajitamalla crowned him king on 842 
Bhiidra kpna 11. 

The chronicler says that YogaprakiiSa was enthroned with 
the help of Ranajitamalla who put vermilion mark (tikii) on 
his forehead at the initial ceremony. He also gives an account 
of the fight at  about this time between Bhatgaon and Lalitpur 
and of Gorkha's changing role of an ally, who sided 
sometimes witb the one and at other times with" the other. 
Bhaktapur was a loser iu this tussle because in the last 
round its ruler had to purchase peace by paying a tribute of 
Rs. 24,000;,- and 2 elephants to GorkhH, Patan and KBntipur. 
who divided these between themselves. The agreement 
was signed at  KoleSvara, not far from Pasupati's shrine. 

Was HrddhinarasiIfha an infant ruler ? And was Jaya 
YogaprakZiSamalla a non-entity under the thumb of the 
Regent Yogamati ? The coins of these monarchs have how- 
ever no reference to Yogamati in a n y  one of them. This 
factor may tend to disprove the fact of her control over the 
affairs of state in the time of both these rulers. As we have it 
on the report of the chronicle she seems to have totally lost her 
supremacy in the time since Virasimha had been removed. 

23 
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Yogaprakgia's ancestry is yet to be determined. In the 
chronicle he is mentioned as a descendant of the Patan ruling 
fanlily through a dau~h te r .  YogaprakBSl's reign was up till 
now taken as obscure. U p  till now, the documentary date 
available for his reign provided at least by four documents 
at  our disposal. 

( I )  A copper plate (In the possession of Top Bahadur 
Bhandari, DhZiding, West No. 1 D i ~ t r i c t ) . ~ ~  This is a sale 
deed for the transfer of some land in favaur of a Brahmapa ot 
the area by ~ i i ~ i ~ l i i d h i ~ a t i  Sri Jayo Yogaprakiiiarnalladeva 
prabllu thlikurasana. The witness is Sri Vignumalla fhikula 
and dat2 Sarizvat 844 Sriivana S~rddhi  1. 

(2) ms. Dharmoputrikli (Govt. Nat. Lib. n ,  5365). Sn6vat 
845 Klirti ka  Su kla ajfiarnyarn ti thau Sravana n a k ~ a t r e  siilayoga 
budhaviisare Damodare?za l ikhi tam Sri 3 YogaprakZiSar~~aEIa 
vi jayarii jye. 

(3) A stone inscription belonging to his reign at a temple 
of Bhjmsena in the western outskirt ol  Yatan (Chhayabahil). 
The date reads 845 Vai idkha  tniisa Sukla p a k ~ e  dvitijli tithall 
aivini  nakgcltre prztiyoge sanchabalclsare (Saturday), when 
the temple was repaired. 

(4) A copper plate ( in  the possession of one Gang'i 
Bahadur in  Dhiiding).70 This is another record of a sale 
deed of land to a n  individual of the area by Maniglddhipati 
M d  Sri Sri Jaya Yogaprokii4amalladeva thfikrrra Sri Vienu- 
malla lhiikura is the eye witness, while the date is 848 
Chaitra iuk la  ~ a s $ a m i .  

A Capuchin Missionary then residing in Bhatgaon notes 
i n  his Journul to say that Jagajjayamalla was nominated as. 
heir to the throne of YogaprakZiSa, but this could not materi- 
alise (see above). 

During the early days of YogaprakBSa. the two princi- 

69 Purdtatvaparra Sarigraha, pp. 39-40 
70 Pitra'tatvapatra Sangrahn,  I ,  pp. 41-42. I had not the occasion t@, 

check both the original copper plates. 
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palities of Kathmandu and Pntan were united. But Raqajita- 
malla of Bhatgaon manoeuvred to isolate Patao. He 
occupied Bisalikhu, an outpost to the south-east of the city 
of Patan. T o  appease Kathmandu the Bhatgaon ruler gave 
Rs. 13,000 and an elephant to Jagajjayamalla. But the 
latter broke with Bhatgaon as soon as Ile obtained the prize. 
In NS 845 (= 1725 A.D) the three rulers met in Kotesvara 
and Ranajitamalla offered as price of 2 elephants and rupees 
24,000 to Kathmandu. Patan and Gorkl-12. 

According to an inscription71 of 846 Phijlgrrca Sukla 3 
one Ganga Sahkara was Yogaprakaia's Chief Minister. 

Vispumalla, nephew of Indramalla, succeeded Yogapra- 
k5Sa who had died childless on 849 Bha'dra k r ~ n a  12 
(=September, 1729 A. D). According to the chronicle 
Vi~gumalla was the son of Pupyamati, Sriniviisa's daughter's 
daughter. The inscription of Yogamati also traces his 
ancestry to Sriniviisa's daughter Manimati whose daughter 
was Visnumalla's mother7a (NS 843 Mbgha k p n a  2 uttarc- 
phiilguni somaviisare makarariiii gate savitari kanyariiii gate 
chandramiisi). According to another inscription Pun3amati 
was married to Darasikha who was Vi~numalla's father 
(Sahkhamul, 852 Jyesfha Sukla 5 ) .  This inscription produces 
t be following genealogy. 

I 
Punyamati, married to Darasjmha 

I 
Visnumalla 

71 Cn the cornice of the roof of the temple of Bhimasena in Patan. 
72 This inscription is published by BLI but without the  Newari text, 
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As late as 1737 A.D. Vignumalla had a long one Act Play 
U~iiharanana$aka of 6is own composition performed and 
enacted. (In the Government National Library).73 The 
2 bhinavaprab~dhachandrodaya~~ writ ten a t  about the same 
time in Kathmandu by orders of Jagajjayamalla is an adapta- 
tion in Maithili-Bengali mixed language of the Sanskrit work 
Prabodhachandrodaya (Darb. Lib. Cat. I, 1154). 

Vi~pumalla's first available coin dates NS 849. We have 
four types bearing similar date; two in Keiarirlja's collection, 
third in Landon, n, 13) and yet another in Walsh (VI, 5) .  
But Walsh wrongly read the date as  859 instead of 849 which 
is correct reading. The other coin of his (VI. 4) presents 
850 as its date. 

In the coins of Visnumalla (Pl. VI, 4, 5)75 dated NS 850 
and 849 (three varieties in Keiarirsja's collection) and Rajya- 
prakHSarnalla (Pl. VI. 6, 7, 8, 9)76 as well a s  in those of 
Viivajitamalla the venerable name of Yoganarendramalla 
figures in the legend of the reverse in the same way as the 
deity Lokan2tha. 

The chronicler states that Vigpumalla reconstructed the 
palace with the active help of his subjects; the building was 
completed within 3 months and was renamed ChaukvSitha. 
The constructio~l had started on 854 Miigha iukla 4 
(= January-February, 1734 A.D). 

Vignumalla has to his credit several acts of piety such as, 
building temples, inns and water conduits, performing yajiias, 
making gifts of land to the deities and B r a h m a ~ a s  etc. His 
inscriptions give us information about some of his pious 
deeds. He built temples, dedicated land for their main- 
tenance and performed rites to please the gods. 011 852 
SrZivapa k g n n  7 bharani nokgatre aiigiiraviira he donated 15 

73 Recently acquired. 
74 See below. 
75 Walsh 
76 Walsh. 
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ropanis of land to Lord B)Hghra Bhairava of Kirtipur." The 
income from the land was to be used for worship on the day 
of Sirfihasarikrijnti.7"e also rebuilt a part of the palace in 
the same year. 

He performed on Bhiidra Sukla 15 uttarabhiida arigiiraviira 
oj 850T9 a Kotyiihuti to please Goddess Mahalakemi in connec- 
tion with her annual pijSi  and donated lands for the expense 
of worship on J y e ~ h a  Sitkla 15. Viequmalla performed the 
annual piijii and donated some land to please Goddess 
Chhinnamastikii in his own name and in the name of his wife 
(Bhogini) Vi~numati. On 853 Mdrga Sukla piirnimii krttikc 
para rohini nak~atre  siddhiyoga sonzaviisare chandra griisu 
chudiimani rnah i ipar~an i .~~  The big bronze bell in front of 
the shrine of Taleju on the outer courtyard of the palace was 
offered to  the deity by Vignumalla on 857 Mdgha Sukla 
chaturthi para pa fichamyiim titllau uttarabha'dra para revati- 
nak~atre Siddhiparasadhy ayoga sornaviisare. He  repaired 
the temple of Vajravariihi and set up a gold finial over the 
roof, which was completed on 855 J y e ~ f h a  k g n a  10 budha- 
viirare." On the day of amiivabya' he offered to Sri 3 SarveS- 
varasadaiiva (Kumbhesvara) a bull made of gold.s2 

According to the chronicle Vigpumalla strengthened his 
position by various measures. His first measure i r ~  this 
direction was to do  away with the obstinate tutelage of 
Yogamati. Probably he extricated himself out of her grip 
by qultivatillg marriage relation with the ruler of Kathmandu, 
who gave him his daughter Chandramati. The marriage 
was performed on Miigha kg!zu 3 uttaraphiilguni rlak~atre 
solrzaviira of 850. This also brought closer the two hitherto 

77 A copperplate attached to the Crotlt wall. 
78 A stone at the temple. 
79 A stone inside the temple. 
80 A slab of stone near the temple. 
81 Inscription on a stone in the temple. 
82 A stone in front of the main door of the temple of Kurnbhegvara. 
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fighting houses of chiefs and it is said that thus it went to 
counteract and checkmate Bhatgaon's designs on Kathmandu 
and Patan and its ruler's aspirations to control both the king- 
doms by taking advantage of the state of bickering and ill- 
feeling subsisting between them. In 851 the two rulers 
attacked Bhatgaon with the help of GorkhZi and occupied 
NBlZ and Sii~Igii. Later Ranajitamalla got back these areas 
through the help of Tanhou and Lamjung. I n  the engage- 
ment 120 Gorkhalis were taken prisoner. But Kathmandu 
and Patan could not pull on for long. The alliance broke, 
Kathmandu, however, had retained the friendship of the 
Gorkhalis. Patan on the other hand had patched up with 
Bhatgaon. As their relation became strained, Kathmandu 
occupied Liimidgnda, but it had to evacuate the occupation 
owing to Gorkh3 shifting its alliance to Patan. At one time 
Bhaktapur had to sue for peace by surrendering rupees 13,000 
and one elephant to Kathmandu, the ruler of Gorkhii having 
sided with the latter. As a later stage Gorkha and Lariljung 
again seiged Deorali, a hill on the outskirt of the Valley io 
the immediate west. This was at the cost of Kathmandu. 
Meanwhile Tanhou had captured Chitlang, which was evacua- 
ted by the victors only on receipt of a ransom from Patan. 

Vignunlalla bore the same form of address as that of his 
predecessors. although his coins have simple designation in 
that respect. 

RiijyaprakiiSanialla (1745-1758 A.D.) 

Viqnunlalla died on the 8 th  of Srdvana Sukln of 865 
(=August. 1745 A.D.) and he lef t  his throne to ~ a j y a p r a k l i a ,  
his brother-in-law, whom he had adopted as his successor. 
About Riijyaprak3sa9s identity there is no doubt. We have 
an inscription of NS 871 Sriivona Slrkla 13 piirvii~iiQha nak~atre  
priliyoge brhaspativiire at Pharping, which calls him the son 
of Jagajjaya and Kumudini. The date of the first of RZjya- 
prak86a's coin is 865 and not 856 as read by Walsh (PI. VI.  6)* 
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There are also other coins dated 865 * ( ~ a l s h ,  856). 86Ya and 
875.84 RHjyaprakHSa figures as a witness to  some grants made 
by Jaya Vi$nurnalla. 

A stone inscriptiona5 at  the temple of Ganesa at Chalapofa. 
Patan : Ahoriitra sukham kytvii sukhumiilabhate nrparn Riijya- 
prakiiia sahitam Vi~numallamyajanmirdii .  Savizvat 865 Kiirtika 
krjna daiamyiim tithau hasta nakaarre i i yu~mi in  yoge iiditya- 
viisare etc. The record shows that RiijyaprakiiSa was already 
nominated successor in early 865. According to the chronicle 
RaiyaprakaSa was compelled to leave Kathmandu on account 
of the maltreatment be received from JayaprakSSa, and then 
went to Patan where he was declared crown prince. Rgjya- 
prakHSa was a witness to JayaprakiiSa's charters a n d  grants 
until 863 Mdrga Sudi 9, the date of the PaSupati copper plate. 
where he figures for the last time in that capacity. 

A copper plate attached to the wall of the temple of 
Bhairava at  Kirtipur, dated 870 Phiilguna Sukla daSami 
ahgiiraviiro. This contains an order from Sri  ~ d n i ~ l d d h i ~ a t i  
Mahiiriijiidhiriija Sri Sri RiijyaprakiiSalnalladeva, which says 
'No one in the fort of Kirtipur (garh) should fell trees, and 
any one disobeyi;lg this order would be fined rnohar and 
aizka 12'. The order was intended to protect the inaccessibi- 
lity of the hill fort from the western and northern side. 

I t  appears that the record belongs to the early days of 
Gorkha penetration into the Nepal Valley. The precaution 
about the entry into Kirtipurgarh might have been occasioned 
by fear of an attack by the Gorkhgli forces. 

A stella recording the construction of a temple for  
Nirayana (Sri 3 Sikhara h'iiriijqa!zn pritina) in Pharping by 

Sri Miiniglddhipati Md Sri Sri Jaya Rdjyoprakiiian~alladeva 
on 871 St.iiryunu Sukla trayodaii (pfirviijiidha rlakgatre pritiyoge 
brhclspat iviisore). 

83 Unnoticed. 
84 Unnoticed. 
85 Unnoticed. 
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All of his coins have in the reverse as legend Sri Sri 
LokanZitha and Vira Yoganarendramalla. We have several 
inscriptims of the reign of RiijyaprakgSa for the years 
between his first regnal year and 878 while he died. 

In 1754 A.D. (NS 875) the Capuchin Mission record an 
order of that year under his signature. 

RSjyaprakaSa's reign though fairly long, for he ruled full 
13 years till his death in' NS 878 As'vina 4udi saptami pra 
agj;ami (8 ASvina), was otherwise full of troubles for himself 
and the country. Patan could not enjoy respite all these 
years, and it was always seething in restlessness and agony 
as a result of instability and chaos engendered by the most 
heinous type of palace intrigues let loose. A group of 
adventurist noblemen led by Kiizis Dhanavant, Kglidtisa 
and BhinkwZi had usurped in practice the powers of the state 
and used them for their owl1 ends. These Kazis were virtual 
king makers in those days, and they played their part in such 
a fashion that while they had the man of their choice on the 
throne they also saw that no one of the appointees could 
enjoy his full term of reign so that all governmental powers 
came to be always vested in the king makers. This group 
became extraordinarily powerful towards the end of Riijya- 
prakiiia's regime, and it was quite possible that this monarch 
lost his eye sight due to their machination, and finally died 
a virtual prisoner. 

Since Rgjyaprakaia became the ruler of Patan, the Valley 
was being subjected to a series of attacks by Pythviniir5yapa 
Shah. the king , of Gorkhii. I t  was said that in 868 P a w  
Tanhou attacked Chitliii~g and LiimidHndH. But through 
Gorkhii's intervention these were restored to Patan. GorkhH 
might have done so to ingratiate Patan so that it stood by its 
benefactor in the latter's conflicts with the ruler of 
Kathmandu. 

RHjyaprakHSa lost his eye sight in 872 (= 1752 A,D)  I t  
was suggested that he would regain his eye sight if the deity 
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GaneSa of ChobHr was duly propitiated. Accordingly the old 
temple of the deity was repaired and a ceremony of piijii was 
held at the site. The king of Patan invited the other two 
rulers to attend the ceremony. I t  was also planned to hold 
a summit conference on the occasion to consider the feasibi- 
lity of a joint action against the growing menace of Gorkhiili 
invasion. But while Ranajitamalla of Bhatgaon responded 
to the invitation. JayaprakZisamalla not only refused to go 
to the piijii ground despite repeated requests but acted also t o  
provoke Patan by setting fire to the many forts within its 
jurisdiction, The king and ministers were so enraged that 
they encourage PfthvinZirZiyana Shah to hit Kathmandu by 
seezing important forts which fell to the invaders at the time, 
Jayaprak3S.a retaliated by getting KCzi ~ Z i l i b ~ s a  murdered. 
Kiilidasa was an experienced minister of the Patan court, and 
his death was widely mourned and this created further 
cleavage in the relation between the two principalities. 

RZijyaprakiiSa had become almost insane towards the end 
of his career. His only son died, and this left a permanent 
wound in his heart, which never healed up. As he was 
waiting for the inevitable end, Gorkha had succeeded in 
wresting a large slice of territory within the Nepal Valley. 
which included Dahachok, Thiinkot, Balambu, Sati~lgal and 
Pharping. This posed a constant threat to the security of t h e  
Valley. 

RiijyaprakZiSa was succeeded by Visvajitamalla of Nhugal. 
He was crowned on 878 ASvina Sukla 9. He reigned for 
2 years and 9 months (For his coin dated 878 vide ante. 
Walsh, PI. VI. 10. 11).86 He was only 18 years old while he 
was crowned. The chronicler states that KBzis Bhir~khwii 
and Dhanavanta placed the crown on his head. ViSvajita 
killed himself by thrusting a dagger into his belly for fear 

86 A quarter rnohar, Walsh wrongly  reads 872. 
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of an attack by a Pramana's son (the K5zi of Chiickbahil) 
whose wife Thaku Maiju (daughter of KZizi KiilidZisa) was 
living with the king as his mistress. An old and torn foolscap 
sized sheet of a Nepali paper which I got from Charldraman 
Joshi of Thinii shows 880 Sriivana krgna 13 iidityaviira a s  the 
date of ViSvajita's death. This must be the correct date as 
the writer happens to be one who was a contemporary. 
According to the chronicle Viivajitamalla died on Bhiidra 
sudi 14 of 880. The chronicler describes the event thus: 
The king was returning after a dariana of Matsyendranatha. 
H e  had suddenly taken ill while he was witnessing the jiitrii 
and was complaining of giddiness, to his eye the Matsyendra 
appeared to look to his back. The RiijB fell also to his knees 
while ascending the staircase of his palace. He was worried 
over the cause of his illness, and then his mother and wife 
brought him to the window overlooking the public courtyard. 
As he was seated there, the son of the Pramiina of ChiikbahB 
threw a stone on the window and then fled. The Pramsqa's 
so11 had committed an unpardonable offence but the Kizis 
thought that he was to be captured and not killed, and 
accordingly ordered some people to bring him to the palace. 
The Raja's men threw a cordon round the Pramiina's house. 
,But the two sons of Pramiina resisted them. As there was 
no order to kill the offender, the men sent for their arrest 
reiired. But the PramBna's son advanced to tlie palace both 
swords in hand. The guards in the palace tried to arrest 
them. But as weaporls were not being used by the palace 
guards, the two brothers entered the king's apartment and 
killed him in cold blood. His mother unable to bear the shock 
threw herself into the fuueral pyre a ~ l d  died. She cursed 
tile people of Patan, who had failed to protect their sovereign. 

After the death ol Visvajitamalla the king makers experi- 
mented on king making some time with the ruler of Kath- 
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mandu and at another with the ruler of Bhatgaon and yet for 
once at the third time they attempted to place Patan under 
the ruler of invading GorkhB. who. however, sent his brother 
as a representative and judicially avoided coming himself. 
But all these were rulers in name. Even the coins struck in 
their name had nothing original of their own. The design, 
the symbols. the deity (Lokanltha,  or Karunamaya) were all 
of them in strict conformity to Patan's tradition probably in 
keeping with the order of the day. JayaprakiiSamalla was the 
immediate successor of ViSvajitamalla. 

So far no coin of Tejanarasirhha, the last ruler of Patan 
was traced, but now very recently we have found out a nlohar 
in his name which is dated N S  886 (=I765 A.D)Y Dalamar- 
.dana Shah's coin bears the date NS 884 (= 1763)88 and on 
Joseph's authority he vacated (Asiatic Researches) the throne 
in about two years' time in 1765; Ranajitamalla preceding 
Dalamardana Shiih had the Government run in his name for 
a year and half between 1761-63. 

Jayaprakaia, Ranajita and Oalamardana being outsiders 
were not effective rulers but they had also little stake of their 
own and their loss at the end of the regime was no more than 
the loss of the throne which they nominally occupied at the 
mercy of the king makers. But as we have said earlier their 
two predecessors RajyaprakiiSa and ViSvajitamalla were 
unfortunate enough to pay with their life the favour they 
had gained in royal status at Patan. 

JayaprakBSa's Patan copper plate inscription shows date 
figure of 881 Mdgha Sukla 15.'' The chroniclers (Wright and 
others) are wrong to put his reign over Patan to the time 
after Ranctjita's reign (882). His reign surely preceded that 
of the latter as the date figure shows. I have seen a coin of 
JayaprakiiSamalla with date 880, which show s the emblems 

87 Coin n. 26 in our Appendix. 
S 8  Coin n. 25 in our Appendix. 
89 Inscription n. 152. 
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used generally in Patan coins. Although the coin could not 
now be located, this nevertheless establishes beyond doubt 
the fact of JayaprakZiBa's reign over Patan. But while 
JayaprakZiSamalla would not try to set his foot firmly on the 
soil. Ranajita seems to have proceeded to work out his task 
with great firmness having made master of the situation in 
the short time. He even dared to correct the people of 
'Yalle DeSa' who had deviated from the path of righteous- 
ness and strayed beyond bounds of their ancestral customs 
and customary rules. All this is contained in the copper 
plate inscriptiong0 of N S  882 ASvina iukla 10 attached to a 
wall in one of the courtyards of the Patan Darbar, where he 
calls himself lord of Miiniggal (MZniggalZidhipati)gl unlike 
JayaprakgSamalla who does not use this form of address, and 
there he defines also the duties of the various castes each 
within the community and outside towards one another. 
According to the chronicle Ranajita was enthroned in Patan 
on Jyejtha Sukla of NS 882,  and ruled for about a year and 
half. The latter chronicles have wrongly put his reign 
immediately after the death of RajyaprakZiSa (878). We have 
a mohar of Rapajita with date 882, which he struck for 
Patan," and this is the most reliable evidence of his reigll at 
the date. 

There is no inscriptional data for the second reign of 
JayaprakZiSa. which according to the chronicle occurred after 
the removal of the Bhatgaon ruler. 

The copper plate inscription of the year 881 has two 
copies. one and another lying in the collection of PaSupati- 
niitha. This suggests some disturbance at a village called 
BulludeSa, which lies about a mile south of Chiiptigaon, 

90 We have lost the rubbing of this inscription, and the copper plate 
also is missing. 

91 This ~nscription is dated N S  882 Afv ina  Sukla daSanli (October* 
1762). 

92 n. 19 in our Appendix. 
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close to the foot of the Valley's southern hill. The distur- 
bance by itself is not so important a s  the fact of its connec- 
tion with JayaprakHSamalla who was called upon to deal 
with the situation in his capacity as the ruler of Patan. 

The decree said that no one should create disturbance in 
BulludeSa and should not attempt to alter the custonls and 
traditional rules of this area. The inhabitants of BulludeSa 
and those taking care of this place also are protected from 
harassment; the latter shall not be dismissed. 

BulludeSa was declared to be a land of Gods; all proper- 
ties therein belonged to them. Any infringement of rules 
was to be punished with a fine of 8 sukii, which was to go to 
the treasures of PaSupatinZitha. If a he-buff a10 tresspassed 
into Bullu, the animal will also belong to the gods. The 
witness to this piitra was Jaya Jyotirmalla. 

Ranajitamalla's charter was meant to  apply to the whole 
of the kingdom of Patan. It was meant to correct the many 
immoral aspects of the judicial system. I t  decreed that there 
should be strict impartiality in matter of judicial decision 
unless all the three parties are present, the punishment cannot 
take place. If any one tended to  show partiality, he would 
be cursed by Taleju, Karup5maya, Harisiddhi, GuheSvari and 
Garudaniirayana. Any punishment should conform to the 
mature of offence. Unless the guilt is proved, no accused 
should be punished. Unless the nature of his offence is 
ascertained, nobody was to be deprived of his property. One 
could be excused if he ~ea l ly  repents over his decision. 
Henceforth everybody should avoid taking his shoes in 
Mulchok. Also, tobacco and bhiing are prohibited in Mul- 
chok; spitting is not allowed. Again the pledge, if the RHjH 
did anything wrong, the people must bring it to his notice. 
If the people had transgressed tbe rules, it is left to the RHjH 
and his Pramanas to  consider the matter. If the Pramanas 
proved themselves the wrong doers, then the R5ja and his 
people should sit together. The witnesses to the charter are 
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ChautiirZ Ratnasirhha Bhilro of Dalpuchhe, Dhanavantasimha 
Bha'ro, Devidasa Bhiiro, Am! tasikha Bhiiro, Viranarasimha 
Bll5r0, Bhavanidasa Bhiiro, Kirtilakgmisihha Bsbu, and 
Laksmidhara BhBro. 

It is stated in the chronicle that Ranajitarnalla was driven 
away by the Pramiinas of Patan while he was performing 
annual Sraddha in Salikhamul. On the earlier occasion when 
JayaprakBia was king the same trick was played and Jaya- 
prakiisa was forcibly ejected. He had gone to Tekhudovan 
and was not allowed to return. The precise date of Jaya- 
prakiiia's second enthronement is not given by the chronicle. 
But it might be sometime in NS 883-884, and he ruled for 
six months. 

It is said that Jayaprakiiga deceptively called to Kathmandu 
the ministers of Patan. Kizi  Bhi6khw5 and ~ h a n a v a n t a  and 
had them killed surreptitiously while he also publicly insulted 
several others not killed, who were taken round the city clad 
like women. These Kazis were asked to visit the king on a 
solemn oath that if anything happened to them, seven genera- 
tions of Jayaprakaia's forefathers would go to hell. But the 
king broke his promise and arrested the Kiizis. One of them, 
K'izi Binkhwa had earlier vowed that he would not fall into 
JayaprakiSa's hands and also never salute P~thviniiriiyana 
ShZh. The death of BhinkhwZ and others caused such a 
bitterness in the minds of their relatives that most of them 
forthwith invited the Gorkhfilis to invade Kathmandu. Father 
Giuseppe alias Joseph who was at the time living in the 
Capuchin Missions' sanctuary in the Valley of Nepal writes 
about the incident as follows: "After the defeat of Pgthvi- 
nZr'ayana Shah in Kirtipur the nobles of the town went to 
confer with JayaprakGia, but being all assembled with the 
king in the same apartment. they were all surprised and 
seized by his people. After the seizure of those persons 
Gainprajas (Jayaprakiiga) perhaps, to revenge himself of those 
nobles for having refused their concurrence to his nomination 
as king, privately caused some of them to be put to death; 
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another, by name Dhanavanta was led through the city in a 
woman's dress, along with several others. clothed in a 
whimsical and ridiculous manner ...93 

This incident is also mentioned in a noting in the ms. 
Vi vidhastotra04 which runs 'Sanivat 884 Miirgasira Su kla 5 
Dhanavanta died. A day earlier to  this Bhinkhwadhana 
was found dead. Bhinkhwgdhana was imprisoned by 
JayaprakiiSa of Patan; he killed himself by thrusting a chupi 
(a kind of knife) into his abdomen. The  cause of his death 
could not be known for sometime, but it was discovered 
1atergag5 

P~thvinariiyana's brother Dalamardana was crowned king 
on Friday Mdpha Sukla piirnimd Sukraviira of N S  884 (= 1685 
Saka). but just after a year he was dethroned and sent back 
to his brother. The circumstances of his becoming king of 
Patan are described in the next volume. Dalamardana was 
accepted as the ruler of Patan so that he may alleviate the 
suffering of the people resulting from the blockade. It was 
said that supplies of salt and cotton had beell totally stopped 
at the time, and the ministers of Patan had thought that with 
Dalamardana on the throne the Gorkhii ruler would concede 
to mlnimise the regours of blockade by liberalising the condi- 
tions under which the articles on demand would flow into 
Patan. But Pythvinsrsyana Shah was not willing to make 
concessions to Patau in respect of the blockade. For that 
reason the Pramfigas of Patan ultimately expelled Dala- 
mardana ShBh. On the gaddi of Patan now was seated one 
Tejanarasirhhamalla who was enthroned on Thrtrsday 
Vaifdkha Sukla 12, 885 (=April-May, 1765 A.D). 

93 Asiatic Researches, 11. 
94 In the possession of ~ 8 r ~ y a n a r Z j Z n a n d a .  Patan. 
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We have a mohar each in the name of Dalamardana Shah 
and Tejanarasimhamalla dated 884 and 885 respectively 
(Appendix, Coins nos. 25.26). 

Tejanarasimha was the last ruler of Patan. He ruled 
from NS 885 to 888 (=I765 to 1768 A.D). He was compelled 
to relinquish his throne and flee to Bhatgaon for the safety 
of his life on the advance of GorkhH troops, We have given 
in the next Volume all the particulars of the invasion by 
PrthvinHrHyaqa Shfih as it came since 865. By 880 most 
of the areas around the Valley in the west. north and south 
had been captured. By defeating Gurgin Khan in Mackwiin- 
pur in January. 1763 the GorkhH ruler had also succeeded in 
eliminating any possibility of an attack on the rear of his 
offensive from the southern approaches to Patan. Kirtipur. 
however, stood unconquered for sometime more inspite of 
several assaults on the fortress. And in October, 1767 he had 
to face the advancing British come to JayaprakiSa's aid from 
the south-east. By March 1768, Kirtipur was under-siege 
from all the four sides. The Gorkhii troops had descended 
to close in from Pharping and Dahachok. Its link with 
Patan was cut off as Nagaon, PHngH and Chobar were 
occupied by the invaders. Inside the fort the people ha3 got 
tired of a protracted struggle and desired peace even with 
total surrender. Kirtipur gave way on Saka najta chaiira 
4ukla 9 and the invaders entered the fort at  night being 
received by the inhabitants with silence. Patan was the next 
target. Earlier Bisahkhu, GodHvari and neighbouring places 
had fallen to the invaders. PgthvinHrHyaga ShHh crossed 
the river Bigmati from the west and planned an assault on the 
capital. But his attention was diverted to another sector 
of the war by the news oi the British expedition trying to 
breach the blockade from Sindhuli and enter the Valley. 
He was, however. successful in frustrating the design of the 
British marchers who had advanced as far as Sihdhuli. The 
British having withdrawn, the GorkhH ruler was now engaged 
himself in capturing the cities of Patan and Kathmandu. 
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Tejanarasimha was the ruler, and his Kiizi was Sinkhwiil. 
But Patan surrendered without a fight and then JayaprakiiSa 
went to live in Bhatgaon where the king Ranajitamalla 
received him. 

Patan was the next target. Its fall was inevitable in the 
circumstances. Without an  attack on the city the control 
passed into the hands of the invaders. The Gorkha chronicle 
gives the date for the surrender of Patan as Saka 1690 
ASvina 24 (= Second week of October, 1768 A.D). According 
to other chronicles Tejanarasimha and his guards evacuated 
the city on Aivina vadi 7 of 888, and the GorkhZlis effected 
their entry 4 days after on the l l th ,  I t  was said that the 
ministers of Patan deserted their king and went over to the 
enemy who was clever enough to assure them of their safety. 
The knowledge of their proposed move had impelled 
Tejanarasixhha to flee to Bhatgaon. After his exit the 
Gorkhglis entered the city, and with this, the independent 
principality of Patan came to an end. 

Nearly 14 months later, Bhatgaon's turn to  be beaten 
by the enemy had come, The capital was captured at the 
night of 890 Kiirtika iukla 12 (=November, 1769 A.D), 

Ranajitamalla was not caught unawares. He knew that 
his own elimination was just a matter of time. The enemy 
was now close at the very suburb of the capital city. I t  was 
reported that the Gorkhiilis had soon crossed the river 
Manohars from the west. 

Bhatgaon's defeat was certain in the context as it had 
developed on the defeat of JayapraklSa and Tejanarasihha. 
Bhatgaon was now on all four sides surrounded by the enemy 
positions even inside the Valley, SP6gB and Nagarko! were 
in the hands of the GorkhHlis since more than two years with 
the matters of Kathmandu and Patan principalities Prthvf- 
ncrlyana Shah now threatened Bhatgaon from inside the 
Valley also in the north, east and south-west at a distance 
of 3 to 4 miles. 
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Patan had surrendered without fighting. But Bhatgaon 
did not yield without putting up a stiff fight. I t  was said that 
Ranajitamalla was promised to be left in peace if he haoded 
over the kings of Kathmandu and Patan to the GorkhZilis. 
But the Bhatgaon ruler refused to accept an offer which 
compromised his ideals. And there was no guarantee either 
that the all pocket of an independent principality of Bhatgaon 
had a chance to live while it locked the very viability. 
Ragajitamalla, however, hoped against hope as he girded up 
his loins even at  the eleventh hour to meet the enemy in the 
battle field. 

According to copper plate in a temple of GaneSa in 
NakadeSa two miles to the east of the city of Bhatgaon (dated 
889 Miirga Sudi 9=December, 1768) Ranajitamalla had issued 
a proclamation making it prohibitory to exact undue tributes 
from the peoples of Bode, NakadeSa and Thimi. This order 
asked promiinas and duvals to keep in mind the essential 
principle that they should not in any way resort to taxing 
more than what was traditionally dictated and no more 
exactions was to be made on grounds of emergency. 

But all this was of no avail when Pythviniiriiyana Slliih 
advanced to the city of Bhatgaon. NakadeSa, Bode and 
Thimi fell one after the other without even a semblance of 
fightiog. I n  the heart of the capital city :he invaders were 
challenged, but the defenders were no match for the superior 
force of the enemy. Bhatgaon capitulated after a fight waged 
within the precincts of the palace, which had continued for 
twenty four hours. Pythviniiriiyaga captured the whole of 
the Royal Palace on Kiirtika Sukla 12 of the >ear 890. The 
Palace, finally surrendered at night suffering a heavy casualty 
in dead and wounded. The chronicler reports that a portion of 
the city in the vicinity of the Palace was destroyed by fire. 
More than 2000 men had been killed and nearly 500 houses 
had been totally gutted. The King was taken prisoner along 
with the fugitive rulers of Kathmandu a n d  Patall. 
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Jayaprakiiia had been wounded on his leg, and he died 
the next day a t  AryaghBf, while Ranajitamalla had been 
permitted to proceed to Banaras. Tejanarasirhha alone 
remained in confinement for a long time. He might bave 
died in duress and died a lonely death almost unwept, un- 
heard of and unseen by his near ones. Nothing is heard of 
him once he fell into his enemy's hands. 

Jayaprakaga was hit in his leg by a bullet as he was trying 
to climb a staircase to cross over the other part of the palace. 
He then fell down and as the conquerors found him in an 
almost dying state he was removed to the Aryagh31, the bank 
of the river Bigmati below the temple of Lord Pagupati. 
This was due in accordance with his last wishes. He died 
there in the evening of the thirteenth day of  the bright fort- 
night of Kiirtika. 

Ranajitamalla was given an opticn to live in regalia in 
one of the smaller towns of his old domain or to quit for 
Banaras. He preferred exile to a dependent regdlia. He 
died in Banaras where he lived for  some time with his many 
wives and sous. 

The above account of the fall of Bhatgaon is corroborated 
by what Lalitiiballabha, a court poet of Gorkha, wrote about 
this subject in his Poetic work 'The Bhatgaon-Victory poems' 
(Bhaktavijayokiivya). The poetic composition in 109 verses 
was prepared in Saka 1691 in the month of Phiilguna and on 
the 1 l th  day, about 4 months after Bhatgaon fell to Prthvi- 
nPrHyana ShBh. These verses d o  not give details of the 
fight. but are inteuded to present as a panegyric in  the most 
summary fashion the last phase of the Gorkha conquest of 
the Nepal Valley. only the theme of the fight, i. e. the 
conquest of Bhatgaon by the Gorkba ruler, is stressed in so 
many flowery phrases at  the cost of the details. True facts 
are missing. If one thought that from this Kdvya he would 
know facts about the Bhatgaon Gorkha conflicts of the 
year. he is disappointed. But one fact mentioned by LalitH- 
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ballabha might be cited, Here was an appreciation on 
general by the Gorkhllis of the different characters in the 
scheme who were being confronted. I n  this we shall note 
the poet's high praise of the bravery and unbending spirit 
displayed by JayaprakHSamalla in his hour of defeat and 
final collapse is signiticant in as much as a tribute is paid 
to a bitter foe's qualities in words that would give credit 
also to the largehearted conqueror's sense of appreciation. 

'.('his is how the poet brings into sharp focus the character 
of the three personalities involved in the conflicts as opposed 
to PrthvinZirZiyaga's ambition. Lal~taballabha wrote: The 
city was under siege for sometime, but the gate at  one place 
had been smashed, and the invaders were approaching the 
royal palace. There was panic all over the city and the people 
were running helter and skelter crying aloud for help. The 
piercing noise rose to pitch, and the palace now threatened 
from all sides felt uneasy for its safety. The three kings were 
assembled in a room, sitting in a conference to decide tile 
step to be taken in view of the impending danger. Raqajita- 
malla spoke in a trembling voice." Friends, now tell us what 
to do in this dire crisis. We are repaying what we sowed in 
our time of prosperity. The king of Gorkhg is already 
moving to the palace, should we give up further attempts at  
resistance ? $  

'I think the situation is now totally out of hand. I t  is 
better that we surrender to the victor so that our lives will be 
spared if we do so.' T o  Jayaprakasa the idea of surrender- 
ing alive to the foe was intolerable. He chided Ragajita 
for nursing a desire to live in the care of his enemy. It was 
the most sorrowful plight he would be iu if  be lived thus. 
Their fate would be that of a prisoner. They will not be 
free and after all they will die one day. JayaprakZiSa further 
said in anger 'Even if we are spared, and allowed to enjoy 
our fortune and whatever had remained of it the end will 
certainly come to these all. Man is mortal and every one 
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has to die irrespective of his power and position. Therefore 
why die in ignominous circumstances, Let us face the death 
bravely. I shall go forward to fight the enemy even at this 
eleventh hour. If you are so anxious to  save your life then 
enjoy immortality and remain here to  welcome the care of 
the enemy. After all, this physical body is nothing but full 
of indecent and putrid matters. What have we done so long 'I 
We wasted our energy and resources in fighting one another, 
and we never cared to look after the larger interest of our 
mother land. 

'Even if we are spared by the enemy. our life will not be 
worth living. I t  shall not be certainly creditable to live on 
the mercy of the enemy. For myself if I am killed in action 1 
shall think that I am cleared of the blots which came to be 
attached on my name as a result of our misdeeds. We shall 
not be better at this stage if we live. I shall be able to 
erase the many blots on my life if 1 am killed by the enemy.' 
Saying this the king of Kiintipur rode ' his horse and went 
forward with his Khasa, Kiriita and Madhesia soldiers to 
meet his enemy in battle. JayaprakaSa had worn his armour 
and held in his hands a sword and a shield. Some of his brave 
soldiers used muskets and some threw arrows and many 
fought a hand-to-hand fight with swords and axe. The 
invaders were also met with stone boulders rolled from the 
roofs of the palace. But God favoured JayapraklSa's adver- 
sary. His officers and men met tbe end one by one at the 
hands of the Gorkhllis. The last casualty in this battle was 
hie ownself. He was wounded severely. 

JayaprakHSa was hit by a bullet on his right leg, and he 
bled profusely. Even though mentally conscious. physically 
be was fast waning, and the light was how going out. Death 
was staring at him, and it was just a matter of hours, and 
everything would be done away with him. Meanwhile the 
victorious Gorkhlli combatants had entered the palaec as 
the resistance within the camp of defenders had collapsed. 
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The inmates including the three kings were brought together 
in custody. This was the last phase of the campaign 
Prthvinarayapa waged in fulfilment of his ambition to become 
the master of Nepal. Lalitiiballabha describes the qualities 
of the King of Kathmandu using choice epithets and calling 
him brave, patient, largehearted and the ornament of the 
Malla clan. Coming as it does from the pen of his adversary's 
court poet, it is no ordinary compliment which Jayaprakasa 
had earned. I t  was the enemy who was praising his qualities. 
As we have already suggested in another context JayaprakQSa 
had heroic qualities and he was a great stumbling block in 
the way of the Gorkha king who applied all his skill to bring 
JayaprakiiSa down by whatever means was possible. Jayapra- 
kBSa's bitter enmity with those who counted in the other two 
kingdoms weakened the defence position of the Nepal Valley. 
Gorkhii had become so strong by gradually acquiring ever 
new and new strength that it was impossible for one Malla 
kingdom to continue to resist the invaders from within 
Kathmandu. Nobody doubts his patriotism. But he had 
many other shortcomings, and he met his end so tragically 
also due to these. However, the general environment more 
than he had brought defeat to the Nepal Valley rulers. The 
lack of unity in the Valley was always exploited by Prthvi- 
niirayana Sh5b to further his ends, JayaprakZiia was the 
greatest stumbling block. I t  was understood that with his 
own flight from Kathmandu it was just a matter of time that 
the other two capitals would fall to the invaders. In Patan 
as we know it there was no resistance at  all, altliough 
Bhatgaon paid heaviest toll of all in the loss of human 
lives due to the last minute fight inspired by the Kathmandu 
.ruler. 

A few words more about the causes leading to the defeat 
of the Malla rulers. As a matter of fact the fate they met 
was inevitable. This applied also to the petty hill princi- 
palities, All these could survive as long as the balance of 
power existing in the situation was maintained due to every- 
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body remaining the same weak ruler that he was. Once the 
balance was upset even to a small degree, the state acquiring 
additional strength was bound to push forward at the cost of 
the others. It was a chaotic situation PgthvinZirZiyaga had 
inherited and all that he needed to do was to acquire new 
military resources and an indomitable spirit to go forward 
in his scheme of conquest. Divided as his opponents were 
he had no reason to fear a combined defensive operations 
from them. Thus he was safe on all sides and could deal 
with his foes one by one. 

I think that the lack of unity in  the rank of his adver- 
saries was the greatest factor to help him to consummate his 
ideas of the conquest of Nepal and to contribute in general 
to  their defeat. 

I t  was said that their failure to withstand the assault of 
the Gorkhllis was due to the latter's superior technique of 
warfare. But we shall know later that in respect of weapons 
and trained man-power Gorkhii had not excelled the com- 
batants in the Nepal Valley. We shall, however, reserve our 
judgme~:t about stretegic considerations as we deal with the 
subject matters of defence and warfare. 

With the fall of Bhatgaon, the domain of the king of 
Gorkh2 extended from the river Chepe in the west to the 
river DudhkoSi in the east. Its southward expansion covered 
the stretch of territory from the river Gandak to the river 
Kamalii. More territories were now to be acquired. And 
thus  a new state bearing the old name Nepal but much larger 
than its usual size came into being. 
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Genealogy (a) 

Jaya Sthitimalla 
I 

I 
Dharmamalla 

I 
Kir timalla 

Rgyamalla Ratnamalla Ranamalla Arimalla Purnamalla 
(Ruler of (NS 602-640) 
Bhatgaon) (Ruler of Kathmandu) 

I I 
Bhuvanamalla Siiryamalla (640-650) 

I I 
I I 

I I Amaramalla (650-658) 
I I 

Jitamalla Prgnamalla 

I 
ViSvamalla 

I 
I 

I Mahendramalla (681-694) 
I I 

1 I I 
Trailokyamalla Tribhuvanamalla -1 I 

I 
Jaga jjyotirmalla 

I I 
SadSSivamalla Sivasirhhamalla 

I (694-703) (698-738) 
NareSamalla (758-764) 

I 
I 

Hariharasimhamalla 

I I I 
Bhiipatindramalla Laklminarasimha- Siddbinarasimha- 

(816-842) malla malla 
I (Kathmandu) (Patan) 

Ranajitamalla 
(8424 88) 
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Genealogy of Kathmandu (b) 

Sivasirhha (698-768) 
I 

I I 
Hariharasirhha 

~ r a t i i ~ a m a l l a  (761-794) 
I 

I I 
Nrpendramalla PTirthivendrarnalla 

I- 
Mahipatendramalla 

(794-800) (800-807) 
I 

I 
A daughter 

BhOpalendramalla 
(807-821) 

I 
Jagajjayamalla (842-855) 

I 
Bhaskaramalla 

I 
(871-835) 

I 
I 
I 

I I I I 
Jayaprakaga- RBjyaprakZiia- Nerendrapra- Chandrapra- 

malla malla who be- kiiiarnalla k3Samalla 
(855-888) came a ruler 

in Patan 
(865-878) 

In the 7th genera- 
tion on  the daugh- 
ter's line, Mahin- 
drasimha (835-842) 
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Genealogy of Patart (c) 

Siddhinarasihhamalla 
(739-781 NS) 

I 
I 

I 
Rudramati 
married to 
Rudramalla 

I I 
Mapimati married Y oganarendra- 
to Bauddhamalla malla (805-825) 

I I 
1 

Rudrendramalla 
I' - - - -  I 

I 
I I I 
I I 

Hrddhinarasihha- Indramalla 
I 

Punyamati 
' I 

malla ( N  S 853-37) (826-29) married to 
I 

Darasihha 
I 
I 

I 1 

i 
I 
1 

Mahendramalla 
I 

Yogamati, a daughter 
(829-835) I 

I 

LokaprakHSamalla 
(NS 826) 

RHjyaprakBSarnalla 
a son of 

Jagajjayamalla of 
Kathmandu (865-878) 

Dalamardana Sh5h (GorkhH) (884-885) 
(brother of PrthvinZirHyapa Shah of GorkhH) 

Tejanarasihhamalla 
(885-888). 



CHAPTER V 

POLITICAL, ECONOMIC A N D  SOCIAL CONDITIONS 

OF 

THE NEPAL VALLEY IN THE LATE MIDDLE AGES 

The Nepal Valley : Frontier Lines and Geographical 
location : 

We have already said in the last volume that the frontiers 
of Nepal at  this time were much narrowed because of the rise 
of feudal principalities in the west. ID the course of the 
17th century these numbered not less than two dozen and 
the nearest of them was only twenty to thirty miles from the 
centre of the Valley. I n  the west the river Anku, and at 
times the TriSuli Gaqdak, 20 miles farther west of Kath- 
mandu formed the boundary of Nepal. But roughly the 
line traversed along a SHtsayakholH, Charange. Dhf ding and 
Kadranggarhi from North to South. T o  the east Nepal 
frontier extended as  far as the river Tgma Kogi and in the 
north the portion of the Himalayas between GaneSa Hima1 
and the source of Tlmfkoi i  came in its sphere. The coming 
into existence of Mackwlnpur cut ofi the entire area south of 
the Mahiibhiirata from the base. A Jesuit Missionary passing 
in 1661 (Levi. I. 86-87) on route to Kathmandu from the 
plains says that he had to pay customs duty at  a depot 
maintained by Mackwiinpur at  HefaurH about thirty miles 
south of the Valley. The principality in  Mahottari must 
have covered all as far as the Mahfbhiirata ranges in what 

call today the No. 2 Eastern District. 

NOW to come to the territorial limits of each of the three 
kingdoms of the Nepal Valley. We have the kingdoms of 
Kathmandu and Bhatgaon quite extensively situated. their 
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frontiers toucking regions far beyond the limits of the Valley. 
Kathmandu controlled a big slice of territory in the north as  
far as the Tibetan border, though to the west its jurisdiction 
hardly extended to are as beyond thirty miles from the capi- 
tal. In  the same way Bhatgaon had its frontier line in the 
north in the snowy ranges touching Tibet. But in the east 
Bhatgaon extended upto the river TgmBkosi, a distance of 60 
miles from the centre. Patan, however, was a smaller unit 
compared to its two neighbours. I t  was all confined to  an 
area comprising the southern portion of the Valley and a 
little beyond in the immediate south and west. 

Patan formed a triangular diagram controlling to the 
south-east the area of Godiivari with the Phulchoki ridge 
and Pharping to the south-west and all lands west of the 
rivulet Balambu. I t  must be remembered that the lines of 
frontier between any two of the three kingdoms were un- 
demarcated and rough enough to cause frequent dissentions 
and armed conflict between them. This was more so in case 
of the relations between Bhatgaon and Patan. Patan had an 
easier and more direct outlet with the outside world in the 
south through its contact with Mackwanpur in the Indian 
plains but Kathmandu was more advantageously placed with 
the passes south of the Kerrauog and Kuti for crossing over 
to the other side of the Himalayas. All of Patan's merchandise 
going to Tibet had to  pass through Kathmandu and there 
lay its weakness, which led to its being controlled in external 
trade by Kathmandu. Bhatgaon's position was a little better. 
It commanded its own trade routes. through Silidhuli to the 
plains and through Banepii-Dhulikhel-Dapch2-Dolkh8 to 
the Himalayan border. Kathmandu and Bhstgaon stood 
therefore on equal footing and as appears from Kircher's 
interpretation of F. Grueber's account, one had to pass 
through Bhatgaon or Kathmandu in descending to the Indian 
plains from Tibet. Inside the Valley the river ManoharS 
divided Kathmandu and Bhatgaon as the river Bggrnati 
formed the dividing line between Patan and Kathmandu in 
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the immediate east upto Sahkha~i i l .  Kathmandu controlled 
Gokarna, ChZihgu, SZilikhu within the Valley and outside of 
the Valley PalZichok, ChautarB and also a part of the East 
No. 2 District. From Chautlrii it controlled the pass at 
Kodiiri. I t  appears that Bhatgaon had under it the entire 
southern portion of the territory which is known today as 
Kiibhre-PalZiiichok district and also of east No. 2 district. 
Thus Ndii, Banepa, Dhulikhel, Diipchii, DumjB and areas. 
upto Dolkh5 fall under Bhatgaon's jurisdiction, and also the 
area south of the line upto MahZibhBrata ranges e.g. Pannauti, 
Byavara, Khopiisi etc. From the south-western side Patan 
also had an access to Sihdhuligarhi, but I do not think that 
it was more than a small stripe of territory that Patan had 
managed to control. In the west Kathmandu had Noakol and 
all areas as  far as Siitasayakhola and Charange and in the 
north it extended to Russoa pass. Kathmandu had under its. 
jurisdiction all areas beyond the Valley to the north-east. 
For example Narjii. Kavillsa, Dlngmai, BhimdhungZ and 
tracts to  its immediate west were within Kathmandu. But 
farther west Dhiiding belonged to Patan including the basin 
of the MahegakholB. Not only DhPding, but all tracts what 
are now today within the district of Dhiiding in the south as. 
far  as LHmidiindH came under Patan's jurisdiction. At 
LZimidiinda the boundary touched Tanhou. 

The river BBgmati formed a dividing line between Kath- 
mandu and Patan from Sabkhamiil to TekhudovSn (the 
influence of Biigmati and Vi~numati). In the south-west, the 
rivulet Balambu which joins the Bagmati near Chobiir was 
the. frontier line. All areas to the west and south-west 
belonged to Patan. The Chitliing-MBrkhu Valley as well as 
the Tistuhg-MBrkhu Valley came within the purview of the 
Patan kingdom. Patan also thus controlled Nepal's usual 
route to Hetaurii. 

For Noakot we have inscriptions to show that it was under 

1 See for details the narrative above in the second chapter. 
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Kathmandu. Mahendramalla's Noakot document of 68 etc. 
shows his vijayariijye in that area. This is followed by inscrip- 
tions of Sivasilhha (737 ... ... aatamyiim j ye~ tha  nak~atre) and 
Pfirthivendramalla (803 Vais'akha kygna 3). and BhHskara- 
malla (823 Chaitra Sukla 10). We have referred to many 
inscriptions of Kathmandu rulers in Chlngu and Siihkhu, 
(Sako) which we may not mention here. In PalZiichok 
JayaprakiiSa's stone inscription is enough to prove Kath- 
mandu's jurisdiction over the area (867 Miigha k r ~ n a  4). His 
father Jagajjayamalla had also executed a tiirnrapatra for the 
grant of land, the income of which was to be s p e ~ t  for the 
worship of the deity on a particular occasion (848 ASvina 
Sudi 5).a This king had also made a grant of land in that 
area on the same date to one Anirudra Achlrya in lieu of 
rupees 714 (848 ASvina Sudi 5)? The land lay in a locality 
known as Bakuryaflr.' Another grant of land in the same 
area (in the village of Patasil) was made to one Pradyumna 
Pantha by Jagajjayamalla on 848 ASvina Sudi 13. Jayapra- 
kiiia executed a sale deed in favour of one Purandara Adhi- 
ksri to grant him some lands of a site known as Jyamilakhel. 
The record is dated 859 Paukha Sudi 1.' A tiimrapatra of 
862 Migha vadi 11 states that JayaprakHSa had on this day 
sold some of his lands situated in the Chinsa village of the 
area to one Vi~nuhari IJpldhy5. JayaprakgSa's copper plate 
granting land in Kaviliisa to one NandupBdhyii (880 A~iidha 
Sudi 2) establishes his hold of the area.6 

There is a copper plate sale deed executed by Jagat- 
prakISamalla of Bhatgaon selling his land in Bylvara. 
south-west of Pannauti. to one GodHra Thlpa (836 VaiSiikha 

2 Puro'tarvapatra saligraha, published by  Archaeological and C d - .  
Dept., Kathmandu, VS 2016, p. 10. 

3 I bid, p. 15. 
4 Ibid, pp. 13-1 4. 
5 Ibid, p. 16. 
6 Ibid, p. 17, 
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vadi 6 )  Bhtipatindramalla's son Ranajita also sold land 
in that area to  another person, K g p a  Thiip2 (Saka 1667 
Ph2lguna k g n a  13j8. We have several inscriptions in the 
name of Bhatgaon rulers all over NB12, BanepFi, Pannauti and 
Dhulikhel. We have stone inscriptions of Jagatprakaiamalla 
and Jitsmitramalla in Pannauti belonging to 789 Magha 
Sukla 15' and 794 Vailfiikha k ~ n a  I l l o  respectively. There 
are others belonging to Bhiipatindramalla (837 A~adha  
s'ukla 9j11 and his son, but these are as important as Bhatgaon 
had possessed control of Pannauti and areas round it except 
on few occasions. The inscription of GorakhanZtha temple 
of Banepa 769 Phiilguna kygna 8 miila nak~atra  etc belonging 
to JagatprakFiga's reign establishes the fact of Bhatgaoa's 
hold of the area. But no records dating earlier to 769 
belonging to the Nepal Valley rulers of the period are so far 
traced in that region. A large stone inscription near Dhblikhel 
records the construction of a water conduit by BhiigirSIma in 
the reign of Jitamitramalla on 796 VaiSiikha 4ukla 15. 

As for the Patan's ruler's jurisdiction over Dhiiding area 
we have land grant records of the reign of Srinivasamalla and 
Yogapraka6amalla. (801 Chaitra s'ukla I ,  and 844 RSvini 
Suddhi 1 and 848 Chaitra Sukla 6)12. There is one more 
record of the latter's reign (868 Vais'iikha Sudi l)ls which 
makes a grant of land in Gajuri in the same area. DhHdi~g 
district was contiguous to both Kathmandu and Patan in the 
immediate west outside the territorial limits of the Valley of 
Nepal. It appears that Kathmandu also had control of a 
small area in the vicinity of BhimdhuhgH on the outskirt of 

2 Ibid, pp. 32-33, 
8 Ibid, p. 34. 
9 In the court of a water conduit in AghZtol. 

10 attached to the back wall of a piri in AghZtol. 
1 1  BrahmZyani temple. 
I2 Purdtatvapatra Sangraha, I ,  pp. 37-42. 
13 I t ih isa  Prakasa, I ,  pp, 155-56. 
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the Valley. Both Patan and Kathmandu touched a t  DeorBli 
in this sector (see copper plates for the grant of land in this 
area by SrinivHsamalla and JayaprakaSamalla). 

Nepal's location in the larger Geographical context 

The records of the age in many instances show Nepal's 
location in a larger Georgaphical context. 

The following is the set expression used for the purpose 
.and this will show how the Geographical situation of Nepal 
bad been presented in those days. 

We shall note that the traditional expression not only 
points out to Nepal's Geographical location but also shows 
the particular time of the ka l i  age through which Nepal was 
passing. 

We shall yet remember one thing more in this connection. 
This is the absence of any reference to Nepal in the records 
,of the areas outside the political boundaries of the three 
Kingdoms of the Nepal valley. 

This is how the records express : 

qlgf@i GG? etc. etc. 

I n  our Appendix we have given several documents where 
in the very first few lines the expression denoting the location 
.of Nepal within AryHvarta finds place: 

(a) A stone inscription of Su-bahZ1 (Patan), 656 
VaiSa~a  Bu kla 15 vi j i i~ana k ~ a t r a  Su kraviisara 
byfariiiigata savitari tuliiriiBigata chandramiisi, 

,(b) The Bhimasenathan copper plate of Kathmandu, 
684 Miigha k r ~ n a .  The Gokarna stone inscription 
of 703 (n. 21 in our Appendix), 

25 
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(c) A copper plate inscription of Sriniviisamalla in  the 
possession of the temple of Gorakhaniitha, 
NS 788, 

(d) A copper plate inscription of PratFi-pamalla in the 
temple of Gorakhangtha, NS 793 (Z'tihiisaprakiiia, 
11. 3, p. 453-54). 

(e) The Padupati inscription of PBrthivendra's mother 
Indumati, NS 796. 

(f) The MBlatichok inscription of Bhiipatindramalla 
of Bhatgaon, Phiilguna Sukla navami. 

(g) The Dolesvara inscription of Bhiipatindramalla 
828 Miigha vadi 9, 

(hj The Briihmayani temple inscription of Pannauti, 
836 X~iidha Sukla 9 chitrii nakgatra iidityaviira. 

(i) The PaSupati copper plate of 847 Pauja Sukla 15. 
soma viira. 

(j) The PaSupati copper plate of 839 Miigha kgna 30 
iidityaviira. 

(k) The Padupati copper plate of Jagajjayamalla. 848 
nagta VaiSiivadi 14. 

(I) The copper plate record of land grant by Jagajjaya- 
malla, 848 VaiSiija Su kla vibakhii na kjatra sonla- 
viira, etc. (Puriitat vapatrasaiqraha, I. n. 3). 

(my n. 2. 11, in Pirriftatvapatrasarigraha, I. 

All these inscriptions except (c). (d) and (e) are reproduced 
in our Appendix. But this is not an exhaustive list. More. 
numerous records are available with more or less similar 
context. The above records might be treated as specimen. 
However, a vast number of inscriptions and other records 
avoid this expression in all forms. 

There is a slightly different version of the same expression; 
in a few records. But the two do not differ in essence. They 
carry the same meaning in a common context. 
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From the above expression it appears that Nepal was 
said to have been situated on the southern feet of the 
Himalayan rangeg and within the Aryiivarta region of a larger 
unit called Bharatakhanda and Bbiiratavarsa. But it should 
be understood that the location had no political connotation, 
it is only cultural. 

The earliest of documents to adopt this kind of expression 
is the KB~famandapa record of NS 605. 

As we notice from a series of documents, the statement 
appears more often in records since NS 750 than earlier. 
Tbis appears both in the Buddhist and Saivite records. 

Regionally Bhatgaon records show by far the largest use 
of the expression more than any documents belonging to  
Patan and Kathmandu. 

According to Nep~lantiihiitmya which might have been 
composed in the 16th century and was incorporated into the 
Skandapurijna. Nepal covered a stretch of territory bounded 
in north by the Nilakantha mountain, the source of tbe river 
Triiuli, on the south by a line running through the Tirtha of 
NateSvara, now in the Champaran District and on the east 
by the Kosi-and on the west by the Gandaki.14 

We have more or less the same boundaries suggested in 
the Buddhist texts. Nepal was shrunk to a size which even 
if its three kingdoms were put together it could have hardly 
passed as a big kingdom worth the name. But even within 
that limitation the country was divided into three kingdoms. 
each enjoying hardly a better position than that of a district 
of present day Nepal. 

I think that I should elaborate the points in  regard to the 

m ~ q l f ~  W, PTTT $fa fiqq~a' * em* (79.1 ) 

There is another reading which brings in the temple of KuSeSvara ie 

place of NBtesvara. 
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location of Nepal within the Aryavarta region as made out in 
the many inscriptions of the age. 

I have already suggested that the implication was only 
cultural and never political. 

The political unity of India under the name Bhsratavarga 
with a geographical basis as it existed during the British 
period was not born yet. Although tbe Moghuls at one stage 
had been able to unify politically a large part of India both 
in the North and the South, yet the Eastern Himalayas as well 
as  Eastern Assam were outside the empire of Aurangzeb who 
had attempted to bring Cooch Bihar and Assam ullder his 
control. West Assam too was not being fully absorbed. 
Moreover as Aurangzeb died the Mogul emperors were fast 
losing their grip over distant provinces. Any way, it would 
not be said that the Mughals had put on the map the same 
Bhiiratavarga which existed at  the time of the British. The 
history of the period immediately preceding the British 
is nothing but an account of a struggle which the country 
powers including the British had waged to gain supremacy 
for an empire. The power struggle was inevitable io a state 
of vacuum as it obtained after the disintegration of the 
Moghul empire since the beginning of the 18th century A.D. 
Ultimately the British became triumphant and after nearly a 
hundred years persuing their game succeeded in creating an 
empire. the like of which was seen never before in the 
subcontinent. But the struggle for power and supremacY 
amongst different independent political units in India was not 
a new phase. I t  existed since times immemorial, and no period 
of history was free from it. As for the extent of the empire, 
not even ASoka could c!aim to have built so vast an empire 
i n  the subcontinent as the British. The Mauryas no doubt 
had control over the W.W.. North and Central India, but we 
do not know whether in their regime the empire embraced 
East Bengal. Assam and a large part of South India. It is a 
known fact that other empire-builders, such as the Sungas, 
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SBtavahanas, the Guptas, the Moukharis, King Hargavar- 
dhana, the Palas, Rlgfrakutas. Chllukyas etc, all of them. 
ruled over a limited territory though large and each had to  
confront rival states in the neighbourhood within what we 
are apt to call the subcontinent today. None of their empires 
have enjoyed possessions equal in size even to the half of the 
British empire. Of course, the cultural boundary of India 
did not agree with one political State, however large in 
territorial possessions. Cultural boundary cut across poli- 
tical boundaries. Therefore, it would be a mistake to  
suppose that there was ever in history a political India which 
could be taken as the same unit as Cultural India. Nepal 
certainly shared with parts of Political India common 
heritage of culture and for that the Nepalese in the later 
middle ages put their country on the cultural map of BhBra- 
tavarga which embraced all areas between the Himala) as and 
the Indian Ocean. As we know it, a large number of 
Nepalese records of the same period have nothing of the 
statement suggesting location of Nepal within Aryavarta. SO 
even if quite a few of the inscriptions do show the location of 
Nepal within BhHratavar~a on the cultural level, i t  is obvious 
that the practice was not universal or invariable. At  any 
rate there is  no basis for thinking that the inscriptions 
usillg expressions like Bhlratavar~e Bharatakhonde etc. 
inserted to give an idea of a geographical location of 
Nepal did imply in any way its political community with any 
empire or kingdom of India as such no matter how much 
territory it embraced. 

After the geographical location we need now consider the 
approaches to the Valley of Nepal. 

I t  should be understood that Nepal being placed on the 
southern lap of the Himalayas is not separated by a natural 
barrier from the Gangetic plaius and therefore is easily 
accessible from that side. We have only thing of usable 
roads in this connection. But access to Nepal from Tibet 
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involved a journey across the heights of the Himalayas. 
This means crossing a natural barrier, which was impassable 
except with extreme difficulties. 

Trade route 

Kufi-Kathmandu-Hetaura-Bichhiikhori-Garhparsa lie on 
the trade route to Patan from Lhasa according to Grueber. 
The  time taken by a traveller from Kuti to Kathmandu was 
full six dzys.15 The trade outposts lying between the Valley 
of Nepal and Lhasa included (1) Siixikhu-Chautarii-Phyria- 
Laish (Nesti), Kodari and Kuti. But one could go to Kuti 
through. or (2) Banepii-Dhulikhel-Paliiiichok due north, 
catching the course of Bhotia KoSi reaching Nesti and KodHri 
(SBhkhu was always a bone of contention between Bhatgaon 
and Kathmandu). But Banep5 permitted unhampered traffic 
to Bhatgaon. Kathmandu did not grudge Bhatgaon's access 
to Kuti from that side. All these trade outposts lie on the 
route to Kufi. We have another route through Noakct along 
TriSuli to Russoa and Kerraung. This is the easiest route 
and the pass over Himalayas lie only at  an altitude of 7.000 ft. 
high above the sea level. 

More details of the Kuti-Kathmandu highway are 
furnished in the account of the travels of the Capuchin 
Missionaries who passed through this region either on their 
way to or on being expelled bag and baggage from Lhasal'. 
From Lhasa to Patan (Nepal) it was a journey of about 
45 days and from Ku$i to Patan of about 15 days but the 
travellers of this journey were mostly sickmen, one of whom 
was very seriously ill. Fathers Grueber and D'Orville 

15 According to Grueber 'five days' journey from 'Cuthi' to Nesti 
and thence six days' journey to reach the capital of Necbal which is 
called Cadmendu. It is surprising that none of the fathers seems to have 
known anything about the Russoa Pass (about 3 days' journey from 
Kerong). 

16 Father Hilarion's writing in Catholicus. 
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covered the distance between Kuti and Patan in 11 days? 
It took 42 days (16 April to 28 May) for Father Reyer  to 
reach Kathmandu from Lhasa. 

The journey from Kathmandu to Hetaurii in the words 
of Father Grueber was covered within 5 days.18 The exact 
line of the thoroughfare and details are not provided in the 
account. But from another source of information it appears 
that the route traversed through the Chandrggiri, Chitlahg- 
B himphedi-B hainse-HetaurH-BichhBkhori lint: (Father More's 
Account). Kirkpatrick who travelled through this route in 
the winter of 1793 A.D. seems to have toed the line of 
the earlier travellers, which happened also a regular public 
thoroughfare of the day. There was yet another thoroughfare 
which passed through KhoknS and thence through the bed 
of the river Riigmati for some miles and down to MackwSnpur. 
This was the route followed by Ippolipo Desideri in January 
1722 A.D. This met a t  HetaurS the first route. Then the 
common route crossed to the Terai either to reach Simraon- 
garh or to follow the original highway either at Garhparsa 
or a little below at Kalew5. The link through Sindhuli Garhi 
took to Mahottari through TinpHtan to Janakpur and thence 
$0 the Indian border. 

For an idea of the journey through these routes undertaken 
by foreign travellers, we turn to Levi's comment on some of 
the descriptions provided in the accounts of the Jesuit and 

17 C. Wassels, Op. Cit., p. 195. Desideri took full 14 days. Op. 
Cit., 'Arrival in Nepal* BK. IV, Ch. I. 

18 Father Georgi and More give detailed account of the journey. 
According to them, one crosses the territory of the Moghul a t  'Barrihua' 
to  the kingdom of MackwZnpur. They talk of dense forest and malaria 
(Levi, I, p. 120). At HetaurZ the officials attempted to extract as much 
as possible from the Nepalese travellers when they levied cheoki or 
customs. Another trade route mentioned in Travernizr but only once 
so far  as foreign accounts are concerned passed through PZlp2 from 
Gorakhpur (Levi, I, pp. 97-98). I t  took about nine days from PHlpZ to 
reach the frontiers of Tibet. 
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Capuchin Fathers who had ventured in the eighteenth century 
to  walk to Lhasa from Patan via the Nepal Valley. Here is 
what Levi wrote : 

"The description of Father Marc, accordillg to Father 
Tranquillo, neglects the indications of stages and emphasises 
on the dangers of the journey; 'From Nepal to proceed to 
Lhasa, capital of the Great Tibet and where we had monastery 
the track extends towards the north-east through mountains, 
rivers and forests so difficult in crossing that neither bullocks 
nor asses can pass. This is the reason why the merchants 
of Nepal who correspond greatly with Lhasa have no other 
means of carrying their goods than on their own backs, or on 
certain goats that are big and that carry a passable weight, 
Mountains are ascended and descended and streams crossed 
with difficulty, which streams round some mountains are 
gushing torrents. Elled with large rocks and stones, particularly 
at  one spot where one has to cross a chain of these badly 
connected here and there, from one rock to another, whilst 
the torrent forces at a depth which makes one dizzy to look 
at. Well, certain travellers blindfold themselves and have 
themselves tied to a plank which is well fastened to the chair 
and thus they cross over helped by the dexterity of an expert 
native. I n  rambling thus for ten days and finding only a few 
inhabited spots one arrives eventually at a town named "Cuti". 
situated on a barren mountain where ends the territory of 
Nepal and commences that of Tibet.19 At this place there 
is a conlplele and sudden change of climate; intense cold 
suddenly prevails and we have snow and ice; we now proceed 
rumbling from this spot through other mountains covered 
with snow the whole year round. but by an easy and inhabited 
road, so that every day one finds inhabited spots where one 
can procure himself with all the essentials and one can travel 

19 Levi : at the time of Father Tranquillo's passage the frontier of 
Nepal went beyond "Nesti" indicated by Georgi as the limit of the king- 
dom and reached "Kuti" 
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on ass-back or horse-back, the road is safe and one can travel 
comfortably at little expense.20 

At that time the Nepal Valley was the only link connecting 
India and Tibetan higblands and further north the plains of 
H w a ~ g - h o , ~ ~  This explains the importance of the passage 
for all kinds of commercial and cultural contact between the 
two great areas of the Asian continent and Nepal also. 
naturally owed its superior trade position to  the entrepot 
trade, which contributed in turn very much to the economic 
prosperity of the locality. For details of the commerce that 
passed and its importance to the powers that be in India refer 
to the Il lrd Volume of the series in the chapter written in 
connection with the Anglo-Nepalese trade pact and British. 
Mission to Tibet. 

Strategic Nepal Valley 

The Valley commanded the strategic position of a highway 
between Tibet and India. For the whole of the Himalayas 
except the Kashmir-Ladakh routes, there was no more 
convenient opening to Tibetan region than the Kathmandu. 
Kerraung and Nepal-Kuti routes. Because of this rcutc the 
Nepal Valley had enjoyed the importance of the strategic 
area. 

In  648 A.D. the Chinese army had passed through this 
route to suppress the Feudatory AruniSva of North Biharn 
who had become the master of that region on H a r ~ a  
Siliditya's death. Although the memories of the Chinese 
march had faded, the Nepal route was being regularly used 
for cultural and trade contacts between the two sides of the 
Himalayas up till the begiuning of the eighteenth century.. 
and its strategic importance had not diminished. 

20 Levi, 1 Footnote to p. 130. 
21 Asiatic Researches Vol. 17 (1832), route from Kathmandu to, 

Tazedo on the Chinese frontier, pp. 513 ff, (Collected by Hodgson)* 
The traveller reached Tibetan border at the 13th. stage. 
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( b )  The Government 

King : With his divine person the king commanded the 
most powerful position in the society. He was the source of 
all laws and executive forces as well as a fountainhead of 
justice. Except when restrained by the customs or traditional 
practices and by his own inherent weakness, there was no 
check on his powers he exercised over his peoples. Like the 
kings of the ancient and early medieval periods he was called 
1Pm-Pbh and also used a viruda showing himself off as an 
incarnate of the lord V i ~ n u ,  The monarch enjoyed all 
prerogatives by virtue of hereditary rights which devolved 
from father to the eldest son as by rules of primogeniture. 

I n  course of own narrative we have marked that there was 
absolutely no contest for the throne and the event of succes- 
sion was smooth. The eldest son of the king or in his absence 
who ever was entitled to succeed to the throne as by esta- 
blished usages was highly respected within the family and 
by the pramsnas and the mass of the people and his claim 
was least challenged. Illegitimacy was no bar to succession if 
a legitimate heir was wanting. I n  the absence of an heir on 
-the son's line a recourse was taken to pick up a successor on 
$he side of the daughter, who was either a grandson or even 
a great grandso11 of the late King. I n  this act even a distant 
.relation was accepted as we saw it happen in the case of 
Mahiadrasihha and Jagajjayamalla. The instance of a 
.daughter's son succeeding his maternal grandfather is pro- 
vided by LokapraksSa. Similarly a great grandson of Srini- 
vasa on the daughter's life, H~ddhinarasihhamalla, was 
qlaced on the throne as the main line had ended without an 
heir. Even a son of the King's daughter's daughter had a 
chance to succeed as it was so in the case of Visnumalla. 

The usual address of the Kings of the Valley followed the 
.pattern of Jyotirmalla's epithets with some rnodificati~ns.'~ 

22 BLI, no. 36 
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All the three kings called themselves NepiileSvara or Nepiila 
mahimandalikhanda Md. The epithet NepiileSvara was more 
often used by the kings of Kathmandu and Patan, while the 
latter expression is mostly used in the prafasti of Bhatgaon 
kings. But Bhatgaon rulers also have sometimes used the 
epithet NepiileSvara. 

The following is the royal praiasti of the kings of Malla 
dynasty : Srimat PaSu paticharanclkamaladhiilidhiisaritaSiroruha 
Sriman Miinebvariest adevat iicharana labdhaprasiida dedipya- 
miinamanonnata Raghuvafi4iivatiira Ravikulatilakasakalariija 
Chfidiimani (or Chakriidhiivara) Vidagdhachiidiimani Md. Rd. 
etc. etc. 

The king of Kathmandu and Patan used also the epithet 
meaning 'with Hamumana in the banner' (Hanumaddhvaja). 
We also find in some records the same epithet in the praiasti 
of the rulers of Bhatgaon but there are comparatively fewer 
documents. Often, the kings of Bhatgaon called themselves 
Nepiilachakravarti. But all these epithets were sometimes 
commonly used by the three rulers and we need not take 
them seriously, we shall have to keep in mind that these high 
sounding royal addresses were assumed without regard to the 
size of the country they ruled, which was no larger than the 
combination of hardly 2 districts of the present time. For the 
exact epithets used in our documents the reader might choose 
to look into the inscriptions in our Appendix. 

I t  may not be out of place to recall here that since Jaya 
Sthitimalla's time up till the last days of the Malla rulers. 
all the kings invoked the blessing of Goddess MZneSvari in 
their documents (MdneSvarivaralabdhapraSiida~ in additio~l to 
paying obeissance to the feet of PaBupati (PaSupaticharana- 
kat~taladhiilidhfisarita~. Has this Goddess MBneSvari anything 
to do with Manadeva ? 

As it  goes all the kings invariably bore the title of 'Lord 
of Nepal', 'Lord of Mountains', 'King of Kings' and 'Sovereign 
of the MahHrHj H' (Nepcileivara Giririijariijarajendrachakra- 
chfiddmani Mahiirii jiid hiraja). 
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The King enjoyed no greater absolute authority than a 
chief of a small independent principality. This would not 
be otherwise in the situation that had developed with the 
division of the kingdom. The ruler was not Car removed from 
the throb of public life. He freely mixed with the people, 
was accessible to them and responded to their aspirations. 
He shared their joy and sorrow. He participated in religious 
functions of a public character. We have cited examples of 
the Royal family also attending religious and social cere- 
monies at  the request of private individuals, Yak~amalla's 
Palace Gate inscription (d. 573 NS) tells us that the king 
shared the responsibility for the defence of the country with 
the residents of his locality in equal measure. He spared no 
efforts to fulfill his obligation and bore cheerfully all that 
entailed upon him in the defence. He led his men in the battle 
fields. He had no doubt a claim to call for aid from his 
people who had to join the fighting at  his bidding but he was 
forbidden not to shirk his own responsibility as the leader for 
otherwise escaping personal risks and sacrifices. According 
to SrinivHsamalla's Machhendraniitha temple inscription the 
king had no authority to impose compulsion on the subjects 
except when it meant to enlist their services for the defence 
of their country or making them do some duty of a religious 
character. If he in anyway did anything to make his people 
unhappy. the latter were to make representation to the ruler 
about the whole affair. so that the grievances were redressed* 
Without delay Srinivasamalla makes it known in the same 
record that this was the customary rule in Nepal that the 
people had the right to appeal to the king even against the 
royal decree if it was thought to be unjust. An inscription of 
Ranajitamalla (d. 882 NS) issued in Thimi expressly makes 
it permissible to his ministers and subjects to approach the 
king if at any time he misbehaved and committed unjust 
actions. Not only that, the people were consulted by the 
king if there was a serious issue the country faced at any time- 
We have seen how Ranajitarualla had confronted a situation 
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an the flight of his queen to Thimi where the baby crown 
prince was declared tbe rightful ruler and how in the words 
of a Christian Missionary the Bhatgaon monarch had allowed 
his people individually to speak their mind to him. We notice 
that the people enjoyed the liberty of criticising the ruler's 
action openly or otherwise, and the criticism was encouraged 
.and not suppressed, though the occasions for expression were 
not as many. Whatever the people said in that course did 
*not meet with reprisal on the king's part. The Padre who 
-was an eye-witness of the event observes that critics though 
in disguise called names to  the king who had to listea every- 
thing in silence. Such was the predicament of the king who 
sought to assess opinion on his state policies regarding the 
.declaration of independence by Thimi with his son as king. 
Because the people had direct access to the king, the ministers 
also used their powers sparingly ; none dared override 
customary checks on their use of authority. I think that 
the same held good in regard to the exercise of powers by 
the subordinate officers in the districts and suburban areas. 
I n  Bbatgaon matters went even further than what was implied 
by open consultation and seeking their opinion. We know 
i t  from the case of minister Bhiigiriima that the people could 
even compel their king to persue a course of action which 
,was not to his liking. Bhatgaon was saff ering from economic 
distress owing to the blockade it was subjected to by Kath- 
~mandu's Chief Minister. The people had somehow got the 
impression that if Kathmandu was appeased their suffering 
.would end. King Jitamitramalla was literally dragged by his 
awn subjects to  Kathmandu to plead before Chautiirs 
LaksminiirPyana Jodi who was demanding the surrender of 
Bhatgaon's ChautZrii to his custody. But Jitsmitra had refused 
.to comply with his request. This shows the helpless plight of 
,the king in the tumult of a disaster which set the people 
to revolt against their king. The people thought that 
Jitiirnitramalla was the sole cause of their troubles, Earlier 
-they had demanded the dismissal of Bhiigirama from 
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the post of the ChautTirTi, but the king had not judged 
i t  right to accept their demand. On his refusal they 
had acted and the action was nothing but the exhibition 
of crowd mentality with a difference that they did not 
appear to have bee11 led by veterans for a fixed purpose. 
If Father Freyer is to be believed, such a crowd was also 
responsible for dethroning the king of Kathmandu in 
1737 A.D. But his life was spared. The crowd did not 
kill their king, albeit they killed their minister as they did 
in taking the life of Chikuti by dragging his ailing body 
through the street. Once or twice we heard of the king being 
poisoned to  death. For example, king Piirthivendramalla 
was said to  have been dead as a result of being poisoned, 
but though the report comes from a reliable authority like 
the Thyiisapu A', because as no identity of the mischief-maker 
has been given we might take the incident to be a case of 
food poisoning due to causes other than something planned, 
which was, of course, exploited by a faction in the court to 
further its own ends. By and large, the kings were kept 
outside the province of conspiratorial action and ran the 
least danger of facing a threat to their life on that account. 
If they provoked popular wrath by their inept or indiscreet 
handling of the situation, they were subjected to public 
reproach but no physical harm was intended in the action. 
Even the courtiers who fought among themselves like 
enemies saw it that the area of conflict did not extend to  
affect the king's personal interest. Of course, kings had 
their own arena of fight, which composed the Nepal Valley 
and adjoining areas in the country ruled by the Mall& 
dynasty. 

The immunity enjoyed by the king for personal safety 
was because of the fact that the people considered him a 
divine being and paid him respect due to a divinity. That 
respect remained undiminished even when the monarch's 
: actions angered the people to rise against him. 

The king's person was sacred as that of the divine being- 
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More than that, even his habitation was looked upon as a 
sanctuary. whose inhabitants could not be molested without 
the order of His Majesty. According to  Father Freyer 
(see below Appendix) a man accused of criminal offence 
could not be arrested if he remained touching by his person 
any part of the Royal palace including the outer wall. 

Royal powers were absolute in general but these were 
exercised seldom arbitrarily. The king had to be responsive 
to the pressure of public opinion. He had to feel the pulse 
of the nation at every step and conduct himself respecting 
popular wishes as otherwise be ran the risk of being 
overthrown. But rarely a king had been beheaded. The 
monarch was an autocrat but he was not certainly a tyrant. 
There were many checks on his powers some imposed in 
conformity to traditional practices by the royal spirituaL 
tutors and ministers and yet more born of the situation of a 
kingdom of a limited territory and resources. 

The Nepalese rulers were brought up i n  a liberal atmos- 
phere. Their catholicity was boundless. 

They were followers of Siva and V i ~ g u  in their religious 
attachment, but they did not discriminate between Saivite and 
Buddhist faiths when it came to extending support to the 
temples and shrines belonging to these. Both received equall 
treatment as is evident from the many records of buildings 
and land grants made in honour of the various divinities. 
That is more significant is their attitude towards Christianity.. 
They had allowed full freedom to the Christian Missionaries 
who came from Italy to preach their religion in so distant 
country as Nepal and Tibet. 

Sriniv~samalla who called himself in records the one who 
serves the feet of Buddhist LokeSvara donated lands to 
Visnu. Siva and Gorakhanltha. I n  these very documents he 
also addressed himself as the person purified by the dust of 
the feet of Paiupatinltha. He saw little difference between 
the Buddhist and Saivjte deities and he respected both with a 
feeling of devotion. 
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As in the pages dealing with the political history we have 
.enumerated in detail all instances of pious and religious 
.actions of the rulers, we may not like to  make this section 
more cumbersome by adding further details which would be 
,only repetitions of what we have already said on the subject. 

Coronation: While using this word we must stick to its 
dictionary meaning, which is the ceremony for crowning a 
king. Actually speaking we have no information from any  
-source whatsoever about the elaborate ceremony which we are 
used to read as coronation. The Thyiisapus or noting in the 
,ms. colophons mentioning this subject just take notice of a 
very simple ceremony literally called crowning by which a 
king obtained a tikii (mark of a mixture of vermilion, rice, 
-sandal wood paste put together) on his forehead along with 
-the crown. In some instances the mark was put by the 
seniormost king of the dynasty. The t ik l  was given before 
the body of the late monarch was removed from the palace. 
W e  learn from the Thyiisapu and also from the Newari 
chronicle that Mahendramalla's body was taken away from 
,the palace only while the new king had been proclaimed. The 
Thylsapu C says that Indramalla's ,body could be taken away 
f o r  cremation only when Mahendramalla could be procured 
a s  the next ruler. 

When a king died, his counterparts in other kingdoms 
-came to attend his funeral. The seniormost of them might 
put 1ikSi oa the forehead of the new incumbent to proclaim 
him king. Nrpendramalla of Kathmandu (796-800) got his 
tikii from SrinivTisamalla of Patan who was the seniormost 
ruler of Nepal in the Malla family because of his age 
(Thyiisapu D). When PZrthivendra was crowned the ceremony 
was attended by the kings of Patan and Kathmandu 
-(Thyiisapu A'. f. 25)  and not only that, the latter also 
proclaimed him king, while infant ~ h f i ~ ~ l e n d r a t u a l l a  
succeeded his father in 807 Afidha it was the privilege of the 
Bhatgaon ruler to put a $ikH on the new king's forehead 
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(Thydsapu A ,  f .  64).  SrinivRsamalla was dead a t  the time. 
If there is abdication then the father himself would put the 
tikii on the son's forehead and proclaim him king. This 
happened while Sriniv8samalla had succeeded. But while he 
abdicated and left without notice it fell to  the kings of Patan 
and Kathmandu to declare his son king of Patan (f .  55). 

~h~pa t indramal la  of Bhatgaon offered tikii to Yogamati's 
son, LokaprakBSa, (NS 826) while he was proclaimed king by 
his mother superceding Mahendramalla. 

Sometimes the man who gave t i ka  was also supporting 
the claim of the incumbent if there was a dispute about 
succession, The chronicler said that Yogamati had brought 
Bhiipatindramalla on her side to counteract the pressure of 
Kathmandu whose ministers were contriving to annex Patan. 
It is a well known fact that while Kathmandu's king and 
queen mother were present during the funerary rites accom- 
panying Yoganarendra's death, there was an attack by armed 
groups from across the Biigmati on certain vital areas of 
Patan including the Royal palace. Bhlipatindramalla's 
presence intimidated the invaders who were afraid of reprisal 
at the hands of the Bhatgaon ruler and left hurriedly with 
some plundered property. 

The Thy6sapu A is not clear as to who put the Pkii on 
the crowning of Yoganarendramalla, I t  ollly says he was 
made king of Patan by the kings of Kathmandu and Bhatgaon. 
It is likely that the Royal priest had put the tikii.  We cannot. 
however, draw any conclusion from this obscurity of facts. 
The fik6 by the Royal priest does not seem to suggest any 
particular occasion, which would make it a case by itself. 
Ordinarily the Royal High Priest conducted the ceremony 
and crowned the ruler and put the tikii on his forehead with 
his blessing. This practice is in evidence in many instances. 
But even that much detail generally read in the Thyasapu 
about the crowning ceremonies in Patan and Kathmandu is 
missing which it comes 10 the treatment of the history of 

2 6 
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Bhatgaon. We might suppose that kings in the minority of 
age alone are to seek t i k a  from a senior king of the dynasty. 
The Thyasapu D states that because Srinivlsamalla was the 
Thakd  i(the o!dest member in the clan), he applied the likb 
on Nrpendramalla's forehead. This may by and large support 
the view that the seniormost king was to enjoy the honour 
of crowning another king by putting the tikii on the forehead. 

I do not think that we shall gain anything by prolonging 
the discussion on the subject of l ikii .  So we leave it aside 
and proceed to  consider other matters. But let me add that 
whether to give t ikii  or not the kings had to attend the cere- 
monial rites on the death of another king in any kingdom of 
the Valley of Nepal. Because they shared common blood 
having descended from a common ancestor not very long 
ago their attendance at the ceremony had also an element of 
compulsion in it. They would not refuse to attend it because 
it was a ceremony at  the house of a close relation. 

T o  close the discussion on the subject of crowning it 
should be stressed that the crowning ceremony held under the 
shadow of the death of a monarch on the same day and at the 
same hour could not be one of rejoicing. I t  was just an 
elementary ceremony which had no least pomp and splendour. 
Its objective was to proclaim a new king. A brief ceremony 
was enough to serve the purpose.. After the body was 
cremated, the royal family observed mourning for 12 daysc 
Where was the occasion for rejoicing for having a new king? 

. During these 12 days they could not eat and drink as they 
like, could not meet people they liked and could not leave 
the palace. As if. this was not enough, another period of 
mourning for 32 days and yet another period of 10) months 
followed and they had to observe certain austerity in theif 
daily life. The mourning actually came to an end at the end 
of a full year. Unless a new ceremony of coronation was 
held to renew the feeling of rejoicing, nothing was allowed 
to occur to remind them of the happiness which came at the 
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sight of the new k i n g .  The latter again if he was an adult 
would not like devoting himself to the delight of a colourful 
coronation ceremony while the rest oE the family was 
mourning. 

Not all kings were crowned on the day the throne fell 
vacant. If it was a case of abdication. then crowning took 
place as soon as abdication was proclaimed. But if it was 
the death which occasioned the seating of another man on 
the throne, then it took some days before the latter was 
crowned. Of course, the successor sat on the throne as soon 
as the incumbent died. But the ceremony of crowning was 
performed after the 12-day period of mourning was over. 
This did not, however. apply to cases where there was a 
dispute over the issue of succession between claimants. I n  
such cases no time factor was taken into consideration. 

When Srinivasamalla succeeded his father, the crowning 
was performed on the same day because the latter had 
abdicated. The circumstances of Yoganarendramalla's 
crowning are similar as Srinivssarnalla also had abdicated, 
LokapratlSamalla was crowned on the second day of 
Yoganarendramalla's death. Mahendranlalla (829-35) was 
crowned a little before his predecessor's body was despatched 
for cremation. On both these occasions there was a fear of 
a dispute about the successor, and those in control of  
government hastened to present a fait accompli by the act 
of crowning a successor without even waiting for funerary 
rites. Both represent abnormal situations. Because of want 
of information we do not yet know the circumstances of the 
death of many kings. So it is difficult to  generalise, and make 
out a case for the exact time of crowning. We know of the 
dates of crowning of Bhlpatindramalla and his son. but the 
circumstances in which Jitamitra or even Bhlpatindramalla 
had died are not known to us. Although the account of 
Jagatpraklsa's death due to an attack of small-pox is provided 
by the Th~.iisapu D, we are debarred from knowing the fact 
of his successor's crowning. We are in dark also about the 
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circumstance of succession in regard to the kings of both 
Bhatgaon and Kathmandu until the Thyiisapus come to our 
help, but such notings are not available for the periods before 
NS 780, which again means that the events of the type we 
seek are wrapped in obscurity. The ThySisapu A gives an 
account of certain deaths and successions occurring in 
Kathmandu between NS 799 and 822. According to the 
noting Nlpendramalla died on 800 jyeqtha kygna 3 Sanai- 
Scharaviira, and he was succeeded by his brother, Piirthi- 
vendramalla who was crowned king after 14 days. While 
Pgrthivendra had died on 807 Aqiidha Sukla 3 SanaiScharaviira, 
there was a gap of 12 days before the successor was crowned. 
We have the information from the same ThySisapu that 
Bhiipiilendramalla was crowned on the 15th of the same 
fortnight. Bhiiskaramalla must have been crowned in similar 
circumstances as for the simple reason that the report of 
Bhiipatindra's death in far off Ayodhya reached Nepal some 
20 days later, It appears that although the successor was 
placed on the throne before the deceased was removed to the 
cremation ground his crowning took place only after 12 
days of mourning was over. This might have been a general 
practice which was ignored or broken only in specific 
circumstances. We also find that coins struck in the name of 
the new monarch bore the date year, which occurred in some 
cases nearly four months after the event of crowning. 
The coins of PZrthivendramalla as well as of BhCphlen- 
dramalla were struck in this way. Although the cause for 
this delayed issue of coins is obscure it is quite likely that 
the coins were issued on an auspicious day while the ? or 4 
months' mourning had ended and this was done in persuance 
of the injunction of some SSistras in this respect. 

Kings, Literatures and Art-lovers : 

Jagajjyotirmalla of Bbatgaon was the most versatile 
scholar of the age. With the help of VakSamiioi JhH he wrote 
dramas in Sanskrit and other poetic compositions and also 
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works on prosody, rhetoric, music and theatrical arts. He 
also restored treatises of astronomy, astrology and medical 
science. We need not recapitulate them here as all these are 
described in detail in our narrative. Next to Jagajjyotirmalla 
comes Siddhinarasimhamalla and PratHpamalla. To the 
former's credit are attributed some dramatic works. The 
latter inspite of his mediocrity was most presumptuous. He 
claimed a very wide range of scholarship extending from 
poetry to fine arts and epigraphy to magic. I t  appears that 
when king Jagajjyotir died VamSamani shifted to the court 
of Kathmandu. It is on the record that he wrote two dramas 
for the court of Kathmandu, one of which -xas staged on the 
occasion of PratBpamalla's tulddiina ceremony. Pratapamalla 
informs us through many inscriptions that he was a prolific 
writer of stuti Slokas, groups of verses, composed to  propitiate 
different deities such as Lord Pasupatinatha, Goddess Guhye- 
Svari, Mother Vajrayogini, NHgarZija VHsuki, Mothers KBli, 
Taleju and Degutale and Lord Nataraja. PratHpamalla 
composed Vygtichintdmanistotra, and claims that he entered 
the 27-roomed 3 storey house of SHntipur on the Svayambhu- 
nItha hill and overcoming many obstacles got hold of the 
piece of cloth painted with the blood of the serpents, which 
caused rainfall at a time stricken with draught. By causing 
inscription of a multitude of scripts on a stone, which again 
bore no meaning, he thought that he had acquired mastery 
over a wide variety of scripts and languages though such a 
claim was quite ridiculous. He felt that he was a poet of 
the status of classical composers ; he called himself the king 
of poets (Kavindra). I n  his Kavindrapura inscription PratHpa 
said that he had himself become NrtyanHtha while he was 
witnessing a dance play. In no records of his the king forgot 
to qualify his name with the epithet sakalaSaStrafiistra saitgitE- 
dividylpdraga, which meant that he was well-versed in 
different branches of learning and art of warfare as well as 
in the field of fine arts including music. Pratapamalla's son 
Pzrthivendra who hdd also developed the same proclivity for 



acquiring a reputation of a poet composed vsrses in honour 
of PaSupatiniitha and Mother Taleju. I11 the pillar inscription 
of 803 he tells us that he was proficient in the art of weapons 
and in Siistras and other studies including music (SastraiZistra- 
sarigitiidiyiivadvidyiipiiraga rasika Siron~ani). He was adept 
in lexicon. grammar, legendary tales. formularies, six systems 
of philosophy, music, literature and ancient laws and logic, 
(KoSevyiikaranapurwa-tantre cha v a i i e ~ i k e  sarigite vediinta- 
piitanjale kdvviilahkiirane Srutau cha nipuna sakkhya stutanlar 
kako)  . 

Yoganarendramalla is always addressed as sangitiirnava- 
piiraga (one who has crossed the bounds of the ocean of 
the knowledge of music). I n  the Kirtipur inscription he is 
said to possess knowledge of all the learning such as gram. 
mar. lexicon. literature, philosophy, history, polity and 
laws. Yoganarendramalla's coins also bore the epithet 
sangitiirnavaparagu (Walsh, V. 5 ,  8). BhiipZilendramalla was 
since his childhood given the title of Kavindra ; the coin 
issued in NS 812 bears this title (Walsh, n. 21 not illustrated), 
In  another inscription of the same year he is called 
vidyiidguniilarikyto meaning adorned by the qualities of 
the learned men (BLI. n. 20). At one place he is called 
K~viraja-Siromani,  a diadem of the court of the king of 
Poets (see above). King Jagatpraki.4 amalla of B hatgaon 
called himself a teacher in musical studies giindharvavid~a- 
guru). He composed verses in Sanskrit as ~ratlpamalla 
and his son did, He also wrote dramas, The Bhatgaoll 
kings were famed for their contributions to the dramatic 
literature of the age. They wrote in a mixed language, 
partly Sanskrit and partly Newari, and Maithili. The reader 
should read the section on literature to have an idea of the 
works they produced. As literature JitLmitra, Bhiipatindra and 
Ral?ajita are noted with distinction. Some of their works are 
described by critics as excellent. Rapajitamalla in particular 
has some astronomical works in his name either original or 
traoslated from Sanskrit into the Newari language. 
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We may not take seriously some of the tall claims put 
forward by our kings. Perhaps they knew not as much as they 
trumpeted. We might also not take them as the real authors 
of all the poetic and dramatic works attributed to their pen. 
Perhaps they got many of the works written by scholars of 
the court and passed them as their own. They might have 
tried their hand to produce some; they might have been also 
co-authors or authors of a few. But all these high sounding 
titles can be disputed. However their love for learning and 
patronage of scholarship cannot be doubted. We have seen 
that some of the kings took pains to copy or read puriinas like 
Bhagavata, Harivarhsa. etc. and have a copy of Harivamsa 
which was read by Yragamalla. The great Buddhist MahSyHna 
work, Prajfiiipiiramita, was read in its full text by another 
king. Pratapamalla copied the Bhiigavata with his own hands. 
Even as a child BhHskaramalla developed a taste for 
drama, and this is seen written by the author in his prologue. 
Nobody can refuse to accept the fact of their taste for 
music and fine arts. Because they were devoted intensely to 
their relijon, they were taught from the beginning to chant 
liturgies in honour of the deities, I t  appears that the kings 
and princes were placed under BrHhamana teachers who 
taught them various subjects, the knowledge of which was 
indispensible to the rulers of the age both in the interest of 
good government and attainment of pious objectives. It is 
obvious that the men entrusted with the education of the 
prince were keen to inculcate in their royal pupils virtues of 
character. discipline and good conduct. Manu says that the 
king was to be taught the three vidjxis-the dagdaniti, 
anvik~iki, iitmavidyii and viirtii. Chandesvara comments 
that by trayividyii Manu meant studies of tht: three Vedas by 
finvik~iki logic, by iitmavidyii vediinta philosophy and by viirtii 
agriculture and trade. Somadeva thinks that to these should be 
added other branches of learning such as history, astronomy. 
grammar, ancient laws, mimiitha, nirukta, chhanda and 
others. I think that the knowledge to which our kings laid 
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claim was prescribed by Kautilya, Manu and other teachers 
of Indian polity and it is obvious that the training of the 
kings was on the traditional line. Again following the 
traditional line of education, the king was also apprised of 
certain things which they had to do, and also of those which 
they had to avoid. ChagdeSvara repeating what older 
authorities had recommended emphasises the avoidance of 
daiakiima (ten lusts), a~takrodha  (efght angers) and agtadaia 
vyasaniin (eighteen evils). These included hunting, sleeping 
at daytime, dancing, singing, playing musical instruments, 
drinking alcohol and wandering without purpose. The 
the king is required to seek association with learned men, to. 
observe punctually all religious rites and again like a father 
protect his people from sinful and wicked persons, thieves 
and robbers (according to Yljiiavalkya). Manu states that 
the foremost duty of a king was to protect his people and to 
pay respects to Brlhmanas. Narada suggested that the king 
was to follow the Dharmaiiistra discarding ArthoSSistra, a 
maxim which Yiijiiavalkya also supported. The latter says 
that he was to do whatever the DharmaSiistra said because 
this was a greater teacher than an ArthaSiislra. Above all. 
the king was not to be covetous. It by his greed he impo- 
verishes the country, then this life also withers away. He 
will perish with his clan if he enriches himself by unjust 
actions*" The king possesses the danda, and as ChandrSvara 
observes in his commentary, law-givers like Manu, Yiijfiaval- 
kya and NBrada want the king to make good use of the 
instrument of danda against the evil-doers. The d a ~ d a ,  
the institution of punishment is a god made object, and the 
king has to use it only against those who deserve it but in 
that process he has to ascertain also the crime committed. 
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Manu also stresses the importance of preserving traditional 
practices by the king who was to be alert if Svadharma of 
every individual was threatened. We do not know how far 
the instructions of the ancient law-givers were followed in 
practice by our kings. But they certainly received training in 
the way the Rgis desired. They could not be the ideal kings 
for they suffered from many shortcomings. Rules were 
easily ignored and things done in furtherance of selfish ends. 
I n  spite of religious temperament, king and ministers would 
not shirk committing misdeeds when it meant carrying out a 
design. But all these deviations occurred when politics, love. 
war or the king's own worldly interest was involved. As for 
politics Manu, Yiijfiavalkya and others have prescribed the 
play of the four instruments, siima, diina, danda and bheda, 
So if our kings are found often quarrelling and trying to push 
their selfish design, it could not be called something 
condemnable. Chandesvara quotes Manu to propound an 
idea that the king has always to  maintain dvaidhibhiiva 
(double dealings) in pursuing his policy towards other kings. 

This was an open call to act dishonestly in diplomacy. 
KHmandaka, the commentator of Kautilya, goes futher and 
counsels his king not to put faith on anybody. Distrust was 
the keynote of polity, he suggested24 (KHmandaka was as 
widely read as Chaqdeivara in Nepal). Manu while remin- 
ding the king of the efficacy of the slnladana da&a bheda 
nili tells him that his main objective was to protect himself. 
and for this end no means was objectionable. Chandesvara 
elaborating a maxim suggested that the king should act like a 
heron when he thought of adding wealth. he must behave like 
a lion in the battlefield, he must fondle his prey as does the 
wolf and then walk in a crooked manner like a hare into the  
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arms of a strong ally to elude overpowering enemy;25 The 
teachings of the law-givers taken as  they are must be treated 
as samething enabling the ruler to adopt means according 10 

expediency. Moral considerations are all thrown to winds. 

The statecraft taught to these monarchs though did not 
.openly ignore the dharmaSiistra did in practice justify all 
their actions which disregarded considerations of piety, justice 
.and fair play. Of course, not all kings ignored the teaching 01 
the Dharmaiiistra and took to accepting the formulas of the 
nitibiistra. But with many kings stratagem was a policy. It was 
.true that only an aggressive king intent on pursuing a policy 
.of playing deceptive tactics in his dealing with neighbours 
.tried to put himself in contravention of the rules of conduct 
as recommended by DharmaSiistra. As nitiiiistra required the 
.king to put his own interest before anything else, one who 
thought to act in that manuer did not hesitate to cast to winds 
-all considerations of good and evil if it served his interest. 
We have seen how under cover of darkness the kings launch- 

.ed attacks on neighbouring countries. Such attacks are 
prohibited by our laws of war. But our kings did not 
.mind violate this law. W e  can cite numerous examples in 
support of our statement. According to the Thylisapu the 
strategic townlet of Thimi was attacked at  night by Bhfi- 
,p&lendramalla in NS 818, and t h ~ s  was done surreptiti0usl~- 
.Bhatgaon had sent its men to attack S86khu secretly in N S  
848. The attack on Thimi was repulsed by the timely arrival 
-of help from Bhatgaon and also because Patan rushed msn 
.from Lubhu. S86khu was saved by its own force as the 
inhabitants in the nick of time rose to a man and drove 
away sneaking invaders who had not yet thrown their full 
weight in the fight. For the wisdom and bravery the people 
displayed ou the occasion the king of Kathmandu awarded 
.them prizes, which is mentioned in an inscription of Slnkhu 
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of the same year, We may not need more examples for an 
idea of tbe mentality exhibited by rulers while they attacked 
neighbows. This had become almost a general practice, 
and we might not expect anything otherwise in the vicious 
atmosphere of the day. Anything moral was an exception 
where a moral consideration prevailed. 

For those in the Valley of Nepal there was no world 
beyond their immediate vicinity. They had no doubt contacts 
with their immediate neighbours on a l l  sides. but  they 
had no larger vision than what their knowledge of their 
geographical surrounding permitted. They certainly lived 
in a narrow world and they applied here everything that  
they were taught by Manu, Kiimandaka, ChandeSvara and 
-others. Each played his game in his own way forgetting that 
there was a vast wgrld outside which existed with kings and 
.emperors, feudatories and vassals, i n  comparison to whom 
all their pomp and glory paled into insignificance. But our 
kings were proud of their little principality. They could not 
see beyond their nose, and thought that they were sent on 
earth to play the part of an emperor and with all deception, 
tact and skill they commanded they felt they were to rule 
there. But the tradition of the crafty monarchs was not wholly 
applied. This was the reason that, we find our kings display- 
ing 011 occasions a noble and large mind. The faults acquired 
due to circumstances were there, but these were minimised, 
because we had also side by side a tradition of love, tolerance 
and magnanimity, Here we must remember pious kings like 
Siddhinarasimharnalla and Sriniviisamalla. These were in  
true sense rii jar~i whose way of life differed from the average 
monarch of the age. They were free from the taint of selfish- 
ness, greed, deceit and falsehood. We have also to bear in 
mind that politics was not the end o i  all activities. A crafty 
king encouraged and patronised art and literature as he also 
did his duty towards his deities and priests with all the sincere 
and pious feeling. 

Absence o f  Bigotry : Religious belief and system of 
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worship had for a long time in the past borne equally 
a mixed character of harmony and adjustment. Religious 
partiality or prejudice was quite unknown. We have 
numerous examples of how the rulers encouraged all 
shades of religious beliefs, and the latter in turn responded 
to this liberalism of the rulers with tolerance and respect in 
their own rank. About the catholicity and impartial 
attitude of the rulers towards religion we have the various 
Buddhist and Saiva monuments and shrines to their credit, 
which speak volumes for themselves. A monarch took 
delight and pride in bestowing attention on prayers and 
grants to deities irrespective of the school of worship. A 
glaring instance is provided in JyotirmallH's PHSupati 
inscription. where the royal personage speaks of himself 
amongst other things as one bent under the weight of the fame 
earned by means of the virtuous deed he earned in repairing 
the broken Chaitya of Svayambhu and the image of 
Maiij uSri. 

Inscriptions of JayasimharZima and his successors though 
meant for commemorating the setting up of Saivite deites 
have invoked Buddhist principles and trinity for their 
blessing. MadanasimharHma set up  the image of Diparikara 
Buddha in Itambahal. PratHpa had erected a shrine in 
honour of Svayambho as well as dedicated monuments and 
temples in Patan and in Bhatgaon all without exception. 

We find that following the ageold tradition kings and their 
officers in our period also paid equal homage to both the 
Saivite and Buddhist deities. There are numerous epigraphic 
records in support for this kind of religious catholicity and 
liberal devotion. 

As we suggested earlier a remarkable fact was that they 
were also equally attentive to faiths that were extraneous to 
Nepalese tradition. We find that in this period European 
Christians had secured rights to preach freely and not only 
that but also obtained much facilities for the purpose and 
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were provided with Chapels and grants in money and land in 
aid in the same way as Saiva and Bauddha religious 
institutions. We hear also of Muslims to  have been patro- 
nised by the Malla rulers. 

Generally the rulers were deeply religious and possessed 
devotional bent of mind and were preoccupied with activities 
directed to that end. The inscriptions show that each of them 
was deeply religious and lived under influences of elaborate 
rituals (see about Pratgpa), though vices of the age did not 
leave them untouched and penitence accompanied by suffer- 
ing deliberately undergone was also so common with them. 
Besides religious endowments for the upkeep of tbe temples 
and monasteries, the rulers built wells, tanks, bridges and 
public inns and drainage for the convenience acd welfare of 
the general mass of the people. The  rulers fulfilled their 
social responsibilities in terms of religious duty as ardently 
as if it were ordained by traditions. This had one merit. 
The rulers as happened under primitive conditions were 
always in direct touch with the mass of the people. There 
were many social functions connected witb the celebrations 
of certain popular festivals or anniversary of some special 
day in honour of the deities, in which they took prominent 
part. In all these they had to appear in person and bless 
the occasion and in several cases as the earthly incarnation of 
the God concerned. 

Humble nreans: In theory the kings were the owner of 
the entire kingdom, yet means for their own personal com- 
forts were so limited that some of them had to borrow money 
or food from the wealthy endowments. Besides obtaining 
the state revenues from land and trade (see below section on 
the economic life). the kings were also private laodowners. 
But we should not forget that each,ruled a small kingdom. 
which in no case enjoyed viability as an economic unit. To 
add to their already attenuated resources. the not infrequent 
wars occurring i n  the Valley between one or the other ruler or 
rulers further tended to impoverish tbem. Individually the 
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kings could never command beyond a medium of resources 
just enough to keep up appearances. The means of taxation 
were limited, and the scope of expenditure was wide enough 
to  deflate the Royal treasury. The royal pomp and splendour 
took away a great portion of public revenue, so did religious 
donations and devotional and ritualistic practices. For the 
king of a small country it was not possible to  indulge i n  
activities which required huge expenses of resources. They 
could not be extravagant without undermining potential 
wealth of the country. But the kings inspite of their humble 
means were never tired of living a pompous life though a part 
of this pomp and show was of religious character. 

Recently a piece of old paper of a fullscape size with some 
notes written on it has come to my hand. The paper in its 
make looks as  old as 200 years. The noting is about a large 
quantity of rice made over to the kings of Patan from time 
to time. 

Rice 
Y B  

B *  

- 9  Y 

9s 

Pham 
,* 

* B  

* * 

B Y  

Given to Mahiiriija RiijyaprakiiSarnalla 

100 on ZgiidaSukln . . . . . . 
100 ,, 9 , krsna ... . . . 
200 ,, Sriivanakrjna ... ... 
400 ,, PhlilgunaSukla ... ... 
400 Through Birinchi Bh3ju 

on BhiidraSul~la . . . . . ,  

200 Through Birinchi BhZju 
on Bhiidrakygna ... 

200 a *  ,, ( a  on Bhiidrakygna ... 
250 ,, ,, 9 )  m y 3  19 ... 
200 ,, .. . . ., BhiidraSukla ... 
200 ,, Dhana i n  BhiidraSukla 
100 in Sriivanaklgna. 
420 Through Dhanavanta Singh BhHju, 

Bhadrakr~na.  
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Given to ViSvajita Mahiiriijn 

Rice Pham 60 Through Bhajimasta Juju and Bhadrabhiiju. 
Vi4vajitarnalla died on 880 Sriivanakqna 13- 

,, ,, 45 given to the king in Bhiidrakr~nu 
through Dhanchii Bhiiju. 

) , ,, 120 Given to the king through Birinchi Bhiiju 
in Sarizvat 884. 

, , ,, 70 Given to the King in Sa?hvat 885 through 
Birinchi BhHju. 

Given to Tejanarasirhhamalla Mahiiriija 

The quantity of rice came from the granary of Sri 3 
Mahibuddha in Patan. 

I have reproduced the above just to give an idea of the 
economic resources of the kings of the Nepal Valley in 
general. Of course the period coincides with the progress 
of Gorkh5 expansion and this was the time when the enemy 
had almost descended to the low lands of the Valley capturing 
many areas lying at the foot of the surrounding mountains 
and beyond together with outer Valleys these areas were 
yielding to the three kingdoms their revenue in grains. But 
the grain position should not have been so bad for the loss 
of the territories if they had acted discreetly in other matters. 
In fact the Nepalese kings even in their heyday were of poor 
means and the pomp and splendour of the court was telling 
heavily on t h e  resources. And again all this was due to the 
fact that the kingdom each ruled was of a very small size. 
The reader, however, should not forget that GorkhH was a 
smaller principality and its king who conquered the Valley 
was poorer than any of them. But different factors were 
creating a situation where Gorkhii's victory was assured. 

Inspite of their limited resources, the kings had neverthe- 
less a proclivity to parade their alnassed wealth, exaggerate 
the values of their possession and pose a false pretence. They 
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were ever trying to create itn untenable impression about 
their meagre resources and then to demand the highest praise 
which is due only to the master of a vast kingdom. Tbey 
adopted all the imperial titles, did not hesitate to compare 
themselves with the classical heroes of India i n  respect of 
valour and superhuman feats and appeared to surpass the 
best talents in art and literature. Above all their Majesty 
was divine. The people offered them the same devotion as 
was given to gods. A throne in the temple of Lord Kysna 
provided for Siddhinarasirhha, speaks for the people's concern 
for the person of the King, who was to  be treated as a divine 
character. The throne is in display during a festival in 
August. This bears an inscription showing that the throne 
was meant for the king. Similarly, the manimandapa in front 
of the Royal palace had a throne meant for the sitting of king 
Yoganarendramalla. This was offered by one of the ministers 
of the king. I n  the inscription attached to  the wall the 
minister tells us that the occasion was blessed by His Majesty 
and he worshipped the feet of the king. Thus there was a 
divine halo surrounding the king's image, 

His being a monarch of a small country was no reason 
to look down upon him otherwise than a divine personality. 

But as we have already observed the king exhibited 
sufficient sagacity and foresight. he was not to be possessed 
by ideas to become absolute and function as an irresponsive 
dictator. The people always won when the tussle came 
between the ruler a ~ d  the ruled. If they felt that the king had 
t o  act in a particular way the people rose in revolt and dragg- 
ed the person of the king compelling him to do as they liked 
it as it had happened in the case of Jitiimitramalla in 807. 

The reader's attention is drawn to the account of religious 
activities we have drawn in the portion of the present writing 
dealing with the political history of the period. 

Sahebju: The king's son who was to succeed him was 
known as Sahebju (Inscription n. 121, 143 in our Appeodix). 
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He was also called yuvariijaZ6 or MahlrZjakumarag7. By a 
special decree he was declared crown prince since his very 
infancy. When he came of age he shared responsibilities of 
governing the country with his father. We have seen how 
Pratiipamalla was ruling as a co-king under his father. 
SrinivBsamalla's becoming a de facto ruler while still his 
father was alive is another example. He on his own part had 
allowed his son Yoganarendramalla to share responsibilities, 
though the latter was just out of his teens. Under age he 
could do nothing, yet figured as a witness to the many pious 
deeds, land grants and governmental decrees, whose name 
unfailingly appeared in the record incorporating the same 
(Inscriptions in our Appendix PuriitanapatrasuAgraha. I, no. 
2,7, 14.18, 19) while coming of age the Sahebju was sent 
to lead his men in the battle field. The succession was 
governed by the rule of primogeniture. So always the eldest 
son succeeded the father. When the father died the eldest son 
automatically succeeded. In case the eldest son died without a 
son then the second eldest would be chosen. Also, when a king 
died without any heir he was succeeded by his brother, If 
per chance, there was some hitch or an attempt to supercede 
the legitimate claims either by the dying father or by a 
PramZina clique in the court it was not allowed to prevail, 
The throne ultimately went to the rightful successor, the 
eldest living son. There were few occasions of conflict 
between brothers as to the right of succession. The brothers 
appeared to be living in an atmosphere of perfect accord 
and amity. Each of them was called Juju (king) by their 
geople. The youngest was known as  Mirarizha juju. If the 
son was already born he got this designation. In the 
Thyiisupu A the youngest son of Pratiipamalla is called 
Mirafiha juju (f. 57, 65). The same Thyiisapu calls him 
Mirafiha juju while one or the other brother was ruling. 

26 n. 72 in our Appendix. 
27 n. 60 in our Appendix. 

n. 69 in our Appendix. 
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The Thyiisapu C at one place calls an illegitimate son 
of the king of Patan the Miraritha juju. The brothers of the 
king were also widely respected. I n  state affairs their role 
was no less important. They accompanied the elder brother 
to  attend the interstate conferences. We have from the 
Thyiisapu D the Bhatgaon king and his brother meeting in a 
conference Kathmandu's king and his brothers in the month 
of VaiSiija of 794. Bhiipatindramalla's uncle Ugramalla 
played an important part also in  the post Ji~iimitra period. 

If there was no legitimate son to succeed the father there 
was no bar to an illegitimate son succeeding him, There are 
many examples of illegitinlate sons succeeding their father 
and functioiling as king. The people raised no objection and 
the court also tolerated the practice. Taking the very recent 
example we have king Mahendrarnalla of Patan on the throne 
between 831 and 835 Nepal era, who was an illegitimateson 
of Yoganarendtamalla. If SivasiAha's case (798-838) was 
considered, then we must admit that the ruling dynasty from 
him onwards up till the last had no claim to legitimacy. 

Women o f  the Royal Family : From the very ancient 
days in Nepal as in other countries there have been powerful 
women who controlled at times the reins of government* 
I n  the late medieval period w e  have more than one influential 
women who wielded powers of state (see above). We 
have seen what a conspicuous role was played by PratSpa- 
malls's queens and later while his grandson reigned the 
administration was dominated by Pratlpa's daughter-in-law, 
Rddhilakgmi, mother of the ruler. Rddhilak~mi's daughter-in- 
law. Bhuvanalakgmi, was another powerful woman who ruled 
efficiently for some years during the infancy of her son. Thus 
no period of history seems to have run its course witbout 
some women playing a leading role in the activities of the 
state in Nepal. 

Polygamy was rampant in the society. I n  the upper crust 
it was more so and the rulers maintained a kind of harem 
with queens and concubines and maids to attend upon them. 
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Although in the religious atnlo-sphere of the day they 
devoted their time to reciting prayers and visiiing temples 
and sacred formularies they were no less given to  sensuous 
pleasures, which took their time and energy to the detriment 
of state affairs. 

As it was the practice in parts of India, the rulers of 
Nepal married more than one wife a t  a time and also 
maintained a number of concubines and kept girls in their 
harems. The  married wife of the ruler was known as 
Pattarnahi~i or when she was the mother of the Crown Prince 
and other successors as Jagaijanani. They were also called 
Mahiirani. But sometimes this designation was applied to the 
most fsvoured from amongst the second category of wives, 
who though married did not by birth belong to the first rank 
of K~atriya caste. There was another class of the king's 
spouse comnlonly called Blzogini or  Bhogabadhfi;ikii, But 
she was not treated as the married wife of the ruler, although 
she enjoyed a status not very much inferior to them because 
she also at times figured in inscriptional records along with 
the queens of the first rank, Bhogini according to  Bharata 
is a spouse of second rank 'who has a good character, little 
vanity, no pride, kindness, modesty and practice.' I n  some 
Nepalese records of those days Bhogini is often referred lo as  
sahgrihinibhcirjd meaning acquired wife, obviously she was 
not a legal wife married according to Vedic rites. The large 
number of concubines were known simply as  Maiju. If one 
of them was of a high birth she was called Lavatini. 

The above arrangement fits in very well in comparison 
with the system i n  vogue during the RBni period with their 
Rljdmah~riinis, Mohiirljnis, Riinis and Ndnisahebs-four 
categories of wives, who differed i n  status and ranks according 
as they were desipnate.3 by state decrees of the MahHrsjZ 
Premier co~~ce rned .  

When, however, it came to the matter of sharing a place 
in the funeral pyre a l o n  with the husband, no distiuction of 
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status and legality to the Mahbriini or Pat$arnahi~i could be 
made because both were burnt in the same pyre with the king 
(see above). 

The practice of Sati was very common with the royal 
faniily. As is evidenced from the findings of the chronicles 
and inscriptions a large number of king's wives were burnt 
alive with his dead body as it suited the occasion. It is very 
difficult to say if the common laity was influenced by the 
custom. But in the light of what we know about the systems 
of marriage and divorce it can be deduced that the custom of 
Sati did not at all affect the people in general. 

I t  appears that sometimes not only the wife but also 
sisters and mothers were burnt on the pyre. The example 
of a sister being burnt is provided by a record in the case 
of the death of Mahendramalla (vide ante). We have seen 
how the mother of Vigvajitamalla preferred to join the 
funeral pyre while she found her son killed by a rebel 
courtier. 

Members of th'e Royal Family : 

We have already observed that besides the King's mother 
his married queen and pet concubine as well as brothers* 
other members of the Royal family also played an important 
part in the affairs of state. We have taken note of the very 
significant role played by Ugramalla in his nephew's reign. 
Ugramalla appears as a witness to the historic pact of NS 
818, which appears in one of the Patan Mulchok inscriptions 
(n. 104 in our Appendix). We know from other sources that he 
was the main royal adviser in Bhatgaon for some time during 

the early regnal career of Bhiipatindramalla. More members 
of the royal family figure in records of land grants, decrees 
or interstate political and cultural agreements. Some of them 
are unidentified, and hence our surmise that they were 
playing their parts even as first or second cousins. The 
identity of a person as a member of the royal family is 
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obtained through certain epithets used before or after the 
name. Two such epithets are Jaya and deva, the former 
preceding and the latter following the name. With these 
epithets the name would appear Jaja  so and so deva. I t  would 
also be preceded by two Sri unlike others who would have 
only one or even go without it. All members of the royal 
family including the king have invariably Sri 2 Jaya before 
the name and deva after it. Sometimes the king goes without 
high sounding royal titles like P-Pb-Md, but he has always the 
two adjectives as  enumerated above. Probably the sons of 
the king by concubines who were not staying in the palace 
were denied these epithets. If some one whom we know to 
have been a feudatory adds to his name these epithets, we 
should understand that this is a clear case of usurpation. 
Here the feudatory had tried to pass himself as  a king for that 
part of the country over which he had ruled by usurping the 
central authority. The  best example of such usurpation in 
our period is found a t  the very beginning of our period while 
Patan was yet not an independent kingdom but a feudal 
principality. Patan's feudatory Visqusimha and his sons do  
not use high sounding royal titles but are content having 
Sri Jaya and deva.. They did ignore the king if they had 
thought themselves vassals, but it appears that with these 
titles they assunled the status of the members of the royal 
family and felt being lifted to the ranks of the kings. Such 
feudatories, however, had completely disappeared as  we step 
into the 17th century A.D.. so that the epithets we have 
talked of came to be exclusively used by the members of the 
ruling family. 

The Court: 

The court was an ensemble of highly placed 
ladies of the palace including the queen. pet concubines and 
queen mothers, and ministers and other noble men who were 

Inscription nos. 3, 7. 19,25. 
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either the relatives or close favourites of the king and his 
wife or  morher. By the very nature of its con~position i t  was 
bound to fall apart no single group feeling dominated the 
court as  there were different elements, which were again 
divided by conflicting personal interest. 

I t  was a faction ridden court and intrigue was rampant. 
These elements pulled their weight from different directions. 
There were pul1s:and counterpulls. The  factions were acting 
in contrary directions, and often a t  the cost of the monarch's 
interest. There was no question of the country's interest 

coming first above every other interest. Very often factions 
rallied round the queen and the princes. The queen mother 
also became a rallying point on many occasions. She was an 
effective personality and could boast of her own camp against 
others. From the examples of BhiigirHrna Pradhiiniihga and 
Bhagiratha Bhaiyii. We might know how in an atmosphere 
of intrigue even the powerful personalities suffered. Both 
had enjoyed ineximum confidence of  their kings, but this was 
of no avail when crisis came to their life. The latter was 
killed probably with the consent of king Sriniviisamalla who 
had said on many occasions that the minister's person was 
a part of total physical personality. Rddhilaksmi who bad 
stood like an unassailable rock for  ten years had to yield to 
the machination of her adversaries. When they contrived 
successfully to set her own son against her tutelage. The 
king whom she had brought up  a t  a great s,uffering to herself 
disowned her. would not allow her to live in  the capital and 
banished her to a lone hill fort near the Tibetan border. 
Pratiipamalla was encouraged by a faction to go against his 
father. The  abdication of  Sriniviisamalla was probably due  
to  pressure of a group of persons who had rallied roulld his 
son and excited him to compel1 the father to resign. In 
other words, he was a victim ol  court intrigue. 

Access to the court was possible only to the high bred 
These were members of the royal family, the collaterals. their 
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relations by marriage, landlords and special favourites who 
rose to eminence on account of recognition given to their 
loyal services. The ccrncubines were no less powerful in the 
court, Because illegitimate sons could also ascend the throne 
in circumstances where there was no legitimate male 
child, those concubines favoured with a son could 
look forward to becoming a queen mother and she was 
treated with veneration by the courtiers. RIjeSvaridevi. 
.mother of the infant king Mahendramalla of Patan, acted 
as  Regent and issued half a mohar coin in her name. though 
she was a concubine and almost neglected by her husband 
king Yoganarendramalla as long as he lived. The brother of 
one of the concubines of Yoganarendramalla became Chief 
Minister in NS 807. He manoeuvred to bring about the 
downfall of another clique. and though very young made 
a debut in the field by getting himself nominated to the 
aesponsible post of ChautIrii. So among the courtiers we 
may also place the family of the concubines of the ruler. But 
in this connection we must note that the king got his con- 
cubines from higbly placed families in the city. This took 
pride in placing their daughter at the disposal of the king. 
no matter what status was given to them. At times because 
of the extreme liking the king evidenced for a particular 
concubine. She received a treatment better than the married 
queen. King Yoganarendramalla's coins bear in the 'reverse 
names, none of which was the queen's (Walsh. V, 5. 6, 7, 8). 

Kathmandu's king PIrthivendra struck a coin with the 
name 01 his concubine in the reverse (Walsh, 111. 2). In 
the Tiileju pillar inscription. this lady, RPjyalakgmidevi is 
called Maiju. a word meaning a kept wife, but her name 
appears prior to that of Rddhilskgmi, the married queen 
(Paltamahi~i) aud mother of the successor. 

of course, whatever may be the extent of powers enjoyed 
by individual courtiers, it was the king who was the ultimate 
source of all powers, and who bestowed rank OII the various 
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types of people in the court, which determined their rank 
and status. In the ultimate analysis he played the most 
important role. I t  was only when he was weak-minded, 
intriguers became active, and the court factions fought one 
another. The resultant situation was very bad because it 
created instability. As we read our medival history we 
find that tension arose while certain oourtiers became 
extraordinarily powerful, and this happened when there 
was an infant on the throne. We are reminded of the time 
when Lakgminariiyana JoSi had become the Chief Minister 
of Kathmandu Lakeminiiriiyana by his arrogant behaviout 
and display of unattainable ambition had contrived to 
create tension in the Nepal Valley, which subsided only 
after his death, An arrogant king does equally help to 
create disquiet. We have seen the example of JayaprakBSa- 
malla. I n  spite of his patriotic motives he was a failure 
as a ruler. In the height of power his court successfully 
intrigued to oust him and although later he staged a come 
back and subdued the hostile court the intriguers went 
underground and started working up mass feeling against 
him. This was the reason why Kathmandu smarting under 
his tyrannical rule was ready to  embrace the aggressor. 
In  Patan the ministers so intrigued that the king became 
a captive. This would not have mattered had there been 
a sincere etfort to patch up the ranks in the nobility for 
the sake of organising a stiff resistance to the invader* 
But the intriguers were not so farsighted. They were busy 
amassing fortune for themselves, and we know how the end 
came to them so unceremoniously with the total collapse of 
the Malla kingdom not only of one of them but of all of them* 
As a matter of fact. the Valley kingdoms fell to the invader, 
because of court intrigues, internal subversion and interc 
necine conflicts subsisting in the interstate relationship of 
the Nepal Valley, The virile court had mostly to do with it 
because it was indulging in intrigues against the larger 
interest of the Valley kingdoms put together. 
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Old Nobility: Although ruling feudatories had dis- 
appeared in our period. their descendants were still a force 
to count with as land-lords and as  those who inherited 
the glories of the old nobility. These persons continued to 
use the titles of their forefathers, titles such as riibutta, 
kumhara (riijkumiira). piitra, piitravu&fa, Thus these were 
recognised distinctly from the new class of nobility. The 
title Bhsro though starting from the 14th century is of 
comparatively later origin and this is more often in evidence 
in our period than other feudal titles. So the BhZiros might 
be treated as a new class of nobility. I n  the Yanamugal 
inscriptionZs of the reign of Siddhinarsimbamalla, the donors 
are all BhHros. The Harasiddhi inscription of Srinivssa- 
malla has also many names with the title Bharo after 
their names.lg The Balambhu inscription of 777 brings out 
certain names with the Bhiiro title as those who had built the 
temple. of MahHlaksmi.30 Those intrusted to look alter 
the water conduit iu Kocchu Tole quarter of Pharping by 
~rinivlsarnalla in his inscription of 797 are also ~ h ~ r o s . ~ '  
In the Bhimasena Temple inscription of 801 some persons- 
figure' with the title of Piitra~ariziariivutta.~~ The son-in-law of 
Srinivlsamalla bears the title Kumhiira ( P r i n ~ e ) . ~ ~  HiikuchH, 
the Chief Minister of Bhatgaon in 818 is a witness to the 
Talegu land grant of Yoganarendramalla, and in the inscrip- 
tion he is called Ragh~val i lSaraut ta .~~ Ambar Sing& 
BhHro and others appear in a land record of 848.35 A great 
majority of ministers and ChautarHs also have BhH or  
BhHros added to their names. The BhHro class probably 

28 n. 33 in our Appendix. 
29 n. 63 in our Appendix. 
30 n. 67 in our Appendix. 
31 n. 79 in our Appendix. 
32 n. 86 i n  our Appendix. 
33 n. 87 in our Appendix. 
34 n. 105.in our Appendix. 
35 n. 136 in our Appendix. 
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replaced the  old landed nobility of feudatxies.  But side by 
side, the riib~rttas and piitras had also continued to exist, 
and exert i~lfluence a t  the court, while they were deprived of 
their ruling authority as  feudatories in the areas now governed 
by Pramiinas. The old nobility perhaps retained their 
traditional posit ion as  respectable families, and the Kings 
contracted their rnarrage relation with them. But the Bhsros 
as  a class were getting more powerful. Comparatively they 
had become a strongly entrenched force in the palace, and 
as  their numerical strength was more substantial they 
commanded more influence and position in the country than 
the old nobility which was fast being superceded or submer- 
ged i n  the ranks. T h e  new nobility without any trapping of 
rhe old order was almost holding the monopoly of services 
in the state. Pzrhaps the nobility lived a t  the sufferance of 
the former. But marriage in the Royal fanlily and similar 
other situation gave some of then) a foot-hold in  the palace. 

With the division of Nepal into three kingdon~s, the rulers 
had found themselves reduced to the position of a territorial 
lord with a much smaller area and population to rule over. 
Thus the territorial lordshrp of the Rabuttas and PatraS had 
vanished. Perhaps the Riiuttas of our days mentioned in the 
inscriptions were the descendants of those who had ruled 
over Pharping as feudatories for  nearly hundred years sillce 
the 14th century A.D. Those who wrote piitravarkia after 
their name might have done so trlcing ancestry from sonle 
territorial lords. Still, a great many of  feudatories had 
disappeared beyond recognition in the new period. Those 
left were shorn of their old feudatory rights but allowed 
to retain their feudal titles to satisfy their vanity. 

'The main source o f  the strength of the nobility was their 
possession of power either by favour or intrigue. The 
monopoly over the -export-import trade and their possession 
sf land if not as enormous gave them also a prestige 
associated with fortune. From the report of Capuchin 
Mission in 1750 A.D it appears that some of the most influen- 
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tial noblemen of the Valley were carrying trade on herbs 
and mineral products. Probably the same people held also 
the monopoly of trade with Tibet.36 Due to increase of 
population the pressure on land in the limited cultivable area 
of the Valley was so great that it fetched exorbitant rent to  
the landlord, and a small one could show himself off as 
important to lord it over ,his tenant cultivators. 

Service to the state was remunerated by grant of Jiigir, 
which, however, did not give the same status to  the recipient 
as that of the feudatory. The Jagir carried certain amount 
of revenue equivalent to what the service holder was expected 
to get as his yearly salary. 

Cultural Ties : 

Having said so many things about their hostilities and 
alliance of a military character, it is now time we talk of the 
other aspect of their relationship as well. 

If the kings of the Nepal Vzlley had often engaged in 
hostilities against one another this did not mean that they had 
completely broken other kinds of contacts in that course. 
I n  fact although they fought battles there was never a state 
of war between them, and far from the scene of operation the 
day-to-day contacts went on as usual. This was more so at  
the lower level. T o  kings any pin pricks backed by a show 
of force did certainly cause bad feeling and as a result bitter- 
ness ensued in their mutual relation, which was followed by 
incitement to reprisals and breach of relation in consequence 
thereof. They were on unfriendly terms for sometime, but as 
soon as the heat tllus generated got cooled down. and tension 
subsided, old ties were speedily restored. At the same time 
customary practices and festivals brought them together 
cutting across the current hostilities, whiclilooked on all 
occasions very temporary. 

36 Itailani ~ l i s s i o n a r i ,  etc.  Vol. II, Pt. IV PP. 1-4. 
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Even as  recriminations continued the kings could not 
abandon their obligations as enjoined by tradition and if 
these demanded meeting between opponents this could not be 
shirked. If it was so required one could not refuge to go to 
the opponent's house though the call might be too formal. 
At times these fo raa l  visits became the precursor to a change 
of heart on both sides and were followed by restoration of 
normal relation in other spheres of activities as wejl. 

There is one factor which also helped restoration of 
normalcy speedily. As it went, although the kings were often 
fighting most of these fights were of very short duration. 
We do not come across a protracted state of civil war except 
on a very few occasions. I think that one of such excep- 
tionally long drawn war occurred in NS 779 between Bhatgaon 
and Kathmandu. The war which was provoked by Pratlpa- 
malla trying to take advantage of a weak defence position of 
Bhatgaon lasted for nearly 3 years at  a stretch. Other 
instances of conflict did not involve a longer duration than 
one of a few months. Some conflicts ended within a few days 
of their start. Changing sides by the ally quite often had 
again rendered the conflicts untenable for a party in the sense 
that left to himself one could hardly continue to struggle 
with a prospect of success and therefore he sued for peace 
without delay. I n  some cases the party which was left in  the 
lurch by the ally went himself over to the enemy side and 
patched up differences. At any rate apart from the facts of 
war and attitude of the ally, the normal contacts between 
kingdoms continued whatever happened in their political 
relation. We are told by the Thydsapus that at times the 
roads connecting the capitals were closed and such contacts 
were lost. For example, in the beginning of NS 807 such a 
situation had arisen as LakgrninHriiyana JoSi pushed his 
design on Bhatgaon and Patan's ruler resented his unjust 
actions. According to the Th~qdsapu A the roads were opened 
while Sriniviisamalla had arrived in Patan in the month of 
Mdgha. He had to apply his skill in bringing about normal 
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inter-state relation for otherwise the situation would have 
turned grave. Earlier in NS 794 before Pratiipamalla's death 
the same kind of situation had developed in the Valley, but 
normal conditions were restored on Pratiipamalla's demise in 
the month of Chaitra. Physical contacts between the kingdoms 
had broken at times off and on. According to the Thyiisapu B 
Patan's contacts with the other two kingdoms had been snipp- 
ed several times between NS 81 2 and 824. Whenever the 
physical contact had been broken it brought misery to the 
peoples of the three capital cities. So utmost attention was 
paid to the question of opening of contacts by'leading citizens 
and people. We have seen how in NS 808 Jitiimitramalla 
was subjected by his own people to  a pressure to come to 
terms with Kathmandu while the former was cut off from the 
western part of the Valley to its more sorrowful plight. It so 
happened that because of this blockade the people had to  go 
without their necessities of life and for a few days the price 
of things went high as  to cause extreme hardship to the ploples 
of ordinary means. Twenty years earlier Bhatgaon was 
forced into a similar kind of situation because its ruler 
was fighting the combined invasion of Patan and Kathmandu. 
According to the Thyasauu D Patan had come to the 
rescue of Bhatgaon by opening the highway connecting the two 
capitals on Pauja 4ukla 8. Instances can be multiplied. 
but I do not think more details are necessary. At  the 
end, however, we may observe that if the closing of roads 
was a policy often resorted to against the opponent their 
opening also followed as a routine affair in due course. 
All this happened without giving rise to suffering to the 
-citizens of the Valley for if a road was closed and communi- 
cation between the capitals was cut off it hit the economy 
of the Valley as a whole. It was to be advantage of all 
concerned that normal conditions were restored and trade 
activities allowed to go on as usual. There was nothing 
uncommon about these occurrences when the authorities 
-helped to restore communication to that end. 
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Pilgrimage and trade were the two facts of every day 
life for the citizens of Nepal in which every state they 
might be. The Nepal Valley irrespective of political division 
was a unit by itself in this respect, which knew no other 
bounds. Economically one State depended on the other. Each 
had its own special position and one si~pplemented the other 
in economic and trade matters. Also politically one could 
be a complementary part of the otber. Kathmandu received 
some of its food and clothing from Bhatgaon and different 
kings of wares-brass, earthen and then art objects as well 
as all its artisans from Patan. The other two had to rely 
on Kathmandu for passage to their trade to Tibet and also 
for the supply of timber, salt etc. The centres of pilgrimage 
were equally spread all over the Valley, If PaSupatiniitha, 
the stiipa of Svayarnbhuniitha and the temples of Ch3ngu 
and Vajr~iyogini were within the Kathmandu principality, 
Patan could boast of Machhendraniitha, Sikharanar3ySna and 
Koyana GaneSa. Bhatgaon attracted a wide variety of 
visitors from all parts of the Valley during the Jiitrii of 
Bisket (1st of Vaiiiikha according to solar calendar) and 
then there was Pannuati which passed as the tri-junction 
of rivers like the famous Prayiiga in North India. Wars 
between kings could not prevent people from participating in 
the festivals in the temples. They were so sacred that the visi- 
tors were not scared away by a show of war or like attitude 
on behalf of a particular king. At the lower level the 
people mixed like their own kith and kin inspite of a conflict at 
a higher level. Similarly traders carried their job as usual not 
minding a state of conflict unless a city was closed for trafb 
There was no natural barrier separating the kingdoms and 
therefore trade flowed through several channels even when 
the main route was not open. 

Kings suspended their quarrel if there was a ceremony 
in any of the Royal houses. Srinivasamalla attended the 
initiation ceremony of Jitiimitra's elder so11 in 787. He was 
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present also while the younger son was initiated in 791, 
Before both the occasions their relations had been 
strained. On Pratapa's death a large-scale conflict had 
automatically ended and we find the kirigs of Patan and 
Bhatgaon helping the authorities in Kathmandu to tide over 
the difficulties resulting out of an impasse due to a dispute 
on the issue of succession, though none of them friendly 
with Pratiipamalla. The Patan ruler took trouble to go to 
Kathmandu and personally supervised the crowning ceremony 
of the successor. Jitgmitramalla saved Kathmandu from the 
effects of a rebellion when people's passion was frayed on 
the death of Piirthivendramalla in  A ~ f i d h a  807. Bhiipiilen- 
drarnalla was crowned in the presence of the kings of Patan 
and Bhatgaon. The ministers received their insignia of 
office from the king of Bhatgaon. All this amply proves 
that any time if a crisis had overtaken a kingdom due to 
the death of its king, it received ungrudging help from the 
other parties. From the Thyiisapu E we learn that the kings 
of Kathmandu and Bhatgaon attended the Chariot-driving 
ceremony on some special days. According to the Thyasapu A 
kings of Bhatgaon and Patan were regular visitors to the 
shrine of PaSupatinHtha, It talks of a scuffle between two 
parties in NS 801 while Yoganarendramalla had visited the 
temple of Paiupatiniitha. Yoganarendra had also visited the 
temple of Tiileju in Bhatgaon in 819 according to an inscrip- 
tion of that year. Whenever there was a special ceremony 
or worship of a deity in any capital the kings and ministers 
of other capitals were invited to attend. The inaugural 
ceremony of the temple of Bhimasena irl Patan in 801 was 
attended by kings of other two capitals. I n  tittles of strained 
relalion talks were held outside the capital. For example, 
the three parties had met at a site near Sankharniil to settle 
certain dispute in the month of Jye j tha  of 794 (Tl~yiisapu D)- 
All this in short represented the series of contacts between 
the kingdoms of the Valley, which had no military or defence 
significance. 
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Administration : 

We now come to describe the administration. As 
i s  natural to feudal conditions the kings constituted 
the most important factor in the scheme of things. The 
ascent and beginning of a certain dynastic rule owed mainly 
t o  the decision of swords. But the conquerors from whichever 
parts of the country they happened to enter behaved as 
natives of the soil identifying themselves completely with 
the ruled. 

There was not much of administrative responsibility. 
Even law and order was a matter of convenience rather than 
one of necessity and was preserved not owing to the inherent 
strength of the state but by a tacit acquiescence of the docile 
people in the divinity of the rulers who always traced their 
descent from the sun god and Rama of the epics. But court 
intrigue was rampant, and the fortune of the principality and 
its people rose and fell as the tide of the sea but in the most 
unexpected and inexplicable manner. 

The monarch was assisted in administration by his near 
relatives and favourites from amongst the nobility and one 
of whom always played the role of Chief Minister. About 
the end of the 17th century on account of the influence of the 
Chaubisis, the Chief Minister came also to  be called Chauthrh. 
There were some more persons functioning as Ministers who 
were known as PramHna, the title signified investiture of 
authority for the affairs of states, At a later date as we have 
noticed there were some officers of influence, who bore the 
designation of Kazi Perhaps they held ministerial rank. 
Whenever a Chautsrii was created it was done with some 
ceremony; the ruler applied Fkii on his forehead and put a 
Vetll i  or prlgree (turban) over his head (See Thycisapu A* 
f .  64 and B. f .  13). 

I n  a stone inscription of Srinivssamalla's time (Biindegaonv 
NS 799)." the donor one Pramlqa ViSvambara BhHro of 

37 Inscription n. 85 in our Appendix. 
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Chlk bahiira calls himself Sachivamandala mukhyamantri, 
which means he was the Chief of the Council of Ministers. 
There are many inscriptions and other records which present 
persons addressing themselves as mantri or sachiva or amiitya. 
Ordinarily a minister was called Pramana by the local 
populace. I 

The appointment of a Pranziina was also accompanied by 
a ceremony while the king or the Regent adorned him with 
a headdress (turban). The Thyiisapu A in folio 49 notes the 
investiture of certain persons as ministers. Each was given 
a turban (VetBli i n  Newari), which was an insignia of the 
august post. 

We hear of eight pradhanas from the later chronicles. 
These were ministers of the court. Probably the Executive 
council consisted of eight ministers. I t  is said that Sivaji, 
the Marath5 ruler had also a council of ministers to advise 
him, and this was manned by eight rninister~.~' Chandeivara 
the Maithili scholar politician who flourished in Mithila in 
the 14th century writes in his Riijaniti Ratniikara that the 
king should nominate 7 or 8 men as ministers to aid and 
advise himFg Quoting Manu he pleads very strongly for the 
appointment of ministers and like Manu he argues that 
without ministers the country will not p r o ~ p e r . ~  In 
ChandeSvara's scheme there is also a place for a Chief 
Minister who plays a very important role in the administra- 
tion. Manu and other law-givers also speak of amltya- 
mukhya at the head of the Government. However, these 
Ministers had to be persons of character, high lineage learned 
in ancient laws, St~~yt i s  as well as other Sbrras and they 
must be well tested. But their powers were limited to 

38 J .  G .  Duff, History of the  Marathas, London 1826, V O ~ .  I, p, 439; 
J -  Sarkar, Shivcji and Iris Tirnes, London, 1920, pp. 41 1-13. 

39 Rdjanitiratniikara edited by K. P. Jayaswal, Patna, 1936, pp. 10-1 1 
(Text). 

40 Manu, VII, 8. 

28 
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tendering advice, for ultimately when decision was to be 
taken it was the king alone empowered to have a final say in 
the state affairs and he decided as he liked. 

The council of ministers did not wield powers at  variance 
with or at the cost of the absolute royal authority. The king 
&alone was the final authority in the governmerlt in all its 
aspects. 

Chagdesvara seems to have much influenced our political 
thought in the later medieval ages. The idea of appointing 
a Chief Minister and 6 or 7 more Ministers must have been 
derived from his writing. Chagdesvara's work on polity was 
popular in Nepal, so many copies of the same are available. 
I t  is likely that along with ChandeSvara's contemporary 
Indian scholars also might have inspired our medieval idea 
of governance. 

The Chautiirii : He was a very powerful person. He 
conducted the affairs of state in the name of the king. If the 
king was an infant he exercised real powers. Otherwise he 
was just the chief executive carrying out the king's orders. 
The ChautiSrii was not only the head of the civil administra- 
tion, but he was to lead  he armed forces if circumstances 
required so. We have heard of powerful Chautciriis 
Kathmandu, like Chikuti and Laksminiirayana JoSi. Tliese 
enjoyed powers during the infancy of the king and were 
supported by queen mothers. Bhiigiriirna PradhiitlLnga 
initially manaped the affairs in similar circumsta~lces and 
later when the king grew of age the Minister continued to be 
i n  the same position of trust and responsibility with 
desire of the king. Bhagiratha Bhaiya, a contempora:Y 
Chautiirii of Patan. was so extremely liked by the king that  
he enjoyed considerable authority at the royal behest bur 
met with a very ignominous end due to machination of his 
enemies. As we have already noted a Charltiira of Bhatgaon 
by name BhotyH Bhii was at the head of a military operation 
against Kathmandu in NS. 792. Earlier in 783 another 
ChautDri of Bhatgaon was killed in action at 'J'himi 
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where the forces had  clashed with the invaders from 
Kathmandu. 

Pramiinas : The Thyiisaprr A speaks of several Pramiinas 
in the three kingdoms. These were Ministers. We have 
already talked of their investiture. Tlie Pramiinas like the 

Chautiirii held power at the sweet will of the king or his 
request. He exercised several functions. viz.. assist the 
Chautiirii in administrative duties, rnake arrangements for the 
festivals and jiitriis. supervising district administration on 
behalf of the king and similar other duties. The Pramiica 
like the Chautiirii was also entrusted with the task of leading 
a military operation. He had to fight a battle and face the 
attack of a lethal weapon. The Thyiisapu A reports that 
under the command of king Parthivendramalla, a Prarniina 
whose name was BanSidhara, had been sent on an expedition 
to invade Sindhuli (f. 31). The Prarniina received his emblem 
of office, which was a turban (2'l1ya'sapuA, f .  51). The men 
acting as governors in districts also bore the designation of 
Prarniina (see below for details). But we shall speak of such 
Pramanas a little later. 

The Thyiisapus have widely used the words Clzautiirii and 
Pramdna for the Chief Minister and Ministers respectively. 
But inscriptions have rarely used these words i n  the s e ~ ~ s e  
other than an  incumbent on the post of a governor. I n  t h e  
inscriptions of Jitsmitramalla the Chief Minister of Bllatgaon 
is called C h n ~ t i i r i i . ~ ~  Otherwise the word arniitya is used 
both for the Chief Minister and Ministers. The word manfri is 
also popularly used for these state dignita~ies.~'  We need not 
go into details at this stage as the references to these official 
titles have been taken notice of whenever occasions arose. 

But we may mention a few instances. Dhanadasirbha is. 
described as the Mltkhyamarttri of Bhatgaon in an inscription 
of N31a.43 Chikuti i n  his Naudeval inscription calls himself' 

41 Inscription n. 90 i n  our  Appendix 
42 I) n. 89, 122 ., @ B 

43 9 9  n. 49 ,, ,, 
9 )  
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Pradhiiniigrani, literally meaning the leader of the ministers.44 
A minister is also called PradhSna as the above statement 
shows. I n  the Thyiisapu A (f. 31 )  Navamisifiha Bhii, a 
Pramiina at the court of Piirthivendramalla, is called rnantri. 
Motiriija, the chief minister of Patan in 757 is called Mahii- 
mnntri who knew the sacred laws and polity. 

We have seen in some instances that a person with the 
title of Chautiirii had been mentioned as Pramiina. For 
example. the Chautiiriis of the time Devidasa (Chikuti). 
Bhagiratha Bhaiyg and Devariima, all Chautiiriis of Kath- 
mandu, Patan, Bhatgaon respectively have been mentioned 
as  Pramiina in the inscription of NS 795 ( n ,  7 in our 
Appendix). 

Although Bhagiratha Bhaiyii is mentioned as being, 
appointed a Chautiirii in  the Machhendraniitha inscription 
of NS 793.45 his name figures as Pramiina Bhagiratha Bhailii 
in the Buga inscription of NS 796.46 I n  the inscription where 
Vigvaxhbhara writes about himself as the chief of the council 
of ministers, he addresses himself also as arniitya a little later. 

Probably the Pramiina was as  dignified a little as the 
Chautiirii. It  was also a primary designation; the incumbents 
therefore had not liked to discontinue it even after becoming 
a Chauliirii. 

JayaprakSga's Vajrayogini temple inscription of 872 talks 
of Chautarii Pramiina and Jyiigira Pramiina. The distinction 
between the two is very obscure. But we may suggest that 
the Chautiirii Pramiina was the chief minister, while Jyiigira 
Prarniina was the local governor. I t  appears that the various 
Pramiinas posted at  centres outside the capital were treated 
as  ministers. 

The post of a Chautiirii or a minister was not hereditary. 
The choice of a person for the post was strictly the monarch's. 

44 Inscription n. 76 in  our Appendix 
45 ) ,  n . 7 2  ,, ,, ¶ .  

46 ,* n. 78 ., ,, * * 
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He appointed to the post anybody he liked. But the scope 
of his choice must have been limited to the immediate circle 
of men who surrounded him. This circle was the same as  
the court nobility, and we know the elements which went 
into its formation. We know that it was not a closed circle, 
to which entrance was blocked. If its gate was not wide 
open, it was not also closed to new entrants who were elevat- 
ed from humble station of life by royal favour to the rank 
of the nobility. As we have already observed, these were 
the men who had either a concubine of the king as their near 
relation or themselves were sons of menials at  the palace, 
who had lived there as the would-be monarch's playmates or 
Brahmagas who had freshly acquired rich gifts of land. The 
nobility enjoyed comparatively a large land property or 
interest in trade. If this was not so in the beginning the newly 
acquired power enabled the entrants to claim a status of 
property in course of time. 

The nobility bore the title of Bhiiro or simply Bhii.   his 
was a class title due to the possession of wealth or acquire- 
ment of a courtier's station in the palace. A vast number of 
Chautiiriis and ministers have Bhii added to their names, 
which suggests that they belonged to the class of nobility. 
For example, we have Bhotyii Bhii as the Chautiirii of Bhat- 
gaon in the reign of JagatprakiSamalla, Lak~mingrayana 
Josi was known as Bhii of Maru (Thyiisapu A, f. 64). Three 
men who were sent on an expedition in the month of Miirga 
in 807 were Babat Bhii, Navamisihha Bh2 and BamSidhara 
Bh2. All these were ministers at the court. The name of 
BamSidhara Bhii figures several times in the Thyiisapu A 
between NS 801 and 807 until the death of Pirthivendramalla. 
All these were picked up from the nobility as their surname 
suggests. At a later stage we have Navami BhZi in Kathmandu, 
Gogal Bh& in Patan and HBku BhZi in Bhatgaon as Chautariis 
i n  their respective k ingd~rns?~  The former two figure In 

47 Inscription n .  110 in our Appendix. 
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the Patan M u l c h ~ k ~ ~  inscription of 818, and the latter in the 
Bhatgaon MulchokPS copper plate inscription of 818. The 
Thyiisapus A and B talk of Navanlisimha B h i  and Gogal BhB 
as  the Chautiiriis of Kathmandu and Yatan respectively. 
Sukllula Bhii appears as  the Chautiirii in Kathnlandu during 
the last phase of Jagajjayamalla's reign.50 Laksmilliiriyana 
was replaced by Manasirhhaju in 810. He also belonged to 
a courtler family. His successor Raghuvira B h i  was also 
of a similar class. Sukhula Bhii was the Chauriirii in Jagaj- 
jayamalla's time. From this long list of the names of the 
Chief Minister and ministers it would appear that the Bhiiro 
class dominated in the administration. It appears that the 
Bharo class. was of K ~ a t r i y a  and Kiiyastha castes with the 
exception of a few who belonged to the Briihn~ana caste. The 
VaiSya caste also played some part due to their wealth and 
ma~~ipula t ions  in commercial transactions. But they were 
not allowed to have a say i n  the administration of the 
country, 

Riijguru: There is no doubt that the nobility wielded 
much power, There were different grades of nobility. At a 
later stage, the spiritual head of the realul, the Riijguru 
emerged to be the most dominant factor. Together with 
four other learned Briihmanas he formed a council ; the king 
asked for advice on all questions that he confronted from 
these Brihn~anas .  The Rijguru by himself acted as  the 
Prime Minister, i f  the man appoi~lteci at the job proved 
incapable. According to a missionary Father Tranquillo 
D'Appechie "The Riijguru is a very important figure, whose 
words carry more weight and were more respected and 
listened to than those oE the king. Everybody, high or 
low, including the king venerated him by touching his feet".61 

48 Inscription n .  104 in our Appendix. 
49 9 p n. 105 in our Appendix. 
5 0 ,, n .  13.5 in our Appendix. 
5 1 *, n 42 in  our Appendix. 
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The Rajguru's council was, however. not an effective body. 
I t  could not have superseded the Pramanas who were also 
wielding according to the nature of the situation. But never- 
theless the Riijguru was the second important dignitary in 
the principality after the ChauiiirG. 

The Riijguru played a very important part in politics as  
well as religious affairs. Both as the priest and preceptor 
he was also known as Rgjopiidhyiya. He was rarely affected 
by royal decrees of administrative character. According to 

the Thyiisapu A the Royal priest was removed and replaced 
by another person while N~pendramalla died. But this is one 
of thc few instances of the dismissal of a Royal priest. By 
and large his was the most stable office in the administration, 
which carried religious sanctity with it. 

The spiritual preceptor of Siddhinarasimhamalla was a 
very powerful person. His name was ViSvaniitha UpZidhyiya. 
He was the Achiirya of Siddhinarasimhamalla's Yajiia which 
he performed on the completion of the temple of Lord K g p a  
i n  Patan on 757 Phiilguna Sukla 10 byhaspativ6ra. This is 
commemorated in an inscription on a large slab of stone 
attached to the temple. The inscription describes the 
Upidhyiiya's qualities as those of a very learned Briihmana, 
who could be compared with Vylsa in his studies of Veda. 
ViSvanZitha who pave the King the dik~iinlu~ltru is at another 
instance lauded by a chronicler as a person who helped the 
young -Siddhinarasimha to propitiate Goddess Tiileju and 
enter into his Kalaia. It is said that Lak$~ninarasi~hhamalla 
while dying had chanted the rltantra of Tiileju, which in the 
void of the sky turned into a lum~uous object and started 
flying. It was Guru Vigvaniitha who contrived to capture 
the object by his magical pertornlance and made it enter in 
a finial. The luminous object was TBleju herself and i f  i t  
was not the Upiidhyiiya doing his job at the appropriate 
moment, Tileju would have left Nepal. ViSvanitha Ups- 
dhyiiya was held in reverence also by Sriniviisamalla when 
he became King. According to the Thyiisapu D, Vlivanatha 
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lived in Bakhanimha in the city of Piitan. After ViSvaniitha's 
death the UpGdhy 2ya appointed in his place was his son 
Hariniltha who was the Acharya in Jyegtha 4ukla of 793 on 
the occasion of Kolyiihuti performed by Sriniviisamalla. The 
same Hariniitha performed a homa in Lele in the presence 
of Sriniviisamalla in 800 J y e ~ t h a  k r ~ n a .  I t  appears that both 
the father and son exercised wide influence on the King, and 
they were consulted by him on several important matters. 

In the undivided Kathmandu while Sivasimha was reigning 
a Brghmana from the South bank of the KZveri was the royal 
preceptor who records in his inscription that the King held 
him in high esteem. In the inscription, Bhatta Niiriiyana, 
such was the name, is described as one well-versed in various 
aspects of learning. The Upiidhyiiyas of the three kingdoms, 
who had advised the Kings to issue decrees about certain 
practices regarding mortuary rites figure by name in the 
Patan Mulchok inscription of 79V2 This shows that the 
UpiidhyByas were the main policy makers in regard to 
customary practices. But this is not all. The political 
agreement of 81 8. which the three Kings reached on oath 
through a copper plate inscription bears as witnesses the 
names of the Royal priests and this is enough to establish 
their importance in the political field. Their names precede 
those of the Chief Ministers and this is again adding to their 
importance in the a g r e e m e i ~ t . ~ ~  In the copper plate land 
grant5' of the same year Yoganarendra mentions as eyewitness 
his two priests whme names appear just after the King of 
Bhatgaon but before everybody else including the Riijapalni 
(a concubine of the King). The Royal Upiidhyiiya's name 
appears before the Chief Minister's also in the Brahrngyani: 
copper plate, inscription of Ragajitamalla. The Kathmandu 
ruler JayaprakiiSamalla puts in his copper plate record of the 

52 Inscription n. 105 in our Appendix. 
5 3 p P  n. 141 in our Appendix. 
5 4 ,# n. 147 in dur Appendix. 
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Vajrayogini temple (at Sixikhu) that he consulted his precep- 
tor, minister, the Omraos and others while issuing the decree 
incorporated. Here also the Royal preceptor is mentioned 
first of all. I n  the landgrants made to the Capuchin Padre, 
the Royal Priests are the w i t n e ~ s e s . ~ ~  

Vyiisa, Manu. Yiijiiavalkya and quoting them ChagdeSvara- 
have described the qualities of a purohita who ,was to be 
employed to direct the proceedings of homa etc. Manu thinks 
that the Brihmana must be learned in the Vedas. VyZtsa 
as quoted by ChagdeSvara says that the priest must be 
proficient in Vedas and rituals. I think that our Upldhyiyas 
were learned men who were proficient in ~ l s t r a s .  Veda. 
Puriipz, etc. I t  is no wonder that these men had considerable 
influence in the court, and received wide respect from the 
King and his courtiers. The Brlhmanas even otherwise 
commanded respect in the country. 

At one stage in Kathmandu the Rajopiidhyiiya was asked 
to become Chautiirl. This was when the prcdecessor was 
surreptitiously killed by JayaprakZiSamalla i~ the very begin- 
ning of his reign. 'The capuchin Fatbers probably referred to 
this appointment when they said that a Briihmaga had 
'become the Chief Minister. Although this seems to be the 
only occasion of a Riijopiidhyiiya assuming the charge of the 
Chief Minister. they io general had been able to exercise 
their influence with the Royal family both in respect of 
political and religious matters. 

The Thylsapu D talks of a royal astrologer called. 
Rdjadaivojiia. Although the KarmcSchiirya or Achoju also. 
had access to the palace to perform auxiliary services in the 
various r~tuals. he is not as intimately attached so as to, 
deserve a special designation from his Royal master. He is 
simply referred to as  AchZtrya. The astrologer on the other 
hand was called Riijadaivajira, i. e. the Royal astrologer.. 

5 5  J B A S ,  New Series, Vol.  VIII, 1912, pp. 325-32. 
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His work was to find out auspicious occasions for various 
pious deeds to be performed by the King. We do  not kaow 
if he had any influence ia political atfairs of his country. 
He  did not belong to the Brahmapa caste but on ceremor~ial 

.occasions he was treated a t  par wi th  the Briihmapas 
receiving gifts. 

Riijavaidya : 

Belo~~ging  to the sinlilar caste ;is the astrologer, the 
Riijavaidya was the physician of the king's household. He 
figures in  many records in lhat capacity. He had no political 
influence a t  the court and his job was confined to providing 
nledicrl aid to the members of the Royal family. 

,Was there a cornmander in-chief ? 

An illscription of Yoganarendramalla's reign has a person 
who calls himself Seniidhyakga. The record is dated 
808 Bhiidrapada sukla trayodaiyiim dhaneslii nak~utra  
S~rkarrnrnayoge taitila karane budhavasare. The document 
w h ~ l e  giving the reign or the ruler states in the time of 
ParaSuranla Bhiiro of Chiikbahiira, who is a Seniidhyak~a 
(commander- i n - ~ h i e f ) . ~ ~  

This is the only instant of a Seniidhyak~a coming to our 
view. We do  not know if i t  was proper to define his position 
i n  the present state of our knowledge. But a t  any rate there 
must have been a person llolding an overall charge of the 
small contingent of royal bodyguards, the Sipahis and 
irregulars. the last officered by Onzraos as we shall come to 
know a little later. As one at the top of the military the 
Senddhyakga was surely holding the rank of  a Pramii!aa. 
He might not a t  all times jolu a battle field, for we know this 
work was done io as many instances by the minister. I t  is 
also likely that the SenSidhjakja was not an indispensible 
dficer,  and some kings did not create this office. But 

.56 Inscription n .  99 in our Appendix. 
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whenever he was there, he was an important person and he 
was equal to a minister in rank. In  fact l ~ k e  the Rajguru 
.exercising influence in spiritual affairs, the Seniidhyukga had 
a say in military affai1.s which was only second to the King's 

in the defence administration. But by and large it appears 
that the Setlhdhyak~a was more conspicuous by his absence. 
and one or two of the Pramiinos rendered the work of l e a d i ~ g  
the fight as the situation needed. 

Besides chhen bhandila, w e  have also a Bhandilaniiyaka, 
who is given the title of amalga in a n  inscription of 836." 
He appears to be a higher dignitary than the ctthen bhandila. 
Bhandilas figure i n  the Thyiisapu. They also receive insignias 
of office. The bhandila might be a common term for  some 
one having connsc~ion in the royal house, who was in charge 
of some store or granary. Tlieir leader was the bhandila- 
rtliyaka who held the sank of a minister. 

The Onlrao: 

In the very last phase of the Malla period we come across a 
designation of an officer called Omrao. Jaya PrakBSamalla's 
Vajrayogini temple inscription of 875 mentions Omraos as 
one of the parties connected in the issuing of the order 
incorporated in the record.68 The Omrao was a military cum 
civil authority in districts in the GorkhH period before the 
Nepal-British war of 1814-1816. He is mentioned as an 
officer-in-charge of a contingent of fighters all laced wi!h 
weapons partly kept fit for service when the king needed it. 
The Omraos are not heard of i n  the accoullts of our 
T h ~ b a p u s .  So they probably came into existence about the 
,early 18111 cerltury when Nepal's contacts with the hill stales 
in the west had become intimate, The Omrao must have 

57 Inscriplion n .  122 in our Appendix. 
58 9 9 n.  147 in our Appendix. 
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been a military officer who had under him the Ktiasa and 
Mogara fighters. The title was definitely borrowed from 
Gorkha and other neighbouring principalities whose rulers 
copied the organisational system of the Muslim Sultanates 
of the Gangetic plains in all spheres including the military, 
The Onzrao received land from the state in lieu of his services, 
the annual income of which went to  meet his salary and 
expenses involved in the maintenance of the military personnel 
assigned to him. Kirkpatrick in his account of Nepal describes 
the Omraos as  the officers cgmrnanding irregular militias. 
I think that the description is correct in so far as the same 
also applied to such officers in the employ of the Malla 
Kings. 

The Taksiili: He was the superintendent of the mint. The 
post of the Takssli must have begun since the practice of 
minting coins was begun. The post was continued more or 
less in the same situation by the Gorkhali rulers, The 
Taksiili comes in for reference in accounts of the Capuchin 
Missionaries (see below). He is nowhere seen in the local 
records. He did not hold a ministerial rank. But he was 
an important authority in view of the large income derived 
by the king from the mint. 

We shall have in our consideration more posts.of the type 
of a mint master. But as we proceed, we shall keep i n  mind 
that only four categories of posts came to be equated with1 
ministership. These are the posts of (1) Chautiirii. (2) Riijguru 
or Riijopiidhyiiya, (3) Bha~dilaniikaya and ( 4 )  Seniidhyakqa. 11 
a division of the ministerial responsioility was there this also 
came to be confined to the functions rendered by the above 
mentioned four dignitaries. 

Chhenbhandel: At one place in the Thyiisapu A (f. 9 9 ,  we 
came across a passage which tells us that a particular person 
obtained a turban of the post of Chhenbhandel. Chhenbhandel 
literally might mean the man or an officer who was to 
look after the royal store-house. Up till fifteen years ,ago 
Chhenbhandel was the name of a department of public works, 
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which was engaged in building and repairing government 
houses and temples in its protection. It might be that the 
holder of this office had also to do with the work of repair 
or new construction as far as Government or Government 
protected buildings or shrines were concerned. 

The Jobiila: I n  the Machhendranatha inscription of 793 
(N. 72 in our Appendix) Sriniviisamalla issued a directive 
that the Guthi offered to theLord was to be maintained by the 
Pramiina~. Jobiilas and the Guthikataka. We can understand 
as to who were the Prama'nas and the Guthikafaka, but it is 
difficult to know who exactly was the Jobiila. The latter was 
obviously an officer of the state. He figures also in a few 
other records. Was he an officer-in-charge of the administra- 
tion? But we are not authorised to suggest anything definitely 
on the nature of the post of a Jobala. If Jobiila is a 
misspelling of Dua'ra, then of course, there is no place 
for argument. We shall consider the position of a Duiira a 
little later. 

Gananiiyaka: The man who was responsible for re- 
building the structure of a hall called manimandapa in the 
foreground of the Royal Palace in Patan in 821 calls himself 
the head of the servants of king Yoganarendramalla (DiisG- 
na'rhgananiiyaka). In the same record he is also called a 
minister (amdtya). It appears that the man in charge of the 
servants in the palace was also a minister. We do not know 
to which category of servants, the word diisiirriim applied. 
These might have been the king's personal retinue or body- 
guards, etc. Their leader appears to be an important person 
in view of the fact that he undertakes to repair the rnani- 
;mandapa where the astrologers and priests meet to ascertain 
suitable dates for the different jiitriis of Machhendraniitha. 

Governors:, Now let us look into the nature of district 
administration. For this we need not specifically mention 
that the kingdom was divided into several administrative 
districts. 
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As every other region outside the four walls of the city 
and a few townlets or tillages as we might call them in the 
Valley were very thinly populated, the king's administration 
was confined to Kathmandu or any other capital city concern- 
ed, and perhaps also to several trade depots where stood 
customs barrier. The capital was directly under the king's 
rule, while the various subordinate divisions were under a 
Pramiina each. There were subdivisions within the ullit of 
a district as we may chose to call in this way. The area ruled 
by a Pramiina and each subdivision was under a Miiyaka or 
Duiira. 

The administration in the district was not at all intricate, 
It was also free from intrigues if the headquarter was far 
away from the capital. 

The Governor of the division was known as the Prarna'na, 
e.g., the Pranliina of Deopatan (Thyiisapu A, f. 17), who was 
a brother of Chikuti or the one who arrested Mahipatel~dra 
(f .  65). An illscription of the reign of PBrthiveudramalla in 
Noakot dated 803 VaiSii khakr~na 3 byhaspativiisare nziila 
nak~atre siddhi yoge shows one Pramiina Bhavini Sankara 
(kara) Bhiro as the local governor (Navakviithasthaniiya- 
prama'na verasa). ?-he inscription is attached to a Chaitya. 

I n  a stone inscription of Bode, signifying the construction8 
of the temple of Kalikii a t  Tankotol there is a mention of 
one Prarniina Riimeivarajaju of Chochhebahar ruling over 
the area under the  reign of Bhiipatindramalla. There is a 
stone inscription i n  the temple of GaneSa in Bakochotol, 
Bode, which announces the completion of the construction 
of the shrine on 806 Kiirtika ky~na 9 i n  the time of Pramiina 
Meruju. Obviously Bode was an imporiant centre to be 
placed under an officer of a Pramiina's status. His head- 
quarter was either at Bode or Thimi. NSla appears to be 
another place where a Pramiina was stationed. One W v a  
Bhiiro of Tupalachchhetol, Bhatgaon, is mentioned as a 
Pramiina in  an inscription of the area dated '771 A~iiQha 
Slrkla 5. 
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I n  an inscription of Tokhi  (Thagaltol), dated 841 Phiilguna 
suddhi 8, the place is named Jayapulideia and i t  is stated 
that in the reign of Sri 2 Jaya Gajapati Mahindrasirfiha, the 
Pramana who governed the area was one Mukundasirhha. 
PratPpamalla had appointed a Pramlina to look after Pannauti 
when he conquered it (vide ante!. There was a Pramana 
for SikharPpuri (Pharping) which lay within the principality 
of Patan (Inscription of Gorakhanatha, 793 Chaitra k r ~ n a  11 
pra 12 byhaspativiira). Similarly there was a Pramiina for 
the area lying to the west of the river Bigmati who fu~lctioned 
from Balambu. We have an inscription of the temple of 
Mahilak~nli  of the place dated in 778 Chaitra fukla 9, which, 
shows one Raghuniitha as the Pranlana at tbe time. 

The north-eastern part of the Valley within Kathmandu's 
jurisdiction was also under a Pramii!za who had his head- 
quarters in Sankhu called SokodeSa. Tokhi  also was under 
a Pramiina, and he might have controlled the north and 
north-western part of the Valley. Harigaon, now a suburb 
of the city of Kathmandu. was also the seat of a Pramiina. 
This is shown by the inscription of a temple of Durgii i n  
Harigaon, which has a date 820. This belongs to the reign 
of BhtipZilendrarualla. We do not know what reasons drove 
the ruler of Kathmandu to station his Governor each in so 
near an area like Deopatan and Harigaon. Tbe details of the 
date of the inscription is 820 VaiSdkha Slrddhi 4 mrgaiirii 
nak~afre  atigatida yoge yathiiknrnna muhiirte Sukraviisare. Out- 
side the Valley Noako? called Nawakviifha has inscriptions 
recording the names of certain persons bearing the title of a 
Pramiica. Just as Banepi or NSl2 was the seat of a Pranliiya. 
in the east of the Valley, Noakof called NavakvZitha was the 
headquarters of the Yrarnfina in the western sector of the 
llilly tract. The former was under Bhatgaon, while the latter 
was ruled by the king of Kathmandu. Inscriptions available 
in Noakot show that a Prantiina was seated t h e r e . 5 V a r  off 

59 (a) Inscription of the reign of Piirthivendramalla, 803 VaiSdkha- 
k y ~ q a  3 nriilanakaotra Sidditiyoga Sarrivdra. 

( b )  Inscription of  the reign of Jagajjayamitlla, 848 Phalguna etc. 
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Dolkhii in the east often changing allegiance and a bone of 
,contention between Bhatgaon and Kathmandu must also have 
been a divisional headquarter with a Praniiina, for the land 
records and inscriptions of the rulers of Bhatgaon show 
'Dolkhii to be within their jurisdiction. 

I t  is inconceivable that a far off place like Dolkha was 
governed from Banepa or froni PalBfichok when Kathmandu 
had seized it. Palgfichok itself does not show by its records 
to  have been a seat of the governor. 

The area of jurisdiction of different pramiinates whose 
-headquarters we have marked in the foregoing passages 
cannot be determined for want of information. Roughly, 
,the areas round the headquarters should be under the 
Pramtjna who functioned from time to time. 

T o  our knowledge Patan had two pramiinates, one for the 
western region, with headquarter in Balambu or Thankof 
and another for the southern region, the Pramiina of which 
resided in Chiip'igaon. The Pramiina of Balambu ruled over 
the areas west of the river Bagmati as far as the kingdom's 
boundary line touched Tanhou. Near Balambu we have two 
more big villages densely populated, and perhaps these were 
also large commercial centres for the Valley's products, 
Kisipidi and Satungal, showing each a cluster of houses lie 
to the west of Balambu, a little far off on the other side of 
the main highway. All the areas are situated within a radius 
of a furlong or two. Kisipidi was known as Kisipva (inscrip- 
tion at the temple of GaneSa, 806 Ma'gha s'ukla 10 revati- 
nak~aira  budhaviisara) just as Satungal had a name in a 
slightly modified form. All the small villages along with 
ThZinkot might be treated as one area in view of their 
proximity to one another. Thiinkot was known as Supra- 
bhiipur in inscriptions. Balambu itself was called as 
Bhartyapurinagara (Inscription. 787 Chaitraiukla 9 pu~yiinak- 
qatra dhrtiyaga iidityaviisare, at  the temple of Mabglak~mi). 
We do not know which of the villages, Balambu or ThFinkot, 
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was regarded as more important. I think that all the three 
sites were well fortified to resist any encroachment by the 
enemy. But we do not know where the governor resided. 
The Prartliina of the south protected the area up to the border 
of Mackwanpur both on the southern and south-eastern side. 
It had also under its control Kipu or Kirtipur which was a 
natural fortress. 

The Chahgu-Nagarko! ridge was in the hands of the kings 
of Kathmandu but south of it the areas were within Bhat- 
gaon's jurisdiction. The tributary of the Manoharii valley 
was the most fertile part of the Nepal Valley as  was the 
Manohar5 valley and within Bhatgaon the entire area gave 
to the kingdom a large supply of grains and vegetables. I 
think that by the appointment of a Pramlna in Thimi it was 
intended to give a careful watch to the defence of this area 
in particular and of the region, south-east of Thimi adjoining 
patan in general. Thirni and the other two villages nearby 
in the west could be taken as a single unit as was the case 
of Balambu and near by sites. Thimi's Sanskritic name was 
Madhepur (See the last inscription in our series). The latter 
was equally a fertile grain and vegetable producing area. So 
although these were quite near to the capital, it was thought 
proper to treat the whole area as a separate administrative 
unit. I think that the Pramiina stationed in Thimi confined 
his responsibilities to looking after the allotted areas within 
the hilly walls of the Valley. For defence of the region lying 
beyond the Valley in the east and south-east, the administra- 
tion in NPlH or BauepH with their additional fort of DapchP 
could be well depended. Thus the Pramilna of N i l 2  must 
have controlled a large slice of territory both in the south 
and east. 

For the administration of territories outside the Valley 
Kathmandu had two Pramiiqas, one stationed at  Noakot aod 
the other probably at Palgiichok. We cannot categorically 
state it in regard to Palaiichok because no inscription at the 
site show it ever to have been the headquarter of an adminis- 
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trative unit. Noako5 in all likelihood governed areas upto 
the international border both in the west and north. It 
controlled the routes and pass of Kerraung. Similarly, ftom 
Chautiirii or Palgfichok the king of Kathmandu must have 
had his control over the trade route to  Kodiiri. As it appears 
from the account of Christian Missionaries the route was 
dotted with many forts which Kathmandu guarded. 

Kotwar : In  an inscription we come across a term Kotviir 
put as a designation before the name of a person. We have 
no means to know if the term is the same as 'Kotwal', an 
officer under the Moghuls in India, who was responsible, for 
law and order in a town. An inscription of the reign of 
Yoganarendramalla in Balambu (808 VaiSiikha krsna 2 
budhaviira) talks of a pramiina and kutuviira who are named 
(ThvadeSayiipramiina Kobahiila Liima (Riima) Chandraju etc.), 
A copper plate inscription of the temple of PaSupatiniitha 
mentions one Gopiilasi&ha K o t a ~ a r . ~ O  A Kotavara also 
figures in an inscription of Harigaon. His exact function 
cannot be defined in view of the absence of any literature 
about administration in general. 

The Police: There was hardly a modern police system 
in those days. The Kotwal might have been an officer in 
charge of law and order in town areas as  the Duiira was in 
the rural areas. But he had not backed by a police machinery 
as we find him today. According to chronicles, a sort of 
police militia was maintained to do the job as well as to 
collect taxes for the exchequer. The members of the militia 
as well as armed forces were called sipiihis. This word finds 
mention in several inscriptions of tht: eighteenth century. 'I'he 
police militia was a body of tilose who worked only part 
time for certain mont11s in a year. The police work was done 
also by another agency called MahZine. He arrested criminal 
suspects and also guarded the forest areas. Hodgson testifies 

60 Inscription n. 83 in our Appendix. 
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to the presence of Mahiine in the administration in Pre- 
Gorkha days. 

DeSaniiyaka : The important centres of the kingdom 
were otherwise known as de fa .  Probably these were the 
headquarters of the area governed by a Pramlina. But there 
were other places bearing this name. Moctly these happen 
to be semi-urban areas and were also commercial centres 
of some importance. Even if such areas were within a 
distance of a mile or so from the capital they maintained 
their district identity in an inscription of NS 820. Harigaon 
now a suburb of Kathmandu at , the north-east corner wearing 
a rural look is called deia.  

The DeSaniiyaka was a person of importance, and 
exerted wide influence over the area. The same record 
shows the expression, Sri Sri Bhiipiilendramalla juju, defayii 
niiyaka Krjnasiriahaju, thva pani velasa (also in his time). 
The im~or tance  of the man as displayed in the inscription 
might impart to the office a character of a feudatory but we 
should bear in mind that the feudatories had long ceased to 
exist; any one in that position was just an official. 

It appears that the Duiira' and deSanZiyakas had the same 
functions, and they looked after more or less the same area 
in similar situation. Both served as oficials in the subordinate 
divisions under a Pramiina. But as  we have suggested the 
deianayaka's sphere of influence was rather more important. 
The Kotwal, however, functioned in the capital cities as head 
of the police. 

Apart from the Nayaka of a subdivision we have also a 
tviira niiyaka (headman of the $01). Such a Niiyaka in 
Chapachotol in Thimi built a temple of GaneSa on 774 
Jye${ha Slrkla 10 ~rttaraphiilguni nakjatra Suddhiyoge sornaviila. 
( A  stone inscription inside the temple). One inscription 
(in the temple of Malleivari, Bhatpaon, 866 Jye~ tha  Sukla 2 
mrgadirii nakjatre etc)  talks of a t .~~iira niiq'akn working with 
tviirapaiicha to manage tlle affairs of the temple. 
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DuSira : As the Niiyaka was the head of a subdivisional 
administrative unit. so the Drriira looked after an area which 
was less important than the one governed by a Prama'na but 
possessed more importance than a subdivision. 

I n  Ranajitamalla's inscription of NakadeSa and Thimi 
(see our Appendix) respectively the DuSira is placed just 
below the Pramiina. I t  appears that the headquarter of the 
region was the townlet of Thimi where a Pramiina was 
stationed. The places of lesser importance like Bode and 
Nakadeia were looked after by Duiiras under the Pramiina. 

It was the duty of the governors to guard their area from 
internal and external danger. They must have been charged 
with policing the entry of strangers into the capital as well as 
supervising the customs administration. I t  seems that 
practically the capital was surrounded by defence outposts. 
and these were placed under trustworthy commanders. 

I t  is not known if the subordinate units of administration 
were well taken care of on a military plane or otherwise. But 
the Dua'ra was the king's man on the spot. He knew every 
body immediately. As such he was feared. The citizens 
were law-abiding. I think that the Duiira had a tight grip 
of his situation and there is no ground to underrate his 
performance. 

Kvathaniiyaka: The Kviithaniiyaka is referred to in 
several inscriptions and notings of the Thyiisapus. It 
appears that all military outposts and the surrounding 
areas. whether these were hill forts or protected areas 
i n  the even land of the Valley. were placed under an 
officer called KviithanEyaka. The B himasena than copper 
plate inscription of Kirtipur talks of the donor calling 
him K~iithaniiyaka.~' It appears that Kirtipur was a 
fortified area under the protectioil of a Kviithaniiyaka. 

61 N. 25 in our Appendix. 
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The inscription is dated NS. 707. So it seems that the old 
arrangement of defence of such areas as given by the 
Gopiila VavizSiivali obtained also in the later middle ages. 
According to Yak!amalla's inscription (date NS. 573), the 
Kviithaniiyaka was in control of the Kvii$ha constructed over 
a gate of the Bhatgaon city. The Thyiisaprr A also talks of 
Kviithanfiyaka at several places under dates between NS. 800 
and 824. The Kviithaniiyaka was a military authority, but he 
probably functioned under the Pramijga who combined both 
civil and military powers of a governor. 

The Superintendent of Zrrigaiion : From one of Jitsmitra- 
malla's inscriptions it appears that there was an officer 
in charge of the administration of irrigation, who was 
called nirjhariidhipa in Sanskrit and Dhalapii in Newari 
(Inscription no. 90 i~ our Appendix). The word used in 
Newari does not suggest that he was an influential officer. 
He was a guard entrusted with the task of looking after 
the maintenance of canal works. But the Sanskrit word 
might suggest if taken literally that he was an officer of 
influence in the State. I think that he was an important 
officer. The inscription eojoins on the king himself 
to adjudicate on matters concerning any malpractices 
committed by the Dhalapii. The Minister or the Governor 
could hear complaints against him, so he might have been 
just a superintendent of irrigation. Probably the area 
governed by a Pramiina had each a superintendent of irriga- 
tion. But nothing accurately can be suggested about his 
Powers and position in the present state of our knowledge. 

We know practically nothing about the many departments 
of state, which are the essential instruments of any Govern- 
ment for the management of their affairs in different fields. 

We can add further information only on assumptions. 

There are six subjects in which the state was primarily 
interested: ( I )  Law and order, (2) defence against external 
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aggression, (3) collection of local taxes, (4) customs, 
(5) foreign relations and fulfilling obligations of religious 
nature. Each of these was probably a separate department 
under a minister. 

Because we have to deal with a small principality so the 
existence of an elaborate machinery of state is ruled out. 
We doubt if there was ministerial responsibility vested in the 
Pramiina, Though for theoretical purposes he appeared 
in that fashion and fulfilled such duties when the king or his 
regent desired it so. A large standing army was out of 
question because of the lack of financial resources to meet the 
expenses involved. As such it is doubtful if it is proper to 
talk of a minister ia charge of defence. But with this 
doubtful position we must admit the overall importance of 
the responsibilities of the Chautiira and the Rajguru, the 
former looking after external and internal delence and the 
latter supervising all activities of the palace in respect of 
religious duties. such as worship, sacrifices, land grants, 
donations and repair or construction of temples. 

According to the Capuchin missionaries each of the Nepal 
Valley states had its trade agent in Kuti. Kerraung and Lhasa. 
Probably these also represented their country in diplomatic 
sphere. At a later stage we hear of an agreement between 
Kathmandu and GorkhZi. one accepting a diplon~atic represen- 
tative from the other. Gorkhii felt the need to station its 
representative in the three states of the Valley as well as in 
'I'anl-10~ and Lamjung as it expanded. The Valley states 
had their capitals so closely situated. They probably had 
no need to think of a representative as far as diplomacy 
within the Valley was concerned. Also, no official who could 
be called a minister of peace and war is in evidence. But 
the Chalrriirii with  his overall powers might be expected to 
fulfill this function. According to the Thyiisopu D the 
Pramanus had accompanied the kings and princes when they 
met at Sabkhamiil i n  Jye~l ;ha ,  794. The chronicler of the 
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Thyiisapu A states that when Pgthvipati Shhh came to 
Kathmandu in 798, he was received at  the Mulchok by the 
king in the presence of the Pramiinas of the three principali- 
ties, There is, however. no trace of a minister of foreign 
affairs. Probably defence and foreign affairs were handled 
by the Cilautiirii at the order of the king but policies were 
framed on consultation amongst the Pramiinas. The Riijguru 
on his part must have had his say in  respect of matters within 
his sphere of influence. He was the royal preceptor as well 
as the priest. This entitled him to receive the highest respect 
a t  the court and with this respect he enjoyed political powers 
to the extent which nobody did. But in times of crisis he 
too was swept away from position of ventage. On the whole. 
however, he retained his powers intact. 

Absolute King At Last: Without talking of ministries or 
departments of state we might, however, mention the council 
of ministers as has been claimed by the i n s c r i p t i ~ n ~ ~  of 
Viivambhara B hare who lived in Cbiikvahiira. ViSvahbhara 
Bhiiro calls himself the chief of the council of ministers 
(Sachivamandala m~rklzya nzantri). I n  the Newari portion of 
the inscriptio~~ ViSvariibhara is called a Pramijna. In his 
Naudeval inscription Chikuti bears the title pradhiiniigr~!li.'~ 
We have already drawn attention to the fact of the council 
of ministers, the existence of which is mentioned in ViSvam- 
bhara's inscription. 01 course, nothing would be wrong as 
an attempt to conceive of this council as a body furlctioring 
wit11 a sense of joint responsibility. Probably what the word 
Sachivamnndala coaveyed was the fact of joint co~lsultation by 
miuisters to decide from time to time certain matters before 
the King. I'he decision was the King's. So there was  no 
question of sharing responsibilities by the ministers. Perhaps 
Vjsvahbhara meant the existence of more thao one minister 
by using the word ma?z?ala, and he had nothing more than 

62 No. 85 in our appendix, 
63 No.  77 in our appendix. 
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this i n  mind. The minister was the King's man. He was to 
handle any affair entrusted to him by his master. No depart- 
mental head at the centre is seen functioning. Therefore, the 
P r a m i i ~ ~ s  were also shorn of any kind of departmental 
responsibilities. Every affair of the state was the King's 
own affair. So why talk of a department ? The treasury 
was his. All taxes collected were deposited in the royal 
coffer. The tax collectors were subordinate officers at the 
district or deSa level. The King could easily dispense with 
the services of a minister of revenue, for he himself was his  
revenue minister. As a matter of fact the Pramanas conducted 
themselves fettered by the King's discretion. The Chautiirii 
exercised some powers, but did so only if the King was an 
infant or an imbecile. In normal circumstances the King 
endowed with divine essence ruled paternally for tbe protec- 
tion of his subjects. He had no need to view the affairs of 
the state or its possessio~ls in any other light than his own 
personal concern. How else could it be when he had divine 
prerogatives to  reign and govern? In  short he personified 
the state. All political and administrative action were directed 
primarily to protect him. and secondarily to preserve social. 
order as well as the life and property of the citizens through 
his divine personality. The Danda was the divine power he 
exercised to exact obedience to himself and to strike terror 
in the minds of the recalcitrants. This was what Manu laid 
down in his laws, and this held good for all times of absolute 
monarchy whether in Nepal or outside wherever the Mtinava- 
dharmafastra was followed in letters and spirit. Supporting 
what Manu had suggested ChandeSvara started quoting also 
NPrada that the subjects were dependent on the king and the 
latter alone was independent in a dependent world and 
because he wielded the powers of Daeda he was supreme. 
Somadeva in his Nitiviikyiimyta presents the king as the great 
Trinity as well as Yama and Indra. As an embodiment of 
the divine qualities of their beings the king was respected. 
feared and obeyed. In the face of such sweeping powers 
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vested in the monarch the administration was just a shadow 
of the royal authority as far as its centre goes. But the 
chief minister, royal priest. king's brother. if he was an adult. 
the Seniidhyak$a. etch in his sphere, seemed to pull their 
weight subject to restraints imposed by the king on theit 
powers by dint of his personality, 

As a corolary to tht: monarch's absolute powers, the 
royal palace was virtually the seat of the government and 
the royal household in its various ramifications might consti- 
tute the secretariat. Those who looked after the king's 
household affairs might then be considered as officers of 
the state rendering appropriate functions for the governance 
of the country. Thus the Gananiiyaka was in charge of the 
body of servants and armed retinues at the palace. The 
Bhiindilaniiyaka was charged with the responsibility of. 
supervising the keeping of the king's stores, grannery and  
other articles either collected as tax or purchased. Probably 
he was also the treasurer. This office was very important,. 
for its incumbence received royal insignia as a mark of 
appointment and was called a minister. The Chautiirii as. 
the chief minister was the custodian of the royal seal, and 
he figured in the transaction of foreign affairs, which was, 
however, much limited. 

Defence: It is very difficult to  assess the character and. 
strength of military defence for this period. Not until the 
end of the 17th century the system of a standing army comes- 
to our view. We have a few remnants of the conventional, 
weapons used in those days, the musket and the sword and 
dagger-all deposited in the Nepal Museum. But the musket 
does not go back to the time earlier than the 17th century 
A.D. For the earlier reigns we have accounts of defensive 
alliances, of attacks and raids and of pitched battles and 
skirmishes. From all what we have read about these it wil l  
not be very far from the truth to conclude that the fight was 
mainly conducted with the force more or less in the nature 
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of a rabble. The weapons used were knife, spear, sword, 
dagger, battle axe and a big bamboo pole called no1 and then 
bows and arrows. The kings in their records talk of invincible 
fortress, but except for the main city and strategic villages 
or townlets being surrounded with walls, no idea of a 
fortress in the real sense of the term is obtained from pictures 
of the relics. There are instances of mob attacks from one 
city on another implying the absence of an armed force well 
'trained and in a state of preparedness for offensive and 
defensive actions. 

We have already discussed the position of the comrnander- 
in-chief. There might be minor officers, but considering the 
strength of the standing army I do not think there were many 
officers concerned with its organisation. 

The rabble played the major part in the operations. Here 
it is futile to talk of the organisation of the armed force. This 
also shows that the attacks did not i ~ ~ v o l v e  weapons requirillg 
use of high skill, workmanship and elaborate practice, Was 
it because of this fact of fundamental weakness that the 
Valley fell an easy prey to the invaders coming from the hill 
areas, who commauded superior arms and were far advanced 
as warriors in the use of powder magazines? But the account 
o f  how PrthvinirSyana's attacks were met with in the Valley 
disproves this assessment. Things had surely changed towards 
the end of the 16th century, and now it was not only the 
mob or rabble doing the fighting but a kind of standing army 
of professionals also did its job in battle fields. though its 
strength was not much significant. I t  might be recalled here 
that a t  the time when raids from the western hills became 
frequent. the kings of the Valley had learnt, if not higher, 
as much advanced technique of warfare as the raiders were 
aware of and they met the challenge with the weapous as 
much known to the latter. As for the character of the army, 
according to Fr. Grueber's account reproduced by Kircher, 
Pratiipamalla 'had a large army on foot to oppose a little 
king named 'Varcam' who was disturbing him with the many 
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raids he undertook' (Levi, I, p. 87).64 But it is not clear 
whether this was a standing army or just a mobile rabble of 
a force put into action to  meet the challenge of the raids. 
Probably as the same authority talks of a militia under the 
ruler in the same context. such military unit might have 
consisted of a certain number of people reporting to duty for 
some time in a year, while they were all along engaged in 
thzir usual professions. But nevertheless there were some 
peoples who did the whole-time job, and these constituted 
the s ta~ding  army. 

Now turning to the organisation of military forces, we 
have at the head of the army militia and rabble included the 
monarch himself. Up to the 15th century the feudal lords 
had their own retinues all armed. Details of the set up are 
lacking. But Jodhlpati is a terminology used by VIlI  for a 
coinmander. Similarly the commander of a citadel or 
outpost was known as Kviifilzaniiyaka (VIII, f f .  52b, 53a). 
Kvdtha is Sanskritic K o ~ g a ,  which meant a fort. But all this 
changed since the 16th century. The feudatories had been 
eliminated. Now, the king alone retained a kind of armed 
force which was of course. very small; he led the army in 
person or whenever he chose the army was led by his trusted 
minister or ministers; ordinarily the defence was in charge 
of the Chautiirii, the Chief Minister. But the rulers relied 
more on the section manned by non-Newar tribes. Possibly 
these tribes were preferred because of their physical fitness. 
The army was standing in the sense that it was always 
available for action, but the armed force invariably lacked 
necessary trailling agd equipment of a standing army. And 
again it had no cadre of oficers to lead and often the army 
acted without professional captains but ordinarily as we 
noticed it the units were led by ministers or members of the 

.royal family deputed for the purpose or even by kings, It was 

64 Also see, C. Wassels, Early Jes~rir  T r a ~ ~ e l l e r s  in Central Asia, 
1603-1721, Pp. 192-95. 
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a civilian led army. At times even the spiritual tutor of the 
king led it, 

We know that since the time of Ratnamalla, the Khasa 
and Magars were recruited as body guards of the kings of the 
Nepal Valley. They also manned the fighting forces however 
small their numerical strength was, and we might understand 
by the term sena (army) all such peoples collected together 
under some discipline to do the fighting for the king, Perhaps 
they were professional soldiers. 

The Nepal army of our time consisted of the infantry 
alone. We have no knowledge of cavalry units. Nor 
elephants and bulls seem to have been employed in the 
warfare. Moreover, the nature ol the warfare was archaic 
in the situation dictated by its surroundiug. The professional 
soldiers were joined by a mob in any operation while fighting 
broke out. 

In  1740 ADD. we hear of a war, which took the life of the 
RZijguru of Bhatgaon in a hand to hand skirmish. This shows 
that the character and strength of the standing army had yet 
remained undefined. Let us now quote two passages from 
an eye-witness's accounts of a resident missionary for a 
general idea of a battle in the Nepal Valley. The eye-witness 
is Father Loro. The passages read : 

"When somebody has to sue for peace thi is done when 
one man is killed. Whoever inflicts a loss of this type 
ultimately wins. The other side sends a woman naked with 
all her hairs dishevelled crying and beating her chest and 
imploring mercy for peace and cessation of bloodshed. At 
this sight the victors call a delegation, and after negotiations, 
certain conditions are imposed on the vanquished and the 

' 9  65 war is thus ended . 
And further; 
"The war is a protracted affair, but because it is a purile 

65 Cassino's Journal in ltaliani Missionari,  e tc . ,  V O ~ .  11, Part 
VII, p. 13. 
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type of war the major qualification of a soldier is having his 
good legs to run away, and if you cut of[ the head of one 
of the enemies you win the battlz. The soldiers are armed 
with arrows. But a few of them have also fire arms." (Letter 
by Constantino Da Loro, 12-15 May. 1740 A.D)," 

We have seen that the rulers often quarrelled, and there 
were wars and alliances between parties as it suited their 
different interests. 

As the standing army in the care of each state was small, 
the brunt of any military operations defence or offence fell on 
the people who fought as irregular and again more as a 
rabble along side the trained military personnel. Sometimes 
the rabble conducted its warfare independently using even 
matchlocks as appears from the contemporary accounts of 
the chronicles. But mostly these would have acted as 
auxiliaries. We know from records what burden the people 
carried on their shoulders in matters of the defence of their 
country. One of Yaksarnalla's inscriptions (d. 573 NS) tells 
us that the people had constructed a wall and a ditch around 
the city of Bhatgaon at great cost and suffering (see below 
for particulars). The responsibility for the preservation and 
maintenance of the construction as xell as its protection from 
attack by its enemies also rested on the people i n  general. 

The area of responsibility was divided according to the 
locality through which the construction was designed. Other 
inscriptions likewise te!l us about the people themselves 
participating in the construction of a fortified area and their 
being engaged also to meet hostile operations conducted by 
an alien force. The Thyiisapus and ms. colophons while 
notify the incidents fight between the neighbouring kingdoms 
often talk of a crowd making raids into military outposts Tor 
other sites belonging to the adversary. The Ssrikhu inscrip- 
tion of Jagajjayamalla lauds the services re~idered by the 
people 01 the area in defeating the Bhatgaon ruler. The 

66 Ibid, Vol. 11, Part 11, Pp. 15-17. 
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people in general had gone forward to  meet the invasion, 
Ranajitamalla in the same vein praised the people of Bode, 
NakadeSa and Thimi (Inscription n. 139 in our Appendix) 
for defeating the combined attack of Gorkhii. Patan and 
Kathmandu to grant them certain amenities against the 
encroachment of state officers and soldiers. Sriniviisamalla 
defines the obligation of the people vis-a-vis the state 
in his Machhendranatha inscription of Patan. From this 
it appears that the king was entitled to call for general 
conscription of the adult male population during an 
emergence of an external attack. It is well understood that 
the general mass of the people always played their part in 
offensive and defensive operations of their country against 
the neighbour. This they did when a call came from their 
king. Because the standing army was small the people in 
general bore the bulk of any type of military operations. But. 
as we know no battlt: worth the name is fought by a rabble, 
it is fought only by a trained army. So when we talk of 
war between two kingdoms let us bear in mind that these 
were little skirmishes. A war in a large scale had never- 
occurred. Though at times for years the tension continued, 
and the fighting parties nursed a deep seated grievance against 
each other. 

When they invaded a territory they called it 'hath5ra van%'. 
If the party attacking encamped. they called the camp as 
'than2 ; when blockade had been lifted or a town or fort 
beseiged had been freed, this was said to have opened (chiira). 
In case the place fell to the invaders, they said 'tela'. 

A strongly fortified area was known as a garh. Because 
the capital city was well fortified, the same was called garjl. 
The fortification meant constructing walls around, the latter 
again was encircled by ditches. The opening to the fort was 
provided by massive gates which were placed under the care 
of a Commander (Niiyaka). Such installations were called 
Kvatha. Not only the capital cities, but other townlets. 
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also were fortified in similar fashion and were called garh. 
There were military outposts called kvdthrz. These were also 
called kotta while the record used the Sanskrit language, 
But the expression also applied to any town fortified with 
walls and ditches around it. The military outposts were 
maintained to  guard the highways against external aggression. 
These looked also after the different routes leading to 
strategic capital and places like the market centres. If a 
hill was used as a fort it bore the name durga, which 
literally means inaccessible. The area round the summit 
was used with renovations to accommodate the military 
personnel and their arsenal. Walls of stones or bricks 
surrounded the installations. Sometimes the hill forts were 
called garh as  well as Kvdtha. So was any town or market 
depot or a village if the same was strategically important. 
For example, we find the hill forts of Gokarna, Pharping 
and Noakot described as Kvd~lia  in GopZila VaniSdvali. 
Similarly market depots and small towns like Banepii were 
being called Kviitha in the same document as well as ms. 
colophons. The same was the case as far as the literatures 
of the later middle ages go. We can imagine that they were 
fortified areas as they were actually so. But the term 
Kvdfha had been applied also to places of lesser importance 
with only a ramshackle of a military outpost. We shall call 
to our notice many such places. In this ccnnection let me 
also observe that one Kanu Sarmi, the court poet of Srini- 
vgsamalla, writing in 773 defines Kviitha 'qualifying' it with 
dais as a superstructure on the wall of the town, where a 
military unit was stationed. The construction was a little 
elevated and shaped like a balcony. We should not, 
therefore, think that there was any hard and fast rule t o  
designate accurately a place or area of a particular strategic 
importance. Ordinarily, however, the Kviitha was generic 
term used for any kind of fortification. 

Several contemporary records mention fortified areas and 
military outposts under various names. This gives us an idea 
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of the defence measures of the three kingdoms of the Nepal 
Valley. also the fact that each was suspicious of the other's 
intentions and wanted to be militarily strong for defence as 
-well as offence. 

We have already said by citing a reference from the 
account of an Italian traveller that the capital cities and 
other townlets were maintained as forts. Besides, there were 
other areas fortified which bore the name garh. Such was 
Thgnko! lying within Patan at  the western end of the Valley. 
In  a small inscription of the time of RajyaprakZSa (record 
dated 873) the garh had been said to be repaired. Noakot 
was a fort, which protected the entrance to  the Tadi Valley 
from the other side of the river TriSuli. It guarded the 
passages coming from due west as  well as due north. Noakof 
is called the cream of the cities (puravara) in an inscription 
-of Mahendramalla, which is dated 688. Noako! controlled 
the commercial route to Kerraung and hence its importance 
both as a trade channel and defence outpost. An inscription 
of RiijyaprakB6amalla 872 calls Kirtipur a garh. Unlike 
ThZinkoi this garh was constructed on the summit of a hill 
with natural advantages of inaccessibility. The inscriptions 
show as well as the ruins that both Thankof and Kirtipur had 
walls (prtikiira) surrounding the fortress. T h % ~ ~ k o f  guarded 
the route at  a point where the frontiers of more tban two 
kingdoms met and it is to be noted that these kingdoms were 
seldom at peace. Kirtipur occupied a strategic centre 
commanded the defence structure for the whole of the north- 
western part of the Valley. The Vajrayogini temple of 
Jayaprakiiga at the upland of Sahkhu treats places also like 
the hills of Svayambhuniitha Chiingu, Gokarna as well 
a s  the upland occupied by the temple site of Vajrayogini 
as garh. 

Pratapamalla claims to have occupied many forts (durgarn) 
belonging to SiddhinarasiIfIhamalla, although he does not 
name them similarly. SiddhinarasiIfIhamalla speaks of his 
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having recaptured the forts from his enemies?' Here too the 
names are missing. 

The Thyijsapus A,, B ,  D, E ,  bring out different names as 
KvBthas ; Guchos, Dvhrakviitha in Sahkham~la  ( A .  F. 73) ; 
Phurabanikviifha, Dlpchakviifhir, and KabhrBkvQha. all 
belonging to Bhatgaon in the present Khiibhre Palaiichok 
development district-in east no. I (B. f .  16) ; KasBnakvBfha, 
Hi tigvalakvFifha, A baradosakvatha (Thyiisapu 1)) ; and 
Thapakviitha, Pukhurichakviitha, Alakhvatakviifha all of them 
in Kirtipur (E. f. 21). Obviously, all of them were not forts 
in the real sense of the term. One could not think of any 
other real fort in Kirtipur other than the natural fort of the 
hillock. At the most these were military outposts guarding 
certain routes. So we are not to be misled by the word 
Kvatha. The Nepalese were used to employing high sound- 
ing words for the ordinary. But the existence of so many 
kviithas in these kingdoms leaves us in no doubt about 
their defence. They were protected by natural barriers, but 
in addition to  it they spared no efforts to create their own 
defence structure and a net work of them had covered the 
country ruled by the Malla dynasty. 

The capital cities were not only strongly fortified but 
their neighbourhood and all highways and thoroughfares 
leading to them were also strictly guarded with military out- 
posts at strategic points. I t  was strange that these measures 
had failed to check the advance of the enemies when they 
invaded. There is a tragic spectacle of these forts and out- 
posts falling one by one under the impact of the invasion. 
But structural weakness was not the cause of the defeat. If 
the Malla rulers had found themselves beaten it was because 
even in their hour of defeat they were disunited. Gorkha was 
not militarily more powerful than any one of them. Even 
disunited each could have put up a successful resistance 
to the invaders. But the Malla rulers of the Nepal Valley 

67 BLI, Ins. Nos. 17,18. 
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were worse sinners because they often quarrelled, and made 
no distinction between their own dynasty and the aliens. 
T o  add to this, they sought outside help to seek victory over 
their own kiths and kins. They not only gloated over 
the defeat of the other Malla kingdom, but helped the 
enemy secretly and sometimes openly to bring about his 
discomfiture. 

The fortified areas were maintained in an atmosphere of 
religious sanctity. Whenever a fort came into existence, 
it was blessed by the Briihmanas with elaborate religious 
rites. Similarly, if there occurred some damage in any part 
of the fort, it was repaired with the accompaniment of 
Briihmanical rituals. I n  NS 827 (Miiglzavadi 14 Sravana- 
naksatra Sukraviisare), there was an earthquake and the fort 
of r)apchZi situated on a hill, about 8 miles from Bhatgaon, 
was damaged and had to be repaired. We get an information 
in tbis connection from a ms. noting that a propitiation 
ceremony was performed to please Sri 3 UgrachapdiP8 There 
were similar rites and sacrifices performed on occasions of 
calamities such as a storm, enemy raids, structural deficien- 
cies being noticed over the area. 

Besides Ugrachandg we a!so find Hanumiina and Nara- 
siridla associated with the warlike activities of the rulers. 
The three royal palaces in the Valley had the images of 
Hanumiina and Narasirhha placed at  the main gate. In 
Kathmandu, PratLpamalla had set up the two images of 
Hanumgna and Narasirhha at  about the same time, the 
former's in Vaiiiikha and the latter's in Asiidha of 792. 
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Bbfipatindramalla speaks of the same kind of images in his 
inscription of NS 818. The purpose of setting up of these 
images at the pate was to guard the entrance of the house 
against enemies. visible and invisible. HanumHna was 
also associated with their banners, as the epithet Hanumad- 
dhvaja goes to indicate. 

The military affairs were not free from superstitious belief, 
Even in times of opening an attack they consulted astrologers, 
and marched to the tune of the stars. The Thyiisapus which 
tell us of an expedition conducted together by the three 
kingdoms, Gorkhg and Lamjung to atta:k MackwSnpur in 
Kiirtika kyqna of 803 was undertaken after the astrologer 
had testified to the auspicious occasion (f. 48) on a certain 
day. 

Rituals and superstition associated with the warfare does not 
endow the method of waging it a t  the time with the character 
of a virtuous war, when certain rules were observed by both 
the combatants to avoid unnecessary bloodshed. But here 
we must remember that there was nothing of a battle which 
should be characterised as dharmayuddha. As it shall follomr, 
the pledges given to an ally was broker1 without any remorce. 
Pledges in support of one's action was also extracted in 
duress. There were secret raids operated under cover of 
darkness at  night, when civilians had been caught unawares, 
were harassed, their houses set on fire, articles removed and 
innocent lives killed. In short there were all elements of an 
irreligious war. One more point about the hostile activities 
of Malla rulers while we talk of hostilities, in which the 
Malla rulers indulged there could not be any show of liberal 
and magnanimous attitude towards the enemy. Rather all 
crafty means were employed to bring down the opponent as  
speedily as possible. 

Military Alliance : The Nepalese rulers who fought 
amongst themselves each tried to strengthen their position 
by alliances. If any king could induce others to join hands 
with him, he was fortunate at least to neutralise the allies 
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in times of conflict against his adversary and this was 
considered to be a great strategic achievement and high 
diplomatic skill. But the alliances were shortlived, and 
these were made and unmade as suited the interests of the 
par ties concerned. 

We have attached to our narrative a long list of events 
where combatants of two kingdoms had attacked the third 
party. This is from the Thyiisapu B, The entire account 
is of conflicts waged by Yoganarendramalla against either 
Kathmandu or Bhatgaon in concert with the one or the other. 
The Thyiisapu A, D and E have also similar stories to tell. 
I do not think that it is necessary to  recount over again all 
that the Thyiisapus have written about the internecine 
skirmishes it1 the Valley, We direct the reader's attention 
to  the political scene of the Valley in the preceding chapters. 
I t  appears that forming alliances and breaking them had 
become a common feature of policy with every ruler in their 
inter-state relation. Our information for the period up to 750 
is meagre. but as  we proceeded upwards we view a situation 
where military alliances were usually entered into to enhance 
once military strzngth but to  be broken at the convenience 
of the party which found it inconvenient to go ahead with it. 
In the early 18th century the Nepal Valley rulers widened the 
area by bringing in one or the other state of the Chaubisi 
group. The frontiers of ThBnkog and Gorkh5 were contiguous 
with those of Patan and Kathmandu and obviously these 
were the hill states interested in the game. From the eastern 
side the Sena rulers of Morang and Mackwiinpur were also 
entering the scene. The hill state rulers and the Senas 
backed one party against the other to seek their own 
advantage. 

The Thyfisapu A reported that Gorkhii's Pcthvipati Shiih 
entered into an alliance with Kathmandu in 798 (f .  7). This is 
for the first time we hear of a hill chief coming into close 
contact with one of the ruling dynasties of the Valley. 
Kathmandu was in the meantime being approached to take 
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part in the family quarrel of the Senas when Bidhiitii Indraji 
arrived at the court of Kathmandu. It was solely to seek 
latter's intervention in his dynastic war. If the Nepal Valley 
kings had remained united, they would have certainly made 
their influence felt in the politics of the neighbouring 
countries, But they lacked unity in their own ranks. Even 
when unity was achieved. this could not last long. The 
Thyiisapus D and F give interesting facts about the conflicts 
raging in the Valley between 1660 A.D. and 1673 A.D. 
According to the inscriptions of Prat iipamalla of 769 
Kathmandu had fought Bhatgaon and Patan intermittently 
since 1640 A.D. According to one VatASiivali the very 
founders of the three kingdoms were always involved in a 
tug of war. The second brother who ruled over Kathmandu 
was in the beginning accused of a plot to overthrow his elder 
brother's throne. This excited the rebel in him and drove 
him to stage a revolt against the man who was the rightful 
heir to the throne of Yakgarnalla. All this might not be true. 
but the fact of quarrel between brothers is quite correct. I do 
not think that any period of our medieval history was free 
from incidents of internecine conflicts once the partition had 
become a settled fact. Coming to the later time we learn 
in a setting of constant struggle how the allies changed sides 
as often as it suited them. Tlzyilsapus V and F talk of an 
armed conflict between Kathmandu and Bhatgaon when the 
Patan ruler was the ally of the former. Pratiipa had acted 
in contravention of a two-year old treaty by attacking some 
military outposts of Bhatgaon. In  the month of Miirga of 783 
Pratapamalla brought to Kathmandu a lion image by attack- 
ing a temple in the vicinity of the Royal palace in Bhatgaon. 
where it had stood. Sriniviisa was Pratiipa's ally in the 
earlier conflict as witnessed by Father Grueber but this time 
he was hesitant to take side. Two years later according to the 
Thyiisaprr D, Sriniviisamalla was gone over to the other side. 
He was often visiting Bhatgaon and having consultation with 
its ruler. But again in 787 A~Zidhakyqncl he joined hands 
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with Pratiipa and Hhatgaon was isolated. Srinivasa and 
Prat ipa  combined t o  act together and plundered some villages 
in Thimi. In 790 Miighakrqna the principality of Mackwinpur 
was also the object of their attack. However, the two 
separated again, SrinivZsamalla now favouring JagatprakiSa 
as  against Kathmandu. Now it was the turn of Bhatgaon 
and Patan to  offer a united fight to Pratiipamalla. But the 
latter would not lose time t o  try to win over Bhatgaon to his 
side. Many times between 769 and 793 he courted favour 
with the authorities of the kingdom of Bhatgaon. At one 
time he even tried to  capture the person of Sriniv'isamalla 
just to  overawe Patan and cow the ruler ro submission. 
I n  793 Jagatprak5Sa died and a year later he himself breathed 
his last. This put an  end the age-old rivalry between the 
two kingdoms. 

The  Thy5sap~rs show a comparatively peaceful condition 
in the years to come up till NS 805 or so. We see rather the 
Valley rulers engaged to what their warlike appetite in 
organising expeditions to Mackwanpur and other two Sena 
principalities in the eastern Terai. But the ambitious young 
king of Kathmandu, PSrthivendramalla, showed tendencies 
to  fight out his counterparts in the other two kingdoms. 
Kathmandu had attacked Bhatgaon. It is said that out of 
fear the Patan ruler had to choose to join Pgrthivendra as 
against Bhatgaon. In  808 Yoganarendramalla had shed his 
fear complex and took courage to  the rescue of Bhacgaon 
which was blockaded by its enemy. Peace prevailed again 
due to the death of Lak~ruiuBrBya~a JoSi of Kathmandu. who 
was the most powerful personality of his time, But the 
peaceful atmosphere was disturbed again by Yoganarendra- 
malla himself being tempted to dominate the situation. 

It is our wish that the reader turns over the pages in the 
chapters dealing with the political events to get an idea of  the 
shifting friendship and enmity between rulers in the Nepal 
Valley. This time was the early 18th century and the bill 
principalities had consolidated. 
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There were now so many states on all sides of Nepal, 
which competed with the Malla rulers for power and 
expansionist aim. Each of them now jostled with the Mallas 
as their equal. But internecine fights did not stop in the 
Malla kingdoms. The chronicles which are quite reliable 
for the last phase of the century concerning the Malla dynasty 
recount in pathetic words the tale of woe, brother fighting 
the brother, intriguing to bring about each other's downfall 
and taking delight in the discomfiture of the other if it so 
came. Frorn NS. 865 as Noakot fell to the Gorkhg ruler, 
and he spread his tentacles east and south it was understood 
that the Valley was going to be blocked from all sides. But 
the three Malla rulers were enjoying their own quarrel and 
rather each was trying to counteract th: other with the help 
of the same enemy whose overall objective was to oust them 
all. An inscription of Thimi bearing the date line 851 
Maghakrsna 2 para 3 hasta nak~atra Siilayoga Sanaiicharaviira 
talks of a reward offered by the king of Bhatgaon to the 
people of the region (Thimi, Bode, NakodeSa and Chopur) 
who had frustrated the combined attempt of the kings of 
Patan, Kathmandu and Gorkha to occupy Obhu. 

This was 14 years previous to the capture of Noakof by 
P~thvinarayana Shah. But things were not better when he 
actually desceuded into the Valley arld occupied parts of it. 
We have already written much about the e\rents related to 
G o r k h ~  invasion. The Nepal rulers do not colue off credi- 
tably in the situation. They would not shed off prejudices. 
They would not confer among then~selves while their very 
existence was threatened. On the other hand, iutriguers 
were active to keep them divided to the advantage of the 
enemy. Bhatgaon's ruler was helping Gorkhii to beat 
Jayaprakiisa for a slice of territory in Chiingu, Siinkhu and 
KHbhre PalHBchok areas promised to him by PrthvinBrlyaqa. 
Jayaprak~ia was sending an insulting reply to the repeated 
requests of RBjyaprakaSa for his presence in Chobar to forge 
a concerted action against the outsider. Patan's ministers 
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would not see the danger in a situation like that but would 
strike a deal with the PrthviuiirSyana t o  tide over the 
economic crisis resulting out  of the blockade. I t  was a 
sorrowful state of affairs which we find in the Nepal Valley 
in those days. The  defence structure was crumbling, the 
alliance had no meaning. the rulers experiencing a crisis of 
character and everything heading towards complete disaster. 

The  skirmishes as  they were fought: Having in the 
beginning cited a statement of a Christian Missionary in 
this regard. We owe an explanatioil regarding people's 
participation in  the fight. He draws a picture of warfare 
which looked nothing but ridiculous. No doubt the crowd 
helped in the process of fight. But 1 do  not think that all 
he wrote about the sort of wrestling, knifing etc. between 
crowds without the trained military personnel taking part 
was quite true. The ThyZisaprls talk of an  attack by armed 
contingents, They used to  lay a siege and then blockade 
their target. For  days together the outpost or a village 
remained under siege. Sometimes the invaders retired and 
a t  times the resistance within the besieged fort area collapsed, 
when the defenders had surrendered. The  crowd with the 
long bamboo pole (nol), spears and dagger must have its 
due part in this adventure. But it was not all this. There 
were men armed with muskets and bows and arrows who 
were a t  the lead. Field guns seem to  have been in action. 
1 do not suppose that a suddenly collected mob could handle 
these weapons. As for women wit11 dishevelled hairs appear- 
ing in the afray to demand cessation of warfare on behalf of 
a party the statement seems to be much exaggerated. But 
other parts of the statement coming from the Missionary in 
this regard cannot be dismissed as  untrue. I t  appears from 
the account of the Th~.iisapus that once the warring energy of 
a combatant party flagged, the corollaries followed. If he 
was an offender. then the men ran off. they were routed, some 
were followed and a few killed if they lagged behind. I n  the 
case of the defence party, the same happened i f  the battle 
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was a pitched one, If it was the fort to be surrendered. the11 
some one came to speak for the inmates and terms were 
settled. Or  the defendants ran away by leaving the post, 
here again they were chased by the invaders. This is in brief 
the actual fact and we must disabuse our mind of any mis- 
conception in this regard. We may not cite examples. Every 
leaf in the Thyiisapus is full  of such stories, and we wrote 
the facts as they occurred in  course of the narrative. 

I am sure that the foregoing passage removes any 
confusion regarding the role of the people a s  participants 
in the skirmishes. The  people acted as  auxiliary to the 
small band of soldiers, which fought with weapons under 
some kind of discipline. 

But the people appeared in the fight as a mob. They were 
hastily collected. and were successfully employed in a situa- 
tion. where the opponent is attacked suddenly. Sometimes 
the people acted on their own without the king's orders. Here 
their behaviour was unpredictable as  a crowd mentality was 
on evidence. T l ~ e  idea of a mob rising either against their 
own king or against the neighbouring State is ncticeable in  
so many instances narrated by the Thyasapus. We have seen 
how Jitlnlitran~alla was subjected to  a harsh treatment a t  
the hands of his people. while he had refused to hand over 
his minister to them. A t  such times although no ring-leader 
appeared in action, the crowd must have been incited from 
behind the scene by someone, an individual or  a clique to 
act in a particular way. On hearing of P~rthivendramalla's 
death due to poisoning the people in a large crowd attacked 
Chikuti who was living near the sanctuary of PaSupatinatha 
leading a quiet life of devotion. They were worked up  to 
believe that Cbikuti was the king's assassin. The  people 
displayed the most heinous mentality on this occasion. He 
was spat upon, kicked. stoned and then his body was dragged 
through the rough and tumble surface of the highway. The 
former minister received grievous injuries and died a little 
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later. I n  this particular instance the secret hand of the new 
Chautiirii was noticed. Chikuti was regarded as a rival, and in 
order to avoid any likelihood of hostile intrigue from his side, 
he was to be physically removed. The new Chautiirii Lakgmi- 
narayana JoSi achieved this purpose by his secret manoeuvres 
in  iuciting the people who thought that it was Chikuli who 
had poisoned the king to death. Such occasion often came. 
I think when the mob from Kathmandu had attacked the city 
of Patan on the death of king Yoganarendramalld, it was a 
clique of ministers in the former kingdom, who had instigated 
thz people to rise and harass the late king's subjects in a 
bid to cornpel them to propose king Bhiiskaramalla for the 
vacant throne. When the people acting apparently on their 
own have to be referred to, the document always made a 
mention of the fact that 'the praja (citizens) rose in a crowd 
and attacked'. A revolt by the people took place in 1741 in 
Kathmandu against its king. But here as elsewhere the hands 
of the cdurt intriguers could be seen. Although in lllany 
stages the crowd acted in the usual manner one cannot rule 
out the possibility of someone having incited them to act 
that way. Nevertheless suddenly worked up mobs had played 
their part in Nepal politics of the day, and we-cannot also 
refuse to accept the fact. But generally the people acted ollly 
on instigation by interested parties. 

One can ask whether the mob was not restrained by the 
soldiers of the king's bodyguard or whatever we call them 
in the situation. If the mob had attacked a ~eighbouring 
country surely it was checkmated by soldiers manning the 
outpost i n  the defensive situation. But within their own 
counlry when the people acted, they became defiant and had 
to be appeased. Perhaps the standillg army was not numeri- 
cally or otherwise strong enough to quell the uprising. We 
have not seen any king forcibly suppressing the revolt of the 
people. They have pacified with tactful appeals, but never 
suppressed, This indicates the poor organisation of the 
armed force at the disposal of the king. 
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Weapons: We have referred to  the statement of the 
Capuchin Padre for the technique of warfare as  it obtained 
in Nepal in the later middle ages. There is a broad hint in 
the passage as  to the nature of weapons employed in the 
many military engagements, which presents the correct posi- 
tion in this regard, 

The Thyiisapu A states that Lak~rninBcByai~a JoSi of 
Kathmandu was killed in NS 810 by his opponents who had 
attacked him with a dagger known as  bhujyiili. The  same 
bhujya'li is called today khukri. There are  other statements 
which show also the use of another weapon called a khadga. 
The khadga is a kind of long knife, it is straight in shape 
unlike the bhujyiili which is comparatively larger in size and 
crooked a t  the sharpest point. T h e  coinage of the period 
reveals as religious emblems the weapon khadga (Walsh, 111. 
4, 8, 12; 1V 8, 11, 12). When the ruler's victory was to be  
prayed for by the donor or the priest the inscriptions used 
the expression khadgasiddhirastu, literally meaniilg 'let 
khadga be successEul.'69 We hear from the Thgiisapus that 
muskets and field guns were also in action in  the battles. 
Sriniv~samalla sent his troopers to  invade hlackwanpur in NS 
803 and they used fire arms in the attack. The  minister of 
Kathmandu, Bamsidhara by name, who was deputed by his 
king to attack Sindhuli had marched with a contingent which 
was armed with muskets. According to tbe Thyiisapu D no 
field gulls were fired in Kathmandu at the time of Srioivasa- 
malla's death in Jyejtha, 807. The mention of field gulls 
presupposes its use in  battle fields. Poet Lalitiiballabha in 
his 'Bhaktavijayakijvya' tells us that JayaprakBSarnalla's men 
fought the battle in Bhatgaon with their swords, fire arms, 
daggers, axes. spears, clubs and sticks. The use of bow and 
arrow is testified by the Capuchin Padre in  his account. AS 
the battle was in progress the warriors blew trumpets, bheri 

69 Inscriptions nos. 2. 19, etc. 
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and kahabijii, as  they called them. They also beat drums. 
T h e  king rode a tall horse and wore an armour for the 
protection of the front part of his upper body. Probably 
his ministers too if they were commanding the operation or 
even if they had played a secondary role rode horses. Lalitii- 
ballabha says that JayaprakCidamalla was riding a tall horse. 
Ordinarily the commorl variety of horses was the Bhofiyii 
pony, but Tangnn horses from central Asia too must have 
been imported for the use of the king and his nobility. 
While talking of weapons we must bear in mind that these 
came u p  to the standard reached by the Gorkhiilis in their 
own field of armoury, 

Espionage: We are now thoroughly acquainted with wars 
and diplomacy of the period. The consideration will not be 
complete without reference to espionage. We are here deal- 
ing with a situation where political representatives can be 
dispensed with. The Kings were. however, interested in  
keeping themselves apprised of the various developments, 
political or  otherwise, in the other states. Spies were the 
channels through whom vital infornlations reached the King. 
T h e  keeping of spies to watch the movements of the Kings 
in other states was prescribed by Kautilya, Manu and other 
law-givers. The espionage was n o t .  confined to watching 
kings in the other two principalities but it also did work in 
detecting conspiracies, crimes and foreigner's unfriendly 
activities within a country. JayaprakZSamalla could detect 
a group of Gorkhiilis, who had come to hatch up a conspiracy 
to  overthrow him. With the help of his spies King Ranajita- 
malla discovered that he would visit PalBfichok to confer 
with Prthvin6rHyana Shah a t  a great peril to himself. The 
chronicles talk of spies used by a king against another. 
Sometimes when discovered they were beheaded. The 
Gorkhgli spies had been beheaded all but one BrBhrnsna. 
The  spies appeared in different roles and passed in any 
activities they liked. Inside or outside the country they 
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were able to know many things without disclosing their 
identity. They were caves-droppers and overheard whis- 
pers without attracting attention. They assessed public 
opinion in its true light. The king could not but depend on 
them for accurate information. He was therefore called 
Cha'rochak~u, the one who saw through the eyes of his 
servants. No wonder that our law-givers had advised the 
king to appoint honest and thoughtful men as spies. 

Justice and Local Government : We are completely in 
dark about how justice was administered in that age. 
The king of course, was the supreme law-giver and he 
himself constituted the last court of justice and his will 
was law as far as  it followed the practices enjoined by 
ancient scriptures, both Saivite and Buddhist. I t  was not a 
yery big area to be dealt with by the judicial authority. So 
justice was not a problem of a very great magnitude for the 
king or his subordinate governors staticrned in tracts outside 
the capital. I n  some inscriptions there is a reference to a 
Kotwara so and so, but we do not know the function and 
status of this officer. Codified laws were unknown. Trial 
and punishment were determined according to customs and 
conventions. The character of these, however, is still little 
known. Political offences were, of course, dealt with 
mercilessly and hanging and beheading were the usual 
punishment. But otherwise penal rules, though seemingly 
harsh and judged from a modern standard cruel, are not 
known at all. 

The general mass of the people were temperamentally 
tolerant and god-fearing. They abhor sins, and hated sinners. 
They strictly observed the code of conduct as prescribed by 
the SSistras. They would not resort to killing except to 
please their numerous divinities whom they offered animal 
sacrifice. Minor crimes must have been committed but 
major crimes were rarely in evidence. So justice was not 
a very big problem. Probably the king's court was more 
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active in matters of civil suits and in disputes arising out of 
the division of property and sales and purchase of articles. 

The inscriptions lay stress on the five great offences, all 
related to murder, which the people considered horrible. 
All were to avoid committing these offences. The statement 
in the inscriptions regarding the five mahiiparddha or pdtaka 
is with respect to a warning that if the pious act was 
damaged in any manner the man responsible for it would 
earn for himself the demerits which followed the commitment 
of the five great offences. These offences were mentioned in 
several inscriptions by their name.70 These are gohatyd 
(killing of cow), biilahatyii (killing of child), strihatyii (killing 
of a woman), guruhatyii (killing of a teacher) and pityhatyd 
(killing of one's father). These were dreaded offences and 
any one likely to go astray had to be made aware of the 
consequetlces of the heavy guilt. 

Manu produces a list of offences in which the above are 
included (8. 89). He also deals wit11 cases of enticement, 
cattle lifting, theft, causing hurt, embezzlement and like 
offences. The punishment for theft was cutting off of the 
offender's limb, by which the crime has been committed 
(8, 334). Enticing a married woman was punished by cutting 
the offender's nose and ears. But there was discrimination 
between a high and low caste offender in such offences. 
These offences brought corporal punishment, but others 
such as breach of customary regulations, pilfering of articles 
of small values etc. were fined. Manu's treatise prevailed 
when the givers of law in Nepal during Jayasthitimalla's 
time when they were reviewing the extent of deviations in 
the usually existing social customs and practices and the 
law governing them. At that time Manu was faithfully 
followed In respect of several decisions taken about custo- 

70 A Copper plate inscription of Briniv~samalla 783 Mdghavadi  5 ;  
inscription of PZrthivendramalla at Noakot 803 VaiSdsokrsna 3 Svama- 
vira Siddhiyoga; Inscriptions Nos. 16, 76, in our Appendix. 
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mary practices. We do not know if the practices sanctioned 
then continued in all its aspects also in the late middle ages. 
But in the absecce of any written code the kirg and his 
officers could not but have looked to Manu for guidance and 
light. 

According to Manu a thief who stole valuables from the 
custody of a nobleman or lady deserves to be killed. We 
shall not be s'urprised if this practice was observed in our 
country. 

I do not think that there were cells to  confine the under- 
trial or convict prisoners. I n  the very nature of things the 
trial must be summary and-  quick. The next phase of 
the punishment, also must be such as did not occasion 
imprisonment, it was either death or decapitation if a 
physical punishment was involved, Fines also were common 
a ~ ~ d  this formed a source of income to the ruler. 

There were not separate judicial officers like the Kazis 
who dispensed justice as judges in the Moghul Empire of 
India. Both executive and judicial functions were rendered 
by the ministers at  the centre and by the governor in the 
divisional headquarters, The cases were those which the 
local parichdyats could not decide or were not empowered to  
decide on their own. Ultimately, of course. the monarch was 
the supreme judicial authority and fountainhead of justice. 

Hodgson who spent more than 18 years in Nepal from 
1824-1842 states that the two central courts viz., Zntiichapli 
and Kotiliriga which existed in his tinye came as a legacy of 
the old regime, and were continued by the Gorkhilis. The 
former had jurisdiction over criminal cases including murder, 
theft, causing injury etc. The latter was  a civil court which 
handled cases of dispute or litigation between a creditor and 
debtor. They were the courts of appeal from subordinate 
administrators. The last appellate court was constitl~ted by 
the king in person, and he decided the case i n  his discretion. 
We do not know the nature of punishment meted out to the 
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various categories of offences one committed. We learn from 
the Capuchin Missionaries that killing of a cow brought up 
o n  the offender capital punishment. Probably any kind of 
murder was met with capital punishment. I n  other cases the 
old smgti laws were strictly followed. Fines were imposed 
for minor offences involving certain irregularities and mall 
practices. But a thief's limb or limbs were cut off to render 
him incapable of doing further mischief as  Manu prescribed 
it. But BrRhmanas escaped both capital punishment and 
cutting off of limbs. There was a difference in punishment, 
which was based on caste if an offence was connected with 
sex affairs. But this was enforced only when a Briihmana 
or the members of the ruling K~at r iya  caste was 
involved. Others were treated much in the same way. 
Chandegvara in his Riijanitiratniikara talks of a pradviviika 
following observation by Kiityiiyana, Brhaspati and others.'' 
He was the officer entrusted by the king with the work of 
adjudicating disputes, and presiding over legal proceedings. 
Chandeivara calls him dharmiidhyaksa and an officer who 
dispensed justice (Nyiiyakari). Kiitysyana thinks that a king 
was to appoint a learned BrZihmana of high knowledge and 
character for the purpose of administering justice 
(Nyi iyakir i tva)  if he himself was unable to do the same duty. 
Brhaspati defined his function thus the king was to  watch the 
priidvivbka who was supported by the sabhyas and opinions 
of the SZistra questioned and cross questioned. Chandeivara 
agreeing with Lakgmidhara says that he tried cases keeping 
before him 'fire and water' and he was to act finally the way 
he was directed by the king. Manu, emphasises the presence 
of these sabhyas with the priidviviika at the time of decision 
( N i r n a y a v i ~ a y a m ) . ~ ~  In the section he devotes to  the system 
of evidence he presents the pridviviika as a judge both civil 
and criminal. Vygsa also says that the priidviviika was to 

71 BORS, 1936, pp 16-1) 
72 VIII. 60 
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preside the cases carefully in the presence of the sabhyas. 
Without mentioning priidviviika Somadeva who is an authority 
writing in the 10th century A. D. observes in his Nitiviikyiimrta 
that the sabhyas were the essential factors of the trial. K. P. 
Jayaswal is of the opinion that the priidvivaka was the 
minister of justice as well as the first judge and the sabhyas 
were junior judges.73 We do not have any evidence regarding 
the post of priidviviika in Nepal in tfie period under 
consideration. Nor there is reason to believe as Jayaswal 
does that the judicial officers were immune from the influence 
of the king. Even the existence of the sabhyas during trial 
can be ruled out. 

As Hodgson found it in the early 19th century A. D. the 
trial by ordeal as prescribed by the S m ~ t i s  did surely exist. 
The trial proceeded with oath-taking by all the parties. 
Then the accused entered into a deep tank or touched a 
burning fire at a great risk to  himself. The survivor was 
acquitted. The ordeal had to be gone through to vouchsafe 
for one's innocence, A trial by ordeal was held in criminal 
proceedings when there was a prinza facie case against the 
accused. But there were many cases which were disposed 
of in ordinary ways without any ordeal. 

For evidence Manu7' and YLjiiavalkya are the authorities 
to be consulted. Manu says that the king has to seek out 
of the evidence the way to the discovery of truth. He is 
also to realise the Vyavahiirapak~a of the allegation, i.e 
according to Kulluka Bhatta, a commentator on Manu, the 
king is to weigh the evidence in the light of changing 
circumstances, whether the crime is light or heinous is to be 
considered with reference to the particular country and the 
situation (time). Those called to give evidence should be 
men who would entertain feeling of love for all castes. know 
all tenets of religion, and are not greedy. But enemies. 

73 Hindu Polity, Second Edition, 1943, p. 329. 
74 VIII, 44-84 
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creditors and kinsmen of the accused or  complainant, people 
who are faulty of eyesight, sick and have poor memory, the 
danseurs, the Srotri-brahmonas, a b rahrn~ch i i r r~~  or parivrii- 
jakaT6, a dependent, a robber, an old man, a child, an 
untouchable (because he is ignorant of law-Kulluka), whose 
organs have been ruptured, deranged in mind, all such men 
are not to be produced as witness. Manu says that barring 
the above categories of persons, the king was to call for the 
evidence of any person who had heard of the offence 
or seen it by himself, The person was to tender 
evidence as he saw or heard of it. Manu again and again 
argues that a greedy person is not to be a witness. The 
evidence of an unselfish person is weighty and is to be 
entertained if both parties agree (but this can only apply 
to civil suits). But a woman even if highly qualified 
and unselfish is deprived of her title to become a witness. 
However, she enjoys the privilege bestowed on all, by which 
one is enabled to take advantage of the evidence of a person 
of his own caste (the woman is treated here like a caste). A 
perjury or giving of false evidence was considered heinous, 
and invited upon the witness grave sins, if detected the state 
also punished them. The priidviviika was to warn the witness 
that evil consequences would follow if he committed perjury. 
Manu has recommended fines ranging from 1000 panas to 
4000 according to the motive behind such perjury. A perjuror 
was to be fined ten times i.e. 10,000 panas if his motive 
was the love for women, if it was done in ignorance the fine 
was 200 panas." It was thought that a perjury was followed 
automatically within a week by the visitation of grave ill~less 
to the witness, or by his kin's death or some destruction in 
his house due to fire. If it so happened and the case was 
that of a settlement of debts then the debtor was to  be freed 
and the creditor was fined. 

75 An unmarried person devoted to religious studies. 
76 A wandering monk. 
77 VIII. 107 
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Yljiavalkya devotes a prakarana (5th) in his vyavahl- 
rcidhydya to the consideration of the nature of scSkpi (witness). 
He endorses Manu's dictum of a trial with the evidence of 
the caste men of the accused. He also thinks that the witness 

must belong to a noble family, must be truthful and pious 
and merciful in temperament. He disqualifies all those 
persons from being witness whom Manu also has branded 
as those unfit for that task. Other considerations in this 
respect propounded by YHjiiavalkya and commented by 
MitSk~arB are similar to those of Manu. YLjiiavalkya 
prescribed punisliment for perjury and for the party who 
enlists the support of the perjuror. If a Briihmana commits 
perjury, he should be banished. 

It is difficult to say if our judicial administrators took care 
of witness i n  the manner Manu and Yfijfiavalkya did. But 
some kind of proceedings involving taking of evidence was 
certainly there, and this obtained both in criminal and civil 
cases. 

The punishment part of the administration of justice is 
most difficult to understand, We may again cite Manu, 
Yiijiiavalkya and their commentators. Because it was an 
orthodox sociely nursed in the best tradition of Briihmanical 
ritualism we can  imagine how these law-givers had influenced 
the system of legal proceedings. The system was not coherent, 
it discriminated betweell castes, and was devoid of mercy 
and in major offences it recommended corporal punishment 
resulting in decapitation of limbs or other organs of the body 
and even capital punishment, which would have been looked 
upon with abhorrence today. 

The Briihmanas always escaped with light punishment 
whenever they were found guilty of crimes. The most vigoro- 
ous punishment he underwent was exile. Manu (VIII. 380) 
made it undesirable to inflict any punishment on the 
BrZhmana. which might give him physical torture. There 
were certain purification rites a man had to perform to avoid 
the consequences of certain guilts committed. We shall 
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confine our statement to  the consideration of penalty in cases 
of criminal offences. 

According 'to Manu there are ten spots78 which can be 
subjected to  punishment. By spots (sthsna) Manu implies 
bodily organs as  well as  the entire body and money payment. 
The  saying is to  affect only the three castes. This will, 
however, be not applied to a Briihmana. Kulluka Bhafta 
suggests that physical punishment, beating or hurting, was 
awarded for heinous offences, while the minor ones were 
just let off with fines in money. The ten spots are sex organ, 
abdomen, tongue, hands, legs, eyes, nose, ears, fines i n  money 
and death sentence. The commentator adds that the punish- 
ment should correspond to the part relating to the crime 
committed. The physical punishment, however, have to be 
awarded with care. The king bas to take into consideration 
while awarding a sentence the circumstances and place in 
which the offence was committed, the property and physique 
of the offender, the fact whether physically he was able to 
commit the crime, and also the magnitude of the crime. If the 
king convicts an innocent person, he earns discredit in  this 
life and goes to hell after death. There are simple offences 
which should be punished with censure and reprimand. Some 
offences required to be met with fines but a capital punish- 
ment is necessary in some cases. For example, Manu 
prescribes a sentence ro death for the offence of raping 
(VIII. 364) a girl before puberty. Kulluka comments that his 
organ of copulation should be cut off .  But a person who 
offered in marriage without proper intimation a girl suffering 
from physical and mental defects is to be filled only 96 panas 
(VIII. 224). In the way if cattle destroy crops in a field, the 
owner of the grazing beasts makes good the damages, but 
this will not apply in the case of cows and bulls. Any 
nlisinformation in the question of border between two villages 
is to be punished with a fine of 200 panas (VIII. 263). In 

78 VIII. 124-25 
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case of false allegation, a k ~ a t r i y a  was fined 100 panas if the 
other party is of lower caste, a Vaisya is fined 50 panas 
in similar circumstances but  a Siidra deserves to  be killed. 
Similar fines are imposed on Briihmagas and VaiSyas if they 
falsely involved a person of upper caste in criminal cases. 
A Siidra could not call names to  a Briihmana nor was the 
latter to be ordered by him to do a thing. In such cases the 
transgressing Siidra was to be punished by pouring fire hot 
oil into his ears or a spike of ten digits was to be thrust into 
his mouth. For mere insult of a Brshmana or Dvija the 
king was to cut off his lips. For  minor thefts Manu 
recommends fines ranging from 5 kyjnala to 50 daina to a 
larger fine of panas. I n  case of major case of theft decapita- 
tion of limbs or the part of the body instrumental in the 
crime was to be physically disabled (VIII. 334). Manu 
exculpates the crimes committed in self-defence as  well as 
for the protection of one's spiritual tutor. children and 
Briihmanas against a murderer (VIII. 348-51). Along with 
rape the offeuce of enticing a married woman was also 
punisllable, but the degree of punishment depended on the 
caste of the convict, the lower his caste and higher the caste 
of the woman, the greater was the punishment he was 
given. 

Mitiikgarg on Ygjiiavalkya erldorses what Manu had said 
on perjury. Yiijiiavalkya also suggests similar punishment 
without details (VYAV. 81). The king was to discriminate 
between castes in respect of punishment for the same offence. 
The lower the caste of the offender in relation to the offended 
Party the greater was the fine or  corporal punishment and 
vice versa. There are also additional cases dealt with by 
Ysjfiavalkya. In case a person abuses another person's sister 
or mother he is tined 10 panas. If the offender suggested in 
abuse hurting the  physical organs of the latter he was also 
fined. YFtjBavalkya lays down rules for imposing fines in 
cases of impersonation, adulteration, profiteering and 
malpractices in weighing and measuring articles. For untraced 
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theft in villages the headman was to  be responsible. The 
Miirgapiila bore responsibility for theft committed on his 
route if i t  remains untraced. If a thief was caught, he would 
be  subjected to a corporal punishment such as  decapitation 
of the limb which held him to steal. Such are Yajiiavalkya's 
codes. T h e  above paragraphs might give an idea of their 
nature, their crudity and oddity and their discriminatory and 
cruel penal provisions. We need not enter into other details 
about Y5jfiavalkya's recommendations, for they tally entirely 
with Manu's. 

We have no means to ascertain whether the codes of 
Manu and Yiijfiavalkya were accepted in their entirety in 
Nepal. Probably they were not. But these might have guided 
the spirit of justice administered by our kings. In one 
instance however, the Nepalese unwritten codes might have 
differed. This is in respect of the rights of women. Looking 
into the status enjoyed by the woman under medieval 
practices retained up-to-date it is seen that she enjoyed 
freedom to talk to a male, to be in his company for social 
ceremonies and even marry a second time. This is in clear 
contravention of Manu's code which prescribes such inter- 
course except under specific circumstances. I do  not also 
think that the administrators of  the middle ages in Nepal 
thougll observing caste rules in social etiquette, food and 
touchability discriminated between castes in respect of crimes. 
The Brghmanas surely escaped capital punishment and cows 
and bulls freely grazed over the green fields without the 
state's authority to fine their owners and make them pay 
damages. But perjury, false allegations, theft and robbery, 
profiteering and impersonation, defalcation and misuse of 
standard weights and measures were treated in the way 
Manu's codes prescribed them. 

The Nepale,se practice shows that the ancient codes were 
adapted to suit varying local conditions served by the 
community's own traditioos. Here there was no question 
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of occasional charges by interpretation or by introductio~~ of 
new  treatise^.'^ I t  is adaptations of codes according to the 
circumstances of the community. But the codes also 
represented traditions and of course, the Nepalese shared in 
common with other Hindu communities the orthodox tradi- 
tions. But local circumstances varied from one community 
to'another, and it was no wonder that in the middle ages our 
community exhibited much liberal features as  compared to 
those who accepted in toto all that the Smrtis had to 
recommend. 

As we have already suggested above, most of the minor 
disputes and also such crimes committed were settled at the 
local level. So let us now turn our attention to the pafichiiyat 
system as it then functioned in our country. 

Pafichiiyat: The village Pafichiiyat was the people's court 
for the locality. The Pafichciyat looked into all minor cases, 
and gave their judgment. In  many instances disputes of 
domestic concern went to the Council of Gufhi. The Paiichas 
ful~ctioned orizinally as the agency for collective work of 
religious and social objective. I n  an inscription of Salikhu 
belonging to the reign of Jagajjayamalla, there is an 
expression Prajii paiicha (vide ante). A TokhH inscription 
states that the Paiichas of the area had helped to collect 
people to witness a drama on 841 Phdguna Sudi 8. An 
inscription of JaybH-bahi in the city of Patan dated 808 
Magha kr,sng 3 hasta nakqatre byhaspativcira. Shows the 
Poficha of ChHkbahHra performing certain religious duty 
collectively in Jy LthS vihara (jyiithabahiila bahirisa 
puladayakiiva prati~thiiydriga ... ... chiikhii bahiila tviila~ii 
paficha sakala sayiinaruchhe dhagulisakalpe sanlohanam 
dayakd julo), The t viira-pafichqs figure in several 
inscriptions of the Bhatgaon area. From the inscription of 
the  temple of Gachhelol in Bhatgaon (868 Bhiidra Sudi 1 2 )  
we know that the Pafichas of the 101 (thva'ra paficha) 

79 Hindu Pol i ty ,  p. 330. 
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constructed the temple. Another inscription tells us that the 
paiichas of the Golmadhifol built a pharechii (a bench like 
structure with its roof) on 826 Vaiiiikha hrdi  1 a t  a site near 
the temple of Virabhadra. We are  told by the recorder of 
the inscription of the temple of Chaqdeivari in  Bhatgaon 
that the Pakchas of Triprakochhe had built the structure 
having completed and formally opened the same on 848 
Jyeqtha k y ~ n a  13 rnygadirii nak~atre  brddhi somaviila. 

We do  not know how the body of the Paiicha was 
constituted. There is also no literature to inform us about 
its working, the range of its activities and its relation with 
the PrZimiina or  the king. If the ancient tradition of local 
self-government had survived then, it was a comprehensive 
organisation that the local government of the village or 
urban area  had maintained. As R. K. Mukherji said, 'the 
efficiency of local government required a variety of local 
bodies with differential spheres, structures, and functions, 
by which alone a system of administration could be 
effectively adjusted to the complex needs of heterogeneous 
c o m m ~ n i t i e s ' . ~ ~  Surely, we do not get a picture answering 
to the adjustment as outlined in the above passage. But the 
Pnfichas either in the village or town areas might have 
rendered a variety of functions to cater to the multiple 
requirements of the society at different stages. One of the 
important activities the local bodies had to do  was to  look 
after the temples, build them or maintain them at their own 
expense. But they also took upon themselves the duties of 
serving the various collective needs of the area, e.g. building 
artd irrigation work, roads, sanitation etc. They also 
provided rest houses for the tired travellers and glens for the 
needy. They had both religious and secular functions, 
though in many cases it may appear that one was not 
separable from the other. 

80 Local Goverrtment it1 Attciet~t l t ~ d i a  by R.  K .  Mukherji, Oxford, 
1920, p 202. 
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As to the mode of constituting the body of the prriichrr, i t  
is not possible even to make a remote hint. The ancient law- 
givers stressed that the local bodies should be manned with 
those who were pure and learned in Vedas, and belonged to 
noble fa mi lie^.^' They also suggested that the personnel might 
not be numerically large, 2 or 3 or 5 will suffice. Manue2 
prescribed 10, and he desired election of those who were 
proficient in religious texts as well as of those who followed 
other professions. Now, in the absence of any evidence to 
tell us about the composition of the body of the Paiichas, it 
is impossible to say if the same conformed to the statement 
of the Hindu law-givers. But it might be that in constituting 
the Paficha of the area, a consideration was given to learning, 
age and noble birth.83 Perhaps it was also the practice to 
elect the paiicha at a meeting of the entire adult population 
of the area. But we have no source to show how the paiicha 
at the upper tier was constituted. For example, it is not 
possible to know the basis for the composition of the town 
pafichu. 

Someti~~les the pramukha of a tcl also figures in records 
egg. (1) in the inscription of Golmodhi~ol iu Bhatgaon, 
which commemorates the occasion of completing the 
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constructio~l of an image of Ganega called rviira 
Ganesa (the Ganesa of the $01) on 762 Phalguna iidityaviira ; 
(2) in the inscription of a piiti (near the Niirayana temple) 
in Inayatol, in Thimi. which states that the Pan'chas with 
pram~r kha Jayanzohan Dirara constructed thdharechii.  It 
appears that the Duiira of the area was also the head of 
the !ol i n  the townlet. He might have bee11 a leading 
figure in the locality, and might have combined the non- 
official function of a Pramukha with the official duty of a 
Drrdra. 

Relation with the Chaubisis: I t  is evident from a 
pledge (Dltarmapatra) deed executed by RajS Jayaprakasa- 
malla that there used to be a representative vakil from 
Kathmandu at the court of Gorkhi and vice versa. We 
have also marked the facts of these princes of the Valley 
fighting not only with one another but a t  times collec- 
tively or individually with the ~~eighbouring Chaubisi. It 
was also a fact that the alignment was not entirely regional. 
Sometimes it crossed regional frontiers and also family bonds 
and we meet with instances of the princes of the Valley 
fighting one against the other with the help of the outsiders 
more particularly Gorkha and Tanhou. Although there was 
no marital relationship between the Chaubisi and the Nepal 
Valley princes participated in festivities and at  times intimate 
relations developed between one prince of the Valley with 
another of the Chaubisi group on account of the practice of 
Mityeri, by which one pleaded loyalty and friendship to the 
other through a sacred ritual. The feeling of intimacy was 
such that not one of them looked upon the other as strangers. 
Not only the three kingdoms of the Valley but with them also 
,the Chaubisis behaved towards one another as members of a 
big family in that context. Even when there was a fight, and 
in that course territorial encroachment by the same comity. 
I t  would be wrong to distinguish the conflicts as something 
of an international conflagration and different from the one 
which involved a member of the Valley with the outsiders. 
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If one's character was internecine, the other was in no way 

otherwise looked in a large context. 

Ne,u Entrants: While dealing with Pratkpamalla's 
reign, we have said that the Valley of Nepal was since 

a long time past attracting a large number of settlers 
from outside, the Briihmanas, Khasas and Magaras, and 
amongst these quite a few enjoyed royal patronage and 
obtained free hold of land i n  various capacities. The 
emigration was gradual and up till the close of the period 
it appears the number of such settlers had become 
fairly significant. Siddhinarasimhanlalla had granted some 
land to one Harikysna Acharya in Godavari (south-east 
Valley). Similarly JayaprakSiamalla bestowed a free hold of 
lands in Mudikhu (north-east) on one Sivaniiriyana Bhatka. 
In the copper plate inscriptions of Jagajjayamalla attached to 
the Changu temple. the BrShmanas, Khasas and Magars of 
the area are forbidden to chop logs of wood in the local forest 
and sell them in B h a t g a ~ n . ~ ~  This suggests that this part of 
the Valley was wholly inhabited by the new settlers. From 
accounts of Jayaprakaiamalla's reign, the importance of this 
problem will appear all the greater as we find the fighting 
forces enlisting a large number of the newcomers into the 
ranks and even officered by the latter. 

By the beginning of the 18th century A. D. the Khasa and 
Magars were the only elements employed in the standing 
army of the kings of Nepal. During the war with Gorkhii the 
ruler of Kathmandu fought with these men, and they served 
him loyally. It appears that they were better fighters than 
the Newars of the Valley and this was the reason they were 
being recruited for the armed force to the exclusion of the 
local inhabitants. But the latter were allowed to participate 
in battles as auxiliaries. 

According to the chronicle Ratnamalla (NS 602-640) was 

84 Inscription n. 137 in our Appendix. 
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first king of the Valley to start the practice of enlisting 
Khasas and Magars as soldiers in his pay. 

Relation with China : It  appears since 1427 no Chinese 
mission came to Nepal. According to a Chinese source- 
'During the ninth year of Young-tcheng (1731). the three 
tribes which composed the country of Pa-lo-pou (Nepal), 
those of Ye-long (Patan), of Pou-yen (Bhatgaon) and of 
K'oukou Mou (Kathmandu) addressed each of them, a 
petition to the Emperor written on gold leaves and offered 
as a gift the products of the country'.e5 

A little later the Chinese Resident in Tibet informed the 
court of Peking that 'the three Khans of countries beyond 
Tibet desired to send tribute'. The emperor replied that 
owing to length of journey matters had to be settled in  
Tibet.86 Seven years later a new official report announced 
that the three Khans of Nepal were at  war. This war 
probably referred to their struggle with Gorkhii. There was 
no further attempt in behalf of the Chinese to renew contacts 
with the Nepalese authorities as to their tribute or any other 
matter. The so-called Khans had been eliminated i n  1768-69 
and a new power had been born in Nepal, I t  is difficult to 
say if the Chinese ever cared to know what has happened to 
Nepal at this time. 

Relation with Tibet:  ,From the account of a Capuchin 
Padre written in the early years of the 18th century we 
gather that Nepal's relation with Tibet was regulated by 
a treaty. If what the chronicle says is correct. then 
this treaty must have been the one which this authority 
speaks of to have been signed by Bhimamalla in 
the beginning of the 17th century. Probably, this treaty 

85 History of the Conquest of Nepal ,  translated Imbault-Huart 
Journal Asiatique, 1878. p. 357, Levi, I, p. 170. 

86 E .  H .  Parker, Nepal  and China in Asia, Quart .  Review, 1899. 
p. 64, 82. 
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incorporated a revised draft of the old treaty. The new 
treaty gave possession of Kufi to Tibet, though nominal 
suzerainty had continued to be vested in Nepal. However, 
other provisions were to the advantage of Nepal. One of 
these enabled the Nepalese authorities to have trade agents 
in Kuti, Jigatse and Lhasa. Each of the three governments 
in Nepal had its own representatives. These heard and tried 
judicial cases of the Nepalese c i t i ze~~s  within their jurisdiction. 
Another provided for the circulation of Nepalese currency in 
Tibet but the coins had to be of pure silver. The king of 
Nepal appointed officers to take charge of the outposts on the 
border. In regard to. the area under occupation of Tibet in 
Kuti sector, the approval of Nepal was necessary for 
confirmation of the appointment of the governor and 
officers, 

I n  commercial transaction. the Nepalese enjoyed a 
priviledged position that was denied to other foreigners. 
They paid less import duty. They paid porterage at 
government rate. They were also entitled to refuse to pay 
the tax which the Tibetan Government levied on the entry of 
a person.s7 

Accordiug to the life of Seventh Dalai Lama by Lcan- 
skya Rol-pa'i-rod-rje chang chia Qutuqtu, these political 
missions visited Lhasa in 1721 A.D from Dsumli (Jumla), 
Yambu (Kathmandu) and Ye-ran (Patan).8R I n  that year a 
large number of Tibetans had also fled to Nepal because of 
the Dsungar inva~ion.~g 

Polha-nas, a minister of Tibet, in the thirties of the 18th 
.century repaired the Sti ipu of Bya-run-K'adsol in Nepal with 
.the money obtained from Skyid-ron (Kerrong) and Sa-dga.go 

87 Wessels, Early Jesuits, etc, p. 132; Desideri's Account of Tibet 
(London, 1931), BK LV, Chapter 3, pp. 309-22.428-30. 

88 Petecb, Chirta and Tibet i l l  the 18th century, 1950, p. 70. 
89 lbid,  p. 51. 
90 Ibid, p. 109. 
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Padma-rgyal-po. father of Po-lha-nas is reported to have 
fought the Nepalese in the eighties of the 17th century. 

A stone inscription i n  Svayambhunitha (on the outer wall 
of the temple to the west of the S ~ f i p a ) ~ l  states that a Lama 
of Tibet by name SyBmSrpB had come to Kathmandu i n  871 
and helped in the reconstruction of the structure of the 
Stiipa. It appears that although political relation between 
Tibet and Nepal had lapsed, cultural and trade contacts had 
continued as before even in abnormal conditions of the war 
with Gorkha. 

EC:'ONOMZC LlFE 

Let us now proceed to discuss some aspects of economic 
life, even if factual data on the subject be meagre. 

We start with the next paragraph by initially presenting a; 

quotation from a Capuchin Padre's diary which will provide 
a general survey, however, brief, of the cultivation of the 
Nepal Valley in the early eighteenth century. Here follows 
the quotation : 

"The Valley is fertile, rice and citrus fruits are abundant,. 
but wheat is scarce. There is prohibition on distillation of 
wheat. Oil is made out of Tori (mustard) but it is also not so 
abundant. Butter is scarce ; so we use tori oil. People gel 
their drink from sugarcane. Buffalo meat is sold in shops at 
a suitable price" (Father Loro's letter). 

The Valley of Nepal appears to be rich in food products. 
and it also obtained supplies of other necessities and comforts 
from within its own borders. Meat and drink were cheaply 
priced and always within reach of the poor and rich alike. 

91 Inscription n .  151 in  our Appendix.  
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The peasants laboured hard in the field. The artisan worked 
industriously at  his workshop. The trader and shopkeeper 
earned his honest profit. The aristocracy consisting of the 

king, his nobility and priests patronised art and learning 

and encouraged and supported those engaged in industry and 
trade as well as those in agriculture and husbandry. The 
picture painted is that of a bounteous nature working with an 
industrious agricultural and artisan classes. The Malla 
period was undoubtedly a period of material and cultural 
progress. I t  was an age which did not know of slavery. 
Although kings and princes intrigued and fought amongst 
themselves, the mass of humanity believed in tolerance and 
fellow feeling. Yet it could not be said that life was all 
contentment for the toiling poor. Whenever there was bad 
harvest, the brunt was to be borne by the cultivators. They 
were the worst sufferers from famine and pestilence. 

Agriculture was the main occupation of the people, 
whether it was producing cereals or raising other crops, such 
as those which yielded fibre. a great part of the population 
was engaged in this persuit. Rice was the most important 
cereal. Next in importance came maize, rye, barley, beans 
and pulses. Onions, garlics and potatoes available throughout 
the year formed intermediate crops every fourth or fifth 
month with two crops in a year. The time of sowing and 
harvesting was the same as it is today. Land was not 
ploughed, but tilling was done by spade. And no season 
passed without some or other kind of crops in the field, 
which meant that land was used for all the twelve months. 
Usually there were three crops, one that was sown in March 
and reaped in  July-August, another sown in July-August and 
harvested in October and the third sow11 i n  November and 
harvested in March-April. Milling and husking of rice was 
done over a wooden pot, called Uga (Sanskrit Udgala) beaten 
with the help of heavy wooden poles (lusi) by two or three 
women. Nepal got its needful oil from its own products 
of rye pressed in its own hand mills. 
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In several inscriptions of the time issued by the rulers is 
mentioned a common variety of preparation of gur (sugar) 
used in offerings in temples and much widely consumed on 
ceremonial occasions. which was called chiiku. Sugarcane, 
however. was not cultivated and sugar was obtained from 
a site just outside in the west. 

The success or failure of crops depended on the vagaries 
of monsoons. north-east or south-west. But the state had 
improvised irrigation facilities for all contingencies of drought 
and late arrival of rains. We have seen how i n  different 
reigns canals were constructed to irrigate fields and distribu- 
tion of water regulated to avoid disputes at the time of 
sowing (see above Yaksamalla's and Jitgmitra's edicts); such 
canals exist even today and known as RiijiS (royal) kulo are 
usefully rendering adequate service as was their wont in 
the past. 

There was no problem of inundations in the Valley, and 
the entire area was absolutely safe on that account. 

Agriculture : Land and Cultivation : Although Nepal 
included some territories outside the Valley as parts 
of its political kingdoms. its economic resources were 
mainly concentrated in Nepal proper which is a Valley 
watered by the Bagmati system of rivers with their sources 
in the Sivapuri-Phulchok ranges or the ranges on their 
.two sides. Of course. certain riverine valleys touched the 
feet of the surrounding ranges of the Nepal valleys from 
the otherside. These were the Tgdi and Indriivati valleys 
in the north. the valley of BanepH in the east and the valley 
of Pilung, of rivers Mahesakholii and Kaghbeni in the west. 
These were little Nepals, and contributed in their own way 
to the well-beings and prosperity of the Nepalese (in the old 
sense) on the whole. However. the major portion of the 
resources were produced in Nepal proper, and I need not add 
that land was the most important factor in all this. We are 
co~lsidering that aspect of economy which is related to land. 
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Proprietorship of Land:  First let us deal with the 
subject of the ownership of land. We shall not repeat 
here the discussion about the theory of the State versus 
individual ownership of land. I t  is now become 
irrelevant. The medieval state was no less authoritarian 
than Manu's danda. The danda in Manu's own words 
is the creation of God. I t  is the source of energy and 
strength to the king, which was to be defied by anybody on 
earth. It symbolised the highest authority, and was the 
master of the situation. In modern parlance the danda was 
the embodiment of all state authorities. I t  was supreme, 
its order could not be transgressed. Although Manu does 
not say expressly that the king was the danda personified, he 
implies anything of such statements by making the king as the 
possessor of the danda. Whoever possesses the danda was the 
master of the entire country. 

The overall proprietorship of all the wealth in land was 
vested in the state personified by the ruler. The cultivators 
had also his right on the land but this was subject to the 
right enjoyed by the state. The tenure of landholding 
depended either on the claim of the tenant as  a proprietor- 
cultivator or simply as a tenant tilling the land under a 
freeholder or a Guthi endowment (see below). We do not 
find any trace of a system of Zamindiri. But there were 
large areas of freeholds in all parts of territories within the 
jurisdiction of the three Valley rulers. The class of landed 
aristocracy based on freeholds could emerge in the new 
situation which developed on the division of Nepal. The 
grants of freeholds by several rulers had deprived the state 
of a large slice of revenue. But all treasure trovers and 
mineral resources lying underneath the land belonged 
invariably to the state except where it was specified 
otherwise. 

We have several inscriptions of the period which make 
grants of land and these show the linear measure adopted. 

32 
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Measurement: Land measurement based as in other 
medieval systems on 'natural tests such as  finger breadths, 
span and cubits.' The largest measure was ro derived from 
Sanskrit ropanikii. Ropanikii stems from the root ropa, 
which means to plant. This standard of land measurement 
is to be found only in the Nepal Valley, Neither classical 
texts nor other records of India on the subject have ever 
used this expression for land measurement. Ropanikii is a 
specially Nepalese word introduced by the local administra- 
tors for their purpose. 

The ropani or ro is the highest standard of measurement 
and each ro  measured 4 jawas in area. The jawa was also 
called chulchhi. We have another measurement known as 
K a r ~ a  from the Sanskrit root K q a  as is evident from expres- 
sions used in some inscriptions. What exact area was covered 
by a ro  or jawa or a k a r ~ a  is not known. But about a 
hundred years after the end of the Malla period. a ropani 
measured 343.6 sq. ft .  as appears from the following table 
provided to Percival Landon in 1928 (London. I, p. 255). 

A. 
8 lines 

12 inches 
3 feet 
9 feet 3 inches or 
6 cubits and 4 

finger-breadths 
16 square chains 
4 Muris 

25 Ropanis 

B. 
4 dams 
4 paisa 
4 annas 
4 chulchhi or jawas 

25 Ropacis 

- - 1 inch 
- 
& 1 foot 
- - 1 yard (Gaj) 

- - 1 chain (jaAjIr) 
- - 1 Muri 
- - 1 Ropani 
= 1 khet nearly 2 acres. 

= 1 paisa 
- -, 1 anna 
- - 1 jawa or chulchhi 
= 1 Ropani or 2 Vapi  
- - 1 Bhiimi or Khet. 
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The present measurement is as follows: 
I3i' x 133' - - 1 dhur 

37' x 37' - - 1 Muri 

4 Muris = 1 Ropani 
20 Kaththas - - I Bighii 

This is a system of measurement which equates the equi- 
valent area with the bighii system as it is prevalent i n  the 
Terai. 

It appears from the above table that a jawa covered 
approximately an area measuring 16 square chains (9.3 ftI2= 
85.9 sq. ft, 

Four times this area i.e. 72'~72'=5184 sq. feets could 
make one ropani or ro.  

Sometimes the length of tbe jafijir changed and changes 
have appeared to reduce the length as we proceed from one 
period to another. Perhaps the length was being reduced as 
time passed and we descended towards the present century. 
It has been suggested that in the middle of the 19th century 
it measured 12 ft or 4 yards so that a jawa or a muri covered 
a tract of 16 sq. yds. Earlier it comprised a bigger area of 
land. Kirkpatrick who visited the Nepal Valley in 1792 
writes that the Newars had a land measurement by ropani 
equivalent to 3 'cottahs and 3 quarters of a Bengal' (bighii), 
This would mean about 13 ropanis to a bighii (4840 sq. 
yards), He further added that 4 muris made a ropani. Thus 
far it is alright. But he confuses the measures by making a 
muri equivalent to 75 dhoors or i3d cottahs. By present 
standard a bighii9Q measures nearly 13i ropanis. Even if we 
consider a larger chain of measurement for a muri and ropani, 
Kirkpatrick's statement is too wide of the mark in as much 
as it shows a disproportionately larger area for the muri. In 
the Moghul period the measurement known as Akbari Gaj 
was of a length of 41 finger-breadths. which was solely 
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en~ployed for measuring lands. According to Edward 
ThomaQ3 the Akbari Gaj measured 29.92016 English inches 
or 30 inches for 414 Sikandari of the leugth of 414 finger- 
breadth. We do not know how the Nepalese measured their 
Gaj  or yard to measure their cloth. I n  the Gorkhii period 
it was 2 cubits, each cubit measuring 2 spans of 12 finger- 
breadths each, which was also the prescribed length for a 
hasta in Manu. Each finger-breadth measured 8 yavas or 
barley corns. This might have been true of the measurement 
of cloth. But what about the measurement of land? In the 
absence of further information we are at a loss to find out 
either in Akbari system or Manu's the equivalent of a ropani 
or muri. So to carry the argument any further along the 
line we have up  till now traversed will bear no fruit. There 
is one more difficulty. There is a difference in the breadth 
of fingers as well as barley corns as to size. Thus unless we 
find a measurement based on the modern linear system, our 
difficulties will not disappear. There will be a rough but no 
a ready measuring standard until we trace a means to equate 
both but this is not possible in the present condition of our 
knowledge. Hamilton visiting Nepal in 1801 A.D. said that 
a 25 ropani plot producing in an average 100 muris of paddy 
was called Khet. He refutes Kirkpatrick's statement which 
had said that a ropani measured 32 Katahs of land in terms 
of Calcutta measure. I t  was said that the chain had been 
reduced in  length from 94 to 7* cubits. This was a measure 
for a muri area. 

In the ancient past we have heard seed measure or plough 
measure of land. By plough measure it was meant to convey 
the idea of a measurement of land which could be ploughed 
by a pair of bullocks in a working day. In the Valley of 
Nepal as no plough was used and instead the same work 
was done by a spade called KO, we may suggest that actually 
the land measurement might mean to cover an area dug by 

93 Ancient Indian Weights ,  p. 31 .  
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a m a n  with his spade during the working hours of a day. 
The seed measure has to be viewed with reference to  sowing 
and planting operations. It may refer to the quantity of 
seeds sown or seedlings planted over an area within the 
working hours of a certain day. The area to have been 
worked under was to make allowance for a space for each of 
them to grow without restraint as is the practice today. But 
the same might also apply to the specified measure of yields 
from a ploughed or spaded area, the emphasis being on the 
yield so that the size of the field thus cultivated was accor- 
dingly defined. Thus a muri measure of land may be of a 
size, which on cultivation yielded a muri i.e about 80 Ibs of 
rice. I n  the case of the plantation measure the area covered 
by seedling planted during the whole day was under measure- 
ment according to Ro measure. 

The Malla rulers of Nepal in the later medieval age used 
the ropani measure for the Valley and muri measure for 
lands outside. Thus they correlated both the s t a ~ d a r d s  of 
measurements and established an accepted equation between 
the two. Perhaps the acreage under plantation worked for 
the duration of the day produced four-fold amount of paddy. 
When the land was measured by hand the ropani was said 
to equal the area producing 4 muris in quantity, each muri 
thus measuring again + Vapi or 1 Jawa or Jawachhi or 
Chulchhi. Some inscriptions show along with Ropani. and 
Vapi a third measure, that of a cubit (hasta). So it is desir- 
able that the hasta as well as the relation between these 
measurements Ro,  Vapi, Karqa, and Ku are better defined 
here at this stage, The land grant documents show these 
measurenlents as  well as the nzuri when they deal with lands 
in the hilly tracts outside the Nepal Valley. An outsider 
Jogi Varanatha by name had donated 60 muris of land situa- 
ted in Deorali (in west No. 1 district) to feed every year the 
12 sect monks of the sampradiiya on VaiSiikha Sukla 8 coinci- 
ding with the Jatrii of Machhendranatha (Itihlisa Prakaia, 
11, 3, p. 45). There are similar other records, which support 
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the conclusion that the muri measurement obtained from 
outside the Valley. 

Elderly Newar peasants tell us that what they heard from 
forefathers about the size of a measuring rod or chain was 
the fact of its being full 16 cubits long. If this was true 
then a Chulchhi i. e. # r o  was measured into 16 x 16=416 sq. 
cubits, four times of which would be a ro. We do not as 
yet get a source from which this conclusion would be suppor- 
ted. We can only assess the measuremellt op the evidence 
of reliable documents, which, so far. are lacking in such 
information. But sometimes all these key denominations, Ro, 
Vapi. Chulchhi, Jawa and Karga are traced in use together 
in records of land grant in a common context. This may 
provide us a clue to understand their relative it?easurement. 
But let us see if the available inscriptions and Thyasupus 
throw sufficient light on important subject. 

Every land granted bore its own name. The record of 
the grant invariably mentions the name, bhiimi.. . .. .sajfiakah 
and it seems to have been essential not to avoid the nomen- 
clature of a field or orchard whenever a grant or sale had 
had to be made. Along with the name the grant also men- 
tioned its boundaries referring to  highways or forests or 
rivers or a privately owned land. For reference to born- 
daries the expression used is chatraghafa. We shall point 
out here the many inscriptioils which have recorded land 
grants with full particulars of the lands, the donee's name 
and conditions if any under which the latter was to enjoy his 
newly acquired possession. The reader's attention is drawn 
in this connection to the palm leaf grant records n. I to X in 
our Appendix 2, ro all copper plate grants in the same section 
and also to all documents in Pur~tatvapatrasaritgraha, IOg4 
All these will give us an idea of the process of transfer of the 
ownership of land either by grant or sale as well as the 
measure of lands. 

94 Published by Darbar Library. 
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From a minute study of the details of the terms used for 
various measurements of lands we find that the field produ- 
cing paddy by plantation is measured to  ropani. Vapi and 
chulchhi ; the area covered by these standards surely stood 
in diminishing proportion from the first to the third. The 
Vapi dnd chulchhi were the fragments of the ropani. Karw 
is mostly used to measure the lands used as orchards or to 
build a house or a cottage for animals or gardens in the low 
level valleys, as well as all kinds of lands on the declivity 
of the hill where probably the cultivation was done by sowing 
the seeds and not by plantation. In  the latter category of 
land crops sown are Ghaiya paddy, maize, millet, barley and 
mustard. 

The standard of measurements was obviously a chain or 
bamboo rod of a certain length measured in so many cubits. 
The cubit was called Ku. and only in a few specific instances 
the four boundaries of the land concerned are shown in 
cubits and their total area recorded as so many ropanis or its 
fragments. Thus far we can produce only 2 documents in 
this connection. The copper plate inscription of Ranajita- 
malla (doc. 20 in the PurEtatvapatrasarigraha. I) records the 
sale of land by the king to  K r ~ p a  JbH which measured 11 
ropanis in all confined to an area which extended from east 
to west to 198 cubits and from north to south to 591 cubits. 
Another record. a copper plate of Bhiipatindramalla (NS 829 
Vaiaigiikha Sudi 11) published in the Purcitatvapatrasafigraha, I 
(PP 30-31). gives the measurement of the four sides of the 
three ropanis of land sold to one Birbhadra ThHpH as follows: 
East 230 cubits, south 76 cubits, west 234 cubits and north 
66 cubits. 

We have no means to grasp the implication of the 
measurement given in the second instance. This does not 
at  least help us to  indicate the measurement in terms of a 
square or rectangular area as ropanis or other standard 
measures as adopted at  the present time. However, the bi- 
lateral measurement given in the first case might give US the 
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way out to determine the area involved in a rectangle if we 
multiply the two figures, and divide the same by 11 to break 
into a piece of a ropani each. Thus the calculation would 
bring = u 7 O L &  ~r = 10638 sq. cubits for a ropa~i .  

It is, however, difficult rather impossible to reconcile this 
measurement with the one existing a t  present, 72'172'=1584 
sq. feet. With our method of calculation ; the old ropani 
would be at  least ten times bigger. Even if we make allowance 
for a larger reduction in the length of the rod or chain, the 
difference between the two as we got it in the usual course 
is definitely untenable. The cubits (hasta or ku) and digits 
(aizgula) were in the medieval ages the basic standards of 
measurements in the subcontinent wherever it may be. All, 
other measurements will have to be reduced co these standards 
if we are to  make the system clear to understanding. I think 
it ;is better to persue the matter of finding out a linear 
measurement for the ropanis and other terms which the 
moderners can understand. 

The charters granted for accommodation to the Capuchin 
Missionaries (see the section below) all refer to cubits and 
digits as measurement of the land allotted to  the Christians. 
The cubit preceded digit, therefore it is clear that it was the 
higher standard adopted in the basic categories. The records 
show digits upto 38 (d. NS 774 by RBjyaprakiSa) but we have 
yet to know how many square cubits formed a chulchhi bear- 
ing in mind the fact that the latter was . the lowest denomina- 
tion in the ropayi measurement. One charter, the one granted 
for  accommodation to  the Missionaries in Kathmandu, 
specifies 3 ch~ilchhis as 3 padas, which clearly means three 
parts of a unit. There were four parts to a ropani, and a 
chulchhi formed one such a copper plate inscription of 
Jagaj jayamalla (in the possession of PaSupat inltha) records 
the grant of land measured Piid~natrichat~i ir imsat i  ropanika 
kselriirikatopi brr ro  42 chula 3 in NS 843. The fJewari version 
makes it clear that 43 ro-1 pada is equivalent to ro  42 a d  
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chula 3. thus indirectly maintaining that 4 chula is equal to 
1 ropani. Having established the equation between a ropani 
and chulchhi, 1 : 4,  it will now be possible to equate chulchhi 
with Jawa. 

Jawa or Jawachhi is never shown beyond the 3 pieces. 
which again indirectly goes to support the proposition of 4 
Jawachhi equating ropani. The present usage both in regard 
to chulchhi and Jawachhi does not show any deviation from 
the old position. 

Karja might have been a measurement both for lands in 
the higher altitude of the hills where crops are sown and for 
paddy fields in the Valley. If the soil happened to b e  
gardens then there is no question of finding out a measure 
in terms of productivity. But if it lies within a hilly area 
called today a piikho, its measurement would be shown a s  
many miiniis (a miinii=l lb) and piithi (=8 lbs) in terms of 
its capacity to contain the dry seeds sown over its ploughed 
surface. Then the productivity per certain plot of a dimension 
is equated with that of a chulchhi. Today K a r ~ a  has gone 
out of use. Its place has been taken by tbe vijan (seed) or 
hol (plough) or Kodiil (spade measurement). The ratio of 
the one measure with the other has been arrived at hapha- 
zardly on the basis of their produce. 

But in a few instances Karja also comes along with the 
ro in the same context as measurement in application to the 
paddy planting soil. And here the wording shows that K a r ~ a  
was another equivalent of chulchhi or of a ro.  For example 
two inscriptions of the Mulchok in Bhatgaon Palace mention 
K o r p  along with ropanis as half the latter in measure. The 
inscriptions are (1) Yoganarendramalla's copper plate dated 
818, where the king records along with other specified lands 
the grant of a land 4% ropacis in a particular area. Sdrdha- 
chaturropanikii. expressed in Newari rova 4 k a r ~ a  2 and (2) 
ViSvalakgmi9s (Ragajitamalla's mother) copper plate of 842 
making a gift of land of Sardhosaptaropanikii again expressed 
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in Newari as 7 ro and 2 karga. In both ardharopani is 
expressed as 2 kargas. So a karga would be equivalent to a 
.chulchhi or jawa. 

The issue of finding out in square cubits or digits the 
measurement for a chulchhi, however, remains. The hastu 
.and arigula in the Capuchini charters will not help us as these 
are used to measure the length of the additional land given 
.to the missions for outside communicatio~l to the house. No 
.idea of a square plot is intended to convey. 

The measuremerlt of land used for building a house is 
done in a different way at  the moment. According to Percival 
Landon (I1 : 255) 

1 224 hiits (cubits) - - 1 Jawa 
4 Jawas - - 1 Khii 

The chronicler states that Sthitimalla had fixed the total 
area of a house according to the situation, the larger the 
area the nearer the house to the main road. The charters 
granted to  the Capuchin Padres mention lands specified as 
chhekha 4 and Keva khii 13 (Inscription n, 144 in our 
Appendix). The Khii thus covers a specially measurement 
plot of land. There also must be a standard measurement 
for each Khii. But we have no means of fixing a measure- 
ment for a khii of any variety. A Khii is divided into four 
parts as the present practice cited by Landon shows. But 
how much cubits actually are involved in a plot of a part or 
the whole is not known. 

Further we have yet to determine how the area cultivated 
by  a method of transplantation of seedlings is to be equated 
with the one either measured in terms of produce or cultured 
by sowing seeds. The capacity of karga if it is a measure of 
,paddy is also not known and that adds to our difficulties. 

The ancient law-givers do  not give us adequate under- 
standing. The  European visitors of the late 18th century 
present confused picture. Thus ultimately we have to base 
o u r  conc!usion on the system of measurement as it existed 
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before it came to be officially recognised a little more than 
bundred years ago, which, however, is not traced in its 
accuracy. This does not vary much from the present measure- 
ment. 

Then a chulchhi was equivalent to a muri. which means 
it was in area 9 . 3 ' ~  9.3' square feet expressed in English 
linear measure. They say that the chulchhi was larger in 
area than the present measurement. It was 4 y d s ~ 4  yds= 
i16 sq, Gaj. But the gaj of those days might not have corres- 
ponded to 36." According to Edward Thomas the largest 
length of the gaj at any time during the Moghul period was 
never 36." We have the Akbari gaj of 46 fingers and Sikan- 
dari gaj of 414 fingers (29.92016'').96 The largest gaj might 
be a little more in length say 32" as Dr. Thomas suggests. 
Our law-givers like Kautilya and Miirkapdeya have also 
suggested a length of 48 aizgulas for 2 cubits i. e. a medieval 
gaj. It is likely that Nepal which followed ancient Indian 
tradition so faithfully in all times might have adopted a 
measuring danda handed down to us in that order. So a 
longer measuring rod or chain for Nepal could be envisaged. 
which might approach the present gaj in length. I do not 
suppose that anything more can be said about the chulchhi 
in measurement. We could suppose that the area of a karja 
produced a muri of Ghaiyii paddy or other grains like millet 
or maize or kiiguno. Although the seed was sown, the 
measurement was being calculated according to its produce, 
which is not so at the present time. At the end we shall 
add a table of measurement to our discourse. 

26 to 24 digits or fingers - - 1 hmsta 
2 hasras = 1 gaj 
4 gajX 4 gaj = 16 sq .  gaj=l chulchhi 

or karqa or Jawa or 
Muri 

4 chulchhi - - 1 ropaci. 

95 S. K .  hlaiti: Ecorromic Histon, of Northern India, pp. 35 ff. 
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Systems of Land Tenure: There were crown lands 
under private ownership. Crown lands belonged to the 
rulers in their personal capacity. These were called 
Rlijak~etra and 'consisted of tilled lands, forest lands, 
deforested lands, waste and barren lands and common 
lands not cultivated used as  grazing areas or for other 
purposes. The ruler made a grant of land to his favourites 
in two different ways. Either he made a straight grant of 
specified area of crown land to the grantee or made a sale 
of it to him at a nominal price. Sometimes he purchased 
lands from private possessions and made them over to the 
grantees. All lands given by the rulers as grants were 
exempted from paying taxes to the government. I think that 
the exemption oE taxation also applied to lands sold by the 
ruler to a private individual if the deal was made under some 
conditions. The latter kind of deal was struck with the king's 
favourites in special circumstances. But at times the ruler 
was to part with his crown lands under compulsion of adverse 
circumstances. and he exacted either a full price or a nominal 
price or mortgaged it as it suited his needs and the dictates 
of his plight. 

There were peasant proprietors and tenants. The latter 
enjoyed some rights over the lands they farmed or did not 
enjoy as such at  all. The tenants in the latter case were 
evicted easily or their term for tilling was renamed annually 
a t  the will of the landlords. The tillers with tenancy right 
invariably were those holding lauds in their own rights but 
subject to some conditions imposed by the landlord. 

There Were not many who enjoyed a very large possession 
of hnded property. Even taking the area comprising the 
three principalities of Nepal, we do not find an extensive 
land mass in view, 

l'here might have been large landed estates but these could 
be qualified so only relatively speaking, Indeed the royal 
family themselves belonged to this class. And there were 
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those whom we are used to  know as the Bhiiros in our inscrip- 
tions, from whose ranks came the ministers and district 
administrators. From records of land grants it is known 
that the largest donation of land came from the king and he 

was followed by other members of the Royal family and then 
the aristocratic landlords. The  king was not only the master 
of all the royal landed estates but all lands in the kingdom 
not brought under plough belonged to him. So even in a 
limited sphere the gamut of his munificence in respect of 
grants of land was nluch wider than anybody else's. But land 
grants in many cases do not involve holdings of a large size 
nor they together constituted a large area when scattered 
plots had been given. The granted lands ranged from 5 
ropanis to 25 ropanis on an average. There are grants of 
land going u p  to 300 ropanis. At the most one record 
mentions 1500 ropacis. Let me now give a gist of certain 
land grants to enable the reader to have an idea of the size 
of lands granted. These will be treated as specimens of 
larger category of grants in respect of the extant of land used 
for grants to temples or individuals, mostly priests. 

A grant of land measuring 96 ropacis was made to a 
Briihmana by JayaprakiSa to one Lillmbara Jaisi of Gvala 
(Deopatan) in 884, and he was to enjoy to possess a Kuja 
Virfiig< The land was situated on the bank of river BHgmati 
to its south. A minister of king Nrpendramalla donated 
100 ropanis of land to a temple of MahHdeva in Kathmandu. 
This was one of the biggest land grants made by a person 
outside the royal family.97 

(a) A record of the grant of 200 ropanis of land to a 
monastery in Bhatgaon is available from the inscription of 
Gadgiidevi dated NS 692. A fragment at the end talks of a 
grant of another piece of land to  the extent of 105 ropanis 
jn the time of Ranajitamalla in 862.9s 

96 Puriitatvapatrasai~graha, I. 
97 Inscription not published. Rut  I possess (he rubbing. 
98 Inscription n. 25 in our Appendix. 
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(b) Bhimamalla granted 62 ropanis of land to the temple 
of Siva in Yatkhatol (Kathmandu) in 763.09 

(c) The grant of 410 ropanis of land in all by Pratlpa- 
malla to ChZthgu NZrZyana mentioned in the inscription of a 
temple of V i ~ n u  situated a t  the western outskirt of the city 
of Bhatgaon (date NS 781. Inscription n. 61 in our App.). 

(d) Siddhinarasi~ha's donation of land of more 
than hundred ropanis extent to  the shrine of Lord Kgpa 
in 757 for the annual Piijiis on different occasions (BLI's 17). 

(e) The builder of the Naudeval in Kathmandu who was 
the minister of Nrpendramalla had donated land to the extent 
of 100 ropanis in 795 (Inscription n; 76 in our Appendix). 

( f )  Two texts of inscriptions speak of land donation 
49 ropanis and 120 ropanis by BhUpiilendramalla and 
Jagajjayamalla respectively (Purcitatvapatrasarigraho, I. 
pp. 5, 11). 

There were grants of land of smaller areas as well. In tbe 
PaSupatinHtha copper plate of Jagajjayamalla. we have a land 
grant of 29 ropanis to a Brahmana made on 843 Chaitra 
Sudi 11.  

JayaprakHSamalla made a grant of 50 ropanis of land to a 
Brahmana according to the copper plate inscription of 
PaSupatinatha (date NS 859). The same ruler made a gift of 
land of 29 ropanis in 880 to Kulananda Upadhya being 
pleased with his work in performing a koma at the shrine of 
Taleju (Puriitatvapatrasarigraha. I, p. 27). 

A text of the Tiimrapatra published in Puriitatvapnrra- 
sarigraha I (p. 28) mentions a grant of land 96 ropanis in area 
to a BrZhmana of Deopatan in 884 Chaitra Sukla. The paddy 
producing field lay in the Valley on the bank of the river 
Bagmati. 

JayaprakaSamalla donated 72 ropanis of land as Guthi 
to  the shrine of GorakhanZtha on 883 Miirga fudi 5 (Itihiisa 
Prakiiia. 11. 3, p. 455). 

99 Inscription n. 45 in our Appendix. 
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It  appears that large donations involving area of land. 
beyond 30 ropanis were made either by the members of the 
royal family or their relatives and ministers. Others could 
not donate lands of such large dimension, their donations 
varied between that of a ropani and fifteen (Inscription 
n. 3,6, 18, 41 in our Appendix). As we find that lands dona- 
ted by the royal family went mostly to  the temples and 
BrBhmanas, the landed gentry was a small minority solely 
belonging to the royalty, courtiers and priests. From an 
observation of a Capuchin Father who wrote from Patan in 
about 1740 it is also known that the bulk of foreign trade was 
the monopoly of the ruling class, the members of the reigning 
house and their relations. So every kind of wealth was 
concentrated in a few hands, in the hands of those who by 
dint of ruling authority in their hands controlled all avenues 
of earning for themselves. 

The large mass of the people evidently were small and 
middle peasants who were tied to temples or to one or otl-er 
members of the Royal family, or their ministers and priests. 
Peasants in general were reduced to the position of serfs, 
very few of them had their own lands. Such of them paid 
land tax direct to  the state. The rest contributed in kind a 
large part of the total production to the temples or landlords 
as the case might be. The peasants in the situation were 
much impoverished but the soil was rich, and rate of produc- 
tion high and they supplemented their income by other 
occupation such as spinning, weaving, making of shoes out 
of a particular fibre etc. 

Jiigir lands: The JSigir lands probably did exist but not 
to a large extent. There are only a few records of land grants 
which talk of services rendered to the state. The service grants 
are conspicuous by their absence, There is nothing to show 
that any grantee had the authority to rule those inhabiting the 
land bestowed on others. nor the latter were to exact any taxes 
other than some specific quantity of produce paid as rent 
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holdings. The local officers such as dusrs, however. were 
entitled to receive some kind of levies in lieu of pay 
(Inscription II. 153 in our Appendix). 

The grant of land to the temples and monasteries are 
common, and this certainly created intermediaries. These 
were either priests or those who managed their affairs. Such 
landowners formed a class by themselves. The grants carried 
no obligation to the state; in ' fact they were free from any 
kind of obligation including the payment of taxes or revenues. 
They were free to rent their land to a temporary cultivator 
or assign permanent tenure by rights to a person without 
anybody's interference. The state did not come in their way 
in  the management of their lands. 

We have come across documents which show different 
forms of land-grants to individuals. More specially three 
varieties are prominently in evidence in this connection 
(1) lands granted to BrHhmanas as KuSa Vrt t i  (2) lands 
granted at  a price. sometimes nominal and sometimes just 
enough to defray the expenses of a religious performance and 
(3) lands donated to the temples. The third category of lands 
constituted by far the largest area. All these were exempted 
from tax. 

Whenever a deed for grant or sale was executed, it was 
done either in a copper plate or in a palm leaf. The person 
who received the land enjoyed the right to part with his 
possession whenever he liked and this was mentioned 
expressly through a phraseology used for the purpose in the 
record. The phraseology is Sviidhinenavartakanyiiyena. The 
grantee or the purchaser was to enjoy his full rights in respect 
of alienation and the fact was emphasised in the document 
through use of the phraseology (DOCS. 8, 10. 13. 24. 25. in 
Puriitatvapatrasafigraha. I; Doc, I to VIII in our ~ppendix). 
Sometimes the particular nyiiya is not mentioned. but the 
expression Sviidhinenakrayivikrayi bhavoti is unavoidably 
used to stress the issue of the inherent right of a grantee or 
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purchaser. (Puritatvapatrasarigraha. 18 to 19, 20; docs. 
111. 1v. v, IX, X). 

I n  sale deeds the kings never failed to record that the 
price paid was the highest and conformed to the line as it 
obtained in the country at time and in the circumstances. 
(Yathiidesakitapravarttamijnasancharc?rghena). Probably the 
intention was to emphasise the reasonable nature of the proice 
in question Puriitatvapatrasat?graha, I, 8. 19; I to  VI  in our 
Appendix). 

The record of grant of land to temples omitted such ex- 
pressions (Puriitatvapatrasai2graha. I. n. 2. 3, 4. 9, 11. 12; o.  I. 
VI, VII in our Appendix) and further whenever the land was 
given as Brahmavrtti or KuSavrtti (Puriitatvapatrasaiigraha. 
1, n, 16, 17.22). We have also land grant records prohibiting 
the sale of the granted land without the permission of the 
sovereign who made the grant. This happened when the 
grant was of a nature sold at a nominal price for a political 
purpose (n. 20 in Puriitatvapatrasarigraha, I). Land was 
also granted with the condition secret should not be told 
to the outsiders without the pernlission of the king and secret 
information from outsiders should be passed on to the king. 
Such grants to be made to  non-Newar settlers in the region 
outside the Valley (Ibid). 

Many sale records placed the donors of correcting the 
errors of the seller or donor if sometime for reasons non- 
political and accidental a dispute arose as to the land 
possession under the grant (n. 111. IX, X in our Appendix). 
All the sale deeds executed in the name of the king as seller 
incorporated a statement that a payment i n  gold had been 
made to strike the deal. 

The lands thus sold were tax free, and in the form they 
were handed to our times were called sunavirtii. There was 
another class of freehold which paid a nominal tax to the 
government and such freeholds were known as potiivirtii. 

Agriculture: Although we have made some observation 

33 
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on agriculture in the middle ages, it has been very brief and 
therefore we are devoting quite a large space to the considerag 
tion of the problem in all its aspects. 

We have no source to  know about the method of cultiva- 
tion, but I do not think that this was different in 1792 and 
1801 while Kirkpatrick and Hamilton respectively visited the 
country, They have left us an account which might accurately 
represent the condition of agriculture prevailing in the 
century. This is what they purport to write. The cultivators 
did not use the plough in the Nepal Valley. They used a 
hoe to dig the soil, which they called Ku, Hamilton (p, 221) 
thought that this 'was a very awkward instrument, the blade 
is fixed by a long neck, so as to stand parallel to the short 
handle at  about the distance of 6 inches. The labourer, 
therefore, must either stoop exceedingly when at work or 
must sit on his heel which is the usual posture'. At the time 
he visited Kathmandu Hamilton was told that a labourer 
could dig a ropani of land in 3 days. After the digging 
operation they broke the clods with a wooden mallet fixed 
to a long shaft. Then water was allowed to accumulate in 
the field. Each small plot was separated from the neigh- 
bouring plots on all sides by an earthen wall of a foot or if 
there is a natural formation of that type the height migllt be 
greater. This helped to fill the plot with water by obstructing 
the passage of the channel, If there were no facilities for 
irrigation the cultivation had to depend on rainfall and it was 
started late in  the season, As the soil came to be under 
water for sometime, it was subjected to a process of further 
breakage and pounding by feet before transplantation. Now 
the muddy soil was ready and then transplantation of 
seedlings took place. The work was done by women. The 
seed was sown in a compact plot about 15 or 20 days earlier 
to the plantation operation. When transplanted they required 
about three months to bear crops. Meanwhile twice in the 
interval the cultivators had to remove the weeds, which they 
did with an agricultural implement called Khupi. 
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By the end of October the harvest was ready and reaped. 
The entire crop was cut with the help of a scythe. both men 
and women taking part as in plantation. The plants with 
chaffs and grains were tied to a bundle. the bulk being not 
heavier for a man to raise. I t  was then thrashed over a 
wooden or stone platform. The chaff was blown off by 
fanning called winnowing by two men standing on either 
side of the heap of corns, who used a basketlike implement. 
Ghiimo. to fan over the area when the corns were being 
removed from old place to a new one nearby. 

Outside the Valley the trallsplantation was done upon a 
ploughed field. The bullocks were also brought for threshing. 
They passed in a pair through the ground where chaffs are 
spread to a considerable thickness. 

For Ghaiyii paddy no plantation was necessary. Seeds 
were sown in March and harvested in July-August, This 
was followed by planting potato or sowing mustard seeds. 
Potato was of an inferior quality and was newly introduced. 
Fields receiving sufficient water during June were not spared 
for Ghaiyii paddy. There was a winter crop of wheat 
(Chhusyii) in such areas. Wheat was harvested towards the 
end of April. In the Valleys of the many rivulets the rice 
was the main crop. These might also provide in the winter 
season vegetables in case the wheat was not sown. Among 
the winter vegetables was a kind of bzans called Bagala and 
others like radish (lain) peas (kiigiio), potato, onion. garlic. 
ginger (piilu), and Tibetan beans. Sugarcane was also winter 
crop. I t  was crushed for juice and put over a can; the juice 
was then boiled for sugarcandy (chiiku). and less for unrefined 
sugar (sakha). The crushing of cane as well as of mustard 
seeds was done by a man with a heavy log of wood hitting 
vertically the seeds placed on a wooden vase called Kol. 
Leafy vegetables like Chamsur, Piilurig. and Pachhiii were 
also popular during winter. If the Ghaiyii (vala) paddy was 
not sown one could go in for maize. As the maize grew to 
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be two feet high black beans (musyii) and other vegetables 
might be grown into the same area. 

We have seen that paddy was by far the most important 
crop. Amongst the pulse grains (kain-Newari) were black 
beans (mayii-ke-Newari), lentilor erverumlens (mosu-Newari), 
pea (Pissum arvensis) and Kaigo in Newari. All these were 
autumn or winter crops.loO 

The radish was used as  vegetable in a half putrid fermen- 
ted form, which tasted a little sour, This was called Siizki.lol 
Wet radishes in large amount were kept underground inside 
a pit for seven days. They ferment in that process, their 
colour growing a bit yellowish. 

Father Desideri writes that rice was the principal crop of 
Nepal. He said "much rice is grown as well as wheat, millet, 
sugarcane, vegetables and fruit such as pears, pine-apples, 
lemons and oranges."* But he does not mention the kinds of 
fruits and vegetables. Even otherwise the information 
supplied by the Capuchin Fathers is very meagre. We find, 
therefore, imperative to draw substantially from Hamilton's 
account regarding food crops of the Valley of Nepal. 

Many records show gardens to have bee11 either sold or 
gifted by the rulers. Kanu Sarmii in his description of the 
city of Patan talks of fruits and flowers available in abun- 
dance and more particularly of pomegranate, plantain. and 
oranges. Flowers mentioned by him are piirijdta (Erythrina 
Indica), sephiilikii (Nycthanthes Arbor Tristis). karavira 
(Oleander). juhi (Jasmine), hasinl (Polianthes Tuberosa). 
kevarii (Pandanus), and kunda (Jasmine). 

In the palace inscription of Bhatgaon (n. 98, 103 in our 
Appendix) are mentioned ajilasviin (yellow Jasmine), and 
golakgeja (Leucas Linifolia), 

100 Hamilton, p. 228. 
101 Hamilton, ibid. 

Account of Tibet,  BK. IV, Ch. 2. 
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Hamilton said that Nepal did not produce apple, orange 
or citrus fruits, but it did produce peach and plantain in 
plenty. However, the valleys and uplands outside the Nepal 
Valley supplied its requirement of citrus fruits. The Capu- 

chin Missionaries mistook them as fruits produced in the 
Nepal Valley. 

Irrigation: The soil of the Nepal Valley was simply 
excellent, and the lowlands and vales of the many rivulets 
yielded crops perennially. But there were uplands above the 
deep of the valleys and they needed ample water for 
cultivation. 

The rainfall was 60"-70" a year, according to European 
travellers of the 18th century. But valleys and uplands both 
needed irrigation facilities for a crop. Besides, rainfall is  
uncertain. Nature is delusive and might be niggardly or 
send late or early rains in the season or sometimes not at all 
causing damage to the crops. Hence the Nepalese peasant's 
quest for water from sources which he could tap with his 
own efforts. Water for irrigation was provided by canals 
from the rivulets, by the channel drawing water from the 
water conduits and also by canalising waters of the falls and 
springs in the high altitude of the mountainous declivity. We 
have an inscription of Srinivasamalla in Pharping which 
records the king's order as  to the division of water by two 
conduits, situated at two levels, which are also to flow into 
channels for irrigation. There is, however, no detail of the 
working of the system of irrigation in general in this inscrip- 
tion. The information is however available in the inscription 
of Jitlmitramalla of Bhatgaon. It is said that the water 
from the public canal was to be used at the rate of 1 diim to 
irrigate a field of a ropani. The men who used to look after 
the maintenance of the canal were called Dhalapii literally 
meaning those who guarded the dhala (canals or drains). 
Everybody concerned was to contribute annually a day's 
labour for repair. They were to work there for the whole 
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day from morn to  evening. Those who came for work are 
entitled to  obtain a receipt bearing an official stamp. The 
people were not to  labour for the personal benefit of the 
dhalapii; they were not to do any forced labour, not to collect 
woods for him and not to transplant seedlings. But if any 
one failed to work in the public canal, he was fined 3 dams. 
The dhalapiis were further to take care that in the distribution 
of water the order of receiving water was not broken, none 
was to be discriminated favourably or unfavourably because 
of his status. The distribution was to conform to the 
standing rules. If it was the rule that the poorest of the 
peasants was selling his share of water first. he should get it 
as ordained. In case of violence of rules the king had to 
give his thought on the matter or the Pramiina whom His 
Majesty ordered to examine the affairs, he should do it. The 
dhalapiis were fined 6 rnohar tankas if they failed to do their 
duty.'02 

Even there was some industry and trade in the land Nepal 
drew its sustenance either for food or clothing through 
agriculture, This was the reason that the king and his people 
took so much care in the contribution and preservation of the 
canal. We have seen how the king issued regulation making 
it compulsory on his peasant population to contribute their 
labour for repair iind maintenance. There was a special 
officer appointed to look after the canals in every region. 
The public and the officer both were fined for failing to render 
their duty as apportioned. 

This is an instance of calla1 administration. Such canals 
were built by the king and the important of them were called 
the king's canals. These were either excavated from the 
river channel or from a large mountain spring. There was 
no problem of big rivers and of inundation caused by their 
flood. Between years the BBgnlati and the Vi~numati  might 
have been in flood, but they never posed a serious threat. 

102 Inscription n. 90 in our Appendix. 
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Pratapamalla built a canal which drew its water from a 
spring at the foot of the Sivapuri hill. This irrigated all the 
areas from its source down to Kathmandu's northern suburb. 
The ruins of the canal are still in evidence. 

Though a reference to  small canals excavated from the 
tanks is little seen in reliable documents, the tanks never- 
theless existed, and up  till now the peasants dig canals 
from the bed of the tank to canalise water for their 
fields. For example the tank of Taudaha, 3 miles in circum- 
ference, about which the Capuchin Missionaries have left 
records, might have a source of field irrigation. Taudaha 
lies about 3 miles to the south-west of Kathmandu on a 
lowland near the deep chasm of the river Bagmati. A smaller 
tank called TZihiichal, which is dry during the spring and 
summer, also provides water to the fields nearby. These were 
not man-made tanks, The Nhupukha now called Ranipokhari 
built by Pratiipamalla on the outskirt of the town as  it then 
existed was not meant to provide water for irrigation. 

The canals dug for irrigation or river channel diverted 
for that purpose was allowed to fall from a precipice down 
to a field, and at such places one could operate a water 
mill for pounding floor. It appears from what Hamilton says 
that the Nepal Valley had water mills in several places in the 
countryside. Hamilton's statement might apply easily also 
to conditions in the period immediately preceding the GorkhL 
period. 

Describing the water-mill he writes, 'The stones are little 
larger than those of hand mills, and the upper one is turned 
round by being fixed on the end of the axis of the water 
wheel, which is horizontal, and is placed under the floor of 
mill, with which the stones are on a level. This wheel 
consists of six inches brohd, which are placed obliquely in the 
axle-tree. On these blades the water falls down an inclined 
plane 01 about eight or ten feet in perpendicular height. 
The hopper is basket perforated at the bottom, but has no 
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contrivance to shake it. The people a t  one of the mills which 
we examined said that in one day it could grind twelve Muris 
or rather more than twenty nine bushels'. 

Flora and Fauna : The Sal tree is often talked of in the 
account of the Capuchin Missionaries, but here we shall have 
to take notice of the fact that these were not of the variety 
grown in the forest of the Terai, for this forest was only partly 
inside the domain of Nepal towards its south-east. But the 
Sal trees grew in abundance in the many river valleys within 
the jurisdiction of the Nepalese kingdoms. Besides the Siil 
trees there were other trees mentioned in records. The 
Svayambhu stele of Pratiipamalla (n. 57 in our Appendix) 
gives the names of many trees which had come up in the hill 
in particular Champaka and Vaka. We do not want the 
details regarding the flora as the same is preserved intact 
up till now, and anyone interested can refer to a modern book 
on the subject. I think we could avoid reference to the 
fauna of the time for similar reasons. The  Capuchin Padres 
talk of jackals, tigers, hyenas, deer and antelopes to have 
seen in the jungles. The European travellers describe the 
presence of elephants in the royal stables. In the Thyiisapus 
there are references to the elephant hunting expeditions 
organised by the Nepalese rulers in their portion of the Terai. 
The rich certainly bred elephants and horses. But while 
horses were used in the battlefield, elephants were spared for 
religious and marriage ceremonies. 

Weights and Measures : In the case of quantitative 
measurement a phiim measured 8 x 8 = 64 lbs. (avoirdupois) 
and this was divided into 4 kuduvas or Kus, each Ku measur- 
ing 32 ounces. According to an inscription103 of Bhiipatindra- 
malls a Phiim was the same as the Sanskritic prastha which 
in classical measure system measured in capacity. 4 Kuduvas 
= 16 palas=$ iidhakas or 32 pa1as-f iidhaka. In several 
inscriptions the pla (pula) is used as a measure next to 

103 Inscription n. 103 in our Appendix 
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Kuduva. Perhaps 1 pala was a of a Kuduva. This measure 
was used in measuring grains and oil. The  lowest unit was 
known as Chakharichi, which was 118 of a Ku. We have 
also Viichakharichi equal to half chakhahchi, but no medieval 
records have used these terms. The measurement of a handful 
was, of course, the natural method for all kinds of measure- 
ment of cereals and the Kuduva carried 20 handfuls by this 
process. According to Monier William's dictionary a Kuduva 
is put by some writers as  a measure containing 12 handfuls 
or 33 ahgulas or 64 cubic ahgulas. It applied also to a vessel 
'to be a finger half- deep and 3 fingers each in length and 
breadth, in terms of toliis it is equivalent to 32 in measuring 
the medicine.' I n  place of chakharichi there is another word 
astachhi used in the inscriptions.lo4 I t  is a measurement used 
to weight ghee, cotton, yarn, sugar, honey and salt. I t  appears 
to be the lowest unit of weight measurement in vogue. The 
present weight measure is as  follows : 

10 ratis - - 1 r~ziisii 
1 dhebuas = 10 nldsii = 1 tolii 
4+ toliis - - 1 asriichi 
2 astiichis = 1 vaiila 

18 tolas = 2 varilas - - 1 parila 
4 parilas - - 1 kuhla 
3 kutilas - - 1 dhiirni = 720 toliis 

The astiichi is of panlii. Landon reports that in 1928 A.D.. 
a parila weighed 19 toliis. 

In the absence of details to be gleaned from the inscrip- 
tions or other notings it is desirable to accept the above table 
of weight measure also for the medieval period. But as we 
accept the table we must -be prepared to understand the facts 
of some difference in the weights of the lower units of 
measures in this connection. For example there might have 
been some difference from age to age in the weight of a 

104 Inscriptions 98, 103 in our Appendix 
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tolii in terms of miisii and rati, and also in that of astiichi 
in terms of toliis. 

For  the measure of grains, oil, we may have the following 
table : 

24 handfuls - - 1 chakhanchi 
5 handfuls = 1 pla 
2 plas -- 1 rniinii 
2 miiniis or 4 plas = 1 Kuduva 
4 Kuduvas - - 1 Phiim = 1 Prastha. 

The prastha and pla are known as  Piithi and Pahlii 
respectively. But Panla is transferred to the weight measure. 

The  handful should mean a measure of grain contained 
within the capacity of the fist of a well developed adult. 

The  tola as  the lowest unit in the weight measure is 
mentioned in several records (n. 151 inscription in our 
Appendix, Thyiisapu A,  f .  57). 

I t  appears from our inscription n. 97 that ginger was like 
grains measured in capacity, e.g. the record mentions among 
kuduvas of beans also a prastha of ginger. 

The silver diirn was know11 as  Phasiiii pu, which literally 
means an article easily blown by the wind. Viim or diirh or 
damma occurs as  means of monetary transaction in our 
inscriptions, e.g. as Dak~inli (gift) to the Brshmagas or fines 
for punishment or contribution to the king's undertaking 
(Inscription ns. 26, 89, 98, 112, 115, 116, 121 in our Appendix). 
The next unit available in such records is Suki or Suka 
(Inscription ns. 89, 97, 116 in our Appendix). The mohar. 
the unit of the highest value come in for reference occasional- 
ly whenever such a unit had to be mentioned in transaction 
(Inscriptions n. 94, 105, 110, 1 16 in our Appendix). But no 
two-anna pieces are known from the records we have used 
so far  despite the fact that such units were issued casually. 
and they are traced to our knowledge. 

By and large the mohar, the suki and diinzs were the coins 
in wide circulation in the period. 
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Walsh's table is largely influenced by his imagination. We 

can find it one by tracing certain units therein, which have 
not so far come to our view, e.g. the one-anna silver piece 
of coin. 

Let us have our own table based on the information 
available from the writing of the Capuchin Padres. 

10 oowries - - 1 diim. The same in silver leaf 
was known as Phasafipu. 

4 diims - - 1 copper dhebuh. 
8 dhebuiis or 32 dams= 1 half suki or do-do-anni 
2 do-annis = 1 suki 
2 sukis or sukZis - - 1 mohar 
2 mohars or 128 dams= 1 rupee Moghul or 256 diims. 

No information of weight measure regarding silver or gold 
is available. But on the basis of the Capuchin Padres reports 
we can suggest the following table of silver weight measure. 

10 ratis - - 1 miisis 
6 miislis = # tolis 

12 mlislis = 1 lolh 
Wage Labour: Some idea of wage labour is obtained in 

regard to workers serving the state or commercial firms from 
the memoirs of the Capuchin Missionaries, which the reader 
will find a little below in the section under trade. But other 
facts are lacking. This is true of the whole of our period 
from the 17th century onwards. , There is no evidence what- 
soever epigraphic, literally or legendary about the existence 
of slavery for the same time. Some kind of forced labour 
does seem to have been in vogue in case of services rendered 
to the king or in the interest of village or public welfare. The 
copper plate inscription of Yakeamalla, with date 573, which 
we have discussed so often lays down a duty on every citizen 
for contributing his labour to the building and repairing of 
forts in his area. 

Hamilton who visited Nepal in 1801 A. D. gives an idea 
of the wage of different kinds of labourers. As his observa- 
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tion is of the time about thirty years later to the defeat of 
the Malla dynasty we might take it as also applying to the 
days of the earlier Malla period. 

According to Hamilton a labourer ordinarily earned & of 
a mohar per day. If he was a porter carrying luggage from 
Hetaura to Kathmandu his earning was 3 mohars, and if the 
distance was from GarhparsS to the capital then he got 2 
mohars more. The usual load he carried in a dokti weighed 
20 dha'rnis or 100 lbs. Persons travelling on hummock paid 
24 mohars to the party of 4 carrying them from GarhparsZ to 
Kathmandu. The wage of ironsmith and carpenter was 
3 annas, of bricklayer 23 annas, of goldsmith 4 annas per 
tolii, of silversmith 1 anna per tolii and of coppersmith 1-2 
mohars per dhtirni of weight. 

The information on the subject of a labourer's wage is SO 

limited that we have nothing more to add to what Hamilton 
has observed. 

Communication: We have already an idea of the different 
trade routes that connected the Valley of Nepal both with 
Tibet and the Gangetic plain. Communication was difficult 
over the hills and dales of the region. But it was more 
difficult on the North than on the South. However, as 
accounts of the missionaries go to show, there were foot- 
tracks connecting different parts of  the country to the capital. 
The south could boast of the road which was spacious enough 
for a rider on pony to pass through. One of the inscriptions 
of Prataparnalla (n. 62 in our Appendix) tells us that he 
constructed a bridge over the river Vignumati in 783. The 
Capuchin Missionaries also talk of bridges over the rapid 
streams, on the border in the north. These were bridges 
made of wooden planks supported by similar beams on both 
sides from beneath the structure. Some provided railing on 
two sides to catch by the hands while walking over the 
bridges, yet quite a few went without such handles. The 
CapucllinFathers were awe-struck at the sight of load carriers 
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crossing over such bridges. People also were carried on a 
basket tied to poles on sides by long ropes, the operation 
involved drawing by one side and releasi~g by another. I 
think that all the three devices were used wherever there 
was a crossing of rivers. Many rivers which while in spate 
during the rainy season became unfordable were crossed on 
foot during the winter. For pedestrian traffic the authorities 
contrived also to make temporary bridges at  many points. 
These were .washed away by the rising waters of tbe rivers 
in early summer. 

Father Desideri travelling about the end of December, 
1721 wrote thus of his frightful experiences of the journey 
through mountainous route from Kuti to Kathmandu.lo4" 

"During the journey from Kufi to Kathmandu one crosses 
an iron chain bridge such as I have described before. The 
road skirted frightful precipices, and we climbed mountains 
by holes just large enough to put one's toe into, cut out of the 
rock like a staircase. At one place a chasm was crossed by 
a long plant only the width of a man's foot, while the wooden 
bridges over large rivers flowing in the deep valleys swayed 
and oscillated most alarmingly. During the last days we 
ascended and descended one mountain after another, but they 
are not so bare as in Tibet, there is grass and the pleasant 
shade of trees. Here it is of course impossible to ride, 
but easy to find men who will carry you. They have leather 
straps across the shoulders and forehead attached to a 
board about two hands in length and one in width. On this 
one sits with legs hanging down, and arms round the man's 
neck. Father Felice, although old and tired, insisted on 
walking with me until at last I persuaded him to be carried, 
but he was so tall and heavy that it was difficult to find men 
who would carry him, so the poor Father suffered much." 

AS we read between the lines of relevant inscriptions, the 

104a. Account of Tibet,  1931, B K .  IV, Chapter I, p. 312. 
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position as to food drawn by the Italian missionary is ful ly  
supported. 

To the people of Nepal the principal food was rice. There 
were different varieties of paddy; paddy was grown in the 
lowlands of the Valley. Hakua rice was consumed widely. 
I t  was prepared by putting the rice inside a pit for sometime. 
It  was not considered to be a good quality. Tibetan goat, 
local goat, Tibetan sheep, ram, buffalo provided meat. The 
inhabitants ate fishes but the Valley obtained its supply of 
fish from outside. 

Drink was common. It  was prescribed for the occasions 
of the puja in temples as well as during festivals. There 
were both fermented and distilled liquor. Fermented 
liquor came mostly from boiled rice. Distilleries used rice, 
wheat, millets, potato to produce strong alcohol. 

Revenue and Taxation : The system of taxation is not 
known. For several construction works the state obtained 
physical labour from the populace, which was compulsory 
but could be escaped by a payment of money. The construc- 
tive activities implied making of roads, tanks and temples 
and shrines and projects like irrigation and afforestation. 

The source of income of the government was the tax on 
land and customs duties on transit of goods from and to 
Tibet and from and to the Indo-Gangetic plains (also see 
below for details). The share of the state from farms, levy 
in kind or monetary contribution, cannot be assessed accura- 
tely for want of reliable data. There was a sort of poll tax 
realised per family. But the rate was comparatively lighter 
and the same had become just nominal during the eighteenth 

Expenditure : The term public expenditure is a misnomer 
as applied to medieval ages, Yet if we like to apply it so we 
may designate any expenditure of the king in that manner. 

105 Italiani Missionari, etc. Op. Cit, Vol. 11, Pt. IV, p. 26. 
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Whatever amount he appropriated for his household and 

personal expenses might be called civil list. This was not 
very substantial as the kings in those days led a simple life. 
but there was the pomp of the court, and favours and gifts he 
distributed were certainly lavish. Strictly speaking the civil 
list was more formidable than public expenditure as the 
king's personal interest touched every activity of the govern- 
ment. We may, however, bring under category of public 
expenditure all such items that lay directly outside the scope 
of the civil list. The kings had to lay aside part of their 
revenue for the running of administration. If this was in the 
form of Jiigir, then also the money value of the allocation 
has to be counted in the overall expenditure. Besides the 
civil administration the king had to maintain a contingent 
of armed men as body-guards or retinue or a fighting force, 
Sometimes the king paid cash to the body-guards and usually 
the expenses were met with assignment of lands, the revenue 
of which was utilised for that purpose. There were welfare 
activities of the king, which require expenses. For example 
the king built roads, bridges, canals, rest houses, temples etc. 
Whatever amount he spent on these items, this was covered 
by public expenditure, I t  is clear that the scope of public 
expenditure was much limited. We are also short of source 
materials to be able to speak more on the topic. Thus we 
may not elaborate the points further. and treat the subject 
as closed. 

Industry and Trade: Industry and trade flourished side 
by side of the cultural activities. Nepal produced its own 
cotton, span its own thread and wove the cloth required, and 
every Jyapu and Udai household had its own handloom. 
The Valley maintained a monopoly of handloom industry. 
and the surplus was exported to hill areas and Tibet. 
Brassware, bronze statues of deities and worship para- 
phernalia, silver and gold ornaments of Patan were another 
high class products, and these also found their way to regions 
outside Nepal specially to Tibet. Till the eighteenth century 
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Nepal was the link between China and India. The imports 
to Nepal from Tibet consisted mainly of medicinal herbs, 
salts. Yaktail, silver, gold and from India spices, salt and 
embroidery and silk cloth; India obtained herbs, hides, 
wooden frame, hides and bones and certain metal goods from 
Nepal at  that time. Nepal also supplied to Tibet a fair 
quantity of chillies, onions and beans. As legends speak 
Nepalese chillies were exported even to far off China. 

I t  appears from the account of a Capuchin Missionary 
that those dealings in medicinal herbs made much money 
out of the trade.lo6 Nepalese dealers in herbs and other 
goods came from noble families. They had their sale depots 
in Patna and Banaras. 

The Nepalese had their own trading agencies in almost 
all the important towns of south Tibet. I n  Lhasa each of 
the Governments of the three kingdoms maintained its own 
representative called vakil. In Gyantse and Digarche they 
had trade agents to look after the interests of the Nepalese 
merchants who also carried a portion of Tibet's internal 
merchandise. 

I t  may be noted here that the bulk of external trade of 
Tibet was handled by the Nepalese traders who moved about 
between Lhasa and Kathmandu enjoying special treatment 
under a political treaty. 

A very important variety of products, which was exported 
to India was woollen cloth. There were several places in the 
high altitudes of the sub-Himalayan ranges, where long haired 
goats were bred. From these and from Tibetan sources 
Nepal obtained raw wool and woollen blankets and garments. 
Cattle breeding and weaving also gave employment to many* 
But this was not the calling which the people of the Valley 
had followed. 

We have already spoken of the highly advanced art and 
architecture of Nepal. This was an all embracing activity. 

106 Ztaliani Missionari, etc, 11, Pt. IV, p. 13. 
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Carving in wood, sculpture in metal and stones, painting both 
mural and scroll and temple architecture-all flourished to the 
highest degree. Jewellery and the art of ornamentation had 
seen the finest hour in this age. Father Desideri reported 
in 1716 A.D. that he saw a good number of artisans from 
Nepal working in Lhasa, and they earned a substantial 
income out of their professions. Similarly musical instru- 
ments were as much developed, Nepal made all its iron 
tools for agricultural purposes. The KO, a kind of spade. 
was specially devised to suit the soil which did not use 
ploughing. Pottery was no less advanced. Nepal's potter, 
the Kumhar, was an expert whose skill and fame travelled 
far and wide all over that region. His services were in 
demand in the territories of Baisis and Chaubisis, and also 
in Lhasa. Besides these, Nepalese taste in flowers and 
gardening found concrete expression in the gardens, the cities 
and villages, maintained. The gardens attached to palaces 
of the rulers stand witness to this taste. But essentially the 
people lived in conjested localities, whether it was a developed 
town like Patan or a village like Suntagaon. 

In the beginning of this chapter while we described the 
three capitals, we referred also to the trade routes through 
which merchandise passed. Nepal's commercial contacts 
with the outside world were intimate and extensive. A list 
of chief articles of exports and imports has been provided 
in the next section dealing with the Tibet-Nepal-India trade 
position for the end of the 18th century. 

There are also accounts of the Christian Missionaries who 
travelled to Tibet through Nepal in the 16th and 17th cen- 
turies, which give ideas of the extent of trade contacts. These 
descriptions are as nluch true of the whole of the medieval 
period so far as they applied to movements of trade between 
these countries. 

Inland trade in the Himalayas was not of a magnitude to 
draw our serious attention. The Chaubisis were in a much 

3 4 
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undeveloped state. But internecine contacts within the three 
kingdoms of the Valley both in cultural and trade spheres 
were regular as happened to peoples of common habits and 
ways of life and situated close to each other. 

Let us now conclude this account ,with an observation on 
Indo-Nepalese contacts subsisting in this age. While 
narrating the political history of the period in its chronology, 
it was told that these constituted regularly directed cultural 
exchange of ideas and students, of books and learning and 
of art and trade emporia as well as of pilgrims and tourists. 
Nepal's students attended Buddhist seats of learning as long 
as they were not destroyed by Muslim invasion, and later 
when they could no longer be availed of went to Banaras, 
All centres of Saiva and Buddhist pilgrimage were visited by 
the Nepalese, So did the Indian pilgrims in  regard to sacred 
places inside Nepal, like PaSupatiniitha, MuktinBtha, etc, 
Important personages undertook the journey to these centres. 
We have several inscriptions to support our contention. King 
Siddhinarasimhamalla was a regular visitor ' to Kasi. King 
Bhlipalendramalla died near about Ayodhya whither he had 
gone to pay homage to the birth place of RHma. Others, 
pilgrims for Hodh Gaya, are also copiously noted. One 
Buddhist priest who had the architectural plan of the temple 
got to heart while on pilgrimage there, built a temple in Patan 
on that model. (See Inscriptions of the reigns of Siddhinara- 
sihha,  Bhipiilendramalla, etc above), 

Coinage: Until the time of Mahendramalla no coins of 
the reigning monarchs have been traced for the medieval age. 
This led many scholars to believe that coins struck by the 
central power in India were current in Nepal which had lost 
its independence during the period of eight hundred years 
from the tenth to 17th century A. D. But the fact of absence 
of coinage cannot be a basis of arguments and to attribute to 
Nepal of those days a dependent status on that account would 
be going too far. We are too short of factual data and 
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materials much as they still lie hidden, and require thorough 
search and exploration, and our efforts in that direction 
have been so far tardy. I t  is true that off and on during this 
long span of time Nepal was subjected to invasions from the 
south, and any strong power organised for the whole of 
India or anywhere in Nepal's vicinity did not leave this coun- 
try quite untouched in one or other ways. But no one with 
a knowledge of Indian and Nepalese history would with 
authority speak of continued status of dependence for Nepal 
for the same period. It is true that no coins have been dis- 
covered but it could not be denied that invasions from 
outside had also been repelled more than once, which certain- 
ly testifies to Nepal's capacity to resist encroachments on 
its sovereignty. Also, it is impossible to imagine that Nepal 
continued to enjoy a status of dependence even at the time 
when India lay disintegrated and dismembered. If a contrary 
opinion is to prevail, Nepal has to be given a subordinate 
place in the absence of its coins even in the 13th. 14th and 
15th centuries when there was neither a consolidated power 
in Bengal, nor anywhere in North India. We have also no 
evidence to suggest that Moghul suzerainty over Nepal had 
ever been exercised. Another fact to be borne in mind is 
that even where Nepal seemed to accept a dependent role, 
it was only in a nominal sense and external suzerainty 
obtained but in name, for it so happened that its mountain 
fastness and inaccessible situation always protected the 
country from active external interference. 

Currency and Exchange: For the first time in Nepal's 
history we have silver coins in circulation. The existence of 
silver coins in this period is a proof of a high level of 
prosperity in industry and trade. Not only this, the fact of 
Nepal sending its coins to circulate in Tibet as legal tender 
shows the predominant position of this country in the internal 
and external economy of such contiguous areas outside its 
jurisdiction that extended beyond the high altitude of the 
Himalayas. Nepal's prosperous economy was unassailable. 
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It colltinued to be in that state for several centuries. Its 
hegemony over economic affairs of the outlying areas was not 
disputed. Even when base coins were exported to Tibet this 
did not come as a reflection of Nepal's internal economic 
crisis. I f  it reflected anything, it did reflect a change of 
policy and a desire to  earn more from this source. It is 
possible that Nepal's solid economy was founded on advanced 
industrial development and the entrepot trade this country 
commanded as a buffer between the Indian plains and 
Tibetan highland. 

Let it be remembered here that this was a monopolised 
affair so far as Nepal was concerned because the route 
passing through the Valley was the only opening for the 
whole of the eastern region. 

Each of the three kings of the Valley issued coins in his 
name and this was uninterrupted till the very end of the 
period in review. When a new ruler ascended the throne his 
coronation was celebrated with a new coin called after him. 

The coinage was confined to the Government of these 
rulers. No ruler in the whole of the Himalayas in that 
period struck coins whether of silver or copper until 
PfthviniiriiyZipa started it a little before he conquered Nepal. 

The lump of copper Dhebua appears to have been in 
circulation since the beginning of the 18th century But it 
never went to take the place of silver coins. For transactions 
not requiring media of higher denominations, the Dhebua was 
used. The use of this type of medium show that unlike the 
areas occupied by the hill chiefs, the Nepal Valley enjoyed a 
flourishing economy which dispensed with the system of 
barter. For yet smaller transactions, barter was the inevitable 
choice but we have no idea ol cowries or like mediums to 
have been in use for that time. 

One of the Capuchin visitors who came to Nepal in 
1706 A.D says that a dam was changed into ten cowries in 
transactions.lo7 

107 ltaliani Missionari, etc, Vol. 11, IV. P. 69. 
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Silver came from Tibet or India, while copper was locally 
mined. Silver seems to be much in abundance for even a 
unit of 4th of a mohar (half rupee) passed ordinarily in the 
form of a coin in silver. Since as early Lakgminarasimha's 
time when the state needed more currencies than usually 
required, this went down further to cover as low a value as 
that of a dam, of a rupee for the purpose. All told, in spite 
of instability and dismemberment and consequent mishaps 
the Valley of Nepal faced, its commercial importance had not 
lessened and its earning power remained intact. 

Every king when he minted coins gave them his own name 
for popular use and while he inscribed his name in the pieces, 
he made them current under his own name. Thus each coin 
was known after the name of the ruler. Pratgpamalla called 
his coins as Kavindramalli. But all coins in general passed 
as Mahendramalli to be hereafter abbreviated into MM. 

The coin was also known as tiirikii. The basic unit of the 
fiiizkc coinage was a mohar. I t  weighed 6 miisiis, half of the 
silver content of tbe Moghul coin. A nliisii is a broad bean 
weighing about 14'6 grains on the average.lo8 According to 
Cunningham the mohar carried a weight of 87'6 grains of 
silver. But the weight of different lnohars varied between 
80 and 90 grains.100 It  appears that coins of lower denomina- 
tion were rare. The Capuchin Padres talk of silver dams 
in circulation. They also talk of jow (barley corn) being the 
lowest unit, 4 of which passed for a dam. But the latter part 
of the story that the jows were used as currency cannot be 
correct. The report must have been based on hearsay. 

The Mahendramalli was a common name for all the 
silver mohars of Nepal. It was so called because the founder 
of the coin was Mahendramalla (c. 1561-1574 A. D). Since 
his days, the MM also circulated i n  Tibet. But at a later 

108 Coins of Ancient India by Cunningham, p. 2. 
109 Walsh, p. 683. 
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stage the Nepalese rulers issued a separate variety of 
coins for Tibet. At first this privilege was enjoyed only by 
Kathmandu but from Bhupatindramalla's time, Bhatgaon 
also came to have its share. Ultimately, Kathmandu stopped 
minting coins for Tibet and Bhatgaon alone was left to con- 
tinue the job. 

Ultimately, however, Bhatgaon ousted Kathmandu from 
this lucrative trade position. I t  so happened that in course 
of time Bhatgaon monopolised the right to send currencies to 
Tibet and Kathmandu lost the ground altogether. The 
practice of Nepalese coins circulating in Tibet continued till 
the end of the 18th century in spite of progressive deprecia- 
tion of the money value of the currency. The Nepalese rulers 
earned a profit of half a million rupees out of the mint on 
this account. 

From the account of a Capuchin Padre who had travelled 
in cognito through the Nepal Valley in March 1706 A. D. it 
appears that Moghul coins were also current in this country- 
The Moghul coin was also of silver and weighed twice the 
quantity of metal contained in the Mahendramalli. The 
ratio between the two coins was 1 : 2.110 The conversion in 
the unit of lowest denomination was 256 dams for the former 
and 128 for the latter, According to Father Del P. Giuseppe 
Da Ascoli 'When the weight of the Moghul coins is absolutely 

' 111 This observation correct, then it fetches some extra dams. 
might be true for the duration of the exigencies the Mallas 
faced towards the end of the period, while they had issued 
debased coins. But it goes to the credit of the Malla rulers 
that the depreciation was effected only within limits. 

The silver mohar was reckoned a sixteen-anna rupee SYs- 
tern. AS is attested by the Capuchin Fathers, so walshll' 

110 Italiani Missionari, etc, Vol .  11, Pt. I. p. 19. 
111 Desideri's report supports this ratio, C. Wassels, Op. Citt P. 232* 
112 JRAS.  July, 1908, p. 694. 
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also has given the following table to explain ldanna  
system. 

1 mohar=2 suka or suki 
1 suka (& mohar)=2 do-ani 
1 do-uni ($ mohar) = 2 ek-ani 
1 ek-ani (1 / 8 mohar) = 2 adha-ani 
1 adha-ani (1 1 16 mohar)=2 paisa mohar 
1 paisa mohar (11.32 mohar)=2 do-diim, called adhii 

paisa. 

The diim (1/128 mohar) silver leaf was minted under 
several reigns which include Lakgminarasirhhamalla, Pratlpa- 
malla, Bhlskaramalla, Jagajjayamalla, JyotipraklSamalla, 
Jayaprakiiiamalla-all of Kathmandu, Siddhinarasimhamalla, 
Vignumalla, Dalamardana Shih-all of Patan and Ranajita- 
malla of Bhatgaon. 

The mint : It  appears that the coins were cast from a 
mould out of molten metal. The mould made of baked clay 
was designed by an artist who made it of a size and shape as 
authorised by the authorities. The emblems were designed 
according to the desires of the ruler, and they conformed to 
the traditions and usages of the time. 

Trade Marts: There were trade marts and depots in 
Kathmandu, Patan and Bhatgaon run  by local merchants as 
well as by the Muslim and Kashmiri merchants.'13 The latter 
resided here permanently. and looked after their factories 
and shops. Even in Kufi and Kerrong the Kashmiris main- 
tained agencies to facilities movements of their articles. Rich 
Nepalese lived in Kuti, and they were fairly strong in number 
according to Father Desideri.l14 

There were central customs offices in each of the capital 
city of the three kingdoms. The Bhansaris were the officers 
on duty in charge of customs houses established in each 

113 Vol. 11, Part VII, p, 13. Ztaliar~i Missionari ,  etc. 
114 C. Wassels, Op. Cit, pp. 232 f f .  
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important city. These officers checked all goods and luggages 
imported into and exported from Nepal. The Bhansari was 
appointed by the king to do work for six months, At one 
station, there were four such officers; the appointment went 
to the highest bidders. So the Bhansari was a sort of 
Thekedar [Contractor). When a trader intended to send his 
goods to Tibet, he had to send a notice to the Bhansari and 
at  least two of the Bhansaris visited the store-house of the 
trader and checked the articles concerned after which the 
packing was done. The bundle was then tied with a rope 
and over this the Bhansari put the official seal; later the 
whole consignment was put inside a cover made of buffalo or 
goat skin. $he trader was advised to handle the bags care- 
fully and keep the seal intact. The next day again the same 
Bhansaris visited the store-house to see if the seal had been 
interfered with. If something was found wrong, then the 
whole package was opened. In  case of no interference, a 
second seal was put upon the skin over. This was examined 
in Nesti, a Nepalese outpost on the northern border116 and 
after being checked carefully was permitted to cross the 
border. 

We do not know anything about commercial concerns and 
their organisations. Probably. the Baniksafigha. the type of 
an association of traders. bad disappeared in this period. We 
know that internal trade was not controlled. Even if trade 
associatiolls extsted, it is not certain if their influence was 
felt. For external trade the state issued a permit called 
dnstok. The possession of dastok enabled the merchant to 
send his goods across the border, as well as across the chow- 
kies inside Nepal. As follows from the preceding few 
passages, the goods were opened only in two places, once 
while the permit was to be secured and for the second time 
while the consignment reached the border station. The 
chowkies in betwcen these satisfied themselves with the 

115 l taliani Missionari, etc. Vol. 11, Part IV, p. 51; p. 57. 
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assurance if necessary by proper checking that the seal was 
preserved intact. 

For the carriage of articles. there were Bharias (Bharias- 
carriers), They were hired on contract. The deal was made 
with the leader of a group of (Bharia Naike), who received in 
advance half of the total pay of all those employed for the 
purpose in addition to his own capitation fee for every one 
of them; the other half was to be paid to the Bharias on 
reaching the destination. The leader was to provide men and 
to stand guarantee for their conduct. Each Bharia carried 
93 pounds and 40 ourices of weight.'l6 Father Desideri 
reports that while he travelled from Lbasa he found that in 
Tibet area the goods were carried on the back of ponies and 
mules but as soon as he entered the Nepalese territory he had 
a different experience, because here all the merchandise was 
carried by the porters on their back.'17 

Each article of export had to pay its duty to the govern- 
ment. There was a tax on loads of animal or man fixed at 
the rate of Rs. 9 Mahendramalli per load. which the customs 
house at the frontier realised. The Government in the capi- 
tal charged a levy to the valuation of a load for every ten 
loads. Each porter was also liable to pay Re 11- to the 
governor of Kuti if he  did not purchase salt of the same 
value. Metal ores exported to Tibet and India were taxed 
per load at the rate of Rs. 91- MM., if it was done by the 
Nepalese and Rs. lSlr MM., if business was done by out- 
siders,ll8 So was the case in regard to the export of cloth to 
Tibet. I n  Ncsti (Listi) every passenger had to pay Rs. 241- 
MM as a passport levy. The Europeans, however. bad to 
Pay Rs. 501- MM. 

116 ltnliani Missiortari, etc. Op. Cit, 11, IV,  p. 57 
117 Wassels, Op. Cit, pp. 232,260-70. 
118 ltaliani Missionnri, etc. Vol. 11, Part IV, p. 69; Levi, I, footnote 

to p. 128. 
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SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 

Having described the econon~ic life of the people let us 
now proceed to present a picture of their religious beliefs 
and cultural progress in the following pages. 

Here we shall bring into consideration all aspects of life, 
which we have not dealt with in the foregone passages. 

Cities, Civic Life: The people of the Nepal Valley 
dwelt in compact areas which were densely populated, and 
the village or town looked like a cluster of houses. Lands 
around the towns or villages were farmed by peasants who 
belonged to one or the other of such urbar~ or rural sites. 

Kathmandu, Patan and Bhatgaon were the capitals, and 
they were the models for urbanity. We propose to present 
here their lay out, other structural designs demography, 
amenities and popular entertainments. 

Three cities: Kathmandu, Patan and Bhatgaon, each seat 
of the government of the same name, though not equally 
important, were the three most important urban and trade 
centres in Nepal. 

"Bhatgaon and Kathmandu have 18,000 houses each. 
Patan has 24.000 houses. Although in respect of the volume 
of business, Kathmandu stands first, Patan is the most beauti- 
ful of the three in point of structure. In these cities, every 
house has a family of five persons. They are spacious, well 
built and of more than one storey. Streets are well-planned 
and paved with stones. The people are good-looking, of fair 
complexion and very gentle. They hate Muslims, they War- 

ship gods like RHma, Visnu, Bhairava, BhavHni and Mahg- 
deva. COW killing is punished with death. Cows and bulls 
walk fearless in the fields and on the roads. Nobody call 
beat and drive them. Every house has a cow as a mark of 
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devotion. Kirtipur has 6 ,000  houses. This town looks almost 
Europeanised. Houses are made of baked bricks."l18 

Father Cassino in his journal wrote about the inhabitants 
of the Valley in the following terms : IaO 

"The Newars are superstitious and their society is caste 
ridden. They are all Hindus. They have got a script much 
akin to Bengali. They write on paper with an iron pen. 
Their language is much like Tibetan. Their dress consists 
of a piece of wool clad to the knees and of trousers and they 
wear on the head a little red bonnet. In rains every person 
walks barefooted. Even the king does not use saddle while 
riding a horse. 

"They are all excellent craftsmen but treacherous and 
you cannot trust them. They are of medium size, olive 
colour and well-cut in look. When they eat, they have only 
a few varieties. They lead a dirty living. They use a kind 
of drink made of black wheat (Kodo. millet). 

"Kathmandu has 18,000 families; Patan : 24,000 and 
Bhatgaon : 12,000." Probably a family means a household. 

Patan's rulers, all without exception. called themselves. 
'Lord of Miniggal'. According to some people MHniggal 
is a distorted version of MLnagrha. the ancient palace of the 
Nepalese kings. This epithet 'Lord of MHniggal' came to be 
used by rulers of Patan only since feudatory Viggusihha's 
tiroe. But what led him to adopt this title at this stage can- 
not be ordinarily explained.lz1 

119 Letter dated Bhatgaon 12-15. May, 1740 A. D; Patan 10 October, 
1744 A. D. 

120 Ztaliarti Missionari, etc. V O ~ .  XI, Part VII; p. 10; p. 26. Read 
Desideri, 'Kingdom of Nepal' in his Account of Tibet, Op. Cit,. Also 
Father Joseph's Account in Asiatic Researcltes, I1 (1700) pp. 308-22. 
Kathmandu : 18,000 houses, Patan : 24,000 houses and Bhatgaon : 
12,000 families. 

121 MeghapslavarmiiDs inscription (NS 477) has Sri Sri Lalitabru- 
m c ~ a n l  Sri Mdnigala Vajra Mahipifitha Vihdre. But the name is still 
older as would appear from a description in Part I. 
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Before Kathmandu reached a high stage of progress, 
Patan was the centre of political activities being the capital 
for the whole of the undivided Nepal Valley. 

Father Giuseppe alias Joseph who resided in the Valley 
for four years between 1763-67 A, Q. wrote about the struc- 
ture and construction of these cities; "all these towns both 
great and small are well built; the houses are constructed 
of brick and are three or four storeys high; their apartments 
are not lofty; they have doors and windows of wood well 
worked and arranged with great regularity. The streets of 
all their towns are paved with brick or stone, with a regular 
declivity to carry off the water. In  almost every street of the 
capital towns there are also good wells made of stone, from 
which the water passes through several stone canals for the 
public benefit. In  every town there are large square varan- 
dahs well built for the accommodation of travellers and the 
public : these varandahs (porticos) are called piiti and there 
are also many of them as well as wells in different parts of 
the country for public use. There are also, on the outside 
of the great towns, small square reservoirs of water faced 
with brick, with a good road to walk upon and a large flight 
of steps for the convenience of those who choose to bathe. 
A place of water of this kind on the outside of the city of 
Cot'hmandu was at least 200 feet long on each side of the 
square and every part of its workmanship had a good 
appearancs."laa 

Another Italian priest. Father Constantine Da Lero wrote 
to give further information about the same subject, which 
is in no way different from the above, and may not be 
reproduced here. 

A consideration of the architecture of the town is out of 
place at this stage. But just for the purpose of introductory 
knowledge of the subject let me state that our towns and 
villages or townlets whatever we call them conformed to the 

122 Asiatic Researches, 11. 1790. 
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old architectural pattern advocated in treatises like Miinasiira 
which has produced a model for our habitational sites. 

As if to follow this pattern, our towns and villages had a 
wall and ditch around. They were also separated into blocks 
called tol. There were two main roads running straight east 
to west or north to south, The Royal Palace occupied the 
heart of the city as already suggested and nearby the two 
main roads crossed. There were streets and lands, a dozen 
and quarter or more depending on the size of the city, 
which intersected at points providing open space for temple 
buildings, public platforms and one room inn. The greater 
the space at the cross road the larger was the courtyard, and 
with this grew the size of the temples to their structures, 
As usual, the residential houses were constructed on the side 
of the road or street. Their ground floor rooms were used 
as shops. Drains were dug through the eaves of houses on 
both sides of the road or street. This is a general plan appli- 
cable in every urban centre. 

The many villages within the Valley inhabited by the 
Newari speaking people have their living quarters clustered 
together unlike such villages inhabited by others. where each 
living quarter is a unit by itself with its pakho land yielding 
vegetables and corns except paddy. The latter look like an 
European village, but we have such villages also in other 
Parts of the Himalayan region falling with India, Compared 
to these villages, the Newari villages are urban in their 
general appearance, and as both types of villages existed 
in the late middle ages, we are to distinguish one from the 
other by a degree of urbanity. We call the latter urban by 
the same standard. 

We have no iutention to bring here into consideration 
all aspects of civil life in their details, nor do we think it 
necessary to give the reader a complete idea of the many 
roads and streets a11d $ 0 1 ~  (blocks) in which the capital cities 
have been divided. But we may attempt here to present an 
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outline of the picture in regard to the lay out of the towns and 
also of their civic amenities. In  that course we shall also 
mention the names of the localities of the towns, which 
comes to us unchanged from the past. 

Kathmandu seems to have spread along the bank of the 
river Vi~numati  over a small area forming an oblong shape 
with two main roads at the upper part one running from the 
south to the north and another passing towards the north 
from the south but taking a north easterly direction. Both 
converge at a site known as Maru in the heart of the city. 
The area of the town wight measure nearly half a mile south 
to north as its length and half a furlong east to west as its 
breadth. The Royal palace is situated in the heart of the 
city on the right side of the main road as we go along from 
the north Lagan, Chekana Mugala, Maru, Pyafal, YatkhB, 
Makhanatola, Wongal, Ofu, Assan are the localities within 
the city known from documents of the middle ages. These 
names are still preserved and provide a clue to understanding 
the map of the city as it then existed. The many Vihiira 
settlements occupied by lay citizens since 14th century A.D. 
are also identified by references of the names in the inscrip- 
tions. 

The Thyisap~c A mentions Lagan in connection with the 
report of death. due to some epidemics in 798 (F. 14)- 
Chekanamuga is mentioned in the colophon of the manuscript 
copy of Paiicharak$i written in the time of ~adlSivamalla 
(Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1114). The Thyiisapu A by calling 
Lakarninzriiyana JoSi the Bhgro of Maru testifies to a 
reference to this part of the city, which has a big square and 
lanes and bye lanes going towards the river Vi$nurnati. Maru 
is the name of the locality where stands the famous temple 
building known as  Kii~/amacdapa.  The Marufol is quite 
adjacent to the precincts of the Royal Palace. Next to 
Marut01 is PyHlal where lived Prat~pamalla's daughter as 
mentioned by the Thyiisapu A. (f. 13). We are now going 
along the main road but as we leave PyHfal and reach Yatkhg* 
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the road bifurcates one bending to reach a point at the end of 
the palace ground and passing through Wongal and Assan, 
and another extending to another 300 yards of space but 
ending there. From that extremity there emerges another 
road which also goes to Asanto1 and joins the main road at 
the square. Asanto1 is mentioned in an inscription of 
Sadiigivamalla's reign (d, 696. copper plate of a Vihiira in 
Thimi).lg3 Makhanto] which lies between the Royal Palace 
and Wongal (now called Indrachok) is mentioned in a 
colophon of the 12th century (Br. Museum Or. 2279).'z4 
Wongal with its inner courtyard of Brahmapuri finds mention 
in a stone inscription of Laksminarasirhhamalla's time.lZ5 
Wongal has a square and from there a street leads us to 
Ofutol which was the locality where a minister of Jaya- 
prakil4amalla. by name Joriibarasirhha, lived (Bhadrakali 
temple inscription, dated 867).lZ6 Ogu and Asan constituted 
what in the inscription of our period was called JamaleSvara 
Ksatra. A smaller block known as Guchiitol which is situated 
near Otu is mentioned as the home of the donor127. The 
present day Jamal area ad jace~ t  to  Asan was another corner 
of the town as it then extended. At one time we reached 
here the limit of the city in that direction. But in the late 
middle ages the town extended a little further towards the 
north about a furlong or little more. The new wing had its 
own name, Suvarnapatiilinagara. Suvarqapatiilinagara appears 
in several inscriptions of the area. 

(1) An inscription of Bauddhavihiira at Naghato1 with 
the date 767 Chai~ra Sukla 15 svriti nakaatre etc.  belonging to 
the reign of Prat Ppa refers to Suvar~apatirlinagara. 'I'he 

123 Inscription no. 21 in our Appendix. 
124 MS. Pingalamata of N S  313. 
125 Inscription no. 38 in our Appendix. Also tbe PaSu~ali Copper- 

plate inrcription of 843 Chaitra Sudi. 
126 Also see n .  3 document in puriitatvapatrasangraka, I .  
127 On a stone inscription of 835 KiirtikaSukla 15 krrtikiir~aksatra 

somaviira etc. 
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record talks of repairing a vajrodhiitu in S'Lntipur (Svayambhu 
area) by Sakyabhiksu J a y a t a s i ~ h a  a ~ d  others. 

(2) A stone inscription of the reign of Pratiipamalla in 
Chhusyabahal in the northern part of Kathmandu with date 
788 J y e ~ t h a  kygna navami ~rttarabhadra nak~atre  iidityaviire 
gives a record of the setting up of an image of Harahara 
Lokeivara in the Vihiira in Suvarnapatiilinagara. 

(3) Ratnamapdala monastery (Thahiti) inscription of the 
reign of Piirthive~~dramalla, 805 VaiSiikha Sukla saptami men- 
tions the place as occurring in Suvarnapatiilinagara. 

(4) We have further an inscription on a stor~e at 
Dhokiibahiil, dated 812 Phiilguna bukla 8 somaviira where 
the donor says that he repaired a Chaitya in Suvarnapatii- 
linagara. 

In the inscription belonging to the 16th century A.D traced 
in the northern part of the town, the name of the area spoken 
is Suvar~apatdimahiinagara (great city). Obviously, the two 
parts of the town were known under different names. But the 
nerve centre was what had come to be noted as Kii~tarnand- 
apa or Kiintipur or Yambukramo or Yarigala. Kathmandu's 
Newari name is Yehdeia according to Georgi, the Tibetans 
called it Jang-bu or Jambe, probably an altered transcription 
of Yarhpu. Levi (I, p. 55) says that Kathmandu was known 
also as Kho-born to Tibetans. Probably as the present name 
of a part of the town goes, Kathmandu was also known as 
Yangal. 

I t  came to be called a great city (inscription at Vijeivari. 
Otu, etc. (Mahiinagari). 

But the mere fact of being called a city does not mean that 
it had the population and size of the places acknowledged as 
such. Suvarnapatili was just a suburb and extension of 
Kathmandu, yet by itself it is called a great city (n~ahiinagara)~ 
This shows that the title of mahiinagara does not express its 
true character as a city or just a group of houses for a trade 
mart. 
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As suggested earlier, Kathmandu stood as the primus inter 
pares of three cities in the late medieval period, Occupying 
the centre of the valley it enjoyed a commanding position if 
only from a geographical standpoint. We have already re- 
ferred to the trade links Kathmandu maintained with its 
neighbours, I t  was probably the most important trade centre 
of the region. What with political importance and what with 
economic position of vantage Kathmandu was known as the 
great city (Mahiinagara), the expression of its greatness which 
was its own. We have already noted how Kathmandu con- 
trolled areas right up to the Tibetan frontier through its entire 
north-eastern stretches of hills and valleys. From Noakof 
the highway to the Tigripass through Kufi, Kathmandu's line 
of communication was smooth. 

Bhatgaon, situated at a higher altitude than both Patan 
and Kathmandu, had also the same area. It extended from 
the west towards northeast making an egg like shape. The 
Taumadhi square divided the town into two parts as it still 
does. Some of the names of the localities like Thalachhe, 
Taumadhi, Golmadhi appear to be as old as our period. 
because these appear in our documents. 

Bhatgaon was called Bhaktagrama (Yakearnalla's inscrip- 
tion) or Bhaktapur (Pratapa's inscription). In ancient chroni- 
cles of the 14th century it was known as Khopo or Khopva. 
Earlier than that it was called K h ~ p r i m b r u m a . ' ~ ~  According 
to modern chronicles the city was founded by Abhayamalla 
or Anandamalla. Patan either known as Lalitapaffana 
literally a beautiful city probably was famed for its structural 
beauty. Its citizens were proud of its civic environment and 
claimed that it was the only city for the whole of Nepal. 

Patan was the seat of Buddhist learning and arts. Its art 
creations of bronze and brass wares received wide recognition 
all over Nepal. 

128 alsn Hanrsoyiimala of 159 VaiSisklta (Darb. Lib. Cat. I, 1076, 23)- 

35 
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The city had a planned appearance with broad openings 
and stone pavements. As Gorkha power got consolidated 
in course of time Patan came in direct contact with the 
territories of Tanhou through Kirtipur-Dahachok-LFimidindi. 
At LHmidTindH met the three principalities of Tanhou, 
MackwEnpur and Lalitapatfan. T h e  former two had outlet 
to  the plains through their Terai extensions. 

Its commercial importance subsequently increased and 
through the facilities given by rulers of Tanhou and Gorkha 
who did not look kindly to  Kathmandu, Patan carried a brisk 
trade with the west. I t  is said that in those days Patan's 
coins were current in the entire western regions, a proof of 
the dominant economic positions gained by Patan in those 
areas. 

KHnu SarmH in his Kir t ipa t lka  writing in NS 772 gives 
an exact location of different sites of the city of Patan. He 
surveys the area in all directions. Entering the city from the 
south he comes along the road culminating in the Darbar 
square known as  Mangala Baziira. Nigalafol, then a little 
farther Khimtol and Thatti  are the names of the localities 
about the road. Let  us follow Kanu Sarmii with his descrip- 
tion. I n  the Khimtol there is a VihHra which has the temple 
of Minaniitha. Khimfol has also another important site. 
This is the Tava VihHra where the temple of Red Machhendra- 
rliitha is situated. The spot actually called Thattitol. From 
a crossing of streets near the temple of ~ach l~endrang tha  
poet K5nu Sarrnii turns to the left towards the west. He goes 
to EkhHlakhu and BahLlalukhH along the lane. Betore the 
entrance to the EkhHlakhu square is Tariniglatol. ~ a h ~ l a l u k h s  
stands on the periphery on that side. There is Tllambubol as 
the houses extend to the south from the EkhHlakhu square. 

KHnu Sarma's itinerary brings him now straight to the 
north from EkhLlakhu. where he finds GHdvahHra. There is a 
road coming from the west, through which in the summer 
the car of MachhendranHtha passes. Nandabahil is a 
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monastic area with a big courtyard north of GBdbahiil into 
which we penetrate by a lane. Then further north we reach 
Dadhalayu. Turni:lg to the east along a bye lane we arrive 
at an open space with temples interspersing. This is Ekhkchhe. 
Here is a cross road, from where a t  a small distance we can 
see the temple of Bhimasena of the main road in the south. 
Both are negotiated through bye lanes. Kiinu Sarmii's route 
is now a little descent along a street towards the north. He 
reaches the Komati square facing towards the east the temple 
of KumbheSvara. He  talks of  a pond inside the temple 
compound. This is called Gaurikunda. We are again on the 
extremity of the town area in the north. We take a turn 
towards the east and are brought to KO-bahiil along a street 
reaching BhailHchhe, then to - Yampivihiira. and then to a 
large open space in the courtyards of two water conduits, 
called Chyasal. Further south-east lies Khapinchhe where 
we have a temple of NGteSvara. Neot is the last locality 
in the north-eastern part of the town. We now pass along a 
route to the west to reach the Royal palace. We come along 
Yanamugal, Yanchhu. Chap01 and Dopiit. A big road 
appears at sight but here is another cross street which creates 
an open space. These is a temple of Siddhilak~mi on this 
open ground. The image is also called BhynqeSvari. The 
temple is commonly called Bhangirg. The road now passes 
through Dadhalachhe and Nogal. Nogal boasts of a water 
conduit made of gold. From a square ground there, the car 
of Machhendranitha takes a turn towards the south along a 
wide street. A little further the car again makes a turr~ing 
at Tharipii or ThapH and enters another road running parallel 
to the main road from east to west and then passes through 
Okubahiil. ChHkbahHl and Lhugaltol. U'e are now close 
to the cluster of temples i n  front of the Royal palace. If we 
had come to the palace area straight from Nogal we had to 
Pass through Satigal (present Saugal). TyHpal is a crossing 
on the other route. T!le palace area is f u l l  of temples has a 
building for the king's personal use, and also a garden- 
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This is in detail Kgnu SarmB's outline map of the city 
of Patan. From this it appears that the pres~nt  day structure 
of the town has come to us since quite a long time. While 
KZtnu SarmZt found it in 773, they must have surely existed 
much earlier. This would belie any assumption that the 
towns were modern in their present size. As the new 
extension is noticeably modern having been raised within 
our memory, it should not be a whit difficult for us to 
distinguish it from the old sites. 

Nhugalfol is mentioned as the place where the Ms. 
Paicharak~ii was copied in 275 in the reign of Anandadeva 
(Camb. Or. 130). We have a palm leaf record of land sale of 
NS 403. (n. 1. in our Appendix), which shows the deed to have 
been executed in Nhogal. We call produce earlier records 
for other localities as well. But this will not be necessary 
in view of the antiquity of the writing of K5nu Sarm2. 

I n  all the cities the mail] road was paved wit11 stones 
the stone pavement appeared along the thoroughfare and 
at the crossing where it wore the shape of a courtyard. 
Important portions of the lanes were paved with stones. In 
Patan all the main roads and streets appear to have been 
paved with stones, I n  Bhatgaon the same condition prevailed 
more or less. The streets appear today in the same condition 
as they had been two centuries earlier. They are well paved. 
Even those that lead down to the bank of the Hanumante 
KholH (rivulet) from the higher altitude of the city are finely 
paved with stone pieces. Courtyards in as many instances 
have brick pavement. There are inscriptions to tell us of the 
work of pavement done by the ruler, his minister or some 
of his dignitaries in a particular area. Even in townlets the 
practicz of paving the path was common. SrinivHsamalla 
constructed the pavement along the main road ill Pharpillg 
(Inscription in KochhuIol, date 796.) 

Water conduits in the city were numerous. No locality 
went without its water conduit. The sources of water must 
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have been either a long channel or a well nearby dug at  a 
higher altitude. KBnu SarmH talks of wells, from where the 
citizens drew their drinking water. There are many inscrip- 
tions which tell us of the work done by pious people to 
provide drinking water to their brethren. 

The town was well drained. The drains pass through the 
edge of the rows of houses on both sides. They are diverted 
to fall into the river. Vig~umati  in the case of Kathmandu, 
Bagmati in the case of Patan and Hanumante in the case of 
Bhatgaon. The refuge was carried by a watery channel from 
a higher level of the city to the lower level of the river bed. 

The cities had their own garden where they produced 
vegetables and flowers. We shall have occasion to treat them 
in the section dealing with agriculture; so we leave the refer- 
ence here to be taken up for a later occasion. 

Tht: many large courtyards and the squares show a sort 
of planning. But unplanned sites also had :grown up hapha- 
zardly. Together with these the many gardens in the interior 
of the city helped to sustain fresh air even for a dense popu- 
lation. Thus for hygienic consideration also the towns seem 
to fare no worse than such habitations elsewhere in our 
subcontinent. 

The description of the town with the architectural beauty 
and of the comforts and amenities enjoyed by the people 
together with temples. monuments and art objects as por- 
trayed by the Capuchin fathers make the three cities really 
enviable. They were the pride of the day for the people who 
were lucky enough to be its citizens. They can compare 
with any other town in a civilized society. We have read 
similar accounts of the cities in India of the co~temporary 
period and when a comparison is made. there is nothing 
which would present our town as inferior to them in respect 
of any matter which a city needs to deserve the name. The 
description as drawn by the Italian missionaries is there to 
speak for their magnificence. Many other matters treated in 
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the book might be taken to give supplementary information 
on the civic life. This again adds to  the richness and grandeur 
of the urban life. They were fairly large towns and even in 
respect of size they could vie with the best elsewhere. 

One more feature of the urban area as  depicted by the 
Padres deserves special attention. This is the layout of the 
city vis-a-vis its defensive strategy. By and large cities in 
India in the middle ages were protected against external 
attacks or intrusion. I think that the patter11 was followed in 
our country quite faitl~fully. The three towns appear in the 
description as fortified areas. They were surrounded by 
walls which again were encircled by ditches full of water 
crossed at points linked to massive gates which were main- 
tained under strict and close military watch. According to 
Yaksamalla's inscription and KBnu UpBdhyB's a c c ~ u ~ l ' ~ ~  
the gates served very well as fortifications. 1 hey were called 
Kvaljza which means either a military outpost or a fort. It 
does also appear that not only the capital but every townlet 
was protected by constructing walls and fortified gateways. 

From one of the inscriptions 0; Yaksarnalla we come 
to know that he constructed a fortlike structure (Garb) in 
Bhatgaon with walls and ditches around it. T h e  garh which 
also included the palace and the main part of the city had 
gates well guarded. According to the record the preservatiou 
and mainte~lance of the construction were the responsibilit~ 
of the people of the citadel. This was divided into blocks 
and each section was looked after by those living in the 
vicinity. They were responsible for guarding the different 
routes within the city either ascending or descending as these 
lay within the locality. The respo~~sibility was Shared 
areawise collectively by the king. his officials and ministers 
as well as by peoples; for any case of the noofulfilment of 
such obligation each inhabitant great or small had to Pay a 
fine in kinds at the rate of a kuduwii measurement of rice Per 

129. To which a reference will be made a little later. 
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head. The gate was kept in the state of a fort under the 
overall charge of an officer called Kvdlhaniiyaka. He had 
to get materials for repair work, etc.. if any needed, for 
rebuilding the wall or the roof as it happened. The repair 
had to be done before the Sithi festival. If the concerned 
officer failed to do it he was fined 12 dams or dramma for 
dereliction of duty, Every year on the day of Mahiilakgmi 
dharma visarjana (A8vina krjna 8 according to modern 
calendar) the walls were to be carefully examined. If any- 
where the ditch was broken and filled with earth this was to 
be set right and patches closed by pathigdma. It was strictly 
prohibited to allow horses, buffaloes, cows and pigs to 
trespass the ditches and cause damage to the embankment. 
The king would realise a sum of 1 dramma for each act of 
damage from the person responsible for it. I n  the case of the 
ditch being broken and damaged it was the duty of the 
pathigiima to repair it. If a n y  portion of the walls and gates 
were damaged, then it fell within the responsibility of those 
in the locality where the damage had occurred to make good 
the repair. I n  general one would incur fruits of five sins if  he 
caused damage lo the wall and gates and also would be 
punished by the king with a fine of 9 dranzma. Where some- 
body tried to take away a pizce of stone or brick of wood, 
he shall be fined 1 dramma each per piece. 

A poetic composition called Kirtipatiikij by a court poet 
of Srinivasamalla describes the city of Patan, its location. 
fornlation, its palace as well as its stlipas, temples and icons. 
The date of composition of the work is NS 772 (=I652 A. D). 
Klnu,  the author, talks of the city's surrounding walls, deep 
moats and massive gates. Although the description is much ex- 

aggerated, we nevertheless obtain an impression that the capital 
city was maintained as a fort to w5ich access from outside 
was difficult. I am sure that the city of Kathmandu had also 
preserved its defence structare in the same way as Patan and 
Bhatgaon did. We shall have occasion to talk of other towns 
in the context of defence as we deal with the subject matter. 
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Topographically the three capital cities do not occupy 
strategic advantages common to surrounding where nature 
so sternly provides. They were all situated in low lands and 
did not enjoy nature's protection as it is the case with areas 
occupying the site of an upland. Because they were situated 
in a vulnerable area, they required to be defended otherwise 
through artificial means by providing walls, moats and mili= 
tary outposts a t  strategic points which were heavily guarded 
by the military. 

A few words more about the gates of the cities. KInu 
Sarrnii's description is too fantastic to be taken seriously. 
But we know from the Thyiisapus that the gates had their 
own strategic importance. They could not be exposed to 
attack on account of the loose measures of defence. Hence 
Yak~amalla's insistence on their proper care in regard to 
repair and maintenance. The gates seem to be heavily 
guarded, and there was a watch and ward staff to check 
unauthorised entry into the city. The gates supported a 
balcony and a chamber to house the guards. 

All the thoroughfares leading to the capital cities were 
similarly guarded, the account of which is given in the pages 
dealing with the defence matters of the day. 

Similarly, the civic life in the cities is a subject of descrlp- 
tion in the next few pages. It will appear that the cities 
were quite advanced as far as their civic amenities were 
concerned. They were not only well guarded against the 
enemies, but were at the same time enjoyed a position of 
invulnerability in respect of supplies, such as food, water* 
cloth, etc, although the roads which connected them to the 
many centres of commerce within the Valley were just life 
lines and much depended on their preservation. Yet the 
capital cities like strongly defended forts stood bravely in 
times of stress drawing on their potential resources which 
were immense. 

All the three cities as might have appeared to the readers 
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from the accounts given were very important as commercial 
and industrial centres. Their strength in basic factors, the 
commerce and industries, provided blood to their arteries 
and what is more, the Valley of Nepal was also economically 
self-sufficient in so many things in the period under study, 
which again added to its over all strength. 

With the little Nepals beyond the Valley all around, the 
Banepa Vallzy adjoining the eastern periphery, the Chitlgng 
valley immediately on the other side of the mountain Chanda- 
giri. the Tadi valley below the Manichur-Sivapuri ridge on 
the northern side, and the valley of IndrBvati on the north 
east the three kingdoms of the Nepal Valley obtained their 
supplies of grains, in addition to those of fruits, and 
fishes. All these contributed to the economic strength of the 
Valley. 

Civic life, homes, roads, wafer conduits : The Newars 
were in the main an urban community. They lived in a 
compact area. Houses touched houses and stood in a row 
with a breach only when it had to give passage to cross. 
There were roads, streets. lanes and bye lanes in the city. 
These crossed. The roads were paved with stones. In the 
interior negotiated by streets and lanes there were vihiiras 
around which stood also the rows of houses, where there was 
no vihdra, there was a courtyard. Both were quadrangular 
in their layout. It was said that the size of the house varied 
between situations, The one on the road was of the largest 
size. In the interior the size diminished from street to the 
lane. The roads were spacious as some of these preserved 
up till now go to show. The streets and lanes were narrow- 
Bye lanes could accommodate two men conling from opposite 
quarters. The byelanes at many points crossed the courtyards 
of houses. The passage being allowed whenever crossin$ 
took place to allign two compounds. Kathmandu, Patan and 
Bhatgaon were densely populated cities. But unlike the towns 
in India, the old sites of the vihiiras within the city provided 
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.-open space in the locality where it was situated. This tended 
-to contribute to the healthy atmosphere of the area. 

Further here and there. there were fields producing vege 
.tables. which had acquired quite a substantial area in the 
urban surrounding. These they called keva. In a grant to the 

Capuchin missions such Kevas are mentioned in a large 
number, and both in Patan and Kathmandu they lay in the 
.heart of the town. 

The cities divided into quarters called tola. The tola was 
a compact area. Many tols derived thelr name after the 
monastery. Many had inditf erent manners. The Royal 
,palace was the central site separating Kathmandu into the 
upper and lower parts called deias. I n  Patan the Royal 
palace was also the centre of the town. But the Bhatgaon 
Royal palace was situated at  the western extremity of the 
town and the centre dividing the city was the courtyard 
surrounded by the Nyatpola and Bhairava temples. Judging 
from the general appearance of the townlets, the two divrsions 
were n o ~ m a l  and obtained in every case whether it was a 
town or townlet. Names of the tolas which have been exist- 
ing  since the middle ages are preserved in the ~oanuscripts 
or stoues. But it does 11ot seem tbat the area of the town 
existing at the moment was the same earlier. We shall have 
to form an  idea of the extent of the tow11 by names of the 
$01~ wh~ch have come to us since the ages. The monaslic 
names are there but the number of such settlements are riot as 
many as are listed by the priests. We discover that there 
has been some diminution of the inhabited localities due to 
their having been deserted in course of time. Such monastic 
areas as were on the outskirt oi the town were probably 
those that were deserted. Probably these were isolated pockets 
a little far removed from the town proper, though within its 
periphery. Other areas. however, seem to have kept intact 
and in the case of Kathmandu the town area was extended 
t o  the north by a considerable stretch. However, such was 
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not the case in the other two towns which have shrunk in 
size as their importance as the capital city had gone. 

Pastime and Entertainments : They celebrated festivals, 
aud visited temples in large numbers. We shall deal with 
the subject of festivals a little later and also the rites per- 
formed in the temples. Let us now look into their pastimes 
and entertainments. 

The people were treated to witnessing stage plays and 
masked dances in their own locality. An inscription of the 
time of the year 793 Miigha Sukla 5 tells us that a raised 
platform for the performance of the dance of Goddess Hari- 
siddhidevi was constructed and completed on 793 Magha 
sukla 5 uttarabhiidra nak~atra  siddhi yoge somaviira. The 
platform was usually constructed at  a point where different 
lanes met, such as a platform was available in every impor- 
tant quarter of the city, and every townlet boasted of one or 
several platforms of the type. An inscription on the wall of 
the Thatipati in Patan records the making of a dabali (plat- 
form) in honour of Karunlmaya (LokeSvara) on 824 Mdgha 
Sukla 2 krttikii nak~atre  Sobhanayoge somaviisore. We get 
information from an inscription of Tokhl  (NS 841 Phiilguna 
Buddhi) that the dabali in  Rachchetol was repaired and a play 
named Jfiiinavati was staged for the first time with the help 
of the 'Pafichas.' An inscription of Bode mentions the cons- 
truction of a dabali on 756 Phdlguna k r ~ n a  4 revati nakjatre 
kumbha yoge gitruviisare (a stone on the dabali at Vi~nughl!). 
I n  each locality of the towns or townlets there was a bhajana 
khalaka or saizgiti khalaka. We know from an inscription 
on the torana of the tcmplt: Trailokya vijaya at Gujibahll in 
the city of Patan that the said torana was offered by the 
Safigili khalaka of the area. These were groups singing 
Prayers in honour of the deities. 

A Thimi inscription of 822 Vaifiikha krjna 2 hasta nakqa- 
tra fivayoge f aniviire states t bat Das'apati chaturdaiisevii 
helped to construct the temple of Indriiyani, and the ceremony 
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of completion was performed at the date mentioned. Ia an 
inscription of Cha-be1 which has a date 840 Vaifiikha iukla 
10 (already referred to as one of the documents of Mahindra- 
simha) it is said that Chaturdaii khalaka and Paurnamcisi 
Seva khalaka helped to repair the temple of Lohonsala 
Ganeia. The NHtyeSvara temple of inscription of Thimi (NS 
873 VaiSQkha Sukla 1 5 )  states that the temple of the god of 
dance was built by a Bhajana rnaedali who sang prayer songs 
with the accompaniment of Khim (a kind of drum). 

The Bhajana or Sahgiti formed regular features. They 
were held daily or on special occasions. 

The plays were staged during festivals or when some 
inaugural ceremonies of the completion of pious deeds were 
performed or in times of marriage or births. From VIlI we 
learn many instances of plays being staged while the Chudd- 
karma or Viviiha ceremony was performed. . An inscription 
of the temple of MaheSvari tells us that on the day of setting 
up a finial on the roof of the said temple the drama Rukmini 
karana was staged in the presence of Ranajitamalla (866 
Jye~ lha  Sukla 2 mrgaSirii etc) .  

In the same way every major locality in the three cities 
and every townlet. had a temple of Nytyaniitha or NHtyeSvara. 
We have several temples of NHtyeSvara in Kathmandu 
situated in different localities, the most important of which 
is the one constructed by Pratapamalla (Inscription 011 stone, 
793 Asadha krjna 8 SukravQra), In Bhatgaon the following 
NHtyeSvara temples are in evidence. (1) At Kvathamutol from 
the inscription of 887 BhQdaa Sudj 1 (RameBvara Suvara 
built a pharechd); (2) in I)hulankDel!ol of Thimi from the 
inscription of the temple with date 873 Vaiidkha sukla 15 
brhaspativclsare etc; (3) a temple of PJHtyeSvara was erected by 
JagatprakPSamalla to the south of his palace. Bh~patindra- 
malls had offered a bell to the NHtyeSvara of NHsamunHfol. 

Religion and Piety: Religion and piety were the 
two principal aspects of the life of the people in the middle 
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ages. These constituted the foundation of ethical standards 
and source of their values. They affected the entire social 
structure, and without them society could not function. 

Religion : The late medieval period carried the religious 
tradition of the previous centuries unhampered. Undoubtedly 
what we have described as a general feature of religious 
worship as it obtained in medieval Nepal held good in 
general also for the period under review. But our period was 
also one of novel trends in rituals and local gods associated 
with these, who had come to dominate the scene. We also 
notice that one of the results of the introduction of new 
trends had been to send some of the existing powerful deities 
to comparatively less important area. 

We do not intend to deal in detail with this subject. We 
shall, therefore, just make a passing reference to the main 
deities and places of worship belonging to both the Buddhist 
and Saivite-Vi~nuite sects. But as  we have observed, we 
shall also find that in this period new deities and pew cults 
associated with them appear, not, of course, as introducing 
new creed but.as additional elements in the same tradition. 
This phase we shall touch in its details in the present narra- 
tive. 

Principal Deities of the Age: PaSupatiniLtha used to be 
the only deity invoked as divine witness to royal agreements 
in the records of NS 573, 614, 688 (Inscription in the 
Appendix to Part I). 

In view of the absence of similar records up till 741 we 
do not know which deities held the place of honour as witness 
in the royal agreements. But the agreement of 741 between 
the rulers of Kathmandu and Patan is executed with Taleju- 
devi as witness.l30 SO it appears that by this time Taleju 
was equally being awed and respected as was PaSupatinLtha 

Whetever might be the feeling with the common people 

3 0  Inscription No. 34 in our Appendix. 
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about the degree of respectability of different deities, the fact 
of being recognised as  divine witness who was omnipotent 
placed any deity in  the front line as  to the reverence tlley 
commanded in the eyes of the people. 

Royal charters, decrees and agreements were invested 
with sanctity by mentioning deities at the outset, whose very 
names inspired fear to  the wrong-doer aud who protected 
those with good conduct. 

Verily these where the most important divinities of the 
time, and ranked highest in the order. 

As we come to the mid 17th century A. D., more deities 
appears it1 relevant documents. The  copper plate agreements 
of 778,131 in which Pratiipamalla and Srinivasamalla pledge 
eter~lal  friendship invokes Taleju, GuhyeSvari, PaSupatinBtha, 
Machhendraniitha, and Harasiddhi. GuhyeSvari, Machhen- 
draniitha and Harasiddhi are invoked for the first time in a 
new capacity. Machhendraniitha is a deity of hoary antiquity 
as we have seen from our account of early Medieval Nepal. 
So his appearance in the present record does not surprise us. 
GuhyeSvari and Harasiddhi, however. had become popular in. 
this century. Their appearance in the record shows that they 
had acquired predominance in a comparatively short time. 

I n  the Bhatgaon copper plate of 816 NS, which contains 
an agreement between Yoganarendramalla and JitHmitra- 
malla, the deities invoked as wit~lesses are Taleju, KarunB- 
maya (Machhendraniitha), PaSupatiniitha, Garuda NBrHyapa 
(of ChZngu). GuhyeSvari, Vajrayogini and ~ a r a s i d d h i . ' ~ ~  
Another Bhatgaon copper plate, the one recording an agree- 
ment between Bhiipatindramalla and Bhiiskaramalla in 822133 
invokes the blessing of Karuniimaya, PaSupatinHtha. Taleju. 
Garuda NgrHyana, Harasiddhi and GuhyeSvari. KarungmaY" 

131 Inscription No. 59 in our Appendix. 
132 ,, ,, 102 ,, ** 
133 * #  ,#110 ,, $ 9  
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and Lokaoiitha are the other two names of Machheodra- 
nltha. 

Some of these deities also figure in coins; such a practice- 
of adopting the names of principal deities as  legends in coins 
was started by Yoganarendramalla of Patan. Later this was 
copied by the king of Kathmandu. 

Lokaniitha appears as  legend in the coins of Yoganaren- 
dramalla (Walsh, V. 5, 6,7.  8, lo ) ,  Indramalla (Walsh, V. 1 l ) ,  
Viranarasimha (Walsh, V. 12), Vignumalla (Walsh, VI. 6, 8, 9), 
ViSvajitamalla (Walsh, VI.  13) and Tejanarasihhamalla (n. 
26 in our Appendix). Karunsmaya which is another name 
of Lokaniitha is also inscribed a s  legend of few coins of some 
of these rulers (ns. 15, 20 in our Appendix; Walsh, VI.  1, 2, 
3,5, 13). Yoganarendramalla inscribed Taleju sahiiya along 
with Lokaniitha in one of his coins (Walsh, V. 10). Harasiddhi 
and Lokanatha appear in the obverse and reverse respectively 
of a coin of RiijyaprakZSa and ViSvajitan~alla (Walsk, VI. 
9, 10). 

I n  a coin of JayaprakiiSamal!a both PbSupatiniitha, 
(obverse) and Guhyesvari (reverse) are inscribed as legend 
(Walsh, VI. 10). Taleju Miiju and Kumsri  are shown in 
another coin (Walsh, 1V. 6). I t  appears that Jayaprakaia 
issued a quarter mohar in the name of Guhyesvari and 
PaSupati, which does not however have his name (Walsh, 
IV. 9). 

From a study of the treaty documents and coins it becomes 
evident that the following were the principal deities in Nepal 
in the later middle ages. PaSupatiniitha, Garuda Niiriiyana, 
Taleju Miiju, Macbhendraniitha (Lokanatha or Karunamaya), 
Harasiddhi, Vajrayogini and GuhyeSvari. Of these Lokangtha 
and Vajrayogini belonged primarily to Buddhist pantheon 
but received also deep homage from the ~ a i v i t e  laity. 

The stiipa of Svayambhu should have been placed in  he 
category of principal deities. But the stiipa does not appear 
anywhere in the records of the nature we have quoted above. 
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The Svayambhu stiipa can claim antiquity as well as popu- 
larity as was suggested in the earlier account. But Svayam- 
bhunstha did not command the same universal respect as did 
others we noted. SvayanlbhunZitha was no doubt widely 
respected, but the deity was more revered by those who 
obeyed Guvas as priests than by others; whereas Taleju, 
Harasiddhi and Vajrayogini commanded as deep and wide 
popularity amongst all sections of the people irrespective of 
their priesthood. There is one thing more which we have to 
take note of in this connection. Some of the principal deities 
we have mentioned had become popular quite late. More 
others had entered the field, and these were regarded in the 
past as obscure deities or they were not rarely heard of. It 
should be borne in mind, however, that the influence they 
made felt today was possible only in the general atmosphere 
of religious amalgamation as it prevailed in Nepal in the 
middle ages due to the active forces of the cult of Vajrayiina, 
which synthesised Saivite and Buddhist deities. I n  our period 
again this synthesis had produced a new category of deities 
whose importance grew in the new environment. As we 
shall mark later, the process of synthesisation brought in its 
wake the predominance of Saiva-SZikta cult. to which many 
of our deities of local importance were linked. Yet one more 
thing; shorn of their philosophical basis both Saivo-Vaigna- 
vism and Vajrayana Buddhism had been reduced to the 
formalities of ritualism and worship of images of divine 
beings who were popularly believed to play their parts 
in shaping the destiny of human beings. 

Deities in general: We have seen that a part of the groulld 
was covered by a section of the narrative which describes the 
manifold deeds of piety performed by individual monarchs 
and influential benefactors. The scope of the subject is even 
otherwise much curtailed in view of the chapter on religion 
incorporated in the preceding volume, which covers the main 
points needed to elucidate the general features of religious 
systems in Nepal in the late medieval period. 
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It shall appear that the Buddhist pantheon was much 
more largely affected by the new forces than the Saivite group 
of deities. Besides, the new entrants sprang out of Saivite 
inspiration and influence. 

However, images of the powerful deities as Jescribed in 
the relevant chapter of the preceding volume could be seen 
in various centres of monasteries and many of these had not 
ceased to have influence in our period. But some of them 
appear to have only existed as  part of the congregatim lining 
the VihZras. Separately they are not even known to the mass 
of the devotees. Of course, individuals paid homage to them. 
But the usual halo had waned. But we should not think that 
their number was in anyway large. As a matter of fact those 
who were being ignored at  this stage were numerically few 
compared to those who had retained their popularity. I t  
appears that the principal deities had held ground, while only 
some of their forms and emanations had lost it. The latter 
belonged to the category of emanations of Paiicha Buddha 
group as well as many forms of LokeSvara. The iconographic 
representation of the Paiicharakg'i divinities also grows scarce 
as we come to the !ate medieval period. But the Pdiicha 
Buddhas and LokeSvara by themselves were not affected. 
They were as popular as they had been in the ages earlier. 
In the Saivite pantheon, the one deity to lose eminence is 
SBrya. Indeed. for the period under review here therelis not 
a single record which talks of Sun God. But the images 
already in existence were certaialy being worshipped. In the 
beginning of the sixteenth century had emerged from com- 
parative obscurity after a struggle of another nearly three 
hundred years a set of divinities derived from both faiths 
such as GaneSa, DurgH or KBli, and Bhairavd. We shall see 
that others of local origin and description had also appeared. 
These completely overshadowed the more complex of the 
v a i r a y ~ n a  pantheon, and with obscure origin they had 
developed to grow as classical deities associated with the 
scriptures. Coincidentally all of them were female deities 

36 
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a n d  were looked upon as  manifestation of either Navadurgs 
or  Dasamiitrikii. Emanations which were common to Saiva 
and Bauddha Tantras also enjoyed much respect and devotion 
and these are mostly the Sakti deities like Vajravarabi, Vajra. 
yogici or  Ugratiirii, VijeSvari or  Vidyadhari, Dak~ina Kil i ,  
Chhinnamastika, ChandeSvari, GuhyeSvari, Sobhabhagavati. 
Annapiirnii, Mahalaksmi and Mahiisarasvati. The Navadurgi, 
Asfamiitrk3 and Dasarnahlvidyl groups had also emerged 
quite popular in the later medieval period. They formed 
important deities of the Sakti cult. For the whole of the 
Valley the Bodhisatva LokeSvara under the name of Mat- 
syendraniitha and Taleju as a manifestation of Saiva Durgii 
and Bauddha T&r& combined are the popular deities. So is 
KumZri whose jiitra is celebrated annually with universal 
eclat in Kathmandu. Another deity who commanded 
universal respect from all quarters a t  all times is Lord PaSu- 
patinatha and similar is the case of Lord Vignu who is 
popularly worshipped in the form of NBrlyana or Kgna. Of 
Vienu the image known as  BudhBoilakanIha, and the four 
NBrByanas (ChTingu, Ichangu. Sikhara and Visahkhu) are 
important. But the worship of Lord Krsna is a new pheno- 
menon not to be witnessed in the last period. The Svayambhu 
stBpa continued to be the major deity for the Buddhist. So 
did Hgriti within the same precincts who was called Ajimz 
(meaning grandmother). Similarly the stiipns in general did 
not lose their popularity. The Mahiibauddha stfipas in Kath- 
mandu. and Patan, the four ASokan s t f i p ~ s  and ~ i n ~ b a h i l  
chaitya in Patan and the large chaitya known as ASok2n in 
Kirtipur contioued to  receive homage as  usual. MahHkHla. 
an emanation of A k ~ o b h a  whose image the deity bears on 
its forehead had his own temple in Kathmandu, which is 
quite popular. Besides this, Mahgkila is worshipped as 
guardian deity a t  the doorway of every vihrSra along with 
GaneSa. Hanumsna also entered the pantheon at this stage 
and is worshipped as another door-keeper. 

The subject of deities in popular worship might not require 
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elaborate description. but in view of a new arrangement of 
the grouping of deities as well as many new faces appearing 
in the picture, i t  becomes necessary not only to explain fully 
the new forces working with all the attendant divinities but 
also to say even though briefly how far and how many of 
those who had held the ground in the earlier age could main- 
tain continuity through both the earlier and later phase of 
their existence in the medieval age. 

First to take account of the divinities already existing we 
start with those of the Saivite pantheon. 

Saivite Divinities : PaSupa tinHtha is the most important 
deity of the group. He was invariably the patron deity of 
all the Nepalese kings who ajdressed themselves in their 
prasasti as one who was covered with the dust of PaSupati- 
oatha's lotus feet (Paiupaticharana kamala dhiili dhu~ari ta) .  
This epithet is used without exception by all kings since the 
time of Jaya Sthitimalla. 

We have already described in detail the performance of 
pious deeds by Jyotirmalla and Yak~amal l a  and by the latter's 
sons and grandsons. We hake several copper plates to  
prove the fact of the Lord's universal popularity also in the 
later period. One of Mahendramalla's records (the Svayam- 
bhu stele) speaks of him as  a follower of PaSupatinBtha. We 
bave seen how PratHpamalla and his sons paid homage to the 
Lord on various occasions offering Kofgiihuti and other 
ritualistic The Thyiisaprc A is full of 
accounts of the many rituals performed at  the temple in 
honour of PaSupatinHtha. 

The many copper plates in the temple which show many 
dates in the 17th and 18th centuries indicate the extent of 
influence the deity carried, which was tremendous. 

From several inscriptions we learn that the people set up 
giva liizgas to 1:onour the memories of their parents. The 

134 Inscription n. 29 in our Appendix. 
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usual place for the image of this type was area round the 
temple of Paiupatiniitha. Devotees also made gifts of land 
and sacramental articles to Lord Paiupatiniitha, and these 
are mentioned in  the documents deposited in the collection. 
In our appendix we have added texts of some records for a 
fair idea of the nature of gifts made. These are partly from 
inscriptions on stones and partly from those on copper 
-plates. The rest of the important documents are dealt with 
in the body of the narrative as we related the stories of acts 
of piety performed by our kings and noblemen. 

I n  course of our narrative we have found that in addition 
to PaSupatiniitha, there were a large number of deities who 
received worship and gifts of land from the devotees. We 
need not mention here all these deities as an elaborate 
description occurs in the preceding volume. But a description 
of the few of them who are outstanding might not be irrele- 
vant. Our account, however, will touch only the aspect of 
their development which obtained in the later medieval 
period. 

Besides PaSupatinitha, the next Saivite deity of importance 
in the group is Garuda-Nzriiyana of Chiifigu, The site 
attracts also a large number of Buddhist deities who worship 
the image as Hari-hari-viihaoa LokeSvara or as one of the 
Tathiigatas. 

We have seen that Chiidgu NHrZ yana existed since the 
4th century A. D. There are several inscriptions in the area. 
the date extending from the very early time to the late 
medieval period. A chronicle states that king Viivamalla 
of Bhatgaon raised a new structure of temple over the ruins 
of the older one which had fallen to the ground. ~ccording 
to another source ViSvamalla's structure was also damaged 
as it had caught fire. The Thylsapu A reported that the 
king of Kathmandu had set up a new finial on the temple in 
the month of Pausa of 818 taking out the old one ( f .  83)- He 
also did some repair work, Obviously the present temple 
must belong to the late medieval period. 
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The Bhuyusideo (Niirfiyaga) known as Budhiinflakaptha 
occupied an important place in the order of the Saiva-Vignuite 
cult. As our inscriptions of the ancient period show this 
deity was popular since quite a long time in the past. The 
Ngrayana is respected as Nilakaniha LokeSvara by those who 
are guided in their rituals by Guvaju priests. Informations 
about the deity from medieval records are however much 
limited, but we can take it that Bhu-yu-si-deo held the field 
through the ages as even today the Lord is universally 
worshipped. 

GosaihthSln known as the abode of Nilakaniha-Siva was 
also a popular site visited by the pilgrims but with difficulty 
once in a year in the bright fortnight of the month of Bhadra 
(August-September). The site is a large tank said to have 
been formed as Lord Siva struck his trident to get a spring 
of water to quench his thirst which seized him when he had 
drunk the poison coming out of the churning of the ocean. 
Gosginthan otherwise known as Silu first comes to our notice 
from colopho~~ of the time of Yaksamalla (see the account in 
Part I). 

In the Thyiisapu A there is an account of King Plrthi- 
vendra and his brother undertaking a trip to Goslidthan 
(f. 32). The king's widow Riddhilak~mi had also performed 
rites at the site ( f .  84). 

Other deities of the earlier period who had received 
homage from the peoples in the later days were: (1) the 
Bhagavati at Paliifichok (JayaprakHSamalla's copper plate. 
867 NS.) 

( 2 )  KumbheSvara of Patan (refer to the reigns of h i -  
'nivasamalla and Yoganarendramalla). 

(3) I-changu NBrHya~a, the site must be as old as the 
reign of Vijayakimadeva (NS 313-320), and we have inscrip- 
tions of the reign of Nrpendramalla to prove its popularity in 
our period. 

(4) Tilamidhava in  Taumadhito], Bhatgaon. The anti- 
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quity of the deity is pushed back to the years prior to NS 288 
(XI1 in the preceding part). 

(5) BbrngeSvara in Sonagothi. As the GopHla VadlSBvali 
mentions the deity in its very beginning (f .  17) we might 
accept BhrligeSvara to have been existing since the ea~ly 
medieval period. BhrligeSvara is one of the forms of Siva, 
and seems to have received homage from the feudatories 
of Patan. who ruled in the 7th and early 8th century Nepal 
era (our inscription nos. 3, 6, 12, 19. 25). 

I t  appears that the temple enshrining the images of the 
Sun God. Moon God. the Siva family and Lakgmi NlrHyana 
respectively had lost in ihis age their usual influence which 
had tended to be extensive and deep in the past. These were 
now visited only by those in the vicinity, and they carried 
only a little importance within a small area. 

r h e  temples of Gorakhaniitha in Kathmandu and Pharpillg 
came in for mention in the description of Saivite deities as we 
discussed the subject in the last chapter of the work preceding 
the present one. As we come to the late llledieval period, 
we find not only these temples preserved, but there are also 
similar temples in other parts of Nepal. In Dathutol of 
Banepa a temple of Gorakhanstha was cot~structed by 
Darianadhiiri Hiikrrniitha o n  769 Phiilgrrpa k q p a  ngtanli rndd  
nak~a t ra  Suddhiyoga SaniScharnviira (Inscri y tion of the date). 
We learn from an inscription of the temple of ~orakhanatha 
of Kumaltol. Bhaktapur. that the old building having been 
destroyed another was raised by the Pafichas of the locality 
on 873 P a u ~ a  Slidi 15. In Dhulikhel there is also a sanctuary 
of GorakhanBtha, which belongs to the same age but is left 
without attention at the moment, 

Although Gorakhaniitha is worshipped mainly in his 
footprints, he is associated with the many festivities thus 
ensuring the wide prevalence of the cult ill this country* 
GorakhanHtha appears as the disciple of ~achhendranBtha in 
the latter's life story (Bugadeoyg Va&SHvali) who had come 
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to Nepal to discover the whereabouts of his master. The 
Buga VahSiivali says that Gorakhanstha had sat in Padmii- 
sana pose crushing under his weight the serpent kings of the 
valley, whose disappearance iu that situation had caused 
drought for several years. Bandhudatta Acharya had pre- 
vailed on king Narepdradeva undertake a journey to Assam 
to fetch Machhendranatha who alone of all the divinities 
could end by his presence the dry season bringing back a 
heavy downpour of rains. The two succeeded in catching 
hold of the great Guru who was forced by means of most 
effective charms to enter a finial in the shape of a black bee. 
and the Kalasa was now covered with a lid on his entry. 
Bandhudatta and Narendradeva now left Assam with the 
finial and reached Nepal. Gorakhaniitha in  his Sumadhi 
could sense the coming of his master, and rose to welcome 
him. which tended to release the Nigariijas who flying into 
the sky caused heavy rains all over the Valley. I do not 
h o w  how far Gorakhanitha could be associated with Bodhi- 
satva LokeSvara on the basis of this story. But as we have 
suggested earlier that the local legend supports the associa- 
tion rather illogically. The association is not historical. 
However, rightly or wrongly GorakhanHtha is also associated 
wit11 the Ratlzajiitrii of Machhendranitha LokeSvara in Patan. 
Inscriptions in the possession of the temples of GorakhaoHtha 
tell us that during the festive days the monks had to be fed 
sumptuously and for this the Nepalese kings had donated 
land. There is also a practice to call for the presence of the 
monks of Gorakha sanzpradaya (order) while the chariot is 
being drawn. Besides participating in ~acllhendrauPtha's 
car festival the Knrzphattas (such as the rnox~k followers of 
Gorakhan~tha are called) take part in tbe Bisktt festival cf 
Bhatgaon, BiiliichaturdaSi festival in the temple of Pasupati- 
natha and during the Vajrayogini jcStrtS in SBitkhu, On these 
occasions the monks are offered jars of wine and white lambs. 
The organisers of the Jijtrijs must take provision for these. 
the expenses being met out of the Guthi lands. To them 
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flesh and wine are not taboo. They can even keep women 
outside the monastery. It seems that the cult of Gorakha- 
niitha was associated with the festive occasions in different 
ways. I t  is strange again that another Buddhist deity (i. e. 
Vajrayogini) also has come to be linked to Gorakhaniitha's 
cult. 

There might be more deities we could enumerate for the 
discourse but on the whole whatever transition was in process, 
the two heads of the Siva-Vignuite pantheon had retaiued 
intact their popularity. In  fact Vitnu and Siva were the two 
powerful gods at any time and at any age. We shall have 
occ~sion to know that the Nepalese had expressed their 
devotion to these deities by dedicating temples or constructing 
images. also in the later medieval period. The deities above 
described also might show their undiminished influence, for all 
these constituted one or another form of V i q ~ u  or Siva. 

Let us now come to see which of the Buddhist deities ha3 
continued to maintain their popularity through both the. 
phases of medieval period. 

Buddhist Deities: We have already observed that the 
sffipa of SvayambhunFitha and LokeSvara were the outstand- 
ing deities of the Buddhist Group. 

Svayambhuniitha: I n  the last volume a good deal has 
been already written about the stiipa of Svayambhu. We may 
add a few words here to continue the descriptiol~ of the st@a 
for the later medieval period. According to an inscription 
of NS 725, the central portion of the stapa was damaged and 
repaired with the orders of king Sivasimha (n. 29 in our 
Appendix). PratHpamalla had offered a gold vajra to the 
stiipa in 778 N S .  There are other inscriptions of various 
dates recording the rituals performed or offering made at one 
or another instance. The Thy~sopus  also refer to such rituals 
in several folios. I n  NS 873 JayaprakgSa helped to repair 
the garbha again with the woods supplied by the king of 
Gorkha (Inscription n. 150 in our Appendix). Thus it appears 
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that all along throughout the middle ages the sriipa was 
receiving homage. 

King Pratapamalla has raised a stele on the western side 
of the stiipa, and here he has inscribed a hymn in honour of 
the Svayambhubhagaraka with a dedicatory line also to the 
five Buddbas (Inscription n. 57 in our Appendix). Pratiipamalla 
addresses the stiipa as Maheivara in the form of Svayambhu. 
The Svayambhu was Viivarupa, a light as  brilliant 
as thousand Suns put together, was saluted by all creatures 
of the earth and heaven. He was bodyless yet lived in each 
body. He was the cause of the universe, but was unattached 
to it. He was away from the boodagc of action. He was devoid 
of form, line, shape, desires, emancipation, name and 
belonging. He was Sachchidlirmamaya, i.e. embraced truth, 
enlightenment and soul. He was the cause of the uuderstand- 
ing of Saiva, Siikta, Vai~pava ,  Saura and Bauddha religions. 
Lastly he was Sambhudh3mama)a i.e. enveloped in the house 
of Sambhu. 

All these attributes are also applied to Lord Siva in 
Pratipa's inscription of Padupatindtha area. 

The Lord Svayambhunitha was the same as  Lord ~ i v a  
iu the devotional eyes of Pratapa. 

Both PeSupatinHtha and SvayarubhunHtha arose as  light 
(J~otirupa',  and hence their being one and the same pod. 

The lay devotees in the middle ages took both as two 
manifestations of Siva, 

Lokeivara Machhendranatha : Mach hendrangtha enjoyed 
the same popularity in this age as in the past. I n  this respect 
.he equals P a s u p a t i n ~ t h ~  whose popularity had remained high 
throughout the ages. The Lord of Bug3 is mentioned a t  
several dates by the Gopala Vafisijvali, which fell variously 
ifi the 12th. 13th and 14th centuries. Records are not availa- 
ble for the following two centuries, but there are numerous 
inscriptional data concerning Machhendraoltba, which belong 
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40 the 17th century A.D. During the time of Siddhinarasihha 
and his son, the deity received highest obedience from the 
-royal family. We have a stone inscription of NS 795 set up 
by Sriniv~samalla in the temple at  Bug8. Since about this 
dime we also find a temple in existence in the city of Patan 
in a monastic area called TarabahBl. I n  a large stone Sri- 
nivgsamalla inscribed a charter he issued to his people laying 
down the deities assigned to different individual officers and 
inhabitants of the locality concerning the chariot drawing 
festival (Inscription n. 72 in our Appendix) in May-June of 
the year. I t  is reported in the Thyrisapus A. C and E that 
king SrinivHsamalla and his successors accompanied the car 
in its journey round the city during the yearly festival. They 
walked on foot along with the car also when it was drawn 
from Bugt to the city and back to the original home once 
in twelve years. Minaniitha in Patan, Adinatha in Cho-ba 
and Sveta Machhendraniitha in Kathmandu (the Machhendra 
of Patan is called the red one because the face is painted in 
that colour, whereas the face of the Kathmandu deity is 
painted white and the name i ve ta  is for that reason) are 
known as the manifestations of the same deity. All these 
appear in the later medieval age. There are inscriptions and 
similar other documents showing that these were established 
at this time. The Sveta Machhendraniitha has also a car 
festival coinciding with the spring festival falling from the 
8th to the 13th of the bright fortnight of Chaitra. This must 
have been introduced in imitation of the practice as it was 
in Patan. MinanHtha is regarded as a junior partner to Red 
Machhendranatha in the car festival of Patan and the idol 
is carried in a separate chariot which in the procession 
immediately follows the main one, 

Vihriras: All the viharas existing since the earlier period 
were also considered as much sacred, as they used to be and 
devotees visited them to offer rituals, gifts and worship to 
the chaityas and other deities therein and we shall have 
occasion to say something about the vihdras a little latera 
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Chaityas: There are five principal chaityas, of which one 

is Svayambhu. The rest four are Namobuddha. KhHsL 
chaitya, B andegrama and Dhanju. Namobuddha lies about 
16 miles due west of Kathmandu on the lap of a hill near 
DgpchL. The KtlHsL chaitya otherwise known as Baudha 
is in a locality to the north east of Kathmandu not far from 
PaSupatinltha. Bandegrama is a village situated in the south- 
east of the Valley about 6 miles from the city of Patan. 
Dhanju is a large chaitya in a locality known as Chabel 
which lies about half a mile to the north of the temple of 
Paiupatiniitha close to the Khasifi chaitya. 

We have already described the KhiisL chaitya in the last 
volume. NamurL is associated with the life of Bodhisatva 
who had fed a dying lioness with his blood and flesh. Dbanju 
is to some devotees one of the chaityas which ASoka had 
built in Nepal. But there is no trace of antiquity about the 
structure to establish its connection with the Mauryan age. 
There are several stone inscriptions on the platform of the 
chaitya, the oldest of which is dated 660 NS. (Inscription 
in our Appendix). The origin of Narnura also does not 
seem to go back to a very hoary antiquity. Inscriptions 
belong to the late medieval periods. Images, all without 
dates, stylistically seem to date in the 16th and 17th centuries. 

In the second category come to the four ASokLn chaityas 
of Patan, the Cnilanlcbi deo chaitya of Kirtipur. the Sifiga 
and MahHbauddha chaityas of Kathmandu. All these are 
large structures. But it is difficult to say anything about 
their antiquity in view of the total absence of source materials 
throwing light on their history. I u  any case they do not 
appear to be older than the 13th or 14th century A.D. We 
have a stone inscription of N S  666 on the plalforru of Siiiga 
chaitya but no older document than that. We may not. 
however. interpret the fact to ascertain the age of the chaitya. 

New deities inspired by Buddhist tantras had become 
extremely popular in the later medieval ages. We shall write 
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of them a little later. Meanwhile let us proceed to examine 
position of deities who had held their ground since the early 
medieval period, 

We learn from inscriptions that stiipas and chaityas wcre 
held in high esteem. Similarly many of the Buddhist deities 
of the earlier age received wide homage. The inscriptiolls 
and mo~lunients of the age are scattered throughout the length 
and breadth of the three kingdoms, and they tell us also the 
fact about the identity of their divinities who were esteemed 
by the people a t  the time. 

Numerous inscriptions of the 7th century NE testify t~ 
the many pious deeds performed in connection with the repair 
work of the chaityas, installation of the images of deities and 
building of the temples and monasteries to house them. 

Deities: Inscriptions n .  Ixxx, lxxxiv, lxxxv, lxxxvi, 
and lxxxix, in the Part I of the volume speak of the 
events of the performance of pious deeds in one way 
or another. The divinities figuring in the records are 
A k ~ o b h y a  . . Buddha, Dipaitkara, and Siikyamuni. The inscrip- 
tion of MimnamibahBI with date 629 Marga Sukla 15 records 
the grant of land for annual worship of SHkyamuni and 
Heruka. The Nakabahi copper plate of 629 Nepiila Samvat 
mentions different dates for the enshrining of the stone images 
of Sri Gaudhuli, Sri Dipadkara and Sri Sambara within the 
monastery. Another copper plate in the same shrine. this 
of SBryaruall's time (649 Sriivana vadhi 1 budhaviira) records 
the construction of Vajrasang. A chaitya had been repaired 
on 644 na$[a Bhiidra Slrkla pratipadii tnaghii nakgatra in 
Thaiba in the reign of Jitamalla and Prlnarualla. The Su- 
baha (Patan) stone inscription of 856 shows that the main 
chaifya of the monastery was repaired on Vailakha Sukla 15. 
The Dhanju chaitya slab of stone with date 660 also speaks of 
the repair of the garbha. There are other records of the time 
with more or less similar contents, During Sivasihha's reign 
in Kathmandu as well as in Patan there were performances 
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of the type described in the above lines. The Tarabbahal 
stone record of 699 Phiilguna Suddhi I notes the repair done 
to the main shrine. In the large stele of Otubahiil (711 
VaiSdkha krgna 1 and 713 VailCiikha 15)  the inscribed lines 
state that certain devotees had set up in the vihiira. Stone 
images of Akgobha and VajrEsana, and they had also painted 
the image of Dipankara with gold dust and then finally had 
installed the wooden images of SiddhimaiijuSri and Halahala 
Lokeivara. A copper plate of 631 P a u ~ a  krgna 10 records the 
story of a ritual of worship at the shrine of A k ~ o b h a  in the 
ViivakarmH Vihiira. According to an inscription of Chiipg- 
gaon (at Durukhobii), devotees had installed the image of 
Sgkyamuni, Dharmadhitu ViigeSvara and Chakrasamvara 
supporting by those of GaneBa, Mahiikiila and Hanumiina. 

The time of PratFipamalla in Kathmandu and of Siddhi- 
uarasihha. and SrinivHsamalla in Patan carried the tradition 
of the past age also in respect of the Buddhist deities. The 
Bhagavatibahil (Kathmandu) inscription of 764 Miigha 
Sukla 2 Sravann nak~atra  records the completion of the con- 
struction of Vajradhiitu on the conlpletion of homa (ritual 
performance over fire). There are several inscriptions of 773 
and later dates to show that in Kathmandu a good many of 
the chaityas lying in condition of dilapidation were repaired. 
On 785 Phiilguna iukla 2 the completion of a new chaitya was 
celebrated at  Marutol. The image of Halahala LokeSvara 
was set up on 788 Jyegtha Sukla 9 in a monastery in the 
northern part of the town. 

From the stone inscription of Wa-baha in ChHpHgaon it 
appears that a devotee had illstalled the images of Siikyamuni, 
Buddha-~harmasab~ha,  MahakHla, Mahiijakgani, Chakrasam- 
bars and Vaj ravi r~bi  on 774 Miigha k n n a  4 .  In 792. a 
descendant of Brahmabhikgu Sunayabri Misra had set up 
images of Sri 3 Buddha Dharma and Sangha in the monastery 
founded by his ancestor. In Bugamibahil the images of 
Prajfiap8ramit~ and Sarasvati were ceremonially installed on 
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809 VaiSiikha k r ~ n a  pratipadii visa kha pra an rrriidhii nakptro 
variyana yoga yathiikarana byhaspativba (Inscription of the 
date). We have it from the stone inscription of Tananani 
Chaitya (within the city of Pata n )  that the structure of the 
holy shrine was repaired on 808 Miig ha iukla 10 pra 11 
lnrgaiira nakgatra budhaviira. In Kirtipur the image of Sri 3 
Buddha Dharma Sarigha was installed in  front of Chilamcha 
Bhagavan. I n  apart of Kathmandu in a vihiira (Dhokabahiil) 
an image in stone of Prajfiiipiiramitii and Vajrgsana Akgobha 
was set up on 812 Ph6lguna lukla 8 somaviira (Inscription of 
the datej. Bricks were laid on the courtyard of SaubahIl in 
Patan by certain devotees on 815 VaiSiiklla Bllkla 4 (Inscrip- 
tion of the bahiil). There are inscriptions of the later dates. 
which also present the records of deeds, pious deeds per- 
formed by devotees to erect chaityas. or repair them or instal 
images. 

I n  the niches of many monasteries we have images of 
deities which are either form of LokeSvara such as Halahala, 
Sirhhaniida, AmoghapZisa and Khasarpana or T2rG or some 
such of them as Paiicha Buddhas, Prajfilplramita, the trinity 
gods. and a few of their emanations of SBkyamuni were also 
worshipped. All these belong to the 16th and 17th centuries 
A.D. I t  appears that throughout the eighteenth century 
all these gods and goddesses held the field, and obtained 
homage froin the lay public. 

The Pulchokbahil stone record makes a note of the cele- 
bration of the occasion of installing a gold image of SIkya- 
muni in  the main shrine on 828 Phiilg uni Sukla 4 SravaV 
naksotra somciviira. I n  Kutulach hi one Sivariima set UP a 
chaitya in the name of his parents on 832 Agirdha Sukla Z 
hastii nakqatra iidityaviira. A Safighabhoj ya was offered to 
the deities including SBkyamuni of Kva-b a hBl on 839 Magha 
k l ~ t r a  amiivag~~ii latabhisii nak~atra tivayoga iid itya. day of 
solar eclipse (rlihrrgrasta diviilcara). Vairochana is invoked 
during a ceremonial occasion of repairing ~harrnadbgtu 
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VagiSvara in PirnbahHl on 842 J y e ~ t h a  Sukln 2 mrgoiirii 
nakjatra iidityava'ra etc. 

The above is an account of the deities respected by 
Buddhist devotees in Kathmandu and Patan. It appears 
that Bhatgaon was less influenced by Buddhism but here also 
we find a number of records showing the same deities wor- 
shipped by devotees on a large scale. 

According to an inscription of Gachhetol, Bhaktapur a 
structure of Dharmadhatu was erected on 696 Vniiiikha Sukla 
3 mygabirii naksatra etc, In the inscription of Nakadesa 
(on a pati in Bakabazar) we are told that one Rupasimba 
had installed an image of PadmapZini Lokeivara on 722 Miirga 
kyqna 7 iidityavara. According to the inscription of the 
chaitya in Golmadhitcl in Bhatgaon, the structure was 
completed on 789 Chaitra Sukla 7 nlrgaSir8 nakqatra 
ayujmiinyoga soma~*ara,  We are told by an inscription of 
Khadpu that two stone lions were placed 011 the door of the 
temple of Dipankara on 793 Miigha Sukla 10 rohini nak~atra 
eindra yoge SaniScharaviisara etc. A bahal was constructed 
and a deity installed on 832 Miigha vaddhi ekiidaii by 
VajrlchHrya Kalyanasimha and others. VajrHchlrya Kalylna 
calls himself Sri Sri Sri Biilakumiiri charanasevikii (Inscription 
of DathubahHI, Kuyumatol, Thimi). A Dharmadhcitu was 
repaired by one BuddhHchirya on 855 JSvina k r ~ n n  amdvasy8 
Sunday ( A  stone inscription on the chaitya). I n  the years 
following the tradition of respecting the Buddhist pantheon 
had not diminished. To please Padmapiini Lokebvara and 
Nairatms the main shrine of Tavachhebahiil in Bhatgaon 
was repaired on 873 Phiilguna iukla 2 revati nak~atra 
blrdhaviira etc. 

This is all we have here to say about the traditionally 
existing deities of Buddhist faith. But we should know that 
we have just cited specimen instances. Otherwise there is a 
vast field of activity coming to view just too numerous to 
mention them all here. However, our account might give 
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us an insight into the nature and scope of the subject under 
discussion, thus we may come to know which deities in 
particular had remained in the field in the changing circums- 
tances. 

New Erttrants in popularity: A large number of deities 
.whose origin was associated with the Tantras leapt into 
prominence in the later middle ages. 

I n  Nepal the Tantric mode of worship was introduced as 
.earljt as the 10th or 11th century A.D. and this developed 
in the subsequent centuries to a massive religious cult. But as 
is evident from several inscriptions attached to temples many 
of the popular deities. male and female, saw their birth during 
the 16th century. Kathmandu's eight Kllikls. Bhatgaon's 
eight MgtykTis and Patan's eight Kumaris came to be 
worshipped since then. All of the shrines in the respective 
places harbouring these deities do not seem to belong to an 
earlier age. 

I t  appears that the esoteric aspect of the religious life of 
the Nepal Valley led to temples of a great many of the above 
mentioned deities more particularly those of the Sakti cult 
being erected and constructed on the outskirts of the cities 
at a site very close to the banks of the rivers adjacent to the 
cremation ground. One does not know how the practice 
of the Pode, the untouchable, supervising and guarding the 
cremation and as well performing the role of the priest of the 
temple began in the Nepal Valley. But it is much in vogue 
at the moment and possibly the custom originated in the days 
when temples were constructed in the areas meant for 
cremation sites. 

This was the time of Sahajayiina practices and of Alanasa 
worship in Bengal and of Mandajiitiya devotees in Mithila- 
Tile very lowly and down-trodden had been given a sphere 
sf influence in some fields of their choice while though they 
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were being consistently kept aloof from the main stream of 
higher social life of the upper privileged. But they had 
obtained for themselves their objects of devotion so long 
denied to, and kept away from them. There is no doubt 
that the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Nepal have 
presented a new phenomenon in this respect for the succeed- 
ing centuries to adapt and follow in that the erstwhile pariahs 
had sought and were provided for their own devotion and 
salvation in that course. 

Some of these deities belonged to Saivite Tantras and 
others to Buddhist Tantras. But all of them were treated 
with devotion and respect by Saivites and Buddhists alike. 

Certain deities who held no major place in the past were 
also now become prominent in popular estimation. 

The Tantric deities were mostly female Saktis. They 
had also been identified with those of local origin who still 
bear their original non-Sanskritic names. 

The advent of these commonly worshipped deities had 
tended to bring the Buddhist and Saivite caste groups still 
closer. and the community as a whole had enjoyed a uniform 
system of rituals and festivals which touched every fringe of 
society cutting across the barrier of sects and castes. 

Thus the fact of their rise into prominence has a special 
cultural impact of the introduction of Tantric elements had 
now attained its fruition. 

In the last volume much has been said about the cultural 
influence of Vajrayiina on the life of the people. For this 
reason as well as because a fuller study of the rituals and 
deities mentioned is outside the scope of the present work. 
we intend to avoid mentioning them in their details and be 
satisfied with a very brief treatment of the subject enumerat- 
ing these in our catalogue. But we shall not fail to 
give a short history of some of these whom we regard as 
important. 

37 
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I n  this connection, it should be, however, corlsidered that  
we shall not discuss a t  this stage the theoretical side of the 
origin of the deities whose names figure in our description. 
We start with the goddesses of the Sakti cult belonging to the 
PurHnas and Tantras. 

Two groups of female deities are in evidence, (1) the 
AstamltrikB : Brahmlyani. Rudriiyani, KaumHri, Vai~navi, 
VLrlhi, Indrlyani. ChHmundB. MahHlak~mi. (2) the D a b  
mahhvidy5 : Klli, Tars, Tripuriisundari, BhuvaneSvari, 
Chhinnamastl. Tripurabhairavi. DhumHvati, BagalHmukhi, 
MLtanpi and KamalltmikB. There is yet one more list of 
A~tamHtykB group of divinities, This includes DurpB. 
BrabmHni, KumHri, Vaisnavi, Indrlni, MaheSvari, VHrHhi and 
NLrasihhi. 

Some count only seven M ~ t r k ~ s  omitting MahBlakpmi* 
Perhaps these think MahHlak~mi and Vaisnavi as the same 
deity. But according to this view YogeSvari heads the 
SaptamLtrkHs. 

Whatever their number, the cult of these deities is very 
ancient. The Goddesses were being worshipped as divine- 
mothers. Still in Nepal each is known as AzimZi literally 
meaning the grandmother. They were supposed to be 
protecting children in particular. I t  was said that originally 
the mother goddesses represented the seven or eight evil 
aspects of the mind. e. g. (1) MHheSvari (anger), (2) Vai~navi 
(greed). (3) VlrBhi (envy). (4) BrahmHyani (arrogance). ( 5 )  
ChHmundB (eaves dropping), (6) KaurnHri (Chimera), (7) 
Indr~yan i  (a fault finder with an evil design). 

YogeSvari who personifies the mental quality af Kiinza or 
desire is the motive force manifesting through the evil sides 
of mind and hence she acts in the capacity of the leader. 
Thus considered the mother goddesses might be regarded to 
bear malignant influence. But as the legend goes, the god- 
dess when propitiated ceases to be malignant and become 
benevolent. 
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Medieval Nepal was living in an atmosphere of supersti- 
tion and demons and malignant deities were a t  large to plague 
and harass mankind. But the divine mothers were there to 
protect him from any kind of evil influence including their 
own. 

I n  the Nepal Museum there are tcrracotta images, all 
eight of them representing the eight deities of the group 
respectively, These belong to the early 17th century A. D, 
we have also temples of Brahmiiyapi, Kaumiiri. Indriyapi, 
Rudriiyani and Mahii lak~mi in different localities. In the 
city of Bhatgaon the temple of Brahmiiyaqi has a copper 
plate inscription of 767 NS (n. 48 in our Appendix), which is 
probably oldest record of the site. The ceremony of the 
completion of the structure was performed on NS 767 J y e ~ ! h a  
kgna 4, which was attended among others by king Jagat- 
prak5iamalla. According to a stone inscription Bhupatindra- 
malla's wife donated lands for the worship of the goddess 
Brahmiiyani dwelling on the bank of the T r i v e ~ i  in Panr.auti, 
The record bears the date 836 Asadha Sukla 9 chitrii naksatra 
Sivayoga ijdityaviisara etc. The temples in Bhatgaon and 
Pannauti are the two most important sanctuaries, and they 
attracted a good many visitors from all parts of the Nepal 
kingdoms. On certain days of the year within the old king- 
dom of Bhatgaon are also situated temples of other deities of 
the group. There is a shrine of Indrayani in  the city of 
Bhatgaon, which bears an inscription of 1VS 771 MZirgaSira 
Sudi 4. 

The townlet of Tbinli also can boast of a shrine of IndrB- 
yani probably constructed on 822 VaiSiikha k g n a  2 hastii 
nak~ntra Siva yoga SaniScharavarn etc. I n  Bode a temple was 
Constructed to house the image of Viiriibi, the ceremony of 
installation having been observed on NS 805 ASvina fukla 2 
adityaviira. There are more records of later dates in the 
temple. A temple i n  a locality known as Mabiiliilivana near 
the town of Bhaktapur has a n  image of ChBmundB. to whom 
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a piiti was dedicated by some devotees on 805 VaiS6kha Sukla 
7 pu~yi i  nak~atra  vrddhiyoga byhaspativiira. 

KumBri was worshipped in a temple in Gachhetol, Bhat- 
gaon, according to an inscription of 868 Blzddra iudi 12. The 
temple existed since some years earlier. Kumiiri was wor. 
shipped as BBlakumHri in Thimi. She was as today the 
principal divinity of the area. We have several inscriptions 
of the time of Ranajitamalla, the earlier ones also can be 
traced if proper search is made. 

Although Patan was much dominated by Buddhist 
GuvSijus, the divinities of the A~tamiitgkB group were no less 
popular in the area. Kathmandu where Guvajus and 
Brshmanas carried their authority in balance enjoyed no 
different conditions in respect of the deities, 

A stone in the temple of MahSilakemi in Balambu comme- 
morates the occasion of setting up a lion image on the door 
in NS 787. The temple was already existing at the date of 
the inscription and must b e  older than the latter. I n  Tbasi- 
khel quarter of Patan there stands a temple of Mahiilakpi, 
which was built by one VaiSya Viran3rHyapa on 821 Mcigha 
Su kla 5 af  vini nakgatra Sukrayoga iidityaviira. Some time 
later king Vi~qurnalla had offered pfijii to the goddess on 850 
Bhiidra piirnimii uttarabhiidra nak~atra aitgiiraviira. One 
Bhavgni Sankara BhSiro had built a temple, where he had also 
placed a sihhiisana of gold with a serpenthood over head, the 
structure having been completed on 816 Jye~ tha  kgna 6 
Sukravara. 

At the moment Vaignavi or V i ~ u d e v i  is the presiding 
deity of the townlets, Khoknii Pifiga and Kirtipur, and we 
might understand that the deity came to occupy her present 
position in the middle ages. In  Kvachhe, Patan, the image 
BHlakumBri was being worshipped since before NS 742, for 
an inscription of the area states that the temple was repaired 
on VaiBiikha krsna 2 anurcidhii nak~atra  budhavcira of that 
year. 
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Kathmandu has a host of female deities of local origin, 
some of which are immensely popular and are identified with 
one or the other Sakti of the group. Indriiyani and Kaumiiri 
are the two prominent goddesses known in the local language 
as Azimls in that order. At one instance the latter has been 
regarded as an incarnation deity in human form and here 
she is worshipped with much ceremony on a particular 
occasion, which coincides with the festival of Indra held in 
the month of Bhiidra. We shall have further occasion to talk 
of the human incarnation of KumSiri a little later. 

The DaSamahavidyii group has some obscure deities who 
are invoked by iniciates on particular ceremonial occasions. 
and their existence is acknowledged just to that extent. The 
obscure deities are all those except Kiili, TBrl, Tripura- 
bharavi or Bhairavi and Chhinnamastii. The former, however. 
were invoked on occasions of domestic rituals through the 
chanting of mantras as prescribed in relevant texts. 

We have evidence of inscriptions for the shrines of Khli, 
Tar&, Bhairavi and Chhinnamastl, which exist even t o d a ~ ,  
and the deities have still retained their popularity despite the 
changing circumstances through which they passed. In Kath- 
mandu KSli appears as the same deity as Lu-mari Azims. 
and some so do other mother goddesses. From an inscription 
of 793 NS, (on a rectangular stone forming the back-wall of 
the courtyard of the temple structure). it appears that the 
shrine of Lu-mari was already existent before this date. Kiili 
predominates over many deities in the region of Kathmandu. 
which is said to be protected by eight Kllikls. Therefore we 
have here more shrines of Kgli other than that of Lu-mari. 
We shall, however, write about these as we come to the des- 
cription of the deities of local origin. 

In the region of Bhatgaon we have a temple of KSli in 
Bode. and an inscription on stone within its precincts tells US 

that the structure was raised on NS 763 Vai4iikha Sukla 
ekadaii pro d v ~ d a i i  byhaspativiira. Tale j u also is called 
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KalikH in several inscriptions set up by the royal personages. 
There are some shrines of Kali also in the city proper. which 
go back in their antiquity in our age. 

I n  the kingdom of Patan also Goddess KHli was worshipped 
in a few shrines. but there was no site regarded as important 
if Taleju was not taken into account; one of the DaSamaha- 
vidyls. known as ChhinnamastH, was however widely respected. 
She had a temple quite close to the royal palace. According 
to an inscription king Visnumalla and his wife (Bhogini) 
Vi~numat i  donated land in honour of Chhinnamastikii on 853 
Miirga Sukla 15 somaviisare krttikii nakgatra. Bagalamukhi 
has a temple in Patan in a site close to Kumbheivara. Tiit2 
in the form of Nilasarasvati has a beautiful image on a slab 
of black stone enshrined in a temple on the outskirt of Kath- 
mandu about a mile from the city; Ugratiirl known as Vajra- 
yogini is another famous deity, about whom we shall have 
occasion to say separately. 

I t  appears that the DaSamahiividy 5 divinities except Kil i  
did not enjoy much popular appeal. But these deities were 
worshipped as dgamadevatiis in household who then appeared 
to  correspond to the deities displayed in Tantric texts. Of 
course. the rites were performed only by the few iniciates in a 
closed surrounding without being marked by non-initiates. 

The Tantras are the sources for the origin of all of the 
DaSamahHvidyii deities. while the deities of the Miitrki group 
seem to be in existence before the Tantric divinities appeared 
in the scene. Rut we should not be very categorical in making 
such statements. Perhaps some of the Tantric deities were 
as old as the MBtykHs. Two earlier works which are said 
to have mentioned the DaSamabHvidygs are cited by the 
author of the Tan~rascira. These are Mdlinivijaya and Munda- 
mi l l .  though they show difference in regard to few nameso 
There are more works, which individually deal with one or 
the other deity of the group. The author of Mundam5ll gives 
the following names for the Vidyl deities: KHIi. l'gr5t 
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MahBvidyB, Sodasi, BhuvaneSvari, Bhairavi, Chhinnamasta, 
VidyB, Dhumiivati, Bagalii, Siddhividyii. Miitafigi and Kamaliit- 
mikii. Annaptirpii is one of the ten goddesses in the lists of 
Tantrakaumudi and ViSvasara. The latter also gives the 
names of Mahigamardini and Durgii as two of the ten Vidyiis. 

Several copies of the Tantric works, such as Jayadrathayii- 
rnala,135 dealing witb the worship of Kiili are available, and 
all these belong to our period NS 751, 762, 842P8 Tvaritii- 
stotra,lS7 of the same period is another work, which shows K21i 
to have been worshipped in a variety of forms. Tvaritii has 
three eyes, and with many other features she represents a form 
of Kiili. Among the various forms of Kiili, the two Siddha- 
kiili and Guhyakkli are quite prominent, and are known from 
the Tantric texts as well as from ths temple sites still pre- 
served. We shall have occasion to speak of Guhyakgli as she 
is one of the popular Pitha devatiis of the day. Siddhakali 
has also a temple in Thimi (within the jurisdiction of Bhat- 
gaon) with an inscription dated NS 796 VaiSiikha frrkla 13 
iidityaviisare hastii nakjatra etc. 

Nilasarasvati is the principal deity and is represented as 
Tgra in a work called Tiiriibhaktis~dhiirnava.~~~ of which 
many copies belonging to early 9th century Nepal era are 
available, There are also works like Nilasarasvatipiijii. Two 
copies of the work are said to have been written by king 
Jitiimitramalla. For the worship of goddess Tripuriisundari 
we have numerous works including Tripuriisundaripaddhati 
and Jfiiinijrnava t a r ~ t r a , ~ ~ ~  the last copied also by king Jit& 
mitramalla in NS 795. Bhairavi as one of the vidyiis figures 
in many works of Tautras and she is also worshipped in a 
temple in Noakot, the structure having been erected during 
the 17th century. 

135 CPMDN, I. p, 175. 
136 DLC, I. 1497, 1468, 111. 348. 
137 CPMDN, I, p. 8. 
138 DLC, 1. 91,51,437. Also 1'6rdrahnsyaprav~i .  DLC, I .  1674. 
139 DLC, I. 263. 
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Of the eight MBtykSs two Kaumari and MahZlakgmi are 
mentioned in liturgical works of the earlier period. We have 
a palm leaf copy of Kaumiiri Piijii dealing with the worship 
of Kaumiiri which was written in NS 400 (=I280 A.D) (DLC, 
I. 1231). 

There are several copies of a work known as Mahiilakjrni- 
vrata dealing with the worship of Mahslaksmi. and some of 
these were copied in the 13th century A.D. (DLC. I. 1320, I, 
1231). Puriigic: works. Devimahiitmya or Saptaiati within 
the Marka~deyapura'na, giving account of the greatness 
of the goddess DurgZi known also under different names 
such as  those borne by the eight mother goddesses is 
found to be copied in Nepal as early as the 12th century A.D. 
The Vol. 14-20 of chapter 88 of MiirkanQeyapuriina gives the 
names and iconographic traits of the Mat~kss.  The SaptaSafi 
has its earliest copy written in the time of Indradeva (NS 
246).140 Then follow others of date NS 301, 316.358, 365 
and of the later period.14' All this means that although 
temples connected with the above mentioned deities are not 
easily traced for that period the fact of their being known to 
the Nepalese society at  the time is easily established because 
of the treatises just mentioned. 

The cult of the mother goddess was not new for our age. 
I t  was Pot only popular in the preceding age, but it seems to 
have been popular also as early as  the 5th century A.D.. 
which is testified by an inscription of a temple at  PalHfichok 
enshrining the image of Bhagavati. ~ l t h o u g h  inscriptions are 
lacking. there are three more sites which bave images in the 
likeness of the PalHBchok Bhagavati, and as the style suggests 
these might belong to the same time. The images are in 
NBlH. NaksH1 (in the north eastern suburb of ~athrnandu). 
confluence of BhBchH Kusi and Vi~pumati  and Pharping. The 
third is known as Sobhii Bhagavati and the fourth as Dakgipa- 

140 A copy in the possession of Nepal Milseum. 
141 DLC. 1. 1606, 111. 96, 1.1559, 1534. 
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kali. The sixteen handed images holding different emblems 
are all carved on black sand stones. We have some inscriptions 
associated with the goddesses of PalZtfichok and Nal5 and 
these show the popularity of the deities in the later middle 
age. But they seem to have been neglected in the earlier age, 
while Sobha Bhagavati and Dak~inakgli remained unknown 
to all the phases of the medieval period. 

Two mother divinities, JhankeSvari, Riijariijesvari and 
Kubjikii had lost their hold in the period we deal with. 
JhankeSvari who in the 14th and 15th centuries enjoyed the 
august position of becoming the tutelary deity of the High 
Feudatories of Pharping14' who felt honoured in addressing 
themselves as 'one favoured by JhankeSvari' (JhankeSvari 
varalabdha prasiida). A liturgical work, Jhankarakaravela- 
tantra, prescribes the worship of a fierce form of goddess 
called ChandakapBlini.l4? The image of JhankeSvari now 
lies in a dilapidated temple in the Kochhu~ol quarter of 
Pharping. The deity finds no reference in any document of 
the late medieval period. I n  the inscription she is called 
Ugrachapdii. Her image is the same as that of Mahi~amardini. 

Kubjikg is not identified with an image. But treatise 
dealing with the rituals connected with the goddess and known 
after name is available in Nepal since the 12th century A.D. 
(NS 31.5 Vaiiiikha ky$na 11 ekiidafyiim ravidine revati 
nakgatre, I .  378). From the colophons of the first part of 
this volume it will appear that the work Kubjikiimaya was 
copied by scribes right up to the 15th century. We have a 
copy of smaller recension of the work. called Nityanhikati- 
lake (DLC. I .  239) copied on 742 Kiirtika kljna 5 byhaspati- 
viisare etc. Another copy of the work dated 693 Aivina Sukla 
8 has a line Sri Sri Sri GuhyeSvari lnati rikubjikesvari agama 
navara prasiida siddhirastu. But we do not see if the practice 

142 Inscription of Kochhutc!l (Pharping) NS. 527., ms. RGrnC~ana- 
nctakatn DLC. I. 1418. 

143 C P M D N ,  I, Intro. p. xii. 
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of worshipping or propitiating Kubjikii was in vogue in out 

period. The deity, however, continued to receive homage by 
iniciates, though their number might have been not large. 

Yoginis: Tlle Kubjikiipiijii paddhati gives a list of 64 
yoginis, which includes most if not all the MBtrkl and Vidyl 
deities. The names of the 64 Yoginis are as follows: (1) Sri- 
jayadevi, (2) Vijayii, (3) Jayanti, (4) AparBjilB, (5) Nandi, 
(6) Bhadrii, (7) Bhimii, (8) Divyayogi, (9) Mahiisiddhayogi, 
(10) Ganegvari, (1 1) Siikini, ( 1  2) Kiilariitri, (1 3) UrdhakeSi, 
(14) Nisiikari, (15) Gambhiril, (16) Bhueag5, (17) SthulBngi, 
(18) Piivagi, (19) Kallolii, (20) Vimalii, (21) Mahanandi, (22) 
Jviilfimukhi, (23) Vidyii, (24) Pakeani, (25) Vigabhakgaql, (26) 
Mahiisiddhipradii, (27) Bustidii, (28) Ichchhiisiddhi, (29) 
Kuvarnika, (30) BhBsur5. (3 1) Bhimiiksi, (32) DirgbBngB, (33) 
Kalahiipriyg, (34) Tcipuriintaki, (35) Rgkgasi, (36) GhorB, (37) 
Raktiiksi. (38) ViSvarupii, (31) Bhayankari, (10) Pherakari, (41) 
Raudri. (42) VetBli, (43) Suskiifigii, (44) Karabhojini, (45) Vim- 
bhadra. (46) Mahgklli, (47) Kariili, (48) Vikrtanatii. (49) Kofa- 
rakai, (50) Bhiml, (5 1) Bbimabhadri, (52) Subhadrii, (53) 
VSlyuvegii, (54) HayananH, (55) Bralimiini, (56) Vaisnavi (57) 
Raudri, (58) MHtangi, ( 59 )  Chachchikegvari, (60) Iivari, (61) 
Viiriihi, (62) Suvadi, (63) Ambii, (64) Daiamah&vidyS. 

Then follow the names of the-Kankiilini, MahSkusfla, 
Hunkiirani, Phafakiirini, Vasatkarii, Svlhii, Svadha. Amlta- 
nandii, Mohini, Stambhani, Indirii, Kiidambari, ViialS, KLla- 
ratri, Mahab515, Amrtanandi. 

This suggests that the deities popular in Nepal were also 
regarded as  Yoginis or in another parlance DHkinis. The 

Yoginis other than the MHtrkiis are not important for our 
consideration, and therefore we drop them from our context* 

The iconographic representation of the divine mothers 
wherever available corresponded to the traits as adopted in 
North India. According to SaptaSoti the mothers were emana- 
tions from the eight or seven principal gods who each had 
created a Sakti to fight the demons. According to Prodha- 
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niknrahasya (Chacdi SaptaSati) Mahalak~mi the great and 
primary goddess, in whom the three gunas are manifest, has 
a four armed concrete form, in whose hands are placed a 
citrus, a mace, a shield and a skull cup, and who has a snake, 
liriga and yoni on her head. Mahalakgmi assumed in the 
time of dissolution the form of MahakPli, in whom the tamo- 
guna predominated, it is her four-armed secondary form in 
blue colour, ornamented with a skull-cup, a severed head and 
a shield in her four hands. This secondary goddess came 
also to be known by such names as Mahiimiiyii. Mahiimiiri, 
K~udh i i  (the great hunger), T g i i  (thirst), Nidrii or yoganidrii, 
Kiilaratri and others. Out of the great Mahiilakgmi again 
emanated the white-coloured tertiary goddess Mahiisarasvati 
in whom Sattvaguna prevailed, and who held in her four 
hands a rosary of beads, an elephant goad, a lyre and a 
manuscript. The emanation came also to be known by such 
names as MahCividyB, Mahavani, Bhiirati, Vak. Arga, Brahmi, 
VedagarbhZ etc. From these three forms of Sakti one primary 
and the others emanatory, were evolved in turn BrahmZ and 
hi, Rudra and Trayi or Vedavidyl, and Vignu and Gauri.ld4 
Although Mahalak~mi and Vaignavi appear to be the same 
deity, the former is the most supreme one in the pantheon 
looked different ; she was not emanatory while the latter was. 
So that her place as that of the maill deity is assured. But all 
the eight female deities are portrayed in similar view if they 
have to appear together wherever they have thus to be 
presented Vai~navi is distinguished by certain emblems from 
MahHlakgmi. ~ o l l o w h  MahPlaktmi all the other divine 
mothers are four-armed and each carried the emblems of the 
god from whom she was emanated. Mahglakgmi is seated 
in padnziisana on a human corpse. She has six hands, the 
two uppermost holding a piece of elephant skin to cover her 
back. The upper two hold a sword on tlie right and a noose 
on the left respectively. While the normal left has a bowl 
and  the right holds a leaf. 

144 Developnlerlt of Hindu Icorlogrophy by J .  N .  Banerjee, p. 496. 
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The classical couception of the Mltrkls  as inspiring the 
composition of the images is as follows: 

Brahmlyani seated on a swan, with four hands holding 
different emblems; such as a rosary, waterpot, a manuscript 
and a ladle to be used for the offering, in a few images she 
has four heads, one of which (back) is not visible. 

Kaumlri  is mounted on a peacock and has also four 
hands; she holds emblem of Skanda, the son of Siva, who 
commanded the armies of the Gods. 

Vaignavi with four hands holding conch, chakra (discus) 
mace and lotus respectively is seated on Garuda. 

VHriihi with a boar's head and four hands holding emblems 
of the male god rides on a buffalo, 

IndrHyagi emanating from Indra is seated on an elephant, 
her right hand holds a vajra (bolt) the other three hands 
holding other emblems of Iqdra. 

Miihesvari rides on an ox and appears with a trident in 
one of her hands; she also wears crescent moon on the 
jatiimuku$a of her head. 

Nlrasimbi with the likeness of the lion and man god and 
holding Vaiggavite emblems has a fearful look. 

Lastly ChHmundH with an emaciated body, all skin and 
bone, and fierce look is seated on human corpse. She holds 
a chopper, a human skull cup, a human head and a siila in 
her four hands. 

J. N. Banerji reproduces separate reliefs five from Puri and 
two from other places showing the MItgkHs each clasping a 
baby by the left normal hand. He thinks that this fact 
suggests the motherly aspect of the cult.145 But none of this 
feature is in evidence in Nepalese images. The Mlt fk l  images 
in the struttings of the temple or in the relief panels have 
nowhere a child associated with the icons. Separate relief 

145 Hindu Iconography, pp. 504-509. 
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images of the mother deities are rarely found in the 
sanctuaries of the temples as all these are pithas which do not 
show carved images. But the many temples have struttings 
of wood, on which the images are carved in high reliefs. The 
main courtyards of the palaces in the three cities of the 
Valley, which were built in the mid 17th century have such 
carved struttings showing the MiZt~kFis and the guardian 
deities. In some case the images have six or eight hands, 
although the main features are similar to what has been 
described. Two relief images, one on the base of the large 
stone of the image of Kalabhairava in Kathmandu and 
another inside the Tundiildevi shrine just above the pifiha 
devara. Group images are limited to these, but even here the 
individual images can be seen apart, The first divided in 
two groups on either side of the main image has a panel of 
four banded deities with their usual emblems and mounts. 
Here we have eight Miitrkiis. The second is a panel of 
MiitrkZi divinities plus Gapesa and Bhairava and more others. 
In both the cases the images are in sitting postures. The 
TupdZldevi panel might be compared with the Mandora 
(Rajasthan) relief on which an article by R. C. Agrawala 
appears with a photograph in the journal of the Bihar 
Research Society.lL6 But the TundHldevi relief panel goes 
further in showing more deities of the Sakti cult along with 
GapeSa and Bhairava. Also. these images are all standing 
unlike these dealt with in the article of the JBRS. The addi- 
tional deities are VyHghrini and Simhini, both females and 
M a h ~ k ~ l a ,  a male deity common to both the Saivite and 
Buddhist pan theon. 

Besides the MiZtrkZ deities we come across more images 
who represent divinities of the Sakti cult but not falling in 
the classification of the MHtrkHs, although their place as 
mother goddess is pronounced. Names coming as nine Durgiis 
have their representation, and is widely worshipped. The 

146 JBRS, XLIII, Fts. 1 to 2, pp. 111-14. 
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Nava DurgS shrine of Bhatgaon built by one of the later 
Malla rulers is still popular. The two goddess Vyagbrini and 
Simhini with the face of the tigress and lioness respectively, 
who have four hands bearing different emblems (damaru, 
K a r t ~ ,  Khafviiliga and p5tra) come also to view in this period, 
What is of interest these deities are also placed in the 
Svayambhu and VijeSvari areas, in the latter as door-keepers, 
which definitely proves their popularity in the Buddhist fold. 
ChandeSvari or Piirnachandi is as well widely worshipped. 
Her temples are found in the three cities of the Valley and 
also in Tokh5 and BanepS. These date back to the 17th 
century A. D. 

According to the Svayambhu PurBna (Ch. V) the MBtrkii 
deities occupy an inlportant place in the Buddhist pantheon. 
I t  seems that the cult of the mother goddesses was universally 
accepted, and the Azima's as these were called were w ~ r -  
shipped as premier divinities in every household irrespective 
of the character of the priests ministering the rituals. 

Not only the MHtrkBs but also other female deities had 
beell so incorporated into the Buddhist fold. This applied 
to  both the important and unimportant deities. 

What we have said above about the MHtrkZ di~inities is 
enough for an understanding of the cult. But there are more 
goddesses other than the seven or eight mothers, who are 
equally popular. Let us now proceed to give a short descrip- 
tion of these divine mothers. 

Durgdmahi~amardini : We have already mentioned 
ChandeSvari. Simhini and VyBghriqi. The former is a power- 
ful patron deity of BanepH and TokbH. ~ur~iirnahi$arnardini* 
however, does not enjoy such a status. But her images are 
found here and there all over the Valley and also outside of it* 

Durpamahigamardini is the principal deity of the MBrka- 
nddeya PurWa. She is the slayer of the Buffalo demon ( M a h i ~ d -  
sura) who had harassed the gods on numerous occasions. The 
iconographic represeutation of the goddess is depicted with 
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the scene in the act of killing the demon. The character of 
the slain is shown with the severed head of the buffalo, which 
lies in the iconography just adjacent to the right foot placed 
on the lion. The image is standing, and the left leg touched 
the tail of the trunk of the demon who appears in the person 
of human being as far as tbe head jutling out of the neck 
shows. The severed head is that of buffalo, while on the 
trunk there is a human head. The deity is generally ten 
handed holding various symbols. But there are images also 
with eight. twelve, sixteen. eighteen and twenty hands. The 
goddess is shown piercing the trunk of the demon with the 
trident and the latter is engaging her in full combat. 

A lively image of Mahi@suramardini lies in the precitlct of 
the temple of KankeSvari on the bank of the river Vignumati. 
Another finely executed stone image of Mahi~iisuramardini 
is available in the heart of the city of Kathmandu at a site 
known as Kiliigal. 11. Patan on the lower main road in front 
of a Buddhist monastery there is a twenty handed image of 
the goddess in the pose of killing the demon. There are also 
more images elsewhere. 

Durg%mahisamardini is the main deity of the Piijii festival 
to be observed during the month of hbvina, and the practice 
was popular in the medieval ages according to the various 
T hyiisapus. 

There is one thing more which we should not miss to 
observe in connection with the subject of the cult of MZitrkis 
and Mahiividyhs in Nepal. This is the fact of the shrines of 
the MitrkZi divinities being all situated in  lonely spots near 
the cremation sites outside the confines of the city either on 
the river bank or on the outskirt of the forest, and all these 
being looked after by persons of the untouchable caste of the 
Podes. These guarding the shrines are known as Deopas 
literally meaning 'charged with the protection of the image' 
and they perform in other capacities the functions of the 
immediate worshipper also physically touching the deities. 
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We should not fall into the error of accepting a current story 
in this regard that all temples are thrown open to all high and 
low. As we notice there are many sanctuaries where only 
casteman have access. But all the temples situated near the 
cremation ground which enshrine one or the other of the 
Miitrkii deities do not discriminate against the lowly. Presum- 
ably beside the Sakti goddesses, other divinities if housed in 
sanctuaries under similar surroundings show a tendency to 
follow the same tradition. However, the temples of Ganeia 
are particularly marked for this. These are looked after by 
the Jyiipu castemen. 

Legendary Mother Goddesses :. Durgii Mahigamardini 
has no temple of her own, but there are other legendary 
deities who represent her and play exactly the same role often 
appearing in the same form also in the illustration. Such 
Goddess in particular is Taleju whose temple is found in the 
three capital cities of Nepal. Besides, Taleju we can also count 
Harasiddhi, Yajrayogini or Ugratiirii, VajravHrHhi, Nilasaras- 
vati. EkajatH. In  this inscription (n. 53 in our Appendix) 
King PratHpamalla prays to  Vajrayogini calling her Ambikg. 
Taleju is also addressed as AmbikH; Mahigamardini is 
AmbikH when she suppresses the buffalo demoxl. In another 
inscription PratHpamalla addressed the same prayer to the 3 
mother divinities, Ugrat HrH, Nilasarasvati and Eka ja!P. These 
appear to be one deity in different manifestations Here 
again Buddhism and Hinduism are blended, for UgratHrH and 
EkajaiH belong to Vajrayiina pantheon. To present these 
deities individually is a fascinating affair. We now proceed 
to delineate their important features one by one. 

Legend of Taleju : The feet that Taleju (TulajH), a female 
deity, was worshipped as the family deity by the three royal 
houses of Nepal has led to a legendary belief that these rulers 
belonged to the family of Harasikha of Tirhut, who accordm 
ing to the chronicle brought along with him the image of 

147 n. 55 in our Appendix. 
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the goddess while he fled to Nepal on being attacked by Giar 
Ud-din Mohammad Bin Tughlak in Simraongarh. Tulaja is 
a deity of Tantric origin, who is even today widely worshipp- 
ed in Nepal as another manifestation of Piirvati or Bhaviini. 
the wife of Siva by Saivites and as TSirii by Buddhists. Tulaja 
is also widely worshipped in Mithila (U. N. Thakur, Eistory 
of Mithila, pp. 372-73). In Hyderabed (Deccan) also the 
worship of this goddess was in vogue as appears from an old 
temple of Amba BhavTini in Tulajiipura within a distance 
of 28 miles from Sholapur. The idol is carved on a black 
polished stone, has eight hands and legs erect between which 
lies the severed head of a buffa10.l~~ The Nepalese images 
differ in detail, and we shall describe them a little later. Bhiis- 
karamalla's Bell Inscription (Kathmandu) refers to this deity 
as the beloved of Sahkara and the gold plated brass image 
at the Mulchok (these two built by his mother Bhuvana- 
lak~mi), the one having a mirror and toilet casket one in 
each hand, gives an impression of the Buddhist TiirB. There 
is no image of Taleju at the main shrine, only a finial (Kalasa) 
with certain symbolic marks engraved in a plate of bronze 
stands in its place as is the case with similar patterns in other 
temples of the type in Nepal. 

I t  is generally believed that the temple of Tulaji was first 
constructed in Bhatgaon by Harasi&hadeva and from thence 
the cult of Tulajl worship spread to the two other cities. But 
a full size Pagodalike temple structure stands only in Kath- 
mandu in the precincts of the palace of the ruler. Iu Bhatgaoa 
and Patan the deity is housed in a spacious apartment of the 
Mulchok of the palace, though this Mulchok is invariably a 
part of the palace of the Malla rulers of the three cities and 
in one case, i. e. in Kathmandu when this is utilised during 
the DaSahar~ festival it becomes the temporary residence of 
the deity brought for worship as the supreme manifestation of 

148 TulajZpura Bhavzni, Monograph n. 2, A4aliGrdsfra Hisrorical 
Records, 1961. 
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the Goddess of power. A glimpse of the Mulchok shall reveal 
to  us facts on the indentity of the TulajZ. Here she is in the 
midst of the goddesses described in Miirkandeya Puriina as 
manifestations of the Durg5. She is in the midst of the 
MStyk5 and other female deities who are devoutly worshipped 
during the DaSaharS festival. Individually she might have 
in  certain respects Buddhist colouring, but it is so submerged 
behind the galaxy of stars of Saiva female deities that it is 
almost impossible even to differentiate those features of the 
image that we would like to associate with Buddhism. 

In  Bhatgaon. ViSvamalla's is the first reference to this 
goddess, while in Kathmandu and Patan it is Pratgpa and 
Siddhinarasimhamalla respectively, who invoke Taleju's bless- 
ing for the first time for their pious deeds, Probably the cult of 
Tulaj5 spread widely in their time originating about half a 
century earlier. Also they might have a common source for ins- 
piration while this pushed the same to universal acceptance. 

Guhyeivari:; GuhyeSvari is worshipped as the goddess of 
Guhya (anus), the site being popular on account of a popular 
legend which associates it with the memory of Sati. wife of 
Lord Siva, whose rectum from a decomposed body had 
fallen there while grief stricken Siva was wandering bearing 
her corpse over his shoulders, But GuhyeSvari is unknown 
to records prior to  the 14th century. The GopLla VamsZivali 
which talks quite often of propitiatory rites performed at the 
temple of PaSupatinltha does not for once mention Guh~eS- 
vari. According to a manuscript Pratlpamalla erected the 
enclosure with the shade over the head of the sanctuary in 
the mid 17th century. He also set up stone images of lions 
all around the shrine at the same time. This is mentioned 
in his inscription of 774 on a large stone lying in the temple 
area. GuhyeSvari is a Pithadevatii and has no image; a small 
dome like stlucture of bronze rises from the ground which 
is worshipped as the main site of the sanctuary. There is 
also a pothole said to represent the anus of the goddess, and 
this is full of water. 
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Guhyakiili o r  GuhyeSvari is mentioned in many Tantric 
texts as the maio divinity and object of invocation. A palm 
leaf copy of the Guhyakdlitantram dealing with the worship 
of tlie deity is dated 525 duriigiidhn Slrkla 15 etc. (DLC, 111. 
377). This positively establishes the fact of the existence of 
the goddess in the 14th century. 

I do not know if what A. Getty (agreeing with Bosch) 
says about GuhyeSvari being at one time worshipped in Java 
is correct. Describing a triad image and identyfying the 
central image with GuhyzSvari Getty observes "She is imaged 
eight Grins and among her various symbols she carries a 
sword, trident, piitra and bow and arrow which are apparent 
inspite of damaged state of the triad".'49 The image is also 
flanked on one side by a dancing image of GaneSa. But this 
picture is absent in Nepal. GuhyeSvari goes without any 
iconographic representation in Nepal. 

Harasiddhi: Goddess Harasiddhi has a temple in Ujjain 
in India. We have also a temple enshrining her image in a 
locality called after her name situated some 3 miles south 
east of the city of Patan. Sri~~ivgsamalla offered gold door 
frames to the temple un 783 Bhddra Sukla pratipadii pfirva- 
phiilguni nak~a t re  sddhyeyoge iidityaviisare simhariSSi gata 
savitari etc. In an inscription of the above mentioned date 
SrinivBsa refers to ths temple (prgsada) then existing. Surely 
the worship of the goddess was begun earlier but there is no 
record to show how far back it started. A copper plate of 
NS 847 states that the temple was built by PratBpamalla. In  
the initial few lines of the inscription, the deity is described 
as 'red coloured, yellow coloured, holding a Khadga and 
respected by the gods'. Harasiddhi is one of the Agama 
devatas who could not have been seen except by those 
initiated. The devotees worship the deity either at the main 
doorway of the inner shrine or a yiintric symbol placed 
in front, there was a legend that up till fifty years back tile 

149 A. Getty: Gat~eia, Oxford. 1936. pp. 59-60. 
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deity was offered human sacrifice. But she was not the only 
one to obtain human sacrifice. I t  is said that Naradevi and 
the RudrZiyani of Khokna were also receiving human sacrifice. 
Harasiddhi is one of the goddesses belonging to the Tantric 
female divinities, according to a well known text. 

Vajrayogini : Although Vajrayogini is one of the mother 
goddesses of the Buddhist pantheon, she is worshipped as 
Ugrat5rZi by the Saivites ; thus like the MiitrkB group of 
divinities she is also universally respected. The earliest 
records of the existence of the site of the goddess are available 
in PratZipamalla's inscriptions. The hlalla ruler addresses 
her as the beloved of Hara, who sat on his right lap. In the 
benedictory verses he composed the goddess is represented 
also as  Sarasvati obviously the goddess is worshipped in 
different capacities by the devotees. ;The Buddhist looked 
on her as one of their Yoginis who had to be propitiated to 
ward off natural calamities and other evils. Jagajjayamalla 
in the verses he composed associates the goddess with the 
manifestation of the consort of Siva. 

Vajrayogini's iconographic representation is an image of a 
female deity holding in one of the four hands a vajra. Hut 
the deity whom we are used to call Vajrayogini has a Khadga 
in the hand. The priest on duty belongs to GuvH caste. She 
is therefore primarily a Buddhist deity. From one of Pratgpa- 
mal la '~  inscriptions we learn that he built the temple of the 
goddess in NS 775 (Inscription n. 53 in our Appendix). 

The temple of the goddess is situated about eight miles 
to the northeast of the Valley on a hill overlooking. The 
surrounding is picturesque. 

Vtijrol.ariihi: Vajravariihi is one of the Dakinis, the same 
as the mother goddess who emanated from God VarBha. But 
VajravarHhi is in the care of the Buddhist Guvajus, and she 
passes as a Buddhist Sakti deity. 

B u t  VajravarHhi is described in yopan are ndramalla's 
irrcription as 'jagadambiki', and her rituals were conducted 
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by the king in accordance with Vedic rules (821 Phiilguna 
Sukla 10 Srrnday). The offering of a bronze buffalo as viihana 
to the goddess by King Vignumalla does also speak of her 
belonging to the Saivo-Vignuite pantheon. But the word Vajra 
added to the name must be a differentiating factor. However, 
ghatever be the origin Vajravarlhi today is commonly regard- 
ed as Varahi of the MTit~kii group. 

Sarasvati : Although not a mother goddess and not 
reckoned as such Sarasvati came to acquire much influence 
with all the sects in our period. The earliest dated images 
of Sarasvati are available in the Sasukhel area of Patan. The 
two images were set up in 431(?) and 567 respectively. But 
we can take it that Sarasvati was already a popular deity 
much earlier than these two dates. She was regarded as the 
goddess of learning by the Saivites. The Buddhists also did 
pay regards to her in that capacity. although the Bodhisatva 
MafijuSri is their chief patron of learning. Sarasvati again 
is sometimes worshipped as the consort of the Bodhisatva.lso 

Mafijuiri: A wrong notion is that one of the two wives 
of the Bodhisatva is Sarasvati. But iconographically none 
of them can be identified with the Saivite goddess of learning. 
Nor it is true that the Nepalese Buddhists ever offered any 
suggestion to that effect. 

There are several images of Sarasvati both in the Saivite 
temples and Buddhist sanctuaries. Nilasarasvati in Lazimpat 
has an image of the usual pattern, which has on tbe pedestal 
to the left a miniature image of Ganega in the traditional 
Pose. As we have already suggested tbe site of Nilasarasvati 
must belong to our age. 

Sarasvati's iconographic representation has four hands, 
2 of which hold the Indian flute (Vin'a), the third a book, and 
the fourth a rosary; she is mounting on a peacock or a swan 
as the case may be. In pictures she is shown in white colour 

150 .4. Getty: Gvcds of Northern Bucidhism, p. 127. 
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also with the emblems as in sculptured images. She has a 
different posture in Buddhist iconography; while appearing 
as strictly a Buddhist deity Sarasvati is said to have two 
hands, although we do not notice such images in Nepal. 

Goddesses of small-pox : Besides the above mentioned 
female divinities Nepal had also in this period a number of 
other female deit~es whose blessing was sought to protect 
children under attack of particular epidemic diseases. One 
such deity is that of small-pox who is known as Sitalii. She 
is primarily a goddess of small-pox. We have a life size 
standing image of Sitall in the courtyard of the temple of 
KumbheSvara in Patan. Elsewhere as in the PaSupatingtha 
area, the deity is represented in a stolle at a particular site. 

SitalTi must be quite a historical deity. She is associated 
with folk cults. She is shown as a deity who 'rides on a 
donkey, has such emblems as a sweeping broom and a pitcher, 
and is adorned with a winnowing fan on her head'.151 She 
is considered to be inauspicious. She is therefore propitiated 
to avoid her visits. 

SitalZi must have been worshipped by all sects. But her 
Buddhist counterpart was HTiriti who performed the same 
job as the goddess of small-pox in the Buddhist pantheon. 

H i  : An ogress turned into deity HHriti is popular in 
Nepal as a goddess of children's diseases. If she visits any 
home, she causes some or other kind of diseases to children 
and she has to be propitiated. She is also a goddess of smallm 
pox in the local Buddhist pantheon. She is called the grandm 
mother (Azimci). She is feared and pleased with sacred 
offering, 

SO far we have seen two images of HBriti, but there is only 
one shrine where one of the two images is housed. The 
shrine is situated quite close to the stfipn of ~va~arnbhungtha 
within a distance of 15 yards of the dome to the west. The 

151 1. N. Banerji, Hindu Iccnography, p. 382. 
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image in black sand stone is placed on a pedestal occupying 
the centre oE the sanctuary, The image without its shrine is 
lying in a neglected condition in the courtyard of a house in 
the interior of the city of Patan. The image is carved on an 
ordinary stone. The existence of the image is known only 
to the people of the locality, who pay her their homage in 
times of their children falling ill. In  comparison the Sva- 
yambhu shrine of Hariti is known all over the Valley, and she 
gets wide attention all the year round. 

The two images are almost similar. Hgriti is seated with 
the right leg slightly raised but the portion below the ankle 
resting half way on the wall of the pedestal; the other leg is 
in a squatting posture, over which is placed a child whom she 
folldly catches by her left hand. Two babies one on each 
side stand on the pedestal pressing their body against the 
mother, the one on the right places its hand on her raised leg 
whereas the left side baby presses its cheek on her arm. There 
are two more babies. But their place differs in the two 
images. I n  the Svayambhu shrine image these are placed on 
the right side one above the other, both standing, the upper- 
most presses its body against the mother's shoulder, while 
the one immediately below rests its hand on her arm. The 
Patan image has the two babies carved on the pedestal one on 
each side separated by a circular object, The baby on the 
right side is sitting on his hip with the legs slightly raised and 
touching the feet of the mother, on the left side the baby is 
keeling and seems to be playing with a dog. Tbe sandstone 
image of Hiriti reveals a beautilul face. but the Patan image 
is disfigured. Both are naked wearing however a crownlike 
hair, a necklace and bracelets, but otherwise without any 
ornament. The right palm holds a ball-like object probably 
a pomegranate. The images are cut against the background 
of a stone. 

Huien Tsang and I-ching found an alter dedicated to her 
in every monastery they visited in North India but her image 
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either in statuary form or painted on the wall was always 
near the door or in the porch leading to the refect0ry.l5~ 

But we do not know if the cult of Hiiriti was even known 
during the early middle ages. I n  India HIriti was worshipped 
to 'obtain children.'153 But in Nepal she remains up till now a 
deity to be propitiated in times of children falling sick speci- 
ally during an attack of pox. She is also called Azimis 
(grand-mother) like the M5trkii goddesses. 

Originally Hiiriti was an ogress Yaksini of RBjag~ha who 
took delight in eating human flesh and killed children. 
According to a story told in Samyuktavasru the Yak~ini 
Hgriti was married to the son of Yakga protector of GBndhiira 
to  whom she bore 500 sons and these used to be fed with 
human flesh, which was secured by the Yakgini by killing 
children of Riijagbha. HBriti's marauding activities brought 
misery to the people of the area, who beseeched the Lord 
Buddha to relieve them of the troubles. The Lord Buddha 
miraculously stole the youngest of HBriti's sons and caused 
her immense grief in the same way as fallen to the lot of the 
bereaved parents whose issues she had devoured. 

I n  distress the Yaksini went from one place to another in 
search of the child. But she was not able to trace its where- 
abouts. Then she went to the king of Yakoas, who directed 
her to see Lord Buddha in RHjaprha. But the Lord would 
not give her back the child unless she abjured evil actions and 
was prepared to accept his teaching. Hiiriti swore never to 
eat human flesh, and follow the Lord's precepts. upon which 
the child was restored to her. The Lord also felt pity on her 
and the five hundred sons who had now to go hungry, and 
decreed that the monks make up her ration by parting with a 
portion of their food at each meal. The Lord also gave her 
a pomegranate which she holds in her hand. Hgriti does not 
accept animal or bird sacrifice. But she 1s offered eggs and 
meat in Nepal. There is a legend that Lord Buddha had 

152 A. ictty, Gods of Northern Buddhism, p. 85 
153  Zbid., p. 86. 
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advised her to live always near her sanctuary, and he hoped 
that by this he would be able to keep strict watch on her 
movements. The shrine near the Svayambhu stiipa was so 
situated in conformity to the Lord's desire. 

Monasteries in general do not have the image of HBriri in 
Nepal. But there are two monasteries in Patan, which show 
Hiiriti. But we gather from an in~cription'5~ of NS 713 that 
precinct of the Vihiira was supposed to have Hiiriti in the 
same way as MahBkBla. The inscription is a record of foun- 
ding a Vihiira in Kathmandu. The founder invokes the 
blessing of Mahgkiila, and also HIriti the latter with her five 
huadred sons for the protectian of the site. Hiiriti is called 
Mahiiyakeigi. This shows that this deity was associated with 
the monasteries in the middle ages. 

Deities of Local Origin : Besides the deities which have 
either the Tantric or Puranic background, we have another set 
of divinities of purely local origin. The most important of these 
are Lumadi (Bhadrakali), Mhaipi (MiiheSvari), Maili (Devi), 
Kafiga ajimZi (Kafikesvari), Lutumari (Indra~api) all in Kath- 
mandu. One more deity Manthalidevi (MartyeSvari) is on the 
outskirt of Kathmandu not far from the confluence of the 
Bagmati and Visnumali. Naradevi (Svetak~li) and Raktakali in 
Kathmandu, Tundaldevi, 2 miles to the northeast in the same 
city and Mana Maiju 2 miles just due north and Chandesvari 
in Tokhii and Banepa. RudrIyapi in KhokhB and others. 
Some of them have also lost their iocal names as Sanskritisa- 
tion affected them progressively during the last hundred years. 
At the moment all these female deities bear Sanskritic names 
of one or the other variety of Durga as are mentioned in the 
SoptaSati of Miirkandeya Purlnu. These deities are worm 
shipped without images; in the shrines only pieces of stones 
are visible, which are supposed to represent the deities. The 
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earliest record in the shrines of Lumadi and Mhaipi are of the 
time of Pratlpamalla. These are inscriptious on the stone 
t o r a ~ a  (gateway) of the open shrine dated NS 792 VaiSiikha 
tytiyd pra chaturthi nliila n a k ~ a f r e  and 785 chdndramcise klyna 

p a k ~ e  defatnydm Safabrkha n a k ~ a f r e  vajrayoge budh~viisare. 
The Manthali shrille has two inscriptions of Pratspamalla's 
reign (775 and 776 respectively). 

We have already referred to the popular deity, Taleju, in 
previous pages. Let us here mention the Kumari introduced 
by JayaprakZtSamalla in the mid 18th century, The Kumlri 
has her abode in Kathmandu in a temple overlooking the 
main gallery of the old palace of the kings of Nepal. Unlike 
other deities whose images are worshipped, the Kumiiri is 
respected in a human medium, impersonating her. The 
medium is a girl of a Buddhist priest family below the age of 
puberty. but the most devout and orthodox Ssivite does not 
fail to pay homage to her. Two Saivite divinities, Gapcia 
and Bhairava, are her attendants. These are also presented 
through human mediums, boys between 6-12 years of age 
belonging also to  the Buddhist priest family. The Kumiri 
like Taleju harmonises Vajraygna and Tantric Saivism by 
presenting herself both as TarB aud Piirvati. 

The origin of incarnate KumHri according to the chronicle 
is due to JayaprakHOamalla who felt his conscience pricking 
after raping a girl of pre-puberty age and then dreamt that 
the goddess Kumlri had appeared to advise to him to do 
vigorous penance after which he was to permanently create a 
guthi for her jdtrii to be celebrated during the last two days 
of the bright fortnight of the month of Bhiidra. 

The KumBri is an incarnate human goddess. Her annual 
jdtm falls in the last three days of Bhddra Sukla coinciding 
with the festival of Indra. For three days the goddess kept 
i n  a four wheeled chariot is carried in procession through the 
main thoroughfares ol the city of Kathmandu. Her chariot 
is preceded by those of GaneSa and Bhairava in the procer 
sion, The goddess is widely respected, 
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Vidyldhari or VidyeSvari : One Vajrapfida from Paiicbkla 
claiming to be an AchPrya but who had not been able 
to produce a single pupil came to Nepal and meditated 
for Siddhi at a site on the tri-junction of the rivers in the 
vicinity of Karavira cremation ground. The Acharya was 
rewarded with Siddhi after sometime and there sprang a 
shrine of Vidyhdhari at the place. Vidyadhari thus by tradi- 
tion is a goddess of learning, but she has no characteristics of 
Sarasvati. The image is placed hanging in flying pose. I t  has 
two hands, one holding a vajra which is raised and another a 
human skull. The ritual is performed as in the shrine of 
Vajrayogini, and it is said that Yidyfidhari is the same deity 
under a different name. 

The shrine occupies one side of a vih2ra where the image 
of Siikyamuni is the principal attraction. The antiquity of 
the Vihiira is not known, but Vidyadhari is mentioned in 
several inscriptions of the later medieval period, which lie 
standing here and there in the foreground. 

At the present time the precinct of the temple wears a 
strange mien. There is a standing image of Vigpu in the 
courtyard, In the outer room of the Vidyadhari's shrine the 
northern wall has a large stone, which shows Lord K ~ s Q ~  
dancing and playing on his flute. It is difficult to understand 
how these Vignuite influences had penetrated into the inside 
of the temple obtrusively. But all this may suggest the 
harmony and tolerance subsisting between the followers of 
different sects in Nepal of the day. 

Mopatadeo: A small temple in the Viialanagara quarter 
of Kathmandu houses the deities who are otherwise known 
as Bhltbhateni. Two flying figures extellding their hands to 
catch a child are the objects of worship. I t  is said that the 
two deities were trying to snatch their child who had been 
carried away by a kite personifying God Vi8nu.s carrier 
Garuda. A legend says that the female deity was an ogress 
who devoured children in the neighbourhood and all this she 
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would do  without the knowledge of her husband. She herself 
had a host of children to whom she was deeply attached. 
But she would not realise the immense harm done to other 
mothers whose issues she would prey upon. One day, how- 
ever, Lord V i ~ n u  caused the youngest of the Mopatadeo 
children to be carried away by Garuda. The ogress was in 
distress and follwed the bird-God to the sky. Her husband 
also came to know of this and joined her in the flight. The 
race continued for some time. But Vigpu appeared in the 
scene and rebuked the couple and promised to restore the 
child provided she undertook to protect the children anywhere 
instead of feeding on them. Vianu also deified them and 
since the ogress and her husband with their child came to be 
looked upon as deities and have been worshipped. As 
ordained by V i ~ n u  they are now become protectors of children 
and they obtain worship in times of children falling ill from 
one disease or another. 

Although the Mopatadeo ate popular and are propitiated 
by all castes. they are primarily worshipped by the Duins and 
Balhamis and Tamangs. 

Mopatadeo are not identified with any classical deities. 
They are surely of local origin. But the legend has a wonder- 
ful resemblance with the story of HBriti. I do not know how 
the two had Come to tally on the principal theme. 

As we notice there were not only deities of local origin 
becoming prominent in this age but many obscure divinities 
also reappeared in the scene with much glamour. These are 
Ganesa, Bhairava. MahHkHla. Kiilabhairava, Bhimasena and 
Hanum~na.  all male deities, two of which Bhimasena and 
Hanumlna who are heroes of Mahdbhdrcita being promoted 
to divinity. 

I t  appears that since the 16th ceutury all these deities 
became extremely popular at the cost of the many Mahiygna 
deities. Bhairava is worshipped as another form of Siva in 
his fearful manifestation and Ga~eSa,  the son of Siva, is the 
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gate-keeper. But both these have been indiscriminately 
admitted into the fold of Buddhist deities for the same 
qualities worshipped as emanations of and allied to one of 
the other of the Padcha Buddha or Bodhisatva. 

In most cases the Durga or Kiili or at  one or two instances 
even Bbairava have no images of their own. They are symbo- 
lically represented ,with geometrical designs or by mere stones. 

GaceSa: GaqeSa is represented with the head of an 
elephant on a human body of great bulk and weight, and of 
short stature. In  most cases the leg is squatting but the right 
leg is raised to the knee. Bhairava's iconographic represen- 
tation resembled something of a countenance inspiring awe 
and terror. It is always an astounding image. Both these 
deities receive customary vali with the sacrifice of animals 
over the images. 

Of the shrines of GageSa, the following are considered 
prominent, (1) ASoka Viniiyaka in Kathmandu, (2) Siiryavi- 
nayaka in Bhatgaon, (3) Jala Vinayaka in Chobar on the 
bank of river Bagmati and (4) Kgrya VinZyaka in Chabel, 
close to PaSupatinZitha's townlet of Deopatan. For the 
GaneSa of Chobar we have inscriptions belonging to the 
period since the reign of Pratiipamalla (stele of 775 Vaiiiikha 
Sukla 5) .  

The iconographic representations of GaneSa in general is 
either a cone-shaped piece of stone, the upper portion of 
which looked like the face of an elephant with a trunk or an 
image with the head of an elephant on a human body with 
four or six or eight or sixteen hands holding different 
emblems, the right leg slightly raised while the left one 
renlains squatting, The pose is called h4ahiirZijalilS. Some 
images have their left leg raised, while the right leg is a 
squatting posture. The entire stone or image is coloured with 
red pigment. There are also standing images or with the 
right leg pendant. We shall describe these varieties a little 

later. 
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The worship of GaneSa became popular definitely since 
the 15th century A.D. The first inscription to invoke the 
blessing of GaneSa and recording the installation of his image 
is the one dated 536 and issued in the reign of Jyotirmalla. 
But in the statuary representation accompanyitlg the inscrip- 
tion no. I'V of our A p p e n d i ~ . ' ~ ~  Ganapati figures as one of the 
attendants of Siva. Since then we have numerous images 
of GaneBa enshrined in temples, which bear authentic records. 
I n  the later medieval period GaneBa received a very wide 
popular worship, He is enshrined a t  every quarter of the 
town or townlets. Judging from the widely spread Ga~eSa 
temples in the Nepal Valley it can be said that GaneSa had 
become quite a powerful deity in the later middle ages, 

I t  is said that not until the 5th or 6th century A.D. Ganesa 
was worshipped in Indials6 or in the Hindu colonies of 
S.E. Asia and Far East. Not until the advent of Vajraysna 
in the 11th or 12th centuries GaneSa was known in Tibet* 
In our country certain Siva family images carry on the 
pedestal sculptured relief showing the ganas where GaneSa 
with his elephant head looks prominent. The Ganchanani 
group with date NS 132 (= 1012 A.D) is the earliest. This is 
followed by several other images of later dates until the first 
image showing GaneBa by himself appeared in 535. Perhaps 
in the miniatures borne by the illustrate manuscripts. the 
painted image of GaneSa appears at an earlier date. 

GaneSa is installed as a guardian deity at the gate of a 
monastery. But GaneSa is also worshipped as an independent 
deity by the Buddhists as the destroyer of all evils. There is 
also a legend which regards him as the source of all evils* 
I t  was said that in this capacity he receives worship from the 
devotees on every occasion of rituals and at every place. The 
belief ran that if he was not propitiated, he would create 
many obstacles and prevent one's wishes from being fulfilled. 

155 Inscription n.  XV in the Appendix to Part I. 
156 Getty : Ganes'a, 1369, p. 10. 
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The legend says that once upon a time one Achiirya who had 
migrated from Oddiyiina performed a large piija' on the bank 
of the Bagmati a t  the foot of what is now called Chobar hill. 
He invoked the presence of all deities except GaneSa who got 
angry at being thus ignored and in retaliation let loose a host 
of demons t o  disturb the occasion. As the latter attacked 
the PiijZ site, the divinities and men assembled there fled in 
terror. The situation, however, was saved by the intervention 
of Vighniintaka who put to  rout GaneSa and his comrades, 
and cleared the infested ground. GaneSa himself found 
subdued and trampled upon by Vighnantaka and his ganas 
turned into sparrows and pigeons concealed themselves in the 
nearby caves persued by the victors. But all this had not 
meant removal of GaneSa from the rituals. Vighnantaka 
aware of the potentials of GaneSa decreed that the elephant 
headed God was to be propitiated whenever an occasion for 
a ritual arose. Since that time GaneSa received universal 
homage, his shrine was to be seen a t  every quarter of the 
town and he was known as  'Thanedeo' or the presiding god 
for the locality a r ~ u n d  the temple. 

The iconography of GaneSa in  Nepal reveals many 
features. Ordinarily GaneSa has four hands, is pot-bellied. 
has the trunk placed in the left hand holding a laddoo. the 
left leg is squatting while the right one is slightly raised and 
he wears an ornamented headdress. But there are many 
varieties to this pattern. Sometimes the right leg is pendant, 
sometimes it is in this squatting posture while the left leg is 
raised or pendant. Many images in the city of Patan have 
their right leg raised. In Banepa we have an image of the 
time of Yakgamalla which is in d sitting posture both legs 
squatting, the palms, however, just cross at the ankles and 
do not touch as  in the case of Cham and Javanese GageSa. 
The four handed image is common, but there are images with 
six (Siddhi Vingyaka), eight, sixteen (in RCoipokhari temple) 
and twenty hands ( ~ a h a b a u d d h a ,  Kathmandu!. The 
Rhipokhar i  image is standing and has sixteen hands. I t  is 
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also flanked on the left side by another image which 
represents Ganeia's wife Siddhi. The right foot rests on a 
rat, which is regarded as the deity's carrier. A wooden 
strutting of Vignuite temple at the quarter of the city of Patan 
shows a six headed image of Ganeia who also wears jiimii 
(frock) and has his Sakti. In  all the images, the right normal 
hand carries a radish while the left hand has always a laddoo. 
(a ball to eat as sweet). 

There are some special features of the cult of GaneSa as it 
obtains in Nepal. Although GaneSa is a Brlhmanical deity, 
he is also associated with Buddhism. He is one of the door- 
keepers in monasteries and also is presented as a guard of 
the Bodhisatva MaiijuSri along with KumHra. GaneSa's 
temple in many 'cases of course with some exceptions faces 
to  the south. Tbe Jyripu and not the BrHhmana performs the 
functions of the priest at the temple. And lastly, GapeSa is 
offered animal sacrifice like the Sakti deities. This is the 
most unusual feature as nowhere else the practice prevails. 

Mahrikiila: We had referred to MahskSla in the preceding 
volume. Coming to the later period, we find that the deity 
was getting more popular. In  our time the Buddhist monas- 
tery enjoyed his presence a t  the entrance as he was looked 
upon as the guardian deity. Apart from this fact the temples 
were also dedicated to him in several places. 

The Nepalese looked upon MahHkiila as a Tibetan Godo 
The legend says that while he was flying to India, and passing 
over Nepal a Tantric Guviiju stopped him by his mantra, and 
forced him to descend to the earth where the deity was kept 
under iron chains, The pr i~c ipa l  image of Mahikgla 
in Kathmandu has still an iron chain round the waist 
symbolic of the pull and control which the Nepalese Tantrist 
exercised. 

Mahakala is a tutelary deity of the Mongols. I n  Tibet he 
is regarded as a protector of monasteries. But it is difficult 
$0 admit that the idea of his worship in Nepal was borrowed 
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from Tibet.1564 Mahakala is a god of the Saivite pantheon. 
Mahiikiila appears in India in quite an early period as a form 
of Siva. The Nepalese Saivites also worship the image as 

that of Siva in his MahZikZla form. 

The Mahiikiilatantra, a Buddhist texts describes the many 
forms of Mahgkiila. The first is the three faced with eight 
hands holding different emblems. The second is one 
headed and has four hands. The third IS four headed 
with 12 hands. Six handed and sixteen handed Mahkkiilas 
also are found being mentioned in the text. But the most 
common form is the one with one head and two arms, the 
right holding a Kartri and the left a cup of human skull, and 
wearing either a garland of human skull or  a girded serpent, 
and seated on a human corpse. If MahZkHla is holding a bolt 
in the hand then the deity is called Vajra Mahiikgla. We 
have such images of the early 17th century in the Svayambhu 
area. On the pedestal the image bears the date 788. 

I have seen only the two handed and four handed images 
of Mahiikala in Nepal. The latter are rare; two such images 
are found in the Svayambhu area. Of the two handed images 
there is one which differs from the rest. In  this the right 
hand holding a bolt is raised upwards. 

The MahZkiila images are all standing. 

Hanumiina: We have already referred to the deity being 
accepted in the fold of Vajrayiina worship. This is evident 
from an inscription of the reign of Sivasimha in the late 16th 
century, His image was set up in the vihiira along with those 
of Buddhist deities. Hanumiina's image also appeared by 
the side of the gates of the royal palace in the three cities a t  
about the sametime thus testifyiug to the high respect he 
obtained a t  the hands of the royal family. The later Malla 
rulers addressed themselves as Hanurnaddhvaja, they were 
rulers who adopted HanumHoa in their banners. The prac- 

1560. Getty : op. cir., p. 161. 

39 
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tice, however, was in evidence since the mid 17th century. 
Pratgpamalla was probably the first king to start i t  (Inscrip* 
tion ns. 55, 68). 

HanumBna's influence was sought by his devotees in times 
of crisis. He helped them to tide over many dangerous 
situations. Hanumiina is known as one who relieved the 
people of their distress (sahkatamochana). 

Bhairava: As we have suggested earlier, Bhairava 
occupies also a very important place in our pantheon. One 
of the records dated NS 635 in a temple of Kirtipur enshrining 
the image of Bhairava calls the deity VyBghreSvara, the lord 
of the tigers (Inscription in our Appendix, Part I). AkitSa 
Bhairava is the name of the deity worshipped in a temple in 
Bhatgaon, which was built by Bhiipatindramalla in 837 
(Inscription on a stone standing to the right side). The same 
name applies to the Bhairava of Indrachok in Kathmandu. 
The Unrnatta Bhairava within the precincts of the shrine of 
PaSupatinHtha is another important image. The large image 
of Kglabhairava (black) of the Kathmandu palace area was 
set up by PratHpamalla. The image is standing on the body 
of the demon vetiila. Nearby within a trellis window is kept 
$&eta (white) Bhairava. The image is known as H~tapHdeo~ 
It shows a fierce looking face. Except the KBlabhairava the 
iconographic representation of Bhairava is just a large sized 
head with a fierce look. Bhairava literally means awe- 
inspiring and the image is built with a likeness to inspire 
fear on the onlooker. Wherever this kind of image exists, 
the name given to it is HHtapldeo, which means a fearful 
deity. 

Ordinarily there are eight B hairavas which are conceived 
i n  traditional manner. These are : AsitGfiga Bhairava, Ruru  
BhairavaJ Chanda Bhairava. Krodha Bhairava, Unmarta 
Bhairava. Kapiila Bhairava, Bhi~aga Bhairava and SamhHra 
Bhairava. There are four more Bhairavas each acting as the 
driving force in one or another wheel of Red ~achhendra- 
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n3tha. These are named : Lhonde Konde (of Rudra Kunda), 
Hayasiddhi, Hayagriva (of Burigmati) and  Lutabaha (of 
Lubhu). 

Baluka Bhairava is one more form of Bhairava whose 
shrine still exists in Nepal. This is on the outskirt of the city 
of Patan at a corner of Lagan Khel. The AkaSa Bhairava of 
Halchok is associated with the llldra jiitr-Z festival, and for 
the duration of the jiitrd the deity Bhairava and his two 
minions are played by men of the Duir~ castes, who kill a 
he-buffalo in a combat every night. The enactment repre- 
sents Bhairava's fight and victory over the buffalo demon. 
The Duins are masked, Bhairava dressed in blue colour and 
minions in red, the mask following the same pattern. 

Generally Bhairava in iccns is presented only through 
the head exhibited during the festivals. The head wears 
ornaments and it is also awe-inspiring. But there are a few 
life-size images of the deity. The Kiilabhairava in  Kathmandu 
is one such figure, It must be about 12 f t .  high. The stone 
is all painted black except in the face where it has to show 
eyes, nose and lips. The image bas six hands. One of the 
normal two hands, the right one holds a cup of human skull 
while the left one is just kept in Vitarkamudrli. The two 
other right hands hold a sword (upper) and trident (lower) 
respectively. The upper left hand has a chakra (discus). and 
the lower holds the top knots ot  three human heads. The 
head wears a crown with 3 inset front pieces of human skulls. 
The images has around its neck, a snake, so is the arm band, 
and the Kuntala. A large garland of human skulls adorns 
his body. Bhairava is standing on a prostrate body of 
Vetdln  turned upwards. In NS 829 Bhupatindramalla set 
up a ten handed image in stone in his palace i n  Bhatgaon. 
The feet of the God are resting on two chiidlike fifures. More 
emblems appear in hands such as a double drum, a n  unlbrella 
etc. The size of the inlage must be about 3 f t .  i n  height. The 
dancing image in the museunl has a double drum (right) and 



trident (left) in the upper two hands, while the normal hands 
are engaged in playing on another instrument, of the drum 
variety. Generally Bhairava has four hands and carries in- 
variably the double drum and trident in hands. Perhaps this is 
due to his being emanated from the God Siva. 

Bhimasena : Bhimasena, one of the five Pgndava brothers 
is worshipped in Nepal as another form of Bhairava. The 
deity is universally worshipped by the Newar traders, to 
whichever faith he may belong to. We cannot say. however, 
how the worship of Bhimasena came to be associated with 
one's prosperity in con~nlercial profession. 

In temples and private sanctuaries Bhimasena is represen- 
ted along with Draupadi. But sometimes the five brothers 
also might find place in the iconographic representation. 

The earliest reference to Bhimasena is gleaned from a 
copper plate inscription of Kathmandu of Mahendramalla's 
reign, which sows some lands to  have been granted by 
Narendramalla on 660 A k ~ a y a  tytjyii day to meet the expense 
of daily worship of the deity, The same inscription states 
that in Magha of 684 Mahendramalla himself attended a 
ceremo.ny performed in honour of Bhimasena. It appears 
from a stone inscription of 775 Asadha Sukla 8 hastii nak~atre 
parigha yoge Sukraviira that PratHpamalla set up an image of 
Draupadi in the temple of Bhimasena. PratHpamalla inscribes 
14 verses on the stone with laudable description of ~himasena's 
achievements and calling him Sivarupa. At present there is 
also an image of one of Bhimasena's brothers installed at the 
shrine. We do not know if this also was originally set U P -  

In Patan SrinivHsamalla constructed a 3 storey temple of 
Bllimasena on a foul~dation where only one storey structure 
stood. This he did on 801 Miigha Sukla 6 .  The group of 
images set up show MahZikiila and Bhairava besides B)ljmam 
sena and Draupadi. 

Bhimasena is famous as a warrior. He helped his brothers 
througll so ruany crisis. His image is always presented in 
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pose of a warrior standing on firm legs and holding a club or 
sword by his right hand. He wears jiirnii (long frock) to cover 
the lower part of the body, while there is a half sleeved shirt 
for the upper part which extends only upto the waist. An 
ornamented mukrrta adorns the head. The face is also remark- 
able for its big moustache. However the bronze images in 
the temples of Patan and Kathmandu do not show Bhimasena 
holding a club. 

It appears that Java also had seen the prevalence of the 
cult of Bhimasena during the late Majapahit period.15' As 
in Nepal he was worshipped in the likeness of Siva and 
Bhairava. But the attributing of the Bhairava images traced 
in the Indonesian icons are not to be found in the Nepalese 
counterparts. For example, the Javanese image has a snake 
yajiiopavitn round its neck, which is absent in ours. The 
Javanese legend that Bhima was born in a lake which remain- 
ed impervious for seven years and he had to be extricated with 
difficulty by GancSa through Siva's blessing158 is quite un- 
known in Nepal. But it might be true that the cult was associa- 
ted with the Tantric concept of Bhairava as in Java. However 
in Nepal the story of Bhimasena shows a mortal hero instead 
of a supernatural being. The various scenes carved on the 
lintel and toraca of the door in the temple i n  Kathmandu 
follow the theme of the Mahiibhiirata, i n  which the killing of 
Kichaka is prominent. No action requiring the intervention 
of supernatural being is depicted in the scene. There is also 
a special feature. The picture of Visnu is invariably present 
in the series. He is there as Lord Kgna  protecting the five 
brothers. 

Thus although the laudatory verse speaks of Bhima as 
Siva, his association with Lord K ~ s a  is not given up. 

lndra : Although not so popular, but yet widely worship- 

157 W. F. Stutterheim: Stlrdies in lndorlesian Arclraeology, Hague, 
1956, pp. 107-143. 

158 Ibid, P. 123. 
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ped on a certain occasion is Indra, the god of tllunder and 
lord of heaven. We have a festival associated with his name 
known as lndrajiitrii celebrated for 8 days. the last 4 days of 
the Bh2dra bright fortnisht and the first four daysof the 
following dark fortnight. This is an autumn festival, and 

the earliest fog of the winter makes its appearance generally 
in the early morning of the festive week. There is a 
legend around the festival. It is said that once upon a time 
when the autumn season was advancing Indra descended to 
the earth i n  Nepal to steal at dawn the beautiful flower Piirijiita 
which was in its full bloom throwing its sweet odour all 
around. But some people who had got up quite early saw 
the pilferer and not knowing that he was a divine being 
arrested him. Then his hands were stretched sideways and 
tied to a pole. Fortunately Iadra's mother had sighted all 
this from above and sent a thick fog to envelop her son to 
screen him from being seen by others. Meanwhile the devotees 
amongst Indra's captors recognised his identity and persuaded 
the trappers to untie his body and let him off. Indra blessed 
his hosts who now worshipped him and begged him to take 
them to heaven. 

I n  Bbatgaon during the festival falling in bright fortnight 
of the month of Bhadra the entire scene of Indra's descent, 
imprisonment and release is enacted as part of the ceremonial 
observatio~l through the streets and the people watch it with 
religious feeling and reverence. 

Indra was worshipped as the Sun God in Nepal @nolit 
Inscription n. VII) in the 6th century A.D. But the earliest 
reference to the festival of Indra is available from one 
Yaksamalla's inscriptions (A stele in Taumadhilol, Bhatgaon, 

561 J y e ~ t h a  Sudi I 1  budhavdra= May, 1441 A.D)* Father 
D'andrade in 1623 wrote that he heard in  Tsaparang from 
Nepalese craftsmen about the deity Indra whose image 
represented in a cross was worshipped in Nepal. According 
to his informants lndra was a popular deity. A pole with 
the gold image of Indra within a cagelike structure at the 
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bottom is set up at a fixed site in the Darbar Square area in 
front of the image of the Kglabhairava during the Indra jiiira 
days. But in other areas the image with stretched hands is 
set up on a raised platform. 

There is no temple devoted to Indra. Although the cult 
is ancient, the worship of Indra takes place only once a year 
during the seasonal festival, which is again so mixed up with 
the jarriis of Kumgri and Bhairava that even though the 
festival is celebrated in the name of Indra, the latter has to 
share the devotior~ offered while others tend to dominate. But 
in the middle ages Indra was receiving universal devotion 
irrespective of castes and creed. 

Viisuki or Snake worship : Snake worship seems also to 
have become popular in our age. An inscription of PratSpa- 
rnalla belonging to Sarnvat 770 Miigha Sukla 15 tells us that the 
king built the temple to house the image of Vgsuki whom the 
laudatory verses call Niirayana V i ~ p u .  The fifth day of 
Srnvana Sukla is specially meant for the worship of the 
serpents. Pictures of snakes under various names are pasted on 
the lintel above the doorways and worshipped. This is done 
in every household. Legends commit the serpent king of 
Taudaha with various religious rites still observed by the 
Newar community. The advent of AvalokiteSvara known as  
Machhendraniitha is also ascribed to the fact that Gorakha- 
nstha was doing penance seated on the Karkataniiga, which 
had caused drought. There are many more references to 
snake worship, and there is reason to believe that the cult 
would have been popular. 

The cult of K y j y a :  Although the worship of Vienu in other 
forms was known to Nepal quite early, we have no instance of 
the Kl~na cult to have been popular in the period up till the 
15 th century A.D. In the time of Siddhinarasirhha and PratPpa- 
malls, temples appear to have been built enshrining the image 
of Lord Krsna in his human shape. Surely the cult might have 
attained its height of popularity by this time. We have already 
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written about the two shrines erec:ed by S~ddhinarasihh~ 
and PratBpa. A Brihmana family in Mahadeonanhi in Patan 
erected a temple of Goplla, and set up a beautiful image 
there. (Inscription of 763 &idha Sukla 3 pugjd nak~a t re  
vyiighatayoge Sukravdre etc). We have other temples dedi. 
cated to Lord Kygna. There is one which is attributed to the 
munificence of Sriniviisa's daughter. The king's minister 
Bhagiratha Bhaiyii demonstrated his regard for Kgga  by 
raising a temple in honour of the Lord. The temple known 
as ChyZising deval enshrining the image of Riidhiikgna was 
built by Yogamati in 843. The structure bears close resem- 
blance to the Krsna temple of Siddhinarasimha. Thus 
was worshipped in several forms, as a child as a cowherd 
(Gopala), youth in the company of RSdha and as Lord with 
his two consorts, Rukmini and SatyabhHruii, Images of 
Kyena playing flute in a dancing pose are seen in many places. 

Not only the images. the cult of Lord Kysna has also 
pervaded literary themes in the many works of the time- 
These embraced so11gs and plays, among the plays we may 
cite. 

( 1) U~iiharanc,  ( 2 )  Ki i l iyo,nathopi ikhy8,1a~.  (3)  Rukmini- 
parinay a, ( 4 )  Ka6zsabadha. ( 5 )  ~ o l ~ s u r a b a d h o p l k h y i i n ~ ~ ~ l ~  (6) 
Krj?tacharitropii khydna. 

We shall have occasion to say more about these plays 
later, 

Influence of Bengal Vaignava Clllt: From the theme 
of the above mentioned plays it appears that the rulers 
were passing under the iofluence of Bengal Vaisnavism 
which flourished following the preaching of CllaitanYa 
and his devotees, At about the time when Jiva Svamil 
RDpa S v l m i  and others were preaching the cult of 
Bhakri, a large number of Bengali scholars had gone to 

Nepal. Obviously the message of Bhakti was carried by them* 
The voluminous literature which Bengal produced on Bhakrio 
n l d r ~ a  surely reached Nepal. This literature appears to be 
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also the source of inspiration dominant in the Valley of 
Nepal for our period. 

But Nepal's tradition of piety and devotion had been the 
most important factor all the same in this as  many other 
spheres of activities. 

The Tirthas (Sacred places): In his inscription com- 
memorating the occasion of completing the new tank 
known today as Ripipokhari which king PratHpamalla 
constructed in the memory of his son on 790 Xivina Sukla 
15 ~rttarabhadra nak~atre  dhruva yoge somaviira he mentions 
several places of sanctity both within and outside Nepal 
from where water had been brought and deposited. 
These are variously, (1) Gahg i  i l  Banaras (U.P), (2) Vaidya- 
nBthadhBma (Deoghar, Bihar), (3) R. Bagmati, (4) Sarikhamiila, 
( 5 )  R. Gandaki. (6) R.  Kosiki, (7) Sundarijala. (81 Nilakantha. 
(91 R Vienumati. (10) ViSvanHtha in KaSi. (11) NaikBpa. (12) 
VBgcSvara. (13) R. Manamati. (14) Sankhadaha (near Chaxigu. 
a lake), (15) KBgeSvara, (16) BZigmatitBla, (17) Sapanatirtha, 
(18) Kaumali, (19) Ngasutu, (20) Bglanilakantha, (21) TyBngB. 
(22) Mashira, (23) Thapapi. (24) Saptakosiki, (25) Taudaha. 
(26) Kvatuvara, (27) Mgiiitirtha, (28) Indradaha, (29) Gokarna. 
(30) Jfilnavlpi, (31) Pasukunda(?), (32) SitHkunda. (33) Tekhu- 
dovan, confluence of the rivers Bagmati and Visnumati, (34) 
Hanumanta ghat in Bhatgaon. (35) Golahitidaha, (36) JvHlB- 
mukhi, (37) Muktikqetra. (38) R,  Kiiligandaki, (39) R. Seti 
Gandaki. (40) R. Sarayu (U.P. India), (41) MalikH, (42) PBtZila 
Gaxigg, (43) Prayaga. where 3 rivers meet in U.P. India, (44) 
Kamalebvari. (45) Sapta Gandaki, (46) VarBhaksetra, (47) 
Garigii Sigara in the Bay of Bengal. (48) The Sea probably 
the Bay of Benga!, (49) Anantalinga. (50) Sipsdol* (51) Pannao 
uti, (52) Techapa. Of these Tirthas (1). (2)) (10). (30). (3219 
(42). (43) (47). (48) are situated in different parts of India- 
The rest are all in the region between R. Gapdaki and R- 
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KoSi alld though some of these lie outside the political 
frontiers of the three kingdoms of the Nepal Valley, these 

must have been regarded as tirthas in the vicinity easily 
approachable. 

All of the sacred sites situated within modern Nepal can be 
located, for these do yet retain their importance as centres of 
pilgrimage, Rivers Bagma ti, (3) Vi~numa ti, (9) Manimati, (1 3) 
Saptakosi, (24) Sapta Gandaki, (45) Kali Gandaki, (38) 5eti 
Gandaki, (39) are too well known, and distinctly marked i n  the 

map so as not to require further notice at this stage but other 
places mentioned (in the inscription) might require identifica- 
tion. This is, however, an easy task because the old names 
of the spots concerned are as yet retained. For example 
(4)s ( 7 ) B  (81, ( l l ) ,  (12)* (14). (151, (17). (201, (21), (251, (261, (27) 
(29). (331, (34), (37), (49), (51) and (52) have the same 
ndme as these bore before. Nilakagfha is a lake which is 
known as GosaifithLn these days. It lies about fifty miles 
north of the Valley, situated at the foot of the 26 thousand ft. 
high mountain of that name. I t  is the source of the river 
Triiuli Gandak. Sadkhamiila is 011 the bank of the river 
Bagmati, a mile north of the city of Patan, which again 
occupies a site facing the confluence of the rivers Bagmati 
and Manohara (Manamati). Panaauti outside the Valley 
lying to its south east about 10 miles from Kathmandu is a 
trademart on the confluence of two rivers. It is known as 
Prayag of Nepal. Sundarijal is a tributary of Bagmati at a 
site on the 7000 ft. high mountain as the latter takes the 
southerly course over the slope of the hills. VHgeSvara is the 
name applying to the source of the Bagmati. Techa~a is a 
small pond on the southern slope oi the Svayambhu bill* 
Sankhadaha is also a pond on the hill just a few feet below 
the sanctuary of Cbadgu NHrHyana. Sapana rirtha is a small 
pond to the west of TokhH. Komati is the site known as 

KumbheSvara in the city of Patan. B~lHnilakantha is the 
sanctuary known as BHlHju at the foot of the Nagarjong 
about 2 miles north of Kathmandu. Budhiinilakantha is the 
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image of Vignu lying on a reclining pose in the midst of a 
pond a; a site about 7 miles north of Kathmandu. Tyanga 
has a poud considered sacred and this lies about 6 miles 
south of Patan further below Chapagaon. Taudaha 
was a small lake but is now getting dry. Its situation is just 
to the south of the famous gorge of Chobar through which 
the Bagmati passes. AnantalingeSvara is a phallus image 
overlooking a small pond, which lies about 4 miles southeast 
of Patan on the hill site at the outskirt of the Valley. 
Sipiidol lies a t  the foot of tb.e hill in between Patan and 
Anantaliligeivara. We have a small pond there where 
pilgrims take bath on a particular day. Kvatuval lies to the 
south of Pharping on the hill. It is a pond which is connected 
by the legend with the coming of Machhendranhtha to Nepal. 
MBt5tirtha lies about eight miles due west of Kathmandu 
which is quite close to  Thankot. Tekhudovan is the name 
given to the site occupied by the rivers Bagnlati and Vignu- 
mati. Gokarna on the river Bagmati lies about 2 miles north 
of the sanctuary of PaSupatinZitha. Hanumanta Ghat is a 
stony platform on a rivulet a t  the outskirt of Bhatgaon. 
Indradaha is a pond on the hill called Dahachok situated due 
west of Kathmandu. Indradaha is visited during the 
Zndrajiitrii festival. 

Twelve sacred sites are mentioned in  the Svayambhu 
Purr?na. These are Punyatirtha (GokarneSvara). Shntatirtha 
(GuhyeSvari), Salikaratirtha (Sabkhamula). RBjatirtha 
(Dhantila, at KuriyHgHon, bank ot  the Bagmati). Manoratha- 
tirtha (near Tokha on the river Vi~numati) ,  Nirmalatirtha 
on a site at the confluence of the river Vispurnati and another 
rivulet called Bh8chHkhusi. to the northwest of the city of 
Kathmandu, Nidhanatirtha called also Lakhutirtha on the 
other side of the river Vi~numati  near the temple of 
KalikeSvari i n  Kathmandu. 

Jfiiinatirtha, the same as  Tekhudovan, Chinthmanitirtha 
on Bagmati near Pachali Bhairava, Pramodatirtha at a site 
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called Daniga on the bank bf the river Bagmati about half 
a mile south of Tekhudovan. Nakhukholii about a mile 
south of the city of Patan is the 11th of the sacred centres. 
Cho-bar known as Sulakqanatirtha is the site over a gorge cut 
by the river Bagmati about 3 miles south of Kathmandu. 

According to Nepiilamiihiitmya the following sites should 
be treated as sacred. Altogether 166 tirthas are mentioned. 
Some of these belong to sites on the bank of the river Bagmati 
right from its source down to its lower reaches in the Valley. 
Gokarna. Uttara Gang8 and VBsuki tirthas are around the 
site what is known as Gokarpesvara today. Others such as 
JiGnavBpi, RudrasahasradhiirH. ChandrabhHgS and Aryatirtha 
and VHnagarigii are on the bank below the temple of 
PaSupatinBtha. The last is the place where a rivulet joins 
the Bagmati. More others are situated near the shrine of 
GuhyeSvari. Hanumattir tha, Sankhamiil, KumbheSvara, 
ChBbgu and SHdkhu (temple of Vajrayogini) are some of the 
tirthas a little farther away from the Bagmati. 

Most of the tirthas mentioned in PratHpamalla's inscrip- 
tion or in SkandapirrQza have their own presiding deities. 
We must not forget that the importance of the tirthas is there 
because of their presence. 

The tirthas of Svayarnbhupurii~a might not have deities, 
but the stnpa of Svayambhu and otber chaityas as well as 
those Vi$pu images and Saivalibgas regarded as Vitaragas and 
tathagatas were the objects of veueration and pilgrims visited 
the sites on many occasions. We may repeat the names of the 
so named Vignu images and Phallus, (1) ChHdgu NBrHyana. 
(2) Kumbheivara, (3) PaSupatinHtha, (4) BhasmeSvara. ( 5 )  
Budhinilakaptha, (6) AnantalifigeSvara and a few morea All 
these are well known deities receiving wide devotion from 
the populace. 

The 64 lirigas given in the annene of the ~intavatkhar?Qa 
of the Skandapurdna are objects of worship for the Saivite 
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laity. These are scattered at  many points in the Valley and 
on the outskirts. 

Acts of Piety: We have seen in the course of our narrative 
that the people were devoted to religion and spent their earn- 
ings on building temples, performing piijfis and yajiias and 
making donations to deities and creating endowments for their 
worship. They also built rest-houses for the pilgrims, such as 
DharmaSiiliis or Satal and one room is known as Patfikii or 
Piiti. As resting place for the weary travellers a benchlike 
structure called pharecha with shelter was also provided by 
the pious ones. A construction of water conduits to provide 
drinking water to thirsty pedestrians formed another part of 
the religious and pious deeds, All these pious deeds were 
also performed to perpetuate the memory of their departed 
relations. These were performed under a notion that the 
departed would be benefited if acts of piety stood in their 
name. 

We have from an inscription that one ViSvaniitha repaired 
a Pii$i with the image of GaneSa in i t  and this was completed 
on 777 in the month of Marga and dedicated to his late son. 
A donor set up images of Uma-MaheSvara on the wall at 
Sun101 of the city of Patan on 790 VaiSiikha k r ~ n a  2 jyegthii 
nak~atre budhaviira, the object being to secure a place in 
heaven for his departed father. 

The outer wall of the precincts of Jala VinHyaka at Chobar 
has a stone inscription. The inscription records the building 
of ViiriimaSiilii (rest-house) for those who came to pay homage 
to  Koina GaneSa. The building was the gift of Sriniviisa- 
olalla's daughter Kirtimafigals and her husband Arnarasimha. 
It was formally opened on NS 808 Vaiiiikha kyjna e k l d a d  
revati nak~atre  iiyu~miina yoga kujaviira (Twesday). 

Bhaviiniiahkara Bhgro built a temple and set u p  the 
images of BL~avHni Safikara and Laksmi Niiriiyana in the name 
of his departed parents, The ceremony was held with 24 
hour yajiia on 797 Kfirtika kygna 12 sviifi nak~atra  Sobhana 
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yoga brldhaviira and was attended by Jaya Srinivlsamalla 
and Yoganarendramalla. The donor in  an inscription of a 
Piiti near the temple of Niiriiyana in Sumadhito1 (Bhatgaon) 
states that on 751 A ~ a d h a  vadi 7 he set up certain imaees in 
a temple, among them was that of Mahsbhairava in the name 
of his father, of Mahalak~mi in the name of his son and Siddhi 
Viniiyaka in his ow11 name. One Harirsma built a pharechii 
with the image of Lakgmi NZirByana in the memory of his 
parents on 797 VaiSiikha Suklca $ (Inscription on a piiti ia front 
of the Chaitya in Inaichitol, Tl~irni). A pharechii was cons- 
tructed by KgSir2rna Bharo and his wife in Jyanafol Bhatgaon 
on 802 Bhiidra k g n a  1 to please his i$tadevatii, tutelary deity, 
desiring their own happiness and emancipation (Inscription 
of the date on the said piiti). 

RHmachandra UpHdh~ 2, a priest of Nypendramalla, built 
a temple and set up there a phallus known after his own name 
on 796 bgadho Sukla 8. He commemorated the occasion by 
setting up a stone inscription. 

As it appears sometimes pious deeds were performed for 
one's own happiness in this world and for a place in heaven 
after death. 

According to an inscription a dharmafijlii was built to 
please God Hari Sahkara on 878 P a ~ c ~ a  Sukla g a ~ t i  iidityava- 
sare (Inscription on a stone of a pati in Kijaiol. Bhaktapur) 
with the object of securing happiness in this world and a 
place in  heaven in the next world. 

The following stone inscriptions give us information 
about the construction of a phflrecl~ii in the Bhatgaon area: 
(1) on the wall of a PBti in Degutol, Thirni, dated 776 MargQ 
Slrkla 15 somadine; ( 2 )  on the pati of Themiltol. Bode dated 
777 Sriivana vadi 13; (3)  in the same townlet on the wall of a 
p i ! i  of Yasimkhel, dated 798 VaiSfikho Slrkln 3; on the p@i of 
Jyanatol dated 802 Bhiidra krsna . . 1; (4) on a pati at ~vadhg!ol 
in B a n e p ~  with date 811 Vaijiikha irlkla 15 SomavBra; ( 5 )  On 
the wall of a p@i in JyanaIol, Bllaktapur with date 820 
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VaiSiikha k g n a  13 aqvini nak+atra iidityavGra; ( 6 )  on the wall 
of a piili in the small forest of Gokhurgrama i n  Dhulikhel. 
this is dated 854 Kiirtika Sukla 5 Saturday and was cons- 
tructed to proritiate the God SphatikeSvara. In Thimi in 
Inayatol a piili (mandapa) was built by the wife of Miinasingh 
Prajiipati to honour Goddess Inayakva (Siddhiklli) on 831 
Jye~tha k r ~ n a  9 uttarabhadra nakja1ra ayu~miin yoge arigiira- 
viisare ( A  stone inscription on the piiti). 

The practice was also followed under the influence of 
Guviiju priests. We have already described how temples and 
images of Buddhist deities were set up  at different centres by 
devotees. According to an inscription of Kirtipur a temple 
enshrining the image of LokeSvara with his Tar2 was erected 
by a donor in the name of his wife (804 Sriivana Sukla 8 
Srrkraviira etc). I n  Siga sanctuary in Kathrhandu a devotee 
donated some land i n  666 for the worship of the Chaitya in 
order to ensure his happiness in this world and also in the 
next. Instances can be multiplied and there are numerous 
records which show pious acts done with the objective. 

Christianity: Our account of religion and piety in Medieval 
Nepal will not be complete if we miss to include in it referen- 
ces to the many Christian missions which visited Nepal in this 
period. and which it must be said in fairness to the rulers of 
the country, enjoyed under sacred charters the right to preach 
their religion except on occasions while popular feeling had 
run too high against them to compel the authorities to with- 
draw the injunctions earlier sanctioned. By and large the 
official attitude towards Christianity was tolerant. and 
Christian missionaries were allowed to go freely. preach their 
religion and even convert people into their fold if they used 
no coercion for the purpose. 

Christian Ali~sions:  W e  reproduce a set of three para- 
graphs to give an account of the first Jesuit travellers w h o  
earlier passed through Nepal. Although it is not as relevant 
but it may serve to give idea of the fact that three were 
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missionaries travelling through our country, who had left an 
account of contemporary state of affairs. 

".4s far as can be determined by historians, Father John 
Cabral of the Society of Jesus was the first European to visit 
Nepal. I n  1628. in the bitter cold of a Himalayan January, 
he was the first ever to see and report on this mountain 
kingdom. And it is remarkable that Father Cabral entered 
Nepal from the north, returning to India from Lhasa as he 
had heard of the kingdoms and peacefulness of the land of 
Nepal. This was in great contrdst to the shorter route 
through Bhutan where disorder, robbers and troubles were 
-in abundance. 

"John Cabral was born in 1599 at Celorica in Portugal and 
joined the Society of Jesus in 1615, arriving in India in 
1624 A.D. With Father Stephen Cacella he was in Lhasa in 
January 1628, an extraordinary journey into undiscovered and 
unknown regions. After a few days in the main city of Tibet, 
he started back to India with a guide from the king of Tibet 
t o  pass into Nepal. He had letters and presents for the king 
of Nepal with a request that every help be given to Father 
Cabral on his way to Patan. 

"We are left to guess the hardship of this dauntless Jesuit 
Cabral on his winter journey. The facts of climate and 
mountains make it most certain that trip over tiny paths and 
obscure passes buried under deep snow at high altitudes, 
required great zeal and exceptional grit. Close to Mount 
Everest he passed through Nilam and Kuti Pass, China and 
Tibet have many gates. Thus was made known for the first 
time the city of Kathmandu, and Nepal". 

However, the first reference by a Jesuit Missionary about 
Nepal was by Father D'andrada in 1622 about Nepal's 
goldsmiths and artisans working in Charn~arangl '~  ig west 
Tibet. 

159 On the other side of the Himalayas beyond the present JumlB. 
Read C. Wassels, Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Asia, 1603-1721, 
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Rev. H. Hosten reproduces a letter of the Portuguese 
Viceroy in Goa to the King of Nepal recommending certain 
unnamed fathers to the care of the latter. This letter is 
dated Goa, the 23rd of February 1667. But we do not know 
if any Jesuit had visited Nepal about that year. I t  is possible 
that the proposed visit never took place. But this shows that 
the Jesuits were also mindful about opening a sanctuary in 
Nepal to preach Christianity,lB0 though it seems that their 
desire did not rnaterialise. 

Capuchin Padris in Nepal : la' At this stage we intend to 
introduce a brief narrative of the Capuchin Mission's activi- 
ties in the three kingdoms of the Nepal Valley. Somewhere io 
the preceding section, we referred to one Joao Cabral visiting 
Nepal through Bhutan in the first month of 1628. who was 
a Portuguese by nationality. I n  the same place we also said 
that Father Grueber was the second visitor. Both these were 
Jesuit missionaries. It appears that since 1662 the date of the 
visit of Grueber to 1715, there were several European monks 
.coming to Nepal, but no missionary activity was visible 
.during all .these years, as no Jesuit or Capuchin had come to 
establish a permanent mission in N e ~ a 1 . l ~ ~  I n  January 1715, 
the first Capuchin mission had been established in Kathmandu. 
This n~ission consisted of Father Della Penna, Giusseppe 
Feliceda Morre and Giovanni Franciscoda Fossombrono. 

Published a t  Hague, 1924, pp. 154, 157, for Grueber and pp. 43-68 for 
Father Antonio Andrade ; Account of Tibet by Desideri, Chapter XV. 

160 J A  yB, 1938 (Third Series), IV, p. 567. 
1161 Cabral wrote that Father Diaz died on November 3, 163 1 in 

t he  kingdom of Morang. In  1707 two Capuchins passed through Nepal 
to  go to  Lhasa. They were followed by one Father Dominic de Fano 
in  17b9 (Wessels, op. cit., p. 223). But they could not stay for a long 

time in Tibet for want of necessities and left the country i n  despair. 
162 Lett.er by da Morro, dated Kathmandu, 10th Nov. 1716. At 

about the sametime Father Freyre who had left the company of 

Desideri to go back to his country had passed throt~gh Nepal on his 
way to Agra and he had also reported about the epidemic of plague 
raging in the Valley. 
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These men distributed medicines and in that course they 
befriended many people in Nepal and were able to establish 
intimate contacts with influential men of the place. They also 
obtained a house to reside from the then reigning King. In 
March 1716 the fourth missionary to come, Father Domenico, 
.reported that the situation was apparently favourable for his 
stay. The Kathmandu mission had by that time set up a 
contact also with King Bhiipatindramalla of Bhatgaon. But 
the next year, the mission faced a severe crisis, as a result of 
which they had to slow down their pace in regard to the work 
of conversion. This crisis arose because the Briihmanas of 
Kathmandu had revolted on the 18th of July, 1716 and rose 
to attack the missionaries. Although the rulers pacified 
them on the assurance that the Christian missionaries were 
not being helped financially or otherwise, this incident put 
the missionaries on the alert about the recurrence of such 
troubles in future. The year 1716 was even otherwise a year 
of crisis. There was an epidemic of small-pox spread 
throughout the length 2nd breadth of the valley of Nepal as. 
a whole, which took a toll of 20.000 lives. There was food 
scarcity and the cost of living was too high.163 Eventually, 
the Capuchin mission was compelled to cut short their per- 
sonnel. The Prefect Father Penna left Kathmandu, retaining 
Fathers Morre and Fossombrono to look after the job, one of, 
these being assigned the duty of keeping in touch with- 
Bhatgaon. 

It appears that Nepal now had come to be the exclusive 
field of action for the Capuchin missionaries. The Jesuits 
had not tried to maintain more than a lingering interest in 
this country, which allowed them a convenient passage to 

163 Lefter by da Morrow, dated Kathmandu, 10th November, 1716. 
At about the sametime Father Freyre who had left the company of 
Desideri to go back his country had passed through Nepal on his way 
to Agra and he had also reported about the epidemic of plague r a g i ~ g  
in the Valley. 
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Tibet, Up till then the Jesuits had been active only in Tibet. 
But since 1716 A.D. there were political disturbances in Tibet. 
The Dalai Lama had sought Chinese help as against the 
Mongols who had killed both the temporal and spiritual rulers 
of the country (December, 1717). By tdking advantage of 
the situation the Chinese wanted to impose their suzerainty 
over this area, which they succeeded by supporting the new 
Dalai Lama. Father Desideri who was living in Lhasa in 
those days wrote that the people had risen in revolt against 
the Mongols, and the Dalai Lama was being backed by the 
Chinese who had sent their army to fight the Lama's adver- 
saries. He reported a state of mass uprising all over Tibet, 
which was calmed only when the Dalai Lama was restored. 
But all this had made his stay in Tibet impossible. Tbe 
Chinese suspected his movement. He was ordered to confine 
his movtment within limits of a particular village called 
Takpo'Xhier adjacent to the capital. Later after nearly 
three years in the summer of 1721 he was asked to leave the 
country. At about this time Desideri was also asked by the 
Holy Congregation of Propaganda to leave Tibet, as the 
Capuchin mission had obtained exclusive right of preaching 
in Tibet. While Desideri was about to leave, some Capuchin 
Padris had reached Tibet. Earlier in October 1716 three 
Capuchin Fathers, Dominico da Fano, Draziodella Penna, 
and Francesco Fossombrono reached Lhasa, and met Desideri 
at his lodge to say that they had demanded from Rome to be 
left with the sole charge of the mission. Father Desideri 
had lived six years in Tibet all alone to learn hungrily about 
its language and religion.l'j4 With his departure the last 
Jesuit was removed from Tibet. 

Father Desideri on his way back passed through Nepal 
(while going he had taken the more circuitous route, via 
Ladakh and West Tibet). He reached the border about t h e  

164 Accorrnt of Tibet by Desideri lppolito, London 1931, Introduc- 
tion, pp 28-30, BK 111 (the whole of it). 
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end of May but did not proceed further to avoid malerial 
fever which people contracted in the rainy season. while 
passing through the beds of the rivers. Of his two com- 
panions both of the Capuchin mission. one Father Da Morro 
left Listi on May 30, to reach Kathmandu earlier. The 
other fellow by name Felice da Montechhio, accompanied 
Desideri. This father had just reached Kuti being expelled 
from Lhasa as soon as he had reached there. Both the 
Fathers left Listi on December 14 and reached Kathmandu 
on the 27 of the same month. They were received at the 
Capuchin sanctuary of Kathmandu. After living there for 
a few days (upto the 20th January) Father Desideri resumed 
his journey to Rome accompanied by a Capuchin PadreP5 

Father Desideri has left an account of his experience of 
his travels and there are important references to Nepal also 
in the account which we propose to touch wherever accord- 
ing to the subject they deal with as they have to be referred 
in the treatment. 

I n  1722 the missionaries in Kathmandu were expelled 
suddenly and they went to Bhatgaon, where they got a house 
for temporary residence. Giovani Francisco left for Europe 
in  1723 and was replaced by Francisco Autonio da Cingoli. 
Another father Francisco da Cagli joined the latter. Now the 
work was being pursued in Bhatgaon, but lack of money and 
fresh padris went to discourage the mission. By 1731, the 
mission's activity had come to a standstill. One father died. 
another being left alone looked helpless. The third man, 
Serafino da Cibitanova, had gone to  Chandranagar. As soon 
as the news of this sad state of affairs reached Lhasa, the 
Capuchin mission in Tibet sent the Prefect Della P e n ~ ~ a  to 
revive the mission in Nepal. He arrived in Kathmandu with 
some Newar converts. The reason for preferring hostile 
Kathmandu to friendly Bhatgaon is not explicit in the 
circumstances. But if this was a mistake, the father had to 

165 Wessels, op. cit. pp. 270 ff. 
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pay for it by imprisonment for five months. Father Penna 
was released only after a good deal of persuasion. In  1734, 
he and others left for Patan abruptly closing the mission. 

The next attempt for rehabilitation was made in 1737. 
when ia October of that year Father Gioachino da S. Anatolia 
secured a residential quarter in Bhatgaon from its king who 
also gave them a large bell for the sanctuary weighing 30 
seers.166 King JayaprakHlmalla of Kathmandu also promised 
a favour of that type, but this was not fulfilled till 1741. 

We have a document signed by JayaprakiiSamalla granting 
privilege of religious liberly to Capuchin Fathers. We 
produce a Translation of this document immediately hereafter. 
This will show that although the premises as originally 
intended were not sanctioned, yet the missionaries had been 
able to obtain il charter of liberty. This is dated 
14 October, 1737 (857 Asvin vadi 15). 

"Salutations to him whose hairs have turned grey with 
the dust of the venerated Pdlupati; who is elevated with 
honour because he shines in favour obtained as a gift of the 
venerated, who is his protecting divinity; who has Hanuman 
as bis emblem, who is the ruler of Nepal, regal among king 
and king of kings, who is accompanied by the constant 
blessings of the queen of the Gods who is his divine 
protectoress, who is the master of elephants coming from the 
home of elephants having been captured by him by his own 
valour; the most noble victorious Jayaprakiisamalla." 

Deva, lord and master of the Supreme emperors who 
always wins in battles, he has kindly condescended to grant a 
passport. Though the others were whispering that the 
previous activities of the fat ers were bad, we have not 
listened to this. The Father Francisco Orozio and Father 
Gioacchino of the order of Cappuccini have submitted a 
petition; as we had designed to glance through their sacred 

166 The donation is mentioned in a copper plate with date 858 
K i r t i k a  Sudi 7. 

167 Inscription in our Appendix. 
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books, they venerate this God who is the lord of creation 
and destruction and these sacred books are good; this I 
declare-I have called for both these Fathers Gioacchino and 
Vito who were at Patan. No one may harm anyone who may 
follow their way of life. In case any French or English or 
Dutch missionary should come no other duty more than the 
customary applicable to all should be levied. No one may 
harm them, as they are respectable people. The witnesses 
of this document are the noble Rajya PrakiiSamalla Deva and 
ThFikur Sri Devanarendra, the honourable teacher of the king. 
Given on the 15th day of the dark half of the month of 
ASvina of the year 857". 

Father Anatolla wrote in a letter from Bhatgaon on 
20 October, 1737 that he had established himself in Bhatgaon 
in February on repeated requests from the king who had sent 
his relatives to fetch him. He wrote "Bhaviini Datta Bhaju 
with a letter from the king of Bhatgaon came to Patan 
requesting the Fathers to go back there. The order to the 
bearer was that even if he were to stay one or two years he 
should not come back without the missionaries. A few days 
later I also received from the king of Kathmandu and from 
the RBjguru .a similar letter. Yet one more letter from 
Krisnasimha Pradhan and Darshansimha Pradhan added 
to the persuasion. These two persons dealt in herbs and 
medicines and because of their contact with us had made 
fortune on that account. Although I was unwilling and 
there were difficulties of the road I thought I should go. 
I felt my knowledge of Newari will go in vain if I do not 

9 ,  168 pursue my activity in Nepal , 

In 1740 (May 12-15) another Padri Father, Costantino 
Da Loro writes to say "King Ranajitamalla gave us an 
interview. He was seated on a pedestal. We sat on the 
ground. He was dressed in white and there was a scarlet 
cap on his head. He wore embroidered slippers (chappals). 

168 Italiani Missionari, etc, Vol. 11, P t .  11, Pa 13. 
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The king gave us permission to put a cross on the roof of our 
house. This was the first occasion that sucha permission 
was obtained. U p  to this time there was no resident Father 
in B h a t g a ~ n " . l ~ ~  In this year, Ranajitamalla granted them a 
charter with a royal decree for the occupation of the house 
and for the full enjoyment of freedom of conscience. religion, 
worship, preaching and conversion. The charter was issued 
ifi the name of Father Vito of Recananti and is dated 11 
Miirga Sudi 861 (=28 November, 1740).170 At the time the 
third Capuchin Mission led by Father Horace de Penna 
arrived in Bhatgaon on 6, February 1740, the parish was 
being. looked after by Father Joachim and Father Vito de 
Recananti. On Father Joachim accompanying the Prefect 
to Lhasa, his place was taken by Father Innocent and Father 
Liborious. 

I t  seems that the branch stationed in Bhatgaon had a 
smooth sailing. It had a record of unhampered work. But 
the one in Kathmandu had a chequered career, Although it 
was enabled to  obtain a charter, it often was subjected to 
ill-treatment. In  1753 its leader was throw11 into prison. 
But the Kathmandu branch had its own importance. It was 
treated at par with that of Bhatgaon. So the ill-treatment 
had been compensated, But Patan always remained a 
secondary seat of the mission. 

Wheu the third mission sailed for Rome, Father Vito da 
Recanato was one of the three Fathers including Father 
Edward ultimately taking charge of the mission. Father 
Joseph Mary of Rovata alias Giuseppe (see also Levi, I, 
p. 115) was one of the missionaries of the third Capuchin 
Mission. I n  the account of the mission given by Father 
Cassia11 on Capuchin Fathers rediscovered 25 years ago and 
published in an Italian Journal we know tbat a Newar 
convert Turibhaju and three other Nepalese had also accom- 

169 Ibid, p. 15; Levi, I ,  p. 103; also see the Patna Mission Letter. 
170 I fa l ian i  Missiortari. Ibid. p. 222. See for the original. 
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panied them to Rome (Catholicus, Allahabad February, 1941. 
Reprint from the Patna Mission Letter), 

Above we gave a reprint of Jayaprakliamalla's first 
charter. Let us now reproduce Rapajitamalla's charter. 

Ranajitamalla's charter is thus drafted: "Grant by virtue 
of the following to all European Fathers to enable them to  
preach, teach and convert to their religion the people subject 
to us. men and women equally. We allow our subjects- 
permission to embrace the law of the European Fathers 
without fear of their being molested by us or by those who 
have some authority in our kingdom. Nor the Fathers will 
receive any annoyance from us and will not be prevented in 
their ministry. However, all this must be done without 
violence and of pure and free will. Thus it is, Casinat 
(Kasinatha), the doctor was tbe writer. Grisman Frough, 
Governor General confirms it. Bisorage, (Visvaraja) great 
priest, confirms and approves it ......... # ' I 7 1  

T o  continue the story of the mission we gather that in 
1745 A.D the Capuchin missionaries were expelled from 
Lhasa. Father Horace de Penna who was sick with dropsy 
and his party were the last to leave Lhasa and passed through, 
Kuti. They reached Patan on the 4th of June 1725 and 4 0  
days after on the 20th of July (7 P.M) he died and was buried 
in the cemetery on the side of the wall in the north of the area 
(his burial is not traced) allotted to the Christian Missionary. 

Three members in the third mission with Father Cassianl 
had left Tibet on the 13th August in 1742 (for his account of 
the arrival and dates of Horace's death see Ralation in edita 
et Memorie I s t ~ r i c h e ) . ~ ~ ~  His account tallies with that of 

171 Also read for such Charters in Newari character Rev. Fro 
Felix's article on the Newari (etc) Firmans granted to the capuchin 
Missionaries in Nepal (and Tibet). In Journal  of the Asialic Society 
of Bengal, New Series, Volume VIlI, 1912, pp. 325-32. 

172 Catholicus, September 1941, p. 40. Father Hilarion says 'it 
ordinarily took a fortnight to  reach Bhatgaon from the frontier outpost 
of Kuti. There was only a footpath and no bridges over rivers.' 
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Father Hilarion Michael; a Newar convert residing at Lhasa 
accompanied Father Horace to Nepal. By that time, bow- 
ever, the Nepal Mission was firmly established also in Kath- 
mandu with another royal charter of JayaprakBSa. which 
allowed them to occupy a sanctuary with a spacious building 
and land (NS 862=17th December. 1741). They occupied a 
building with a beautiful garden and a central courtyard (See 
Levi's reproduction of a Charter (I, p. 110). The priest was 
Father Innocent de Ascoti. The Charter is as follows:- 

"Hail the king JayaprakiiSamalla-his head is dusty from 
the pollen of lotus feet of divine Pashupati ; the saintly 
Manesvari, his favourite divinity, has conceded him the favour 
of his graces which raises his dignity to the highest point of 
splendour, he is the descendant to the highest race. he is the 
grain of beauty of the solar dynasty. he bears Hanumat as 
his standard; he is sovereign of Nepal, king sovereign of the 
great kings, emperor and conqueror-consents to assign as an1 
establishment to padris Kapuchinis (Capuchins) a beautiful 
garden located in the Cr0mtul7~ Tole. at Sithali, in an unoccu- 
pied spot and further more a quadrangular mansion with 
two storeys (floors also). The boundar~es of the spot are. 
to the west of the house of Jaya Dharmaslmha, to tile south 
of the house of Dhumju and of Curyadhana and of Pureno- 
vala. to the east and north of the great highway. Atld here 
is the extent of the land assigned; for the house itself, the 
measurement usually fixed for lour houses, plus 16 cubits- 
(arm's length), 7 fingures in  width and for the yard in the 
interior of the house, three fourths of the ordinary space of a 
house plus 12 cubits and half, excluding a path of access, 
private, which measures the three-fourths of the superficial 
area of the plot of a house, plus 22 cubits. For the gardeo, 
the area allotted is equivalent to that of 13 houses and three- 
fourths plus 3 cubits and four fingers in width. These are 
the limits. Was witness RBjyaprakasamalla Deva, yeilr 862. 
month Margacira. fortnight clear, -10th day".17" 

Ten years after in 1754 (=874 C-'haitra vadi 6) R~jyapra-  
kasa gave them a beautiful garden and a quadrangular house 
of four storeys in Patan above the fountain of Tanvngra Tole 

173 Otutol. 
174 Hodgson's Collection in the JBAS, XVII, 1848, p. 228; Levi, 

1, P. 110. The Charter was traced by Hodgson in Patan. 
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.with the boul~daries: 'to the west of the route of Char (of 
Matsyendraniitha), to the north of the path Tva Bahal, to the 
east of the plot of Kayaethakacimgla, south of the house and 
,grounds of Amvarasin Babu. In all for the house, the area 
-sf six ordinary houses plus 38 cubits and for the garden, the 
area of 14 houses plus 21 cubits.'175 

About Father Horace's epitaph in Father Hilarion's 
account the reproduction given in Catholicus, (September, 
1941) brings clear the date of his death XX Julii. MD 
CCXLV, which could mean 20th July, 1745 A.D. 

Let us now come to the actual line "The Rev. Father 
born in 1680 A. D. having spent thirty-three years he died 
aged 65 years" in the epitaph. From the wording of the. 
inscription it appears that he died in 1745 A. D. Georgi's 
reproduction of the Latin inscription, however, gives XX 
Julii MDCCXLVII (Georgi of Rome compiled). 

But the Newari inscription shows SaAvat 865 and vadi 6 
of &ii$ha. The date ruay fall i n  July. Therefore. Sahvat 
,865 would show without doubt the year 1745 A. D.176 

When PrthvioHriyana Shah iuvaded the Nepal Valley 
there were Father Seraphio de Come, Father Nichael Ange 
Of Tabiago, Father Jean-Albert de Massa and Father Joseph 
de Rovato in ~ a t h m a i d u .  The  Patan establishment was 
wound up. I n  the beginning of the seige the Gorkhii ruler 
had not interfered in their activities, but after Kinlocll's 
expedition suspicions grew of their illtentions and activities 
and then there was regular interception and interference lead- 
ing ultimately to their expulsion on the 4th of February 1769 
A. D. after the occupation.l77 It is said that one of the 

175 See for the original, Italiatli M i s s i o ~ l a r i ,  etc. Vol. 11, Pt. 
.pa 229. 

176 Levi, I ,  fn. to p. 108. 
177 One Father wrote in  this connection, "This move by the 

English towards Nepal greatly increased our tribulalions with the 
:king of GorkhB, for he falsely suspected that the English had been 
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Fathers, Michael Angelo was friendly with the Gorkhalis 
and at  one time treated P~thvioirbyana's brother Surapra- 
tZipa, who was wounded in the battle.178 But this did not 
help him to continue his stay in Nepal. 

It appears that in the Nepal Valley the work of the 
Capuchin Mission came to an abrupt end in 1767 A. D. and 
there was little influence of Christianity left there when they 
left the country. The mission had a chequered career. Even 
when they obtained royal patronage for preaching and con- 
version late in the forties of the 18th century. they could make 
little progress in respect of attracting the people through their 
message. The tradition and genius of the people proved 
formidable against their accepting Christian religion as such. 
Hardly a dozen persons had been brought to the fold of 
Christianity in course of a period of a quarter century, which 
indirectly reflex the failure of the mission.170 As in Tibet. 
so in Nepal the Capuchin Fathers had failed to gain ground 
and achieve the objectives. 

The last few pages of the present Volume contain excerpts 
on Nepal from the account of some of the visiting mission- 
aries who had at the time trekked the Nepal road to reach 
the Tibetan border through Kathmar~du or back to the 
Nepalese capital from Lhasa. Apart from the merits or 
demerits of the Capuchin case, the fbct of their leaving an 
account which threw light on the itinerary and social and 

called by us; though all his experience was to the contrary, he thought 
that all Europeans were of the same kind and that with them the 
authority of the Fathers extended over military undertakings; taking 
the measure, I believe, in these ideas of his. from what his Brahmins 
were doing fo r  him." (Letter, December, 1769 A. D). 

178 The  Charters and related documents appear in the Second 
Volume of Nuovo Kumusio's 1, Iliissiotlari Italiani Ale1 Tibet e nel 
Nepal edited by L. Petech, pp. 217-31. 

179 The  missionaries claimed that they converted more than 300 
souls but all these were decrepit children and dying babies and uncared 
f o r  old agers. 
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economic condition of the territories concerned is of much 
importance to a historian. 

From these we learn many things of historical value. A 
few of them had also tried to learn Sanskrit and Newari 
languages and through their efforts certain my thological 
treatises were made available to Europeans. Thus Father 
da Ganguano translated Adi adma Ramaon (Adhyatma 
Rdmiiyana) V i ~ n u  Purana and Ghiana Sagar (Gyiina Siigclr). 
From Father Marc's description we learn that Buddha Purhna 
was also translated. But this is missing.lsO 

All these, however, must be contrasted with the narrow 
outlook exhibited by certain others, which made them all 
confined to the work they had in hand even to the extent of 
being blind to their surroundings and to what occurred in the 
inmediate vicinity in their presence. If some of the Fathers 
had left accounts of their travels, some of wbich have his- 
torical importance, not all of these could be taken without 
a grain of salt. They are not only characterised by paucity 
of details and ignore facts of social and economic problems. 
sometimes they become too stereotyped to give only a limited 
description of the track concerned and nothing else. From 
the following account it will also appear that the most bigot 
of the Fathers took delight in destroying valuable texts of 
religious and cultural value, which they wrot~gly took to have 
been essential for the propagation of Christianity. In that 
course a good number of ms, works were mercilessly torn to 
pieces and burnt. We have certainly felt very much impoverish- 
ed in our knowledge of the Nepalese history for want of data 
that were very probably existing in the extinguished materials* 

An Englishman Captain Rose had drawn up a vivid 
description about Father Joseph's activity in this direction. 

"1 met by chance the few Italian Missionaries w h o  were 
recently expelled from Nepal. I feathered myself in being 

180 Missioitari I tal iani ,  Vol 11, Part I. Introduction. 
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able to obtain useful information from them; I was badly 
deceived, their prefect, who seemed to be the cleverest, was 
not able to give me the s!ightest information on a locality or 
an object situated outside the town wherein he lived. And 
yet he had lived in the country for twelve years. But, to 
show me his missionary zeal he told me that he had burnt 
3.000 manuscripts during his sojourn there. I t  is a lucky 
fortune that the poor Capuchin has not had the occasion to 
exercise any longer on the Nepalese collections his pious 
ravages." Sylvain Levi has his own comment on this sorrow- 
ful tale. "The meeting of Father Joseph and of Captain Rose 
.on this corner of foreign earth, contrasted in a sharp episode 
t o  tw3 tendencies of the XVIIIth century. Rose represented 
the encyclopaedia and preceded the generation (in the near 
future) of the first "Indianists." Busy with a topographical 
chart of the Terrai, he had immediately attempted to snatch 
from the still mysterious past of India a part of her secret." 
I found among the mountaineers, "he wrote to a friend, 
"several manuscripts among others. a history 3.000 years old, 
T am convinced that in order to find out their real ancient 
,history of the country. I am with confident attempting at 
present to translate several "Father Joseph would have 
condemned these words, but William Jones would have 
:willingly countersigned them. r f i l ~ 1  

Strictly speaking the history of the Capuchin mission as 
'far as Nepal was concerned was literally closed in 1789 A. D. 
The missionaries tried up till then to snatch an opportunity 
to re-enter Nepal. In 1786 they could actually depute one 
padri to the court of Kathmandu. Next year he was joined 
by another. But on account of the hostile atmosphere 
obtaining then in Nepal they had to be called back. These 
were the last missionaries from Overseas to enter Nepal in 
that period. With these persons recalled. the chapter of 
Christian work ~ I I  Nepal is finally closed. 

181 Levi, I ,  pp. 120-21. 
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Besides the stage plays there were mask dances presented 
as dramas with classical themes. in which certain divinities 
of the country were supposed to play the main role. The 
dance as  well as the drama bore a comrnon name. They 
called both by the l~arne pyiikhali. The dance of Harisiddhi 
was the most notable of the other variety of plays. This was 
played on a platform either in the palace or  on the platforms 
of some t o l s  in the cities. These places were traditionally 
fixed. k'rom the Thyiisapu A we learn that the Triiuladabali, 
the cobbled platform at the entrance of the royal palace in 
Kathmandu provided one such fixed site for the performance 
of the dance drama. Nrpendramalla had received the 
Harisiddhi dance party on Sahvat  800 Miigha Suklta 12 
iidityaviira ( f .  31) .  Earlier the dance was played on the 
Miiladabali near the temple of JayavSgeSvari in DeopBIatl: 
(f .  21). This was the usual time when the Harisiddhi party 
visited the capital. We have an information from the 
Thyiisapu F about dance play called 'Gatha pyiikhati'. The 
name applies to the dance of Indrapani and other female 
deities whose temple is situated in localities within the three 
towns. The dance was so named because the players in it 
were of a particular caste known as Gathu 'Gatha pycikhafi' 
was usually presented to public show during the Mahani 
celebration beginning since Tndra Jiitrii. 

The Thyiisapu G has a passage about another dance of 
divinities, i n  which Indrayani and Bhairava play the main 
role. The dance is called Zkhuna pyiikhafi. The dance 
according to the Thycisapu was performed during Phiilguna 
k g ~ a .  The deities had received plljl while they were going 
back home. The lkhrrna p)!iikhaii probably belonged to 
Bhatgaon. 

The Jatala, the Gathu,  the lkhuna dances are such which 
have divine characters. As such they were treated as a 
separate category. The actors personified the divinities as 
long as  they acted for them, so they received homage from 
the audience. The Thyiisapu F informs us that at the time of 
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staging the dance of Harasiddhi. the king of Kathmandu 
offered to the deity a sacrifice of sheep and buffaloes. This 
had to be done because a divine character was performing 
the dance before an audience of mortals. 

There were probably other mask dances, the various 
female deities of the Valley figuring prominently in these. 
But there is no need to write here more about such dance 
performances. We shall have occasion to talk more on the 
subject while we come to deal in general wit11 medieval fine 
arts of Nepal. We are sure that the account of public 
entertainments as given in the preceding paragraphs is 
sufficient for the limited purpose we have in view. 

The monarchs freely participated in the social entertain- 
ments whether it was a festival or staging of a dance or a 
drama. .We have a passage in the ThyEsapu F under date 
line NS 858 to say that Jayaprakaiamalla had attended a 
theatrical performance which was shown by his people. The 
play was Daitya Kumhara. We have already said in an. 
earlier passage that the entry of the people into the courtyard 
designed for that purpose was unrestricted on occasions of 
festivities. We may not like to add more instances as this 
is sufficient to stress the point of the king's participation in 
the many social activities of his people including dramatic 
performance. 

Principal Festivals : Nepal in the middle ages revelled in 
festivals. Not a day passed when there was not one or the 
other kind of festivity either in a locality or on a country- 
wide level all lavishly celebrated in an atmosphere of 
universal rejoicing. The festivals were seasonal but were 
dominated by religious considerations. and as such the deities 
played important roles in them. They offered entertainment 
as well as an opportunity for the expression of devotional 
attitude and religious feeling. 

Ideas of festivals are obtained from the inscriptions and 
Thydsapus. But there sre pcsitive informations only in 
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regard to  some important festivals and not about all which 
-we were used to hear from the later chronicles. The latter 
describe in detail the origin and observances of the many 
festivals that exist today in one form or another, but the story 

.cannot be taken seriously, for quite a few of these do not 
seem to go back on all obvious accounts to periods mentioned 

.in the chronicles. Doubtlessly some originated quite late, 
not earlier than the early 19th century A.D., for which we 
.have ample proofs. so that the treatment of these at this stage 
.might be ruled out. We shall confine ourselves to a descrip- 
ltion of festivals, the existence of which could be established 
with reference to reliable documents. 

A collection of old statement made in the Piiranas, 
Tantras and Pdriijiktis (Buddhist) on the classical background 
of the many yearly rituals comprising the festivals of the year 

,is available from a text which the author one Kan~hiiaanda 
XJpBdhylya calls Var~akriyd. These sources are of Saivite 
as  well as of Buddhist inspiration. The compiler says 'I salute 
the goddess Sarasvati who grants wisdom, and I proceed to 
write the Var~akriyii after studying the many texts of Tantras. 
$rutis. P u r i i ~ s  and Baudhagrantho'. The author does not 
say anything about himself nor there is anywhere the date 
of the compilation of the work. If the date of the work was 
known the quotations from relevant texts cited in recornmen* 
dation of the various rites we have to deal with here might 
have been used as historical materials and it would have been 
quite easy for us to determine whether the festivals connected 
with these had existed in our period. However, we have a 
ground to believe that UpHdhPya's treatise was written while 
the Malla rulers were still in power. This would establish 
the date of the composition of the Var~akriyri somewhere in 
the 17th century. On this reasoning we might suggest that the 
festivals in question dealt with in our narrative had existed in 
the 17th century if not earlier. Their importance for us lies 
in the fact that they all came within the scope of the period, 
the social history of which is being written in this chapter. 
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We shall take up important festivals for consideration, 
At  the same time while describing their features we shall start 
presenting them as they stand at present. This we do  
believing that the main features of the festivals of the middle 
ages have not changed. But any festival, the existence of 
which i n  our period is doubtful is dropped. In similar 
vein, we have made every attempt to collect historical 
evidence for festivals wherever available so that these could 
be taken on the whole as those of Medieval Nepal of later 
Malla period. 

Although the New Year's day occurred sometime in 
October-November, the festivals started since March coincid- 
ing with the spring seasonal celebrations which in effect 
herald the new year. The spring festival is celebrated in the 
three cities but the occasions differ, and there are different 
dates for these. It so appears that each falls on the New 
Year's day though apparently the Calendar followed is of 
diverse character, and therefore the dates of observance differ. 
So also is the case with the deities associated with the festi- 
vals, although in the main the entire pattern of the rituals 
is linked to the cult of the mothzr goddess. But in Patan 
the festival deity is Machhendraniitha who is otherwise known 
as  Lokaniitha, and is of the Buddhist pantheon. 

Piichare : The Kathmandu festival is known as Piichare 
or  Pdsiichare. The word is derived from piisiichava, a corrupt 
form of PiSiicha Chaturdaii. The festival was so named be- 
cause it was celebrated on the day of PiSdcha Chaturdaii, the 
14th day of the dark fortnight of Phiilgiina (Chaitra in the 
present Calendar). In  JitImitramalla's inscription of NS 808 
the festival is named piisiichava. Chare is the corrupt form 
of the word Cha~urdaSi. 

The festival lasts for 3 days. The nature of celebration 
as it might have begun then is not known. At present it 
starts with the M-orship of Luku Mahiideva in the evening. 
Luku Mahldeva (concealed Lord Siva) figures in the legend 
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as to have advised Virupakga to swallow :hot fluid of the 
metal lead in order to do penance for the sin he committed 
in cohabiting with his own mother though it was done in 
ignorance. Virupakga had not seen his mother since his 
birth. As he grew young he came to be associated with an 
unknown middle aged lady with whom he had developed 
sexual relation. He recognised his own mother in the lady 
after some time but then he had already entered into 
incestuous relationship with her. The realisation made him 
to seek penance, and he approached Lord ~ i v a  for advice. 
However, the penance prescribed by Siva was so tortuous that 
i t  would have killed Virupiiksa. On being told of this 
Virupiiksa thought thai Siva wanted to kill him and he 
grew angry and vowed to take Siva's life, whereupon the 
latter fled in terror. Being persued again and again by 
VirupZikfa, the Lord went in hiding into a hole in a corner 
at a courtyard in tht: thickly populated part of the city; the 
hole was covered under a debris of refuge, therefore ~ i v a  
had disappeared anci it defied Virup2kea's wit to trace him 
out. So he roamed in vain to carry his search in other 
parts of the locality. When the hot chase of Virupiiksa 
was over, to people's curiosity a phallus image had appeared 
peeping from the hole in the courtyard where Siva lay in 
hiding. Accidentally the time for the appearance of the 
image happened to be the evening of the 14th day o f  the 
dark fortnight of Phiilgu?za. People thought that this was 
an auspicious occasion when tht: Lord had come of his own 
accord to visit them. They worshipped the Lord, and as 
he was the guest of the night he was offered all that the 
people partook of at the dinuer, viz meat, wine, cooked 
vegetables of onion, garlic. radishes, flowers of radish and 
mustard. The rite is performed after sunset, and is attended 
with illumination caused by the burning of numerous oil 
lamps round the site of Luku Pdahiidevn. The smoke sent 
by tlie wicker of the lamps deposited on a lid overhead is 
used by children as application for the eyes as the same is 
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considered to cure eye diseases because of its supernatural 
healing essence. 

It is said that Mahldeva was Lord Buddha himself and 
as VirupZksa in his long fruitless wandering stricken by 
fatigue had lost the struggle, he found himself before 
the SBkyamuni who advised him to adopt Buddhism and 
live upto his ideals, which he did by becoming his disciple, 

This is the Buddhist version of the story. The Saivite 
legend has a little different story. It was M: hsdeva who had 
offered to appear as an evil spirit eating and drinking 
everything meat, garlic, radish, wine etc not hitherto used by 
him as devata, and this he did at the request of Piirvati, the 
Goddess, who herself ate what were not acceptable to her 
husband and resented his austerity. 

The Phallus of Luku Mahiideva lies at every courtyard 
hidden in a hole at one of the corners totally submerged 
under refuge thrown by the inhabitants and is taken notice 
of only on the occasion of Piichare. The rest of the time 
he is forgotten. 

Along with the Piijii of Luku Mahadeva all the 8 mother 
goddesses receive oblation from the people. Two of them 
who are considered important for Kathmandu are singled out 
for special attention. These are Lumari (Vaignsvi) a rd  
Kariga (ChiimundZi\, of whom we have said enough in  our 
discourse of the pantheon.182 The goddesses are regarded 
to be sisters, of whom Kalisa was the youngest. For three 
days the mother goddesses receive worship on a mass scale 
both in their original shrines and also while being in their 
chariots over men's shoulder through the streets and lanes of 
the city. The three chariots are ever in motion for three 
successive days, taking rest for a short time after midnight, 
the evening being their busiest time. On three occasions they 

182 A Tantric text, A ~ f o r n c i f ~ k d p d j d v i d h ~ .  (DLC, IV. 1034), gives 
the Sanskritic names of the local deities who are identified with the 
eight mothers. 
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come together, once at  midnight of the second day and then in 
the afternoon of the third and last day. Kariga's chariot when 
it comes to the meeting place has to be carried over men's 
shoulders and not placed on the floor until it reaches back 
to the shrine. The images placed on the chariots belong 
to the socalled 'houses' of the same deities within the city. 
These have to be distinguished sharply from the shrines from 
that are situated on the outskirt. The chariots over their 
shoulders by men are called Khafs. This is a temple like 
structure with sloping roofs on all four sides and a finial on 
the top. As the three chariots meet, the two of the Lurnari 
are placed on the ground facing each other, while the one of 
Kariga moves round them three times. Both the meets atlract 
a large crowd of devotees and sight-seers. 

The Piisiichare is observed as an occasion of universal 
rejoicing just on the line of the Daiaharii festival. Animals 
and birds are sacrificed i:i the altars of the mother goddesses 
the flesh serving as food for the sumptuous meals shared in 
common by relatives and friends assembled on the occasion. 
There is a festive appearance throughout the town, and men 
and women of the NewTiri community are dressed elegantly 
visiting temples or places of entertainment. 

The antiquity of the Piisiichare festival is obscure. We do 
not know in  what form this was observed while it came to 
start. It is quite evident that a s  time passed there were new 
features added to  the original. For examples, the horse race 
organised on the day at the parade-ground was started by 
His Highness Mah5rBja Jang Bahadur Rana in about 1852 or 
SO, although the running of one horse seems to have in vogue 
even earlier. The worship of God Siva in his corrupt form 
and also the horse race whenever started are said to own their 
origin to the saying of Lord Siva cited in the Mahiikiila- 
t ~ n t r a . ~ ~ ~  But we have no knowledge of the time when rites 
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presented by this variety of the tantra was introduced in 
Nepal. The festival, however. is widely observed by the 
Newars, universally in Kathmandu and with a simple 
ceremony elsewhere. The last day of the festival is also the 
first day of the bright fortnight of Lunar Chaitra, which must 
be the New Year's day while a new Sarizvatsara begins,184 
The day coincided with the advent of the New Year also 
according to Saka amiinta Calendar. People celebrate the 
occasion with a simple observance taking nim (Margosa tree) 
leaves in the midst of a sumptuous lunch. But this practice 
is not observed by the Newar community. The practice of 
celebrating the year must have begun sometime in the 15th 
century, when for the first time records show dates in terms 
of the $aka and Vikrama eras. 

Pasiichavadasa figures as a day of festival in the Bhatgaon 
copper plate inscriptionsle5 of NS 808 and 818. Beyond this, 
there is no further information about the festival, I t  may be 
that the festival came to be celebrated in the 17th century 
or a little earlier. 

The lunar month of Phiilguna is full of festivals. The 
Piisiichare was the last of these. But this was preceded by 
two more festivals, the Holi and Miigha Jiitrii, which however 
do not seem to have been as much popular in the time under 
review. We shall have just a passing reference to these two 
festivals before we deal with the next important festival. 

I t  might be that historically speaking these festivals carry 
no importance for us as we are yet to establish the fact of 
their being run 111 our period. However, as we are also not 
definite about the exact position, it is .proper to describe 
these festivals as  we find tbem today. May be some 

B T F J ~ F ~  .11qrqrgi ~ C T *  w~=rtq wvl~ailG &< mi 
M*T?~: 

184 Rut this kind of Sarilvatsara is missing in the calendar of the age. 

185 n.98.,103 in our Appendix. 
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documents in future might throw light on the historical 
importance of these festivals. 

The full moon day of the Miigha coming 10 days after the 
Sarasvati piijii is another festival. The two fortnights, P a u ~ a  
kyqna and Miigha Sukla together go as a month devoted to 
Lord Hari. In the morning people of each locality in towns 
visit their nearest ~ir tha  on the bank of one of the rivers and 
return home in a processio~l singing in a chorus songs of 
prayers in honour of Vi~pu .  At every house women assemble 
in the evening to hear the story of Svasthiinivrata, It is a 
story of demon JZilandhara and his faithful wife V~ndii  whose 
IOSS of chastity at the hands of Vienu led to the annihilation 
of the Asuras in the battle field. The piirnimii is the beginn- 
ing of the Dviiparayuga. According to Padmapuriina this 
day people earn merit by bathing themselves with water from 
a jug with a thousand sprouts. The practice is still 
maintained. Men wear just a loin cloth and otherwise 60 
naked carrying over their head a large earthen jar with m a n y  
small holes in it slowly letting out water pass. They parade 
through the main thoroughfare of the city. The trickling 
water drenches the body, and the practice is considered 
rigorous in view of the cold season. This day we have also 
the end of Hari's month and this is 'celebrated with much 
splendour, each locality taking out a procession carrying an 
image of the Lord, which is accompanied by a party of 
musicians, and moves round the town along the main roads- 
All quarters of the town look gay. Boys and girls put on 
artificial flowers ot wax in all colours and brilliance. At the 
present time the piirnimii festival as described above is no 
more celebrated with the usual enthusiasm, but up till 30 
years ago it was regarded as a very important festival. 

The Holi, a festival occurring some 15 days earlier could 
claim also to have introduced the New Year. Witb the 
burning of the Chir, people indeed burn out the old year. 
and step into the new one. The Holi is said to be a festival 
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of Spring, which is the first season of the year. There are 
numerous legends connected with the festival. According to 
one such the Holidliha represents the burning of PrahlBda's 
sister Holikii who as one enjoying immunity from the burning 
effects of the fire had thrown herself into a boiling cauldron 
with Prahlsda on the instigation of her father. She, however, 
lost her immunity with the touch of Prahlada, to whom the 
particular quality had now transferred with the result that 
i t  was Holikii who lost her life. 

In the many Thyiisapus I have seen I do not find mention 
of the Holi festival. Similarly our inscriptional records also 
do ~ o t  refer to the Holi. For the first time the Holi comes 
to our notice through Padmapuriina. But we are not in a 
position to say when the festival was introduced into our 
country, 

At midnight of the Holi Piirnima, the ferocious demon 
G~trumiipii, who is said to be lying underneath Kathmandu's 
parade ground is offered a huge quantity of boiled rice and 
buffalo-meat. The cererno~~y is held before a large gathering 
with the heap of rice laid just at the heart of the spacious 
lawn. It is said that Gurrinzapii is lying asleep beneath the 
lawn in the underground, and he is awake that day and needs 
to be fed. 

The Pasachare festival is over, we have Sveta Machhendra- 
oatha's car festival for 4 days since the 8th of the bright 
fortnight of Chaitra. The car festival is mentioned by the 
Svayanlbh~r Pitriina. So this might have been running before 
the text was composed in early 15th century. More reference 
to the festival follow in docun~ents of the 17th century A.D. 
e.y, the Thyasapu D reported that on the day of dvddosi in 
787 PratHpamalla received the chariot inside the royal palace. 
The image was then on its return journey, and was being 
carried over men's shoulders in a Khat. 

The CItaitra Sr~kla 8 is also a day of DrcrpiipGjZ. It 
appears from the Thyasapu G that like the 8th day of the 
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great DaSahard this day, too, was devoted to the worship 
of goddess Durgl.  The Var~akriyci  does not have anything 
to  say about this festival. But it was surely observed in the 
later middle ages. The Thyiisapu states that a particular 
king performed syfikkotyfikko in the temple of Taleju. 
During the October DaSaharii, this is done on the 9th. but 
as the 9th of Chaitra Sukla is the birth anniversary of Rlma. 
the sacrifice of animals is done on the 8th itself. 

From the Bhstgaon Darbar copper plate inscriptions of 
NS 808 and 818 we know that the birth anniversary of R l m a  
was a sacred day.'" So the antiquity of the festival is not 
uncertain. I t  must have been also definitely popular in the 
17th century A.D. and even earlier. 

Car Festival of  White  Machhendra: Let US now proceed 
to  describe the car-lulling ceremony (rathajiitrii) of the White 
Machhendra. which takes place in Kathmandu as  suggested 
earlier. 

The White Machhendraniitha is one of the four principal 
images of LokeSvara. He is also called Jamiirdeo, so-called 
because the image was originally discovered in a locality 
now known as  Jamal where we have a dilapidated vihfirn 
of the same name. The deity i n  the vihiira is known as 
Yamalebvara and the part of  the city in the vicinity of this 
vihfira is said to be falling within the sanctity of JamaleSvara 
as testified by several inscriptions of the 17th-18th centuries. 
The two-half feet bronze image of Machhendraniitha is now 
housed i n  a big temple in the heart of the city. The site 

was also a vihiira called Kanaka Chaityn Vihara. During 
the festival the image is placed in the car which is carried in 
a ceremonial procession through the main road of the city. 
The four-wheeled car is a huge structure, very tall indeed 32 
cubits in height. the upper portion above the platfornl stand- 
illg like a spiral. The entire structure is modelled on a temple 
architecture but without roofs. The chariot is called Ratha 
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in contrast to  the Khat which is carried by men over their 
shoulders, The  Ratha starts from Jamal and passing through 
the main market centres of the city reaches its extreme 
southern end a t  Laganiol on the 12th day of the fortnight 
taking 4 days en route. The morning hours are crowded with 
devotees; burning oil and butter lamps and chanting prayer 
songs to obtain the Lord's blessing. As the chariot is drawn 
through the main street of the city sometimes its bulk at the 
top pushes against the roofs of the rows of houses on two 
sides and causes damage. O n  the day of dviidaii, the image 
is placed on a Khat and carried back to the temple over men's 
shoulders. The return journey is quiet. The image, however, 
had to be in the palace for some time to enable the king to 
enjoy the sacred sight. The Vaiiiikhi is the day when the 
Viigdviira (the source of the river Bagmati) is visited by a 
large number of pilgrims. Because of the statement of the 
Svayambhu Puriina (IV. Chapter) this place has special 
sanctity for the Buddhists. The Saivite follow the Skanda- 
puriina Himavatkhanda in accepting the sanctity of the river 
as  well as its source and many tirtllas situated on its bank. 

Ac:ording to the Svayambhu Purdna (IV Ch.) a bath iu 
the source of the river Biigmati on this day enables a person 
to acquire fruits of meritorious deeds. 

The Newars celebrate the Vikrama New Year by taking 
a medicinal broth called Khiiyu Siinhu. The Khiiyu SiZnhu 
is a broth or a thick soup of bitter taste, consisting of a 
preparation of radish, peas and nim (Margosa tree) leaves and 
rice-flour and mugi pulse. This practice is said to follow 
the recipe of the Yogatantra. 

The  V i s k e t :  People in Bhatgaon celebrate their New 
Year's day according to Solar Calendar. I t  occurs on the day 
the Sun steps into MeqariiSi (Aries). In the Christian 
Calendar the date must occur some day in between the 13th 
and 15th of April both days inclusive. The festival is 
celebrated with tbe erection of two flag poles on the last 
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evening of the outgoing year. At about the same time the 
3 cars of Bhairava, Brahmiiyani and GaneSa meet together 
on the open ground nearby watched by a large crowd of 
devotees and sight-seers. 

The festival is called Visket;, a corrupt form of the word 
Viivaketu meaning literally the banner of the world. The 
practice celebrating the New Year's day by hoisting 
Viivaketu goes back to the middle ages. A statement 
attributed to Manu in the Gautan~itantra supports this view. 
The celebration is ended with the pulling down of the flag 
poles.ls7 Since the 16th century most of the inscriptions in 
Bhatgaon use the Vikrama era along with the Saka and Nepal 
eras while enumerating the dates. This is invariably so as 
we come to the reign of Jagajjyotirmalla. The Sanskrit 
chronicle in my possession states that the practice of 
observing Visket festival started since the time of Visva- 
malla. A legend ascribes to him the founding of the temple 
site of Bhairava. It was said that one of the witnesses to 
the ceremony of the flag poles was Lord ViSvanHtlla from 
KgSi. He was extraordinarily tall to be recognised as some 
one not in the likeness of a native. A tiintric magician easily 
recognised in him the Lord of KgSi in human form, and 
wanted to catch hold of him, while the Lord sensing the 
design attempted ro escape. On being chased the Lord 
appeared as Bhairava, and plunged deep into a pit to 
reach his abode through the subterranean way. But the 
magician cut off his head and held it on while the 
trunk disappeared and reached KGi. The head is llow 
known as dkiiSabhairava enshrined in the famous tenl~le  
facing the Taumadhi courtyard from the east. There are 
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more legends about the origin of the Virsket Jiitrii, one 
such attributes the origin of the festival to a king's reign 
in ancient Nepal. One chronicle says that the flag pole 
was meant to  display a dead snake killed by a king of 
Bhatgaon, who had found a poisonous reptile crawling from 
his wife's nose out to take his life. Up till then no 
king was destined to rule for more than a Jay. As soon as 
be was asleep in the royal apartment. the snoring by the 
queen would send a serpent wrigging, which would bite the 
new ruler to death. According to another chronicle the two 
poles are also said to  represent the spiritual tutor and his 
wife of a king named Sivadeva in ancient history of Nepal. 
The spiritual guide knew the art of transformation through 
spells. He, by name Sekhara Achirya, had saved his kingdom 
on many occasions by these stratagems. These had helped 
even to defeat alien invasions. One day his wife asked him 
just for fun to show herself like a python, which he did 
telling her she should not get panicky at the sight and after 
some time while her curiosity was satisfied throw a grain 
of rice on him to bring him back to human form. How- 
ever, just in the nick of time she got so panicky that she 
began to run away, and instead of throwing the rice upon 
the husband herself took it, which at once transformed her 
into a she python. This was a great tragedy befalling the 
couple. There was still a ray of hope, the king knew the 
charms, and if the pythons were recognised he would surely 
restore them to their original form. The two pythons there- 
fore waited before the Royal gate, every morning and 
evening while the king was to come out. They went there 
daily. As they would not harm any one they attracted 
popular curiosity but nobody recognised them. Then out 
of desperation they committed suicide. It came to the king's 
knowledge that they were his tutor and his wife only when 
some one in the neighbourhood conveyed the story of the 
couple's transformation. The king felt sad, and commemorated 
the event by erecting two poles on the last day of the year. 
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Tlle Rathayiitrii is said to have been started by Jagajjyotir- 
malla in the 17th century. 

The Viske? festival, however, lacks authenticity to take 
i t  back to a very old past. But the Bhatgaon inscription of 
NS 808 mentions this festival (a. 98 in our Appendix). The 
later chronicles which mention incidents of conflicts on the 
occasion of Viske$ Jiitrii between the residents of the Bhatgaon 
city and visitors from other parts of the Valley during the 
time of Bhiipatindramalla and his son might have also given 
correct accounts. It is not unlikely that as the Sanskrit 
chronicle puts it the customary practice of New Year's day 
celebration had started since the reign of Visviimalla in the 
16th century. 

Patan Festival of Red Machhendra: The Viskef; festival 
is followed by the car drawing festival of Red Machhendra in 
Patan. There is however a festival o f  comparatively less 
importance intervening before Machhendranstha's ceremonial 
car drawing. 

By the time the Red Macllhendra car festival is to begin, 
we have the nmdvasyii called mother worship day. A sacred 
spot at the foot of one of the hills round the Valley to the 
east of Kathmandu is known as Miitiitirttla literally meaning 
sacred mother place. Here we have a small pond where 
people take holy bath to pay respects to their departed 
mothers. The bath is prescribed by a Buddhist text, the 
ManjuSri Piiriijikz; of course the tiriha is not mentioned by 
name but the day for such a bath is named. Usually those 
who have their mothers alive do not visit the tirtha but 
people honour their living mothers with presents of sweets 
and delicacies, 

We do not know since which time the Mdtiitirtha festival 
began. .At least we do  not hear of this festival from records 
belonging to the middle ages. I t  is possible that the 
amiivasyii day might have Seen treated as a mother's day 
since a long time, and the tirtha was associated with the day 
later on. 
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The name M i i h a '  literally means 'mother sacred 
place'. We may think that the 'iirtha' (sacred place) was so 
named because it was associated with rites performed to 
honour the mother. Add to this the fact that the site was 
mentioned by name in the list of sacred places given by the 
Ranipokhari stele of Pratiiparnalla. Thus the antiquity of the 
occasion might be traced. It is possible that the mother day 
as well as the site were popular at the time the Sva).antbhu 
Pura'ca was composed. 

At about the same time the Red Machhendra's festival 
in Patail had in a way begun. The image receives the great 
bath on the first day of the following fortnight. It is then 
painted in red on the eighth. Since the image is removed 
from the usual pedestal, it is supposed that the deity resides 
inside a Kalaia placed there. The transference is done 
through some incantation and the deity is supposed to stay 
there until the time while the image is brought out on a Khat 
to be put on the big car uaiting at Pulchok. The image 
while in the course of preparation for the Jiirrii, has to 
undergo all the kriytis performed on occasions in  the initia- 
tion of a mendicant from life to chudiikarnra. The same is 
true also of White A4achhendra but his bath and painting 
takes place as early as the month of Parr~a (December) while 
the real festival follows three months later. The Red 
Machhendra is known as Bugadeo, and his main s h r i ~ e  lies 
about 2 miles to the south-west of the city of Patan. The 
image is brought to the shrine in Patan on an  auspicious day 
sometime in January or February and  is kept there until it 
leaves for the car festival. Machhendranath's car is followed 
by another car carrying the idol of Minaniitha whose temple 
is situated in the heart of the town near the palace. 

We have already written about the antiquity of the image 
which is mentioned as early as the. 13th century by the 
Gopdlo VafiSiivali and also by a Tibetan monk (Dhrrrma- 
svamin). Coming to the late medieval period, we have 
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marked in course of our narrative that this deity was very 
popular, and he received mass devotion and was also equally 
respected by kings and the nobility. The Thyiisapus already 
cited give us accounts of the rathaydtrii, of which the super- 
vision was done m a i ~ l y  by the Patan Icing who accompanied 
on foot the chariot in  the procession. 

As it is told, the chariot built in the same fashion as in 
the case of Kathmandu's Machhendra was drawn by men 
appointed for that purpose. The chariot or car passed 
through the main road of the city from west to east and then 
taking a turn to the south makes a detour towards the west. 
A part of the journey on the first leg falls on the highway 
touching the precincts of the royal palace. From the point 
i t  enters the road linking the Jya-baha, the chariot might 
begin its return journey back towards the west. 

The chariot makes its first move on the fourth day of the 
bright fortnight of Vaiiakha.  The day previous was observed 
as a special day heralding the advent of warm summer. This 
day is generally known as Akgaya tritiyii, and is the day 
when the Tretiiyuga bad begun. Several of our Puriinic and 
Smrti works have spoken of virtues acquired by devotees who 
have worshipped Lord Vis~;lu on the day. The same time the 
practice of drinking sweet syrup mixed with the powders of 
black pepper, cardamom and one spices sugared barley flour 
making a gift of the same to others on the day of A k ~ a y a  
tr i t iy i .  Because it is Summer, so one can earn religious 
virtues by offering a jar or jug of syrup to travellers and 
BrHhmanas. According to a Buddhist text the DvijvirirSatika- 
vadana, this is even the way to attain Nirviina. The 
Svayambhu PurSina also refers to this day. The Saivite are 
inspired to obse~ ve this festival by their own Smrtis. The 
author of the Var~akriy i i  cites Vignupurlina and Brahma- 
purana for the observance. We know from the Thyiisapus 
A', D and F that the day was observed as a special occasion 
in the manner the texts prescribed. 
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Although it is a little diversion let me add a few facts 
about the festival of A k ~ a y a  tritryii. The Newars begin their 
annual pGjii of their family deity since this day.le8 The annual 
piijii is called DevZili or Deguli or just Deopiijii perhaps to  
convey the idea of annual pu'jii ceremony of one's deity, and 
the deity for each family passes as Dugudeo. The Dugudeo 
bas no image. It is just a shapeless bronze plate kept in an 
open or under cover box-like small structure. Casually let 
me mention that each family has two deities of their own, 
one called Kuladevatii, and another Iatadevalii. During the 
Deviili, the worship is done at a site where I$tadevatii is 
supposed to reside. There is also the Agantadeo, the deity to 
be seen by members who are specially initiated for this job. 
He is the Kuladevatii. Dugudeo is also kuladevata but one 
such as can be seen and touched by all members of 
the kin. 

It appears that the annual pi i ja  of one's I~tadevard is 
prescribed by the Vtiriihitantra. Following the precept of the 
tantra it has been a longstanding practice in the community 
to sacrifice a goat in honour of the family deitylea on some 
or other occasion during the month. The day is conventional 
for each family, and they take out their Dugudeo to a site 
which is supposed to be tbe shrine of the I~tadeviitii. 

Now to resume our narrative of the Rathayiirrii of Red 
Machhendra; as the chariot reaches to the end of the street, 
then it turns towards the south proceeding along the main 
road until it reaches Lagankhel. This is the last point on the 
southern outskirt of the town just straight south from the 
royal palace. Here in Lagan there is a small open shrine 
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said to have been harbouring the mother of Red Machhendra, 
The deity is called Dolafi maju.  There is a special worship 
for a day, and the deity has rest extending sometimes 2 or 3 
nights as occasioned also by the condition of the chariot. 
If the chariot is broken at  more than one place the repair 
would take more time, and would cause delay in the move- 
ment for the next march. The chariot is now outside the city 
proper and from here it is drawn taking a westerly direction 
through the open thoroughfare, upon which it reaches 
Javalakhel where again there is a jiitrii called Jiivarajiitra. 
This is the last occasion of the festival, and peoples from 
all quarters of the Valley congregate to  express their 
devotion to Lord Machhendra. This day is also a day of 
feast and rejoicing on the spot where the chariot lies. 
The Jyiivar yiirrii has to be performed on an auspicious 
occasion in accordance with the advice of the astrologer. 
Even if it means some delay, they have to wait for that sacred 
hour. Today the yiitrii at Javalakhel ends with a display 
of Machhendra's shirt. The shirt is supposed to have belong- 
ed at one time to a Niiga who had presented the same to a 
peasant on the latter's curing his son's blindness. Originally 
the shirt was laced with gems. 

The following were the places where normally the chariot 
halted for the night. The chariot starts its journey from 
Pulchok on the 4th day of VaiSiikha Sukla. The chariot is 
draqln always in the afternoon. The first night halt is at 
Gadvahal, then at Nhugal, Lagankhel (2  nights), Podetol, 
and lastly at JBwarkhya. There is an auspicious day for 
drawing the chariot from Podetol. The halt might be longer 
if the auspicious occasion is not available soon. 

The Thyiisapu E has a very elaborate description of the 
rathayiitrii, which we have reproduced in our narrative of the 
reigns of SrinivFisamalla and his son. During the 12 yearly 
yiitrii the chariot is drawn from Buga to Patan, and back. 
All the rituals such as great bath and related ceremonies are 
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performed in Buga. And again the details of the march of 
the procession with the chariot connected with the 12 yearly 
Jiitrii are provided in the Thyiisapu E (f. 3. 8, 11). As the 
road is rough outside the city. the drawing of the chariot 
involves much difficulty and strain to those engaged in the 
task. The chariot makes several stops on the way. and at  
times the wheel or axle or buffer either one or the other is 
broken. The chariot has to stay even for days together until 
the broken part is repaired. 

A word about MinanFttha before we complete this descrip- 
tion of the festival is necessary. Minanatha's car follows 
the main car in the Jiitrii. The Vihiira around the temple of 
Minanstha is known as Chiikvahara or Taitgabahd or 
Jye~thavarnavihiira. I t  is one of the principal Vihdras of 
Patan. Because MinanHtha resides in  the temple situated rn 
this Vihara. He is sometimes called the deity of Chiikvahiira, 
The shrine of Minanatha bttracts quite a big crowd of 
devotees on days of festival. But we cannot say definitely 
how long since Minaniitha was placed as  a companion of 
Machhendran~tba in the Jiitrii. As there is no reference to 
'Machhendraniitba in the Thyiisapu A and E we find it difficult 
also to determine the antiquity of the shrine. Minaniitha's 
car comes in for reference for the first time in the NewQri 
chronicle (f. 45b). The chronicle narrates an incident in 
which the car of the deity of Chiikvahiira was wholly burnt 
while in procession during the jdtrl of the year NS 837. 
We have yet to trace the materials which would tell us 
about the car of MinanHtha prior to this date. As no deity 
other than the one of Buga is mentioned by earlier records 
i n  connection with the car festival it seems unlikely that 
'Minanstha was associated with Machhendranitha any time 
ever before. 

The car festival of MachhendranHtha is in a way a sumnler 
festival, and immediately precedes the rainy season. I n  
another way it is a pre-monsoon festival. To the devotees 
Lokegvara is all merciful patron deity of Nepal. who ensures 

42 
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peace and prosperity of the land. Without rain no prosperity 
can be heard of. Therefore Lord Machhendra helps to bring 
in rainfall to ensure also a rich crop. According to the legend 
he came to Nepal at the time while it was experiencing a 
hardship due to a drought for 12 years. and his appearance 
had brought relief to the people causing heavy downpour 
of rain. I t  is now early monsoon as we complete his Jiitra. 
We are also now at the end of the period of deviili. The 
rains have started coming and people heretofore tend to be 
looking to their works in the field. The season of hard work 
has begun, off with festivities. If anybody has not fulfilled: 
his duty of deviili, let him do it, before it is time for him to 
go to his farm with a cythe and spade. The last day of such 
deviili is the 6th day of the bright fortnight of the month 
of Jyeajha, which is called Sithinakha. 

Sithinakha: The Sithinakha falling on the 6th day of the 
bright fortnight of J y e ~ t h a  (sometime in June) is the last 
festival of the period before the rains. Ordinarily in Hindu 
society, the day is known as Kumiiragaghi suggesting that 
on this day Siva's son Kartikeya was born. There is a 
KumiSra Jiitrii on this day in Kathmandu, although the 
.celebration is simple enough not to  attract wide attention. 
An image housed in a small temple in the southern quarter 
of the town is placed in a chariot carried by men over their 
shoulders, and this is taken through certain parts of the 
city. Then at a place in the heart of the city the chariot 
reaches its destination where the deity is offered worship 
with presents of cakes of six different kinds of pulses and 
cereals. The image made of bronze but hollow is beautiful 
to look at and its face is well chiselled, but its antiquity 
is uncertain. 

But the Sithi is more important as a deviili day than as 
the celebration of the birth anniversary of Kumsra. This i s  
also the day when people may worship besides KumIra, the 
Goddesa of Vindhya mountains, Jimutaviihana and the 
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mother earth (dharatimiirii). In effect except the mother 
goddess none is worshipped. The Kumiirapiijd is subsidiary. 
Although it is mentioned in a classical text, we do not hear 
of the .worship of Jimutavshana or the God of wealth. nor 
of VindhyavHsini. 

The Sithinakha is by far the only festival of Jyegtha 
meant to enable the community to know that the rainy 
season was coming and they should keep their household 
clean. But the worship of Goddess Earth is performed by 
many Buddhist and Saivites alike, in Patan and Bhatgaon 
but it seems this was not so in Kathmandu. The piija is 
done either at a corner on the ground floor (Chhifidi) or in 
the kitchen garden inside the compound of the building. 
Primarily the occasion is used to cleanse the rooms and 
balconies of the houses and eat things which keep the body 
immune from an attack of epidemics. By implication this 
seems to be intended to propitiate goddess earth who was to 
bless the agriculturists with their food. It is also a common 
practice to clean wells, water conduits, and bye lanes of the 
locality. 

We have yet to find out the exact antiquity of the festival. 
There is no doubt that the Sithinakha is a very old festival. 
one of Yaksamalla's inscriptions (Ioscription n. LXIV in 
our Appendix to Part I) mentions the day of Sithinakha, on 
which the people were advised to cleanse the moat in their 
respective locality. The Thyiisapus also refer to the festival. 
Later records inform us about rituals conducted on the day 
of Sithinakha. 

For more than a month after Sithinakha. there is no 
festival of any kind until the bright fortnight of Sriivana 
appears. Most of the musical instruments cease to play from 
this day. The dhimya and other instruments which are 
played by the peasants completely disappear during this 
interval. This is the busiest time of the year for the farmers. 
Perhaps he is allowed to erljoy complete freedom Irom any 
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obligations of religious character. From the point of view 
of social entertainments, however, we face a dull period in 
the absence of festivals. 

Gathemuga : The Gathemuga marks the end of the sowing 
and planting time. We have just passed half the way 
through the rainy season. The summer is over. But the 
warmth alternating with cold generated by rainy hours is the 
result of humidity rising to its climax, which caused unrest 
physically and at times might give rise to epidemics of small- 
pox, typhoid and cholera. The Gathemuga, the occasion for 
cleaning early in the morning every nook and corner of one's 
habitation. All parts of the house are carefully scavenged, 
washed and broomed. Also in the evening scavenging is 
repeated to get rid of any particle of dust or earth remaining. 
Holes resulting out of the operation are filled with rye-grains 
and some herbs, while the earth particles collected are put 
in a jar which is placed on the vedikii prepared for a special 
rite of worship. The whole house is perfumed with incense 
(dhiipa) of sandal wood pieces and agar-agur powder burnt 
on an earthen pot as the smoke rises during the rites of the 
evening hours. 

The pitha devatiis are specially worshipped on this day. 
At home while the sun sets there is before the family deity a 
sacrificial. offering of food stuffs. including raw garlic onion, 
flat rice, soyabean, ginger and meat. The rituals over, the 
members partake of a part of the special assortment. The 
remaining portion of the same along with the dust and earth 
earlier extracted out of the dirty corners of the house is 
thrown out at a cross-road site. We are told that as late 
as the end of the 19th century, the practice of closing the 
doors and windows after sunset was observed quite strictly. 
The person who went out to throw out the vali would put 
nails on the door step. as he returned and the outlets 
remained close till the next morning. It was thought that 
the day was an occasion for the devils to roam about. So the 
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streets were almost desxted. everybody being confined 
to his house. 

The Gathemuga is actually the name of the bundle of 
reeds straightened in a cross-like fashion, which is set up 
at points where two streets meet. This is said to represent 
the demon of that name, who once tried to molest the people 

of the Nepal Valley but was thwarted in his attempt by the 
timely stratagem displayed by a frog. According to a legend 
the demon was going to attack the Valley in the early hours 
of the morning. The people were fast asleep. but the frog 
on the outskirt of the town as if keeping watch at the 
moment would not be caught unawares. Before the demon 
reached the town, the frog had already alerted the people 
who were now prepared to meet the giant and with weapons 
in hand were out on the open street. The frog, however, 
pretended to play guide to the demon and took him on the 
precipice of a deep chasm into which he stepped to find it 
impossible to climb his steps above. Meanwhile the citizens 
had gathered round the corrier and finding the demon sinking 
into the pit they pelted stones at him and killed him down- 
right. It was a moment of triumph and joy. which was 
celebrated by erecting the demon's effigy at  every cross- 
road. and keeping the same for public show till the evening 
and burning it onto the river bank to t k  accompaniment of 
comedious scenes. The practice as it goes today is:, since 
early morning the effigy is brought to the scene. Boys of 
the locality demand toll from the passers-by. Towards the 
evening a man of the untouchable Halahulu caste pepresent- 
ing a particular effigy goes abeggiag with a lighted straw 
torch, which is drawn by enthusiastic merrymakers to the 
bank of the river where it is burnt. The performance is 
similar in all localities. 

People wear iron and copper rings on this occasion and 
it is said that this increases their welfare by warding off the 
evils. 
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Gathemuga was definitely known to Medieval Nepal, and 
a Sanskritic text of the tiintric school the R ~ d r a y f i m a l a ~ ~ ~  
talks of the practice of erecting the effigies of Ghantakarna 
a t  the cross roads and then burning it. Surely the practice 
must have been current on the inspiration of this text. As 
it will follow people observed the festival in the late middle 
ages but we do not know how it was introduced. The Palace 
Stone Inscriptions of NS 808 and 818 mention this festival. 
According to a TCmrapatra of the time of JayaprakZiSamalla 
a grant of land is made for the worship and offering of 
sacrifice of a goat to the goddess KankeSvari (Puriitatvapatra- 
~angraha,  I, pp, 1-8) on the occasion of Gathemuga charhe. 
The practice is recommended for removal of all kinds of 
distress. There is a legend about one Ghantiikarna who 
was an atheist, and preached a~heism to create faith in human 
might. He detested the rich and loved the poor whom he 
exhorted to persevere to rise and defend their rights against 
the rich. He strongly condemned fatalist ideas, and would 
not like to hear the name of God pronounced, within his 
hearing and carried a ringing bell on his ears to avoid hearing 
prayers and even God's various names, while dying he had 
become almost insane eating everything whatever came to 
him. T o  the highups he was then become a chandcila. and 
on his death he was cremated by members of that class. But 
he lived in public memory as a social benefactor, and this 
was the reason that his effigies are on display at every quarter 
of the town. 

I do not know how to put credence to such stories. But the 
story of the benefactor ironsmith GhantHkarna is not credible 
for the main reason that our GhantHkarna is a demon wllile 
be was a human being pure and simple. 

Festivals of Sri iva~a : The month of Sriivana is considered 
sacred, and it is full of festivals, minor and major. 
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Two fertility rites are observed up till now. These are the 
snake worships of Sriivaqa Sukla 5 and frog worship of Sriivaw 
Sukla 15, The first is called Na'gapaiichami festival. The 
worship of snake is considered in general as a rite to ensure 
the fertility qf the soil. Snakes are essential for maintaining 
soil fertility. This might be the reason that we find the cult 
of snakes popular even in the ages in the remote past. The 
snake worship is sanctified by scriptures and Puriinas whose 
statements are cited in support of the cult of these two festi- 
vals while the Nagapaichami is absent in our records. tbe 
fact of the frog-feeding ceremony is available from a few 
inscriptions. 

The Garudapurana enjoins on the devotees to stick with 
cowdung on the wall on both sides of the main door paper 
,pieces containing pictures of the serpents. The serpents do 
not harm any one perEorming this rite, In  the late medieval 
period, we find many references to facts of snake worship. 
Every pond dug had at the centre a pole which supported 
the hood of a serpent. We have Jagajjyotirmalla's inscrip- 
SionlgO starting the erection of such a serpent hood over a 
wooden pole in a tank he dug in NS 740. Pratapamalla's 
bymns in honour of serpent Vlsuki is an eloquent testimony 
to the prevalence of snake 

The Niigapafichami day, however. might not have been 
observed as widely as could be imagined as it appears on the 
basis of tbe above given information. There is no reference 
to such rites in the ThyZisrspus. Inscriptions also ignore the 
'day. Inspite of the prevalence of the cult of Niiga the day 
passed without being taken notice of by a large section of 
#the people. Perhaps the celebration was confined to the 
peasants. 

The Jyiipu peasants in the Nepal Valley make a worship- 
ful offering to the frogs in their fields on the full-moon day 

190 Inscriptian n. 38 in our Appendix. 
-191 Inscriptiop n. 51 in our Appsndix. 
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of Srcivona. They offer flowers, sandal-wood paste and dry 
rice over a particular site in the green field, where also is 
placed a dish of boiled rice for co~lsumption. The occasion 
is known as V y i i r i j i i n a k i g ~ . ~ ~ ~  I can imagine that the worship 
of the frog in the field is also a fertility rite, for frogs like 
snakes play their own part. We have a legend that the frog 
had obtained his worth of worship as a reward in expression 
of people's thankfulness to him for the timely warning he 
gave when the demoniac Gathemuga was to kill them. 

King Bhiipilendramall's inscriptionlg8 of NS 818 mentions 
the rite of feeding frogs on rice on the day of Sriivana Sukla 
piirnirnii. So it is now established that the ceremonial frog 
feeding on Sriivana piirnirnii day had become popular in or 
about the 17th century A.D. We do not know hbw it was 
in the years preceding this century. The Var~akriyi i  does 
not mention this rite. So there does not appear a sanction of 
the Siistras for this rite. Nevertheless it was a popular rite, 
and widely observed by the peasantry. though as we have 
seen tbe kings also performed the rite in their own way. 

The Purnimii is further known as Kviintipunhi. The 
same inscription of Bbiipatindramalla calls the festival1 
Kviintipunhi. It also mentions the preparation Kviikati as a 
food item to relish on this day. Kviikati is called Kvanti at 
the moment. It is a thick soup of seed as of beans and 
peas of all varieties grown on earthen pots and mixed with 
spices as prescribed by Buddhist texts such as Siikya~irAha'~' 
and MaiijuMpijriijikii. But the antiquity of the Kvdntipunhi 

proved by the inscription cited above. 

Accordi~lg to Skandapurijna the day is also known as 
R$itarpa?li. The BrZhmanas perform a ceremony undergoing 

192 Waddell 'Frog Worship in Nepul' in The India12 Anriqlrary, 
?? --, PP 992-94 October, 1893 

193 n. 103 in our Appendix. 

1 94 zrm8 sitwpri T s~ s ~ y i f ~  4qni w;rmnrsoq q+q 
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purification of their body with a new sacred thread. Persons 
of other castes in the community obtain their blessing with a 
yellow thread band tied round their wrist. The legend goes 
that Viimana, one of the incarnations of Vienu, bad appeared 
before Bali, the king of Asuras, and tied the sacred band 
round his wrist to secure promises of a gift of 3 paces of 
land. Although Bali is mentioned in connection with the 
thread, I do  not know how far the day has to do with the 
king of the Asuras. This is mainly a festival of the Brah- 
mapds, and the Siistras enjoin on them to undergo a purification 
ceremony afresh wearing a new sacred thread. This story, 
however, is not given by Skandapurana which recommends 
the worship of Brghmanas and tying round the right wrist a 
kakkana (bangle), the use of which helps one to remove 
the sins committed during the yearlg5 as  we11 as  to protect 
himself from the designs of the evil spirits. I t  is yet difficult 
to say since how long the R~itarpani is being celebrated. 
References to this celebration is not available from our 
records. 

'The first day of the following fortnight is the day of the 
cow festival. Its name is Siipiidu. The festival is called 
SiiyZi. The Thyiisapu F under date line NS 858 states 
'Srdvana Sukla piirnimii ghati 1. there was no piidu (pratipabii), 
and the day had dawned with dvitiyii, the parading of cow 
done as  usual and worship was performed, the devotees of 
Asanfol performed piijii on the first day, but some did not.' 
From this passage it appears that the festival was popular 
in mid 18th century. This must have been so even earlier. 

With its historic background let us see how the occasion 
was celebrated in our time. 

For the Newars of the Nepal Valley the day following t h e  
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plrrnimii is a great day of rejoicing as well as a day of remem- 
brance to honour their newly departed near ones. As the 
practice goes, a cow or a man representing a cow is sent to 
walk through a fixed route in the city as a mark of respect to 
lthe rrremory of the dead. I t  is said that the dead is also 
helped to climb his way to heaven by catching hold of the 
cow's tail, if the ceremony is performed in right earnest. 
This trek is called debachayigu literally meaning going round 
the  city. The cow is decently decorated, and if there is a 
man acting as cow he puts on his head a basket-like thing 
i n  the shape of a forage cap with a piece of paper pasted on 
each side, which in the front carried the picture of a cow and 
in the back that of the elephant-headed God GaneSa. The 
  man also wears a long robe, tying his waist with a piece of 
cloth, the two endings of which touch the ground. Sometimes 
instead of a bovine representation, it is the form of a 
mendicant adoptzd to highlight the solemnity of the occasion. 
The Siip5ru observed as an occasion to honour the dead is 
celebrated by the Buddhist priests and Udai classes in  a 
different manner. They go round the towns visiting prominent 
~Chaityas. On the second day the city of Patan observes what 
they call matchyii ceremony. Devotees walk round the town 
paying respects to Chaityas by presenting lighted earthen 
,lamps. Hy noon, the cow procession is over and we find the 
town witnessing comic scenes and acting presented by 
interested parties in different roles. 

Strangely enough the only text mentioning the Gauyatrl 
is Buddhist in inspiration (Kiilavyfiha) and the same also does 
make no mention of its association with the departed. The 
text, however, states that a man earns emancipation by 
parading round the main thoroughfares of the town a well 
decorated calf with a bell on the neck. The text further 
recommends witnessing performances of music and dance 
playing of musical instruments or even singing songs. A man 
would get by blowing a horn trumpet (Syizgabheri) virtues three 
times more than what he would by feeding thousand mendi- 
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cants. Siiyii, the name of the festival, literally means cattle 
festival. So primarily this is a cattle festival. Secondarily as 
the text recommends, this is also a festival of music and 
dance and drama. Actually for seven days various types of 
entertainments are on display during the occasion. Thus it 
seems that the festival was originally inspired by the above 
mentioned Buddhist texts. 

For a month since the morrow of the Ga?hemuga day, 
people refrain from animal sacrifices in temples. This is 
also a period of visiting centres of Buddhist sanctity. The 
month is Guiild and the religious rites performed are called 
Guiiliidharma. For those who do  not perform these rites the 
month is equally sacred. For the peasant Jyapus the time 
is one of rest or light work in the field. For the entire 
society it was a time of leisure, which was used for merry- 
making and aesthetic entertainments. The musical instru- 
ments whose playing was prohibited during the period since 
Sithinakha are now back again. The Gufiliidharma lasts a 
month. I t  is a period of religious devotion and piety for the 
Buddhists. The Sayii festival is not actually observed by 
the castes who are dominated by the GuvH priests unless 
their association with the other kind of castes is much in- 
timate. Thus the Gufilii period goes without other kinds of 
festive occasions. 

The Siiyii is followed by the anniversary of Lord Kgna's 
birth. The  Gopala Vahiiivali does not mention the Kg+z 
jayanti celebration, which means that the festival was not 
a s  much popular in the country. But while we come to the 
later medieval period, there are many reliable documents to 
establish thg evidence of the celebration of the festival of 
Ky!ga's birth. The fact pf Jannzii~lamipiijiS. is mentioned in 
Siddhinarasimhamalla's inscription of NS  767.1g6 The 
Thyiisapu F has many passages to tell us of the K r ~ y  jayanti 
celebration under different dates. But the Jayanri was 

196 Inscription n. 17 of BLI. 
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probably observed by a section of the people in the middle 
ages. The cult of K r ~ n a  though popular enough in the royal 
family and the upper castes does not seem to have reached 
the masses as to touch them deeply. The Thycisupus talk 
of the Jayanti being celebrated in the Royal Palace. 

The thirteenth day of the same fortnight is the occasion of 
the adniversary of the day when Dipankara Buddha in  

Dvlparayuga had to beg alms in Banaras on the intercession 
of a BrHhmana. There is a ceremonial alms begging by the 
GuvSjus and BHdes who go to their laity singing hymns in 
honour of Buddha. The alms-giving is called Panjrlii which 
is a corruption of the word Paiichadiina. Paddy, rice, wheat, 
barley, sesamum, salt, sweet cakes, sweetmeats. cloth, wooden 
shoes. umbrella are freely distributed to the Bades and 
Guvijus. I n  Patan the day-is observed a fortnight earlie1 
on the 8th of Sriivana Sukla. This date is recommended by 
Kapiicivaddna as well as Pindapiitrcivudijna. The latter also 
commends the thirteenth day of the dark fortnight. The 
liitrii of Dipankara is mentioned in the two texts already 
cited and in Mahavastu Avadiina. According to the ThyasaP 
A (f. 14) the Jiitva called Paiichadiina was obsetved in 
Kathmandu in NS 799. This means that the festival was 
celebrated in the 17.th century A. D. 

Two days later, the amlvasyci is observed as an occasion 
to honour one's father. This is called the father day. Those 

without their father alive visit Gokarna. a centre of pilgrimage 
on the bank of BHgmati 4 miles to the north-east of Kath- 
mandu. If the father is living, one has to honour him with 

presents of sweets and other delicacies and savouries. The 

Svayembhu Puriiaa in the 4th chapter states that one earns 
meritorious deeds by offzring Srdddka to his departed ances- 
tors and worshipping Gokar~rSvara on Sriivura 30 (old 
calendar). 

We learn from Himavatkhanda . . of the Skartda Puriina that 
the day's association with the sire of G o k a r ~ a  tirtha is quite 
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old. The Gokarna is called in the HimavatkhanQa a Paitdm 
maha tirtha. According to the Puraga on the day of Bhiidra 
k f s ~  amiivasyii one has to perform Sriiddha and offer rice 
balls (Pinda) to his departed ancestors up to the 7th genera- 
tion (Ch. 161. 63). Nearby is the site called Uttaragaya and its 
sacredness is ten times more than that of Gaya itself. A s  a 
sacred site associated with the ancestors Gokarna was defini- 
tely known in the 16th century as date of the oldest copy 01 
4he Nepalamiihiitmya shows (early 17th century). There is 
no doubt that the festival of the Bhiidra krjna amiivasyii 
came to be observed as early as the 16th century or even 
earlier. 

The Chathii literally meaning the 4th lunar day is the 
name of the festival which occurs on the 4th day of the 
.bright fortnight of Bhiidra. This is celebrated in 'honour of 
ihe Moon God, and is a night festival. The exact night 
depends on whether the nak~atra sviiti has begun since the 
third da,y's night. If sviifi has touched the night of the ryfiyii, 
then the festival is said to occur a day previous.187 The 
worship of the Moon takes place in the first quatier of the 
night, when the Moon is already gone out of view. As the 
Moon appears on the western horizon all windows are 
closed and it is said that any one seeing the moon that night 
would invite trouble on himself by way of being accused of 
theft. The legend is linked to the mishap befallen to Lord 
Ursna ... who was falsely accused of a theft of a valuable 
jewel (Syarnania&omani) because he had inadvertently seen 
the moon that night. Since the early afternoon people keep 
)hanging 0" their breast a green orange wi th  leaves to avoid 

the likelihood of a trouble falling upon the unwary and 
unconscious looking at the sky. The ceremony is performed 
within closed doors accompanied with rites performed to 
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please the Moon God. In the assemblage of articles used on 
the ritual is the seedling of the peach fruit. People eat also an 
assortment of grams, beans, black beans, peas, maize ~ ~ 8 s .  
all fried and also cucumber. 

We are  not aware of the Chathii festival from medieval 
sources. But the B hatgaon palace inscriptions of JitBmitra- 
malla's son Bhiipatindra refers to  the day, on which was to 
be performed the worship of the deities set up on the outer 
platform of the gate of the palace. The worship of the Moon 
God is not mentioned in the record. But as the day Is men- 
tioned in particular, it must be surely one of festivity, and 
as older texts have it its association with the Moon God is 
pronounced. 

Yailyii: The Jiitrii of Indra dominates the last four days 
of the fortnight. The festival is called yaiiyiI in Newari. As 
we have already written, Indra's festival is mentioned in 
documents of the early 15th century. The Thyiisapus 
mention the facts of the festival being observed in the 17th 
century. The celebration is recommended by passages in 
some Puriinic texts (e, g. Bhav i~ya  Puriina, and Agnipuriina). 
I t  starts with the erection of the flag pole at a site just in 
front of the old Palace, where at  its base a gold image of 
Indra is kept in a cage-like small s t r u c t ~ r e . ' ~ ~  There are 
other sites where cross like images of Indra on wood are 
on display above a raised platform. 

Irrespective of the ages of the texts, the festival seems 
to be quite ancient and the tradition is Indian. But the legend 
of Indra coming to steal pc?rijiita flowers (of the coral tree) 
in the Valley is purely Nepalese in origin. The Indrajatra 
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is also the occasion for the dance festival where the principal 
three mother goddesses figure. viz, M ahSik~li, MahBlakgmi 
and Mahiisarasvati. As prescribed by the classical texts, 
the worship of Indra has co be performed for four days begin- 
ning since the 12th on which the flag pole is raised. But 
the Jiitra extends to another period of 4 days up till the 4th 
of the dark fortnight, when the pole is removed, and with it 
also Indra's image and this brings to an end all the associated 
jafriis as well. 

The association of the divine mothers with the eight day 
Indrajiitrii celebration is a prelude to the festival of the 
Goddess DurgS due in the bright fortnight of ASvina. It is 
said that the prayer songs tuned to Miilaiririiga sung since 
the eighth of Bhiidra Sukla constitutes by itself an invitation 
to the goddess to honour the man with her presence at  
his abode. Actual ceremony is. however, interrupted 
because of the dark fortnight coming just after the four days 
of Indrajiitrii. This fortnight is said to belong to the dead 
who are honoured wirh an offer of Pin& (a ball of smashed 
boiled-rice). The fortnight is called pitypakga. 

The Indrajiitrii began definitely on the 12th day of the 
bright fortnight of Bhiidra. The Thpusapu G informs under 
date line NS 790 that on this day the image of Indra was put 
on a Vimiina for display so that the people might offer 
worship. 

The 14th day of the fortnight is called Ananta ChaturdaSi. 
The Agni Puriina speaks of the worship of Lord V i ~ n u  in 
the incarnation of tke Snake King Ananta on this day. The 
vrata helps one to fulfil his desires. People also worship on 
this day Lord Indra and visit a sacred site of a tank situated 
over the western hill of the Nepal Valley by name Indradaha 
where they take bath. The next day is full moon day. We 
learn from Devi Puriina that the occasion was devoted for 
the worship of heavenly Lokapiilas whose blessing is sought 
to  protect the earth. I t  further says that on this day a 
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nlahiivali should be offered to the Goddess for one's happi- 
ness in this world and beyond, the mahdvali consisting of 

boiled rice in a heap of 108 prasthas. eggs, meat, fish, and 
84 vegetables and curd. The merit attained by the devotee 
through this offering is so large that one grain of rice 
brings to him greater fruits than what comes by sacrificing 
one human being. The piirnimii is Yaiiliipunhi in the Newari 
language. 

During the Indrajiitrii festival, the images of Hathadeo 
Bhairava are on display all over the towns and villages of 
the Valley. A great many varieties of dances, plays, 
pantomimes and shows appear at  centres where people 
gather to witness. One of the dance parties is from the 
western suburb of Kathmandu, by name Halchok, and this 
party consists of AkaSa Bhairava and hls two mates 
.(Bhakkus). In the evening they move about the town in 
Kathmandu, dancing and frolicking and receive fowls in 
ceremonial sacrifice from houses. At midnight the palace 
offers them a male buffalo for a fight, which eventually 
they kill and enjoy its flesh. The killing attracts a big 
crowd, and comes by way of sadistic entertainment. All 
t h ~ s  time again the people have other media of entertain- 
ment on display in many parts of the Valley mostly 
i n  Bhatgaon and Kathmandu. Pantomiurn scenes of the 
incarnation of Vienu are also enacted on an open air stage 
on a tetnple platform in front of the Kumiiri temple in 
'Kathmandu. For the duration of the jatrii oil lamps on 
earthen pot fixed on long poles on a raised wooden platform 
illumining the many streets. 

On the first two days consecutively the Budd hamHrgi 
Newars, men and women, walk on foot taking a round of 
the city through its marginal thoroughfare. They  carry in 
their hands articles of ceremonial worship as well as small 
earthen plates with oil an3 wicker, which serves the purpose 
of lamp when lit. At every cross road or wherever, a 
vihiira or temple appears they light the wicker and leave 
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$be pot full of oil with the wicker burning. They also throw 
flowers, rice and barley grains over these sites. All tbie 
is done for the sake of the departed. The performance 
is also repeated on the 3rd and 4th day along the course 
of the Kumiiri's chariot. 

On the day of Yiihliipunhi people offer to their household 
deities a special variety of food preparation which they 
called Samebaji, an assortment of C h y ~ d i i ~ ~ 9  and parched 
beans. ginger and boiled meat mixed with oil. salt and spices. 

We have already described in detail the Kumaripu'jii and 
rathajiitrii of the occasion in  a different context. We have 
also discussed t'ie historical aspect of the Indrajiitrii at the 
same place,. It appears from a noting in the Il'hyiisapu A 
(f. 5 3 )  that the festival came to an end on the 3rd of Bhiidra 
k r ~ n a  in a particular year. Thus the fact of the festival 
extending for 8 days is established. But most of the accom- 
panying ceremonies are missing in our source materials. The 
Palace copper plates of Bhatgaon refer to Yahliipunhi and 
~ecommends the offer of a variety of food preparation such 
as Samayabaji to the Goddess Taleju. But beyond this no 
other rite appears in vogue. As for Anantachaturdaii the 
ThySisapus B and F mention it under different date lines. 
The former referring to the vrata of 818 and 820 (f. 9) and 
the latter to that of 827. Therefore we cannot doubt the fact 
of the day being popular in the early 18th century A.D. But 
the antiquity might be pushed back to an earlier period. 

Immediately after the Pindadiina fortnight comes the 
Durgiipzijii festival. The first day of the bright fortnight 
ushers in the festival. There are various legends about the 
festival, one such legend tells us that the festival is an occa- 
sion of rejoicing over the killing of Rgvana by Riima. But 
in no ancient treatises there is a reference to the festival. 
least about the occasion it commemorates. Even Durga'sap- 

199. Chyudii is prepared as paddy is boiled and pressed and then 
unhusked for eating. It is served as light meal. 

43 
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mahiivali should be offered to the Goddess for one's happi- 
ness in this world and beyond, the mahiivali consisting of 
boiled rice in a heap of 108 prasthas, eggs, meat, fish, and 
84 vegetables and curd. The merit attained by the devotee 
through this offering is so large that one grain of rice 
brings to him greater fruits than what comes by sacrificing 
one human being. The piirnimii is Yaiilfipunhi in the Newari 
language. 

During the IndrajiItrZi festival, the images of Hathadeo 
Bhairava are on display all over the towns and villages of 
the Valley. A great many varieties of dances, plays, 
pantomimes and shows appear at  centres where people 
gather to witness. One of the dance parties is from the 
western suburb of Kathmandu, by name Halchok, and this 
party consists of AkBSa Bhairava and hls two mates 
(Bhakkus). In the evening they move about the town in 
Kathmandu, dancing and frolicking and receive fowls in 
ceremonial sacritice from houses. At midnight the palace 
offers them a male buffalo for a fight, which eventually 
they kill and enjoy its flesh. The killing attracts a big 
crowd, and comes by way of sadistic erlterta~nment. All 
t h ~ s  time again the people have other media of entertain- 
ment on display in many parts of the Valley mostly 
i n  Bhatgaon and Kathmandu. Pantomiurn scenes of the 
incarnation of Vienu are also enacted on an open air stage 
on a temple platform in front of the Kumgri temple in 
Kathmandu. For the duration of the jiitrii oil lamps on 
earthen pot fixed on long poles on a raised wooden platform 
illumining the many streets. 

On the first two days consecutively the Buddhamirgi 
Newars, men and women, walk on foot taking a round of 
the city through its marginal thoroughfare. They carry in 
their hands articles of ceremonial worship as well as small 
earthen plates with oil and wicker, which serves the  purpose 
of lamp when lit. At every cross road or wherever, a 
vihiira or temple appears they light the wicker and leave 
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$be pot full of oil with the wicker burning. They also throw 
flowers, rice and barley grains over these sites. All this 
is done for the sake of the departed. The performance 
is also repeated on the 3rd and 4th day along the course 
of the KumHri's chariot. 

On the day of Yiihliipunhi people offer to their household 
deities a special variety of food preparation which they 
called Samebaji, an assortment of C h y ~ d i i ~ ~ ~  and parched 
beans. ginger and boiled meat mixed with oil, salt a3d spices. 

We have already described in detail the Kumiiripiijd and 
rathajiitrii of the occasion in a different context. We have 
also discussed t ' le historical aspect of the Indrajiitrii at the 
same place. It appears from a noting in the 7'hyiisapu A 
(f.  5 3 )  that the festival came to an end on the 3rd of Bhiidra 
kqna  in a particular year. Tbus the fact of the festival 
extending for 8 days is established. But most of the accom- 
panying ceremonies are missing in our source materials. The 
Palace copper plates of Bhatgaon refer to Yahliipunhi and 
recommends the offer of a variety of food preparation such 
as Samayabaji to the Goddess Taleju. But beyond this no 
other rite appears in vogue. As for AnantachaturdaSi the 
Thyiisapus B and F mention it under different date lines. 
The former referring to the vrata of 818 and 820 (f. 9) and 
the latter to that of 827. Therefore we cannot doubt the fact 
of the day being popular in the early 18th century A.D. But 
the ar~tiquity might be pushed back to an earlier period. 

Immediately after the PindadiIna fortnight comes the 
D~rgapiijii festival. The first day of the bright fortnight 
ushers in the festival. There are various legends about the 
festival, one such legend tells us that the festival is an occa- 
sion of rejoicing over the killing of RHvapa by Rlma. But 
in no ancient treatises there is a reference to the festival, 
least about the occasion it commemorates. Even Durga'sap- 

199. Chyudd is prepared as paddy is boiled and pressed and then 
unhusked for eating. It is served as light meal. 

43 
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taiari has not to say a word about this festival. Obviously 
the festival must have had a late start. But it was there 
since the early 17th century as our Thyiisaspus and inscrip- 
tions mention them. We shall have occasion to say about. 
the historic aspect of the festival a little later. 

The first day was treated as equally an important day as 
the 9th or 10th. The Thyiisapu A provides information at 
various stages how the first day of the Mahani had been 
celebrated. 

Mahani : The Durgiipiijii festival is known as Mahani. It. 
lasts for 9 days, the tenth day being an occasion for family 
reunion and gteeting. It is the most important festival of all 
sections of the people in the Newiir community irrespective 
of their sectarian and regional affiliation; also with others it 
holds equal sanctity. 

On the first day of the fortnight barley corns are sown in 
an earthen pot, and when these sprout after some time, they 
are used to worship the deity as flower. The Newars perform 
animal sacrifice on the 9th day, which ceremony they call 
Syiikkotyiikko. The sacrifice of a he-goat and in its absence 
even of a fowl or duck has to be made with a sense of com; 
pulsion. Those who are habitual vegetarians and abstain 
from violence offer a pumpkin as vali, to the Goddess. But 
animals are preferred to every other thing. 

If it lies within the means of a devotee, he may offer one 
animal for each of the 9 days, because it is said that the 
goddess resides in the house in  different forms known under 
different names for all of these days. The fifth day is that of 
Bhairava, and an elaborate ceremonial piijii is performed 
in Kathmandu on a sacred site called Pachali where a jiitra 
is held with the image of the deity represented by a copper 
jar of a large size, the jar is carried in a khat over men's 
shoulders. 

The jiitra of Pachali Bhairava is mentioned by the 
Thyzsapu G under date line NS 857 RSvina Sirkla 4 .  It 
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observes the jar personifying the God Bhairava was taken 
back to the original house 'after the jiitrii on this day. AS 
the Pafichumi was 0 ghati and 45 vighati, the ,ca~ti had been 
expunged, therefore this day there was no jiitrii. So the iiitrii 
wzs held on the 4th. At ghati 8 of the 3rd tithi the God was 
on display in Pachali'. 

Following the observation of the Thydsapu F it appears 
that the jiitrii of Pachali was celebrated in the 17th century 
A. D. or even earlier. 

The 12-yearly jiitrii is celebrated with great enthusiasm 
the king also participating. The actual ceremony is performed 
at mid-night when the jar is taken to the Maru quarter of the 
town. The divine jar is said to exchange a sword with the 
reigning monarch on that occasion. For the 9 days of Mahani. 
there is a Buddhist practice of visiti1:g nine centres of local 
sanctity, the pilgrims visiting fixed sites each at the appointed 
day one after the other in succession within nine days. The 
names of these sacred sites are given in the section dealing 
with such sites. The most important occasion of the nine 
days is the ninth day observed as Syiikkotyiikko. the day on 
which animals are sacrificed to the deity. Tbe sacrifice is 
performed inside the room where the deity is said to reside 
during the nine days of the festival. 

The tenth day is known as Chiilafi meaning opening. The 
inner apartment preserved as the deity's abode is now open 
because she has then left. The room used for worship 
is opened and the deity leaves the house of her devotee. 
Members and relations of the household greet one another 
on the day i n  the morniug or evening after a short ceremony. 
Chdlaii is literally displayed while in the afternoon teams of 
persons each holding a sword in hand dressed to show them- 
selves off as divine being in a long cloak like robe as the 
upper garment and then heads covered with a large piece of 
cloth keeping only eyes and nostrils open walk through a 
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fixed route200 in a procession in their respective localities. 
According to the Var~akriyi i  the observance of Khadgajiitra 
is recommended by Viiriihitantra. This tantra also recom- 
mends riding of horse and other outdoor display of  f u n  and 
dexterous exercises. The Khadgajiitrii is also known as Piiyii. 

The Mahani is an autumn festival. The occasion precedes 
immediately the harvesting season. The prospect of a bumper 
crop is before the people who celebrate in the most lavish 
manner a ceremony of thanksgiving to the supreme creative 
Energy regarded as female that is manifest in the fertile soil 
bearing the rich crop of paddy, the principal food-crop of 
the Nepalese. 

Referring to the antiquity of the Mahani festival we may 
suggest that this obtained definitely in the late middle ages 
as the different Thylisapu notings go to show. The Thyiisapus 
A and F provide information about the observances of the 
Mahani festival. I t  reported that in some years the three 
kingdoms observed on different days the Syiikkotyiikko and 
Chiilafi ceremonies. There was a difference of opinion as to 
the timing of the tithi (a day of the lunar fortnight) which 
had caused its observance on different occasions according 
as an observing party interpreted its advent. Let us recapi- 
tulate some of the relevant information. The T!zyiisapu H ; 
798 Rhiidra pada k r ~ n a  arniiviisyii pra pratipadii Sukraviira, 
this day while 19 ghuti passed then up to 22 ghaQi navariitra 
(nine-day festival) started (f .  6) ; 799 A4vina s'ukla pratipadii 
byhaspativiira, this day after 13 ghatis had passed then up  to 
18 gha$i navariitra started in dhanulagna, Patan alone celebra- 
ted the occasion in Bichhalagna thinking that it was Sukra- 
lagna. The sacrifice was given on u ~ t a m i  pra navami day, a 
day earlier was Thursday saptami pra aslami, the chiirana 
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was observed on Saturday, the calendar was without navami 
therefore on Saturday. 13 gha$i passed up to 16 ghati it was  
so observed. the chaturthi day was doubled. The Thyiisapu A 
gives similar information in folios 28. 35. 48, 50. 54. 93. We 
have an information about the navariitra festival in the 
Thydsapu F under date 857. The Mahani of 788 is mentioned 
in the Thyiisnpu G. The Palace Inscription of Bhatgaon of 
the year NS 808 and 818 (n. 98. 103) refer to the mahiirravami 
festival in conh~ection with some piijd rituals. 

About the Mahani festival again we have another piece of 
a very important information in the Thylisapu A. This is 
relating to the year which had two lunar months as inter- 
calary. The Thydsapu A (f. 40)  observes: This year the 
months of Chaitra and Afvina were intercalary, but ASvina 
was not regarded as missing. Chaitra alone was put in the 
calendar as intercalary. In accordance with the opinion 
expressed by Siva JoSi of Thachhe, a locality of Bhatgaon. the 
festival of Mahani was celebrated in Kiirtika. In Banaras, 
Tirhut, Rajpur and hill states they observed Mahani in 
ASvina. Bhatgaon. Kathmandu, Patan and Gorkhl celebrated 
the occasion in the month of Kiirtika. Further (f. 3 5 )  'NS 
802. because this year Xivina was intercalary. the navargtra 
started on the 1st of bright fortnight of Kiirtika. But except 
the Mahani, other rites such as anniversaries and other piijiis 
were performed in ordinary Chaitra.' 

Four ceremonies in the Mahani festival are specially 
marked in our documents. These are Ghrrtasthdpand. 
Khadgasthlipana, Syiikkotyiikko and Chiilaii. I think that 
all these have been described fully in the preceding 
paragraphs. 

We have quoted extracts from the Thydsapus A and F 
about the observances of Ghatasthdpanii. Syiikkotyiikko and 
Chdkaii. The Khadgasthiipanii literally meaning ceremonial 
setting up a sword in the piijii room of the festival is men- 
tioned by the T h y b a p u  F under date lines 788 and 789. The 
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ceremony was observed in 788 on the Saptami as A~tarn i  
was missing. The Thyiisapu A refers to this ceremony in 
its noting of the Mahani festival (f. 28,  36. 40). The Thyiisapu 
F gives us more information. In 789 the 10th tithi was 
missing therefore both patrikiisthiipanii and khadga were done 
on the 7th tithi. The patrikiisthiipanii which means taking 
leave to the goddess was and is generally done on this day 
even at present. I t  appears that as of today the Chiilaii 
ceremony was observed on the day of Ekadaii in 
Asan101 area of Kathmandu as testified by the Thyiisapu A. 
We also get the information regarding Piiyii from the same 
source. 

The Piiyii ceremony marked the end of the festival. The 
many female divinities who had visited the homes of their 
devotees during the festival have now left. All of them have 
come out on the street with swords in their hands. The 
mashed faces on the procession represent various deities. 
They are on their way to their permanent abode. 

We have an account of the Mahani festival under dates 
NS 788 and 789 in the Thyiisapu F. The Thyiisapu also 
mentions about the actual date of the festival under date NS 
764 ( f .  93). 

Now in view of these information we have no doubt that 
what we now call the D a ~ a i  festival was popular i n  the late 
middle ages. 

The Mahani undoubtedly was the biggest ceremony of the 
people of Nepal in the nliddle ages. It was celebrated with 
enthusiasm without excepticn by all in the three kingdoms. 
Its observance crossed caste, creed and territorial barrier. 
I t  was not confined to one place as is the case with some 
festivals. 

The Mahani ceremonies come to an end on the full 
moon day. The nine divine mothers depart on this day. 
The day is called Kafipuni from the day tbe month old 
Kartika bath and lamp burning to honour the Moon deity 
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starts.'O1 Again, on the day of Kalipuni was also held a 
special piijii ceremony in the shrine of Svayambhu. The 
Thyiisapu A tells us that in NS 817 king Bhapilendramalla 
had attended this ceremony. The ceremony involves elaborate 
worship of the Chaitya, and a month long 12 hours fast might 
start since this day. 

Svafitichare: The Yamapaiichaka, five days devoted to 
.the worship of the God of death, begins from the 13th of the 
following fortnight. The Newars call it Svanlichare. It ends 
on the second day of the bright fortnight of Kiirtika. The 
third day which ushers in the no-moon night is the gala day 
whea thousands of lamps are lighted to welcome the arrival 
of the mythological goddess of wealth. Every household 
.celebrates the occasion eating sumptuous dinner and keeping 
the flame of the lamps unextinguished. The night is known 
a s  sukhariitra. The lighted lamp is being hung on a long 
pole on the roof of one's house. According to Skanda 
Purii!za, the lamp on the pole is also meant to honour Siva, 
Gauri and V i ~ n u .  

There is rich information in the Thydsapus about the 
Yantapaiichaka festivals including the L a k ~ m i  Piijii and 
Yama dvit iya'(when a sister worships and feeds her brothers). 
According to [he Thyiisapu A, f. 16-17 Sukhariitri. the night 
of happiness, adorned with illumination, was observed with 
rejoicing accompanied with feasting. The two Palace Inscrip- 
tions of Bhatgaon (nos. 98, 103 in our Appendix) have also 
references to the worship of the goddess of wealth and dipii- 
vali. But the Mllapiijii does not find mention anywhere. 

Whatever be the date of the particular Bhavi~yapuriina 
we have no doubt that both the Divali and brother worship 
festivals were current in Nepal at the end of the 17th century. 
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I think they must go back quite earlier, even to the 15th-16th 
century as is the case of the Mahani festival. 

The Varjakriyl quotes from Padmapuriina, B h a ~ i j y a p ~ r i i ~ a ~  
and Lak~mikuliirnavatantra passages recommending the cele- 
bration of the occasion of the worship of the goddess of 
wealth. 

The fourth as the first day of the bright fortnight of 
Kiirtika is said to have been the epoch day of the Nepiila 
Samvat. Some people observe the day by worshipping the 
hill shaped cowdung heap as Mt. Govardhana. Others, the 
Newars, have a ceremony called Mhapfijii which literally 
means worshipping the human body. I n  the evening the rite 
is held, and the eldest member of the family plays the role 
of the worshipper, extending at the last the worship also to 
himself or herself. The last day of the Pafichaka (five days) 
is Yama dvitiyii called Kijdpiijii when sisters worship their 
brothers offering them oranges, walnut, fruits and sweets in 
particular. It is said that the ceremony was popular since 
the God of death and his sister Yami started it. Both the 
practices of Mhapfijii and Kijiipiijii are mentioned in Bhavi~ya- 
puriina according to the author of the V a r ~ a k r i y a . ~ ~ ~  

No doubt the Yamapaiichaka was one of the principal 
festivals in Nepal. It has an appeal which goes across caste 
or territorial barrier. It is celebrated by each house in the 
community all over the three kingdoms with the same joy 
and devotion. 

The 11 th day of the bright fortnight brings to an end the 
four months of austerity and piety for the laity and immobi- 
lity for the monks of both the orders. Hari who had gone 
to sleep four months ago is now all awake. This is a special 
occasion for fast, and visiting temples of Lords Visqu and 
Siva. From this day begins the Bhigmapafichaka, another 
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sacred period of tive days, when the PHndavas were said to 
have gambled their kingdom to go subsequently on exile. 
The object of universal worship on these days is the image of 
the JalHsayana V i ~ n u  known locally as Bhuyujasi lying 
recumbent on the body of the 11-hooded serpent. The last 
day is called Sakamalapuni when the people take boiled 
sweet potatoes. make  puffs, fried beans and bread of wheat 
flour. The Sakamalapuni is mentioned as a festival day in 
Jitiimitramalla's inscription of 808. We have also a reference 
to Sakamalapuni in the Thyasapu A (f. 39) under date NS 
802. The festival was celebrated in the same manner as it is  
done today. The month old partial fast or other vows are 
broken on this day. The antiquity of the festival going as 
far back as the late 17th century is thus established. The 
festival might have been observed since even earlier, say 15- 
16th century. 

Other Fes~ivals :  The 14th day of the dark fortnight 
which follows Sakamiilapunhi is called Bdldchaturdafi. On 
this day in the morning sacred sites including Mrgasthali 
around the shrine of PaSupatiniitha are visited by pilgrims 
who offer the seed grains of various cereals including paddy, 
barley and wheat to earn virtues for their newly departed. 
The rite is commended by Kulligarnatantra and Vdriihitanrra. 
A n d  also by Matsyapuriina and Skandapurdna (Himavat- 
khanda). The custom is referred to by the chronicles, and it 
is said there that the occasion was used by the authorities in  
Kathmandu to molest visitors from Bhatgaon if the two 
states had been on unfrienuly terms for the time. The 
Thydsapu D also in a passage refers to the BiildchaturdaSi 
under date. 

JayaprakBSamalla is often mentioned to have used the 
occasion to harass the citizens of Bhatgaon when it suited 
his purpose. BfilachaturdaSi is particularly mentioned in the 
Bhatgaon palace inscriptions of 808 and 818. So there is no 
doubt that the festival was being observed in the 17th 
century A.D. 
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The Yomaripunhi otherwise known as dhiinyapiirnirnii 
signifies the successful end of the threshing period. The 
.paddy is now kept inside the house in large earthen pots, 
where actually the worship is performed with rice, flour and 
sandalwood and colour paste offered to the deity supposed 
.to be residing in the store room. The fruition of hard 
labour is now evident, and men and women cau look to 
future with confidence with plenty reigning a t  home. The 
occasion is that of joy over the possession of their hard 
earned resources. The piijli is recommended by Vignupurana. 
I t  instructs the farmers to distribute alms to the needy on 
the day of dhiinyapiirnimd. A specially prepared cake of 
rice flour mixed with raw sugar and ti1 grains within the 
fold is eaten on this occasion. The cake is known as Yomari.  
The Buddhist text of Ratniivadiina tells us a story about the 
Yomari  turning into a bouquet of gems as a result of a 
pious deed performed on that day. The wife of a merchant 
had mercifully fed a poor on this day, who later turned out 
.to be the god of wealth in disguise and blessed her. She had 
been asked to prepare a piece of Yomari  and put it inside the 
granary and worship the same as the lord of wealth. This 
she did, and to her extreme satisfaction she found that the 
cake had turned into gold and with i: also all the grain 
particles. 

We do not know how the practice of eating Yomari on 
this day began. The DhiinyapfimimB, the full nloon day of 
paddy, must have been celebrated to mark the occasion of 
the end of the threshing period. when paddy in plenty was 
said to enter the storage of the farmer. Verses occurring in 
Kulakalpatantra and Tantriintara are cited to suggest sources 
for the observation of the festival.lo3 But their ages cannot 
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be determined and again we know much less how the cele- 
bration came to be adopted in Nepal. However, the pu'rnimd 
is noted in  Jitsrnitramalla's palace inscription of NS 808, and 
among the varieties of eatable articles offered to the deity 
is Yontari.  

Four festivals coming in between the Sviintichare and 
Holi prominently figure in the Thgdsapus. There are the 
Tilasarhkriinti, Sarasvari paiichami and Sivariitri. The lunar 
montb of Pauja goes without a festival as it considered 
inauspicious for the performance of religious rites. It is 
the coldest month. The sowing of wheat is over before the 
month begins. The working hours are limited because the 
day is very short. One has got to keep within doors before 
4 o'clock, while the sun goes down the western hills. The 
Makara Sarizkra'nri is the turning point for the Sun according 
to Hindu astronomical thought. He moves u p  towards the 
north since this day, and ushers i n  a new phase in  the cyclical 
fluctuation of the season. Now the day begins to grow 
longer, and the night shorter. The advent of the new season 
has had to be celebrated, and more so when the season 
coming is to here relieve the mankind of the rigours of 
extreme cold and give him the joys of a temperate climate 
with its bright sunshine and warmth. 

The Makara Sorhkriinti falls just in mid-Ja~luary in terms 
of the Christian calendar. It is celebrated by visiting centres 
of pilgrimage situated on the confluence of two rivers, viz. 
Tekudovan (rivers BSgmati and Visnumati), Pannauti (Lila- 
vati and Niliivali). At home the people eat a sumptuous 
feast, the menu consisting in particular of raw sugar (chiku) .  
ghee, ball of sesamum seeds and many other delicacies. The 
Newars add one more variety, that of small fish dried and 
salted called Sidrii. They also make gifts of these particulars 
as well as of an earthen pot used to put charcoal for heating 
purposes called ntakalu. 

There is no doubt that the Sarizkriinti was observed with 
enthusiasm in the late middle ages. We have the maxims of 
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the Bhavijyapurcina and Tarrcintarazo4 recommending this 
observance. This does not seem, however, to have been a 
very old celebration. The Gopdlariija Vafii i ivali  does not 
mention it. Perhaps the Nepalese came to practise it later. 

But the Thydsapu D under date line of the year 808 refers 
to Tilasakkrdnti .  The Tilasafikrdnti comes for mention also 
in the palace inscriptions of Jitiimitramalla and Bhiipatindra- 
malla. These two records talk of special worship of deities 
and of making gifts of eatables, ghee, chaku and tila to 
Briihmanas. Thus it appears that the festival was being 
observed towards the end of the 17th century. We can state 
that Tilasariakrdnti as a festival was surely observed not only 
in the 17th century, but even earlier. 

The Newars have an additional customary practice for 
this day. In every household the mother puts warm mustard 
oil and a grain of black bean on the heads of her sons and 
daughters, and it is said that this is done for their long life 
and health. The newly married wife avoids taking meal a t  
her husband's house on Tilasarizkranti, she goes instead to her 
parents' home. 

The Vasanta Pafichumi or Sarasvati Jayunti occurs on the 
5th day of the bright fortnight of Miigha. The Svayambhu- 
puriina in the 6th chapter talks of the worship of MaiijuSri 
on the day for the attainment of knowledge. I t  appears that 
Mafijusri was worshipped during the time the treatise was 
composed as at  the present time. Perhaps the site which 
bas a shrine of Maiijusri at the back of the Svayambhu hill 
in the west was existing in those days. It shows only foot- 
prints of MaiijuSri but not his image. The same day being 
also a day of Sarasvati according to the Saivite texts, both 
sects pay homage to the two deities. But as we have already 
said the oldest image of MaiijuSri belongs to the 9th or 10th 
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century A.D. MaiijuSri . is often confused with goddess 
Sarasvati of the Saivite sect, later introduced also into the 
Yajrayiina pentheon, According to one school Sarasvati 
is the wife of MafijuSri. Both have the same attributes, and 
are prtron deities of learning except that one is a male and 
another a female. 

The Var~akriyii  quotes Gandharvatantra for the worship 
of Sarasvati on this day. As Sarasvati's images are widely 
scattered, it is generally the day of Sarasvati, though MafijuSri 
as Sarasvati also receives worship at one site. 

I t  is difficult to say which was the time since when the 
Sarasvati or Maiijusri Jayanri began in Nepal. There are 
inscriptions attached to the temples of Sarasvati, but 
nowhere the observance of the day is referred to. However. 
the Bhatgaon palace inscriptions of 808 and 818 mention 
Sripaiichami thereby suggesting that the day was observed as a 
special occasion. 

The Vasanta Paiichami is said to be the harbinger of 
spring. I t  is here to iutroduce the spring season, the king of 
flowers. The season gives by its warmth new life to trees 
gasping for breath due to the winter frost. Trees begin to 
assume new leaves and then flower right away. Similarly 
'flowers appear in the trees if they had resisted the onslaught 
of the icy cool of the winter. I do not know how spring 
came to be associated with the deity of learning, But the 
Svayambhu Puriina tells us about the day's association 
with Mafijuiri. It is not wide of the mark to associate 
Goddess Sarasvati with the festival, but the festival must 
have begun not earlier than 14th century. 

We now come to the last of the festival of the year in  
our enumeration. Sivariitri occurs in the last of the six 
seasons of the year, this is the season which is the coldest 
of all. The saying goes that with Sivariitri over we see tbe 
end of the winter season. As an extremely cold night, there 
are scenes of public fire places at cross roads, where heaps 
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of wood are burnt. and it is said that even by stealing opera- 
tions one should acquire faggots and burn them, as every- 
thing of the type burnt goes to warm Lord Siva thereby 
enabling the operators to earn his blessing. Thus is the 
Sivariirri festival celebrated in honour of Lord Siva who by 
his name Pasupatiniitha is the patron deity of the Nepalese. 
Sivariitri is one of tbe four Mahiiriitris falling on the 14th day 
of the dark fortnight of Miigha krjna reckoned according to 
the Nepal era which has an Gmnnta year. The main feature 
of the celebration is the worship o f  Siva, and visiting of 
temples where Siva phallus are enshrined. The shrine of 
PaSupatiniitha attracts the biggest crowd ever assembled in 
any temple in Nepal in  the year. Hindu pilgrims from alC 
parts of India also come i n  large numbers. 

Sivariitri is lauded as a very impcrtant festival in Lihga- 
puriina. In  the H~mavatkhanda of Skandapuriina the day of 
Sivariitri is regarded as the day of worship of Siva and his 
many manifestations. The Saiviigamatantra recommends 
worship of Siva on the day of Sivariitri thus testifying to the 
support the tanrras gave to the festival. 

Sivariitri was definitely a popular festival in the late middle 
ages as our inscriptions and Thyiisap~rs mention them. The 
palace inscriptions of Jitiimitramalla and Bhiipatindramalla 
(nos. 98. 103) mention the Sivariitri festival, and rituals relat- 
ing the same. In the Thyiisaprls we have copious references to 
the day, on which the worship of Siva was to be performed. 
The Thyiisapu A mentions the observance of the festival 
under date 802 If. 41). It gives additional information on 
the festival of the year, 

'Sanzvat 892 Miighn krgna 13, ghati 26, trayodaii ghati 27 
vighati 14, next day chaturdaii was ghati 31, 34 vighati, such 
was the position of the tithis (days of the fortnight), some 
celebrated the Slvardtri on the first day (trayodaii pra 
choturdaii), while others did on the second day, Those who 
celebrated on the first day were Patan, Tirhut and hill states.. 
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I t  was said that there was chaturdaii up to 44 ghafi past at 
night on the second day. So Siva JoSi advised the observance 
on the second day. Kathmandu and Bhatgaon f o i l o ~ e d  
him. 

Sacred days of the Month: Besides the special days 
enumerated above which were observed as days of 
festivity, there were days in a lunar month considered 
sacred, on which people made special offeriog to their 
deities, tendered gifts to BrHhmanas or Guyii priests and 
undertook fast and similarly rigorous physical suffering 
in that course as penance. Among the days of the fortnight 
the A ~ t a m i ,  ekiidaii, dvadaii, chaturdadi. piirnimii andr 
amiiviisyii-the last two added more importance to them 
under lunar and solar eclipse, are supposed to be sacred 
from one point of view or another. The a ~ t a m i  was 
the pEtimoksa day for the Buddhist monks i n  olden times. 
Today it is the day of fast and prayer for all  who follow 
the creed. Leaving aside these days which are considered 
too general, these were regarded ceremonial. Some 
of our inscriptions provide information about these occasions. 
These do not enjoy so much importance as the days of 
festivals. The festival required all those connected with i t  to 
stop working for things' other than what the occasion 
demanded. But these only partially kept them away from 
their usual occupation and feast and revelry were present to 
a certain extent, and that also timed to suit the retired hours 
of the evening axid night. We shall take here note of all. 

the sacred days mentioned in the inscription of whicb as we 
know many are celebrated as special festivals of the year. 

A k~ayatr i  iy ii 
MiirgaSira piimimc? or Yomaripunhi 
Pauja punhi (pirnirnii) 
Tilasa~izkrlinti 
Sripa fichami 
Sivariitri 
Phiilguna PfirnimiS 
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Piisiichavadasa 
Biskel; Sarizkriinti or VaiSiikhi 
Karichavadasa 
Riimanavanzi (birth anniversary of Kiima) 
VailCiSkha punhi 
Sithi 
Dasaharii 
Jyestha pu'rpimii 
Gathamugala 14 
Sriivana piirnimii 
Yugiidi 
Yatambothaka 
Yaluchot haka 
Yaiiliipunhi 
Aivina 4udi 9 
La k~mip i i  j i i  
Su khariitri 
Kdrtika Sukla 9 
Sakamalapunhi 
BiiliichaturdaSi 

These festival days were to  be observed for worshipping 
the goddess Taleju as well as others then newly erected by 
the father and son. The offering to the deity on each occasion 
were arranged to omit the requirements of the festival 
concerned. 

Bhiipatindramalla adds two more days, Phiilguna Sukla 9 
and dsiidha Sukla 9. but these were the days on which oiling 
of the images of Narasihha and Hanunliina fixed on the 
doors of the palace was to be done. The deities were there 
to protect the newly built palace. 

We must have marked that most of the days mentioned 
are celebrated as special festivals. But of these a few are 
ceremonial occasions which were observed only in the royal 
palace. Those which have not been put under the category 
$01 the principal festival days are (I) P a u ~ a  Punhi, ( 2 )  Phdlguna 
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punhi, (3) Katichavadasa, ( 4 )  DaSaharii, ( 5 )  Jyeafha punhi, ( 6 )  
Sriivana punhi, ( 7 )  Yugiidi,  (8) Kiirtika Sukia navami. Besides 
these there are some other days shown by the calendar as 
some or other kind of f~stivals. These are very few, and we 
shall not take much space to describe the main features of 
such festivals, but we shall just touch them, On the day of 
Jyej tha punhi wheat cakes are offered to the deities and also 
to Brihmanas and Guv5s. The Yugiidi which was the first 
day of Kaliyuga was celebrated by worshipping the deities 
in the neighbourhood. This coincides with the Panjradan 
day. Kiirtika Sukla navami is celebrated as Ku~miinda day. 
Brihmsnas on this day are offered a Ku~miinda fruit (a kind 
of pumpkin) with a gold piece inside. On this day there is 
a ceremonial parading of the deity Niriiyana of ChIfigu 
carried over a khata within the site at the hill top. In the 
past also this Jiitrii was there. As it appears from the Pdlace 
inscriptions of Bhatgaon the Br5hmanas on this day were 
fed with rice and milk to earn meritorious deeds, The 
DaSaharii day coming four days after the Sithinukha is 
celebrated to mark the beginning of the rainy season. It is  
regarded to herald the rise of the water in the rivers and 
rivulets, It is also the day bringing in new seasonal vegetables 
to the consumers. This day the devotee is to taste them for 
the first time in the year. The DaSaharii otherwise introduces 
the new rainy season. 

Every 14th day of the dark fortnight is regarded as a 
special day. They call it charhe. Most of the festivals of 
the month fall on the charhe, and hence the importance of 
the charhe in general. The Thyiisapus mention the charhe 
days in regard to certain special occasions of religious signi- 
ficance. Even loday the charhe days are picked up for 
ceremonies. Two lunar months, the Sriivana and Klirtika 
are regarded as sacred mooths by the Buddhists in particular. 
Some may undertake a fast (upaviisa) in this period with just 
sips of water taken to quench thirst intermittently. otherwise 
this is a total fast, Those who fast find place in the Vihiiras. 
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The last day of such a fast is a ceremonial occasion, and as 
soon as tbt: fast is broken there is a feast shared by the 
relations and family. The fast seems to be an old practice. 
One of the inscriptions of Srinivlsamalla (n. 28 in our 
Appendix)' lays down rules to be observed by those who 
undergo the fast (also see n. 3 in our Appendix). The 
Thyiisapu A also mentions the Kiirtika ritual performed in 
Syengu. 

The social life of the people in the middle ages was much 
mixed with religious festivals of one kind or the other. Mostly 
these festivals coincided with seasonal changes, but some- 
times they were celebrated during the leisurely hours after 
the plantation and harvest periods. They involved commu- 
nity feast, and merrymaking. It was a gay life the people 
seem to have led. The festivals served two ends. They 
were to propitiate the deities, and a t  the same time provide 
occasion for sumptuous meals and entertainment. Religion 
was the dominant factor, but they served also the social end 
of bringing people of the same clan together in an atmosphere 
of joy and mirth. I n  a wider background the festivals were 
to serve the entire area of a village or part of a town or 
sometimes a town itself. I n  these localities whenever there 
was a festive appearance of a deity in a car (ratha) or a 
miniature temple like khala, the people watched the proces- 
sion with enthusiasm and feeling of rejoicing. Drarnatic 
performance was a part of the festival and men, women end 
children enjoyed the various scenes as they were presented. 
Free from the daily toil and labour the peasantry was the 
most enthusiastic participant in these festivals. 

To them the festivals gave entertainment as well as 
diversion from a life of toil and labour. Festivals were well 
timed, they coincided with the period of leisure of the toiling 
community. They gave occasions when the broad mass of 
people on subsistence level could forget their day to day 
protilerns, and transform themselves to a gay world of 
plenitude and no care. I n  the festive sites also met high and 
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low without distinction, Festivals had the same importance 
for all people8 irrespective of their private resources. They 
all came to the sites. high and low, rich and poor with the 
same sense of devotion and amusement. Tbe poor again 
were to feel that they had advanced far  from the wretched 
drab environment of poverty. They were in this company 
of gods where rich and poor were equally welcome. Alco- 
holic drinks did in no small measure contribute to the 
general atmosphere of rejoicing. These were accepted by 
God, and men and women had only to help themselves to 
their prasada. The festivals transformed their mood which 
could be called simply hilarious. 

We gather little knowledge from our sources in regard to 
the various social customs and practices. In the Srst part 
we dealt with the origin, formation and organisation of the 
castes. I t  appears that the society was much orthodox and 
its medieval practices were regulated by tenets of scriptures 
in forms as  ordained to each caste. Elaborate rituals had 
been prescribed for special occasions. One's way of life had 
to be accommodated in accordance with the strictures provid- 
ed to be observed for the duration of such times. Each 
time while a birth or  death occurred in a family, the 
members were required to undergo certain purification 
ceremony, the type of it varying in rigour according to 
caste. TI he highest caste was subjected to the most rigorous 
process. The royal family was no exception. It was sub- 
jected to disciplinary rules as much as  these had to be obeyed 
by a warrior caste. 

IV. DOMESTIC RITES FROM BIRTH TO DEATH 

Living in a society dominated by ritualistic religion the 
Newars have to perform rites at every phase of lift: from birth 
to death. These rites were, however. special each occurring 
once in a lifetiale of an individual as he survived. These 
should be distinguished from rites that are performed in  
ordinary course as a routine affair in a year or  at the option 
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of an individual as he felt its need and also from those which 
fall outside the category of annual (v i i r~ ik i )  ceremonies and 
on special occasions to the liking and material resources of 
the individual concerned. 

There are numerous occasions in one's lifetime, when one 
or the other kind of rituals has to be performed, some option- 
al and some compulsory, but most of these are not men- 
tioned in records. Our knowledge of such rites, therefore 
except i n cases which ore noted in reliable documents is 
derived from an understanding that the festivals which 
are observed today might have come to us in succession 
from generation to generation since times immemorial. 
At leust this could be said that they were prevalent 
during the period under study, and we have got them as a 
legacy of that past. 

The birth to death rites fall into several categories : 

(1) the name giving ceremony, which might be called 
Jiitakarma; 

(2) the feeding oi cereal ceremony, the annapriibana; 
( 3 )  the shaving of head and loin cloth-wearing ceremo- 

nies in case of males. chudiikarma and upanayana or 
vratabandha; 

(4) the yihi (first marriage) and Biiriitayagu (mens- 
trual or near menstrual rite) in the case of girls; 

(5) the nuptial rites i. e. viviiha which is called 
second marriage; 

(6) the mortuary rites, an tye~$ i .  

The birth of a child is always welcome in the household. 
If the child born happens to be a son, the pleasure is all the 
greater. There is merriment and feast in the family, to which 
relatives join. No elaborate ritual takes place on the birth 
of a child. But as soon as the baby is born a small offering 
coosisting of a piece of arecanut, small quantity of rice. 
flowers and a silver or copper coin all assembled in an ear- 
then pot is made to the Sun God. GaneSa and Kumira. The 
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offering is called Kisali. The midwife attending on the 
mother is ent~tled to the benefit of the offering as soon as it 
is set aside. 

The actual ritual for the purpose of name giving follows 
3 or 4 or 5 or even 10 days later as is the customary practice 
observed by the household concerned. This is actually the 
birth ceremony. The astrologer has had to be present on the 
occasion besides the priest, the name conforming to the alpha- 
bet symbolised by the astral cojunction of the moment the 
baby was born. The ceremony also is meant to purify the 
household including the mother who till now was confined 
to a room in  a condition of sequestration. The child is in- 
doors for 3 months and is taken out of the residence for 
sometime at the beginning of the 4th montb, and there is a 
ceremony performed. 

When the child passes the fifth month a ceremony is held 
to add to its milk food also a little quantity of rice, pulse 
and vegetables. The baby starts teething at this time and the 
ceremony synchronises with this stage in its physical develop- 
ment. Sucking of the mother's breasts continues along with 
chewing and masticating process exercised by the emerging 
teeth. The ceremony is known as annapriiianra or Janko. 

The Thyiisapu G mentions among other rites that of Jata- 
karmma and S a ~ t i .  The $asti is the simple ceremony of 
worshipping the Goddess of the day and seeking her blessing. 
The worsllip is performed at night, and is attended by the 
family astrologer who sits down to prepare the baby's horos- 
cope. The information about the rite is noted under date 
line NS 786. 

lnspite of this information it is, however, difficult to say 
if the rite extended to those who were guided in  their ritu- 
als by the GuvH priests. This rite was however performed 
wherever the Brlhmana was the priest of the family. 

We have numerous instances of the Janko ceremonies 
noted in the Thyiisapus. 
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If a person lived upto a ripe old age, he enjoyed his own 
janko. The feeding ceremony is performed as his 77 years, 
7 months and 7 days pass. The Buddhists celebrate Janko 
ceremonies at the 77th, 80th and 99th year according to the 
nun~ber of full moon the person has seen. In the calculation 
of the number some add the intercalary month's full moon 
also to the total. The Janko ceremony is connected with the 
Moon God whose worship is performed by the person con- 
cerned, The Grahamatrika deities are worshipped in the day 
time. The son has to play a very important part in the 
ceremony. Earlier in the day he is placed on a chariot and 
taken out in a procession round the city, At night when the 
Moon is in sight in the sky he performs the rite of worship. 
Different deities figure as objects on the three occasions of the 
Janko. Of course, the moon is the important deity, but 
Vasundharii is worshipped for the eight kiuds of success, 
during the second Janko, and U~ni~av i j aya  during the third. 
Then the feeding ceremony is performed, the old man enjoy- 
ing the best of disbes. The celebration is ended with commu- 
nity feast. 

I n  a text known as Buddhoktasarizsiirnavamaya the rite of 
Janko of the late years in life is mentioned. It gives 3 stages, 
the first is called Bhitnaratha, the second Devaratha and 
the third Mahiiratha. I t  also gives an account of rituals. 
Tbere is yet another text, the Nenzasiitra, which has the same 
account of the Janko, and its rituals. 

It is said that the ceremony of Bhimaratha is connected 
with the attainment of the particular age, and has not to do 
so much with the moon, but the Devaratha and Mahiiratha 
ceremonies are performed when the person concerned has 
seen 1000 and 1200 full moon respectively. 

The Saivites have the same name as the Buddhist call 
them for the three stages. But following Vyddhagargasarh- 
hitti they think the ceremony is not concerned with the full 
moon. It is the age which counts. There is a separate cere- 
mony for the event when the person comes to reach the age 
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emerging to have seen 1000 full moon. The three deities 
worshipped on the three occasions are the eight immortal 
sages, the eight Vasus, and eleven Rudras respectively. 

The Janko ceremony of the old man is universally prac- 
tised today in the Newar community. But although such 
ceremonies are recommended by ancient texts, they are today 
rarely performed by persons belonging to other communities. 
We also search in vain for sources to establish the perfor- 
mance of such rites in the middle ages. No documents of 
the period ever speak of this ceremony. The Janko cere- 
mony of one's infancy comes in for occasional reference in 
these. Should we take it that Jartko of the old age came to 
be celebrated in comparatively recent times ? 

The male child has to keep his hairs ur~shaved until he 
passes his 3rd or 4th year. Then his head is shaved. There is 
a ceremony cblled chudtikarma or Bosakhii to mark this 
occasion. Sometimes if the child has reached the age of 8 
or so chudifkarma is alongside performed with vratabandha 
ceremony which follows. With the vratabandha the boy is 
enabled to wear a loin cloth. He is aged enough to expe- 
rience the feeling of shame at  his sex-organ keeping open to 
view. So he needs a covering and gets it. The covering just 
a loin cloth is called kaita in New5ri and the ceremony is 
known as kait;iipiijii. Sometimes there is a gap of 2 to 3 
years between chudtikarma and vrotabandha ceremonies. 
Vratabandha is an initiation ceremony ; of which upanayana 
is the main rite but the sacred thread is denied to the commu- 
city. 

The Guvas and Bares stop at chudtikarma. They do not 
have the kait;cipiijii ceremony. With the shaving of his head 
the boy enters upon a career of a monk. He vows celibacy 
and takes oath to renounce the world. He wears chibara. a 
saffron robe, abstains from eating meat and drinking wine and 
stays in the vihifra where he enters to undergo the process of 
the main ceremony of initiation. Altogether for four days 

he has to pass in that condition becoming a monk and then 
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preparing himself to come back to the household. Each 
morning he has to go a begging like a monk with a piitra in 
his hand. He has to visit daily at  least 7 houses. Each 
morning wandering with a beggar's bowl in hand he is intro- 
duced to enact the part of a monk. The chudiikarma cere- 
mony has to be performed in childhood. Sometimes a baby 
of a year or two is also made to undergo the rigorous penance 
in the cold weather of the month of January. The ceremony 
is performed generally of boys numbering upto 20 in a group 
to share the expenses required collectively, 

According to Kriyiisafigraha the disciple who was to be 
ordinated has to take a solemn vow before his spiritual guide 
to renounce the world. He says with folded hands "I such and 
such a person, take shelter with Dharma, take shelter with 
Buddha, take shelter with the Safigha for ever" The text further 
szys, the spiritual guide should then communicate to him 
the five Sikgiipadas or Primary Lessons. The disciple should 
promise to take nothing which is not given to him, to renounce 
double-dealing, falsehood, and the use of wine, during the 
course of his whole life, and solicit his spiritual guide to grant 
him the light of the Five Lessons in the following words : - 
"Grant me, 0 Lord, the protection of the three, grant all that 
an Upasaka wants, such as the Five Lessons &c ; my name is 
such and such, I solicit the favour of my Achiirya in investing 
me as a Bhikgu". After this, his head should be shaved, 
leaving ollly the coronal hair. Then the Guru should try the 
firmness of his disciple's determination by questions. and. 
having satisfied himself of his sincerity, should anoint him 
with waters brought from the four oceans, and make him put 
on a piece of ochre-colored cloth. The Neophite should 
announce his entrance into the order by repeating the followo 
ing words three times: "I, of such and such a name, throw 
away the signs of a householder's state for ever, and receive 
those of a hermit". Then he should place himself entirely 
under the protection of the 'three jewels' by reciting the for- 
mula-"I take refuge with Dharma, I take refuge with 
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Buddha, I take refuge with Sangha". After having received 
the ten commandments from the Guru, he should have 
recourse to the following formula-"As my Lord never 
neglects the duties of life, so I too promise never to deviate 
from the path of duty in my life". Then he should request 
his Guru to favour him with an alms-bowl and a piece of 
ochre-colored cloth. He should call the whole congregation 
around him, place his right knee on the ground, and with 
folded hands, says, "I am named such and such, bring that 
piece of cloth to me, and delight to see me. Bring that piece 
of cloth, UpTidhySya, I request you, let it remain here for 
the satisfaction of the congregation. Bring that piece of 
cloth, 0 Lord, that I may inspire confidence". On the Achar- 
ya's handing him over the consecrated cloth. he should 
wear it, and thenceforth be one of the B h i k ~ u s . 2 ~ ~  

The process laid down by Kriyiisarigraha for ordination is 
the same today, but after this had been done the ordinated 
renounces his monkhood as he did the world four days ago 
and goes back home to live with his parents and become a 
gyhastha. 

Although only the upper castes figure in the Tltydsapus. 
their account mentions in brief the ceremonies Jdtakarma 
(birth), Niimakarana (name giving), Janko or Annapriisana 
(feeding) and Bosakhii or Chudhkarma (shaving one's head 
to cut off hairs grown since one's birth). 

The Thjiisapu G under the date line 786 ~riivana iukla 
makes a reference to the ceremonies of Jdtakarma and Niima- 
karana while it narrates the account of one Motirija having 
begotten a son. Motiriija must have been an important person 
becanse his name is repeatedly mentioned in the Thyiisapu G. 
From the same source we learn that during the period of 11 
days since the child was born the family and bins could not 
perform religious rites. The Thyiisapu A speaks of the 
feeding ceremony (Janko) of Piirthivendramalla's son (f .  27). 

205 R. L. Mitra, op. cit, pp 108-09 
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According to the Thyiisapu F the Janko ceremony of King 
Rapajita's son had been held in Thimi on 858 Sravana 
k r ~ n a  2.  The Bosakhii is mentioned by the Thyiisapus D 
and F .  The former states under date line 786 Jye8l;ha krtna 
agtami that there was a Bosakhii ceremony of the second son 
of the king of Bhatgaon, which was attended by King Srini- 
vasamalla of Patan. 

The Upanayana ceremony was known in the middle ages 
also as  Budiina. The Brihmanas and Ktatriyas were entitled 
to undergo this ceremony but not others. We know from the 
ThyZisapus about the many ceremonies of the boy of eminent 
individuals. The Vratabandha itself was a protracted affair, 
For  days together the boy was required to undergo some 
rigours and perform rituals such as  homa. From the Thyii- 
sapu G we learn that the child prince Ugramalla, Bhatgaon 
king's younger son, whose Budana was performed on 790 
Asadha Sukla pafichumi was put under a rigorous discipline 
for days together to perform such rites. 

The Thyijsapu A (f, 71 )  reports the celebration of King 
BhUpilendraYs Budiina on NS 809 Chaitra ky,ma 9. 

The Thyijsapu D under date line 799 Jyejtha k g @  14 
nlentions the Budiina of one Ramriijaju. HIS  caste is not 
mentioned. But he might be either a K ~ a t r i y a  or a BrShmana. 
We learn from the Thyiisapu A (f. 43) that the Biidiina of a 
Brihmana took place in Salikhu in NS 802, the ceremony 
extending for 3 months since J y e ~ t h a  Sukla 10, In both 
cases it can be said that the ceremony of  Budiina was perform- 
ed when the boy attained a certain age. I n  all certainty 
the same can be said of Achiju and Joii castes. All these 
castes wore sacred thread, But we doubt if 'Budiina' was 
allowed to the castes other than those mentioned, HOW- 
ever, the Kai~apiijii might have been called otherwise Budiina 
without the use of sacred thread and Giiyatri spell in the 
ritual. 

In the case of girls there is a near nuptial rite cal!ed yihi. 
I t  is performed at  about the same age of the boy while his 
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chudiikarnta and vratabandha ceremonies take place. Yihi 
literally means marriage. Ln I'hyiisapus the expression is 
used to carry this sense. (See Supra Part I, Ch. on Yakga- 
malla's sons), The Il'hyiisapu A (f.  61) talks of PBrthivendra- 
malla's yihi with the princess of Vasantapur. Here to3 the 
obvious meaning of yihi is that of marriage in the ordinary 
course, But yihi is generally used today for the ceremony 
which is performed at the pre-puberty age of the girl but 
which in all features is little differentiated from nuptial rites. 

There is a treatise giving a systematic description of the 
rituals of yihi. The yihi is called Sriphala-viviiha and pra- 
dhamaviviiha, i. e the first marriage. It has to be performed 
when the girl is below 8 years of age, I t  is just a ritual 
marriage. No idea of conjugal union iu the rites of yihi is 
obtained. The yihi is a kind of group ritual. Many girls 
are brought to one place for the rite. The well-to-do family 
in the locality, whose daughter was to participate in the rite 
plays the host to all other participants. But no invitations are 
sent to the parties concerned, They, however, flock to the 
residence of the host on their owu knowledge that the yilzi 
celebration is to take place there. The most auspiciou< hour 
for yihi is the occasion of the Janko ceremony of an old 
person who attains 77 years and 7 months of age. But other 
occasions are also chosen. For the GuvSjus anything of a 
big ceremony in Vihiira provides the occasion for bringing 
their girls for the rite of yihi. The host party has to make a 
presentation of some cloth pieces to each girl coming in for 
the yihi and feed them sumptuously. The host is always 
of a higher caste, the practice being to take the girls 
to the place of ceremonial performance in the locality. 
So is done if a Udai is performing yihi at his residence. 
But a Sesyo would not go to a Udai's residence. The Guva 
performs the yihi only with his castemen. But all other 
castes except the untouchables assemble together without any 
distinction. The untouchable castes do not perform the )ihi 
ceremony. For  all pledged to the ceremony the rules of 
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perfomance contained in a treatise are common, so that it 
would seem that their cultural inspiration is the same ir- 
respective of castes and creed. 

By looking between the lines of the text and the rules it 
lays down for practice it appears that the yihi is a Brihma- 
nical ceremony. All the Brahmanical gods, Brahmi, Siirya and 
Agni are invoked for blessing the occasion. The ritual is 
called Vedic, and hymns of Vedas are chanted to purify the 
ritual. The rite also has a similar pattern. After some piijii 
such as placing eight finials etc, the Be1 fruit (wood apple) 
is worshipped. Then the lump of gold which is placed inside 
the sacrificial area is worshipped as bridegroom. The incan- 
tation calls the worshipped as Suvarna Kumiira who is to 
receive the hand of the virgin now being offered to him by the 
father. The giving of the bride is known as Kanyiidiina. 
The father says "Oh! Suvarna Kumir, I give you my daughter 
who is full of merits. You Lord PrajFipati, I offer my virgin 
daughter with all her dress and ornaments. Oh Kumara! 
you are the destroyer of all sins, you are shaped in gold, and 
the bridegroom. Let her be yours, and this I say with the 
words of the Vedas. Let my sins be destrayed and the attain- 
ment of heaven be easier." After Kanyiidiina the eldest female 
member of the family places sindura (vermilion) on the girl's 
forehead. This is followed by a ceremony called huirikigu. 
and ten pieces of arecanut are offered as is done in actual 
marriage. Later at  the end of the ceremony the bride is 
taken to the nearest temple preferably that of Kumiiri. 

I t  is suggested that the idea of a yihi is to enable a girl 
to escape from becoming a widow and to guarantee her 
eternal virginity, the theory being as the immortal Suvarna 
Kumiira never dies the girl with yihi cannot become a widow. 
The husband in later life is a mortal being subject to the 
influence of Kiila (death). I n  the circumstances the girl's 
marriage with a man is as temporary as it could be. If he 
lives long it is all right. But there could be a divorce or the 
husband might die ; this would not affect her career if she 



chose to remarry. We might note here that today the Newar 
girl who invariably has to go through the ritual of yihi enjoys 
the right of divorce and second marriage by tradition. She 
does not lose her status or caste by remarriage. 

The yihi can be a very old institution. I n  view of the fact 
that the women enjoy freedom in the society in respect of 
second marriage. We envisage an institutional background 
for this practice through the yihi. The yihi endows a 
woman with a prospect of perennial virginity. But this 
contradicts the reports of Sari (accompanying the dead hus- 
band on the funeral pyre) as given in the accounts of the 
Thyiisagus, and I talian Missionaries. The Sati practice 
reflects the absolute subservience of a woman to a man to the 
extent of compelling her to follow him after his death. The 
Italian fathers say that a widow could not marry second time 
(see below Appendix). Should we think that yihi was 
common only among the castes other than the Brahmanas, 
Keatriyas and upper class VaiSyas ? 

In fact as the rite is Briihmapical, there seems no reason 
that the upper castes should be excluded from its purview. 
O r  the very conception of a girl retaining her virginity on 
being married to a god is recently created in a different situ- 
ation. But at any rate the yihi must be a custom of hoary 
antiquity, although references to this so-called 'first marriage 
of a girl' is wholly absent from our sources. As it is a custom 
universally followed by the Newar community, 1 do not think 
that its origin so simple enough to lead us to  think that it 
was imposed by somebody in the last century or so. The 
yihi must be there in the middle ages at  any rate. 

If the yihi was introduced in the later middle ages. say in 
the 15th century or so, then i t  was possible that by devising 
an early marriage they were meeting the challenge of a possi- 
ble Muslim invasion on Nepal, which, however, came just 
once. ~t was a belief commonly shared in North-India that 
the Turks who had seized practically the whole of North 
India upto Bengal would not lay hands on married women. 
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The North Indians were already marrying their girls before 
they reached puberty. This whs the advice tendered by law 
givers whose words were strictly followed in the time as the 
Hindus faced a threat to their religion due to Muslim expan- 
sion. I t  is possible that the yihi was a reflection of similar 
attitude on the part of the Nepalese. The prospect of Muslim 
invasion was, however, very distant, and as customs hardened 
the belief could not sustain. But the yihi served one great 
purpose. I t  very cleverly bypassed the general rule that a 
woman should be given to a man before she attains the age 
of puberty. Child marriage amongst the lower divisions of 
society was probably not encouraged. Such was the case 
also with the Buddhist Guv3 priests and the trader class 
of the Udais. 

As we consider the custom of yihi, we must bear in  
mind that the Brahmanas and K~atr iyas  had not adopted it. 
The yihi did in all surety obtain in the Vaiiya and Siidra 
families. The Buddhist GuvTi and their laity Udai similarly 
adopted the practice. The untouchables again did not observe 
the custom. It is not unlikely that originally this was a 
custom confined to the peasant and other professional castes 
of Nepal. 

The Briihmanas and K~atr iyas  suffered from the evils of 
child marriage. We know from the history of the period 
that princes were married at  a very early age. The latest 
example is that of king Jayaprakiga's son Jyotiprak5Sa who 
was married in NS 873 at the age of 10 or so. 

'The information about the practice of yihi is almost 
absent in the accounts of our source materials. There is 
only one reference to the yihi rite available so far ; this is 
made by the Thyiisapu F under date line 859 Kiirtika k r ~ n a  4 
when the yihi of one Dhaiiju's daughter was performed. But 
this may enable us to determine the historical aspect of the 
rite. Because the Thyiisapu F mentions the yihi of a 
daughter, it is surely the very rite we know as yihi today 
which has been mentioned. If it is so, then there cannot be  
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any doubt of the rite having been in vogue in the 18th 
century A. D. 

I t  might be of interest to note that a similar rite is in 
vogue in Malabar (South India) among the Nayar community. 
The rite called tali is observed as the primary marital rite. 
I t  is different from Sathbandhanam which is another name 
for the stage of a conjugal union. In  the Nayar community 
a Nambudri Brahmana accepts the hands of the girl in tGli but 
he is not the one with whom she lives in c o ~ j u g a l  union later. 
With this difference the yihi and tali appear as kindred 
rituals. 

Biiriitayegu : Near puberty and menstruation the girl has 
to  undergo an ordeal of isolation from menfolk including her 
father and brothers. She is confined to a room within closed 
doors and windows in the house away from the gaze of a man 
whoever he may be and also from the rays of the Sun. There 
is no restriction about other matters. and she continues to be 
in that state for full eleven days. On the 12th day she prays 
to the rising Sun in full view before seeing any male member 
of her family. It is a general practice with the Hindus to 
isolate a girl in her first menstruation for 11 days so that no 
male members could see her for that duration. But the 
practice of keeping her in isolation before menstruation is 
singular to the Newar community. 

The practice of confinement of a girl in the condition as  
described above is called 'ba'dhiitayegu' and the same is 
'biiriitayegu' in a changed form. The Thyiisapu F is the 
only authority to talk of the practice. It gives the information 
under date line NS 858 when in the month of Aivina Sukln 
on the 8th day King JayaprakGSa's queen had to be removed 
to a dark room.where she was kept in isolation for 10 days 
more. She was taken out of the room on the 1 l th  day after 
some rites were performed. 

From the account of the Thya'sopri F it is clear that the 
custom of 'biiriitayegu' obtained in the 18th century. 
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Although the same kind of references as in the case of 
yihi is noticed so far as our sources are concerned, the 
'biiratayegu' must have obtained in the middle ages in 
view of the injunctions of the ancient law givers in this 
matter. 

The actual marriage might take place when the girl is 
quite grown up or even earlier. The bridegroom plays a very 
insignificant role in it. He is nowhere in the picture until he 
has to join his bride to perform a rite in his house called 
'Huifikigu.' He does not have to go to the bride's place in 
the company of the marriage party. Until then the bride- 
groom is in charge of the middleman called Lami. The 
bridegroom's father also plays some part. He accompanies 
a group of people to the bride's home to fetch her. The group 
in a substantial number forms into a procession and follows 
a musical band. The party should reach the bride's house 
at midnight or earlier. In the early hours of the morning she 
is made over to the Lami who takes charge. The Lami is a 
very important participant in the ritual. He has a sacramental 
role. If the bride dies, the Lami has to cremate her body on 
his own and perform the funerary rites (dukhafi chonegu). 
The bride belongs to his fold until she is made over to the 
husband the next morning as she is taken to the latter's 
house. The transfer of her custody to the Lami takes place 
when the father gives him 10 pieces of arecanuts. This is 
the only rite performed in the bride's home. Then she 
prepares to go to her husband's home. She is well adorned 
and clothed. She wears traditional ornaments of the marital 
rites such as t ik.  tayo, tuki, man etc, about which we shall 
have occasion to make our observation later. She is placed 
in a hammock, which is carried over the shoulders of two 
men. She is accompanied by a maid-in-waiting. When the 
bride reaches the bridegroom's home she is received by her 
mother-in-law at the gate. She is given a key, and she follows 
the mother-in-law upstairs to look round the treasury and 
store room. Then there is a short rest for the parties, after 
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which comes the ceremonial meeting of the husband and wife, 
called 'huiiikigu'. The 'hrriiikigu' is performed at  an auspicious 
moment commended by the astrologer. During 'huiiikigu' 
the hushand receives the 10 pieces of arecanuts from his wife 
which the Lami passes onto her in a profusely ritualised 
surrounding with a finial and oil lamp placed in front of him. 
The finial and oil lamp are worshipped. So are GaneSa and 
the tutelary deity. The  ritual starts with this worship. Then 
the bride puts a garland round her husband's neck and 
herself falls upon his feet. On the third or fourth day as the 
astrologer commends, the bride and bridegroom visit a nearby 
temple of GaneSa or Durgii, where the bridegroom puts 
vermilion powder on her forehead (Sinachhiiyagu). The 
ceremony is over with this function and next day the bride's 
relations come to see her (khviisvay). The couple get an 
invitation to visit the bride's parents a t  home (duchdyakegir), 
and with the visit the entire rites of the girl's marriage with 
a man ends. 

From the noting of the nls. Jaganmohan we notice that in 
respect of the marriage in the royal family Vedic rites of 
Madhuparka and Saptapadi were held as part of the marital 
rituals. The  Madhuparka rite is performed when the bride- 
groom enters the bride's house. He is welcomed ceremonially 
as the respected guest and prospective husbaod of the 
daughter. The Saptapadi rite is performed in the nzandapa 
next morning, and the husband here acknowledges the bride 
as his wife with promises to treat her as her equal. With the 
Madhuparka the marital rite ends. Before Saptapadi there 
is a ceremonial offering of the girl to the bridegroom by her 
father. This is done at a special auspicious moment. 

The ceremony is called kanyiidiina. From the Thyiisnpu A 
we learn that this was a part of the marital ritual. The 
reporting of the l'lzyiisapu gives several instances of such a 
rite having taken place on different occasions. When 
Psrthivendramalla married the princes of Vasantapur the 
kanyiidiina was performed by the bride's brother (f. 61). 

45 
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These rites do not exist today except amongst the 
Brghmaga families. But in view of the above information 

they were surely current in our period. That these rites were 
performed by the Briihmanas goes without saying because 
they still do it. It is clear that the Ksatriyas did also observe 
all the rites as enumerated. Perhaps the modern practice of 
nlarriage prevailed with the castes below them. But many 
VaiSyas also followed the Brihmanical rites of Madhi/parka 
etc. 

I think that these special rites were performed only by 
people whose marriage ceremony took place in the way as it 
is directed today. In all certainty this was followed by the 
BrShmanas and K~atr iyas  and also by a few families of 
Vaiiyas and not by others. 

After marriage there is no rite in a man's life time. After 
death his last rite is performed, but there although he is the  
main figure, he is no more i n  the living world to share the 
joy or sorrow of the occasion. The last rite is known as the 
loth rite. When a person dies, the dead body is treated for 
sometime as a dwelling house of his spirit. Its departure 
to the cremation ground has to be carefully managed. Before 
it leaves the residence the corpse receives bath, 2nd it is 
wrapped in a cloth called Pongci. The body is tightly 
wrapped, and also sewn at  seven places. A funeral cot or 
coffin is prepared out of bamboo poles to contain the body. 
It is framed like a four legged cot, on four sides four small 
sticks are placed to support a canopy of the muslin cloth- 
A Sriiddha is performed at the place where the person had 
died. Another Sriiddha but not as elaborate is performed 
when the body is out of the house. While dying a Sivanzdrgi 
Newar is brought down either to die at  the cowshed or if that 
is not as close he is kept at the ground floor. The Buddhist 
Newar however has to die at the uppermost floor of the 
house. Outside the house the dead is worshipped and flowers 
and red powder of vermilioll are strewn over the coffin. There 
is a funeral processioil following the coffin which is carried by 
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four men. In the coffin is placed a sn~a l l  iron weapon, a needle 
or knife. I t  is said that with the iron weapon the spirit inside 
the body does not have the tendency to look back at his home 
surrounding, and thus the inmates are saved from the 
visitation of evil spirits. The funeral procession headed by a 
musical band playing a drum, a pipe-like kalliibrrja and large 
metal cymbals. The carrying of the body in procession is 
called 'Sabayiitrii'. 

The eldest living son is the chief mourner, who has to 
weep and cry while olher male nietllbers of the family follow 
in order according to relationship in the same manner. In 
the case of Jyiipu castes the female members of the family. 
in  particular the wife and daughter, accompany the funeral 
procession. Dead bodies are burnt at s;tes on the bank 
of the rivers, big or small and each family has its own 
burning site. So the funeral procession directs its movement 
to the burning site where the dead man's ancestors were 
burnt. Accompanying the mournzrs are those who carry :t 

torch, two-basketful of paraphernelia for mortuary rituals 
and faggot of wood. At every cross road it is the pr2cticc 
to scatter raw rice, paddy, pulses and red powder along with 
some currency pieces, and all this is done in place of Sriiddha. 
When the'procession reaches the cremation ground, a bier is 
prepared out of wood pieces, and over it is laid the dead 
body. The eldest son lits the fire. i n  the absence of any son 
the unmarried daughter does it. The last unburnt earthly 
remains are thrown into the river. This done, the mourning 
party returns home. 

For the Sesyo caste the rules are that the sons or whoever 
is the chief mourr.er performing kriyii (mourning rites) have 
to undergo certain discipline for  12 days. I-Ie shaves his head 
before the dead body is removed from the  house. The 
chief mourners are generally sons or in their absence a 
daughter or  in her absence a brother or any one assigned 
to that task. The mourner does not touch others, 
does not wear tailored cloths, does eat only boiled 
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vegetables and rice cooked either by himself or ano- 
ther mourner. People of other castes have to abstain from 
meat and d r i ~ k  but they call touch others, while however not 
leaving their residence, and avoidil~g footwear. Every male 
mourner has to shave his head on the 10th day. For 10 days 
consecutively he has to offer yinda (a small ball of boiled 
rice) to the departed. On the 7th day tbe mourner's house 
offers nyiinumG to a member of Jugi caste. The nyiir~umii 
literally meaning the offering of the 7th day consists of 
cereals and other requisites of day-to-day consumption with 
which the persori had had to be fed. For the Guv2 caste the 
seventh day brings to an end the mourning period. They 
uphold their tradition of monkhood, and do not observe the 
kriyii for 12 days required of other castes. The last day 
whether it is the 7th or 12th is the occasion for a puri6ca- 
tion ceremony, the house is purified of the touch of the 
departed spirit, now that it is in the world of ancestors 
p i ,  The Sriiddha performed on this day is in memory 
of the departed persori who comes to accept the offer of 
pinda in the company of those relatives who had preceded 
him in the pityloka. With the pinda is also offered meat, the 
buff a10 meat most of all. For all castes other than the Guvg- 
jus there is a Srdddha ceremony on the 13th day and the 
rigours of the mourning are over. The chief mourner conies 

to the usual way of life, although for another period he has 
to abstain from wearing coloured dress, and avoid pomp and 
splendour i n  anything. The 45th day is the end of the mour- 
ning and whatever remained of it. The ceremony is called 
la tya .  At the present time the practice of wearing a white 
dress and slloes of fibre materials for a year is universally 
followed, but as it appears from the Patan Mulchok inscrip- 
tion of 795 the latya was the end of the mourning period in 
the middle ages. If there was a year-old mourning the 
records should have mentioned such custom. Instead, they 
refer to the more important of the n~ourning period. the 12th 
day kriyii and then to 1af;yii (Inscription n. 77 ). Tl!e record 
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is illscribed to regulate the behaviour of the Royal family i n  
relation to  mourr~ing but it may provide us a clue to the 
duration of the mourning. The record is datzd NS 795. 
According to the inscription the Royal house gets purified on 
the 12th day. On the 13th day the Briihnlanas are fed. The 
inmates can leave the palace, and this may apply to the 
princes as  well as the queens. All. other religious rites can 
also be performed. But those wishing to ecter the 
palace should do so after the latyii. The bandhej i.e. the 
customary regulation was binding on the three kingdoms. 
In the Thyiisapu D there are occasional references to the 
dying person being 'placed half underwater of the river' 
(ardhajala). There is still a practice of taking a dying person 
to the bank of [he river. As soon as signs of last breathing 
appear the body is placed with the bed on a stone and the 
fingers of the feet allowed to touch the flowing waters. It 
appears that this practice was prevailing also iu the late 
middle ages. The Tflyiisapu D notes that under date IC'S 798 
trayodaii a'qidha k g ~ a  13 danivdra one RSmeSvara died 
in Sankhamiil 'half submerged under water'. It does not 
seem, however, that the practice was widely followed. Psr- 
haps this was confined to  the upper castes of the community 
led by the Brahmans priests. The Tlzyiisapu gives us nume- 
rous instauces of people dying on the bank of the river B2g- 
mati. I t  is to be noted here that the lowcr castes of the 
Saivites take the dying to the grouud floor while all castes 
within the Guv2's spiritual fold take them to the uppermost. 
This must have been the general custom also in the middle 
ages. 

The burlling of the dead body over the bier was a univer- 
sal practice. Father Desideri makes a passing reference to 
the universal practice of burning. The cremation site was 
chosen according to family tradition. The members of the 
Royal family in Kathmandu were either taken to the Arya- 
ghg! on the bank of the river B3gmati where it flows touching 
the outer walls of the temple precincts of PaSupatinEtha or 
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were cremated within tlie cou f i~~es  of the Royal Palace on a 
select site. There was a specially raised stone platform 
reserved for royal cremation, which was called riijadipa 
both inside the Royal palace and  in Deopatan. The latter 
Kiijadipa was situated a t  Aryaghgf. The cremation of Patan's 
princes was done in Sankhamul, which is also situated on the 
bitnk of the river Hiigtnati. Therc was a specially raised 
stoile platform, over which the royal corpse was laid to rest 
for cremation. According to the Thyiisaprl A Nrpendramalla's 
body was burnt on Riijadipa on Jyegfilla kysna 11 pro 12 of 
800 (1. 13). Eight years later king Parthivendra's body was 
cremated on the same platform on Ajlidha Silkla 3 Sanai- 
Sc/raravara. The T h y i i ~ p l l  D reports that Nrpendramalla 
was cremated on Riijadipa at Gvala (Deopatan). 

We learn from the Thyiisclpu D that S~inivisamalla's last 
rite (agrtisaijzskiira) was performed in Sailkhamul. It is 
reported in  the Newari chronicle ( f ,  44b) that the cremation 
of Hyddhinarasimhamalla's dead body took place in Sankha- 
mul. A special platform was reserved for the members of 
the royal family for the purpose. Any king of Patan who 
died i n  his kingdom was cremated there. The Bhatgaon kings 
were cremated a t  thc main ghat on the bank of the Hanurnanta 
river, We do not want to multiply instances of cremation i n  
relation to the sites as i t  is established that cremation was a 
universal practice, and each fanlily was to select the site 
traditionally set aside and the royal family had their own 
cremation platforms. 

Incidentally the pro hlcm of pcrforn~i ng n:)rtisnlilskiirn and 
other krijii of a royal personage who had died at a consider- 
able distai~ce from home should come for nle~ltion at this 
stage. 

We have an inscription of the reign of Yoganarendramalla, 
which shows how the ancient Hindu scripture prevailed in  
determining the conduct of a relation of a dead person in 
regar'd to certaiu sscriliciol ceremonies (mortuary rites) being 
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performed within some specified time of the occurrence. The 
inscription dates NS 821 Magha krgna $asti Monday and 
commemorates the resumption of Kotyiihuti (off erring of ghee 
and parched rice to the fire) which was interrupted on account 
of t l ~ e  news of the death of Bhtipalendramalla (king of 
Kathmandu) reaching the patron. Bhiip8lendra was a nephew 
of Yoganarendra at the fifth generation and his death had to 
be mourned as the fiistras had directed and this meant the 
cessation of all other ceremonies. and even normal religious 
duties. The Kotyiihuti had to be abandoned. because the 
persons of all the relatives of the dead were supposed to be 
impure for a certain time after the death had occurred. The 
inscription states: The news of the death of Bhiipiilendra 
reached here after two months and five days. and his horos- 
cope was burnt and burning of satis also took place ; then 
on the 16th day the fire at the altar had to be relit, and several 
learned Paqdits and teachers (Upadhyiiyas) were called to 
give their opinion according to scriptures ; [ tbe opinion they 
recorded is a floka in the Sarikhasmyti. and this directed (the 
Sloka is quoted i n  full) observance of mourning in accordance 
with rules prescribed for each caste 1, if the news reaches 
within the prescribed period ; but outside this limit if one 
hears the news of death within a year. then only for 3 nights 
mourning should be observed ; this was called KhandiiSaucha; 
after a year, however, while the wife aud son mourned for a 
day, others of the clan were purified after bath. Ordinarily 
the nlourning (aiaucha) extends to 10. 12, 15 or 30 days as 
in each case the rule directed; now according to this directive. 
i t  was decided to resume Kotyiilzlrti after sixteen days had 
elapsed since the burning of horoscope. 

Altl~ough the inscription does not throw light on many 
aspects of customary practices i t  at least shows that the 
ancient scriptures of the Hindu society were influencing such 
practices also iu  Nepal to a great extent. 

Dhnrruasvjmin while passing through the Terai on his 
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way to Darbhanga met Nepalese companions who had carried 
with them sacred ashes (the remnant of the cremated dead 
body) to immerse in the waters of the Ganges.206 They were 
however, non-Buddhists. Obviously this was a practice con- 
fined to those who followed Brahman priests. The practice 
continued up till quite late. The ashes had to be carried in 
a small metallic pot, and was not to be touched by persons 
other than the carrier. But it appears that the practice was 
limited to the upper castes of the Saivite section of the 
community which was under the Briihrnanical influence. 

The custom of burning the wife with the dead body of the 
husband was very old. As in the early middle ages, tlie 
custom of Sat2 was widely prevalent also in the later period 
as well. I n  the uarrative we have seen how kiugs, members 
of the royal family and noblemen were followed on the 
funeral pyre by their wives. The Briihmapas and the castes 
immediately below them followed this practice quite strictly. 
No kings had died, whose wives had not burnt themselves on 
the pyre. 

Because it was a polygamous family, the king belonged 
to, his dead body claimed the largest toll of human lives 011 
the pyre. Besides, the Satis did also come from the harem, 
the favourite concubines chosz to follow the lord. We can 
just present the masterly list prepared of cases come to our 
knowleclge. Of these Mahendramalla's is the earliest for our 
period.a07 He was burnt with several women on the pyre. 
With a gap we come to know of PartHpamalla's nine wives 
burning with his dead body.208 Nrpendramalla was followed 
by 9 Saris. but his brother PHrthivendra's body was cremated 
with 24 of t t ~ e r n . ~ ~ ~  Iu Patan according to the Thyiisapu D 
there were 9 women buiuillg with king Sriniviisamalla. With 

206 Diogrnphy of DI.lar~nas~~iir~lin P. 59 
207 Doc. G of Mahenclramnlla. 
208 Thydsnpir D 
209 Thycisapu A ,  f. 24, 62. 
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Yoganarendrarnalla 33 women had irunlolated on the fire. 
Bhiipiileadramalla had died while out of Nepal, but women 
had been burnt along with his horoscope when the 11ews of 
his death had reached K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ ' ~  

The Gopiilariija Varizsiivali (VI 7 f. 27b) gives the infor- 
mation that Rudramalla, the subsidiary king of Bhatgaon, 
died in 446 and there were 4 W O L ~ I ~ I I  burnt with hini as Sufis, 

There is no doubt that the practice of Sari had started 
quite earlier, and the royal family strictly adhere to it, 

As we have already suggested the practice was followed 
by the Briihmanas, K~at r iyas  and even by some VaiSyas, 
those in touch with the palace ; what counted was position 
and status. Perhaps the influential families, to whichever 
castes they belonged followed this practice. The wives of the 
men of status and rank in the society acconlpanied their hus- 
bands to the funeral pyre. These were the wives of ministers 
or governors,211 royal priests, noblemen,a12 and other promi- 
nent persons.g13 We can cite numerous examples, The 
Thylisapus have noted o~lly cases prominent enough to 
deserve being mentined. But we can imagine that it must 
have been a practice widely resorted to. Not all the wonleu 
met the ordeal bravely. Mauy also escaped from the pyre. 
The Thgiisypu A mentions that tlir wife of Khoratanla and 
the wife of ChautBrS Lakamiuiir5yBqa had escaped, We learn 
fro~ll  the Thyiisapu D that on 800 VaiSiikha krgna 9 the S a ~ i  of 
Suvala Punasimha ran away from the fire. 

I should add here that not only the wives were burnt along 
with the deceased husband, but in a few cases sisters and 
mothers of the dead one also are seen to have jumped upon 
the fire to follow him. One of Mahendramalla's documents 

210 I'hytisapii A ,  f. 96. 
211 r l i y i sapu  A ,  f .  17. 
212 Thyisapu A ,  f .  24.Khoratama, father of Chief Minister dies. 
21 3 Tllyiisaplc D.  llnder daf:, SO0 Vnikililrtl k!.s!la 9 Suv5la Puna- 

sifiha dicd and his wife flcd iron1 the pyre. 
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( n. 6 ) shows his sisters burning themselves with his dead 
body, while accordiug to the chronicle king ViSvajitamalla's 
mother had entered into her son's funeral pyre. 

TO be burnt along with the dead body was certainly in- 
human and cruel. For our age it is too cruel even to think 
of. I t  is no wonder that many refused to be burnt when the 
first spark touched their body. Where this custom was 
practised it became sometimes compulsory on the part of 
the women to follow the dead man, and once the vow is made 
no escape was possible ; women were forcibly carried to the 
pyre, and burnt. But it appears that this was not so in 
Nepal. Here those who escaped were tolerated in the society. 
Of course, they led the life of widows. As we know from 
various sources, rsmarriage was not possible in the upper 
reaches of the society to which these women belonged. But 
howsoever sad their life might be they were spared. 

AS we have already made some observation on the posi- 
tion of women in con~lectior~ with the yihi practice, we shall 
have to talk more on the subject as  we come to discuss their 
property and other rights in the next section. 

Having said so 111uch about the festivals and other domes- 
tic ceremonies we now think it proper to make a short- obser- 
vation on the special characteristics of the rituals, which 
invariably form the backbone of any festivity and ceremonial 
performances. I t  was not enough just to refer to the rituals 
without saying what these were, how they were cotlducted 
and by whom, and also the paraphernalia required for the 
performance. Ia the following pages we shall describe them 
in all of their aspects and also quote authorities for the differ- 
ent form of rituals. 

Taking advantage of the space we shall also describe all 
other allied rituals of nzahiiyajiia and mahiidlitla as the case 
may be. 
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(V)  RITUALS, GIFTS A N D  THE CLASSICAL TEXTS 

Riturrls, their priests : The Guv2 guided tlie rituals of 
certain castes, while others followed the guidarice of the 
Briihmanas. But while with the former the Guvii and Bares 
functioned the latter as collaborators i n  conducting the cere- 
niofiies, tlie Briihnlanas obtained the assistance of a subordi- 
nate caste viz. Ach2ju and JoSi (astronomer) in the perfor- 
mance of the rituals. The Biilkurn3ri inscription (of NS 748) 
of SiddhiaarasiIhha mentions besides the BrZihmanas other 
persons whom it calls to have belonged to Achhju and JoSi 
castes as those figuring as co-priests in the piijii ceremony. 
There were Miila Achiiju and Miila JvSi but these were so 
treated only in the palace inscriptions (n. 98. 103 in our 
Appendix) a~ :d  not outside, However. the Acliaju and Jodi. 
thougli placed below the Briihmana caste served to act as  
auxiliary priests for all kinds of subsidiary performance in 
the actual ritual at every household of rhe Saivite faniily. I 
think although the Bare enjoys the status i n  caste relation as  
the Guvii, they could not perform the duties of the main 
priest. 

The Achaju functioned as at1 inferior priest in all Rriih- 
mana led households. They accepted dak~ini i  (gifts in  money) 
as well as food in their host's house. In several inscriptions 
they have been placed alongside of tlie Briihmanas in respect 
of the above. But they could not chaut the Vedic tnautras 
arid also could not co~iduct the rituals. These were d o ~ l e  by 
the Brahmanas alone. The Achaju and JoSi, however, were 
indispensible for any ritual. The JoSi was concerned with 
the task of finding out an auspicious time for any kind of 
rites to be performed. The Achiiju helped to arrange metho- 
dically the requirenlents of the ritual performance. He pre- 
pared the grou~dwork for the actual rite. I t  was left for the 
Hriihmana priest to use them. 

It1 the Buddhist ritual the chief priest is named as AchZ- 
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rya or G ~ r u b h r a t . ~ ~ ~  Others assist i~~g him to get the same 
i~ames as those of their counterparts in the Saivite 
f u ~ c t i o n , ~ ~ ~  

Vedic rites : The Banepii inscripticn of NS 672 refers to the 
Vedic rituals (Vedikavidhi), with which the ceremony of 
setting up the image of Niriiyana was I n  the 
Thyiisapus also Vedic rites are mentioned in  respect of cer- 
tain ceremonies of horna sacrifices and diinas (gifts). We 
have a reference to Vedic rituals in Yoganarendramalla's 
Vajravgriihi inscription of 821. I t  has been said that the 
goddess was worshipped and offered sacrifices in accordance 
with the Vedic rituals.217 

Thus it appears that the Vedic rites were still valid i n  our 
period. But these were confined to the followers of ~ a i v o -  
Vaigrnavism, whose priests were the Briihmanas. Apart from 
Vedic ritessmrti texts are cited in regard to many ceremonies. 
All these were again mixed up with the Tsntric rituals. 

As far as the followers of the Guvii priests are concerned. 
[hey borrowed ideas from the current practices of Saivite 
rituals. These practices were again incorporated in their own 
texts such as Kriyiisahgraha, Adaiiju4ripiiriijikii and other 
works of rituals. Our inscriptions also mention rites like 
Pafichopaclliira piijii, homa and diina in connection with the 
ceremonies of the Buddhist deities. 

Rituals, the process:The ground where the ritual was to be 
performed had to be cleansed properly and over i t  was sprin- 
kled Pafichagavya, i. e. a mixture of five products of cow's 
body, viz. milk, curd, gllee, urine and dung. This is required 
for any kind of ceremonial purification, whether a ritual site 
or a house or a human body. The Svnynrllbhu Puriica is the 

214 n. 6. 33 in our Appendix. 
215 n. 29, in our Appcndix. 
216 Znsc. n. 
217 Sec the narrative of the reign of the king. 
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authority for the use of paiichagavya in Buddhist rituals, 
whenever it was needed (Ch. XI, As. Soc. Pub. pp. 74-75). 

The Pafichagavya as a purifying thing is also highly re- 
commended by the Kriyasafigraha. While talking of rituals 
our inscriptions also mention the use of the pafichagavya for 
purifying the ground on which the piijii or horna was to be 
performed. Similarly the pafichagavya had to be uscd to 
purify the house where the death of an inmate had taken 
place. A relation of the dead who was considered impure for 
the duration of the mourning shook off bis impurity as  he 
touched the pafichagavya after the mourning period was over. 
On the birth of a child a similar purification rite was held on 
the name giving ceremony day. The ThyCsapu G menlions 
'how on 792 Advina knna 7 budhavba tbe royal priest had 
purified the Bhandarkhal by sprinkling the pafichagavya, it 
was then made impure by a dog's entry'. It appears on all 
accounts that the pafichagavya formed a very important article 
in the ritual which was perfornied to purify the object in 
consideration whatever it was. 

I n  the ritual two things were necessary to begin with. 
These were, (1) lighting the lamp and (2) setting GaneSa 
represented in an unbroken piece of arecarlut (suptiri). The 
burning lamp signified the illuminating Sun God. The wor- 
ship of GaneSa and the lamp as it was lighted gave start to 
the particular rite that was to be performed. The worship of 
the main deity was elaborate. If a horna was there, i t  oleant 
throwing over the fire select grains such as paddy. rice mixed 
with ghee (clarified butter) with the accompanimet~t -of spells 
or  hymns. I n  the pi7jii the deity received sandal paste and 
other colours in the forehead if there is an image, or the 
worshipper sprinkled the same over the spot or a vessel where 
the deity was supposed to reside. and then offered grains of 
rice (ak~ard) ,  flowers, pafichapatir k B  and sweets as  n ~ i v e d y u ~ ' ~  

218 Inscription n. 103 givcs the catalog~~e of requi~.crncnts of PGjti 
for N~.sirilha, HanumGna, Bhairnva, Laksmin5rSya~a. Hari 
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which the deity was supposed to eat. Sometinles the deity 
was to taste milk, curd or pudding of rice and milk. Another 
such item is called a mixture of so-called five nectars, milk, 
curd, honey, butter and ghee called pnichiimyta. The incense 
(dhiipa) was burnt before the image to render the air in the 
shrine perfumed. 

The burning of l ight  was called iiraii, and just when this 
was beiag offered to the deity there was ringing of bell and 
blowing of conch.219 Although the priests were not the same, 
the Saivite, Vignuite and Buddhist modes of worship were 
similar. In both the pfijii and honza were the most essential 
part of the principal ritual.2a0 The inscription n. 126 in our 
Appendix mentions the paraphernalia of piljd, d r y  rice, sandal 
paste and flowers as well as offering of paiichiirnrta, milk, 
curd, honey, sugar and ghee. The Svayambhu Purijna at 
several instances talks of porich~pachi irapi i j i i~~~ with the 
offering of flowers. It also talks of sacrificial offering over the 
sacred fire made in co~lriection with the ceremonies. Hymns 
to propitiate the particular deity are also recited. The last 
thing was to feed the Briihmapas or Guviis as the case nligllt 
be. The paraphernalia of the piijii might be kept i n  a vessel 
of brass or bronze called Kusundii. 

There are systematic rules (vratavidhi) of worship for each 
of the important deities. These particularly concern the 
spells, the honza and mode of worship with ingredients like 
sandal paste, dry rice and flowers. 

Tbis is all about the rituals. Much of these were mixed 
with chanting of spells, and general hymns glorify the deity 
served in  the process. The rituals contributed to the grandeur 

Gniikara on dilFcrcnt occasionq. Ru t  the in\c~.iptiol~ n .  98 : 1 1 ~  

providcs the snmc catalogue I'or thc ~\roi .~hip  ol' thc dcity 
of Taleju. 

219 Inscription n .  42 in CIUI. Appctidix 
220 Inqcription n.  27. 29 in 0111- Anpcndix foi- Ruddl~ist rilunl 
321 Publiqhcd by Asiatic Soc. B c n g ~ l .  pp. 74 75, 257. 259. 
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of the moment and helped to surcharge the atmosphere with 
devotion. 

Features of Tantric rites: The sacrifice over the fire altar 
was popular in the vedic age and since then it has come to be 
adopted as a part of rites on different ceremonial occasions. 
The inspiration is drawn from Vedic rites but with the 
development of iigamaSastras of the Tar~ttas this was much 
diluted with the rituals prescribed by the latter. Today the 
process involves a mixed ritual associated with all the three 
traditions. The deities invoked are not only those peculiar ti, 
Vedic tradition. Many more are added to their number, 
which definitely belong to Puriinas and Tantras. As we have 
already described the deities it] general in the last section we 
may now proceed to deal with other related matters. We 
have to take into account some innovatiol~s in rituals intro- 
duced as a result of Tiintric influence. I think that the 
Buddhist priests also learnt from the Tantras, the horna and 
kindred rites. The Saivite and Buddhist Tantras between 
themselves must have played a large part in adopting the 
novel features. The horna fire is identified with the deity 
whose blessing is sought through the ritual. 

I n  many places wherever rituals of worship are mentioned 
in connection with repair work of a chairya or temple invol- 
ving removal of deities or replacement of the image by a new 
ones we are told about the nyiisa process of taking out the 
essence of the deity and keeping the same in finial until the 
image is restored to its site or replaced by a new one. The 
essence is thereafter transferred from the finial to the old 
image or to the new one as the case may be. We have 
numerous records of the nylisa practice in the inscriptions 
and Thpcisapus. The KvHvahH inscription of NS 8312'' states 
how nyiisa was the medium which had helped to transfer the 
deity in the old chaitya of the site to the finial and again 
from the finial back to the same cilaitya after proper repair. 

222 n. 116 in our Appendix. 



In the Thyiisapu A (f. 94)  Goddess Jayaviigeivari was set up 
after nyiisa ritual had transferred the goddess into the 
new idol. 

By nyiisa the priest performing the ritual can invoke the 
presence of the concerlled deity in his own body. He has 
only to chant some unintelligible n~eaningless compound of 
letters which apply traditionally i n  the ritual to call for the 
presence of the deity and with every such utterance touch 
parts of his own body where the invoked God or Goddess is 
supposed to enter and reside. 

The dhyiina is another important feature of the Tiintric 
system of contacting the deity to be invoked before the rituals 
start. By dhyiina the devotee means to fix his mind on the 
image of the deity. This image is well defined by classical 
texts. He bas to call to mind the image in all its details so 
that the entire picture is before him to see and feel intimately 
as it is. Thus the dhyfina enables hiin to feel the presence of 
the deity. Without the image before his mind's eye no such 
contact was possible. Hence the seers attach importance to 
dhydna. 

The Siidhanamfilii is a treatise of dhyiina in respect of 
Buddhist deities as well as of such the Brahmagical divinities 
borrowed by the Vajrayiina pantbeon. This treatise was very 
popular in Nepal. One of the texts copied in Nepal in the 
12th century A. D. happens to be the oldest manuscript copy 
available so far. There are several other copies belonging to 
later centuries. 

The Saivite tantras contain details of the dhyiinas by which 
one was to establish contact with the divillity invoked. The 
TnntrasZira gives a gist of such dhyiinas and their varieties 
in relation to the nature of the deities in question. 

The vrata though current in earlier ages was also the 
popular medium by which to attain meritorious objective. 
Our inscriptiolls and Thydsaphus are fu l l  of such accounts as 
bring to our notice the vratas undergone by the devotees on 



a number of occasions. The vrata was practised by follow- 
ers of both Saivo-Vianuism and Vajrayiina Buddhism. By 
vrata it was meant to undergo certain abstinence such as 
partial or complete fast for 12 hours or 24 hours or a month, 
The duration depended on which particular vrata was being 
observed. The fortnightly vratas such the Upojadha and 
EkiidaA are common. The devotee undertakes to abstain 
either completely or partially from taking food for a day. 
This he does to purify his body and soul so that he is recep- 
tive to the sacred teaching or it may be just to please the 
deity of one's choice or to whom the day was dedicated. 
There are other vratas like the Kartika U p a v i i ~ a ~ ~ ~  of the 
Buddhists and the Chaturmiisa, the Kr~ni i~. tami ,  the Ananta- 
chaturdaii, the Sivariitri the Riimanavami vratas of the Saivo- 
Vigpuites. These vratas are each dedicated to some parti- 
cular deity such as Buddha, Siva, Vigpu and his incarnation 
and goddesses. The Thyiisapu F mentions Kr~ni i~ tami ,  Ananta 
Vrata, Sivariitri and Riimanavami vratas. The Ahoriitra 
Vrata K ~ t h i i ~ ~ ~  of N S  660 describing divine essence of the 
chaitya asks the devotees to undergo a fast for 24 hours 
while at  the same time listening to the priest narrating the 
story. Many more vratas can be cited, But it is outside the 
scope of the present work to deal with the subject in detail. 

The yajfia: While common rituals were complete with the 
five-article piijii others had more specific ceremonies. The 
yajiia was the most important part of the rituals on these 
occasions. Without the yajiia no ceremony was complete. 
The yajiia literally means offering of sacrifice. This has in 
traditional sense meant 'sacrificial offering of a mixed subs- 
tance called charu to the Fire god'; the charu is a mixture of 
grains of barley, rice, sesamum all soaked in ghee. The yajfia 
might involve also sacrifice of an animal. But such yajiias 
were known in early ages and not in our time. The yaiiias 

223 Inscription n. 78 in our Appendix. 
224 DLC, IV. 18. 
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in the middle ages meant in all cases offering of charu into 
the fire over an altar (vedikii)  to please a particular God or 
the Fire god himself for blessing sought to have the successful 
end of the ceremony. I t  is become synonimous with the 
homo rite. 

We shall talk of the special yaj ins a little later. Here 
we shall add a few words more about the general features of 
a common yajiiar, and cite the sources from a few of our 
inscriptions and Thyiisapus in support of our statement. 

The yajiia coming as a part of the bigger ceremony in a 
different context was performed as the last ritual in the order. 
The particular deity who played the main role in the cere- 
mony was invoked while the offering was made over the fire. 
I t  was performed on a well cleansed ground ritually purified. 
The initial act was to lit the fire over the wood pieces kept in 
orderly fashion in the vedikii. The act is called agni sthii- 
panii. Then the chief priest assisted by his subordinates 
throws up to the fire the substance prepared for the purpose 
while at the same time he chants nzantras iilvoking the deity. 
The duration of the performance depends on the number of 
times the mantra is recited. Ordinarily its duration is short. 

The Otu (Kathmandu) inscription of 713 mentions the 
performance of a yajiia at the end of the inaugural ceremony 
of the Vihiira in the locality by name J a m b ~ n a d a . ~ ~ '  A 
similar yajfia was performed in NS 715 in the Svayambhu 
area on the occasion of the completion of the repair of the 
stfipa. I n  NS 689 feudatory Uddhavasimha built a temple of 
Vi$nu and completed the inaugural ceremony with yajfiaZz7. 
On both the occasions the yajfia performed was Lakadhuti. 
which is a special ritual of the type. There are provisions 
made for the performance of yajfia on certain occasions to 
please Lord BhgigBreSvara, and this fact has been mentioned 

225 n. 27 in our Appendix. 
226 n. 28 in our Appcnd~x. 
227 11. 19 in our Appendix. 
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in  the inscription of NS 806 set up  by Siddhimangal5de~i .~~~ 
The inscription of Kviibahtil dated NS 832 tells us that in 
that year some images were set up  in front of the chaitya, and 
the ceremony was completed with a yajiia ritual.eae We have 
many more documents referring to the performance of yajiia, 
but it is not necessary to mention them here because of the 
limited space the subject has been allotted in the present 
work. 

As a great majority of the temples belong to mother god- 
desses and GaneSa and Bhairava, the rituals involve sacrifice 
of animals and birds in a large scale. But not all animals 
and birds were acceptable to the deities. Their acceptance 
conformed to the tastes of the local populace. After all the 
sacrificed animal or bird was meant to be consumed by 
those who had offered them to the deities. There were select 
animals and birds to be sacrificed,and of these the Briihmanas 
and Kgatriyas were prohibited to eat the flesh of buffalo 
and pig as well as fowl and swan. We shall enumerate in 
the next paragraph the kind of animals and birds acceptable 
to the deities. 

If the ritual was to be perforlned in the temple area, the 
ground chosen for the performance was just on the ground 
a little farther from the threshold of the main doors, and 
sacrifices even of animals might be offered at  the site thus 
prepared. 

The sacrifice of an animal or bird was the essential part 
of the ceremony if the deity to be propitiated happened 
to be the mother goddesses or Bliairava, GaneSa and 
Bhilnasena on the male side. The Buddhist Diikinis also 
received animal sacrifice, but this was so not in the case of 
Hiiriti. The latter was offered eggs in place of animals. 
Animals sacrificed were the goat, sheep, buffalo, pig and 
fowl. swan, pigeon amongst the birds. No female animal or 

228 n. 97 in our Appcnciix. 
223 n. 117 in our Appendix. 
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bird was acceptable to the deity. The two palace inscrip- 
tions of Bhatgaon of Jitiimitramalla and Bhiipatindramalla, 
and one of Pannauti (n. 98, 103, 121 in our Appendix) talk 
of many occasions when animals and birds had to be 
sacrificed. These mention sheep, goat, buffalo, pig as well 
as swan and fowl. 

On two occasions Lokefivara Machhendraniitha is offered 
animal sacrifice (a goat), once during the car festival in the 
month of Vaibdkha and then within the Vihiira of Bugs on 
a different occasion. On the very first day of the car festival 
a goat is sacrificed to propitiate the Bhairavas represented on 
the wheels. It is said that it is actually the Bhairavas who 
receive the sacrifice. As the car reaches Lagankhel on its 
forward journey, one more animal is sacrificed near the buffer 
with the same objective. This sacrifice is mentioned also by 
the Thyasapu E (f .  11, 13) under date line Vaibakha Sudi. 
The stone inscription of 796 set up by king Srinivlsamalla 
lays down that on the first of the dark fortnight of Kiirtika 
there was to be a ceremonial sacrifice of homa in front of 
Trailokyaniitha (Machhendraniitha), which was to follow by 
a sacrifice of a goat on the chapiida adjoining the temple 
within its precincts. On one particular day in the lunar 
month, Lord PaSupati is also offered animal sacrifice. The 
occasion is the mahiibhoga ritual coming every month on 
the day of Piirl;limB. A long thread tied round the phallus is 
brought outside to touch a paraphernalia of articles placed 
in the south eastern part of the courtyard facing the Kirti- 
mukha Bhairava, where a male goat and a male buffalo are 
sacrificed on this spot, which is said to be a vali for Lord 
PaSupatin~tha. The deity to accept the vali directly, however, 
is Bhairava at whose base the animal's head is severed. 

Wine, meat and egg are freely offered to the deities who 
receive animal sacrifice. This is in keeping with the 
prescription of the Tiintric texts on the mode of worship. In 
our records we have numerous references to the offering of 
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meat, fish and egg to the deities. The Bhatgaon Palace 
inscriptions of NS 808230 and 818231 might be cited. These 
mention important festivals of the year together with the 
requirements of the ritual for each of them. The purpose was 
to record the piija of the goddess Taleju and special deities 
of the festive days in particular on these occasions. It 
appears that meat was offered on the Akjaya triliyii day. 
and fish on Ga$harnuga day. The Brahmiiyani inscription of 
Pannauti (n. 121 in our Appendix) mentions in addition to 
meat and fish also eggs to be offered to Kalika. Wine also is 
traceable in the records. 

I t  is offered to all such deities who accept non-vegetarian 
dishes (Naivedya).  Wine is prescribed by our Tantras as 
offering to the deities of the Sakti cult. The Krrliirnavatantra 
prescribes the use of wine as drink to be offered to the deities, 
but this should not be done by ordinary men. The Tantrasiira 
recommends offering of wine to the deity by any devotee. 
The various Piijiividlzis composed under Tiintric influence 
make similar recommendations. 

From the Kubjikiipiijiipaddhaii we learn that the same 
category of deities were to receive a bath with wine (ali and 
ailii in Newari) and as well as accept the offering of liquor. 
For their ornamental covering for certain of the image the 
devotee has also to offer 3 dr$i (eye-shaped small silver 
pieces) for 3 eyes a pair of kaqzapatiikii (small flags in yellow 
colour) to be placed on the ears, 1 aduvar (a small net-like 
piece of thread of reddish colour) for the breast and paicha- 
patlkii (a small stick holding five pieces of cloth of five 
different colours) for the head. The spirituous drink is 
regarded as a very important offering. 

The iuscriptioa nos. 98. 103, 121 in our appendix support 
the statement of the Kubjikiipiijdpaddhaii. They repeat what 
the paddhati has stated. The above noted items have been 

230 n. 98 in our Appendix. 
231 n. 103 in our Appendix. 
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mentioned as offering to the deities. As these are inscriptions 
of the kings of the age the practice as laid down in the 
statement must have wide acceptance. 

Tuliidiina, Kotyiihuti, Lak~iihuti and SaAghabhoja :. These 
ceremonial gifts and sacrifices are often mentioned by the 
inscriptions and the Thya'sapus. These involved elaborate 
rituals apart from the cost in terms of the grains and ghee 
thrown over the fire and gifts made over to the priests. Gifts 
alone in large quantity of gold or silver in Tuliidiina and 
elaborate rituals and feeding of thousands of priests during 
the Samyakdiina cost, one undertaking to perform these, 
enormously, The Tuliidiina was the offering of gold or silver 
by a person equal to his or her weight, the precious metal 
being distributed amongst the Briihma~as. Our records show 
that on numerous occasions this kind of gift was made by 
members of the royal family more particularly the king or 
the queen mother. Pratiipamalla had made a gift of Tuliidiina 
of silver, gold, pearls and other jewels, all mixed as well as 
one hundred horses on 778 Miigha Sukla saptami revati 
nakgatrn iidityaviira. He made another Tuliidiina in NS 784 .  
By offeri~~g Tulii~iiitztr one earned great merit, and happiness 
came to him in  this world and the other. Several times he 
perforn~ed Laksiihuti as well as Kotyiihuti. These involve 
rituals when Briihmanas chant spells with an offering on the 
flames of sacred altar of a considerable amount of dry rice, 
paddy, barley aud sesamum, all mixed in ghee. The offering 
is made over a vedikii lit with fire and the whole site is 
purified. Each time the offering is made the Briihmana may 
chal~t the particular spell (ntarttra) which is related to the 
deity being propitiated. This is more so in the Buddhist 
rituals. In the Saivite ritual the Brahnzagiiyutri llzuntra is 
ordinarily recited. A large number of Briihmanas is required 
for the ritual. The Lnkgiihuti comes to an end in a compara- 
tively short time. The period will depend on the number of 
hands employed to do the job. Visnusimha, the feudatory of 
Patan, took full 11, days to complete. But a Kotyiihuti takes 
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full 40 days the working time being between 7 A.M. and 3 
P.M. The number of Briihmanas employed depends on 
how soon the ritual was to be finished as it in the case of 
Lak~iihuti. These rituals are performed during summer. The 
Kotyiihuti requires a lengthy recital of mantras 100 times 
more than Lak~lihuti. Lak~iihuti means recital of the mantras 
(spells) one hundred thousand times, and Kotyiihuti means 
10 million times. Hence the importance of Kotyiihuti. At 
the end the host might make special gifts of horses or cows 
or gold. The Briihmanas engaged in the work are fed 
suruptuously and receive their hard earned wage also in the 
form of dakginii. The dakginii could be a monetary unit. The 
Kotyiihuti or Lak~iihuti whatever it is, is called a yajiia, where 
sacrificial offeriog is charu and ghee. The BrBhmana who 
is called hotii holds a ladle using it to contain the mixed 
articles to be thrown into the altar, over which a huge heap 
of wood pieces are burnt. The ceremony is presided over 
by a Briihmana called Achiirya occupying the central seat, 
who guides the ritual. There is a staff to assist him such as 
BsahmSi, GaneSa, 4 rtviks who supervise the homa and 
4 door-keepers who guard the premises and check the 
en trance. 

The Patan ruler Siddhinarasihha, who is called a 'devotee 
of Lord K r s ~ a '  performed Kotyiihuti in NS 757 as he was 
inaugurating the completion of the construction of the now 
famous temple in the palace ~ q u a r e , ~ ~ Z  

Tuliidiirla and Kotyiihuti were perforttled also by rulers 
preceding Yratapa and Siddhinarasirhha. Jaya Sthitimalla 
and Jyotirmalla were such performers in their times. 

After Siddhinarasihha his son and grandson also perform- 
ed Kotyiihuti, the latter on the occasion of the inaugural 
ceremony of the completion of the structure of Mani- 
~ ~ z a n d a p a . ~ ~ ~  

232 n. 65 in our Appendix; BLI, n. 17. 
233 Tnsiription n. 108 in our Appendix. 
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In the ritual the honza is the last part. The homa literally 
means throwing sacred articles over the sacred fire. The 
articles are ghee, barley grains, sesamum seeds, rice graios 
and pieces of kuSa grass reed. The instrument used to throw 
these is a ladle made of wood, 

The Thyiisapu A reports a number of occasions on which 
ceremonies of Tuliidiina and Lak~i ihut i  were performed. 
Piirthivendramalla made a gift of Tuliidiina on NS 803 
Vaiii ikha iukla 3 brhaspativZira (f. 49). Chief Minister 
Lakgminiiriiya~a performed a Kotyiihuti on 808 Vaiiiikha 
Sukla 3 (f, 66).  I n  Chiingu Kathmandu's Queen Riddhilakgmi 
completed her Lak~i ihut i  in 45 days beginning from P a u ~ a  
k y g a  6 of 814 to Phiilguna Sukla 7 (ff. 83-84). She paid her 
homage to PaSupatiniitha also by performing Kotyiihuti which 
started on 817 Chaitra k y ~ n a  6 and was completed on Vaiiiikha 
iukla ekiidaii. 

Kotyiihuti is not within the capacity of individuals other 
than the royal personages as it requires elaborate arrangement 
of materials costing a huge amount of money. But Lak~i ihut i  
might be performed by persoas who could be called well of 
but not as well as the royal family ordinarily the ministers 
and nobility could find themselves in a position to perform 
the Lakgiihuti. But others in less fortunate circumstances 
also earned the merit by performing another yajfia only with 
10,000 recitals, This was called ayutahoma, and in cere- 
monies like the inauguration of the completion or repair 
works of temples or monasteries was the most conlmon 
ritual. 

Like the Kof;yiihuti the Tuliidiina or Tuliipuru~adiina was 
the exclusive performance of the king or if  there was a very 
powerful and wealthy minister, it was also his. We have seen 
how Jayasirbhariima had performed this Tuliidiina while he 
was the Chief Minister in the late 14th century A.D. 

Kiilapuru~ad6na : A stray leaflet which has come to my 
hand describes the details of this diina, which was made by 
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king Mahindrasirhha to destroy death, fear and disease. The 
Kiilapuru~adiina according to HemiidriZa4 is performed to meet 
the challenge of death. I t  is the gift of a full length image 
of a puruqa either in iron or black sesamum seeds interlaced 
with gold and other jewelleries in the forehead. The recipient is 
a BrZihmana. The gift is made from inside the curtain so that 
the man accepting it is not visible to the giver. The former 
is also required not to appear before the latter at any time in 
his life. The gift is accompanied by donations adequate 
enough to provide him resources for his life time. The diina 
is performed only when the person is threatened by death. I t  
is performed also only by the ruler. The fact that king 
Mahindrasihha performed must endow the occasion when 
it was performed with some importance. Did Mahindrasimha 
perform this diina while he was seriously ill or he suspected 
foul designs on his life ? 

Other Diinas : According to the Thyiisapu A (f. 70) queen 
Riddhilakami gave Kalpavykta diina on P a u ~ a  Srrkla ekiidaii, 
It  was said that the occasion was a mahaparva called 
Triprasaraka. The diina was given at the southern gate. 

The mahiivali finds mention in the Tizyiisapu A (f. 2-3). It  
says 'when the mahiisndna of the Lord was completed 
Nrpendra bestowed a diina of a hundred cows, a horse and 
clothing to Rgmachandra Upgdhyii in front of the DharmaSila 
on 798 VaiSiikha 4ukla piirnimii while there was a lunar 
eclipse. When the dlina took place the nzahiivali was just 
over'. 

The Kalpavyk~adiina requires the man undertaking the 
task to make a tree of gold, and offer the same to a Briihmana. 
The gift is regarded to reward the giver with a happy life 
for the duration of 21 births. The rite is conducted as 
mentioned by Apariirka in his commentary on I'iijiiavalkj~a- 
smyti. 

234 ilZt~nklza~.~(la, 11 ch. edit& by aharatachandra pp. 761 ff. 
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Samyakdiina:; flhe ceremony is performed on the day of 
Makara Sarikriinti (13-15 January). The ruler of the country 
has also to be present during the ceremony. Dipankara 
Buddha i n  his image is worshipped on this occasion. A new 
image is constructed for the purpose. The image is just a 
bust, of which the head is of gilt bronze and the portion 
below is made of cane. The site of diina is an open space 
preferably the Syengu area in Kathmandu and Lagankhel in 
Patan. Tile new Dipankara image is placed in front. If any 
Vihiira has such image it is also brought there. The G o v b  
Bares of the Nepal Valley are invited on the occasion. They 
are given alms of paddy, rice, wheat, barley and some sweets 
particularly lnddoo (a sweet in the shape of a ball). They 
are fed on boiled rice, milk, curd, sugar, radish pickle, Amala 
(a kind of plum fruit) but no salted preparation is given nor 
meat is served. The visiting king is also worshipped at  the 
place where the Sskyabhikgus are fed, A throne has to be 
made for him, which is purified by sprinkling water over it 
with the recitation of the mantras. 

Unlike Lak~iihuti or ayutahoma which were performed 
by the Saivites and Buddhists alike, the Sarighabhoja was 
purely a Buddhist ritual performed to please the Bodhisatva 
or Buddha of a particular Vihiira, We have reproduced the 
text of i~lvitations issued from time to time on 3 occasions at 
different places, in Thimi on 696 Chaitra kpna  13 budha- 
v i i r ~ , ~ ~ ~  on 757 ...,..,... in Kviibal~iil, P a t a ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  on 757 Parrsa 
Sukla 12 pra 13 b y h n ~ p a t i d i n e ~ ~ ~  in Durukhyo-baha in Chap&- 
gaon, on 839 MSigha kygqa nnziiviisyii riihugrasta iidityaviira 
in Kviibahal, Pata11.2~8 The main ritual consists of preparing 
and feeding the Guva and Bare caste-men attached to a 
particular Vihiira with boiled rice, milk, curd, meat and other 
things liked by the guests. Before feeding the gathering a 

23.5 n. 21. 
235 11. 42. 
237 n.  41. 
238 n.  134 in our Appendix. 
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small image of Buddha or a pindapiitra is carried in procession 
throughout the locality. 

The Sukatiivadiina is the classical text inspiring this pious 
deed. Probably the practice of feeding the monks existed 
since quite long while Vajraygna had not emerged. 

NariiA: This is a dina of the type of Paiichadiina. The 
ceremony of offering is held on the pafijrii day of Sriivnna or 
Kiirtika. Like Paiichadiina, Nariiii is also performed in honour 
of Lord Dipankara according to Kapisiivadiina and Mahii- 
vastu-avadiina. A new standing bust of Dipankara in broze 
is set up at a site where the diina offered to the Sakyabhikgus 
coming for alms and dakginii. The Buddha image of the 
local Vihiira is also brought to the place on a khiit carried 
by men accompanied by a party of musicians playing 
instruments. Like Sanzyakdiirta and Sarighabhojya, there 
is no feeding, but the donor has to offer k ~ i r a  (rice-milk 
pudding) rice, wheat, paddy, peas, chyuda and some sweets, 
digestive powder, barley, sesamum, needles and thread, rope, 
jug and coins. 

Classical Texts Regulating Ceremonies : In several stages 
the inscriptions and Thyiisapus make a statement that the 
men concerned always looked to ancient texts for guidance 
in regard to ceremonial observances and pious deeds and 
their time and place. 

The Patan Palace i~scription of 795 brings in several 
names who were deemed to possess adequate knowledge of 
the Sdstras, and states that these had advised the kings on 
mortuary rites after consulting the relevant texts of the Smrti 
and Si i s t ra~ . '~~  

The Sarikhasrnyti is said to have been followed in taking 
a decision about the number of days to be observed as 
mourning while Bhiipilendramalla had died in early NS 821 
near AyodhyG in North India. 

239 I;. 77 in our Appendix. 
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Although we have not come across sources telling us 
about Manu and other law givers being followed, one can 
suggest with surety that Manu, Yiijiiavalkya, Kiityiiyana, 
Ngrada, Byhaspati, Pargsara, Paraskara and other law givers 
were accepted i n  regulating social customs and practices. 

The BrZihrnanical rites fell within the purview of Sukla- 
yajurveda, to  which Siikhii of the Yajurveda the Nepalese 
Brahmanas belonged, and therefore Yiijfiavalkya and KZityii- 
yana must have greater say in the matter. A passage in the 
Thyasapu F referring to the invisible eclipse of Sriivana krgna 
of 858 informs us that in determining the time of eclipses 
the astrologers had calculated the time of visibility according 
to Rhiisvati, Siddhiintasiirasarhgraha and Khandakhiidya, The 
post colopho~l statement in Darbar Library copy of Narapati- 
jayachar);ii with a commentary by king Jagajjyotirmalla 
emphasises how important this astrological work was, which 
the commentator with the assistance of Var5Samani had 
procured with difficulty from Mithil5. Taking into considera- 
tion many commentaries on such astrological treatises 
written by local authors (see below the section on letters), 
we may suggest that the works were regarded as authorities 
in respect of matters concerning planets, their movements 
and their supposed influence on the destiny of men and 
women as well as the timing of the festivals. 

The Thyiisapu E quotes a passage in a Mayukha treatise 
about the observance of the Anantavrata ill the Nepal year 
827. 

The Mayukha mentioned is Samaya Mayukha. This is 
one of the several Mayukhas. The Mayukhas are devoted 
to regulating the features and timing of the rituals performed 
by Saivites. It appears that apart from Sanlaya Mayukha. 
other Mayukha Siistras were also known to the Nepalese. 
The Samaya Mayukha is regarded as authority in determining 
the timing of the festivals and other ceremonies with reference 
to the position of the Ear th ,  Sun, Moon and other planets. 
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VI. SOCIETY : FAMILY, INHERITANCE, CASTES 

Joint Family: Like any other feudal society, the joint 
family was also a unit of household in the middle ages in 
Nepal. Not only the brothers, but also their sons and grand- 
sons lived together in the same house without partitioning 
of property drawing sustenance from a common source and 
bearing responsibility to one another as it was one close knit 
family. But a joint family could not extend beyond four 
generations. Thereafter it was the headmen of the clan, who 
was oldest in age and provided a rallying ground for the 
members. He was known as Thakdi. He enforced traditional 
practices of the family, advised others about these if there 
was some misunderstanding and presided over clan festivals. 
We shall have au occasion to say more about the Thakali a 
little later, 

System of Thakiili: The Thakiili was the head of the clan. 
He was the oldest member of it. By virtue of his age 
he possessed adequate knowledge of men and things. that 
concerned the entire clan. His opinions were sought on all 
matters affecting the clan in particular religious observances 
and caste practices. He presided over the community celebra- 
tion of festivals and feasts. Wherever necessary he consulted 
authorities on ancient laws. The Thyiisapu D in narrating 
a private incident of 808 states that the Thakiili read the book 
and gave his opinion as to the ritual to be performed. If there 
was a family deity kept in secret he was the person to enjoy 
the privilege of entrance into the secret chamber. The Thakdi 
is empowered to take action against any member who is 
recalcitrant enough either to ignore the observance or to delay 
any religious rite. He might exempt any one if he is satisfied 
that such action on the part of the offending member is 
justified, The Thakijli as the head of the gathering also 
blesses the assembled, and everyone bows down to him in 
respect. The Thakijli is not only confined within kinship 
but a locality or a Vihiira or a Guthi might have its own 
headman or Thakiili. In the Vihijra the oldest Guvii or Bade 
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becomes a ThakSilS. He is called Thapiiju or Sthavira. In 
time past in the middle ages there were Thakiilis in each clan. 
The Royal family also had its own Thakiili, At one time in 
NS 794 King Srinivasamalla of Patan was the Thakiili because 
of his advanced age.240 As such he had been called upon to 
put the vermilion mark on the forehead of Ngpendramalla. 
While the latter was crowned king in NS 794. I n  N S  826 
King Bhtipatindramalla of Bhatgaon was the oldest living 
member of the family. In  the capacity of Thakiili Bhiipa- 
tindramalla put tikii on the forehead of Lokaprakagamalla 
in Patan to proclaim the latter king. 

Our inscriptions are full of the references to the Thakiilis. 
Right from the first inscription of NS 644 Thakiilis of different 
types appear in religious functions. The Thapiiju is the 
Thakiili of a Buddhist Vihiira and he is seen ir, connection 
with religious rites, e.g. in the inscriptions nos, 10, 21 (he is 
called Sthavira), n. 27 (parichasthavira), and nos. 78, .I26 
(Sthavira). A Thakiili of a certain kinship group is seen in 
n. 63, and we shall have something more to say about the 
Guvii Thakiilis when we come to deal with the subject of 
monastery administration. A Seviikhalaka Thakiili is noted 
in our inscription n, 125. He must have been the oldest 
person in the locality. 

The Thyiisapu D gives several Thakiilis who were in all 
probability heads of family groups. These are mentioned 
by name under date lines in connectiou with simple cere- 
monies e.g. ( 1 )  Hariiarnbhu on the SivarGtri day, 794 ( 2 )  
Dhvakamha Thakiili on Phiilguna kytna 14 of 798. (3) Madhu- 
siidana Thakiili on 800 VaiSiikha kysnu 4.  

The Thyiisapu A also narrates incidents in which men 
called Thakiilis figure prominently. 

The Thakiili as the headman of a kinship group or 
Guthiycir or Vihira or a locality was a very important agency 
in the social structure. He was the custodian of the traditional 
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rules in the observance of rites. He was at the same time an 
authority on rituals. He was thoroughly conversant with all 
aspects of rituals, whether it was a simple worship or a 12 
yearly ceremony or a chariot procession. The Thyasapu D 
talks of many occasions when the Thakiili consulted the book. 
So he was a person who was well versed in the letters. He 
could at least read these lines and understand what sense they 
conveyed. The Thakiili obtained implicit obedience from his 
partners, and could find any recalcitrant members for his 
failure to do his Juty. Everybody within his fold bowed to 
him. But his authority was sanctioned only by customs, The 
respect which his age had inspired helped him to enforce all 
traditional practices in respect of rituals. 

Guthi: The Guthi is an illstitution of immovable property 
set aside for religious purpose in the care of some persons 
who could use it for a set purpose without having any kind 
of alienable rights. The property held as Gulhi is in most 
cases land which yields income in terms of produce. I t  
originates from the Sanskrit word Go~thikii or Goalhi 
meaning family connections, partnership or fellowship in the 
management of property to be used for religious purposes. 
The Guthi is a trust property. 

Go~thikii in this sense is used in a 6 line inscription of 
Rudradeva bearing date NS 292, which records the fact of a 
grant of land for the maintenance of a paitikii (one room inn) 
in No one entrusted with the task of maintenance 
of the work concerned is mentioned in the record. 

Go86hikii is mentioned by records following Rudradeva's. 
Some inscriptions of the early Malla period refer to the 
institution of Go~thikii. We have inscriptions of the reign 
of Sthitimalla and his immediate successors recording the 
grant of land defined as Gojlhikii. An inscription of the 
post-Yaksamalla period (n. LXXVI in Part I) records the 

241 XVI in Appendix to Part I. 
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donation of 12 ropanis of land to the temple of YakgeSvara 
as Gojlhika, the income of which was to be used for the 
daily worship of the deity. The donor is the wife of King 
Yakgamalla. In  all these records names of those who were 
to look after the property donated are missing. 

But all records of our period mention names called 
Guthijana or Chintayiikamha charged with the task of looking 
after the trust property and fulfilling the obligations laid 
down in the document, usually a coper plate or a slab of 
stone. The Guthijana or those who were to give their 
anxious thought to the work entrusted are several persons 
functioning as trustees in modern sense. These can be the 
sons or relatives of the donor or persons picked up by him 
from among his friends. The trusteeship is in perpetuity 
and devolves on their descendants. The property is also 
indivisible. Therefore the management of the property and 
consequent drawing of income out of it rotates from one 
trustee to the other from year to year. There are also many 
inscriptions and other records which just show grant of lands 
without any one entrusted to look after them. These, how- 
ever, concern the establislled temples and these donations 
are solely made over to the charge of the priests and hence 
no guthi holders are announced. But sometimes even the 
donations made to established temples are managed by 
private trustees on their 0wn.Q4" 

The SaubHhOl inscription of 656 talks of Go~~hisamiiha 
constituted by certain individuals named in the record, who 
were to carry out certain obligations on specified days in con- 
nection with the special piijii in the V i h i i r ~ . ~ ~ ~  The Mathapati 
of a Saiva monastery in Bhatgaon was to fulfil the obligation 
mentioned in the inscription set up at  the inaugural date. 
NS 692P44. An inscription of BHdegaon mentioning the 

242 11. 3 in our Appendix. 
243 n. 9 9  

244 n. 23. 
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pramiina of Chdkabahiira as donor in 799 fixes the responsi- 
bility of looking after the endowmer~t (chintdyiika) on one 
Mukuodariija Bhiiro who was a Jowara of the same locality. 
Number of persons are made to look after the endowment 
created by Bhagiratha Bhgiya in NS 803 i l l  P h a r ~ i n g . ~ ~ ~ '  The 
word G o ~ t h i  occurs in the Chobiir inscription of NS 808, 
where this is qualified chintiiyiika and there are two names.244b 
King Yoganarel~dramalla in his Taleju copper plate inscrip- 
tion of 818 uses the expression g o ~ t h i  samiiha by naming 
four persons who were to carry out the obligations specified 
in the plate in the matter of the worship of the d e i t ~ . ~ ' ~ Y h e  
Sizniitha guthi was entrusted with the work of protecting the 
water conduit known as Sundhiirii in Patan according to an 
inscriptiou of NS 821.244d I n  the Brahmiiyani temple inscription 
of ViSvalak~midevi, the four men who were in charge of the 
endowment are called G~{hi jana.* '~  One Briihmaga, one 
JoSi and one Achiirya are as Guthijana in the copper plate 
inscription of NS 842 set up by ViSalakgmi, wife of 
King Bh~pa t indra rna l l a .~~~  A Briihmana the donor's own 
relations and brothers are mentioned as guthi in the 
PaSupati copper plate of NS 848.2q Although the temple 
know11 as Naudeval houses a S i ~ a l i A g a . 2 ~ ~  those charged to the 
upkeep of the temple are Buddhist BBdes and Tuliidhars 
(a sub-caste of Udai). A grant of land to PaSupatinHtha 
made in NS 847 is charged to the care of four men one of 
which is KByastha and another a K ~ a t r i y a . ~ ' ~  Jagajjayamalla's 
grant of land to the Bhagavati of PalHfichok was taken care 
of by one Buddhist monk and 3 others who were Saivite 

243a n. 86. 
244b n. 91. 
244c n. 105. 
244d n. 109. 
245 n. 121. . 
246 n. 127. 
247 11. 136. 
248 n. 76. 

249 D. 135 in our Appendix. 
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] a y m e ~ ~ . ~ ~ O  Name of persons belonging to different castes and 
sects appear i n  the inscriptions of the years NS 747'51 and 
7g3.259 The trustees in the former were members of the 
Chavndasa service group. We have not been able to produce 
the many records of private endowmeuts in the hands of the 
descendants of the original donor. But particular's mre have 
given in regard to other kinds of guthi might serve as model 
for the private guthi also. 

The institution of guthi provided economic support for 
the continuance of all the religious rites connected with a' 
temple. 

But for this institution no ceremonial performance could 
continue. The guthi in effect was to give sustaining power 
to keep alive all medieval rituals and festivals. which continue 
to exist even today. I think that this is the greatest utility of 
the institution of guthi. With festivals are linked many media 
of entertainments, which also depend for continuance on the 
income accruing from the gulhi property. If the classical 
dramas, folk dances and divine dances in mask continued 
until recently, resisting even the impact of modern ideas, it 
is because the gu5;hi was there to sustain those engaged in 
the various performances. The upkeep of the temple, image 
and other properties was also the look out of the Gu6hiyiir. 
As long as the guthi was providing maintenance for the 
priests and the watchman (deopala), protection of the temple 
and whatever connected with it was guaranteed. The gulhi 
had another utility. I t  provided means of livelihood for the 
men who managed its' property. As the practice went the 
surplus after meeting the expenses required for tile festival 
etc. went to the private income of the Guthiyiir and there was 
always a surplus left. Perhaps he used it as his own remune- 
ration as well, and this was not inconsiderable. 

250 Pui~i,icl~vnpn/t~lrsaigr.alza, I, n. 2. 
251 n. 35 in our Appendix.. 
252 n. 63 in our Appendix. 
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Seviikhalaka, etc: Like the guthi the seviikhalaka also 
embraced activities of religious nature, but those who 
belonged to it were not provided with sources of income. 
It is a group of people of a particular locality who 
volunteered to undertake the task of repairing a t ~ m p l e ~ 5 ~  
or a ~ h a i t y a . ' ~ ~  The expenses were met out of local contribu- 
tions. The members of the group also contributing liberally. 
There were two groups known as chavadasa 'seviikhalaka and 
punamiisi sevakhala ka  according to the Chiibel inscription 
of 840255. Sometimes both of them combined to do their 
work as it was when the temple of GaneSa in ChZibel was 
built. 

The names of seviikhalaka were so given because the 14th 
of dark fortnight or 15th of bright fortnight of any lunar 
month were considered sacred days for prayers and worship 
and certain people who took part in these religious functions 
on either of these days were said to congregate into a special 
group called khalaka bearing the name of the particular day. 

The seviikhalaka literally means a group of people 
engaged i n  the work of rendering service to the deities or 
community. The seviikhalaka can be compared with the 
seviisamiti of today. Of course, the medieval counterparts 
interest only in  works of local importance a ~ d  their service 
was limited. 

There were more sevGkhalakas. One of them known as 
the Byhaspativiira khalaka is mentioned of the Kviibahal 
inscription of NS 831.256 This group must have been organi- 
sing prayers and worship on every Thursday. 

Property and other rights of  women : As regards property 
rights i t  does not seem the daughter enjoyed any better rights 
than her counterpart in the Hindu North India of the middle 
ages. 

25; n. 119 in our Appendix. 
251 n. 125 in our Appendix. 
255 Ibid. 
256 n. 116. 
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A daughter could succeed to her paternal or maternal 
property sharing property equal to her brothers if she remain- 
ed unmarried. Her subsequent marriage would involve the 
return of any inlmoviible property left deducting from the 
same a' part which was valued enough to meet the expense 
of her marriage. 

She would inherit the property only if she had attained 
35 years of age. 

I t  appears that the most of the propertied classes were 
not touched by this basic law, for the girls in these were 
married a t  an early age. 

It was a joint family system we have to deal with, and 
we know in such a situation the property remains intact for 
generations together. If division became unavoidable, then 
care was taken to allocate equal share to the daughter if she 
was of 35 or more years old, and to charge to the responsi- 
bility of the brothers all expenses involved in her marriage 
if she was not entitled to the share of property because of 
her age. 

The wife was an equal partner with her husband and sons 
to share the ancestral property when it was partitioned. 
She was also the proprietor of all such property as was given 
to her by the husband out of his own earning and on his 
death she also inherited her husband's property along with 
the sons. All the properties obtained as dowry from her 
father belonged to her. It will appear that the property rights 
of women had sanction of the classical law-givers. 

Yiijiiavalkya (VIII. 124). Kautilya (111. 5 ,  Gautama 
(XXVIII. 24), Manu (IX. 118). and commentators Medbitithi 
and Kulluka. all of them enjoin on the brothers to set apart 
each from his share some money for the marrlage of the 
sisters. As for a daughter's succession to the father's or 
ancestor's property the law-givers differ. 

We have, however. found that in Nepal the unmarried 
daughter was entitled to get her share of paternal or maternal 
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property as soon as she was 35 years old. and until then her 
share of property is charged to the responsibility of one of 
the brothers. To be able to continue to enjoy the property 
she will have to take to lifelong celebacy. If she marries 
she parts wi th  all the ancestral property left to her ownership. 
If a father leaves only a female issue behind him, she cannot 
succeed to his property in ordinary course unless he makes 
a will to that effect. The rightful successor would be the 
nearest male heir or heirs in kinship. 

Wherever the woman becomes the owner of the property 
she could not dispose of it unless she reached middle age. 
She could not also sell more than a portion of the property. 

All facts of hereditary succession we have noted were 
valid when the person leavit~g his property behind died 
intestate. 

I n  normal course a high caste man could marry or cohabit 
with a woman of lower caste upto the limit where water was 
not polluted by her touch. No caste man could sexually mix 
with an untouchable. 

The BrBhmanas ant-! Kqatriyas as well as the upper section 
of the trader-peasant VaiSyas of their equivalent did not allow 
their women the right of second marriage. They had not taken 
to yihi, and the marriage rites for them were sacramental, 
which prohibited separation of the couple. But in other castes 
women enjoyed the right of divorce called 'parapiichuki'. This 
right is there for all castes in the community except the 
Briihmanas and including all sections of the ValSyas (the 
K~atr iya caste is merged in the SeSyos losing its identity). 
As we use the term the castes this must include also all those 
who are served by the Guviis priests. The Guviis as well a s  
their laity freely exercised the right of divorce as others in 
that category did. Because these castes did not consider their 
marriage between a man and a woman as sacramental, so 
divorce was a natural corollary to the situation. The yihi 
was the sacramental marriage for them and therefore a 
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divorce was not something of a breach of sacramental 
contract. The acthal marriage was the second marriage, 
and a man or woman could break it if he or she did not 
like to continue it. There were probably some conditions 
for divorce, Divorce was sanctioned if the husband deserted 
the wife. married another woman without her consent, did 
not pay for her maintenance, or himself was convicted of theft 
and other heinous offences. If the husband was away from 
home for 3 years, and he had not made provision for her 
livelihood for this duration, the wife could automatically 
obtain divorce. Divorce was automatic if the husband 
adopted the life of a monk. was a leper, crippled, lame, 
impotent, dumb or idiot. 

All that was required was the agreement between the two 
parties. But if this kind of agreement was not forthcoming, 
and it was the husband refusing his consent. the wife received 
maintenance allowance from him. I n  the reverse case the wife 
was automatically entitled to  claiming maintenance from the 
husband. But all this could not compel the wife to live in 
that conditiou if she did not like. Apart from the fact that 
the husband's second marriage tended to dissolve his first 
one. the wife could seek another partner at  any time and 
declare herself married to  him. The husband could claim 
compensation in terms of money for the expenses he under- 
went in times of marriage, which was again not much 
prohibitive. The woman did not lose her status as a legal 
wife if she is remarried within her own caste any number of 
times. There is a near marital rite in such a case. Auy kind 
of cohabitation without rites deprives the contract of its 
legality. The issues might become illegitimate if the caste 
men do not accept them. Untouchable castes were prohibited 
on pain of physical punishment to mix with the women of 
higher castes. But within the VaiSyas and Siidras castes of 
both sects as well as the GuvS and Udai castes, a woman 
could choose any man without fear of punitive measures 
against the new marriage. The society was liberal enough 
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to tolerate this practice, although the woman lost her caste 
if she cohabited with a man of an inferior caste, but of 
course within the same group. In the case of a pregnant 
woman deserting her first husband and taking to a second 
one, the child would be restored to the father willing to accept 
even if the mother had lost her caste by a new marriage. I n  
practim there is also a provision for a woman to come to her 
fold even though she becomes pregnant. by cohabiting with 
a man outside his caste. 

We might mark some departure in respect of restrictions 
on marital relations as far as the lower castes were concern- 
ed.  They have now been treated as a group in the matter. 
There was no occasion to draw a line also between the Vaisya 
and Siidra varnas. The Savarca castes below the BrHhmanas 
and Kgatriyas were let off with a simple rebuke if they in any 
case had marital relationship outside the caste but within the 
bigger community. 

The Briihmana and K~atriya women were deprived of any 
right of divorce. Between the Hriihmana and K~atr iya the 
same relatio~lship as between a high caste and low caste 
prevailed. I think that in such matters the later middle ages 
followed the line established by Jaya Sthitimalla who had 
enforced the rules of castes a5 laid down by Manu. I may 
add that Manu prescribes harsh punishment in cases of sexual 
intercourse between a Briihmana girl and Ksatriya male. He 
states that the K~atr iya should be fined 1000 panas. and 
should have his head shaved after having been washed by 
urine of a donkey (VIII. 375). For the same offence the VaiSya 
was to be sentenced to a year's imprisonment, and should 
have his entire property confiscated. Manu recommends 
death selltence to a Siidra who has sexual intercourse with a 
twice born woman (V111. 374). It appears from It4ant.1 that 
the K~atriyas are equated with the Vaisyas in respect of 
sexual offence. These VaiSyas might belong to the upper 
section who commanded influence in the society because of 
their immense wealth. The lower section was with the S~dras ,  
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We may suppose that in Nepal there was no clean line of 
demarcation between the Siidras and lower sectiorl of the 
Vaisyas. But more than that the dominant liberalising 
influence was that of Buddhism both with the Vaisyas and 
Siidras, and it is not unlikely that it was because of the 
influence the line between the two had bee11 blurred in respect 
of marital ties. 

It is possible that as ruli~lg group the Ksatriyas might have 
demanded higher status and privileges than what the Vaiiyas 
had obtained in the socizty. Being next to Briihmaqas, 
their women were tendered out of the reach to the Vaisyas 
who might have been equated with the Siiciras in sexual 
offence involving Ksatriya women. 

Caste rules of marriage have been discussed in the last 
chapter of the Part 1 to the Volume. The information 
provided therein will supplenient what we have giver] here. 
But it is generally admitted that ilothing much can be said 
about how the authorities met the various issues arising out 
of the intercaste sex relations. We encounter the dificulty 
of the lack of reliable source materials. Even the little we 
have said has been drawn from the customary laws of the 
Newir community, which are supposed to have co~~t inued 
since the middle ages. If we dismiss these laws as irrelevant, 
there will be a gap in our knowledge of the social condition 
of the age. 

Nepal enjoyed the complete absence of the custom of 
Devadiisi. No woman dancer or singer in temples is heard 
of from documents. I t  also appears that even with the 
higher castes (outside the priests, royal families and nobility) 
a system of divorce prevailed. There was widow marriage, 
although in the higher strata of society again a widow and a 
rejected woman were often treated with contempt, We know 
how divorce and re-marriage were permitted to a woman, 
but how it came it is difficult to know. Another good feature 
in the life of a woman was the absence of pardri. The women 
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in Nepal appeared without veil, and this showed that they 
were free to mix i n  society and although tutelage of the 
husband was commonly accepted, she had her own sphere of 
influence in the family and outside. But no woman was 
allowed to join the king's service. and the part assigned to 
her broadly in competition to the male fell to the very 
highest of them. We do not know if attention was given 
to a girl's education. But daughters in the aristocratic 
families might have enjoyed some kind of training in various* 
arts. 

The ideal of conjugal love was highly desired and 
practised. It appears from an inscription of Pratiipamalla 
that the inspiration was derived from the divine couples. 
The two dead queens were compared to Lord Krgna's two 
espouses, Rukmini and Sat~abhCirnii.2~~ 

Castes: The Pharping (Kochhuiol) inscription of NS 527 
(1406 A.D) mentions tbe people belonging to the four varnas, 
whose welfare was sought to be enhanced by the meritorious 
deed said to be executed in the record. Castes and sub- 
castes that were catalogued in a table in the preceding volume 
had fully developed in our age. This is shown by reliahle- 
documents such as the inscriptions producing names bearing 
the caste titles. 

Beginning with the Briihruana originated JcSi and Achiirya 
castes let it be known that we have now inscriptional evidence 
of their existence and of their having adopted the work of 
auxiliary priests. One Karmiichlrya by name Kusumarlnra 
repairs the Vidyiipitha in Bhatgaon in NS 672.258 It appears 
that the Sesyo castes had not yet been shaped and the various. 
units composing the main caste retained their separate 
identity. Thus apart from Jodi and Acbiirya or KarmBchHrya.. 
there come to view the Keatriyas, Kayasthas, and men and 
women of other castes which could be put as Vaisyas. 

257 BLI, n. 18. 
258 lnscription no. 11. 
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The Royal family and the nobility called themselves the 
.Kgatriya caste259. The Brahmanas, of course, are already 
there as spiritual guides.260 The K i i y a ~ t h a s ~ ~ l  and Bhadil are 
some of the titles of the castes in the Saivite fold above the 
Jyapus. I 

About the Buddhist upper class we have already said that 
the monks as they took to married life adopted the castt: 
names of V a j r a ~ h S r y a ~ ~ ~  and ~i ikyabhikeu. '~~ This was in 
evidence quite long ago. In the later middle ages .the Siikya- 
bhikgus have been called Bade or Badeju in the records.264 
The Vajracharya as the priest class retains its original name. 
The Sakyabhikgus on many occasions were addressed simply 
as  E h i k s ~ s . ~ ~ ~  The Vajracharyas were priests as of today. 
.In any ceremony conducted in the Vihiira, the function of 
Upadhy a, and the Karmachary a were rendered by the SIkya- 
bhikgu caste. In  fact the two were regarded as one caste. 

The Udai sub-castes such as  T ~ l a d h a r a , ~ ~ ~  Tamrakara,267 
Kamsakrtra2" and Silakara have been noted in the inscriptions. 
The Jyapu peasants also come in for references in their sub- 
caste names such as P r a j a ~ a t i ~ ~ ~  (potter), S u ~ a l a ~ ~ ~  (measurer 
of land), and Maharjung27' and ~va la"7~(br i ck  layer), are some 
of their sub-caste names borne by individuals in our records. 
Lower castes like Chitrakara are in evidence. A research on 

259 n. 3, 12, 50. 
260 n. 22. 30, 31, 38, 77, 97, 107, 131, 135, 142 
261 n. 19. 
262 n. 3.5, 73. 
263 lnscription n. 2, 10, ?3 In our Apyendix. 
26d 11. 28. 
265 n. 10. 
266 Jnscription n. 27, 29. 
267 Inscription n. 23, 29. 
268 Inscription n. 29. 
269 A slab of stc1ne in Harigaon, NS 819 Vni.;dkhn htl;[o 3. 
270 l'hyosapu D .  
261 Harigaon ston,e inscription of N S  802 VaiSdklla iudi 4 dltkr,a- 

l'iisare etc. also n. 146. 
272 Inscriptions n. 15, 91 in our A p ~ e n d i x .  
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a more extensive scale might bring out other caste8 such as 
the paddy-husker. barber, painter, oilman and blacksmith. 
Often connected with the temple of Gorakhaniitha. there 
appears a caste who can touch the persons of caste above 
them. but are debarred from serving water to them. This is 
the J u g i  or DarSanadiziiri caste. The KH~lamandapa copper 
plate of NS 632 makes mention of the Jugi caste. The Siiliku 
inscription of 679 mentions Kusulya Jugi who were to be fed 
during the festival of Chaitra. The NBla inscripti011 of 
767 has one DarSanadhiiri as the donor who had repaired 
the temp!e of Gorakhaniitha in that The Nai caste 
is mentioned by the Thyiisapus. The Buga inscription of 
SrinivHsamalla (n. 78 in our Appendix) mentions J ugi. the 
Nayi and Dombi castes who were prevented from undertaking 
upaviisa inside the Vihiira. 

All that we have to say about the castes have been told 
in the preceding book (Part I of the volume). Without going 
into details at this stage we might repeat the few essential 
features. The Brghmagas occupied the highest position in 
the society. I n  terms of power, however. the primary place 
went to the members of royalty. One inscripti~n places the 
BrHhmapas and Gods together in matters of respect command- 
ed by each ia his position. The Briihmanas were as 
respectable as the divinities, He commanded regards from 
the most highly placed person of any other castes. The kings 
also paid their homage to him. He was exempt from physical 
pu~ishrnents. He was universally respected. Killing the 
BrHhmaqa was one of the five sins. This was so not only 
to the Saivites but also to the Buddhists. Inscription recording 
the creation of endowments and temples ended with a stricture 
that everybody was to respect the wishes of the donors and 
any  act contrary to it would invite the sin which one would 
earn by killing a BrBhmana. The Buddhist inscriptions also 
invariably added this prohibitory stricture.274 They were 

273 n. 49 in our Appendix. 
274 n. 2, 99. 
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powerful in the court and as the spiritual tutor of the  prince 
sometimes guided the policies of the country. Their approval 
was necessary for any kind of inter-state pact or  agreenlent, 
and they had to appel~d their signatures to such deeds. In 
matters of worship and rituals their opinion was final. So i t  
was in the case of judicial pronouncement requiring the 
counsel of the ancient laws. Next to Brahmanas came the 
Kgatriyas. The  ruling family belonged to this caste. People 
of high status, the ministers and governors, also came from 
this caste. They were the landed gentry. But it appears that 
both the Briihmaqzs and Kgatriyas had their number much 
limited. But we have seen that there were a number of 
Kiiyasthas and men of castes whom we may call VaiSya and 
who enjoyed influential position in the social life of the 
country. All these combined presented a sizable number. 
The same people had later merged together to form the Sesyo 
caste. Hybird clans formed out of the cohabitation of a 
Ktatr ira father with a Vaisya or JjZipu or other lower caste 
women must have existed. We can see that the emigrant 
Kgatriyas had mixed with those K~a t r iyas  already settled but 
whose claim to being a K ~ a t r i y a  was not undisputed. The 
latter in their turn had probably a mixed origin. The Jyiipus 
were treated virtually as Siidras. Some of the castes above 
them both in the Saivite and Buddhist folds were now merged 
in the SeSyo castes. The Udais who followed the Buddhist 
GuvZis as their priests, claimed the status of the Vaiiya. 
Perhaps there were few families of the trading VaiSyas outside 
the castes of the SeSyo and Udai. The  information about such 
families is given by the Capuchin Missionaries. From our 
inscriptions is known the fact of Udai caste-men carrying ort 
trade activities. These people call themselves vanika (trader). 
One VaiSya Tiimraklira is'noted by name in the Svayambhu 
i n s c r i p r i ~ n . ' ~ ~  If we scan the records we shall find more titles 
of sub-castes within the Udai community. One such title 

275 n. 29 in our Appendix. 
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Sifikami, the worker on wood, is available in an inscription 
of pa tar^.^^^ Perhaps this sub-caste professionally working on 
wood belongs to the Udai group. There is also a worker on 
stone called L o h ~ k a m i . ~ ~ '  If the inscription was of Bhatgaon 
then the Siiikan~i referred to might have belonged to the 
Saivite group. Inscriptions, nos. 21 and 23 in our Appendix 
give us two names one of U d a ~  Tuliidhara and another of 
Tiimrakiira respectfully who bear the title bhdro. Some donvrs 
in our inscription n.  29 who belong to the Tanlrakiira caste of 
the Buddhist fold bear the title bhiiro. These must have been 
rich merchants. I n  the hierarchy of castes the Udai was 
placed in the grade of the Vaisyas as the title one of the 
sub-castes bore goes to prove (See above). 

The castes below the Udais such as the Jyspus, and lower 
still, the Nau (barber). the Kbusal, the Puin (painter), the 
Mau (nakami) and the Siiyami (oilman) were treated as  Siidras, 
the JjPpus being on the upper borderline. The caste system 
was rigid, and oue could not transgress its traditional rules 
and practices. The hierarcby was divinely ordained. There 
was not to be any grumbling against discrimination. 
Anybody had to accept his place, high or low, without demur. 
The Capuchin fathers talk of tbe Nepalese losing their castes 
once they entered Tibetan or Moghul border and regaining 
it on their return only after rigorous penance.278 The people 
were also not tolerant towards other religions. Those who 
'did not practise the religion as it was then shaped in Nepal 
were Mlechhas. To this category belonged not only the 
Christians but also the Tibetans and Chinese. 

Although the Capuchin fathers had been allowed to preach 
freely in  Nepal, on many occasions there were demonstrations 
of hostility against their activities. The Buddhist and 

276 Inscription n. 29. 
277 Inscribed on the throne (of gold) now in the possession of 

the temple of Lord Krsna in Patan. 
378 Read Appendix bclow. 
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Saivite priests were in the forefront of such demonstrations, 
We know from the accounts of the missionaries they were 
harassed on many occasions by such demonstrations. Some- 
times the royal protection they enjoyed was not an adequate 
guarantee against popular hostility. Even otherwise, the 
people were not attracted towards Christianity, for the vast 
majority of them disliked the alien religion. Christian. 
religion had no appeal to the Nepalese. Therefore the 
missionaries worked as physicians administering more 
scientific treatment to the sick. I t  was said that only such 
people as were physically handicapped and orphaned children 
could be converted, and after decades of preaching the. 
Christian missionaries on their part again could hardly 
convert more than fifty of them. It  was not a record of 
success, and the poor performance was due to  the fact that. 
the people in general viewed Christianity with hatred. 

The caste system had certainly united the Saivites and 
Buddhists into one community, the castes in each having 
fitted themselves with their particular places in the 
hierarchical order. The community had thus its castes- 
distributed in the two folds. Again as these castes were 
professional, each stood to complement and supplement the 
other. Religion was no barrier to divide them. I think that 
the caste system in Nepal had introduced many evils in the- 
society, it had at the same time done one enviable job. I t  had 
brought together the followers of Siva and Buddha in the 
same fold. 

The Society: Divided into high and low castes. dominated 
by superstitious beliefs In  gods and spirits ~ h o  often 
demanded close attention. ritual sacrifices and offering and 
with a huge majority of people eking out a pittance of 
existence the medieval society was like a stagnant pool just 
dragging out its existence. 

It appears that the lowly were entirely ignored except that 
they were to carry the yeoman's burden in all spheres of 
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activity dominated by the high. They were never in picture. 
I n  effect the world wa.3 that of the rich They were the 
embodiment of culture, custodian of moral virtues and 
favoured children of the deities. The low accepted what the 
rich allowed them. The upper crust of the society had 
monopolised political and economic power, and cultural 
attainments. This was the reason that the history of the 
middle ages was entirely theirs. We rarely come across 
events in  the many documents where the lowly placed 
individuals or groups appear with a role to play. They. 
however, constituted the very base of the society as workers 
and producers. The two classes of peasants, the Jyiipus and 
Khusals, Were treated as lower castes, but on their sweat 
depended the production of the foodstuffs which sustained 
the whole society, rich and poor. 

The Jyiipus also served as carriers and drawers of chariots 
on all public ceremonial occasions. They also were guardians 
of temples where GaneSa was the main deity. We have 
observed in our description of the Miitykli 'divinities that i n  
majority of cases the untouchable Pode castes were the 
guardians of the temple. We know the lot of the antaja 
castes, the washerman, the leather worker, the musical 
instrument player cum tailor. Other castes in  the lower 
echelon of the caste hierarchy who occupy a position above 
the antaja castes are professional bricklayers, architects, 
potters, carpenters, masons, painters and dyers lastly those 
who did the hard manual work as carriers and serfs. But 
these did not deserve a betterment. They were placed in 
the lowest ring of the ladder in the society. These Jylpus 
and others actually participated in the Jiitriis, they were 
mostly concerned with the task of carrying the chariot, 
staging folk dances etc. I n  terms of castes some of the other 
castes came below the Jyiipus. Without the help of the 
architects, carvers on stone, and painters it is doubtful if the 
cultural progress of the country would have been what we 
inherited today as a legacy from that age. The upper classes 
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enjoyed the fruits of their labour. But such was the society 
in which they lived that these makers of our culture have 
remained anonymous, while their patrons, kings. ministers 
and wealthy have passed as the real creators of our heritage. 

In the literature, however, as writers came from the two 
,highest castes the field was outside the provenance of the 
lower castes. I n  the division of functions the Ksatriyas 
defended the country, while the Briihmapas had come to 

,occupy the fields of letters. The upgraded merchant class 
,emerging out of the VaiSya castes was the third factor, 
,wherever the Briihmanas and Ktatriyas had not taken to this 
calling. With arms and letters and merchandise in their hands 
.the three castes dominated the others b,elow them. I n  the 
modern parlance of economics the latter are productive and 
the former are almost sterile. But because of their intellect 

.and power the society had gone under their influence. 

Origin and Ethnic purity of castes: We might add a few 
words to the discourse to make a little observation on the 
purity and status of different castes in Medieval Nepal. The 
Brlhmanas were supposed to have retained caste purity as 
they were not involved in mixed marriages. I t  appears that 
the Kgratriyas were deeply involved in such marriages. The 
progeny of Briihmapa male and K~a t r iya  female, always 
tborn out of wedlock were degraded to become astrologers, 
physicians and ritualists of the inferior order. But descendants 
of a Ksatriya male and a female belonging to lower Vaiiya 
caste was accepted by the father's family. But this ultimately 
affected the entire K ~ a t r i y a  caste in ethnic sense. The ruling 
family in Nepal became a degenerate K~at r iya  caste. Pratiipa- 
malls's marriage with the princess of the Koch Bihar ruling 
family is an evidence of this kind of degeneracy. The con- 
temporary Koch Bihar ruling family belonged to the Koche 
lribe of the Indo-Mongoloid family. They were elevated to 
the ranks of the K~at r iya  on their attainment of ruling 
authority of a kingdom in the 16th century. The  Nepalese 
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Kgatriyas of the time had themselves been of mixed blood. 
I t  was for this reason that the marriage between the Koche 
ruling family and the Malla K~atr iyas  of Nepal became 
possible. The Kgatriyas in Nepal in the middle ages represent- 
ed a wide variety of mixed descendants of the Aryan 
K~atriyas. KirBtas, Lichhavis and indigenous tribes as well 
as emigrant groups from the Indian plains whose claim to 
the status of a Kgatriya might have been legitimate or false. 
We have seen that one's illegitimacy did not prevent from 
ascending the throne in the event of the absence of a legiti- 
mate claimant. This meant that any son of the king born 
of his lower caste wife, whether of Mongoloid or indigenous 
tribal descent, could succeed to the throne assuming the title 
and status of a K8atriya. If such was the case of the royal 
family what are we to speak of other Kgatriyas. Similarly 
the VaiSya castes of the period came of hererogenous descenta. 
They included the many VaiBya emigrants of North India. 
These again got mixed up with the earlier settlers who hati 
then formed a base, the indigenous tribes in the Nepal Valley. 
The yellow skinned Kirstas which could boast of providing 
a ruling family at one time in Nepal's history was also partly 
assimilated in the varna of the VaiSyas. It seems all the 
indigenous tribes who bad preceded the Indo-Mongoloid in 
migration were relegated to the position of the Siidras. But 
these had also assimilated a sizable section of the Kirsta 
settlers who could hot have been upgraded. The ranks of 
the JyFipus who happen to occupy the highest place iu the 
Siidra varna as well as the lower castes in this stratum were 
also to a degree affected by the process of assimilation. But 
on the whole if the Vaigyas and Siidras were to be compared 
the latter were exposed less to integration with the Mongoloid 
tribes. I n  the beginning the Jyipus must have lived in the 
Nepal Valley as a tribe. Later as further emigration took 
place in the Valley, a full caste ridden community rose and 
absorbed them into its hierarchy. 

The Balhamis and Duiiis who have settled on the western 

48 
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suburb of the city of Katl~mandu were the former Kahar 
castes from the North Indian Gangetic plains. The Khusal 
(rice-pounder and cultivator), Poon (chika or painter) the 
barber, the Chippa (dyer), the blacksmith Kau and oilman 
Ssyami all by their facial expression do  not betray Mongoloid 
characteristics. There is an imprint of admixture with such 
elements no doubt. I think wherever this feature is prominent- 
ly displayed it is due to  the custom that the progeny of a 
marriage between an upper caste man and lower caste woman 
had to accept the mother's caste. They surely came from the 
South. The Sangos of Deopatan, former washermen elevated 
to the level of touchability must be placed in the same 
category. It is much difficult to identify their counterparts 
in North India for such castes as dyer, rice-pounder, blaclc- 
smith and painter. The barber (Nau) and oilman (Sgyami) 
could be placed along with the castes of Nau and Teli 
respectively because the caste profession is common to both. 
the categories. 

As for the antajas of both the categories we do not see 
that these were the part and parcel of the indigenous tribal 
society. These must have migrated from North India along 
with the Briihmanas and Ksatriyas. Some of these were late- 
comers. But at any rate all castes must have existed when 
urban centres grew u p  in the Valley. 

The washermen came from Bihar and Kanauj. Those 
coming from Bihar still celebrate the Chhat ceremony on the 
6th day of the bright fortnight of Kiirtika. This ceremony is 
widely celebrated in Bihar by all castes to worship the Sun 
God. In Nepal no castes other than section of the washermen- 
observe this festival. The Pode caste with its profession of 
basket weaving, fishing and guarding the cremation ground, 
came from Bengal where it still exists in a large number with 
similar professions. The leather worker Kulu is treated 
just a little better. His work on leather, however, is confined 
to lnaking musical drums. Primarily he belongs to the field 
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of art technique. For that reason probably the Kulu caste 
has been treated outside the four castes. 

The order o f  monks:  We have already observed at several 
places in the preceding sections that the Buddhist order of 
monks had broken and both the Hiaayanist and Mahiiyanist 
monks had no place in the society. These monks had i n  their 
turn taken to marriage relinquishing celebacy. They became 
priests of the laity ministering to their rituals as well as dis- 
charging the function of priests in the temples housing the 
images of the Buddhist deities, Their descendants continued 
this tradition. They also adopted the profession of goldsmith. 
This profession was considered to be worthy of a low caste 
only. We do not know how the castes accepting them as 
priests tolerated this practice on their part. But the Buddhist 
monkish order had disappeared for good. A transformation 
had also taken place in the order of the Saivite monks. though 
it had not worked to abolish the whole order. Those returned 
to domestic life and their descendants had no  use as priests 
in the society. But in the Saivite mathas these were chargeJ 
with the responsibilities df running them, and also of worship- 
ping the idol kept in the sanctuary. The Jagannatha temple 
copper plate inscription of 753 belonging to the reign of 
Lak~minarasimhamallaa79 mentions 'ten names' (dafaniimi) 
mendicants (Sannjasis) who had probably returned to worldly 
life. But although those were residing in Kathmandu. they 
did not belong to the Newar community. The language of 
the inscription is a mixed Newari clrm Bhojpur i (spoken today 
in Western Bihar and Eastern U. P., India). Therefore it 
appears that such Sannyiisis did not exist in the Newar 

community. The Saivite Sddhirs were regular visitors to the 
Nepal Valley. 'The SHnkhu copper plate of 678'" mentions 

mendicants from outside Nepal, who were to obtain their 

279 n. 39 in our Appendix. 
280 n. 15 in our Appendix. 
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daily meals a t  Sgnkhu for the duration of the Jiitrii. It is 
not unlikely that such outsider Jogis had settled in the Valley 
in the early 17th century A.D. The Jugi or Kusulay caste 
men are the Nepalese mendicants of the Gorakhanatha school. 
I n  the records of the 14th-16th centuries they are mentioned 
o n  several occasions to be treated like mendicants. when food 
was served them at the Kgggamandapa building. The same 
SZnkhu copper plate issues directive to feed the Kusulay 
Jogis during the eight days of festival in Chairra after tbe 
full moon day. They guarded also the temples of Gorakha- 
nitha as the many records of such sanctuaries go to show. 
But we do not know how it came to their lot to become one 
of the untouchable castes specialising in the playing of 
musical instruments and tailoring of cloths. According to 
the Machhendranatha inscription of 793 King Sriniviisamalla 
had issued a rule that the Kusulay Jugis of Kobaha and 
Ekhalakhu (two localities within the city of Patan) should 
blow conch during the daily morning and evening worship 
of Machhendranatha. The association with the Machhendra- 
n'ltha temple was because of their being the followers of the 
Lord's disciple Gorakhaniitha. Today their place as Niitha- 
panthi is filled by the Kafipha$@ Jogis who unlike the 
Kusulays do not belong to the Newar society. I t  appears that 
in the middle ages Nepal went without any kind of order of 
monks. All had renounced unworldliness and come back to 
domestic life even when they suffered in status and privilege. 

Sannyiisa was the last stage of one's life for the twice- 
born. I t  is not unlikely that the Briihmanas of Nepal adopted 
the Grarna. and were included in one of the ten branches 
of the Sarniija. They must have been assimilated in the order 
which, of course, had its roots in Korth or South India. So 
we may not say categorically that the Newar community was 
without its order of monks in the middle ages. There were 
surely no Buddhist monks. Hindu monks both local and 
enligrants must have lived in the Valley but they probably 
belonged to the Parbatiya language group. who had settled 
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down coming from across the western hills or the North 
Gangetic Valley speaking a dialect of the Hindi language. 

The Newar Brhhmanas today claim to belong to the 
Kiinyokubja section of the Paiicha Gaudas. They were the 
precursors of the same type of Brahmanas who came to settle 
in the 17th century with the difference that they merged in 
the community, adopted their language, manners and customs 
and took to priestly functions. We do not know how many 
of them came to Nepal and at what time. We think that 
such emigrants must have merged in the Brahmapa caste 
that had been living in the Valley for centuries together. 
The process of emigration and assimilation must have been 
gradual. The Brahmapuri (Kathmandu) stone inscriptiona" of 
NS 752 has one Brahmapa by name SahaSra Sivanandaju 
who had come from the west. The descendants of Sivananda 
are still living in Brahmapuri locality of Kathmandu. and 
they are one of the six gotriya Deobhiiju Brahmaqas. Many 
names of the royal priests are available from the Patan 
Darbar copper plate of NS 795.gBP AS distinct from others 
these bear the caste title of UpZtdhyBya. More Brahmapa 
names are given by other inscriptions. They reveal identical 
features and common origin. Their ancestors must have 
come to Nepal by the same route as was trekked by Siva- 
nanda, which was very probably the one passing through 
what we now call West and Central Nepal. 

The Brlhmanas come from as far as South India. The 
BbyngZreSvara inscription gives the name of a Briihmana 
who had come all the way from the KZiveri and settled here. 
Stray new-comers were probably absorbed in the caste of 
the local Briihmapas. However those absorbed were pro- 
bably from a certain section which could be taken in the 
field because of identical origin. We have already discussed 
this point in the last paragraph. There were other groups 

281 n. 38 in our Appendix. 
282 Inscription n. 77 in our Appendix. 
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which had retaiued their separate identity. Such were the 
Bengali Brahmanas mentioned in our inscription number 77. 
They were learned men and their advice was sought where 
the court needed the injunction of ancient laws. The names 
mentioned bear titles like Bhattdchiirya, Chakravarti. The 
Maithila BrHhmapas also have settled in Nepal. Some of 
them seem to have come in the early 14th century. But 
more came later and the influx continued till late 17th 
century. In  the reign of Jagajjayamalla some of them served 
as ministers. There were Maithila poets and dramatists 
working in the court. But the Bengalis, South Indians and 
Maithilas do not seem to perform priestly duties. The South 
Indian BrBhmapas coming from South of the river Narmadl 
served as priests in the temples of PaSupatinBtba and some 
other Saivite sanctuaries. The Thyasupu A (f. 65) mentions 
the name of one R%wal RgghavHnanda who had sheltered 
the fleeing prince Mahipatendra of Kathmandu. The RHwal 
was the head priest of the temple of PaSupatinBtha. The 
temple priests in Gokarpa and Komit (city of Patan) were 
also picked up from amongst those who hailed from south 
of the river Narmadii. 

The functional basis of the caste system had remained 
intact throughout the middle ages. But in a few cases i t  
showed some variation. This was mainly evident i n  the 
upper layer of the society as well as among the descendants 
of Buddhist monks. We have already referred to the account 
of Capuchin Padres who tell us that the members of tbe 
royal family were benefitting themselves by accepting trade 
as profession coming to the monks. W e  find that one 
S5ky abhikgu called himself Vanika (trader).283 Another com- 
pares himself with the God of Wealth in the amount of 
wealth he had earned.'84 Yet another bears the title of an 

283 Kankesvari stele, 764 Phdguna  krgga 10 pare 11 pfirvisddlla 
pra urrriisiidha Sukraviira e tc .  

284 Inscription n .  27. 
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incarnation of ViSvakarmma, the God of crafts.2e6 The last 
had probably adopted a goldsmith's profession. They might 
have also specialised in other ~ r a f t s . 9 ~ ~  But when the Kusulay 
Jugi was condemned to lead the life of an untouchable caste. 
the SBkyabhikgus whose ancestors had been monks in the 
Buddhist monastery were fortunate enough to have been 
accepted as priests to the caste of traders. craftsmen and 
peasants even if they had adopted the goldsmith's profession 
regarded as something unworthy of high caste. Tbe SBkya- 
bhikgu caste men whether Guva priests or craftsmen. call 
themselves scions of the family of SHkya. A late tradition 
divides them into two categories. those descendants of 
BrHhrnana converts and those of Kgatriya descent. But this 
seems a wrong estimate. Ethnically the SHkyabhikgu caste 
might represent a conglomeration of different racial stocks 
which were imparted in the formation of castes assimilated 
in the monastic order before its dissolution. This is evident 
in their faces which range from the Aryan type to Indo- 
Mongoloid, Dravidian and Australoid. 

Honorofic Titles: The suffix "ju' was added to the name 
of a person to indicate his respectability in the society. This 
respectability was supposed to attach to a person for reason 
of his high caste and power. It also went to those earning 
wealth in the case of VaiSyas. The BrH1imanaszs7 had their 
names invariably recorded with ' ju'. So did GuvH-Bares if 
they had rendered priestly Others who were 

respected because of their positions they enjoyed at the court 
added Bhiiro after their names. Many who were descendants 
of those once called Bharos also adopted this title.2eB 

285 A copper plate in ViSvakarmg VihLra, 731 P a u ~ a  k y ~ q a  10 
Sartai4charaviira erc. 

286 n. 30 in our Appendix 
287 Insc. nos, 3, 10, 13,23,27 in our Appendix. 
288 Insc. nos. 3 .6 ,  23,28,34 in our Appendix. 
289 Insc. nos. 1 ,  33,67 in bur Appendix. 
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Those who claimed to be descendants of the K~atriyas 
commanded respect in the society, and they either bore the 
title 'Bhdro' or were given the suffix 'ju' when addressed,200 
Names going without 'ju' had Sri added before them.Bg1 But 
ordinary persons without any high station in life were just 
mentioned by name.a9g There was neither Sri nor 'ju' to 
qualify their names. *B hliju' was another expression giving 
respectability to the name it followed. Kings and ministers 
were mentioned as so arid so ' B h i i j ~ . " ~ ~  

We come across many names bearing the title 'Biibu'. AS 
we have said in the narrative that some of these belonged to 
the relations of the royal family, who probably came from 
the region what we now call North Bihar.a94 But the illegiti- 
mate sons of a prince of the Malla family were also called 
' B d b ~ ' . ' ~ ~  'Biibu' is a new title so far  seen, which appears dur- 
ing the late medieval period. The word 'ju' formed a suffix 
to express one's respectability was not newly introduced in 
this period. But the Thyiisapus of the period show numerous 
names with this suffix so that it could be said that by the 
end of our period it had become a very common practice of 
applying the suffix to any name the scribe or the donors 
thought to respect in the record. 'Ju' can be a precursor of 
the present day Hindi 'ji' and NepBli 'jyu'. One name bears 
the title ' rnahi inubhi i~a . '~~~ The expression might have been 
used to indicate the high status or lineage of the person. 

VII THE VIHARA, CHAITYA A N D  PRIESTS 

Construction of the Vihiira: In  the late middle 
ages the monasteries had ceased to convey the same 

290 Insc. nos. 86.105 in our Appendix. 
291 Inscriptions nos. 39, 41, 42.48 in our Appendix. 
292 Insc. n. 35 
293 Insc. n. 49; Thyasapu E 
294 Inscription n. 109 in our Appendix. 
295 Inscription n. 15 in our Appendix. 
296 Inscription n. 117 in our Appendix. 
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meaning and significance as it used to do in the time 
earlier. The period had monasteries without monks, but 
it was also not true that without the Chairya (Tumulus) 
there could be no monastery. In effect therefore the 
monastery could be without monks and tumulus. In this 
background one has to know that the founding of the monss- 
tery referred to in the texts of the age did not at all 
envisage a dwelling place for monks. What the buildtr 
did was to construct a shrine housing the image of one of 
the Buddhas or Lokesvara or Sgkyamuni or Maitreya. 
The Vihiira was consecrated on a sacred site in an atmos- 
phere of piety with sacrificial fire and gifts to the Guvl  
priests. There are passages in a Buddhist text.2g7 the Kliyason- 
grohapaiijikl which defines the procedure by which vihdra 
comes into existence. T o  understand the procedure well 
let me quote a passage from K. L. Mitra's translation. "A 
piece of land covered by inauspicious trees is unsuitable. 
Land with a Pippalo tree on the east. pentaptera Arjuna on 
the south-east. Butea frondosa on the routh and fig trees on 
the south-west, silk cotton trees on the west, Vakula (Mimo- 
sops elengi) on the north-west, glamorous fig trees on the 
north and thorny trees on the north-east, is pronounced 
auspicious. A triangular piece of land or one with a pit or 
uneven surface is to be avoided, cremation grounds or any 
sacrificial sites or a land mixed with grease oil, or milk are 
impure. Land situated on the south-east, south, south-west. 
west, north-west sides of the town or corner is unsuitable. 
But hills and places with temples or Chaityas nearby are 
pure. A square plot of land stretching towards the 
east, or the north is the most auspicious; on the north 
it should have tanks full of white lotus. on the east 
Kadamba. mango and other flowering trees. groves, 
punnago, piirijiita. jasmine, and other trees giving sweet 

297 Buddhist Sanskrit Literature of Napal ,  1882, pp. 106-07 
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scents on the south, shady trees like pippala, jack and 
juicy fruit-giving large trees on the west. Different castes 
have to choose earths of different colours. The white colour 
is for the Brlhmana, red for the Ksatriya and yellow for the 
VaiSyas. The colour should be visible either on the soil or 
through the flame of lamp when the foundation pit is dug. 
The AchFtrya conducts the ceremony sitting over a square 
diagram well cleansed with cow-dung. He worships the 
Buddha, Dhurma, Satigha as  well as ten guardians of the 
quarters by chanting giithiis, with the left knee touching the 
ground and also blue flowers. Then he lights a fire called 
kopiigni, a fire taken from the hearth of the chii~diila who 
guards the cremation ground. The Acharya then chants a 
formula at his loudest and is supposed to  take out any 
impurity. This is followed by Viistu worship, worship of 
Vihiira Devatii (God of the monastery), laying the foundation 
stone. then raising platform, division of the space into rooms, 
chapel etc. The room of the Vihiira in which the Lord's 
image is to be placed should be painted with representation 
of Tathagatas, Bodhisattvas and goddess of learning and 
yidy~dharas .  A pair of eyes and a pair of water pots also 
to be painted on every door frame, at  the top of the windows 
Tathagatas, select Bodhisattvas, and various decorations 
should appear. In  the interior of the room, just against the 
image should be Bodhi tree painted with Varuna and Lokl- 
dhipala on two sides each right and left respectively. The 
outer door should have two fierce images Mahabala and 
MahGkala. Mahabala black with two hands, on head, three 
red circular eyes, hairs brown and raised upwards, protu- 
berant teeth, tiger skin for cloths, eight snakes for ornaments, 
touching the right shoulder with the four fingers of the left. 
and the left should with those of the right, MahGkala is in 
the same fierce and odd looking but wears a garland of 
human skulls. The painted figures are consecrated by 
ceremonies appropriate to each." 

The KyiyZisarigrahapafijikii is said to provide ritual 
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procedure for the raising of VihHra and we have seen that 
in this long discourse there is no reference to monastic settle- 
ment as such. This must be entirely due to the fact that the 
monks living a life of celebacy in Vihiiras had ceased to exist 
iong long ago, probably sometime before the treatise was 
composed. 

But thert: were their descendants who are now called 
Guvas and Bades. They were called under various other 
designations such as Vajriicbiiryas, SBkyabhik~us, Chailakas 
etc. all conveying a sense of monkhood, the same which they 
bear up till now. In the late middle ages their secular life 
as well as association with the Vihiiras were practically the 
same as they exist now. We shall have an idea of the degene- 
rated monkhood as it obtained then from a study of the 
facts connected with the present day Guvii's role vis-a-vis the 
Vihiira as it stands today. 

First let us know that the Vitliira though devoid of 
dwelling apartment for monks was not just a shrine. The 
bqilding had more space than what was designed just for a 
temple structure. The entire building was constructed with 
a courtyard at the centre, and on all four sides there were 
adjuncts of the main structure which was used to house the 
image of the deity. These were in the fashion of ante-rooms 
rectangular in shape, and then were also side rooms in the 
upper storey. As the Vihiira buildings stand today they 
mostly show two ' storeyed structures. The lower storey is 
important for the shrine so arranged as to be there in the 
direction straight to the eye from the entrance. Other sides 
of the lower storey are meant to provide chambers for keep- 
ing images offered to the Vihiira by the devotees. These 
images are mostly the busts of Lord Buddha, Dipaxikara or 
other Bodhisattvas in gilt bronze or a clay model of the same 
with a gilt bronze facade superimposed on a mud and 
bamboo stick frame of the upper body as well as carved 
wooden statues and scenes of their life. The left ante rooms 
we talked of might be used for the purpose of congregation 
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as  well as a vestibule for the chapel where a Buddha image 
was kept for general worship and prayer. 

AS for the nature of the image it might not be always an 
image of Buddha Gautama though in a great majority 
of cases the shrine has the Gautama images, Ordinarily 
Gautama's image should be enshrined in the Vihiiras. But 
we have some Vihiiras where Bodhisattvas such as Maitreya 
(Daubaha, Yatan), LokeSvara Jaladhiiri (Tahgabaha. Patan), 
Karuniimaya (Buga), Anandiidi Lokeivara (Chobfir) are 
enshrined. 

The Otu inscription 01 713 refers to Kriyiisarigrahas for 
guidance in the construction of a Vihiira. The process 
described in the record :; prathamatara (in the beginning) 
bhiiparigraharn krodhiignipfijii Kumari archanii miirichirakgl 
Salyoparik~ii bh fimiyachanii ekiiiitikoglhakastho devata piijii 
yaviiropanam Jiingulipiijii kalaiiidhiviisana kila kiilopanam 
sfitrapatanam viistuparik~ii sandhiparikqii bhiimikhanda 
piidasthapana poryantiiniim yathii kriyiisairgraha Siistrokta 
karmaparipiitena prthak pythak homiidi krtvii asmin Jiim bu- 
nadavambihiiro piidasumsthapitambhovatuh tadanantaram 
vanajiitra dviirasamsthiipanarh sthambhasthiipanariz gavakga- 
sthiipanarh SirodSitusthiipana paryyantiiniirn yathiividhivat 
karmmarh krtvii var~aikana sampiirnam bhavatul ............ 
asmindine idarn vihiikam irkhalavaloham bhavatu etc. etc. 

This is the entire ritual involved in the actual process of 
building a Vihiira once the land had been selected, and the 
preliminary rite of snake worship had been performed. 
According to the statement the ritual was prescribed by 
the Kyiyiisangraha. Initially a fire was lit and worship was 
performed. This was the great fire God of anger who was 
to be pleased to avoid the risk. Agnipiijii was followed by 
the worship of Kumiiri and invoking protection of Mfirichi. 
Another rite performed was SalyaparikgZ, examination of 
the soil with reference to its underground evils and their 
removal. The soil has to be judged whether it belonged to 
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a buman being, to  deities or to the evil spirits. The evil 
spirit is associated with some phenomenon of the under- 
ground whicb is known to the astrologers. The donor also 
prayed to the Earth-goddess and begged of her to give Con- 
sent. Already there is a diagram with lines showing 81 rooms. 
There are 81 deities for these 81 rooms. They have to be wor- 
shipped. After this. barley-seedlings are  planted. The worship 
of Janguli. a deity who blesses with an antidote against 
snake bite is performed as  a finial is set up on the ground. 
Nails are fixed on the lines of the diagram which are again 
linked by a thread. The earth is dug for laying the foundation, 
which done rituals of worship and homa is performed. For 
pieces of wood required for door frames, windows, roofs etc. 
a special ceremony has to be performed worshipping the tree 
or trees that have to  be cut off. The ceremony is called 
Yanajiitrii. r h e n  doors, pillars. windows and lastly the 
SirodBru, the wooden logs supporting the roof are fixed. Each 
time a special rite of worship takes place. Thus the construc- 
tion of a Vihiira is complete. The inaugural ceremony 
after completion is the Yajiia. The Vihiira is completed 
after a year since its construction was started. 

All this long ordeal of ceremony to be gone through not 
only when a new Vihara is constructed but when an old one 
has to be repaired or a temple is to be constructed. Our 
inscription n. 73 describes the whole process of a repair work 
done in  a Vihara in Bhatgaon. which is exactly the same as 
in  the case of the newly constructed Jambunada VihBra. We 
shall take up  the consideration of the ritual side of the 
construction of the Chaitya and Saivite temples a little later. 

Existing Vihlras: A pamphlet in Newari language issued 
on the occasion of the 2500th annivarsary. Buddha's birth 
shows monasteries big and small, 167 in Patan, 120 in 
Kathmandu and 24 in Bhatgaon. Of these a great number 
have disappeared in course of time. I n  Patan the extent 
Yiharas go to form the largest number available in the 
locality. These are VihBras also in Buga. Khokni, 
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ChSipiigaon, Thimi, Bode and Balambu. But the problem 
of identification of the Vihiiras mentioned in the docu- 
ments of the middle ages is difficult where such sites 
themselves go without any records of their own. 

We now present a list of notable. Vihiiras where documents 
of the late medieval period exist with the names also 
popular at the moment. 

The inscriptions mentioned are all on stones except when 
otherwise mentioned. They also follow the number of our 
Appendix (present volume) unless traced to the preceding 
one. 

CITY OF PATAN 

Present Name Name in the Document Date 
Document 

(1) Sibahii Sribachhaba- 873 VaiSiikha 
hara fukla 2 rohini 

nakptra byhas- 
' pativiira 

(2) Kontibahi KornatibahSira 

(3) Dhumbahii Dhumbahiira 

Dhunibihiira 

( I )  N S  819 Chai- 
tra Sukla 15 
Saniviira 

(2) 855 Jye~tha 
krjna 6 aSle$ii 
nak~atra Sanii- 
charaviira 

871 VaiSiikha 
Sukla 3 rohini 
rrak~atra budha- 
vlira 

763 Pausa Sukla 
~1rtarSi~iidha nak- 
jnrra Saniichara- 
viira 
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Present Name 

(4 )  Yarhbahii 

(8) Jya-bah3- 
bahi 

Name in the 
Document 

Mayiiravargna 
mabivi'hara 

Rudravargna 
mahiivih8ra 

JyafhBbah5ra 
bahi or 
Jyesfhavihara 

or 
Jy Ziyavahara- 
vahi 

Document Dale 

785 Jyejtha 4uk- 
la 3 mygaf ira 
nak~atra iiditya- 
va'ra 

839 Miigha k f p  
n4 amiivasya 
satabhi~a nakqa- 
tra adityaviisare 

( 1 )  795 Jyeflha- 
miise Sukla cha- 
turdafyiim viiaqa 
na kjatra byhas- 
pativara 

( 2 )  NS  759 n. 41 
in  our Appendix. 

stone 759 VaiSiikha 
inscription Sukla I 1  hasrii 

nak~atra Sukra- 
viira 

)I ( 1  ) 808 Jye~ tha  
k y ~ n a  5 Sukravara 

( 2 )  772 VaiSiikha 
Sukla 15 anura- 
dhii nak~atra 
brhaspativiira 

( 3 )  NS  808 J j e p  
$ha krjna 5 Sukra- 
vara 

793 Phiilguna 
Sukla 10 EdrZi 
nak~atra iiditya- 
viisare 
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: Present Name 

(10) Tabahii 

(15) Pulchok- 
bahil 

Name in the 
Document 

Tavabahiira 

Indradeva 
sanskiirita 
Jayamanohara 
mahiivihsra 

or 
Sasaka or Sas- 
vakavahgra 

Bhiiskaradeva 
sanskiirita 
Hirapyavarpa 
mahiivihiira 

SilSpuri Viinii- 
giri VibHra 

Mahii Pirhtha- 
vihiira 

Document Date 

819 Pauga mdse 
k r ~ n a  7 chirrii na- 

k ~ a t r a  byhaspati- 
viira 

906 Sriivana bukla 
1 rniilii nak~atra 
adityaviisare 

NS 656 Inscription 
n, 3 in our Appen- 
dix. NS 666 Insc. 
n. 6 in our Appen- 
dix. 

NS 757 Inscrip- 
tion n. 42. NS 793 
copperplate 

NS 805 Inscrip- 
tion n. 95. 

NS 828, Inscrip- 
tion n. 113; 
NS 835, Inscrip- 
tion n. 120. 

NS 479. n.XXVII1 
in Part I, 

NS 567, n. LX 
in Part I. 
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Present Name Nume in the Document Date 
Docume~tt 

(18) I b5 bahi - 

( 19) Bodhiman- - 
dapa or 
Mahabaud- 
dha vihiira 

(20) Chik Chakra VihSra 
Vabala 

(23) Mikha MikhFi vihiira 
vahii 

(24) Yaxhpi Yaxhpi yantii 
vahi vihiira 

(25) Chuka Chakra Vih'rra 
vahii 

(26) I bahi SunayaSri 
MiSra sans- 
kgrita 

(27) Chuka Sri Chakra 
vaha mahiivihara 

MBnadeva 
sanskiirita 

NS 547 n. LIV 
in Part I. 

No documents are 
available but the 
structure with its 
enclosure seems 
to have existed in 
our period accor- 
ding to a paper 
in private custody, 

Inscription n. 85 
in our Appendix. 

Inscription n. 99 
Thyiisapu E, f .  2% 

Inscription n. 117 
(NS  832) 

810 Jyejtha krjna 
2 Sukraviira 

A~~asi lhasr i  ka 
Prajiiiipiirarnitii 
DLC. IV. 215. 
NS 961 
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KATHMANDU 

Present Name Name in the Document Date 
Docuimerzt 

(1) Naka-babi Anatadhithi Copper plate NS 649. Insc. a. 2 
mah8vihSra 

B. Naka VihSra NS 629, Insc. 
Part I 

(2) Nhaika Punyakirti # ,  ,, NS 508, Insc. 
bahi mahavihtira Part I 

. * . Punyakirti B B ,, NS 796 Phiilguna 
mahtivihiira kyqna 14 byhas- 

pativiisare etc. 

(3) Mimnami Nimham 
Vihara nimha 

vihara 

(4) ViSva- MafijuSri 
karma mahsvihiira 
maha- 
vihsra 

(5) Tarabahal Tavavihira 

(6) Pichhe- Jambunada 
bahal mahsvihara 

(7) Om vahal O m  vihiira 

(8) Dhvlkl-  Hemakarnna 
bahsl mahgvihara 

NS 629 Ins. 
Part I 

N S  731 Pau~a  
kpna  10 SanaiS- 
charavlira nzakara 
sarikriinti etc. 

Insc. n. 23 i n  our 

APP. 

Insc. n. 29, NS 
725 

NS 812. Insc. n* 
100 

(9) Nagha Ratnamandala Insc. n ,  94 
bahii mahsvihsra 
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Pr.esent Name 

(10) Bhote 
babal 

(16) Thabahil 

(18) Syengu 

Narne in the 
Document 

Magiaanga 
mahavihlra 

Bodbipran idhi 
or Yalakha 
bahara 

Guniikara 
mahiivihiira 

Karupiipuri 
mahiivihiira 

VikramaSils 
mahiivihiira 
Gandhuli 
vahiira or 
Thabahi 

Hemavarppa 
mahiivihiira 

Slntikara 
rnahavihsra 

Iosc. a. 136 

(1) ms. A'mrta- 
kayikit niima 
niimasangiti 
tippani NS 600, 
DLC, IV, 21 
( 2 )  Insc. o. 146 

Inscription no. 
XXX, Part I 

Insc. Dated NS 
828 (other parti- 
culars peeled off) 

Insc. NS 788 
J y e ~ t h a  krgna 9 
iidityaviira 

Iosc. Early 18th 
century 

Insc. NS 812 
VaiSiikha Sukla 2; 
Insc. 802 Chairra 
8ukla 5 iidityavdra 
No record 

Dharmasviimin's 
Biography early 
17th century 
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Present Name Name in the 
Document 

( 19) VijeSvari Sri Vijalankha 
mahavihiira 

(20) Jana bahii Kanaka 
Chaitya 
mahiivihiira 

(21) Makhan Sriratnakirti 
bah5 mahavihara 

or Makhana 
vahiila 

(22) Chekana- Kpnagupta 
mugala mahiivihiira 
vah2ra 

(23) Kviitha- Kviitha VihZra 
bah2 

Dharma- 
chakra 
mahiivihiira 

(24) Tebahiil Tedovihiira 

(25) Daubah21 Dattavihiira 

(26) Dugabahil Sadakgari 
mahiivihsra 

Document Date 

Inscription dates 
peeled off. Pro- 
bably mid 17th 
century 

Nat. Lib. n. 213, 
NS 819, ms. 
Lankiivatiira 

Inscriptions NS 
735 Chaitra kgna 
JO sornavdra 

Ins. ns. 10. 17 

Ins. n. 27 

Ins. n. LXIX in 
Part I 

Inscription NS 958 Vaiiiikha 
iudi  12 

Ms. ChandamahG- 
rosanatantram 
Ms. Mahiikarma- 
bibhakga 
DLC. 111. 687, NS 
547 
Nat. Lib. 265, NS 
531 
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Present Name Name in the Document Date 
Document 

(27) Kinu Srikiqdola 
vihiira mahiivihgra 

No  record 

(28) Piukhii 
bahll 

(29) Taraii- Gupaks- 
bahil madeva kiirita 

dharmachakra 
mahiivihiira 

(1) 656 &a'dha 
Sukla 11 

(2) 796 Magha 
Sukla 5 svama- 
vasara . 

(3) Ms. Chatus- 
pi t  hanibandha 
( N S  135). 
DLC, 111. 359 

(30) Otubahsl Ontiivihlra or Inscription (1) Ins. n. 23(NS 
Sikvamagu trim 699) 
vanta vihara (2) n. 29 (NS 725) 

(3) ms. Abhina- 
mottara. DLC 
IV. 16. NS 
836 

Ms. Yogaratna- 
samuchchaya 
DLC. I. 1092 NS 
807. 

(31) Sigha vabg Srighata 
vihara. The 
site is known 
as Samha 
ghata sthiina 
(Insc. n. 94) 

(32) Sibabl Sibaha Inscription n. 29. 
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Present Name Name in the Document Date 
Document 

(33) Mu bahs Sri Miila Inscription damaged NS 906 
VihZra Mdgha Sukla 13 

Su kraviisare 

Lhuga- Lbugravihara 
bahg 

BHATGAON 
Present Name Name in the Document 

Document 
(1)  Savachhe 

bahal 

(2) Thathu- Jayakirti 
bahil Vihiira 

(3) Kvathu- 
bahil 

(4) Degu Kirti mahii- 
bahal, vihiira 
Thimi 

ms. KiiranQavy iiha 
siitra (DLC. IV. 
12).  No date. 

ms. Ku~iivadiina 
N S  954 (DLC. IV. 
1034). 

Date 

Ins. n. 73 

NS 696 Ins. n. 18 
i_rl our Appendix 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Pr.ese~lt Name Nume in the Docurrzent Date 

Document 

(1) Durokhyo Hemavarnna NS 759. Ins. n. 41 
baha rnahavihara 
(Chapa. 

, gaod 
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Present Name Name in the Document Date 
Document 

Wabaha Subha vargna 
(Chapa- Vihara 

gaon) 

Choba Kachchhapila- 
giri mahl- 
vihlra 

NS 772 Miigha 
k r ~ q a  4 bthaspati- 
viira 

No record men- 
tioning the Vihara 

I n  the last chapter to Part 1 of the present Volume we 
have given a list of V i h t a s  following their mention by 
reliable documents of their period. Now that the names of 
the prominent Vihiiras current in the late medieval age are 
given here, I am sure that the problem of identification 
becomes easy for us. On examination we find that some of 
the Vihiiras of the early medieval period might easily be 
located. 

Some of the Vihiiras served as colonies providing housing 
accommodation. Each Vihiira of the colony type formed a 
locality, a tola of the town. The Vihiiras offered advantages 
of an open courtyard with outlets, and to this extent these 
were preferred by those seeking accommodation to congested 
areas in the interior of the town. I think that the space 
covered by the Vihiiras was initially utilised by the GuvFi- 
Bare castt: once these had ceased to harbour the celibate 
monks. 

Not all these Vihiiras came fro= the days when these used 
to be the abodes of the Bhiksus. From the inscription we 
come to know that at least some of these were built in the 
late 16th or early 17th centuries. For example the Jambunlda 
mahsvihiira was built in NS 711 (=I591 A. D.) and the 

Gunakara mahilvihiira in NS 783 (=I663 A. D.). Some 
Yihiiras are. however, very old. The construction of these 
monasteries is attributed to rulers of ancient and early 
medieval Nepal. Such Vihiiras are as one should have noted 
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from the above contents, n. 12 and 13, in the Patan list which 
were built by Indradeva and Bhiiskaradeva respectively. 
There are Vihiiras which are also ascribed to Sankaradeva 
and MBnadeva and Rudradeva. The Bugs monastery is said 
to have been constructed by Narendradeva of the Lichhavi 
dynasty. These are all situated in Patan. The Vihdras in 
Kathmandu and Bhatgaon have no such legends. 

The sahgha : We may not like to swell the number. As we 
have already said, this is a very big list and its fulsome 
treatment can wait for another volume exclusively dealing 
with the subject of Vihiiras. But we might like to say 
something about the organisation of the GuvB-Bare castes 
associated with the Viharas, for although the B h i k ~ u  Sarigha 
had vanished long ago, those who or whose forefathers were 
once monks continued their association with the settlement 
areas, each area with its members constituting a group as 
separate from those belonging to others. The group was 
called Sarigha as it is called today. All the members whether 
performing the duty of the priests (Vajrschlrya) or not, a great 
majority of them do not, are called Siikyabhik~u or even 
Slkyavamia. Every Vihiira has one Thapiiju (sthavira) 
who . is the head of the SaAgha. He is assisted in the 
management of the Vihiiras by 4 or 9 men who are called 
Niiyaju or Aju. The Thapiiju and Niiyaju together represent 
10 piiramitas, the knowledge and practice of which is 
essential for the Saligha and its component Bhiksus. The 
duties of the Thapaju and Ajus devolve on persons according 
to their age, They are all appointed from among the 
Siikyabhiksu associated with the Vihara in order of seniority 
of age. During festivals they wear a special kind of long 
skirt and shirt of red colour extending up to the waist as well 
skull cap with a Chaitya mark. 

Every male born to a member of the Sangha has had to 
be registered in the Vihiira. This is checked during the 
chudiikarma ceremony which is held when he attains certain 
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age. The function of the priest of the shrine is rendered by 
all the adult members in turn one by one. although the 
overall supervision of the Vihiiru is maintained by the 
Thapii ju . 

The Thalipl2lge or ThapfijuaDB or S t h a v i r ~ ' ~ ~  is mentioned 
in several inscriptions. But Aju or Ndyaju do not appear in 
our records. As we have suggested they are the priests 
coming next to the Thapdju, the 4 or 9 oldest men of the 
community of the Vihiira. Gurubharat, who performs the 
function of the head priest during some special ritual may 
be or may not be a Thakali. 

As we have observed earlier, the Sakyabhikgu even on 
return to domestic life has to follow the practices of the 
Buddhist monk in regard to his daily prayer, fortnightly 
Upo$adha vrata, the Guhld dharma and Katipunhi vrata. The 
chuddkarma looks virtually a conversion ceremony. though 
it is performed in early boyhood. It is performed in  vihdra, 
to which the family is attached. For four days the boy has 
to live like a monk abstaining from all kinds of actions 
prohibited to a monk. With shaved head and wearing yellow 
robes he has to go a-begging from door to door. He returns 
home on the 5th day having renounced monkhood by per- 
forming another ritual. While shaving his head no tuft fs 
allowed to remain. I n ,  the case of other castes the chudii- 
karma introduces a phase of being a cellbate (Brahmachiiri) 
in his life. But a Siikyabhikgu becomes in formal sense a 
monk and the mark of it he continues to maintain in his 
wholly shaven head for his lifc. The death rites of a Siikya- 
bhiksu is different from those of the other castes. They have. 
shorter mourning period, I t  is only six days. On the 7th 
day the ceremony of purifying the house is performed and 
homa and other sacrificial rites are held in that course. There- 

298. Inscription n. 27.78. 
299. Inscription n. 10. 
300. Inscription n. 21, 116. 
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is no offering gf pinda to the departed on that day. The 
Kusalay gets his nyiinuma, an ensemble of eatable articles 
:serving as full meal for the day. Similarly relations of the 
dead partake of a sumptuous feast with meat and other 
.dainties, although for six days consecutively such delicacies 
.are forbidden. Unlike other castes the Guva-Bares have 
.a custom of worshipping along with a sand Chaitya the small 
pieces of bones collected after the cremation. they are thrown 
into the running water of the river only when this rite was 
.completed. A step further some would carry the bone relics 
to  their home for a ritual called 'durgati parisodhanam'. This 
is performed for three days on the 3rd. 4th. and 5th after the 
.cremation. I t  1s thought that with this ceremony the dead 
does not have to face a condemned existence in the next 
.world. The ceremony according to Maiijuiripiiriijikii is 
performed by worshipping a mandala at the spot inside the 
house, where a Chaitya had been set up with the bones in 
the garbha, 

Ritual Aspects of the Chaityas : Following a description 
of  the Vihiiras it is proper that we take up the consideration 
of the ritual aspect in the composition of the Chaitya. The 
Valley of Nepal has temples and Chaityas in the same propor- 
tion as it has dwelling places for its population. The Chaitya 
and the temples touch each other. I n  many instances they 
,cross sectarian barrier in standing together while sharing the 
same precincts. But the Chaitya is meant for a purpose much 
different from that of a temple. I n  the ancient past i t  was 
built as a memorial to harbour the relics of men and women 
whose memory was cherished. But as time advanced the 

Chaitya came to represent certain Buddhist symbolic re- 
presentation. Later again under Mahiiyiina influence the 
,Chaitya became the representation of Adibuddha and also 
was an object where all the divinities found their dwelling 
place. By worshipping the Chait1.a the devotee could in 
,effect earn the merit of worshipping tht: Adibuddha as well as 
.all the devatiis of the universe. The Chaitya has its own 
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~ersonality. I t  is addressed as  Bhattiiraka, and personifies 
the Supreme Being. As a temple where all Gods and God- 
desses lived, the Chaitya with its narrow precinct passed as 
a small Vihiirtl bearing the name Chi-bii. A small section 
,of the Slkyabhikgu caste perform their chuddkarma in such 
places. In  its importance as religious shrine the Chaitya 
.stands as  important as the Vihiiras. There are large and 
small Chaityas. There also Stiipas without embellishments 
which do not claim for themselves the form of Adibuddha 
and a temple for divinities. These built of bricks look just 
like a mound of earth bearing the shape of a bell with or 
without terraces, and do not have idols in them. The larger 
ones are called Sthura. 

The Kyiyiisarigraha lays down the rules which guide the 
construction of a Chaitya. There are also other texts which 
not only stress its divine essence but also its architectural 
framework embodying the Buddha's teaching and various 
stages of the development towards its goal. The Kyiyii- 
sarigraha lays down the same ritualistic process as in the 
case of the construction of Vihiira upto the point of laying 
the foundation. Thereafter the Chaitya construction follows 
a different pattern i n  conformity to its architectural design 
which again has to agree fully with the Mahsyiinic notion of 
Buddha abode and lower heavens, and of the highest pinnacle 
of the Primordial Xdibuddha. 

The size of the Chaitya might vary but it must conform to 
certain pattern of structure as prescribed by a text. Firstly 
the Chaitya should be of a pyramidical shape. Secondly it 
must stand on a square or rectangular or circular plinth of 
stones. This supports a higher platform over which rests the 
dome (garbha) part of the structure. The platform may have 
several terraces or just one. If it is a large Chaitya there 
should be a staircase to climb to reach the garbha and above 
it the main macdapa or the terraces should serve this purpose. 
Supervened on the garbha is the thirteen tier structure 
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rings one rising on the other and growing smaller in  dimension 
as they go upwards, all these representing the thirteen worlds 
(trayodaia bhiimika). The bottom of the structure is square 
shaped, and might bear painted eyes on all the four sides if 
the same is of gilt bronze, We get the sight of the eyes only 
in large Caityas, of which the structure above the garbha is 
made of bronze. The top of the struct,ure is called manimanda- 
Pa. I t  is another pyramidical bronze or gilt copper finial 
underneath an umbrella. The larger Chaityas have t o r a p  
at each side of the base of the gilt copper tapering structure 
of trayodaia bhuvana. 

On the four sides of the garbha the Chaitya has niches 
where images of the four celestial Buddhas are placed, 
Akgobhya in the east, Ratnasambhava in the south, AmitEbha 
i n  the west and Amoghasiddhi in the north. Vairochana the 
fifth celestial Buddha is supposed to reside at  the centre, but 
he is not represented here in his image. 

The Chaitya is to be the abode of other deities as well. 
Hence it is called sarvadeviilaya. All deities dwelling in the 
site are not visible. But the following are sometimes 
represented on the four sides of the Chaitya in the order as 
represented in the table. As we find them there are four sets 
each placed under one or the other of the Celestial Buddhas 
in  different directions. 

East 

Akgobhya 
K~itigarbha 
AkaSagarbha 
Vajrariipiidevi 
Va jraviniidevi 
Lochaniidevi 
Miiliidevi 
VajradhiipBdevi 
Gaganagan j 
Ratnapiqi 

South 

Ratnasambhava 
Sigaramati 
Vajragarbha 
Sabdsdevi 
Va ASiidevi 
Miimakidevi 
GitHdevi 
Dipiidevi 
LokeSvara 
Mahiisthiinapriipta 
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West 
1 

Norrh 
Amitiibha 
Chandraprabhs 
JiiliniprabhB 
Va jrarasiidevi 
Mydangiidevi 
Tiir Bdevi 
Nyt y iidevi 
Gandhiidevi 
Amitaprabha 
Pratibhsnakfita 

Amoghasiddhi 
SarvaSokatamotirghltata 
Sarvanivarnavi$kambhi 
Sparbldevi 
Murujiidevi 
PPndarHdevi 
LBsy iidevi 
Pu~piidevi 
Saman tabhadra 
Akgayamati 

The construction of a Chaitya is a pious act. Therefore 
the ground on which it is to be erected has to be examined 
carefully and cleared of all evil elements as in the case of a 
,Vihdra. Before the foundation is laid down there is an 
elaborate ritual of worship and sacrificial offering (not of 
animals) to the sacred fire over a small vedikii. The 
Yiistuparik~ii and other rituals are the same as in the cons- 
truction of a temple in the Vihiira. We shall have occasion 
to  write about the architecture of the Choitya in the next 
section. 

The medieval Chaitya differs considerably from its earlier 
prototype i n  structure and embellishments. It is not just 
a mound of earth or brick and mortar structure of 
pyramidical shape. We have some Chaityas of this type. 
They are of larger size. These are called Sthuras in the 
corrupt form of Stiipa. Some of these are attributed to 
Agoka. But there are some larger Chaityas of a different 
mould, which are not called Sthura. The Sthura might go 
without the niches in the lower garbha, and without the four 
Buddhas. But as we have arready suggested Chaityas 
without such images wherever they exist are called ASokan 
types. 
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VIlI 

DRESS, ORNAMENTS, FOOD, DRINK ETC. 

Dress & ornaments : For the costume of the time our 
sources of information are the life size statues of the many 
devotees erected before temples and accounts of Father 
Desideri and Capuchin Missionaries, There is no indigenous 
literature on the subject. 

According to Father Desideri 'the people wear a woollen. 
or cotton jacket reaching to the knees, and long trousers 
down to their ankles, a red cap on their head. and slippers 
on their feet, when it rains men and women go barefooted, 
while riding a horse noble men and even the king himself. 
make no use of saddles but sit on the horse's bare back with 
their legs hanging down, or at  most have a horse back.'O1 
Desideri's must be the correct observation as he was an eye 
witness, The statues generally represent richer stratum of 
the people. The dress they wear are those of wealthy. The 
two statues of Bhiipatindramalla and Yoganarendramalla 

T 

respectively give us an idea of royal costume. So do many 
portraits of the kings drawn and painted by  anonymous^ 

artists. We notice light litling trousers for the lower body 
upto the anklet and a long jacket equally tight flowing upto 
the knee. A piece of cloth was tied round the waist in 
several rounds, and this was called Jani. There was an inner 
garment worn like a bodice, called pakafi lafi. The women 
wear misdldii, a kind of blouse with sleeves, The trousers 
was the male attire for the underbody, while the women 
covered themselves with patiisi, a large piece of cloth 
encircling their body from the waist to the ankle. The 
patasi is like a n  Indian Siiri but unlike the Sari it ends, 
in a fold round the waist line. The headdress was a simple 
skull cap (topli). But the aristocrats used turban (betali), 
on special occasions. A custom to erect before the front 

301. See below Appendix. 
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door of a shrine the statues of the king and other highly 
placed personages who bave dedicated temples, ornaments or 
lands t o  the deities prevailed here since early ages. These 
statues all in sitting postures provide us a clue to the mode 
of dress in vogue at  the time. They show a common pattern 
of trousers and shirt-like upper garment. But the headdress 
differs according to the statues of the person represented in 
the statues. In the Tarab bahll (O!u locality) of Kathmandu 
the kneeling devotee has a skull cap lined with a tbick 
lining a t  the margin, which protudes on all sides. Tbe 
design is that of a eating plate with its raised peripberi. This 
is in the style of the Indian pugree. The royal headdress is 
different. I have before me the portraits of JayaprakaSamalla 
and other kings. The headdress is a turban bearing a 
feather at  the top and interpersed by silk thread rendered to 
enhance its look and with a cover for the forehead. The  
turban was ornamented with gold and jewelleries, and was 
made of costly musl~n cloth. What Desideri has described is .  
costume of the urban classes. It is said that the peasants did 
not wear trousers. They wore just a shirt-like tight fitting 
upper garment, flowing upto the knee or even lower and a 
jani. Of course. they wore a skull cap of red or black 
colour. 

No leather shoes seem to have been in use. But foot- 
wears of straws and of a fibre of ketaki were made by a 
section of the Jy5pu caste. The latter was more durable, 
better looking in shape and finer in finish. This was called 
Niilu, and was worn by the upper classes. 

Ornaments, tisii in Newari little figure in our source- 
materials. Here also we shall have to draw our information 
either from tbe ornaments said to have been handed to the 
present generation by tradition add usages or from the 
ornaments said to bave been offered to the deities and 
preserved up till now in the temple store. These are the 
ornaments worn by a bride on the occasion of the marriage: 
(1) Tuki (ear-ring stuck to the lobes through a hole pierced 
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into them), (2) Tdyo, (3) Tik, (both necklaces extending upto 
the breast but differing in designs), (4) Pyiikha angu, a finger 
ring made of gold, (5) luya sviin. a flowerlike ornament of 
gold to be worn on the skull of the head, (7) satiphali, made 
.of silver to match in length with the plait of hairs over which 
it is allowed to uspend, (8) Nyapusikha (9) tuli baki, anklets 
r(paya1a). (10) Vanhi or make sila, bracelets, (1 1) Jantra, 
square shaped ornament of gold designed as armlet 
with figure of deity at  its centre. The Newar women do 
not wear the nose ring. Bracelets are of gold, while anklets 
are of silver. The Tayo is a piece of gold elliptical in shape 
wrought with geometrical design to  appear like a karelii 
vegetable (memordica chatanita) its two ends tied to a 
velvet piece going round the neck over which is inlaid a 
gold chain of delicate craftsmanship. The elliptical tayo 
is about 5 inches long and has a thickness of an inch about 
the centre tapering towards the ends. I t  is much neatly 
,carved all through and shows a snake's hood at  the centre. 
The two ends of the chain meet into a piece which bears an 
image of Gapesa. The Tick has several rectangular flat 
pieces of delicately worked small gold sticks, which is 
suspended along the neck on a velvet piece which supports 
all of them together. 

It should be understood that as we talk of gold content 
in the Tayo or Lu sviifi we do not mean that they were of 
solid gold, Gold was used to the extent of laying a thin 
layer over a model prepared of dark resin or wax (Liihii). 

Male ornaments used during marriage ceremony were 
,finger ring, armlet, necklace of gold or pearls and sometimes 
even wristlet. 

We have given illustration of the ornaments along with 
other pictures. These ornaments belong to the organisors 
.of the Kiirtika dance festival which was started by Siddinara- 
sihhamalla. These ornaments are said to have been offered 
to the festival. We cannot vouchsafe for the accuracy of the 
statement. But it is generally believed that these ornaments 
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were in vogue since quite a long time. They were at least 
being used in the middle ages. 

Food and Drinks: Above in the beginning we reproduced 
a passage from the account of the Capuchin Missionaries 
regarding the principal food and drinks of the people of 
Nepal. Here we shall supplement the information by the 
statements of the contemporary inscriptions on the subject. 
Our sources of information are of inscription nos. 98. 103 and 
121 in our appendix, to which so many times references have 
been made regarding information on a variety of subjects. 

To recapitulate the point let me quote a passage from 
Desideri 'Rice is their principal food. either cooked or crush- 
ed (after being boiled with husks) and roasted the latter 
serves as bread and as a relish. If they eat meat it is generally 
buffalo. They drink a nasty liquor made of a certain millet 
which grows in this country and is the staple food of the 
very poor. A kind of beer is also made from wheat or rice, 

9 3 0 3  and drink arac distilled from raw sugar. 

Desideri has made a correct observation and we shall find 
that the statement which we give here in this regard is by 
way of adding details, from which a wide variety of food 
preparation as consumed by the people in the middle ages 
appear to our notice. 

The inscriptions we have named refer to these varieties 
of food preparations and other eatables in the course of their 
description of the piija requirements for different ceremonial 
occasions of which one of the items is the naivedya, an 
offering of eatables to the deities and another item is serving 
all that constituted a meal to the Briihmanas. The inscrip- 
tions mention as eatables in one form or another articles 
such as  milk, curd, clarified butter, uncrystallised sugar, 
mustard oil, honey, different types of beans and peas, cereals 
like rice, wheat, barley, t h ~ n  fish, dry fish, mutton, buffalo- 

302. See below appendix. 

50 
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meat, dry meat, eggs, swan, distilled and fermented liquor 
and spices such as cummin seed, black pepper, salt, ginger, 
cucumber. watermelon, varieties of oranges, arecanut, betel. 

I t  is to be noted that while some of these things can be 
consumed as they are, others are auxiliaries used in food 
preparation and a few are just raw materials to be boiled or 
fried or parched before eating. 

Special food preparations prominently figure as ceremonial 
offering. There are: yomari, chatiimari, chiikumari, tiiyii 
laddoo. 

Yomari is prepared out of rice flour. The flour is soaked 
in water and then small solid pieces o f  cakes in cylendrical 
shape are made out of it. The centre of the piece is kept a 
little hollow to contain some amount of sesamum seed and 
uncrystallised sugar. The yonliiri is cooked by steam. There 
is a special earthen pot (kofich6) with holes at  the bottom 
receiving steam from a big pan containing water heated over 
a fire stove. The pieces of the cakes which are allowed to 
be baked slowly by the steam are placed on the kofiohii. It 
takes about one hour to cook yomari. 

If it is the only uncrystallised sugar entering into the 
composition of the cake (or course rice flour is the main 
component) then the preparation is called chakumari. 
Chatiirnari is prepared with flour mixed with water and 
rendered into thick liquid. The thick liquid is poured upon 
a pan heated by fire underneath. I n  the course of prepara- 
tion each piece is covered by an earthen mug of the size of 
the chatiimari on the pan. The cooking takes ordinarily 
15 minutes. 

Chiikumari is the name applied for all kinds of sweets. 
Dudumari was a special preparation of milk, which has 
gone out of use now. 

Kvakati is a mixture of Bhotia bean or soyabeans, grams, 
peas. beans of all varieties, white Bhotia beans, black gram. 
green gram and boiled and taken as soup on the day of 
Sriivana p i i q i m d .  
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Khayu kvathi prepared out  of a mixture of rice flour, 
green peas, nim leaves, salt, dry radish pieces is taken on 
VaiSiikhi day as preventive against infectious diseases that 
grow rampant during the summer and rain. 

Meat was taken as curry prepared with spices and ghee. 
It is cooked with all its fat and other contents. The whole 
meat is called trrlitiilii. Dried meat (sukhul6) is regarded as  
very tasteful when it is boiled with ghee arid spices. Chhoyiilii, 
boiled meat is served tulitalii with dressing of salt, red pepper, 
drink and spices. All these varieties are mentioned in our 
inscriptiorls as offering to the goddess, So is the fish, but it 
was offered fresh without cooking. Smaller fishes were dried 
2nd salted so that these could be consumed. 

Rice was eaten when boiled (jii). Again, out of rice were 
made baji, tiiyii, syiibaji, khir-all food items served daily or 
during festivals on one occasion or another. Baji is what 
in modern Nepali known as chyudii, paddy grains boiled and 
then pressed by a wooden pole over another wooden vesse-1 
to become flat and then rendered free of husks. Boiled paddy 
grains without husks is called tiiyii, Flattened rice parched 
with sands over the fire is known as syabaji. Both are taken 
with boiled meat on some festive occasions. Wheat, barley, 
maize, beans and peas of all kinds were mixed together and 
parched. These are up till now regarded as food items of 
special occasion. K~iriinnaghrta and pakviinna occur in our 
inscription n. 20. K~iri inna is rice pudding made with milk. 
PakvSinna with ghrta is boiled rice with clarified butter mixed 
in it. 

Drink: As it is today the fermented drink was known a s  
Tho& while the distilled one was called yelii. Fermented 
and distilled liquor are prepared out of rice, millet, maize 
and other cereals but mostly of rice and millet. The process 
of fermentation is boiling the rice or millet, and allowing it 
to  dry a little spread over a mJt and mixed with yeast. Then 

the whole is kept in a big vessel with its opening covered 
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with lid. I t  remains in that state for 4 or 5 days, and in 
that state it is thoroughly fermented. The  white coloured 
watery part of the fermented boiled rice o r  millet is drunk 
as  liquor. Generally some quantity of sugar is added to itlake 
it tasteful. The same fermented rice or  millet in its whole 
is again boiled in a large cooking pot supporting an earthen 
vessel (koichd)  with holes a t  the bottom and containing inside 
another earthen pot. The  vapour emitted inside the earthen 
vessel touched upwards a triangular copper vessel full of cold 
water with a capacity of 4 lbs. that was placed as a lid to fill 
its opening. The steam distilled because of its touch with 
the cold pot fell drop by drop into the earthen pot placed 
inside the koficltd. This is the distilled liquor, which the 
inhabitants of the Nepal Valley drank calling 'yela'. Today 
they are using a modern type of apparatus for  distillery but 
in times past they used a very simple instrument as  we have 
described. 

The Time system and the Society: I n  spite of my 
limited knowledge of astronomy I a m  here tempted to 
devote some space to  the consideration of the medieval 
calendar as  it  then worked. This temptation comes 
for  the reason that the calendar was intimately associated 
with the individual and that it was almost accurate 
even judged in the light of modern knowledge. The calendar 
giving information of the planetary movement. specially 
of the Sun and the Moon was closely linked to the need 
of an individual in the society as  the same dictated time 
of festivals, days of domestic rituals (vrata) Srdddha. annual 
pujiis, birth anniversaries, marital and initiation rites, etc, all 
of them traditionally determined, the festivals were associated 
with the cycles of season and therefore the calendar could 
not be overlooked as  otherwise one would shut his eyes 
from his own natural environment, and would be far away 
from his social existence. Thus the calendar had overall 
importance for an individual as well as for  the society, in 
which he lived. In this background the calendar is also of 
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profound significance for us. It will enable us to know of 
the basic facts of social customs of the day. But all this 
must be understood in relation to the chronology mentioned 
i n  the various documents. The chronology of events such as 
the birth and death of high personages. including the royalty 
of battles and raids, of famine and disease and religious 
performances and rituals is given with all particulars of 
dates provided in the calendar. It is left to a scholar to 
verify these particulars by his own calculation based or1 

the system which was practised in Nepal for astronomical 
reckoning. In any case the chronology of events is presented 
to us in its varied details so that there is scope enough to 
identify the phenomena, so that a correct date of occurrence 
is made available to us. As the reckoning under the Siirya- 
siddhanra or Bhrahmasiddhfinta or Bhiisvari is acurate to the 
hours, the calendar based on the system of calculation accord- 
i ~ g  to these texts is of extreme value to us. We have below 
a table to show the difference in the time taken by the Sun 
and Moon to revolve according to various systems of astro- 
nomy including the modern.303 

Siiryasiddhiinta 
day hrs niits sec 

Sun 365 6 12 36.6 
Moon 27 7 43 2.6 

Ptolemy 
day hrs mits sec 

Sun 365 36 9 46.6 
Moon 27 7 43 12,l  

Siddhiinrasirontuni 
day hrs mits sec 
365 6 12 9 
277 7 43 12.9 

Modern 
day hrs mits sec 

365 6 9 10.8 
27 7 43 11.4 

I n  view of the chronological importauce of the calendar I 
have thought it proper to briefly discuss the aspect ot astro- 
nomy, which was employed to prepare the calendar in the 
period under review. Needless to say that the sJstem was 
the same as it is at present. So our attempt in this direction 

is just tantamount to explaining the Puiichliga system of 

303. A History of Hindu Astrononly by Gorakha Prasad (Hindi) 
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Hirldu astronotny i n  so far as the same enianaled from the 
texts which were regarded to have been the authority for our 
calendar. 

I have not verified the various chronological dates for that 
was not possible i n  the circumstances. This is one of the 
shortcomings of the treatment the narrative received at my 
hands. But I am sure that the next few passages about the 
astronomical system will throw some light on how our people 
in the middle ages reckoned their time with all the particulars 
of lunar and solar motion, the position of the planets etc. 

As it was essential to refer to  classical texts which helped 
to build the principles on which our system of calendar was 
based, we start with a quotation of a passage from a 
Thyiisapu, which gives the names of the texts used for deter- 
mining the planetary position in our country. 

I n  the d~scussion of the Paiichijriga I have used the present 
tense as the system of reckoning and the cotlcept of the 
platietary world have remained the same today since a long 
long time in the past. 

Classical Texts: The Thyiisapu F observes 'Today at 27 
ghali past, amavasyii, Sriivana kygna, Samvat 858 there is a 
solar eclipse, but according to Bhiisvati, Khandakhiidya and 
Siddhiintasiirasahgraha, is not seen, therefore the royal palace 
did not perform any rites in that connection.' 

I t  appears that the opinion of rile three astronomical texts 
rne~itioned above prevailed in deterniinillg the relative position 
of the planets, and the almanac also was prepared on that 
basis. The Bhiisvati was composed by Satiioanda about the 
end of the 11th century A. D. Brahmrgupta who flourished 
in mid-7th century A D. was the author of the Khandakhddya. 
The Siddhtintasiirasarigraha is, however, obscure at the present 
time and we know nothing about its date. But it seems to 
be an old work. 

Besides these there were several other astronomical 
treatises, which were accepted as authority on the subject, 
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Of these tlie most inlporta~lt is the Suryasiddhiinta which is 
said to have been compiled by Variihamihara in its 
earliest form in the 6th century A. D. But the work in 
use today differs from Variihamihara's in some respects 
though adapted from the original. 'The  later Siiryasid- 
dhiinta is said to have been compiled in about the 11th 
century A. D. The Siiryasiddhiinta seems to have 
bee11 a popular work as the many manuscripts in our 
Libraries and private possession copied in the 16th and 17th 
centuries go to show. The Bhiisvati based on the original 
Siiryasiddhiinta was also no less popular for the same reason. 
The Khandakhf id~a  composed by Hrahmagupta (6th century 
A. D.) follows the system of Aryabhalta who was the foremost 
astronomer of the age, a near contemporary of Variihamihira 
himself. It is stated that the Bhiisvati teaches us an easier 
method of reckoning time based on the annual movement 
of the planets, which enables the camputer to arrive at results 
just by a process of mathematical addition and substraction. 
This is regarded as an improvement on the method as taught 
by the original Siiryasiddhiinta. 

I t  is a cornmon knowledge t h a t  the system of the later 
Sfiryasiddhiinta was followed in astronomical reckoning 
throughout North India and this influence had reached Nepal 
also. According to some scholars Bral~magupta was also 
regarded as the authority on the  field. The reference to 
Khandakhiidyu is an evidence of the popularity of Bratlma- 
gupta. But this work follows in the main the method of the 
original Siiryasiddltiinta. The ga!zatla (reckoning) of the 
Paiichiinga (calendar) for the perrod under review agrees 
principally with the Siiryasiddhiinta but  the same nlay also 
not differ substantially from the reckoning reached uuder 
Brahmagupta's system. Bhaskaracharya (12th century A. D.) 
seems also to have followed Brahtnasphuta Siddltiinra, which 
is the Siddhifnla work, standing i n  the name of the great 
astronomer. His SiddhiintllSiromani was also widely read 
i n  Nepal. 
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The next work of importance besides the four mentioned 
is Grahaliighava composed by GaneSa Daivajiiya. I n  the 
Darbar Library we have general copies of the Grahaliighava, 
We have also a Newari translation of the work dated NS 876 
(DLC, 111. 474). The Grahaliighava in original is available 
in several editions of earlier dates. I t  was quite popular 
in  the early 18th century. The Grahaldghava is a work of 
astronomy showing methods by which the positions of the 
planets can be worked out easily. Its method of calculating 
the time of eclipses is also recommended as giving a correct 
timing. 

'The Khandakhadya and Bhiisvatj are works called Karana- 
granthas as different from the Siddhiintas. The Karanas are 
so-called because they calculate time from a fixed day 
within the life time of their authors. Their system does 
not involve elaborate calculation back to a very long period 
as is the case with the Siddhdntagranthas. I n  the words of 
Sewell and Diksit the karanas determine the length of the 
year and the n~otions of places at  a given time of the Sun. 
Moon and planets, and their apogees and nodes. according 
to the standard but they often add corrections based on 
their own observation, which they called bija in order t g  make 
the calculations agree. The Siirynsiddhiinta like other 
Siddhiintagranthas starts its calculation of time since the 
creation of universe, which again according to such authors 
goes back to 2000 million years. The time passed since the 
creation is measured in 12 digits, the first being 7. 'Jkre 
are also Tantrngranthas besides the Siddhiintas and Karanas. 
One of the granthas is ascribed to the authorship of Arya- 
bhaita. These calculate their time from the beginning of the 
Kaliyuga (Sunrise of Friday, 18th February. 3102 B.C.).'04 AnY 
calculation starting from such a hoary past is likely to 
introduce confusion, and mistakes are bour~d to occur as to 
the exact motion and position of the planets as seen from the 

304. Sewell and Diksit, the lndion Calendar, p. 7 
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Earth. AS an attempt is made to reach conclusions on the 
basis of direct observation and incorporate the results as 
guidance for the future there is a general preference for 
karana treatises by the astronomers calculating their time for  
the almanac. The Bhiisvati was used in Nepal to prepare 
the almanac in the middle ages. 

The Calendar: The calendar in  the Valley was luni-solar. 
Although solar days were not mentioned the practice of 
providing information about the Sun's position from one 
Zodiac to another was there and it was always mentioned 
in the chronology. 

In our account of the many events of the period we have 
found that whenever a date is mentioned, the particulars given 
are miisa (lunar month). palcga (fortnight) tithi (day), viira 
(day of the week), nak~at ra  (asterisk), yoga (conjunction), 
karana (half of a tithi). muhiirta (1130th part of a day) and 
solar and lunar positions in regard to the riis'i (Zodiac sign). 

According to our science of astronomy the earth is the 
centre of the universe and round it revolve all planets. The 
revoluion is diurnal as well as monthly or annual. The first 
causes day and night. It is believed that the entire planetary 
system moves round the earth from east to west completins 
the revolution in 24 hours. The latter revolution is monthly 
in the case of the Moon and yearly in the case of the Sun. 
The movement in respect of the monthly and yearly revolu- 
tions is from west to east. 

By the word Paiichiiriga we mean five elements, the tithi, 
viira, nak~a t ra ,  yoga and karana. But not all these particulars 
figure in full in the early part of our history. As i t  appears 
we can notice tithi, viira and nakjatra since the early years 
of our period. Yogas  and Karanas are missing in the records 
of the time. They appear, however, since the 14th century, 
and it is only then that all the five elements are given as 
particulars of a date. 

The day is reckoned from the sunrise to the sunrise of 
the next day, The time measure for this period is 60 ghatis- 
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This is however a solar day caused by the appearance of the 
sun in its diurnal motion. We have a lunar day called tithi. 
This is not exactly what we call a day in modern sense, which 
is a solar day. A tithi is the time measure due to a difference 
in the longitudes of the Sun and Moon. The first tithi occurs 
when the Moon moves away to a new position at  12" in its 
orbit from its earlier position where its longitude is equal 
to that of the sun. A particular tithi begins at  any time of 
the day as soon as the preceding one has ended. We must 
remember that the order of the tithi has its base some time 
5000 years ago. At the same time the length of the tithi is 
not always the same. I t  varies from one tithi to another as 
well as the same tithi might on different occasions differ i n  
length, Sewell and Diksit have given the table below for 
the length of the tithi. 

Ghagi Pula Vipala  
Average or mean 

length 59 30 40.23 
(23 hours 37 minutes 28'092 seconds) 

Greatest length 65 16 0 
(26 hours 6 minutes 24 seconds) 

Least length 53 56 6 
(21 hours 34 minutes 24 seconds) 

There are 13 expunctions and 7 repetitions of tithis in a year, 
which in total means eliminating 6 tithis. 

We have the following table for the time measure of a 
day and its subdivisions as they obtained in the chronology 
of the middle ages. 

1 day = 60 ghatis 

1 ghati = 60 vighagi (pala)  

No fractions of vighagi are mentioned. 

Because the greatest length of the tithi is above 26 hours 
,.we are warned against equating the tithi with a solar day. 
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The tithis are given i n  serial nurilber for each fortnight; 
the full moon day is called piirninlii and marked 15, while 
the new Moon day, the amiiv6sya is marked 30 denoting the 
end of the month. 

The tithis ordinarily should be 30 in number for every 
month divided in two parts with 15 tithis for each pakga. 
Thus there will have 360 t i fhis  in a year bu t  the Moon 
completes in relation to the Sun its revolution round the 
earth in 29 days 7 hours 20 minutes to 29 days 19 hours 
30 minutes. The total time it takes for 12 revolutions is 
about 354 days, In this way altogether we have to 
make way for a reduction of 6 tithis in a year. But this 
does not happen iu a simple way. The astronomers have 
a system by which some tithis are expunged and some are 
repeated so that the resultant number of tithis (days) is no 
more than 354 in a lunar year, though the fortnightly or 
monthly numbers might and do vary. A tithi which is current 
at  the time of the sunrise is taken to be the recognised 
i i t h ~  for the whole of the day. If the same also extends to 
the time of the next sunrise, it will get the same kind of 
recognition for that day as well. This particular tithi is thus 
repeated. For the expunction of a tithi what matters is the fact 
of its not being there at the time of the sunrise. If it begins 
only a minute later than sunrise on a particular day and does 
not also touch the sunrise of the following morning its case 
is then completely lost. The tirhi in the circumstances is 
said to be expunged. We knolcl from the Il'hyasapu F that 
because in Bhiidra Sukla of 858 the chaturdaSi was placed as 
to cover just gha,ti 0 a l ~ d  45 vighati on the morning and the 
pcrnimii expired before the next sunrise. So it was dropped 
from the calendar. Obviously the piirninlii came on that day 
after 0 ghati 45 vighati, but the day had passed as chaturdaSi 
and i t  was followed by pratipadii in the almanac. 

The tithi is caused by the Moon's going round the earth 
in its monthly revolution but it is also so determined as it 
gets away from the Sun and from their common longitude. 
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The longitudinal difference grows as the Moon moves 
forward on its orbit from 0" taking an easterly direction. 
As it moves from the original position it will pass from 0" 
to 360" to make a complete revolution. At each 12th" the 
Moon completes the time measure of a tithi. The Moon is 
also removed farthest from the Sun when it reaches 180". 
While on this longitude it is exactly ou the other side. Here 
the period is that of the full Moon. From this position the 
the Moon is again approaching Sun's longitude as it moves 
back towards the sun. The Moon's movement from 0" to 180' 
constitutes the period of the bright fortnight (Sukla pak~a)  
and the same from 180" to 0" or 360°makes a dark fortnight. 

When some event took place a t  a moment while a tithi 
was on following the one which came along with the sunrise, 
the practice was to give both the tithis in the chronology 
adding para or pro before the second iithi. But this depended 
on the exact time when the event or incident occurred. If it 
had occurred at  the time of the tithi coming with the sunrise 
then no other tithi was mentioned. As for the two tithis com- 
ing on the same day, it is a common phenomenon, for tithis 
and solar days are at variance if not always but more often. 

I do not think that I should cite instances showing two 
tithis in the chronology. These are so common that by a 
glance through the pages of the Thyiisapus and inscriptions 
in our appendix one can notice them in profusion. The two 
passages of the l'hyiisupu A reproduced in connection with 
the occurrence of the intercalary might also be cited for that 
purpose. 

Days of the week (vara) : They derive their name from 
the Sun and Moon and the five planets respectively, 

Raviviira (Sunday) Budhavlira (Wednesday, 
after Mercury) 

~omaviira (Monday) Brhaspativlira (Thursday 
af rer Jupiter) 

Mangalav~ra (Tuesday after Sukravlira (Friday, after 
Mars) Venus) 

Suniviira (Saturday, after Saturn) 
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lntercaiary nlonth: Before we take up the consideration 
of other particulars let us now see how the lunar year is 
made to agree with the solar year to avoid a widening gap 
between our months and cycles of natural seasons. There 
are about 354 days (=360  tirhis) in a lunar year. But the 
solar year is of 365 days 15 g h q i  and a little more palas, 
According to the Siiryasiddhiinta it is of 365 days 15 ghafis 
31 palas 31 vipapalas. The lunar month by the same method 
of reckoning is of 29 days 31 ghati 50 pala. Here is a 
difference of 113 days between the solar and lunar year, the 
latter lagging behind the former. The solar months and year 
agree more or less with the seasonal cycles. but a lunar year 
recedes by 11 a days from the original position for every 354 
days passed. The lunar tithis and months are very important 
for traditional festivals. Therefore the solar dates cannot 
replace them. But if the gap of l l &  days is allowed to widen 
to its logical extremity then it may SO happen that the lunar 
months and natural seasons might be poles apart. I n  our 
account of the festivals we have remarked how these were 
seasonal in their character. Festivals celebrated in winter 
will have to be celebrated in due course in the summer, 
and so on and so forth. The solar month and lunar month 
will also fall apart, and ~t will be after years and years of 
divergence that they will close up again. T o  avoid this 
contingency our astronomers have a device by which out of 
the twelve months one is doubled as intercalary and ordinary 
months. The additional two fortnights come within an 
interval of about 29-36 months. The gap is bridged a t  every 
32 months 16 days and ghiilis. The intercalary month is 
calculated in the following manner. I n  ordinary case one 
lunar month should have one sankriinti (solar). But some- 
times it so happens that there is no sankriinti in a lunar 
month. This is to say tbat in a solar month there are two 
new Moon days (amiiviisyii). Such a lunar month is called 
adhika i.e. a surplus montb or the 13th montb. Similarly if 
a lunar month has two sankriintis then the month is expunged 
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(ksaya). But we have one more adhikamasa within the next 
few months. This practice. however, was not followed in 
Nepal in the period under review. They did not reckon the 
earlie! no-sankranti lunar month in four fortnights i,e. one 
adhika and another ordinary months, although the month 
as such was declared inauspicious for special rituals such as 
the DaSaharii festival. They also did not take it as expunged 
the lunar month which had 2 sankrantis. But the following 
intercalary month was regarded as such in the real sense. 

There is some difference of opinion as to the name of the 
month intercalated. But as we have already observed it is 
that lunar month without a sunkranti, which in effect is 
intercalary. A rule in this connection lays down that the 
month with the second amiiviisya is intercalary. Both drive 
to the same end but the former can be better understood in a 
system of amantcr month. At any rate the first amiiviisya 
would always fall in the preceding month. So the question 
of naming the intercalary month after the second arniiviisyc? 
is redundant. As for the kgayamiisa because the rule for the 
fact of dropping a month was different from what it is at 
presznt, the question does not arise. 

An intercalation of months is time adjustment in the 
calendar, by which the astronomer tries to equate the lunar 
year with the solar year and thus bridges any gap between 
the natural seasons and lunar months. But it so happens that 
sometimes the rule evolved for effecting this adjustment 
introduces two intercalary months. I n  such a case a recourse 
is made to drop on month in the calendar so that there are 
not more than 13 months in that year, Regarding intercalary 
months in our period we get sufficient information from our 
inscriptions and the Thyiisapus. But here we shall not fix a 
table of intercalary months. This is not possible in view of 
our limited knowledge of the historical facts in this conneco 
tion. We shall have, however, to make a short observation 
about the two methods fixing an intercalary month in the 
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light of their adoption in  Nepal in the d~fferent phases of 
history. I t  appears that the Bhiiradviija system was in  vogue 
till the end of the 15th century A.D. T o  supplement the 
information provided in L. Petech's book (p. 16) we have 
just two more instances of intercalation, one in Pauga of the 
year of NS 574 and another again in Pauga of NS 582 (Doc. 
36, 39 of the reign of Yakgamalla). Thus it is clear that the 
system of naming the intercalary month after Pauga and 
AsZdha stood well throughout the reign of Yak~amalla. But 
a change was coming soon, because we have in the year NS 
644 an adhika Bhiidra (Inscription II. 1 in our appendix), 
which clearly the system of BhZradvZja no longer held good. 

The additional month in the later middle age was called 
rza~{arniisa. Under the BhiiradhvZija system no intercalation 
was shown in BhZdra. When we notice an intercalary month 
of Bhadra we can say that definitely about this time 
the Bhiradhviija system was discarded. We have another 
instance of intercalary month coming after 16 years, and 
this year there were  2 intercalary months. The Thyiisapu 
A (f. 87)  which gives us the information states, "Samvat 
660 Chaitra fukla; Navaratra was celebrated in Kiirtika 
Sukla. The pratipadii fell on Friday; on vrfchika lagna 
Navariitra was set up; the sword was worshipped on the day 
of saptarni pra a ~ t a m i ,  this was Thursday at  the time of 
Me~alagna then Chiirana was observed on Sunday; on the 
day of piirnimii the Ahoriitradharrna was performed .. . . . . ... 
Sakemalii (Kartika piimimii) and Thesarii (Miirga pzrpimii) 
were celebrated on the same day; this year two months fell 
in the category of dropping months; these were HSvina and 
Chaitra but ASvina was just regarded as adhika for some 
rituals and not for others. Now, this passage supplies one 
more evidence of the Bhiiradviija system baving become 
obsolete in this period, because we now find months being 
called adhika according as intercalation had taken place 
and not in accordance with the practice recommended by 
Bhiiradviija. 
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But the same passage tells us about the occurrence of 
.two intercalary months within a period of twelve months and 
-of a system then introduced by which only one of the two 
months was doubled and not the other. The intercalated 
month in the period of intercalation was called naqta or 
.kgayamiisa. 

We have one more instance of two intercalary months, 
and the information is obtained from the same Thyiisapu but 
under date NS 801-2 ( f .  35). The Thyiisapu observes: Samvat 
801 ZSvina Sukla ; this year two months were intercalary ; 
upto Bhiidra k r ~ n a  amiivlisyii all rites were held as usual, 
there was a change when ASvina began ; no addition was 
made to the usual month of ASvina ; i t  was just said to be 

na$a for the purpose of Mahani which was held in Kiirtika 
.iukla but ordinary ceremonies such as birth anniversaries, 
death anniversaries and similar other rites of Karmakiinda 
were observed in the usual manner ; the Malzani was not 
celebrated i n  ASvina as there was no sankriinti i n  this month; 
the BaliichaturdaSi was also pushed from Kiirtika k r~na  to 
Miirga kyqna ; this following Chaitra which was intercalary 
was doubled, the additional month was declared as nagl;a and 
all kinds of ceremonial observances were barred. 

The Thyiisapu D supplements the above information, and 
.says "Samvat 801 Kdrtika Su kla..  . Hariniitha died in Gvala ... 
this year Navariitra was celebrated since the pratipadii of 
Kiirtika Sukla the Mahani festival was celebrated on subse- 
-quent days of the fortnight alroriitra dharma also was comple- 
-ted on Sakamaliipuni. I n  the situation. Siistras were consulted 
.and ASvini was called kjaya (lost), but two months were inter- 
-calarly and in P a u ~ a  there were two sankriintis and now there 
would be 14 months in the year, which could not happen ; 
;therefore although ASvina was k ~ a y a  it was not doubled ; 
the same was counted as one month but for the purpose of 
Mahani and similar festivals it was said to be lost as in the 
kqayamiisa." 
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I think that these three passages are enough to give us 
an idea of an intercalary month, its name and its limited or 
unlimited K ~ a y a  character at the time of two intercalary 
months and finally of how traditional festivals were observed 
during the period. 

Kiis'is: There are 12 riibis which the Sun in its annual 
revolution round the earth was to pass through. The time 
taken by the Sun to pass from one riibi to  another varies 
from 29 days 7 hours 38 minutes to 31 days 15 hours 28 
minutes. I n  the calendar of the period we deal with the 
solar month finds no place, but it should be borne in mind 
that the name of the lunar month is derived from one of the 
stars grouped in the riiSi which is to be on the solar longitude. 
The star is the brightest and prominent in the group and 
otherwise in a system of equal space would be close to or 
on the longitude of the Moon on the Piirninzii tithi of that 
month. According to renowned scholars of t h e  age the 
practice had beell to name lunar month as Chaitra, which 
ends in the period when the Sun is on the Ade~ariiSi. There- 
after other monttls 

Let me now reproduce the table for the names and group- 
ing of the N a k ~ a t r a s  and of the months which are called after 
the 12 prominent stars. 

Group Month RBSi 

( a )  2 Kyttikii, Rohini Kiirtika from Kyttikii TulS 
(b) 2 MygaSirii, Xrdrii Miirgaiira ,, M~gaSirii VrSchika 
(c) 2 Punarvasu, P u ~ y a  Pauja 9 , Pueya Dhanu 
(d )2A'S le~ i i ,Maghi i  Miigha rn , Maghii Makara 
(e) 2 Piirvva Phiilguni. Phiilguna ,, Ph5lguni Kumbba 

Uttarii Phiilguni 
(f) 3 Hasta, Caitrii, 

Sviiti Chaitra s m  Chitrii Mina 

305. All the tables given in this section are from the Indian calendar 
by Sewell and Diksit. 

51 
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Group Month R86i 

( g )  2 ViSiikhii, Anuriidha Vaii i ikha from ViSiikhS M e ~ a  
(h) 2 Jye~th i i ,  Mu'la J y e ~ t h a  ,, Jye~ tha  V g a  
( i )  2 Piirvvii~adha. 

Ut tara~adha Asadha ,, Agadha Mithuna 
(j) 2 Sravana, Dhani~thi i  Sriivana ,, Sriivapa Karka 
( k )  3 Satabhi~i i ,  

Piirvvabhiidra Bhiidra ,, Bhsdra Simha 
Uttara bhadra 

(1) 3 Revati .  ASvini, 
B harani ASvina 9 s ASvini KanyB 

T o  continue our observation of the r z i i  system, we shall 
here speak of the lagna and the Moon's relation with the riis'i. 
The lagna is the particular riiii for the month, with which the 
Sun rises in the morning. The Sun is on different riiiis for 
the duration of that day until i t  comes back to the same riiii 
the next morning. The Sun stays roughly 2; hours on each 
rliii. 

As for the Moon's rai i ,  the result has to be obtained by 
dividing 27 days, (the time taken by the Moon to revolve 
round the earth) by the number of riiSis which means we have 
roughly 2$ days for the riisi of the Moon. 

Our astronomers believe that the N n k ~ a t r a s  are fixed 
stars. We have already shown their grouping. Below they 
are placed in the order reckoned in a system of equal spaces. 

Longitudes of the ending-point of the Nak~atras .  

Order of Nak~atras  System of equal spaces 
Deg. Mig . 

1 Aivini 13 20 
2 Bharani 26 40 
3 Krttikii 40 0 
4 Rohini 5 3  20 
5 MrgaSirii 66 40 
6 Ardr i~  80 0 
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Order of Nak~atras 

Punarvasu 
P ~ s Y ~  
A Slesii 
Maghii 
PUrvii-Phiilguni 
(Jttarii-Phalguni 
Hastii 
Chitrii 
Sviiti 
Viiiikhii 
Anlrriidhii 
Jyegt  hii 
Miila 
Purva-A~iidhii 
Uttara-X~iidhii  ( Abhi j i  t )  
Sravana 
DItanisthii or Sravitjhii 
Sataliirakii or Satabhi~aj  
Piir vZi Bhiidrapadii 
U ttarii Bhiidrapadii 
Revati 

System of 
Deg* 
93 

106 
120 
133 
146 
160 
173 
186 
200 
213 
226 
240 
253 
260 
2 80 
293 
306 
320 
333 
346 
360 

equal spaces 
Mig. 
20 
40 
0 

20 
40 
0 

20 
40 
0 

20 
40 
0 

20 
40 

Q 
20 
40 
0 

20 
40 
0 

The figures are obtained by dividing 360 by 27 i.e. the 
the sun of total angles made by the Moon in its orbit round 
the earth divided by the number of Nak~atras .  But this has 
nothing to do with their apparent position. The system of 
equal spaces is artificial and designed to ease the reckoning of 
the N a k ~ a t r a s  v~s-a-vis the Moon. The following is the let~gth 
of the Naksatra in terms of the ghatis and also of hours. 

ghati pala vipala 
Mean or average length. 60 42 53.4 

24 hours 17 ruinutes 9.36 seconds 

Greatest length 66 2 1 - 
26 hours 32 minutes 24 seconds 

Shortest length 53 56 - 
22 llours 22 minutes 24 seconds 
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Yoga : If the sum of the longitudes of the Sun and Moon 
is 13'20' then ' it is said to have completed the first Yoga. 
There are 27 Yogas and each has the same longitudinal 
distal?& of 13'20' in a system of equal space. 

The following are the names of the 27 Yogas: 

1. Vigkumbha '(Vigkambha), 2. P~ i t i .  3. Ayu~man 4. 
Saubhlgya, 5. Sobhana, 6, Atiganda, 7. Sukarma, 8. Dhrti. 
9. Siila, 10. Ganda, 11. Vrddhi, 12. Dhruva, 13. VyBghiita, 
14. Har~ana ,  15. Vajra, 16. Siddhi (Asrk), 17. Vyatipsta, 
18. Variyiina, 19. Parigha, 20. Siva, 21. Siddha, 22. Siidhya, 
23. Subha, 24. Sukla (Sukra), 25. Brahma, 26. Indra and 
27. Vaidh~ti .  

Both the nakjatra and yoga are repeated and expunged 
to make them agree with the total number of days in a year, 
I n  the n a k ~ a t r a  system the Moon revolves in its orbit round 
the earth in about 273 days. It revolves thus 13 times, 
because by the time it completes 12 times the Sun is about 
to complete its own round and deviated farthest on the orbit 
from its old position. The 13 round would take roughly 
355 days. 

We have the following table for the length of the yoga: 

ghati pula vipala hrs. n~inutes secs 
meall 56 20 21.75 22 35 45-7 
greatest 61 31 0 24 36 24 
least 52 22 0 20 52 48 

It will take comparatively a shorter time for the Moon 
to complete one cycle of yogas, which it does in 25 days 25 
ghatis and 27 palas. In one year i t  will have 14 cycles of 
yogas, and these will be covered in 355 days 21 hours 11 
hlinutes and 31 seconds. 

We shall, however, remember that the yogic cycle of the 
Moon is totally imaginary and has nothing to do with its 
real motion. 

111 our almanac there is yet one more system of yoga 
which is different of the above. This is determined by the 
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conjunction of a particular nak~atra  and a day of week. 
The 7tak~atras relating the Yogas of the type are 28 in number 
which thus includes also Abhijit. We might have other 
systems of Yogas as well, for the Yogas might connote 
a sense of being together of two or more elements. There 
are auspicious and inauspicious tithi and nakgatras, but we 
shall come to this point a little later as we touch the subject 
of astrology. 

The lirhi, viira, nak~atra and yoga are the most important 
elements of the Paiichiihga : But the yoga seems to be an 
invention of the astronomers who had been much influenced 
by astrology. 

Karana: The time measure of half a tithi is a karnna, 
They are 11 and 7 of these coming in succession one after 
the other for eight times. Starting from the second half of the 
first tithi of the bright fortnight ( k l q w  pakga). Others. the 
remaining 4, have each a half tithi extending from the second 
half of the 14th krqna pakqa to the first half of the 1st day of 
the fol lowi~~g sukla pakga. The seven karanas of the first 
group are: Vava,  Biilava, Kaulava, Taitila, Gara. Vanija, 
Bhadrii. These are called moving (chala) karanas. The rest, 
Sakuni, Chatu~pada,  Niiga and Kimstughna are called sthira 
(not moving) Karacas. 

Muhfirta: Outside the Parichariga but coming as one of the 
particulars of the date is mulriirta. The muhiirtas are 30 in 
number, 15 for the bright hours and 15 for the dark hours. 
The duration of the muhiirta of each group varies according 
to the seasons depending on the length of the day and the 
night. The lotlger the day the greater the duration of the 
ntuhiirtas of that group. Similarly the greater or shorter 
the night the greater or shorter is the length of the m u h P ~ a s  
of the dark group. A mlthfirta invariably is 1/15 part of a 
day or night. 
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Muhurmiisa of the day Muhurmiisa of the night 
1 Ardrii 1 .  Ardrii 
2. ASlegii 2 .  Piirvabhiidra 
3. Anuriidhii 3. Uttarabhiidra 
4. Maghii 4 .  Revati 
5 .  Dhani~tii  5 .  ASvini 
6 .  Piirva~iidha 6 Bharani 
7 .  Uttarii~iidha 7 .  Krttikii 
8 .  Abhijit 8, Rohini 
9 .  Rohini 9. Mygaiirii 

10. Jyej~hii 10. Punarvasu 
11. Viiiikha 11. T i ~ y a  
1 2 .  Miiln 12 .  Sravana 
13.  Scrra biii~ii  13. Hastii 
14 Uttaraphiilguni 14. Chitrii 
15. Piirvaphiilguni 15. Sviiti 
Eclipse: The notion about the causes of eclipses is 

practically the same as that of the moderners. Although 
legends attribute the occurrence to the action of Riihu and 
Ketu who were supposed to attack the particular planet, the 
astronomers without exception believed that an eclipse of 
the Sun or the Moon was an astronomical phenomenon 
caused by a particular position of the Moon in relation to 
the Sun and the earth. The lunar eclipse occurs when the 
earth is casting its shadow on the plane of the planetary 
orbit, through which the Moon passes at the time. For the 
occurrence of the Solar eclipse the Moon has to intervene 
between the Sun and the earth. I n  both the Moon occupies 
a position approaching the orbit of the Sun, a:?d it is also on 
the point where either it crosses the solar orbit or is adjacent 
to the same. As we know the lunar eclipse comes on the 
day of pi ir~ima,  i.e. the time of the full Moon. On this day 
the Moon is exactly opposite to the Sun, 180" away as seen 
from the earth. A solar eclipse takes place always on the 
amiivasyii, when the longitudes of the Moon and Sun are 
equal, in other words when they are together. 
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The passage of the Thyiisapu F informing us about the 
Solar eclipse on Sravana k r ~ n a  amtivasyii of 858 suggests that 
our astronomers knew the fact of the eclipse being seen from 
over a small area at  the same time. 

Phalita J y o t i ~ a :  We now come to the astrological utility 
of the calendar. I n  this we are helped in our assessment by 
works like Jaganmohan, Mu hiirtachintiit~zafl, Byhajjiitaka 
and Jyoti~aratnamiilii.  All these works seem to have attained 
a degree of popularity in our age. 

We must understand that the scope of the J y o t i ~ a  is 
limited to fixing auspicious time for initiation. marital rites 
and all other rites performed at different stages of a man's 
career, which come after annapriiiana or janko. T o  these 
we can add a few more ceremonial functions. The time to 
begin special rituals such as kotihoma or tuliidiina is also 
fixed by the astrologers. In the same way the auspicious 
moment to lay the foundation of a temple or house or chaitya 
is shown by them. The horoscope of a baby 011 its birth is 
prepared by an astrologer. Similarly grahadaiii, i.e. the 
calamity befalling an individual due to the planet can be 
seen only by an astrologer. The auspicious moment for 
departure from one's home on a journey or for return and 
entry into the house is determined in accordance with the 
statement of the Phalajyot i~a i n  this regard. But the day 
( t i th i )  for festivals, vratas, birth anniversary, death anni ver- 
sary (friiddtla), etc. are decided with reference to the vachana 
(saying) of the Dharmaiiistras. 

The Phalajyot i~a  is far removed from scientific ideas 
though based on the scientific date Of astronomy. It creates 
belief in the doing of the supernatural forces which are said 
to work through the planets. Because in the medieval world 
man was superstitious enough to believe seriously these 
forces working to mould his destiny he thought that he was 
to follow faithfully the advice of the astrologer regarding any 
activity of his life. The Phalajyot i~a has one virtue that is, 
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while it signals dangers ahead, it does at  the same time 
recommend a safe course of action with a choice of a time 
for ceremonial observances and then provide corrective if 
anything wrong has been unknowingly committed. The 
correction comes in the form of ceremonial offering to the 
deity and priests. 

Astrology or Phalajyotisa is based on the understanding 
that mankind is subject to the influences of stars, which 
require to be counteracted through rituals if something unde- 
sirable was imminent. It shows man's helplessness against 
the natural forces, but he might not be wholly helpless if he 
listens to his astrologer. 

We draw our information mostly from Muhiirtachintii- 
m a ~ i  and Jaganmohan in regard to the following. 

No auspicious occasion for a Subhakiirya (welfare 
activities) can take place at  a time when the planets Jupiter 
and Venus, are not visible to the naked eye, i.e. after the 
heliocle rising of these two stars. But this rule is more 
strictly applied in the case of the initiation and marital 
ceremonies, as well as other special rites such as Mahiiyajfia, 
Mahiidiina, etc. 

These occasions are limited to a conjunction of the auspici- 
ous tithis, nakjatra. yoga and planetary position. The rejected 
tithis (tyakta) are chauthi, navarni, chaturdaii and arniivasyii. 
The nakjatras from Dhanejtii to Revati  are considered inaus- 
picious and so are Bhadrii and Bharani. The birth of a child 
on Miilanak~atra is regarded as fraught with evils for one of 
the parents or for the baby. If a man dies in the time of 
five nakgatras (Dhanegtli-Revati), it is considered very in- 
auspicious. The death might be followed by five more 
deaths in the family. For the initiation ceremonies all months 
from Miigha to A ~ a d a  are recommended while the marital rite 
can take place in the same period except Chaitra. The marital 
rite can also take place in  Mlirgasirga. But all days in these 
months are not illegible. Once again the time has to be deter- 
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mined with reference to a conjunction of some tithi, nakgatra, 
yoga and planetary position which has been traditionally 
settled, though there might be some disagreement as regards 
the auspicious character of the particulars of the date. 

The Thyiisapu F quotes a verse in Sanskrit, which purports 
to say that any virtuous deed performed at the time of the 
day while two Tithis, EkiidaSi and Dviidaii and ChaturdaSi 
and Piirnimg have combined go in vain. Thus it appears 
that the Tithis above mentioned were avoided for rituals. 
But the Anantavrata which is observed on the 14th of 
Bhiidradukla was an exception. 

It appears that every aspect of a man's and woman's life 
was covered in full by astrology and there was not one action, 
ritual or otherwise, which was free from it. One could not 
do anything new without consulting the astrologer. He could 
not perform ritual nor he could build his house unless 
advised by his astrologers. The astrologers (Daivajfia) was 
an important functionary in the domestic ritual. Because 
the astrologer was the man who knew through the horoscope 
which stars were influencing his client's destiny and in what 
manner, he could foretell what was i n  store for him, weal or 
woe. The prognostication was very important because if 
something bad was coming there was a remedy for it. The 
astrological treatises commended rituals to the end which 
could remove the evils or at least alleviate or lessen 
the intensity. The Byhajjdtaka, Bhygusomhitii and similar 
other astrological treatises are read by those who want to be 
adept in the art of horoscope reading so that they could say 
and foretell everything connected with a man's life from 
birth to death. 

If there were some disturbances in nature at a particular 
time the astrologer could read its consequences. But he was 

not always a pessimist. Minor earthquakes according to 
Yoglvar i  bring fortune to tlie people. Such was the line of 
thinking in the world of astrology. The astrologer uttered 
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also a word of consolation at a time of distress, and tried to 
interpret the evil as  good. 

One of the most difficult tasks of the astrologer was to 
compare horoscopes of the prospective bride and bridegroom. 
The problem was to make a proper choice of partners and 
avoid incompatible marriages on the basis of the Janmakundali 
which is framed with reference to planetary position ar the 
time of one's birth as shown in the calendar. There is a 
special treatise of astrology on the subject of the examination 
of horoscopes for marriage. The problems of marriage from 
a n  astrologer's point of view has been discussed since 
Varahamihira's time (?) 

We learn from the Thyiisapu A (f.) that the astrologers 
gave auspicious time for the troops of the king of Kathmandu 
to march in the territory of a neighbouring country. Earlier 
in the narrative we have written how in NS 828 the fort of 
Dlpchii was repaired, and the work was started on an auspici- 
ous occasion pointed out by the Royal Astrologer, and 
accompanied by the performance of some rites. A text of 
astrology. known as Narapatijayacharyd which was quite 
popular in our time discusses at  length the pros and cons of 
undertaking a military expedition at some odd hours. The 
author of the work, Narapati, claims to  possess knowledge 
of the astronomical phenomena of the time in which the 
king was to order his forces to march. Thus we find that 
astrology influenced the actions of the king and commoner 
alike. 

Our astrology is mixed up with superstitious beliefs. Its 
concept of the astronomical phenomenon is based OD a 
classitication of auspicious and inauspicious elements. 
Wisdom lay in reading and interpreting these to one's 
advantage while avoiding the inauspicious and while avoiding 
the inauspicious and catching the auspicious by the forelock. 

Lastly. as suggested earlier. the astrologer is not helpful 
a t  all when it comes to deciding the exact time for the obser- 
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varice of traditional festivals, anniversaries, rituals of vrata 
and similar other rites. I n  these cases it is only the tithi 
which counts in the celebration of festivals, etc. and the time 
is fixed according to the opinions of our ancient lawgivers. 
We have referred to the passage in the Thyiisapu F, which 
says that the vrala of AnantachaturdaSi was held in NS 858 
following the injunction of the Samaya Mayukha, one of the 
texts, of DharmaSiistra. The observance of the Mahani festival 
on different occasions are also said to bave taken place at a 
particular time in persuance of the injunction of the smrti. . 

Our Thyiisapus tell us many such instances where the 
DharmaSiistras have been consulted in regard to the time 
suitable for the celebration of a festival or observation of 
some vratas or rituals. For example the Thyiisapu F under 
date line 827 Bhiidrapada Sukla states that following the 
saying (vachana) of the Samaya Mayukha the Anantavrata 
was observed on the day which was reckoned as chaturdaSi 
but with just o ghati 35 vighati of time. The chaturdaii was 
here combined with piirnamiisi for the day, and the vrata 
had to be ended on the day following, which was Pratipada. 
The piirnamiisi having been dropped in the calendar. Patan 
and Bhatgaon. however, observed the vrata on the day of 
Trayodasi. There are other instar-ces n bere the smrti is 
mentioned to have been consulted as dispute arose about the 
time of a particular festival. 

Diseases : Small-pox, plague and cholera were the three 
ferocious diseases, which came in an epidemic form and took 
a huge toll of human lives. We have already described in 
course of our narrative how in the mid-13th century srnall- 
pox and plague destroyed a large number of people. I n  the 
later period things were not very much different and such 
scourges often visited the Valley. If every year they did not 
fail to come, they also attacked in the most virulent form 
once in three or four years. The Tlzyijsap~rs are our last 
informants about these events. The  l'hyiisapu D reports death 
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of some people caused by cholera on Samvat 792 Kiirtiku 
Sltkla tritiyii budhava'ra. It reports again the death due to 
an attack of small-pox of King JagatprakiSamalla of Bhatgaon 
on 793 Miirgabira kr$na 4 byhaspativifra. Although no epi- 
demic is mentioned at  both the dates, we can surmise that 
the death occurring was one caused by widespread pestilence. 
There was certainly an outbreak of cholera on one occasion 
and of small-pox on the other. Rhus we are told that the 
epidemic had wrought havoc not even sparing a youthful king. 

'From the Thyiisapu A we learn that an epidemic of small- 
pox raged in  the month of Sriivana and Rhiidra in 799 NS 
(8. 13-14), and a large number of children died as a result of 
the attack. One of the victims of the attack was king 
Nypendramalla's niece (sister's daughter). Fifteen days later 
Nypendra's sister and her son also died of small-pox. Small- 
pox and cholera made their appearance so often that the 
scribe does not mention them unless they came in the form 
of a widespread epidemic. A violent outbreak of plague in 
the summer of 1716 is reported in the account of Father 
Frayer, to which we have already drawn attention. The 
Newiiri fragment of a chronicle (f. 44a) corroborates the 
above report and states that several hundreds of people died 
during the attack of the great disease (mahiimiiri), which had 
lasted more than 4 months from Chaitra to Sriivana. Father 
Frayer says that the rampant disease was plague. The 
chronicle attributes Bhsskaramalla's death to this disease. 
This is not so certain but we have seen that these mahamiiris, 
as the epidemics were called. did not discriminate between the 
royal family and their subjects. Both fell prey to their 
attacks. We have already seen how king JagatprakSSa died 
of small-pox in 793. The last sorrowful incident 01 the kind 
to come to our notice is the death of JyotiprakiiSamalla in 
NS 883. 

The Syehgu inscription306 of Pratipamalla in the prayer 

306. Inscription n. 57 in our Appendix. 
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to Svayambhungtha states that if this was chanted the lord 
would relieve one of the troubles of cough, fistula as well 
as  diseases affecting appetite. These ailments must have been 
common in Nepal in view of its moist climate. Its water 
was not wholesome for digestion and hence the widespread 
occurrence of diseases of abdomen and anus. 

Foreign travellers, in particular Desideri, have described 
the ordinary people as those of unclean habits. Perhaps the 
inhabitants in the cold climate of the Napal Valley were not 
as careful as they should have been of hygiene. They lived 
i n  congested areas, They did not have their towl~s or 
townlets well drained of refuse and waste matter. Tbeir 
drinking water was also at some points got contaminated 
during some occasions in the year. All this caused the 
epidemic of cholera and small-pox. There might have been 
other diseases also. 

Conveyance in thevalley : The Thyiisapu D under date line 
810 writes that King Yoganarendramalla rode a horse accom- 
panying his troopers to a fort. The Thyiisapu A (f.  56)  men- 
tions a gift of horse chariot on 806 Kiirtika k r g a  amavaii(si) 
somavlira by King Piirthivendramalla. Elephants were brought 
to the Valley either in presents by the Sena rulers of the 
Terai or on capture by the rulers of Nepalso7 Kings gave 
elephants and borses to Brahmanas as gifts.308 The Katbmandu 
kings since Mahindrasimha's time addressed tllemselves in 
their prasasti as lord of the kings of elephants.30s 

The elephant was not probably a regular carrier, but the 
borses and chariots drawn by horses were used as conveyance 
to travel, the latter within a limited area inside the Valley 
where the roads were broad enough to allow such a means 
of transport. 

The Malla rulers seem to have possessed a great interest 

307. Tlzydsapu A, tf. 80,85 
308. 9 9 ff 72, 84 
309. See the narrative 
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in horses and their training. We have several treatises on 
the treatment of horses with commentaries in Newari added 
in this periods10 some were written at  the instance of the royal 
patrons. One such treatise talks of horses from Tajk, 
Khorasan and Tu$arasl'. The author thinks that the horses 
from Khoriisan, Tugara and Golkonda. 

THE WORLD OF SUPERSTITIONS 

The people lived in the world of superstitious beliefs. All 
mishaps to  a man's life, economic hardship or physical 
disease were attributed to the play of evil forces or to the 
frowning of the supernatural beings. The victim had either 
committed in this life some offence to invite the wrath of the 
evil spirit or the Divine Being or he haa committed them in 
the earlier life and was reaping the harvest. In both the cases 
the powers that dominated his surrounding and life had to 
be obeyed and propitiated, Hence the itnportance of the 
rituals. Together with this, the medieval mat1 believed that 
actual visitation of suffering was prior known through certain 
ominous incidents. One has to be alert about them and 
interpret such omens so that preventive measures might be 
taken beforehand to ward off the evils as they wzre imminent. 
Propitiation of deities was the best means of meeting the 
situation. The same was known as rthe rite for removal of 
impending distress'. According to the Thyiisapu A 'on 798 
Chaitra Sukla 10, early in the morning while the doors were 
being opened blood came out of the God's umbrella. Five 
days later a yajfia was performed to remove the evils in the 
traditional manner' ( f ,  2). The same Thyiisapu gives more 
instances of similar nature in its noting. Again 'a large 
number of children had died of small-pox, on 799 Bhiidra 
Sukla 4 pra 5 SanaiScharaviira, animals were sacrificed to 
please the Goddess at many places such as Maru, Pachali, 
Lumadi and at Kaizga' (f. 14). 

310. Darb. Lib. Cat, I. 1104, 816, 341 
311. Darb, Lib.Cat.1.  1104 
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Twenty days before King Jaya PratPpamalla had died on 
793 Miirga sira Sukla 4 byhaspativiira, tears were seen in the 
eyes of Bugadeo (Thydsapu D). The Thylsapu E reports the 
appearance of Comets in the sky twice within 15 dhys (ff. 4.6). 
once on 801 Pauga Suddhi I and then on Pauga vadi 3. On 
Pauga Suddhi 3 the mother of King SrinivHsamalla died. 

A lunatic had ascended the stiipa of Svayambhu and 
brought down the parasol. This happened on 800 Phiilguna 
kgna 5 b~idhaviira at  night. A ceremony to remove evils 
following the occurrence was held nine days after (f. 23). 
Before King Nrpendra died in NS 800, a she-goat was by 
mistake sacrificed a t  the altar of Taleju, and an evil-removal 
rite was performed (f. 23). A vulture was seen on the roof of 
the temple of Degutale in Kathmandu two times in the month 
of Ajiidba within five days and LakgminiirHyan Bhatta perfor- 
med rites to the best of his knowledge (f. 31). A dead serpent 
with a wound in the body was see11 by the priest inside 
the temple of Vasuki on 803 Aivina iukla 12 SanaiSchara viiru 
(f. 51). This was all inauspicious sight. The narrator further 
says that 'on 804 Bhadra krnna 3 the end of lndra Jiitra, at  
night poured heavy rain, and this continued for five days and 
four nights, several temples were damaged in the PaSupati 
area, big trees fell down, the $ parts of garbha of Svayambhu 
was broken, other images were washed away, many buildings 
collapsed, and people said that the snake deity of Koyana (the 
gorge of Chobar) had caused this act of destruction' ( f .  53). 

The people believed that natural calamities were caused by 
angry gods. and so they propitiated them. Certain things such 
as the appearance of a dead snake inside a temple, vultures 
perching on the roof of a house or temple, sacrifice of she- 
goat, of course, done unknowingly, taking ont the finial from 
the temple in unusual circumstances were considered to fore- 
bode evils. In  the superstitious atmosphere credence was lent 
also to hearsay reports about occurrences which nobody would 
believe today, For example, 0x1 many occasions we are told 
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by the Thyiisapu A that the lifiga of PaSupati had bled or the 
trident over the roof of the templt: sent up flames (f. 23). At 
one time in the inner sanctuary of PaSupati (802 Sriivana k r ~ n a  
8 saptami Tuesday) the jaladhari placed above the phallus to 
sprinkle water and the stone on which a piece of sandal wood 
was rubbed for paste, had bled (f. 44). Such cases of bleeding 
also happened in the temple of VSisuki, the jaladhari having 
bled on 806 Jyeatha iukla I .  The image of Chiingu's God 
Niiriiyapa as well as the stiipa of Svayambhu also were repor- 
ted to have shown abnormal phenomena like bleeding etc, 
O n  the day King Sriniviisamalla had died, the image of Pagu- 
pati bled, which was seen while doors of the temple had 
opened (f. 60). Men circulated news on Sriivaea kr~na 11 
budhavbra that they heard voices from heaven which resem- 
bled sounds of drums (f. 59). These were heard all over 
Kathmandu. About a month and half latter, another voice 
was heard in Changu (f. 59). Apart from the Thyiisapus, 
there are inscriptions which record the act of Siintipiijii per- 
formed to propitiate deities on the occurrence of some abnor- 
mal incidents. 

The people felt themselves helpless in this superstitious 
environment. They behaved in the manner that they were 
unknowingly being influenced by supernatural powers. In 
this situation they needed to  be alert, and so they watched 
every occurrence around them. Anything unusual was sure 
to attract their notice. Left to themselves they would do 
nothing to cause such events. If they had to do anything be- 
yond the routine affair the astrologers were consulted for 
auspicious moment so that nothing would occur to make the 
gods angry. We have already observed how battles were 
fought on the advice of the astrologers who gave a suitable 
time to march forward (Thyiisapu A, f.  48) .  All ceremonial 
occasions were fixed u p  by the astrologers according to their 
calculation con£ orming to the recommendation of the ancient 
treatises. There was no guarantee that success awaited them 
i n  observing rituals or in regulating their life according to the 
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advice of the astrologers. But the planets and other goods see- 
med to follow them always. They had to be careful at  every 
step if something had not taken place to cause the gods angry 
or if they had failed to know how stars had shaped their 
destiny. Such was the world they lived in. There were many 
things going wrong at  one time or others. This demanded 
their close attention and care. and had to be met by arranging 
ceremonies with elaborate rituals, animal sacrifices and drink- 
ing and feasting, which meant considerable expenses. All 
this was additional burden on the already attenuated resources 
of the people. The  superstitious world was the world of 
poverty except for the very rich. I t  also meant feudal ex- 
ploitation by the priests and wealthy. Superstition could 
flourish only in an atmosphere of ignorance generated 
by economic backwardness. Festivals provided temporary 
escape and a moment's transformation into a happy environ- 
ment. But his unhappy lot ever remained. He was not 
destined to live a care free life. Gods, priests and landlords 
had combined to make him feel helpless. dependent and poor. 
This is not to say that the rich were not affected by supersti- 
tion. In fact the instances we gave were those which 
concerned the royal family and upper class people. They 
were no less victims of such beliefs on the religious plane. 
But they at least could do the other end of the business by 
undertaking to perform hard rituals without feeling the brunt 
of the loss in terms of depleting resources. One thing more, 
men and women in ordinary station of life could find it hard 
to meet that was demanded in the situation and always lived 
a dreadful life. At last this much was certain that in com- 
parison between them the poorer section placed in the caste 
hierarchy at the lower level stood in a sadder plight than the 
upper one as far as  the world of superstition was concerned. 
One thing, however, has to be said in regard to the prevalence 
of superstitious beliefs. After all, the conception of evil con- 
sequences was not allowed to stand unmitigated. The rituals 
were designed to counter the pressure. Thus the people had 

52  
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maintained their optimism as to the life they lived even in the 
adverse circumstances. 

Attitude to l i fe :  Whatever might be the difficulties they 
faced, the people may station of life tried to make the most 
of their situation, no matter what suffering they had to go 
through. Except those who belonged to feudal classes, all 
others had to  struggle for a pittance of existence. But this 
did not make them dispair of  life. The festivals, the enter- 
tainments accompanying them, the many occasions when 
sumptuous meals and community feasts took place-all these 
gave evidence of a desire to  live and live with enthusiasm. 
We must bear in mind that many of the festivals were there 
because primarily these were propitiary rites performed as a 
defensive measure against the possible wrath of the divinities 
who influenced the human being in his life. The many 
purificatory rituals from birth to death were intended likewise 
to procure divine blessing for the person concerned, the last 
to ensure him a happy existence in the heaven of the departed 
(pityloka) or in the life hereafter. But mortuary rites also 
protected those who were closely related to  the deceased. 
From the moment of death until the 12th day when the 
deceased joins his or her predecessors, the performance of 
the rites was directed to save the deceased from the trappings 
of the world of spirit so that he did not visit home in that 
form and cause troubles to the family. The spirit of the 
deceased was said to  hover round the house for sometime and 
it was the occasion while utmost care was demanded of the 
survivors as to rites so that nothing untoward may happen. 

The spirit in the most dangerous form is likely to come 
back home before the cremation if an iron implement even a 
needle is not placed on the coffin. Risks lessen as time passes 
but until the 12th day or 7th day for some castes the spirit 
approaches the house where the deceased lived. This 
approach son~etimes might influence the destiny of the 
survivors living in the house. All this belief shows that the 
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survivors lived their life with deep attachment. They did not 
seem to be so much aggrieved at the bereavement as they 
were worried about their own fate. The mortuary rites 
revealed the same weakness. Emancipation from the cycles 
of birth or a happy place in heaven were some of the objec- 
tives of the many rituals. Such rituals were performed for 
the sake of deceased parents and others who were dear to the 
performer, At times the survivor himself desired never to 
be reborn or felt to shed sins and earn a place in heaven by 
meritorious deeds. But in overwhelming majority of cases 
there was a prayer to  be enabled to lead a long life of health, 
peace, fortune with one's family in this world, and bliss of 
heaven after death which was invariably emphasised. The 
happiness in the present worlJ was the primary objective. 
Only in regard to the dead a place in heaven was sought as 
a quid pro quo for the meritorious deed performed in bis or 
her name. We may not refer to  records to support our state- 
ment. This was the universal practice, The texts of the 
inscriptions reproduced in our appendix will bear out what 
we have suggested. We must note that the primary objective 
of every pious deed remained to be the attainment of happi- 
ness in this life. This is not the feelings of the people 
influenced by other worldliness. This amply proves that even 
in the most unhappy circumstances one felt deep attachment 
to life, and he wanted to make the best of the had bargain 
to  better his condition. A desire to live also sometimes over- 
came the fatalistic ideas. The decree of fate was something 
which had to  be accepted in the ultimate analysis more i n  
the hour of defeat. But this did not happen without putting 
up a struggle which again came through rituals performed to 
counteract the influence of planets. evil omens and wrath of 
divinities. Whatever might have been the superstitious beliefs. 
and consequent helplessness, the fact that different rituals 
were aimed at countering the effects of tlie situation shows 
that the Nepalese were not those who had resigned to 
their fate or evil designs of supernalural powers without 
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attempting to implement the ways to neutralise the conse- 
quences. 

I t  is true that some prayed for not to  be reborn. Others 
wished prosperous new life after death. They had, however, 
not ignored the usefulness of the present life, and it was their 
ardent desire to live it to its fullest length. 

Those who prayed for emancipation for themselves or 
their relations were comparatively few. Most of the people 
took rebirth as  unavoidable. God ordained it. Perhaps this 
was the common belief. I t  was therefore desired that the next 
life should be one of happiness in heaven. Those who were 
enlightened enough to  seek release from the cycle of birth did 
so pray. King Pratapamalla in his inscription of NS 78431%nd 
790313 tells us that he set up a pillar bearing a group of 
statues of himself and others invoking the blessing of Goddess 
Taleju and Degutale respectively so that all of them were to 
enjoy release from the cycle of births. Some other kings also 
desired not to be reborn. But all their emphasis including 
Pratapa's had been always on the happiness of the life. So 
even while desiring no rebirth, the attachment to this life had 
remained. Summing up our discourse on the attitude of the 
medieval people to  their life it must be said that it was 
shaped in accordance with their desire to live aud live in 
happiness and peace although their approach was religious 
and they wanted to attain their objective through a process of 
rituals, which were the orlly instruments in their hands to 
meet the challenge. 

To throw light on one more aspect of their life. The 
Nepalese were not certainly leading an austere life. On occa- 
sions they followed in practice, the dictum eat, drink and be 
nleIry. The  rituals based on the teaching of the Tantras 
(aught them so. Buffalo meat and liquor consumed unhesita- 
tillgly both by deities and men reflected this way of thinking. 

312 n. 64 in our Appendix. 
313 n. 69 in our Appendix. 
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For castes other than the Briihmanas and Kgatriyas, there 
were few ~estrictions in the observance of caste rules. On the 
otherhand the women of the lower castes enjoyed more free- 
dom with divorce and marriage in the context of yihi. So 
life was not so much an ordeal that they should not cling t o  
it. Other thingsca desire to have a place in heaven or happy 
rebirth proceeded against this background. 

LITERARY: LANGUAGE, LITERATURE A N D  DRAMA 

Break marks in writing : Tht: medieval records show that 
different marks to indicate breaks or stops have been used in 
writing a passage. The following are the marks for different 
categories of breaks in a sentence or  after a sentence. After a 
sentence or verse a full stop mark was thus given as '/'/, after 
the end of the balf sentence or half verse the mark was i/,, and 
after a word or phrzse the break mark was just a comma , . 
These are the marks which we notice in the passages of tlie 
inscriptions, Thyasupus and manuscripts. But the scribe did 
not always adhere to accept the rules. Thus in practice 
these marks were applied in different ways by different writers. 
Our description of stop marks in diction might not therefore 
apply to a great many cases. But these may broadly agree 
with the system adopted by a majority of scribes. 

The initial few words of invocation in a text were treated 
as a separate category, and therefore a mark of full stop 
followed at the end. I n  many instances names, of deities, 
persons and places, phrases, parentheses, or words were 
separated by a mark of comma. A sentence might be broken, 
and each part marked with full stop. Similarly in a sentence 
the comma might come every time a word or a group of 
words carried singly or in conjunction with others some sense 
in a sequence. however partial. Similarly at times while 
the scribe was giving particulars of  a tiate he gave a comma 
mark to every particular. Sometimes we find even full stop 
marks for each of these, 
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The reader is referred to the Appendices, particularly the 
Thyiisapus and texts of inscriptions which will give an idea 
of the devices used by the scribes in respect of stop marks. It 
was not essential to illustrate the points of our statement 
because of their almost wide use in the many docun~ents we 
have reproduced. Let me therefore proceed to consider the 
next item in the section. 

Stone and copper plate inscriptions and Palm leaf records 
as Memorials : For a pious deed performed the donor set 
up an inscription on stone or copper plate to commemorate 
the occasion. A pious deed meant building a temple or a 
vihZira or a chaitya or anything connected with these e. g. 
their repair or setting up new images or the grant of land 
for their upkeep and daily or annual worship. A grant of 
land to a private individual was also recorded in a rolled 
palm leaf. The copper plates bore the coin stamp of the 
king if he was the donor. The king's palm leaf records 
likewise always was stamped with clay seal on the margin 
where the writing started. 

The texts of the inscriptions as given in our appendix 
testify to what we have said above. These can be each cited. 
But in the bulk of documents cited in the narrative the main 
theme of the contents have been given, and there is much we 
get in regard to the volumirious information on the subject. 
We might not add more information because some of them 
might be just repetition. However, we shall give a few more 
instances from new materials which might give as additional 
information avoiding a t  the same time likely repetitions. 
But the treatment shall be brief. 

Below are some of the inscriptions listed according to the 
nature of objective, all from our Appendix. 

(1) for building or repairing of temples and setting up 
images (Saivite), Nos. 4, 8, 9, 19, 45, 48, 49, 53. 63. 65, 80. 

(2) for building a vihZira or a chaitya of their repair or 
setting up Buddhist images, Nos. 1, 3, 5. 23, 27, 41, 73. 
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(3) for grant of land to institutions or private individuals, 
Nos. 6, 10, 14, 15, 17, 20, 40, 61, 76. 

(4) for constructing a bridge (n. 62) or canal (n. 90). 
Besides the religious deeds royal decrees regulating public 

conduct were also inscribed on stones and copper plate. e.g. 
(5) Royal decrees on stones and copper plates nos. 72, 77, 

78, 107, 137, 138, 139, 152, 153. 
(6) The copper plates bearing coin stamps of the king 

who is a donor, nos. 137, 144,147, 149, 152, 153. 

Every record a t  the end warned the miscreants against 
actions likely to damage the records. I t  said that any one 
responsible for the act of damage will invite upon himself 
punishment as much as  the same would he inflicted while 
committing five great sins (paiichamaha'piitaku). 

There was yet one more use of the copper plates. Royal 
agreements were also inscribed on them and deposited in the 
custody of either PaSupatiniitha or Taleju in one of the capital 
cities. Such copper plates. the text of which appear in our 
appendices are numbered 34, 59, 102, 104, 110. 

Incorrect Sanskrit : 

I n  this age Newari was being used iricreasingly in 
records and was growing into a language of literature. As 
we have suggested earlier the influence of Sanskrit in 
Newari was also increasingly felt. Sanskrit was used so 
widely that it constituted more than 60% of the 
Newari vocabulary. But whether used as the sole medium 
in new works composed in this period or as copartner of 
Newari in different inscriptional texts, Sanskrit had lost its 
charm and chastity. There were, however, a few exceptions. 
But the large majority of works of the period fell far short 
of the standard which was maintained in the earlier ages. 

Here we shall talk only of the language used in inscriptions 
and ms. colophon statements which were meant to pass as 
public memorials for the pious deeds performed. All these 
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records were intended to  be read by the elite of the locality, 
who were, however not as learned. I t  appears from the 
language and style of the writing that in many cases the 
composers were not men of deep learning and were not 
conversant with the intricacies of Sanskrit grammar, rhetoric 
and poetics. Because these constituted a variety of people 
who claimed knowledge of Sanskrit either as priests or 
composers, we can imagine the standard of common writing 
in Sanskrit of those days. In  a large number of compositions 
Sanskrit was used as the medium of expression in its faulty 
and corrupt form. 

We may not substantiate the points raised by quoting from 
the documents, As a matter of fact all our inscriptions (in 
the Appendix) and ms. colophons amply prove what we have 
said about. Of course, there are exceptions but these do not 
match in  number with those which show incorrect use of 
Sanskrit language. 

I t  was an age of poor scholarship. not only for Nepal but 
also for the Indian subcontinent. So there was notbing 
unusual about the literary creations if our scholars had shown 
poor performance and betrayed their shortcomings. 

Although not for good poetry but for a tolerably fair 
handling of the language and diction free from grammatical 
mistakes we might recommend the following pieces of writing 
in our Appendices. Inscription Nos. 12. 19, 44, 51. 5 ;, 57, 60. 
64,65,71, 84 and 88. 

The source materials we have given as appendices will 
reveal that Sanskrit words used as they are and such use after 
being structurall_v changed to a local pattern are found in 
abundance to the extent of bearing its influence as deeply as 
it could be in the circumstances. The infiltration might have 
gone deeper affecting about 60 percent of its vocabulary. But 
the basic structure of the Newari language was little touched. 
The writing in Newari of the very early composition available 
in the inscriptions or the chronicle might have fewer words of 
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Sanskritic origin, but in difference cannot be very wide. 
Perhaps in the beginning the verbs we have listed were not 
these. This means that Newari's contacts with Sanskrit as 
ancient as its own history. For a considerable time since the 
ancient period up till the end of the 13th century A. D. 
Sanskrit was not only the language of the court and elite but 
also is the language in which statements about religious and 
pious deeds of private individuals were recorded. We do not 
know how far the dialect spoken by the mass of the people 
had been influenced, if this was so to the extent as the record 
language was. 

The Newari language, the language of the Valley of Nepal 
during the pre-Gorkha days grew under the impact of varied 
influences emanating from Sanskrit and its literature, The 
Sanskritic influence had been felt in so many ways semanti- 
cally and morphologically and this was most powerful in the 
later middle ages while the language was taking a definite 
shape through its own literary writing. But it appears that 
its vocabulary was being increased at  the same time also 
by borrowing words from Persian and other oon-Sanskritic 
sources current in North India of the period. This was the 
age when Nepal had come into contact with the civilisation 
and culture of Moghul India. Linguistic and other cultural 
influences from India had surely made themselves felt in 
Nepal due to this contact. We have seen that in this period 
a large number of Muslims from the Punjab and Kashmir 
were living in Nepal to handle the trade to and from Lhasa. 
But more than that the influx of people from the western hills, 
who spoke a language (modern Nepali then Parbatiyii) which 
had borrowed in its vocabulary a number of words from the 
official language (Urdu) of North India was the most impor- 
tant factor in that direction since the early 17th century. Its 
impact was felt in the Valley in so many spheres, one of them 
being language. The Khasa Ktatriyas had become influential 
at the court. They had also permanently settled down not 
only in the areas outside the Valley but also inside the Valley 
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occupying the tracts on the foot-hills not far away from the 
capitals. We have the inscriptions of Lakgminarasihhamalla 
and Pratapamalla, the text of which is written in the Parbatiyii 
language.s14 The Bhatgaon Palace copper plate of 823316 
mention among other things persons speaking the Parbatiyii 
language, who appear to occupy important stations in the 
state. These people were so spread far and wide and 
specially in the capital that their association had in normal 
course caused the Parbatiyii and Newari dialects to influence 
each other in a variety of ways. 

So far as Newari was concerned, the influence was felt in 
two forms, (1) borrowing words which Parbatiyii had absorb- 
ed either from the official or link language of India or from 
other sources and adopting them in the form as they came, 
(2) and moulding them in its structural pattern and using 
them as a subject of predicate or a verb of the time in the 
Persian language. 

We have already taken notice of a text called Samskrita- 
PiiraSika pada prakiifa attributed to a writer undertaking 
the work at the behest of Emperor Jehangir, which was 
copied in Nepal in the reign of Jitamitramalla. This shows 
the interest of the elite of the time in the Persian language. 
The Sanskrit Piirasika Prakiiia gives in 528 verses Persian 
equivalent of many Sanskrit words.916 A Thyiisapu, which is 
designated PBriikoSa, is available in the National Library.'" 
This consists of Persian equivalents of Sanskrit, and other 
Indo-Aryan vernaculars of the 17th century as were spoken 
in the areas now known as Uttara PradeSha and Bihar. 
The ParSikoSa was composed by Jitamitramalla in 810. This 
is  a very short lexicon and again both might neither give us 
an idea of the extent to which Persian was learnt in Nepal 

314 n. 
315 n. 
316 Samskrita Sandesha. I .  2. pp 34-35. 
3 17 Recently acquired. 
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nor the same might enable us to know if there was an attempt 
to learn the script but some Persian words had found their 
place like Turkish. Arabic or others in the Newari texts of 
several inscriptions or Thyiisapus which were meant to be 
read by literate people of the kingdom, 

Urdu was the immediate language which adopted these 
words. and passed on to other dialects near to  the border of 
what we now call central Nepal states. We have to make 
it clear that these words did not come directly from their own 
original sources nor from Urdu nor from border dialects. 
These came to be adopted in Nepal in all certainty through 
the Parbatiyii language which was introduced into NewZri in 
the contemporary period as a result of intimate contact with 
the speakers of the former. 

Many other words of Indo-Aryan vernacular dialect 
current in Parbatiyii had come to be adopted in Newari as 
verbs. These had been qualified with the Newari. *Yiinii' 
meaning YO do' wbich becomes an inseparable part of the 
new verb. The use of such verbs over wide space in the 
inscriptions, Thyiisapus and later works of literature might 
show the depth of interrelation between Newari and the 
language that was spoken in the hilly tracts of west and 
central Nepal. 

Word used in Original Record Etiglish 
the text 

Guniigiira or Gunahagiira Ins. n. 7 2 ,  79, Sinner 
Gunahiigii (Persian) 108 

B harosii Bharosii Ins. n. assurance 

Hiikim or Hiikinz Ins. n. 153 Officer 
Hakhim (Arabic) 

Dust ura Dastura Ins. n. 153 a kind of con- 
(Persian) ventional tax 
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Word used in Original Record English 
the text 

Ha jura Hu jiira Ins. n. 151 
(Arabic) 

Sipiihi Sipaha Ins. n .  153 Soldier 
(Persian) 

omriio Umrii (Plural ThyEsapu A plural of Amir, 
of Amir) f. 48, 11 1 military officers 

who combined 
also civil func- 
tions. 

Dar biizii Darbiiza Ins. n .  103 Door or gate 
(Persian) 

V a  ks'isa Va  khs'is'a Ins. n. 144 Reward 
Va ksisa Ins. n .  149 

Siiheb Siihab Ins. n .  121 Respectable 

(Arabic) Thyiisapu B person but here 
(f. 7) prince 

Kiizi Kiizi (Arabic) Ins. n. 104, Judge but here 
150 minister 

Kotwiira Kotwdl Ins. n .  83 Police officer 
(Persian) 

Chiibuk Chlib~t k Thyasapu A A stick to beat 
(.Persian) (f 91) a horse. 

Tupa or Topa318 Thyiisapu A field gun 
Tupnka ( f .  6 6 )  

Thyasapu D 

318 All those words not marked as Arabic, Persian, or otherwise 
are used in the dialects of present-day U. P. and Bihar of India. 
?'he same are also current in the Pahiiri or Parbatiyii dialects of 
Central Himalaiyas. 
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word used in Original Record English 
the rext 

Bhu jyiili bhu jdli ThyHsapu A A kind of dagger 
(f. 78) the same as 

Khukri 

Jagfita jaka'ta Ins. n .  65 a kind of tax 
(Arabic) 

Phira or phariyiida Ins. n. 153 complaint 
Phiriida or (Persian) Ins. n. 72 
Pheriida 

Tha'nii Tha'tla Ins. n .  139 military attack 
Thyiisapu A or post 

( f .  103) 

Baizde ju Baridheja Ins. n. 72 restraint or 
Thyiisapu D agreement 

Chauka Chauka Ins. n .  52  courtyard 

Jsr ii iisarii I Ins. n .  151 expectation in 
favour of inten- 
t ion 

miiphika nziiy hik - s 
(Arabic) 

hhitar bhitar , s inside 

Our list is not exhaustive. There might be more words 
of the nature we have listed. Our purpose is just to indicate 
that the Newiiri language by its contact with the Parbatiyii 
language of the Indo-Aryan family was enriching its vocabu- 
lary by borrowing words which had crept into the latter on 
account of its association with the court of link language of 
North India. The list will serve to enable the readers to have 
an  idea of this contact and influence. 
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I t  seems that such words were unknown to the Newari 
language until the 16th century. But they appear in records 
belonging to the 1650 A.D and after. About this time the 
Mislim traders from the Punjab as  well as the Parbatiyii 
people, the Briihmana and Khasa K~at r iyas  from the western 
hills had found their way in the Nepal Valley and settled 
there. 

We now list words of Parbatiyc language now introduced 
into Newari, which are used as verbs in conjunction with the 
suffix 'yiinii' of the latter. 

Newarised Original verbs Records Meaning 

uthiiyayiina 

piipaliikajuro 
milayayiinao 
bolayayiiniio 
chhekaya- 

yiinao 
khojayayano 
Jamaoyanao 

biiiidhanu 
miinanu 

liignnu 
milanu 
bolanu 
chhekanu 

k ho jan u 
Jamaonu 

Thyiisapu A to rouse 
(f ,69) 
Thyiisapu A to tie 
Thgiisapu to obey or 

( f  .41) respect 
Ins.n.61,62 to be touched by 
1ns.n. 104 to unite 
1as.n. 110 to speak 
1ns.n. 110 to obstruct 

1ns.n. 1 SO to search 
1ns.n. 111 to maintain 

This list also is not exhaustive, we should, however, 
know from the examples set pattern of Newari rendering of 
verbs in the tadbllava form. The change in the morpho- 
logical structure of words is slight as compared to those 
which came from the Sanskritic source. 

We shall herewith cite also a few instances of incorrect San- 
skrit words as they occur in our colophons. I t  is to be under- 
stood that those who wrote treatises in the Sanskrit language 
were learned enough not to commit mistakes, grammatical 
or otherwise, though from the point of view of diction and 
style their writing might not be placed high in our estimation. 
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But those who were just copyists or trusted to  write scripts 
for the stones and copper plates made horrible grammatical 
mistakes. Let us examine the particular colophons. I t  
appears that the common mistakes were those of spelling, 
gender, using a mixed Sanskrit-Newari language, etc. 

ms, SiiryaSataka@kii of NS, 661 (DLC. 111. 689). l ikhitam 
su'ryaiataka tikii daivajiiya Ja yakirtiriijena. 

ms. Mugbodha vyiikaranafi of 858 (DLC 111. 72). Sanni- 
viire dine sirnir pusti Kammudii. 

We have the same kind of mistakes here as in  the above. 

ms. Rridhakiisuravadhopiikhyiinam of Ranajitamalla (NS 
888, DLC. I 365;. Bhimasyiipiranebhafigo ...... Ya thd i kh i t am  
mama dokho na du  khanam. Perhaps the scribe is trying to  
drive the point that be is not to be blamed for mistakes, but 
the language in  which he expressed this idea is patently 
wrong. 

ms. Chitraketupiikhyiina of 871-884 (DLC. I. 365) l ikhiti  
Maniriijena. I t  should be likhati and Maniriijena is also 
wrong iri that context. 

ms. A$tasiihasrikiiprajiiiipiiramitii of 1774 (DLC. IV. 792). 
The scribe writes mahattara for rnuhiirta, viisale for viisare, 
lasi for riibi, savitari for savitali and K a ~ t e n a  for K a ~ ~ e n a .  

IUS. Narapatijayaccharyii svarodaya of 522 (DLC. I. 1179). 
... . . . fastraA nrpativijaya likhari. The scribe uses t.he verb 
wrongly, though he poses to know better Sanskrit than others. 

ms. Kubjikiimatarit of (DLC. 111. 378). lekhaka ...... tathii. 
l i kh i tah  lckhako niisti dojah. The very sentence is wrong. 

We have a similar example in, 

ms. Kubjikanlatarh of (DLC. 1. '1403). Slltadvevatsare 
pfirnne paficha panchiisatiidhika iisii nliise Sukla daianzyiinz 
tithi mu t tamah  Visiikhe rikse nametu. Most o f  the words are 
used in the wrong form. 

ms. Abhidharzottaram of 836 (DLC. l.V 33). The scribe 
writes Vijya for Vijaya,  Karamnnda for Kti~tamapdapa. 
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The copyists were not all learned. They made mistakes 
in copying Sanskrit words. 

The common mistake was to write ra for la ,  ta  for la ,  tha 
or $ha and vice versa. 

Similarly they saw little difference in the three kinds of 
Sa, $a or sa. 

Such mistakes are widespread and these will be noticed 
if one goes through a text which otherwise shows a correct 
language. I n  many places they used Sanskrit cum Newari 
language to write colophons or passages in inscriptions. They 
confused the two as to kiiraka and again gender. For example 
note i n  the ms. Tariirahasyaprapti of 811 the expression 
Riimachandrena choyajuro. Here the first word is in Sanskrit, 
which is also grammatically correct but wrong from the point 
of view of Newari grammar. This should have been Riima- 
chandrana. Another work, the ms. Devaprat i~thi i  vidhiinariz 
(DLC. 11. 380) has also a colophon in similar language with 
a similar kind of mistakes. An example of the confusion of 
ra and l a  is seen in the ms. Rriijitapratyngirli of 887 (DLC, 
IV. 1061) ... ... Viradhvajena Vajriichiirya Hernanta Kalayiita 
choyiijuro. The la after Hemmantaka is also a mistake for ra. 

Instances are too numerous to be reproduced in their 
details. But the reader can have from the above an idea of 
the grammatical or other mistakes committed by our writers 
and scribes. 

Having given the nature of mistakes, I do not think that 
we need cite instances from the inscriptions, The latter also 
present the same features while they were treated by an inept 
hand. 

We shall request the readers to look into the texts of the 
inscriptions which we have named for that lpurpose. 

One will have no different experience of the Thycisupus. 
Although they write their notes in Newari, they attempt to 
reproduce some statements of Sanskrit classics and here 
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unwarily they commit mistakes. The spelling mistakes in 
writing the names of the particulars of the panchiiiiga are also 
very common. 

The following passage from the Thyifsap14 F will be 
enough to know the nature of mistakes committed by the 
scribes: Rudrena dviidasi (Si) yukta, chaturddifsa syii  (Syii) 
rthapiirnnima 1 ete vests mahiighorah hanti punya purii- 
kytiim. I have put the correct spelling within brackets. But 
there is also an error of syntax. 

Original Contributions in Sanskrit 

As in the earlier period Nepal shows keen interest 
in different branches of learning also in  the late medieval 
period. Manuscripts which cover works of prominent authors 
in the Sanskrit language in the literary field are traced in 
abundance in the Nepal Valley. We need not enumerate 
all of them here. But we should bear in mind that the range 
of activity embraces practically all the subjects and does not 
leave out one single author of repute in the field. 

This is evident from the way kings and their priests uszd 
to claim knowledge. As we have already suggested Pratgpa- 
malla called himself as one who had crossed the bounds of 
the knowledge of all Slistras (different spheres), Sastras 
(weapons) and tine arts including music. Jitgmitra in Bhat- 
gaon called himself wise and a person of profound learning. 
Jagatprakgia was the teacher of the science of music 
(Gandharva-vidyaguru). In the Taleju pillar inscription 
Piirthivendramalla lays claim to a variety of learning including 
grammar, lexicon, philosophy, literature, logic, music, rhetoric 
and what not. 

The Patan ruler Yoganarendramalla was addressed as one 
knowing many branches of learning (SakalanitiSiistra Kiivya- 
vyiikarana KoSiilankiirasaizgitlidikuSala). At the age of 12 
BhUpalendramalla is said to have been endowed with the 
qualities of learned (the Kathmandu Siva temple inscription 
of 810). 

53 
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I n  a noting of a Thyiisapu of the time (in my possession) 
I marked that a Briihmana priest responsible for the writing 
called himself master of all branches of learning. 

We doubt the voracity of the claim put forward by our 
rulers. But the subjects they mentioned in the writing are 
exhaustive, and the students of these Vidyiis were certainly 
being patronised. In  particular I am amazed to see the 
extensive list of the branches of learning in the Taleju inscrip- 
t i o ~  of P5rthivendramalla. He mentioned all subjects ever 
known to a learned of biistras of the day. These include to 
give everything in detail kobe vyakarana puriina kalane tantre 
cha vaibesike sarigite vedanta piitanjale kavyiilarikarane 
smrtaucha.. . . ..sii+khye srutau tarkkake mimiimsii. Parthi- 
vendra was the master of every kind of learning if his state- 
ment was true. But we need not go as far as that to accept 
in verbatim what he says about himself. However, there 
were scholars who specialised in one or other branches of 
learning mentioned above. Our interest in his statement lies 
in the fact that it brings out the many subjects of learning 
and we can interpret it, to have suggested that these were 
studied carefully by men qualified for the task. This supports 
our earlier statement that the learned had a very wide range 
of interest in the branches of knowledge and were devoted 
to the study of a vast number of subjects. It is difficult to 
say if there were great scholars and specialist in the field. 
But it can be said that there were a t  least persons who took 
pains to study different works of learned authors, and if  it 
were not for this the vast number of manuscripts would not 
have been copied in Nepal and available to us today. 

A special feature of the literary world of the day was the 
patronising of Newari. There were men who wrote either in 
Newari or in a mixed l a~guage  with Newari in it. 

There are also works of Nepalese authors who used the 
medium of Sanskrit. Although they are not as many they 
are nevertheless important from our point of view. Let me 
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now first introduce these pieces of writing to the readers. The 
following arrangement is according to the subject the work 
deals with. We shall have a separate section for original 
writings i n  the Newari or mixed Newari language. 

A'stronomy : (1) N ara paiijayiichiiryijs~arodayatikii~'~ by 
Jagajjyotirmalla composed in Saka 1539. This is a com- 
mentary on the famous work of Narapati. 

( 2 )  Grahadarpana320 by Biliinanda composed in NS 860 
at the instance of Ranajitamalla. It is a tikii on the work of 
Gauriivara who based his thesis on the Siiryasiddhiinta. 

(3) Jaiminiyasiitravyiili h y i i ~ u b o d h i n i ~ ~ l  composed by 
Nilakantha Regmi in the time of Ranajitamalla in Saka 1676. 
This is a commentary on a work on horoscope 'in siitra form, 
complete in four  chapters divided in four paras attributed to 
Jaimini'.329 

( 4 )  Jyotisiistram. According to H .  1'. S2stri 'this appears 
to be a work on divination in Sanskrit and Newari, compiled 
from various sources by the observation of the positions of 

9 3 2 3  dogs, lions, mules, snakes and elephants. 

(5) Khandakhiidyatikiispagtapadli copied in Bhujimo 
character but without date. This is a commentary and in the 
beginning after invocation to SUrya introduces a formula to 
render Sakakala into Nepgla era."' 

(6) Chandragrahaniidhikiiratikii composed by Nilakagtha 
by permission of king Ragajitamalla. 

(7) Ganitamaiijari3a5 composed by Md. Ragajitamalla, son 
of Bhiipatindramalla. The work is compared with Siirya- 
siddhanta. The date of composition is NS 856. 

319 I. 1186. 
320 Darb. Lib. Cat., I. 1209. 
321 DLC, I. 164. 
322 CPMDN. I. Preface. p. XXVII. 
323 lhicl. 
324 Darb Lib. Ccrl., I. 1647. 
325 Nat. Lib. Cat.. 2977. 
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Purbna : ( 1 )  Swayom b h u p u r i i n ~ ~ * ~  probably written 
during the reign of Yak~amalla .  This is a work d'aling with 
the origin of the Swayambhu Stgpa. 

( 2 )  Pa4~patipura'na.~" The work avail able was copied in 
NS 624. The work is primarily concerned with the origin 
and sacred character of the Bagmati, and secondarily with 
the Mahatmya of Pasupatinatha and other Phallus images of 
Nepal Valley. 

(3) Vagvatimahiitrnyapra8ariz4ii (CPMDN. I. p. 45)- The 
work probably belongs to the 17th century A.D. 

(4) Skandapuriina-Nepiilmahiitmya.918 The oldest copy 
in the Durbar Library bears the date NS. 703. 

Tantras : ( 1) Ki i l i ku lb rna~a t an t ras~~~  (Darb. Lib. Cat. 11, 
130). The work deals with the subject of worship and 
propitiation of Guhyakiili. The ms. is dated NS. 867. The 
date of composition not known. 

(2) Kulavritti (DLC, I, 252) composed by Purnsnanda, 
NS 752, 

(3)  Nairiitma Gu hyeSvarimantraniima-Dhiirani. 

( 4 )  MaAju4r~siidhanii .~~~ The deity is worshipped in the 
text as a patron of art and architecture. We are not. however 
sure of the date of its composition. This work deals with the 
temple architecture, art of making images and utensils. We 
may place it in a separate category and not with the tantras 
as far as the classification of the subject goes. 

Literature: ( I )  K i i v y a - G i t a k e 4 a ~ a m ~ ~ ~  by Miindh2tiisihha 
,written in NS 797. 

326 Publilshed by the Asiatic Society of N,epal. 
327 Published in Banaras, 1955; Partly referred to in ~anskrit  

Sandesha, I. 6, pp. 13-15. 
328 Darb. Lib. Cat., I. 1209. 
329 CPELZDN, I, p. '160. 
330 Ibid., I. p. 121; Preface, pl. XVII. 
331 Ibid., I. p. 272; DLC, I, 815. 
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(2) Gita-Govindam with a commentary by Jithmitramalla, 
NS. 810 (DLC. 1. 528). 

(3) Gitapaiichafiikii-composed by Jagajjyotirmalla in 
Saka 1550 ( = 1628 A.D.). 

- ( 4 )  MahZikiivya by Lak~rninZiriiyana written for the 
recreation of Y o g a ~ ~ a r e n d r a m a l l a , ~ ~ ~  

( 5 )  Krjnacharitrakiivyarn by VarfiSanlani (DLC. I. 427). 

Music. Dance, Acting : (1) Sangitasangyaha by Jagajj yotir- 
malla is an abstract of all works on music, dancing and acting 
known at his time.333 

( 2 )  Sarigitachandra, a comprehensive work on music and 
dancing by Jagajjyotirmalla, 

In our narrative we have already referred to the works 
of lyrics composed by royal personages and others. So we 
do not need m e ~ ~ t i o n  tllem here. Similarly as we do not find 
a drama composed in the Sanskrit language in the period, we 
also do not touch this subject at  this stage. 

(3) . Hastamuktiival?siirasamuddhyta-tikaSs4 is a commen- 
tary on Hustamuktiivali of Subhankara composed in 795 by 
GhanaSyHma for  the training of Jagajjyotirmalla's daughter's 
son Ananta in the art of moving hands while dancing. The 
author claims that he  wrote the commentary fully knowing 
the views of Bharata and Subhankara. 

Politics: K~rSapadeSa$ikii,~s~ a commentary of 8 Slokas 
prepared on 644 Phiilguna pratipadii dine bhrguviisare by 
Biindhavasena Vajrlchfirya who lived i n  a mahiivihiiro in the 
eastern part of Kathmandu. 

Erorics: A commentary on Niigarasarvasyu of Padma- 
8rijfiaua by Jagajjyotirmalla of ~ h a t g a o n . ~ ~ ~  The commentator 
writes at  the end Jagajjyotirmalla bhiipaih granthanekau 

332 CPMDN, I, p. 16. 
333 H. P. Sastri. CPMDN. I, Preface. p. XLI. 
334 In my possession. 
335 CPMDN, I, P. 85. 
336 Ibid., I, p. 196. 
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vilokyacha iyam n~garasurvasya;ikii ycrtrletlu sadhi fa. The 
work is an explanatory treatise on Kiit~zaSdstrasya invoking 
God Kiimadeva, the lord of sexual desires. About this work 
H. P. Siistri (Preface. p. XLV) writes. The cornmelitator 
takes; great liberties with the text, for instance, in the second 
hemestitch of the first verse the word ladaha in the original 
has been changed into yodiha, because the word being an 
unknown technical term i n  erotics was rather hard for the 
royal interpreter to explain. The Hindu Raja takes the 
Buddhist MaiijuSri as Kamadeva, without a word of explana- 
tion. 

d y u r v e d a  : Y o g a m a ~ l  jari337 compiled by Vard hamiina. 
This is a work i n  Sanskrit on the subject of the medical 
treatment of horses. The author apparently is a member of 
the court of the kings of Nepal. He composed the work in 
NS 846. 

The kings treated all scholars, Saivites or Buddhists, on a 
footing of equality and we obtain in this period literary works 
belonging to all schools of thought and faith. All these 
exhibit a variety of taste and style and a wide r a w  of 
interests as already suggested. 

It must be remarked however that the Nepalese had not 
produced anything worth the name in many fields of literary 
activity. It is also true that if  it were not for their drama 
alld lyrical compositions they would not have passed as very 
able writers. But the dramatic works are all i n  mixed Maithill 
-Newari language. 

Copied works: Much interest lies i n  the literary works 
copied i n  Nepal during the medieval age. This is for the 
reason that these copies had been preserved intact in Nepal. 
while the same had been lost i n  the countries where they had 
been originally composed. We know for certain that the 
availability of old manuscripts to-day in Nepal is niaillly 
due to climatic factors. 

337 CPMDN, I, pp. 233-34. Darb. Lib. Cat.. I .  816. 
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The climate of Nrpal is excellently suited for the preserva- 
tion of manuscripts written in palm leaves as well as  papers. 
But it is also no less due to the immunity Nepal enjoyed from 
any large scale destructive effects of Mahammadan invasions. 
There was only one invasion of this kitid but while this had 
destroyed many images and temples and records on display in 
the public sanctuaries, the manuscripts kept in private custo- 
dies were not at all touched. 

As the manuscripts have been already noted in connection 
.with the colophons, I do not think we need reproduce the 
names here. As in  Part I we shall be content with a short 
observation on the subject of copied literary works also for 
this period. 

It appears that Nepal was rich in Tantric, J y o t i ~ a  and 
Ayurvedic literatures. These have the largest number of 
copies either written in Nepal or brought from outside. 
Similarly the volume of Buddhist literature is large covering 
,every aspect of the doctrine as well as esotericism. 

According to H. P. S S ~ t r i ~ ~ ~  who made an extensive study 
of the Nepalese manuscripts there is dearth of Vedic litera- 
ture. Some Sumhitiis appear to have been copied but 'the 
Briihmanas and Upanisads are unknown and works on Vedic 
sacrifices are conspicuous by their absence. Vedic scholar- 
ship has for a long time been at the lowest but copies of 
Grhyasiitras and Dharnzasiitras are also limited indicating 
comparative lack of interest in the subject. But the dearth 
might be also due to the large scale destruction occurring in 
the chaotic period. The available works of Sar?zlzitiis include 
Vajasarleya Samhita or Suklay ajurveda' (CPMDN, 11, p. 83). 

Literature in Newari arrd mixed-Newari 

Sanskrit was not the only medium patronised. For the 
first time in the history of Nepal its rulers encouraged writing 
Newari language, which they called Nepdabha~i i  or DeSa- 

338 CPMDN. I, Preface, p. 11. 
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bhiiga and in Maithili. About the same time indigenous 
dialects were being encouraged all over India, and they were 
gradually taking the shape of literary languages. From the 
contemporary history of India. it appears that Marathi, 
Bengali and Hindi were coming to the front and their early 
development was in evidence at  that time. We have said 
that Newari had held the field for a long time as  a spoken 
language. As one of the oldest members of the Indo-Tibetan 
family, it has a significance for the historian equal to that of 
Tibetan. I t  was, however, not patronised till then by men of 
culture and learning, who did their work in Sanskrit. But 
from the 15th century A. D. onwards the court became alive 
to the need of giving a lift to  Newari, the language of the 
people of the Valley and some valuable works were written 
in that language particularly in the field of literature. 1 have 
found that the Darbar Library possesses quite a few books of 
a time as old as the 17th century A. D. There may be more 
in the archives of the old Vihiiras as well as in private 
possession. The inscriptions and mss. have added the last 
portion of their statements in the Newari language, which we 
would not find in the older inscriptions, and this is again an 
additional material in the language. 

A l~ t t le  later while we discuss the subject of Kirtaniyanii- 
taka, we shall find that there comes to notice quite a few 
works of dramas in Maithili Newari. While we talked of 
the reigns of individual monarchs we have also referred t o  
the songs in Newari of their composition. But dramas or any 
work worth the name in Newari appear in any scale not 
before the middle of the 17th century. 

It must also be admitted here that apart from the mixed 
Newari-Maithili dramas, much that was known as literary 
works constituted devotional and love songs. 

We have already dealt with works composed upto t h e  
time of Yakgamalla. Beginning with purely literary composi- 
tions of the age, let us now note works of the later Malla 
period. 
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Songs: ( 1 )  Newari bhii~ii Saizgitasarigraha which is a 
collection of songs. The work is undated. 

(2) Gitramiila, (3) Gitiivali. 
All these works are in private possession. 

Literature other than plays : 

(I)  Nrtyiirambhavidhi on dance performance by Bhiipa-. 
t indran~alla . '~~ 

(2) Works by Jagajjy~tirmalla~~O already listed i n  the 
narrative. 

'I-here are two published collections of such songs. The 
pieces are ascribed to one or the other of Malla kings. 

Items of similar materials frolo an un~ublished collection 
could be cited as specimens for their high lyrical and poetic 
qualities. All these seem to belong to the later Malla period. 

Jyurveda Medicine : 

( I )  Newaribha~iivaidyakarono NS 560.341 
(21) Newaribhii~iichikirsii, N S  561 (Yak~anlalla's reign).343 
(3) Dhanaiijayakoia with Newari commentary, dated N S  

795.342 
(4) Yogaratn~sarnuclrchaya~~~ of 807. 
(5) Vaidya kagrarit ha.34 
(6) Chikitsasiira with Newari commentary composed in 

NS 674 (DLC, 11. 352). 
(7) Haramekhalii in Newari composed in the reign of 

Jagajjyotirmalla, NS 541 (DLC, I. 1114). 
(8) Piilakiipya, a treatise on the medical treatment of 

elephants composed in N S  850 (DLC, I. 1118). 
(9) Aivachikitsii i~ Newari dealing with the treatment. 

of horses, NS 8 13 (DLC, I. 1 105). 

339 Darb. Lib. Car., I .  6950-59. 
340 Govt. Nat. Lib. CPMDN. I, 974. Lib. n. 4230-32. 
341 Ibid, n. 437. 
342 Ibid, n. 439. 
343 1. 1092. 
334 CPMDN, I, p. 19. 

345 Darb. Lib. Car.. I .  876. 
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(10) Aivavaidyakafi with a commentary in mixed 
Sanskrit-Newari by Jagajjyotirmalla NS 737 (DLC, I. 341). 

( 1 1 )  Alviiyurveda with a similar commentary as above by 
Ranajitamalla, NS 850 (DLC. 11. 49). 

The last four works are on the science of veterinary 
medicine. Yogclmaiijari Aivaiiistra is a treatise i n  Sanskrit 
o n  the same subject, dated NS  846,346 which we have already 
listed. 

I t  appears that the authors of the period tried to make 
available to seekers some of the works of classical literature 
in the language of tlie people, and in that strain came to be 
translated in Newari a large number of books so far within 
reach of only a few learned persons. 

In the Darbar Library we have a bundle of papers in the 
form of Thyiisapus relating to expenses, undergone in times 
of festivities. These belong to the reigns of Bhiipatindramalla 
and his son. both kings of Bhatgaon. 

(1) Priichinavyayanirdefap~staka,n9~7 (Ancient Book on 
methods of spending), Vyayillekhapustakam (record of 
expenditure Book),348 Nii~~iikasyavyayalekhapustakarh.~~~ (A 
book recording expenditure on various works) and Glha- 
n i r m i i n ~ v y a y a n i r d e l a . ~  (A book on how to arrange expendi- 
ture for building one's house). 

In addition to these (1) R a n a j i t a d i k ~ i i v y a y a ~ ~ ~  records 
expenses incurred by the ruler on the occasion of the son's 
initiation ceremony, and (2) Mulchok Devatiiviir~ikapiijci. 
vidhdnavyayasarigr~ha~5~ deals at length with the accouilt of 
expenses undergone for the annual ceremony of the deities 
belonging to the Mulchok. Expe~lses incurred during the 

346 Ibid., I;  1332. 
347 Darb. Lib.  Cat. ,  111. 5s .  
348 Ibid, I. 1689. 
349 IbiLi, 111, 194. 
350 Ibid, I. 1492. 
351 Ihid, I. 330. 
.352 Ibid, I. 1138. 
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dance performance of the play Gaurivivaha are preserved in 
yet another book. 

One Thyiisapu of Bhiipatindramalla is a collection of 
records of var~ous items of expenditure and of rules thereon 
touching several subjects and heads in regard to his house- 
,hold and festivals and celebrations.369 

Astronomy and Astrology:  ( I )  Siiryachandragrahanii- 
dhik i i r~ .~64 

(2) Jyoti~asiirariga.3~6 
(3) Gralialiighavabhiigii (NS 876)a66 
(4) Nak~aira j i i t aka~~7  
(5) Bhi i~ i i j yor i~arn~~'  
( 6 )  Sakunavatidvayam in mixcd Sanskrit-Newari 

language. 
( 7 )  Kiikacharitraphalam partly in Sanskrit and partly 

i n  Newari (DLC, 1, 1509). 
( 8 )  Bhrrsundipada's KeraliyaSiistra partly in Newari 

copied in NS 624 (DLC. 111. B). 
(9) Khandakhiidya$ikii of Bamata with translation in 

Newari. copied in  NS 762 (DLC, I. 1203). 
(10) Jyo t i~asa~zgraha  with notes in Newari copied in 810 

(DLC. I. 1213). 
(11) Nak~atraparikji i  with passages in  Newari (DLC. I. 

1535j. 
(12) PraSnajyoti~anz with notes in Newari. copied in 819 

(DLC, I. 1139). 
(13) PraSnavichiira in Newari (DLC, 111. 97). 

( 1  4 )  Bhii t i i jyot i~am in  Newari copied in  NS 542 (DLC, 
I. 1 1  83). 

(15) A treatise of 365 verses on eclipses composed i n  790 
(Nat. Lib. 11. 2947), with Newari commentary. 

353 This is a bundle of pages. 
354 Ibid, I. 2943. 
355 Ibid, I. 2947. 
356 I. 1198. 
357 Darb. Lib. Cat., 111. 97. 
358 I. 1107. 
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(16) Miscellaneous : 
(i) K u f o p a d e S a s a r i g r a h ~ ~ ~ ~  

(ii) Chii~akyani  isiirasarlzgrahatikii (Buddh iv i l i i~ in i )~~~  
All these are undated. Liliivati is a work on Mathematics 

done in Newari by king Ranajitamalla in NS 888.361 The 
subject of civil and criminal laws has been covered by 
(i) N i i r a d a ~ a m h i t d , ~ ~ ~  dated NS 500 and (ii) Yudhi~thira- 
Niiradasanlhitii, NS 835.369 

Tantriikhyiinakathii written in NS 725 Kiirtika 'is an 
abstract of Paiicharantra with a Newari translation'3e4 

V e t ~ f a p a f i c h a v i m ~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~  published by Hans Jorgensen in 
Denmark. But this does not probably belong to our period. 

We have Sanskrit Phiirasi Prakiifa for learning Persian 
copied at  the instance of Jitamitra in NS 810. The author of 
this work served Emperor Jehangir and he writes in the ere- 
face that the K o f a  was prepared at  the behest of his patron. 
We have yet one more lexicon of the type and this is a much 
smaller work said to have been compiled by king Jitbruitra- 
malla in NS 810 in the time of  BhHgirHma PramHpa. The 
original copy lies in the collection of the National Library* 
This is not a Newari-Persian K o f a .  The words given as 
equivalents of the Persian are all those current in the dialects 
of the upper region of the Gangetic plain. Two sentences 
near the end are given in Hindi and Persian, and this may 
provide a clue to the nature of the vocabulary in question. 

Dramas 

We have already referred to certain works of literature in 
Maithili composed in the times of the Malla rulers. They 

359 Darb. Lib. Cnf., I .  3475. 
360 Ibid., I. 3487. 
361 Ibid., I .  1214. 
1362 Ibid., I. 1198. 
363 Ibid, I .  1601. 
364 CPMDN, I, p. 64, Preface, p. XLIV. 
'365 Zbid., I, p. 1,VII. 
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were either poetic compositions or plays containing also such 
pieces here or there in the forms of songs. As we have this 
space for the consideration of this subject, we want to devote 
some lines to it even at  risk of repetition. But we do  not 
think it necessary to take note in details of every aspect 
of literary activity of the period. I t  will suffice to take 
in hand here the main trend of this activity which was 
on all accounts the drama played and performed at the court 
and which was full of nlelodious songs for mirth and enter- 
tainment. 

But all these works should not be taken as exclusively be- 
longing to the Maithili literature. Although some of them 
produce a content mainly garbed i n  Maithili, others betrav a 
mixed form of language a composite one, specially the 
dialogue being expressed in Maithili. Bangla, Hindi and even 
ParvatiyZi together in many such treatises. 

However, the fact remains that essentially these plays were 
Maithili in character, and therefore they come into the cate- 
gory of the Maithili language. 

According to JaikHnta MiSra. in his book 'History of 
Maithili Literature' (p. 180). 

"There were three influences working during this period. 
I n  the first place, the Sanskrit drama acted as the model frame 
work; secondly, the Yiitrii type of drama gave life alld move- 
ment, and thirdly, the tradition of Maithili school of music 
directly initiated these vernacular dramas. The outcome was 
consequently of three kinds; one was 'regular' Maithili drama 
where the form of Sanskrit drama was preserved but the 
language was more or less Maithili; the second wds the kind 
of drama where some incident in the life of K g p a  or 
any other popular hero was described in the folm of 
extempore dialogues interspersed with popular songs; the 
third was an independent kind of operalike drama mainly 
made up of secular songs. I n  the last two types the main 
interest was in the music of the piece; naturally their literary 
and 'poetic' excellence was not very great." And further, 
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"The usual structure of the 'Irregular' Nepalese Mailhili 
drama was as follows : After the Nandi (sometimes accom- 
panied with A~tamahgala and Puspdiijali). the Sfitradhara 
and the Nati appeared on the stage, and introduced the 
subjectmatter, the author, the patron and the occasion on 
which the play was composed. Then followed what was 
known as  Rsjavarnana and Desavarnana (the description of 
the king and the country and thereafter, the section proper 
commenced. The actors entered the stage and disclosed 
their identity through appropriate songs. The action progres- 
sed in the songs ended in songs. There are lacunas between 
the songs which might have been filled up by prose passages 
that were not put down in the play (Dr. Bagchi, op. cit. p. 
173)". 

I n  some cases the Rsjavarnana contained a genealogy 
of the ruler who was a patron. It seems that the line of 
distinction between the regular and irregular dramas was very 
thin. But unwritten dialogues might have been interspersed 
in what we now call the regular drama preserved in writing. 

The drama always ended with the invocation of divine 
blessing on the king, and then followed benedictory lines 
which prayed for his long life and glorious 

It does not mean however that the glories of the king was 
sung only at  the beginning and at  the end. Often there are 
laudatory verses introduced anywhere. I n  soliloquies, one 
often sang praise of the sovereign through whose favour the 
enactment was made possible. 

Songs: The literary feature of the dramatic works was 
the kind of poetlcal composition incorporated in  them. 
whether of regular 'variety or irregular. 

The dramas contain lyrical poems which can be compared 
with the finest of them written in other languages of the age. 
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Songs were the integral parts of any drama. They gave 
life to the scenes. They provided not orlly entertainment but 
also an opportunity to get an insight into the play. 

The poetry in them revealed all the nine rasas, and were 
sung in melodious tunes. The rasa was adapted to omit the 
main theme of the occasioil enacted. 

The themes of dramas were based on the stories of our 
classics, e. g. Riimiiyana, Mahiibhiirata and other puriinas 
and this was a common feature of all kinds of dramas. As the 
titles of the works show. the plots derived from these classics 
were quite known to the audience conversant with the 
legendary tales. They invariably based the performance on 
familiar tales of our myths and scriptures. But as it appears. 
the pattern was designed more to please the audience with 
sollgs than with the texture of the story. Apropos of the 
same, the lyrics sung to the audience were composed to give 
serially the develop~nent of the story; often while the perfor- 
mance sang, he expressed certain mood by gesticulation. But 
gesticulation was a very minor aspect of performance so that 
only those who could sing became actors. In other words 
singing was the be all and end all of the play, and songsters 
qualified as actors. In  some cases songs were rendered in 
Sanskrit, and the players sang such song in melodious tunes. 
In the same way the Niindiilokas were also composed in 
Sanskrit, and sung in that manner. 

Theatre: We have to  deal here with an outdoor stage of 
the open air, where the performance took place in broad day 
light. Up till now this feature of the play stands: this is the 
traditional play enacted before a motley crowd of audience 
imparting to  them mirth and merriment as they witness the 
scenes. No curtains were used to give the background of the 
situation, rather the idea of the scene was conveyed through 
songs which described the same. This was meant to be 
intelligible to those who watched the performance. But 
wilhout the medium of the curtain, the actual stage was. 
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however presented with the appearance conforming to the 
nature of the incident in question. We notice that only a 
remote affinity to the actual situation was intended. As it goes 
at the moment, the dress of the players also conformed to the 
occasion. I t  indicated the personality of the character. There 
were as well certain auxiliaries added to the general pattern 
of clothing. If a warrior was to be presented, the player 
*carried sword with him. If it was the part of a mendicant, 
the actor was dressed in a suitable yellow garment. Similarly, 
s ther  features were shown by presenting articles associated 
in the main with the characteristics of the scenes involved so 
that the audience knew a t  the first sight what was being 
enacted at the stage. 

The dialogues in the main conveyed humour and mirth to 
the audience. These were mostly in Newari, but other 
dialects also appeared. 

Theatrical masks: Masks were worn by characters to 
make themselves appear in the role portrayed in the drama. 
This was more in the case of the villains and demons, their 
appearance could not have been presented in normal human 
face but only through the grotesque and ferocious look of the 
masks. Sometimes the superhuman deities who had assumed 
animal forms in their different incarnations were also re- 
presented through masks. The many goddesses whose 
portrayal in the classics is through animal form did surely 
appear through masks. Through masks the actor not only 
projected the nature of the role he was cast, but this device 
also enabled the lookers-on to identify the roles the actor was 
playing. 

The orchestra consisted of instruments like dhime (double 
drum). khim (also a kind of double drum), ghii (double drum 
but varying in shape) kochakhim (single drum like the tabld), 
tiiiniii (a bell plat0 of bronze struck by a round object), 
bhusyii and muiili (a trumpet). 

As it shall appear most of the authors of the dramatic 
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works were royal personages, on whose patronage again the 
theatrical art flourished. The commot~ people witnessed the 
performa~~ce on special festive days. Often, the palace 
provided the venue for such a performance. Whether i t  
is in Kathmandu or Bhatgaon or Patan, the palace possessed 
a platform i u  one of the courtyards called Ngsalchok, where 
performance took place. On occasions when dramas were 
enacted the people enjoyed fret: entrance into the site. These 
platforms are still preserved and can be seen. Besides the 
palace venue, the people maintained their own platforms, and 
each quarter of the city enjoyed one constructed by common 
labour. Sometimes the temple sites also were used for staging 
plays. The construction of platforms came within the purview 
of social activities, which has been already described in full 
with reference to inscriptional references. 

Dramatic works : Tht: most prolific period from the point 
of view of literary activity was Pratapa's in Kathmandu, 
Siddhinarasi~ha's in Patan and Jaya Jyotirmalla's and his 
three successors' in Bhatgaon. 

The Gitadigambara of VaASmani is the most famous 
literary work for Pratiipa's reign. This four act 'regular' play 
was composed for being performed on the occasion of Mahi- 
t ~ l i i d i i n a ~ ~ ~  by the ruler of Kathmandu. 

Jayakanta Misra writes : I t  proceeds gradually from 
Mudita MaheSa (Act I )  to Maninirndnabhariga (Act XI) to 
Virakta Virupiiksya (Act 111); the story of Siva's enticement 
by Parvati is very familiar and the main attraction of his 
treatment lies in the vernacular songs. There are quite a few 
hymns to Siva as simple and dignified as the one which he 
gives in the beginning of his play.968 

Two more dramas, one Nalacharitarzii{aka of the time of 
Bhiipalendramalla and another Abhinavaprabodhachandro- 
doya of the time of Jagajjayamalla are noted as works of 
merit in the history for Kathmandu. The latter is an adoption 

&L Nepal Cat., p. 8 (ms. 
368 Op.  cit, p. 182. 
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in Bengali-Maithili mixture from the work of the same name 
in Sanskrit.969 

There is nothing very important for Patan apart from 
what we have written earlier. But Bhatgaon's contributio~ 
requires to be dealt with in  its details, A good many lines 
from Jagajjyotirmalla's Kuiijavihiirina'taka are spoken of very 
highly by Dr. P. C. Bagchi, who published tbe play in 
Bangala Samvat 1347 (in monthly Parichaya). 

In  the kingdom ot Bhatgaon the writer of merit after 
Jagajjyotir was his grandson Jagatprakiigamalla who wrote 
devotional songs and more than nine dozen dramas in 
Maithili.370 The dramas are : 

( 1 )  U~aharana.  
(2) Na1iyandt;akafi (longest of all), 
(3) Piirijiifaharana. 
(4) Prabhiivatiharana. 
( 5 )  Malayagaridhini, 
( 6 )  Madanacharita. 
(7) MGladevasaSidevopa kh yiinarh. 
One three Act play called Riimiiyana nltakalir (Govt. Nat- 

Lib.) was written by one Krsnadasa ... in the king's name. 
T o  Sumati Jitiimitra, son and successor of ~agatprakaga 

is attributed the authorship of the following plays : Kaliya- 
mathan0piikhyiin,~7~ Jairninibharatan~ifakak~7~ Madiilasiihara- 
na?%,373 Gopi~handraniitaka&,~74 U~liharanafi:'~ NavadiirgBna- 
taka&.376 B hii$iin~takarh~~' and Bhiirataniitakafi.378 

369 Darh. Lib. Cat.. No. I .  1154, pp. 1-7; 111, 565, pp. 1-164- 
370 Dnrb. Lib. Cat. ,  I .  1564, pp. 1-60; 1, 397, pp. 1-108; 1. 4207 

pp. 1-45; I. 305, pp. 1-44; I ,  436, pp. 1-86. 
371 Darh. Lib. Cat., I .  460, pp. 1-44. 
372 ]%id, I .  1121, pp .  1-21. 
373 Ihid, I. 354, pp. 1-30. 
374 Dealt by Dr. Bagchi. 
375 Dnrb. Lib. Cat . ,  I .  1564. 
376 Ibid, 1322. 
377 Ibid, 1455, 
378 Ibid, 1478. 
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Gopicharidru is in mixed Maithili Be~igali and parts of 
Bhii~iinlitakath are done in Newari. 

Bhiipatindramalla's reign has also a prideful record of 
achievements i n  this field. The dramas preserved are:  
Miidhaviinala (Darb. Lib. Cat. No. 1. 1455) Gauriviviihaniitaka 
(Ibid, I. 460, pp. 1-36) Pafupatipriidurbhiiva (11. 460, pp, 1- 
56) Gopichar idrop i ikhy i in~~.~~~ U ~ i i h a r a n a . ~ ~ ~  Ru kminipari- 
n a y ~ , ~ ' l  Vidyii ~ i l i i p a ~ ~ 2  and Mahiibhbratag 1 3 ~ .  

Other works available are Karisabadhak~~nachari ta,  
Koliisurabadhopiikhyi~na, Vikramucharitanii~akath, I'admii- 
vatindtaka, Jiilandharopiikhyiina, Jaiminibhiirata, Vidyii- 
viliipaniitakurn and Manorajananaloka. All these are preser- 
ved i n  thz Darbar Library (Kathmandu). 

We have more works in the name of Jiranlitra and 
Bhiipaiindra, but we may not mention then1 Iiere. 

A very remarkable feature of these works is the fact of 
language which is much of a mixture between Newari, 
Maithili, a ~ ~ d  Bengali. As these were intended for the under- 
standir~g and entertainme~lt of illiterate laity assembled at  the 
freely accessible palace, these could have been only rendered 
in a dialect, eve11 though a mixture, intelligible to them. 

Most of the theme of these dramas were also common for  
other parts of the Indian sub-continent, even when they were 
not borrowed from epics and Puranas as seems from the 
reading of Vidyiiviliipa and Miidizaviinala (of Ranajita). 

The last ruler of Bhatgaon Ranajitamalla who lived up to 
a ripe old age is the most prolific of the writers, and under 
him were composed a good number of plays of high qualities 
in the best tradition. The works ascribed to his authorship 

379 Dnrb. Lib. Cal., 345, pp. 1-75. 
380 Ilnrb. Lib. Cat.. 32, pp. 1-81. 
381 Dl-. Bagclli's article in Paricho~srr. 
362 In Nepala Bangala Niitaka (B. S. P.). 
383 Jhid, Dr. Bagchi. 
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and pa tronagz are K r g n a c h ~ r i t a . ~ ~ ~  K ~ , c n a k ~ i l i i 4 y d t r o p i i k h y d n ~ ~ ~  
U ~ d h a r a n a , ~ ~ ~  Indravijayaniita k ~ r % , ~  Mahiiyiitryopii khyiin~.~80 
Ko l i i suravadhopBkhyd~za .~~~  B i d h a  kiisuravadhopBkhyiinaISQQ 
Krgnacharitr~pcikhyiina.~~~ M a d a n a ~ h a r i t r a , ~ ~ ~  Mddhaviinalakd- 
makandala,3s3 Nalacharitra,Bg R u  kminiparinaya.395 JalasPyi- 
vijnviidisrgtyapl khyiinath,396 Tripurii ruravad hopiikhyiirland- 
# ~ k a r i 2 , ~ ~ '  Pyth~2piikhydna,3~~ and Yayiit jupiikhyiina. 

Another of his plays R u k m i ~ i h a r a n a n d t a k a h  is composed 
in a mixed language-Sanskrit, Prakrit. Hindi and N e ~ a r i . ~ ~ ~  
Khatviisuravadhopiikhy~nam'OO (1. 365). Subharnopiikhylnarir 
(I. 365)  and Haragacakathii ( I .  365)  and Dikpiilagunesopd- 
khydnalit (I. 765) have also a language of this type. Miindhii- 
Iryiipiikhydnam is composed in mixed Maithili-Newari.'O1 

I t  is obvious that i n  Bhatgaon there was a long line of 
kings who took active interest in literary activity and were 
themselves instrumental in producing works of merit in 
abundance. 

The same could not be said of Kathmandu, and we have 
seen how Patan's zeal also was flagging in spite of the boast 

384 Darb. Lib. Cat., 1. 368, pp. 1-132. 
385 Ibid, 111. 116, pp. 1-32. 
386 Ibid, I. 365, pp. 1-105. 
387 Ibid: I. 365, pp. 1-51. 
388 Ibid, I. 365, pp. 59. 
389 Ibid, late discov,ery No. py. 1-78. 
390 Ibid, I .  365, pp. 1-26. 
391 Dr. Bagchi, op. cit, pp. 180. 
392 Darb. Lib. Cat., I .  365, pp. 1-11. 
393 Dr. Bagchi, op. cir, p. 180. 
394 Ibid. 
395 Published in Ncpala Bangala NZtaka. 
396 Ibid, the name of a poet Dhai~ayati is also associated with 

this drama. 
397 I. 342. 
398 Also associated with this drama. 
395 6956, Nat. Lib. 
400 All these above are listed as works in Newari in the catalogue. 
401 Darb. Lib. Cat.. iv. 365. 
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of its monarch (Yoganarendramalla). But here and there 
dramatic works composed by writers of Patan and Kathmandu 
appear, and some of them are royal personages. 

Yoganare~ldramalla appears to be the author of two 
dramas, Gopi~handropiikhyiina*~~ and N a l a c h ~ r i t a . ~ ~ ~  T o  
Vienumalla is attributed the authorship of Prabhiivatiharana- 
niitaku composed in NS 863. Sriniv3samalla was either the 
patron or the writer of a piece of dramatic work called 
DaSiivgtiir~niilaka.~04 We have also a play in the name of 
Bhaskaramalla as the writer, This work d i s i g ~ ~ a t e d ~ ~ ~  Bfani- 
chrrtreivari charitriibhidhiiniitikii mentions Bhuvanalakgmi 
as the mother of the king Bhaskaramalla. There is one work 
of the last phase of the Malla period in Kathmandu, where 
Jayaprakasarnalla and Jyotiprakasa are praised. The drama 
called Cl~azlra Chakravarti was composed in N S  871. The  
author of the drama was probably a courtier in Kathmandu. 
The Thyasapu F talks of a play Dairya Kunlhara witnessed 
by king Jayaprakaia. But we have not received any trace of 
the play in writing. 

We have already listed one work of tbe reign of Jagajjaya- 
malla. I have not been able to see more works composed in 
Kathmandu in this period. We could say the samething about 
Patan. Except the single dramatic work in the name of Vigpu- 
malla, the entire period since the death of Yoganarendramalla 
up to the time of Tejanarasimha goes without anything. Thus 
it appears that Bhatgaon gets the sole credit of continuing the 
literary tradition uninterrupted. The tradition died with the 
elimination of Bhatgaon as an independent principality. 

There might be more works remaining untraced. The list 
however, is exhaustive enough to give us an idea of the contri- 

402 Jn my possession 
403 Ibid, 
404 Ibid, 
405 Ibid, 
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butious made to the dramatic literature of the age, which was 
rich inspite of the fact that the works piece by piece are 
small in volume. 

Here we come to the end of the discourse about the subject 
of dramatic literature. A critical discussion of the literary 
aspects of the dramas listed is outside the scope of the book. 
All these might be treated in a separate volume. 

Musical Instruments: The inscriptions and dramatic 
works bring out many songs which were sung according to 
prescribed rules of classical music. ?'he principal 6 riigas 
and 36 riiginis are fully represented, and we need not enumer- 
ate them here. One of the works of Jagajjyotirmalla is said 
to be f u l l  of different notes, emotion, melody, etc. (Gitapan- 
chaiikii). Another work of his was to expound tala laya nytya 
and instrunlents l ~ k e  mydaiiga. 

As for musical instruments, we hear of rqdaitga, vinZi, etc 
from the works of Jagajjyotirmalla. An  inscription of 
Guitabahi in Patan dated in 778 NS talks of five musical 
instruments (Paichasvaraviidya tathii Ptytya pada) with five 
sounds of dancing. 

The five instruments are (1) Dhola, a two-headed drum 
played by both hands. (2) Tyampe, a small kettle drum 
played by one or two sticks, (3) Jhyiili, a pair of b r o ~ z e  
circular cymbals played by hands as when clapping, (4) KhiA 
a two-headed drum, played by both hands on two sides and 
( 5 )  Muiili a pipe of the shape of a horn. 

A copper plate invitation (now i n  the Kv2bahSl) issued to 
king Mahindrasi&ha on 839 Miigha kgna  30 Sidityavar-a etc, 
has the following passage : il'iiniitiirya mydarigiididhakkiid 
jharjhara mandalaih murajiisar~ k hakiirah satlamaitgala 
vlidakaih. This suggests the use of  various musical instru- 
ments during the ceremo~lial occasion of Samyakadiina irl the 
monastery. The Tiirj~a.  Mydaitga, Turaja, Jharjllara and 
DhakkZi are all drums, but we d o  not know how to identify 
them with  the variety of drums that are in use today. 
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In Bhimamalla's Yatkhatol inscription of 763 the 
Guthiyiir (the holder of the Guthi property) is asked to per- 
form the daily piija of Siva PurgeSvara accompanied by the 
playing of five musical instruments as well as a Dundubhi (a  
large kettle drum).406 I n  ordinary course the worshipper has 
to toll the bell and blow the conch a t  the time of daily 
worship ( n i t y a p ~ j a ) . ~ ' ~  This is the simple way of piijii. 
But the Nagara or Dundubhi (kettle drum) and paiichavadya 
are added at  a greater cost if the devotee wants it. Each time 
even when ordinary piijli is performed these might be played 
to the tune of the ~ rayer .~ ' '  

The Bhairava image in the Museum as well as in a temple 
in Patau, the latter set up in 878 (Ioscription of the date), 
shows a drum suspended along the neck of the deity and 
placed in the waistline of the front body. This is a double 
drum but with an additional disc raised at the centre which is 
alternately played by the left hand to produce a third variety 
of tala. This drum is called panchataviidya or paintakhii? 
and is regarded to produce five kinds of sounds. This drum 
is still in use. 

From the above three paragraphs we learn of several kinds 
of drums and a few pipes. I am sure that the drums men- 
tioned are the same as those in popular use at the present 
time, one of which is Panitakkhii? which is also the instru- 
ment in the hands of the Bhairav image of the Siva temple 
in Patan illustrated also in our book. The Tiirja, Jharjhara. 
DhakkZi, Murasa and Mrdatiga might be identified with the 
many variants of drums now in use such as Dhirnye, khim, 
Dha, KoAchZikhi~, Dhola etc. The Mydahga and Nagara are 
easily identified. 

All drums are made of wood with the leather cap on one 
or two sides as the case may be. The drums itself is hollow 

406 Yatkhatol inscription of 763(Kathmandu) 
407 Samvatsaraloho of 793 (Fatan). 
408 Sankhmul inscription of 852. 
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and cylendrical in shape. T h e  leather is made to give sound 
when beaten with a rod or  pair of sticks or by fingers 
depending on the nature of the instruments. There 
are drums with plain surface of the  cap. which produce plain 
sound. There are others with twb kinds of surface designed 
to yield a variety of sounds, particularly the three high, even 
and low in musical terms. Some drums have in their cap 
surface black circle a t  the centre hardly 2" in diameter, which 
is slightly raised as  to  be felt when touched by the fingers. 
These are all played by hands unlike the plain surface ones 
which are played by a knob or  rod. There is a special method 
for designing the drums with a black centre. A paste called 
khau is prepared by mixing together the powdered iron waste 
pieces, ashes of straws, boiled rice, resin and water. The same 
is slowly rubbed by a stone over the surface of the leather 
until it is completely absorbed to give a black look to the 
rubbed part and also raise slightly its level. Except in 
Mydariga or Pakhima the two openings of  the drums are tied 
by a number of leather strings with the care that the cap, 
coverings are rendered tight, and the sounds produced are 
not affected while in use. 

The Dhimye is a large two-headed drums of tile type of 
brass drum. I t  is played on religious occasions by people 
who go round the temples. The  instrument is carried as it is 
tied to  a string suspended from the  player's neck pressed 
against the abdomen. It gives only two kinds of sound as the 
player beats with his right hand the surface with the knob of 
a small coiled cane-stick and left surface with his own fiugers. 
The leather cap on the right side is kept thinner than the one 
on the right. This causes the two sides emit two different 
sounds, 

The Khirn is also a two-headed drum but designed to 
produce multiple sounds played with fingers on both sides. 
I t  differs essentially from the Dhimye in that i t  is just ellipti- 
cal in shape a11d is not as  large in size. There is also a circle 
of slightly raised surface in black colour, and this is s o  
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rendered due to rubbing of Khau (see above). This is done 
to produce a shrill sound along with the plain sound produced 
from the plain surface. 

'The Kogchi ikhim is like the l'ablii a sir~gle drum played 
by a single hand with the bottom open except for the leather 
strings which go rour~d the drum passirlg through the opening. 
I t  is a single headed drum played by the right hand while 
being carried as in  the case of Dhimye  and K h i m  suspended 
through a string from the player's neck. 

The Niiya khim,  is a two-headed drum of an elliptical 
shape played by both hands each on one side, but it is design- 
ed without the centric circle in black colour. It is smaller 
in size thau the Dhimye .  

The Dhii is also a two-headed drum beat by a digit long 
rod of some thickness. The Dhii is not much different from 
Dhirlzye except for its size and shape. Its brezdth is not as 
large as that of Dhimye .  The leather caps also are not as 
thick. It is played in the same way as the Dhim1.e but here 
the left hand is used to hold the rod. 

The Dhola or Dholaka is also a two-headed drum of 
elliptical shape like the khim,  but there is no black circle at  
the centre and instead the rubbing is done on the surface 
from within applying a special preparation in the nature of 
khau but consisting of the seedlings of alapu (castor), mustard 
oil and the crystallised juice of the bark of sal tree. The 
Dhola is played like the k h i h  with both hands. One strikes 
the central part with his fingers, and a sound different from 
that of khifi is generated. 

The Mrdanga or Pakhimii is sbaped like the k h i i ,  but it 
has the khau applied centric circle only on one side. The 
other side is kept plain but a th in  cake of wheat flour is put at  
the centre while the instrument is being played. Struck over 
the cake applied region the drum gives out a peculiar sound. 
Another special feature of the Mrdaitga is the placing of 
wooden pieces all around the outer frame work of the drum* 
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at  the centre over which the leather strings connecting the 
two caps are made to  pass. With this device the Mydafiga 
has a hemispherical shape with the strings but going at the 
.centre as in the case of the Tabla.  

Next to Mydartga comes Ddkhiii or Darnokhiii is like the 
khiii but while one side is kept plain the other side gives 
sound as in the case of Mydartga through wheat cake applied 
.circle at the centre. Both in  the MrdaAga and Dakhiii the 
wheat is not allowed to get dry while it is being played. 

The Dlikhiii is played during the Gunlii period (the lunar 
Sravana). This is regarded as the instrument dear to Bhairava, 
Mahalaksmi and Kumari whose busts made of clay are 
placed on the drum while on play. 

The Nagara or Tyiipu is a single drum strongly resembling 
the kettle drum. It is of different sizes. The shape is 
hemispherical. I t  is played with one stick or a pair of sticks 
depending on the size. The drum is made of either copper 
or earth, and the cap, of course, is of leather. It produces 
the sound like that of a kettle drum. 

Khanjari is like a tambourine a small drum with loose 
metallic jingles a t  the side all around. 

The Tainai is a brass disc of certain thickness struck by a 
rod to produce a tinkling sound. Tht: instrument is held by 
the left hand while the right hand is used to strike. 

We have already referred to the cymbal kind of instru- 
ments. Apart from the Tii and Jhyiili there are two more 
varieties on the Bhusyii and another Chhusyii. The Bhusya 
is , the larger one, and both produce the same sort of risillg 
sound as when metal plates clash, but the Bhusyil produces 
a nlore volum,inous and sharper sound. It is generally played 
to the accompaniment of Dhimye. 

The following ~nusical pipes are still in use. 

(1) Vaya ,  small flute of the length of a digit. 
( 2 )  Vansuri, a long flute. 
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(3) Neku or Syrigabheri, a horn of the undomesticated 
buffalo living in forests. This gives a one track sound. The 
horn adorned with silver lining is played on religious occas- 
ions by the Buddhists. 

( 4 )  Bhamar Muali, Gujerati Muali, and simple Muali. 
We however do not know if the above noted musical pipes 

were in use in the period under review, 

We may imagine that the sifiira, sarangi and other string 
instruments were in use, but none of these appear by name 

i n  our documents. 
Unlike the pipes which are only played by the Kusalya 

castemen the drums can be played by all castes, Those who 
play the drums get their training. They are grouped caste- 
wise and each group is called Diipiikhala. The members of 
Diipakhala head the procession of pilgrims to the Vih~iras  and 
other Buddhist shrines on festive days whenever such a 
pilgrimage is organised. The Dhitnje. however. is mainly 
a drum of the peasant caste as the Nayo Khiii is 'exclusively 
of the butcher caste. But other drums are played by all 
castes, the Bades included. 

The five musical instruments referred to i n  our documents 
are played during the material rites. and religious performan- 
ces. 

There are two more pipe instruments which we have 
SO far left out of account. These two are played on occasions 
of religious observaxlces and mortuary rites respectively. One 
is called Pongii and another Kohiibujii. Both are long pipes 
made of copper with a wide opening at the end. The Kahii- 
biijii is supported by another pipe which it crosses. and with 
which it is tied by a silk piece at the point. While playing 
the pipe by mouth the right hand holds the main pipe and 
the left hand the other subsidiary pipe the Kahiibujii is longer 
than the Pongii. 

Dancing : Dancing was a part of dramatic performance. 
Either it was collective accompanied by chorus singing or it 
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presented sylnbolic movement of body as characterised the 
portrayal of certain divinity in action. 

Sometimes the entire story was portrayed all through by 
different stages of dancing. For example, the killing of 
Mahisiigura by the goddess DurgZi was one such performauce, 
which came all by itself. There were many other Devi 
dances symbolising victory of the female Sakti over pester- 
ing demons and these were performed with some variations 
even today. 

Two iconographic representations of dances by divinities 
are availablz today through two images both preserved in the 
Nepal Museum. 

These are variously (1) the Nytyaniitha and (2) Bhairava. 

The image of Nytyangtha has 10 hands, each holding an 
emblem. The right uppermost hand is raised above the head. 
The right leg is bent at the knee as it is raised. The face is 
smiling indicating extreme delight felt by the lord from the 
cosmk dance. The Nandi supports the dancing. Siva, while 
the ganas look on. The image of Bhairava has four hands 
and there is a Panchatiilaviidya, the double drum played by 
two hands on two sides with a third disc raised at the centre, 
the whole placed on his belly suspended by a string from his 
neck ; which the lord seems to be playing. The right leg is 
slightly stretched, while the left is bent upwards a little but 
shows movement and ecstacy. Altogether the image represents 
rhythmical movements, and shows a dance pose. majestic and 
full of vigour. 

We have already talked of Jatala Pyiikhafi and Ikhuna 
Pyiikhiifi of the late middle ages. These were played with 
some religious theme portraying at the last phase the 
victory of the male or female deity over a demon. The 
play with the Goddess of Harasiddhi in the main role is 
what is up till now known as Jatala pyijkhdA. The 
Thyiisapu A. (f. 21) under date lines 799 and 800, and 
the Thyiisapu F. under dateline 783 Miighakr~!za 9 
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speak of the dance party of Jatala staging the dances. The 
Thyiisapu F. has something to say about lkhunala pyiikhaii 
and the principal roles played in it by God Bhairava and 
IndrQyani. There is further the Gathu pyakhaii, the dance of 
the female deities visiting homes during the Mahani festival. 
The Thyiisapu A (f. 5 3 )  under date line 801 ASvina Sukla 
)mentions the Gathu pyiikhaii while there is a reference to this 
dance in the Thyiisapu F under date 827 ASvina Sukla. The 
Galhu pyiikhaii was a special feature of the Mahani festival, 
those who participated in the dance as players belonged to 
the Gathu caste of the peasantry (Jyiipoo). The Gods and 
Goddesses played their role in  dances with particular forma- 
tion of hand fingers (mudrii) and poses. These dances were 
witnessed in a serene atmosphere and the audience was thrilled 
as if the dance were divine or divinely inspired. It was a 
common belief that the players personified the divine 
characters and therefore they were all treated to elaborate 
worship and offering as it was described in the Thyasapu F. 
Animals were sacrificed on the occasion and the Thyiisapu F 
says that Pratspamalla arranged to get 105 lambs and 24 he- 
buffaloes to be slaughtered on the occasion of the dance 
performance. 

In the Thyiisapu F again Jayaprakiigamalla is reported to 
have visited a site of festivity on Asiidha Sukla 7 of 858 where 
he witnessed the dance (or dramatic performance) of his 
peoples (Prajii yii Pylikafi). Was this a folk dance, which the 
Thyiisapu had characterised as prajii pyiikhaii? The theme 
of the play is not mentioned, some can guess that it was in 
the nature of a variety show in which the folk dance must 
have been one item. 



CHAPTER V 

ART A N D  ARCHITECTURE 

(A) 
Architecture: I t  must be said to the credit of the Malla 

rulers of the later medieval period that they had without 
exception patronised art and architecture with the same zeal 
and devotion which had characterised the activities of their 
predecessors i n  the field. I t  appears that a great many of 
the famous temples, stiipa, images on stone and wood and 
painting on canvas and ms. leaves which are preserved 
today owe their origin to this age. This was not possible 
had it not been for the bounteous assistance the rulers 
bestowed on the artists and builders of time. The Malla 
rulers had not only patronised art creations but had 
themselves actively participated in such activities, building 
temples. setting up images, encouraging ms. painters to 
draw on leaves and large canvases depicting deities and 
religious events. 

We have devoted quite a large space to the treatment of 
the subject in the preceding volume. I do not think that we 
need add more on the general features of art and architecture. 
But we may recapitulate some of the points in this regard 
to enable the readers to refresh their memory so that with 
the background of the st j le it helps one to understand 
development as it took place in the later middle ages. 

We shall take up the considelation of the architecture of 
the vihlra and stiipa at  the first instance. This will be 
followed by the description of temple architecture and 
individual temples. I t  may be remembered in this connection 
that our agt: produced temples of both the traditional 
Nepalese and Sikhara styles. The two styles had run side 
by side. But the traditional style received greater attention 
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and a large number of buildings of this style belong to our 
period, the earlier ones having been destroyecl in  course of 
time. No temples built prior to Jaya Sthitimalla's time has 
been preserved. 

The materials used in the architecture were bricks and 
woods. But the temples of Sikhara style are of stones. There 
are small temples of bricks built without having anything 
to do with woods, except for their doorways. 

The Vihiira Architecture: We have already spoken of the 
religious aspect of the present monastic system. In that course 
the architecture of the monastery has also come in for passing 
reference. We described the building of the main shrine, and 
the chambers round the courtyard. This was in effect the 
architecture of the vihiira. The temple site was just opposite 
to the entrance. The temple might be of one or more tiers 
of roofs depending on the number of storeys with all the 
carvings on wood and painted walls inside. But a t  times 
multiple tiers of roods stood without respective storeys. 
We have rare cases of painted walls in the monastery. The 
courtyard might have at the centre a tumulus (chaitya),  The  
temple doorways faced the main entrance. Twe again were 
profusely decorated; the frames, the lintels, the sills, the 
cornices and tympanums (torana) were carved showing 
flowery patterns or images of deities. The entrance was the 
open hall :with pillars supporting the storey above it. The 
floor of the building was raised from the ground level of 
the courtyard, the space jutting out of the enclosure being 
treated as platform. One could reach the temple through the 
courtyard or through the platform tak~ng a circuitous route. 
The vihiira buildings are of two storeys. The height of the 
storey was low. I t  hardly allowed a person of even medium 
tallness to stand straight. But the temple structure may be 
taller as already suggested. The two storeys of the structure 
on three sides of the courtyard are meant to provide rectan- 
gular chambers where images and manuscripts belonging to 
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and a large number of buildings of this style belong to our 
period, the earlier ones having been destroyetl in course of 
time. No temples built prior to Jaya Sthitimalla's time has 
been preserved. 

The materials used in the architecture were bricks and 
woods. But the temples of Sikhara style are of stones. There 
are small temples of bricks built without having anything 
to do with woods, except for their doorways. 

The Vihiira Architecture: We have already spoken of the 
religious aspect of the present monastic system. In that course 
the architecture of the monastery has also come in for passing 
reference. We described the building of the main shrine, and 
the chambers round the courtyard. This was in effect the 
architecture of the vihiira. The temple site was just opposite 
to  the entrance. The temple might be of one or more tiers 
of roofs depending on the number of storeys with all the 
carvings on wood and painted walls inside. But at  times 
multiple tiers of roofs stood witllout respective storeys. 
We have rare cases of painted walls i n  the monastery. The 
courtyard might have at the centre a tumulus (chaitya), The 
temple doorways faced the main entrance. T b e  again were 
profusely decorated; the frames, the lintels, the sills, the 
cornices and tympanums (torana) were carved showing 
flowery patterns or images of deities. The entrance was the 
open hall ,'with pillars supporting the storey above it. T h e  
floor of the building was raised from the ground level of 
the courtyard, the space jutting out of the enclosure being 
treated as platform. One could reach the temple through the 
courtyard or through the platform taking a circuitous route. 
The vihara buildings are of two storeys. The height of the 
storey was low. I t  hardly allowed a person of even medium 
tallness to stand straight. But the temple structure nlaY be 
taller as already suggested. The two storeys of the structure 
on three sides of the courtyard are meant to provide rectan- 
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the vihiira are deposited. If there are images for daily worship 
other than the deity of the main shrine they find a place in 
the side chambers of the first floor. A part of the upper storey 
might also be used by the priest of the shrine for the accom- 
modation of his family. It should be remembered that the 
main deity of the vihlra is always the Buddha SIkyamuni or 
the Bodhisatvas of the age. There are still a few words more to 
be said about the architecture of the vihiira. The architectural 
beauty of the frontage of the surrounding structures compared 
to that of the shrine appears dull. The large square or 
rectangular lattice windows are devoid of any sculptural 
ornamentation. Their roof also is most ordinary. If there 
was a balcony it had also the same drab look. I n  contrast 
to this the shrine was a veritable treasure house of carved 
figures from top to bottom. 

The entrance to the court was through a door which was 
.either of wood or hammered brass. In  embossment it looked 
in no way different from the door of the shrine inside. The 
.tympanum might look like a structure of the same type in 
the temples. In the absence of tympanum there might be a 
wood plank go which there are images of deities carved or 
they might stand separately forming an arch to resemble the 
torana. This row extends on the two sides of the door if the 
architect was not satisfied with the embellishment of the door 
jambs and in such a case the images on wood stand in a 
vertical order. 

The hall adjoining the door and negotiating its threshold 
is just a passage, but on two sides we see a number of niches 
o n  the  wall which harbour as many deities each o11e in the 
niche more i n  particular the Mahakiila, Hariti. GaneSa and 
HanumSna, who were regarded as protectors of the vihiira. 

The vihiira architecture is fully evident from such sites 
as are preserved their old structures intact or narrowly 
modified. But none of these go back in their age beyond 
.the 14th century A. D. I t  appears that the vihSira with the 
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dwelling apartments for the monks had a different 
appearance. The extant vihiira is apparently so small in area, 
the average area might be about 30'x  30' that it was hardly 
expected to  provide rooms to a large number of monks. 
Probably the larger courtyards with their own temples but 
little else represent the sites of such mon astic settlements. 
But in these except the structures enshrining the deity, the 
houses all around belong to private citizens who live there. 
It so happens that some of the vihiiras have not one house 
belonging to the followers of Buddha. They have not even 
succeeded in maintaining their exclusive character. 

Some of the architectural structures of smaller vihiiras are 
also lacking here. So it seems that all except the shrine 
spot and space of the site nothing of the old has remaiwd. 
But from this we should not think that every vihiira was 
meant to be spacious enough to provide apartment for the 
many monks to live at a time in all cases. It is quite likely 
that some of the smaller monasteries in the present form 
had not changed since the time when the monks resided 
there. In pazticular I would like to mention the two viharas, 
one within the Svayambhu area and another at  the upper 
end of the town of Kathmandu, the site known as Tha-bahil, 
The Tibetan monk Dharmasvgmin who visited Nepal in 
1224 A.D talks of the vihiira of Svayambhu as well a s  of 
one of such vihara which was called the 'upper'. Now, we 
have no doubt about the identity of the former. As the 
latter is also literally called the upper vihiira. Tha in 
Newari means upper. We might accept the Tha-bahil the 
same as the upper vihcira of DharmasvHmin. According to 
Dharmasvgmjn these vihiiras were occupied by monks, By 
his description these monks appear quite other than the 
GuvH-Bgre priests. Tbey were those who Were living in the 
cloistered secluion of the monastery undergoing Penance 
and devoted to studies of the Mahgysnic texts* 

There are vihiiras which have a larger area. Some of 
these vihdras cover more than an acre of land. These 
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viharas are, Na-bahz, Wu-baha, Naga-bah5, Bhinche-babB, 
and Tava-bahs in  Patan. Itafi-bah3, Tara-bah5, Tava-baha and 
Yetkh;, in Kathmandu. There are few such large bahiis in 
Bhatgaon. Small viharas are, however, widely scattered. 
The three cities are full of them and the reader's attention to 
the writing on vihara at the beginning of the present chapter 
for further details. 

The Srfipas 

The earliest specimen of this form of siructure and 
perhaps the most ancient devotional monument lies in the 
southeast of Kathmandu, in one of the suburb towns, called 
Patan. Except for relics in Tilaura and Piprawa, the stiipas 
are the oldest monumet~ts of architectural importance. These 
are five in number, four in the cardinal squares of the citadel, 
and one at its centre known as  Pimbahil. These are attribu- 
ted to ASoka. There is a sups at Kirtipur, a fort town at  
the south-east of Kathmandu on a tiny ridge, but its origin 
cannot be traced out on account of the elaborate decora- 
tions and alterations adopted in course of time. 

These stiipas are of the shape of hemisphere, constructed out 
of bricks on a plinth of the same (two, however, on a pave- 
ment of stone) and devoid of any architectural decorations. 
They are very simple and present an appearance of the very 
primitive edifices that were in existence even before the birth 
of Buddhism. At the top there is a small chapel, and on four 
sides at the base of the garbha there are similar chapels, and 
this addition is the only embellishment given to  the body of 
the structure if this could be called so, but the whole is so 
simple and of elementary execution that the usual environ- 
ment is unaffecting. The top chapel is dedicated to Vairo- 
chana, At each lateral chapel attached to the hemisphere. 
which has changed from a simple stone vault into a multiple 
Pagoda, the images of the four of the meditating Buddhas. 
Amitlbha, Ratnasambhava, A k ~ o b y a  and Amoghasiddhi 
betray a deep interfusion of the influence of the other sect, 
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viz. the MahHyHna. '1 he central stiipa is more like a Chaitya 
and stands on a tier of brick and stone platforms, unlike the 
mere mass of bricks characteristic of the other stupas. The 
summit is a canopy cube-shaped and in the form of rings like 
the torana which mailitains a parasol (chhatra) standing on a 
tripod of metal. The ASokan stiipas are respectively called, 
Laghaii. Traitas, Phulcha and Zimpi sthuras. 

Originally the stiipas were simple mounds of earth brick 
of certain bulk and stature designed as a place of deposit of 
remains of the dead. But in course of time the entire concep- 
tion of stu'pa had changed and without as  was natural also in 
its architecture. Under Buddhist Hinayana the structure was 
also just a mound, the hemisphere of which dominated the 
whole of it. I n  the changed form under the influence of 
MahByana the hemisphere was no longer the only dominant 
feature, and there were other factors added to the structure, 
e.g. not only the dome but also harmiA6 (the quadrangular 
enclosure above it) became a little larger in size to attract 
immediate attention and so was the sphere comprising the 
uppermost part with thirteen supramundane tiers supervened 
one above the other in thirteen rounds which formed into a 
tapering height of pyramidical shape. I t  is suggested that the 
latter type of stapa resembled n temple of the Sikhara style 
that took shape during the Gupta period. 

This is i n  essence the principal architectural features of 
the Agokan and of the MahayFinic stu'pa. It might be noted 
here that the stapas of the later architectural design were 
probably numerous in the Valley, but as we shall find a little 
later their number had dwindled. These are noticeable among 

a few large sized Chaityas still existing in the Nepal Valley. 
two of which are known as the Svayambhu and Bauddha. 

We shall describe the architectural ~ ~ m p o s i t i o l l  of these 
s t ~ p o s  in the next few paragraphs as the same had been left 
out in the preceding volume. 

Smaller mounds of earth supporting a chapel like Structure 
have also been found in different parts of the Valley hut these 
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have been embellished like the ASokan Chaitya. Besides 
these, there are miniature stiipas with a courtyard. of the 
description of larger works and essentially of a different 
design and execution. These are called Chaitya in Nepal 
and the site they occupy is known as Chi-bahZ (small 
monastery). Their main feature is a much diminished cupola 
but prominent hermikii and bhfimis. There are innovations 
in the space created by diminuition of the cupola in size. 
They belong to comparatively recent times and as such do 
not necessarily belong to an early type of non-conventional 
structure or of a pre-image conception of worship. They are 
iconographic like the latter images, as the five symbolic 
figures of the Buddha reveal. Yet the simplicity of structural 
design and taste has the bearing of an earlier iconography and 
sculpture and generally resemble the central stiipa. - . 

A' 

Svayumbhuniitha and Bauddha : -Not far from Kath- 
mandu and at  its western end overlooking the spaclious 
Valley, stands the four hundred feet high hillock which rears 
the Chaitya of Svayambhu with a multitude of miniature 
Chaityas, Pagodas, shrines and chapels all round. One 
travels only a mile over a terraced highway to reach the base 
of the hill leading to  the top by a stony staircase, nearly three 
hundred steps, very steep and narrow, from the eastern side. 
From down below where one accosts three grand images of 
Buddha in meditative posture, one sees on both sides a 
masquerade of deities mainly in meditation and of sliipas and 
chapels of sirnple and beautiful design. The sanctity of the 
place is fully heightened by the peaceful poise of the images 
under the shade of the tall green trees which spread their 
branches as if in deep reverence towards the spirits dwelling in 
the images, the whole symbolising in a glorious manner the 
fundamental structure of the Newari social life permeated 
with Buddhist peace and harmony. The soft murmuring of 
a cool breeze. and the song of the birds impart a lulling 
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sensation; the devotee in a trance as it were. merging himself 
in the prayer, while he counts up his beads and enraptured by 
the occasional shouts of 'Buddha Dharma Sarigha' coming 
from lips equally placid, feels -himself in tune with nature 
and his environment, where all hdve combined to give an 
effect of a deep aesthetic quietness to the sacred monument 
of the Svayambhu. 

The hillock is a continuation of the Bhimdhunga hill, a 
curved jutting towards the east and is separated by a chasm 
from another hill on which stands the chapel of MafijuSri. 

according to local legend the Chinese incarnation of Buddha, 
to whom the chronicle ascribes the humanisiog of the Valley 
and helping the evolution of the Self Existent therein out of a 
lotus flower. by a supernatural feat of drainage of the great 
lake that hid the beautiful Valley in yore. This MafijuSri 
passes as a female deity, viz. Sarasvati, in Saivite worship, and 
the belief has gained ground in spite of the image which 
definitely reveals a prominent feature of the Bodhisatva with 
a book and sword in hands. The summit where Svayambhu 
is situated is a flat surface, some thousand square yards in 
area, almost every inch of it studded with religious images of 
the Great Buddha and his satellites, the Dhyani Buddha and 
numerous Vajrayana deities. At the centre stands a monument 
on a plinth of stones, hemispheric in shape, completely white- 
washed to look like an egg but which is bulging out in the 
middle and flattened narrowly at  the top to give it the shape 
of a grove. which forms itself the base of a gilt lorana with 
projecting cornice and with eyes painted on each side. which 
according to legend cast a benign look Over the Valley to 
protect it from destruction and sacrilege. Over the torana 
there lies a big sloping mass of wooden rings coated with gilt 
Copper which hides the surface to match the whole perfectly 
with the brilliance of the torana. The finial is a copper gilt 
bell-tower fenced in by a tripod with a broad metal base cir- 
cular in shape and dexterously adorned with artistic pendentso 
Between the cupola and the smaller shrines there is a vacant 
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space for processional rounding but so narrow as to lean 
against the iron framework which contains the prayer wheels 
with Tibetan symbols of Mani padme hum and a pair of flags. 
Attached to the dome are four chapels, mainly of bricks and 
plaster, with finely worked trellis and bell crowns. 

The gilt Vajra (thunderbolt), called Dorje by the Tibetans, 
lies just at the end of the staircase on the eastern vicinity of 
the stiipa, and guarded by two lions of stone erected by 
Pratapamalla at  the entrance. The basement is a stone disc 
standing on a drum carved on stone, the outer walls of which 
contain in bold relief the images of serpent, horse, sheep, 
monkey, goose, pig, rat. bull and hare-symbolic of astro- 
nomical cycles for Tibeta11 calenders. The  disc is called 
Vajradhiiturnandala. Near by the twin foot marks on  a black- 
stone are also objects of veneration. A flame of sacred oil is 
always burning as  if to keep up the glory of the lord, or 
perhaps to remind the world that the Great Light, the Buddha 
consciousness, is never put off. 

The stiipa of Bauddhanlth is another marvel of simplicity 
and undecorated beauty, which has been preserved to us for 
ages on a site near PaSupati between Kathmandu and STifikhu. 
The litlle village which forms the surrounding of the stiipa lies 
on the way leading to Lhgsii, which has led scholars to  think 
that its autiquity is mixed with Lamaistic preachings, Unlike 
the Svayanlbhu stiipa, the site of the Bauddha has little of the 
elaborate decorations. The stiipa is a central shrine around 
wh~ch are the dwelling houses of the Lamas and Sherpas. The 
stiipa is enclosed by a wall. The base is of three successive 
pavements. on which the Garbha rests, and is approached by 
a flight of stairs. At the corners of the terrace stand small 
stiipas in harmony with the mirin dome : they contain a row of 
niches. All other features exactly resemble those of Svayam- 
bhunatha. 

According to Waddel's information the Bauddhanatha 
contains relics of Buddha KaSyapa, the fifth Buddha in 
SUCcession. 
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Architecturally similar are the two Chilafideo of Patan and 
Kirtipur respectively, the Chaityas of Nabahii and Nyachuka 
in Patan, and equally large Chaityas of Sigha, Mahiibauddha, 
TavSbahZi and Yatkhii in Kathmandu. 

.We have already mentioned the Svayambhu and Bauddha 
(Khasli) Chaityas I think that the other large Chaityas belong 
to the same age, although it can be said as iri the case of the 
Svayambhu Chaitya that some of the decorations might have 
been added later. 

The Temples 

Kirkpatrick has rightly remarked that the Valley consists 
of as many temples as there are houses and of as  many idols 
as there are men. Kathmandu is a city of temples and so are 
Patan and Bhatgaon. Every inch of the sacred soil supports 
a shrine or an image. We have a few specimens of temples 
built purely on Iudian style, all of them belonging to our age 
e. g. The Rldhlkrgna temple of Patan and the ChyBsifig 
deval, the group of temples in Bhatgaon's palace square and 
several others elsewhere, which closely resembles the buildings 
in North India. The style is known as the Sikhara (Summit) 
and as Fergusson says 'the structure is a square tower-like, 
with a perpendicular base, but a curvilinear outline above.' 

As the description of the Sikhara style of temple architec- 
ture is given in Part I of the volurl~e we may now proceed to 
examine the principal features of the indigenous style, which 
i s  more important from our point of view. 

The Nepal  Style: It is a mistake to take the temple style 

in Nepal as one deriving from the Pagoda style, since temples 
of the style existed in Nepal earlier than elsewhere. It is. 
therefore, not proper to consider the temples as derivatives 
and to call them Pagodas. They should enjoy in all justice a 
name which is attached to the place of their birth, and the 

style should be named as the Nepalese style. 
At first sight the temples i n  Nepal look like Pagodas* The 

body is a square entablature of bricks rising in diminishing 
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proportions to a great height, sometimes to the fifth storey, 
with roofs each attached on four sides of the wall at each 
storey, which are sloping and conforming in regularly 
diminishing proportions to the size of the entablature. The 
roofs, tiled or copper gilt, are quadrangular and the upper- 
most roof is always of gilt copper. The entablature may 
stand on a terraced platfort11 of stone and might be of as 
many stages as there are storeys, as is the case with the 
NyZitpolS temple. Ordinarily the entablature rests on a 
colonnade of wooden pillars. This gives a balcony around 
the chapel. The roofs are connected with the entablature by 
struts, which are set up in a projection at an angle of 45.' 
These struts form in many cases symbolic images of the 
deities of the main shrine. Sometimes the bottom parts are 
the object of vulgar carvings, with ridiculous pictures of sex 
life, which according to  superstition are regarded necessary to 
resist lightning or other attacks of nature on the temple. The 
cornices in the window or above the docr and the outer beams 
are finely decorated with elaborate carvings, rich pictographs 
of deities or foliage or designs in arabesque. The windows 
are nearly square and screened by a trellis ornamented by 
carving. They are also sometimes provided, specially on the 
front side, with balconies which project forward and give the 
whole window a slanting appearance. The  doorway or window 
is supported by architraves with a gilt copper or wood 
tympanum at the middle point and containing carved images 
of deities in bold relief on the surface, where the principal 
figure, that of a mythological Garuda or Sarava, holds 
two serpents in his hands, to bite them off. Round the edges 
of the roofs bhang a series of small and thin bells with slender 
clappers which a mild rush of wind sets tinkling. The 
interior of the temple is as magnificent. Elaborate and 
beautiful carving is a common element of the decoration. 
The chapel occupies the hall, and there are no ante rooms 
except in a few temples and on the smooth red bricks of the 
front wall are hung all sorts of vulgar collections of old 
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swords, shields, pans, spinning wheels. rings, jars and horns, 
but most of the famous temples avoid this display. 

Some temples might not have carved struts. These un- 
carved supporting beams are called Kufisirh. The Vilapau 
are those beams which show carved figures. At  each angular 
formation connecting two side roofs there is a figure of a 
flying horse or lion with wings, horns like those of a ram. 
These are called Kunsala literally meaning 'the horses of the 
corner'. The male sexual organ is also prominently displayed 
between the hind legs. The summit can assume any shape. 
I t  can be bell-like. I t  can bear the shape of a Sikhara style 
turret as in the case of the Taleju temple of Patan. I t  may 
also have a design of the socalled Pagoda style of roofs as 
is displayed over the pinnacle of another temple of Taleju in 
the Royal Palace of Patan. 

Another thing to take notice of in the description of the 
temple structure is the arrangement of pillars outside the 
chapel. These might support the beams attached on the wall 
which might give additional support to the roof. But these 
are not set up in the nature of the struts. These are like 
beams supporting a balcony lies on the ground plan adjacent 
to the chapel and all around the main structure. Balconies 
in the upper storeys come to view very rarely. 

S. Levi describes the style of the temple structure thus: 
In the centre the house of the God, a storeyed building 
raised on a terrace of stone ; the sanctuary in the lower 
storey. a rectangle of brick and wood sheltered by a slanting 
roof, covered with tiles or copper with the corners bent 
upwards : beams running counter to the slope of the roof and 
bearing it up. Over this agreeing with the fundamental 
principle of all Indian architecture, the ensemble is repeated 
from storey to storey, but gradually diminishing each of the 
upper roofs being drawn back a little more than the lower 
one, a bell turret of metal crowns on the ~ummit'-' 

1 Indian Art and Lerfers, 11. 2, p. 65. 
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The same style of temple in the words of Percy Brown is 
presented 'as a comparatively simple design. The plan is 
ordinarily square and the ground floor is generally the only 
one put to any practical use, the upper floors, which may be 
several in number, being often blind storeys. The  lower room, 
built on a stone plinth, is the chamber of the temple or 
sanctuary of the deity, and contains little but the idol, and a 
few religious accessories ..... ... .Above this arises the red tiled 
roof of the sanctuary, and surmounting this are progressive 
storeys, which go up to  make the Pagoda. The roof of the 
highest of these is plated with copper gilt. ...... A very attrac- 
tive addition to the gilded roof of the Pagoda is a kind of pen- 
dant escutcheon of embossed metal hanging from the pinnacle 
over the lane'.a 

I think that if our statement had not adequately presented 
a graphic account of the type of the building of the Nepal 
style, the above quotations of the passages by Levi and 
Percy Brown have done. There is, however, a scope to 
elaborate the points giving different facets of the said architec- 
ture. But as these have been discussed already i n  the 
preceding volume we may proceed to deal with some of the 
reputed tecoples of both the styles as they are preserved up till 
today. We are presenting the account with a brief description 
of some of these temples in their historical and architectural 
background, 

Among the temple buildings belonging to the indigenous 
style of the period are to be counted those of PaSupatinHtha 
and Chiingu NHrHyana, Jaisideval (in Lafitala quarter of 
Kathmandu), the two Siva temples in front of Kathmandu's 
state Hall, the Kavindrapur near by, the ChHysingdeval at 
the western corner of Kathmandu's palace square, the Taleju 
temples in the three cities, the two Bhimasena temples of 
Kathmandu and Patan. the Tavadeval (of MachhendranHtha) 
of Patan, the temple of ViSveSvara in the Palace Square of 

2 Picturesque Nepal,  p. 148-49. 
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Patan, the temples of Y akgegvara, AkZiSa Bhairava, DattI- 
treya, Brahmayani and Nyiitpola in Bhatgaon, the temple of 
Vajrayogini in Sghkhu, the temple of Harasiddhi (south of the 
city of Patan), the temple of Bhagavati in NFila. The temple 
of ChandeSvari in Banepii and lastly the temple of Vajraviiriihi 
in Chiip3gaon. 

Of these temple buildings the Nygtpola, literally five 
storeyed, has received attention from the widest number of 
admirers. It is a five storeyed temple enshrining the image 
of Goddess Bhairavi. The structure stands on a fine tier 
plinth. There is a staircase leading to the sanctuary, and a t  
each rise of the tier there are placed from bottom to top 
figures of human beings, elephants, two lions. two griffits and 
lastly a pair of female deities Sirhhini and Vyaghrini. The 
stout human figures are said to be Jaimal and PhattS who 
each possessed the strength of ten wrestlers. The strength 
of the animals and deities rose in the same proportion until 
we reach the last pair of female divinities of absolute 
strength. According to Percy Brown it is an ornate and 
imposing building 'the like of which is rarely seen'. The 
height of the structure from the lowest platform, to the finial 
is about 70 ft. the plinth alone covering 35 ft. of the height, 
The building was completed in NS 828. The Kumbhedvara 
temple of Patan originally built in NS 512 does also have 5 
tiers of roofs but the plinth is only of two tiers. and even this 
lacks the imposing grandeur of the NyHtpola plinth. The 
struts, doorways and window frames in the temple are equally 
elongated and profusely carved. The Taleju temple of 
Bhatgaon is not as imposing. It is just of one storey, the 
shrine occupying the inner portion but there IS much artistic 
decoration in the struts and doorways not only of the shrine 
part of the courtyard. but of all the buildings around it. This 
is the Mulchok (Chief Courtyard) of the palace of the kings 
of Bhatgaon. The two sides of the courtyard are used as the 
abode of the Goddess. The western wing provides accommoda- 
tion for the permanent sanctuary, whereas the southern wing 
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is her temporary residence where the sacred is for the 
duration of the Durga festival in dSvina Sukla. The front 
of the temple is really so majestic. The tympanum with the 
images of the. principal Sakti deities was set up by King 
Jitiimitramalla. His grandfather NareSamalla improved on 
the old structure by adding artificial windows, and he also 
set up the large images of DviiraSri and L a k ~ m i  in NS 761. 
Bhiipatindramalla restored the 11 pinnacles on the roof in 
NS 826 after performing Kotyiihuti.  The Miilchok is famous 
for the frescoes on the wall close to the eve. There is also 
a platform of stones, which JagatprakTiSamalla constructed 
to please the goddess. The platform called mandapa is 
mentioned in an inscription dated NS 782. Bhupatindramalla 
offered a large bell of copper and iron in 826, which is 
suspended on a stone beam resting on two pillars. According 
to the inscription on the bell, a small amount of gold had 
also to be mixed in casting. 

The temple wall of Taleju in the Miilchok has gilt copper 
struts. In  the upper section below the eves one sees in gilt 
copper female divinities with different kinds of attire and 
ornaments. Some wear skirts upto the knee, and some upto 
the ankle, some have blouse half sleeve upto the waist. 
Elaborately carved necklaces, garlands, waist bands, earrings 
and bangles are also visible. 

Such courtyards with the shrine of Taleju of the same 
design and dimension also exist in Kathmandu and Patan. 
But in the latter two capitals there are also separate temples 
of Taleju. Both these lie within the confines of the royal 
palace. In  Patan these touch each other. The one in 
Kathmandu rests on a multi-tier plinth of stones, the tiers as 
in other cases being of diminishing proportions, which 
retains the height of the temple structure of 3 storeys. 
The central tier of the plinth has at each corner a miniature 
temple to  match with the large space. The temple faces 
the main door of the palace on the northern side, and 
does not form a part of the palace buildings. The Taleju 
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temple of Patan is one of the buildings within the palace 
structure, which rises above the top of a building of consider- 
able height consisting of 4 storeys. Around the base of the 
temple the space is a balcony. The house1 is of simple design 
except for windows which are carved. This is one of the 
buildings of the palace area. Both the Taleju temples have 
their summit in the shape of Sikhara temple. The Taleju. 
temple of Patan was constructed by Siddhinarasirhhamalla. 
The Degutale temple is also of the same size but larger in 
bulk. 

The present temple of Padupatinstha was constructed in 2 
storeys in NS 812, the old one having been destroyed 
by white ants. The Thyijsapu A mentions the fact of 
destruction by white ants which had destroyed the entire 
structure including the foundation. The present temple of 
PaSupatinatha has undergone much change. so it is difficult 
to say how the structure stood in its restoration in NS 812. 

The temple of Changu was gutted by fire in NS 822 upto 
the ground floor, the upper two storeys were restored subse- 
quently and in NS 828 the rulers of the Valley celebrated a 
festive occasion by presenting gilt copper plates on the 
eaves of the roofs. The inscription on the plates gives the 
name of BhBskaramall3 under date 828. With four gates 
and perambulator inside the temple of NLByana in Cbadgu 
stand on a high plinth of stones of two tiers with a surround- 
ing platform. The gate at each side has 3 pairs of doors, 
the central one being of a greater height than the rest. But. 

the other doors are just show. and not for entrance. The 
western entrance is guarded by large sized stone elephants, 
one at  each side of the staircase. Other animals are re- 
presented on the remaining sides in similar fashion. I n  the 

words of Percy B r o ~ n . ~  'the temple of Garuda NBrlyana at  
ChHigu is the richest of the Nepalese h g o d a s  in carving, 
colour and erubossed metals. The entrance to the temple 
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is one mass of hammered brass beaten up into angles and 
devils. reptiles and fishes, winged creatures and floral forms. 
I n  front, on pedestals guard the portals the baleful effect 
of one ferocious looking griffin being humorously intensified 
by a garland of merigold, carelessly thrown around its neck. 
Above is the usual hanging pagoda eve, the deep shadow of 
which is cleverly broken, carved wooden brackets composed 
of sprawling demons and deities in many arms." 

While talking of the details of the temple embellishment 
one should note that except in a few cases it is much difficult 
to  distinguish such parts from the original as  are added to 
the structure from time to time in course of the last 200 years. 
We shall. however. try to delineate at  this stage only such 
features as were introduced at the earlier period. 

We shall here describe the architecture of some temples 
of the period in so far as  the space and scope of the work 
permit. These will be the temples erected under royal 
patronage other than the palace squares of the three cities. 

Within the old kingdom of Bhatgaon, the temple of 
Biilakumiiri in Thimi, the temples of ChandeSvari inl 
Banepa, the temple of Bhagavati in NI11. the temple of 
Brahmayani in Pannauti and the temples of AkaSabhairava, 
Brahmiiyani and Dattatraya are iimportant. but most 
of these have no special attractions to offer from architec- 
tural point of view. They bear close resemblance to 
the temples already described in the many facets of their 
architectural and artistic embellishments. The N31& temple 
is of 4 tiers unusual for the building of the type. This 
was constructed i n  NS 767 in the time of King Jagata- 
prak8Samalla. The ChandeSvari temple was probably cons- 
tructed about the same time. We have a reference to this 
temple in a ms. noting of NS 792 as already referred to in 
the narrative. The Pannauti temple was bullt by King 
Bhupatindra's wife in NS 837. This is a three storey struc- 
ture. The Dattiitraya temple is said to have been originally 
built by Yakgamalla. but in the present form it was set up 
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by ViSvamalla; a t  least the latter seems to have done 
extensive repair work in the building, this be did with 
efforts to restore its old shape. The structure follows the 
architectural pattern of the KBgtamandapa with balcony in 
the ground and first storeys. There is a special tower- 
like structure with finial at the top. which is supervened 
on the part of the top of the first roof at  the 
front side. Unl~ke  the Kagfamagdapa there are 3 tiers of 
roofs in the DattHtraya temple. Large sized images of the 
wrestlers Jayamall and Phattii guard tbe temple door from 
the' stairs. The  Akiiiabhairava temple situated in the 
Taumadhitol of the city of Bhatgaon is said to have been 
originally built by ViSvamalla and later repaired by Bhiipa- 
tindramalla. ,There are 3 tiers of roofs. and 7 pinnacles at  
the top, the one at  the top being larger than the rest. The 
sanctuary lies on the first floor. The temple structure is quite 
high and large, The BrahmHyani temple of Talachhe built 
in 769 looks like an ordinary house of four storeys 
including the ground floor but the character of the temple 
is inspired to it by tympanums set up above the doorway 
and windows and finials on the top. Bhatgaon could boast 
of more temples but these were destroyed in course of ages. 
The gigantic surviving plinths of two temples. however, 
attract our notice. Both the temples were dedicated to Siva 
and his espouse. 

The BhavHni Sahkara temple with everything but the 
plinth lost a 3 storeyed structure of the indigenous style. 
which was constructed by King JagataprakPSamalla in NS 787. 
The concentric plinth of bricks is of 5 tiers. The animals 

placed as guards are from the first to the last tier. horses. 
elephants, lions, camels and men. 

The TahH temple houses a Siva lihga. It is based on 6 
tier plinth of bricks. but there are only 3 pairs of guards. 
From top to bottom the pairs are those of elephants. lions and 
bulls. These animals are of large size. The temple is so 
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called because of its grandeur. I t  was said to be the tallest 
temple in the area. 

In  Patan city, the temples of KumbheSvara, BHlkumari 
and those in the palace square attract our notice. A little 
further towards the north-west at  the corner of the square 
stands the temple of Bhimasena. The  KumbheSvara temple 
i s  of 5 tiers of roofs. The doorways are built in the pattern 
of the YakgeSvara temple of Bhatgaon, Their artistic 
embellishments are similar to those of the Chaligu temple. 
As in thecase of the PaSupatinHtha temple, a large stone gilt- 
copper bull with his face turned towards the main door sits 

on a raised platform of stones. The doorway tympanums 
and cornices bear deities of the Saivite faith. The struts in 
all the five storeys present carved image of one deity at the 
upper level, and of another deity at  the lower level. This 
kind of arrangement is available only in some temples and 
not others. The Bhimasena temple is of 3 storeys with 3 
tiers of roofs. one of which the uppermost one, is of gilt 
copper. The temple is wider in its span up to the first floor. 
But it looks a bizarre structure. The ground is not here 
utilised for the shrine. The deity is placed on the floor above. 
A staircase leads to  a spacious hall and to the right we have 
a room where the deity is enshrined. The two ends of the 
halls are joined by a balcony extending on three sides. From 
architectural viewpoint this is not impressive. The temple 
was restored in NS 802 after fire had gutted a major portion 
of the structure. The beautiful images on struts show this 
.date at  the bottom of each and every beam. 

The temple of ViSvanHtha and NHrHyana in the Palace 
Square are designed on the model of the Yak~eSvara temple 
but erected on a high two tier plinth of storeys. These are 
two tier roofed temples with a special arrangement of space 
for the SanctrUm where the four faced lifiga is kept on the 
ground floor. The image of the deity in each case is placed 
in a square room at the centre with 4 doors, which is again 
situated within a larger room with the same number of door- 
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ways. Outside, there is a platform with wooden columns on 
the margin. The temple of ViSvesvara shows on the staircase 
a pair of elephants on stones, whereas a pillar supporting 
the Garuda is erected in front of the Niiriiyaga temple. There 
is a simple Sivalinga in the former temple. In  the latter the 
round argha supports a phallus with four life size images of 
Visnu whom the inscription attached addresses as paiichata- 
Qviitwrana. The Nrsimha temple, a very simple two tier 
structure of the Sikhara style was built by Purandarasimha 
in NS 710. 

By the right side of this temple there is a temple of 
Sankara-Niirayana, which has 3 tiers of roofs. The temples 
of Harasiddhi a n d  Vajravariihi at different sites to the south 
of the Patan city are other important centres of attraction. 
The former is a house-like temple with finial at the top. The 
shrine is a t  the storey above the groulld floor. There is no 
elaborate artistic decoration. It wears the look of the Brama- 
yani temple of Bhatgaon, The Vajraviiriihi temple, inspite 
of tha importance of the site, is also quite unimpressive 
although the surrounding is full of objects like columns, 
animals etc. It has 3 tiers of roofs of bricks. The sanctrum 
is open on all sides. There is no balcony. 

In the old kingdom of Kathmandu the Lafitala temple of 
JlgeSvara locally known as Jaisideval, the Siva temple in 
front of the present state hall, the Kurn2ri temple nearby, 
the now dilapidated PaSupati temple on the northern outskirt 
of the Palace Square, and the temple of Bhimasena as well as 
the Kavindrapur and the temple of Vajrayogini in SZinkhu are 
important for historians. The temple of Bhimasena is of 3 
storeys, of which two roofs are of gilt copper and the lowest 
of tiles, Five gold finials adorn the top. The deity aloog 
with the associates is worshipped in a room on the upper 
storey. The architecture of the building bears likeness with 
the temple in Patan. Lord Krtna's image is also prominently 

displayed in the niches around the chapel. 
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The Jaisideval erected on a high plinth of eight tiers and 
with 3 tiers of roofs is an imposing structure but without 
much architectural setting. This is one of the three high 
temple structures of the city of Kathmandu. The other two 
are the temple of Taleju and Marut01 temple of Siva. The 
latter with three tiers of roofs stands on a high plinth of 10 
tiers, each tier having a span of about 5 feet. Both Jaisideval 
and the Siva temple have little extraordinary features to show 
than their height, which is imposing both in respect of their 
plinth and the structure above it. They go without any kind 
of strut images. The Jaisideval was built in 808 by Kath- 
mandu's Chief Minister LagminHrHyana Joii. The Siva temple 
was built 4 years later by King Bhiipiilendra's mother. 

The Kavindrapur was built by Pratiipamalla in NS 792 
where according to the inscription the image of Niityasvara, 
the Lord of Dance, was enshrined. I t  is a huge structure 
overlooking the Maru Square where a stone platform exists 
for the purpose of staging dances and dance plays. The 
Kavindrapur is a building of 4 storeys, the uppermost of 
which with 3 finials a t  the top looks like a tower supervened 
on the centre of the structure and covering an area just one 
third of it. The ground floor on the front over a raised plinth 
is a hall imposed on the wood columns, but the same is now 
divided by wall, The third storey retains yet its old shape, 
and it is a hall par excellence with windows on 3 sides 
resembling the 55 window palacial building which King 
Bhiipatindramalla was to  erect a quarter of a century later. 
The wide sloping roofs of the building are all of tiles and 
the 3 finials on the top gives it the character of the temple. 

The Chyasiiigdeval rises on the four tier plinth of bricks. 
I t  is a 3 storey temple, of which the roof arrangement is 
made in all the 3 tiers to have eight divisions for each of 
them, which shows eight angles in a row instead of four 
angles as in the case of other temple roofs, Besides, these 
roofs appear like an open umbrella. The struts are simple, 
and there is very little of other art decorations in the temple. 
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The Chyiisiiigdeval houses the images of Lord Krgna with his 
two wives, Rukmini and Satyabhani2. There is yet one more 
temple and this lies on the front of the old palace overlooking 
the Nfisalchok which has 3 tiers of roof in the hhape of an 
umbrella. 

Another important temple which was also razed to the 
ground during the earthquake of 1934 was the one erected 
on the centre of the tank known as Nhupukha (better kr~own 
as the Rgnipokhari to outsiders). The temple raised over a 
large platform of stones and bricks about 15-20 ft. high above 

the level of the water was negotiated through a bridge from 
the western side. The temple was of 3 tiers of roofs all 
bricks. It was a simple structure enshrining the Siva LiAga 
in the chapel of the ground floor. According to  the Thyasapu 
F 'the temple was built on the completion of the construction 
of the tank. The digging of the tank started in NS 784 on  
VaiSiikha 12 at a site known as Jarnara. This was completed 
on 787 PULISU vadi 4 and began the building of the temple a t  
the centre of the tank. The completion was observed on 789 
MiSgha Sukla 10 mrgafirii nakgatra bdityaviira. Four days 
after, the occasion of the completing the temple of the m i d ~ l e  
of the tank was celebrated. Pratiipanialla offered Gajura to 
the temple on this day'. 

It appears that this very tank was later dedicated to the 
memory of Pra tiipa's son Chz k ravartendramalla. 

The Kum&ri tenlple called Chanuk in the literal sense 

because of its extending to all the four sides of the courtyard 
is the residential building of the Goddess in human form. I t  

is a three storey building excluding the ground floor with 3 
finials at  the top standing on a 2 feet high plintll of bricks. 
The arrangement of the building is like that of a dwelling 
apartment with rooms and ante-rooms. The entrance is a 
door with its own tympanum, and guarded by grotesque liorls 
on stones on two sides. We enter the courtyard through a 
dark vestibule shaped like a room. Inside. the southern side 
building harbours on tbe ground floor the image of 
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muni. The courtyard rears a Chaitya at the centre making 
the site appear as a Vihara. The third storey is open on 3 
sides. The stairs lead to a large open hall, which extends to 
the other two sides. In  the morning one of the side hall is 
used to display to the worshippers the child Goddess seated 
on a richly carved and ornamented chair. The walls of the 
entrance hall has a life size portrait of King JayaprakiiSa- 
malla. There are also large standing images of Matrkii deities 
in brilliant colours of classical conception. I n  the second 
storey rooms are used as sleeping compartments for the 
goddess and her attendants. The  entire structure of buildings 
stands on a 3 feet plinth of stones. The front of the buildings 
within the courtyard on all four sides wears the appearance of 
the frontage on the main road facing the palace. All the 
windows, open, lattice or otherwise bear toranas which have 
carved images of different female deities with other common 
symbolic images. The building was originally constructed by 
Jayaprakiisamalla a t  a site quite close to the palace, but 
probably there were nlodifications introduced later but in  
essence the temple structure remained the usual one. 

The temple of Vajrayogini on the hill above the townlet 
of SFinkhu occupies a picturesque surrounding of a green 
forest. The temple doors and windows have tympanums in 
gilt bronze, which carry rich carving of foliage, animals and 
deities. 

Some temples of the period were destroyed during the 1934 
earthquake. Among these are the Naudeval of 3 storeys 
standing on a brick plinth of 5 tiers. This was a simple 
structure built in NS 795 by the then Chief Minister of 
Kathmandu. The PaSupati temple close to the main gate of 
the royal palace of Kathmandu constructed in the 16th 
ceutury on the model of the Deopiitan temple of PaSupati- 
niitha. The Siva linga in this temple as in the case of Yak@- 
vara temple of Bhatgaon and KumbheSvara temple of Patan 
bears close resemblance to the Phallus image of the original 
PasupatinZtha. 
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The construction of the temple of Harasiddhi, Vajrayogini 
and Degutale (Kathmandu) is attributed to Pratapamalla 
according to the inscriptions. The temples of PaSupatin5tha 
in  Deopatan and Vajrayogini have metallic (copper) roofs. 
We do not know what originally these were made of. The 
uppermost tier of roofs in the Degutale temple i n  Kathmandu 
and Taleju and Degutale temple of Patan are also of gilt 
copper. All tiers of roofs in the Nyatpola, the Jaisideval, the 
Siva temples in Maru of Kathmandu (in front of the State 
Hall), the KumbheSvara and Biilakumiiri temple of Patan. the 
Chingu temple, the temple of Bhatgaon in Niilii, and Vajravii- 
riihi's temple of Chapiigaon, all temples in the Palace Squares 
in Bhatgaon, Kathmandu and Patan have roofs of tiles. 

The arch gateways: Like the palaces of the kings, soale 
temples have their own premises with outer walls which are 
negotiated through arch gateways. Such gateways exist a t  
Chabgu, at the PaSupatinatha site of Deopatan, in the temple 
precincts of Kumbheivara in Patan and in the Sibkhu temple 
of Vajrayogini. Most of these gateways are structurally 
modified in course of time through various stages of repair, 
but a few are still preserved in their old shape and form and 
we might take up consideration of two such gateways. (1) the 
southern gateway of Paiupatiniitha and (2) the western gate- 
way of Kumbheivara. The latter is a modest structure with 
large wooden door frames and richly carved lintels and 
cornice. The gateway supports a tower like building structure. 
which probably was being used as a place for those playing 
musical instruments during the morning and evening prayer 
hours. I t  appears that there used to be two gateways as is 
the case a t  the Chiibgu site. The Padupatinatha premises have 
however, three gateways, of which the southern and western 
look picturesque because of its brilliant and beautifully 
carved tympanum dnd the entire gold plated door structure. 

Apart from the massive door frames showing flowery des ig~s  
in symmetrical formation the gilt-copper toranas present a 
beautifully laid artistic appearance. 
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The erotic figures at  the bottom part supporting beams 
below the roofs in a temple is a common sight. These are 
available everywhere except in the temples belonging to the 
vihiiras. It is said that these are connected with the six 
iimniiyas of the Tantra, which in finial analysis envisages 
84 postures of sexual act. The variety of postures is very 
well depicted in the scenes carved on the base of the struts. 
It IS surprising that although the adhara iimniiya is connected 
with the Bauddha Tantra, the temples of Buddha and 
Bodhisatvas are free from such influences. The same 
Tiintric influence, however, is very much evident in the many 
individual pictures and wooden images which show the male 
deities embracing on the lap their female Saktis. 

Many temples have on their wall cooking and other 
utensils of brass and small arms. Temples within the 
municipal limits of the cities go without these utensils and 
arms. But those on the suburbs and away from them and 
also those in the townlets do invariably present a sight of the 
u!ensils and arms attached on the upper walls. It has been 
said that these arms and utensils are there because of the 
devotees having offered them to the deities enshrined. The 
Minangtha temple in the heart of the city of Patan, however 
such a display of utensils. The Bighbhairave temple of 
Kirtipur bears on its walls weapons left by Gorkhii invaders 
who were defeated in several engagements before 1767 A. D. 
They were surrendered to the- temple by the victors who in 
this case were defenders of the fortress. It appears that the 
practice of offering utensils and arms was prevalent during 
the late middle ages. 

Besides the temples of the indigenous style, there are 
numerous temples of the Sikhara style which are scattered 
all over the Valley. These are both of stones and bricks 
and wood materials come into the composition only i n  
doorways or to some extent even as supporting pillars and not 
elsewhere. They mostly abound in Bhatgaon. 

Amongst the temples of the Sikhara style. the temple of 
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k i n a  in the Patan Palace Square constructed by Siddhi- 
narasimhamalla and completed in NS 757 is most famous. 
The temple stands on a diminishing 3 tier plinth of stones. 
The uppermost plinth forms a balcony around the temple 
structure which is a turret which has a tapering shape 
towards its summit; this is surmounted by a pinnacle of 
gold. The Sikhara literally means the top part of the 
mountain and the temple structure bears the name in the 
style because of its shape resembling the mountain summit. 
The K p n a  temple is divided into two storeys besides the 
ground floor. The sanctuary occupies the first storey. 
Around the sanctuary there is a balcony resting on the 
columns of the platform of the ground floor, which again 
forms a sort of perambulator round the bottom of the 
turret. The second storey has an opening on one side, which 
leads to a small balcony on the side. Each storey has 
an outline structure of miniature temples standing on four 
pillars with sloping roofs on 3 sides and look as if they pro- 
trude from the walls of the turret. But actually these stand 
o n  the two lines of arcaded pillars, one o f  which suports the 
balcony overhead, The lowest storey has only one line of 
arcade. But the upper two storeys have two. The pillars 
are not as remarkable. Their capital, however, are beautifully 
shaped. But the 2 feet thick and 5 feet long pillars are of 
the same size everywhere. The miniature structures are 
shown as temples only in respect of the roofs with their gilt- 
Copper fluted finial and the flying horses at the four corners. 
The same flying horses (KuSala) of larger size are seen at the 
lower portion of the crest of the turret. The miniatcre 
temples superimposed on the four pillars are in  the likeness 
of the central temple to which they are attached. Each 
miniature has its own turret looking like a sloping dome 
aver a square. The pillars are not ornate. they are octagonal 
and this gives them a fine shape. There are 21 miniature 
durrets, eight on each storey and five above. About ath Part of 
the structure of the temple appears like the peak of the 
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mountain above the various structures of the parts below- 
the balconies, the miniature temples, the columns, etc. 

The temple is highly decorated by means of carvjng. 
Artificial windows and doorframes with flowery designs are 
carved on the walls on all sides. In  the part above the cornice 
and below the architrave are carved in low relief the stories 
of Kiimiiyana and Mahiibhiirata, the former in the first and 
the latter in the second. The frieze goes round the entabla- 
ture on the four sides. I n  the words of Percy Brown 
'Trabeated in principle, the lintels are carried on both a 
system which has led to this device being described as the 
"crutch" type of support almost invariably employed in the 
wooden construction of the mountains region.' The images 
of Lord Krgna and his two espouses all made of black stones 
are beautifully shaped. Lord K g p a  is playing on a flute in 
the usual pose standing with the ankles of the feet crossed, 
anci holding the flute. 

Equally finely executed are the images of the incarnations 
which includes Buddha SBkyamuni. These are carved on the 
large niches around the central chapel. As we enter the open 
space of the storey above the ground floor, we turn towards 
the left to come face to face with the chapel and then we find 
on the walls the two life size images of the Fish and Tortoise 
incarnations of Visnu. The other images follow in successioa 
as we walk round from left to right. 

Two lions guard the temple structure from the staircase, 
and there is a huge pillar of considerable height. Surmounted 
by an abacus with a full blown lotus designed as a throne on 
which there is seated the gilt copper image of Garuda with a 
human face. 

I t  is said that originally the temple was intended to be dedi- 
cated to Siva. This is not well confirmed. But the Sivalifiga 
on the frieze over the main entrance and also on the summit 
below the Chiidiimani is a pointer. But it may only suggest 
the builder's equal devotion to the cult of Siva, and not at all 
a change of idea on the completion of the structure. 
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The Chyssifigdeval is another temple of the Sikhara style 
and like the Kagna Mandir it is all of stones elevated on multid 
tier plinth of diminishing proportions but without the relief 
panels and other decorative features. The structure was 
damaged during the 1934 earthquake and restored to its 
original size and shape later. The temple was built in NS. 
843 by Yogamati, King Yoganarendramalla's daughter, unlike 
the K r ~ n a  Mandir which has a square shape temple, this 
temple is octagonal, and so the name Chyasifigdeval. There 
is also a difference in regard to the shape of the main temple. 
Behind the miniature turrets the size visible imparts it the 
appearance of a sloping dome. The turret or Sikhara in the 
Chyiisifigdeval is not as tapering as it is in the other temple. 
There are only two storeys and 16 miniature structures 
designed in similar fashion. The top in both the temple 
looks alike, so do the balconies in their respective places. The 
lowest storey on a single plinth of stone of 4 feet height has  
a narrow staircase from the eastern side to negotiate to the 
upper storey where there is the chamber enshrining the deity 
of the temple. The arrangement of the crutch pillars also 
is parallel between the two structures. These pillars are 
about 5 feet long and 2 feet thick they are also oc tago~a l  in 
shape. But the Chyiisiiigdeval with the balconies and side- 
turrets has different looks because of the octagonal shape in 
the structural arrangement of the parts other than the temple- 
proper. It looks like a hemispherical body, though the- 
stretch towards the summit shows attenuation. 

Two temples of the Palace Square in Bhatgaon may be. 
treated here as other important representatives of the struc- 
tures of the Sikhara style. Both tho temple lie just in front 
of the 55 window hall of the royal palace. One of the 
temples is dedicated to the Goddess Vatsalg with the- 
miniature turrets (eight in number). This temple has the 
main structure of the Sikhara form, the arrangement is similar- 
to that of the Krena Mandir as far as the latter's upper half 
structure goes. The side turrets, however, look alike only 
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in so far as the central ones are concerned. But because of 
the absence of any pillar in the upper balcony it makes all the 
difference. For this reason again the miniature turrets are 
made to stand on pillars of their own. Their shapes also 
differ from those of the Patan temples. The four central 
ones bave the design of the P a g ~ d a  style temple with 3 tier 
roofs and a fluted finial a t  the top. These stand on four 
ordinary pillars. Others stand o n  six pillars and are surround- 
ed by a raised balcony, and a summit of the ,style found in a 
Sikhara temple rises above the structure. The  temple is 
elevated on four tiers of stone platforms and the sanctuary 
is negotiated through a flight of steps guarded by elephants 
and horses olle on each side. 

The open balcony where the side turrets rest is raides on 
the crutch pillars of medium thickness. There are 12 pillars 
and all these are arcaded. This balcony of the one above 
it are used for the purpose of perambulation. The span of 
the balcony is about 4 feet. The doorway faces the west. The 
height of the temple along with that of the plinth might be 
about 40 f t. 

The other temple which confronts the large bell of 
Ranajitamalla from the other side is without a perambulating 
balcony. But to enter the doorway we step into the small 
varanda after we ascend the stairs. This appears to be what 
we call the urusyhga attached on the main temple but as an 
accessory to provide passage to it. The four pillars of the 
varanda supports a miniature temple attached to the front 
wall of the main turret as its projection. The sloping roof 
is flat and is placed but the turret and a fluted finial are 
imposed on it. There are artificial windows in the temple. 
There are also images of Matykd deities in the act of killing 
Mahiqasura, the demon buffalo. There is an image of fernale 
deity in the chapel. She is seated on the shoulders of male 
carrier which has the body of a human being. This temple 
is unique for one reason and that is the fact of displaying 
a variety of animals as guards on the steps of the temple. 
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'Besides elephants and lions. there are camels. boars, dogs 
and griffins. There are also a male and female attendants a t  
the bottom step, the former to the right and the latter to the 
left. Each holds child by arms. 

The deity in the Vatsala temple is represented by a 
diagram carved on stone which has a pedestal of lotus, 

The temple of S~khara  style are either of stones and bricks. 
They are scattered all over the Valley. The style is common 
to all kinds of buildings irrespective of the faith or character 
of the deity. In  Kirtipur the Lhorideval literally a stone 
temple embrines the deities of the Buddhist trinity. The 
temple was built in the early 17th century. 

Terracotta Temple: These were built of bricks and as  
in the case of the stone buildings wood served only for the 
purpose of door frames or even as supporting pillars. All 
such temples are constructed on Sikhara style without a 
balcony. The chapel is invariably on the ground floor, and 
the entrance area before tht: door step. In  appearance they 
look exactly like those made of stones. Some have the indi- 
genous flying horses on the four carners of the upper part 
of the turret. There might be more other innovations based 
on Nepalese style introduced in the structure. Such temples 
lie scattered over the Valley. One lies in tbe palace square 
of Bhatgaon, and this IS attributed to King Bhupatindramalla. 
But two temples built by Pratiipamalla to house Vajrayogini 
and another female deity respectively lying within the 
precincts of the Svayambhu Stfipa are of earlier date. 

A temple of bricks rising IICI more than to the height of 
the sanctuary and without a common summit lies on the bank 
of the river Biigrnati below the temple site of PaSupatinBtha. 
There are terracotta images of Siva and other deities on 'tbe 
niches of the walls outside in all four directions. The door- 
way is guarded by a pair of NiigakanycS (Serpent Girl), one 
on each side distinctly observed because of their hood. These 
Niigakanyiis appear also in other brick temples. 
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The Mahiibauddha temple in Patan built in the 16th 
century as a replica of the Bodh Gaya temple is all of bricks, 
which was also extensively damaged during the earthquake 
but restored with reference to the plan of tbe work available 
to the artisans. I n  the present form with the chapels at the 
lowest storey the temple is MahSyiinic in inspiration. It is 
said that the structure was built by one Abhayaraja Siikya 
who had come back from Bodh Gaya with a plan of the 
temple. Lastly we  may draw attention to the brick temple 
constructed in NS 710 by Purandarasimha, the High 
Feudatory of Patan. 

The brick temple in the palace square of Patan has a turret 
in the likeness of K g n a  Mandir which rises on a plinth of 
two tiers. There are four attached turrets, one on each side 
rising upto the half length of  the main structure. Each turret 
is supervened on wood pillars, about 5 ft. in length and the 
area forming a shaded platform before doorstep. The attached 
turrets have small artificial windows on 3 sides, which adds 
to the artistic beauty of the structure. There are flying horses 
on four sides in the upper storey. 

The Royal Palace: The royal palace in each of the three 
capital cities of the Nepal Valley was not only their residen- 
tial quarter of the ruling monarch but also the seat of the 
government. These palaces were not ostentatious judged by 
the modern standard. They were not also imposing on 
account of tallness or their span. The palace was just an 
ordinary house in many respects including accommodation if 
a single building was to be taken into account. But it was 
detached from the neighbourhood and maintained land its 
own compactness within walls around, and spacious garden 
inside the premises. 

Besides this. the palace covered within its confines the 
square ground studded with temples, some of which were 
consecrated to their family deities. The royal palace which 
was a compact structure of buildings was divided in several 
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sections each with a courtyard around which stood the dwell- 
ing apartments. As the royal palaces in the three cities 
remain intact up to this day. We can examine the architec- 
tural plan of the buildings in their details. I t  appears that 
the three palaces were built at  about the sametime. A major 
part of the palaces came into existence during the mid-17th 
century. though a rudiment of a palace structure might have 
been there already since sometime earlier. In this connection 
it must be understood that we are talking of the royal palaces 
that appeared since the portion of the Nepalese kingdom 
ruled by Sthitimalla and his immediate successors. We do 
not know anything about the royal palace of Sthitimalla's 
time which lay probably in the same site as the later palace 
in Bhatgaon. We lack also knowledge of the palace structure 
of the old capital city of Patan. from where the kings of Nepal 
ruled their kingdom before Sthitimalla's time. Perhaps the 
royal palaces of our time both in Patan and Bhatgoan stood 
on  the ruins of the old structures. The royal palace in Kath- 
mandu seems however to be newly founded. 

The front of the palace with the main gateway on the outer 
wall and entrance doors showed lavish refurbishing in wood 
frames and windows richly carved showing supernatural 
beings, deities. flying nymphs as  well as human beings and 
geometrical patterns. The gate and the main entrance door 
were provided with torana which again was profusely carved 
in the nature of the temple counterpart. The gates and door 
frames and jambs were either of wood covered with copper 
or brass plates or simple wood. of which the frames showed 
artistic designs in carving. The windows in the storey above 

tha ground floor as fa r  as the front portion goes are generally 
lattice works. The real artistic decoration lies in the wooden 
materials of the storey where in some cases the window frame 
is pulled up for the opening in the nature of a lid of chest. 
In other cases the windows have two frames and jambs like 
the doors. Kathmandu's palace front is gone out of sight, but 
we have yet seen miraculously p~eserved soole parts of the 
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frontal ot the palaces in Patan and Bhatgaon. Although the 
main gateway of the royal palace in Kathmandu is missing, 
Kathmandu and Bhatgaon have retained one gate each and we 
can have an idea of the architectural beauty of these by a 
recourse to studies of the premises by personally examining 
them. 

The courtyard is literally called Chatuska i.e. having four 
corners. I t  can be a square or rectangle, and on the peripheri 
stand the buildings on each side-all as  parts of the single 
housing scheme. The floor of the courtyards was pebbled. 
~ o t  all courtyards were of one size. The  smaller ones 
provided at the centre a water conduit meant to provide 
water for the palace as  well as a bathing accommodation tor 
the members of the royal family. The Sundarichoks in the 
Patan and Kathmandu palaces have such water conduits. The 
water conduits have their own courtyard and accommoda- 
tion at a depth of 6 to, 7 feet below ground level. The walls 
are all covered with images of deities carved on stones or 
those on copper placed on niches and attached on the wall. 
The water spout was of gold or gilt copper. I n  Bbatgaon 
the bathing water conduit is situated just outside the building 
which Jitiimitramalla called Thanturiijakula after its erection. 
I t  adjoins the new palace in a picturesque surrounding of the 
kitchen garden. 

Looking at  the extant structure of the inner apartments 
of the palace one gathers that the open windows and lattices 
were designed and carved in the same way as in the front. 
But the portion opposite to the entrance bore more resem- 
blance to the side which was the front of the palace and 
visible from outside. 

The palaces seem to be also as high as to support four 
storeys including the ground floor. but whereas the ground 
floor in the commoner's house was not fit for residential 
place, this was not SO in the case of the buildings within the 
precincts of royal palace. The latter served as various rooms 
for storage and arsenals. The outer part was used as  public 
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hall, though there were balls in the upper two storeys as well. 
The 55 window hall and the one below it in the frontage of 
the Bhatgaon palace as preserved today show large space. 
The palace in Kathmandu being much modified by the 
Gorkha rulers shows halls in the ground floors. I think that 
the royal palace in Patan also underwent many changes and 
halls like the ones in Bhatgaon were not allowed to retain 
their old feature. 

All the courtyards lay in the same row but the main 
courtyard was distinguished by the elaborate decorations of 
its gate. In  the same way this provided also the entrance 
to the palace. Others might have side doors. In Patan and 
Kathmandu the main entrance led to the spacious Courtyard 
called NHsal (Nytyanltha or Narasimha) chok. In  Bhatgaon 
the pattern was little different. Once entrance was made 
through main gate to a spacious opening. one saw on the two 
sides, doorways for the courtyards, Each palace has a 
Miilchok where on one side they raised the temple of Taleju, 
The Mohanchok and Sundarichok were the apartment for 
the private use of the royal family both in Patan and Kath- 
mandu. We have already described the attractive features 
of these courtyards. The MOlchok being rnvested with 
religious sanctity wore a more religious look. The Miilchok 
in all the three palaces is more specially designed as a place 
of worship, though other courtyards also are deeply imbued 
with religious spirit in harbouring images of deities of all 
sorts. The Malchok shows the influence of SHkta cult wholly. 
In the one storey building the struts of the roofs are carved 
with the images of the female and male deities of TBntric 
origin. the eight mother Goddesses, the MahBvidyBs. GaneSa. 
Bhairava and others. One side is the sanctum of the God- 
dess Taleju, where the door frames, tympanum. lintels and 
cornices are again excellently hammered and carved* The 
door frames are of gilt copper and so is the tympanum- 

The sleeping rooms of the members of the ruling family 
lay in the houses of the courtyards other than the Malchok 
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and Nasalchok. These were long and narrow rooms and 
fixed in the traditional fashion but without any interns1 
decorations. Some rooms received special attention, and on 
their walls were drawn pictures of deities in life size in 
.brilliant colours as we find in a room in the Royal Palace 
of Bhatgaon, which is said to have been the private chamber 
of Bhiipatindramalla. 

The Royal Palace of Bhatgaon boasts of the greatest 
number of chanks. We come across references to Mslatichokp4 
MUlchok,6 E f a c h ~ k , ~  and Kumarichok.' 

There is one more chok called Sadiiiivachok now known 
as Bhairavachok because of the 18 images of Bhairava 
enshrined in the hall. These images were said to be built by 
King Nareiamalla who was himself an expert on Tsntric 
studies. The windows and doors are richly carved, There 
.are all sorts of grotesque animals on woods and in one 
window to the south is a scene which surpasses human 
imagination. I t  is all in a circle, the tsad swallowing an 
elephant, a rat intimidating a ferocious cat, and a frog sits 
on the lions. There will be no greater miracle than what 
is performed by the weaker animals against the strong ones. 
I t  is a kind of phantasy which could not be imagined today, 
but the builder warns that such a time will come. T o  add, 
(the Ganges of nether world flows through a well in the same 
.courtyard, and it was said that NareSamalla took bath with 
the water gushing out of it. Nearby there is a water spout 
.built by Bhiipatindramalla. In  Kumiirichok we have a tub 
whose outer wall on stone is an intricate carving showing 
serpent writhing. We are told the coils were of 11 serpents 
whose heads were cut off but tails are seen. The beautiful 
,images in the adjacent hall are further attractions, 

4 Lnscription of NS 810. 
5 Different Inscriptions of the area. 
6 Inscription of NS 802. 
7 Ibid. 
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The Palace gates were arch gateways. The arcaded gate 
showed carving of the figures of deities. The arch gates were 
either of wood or terracotta. The arcade supported in some 
cases a super structure of balcony. The gateway was guarded 
by stone lions or elephants, there was a practice of setting up 
the images of HanumBna. Nrsimha and GaneSa. These 
deities were to  protect the palace from the evil designs of the 
enemies of any character. The arch with the two columns 
of the gate might show vessels. crocodiles. flying apsarzs and 
deities. We have an idea of the decorations in terracotta by 
looking at  the four gateways on the 8th plinth of the temple 
of Taleju. The plinth supports also the surrounding wall a t  
the level. The arch gateway of the Bhatgaon palace comes 
in for elaborate notice elsewhere. 

The outer walls of the palace were rnai~ned by soldiers 
at strategic centres. A contingent of troopers were kept in 
the long narrow one storey building in front of the main gate 
of the palace. Perhaps the buildings on the same line were 
also used to  provide accommodation for administrative offices 
and courts. But the king's secretariat functioned from inside 
the palace in one of the ground floor halls. 

In  the following section we are describing the civic archi- 
tecture as it related to the dwelling houses ot rulers and 
citizens in the urban area. But we might interrupt the 
account by adding a few passa~ges on the architectural forma- 
tion of the capital cities in so far as it had come to stand in 
relation to roads and their crossings. 

As we have already suggested the Palaces in Patan and 
Kathmandu occupied the heart of the towns. From these 
run across the expanse of the town though somewhat irregu- 
larly the main roads from south to the north, which are again 
crossed at  points by streets and the latter by the lanes. The 
crossing of the main roads or streets is a square but it is not 
to be compared with the central square in the palace area. 
This is a small plot albeit providing space for a stage plat- 
form and one or two temple sites. But this kind of square 

57 
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is very important both as a place of public utility and as a 
principal component in the general plan of the town. Such 
squares belonged to the public in contrast to  the square of 
the palace area, which was the private possession of the king 
and was used in the way he liked. I think that we should 
take up the consideration of these squares having touched 
squares of the palace area. However, all matters connected 
with the layout of the town have been already discussed, so, 
we do not see the need to go into details regarding the many 
squares, roads, streets and lanes of the three cities. But we 
may mention here some of the main spots of cross roads of 
the most important town of the period to  enable the readers 
to have an idea of how these squares stood in the scheme of 
things affecting the many aspects of the civic life of the townl 
in its architectural setting. 

We may not extend the scope of the present discourse to 
cover areas other than Kathmandu, which being the most 
important urban area should represent the common features 
of the problem we are of treating here. Similarly our des- 
cription of the public squarea should be brief. 

At the outset let me locate the various squares of the 
town, where the principal thoroughfares met. This is diffi- 
cult to recount as the plan of the town remains the same 
up till now. We start with the southern extremity of Kath- 
mandu. The town was situated in a triangular formation on 
the upland formed by the bed of the river Visqumati to the 
west, the Blgmati to the south and 'J'ukucha to  the east along 
the stretch in the direction of the north to  south. As we 
have already stated the Lagan quarter of the town constituted 
the southern block. There was the square of Lagan with the 
settlement along its peripheri and those of the vihiiras all 
around. From Lagan one road came straight west to  Lafitala. 
covering a distance of half a furlong and yet another road 
meandering through southwesterly direction turned to the 
north and converged at the same place. The  convergence 
of the two gave Laiitala a flat opening which was a square 
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with a big temple i n  its midst. and a platform for plays and 
dances witnessed by the people of the iocality. I n  Lafitala 
the road again bifurcated, both meeting at the Marutol 
quarter. The road which passed through Chekanamugal had 
a straight course due north, while the other one made a 
round of that part of the town slightly deviating towards the 
west but taking a northerly direction. The temple of Bhima- 
sena was situated on this loop road which was called Kohity 
after a water conduit. The western row of houses with their 
adjuncts on that side along this road represented the least 
inhabited locality of the town faciag the river Vi$numati. 
The Maru quarter touched the fringe of the palace area from 
the western side, so did another quarter Pyiifal which was 
situated on the extension of the road coming from Maru. 
The extension does not seem to go beyond a distance of 
another half furlong passing through Yatkha and Neta where 
the road ended. No squares are noticed in this sector but 
about Yatkhii the road had receded from the Vi~pumat i  and 
there was a dense population in the lanes and bylanes both 
right and left where open ground of the vihiiras served the 
purpose of the squares. 

The Palace occupied quite a large chunk of Kathmandu's 
area. It went deep into tbc heart of the city on all sides. but 
it covered more ground in the immediate east and wcst. The 
immediate south of the palace compound was fu l l  of popula- 
ted vihiiras right up to Lagan. Here figure vihciras of the 
name already mentioned in our account. 

As the Palace was situated on tbe centre of the town the 

area north of it was known as the upper part and the south 
as the lower. I think that a similar division existed in  Patan 
and Bhatgaon. but there the west was the upper and the east 
Was the lower as the towns had east-west expansion. 

The adjoining public quarter in the northern side of 

palace was the Makhantol, a very ancient locality figuring 
in the record of Harpadeva's time. From Makhan ran the 
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main road to KamalZdi and Jamar, about a furlong from the 
approach of the royal palace. The Wongal also known at 
present as Indrachok was a large square on this road not 
far from Makhan. From Makhan the road took a straight 
course due north-east, and it was visible from one end to the 
other, The Wongal was probably the market centre of the 
town being the widest square. The Wongal square was the 
biggest area in which there were a cluster of temples including 
the shrine of ,White Machhendra. The  Asan crossing was 
another square lying close to Kamaliidi further north east. 
From both Wongal and Asan streets and lanes ran on all 
sides. One street from the Wongal stretched upto the eastern 
perimeter of the town, and there were vihtiras and temple 
sites centred round the quarter known as Ofu, which started 
from the immediate vicinity of the Wongal quarter. Right 
from the south eastern extremity of the perimeter we can 
locate conjested vihiira areas, the Ganabahii, the Te-bahii, 
the Dugubahil. the Mahiibauddha, Musagali and further 
north ended with Asan. 

There was one road proceeding to Thahiti where it joined 
another road running straight from Wongal, which mostly 
covered the locality known as Navagraha or Naghala. The 
area around Navagraha was called Suvarnapatiili nagara as 
distinct from Kantipur. The central spot of the locality was 
occupied by the Sigha Chaitya, and to the east of it there 
were vihiira quarters densely inhabited the last of wbich, 
Thabahil, was situated in isolation on the outskirts of the 
town a little distance away from the hubbub of the Nava- 
gra ha's congested quarters. 

We note from the various inscriptions that the part of 
Kantipur to the south and immediate east of Makhan was 
called the land of God YamaleSvara. We do not know to 
w hom the name referred. Some say it is to the Sivaliliga 
lying in the area. But I think that the references to Mach- 
]:endranatha who was otherwise known as Jamaradeo in the 
Thyiisapu and chronicles. 
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Localities such as Lagan, Laiitala, Chikanamuga. Maru. 
YatlrhH. Neta. KamalSdi, Wongal. Ofu are mentioned in 
various records and their present situation is also there for 
the identification of sites. 

I t  was said that Kathmandu was founded on the discus 
(chakro) of Lord Vianu, Bhaktapur on his conch (Sarikha) 
and Patan on his lotus (padma). The chakra like shape of 
the town of Kathmandu can be imagined by defining the 
outline of the urban area with its stretch of roads and streets 
interspersed by rectangular blocks offihe vihiiras, which are 
projected from the centripetal point of the royal palace. 
Patan definitely is a town spreading in all directions centripe- 
tally from the centre as a fully blown lotus flower. Kath- 
mandu was also a compact area within a circle, but the 
extension in the direotion of the northeast went outside the 
circle. 

Other vihiiras, those on the eastern side of Navagraha, 
were Gam, Dhvaka, Jhvaya, JyBfhFi, ChhusyH. Musya and 
Ratnamagdala and Sigha. All these names have Sanskritic 
appelation, which we have mentioned in our account of the 
vihiiras. 

Architecture of Dwelling Houses: This may be called 
secular architecture as distinct from temples of religious 
architecture. Here again bricks and wood form the principal 
materials of construction with also metals used for decorative 
purposes. The dwelling houses might be divided into two 
categories, (1) the Royal Palace, (2) and apartments of the 
common citizens. We may have a third category of buildings 
where the few rich and men of power lived. But this would 
go along with the palace structure. 

A common feature of all kinds of secular buildings is 
their location round a courtyard. There were courtyards 
touching the main roads, but a great many of them lay in the 
interior. The layout of the cities and villages has not 
changed. so we can have still to our view an outline of the 
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architecture then adopted. The rich living in the palacial 
building had in their possession all the buildings surrounding 
the courtyard. Actually these were not separate buildings, 
these formed a unitary structure with different parts and all 
the four sides were inseparably connected and there were 
internal exits to  pass from one building to another. Such 
was the structure of the Royal Palace, and of all the residenti- 
a l  quarters of the nobility. I n  the case of dwelling houses 
used by the ordinary citizens the buildings in the courtyard 
did not belong to one family. For each building there was a 
separate group of persons. There was yet one more identical 
feature for such a building, and this is their architectural 
decorations. The architectural ornaments were most evident 
in the front portion. The door frames, lintels, cornices, struts 
of the roofs, windows were all beautifully carved showing 
deities and human beings in fanciful ways. 

If the house happened one facing a public thoroughfare, 
then the frontage received more elaborate ornamentation. 
Similarities, however, ended here. Taking an ordinary 
house, we may notice that if it was far removed from the 
throb of the busy roads and streets, the ground flocr was least 
used for purposes of habitation. So they required little 
ornamentation. Utmost they could be used as a place for 
depositing surplus or waste materials. The ground floor of a 
house on the public thoroughfare, however, wore a different 
look. The front line provided broad opening to the interior 
and instead of a wall there were wooden pillars ornate and 
embossed which supported the structure above the doorways. 
The house was generally of 3 storeys beside the ground floor. 
The top floor 'buiga' beneath the roof served to provide 
space for kitchen as well as for storage of necessities and 
chapel for family worship and prayer. The second storey is 
generally within access of the strangers. So the space therein 
is allowed for a hall called matan, and ante-rooms in the 
interior and on one side. The third floor has a big hall 
covering a large space and lying open right from the point 
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where the flight of stairs from the down storey ends. The 
ante-rooms provide sleeping accommodation for the elders. 
The hall is called Chotii. Every house must have an opening 
along the lower line of the roof negotiated through the buiga 
to serve as a place for washing, bathing and similar other 
purposes. The opening is a projection supported by a part 
of the roof and is called Dhoii. At the top of the roof there 
is a large hole of triangular shape, which acts like a chimney 
a s  well as  a way out and in for domesticated cats of the same 
house. It is called bhaupvii meaning a cat's hole. 

Construction materials : Before we proceed t o  describe 
the civic architecture, let us take notice of the materials used 
in the construction of buildings. 

These materials are principally bricks, tiles and wood, 
-and often metals in particular, gilt copper and bronze as well 
as  stones whenever necessary. When the walls of a house 
had to be raised the bricks were joined by water soaked earth 
from layer to layer. But this was not so in the case of royal 
palaces and temples and stiipas. Here in place of earth the 
masons applied lime and powder of well baked bricks. both 
mixed and soaked in water. This was called vajra literally a 
.stone. Actually this substance worked like the modern cement 
and rendered the surface applied as forceful as unbreakable 
stone. 

The bricks of temple and palace structures were thorough- 
ly burnt. The process of making the brick was to put the 
.water soaked earth of a particular variety called pachii 
found near the bed of the two principal rivers of the Valley 

into a mould of particular size (breadth, length and thickness). 
and to deposit the same in the sun once it was moulded so 
that it became dry. The mould was of wood, and the whole 
operation was conducted with his hands by a person. After 
the bricks became dry and hardened due to exposure to the 

sun, they were gathered together in heaps one ranged about 
the other and in different rows. The arrangement is pyramid- 
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like while on the floor allowed between the rows seven ovens 
where faggots are placed burned tb  keep the flame touch alE 
the bricks from top to bottom on all sides and in all layers, 
The burning continues till every brick is thoroughly burnt 
and in that process becomes red to the core. 

Inscriptions tell us of the pious deeds of devotees which. 
had paved the courtyard of the vihiiras with smooth bricks 
(chikana inla). Bricks in the Royal palaces and temples of 
the age are of large size. There are ordinary size bricks but 
even these have a thickness of 2 inches and a width of 39: 
inches. The difference between the two varieties was only 
in respect of length, which in the case of large sized bricks 
was sometimes more than 18 inches. The  Chilandeo of 
Kirtipur shows bricks of larger size. All these look, brilli- 
antly red. 

Mud plaster was applied to the walls from inside to cover 
the visibility of bricks. This plaster was obtained by adding 
certain amount of cowdung and paddy husks to  the mud and 
allowing the mixture to stew in a pit for at least 24 hours. 
This imparts to the plaster a quality by which it can durably 
stick to the bricks of the walls while washing or colouring 
of the walls was done when the plaster became dry. The 
vajra can also be used to plaster the walls. Both have been 
used for the purpose of frescoes. 

The Ratha and Khal; : In our narrative we have several 
times referred to the chariot procession of Red Machhendre 
quoting the Tibetan monks Dharmasviimin for the earliest 
information on the subject. Locally the procession is up till 
now known as Rathayiitrii and we have here four wheeled 
chariot or ratha with the balcony round the chapel and a 32 
cubit high spire rising high above it. The chariot is drawn 
by men pulling the rope which is tied to the buffer. This i s  
a bulky kind of chariot requiring a host of hands for draught. 
which was used only on two occasions, once in Patan and 
once in Kathmandu but both celebrating the entry o t  
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Machhendra into Nepal. I n  our time the first reference to 
the festival is available from a Thyiisapu noting. which talks 
of the chariot procession of Red Machhendra in NS 7378. We 
learn from such sources, how the chariot drawing brought 
ceremonies and festivals to the households lying on the 
thoroughfare through which the chariot passed. A similar 
kind of chariot but without a spire but with the sloping gilt 
copper roof on four sides and a finial on top is used during 
the pre-autumn festival of the Goddess Kumiiri. The wheels- 
of the chariots in all cases were of wood. and they were large 
or small according to the structure supervening, which in the 
case of the first category of chariot was tall and was formed 
to stand as a spire or turret in the nature of the Sikhara style 
of temple but in the case of the second category was just a 
small temple of the socalled Pagoda style with one or two 
tiers of roofs of gilt copper. The Khat was nothing but a 
chapel constructed of wood embossed with copper or brass- 
opened on three sides, however, without the wheels, which 
was to be carried just over men's shoulders. This is in a 
way a portable temple. In local parlance if the Khal; wits- 
this type of structure, then the ratha stood for a full scale 
cbariot with heavy wheels of woods and intricate cane works 
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all over. These are the two types of conveyances used to 
carrying the images in a procession on festive occasions. The 
terns. however, are not strictly applied to a particular des- 
cription. Often in local parlance the Khat and Ratha are 
synonyms. Both connote a sense of transport for the deity. 
Both are made to stand for a chapel of the deity for his 
procession. But by whichever name it was called the wheeled 
chariot drawn by men was something quite different from 
another chariot carried by them over their shoulders in terms 
of structure. There were wheels in such chariots, while 
others went without them. Of course, the actual structure 
made to contain the deity, which we may call chapel, is the 
same and of the same size everywhere. I t  should be noted 
that the chapel is just large enough to contain one idol, its 
area could not be larger than 9-12 sq, feet. The wheeled 
chariot added to it a balcony round the chapel. This is an 
all round expansion forming a rectangular space with a 
closed railing. The Machhendrangtha's chariot is endowed 
with 32 cubit high spire supervened over the chapel. The 
spire is an arrangement of thick ropes of cane and fibre over- 
laid with mosses and branches of ferns. 

I n  the Valley it is the custom to take out of the temple 
the deity in a chariot once in a year on a certain fixed occa- 
sion, which is considered the festive day of the deity. Very 
often the chariot is carried over men's shoulders. But in a 
few cases draught chariots are used. We have already said 
enough about the chariot festival of ~achhendranatha .  
More wheeled chariots come to be drawn during the Indra- 
jgtra in Kathmandu, The chariots belong to KumHri. Bhairava 
and GapeSa. In Bhatgaon similar chariots are used on the 
occasion of the VaiSHkhi. Two prominent deities of the 
locality, Akaia Bhairava, and Bhadrakiili are taken in their 
four wheeled chariots to a spot where a flagpole is erected. 
and  then pulled down the next afternoon. 
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Art 

Sculpture: Unlike in the preceding period the sculpture 
of the late middle ages had a wide range, and consisted of 
objects not only on stone but also on metals, clay and wood. 

We shall start our description with the metallic art. 
The Nepalese images in gilt copper or bronze are worth 

studying as excellent specimens of art works of the medieval 
age. Occasionally they are studded with precious stones, 
coral, amber, pearls and rubies, turquoise, etc. According to 
S. Levi, they have no equal. As early as the seventh century 
A. D., the taste for decoration with jewels had attracted the 
attention of the Chinese travellers and the later works bear 
the continuation of the same craftsmanship and taste. 

It should be understood in connection with this variety of 
a r t  work that the vast majority of the bronze pieces so called 
are really executed on copper or brass. These metallic pieces 
are often called a~~adhi i tu  literally meaning amalgam of 
eight metals including gold, silver, tin, iron, mercury and 
lead in addition to brass and copper. But no such a~tadhiitu 
art works are available to our knowledge. Tin being difficult 
to procure bronze art objects were rare in evidence. 

Metal cast works of the period are found in abundance. 
They consist of the images in gilt copper, brass and copper 
as well as the reliefs in tympanums and doorways. The 
coins of the period have @so their artistic aspect as reflected 
in the many floral and geometrical designs and illustrations 
of finials, double drum, and similar other objects. These 
should be included for consideration of the metallic art of 
Nepal. Further, the art works on metal might also include 
all the accessories for worship such as sukundir (lamp 
holder). kota (a metal dish to keep things for worship) and 
tva'divii (lamp stand). 

There are few pieces of ioetallic art which can be placed 
to the period before the 16th century. We learn from Father 
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D'Andrade that the Nepalese artists worked on metal in 
Tsaparang. D'Andrade wrote in 1628 A.D. and we also know 
from several inscriptions of the 14th- 15th centuries that metal; 
images were set up in temples for worship. 

One of Yakgamalla's inscriptions, the PaSupati copper 
plate of 667, speaks of an image of Piirvati set up to  honour 
the memory of the late queen mother. 

I t  is notable lhat whereas the art of image making on 
metal had completely disappeared in North India since the 
13th century on account of the suppression it received at  the 
hands of the iconoclast Muslims, Nepal had not only preser- 
ved the art in the period of its extinction in India, but also 
bad carried the tradition unimpaired until recently. 

I t  is not easy to ascertain the ages of the brass or copper 
images as they appear to  us each singly. But some images 
of deities in gilt copper or brass and statuary groups or 
statues of the royal family cast on the same metal can be 
distinguished as those of our period as there are documents 
giving information of the time of their installation. 

Whenever we mention a bronze doorway, it should mean 
such materials of wood over which there is a hard covering 
of copper sheets or even brass. The incrusted copper might 
be gilded if the donor so desired and most of such door 
frames are actually gilded. 

The gilt copper door panels give an impression of a 
delicate and excellent work of art. The four door frames of 
the Taleju temple set up by Pratiipamalla are the examples 
of such art, but the southern one ranks high above them all. 
Such door panels are rarely seen in other parts of the world. 
In  the case of the Taleju  doorway^ the whole is definitely a 
masterpiece of an art executed on hammered and beaten 
metal. The socalled bronze doors are attached to a frame 
which again is supported by an architrave and pilasters and 
rectangular frames of greater thickness wiihin concentric 
formation all of which are carved. The upper beams extend 
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farther unto the wall on both sides. The extension appears 
as projecting triangular space on wood, which is deeply 
ornate. Embossed on the copper and then gilded are  the 
images of the Goddess and her consort Siva and other 
divinities as well as  vessels, flowers and geometrical designs. 
The eye feasts on a panorama of finely engraved images and 
flower designs. I t  is a triple doorways, the middle of which 
supports a torana with the image of the Goddess a t  the 
centre. The pilasters as  well as the beams above the door 
frame are carved delicately. 

I t  appears that the door-jambs of the inner room was 
embossed with gold by Bhiivanalakgmi in 820, but this goes 
without any decorative  addition^.^ 

Pratapamalla restored also the Miilchok, and he raised the 
beautiful torana of the temge. The main deity of the torona 
is the 18 handed goddess in iilidha pose. Her frame is youth- 
f u l  and fresh. Her attitude is expressive of joy a t  the defeat 
of the buffalo demon. There are accompanying female deities 
o n  the metal, which are also gracefql, 

The copper doorways of the Miilchok temples in Kath- 
mandu, Bhatgaon and Patan are all magnificent examples 
of the kind of art in view in Nepal of our period. The front 
of the temple in all the three cities is designed in the same 
pattern, which is a doorway flanked by two lattice windows, 
the holes therein either assume a circular shape (Patan) o r  a 
square (Kathmandu). The windows are comparatively smaller 
in Bhatgaon, and they have tympanums in Kathmandu's 
shrine. The tympanum in the doorway is the common feature 

9 Inscribed on the door-jambs are the lines: 

qr & WF; 11 Pmm qw?ifw;i w93?f3azrf* ~ q d  

qrt fgqm +mmm@ q i ~ r n a  d $3 3~- wt 
Y ~ & ~ Q G w ~ ; ~ T  hitq$=3 w m  m qgm ~ G T T  *M 
WFJ Sit"* sithqqdma *wf w-t * ~ ~ ' t  mf 
f nmr WT, WTT ~q 0 W T ~ ~ R  gs jimq'f 3 ~ m  11 
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so also are the images of Sri and Lakgmi Goddesses on the 
right and left respectively. The pilasters and the frieze below 
the tympanums are richly carved. The stone Kalaia or flower 
vase laid over a 3 tier stone pedestal of round shape adorns 
the two sides of the wall at  the bottom adjoining the pilasters, 
The objects in the tympanum are the Goddess raleju 
and eight others of the emanations, the central figure 
executed in bold relief while others are in low, but they can 
all be recognised. All these are placed within an arch which, 
is inside the bigger arch formed by the Garuda and Makara 
images. I n  age the Bhatgaon doorway appears to  be oldest 
followed by Patan (C. 1630 A.D.) and then comes the 
Kathmandu structure (c. 1640 A.D.). 

Chronologically speaking the Taleju door frame is the 
earliest available art object of the type. Older pieces might 
have been lost in course of the ages. The next in importance 
come the western and southern geteways of the temple of 
PaSupatingtha. The door panels are simple but the 
tympanums show engraving in the most exquisite style and 
there is beauty in grandeur. The entire door structures were 
set up by Devidas on 796 Kiirtika piirnimii. The semi-circular 
tympanum with the Chiidiimani a t  the centre in a perpendi- 
cular position shows Lord Siva within an arch under the 
canopy of the Garuda in a flowery surface, his ,hands raised 
and legs catching serpents in a coil. The image of the Lord 
is flanked on two sides by smaller images. The image is that 
of the ten handed and flve headed Siva standing with the left 
leg stretched in a dancing pose, who commands in all majesty. 
The western gateway wears the same appearance but the 
tympanum shows Garuda instead of Siva at its centre. The 
bird with a nose of a parrot holding serpents by its claws is 
not of human shape but is a full fledged winged bird. The 
Garuda image seems to have been transplanted and is not a 
part of the metallic frame forming the tympanum. 

The C h ~ h g u  doorway probably of the time of restoration 
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has triple door frames on all four sides one of which is of 
copper and the rest of wood. The side doorways are artificial. 
The central has a tympanum surrounded by three tier um- 
brella topped by a Chiidamani. The three figures in it are 
those of God V i ~ n u  and his two consorts. They are in bas 
reliefs, and each within a hooded canopy bracketed by rims 
and seated on a lotus pedestal. All the doors bear KalaSa 
images in the lower portion and floral designs in the upper. 
The side doors are smaller by about a foot and on closure 
they reveal a scollop formation while in the triangles on two 
sides seated on each we notice a four haoded image of V i ~ g u  
in low relief. We do not know if the doors were originally 
covered with copper. The present appearance is no guide to  
its date. 

The door in all the entrances wherever covered with copper 
sheets show on the surface geometrical patterns in square or 
circle formation centripetal rays, the whole being symmetri- 
cally arranged from top to bottom unless otherwise men- 
tioned. 

The last of such doorways is the Sundhokii of Bhatgaon's 
royal palace built by King Ranajitamalla in NS 873. Percy 
Brown, an artist himself writing in his 'Picturesque Nepal' 
was so much impressed by the artistic features that he was 
impelled to  express his appreciation i n  the following words 
'a doorway of brick and embossed copper gilt. the richest 
piece of art work in the whole kingdom, and p!aced like a 
jewel flashing innumerable facts in the handsome setting of 
its surroundings and further and the artificer of this doorway 
has proved in this great work that he was not only a Past 
master of his craft, but a high priest of his cult. There are 
many other beautiful and absorbing features on the various 
buildings in the Darbar Square of Bhatgaon. but this the door 
of gold-molten, graven hammered. and rolled-forces these 
into comparative insignificance by its depth of meaning* 
richness of design, wealth of material, and the excellence of 
its workmanship. As a specimen of man's handicraft it 
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,creates a standard whereby may be measured the intellect, 
artistic and religious, of the old Newars."lo 

The torana bears the image of the Goddess 16 handed with 
three normal heads and one placed above, and there is one 
smaller figures of Sri and Lakgmi by her side. These figures 
seem to have been cast separately and joined together on the 
same background. . They lie inside the broad ring engraved 
%on the metal of the tympanum. 

,The  two pilasters of the doorway, which extend above to 
the outer arch 01 the torana contain each 5 figures. one of 
.them being a flower vase, while again such a vase rests on 
the wall adjoining over a raised pedestal. 

Copper or gilt copper images are often found in the 
vih6ras. They are large sized. Some Saivite temples also 
have metallic images. But they are limited in number. The 
~Chiifigu images of Vigpu is of gold, but the old one having 
been stolen a new image is placed as a substitute. Gilt copper 
images of Dipankara are carried in procession on festive 
moccasions. 

Istadevatli or Kuladevatli images are also made of metal 
but light enough to be carried in a small chariot over men's 
shoulders. These, however, have little art value. The Chalhgu 
gold images as well as metal images in sanctuaries are not 
meant to be taken out of doors. The best specimen of gilt 
copper images in an architectural setting are available from 
the stone walls of the water conduit courtyard of the Sundari- 
chok in Patan and Kathmandu. Similarly placed are the 
Sri the Laksmi images in the Miilchoks of the three royal 
palaces. The western door of the interior of the temple of 
PaSupatinZitha is flanked on the right by the image of Piirvati 
on copper which was set up in the name of Sansiiradevi. 
mother of Yakgamalla, in NS 567 ( e l 4 4 7  A. D). In the 
Nepal Museum two feet images of Dipankara. Padmapiini 
EokeSvara are assigned to the 15th century, We cannot, 
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however, rely on guess work. Father D'Andrade writing in  
1628 A. D. talks of the images of Indra with hands stretched. 
which in its whole outline looked like the Christian Cross. 
There are certain images in the collection of the Philadelphia 
Museum, which Stella Kramrisch attributes to the early medi- 
eval period. But I doubt if the date can be pushed so far 
back. But at any rate the art on metal was flourishing in the 
period under review and we have best specimens which are 

Yet preserved. though these are scattered here and there. 
The metallic image is characterised by certain features of 

composition a very full modelling of the flesh and almost 
florid features, the bridge of the nose is markedly rounded 
and the lips full. On the other hand, those of the later date, 
and upto moderu times, are no longer so robust and fleshy. 
but svelte and slender waisted and more sharply contoured, 
the nose becomes acquiline. Sometimes even hooked. the lips 
clear cut and thin, and the expression almost arch.' The 
quotation is from Dr. Coomaraswanly who further states 
that the Nepalese metallic inconography of the later period 
had tended to become a goldsmith's art with more ornamenta- 
tion and loss of the plastic quality which was an inherent 
quality of the earlier creation. 

I think that Coomaraswaniy's estimate is correct only in  a 
limited sense, and it did not apply to all the metallic icono- 
graphy produced in the period. I t  did not certainly apply to 
the images u p  to the mid-16th century in  general. Even for 
the later years it can be stressed that  most of the earlier 
features had been retained. I t  has been said that nietal was 
the only field where a continuation of the main current of art 
influellce was maintained uninterruptedly with all its achieve- 
ments. But a certain degree of deterioratioti in  the com~osi -  
tion was evident as we approach 17th century A. D. 

As far as we know the Pgrvati image in life size of Sans5ra- 
devi is the earlier icon on copper for Our period* This is a 
beautiful piece of art, sitting in the posture of the Goddess in  
an austere mood the right hand fingers arranged in  v ~ a k l l y a ~ ~ ~  

5 8  
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mudrii and those of the left hand in pustaka nzudrii and with 
a diadem on her forehead the image of the royal lady has the 
divine look. The face, body and the limbs are fleshy. and 
well proportioned, the modelling is so rich and yet simple. 
The contours are well defined. Although the image belongs 
to the mid-15th century A. D, it answers to  the description of 
an art image of the period which had received its inspiration 
and stylistic influence of the Pala School of North India. 

The nose is aqui l ine  and prominent and the bridge head is 
raised to  that level and not depressed, the eye lids and brows 
just drawn to match with the thin outline of other parts, the 
lips are full, the chin clear cut, the ears were a circular flat 
ring and on the whole the face has a fine expression, which 
shows symmetry tending to add beauty of composition to it. 
There are other ornaments such as bracelets, armlets, necklace 
and lastly the waist band (mekhala) but there is no heavy 
ornamentation. The drapery is simple. This is just a diapho- 
nous loin cloth below the waist line. The image is in a sitting 
posture but the left foot is pendant and the right raised and 
bent at the knee is lowered to touch the margin of the 
pendant. The image in its mudrii and posture also resembles 
the Buddhist Tars as well as PZirasvati. 

Let me briefly examine here the DvSraSri, Lakemi, the 
Sundarichok Vianu-Lakgoli. Viivariipa and some Buddhist 
images we have mentioned earlier. Of the Sri-Lakemi images 
those of Patan and Bhatgaon belong to the mid-17th century. 
The Bhatgaon images had been set up by King Nareiamalla 
in 761, the Patan images by Siddhinarasikhamalla about the 
same t ~ m e  and the Kathmandu images by queen Bhuvana- 
lakeo~i in 828." 

11 Inscribed on the imagcs are tho lines: 

WT~T s i ~  r~rrfy;rsra gsGi rcgrtwrf:a$ gwret %7 
96r&rq 96~~4rq;r  

3:s pil?vlw"rat~m~ q?fa;r dti?~smq%h s qfiip~r 
a TJq I I  -3T-l T& 
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These 4 feet tall images are hollow as all cast images are. 
In the iconographic representation Sri and L a k ~ m i  are stand- 
ing on the back of a crocodile and tortoise, their Vdhanas. 
respectivdy in a tribhahgiga pose, a leg bent at  the knee and 
crossing the other descending straight. The bent leg is placed 
over the back of the Viihana on the fingers of the foot, but 
the other leg is stretched, and stands in that fashion ; the 
two legs are seen kept a little apart. The relative position 
of the legs differed from one image to another. In  Patan 
Sri has her left leg bent and stand on fingers, while Lakqmi 
has the right leg in this position. We have similar arrange- 
ment of legs in the Kathmandu images, but whereas in Patan's 
images the straight leg is forward, the Kathmandu images 
have the bent leg placed over the other leg. In this respect 
the position of legs in the images of Kathmandu follows the 
pattern of those in Bhatgaon. The tribhariga pose is evident 
only through the placing of the leg and actually as the images 
are straight no bending either at the waist or neck is 
discerned. 

In  all the images the aureole is placed on the hind part 
of the shoulders so that it stands in the form of an enclosure, 
the upper half wearing the appearance of a torana. The 
aureole is richly engraved. The groups differ as to facial 
expression, rnudras, drapery and ornaments. The Bhatgaon 
group is heavily ornamented unlike others which have only 
light ornaments. The former also carry on the palm of left 
hand, a casket (sinhamu) and a mirror (nhaika) respectively, 
fingers arranged in particular mudre formation. Tbe latter, 
however, (including those of Kathmandu) do not carry any- 
thing in their hands or are the objects lost ? The body on the 
whole appears normally developed but not fleshy. The hands 
are bent a t  the elbow, the fingers of the right hand and 
left hand of Jamuna have the same mudrii, the Vyzkh~zna .  
whereas the fingers of the other hand are seen arranged in 
parafu mu&. And further, the right hand in every case 
obstructs the view of the breast on that side. while the other 
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breast is exposed. The diaphonous long frock extends up to 
the ankle in the Patan images there is no garment over the 
upper body. But ornaments cover larger portion. The latter 
mode of dressing the upper body is seen in all such images. 
Similarly the armlets, bracelets, necklaces, garlands, and 
waist-bands-all beautifully engraved, are also common 
features. The Kathnlandu and Bhatgaon images wear a 
crown of five peaks, which covers from view the entire head 
from the top of one ear to  another. The facial expression 
is one of beauty and grace both in the images of Patan and 
Kathmandu. The forehead is not if  broad also not short, the 
eye lids open and brows are thinly outlined, the nose is 
prominent, the lips full well chased and slightly smiling all 
these are well proportioned so that the entire composition is 
symmetrical. The Bhatgaon images, however, are not as 
graceful and beautiful as the other two groups appear as far 
as the symmetrical arrangement of the eyes, nose and lips are 
concerned. The nose is not as pointed, the eye lids and lips 
are thick, the eyes open, the upper one thicker and the nostrils 
are visible because of this. As for the ornaments, whereas 
below the belt no ornaments appear in the Srilakgmi images 
of Patan and Kathmandu, those of Bhatgaon are laced also 
with ornaments from waist to foot. A long garland extending 
up to the knees is also special for these images. The 
Goddesses wear anklets, which is also something not found 
in the other images. I n  the lower body the legs have 
become slender, the thighs not as full, there is also stiffness 
in the posture, although the artist intended motion through 
the modelling of legs, which however does not appear to 
have succeeded. 'The drapery is thick, but the legs shown 
below the knee appear uncovered, which however was not 
intended by the modeller. The arrangement of the dress in 
modelling seems to be little faulty. But barring some short- 
comings the images look excellent pieces of art creation. 

The 24 feet copper image of ViSvariipa standing on a 4-tier 
plinth was set up by PratBpan~alla i n  NS 781. Protected by 
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multiples serpent-heads like a canopy the image has 3 tiers of 
heads. 7 in each but in diminishing proportions from the 
bottom row to the top. Hands cannot be counted, but one can 

list 9 on each side including the 2 normal ones. Two hands 
just below the normal ones hold one image each stretched from 
the waist. The abdomen shows a ferocious face. Each hand 

holds an emblem and the fingers arranged in a n~rrdra of 
its own. All heads but one wear crowns. The crownless head 
is the central one in the middle row, and the head looks like 
the head of the southern image of the Sivaliriga at PaSupati. 
The hairs are curled. Earrings. armlets and wristlets are 

common for all the heads and hands. Faces are well shaped. 
The chest is broad but not full, a snlall but broader necklace 
suspends from the neck to the breast and a flat sheet of 1 inch 
width richly carved extends from round the neck to the 
shoulders and to the thighs. This is a garland. but the chain 
tied round the neck suspends through the breast at  a lower 
level than the flat one. The image is standing O I I ~  leg bent at 
the k ~ e e s  and erect on heels, the rest including the fingers 
raised a little. This is the right leg. The left leg is stretched 
sideways, The legs are disproportionately short. 

The Mohanchok and Sundarichok of the Malla palace of 
Kathamndu are not accessible. but the Sundarichok water 
conduit courtyard of patan is also no less rich in the assem- 
blage of images on stones and metals. We shall take into 
consideration only one of these, i. e. the gilt copper images of 
Visnu and his consort placed on the conduit of the shape of 
Makara with open mouth. Visnu is riding his Garuda, his 
consort Lak~ru i  sitting on his left thigh with her left 1% 
slightly raised at the knee and then kept suspending on the 
wing of the carrier while the left one is placed above the left 
thigh, palm turned upwards. Viggu is holding Lak$mi by 
his left hands, all the four hands beii~g arranged in tile 
pose, The consort is two handed wearing bracelets and wrist- 
lets. Apart from tile K~tnta la  she wears 2 necklace. Both 
ViSnu and Lakgmi wear a crowfl. The @rni3Uenfs are not 
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heavy, Vignu has Srivatsa in his chest. Laksn~i  wears half 
sleeve blouse, and the transparent frock is spread over a part 
of Garuda's back, as well as covers her body up to  the ankle. 
The left foot is visible under the frock because of its trans- 
parance. V i ~ n u  wears a loin cloth, otherwise he is naked. 
The face is not as expressive. Eyes in all the images of the 
group appear as looking downwards, eye lids are thick, the 
nose is prominent, the lower lip is thicker but towards the top 
is rendered flat, the waist is thin, the abdomen is sunk, but the 
navel appears like a hole over a swelled flesh of certaii~ 
roundness. 

I n  the background of a plain stone with the design of 
flowery rim the image occupies the large arcaded niche on the 
wall of the courtyard in the northern side. Tlle background 
is simple showing large leaves on the surface, while the arch 
has four tiers of leaves surmounted by four stage cupola over 
which flows a long garland along thc line of the arcaded leaf 
arrangement. The viihana of Vienu i. e. Garuda is a winged 
bird of human face and hands, his legs are not visible, 
wearing ear-rings and garland and armlet of snakes, he also 
holds human faced snakes in his hands. These must be the 
maids Garuda has curled hairs. He does not wear any orlla- 
ments except the snake. His hands and other features are 
modelled in a manner similar to those of the other two images 
of the group. His downward eyes also bear close resemblance 
to the shape of the eyes iu similar images. 

Among the less significant iconographic art objects might 
be considered some images on the tympanums. One such 
image is the 4 faced Siva of the southern gateway of PaSu- 
patiniitha. Siva is accompanied by two deities each on his 
two sides. The two in the exremities are yet smaller in size. 
Siva has 3 heads in a row, and one more above the middle 
one. 'The 10 hands hold different emblems, and the legs are 
set apart in a poise similar to that of ViSvarBpa. The body 
of the Lord is naked. There are no ornaments but the head 
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wear crowns. The contours of the face is finely drawn, and 
all the four faces are beautifully shaped. But the chest, hands. 
abdomen, and thighs and legs are full of flesh. Besides this. 
the hands appear stiff without suggestive motion. The leg 
stretched does not impart movement to it. The waistline is 
not curved as in other images. The whole abdomen appears 
as one fleshy whole. Although the deity is i n  oribhariga pose 
suggesting dynamic movement, the figure is not disposed to 
the rhythm due to assumption of unusual flesh. But iospite 
of this the image does not look to have fallen much below 
the standard. The finish speaks volume for the craftman's 
skill, 

The images on the torana of the golden gateway of the 
Bhatgaon Palace with the smaller images of Sri and Laktmi 
on the right and left respectively the central image which is 
of Taleju Bhaviini embodies in it the same qualities of art 
which are found in the metallic images of the late medieval 
period. The legs and hands are not differently placed from 
what they appear in the Siva image of the tympanum in the 
latter's shriae. The left leg is stretched a little forward 
sideways. Here too. the hands except the normal do not 
suggest motioa. But the atibhariga pose shows dynamic 
movement. The Goddess is in the act of killing the buffalo 
demon. 

The drapery covering the lower body is thick but the 
sunken apparel is marked between the legs. and both are 
skilfully shown in the figure. The forward breasts and 
curved waistline are also more accurately contorted. Although 
the images were set up after nearly 75 years of the PaSupati 
tympanum, the deft handling of the image by the artist is no 
less revealing. 

The front door in the Miilchok of Patan, Kathmandu and 
Bhatgaon have their tympallum each, which show images of 
the type we have described. The description of the various 

aspects of the body images as handled by the artists in the 
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foregoing cases applies also to the NavadurgZi deities on the 
tympanums. 

As for the art of engraving there are flowery designs much 
delicately engraved on the surface. On the periphery of the 
torana, about an inch of arched space is covered by the 
Garuda holding serpents and then there is a crocodile- 
Makara, on each side raising its tail amidst the background 
of floral a ~ ~ d  linear patterns executed in all symmetry. Some 
of the images are in bold relief and seen1 to have been put 
on the rorana after nlodelling, but the smaller images were 
engraved over the surface and so were the geometrical and 
flowery designs. These came to be executed by beating. 
hammering and engraving on the metal. 

011 the whole the metallic iconography had retained the 
high standard of craftsmanship that was handed down to the 
late medieval age by the preCeding generations. Thus we 
fiud that much of the earlier features are in evidence in the 
metal figures of the deities. However, the paucity of dated 
images outside the architectural surroundirlg as we have 
noticed makes our task of estiluating the metallic art in 
chronological order almost inlpossible. For the same reason 
it is also much dificult to institute a comparison between 
the metallic arts of the two stages of the medieval age, the 
early and late periods. But because the metallic images we 
have examined. 

The Brassware and Coyperware : These are mostly jugs, 
jars, finials, lamp-stands. iukpots, incense burner and suspend- 
ed bells. There are few inscribed ~naterials but a copper 
jar of Jitiruitramalla kept i n  the museum carries with it the 
king's name. There are other objects alor~g side of the jar, 
and all these are presumed to have belonged to the Bhatgaon 
ruler. The jar is of the height of 1'8" and at its hemispherical 
expansion the width might be about 3". Other objects are 
a jug goyedyan (a pall for keeping arecanuts), a basket or 
kota (keeping flower, etc. for worship), the Sukundii (a lamp 
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and a wick holder)-all of copper. The 3 f t .  long pinas or 
rvariba (a lamp stand) is another attraction in view of its 
artistic appearance. Bells by kings are also available to us 
along with the inscriplions. Such a bell of a large size exists 
in Patan and Bhatgaon cn  a specially built structure of a 

raised platform in front of the palace at the courtyard. The 
former is attributed to Vignumalla, and the latter to Raqajita- 

malla. There is yet one more bell i n  the palace square of 
Bhatgaon. The large bell i n  the MBlchok of Bllatgaoll was 
offered by King Bhiipatindra in N S  818. I n  the shrine of 
Taleju inside the palace in Kathmandu we have' a bell of 
medium size offered by King Bhaskaranlalla in NS 833. 
Similarly we have inscription about some Chudlrnani or 
Siromani i.e. the summit of the temple. These summits or 
tops are of gilt copper as the bells are of iron or bronze. The 
dated summits or tops are traced through the inscriptions 
attached to the temples, which tell us also about the donor. 
But there is no means to verify all summits as the original 
ones. 

The Statues: We have already described Bl~iipatindra's 
statue i n  the words of P. Brown. All the statuary images 
are in kneeling postures as a mark of devotion because the 
pillars are dedicated to one or the other deity. In shape and 
form the statues look alike, they are moulded under the same 
process. As we view the three statues, of Pratapamalla, 
PHrthivendranlalla and ~ o ~ a n a r e ~ l d r a m a l l a  respectively. and 
compare them with ~hi i~at indramalla 's  the COmnlon style of 
statuary art of metal is evident. The nlodc.lling is as good 
though not perfect. But the smaller statues look very formal 
a~rd  dull in Under canopy of sllake or snakes 
the celltral image acquires the dignity of a royal Personage* 
Sometimes the images may go without a calloPY of s'lakes- 
It also so happens that along with the larger the 

smaller statue has also its own Canopy, e.  g* jn the group 
Yoganarendran~alla's pillar the queell has her Own snake 

canopy, Even without the design a throne, the 'seat under- 
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neath the canopy assumes the respectability of a sitting place 
fit for the royalty. The face. the ha~lds,  legs and their ges- 
tures and attitudes conform to certain collventional patterns. 

The dress and ornanlents of the statuary image belong to the 
contemporary usagc. Perhaps the face was broadly shaped 
to admit of common features but never individual likeness. 
No kind of total identity of the persoil represented with the 
statue was intended. ?'he absence of one's likeness in the 
statue is evident from the two effigies of Bhiipatindramalla, 
one supervened on the pillar and ailother, a separate kneeling 
statue, now in the possession of the Nepal Museum. These 
two again might be compared with the portrait in Piirijii- 
tnharananiif;cakam (Nat. Lib. Cat.) The dress is more or less 
similar in the three, and so is the gesture. But all these can 
be presumed to have been portraits of three differe~lt persons. 
I do not think that it is different in the case of Pratiipa's 
statuary images of the pillars and we find also the same on 
the stone image lying in the shrine of GujyeSvari. Rut the 
face is skilfully modelled probably in the light of the appear- 
ance which members of the royal family presented in their 
racial features. It would be, however, wrong to suggest that 
these features were Mongoloid a large forehead, prominent 
nose, small mouth, not small eyes these do not surely indicate 
Mongol feature. Most of the statues have uo moustache and 
beards (Pratiipa, Yoganarendra. Piirthivendra). This might 
be so designed to give youthfulness to the statuary figures. 

The artistic aspect of the statues is described by Percy 
Brown in his estimate of the statuary image of the Bhatgaon 
pillar of Bhiipatindramalla. The  statues by themselves 
although they may not bear the likeness of the individuals 
represented do express what we call the majesty and grandeur 
of the most august station in life of an individual. The 
royal attire, the sword or dagger at  the waistband, the jewel- 
lery and ornaments including the fingering they wore are 
fitted well into the pattern. The turban worn in common 
with the rulers of India of the time the long shirt, and tight 
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fitting trousers, with all these collectively the regal pattern is 
evident. The women's bracelets, armlets, ear-flowers (karpa- 
phula). and necklaces of various lengths, and the drapery of 
a patiisi (covering only lower body) with folds, every thing 
seen as  a part of ornamentation makes the female figure 
appear stiff and immobile. The facial expression with open 
eyes and folded hands is not as clear. 

The art of coinage : One of the appendices to the present 
volume deals with coius, and the illustrations therein will 
show different linear patterns as well as synlbolic objects. 
The linear patterns are shaped variously as triangles, squares 
and circles and concentric squares and circles and concentric 
circles, then scolloped squares, and lastly square figures with 
projections from the sides (Walsh, V. 4 reverse) and two 
interlaced svastikas which also form squares (V. 5 obverse). 
two intersecting quadrilateral, with concave sides (V. 5 
reverse) or simply as Persian characters. There are inter- 
secting triangles, squares, Sarasvatiyantra and scolloped 
octagon. The emblems are also of different kinds such as 
conch, trident, Kalaia (vase of holy water) with streamers, 
noose (piisa), elephant goading ankuia, a sword wit11 wreath, 
Sun, crescent, lotus, bunches of flowers, rebuss of the lion, 
sthpa, (double drum) bunches of flowers, mirror and a casket 
for keeping vermilion powder. The legends are spread 
around the space made by linear desigos. 

All these etllblems as  well as the linear patterns are 
finally drawn and come to us in a finished shape, and the 
pieces are really valuable even as works of art in the excellent 
way the designs are executed. 

At this stage the reader is referred to the appendix on 
coins, where we have fully described the various geometrical 
desig~ls and emblems adopted in the coins wbich find place in 
the description. We might add to the list a few more coins 
from Walsh's book and evaluate their qualities of art in the 
light of the shape and forms of the objects represented. 
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We shall take only certain specific coins for our consi- 
deration, coins which bear elaborate geometrical marks and 
also those with the emblems of that nature. Such coins 
belong to all the three kingdoms. For complicated geometri- 
cal patterns we may suggest coins of the Patati rulers as give11 
by Walsh in his illustrations. (V. 5, 6, 7). The linear patterns 
indicated are intersecting quadrilateral forming octagonal 
figure iuside and rhomboid crossed by triangles of equal lines 
respectively. The no. 8 of the same plate gives a figure of 
intersecting squares and at the centre a small square placed in 
slanting fashion and yet showing within it a smaller square 
perpendicularly placed to touch the centre of each side by the 
angle. The obverse of n. 13, 17, 34 in our appendix has also 
a similar pattern. Decoration of the surface by dots, bunches 
of flowers, Persian character is found in Walsh, 11. 12,111. 
1, 2, VL. 5, 6, and in n. 27, 28 of our appendix. These look 
like the coins of Muslim rulers of India except for the sym- 
bols. Apart from the design of an octagon round the central 
circle (Walsh, 111. 5, 8, VI. 9; n. 8, 10 in our appendix), there 
is one device of a nice linear arrangement noticed in coins, 
(Walsh, 1V. 6 obverse; VI. 10 obverse). The scolloped circle 
with a triangle in centre is an attracting pattern, and so is the 
figure of a circle surrounded by six petals, which are again 
surrounded by scolloped petals. More coilis of siulple design 
with scolloped squares (11. 2, 4; V. 1) or ordinary at  the centre 
and thick dots and comb-like formation of line are also corn- 
monly found. The line arrangement in all the coins gives a 
fine look to the coins. Numerous emblems appear i n  the 
coins, such as a vase with streamers (Walsh. 11. 5, 6, 7; 111.2; 
V. 4), trident with or without streamers and sword with 
wreaths (n.  8,9, 10, 17. 26, 27, 32, 33 in our appendix and 
(Walsh, 11. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12), trident and words (Walsh, 
111. 4, 5 ,  6) sinamu casket for depositing vermilion 
powder (11. 13, obverse in our appendix); Walsh, 111. 10, 13; 
V. 5, 8, 11, 12; VI. 12), the double drum (11. 1, 2, in 
our Appendix), the symbols of ag~amaitgala in the eight 
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petals around (Walsh. 111. 4. 5. 12; 1V. 2. 6. 15) conch shell 
or 'SaAkha (Walsh. V. 7; I .  8, 13) discus or chakra 
(Walsh. 11. 13; IV. 9; V. 11. 12). mace or gadci (Walsh, 
11. 7, V. 6.7. 8) and finally the rebuss of the lion when the 
name of the ruler ended in the word sifiha (Walsh, V. 1. 2; 
VI. 1, 2). A bunch of flowers singly (Walsh. 1V. 9) or in  a 
group or within a circle (Walsh, 11. 4. 9, 10. 18 reverse) or a 
triangle or above a sword (Walsh. V. 9) is noticed in several 
mohars and $ mohar coins. The flower looks full blown. 

All tbese are religious emblems. and we obtain these also 
in more coins. We bave given the above reference just to 
show the specimen for the artistic representation of the 
objects. I t  appears that the art of cast silver in the shape of 
coins was marked by a variety of geometrical designs as well 
as religious symbols which are engraved in a formalised 
shape and form yet retaining some kind of appearance, The 
KalaSa with leaves streaming out is SO real that it does not 
differ anyway from the sculptures on stones and wood, and 
it equals in beauteous look with the counterparts. Coins 
which have several symbols (Walsh, 11. 13) or scattered over 
many points (11. 9, 11, 12) are (to take a few examples) as 
excellent as the other. They do not show any appearance of 
overadjustment and disarray and their apace is not subject to 
spoliatioa. 

The different objects thus represented e. g, the ariku~a (for 
g o a d i ~ ~ g  elephant), the pisa (noose) the double drum, the 
vermilion casket. the lotus-all have a likeness even 
though not as real to the counterpart on stone or wood or 
canvass. The rebuss of a lioll in our coins migllt be com- 
pared with ~ imi lar  figures of the Licchavi period. The 
conventionalised figure is the same on metal or stone for this 
period. But it differs from the Lichhavi lion in that it is too 
conventionalised to resemble a real lion, which the latter 
does not also have the majesty of the latter, although 
an attempt seems to have bee11 made to imitate the old shape. 
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The lion in Malla coins is the skeleton in comparison, in a 
thin body it has a thinner neck and legs, and in addition the 
crest over the head, and the paw conforms to  the general 
pattern, and only in one case (Walsh, VI. 1, 2) the raised tail 
(as well as in Walsh's V. 2) and the position of the legs might 
suggest mobility, 

Considered in general perspective the metallic art as 
evidenced in the coinage of Nepal in the late middle ages 
had suficiently advanced both in regard to  the technique 
of modelling and finish as well as  in respect of adopting the 
variety of designs and the objects of symbols. 

The technique of casting metal images followed in Nepal 
is known as lost wax or cire per due process, which we 
briefly describe here. A model is prepared of wax and 
crystallized juice of the bark of the Siila tree in the likeness 
of the image or design or pattern the artist has in mind. The 
modelling is done by hands and then using a delicate instru- 
ment like a niddle for fine imprints. The artist puts quite 
a hard labour and skill into the preparation of the  model. 
He has to twist and add and punch out the wax piece in the 
process, The wax model is several times dropped into a 
thick liquid of smooth clay and cowdung, and then a plaster 
of yellow earth mixed with husks was to be applied into it. 
In the application of plaster care is taken to leave a hole for 
molten wax to flow outside when the plastered model is 
allowed to shed off its wet content. I t  so happens that after 
sometime when dry the layer outside the wax becomes 
hardened and fireproof. 

Now it is time to take out the wax and this is done by 
heating the model over fire lit in a locally devised earth pot 
called maka or in the mild sun. The fire must be just 
warming. The sun also should not emit scorching heat. 
Because of the mild heat the outer layer is not affected by 
this kind of fire but the inner core of material made of wax 
is melted and flown out. Later the same exit is used to pour 
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molten metal into the model retained after the loss of wax. 
We must understand that the model is now made of clay 
plaster which has fully absorbed all the designs and patterns 
worked by the artist on the wax model. As molten metal 
takes its place, all this is transferred to it when the liquid 
crystalises. There is a process of cooling the mould. Once 
the warmth gone the outer crust of the plaster clay is removed 
and you see the images of whatever one designed it. 

Terracotta: Images in burnt clay belonging to the late 
Malla period are available in the cells of teoiples as well as 
on the niches of their front walls. According to Percy Brown 
in his Picturesque Nepal (p. 173). 'Apart from the structural 
features, terracotta is used freely for decorative purposes. 
The tympanunl which is found over most important door- 
ways, usually of hammered brass or carved wood, is in cases 
boldly executed in burnt clay with details sharply modelled in 
this plastic material. Niches with figures, dragons. and foliage, 
running borders of snakes finials of crowning cocks, and 
all the ornamental additions characteristic of a brick architec- 
ture are to be observed'. The two snake figures one a Ngga- 
kanya and the other of a N5ga mzle with the head under the 
snake canopy and holding a conch shell by his two hands 
is a common sight in some of the temples of both styles. 
Together they circle round the temple as if forming a hand 
and their heads are shown, one on each side of the doorway. 
The Nepal Museum has in its possession the images of the 

eight mother goddesses, and it is said that they belong to the 
time of Jitiimitramalla. The life-size image of Ananta NZrii- 
yana in Aryaghlf. DeopHfan also is there but this belongs 
to the early 18th century A.D. The Dathu temple of R h i -  
pokhari has a collection of terracotta images of the size 
of a foot and half. This includes images of V i g u  and his 
incarnate, ViirHha, Goddess Mahis~suramardini, and the God 
of sea, Varuqa. In the same tenlple the four corner chapels 
on the platform are decorated with the terracotta tofapa, with 
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the two side figures of crocodiles and the central Ggure of 
Garuda holding snakes between his teeth. All these images 
and toranas belong to king Pratapamalla's reign. Further 
in Taleju the main palace gateway by name Simhadvira and 
on the 6th terrace four subsidiary gateways of the temple of 
Taleju are of burnt clay. The deities represented in these 
belong to Saivite pantheon, such as  Siva, Parvati, Vi~nu. 
Lakgmi, Ganeia and Bhairava. We notice also the animal 
figures of lion, elephants and horses besides the crocodile and 
serpent. 

The terracotta images of A?{amiitrikii, Var&!la. Vienu 
Siirya and Varupa niight be treated here for their art value. 
I t  can be safely added here that the art on terracotta was as 
highly advanced as the sculpture m stone or wood carving. 
The image of Vataha closely resembles the Varaha on stone 
lying in a temple at  a suburb of the city of Kathmandu in  
the northeast so does Siirya holding by his two hands the 
full blown su11 flowers and riding a chariot drawn by 7 horses. 
I t  is a seated image both hands bent a t  the elbows and the 
lower half slightly turned and raised straight through the 
chest. The image of V i ~ q u  with hands catching classical 
emblems is standing on a snake base. This is a four harlded 
image but much damaged. The Variiha has lifted the tiny 
earth by his left tooth and his boar's head is raised u p  and  
with all its fierce countenance, the expression of wrath and 
victory is so skilfully planted. 

P. Brown is greatly impressed by the moulded brick 
and modelled terracotta. This is how he gives expression to 
his appreciation of the art: 'The builder used an excep- 
tionally good quality of clay, and by means of a systerll of 
firing which produced a hard smooth. shell like surface. his 
masonry seems to dety all weathers, besides displaying a most 
artistic colouring. Terracotta is soxl~etimes ~ ~ s e d  iu place of 
wood or metal for the sake of eco~lon~y.' 

Apart from the Mafrkii deities the life size s t a ~ ~ d i l l g  

Ananta Vigpu in a niche llke arcaded brick bullt shrine a t  
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AryaghQ is another masterpiece of the artist using terracotta. 
This image which is well modelled in the tradition of the 
sculpture of the age displays the high qualities of plastic art. 
The canopy of serpents is suspended from the ground, and 
the image with four hands and the classical emblems, wearing 
the diaphanous dhoti tending to  touch the knee, and all 
ornaments. two tier beaded necklace, armlets, wristlets and 
the crown on the head is like any other Vienu image on wood 
or stone, Although elongated and comparatively slim, but 
with the beautiful face, forehead, eyelids, brow, nose, and 
other features are symmetrically modelled and inspite of 
certain drawbacks the image could be our proud heritage. 

Temple accessories such as a lamp and flower pots with 
flowery designs are also made of burnt clay. 

Lastly we may add a few words about the technique of 
making terracotta art objects. As already suggested, a few 
particular kinds of earth is used for the purpose. These are 
variously known as rnasucha, dyachii and gathechii. Water 
is mixed with earth and allowed to be soaked into clay. The 
modelling is done by fingers, and for carving, a delicate 
pointed chisel like instrument is used. When the image or 
pattern is ready, the process of burning starts. All the objects 
are  grouped together, and within a brick structure they are 
deposited on piles of straw one upon another. A kind of 
structure like a brick kiln thus begins to work with fire lit 
from all around. The burning continues for more than 24 
hours. The straw supports also the burden of the clay image 
a t  the level, and tbis happens even after being burnt. The 
objects become red after the whole process is through. Ic 
the middle ages those who worked with terracotta followed 

this process of moulding and burning. 

Wood: Wood carving in Nepal had attained the highest 

form of art ever attained in the field, No other country can 
lay a claim to such a high degree of attainment. The carved 

work on wood is also abundantly found and its numerical 

59 
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superibrity is rivalled only by stones. Windows, doorways 
and cornices, friezes and architraves, struts as well as other 
kinds of supporting beams of the roofs, beans and columns 
and individual wood pieces with carving of divine images, 
are the objects of wood art. We are in particularly taking 
notice of the strut images in the courtyards of the palaces in 
the three cities, and tenlples of YakgeSvara (Bhatgaon). 
PaSupati (Deopatan) and Chldgu NarZiyana. the two NHrlyana 
temples in the locality of KO-bahll (Patan) and Bhimasena- 
sthiin (Patan). a separate image such as the Dipankara Buddha 
(Nepal Museum) as  well as the richly carved tympanunls in 
some of the monasteries over their gateways. doorways and, 
windows. 

The woodcraft follows the same style as that of stone 
when we consider the art aspect of carved images. All 
qualities of art found in the sculptures of e a ~ l y  rnedievak 
period are found in carving on wood. The  strut images in 
the Miilchoks of the three palaces provide the best examples. 
The front windows and doorways of the Patan Palace which' 
face the courtyard to the west are beautifully carved, tbe first 
storey presenting over the trellis the Sun God and before him 
sitting Aruna holding the reins in a chariot driven by seven 
horses. The doorway now closed shows on the frames, the 
friezes, lintels, cornices and the triangular side mandanas and 
tympanums different geometrical patterns and beautiful images 
of deities. The Sun God appears also elsewhere on the same 
setting. The two side figures at the top of the trellis windows 
are Sun God holding fully blown flowers in their hands. I 
thiak tbat in the same measure the images of the Bhimasena- 
sthln (d. NS 802) and of the Madhavamandir (d. NS 582 but 
later repaired) could be presented as elegant and fresh pieces 
of art. 

The struts in the latter show images of the ten incarnates 
of Visnu as well as his Sakti, L a k ~ m i  the Goddess of Wealtb, 
and other female deities. In the Bhimasenastbln every strut 
in the first storey is some deity of the Vignu Saivite pantheon. 
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male or female, in which the Vifgu incarrla~ions are promi- 
nent. What is important for us is also the fact that they bear 
the date at  the base (NS. 802). Nearby in the northern direc- 
tion there are two temples of Nariiyana again displaying in 
their supporting pillars the divinities of the Vignuite cult. 
One temple of Narayana erected in the 17th century A.D. has 
in the struts the Vignu incarnates in the upper portion and 
at bottoni the scenes connected with the life story of Prahliida. 
More temples of the time show other deities. The Chhusya- 
baha i n  Kathmandu nurses in the struts of its roof the  images 
of stars or constellations as well as the nine Grahas. One 
bahHl of Bhatgann close to the Palace at  the western direction 
has differet~t Buddha deities in the struts. 

The strut images impress us with their good modelling, 
and highly skilled carving. The images of deities conform 
to the classical description, and are in their ideal form. They 
are excellent show pieces of art with their charniing coun- 
tenance. Irrespective of the ages they were created they 
show a common style of compositio~l and conformity to the 
tradition. The face, the hands, shoulders, chest and legs are 
all well shaped and the artist has succeeded in giving to each 
image the degree cf perfection he was capable of. Imapes 
of ~ a i v i t e  and Buddhist deities in different moods, and 
postures. Wearing appropriate dresses and ornaments 
including a crown of one or three peaks and in the act of 
performing varied functions, are in evidence as we scan the 
struts in  the temples and palace courtyards. These are 
images with multiple heads and hands holding traditional 
weapons. One strut may show a couple. male and female. 
standing together, one's hand placed on the other's shoulder. 
1x1 the Bhimasena temple of Patan we have in the struts multi- 
ple handed Siva, PBrvati, Bhairava and GaneJa in their 
classical pose each mounted on the traditional carrier. The 

3 storeyed NHrHyana temple on the main Street of the Kobahgl 
area shows a supporting beam where appear the dancing 
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Ganeia and his consort mounting the mouse displaying in 
the many hands and weapons their might and power. 

Most of the toraqas, doorframes, pilasters in concentric 
folds, the doorways. lintels, the architraves, cornices-the 
toranas, jambs, and other grounds on the temple plan are 
carved showing deities of flowery and geometrical patterns. 
They show a wide variety of images as well as linear patterns 
and designs. Animals such as  elephants. horses, lions, 
dragons, fishes, tadpoles, crocodiles as well as a variety of 
bird family are skilfully carved. The makara or snake with 
its mouth open, a deity male or apsarii seated there on the 
niche is a common sight on the wood plank overlaid on both 
sides of the doorway. The front of the Royal Palace which 
was built by Siddhinarasixhba in the early 17th century in 
?atan but is preserved up till now maintains windows open 
and lattice, cornices, architraves and friezes, everything 
available is carved and deitles and designs intermingle. We 
have already referred to the sun chariot on the lattice. The 
chariot supported by a row of the 7 horses with raised heads 
suggesting quick movement iu the nature of gallop. The 
chariot is specially designed by intricate carving and slight 
projection. The open window structures above the lattice 
are all arcaded as if each has a torana. The  three windows 
resting on a thick wooden frieze is flanked by cube shaped 
lattices. The doorway with its delicately carved loraga lintels 
and friezes and concentric pilasters is so magnificent to view 
that it simply beggars description. 

The Bhatgaon palace is another treasure of carved wood 
pieces. The Miilchok, Bhairavachok and KumSrichok are 
the special storehouses. These are full of strut images of 
different shapes and attitudes with multiple hands, (upto 16), 
male-female, each on his or her own viihana cdrrier. The 
usual picture is that of the Goddess killing the buffalo demon. 
But more devices are adopted to enrich the artistic appearance 
of the shrines as well as the residence of the ruler. The thin 
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lattice windows. designs of open windows retained without 
the device to open door jambs. all beautifully carved with the 
images of Siva and his espouse Parvati, are the common sight. 
The visitor is accosted with this feast for his eye, which no  
second building can afford. 

Regarding individual wood images. one could examine a 
piece (1 )  The image of the Dipankara Buddha in the posses- 
sion of the Kathmandu Museum. The Buddha Dipankara is 
standing. He is preaching his doctrines and assuring fear- 
lessness as is indicated by his mudrcis. He wears the long 
apparel and ornaments of a Rodhisatva, He wears a three 
peaked crown in the usual way. Tbe starred earrings. chainr 
and necklace and wristlets are all what the LokeSvara images 
also would show. A circular halo surrounds the beautiful 
and calm face. In  the niche of the elaborately designed 
torana and above a lotus pedestal and flanked by Tar2 on 
each side squatting in lalitiisana and rcijalilcisana pose respec- 
tively. The Bodhisatva stands against a plain ground with 
two units of rims very much diminutive as in LokeSvara and 
V i ~ n u  images of stone. The attire he wears is a long skirt 
extending up to  the knee, one end of which is thown through 
his broad chest astride the right-shoulder. 

The face is well proportioned and reflects a high standard 
of modelling. His hands are stretched a little forward from 
the elbows. which enlphasises the importance of his gait and 
attitude. The figures of Tar8 are set against the torana 
which are fixed as pilasters to the image. The base is single 
but out of this three lotus seats are carved, of which the side 
ones are larger to give room to sitting figures. Two spouts 

of lotus stalks with blooming flowers rise a little higher along 
the side bases. Tar& have their own halo eacb. and the 
ornaments are similar to those in such figures of tbe early 
medieval period, but there is also a long garland worll round 
the upper body, neck. to the knee, and this is not what we see 
earlier but which is a common type of decoration in the 
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figures of the latter period. The date of the image is N S  782, 
so this ornamentation is formal. Another feature which is 
unusual is the armlet worn round the elbow. On the whole 
the image reminds one of the stone sculptures of the 9-12th 
centuries except for certain ornaments. It can be suggested 
that the work on wood had maintained its high attainments 
inspite of the passage of time and collsequent lowering of 
standard. 

Stone art: Iconographical representation on stone was 
made both through the images as  well as unchiselled stones. 
Chips of stones individually or brought together in 5 or 7 or 
10 pass for the Elephant God. Paiichakun12ri and Dasavidya 
Goddesses respectively. A few shrines have in their inner 
sanctuary a stone engraved with geometrical designs represent- 
ing the Yantra of some female Sakti. But we are concerned 
here not so much with such materials but with the icons and 
similar objects where we notice the art creatior~s of the age 
on the stones. The stones generally came from Godiivari and 
Pharping hills and were either lime stones or granites. 

Being chiselled the icorls poses in common all those 
qualities of art which are attributed to the Indian sculptures 
of the contemporary era. The iniage was sculptured on a 
single stone, until late 17th century pedestal and rims also, 
formed one stone along with the figures single or configurated. 

All these, images are relics sculptures. The  artist used the 
chisel to carve on stones whatever icons of .  deities or designs 
he liked to work. He used no other instruments and he had 
also mastered the device to polish his stone with the help of 
a particular variety of lime stone. 

I n  examining some 15-171h century images we will not be 

f a t  from the truth when we declare that even in  . this period 
the old style of composition was followed. But tlie artist had 
not lived up to his mark and there were extraneous influences 
which had led to embellishments marring the simplicity of the 
the figures. 
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It appears that throughout the 14th century right up to the 
consolidation of rower by Sthitimalla, there was no specific 
activity in the field of art. I do  not know for what reasons 
the activity was taking a slow step even afterwards. We 
search in vain for major art works until we reach the 16th 
century. But, however, few and far between the creations of 
the 15th century come to  notice we shall touch them here for 
some reference. 

Coming to the 15th century we find that the Tgntric 
influence which had already dominated the iconography in 
painting bad spread i n  the field of sculptures. Exciting odd 
looking images began to appear on stones as well as on metal 
and wood. We also notice that the cult of Sakri worship was 
getting popular, and in consequence images of female deities 
were appearing in form and shape unknown before. The first 
image of Mahisssuramardini for the period is available in 
Pharping and a n  illscription of 1407 A. D. calls her Jhankes- 
vari. This is a &handed image in the act of killing the demon. 
Such images with animal or human faces were numerous for  
the subsequent centuries. Quite a good number of such 
images might not have art value but a few Purgnic deities 
conceived in the traditional style are represented in icons of 
definitely high quality and craftsmanship. 

Beginning with the Sun God image we find that individual 
images of the Sun God had disappeared. but we get mandala 
images. This mandala is composed of the sun family within 
a circular disc. The whole is a scheme of chariot over which 
the Sun God appears dominating by his height. The plain 
base supports t h e  structure of the charior. and the imaged 
chariot as well as pedestal form one single stone inseparable. 

Examiuing the dated Solar chariot Banepii (date NS 516= 
1396 A. D.) we find the scheme of a chariot, r line drawn 
across the circle just below the diameter creates the shape of 
a chariot over which are Aruna. the driver holding the 
reins. a11d UgH and PratyugH, female attendants in 
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reclining posture the whole of their body bent on the 
side. They are seen in the act of throwing arrow from their 
bow. The chariot like a canoe is borne by 7 horses, whose 

heads and front legs are visible in symmetrical arrangement 
of a row. Below this there are two figures again in reclining 
posture making a gesture of beating with swords held by both 
hands. Aruna's upper body from the waist line upwards is 
visible. The Sun appears standing in the usual pose. But his 
lower limbs are not noticed. H e  is haloed and crowned. 
Other figures also arc crowned and wear ornaments, which 
are elaborate for the earlier century. But the form of 
the crown worn by the Sun is different. It stands which 
is just like a skull cap wit11 a band and a crest in the 
shape of Jalanhaika at the top. The  image of Te-BahB1 (d 
572) is more elaborately designed. I t  has a circular frame 
round the ground, which consists of 12 signs of zodiac. The 
legs of the standing sun are fully visible behind ~ r u n a  who 
is sitting just leaning against his master's lower legs and 
holding the reins tied to the 7 horses. At  the bottom level 
the two figures with swords wear mukula  like that of 
Bhairava. This headgear is not a type of object coverins 
the skull, it only rises above the forehead and protruding 
on two sides covers the front area round about the head 
in particular the ears. This kind of headgear appears for 
the first time to our notice. We have one more image of 
SBrya. and this is probably of the late 15th century. This 
is on a stele occupying a niche of a rectangular stone with 
designs of plants and leaves. The image is different from 
the two we have described above. Apart from the two figures 
Us8 and PratyusH, the Sun God in this image is accompanied 
by his two Saktis. one four handed (right) and another two 
handed (left). They appear above the U@ figures whose bow 
and arrow again are more clearly seen here than in other 
steles. The sun is also sitting here, The mukuta  of the 
figures at  the bottom is the same as in the Te-bahB1 image. 
Some sitting Sun images with their hands holding flowers in  
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the usual fashion appear in Patan. There is yet another 
image of the Sun God sitting with his Sakti on his chariot 
drawn by 7 horses. The stele has rims with bifurcated flames. 
but otherwise is plain. Here the Sun does not hold the flower 
by his hand. rather the flower is seen with the stalk shooting 
forth by his right side. After the horses there is no other 
panel below. Us5 and Pratyuvg occupy their place as before. 
The Sakti wearing a muku~a  like a coronet and folded hands. 
is sitting on the Sun's lap to the left. The Sun has a beautiful 
face, and so has the Sakti. He wears a crown worn by Vignu 
in the images of the earlier period. The hand which was 
employed to hold the stalk is raised with fingers in abhaya- 
mudrii. The other hand goes round the Sakti from behind 
and is seen. This image is one of the many lying uncared, 
for in the temple of RBnipokhBri (Kathmandu). 

It seems the cult of the Sun God had not died but had' 
just lingered in the 16th century A.D. 

The V i ~ u  image of a temple i n  TalBchhe, Bhatgaon with 
date NS 574 though not large enough to be compared with. 
those we have already mentioned seems. however, to follow 
in the traditional style of composition. Although this is a 
different kind of image, which does not have a configuration 
but with its own series of incarnati3n figures, the figure has a 
close resemblance to the V i ~ p u  figure of the earlier age. 
Sculptured on a polished lime stone with a plain background 
and wearing traditional features, Lord Vignu retains all his 
poise and majesty. 

Here we may refer to an image of Chintamani LokeSvara 
bearing date NS 549 on the pedestal. This is one of the 
most beautiful images of the 14-15 centuries. Lokeivara is 

standing in tribhahga pose, the right hand stretching forward 
a little away from the waist line; the left leg stands on tiptoe 
while the left hand stretched upward from the elbow catches 
a branch of the tree which in its thick foliage forms a canopy 
above the Bodhisatva figure. The modelling is excellent. 
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The flesh gives beauty to the body, and to the cbest, waist 
.line, and the slightly raised hip. The  rounded shoulders and 
legs are all designed in perfect symmetry. The  face well 
chased shows a broad forehead, prominent nose, eyelids 
closed to ~ v a l  shape, ridge-like eyebrows, small mouth and 
chin full of smiles. The tribhariga pose imparts tension and 
plastic movement to the body. The  contour is so well defined. 
One of the rare examples of Bodhisatva image for its variety 
and all embracing ornaments the image has a crown of 3 
peaks and wears a circular double mohar type of convivial 
ornament to  hang from the long and large holed ear lobes. 
I n  addition to the short flat necklace of 2 tiers, there are two 
.chains streaming to the upper abdomen, and then a garland 
of 3 webs interspersed with star like circular designs. More 
ornaments follow over the region of the waist cult. Ornaments 
in  hands and legs are worn near the joints. There are two 
wristlets. There is also a band round the leg below the knee. 
The loin cloth is worn in the traditional manner, but the 
reedlike fold is absent, while a loop visible on right margin 
of the left thigh crosses beneath the garland to ascend the 
left, and a thin single fold descends from the waist to the 
left leg which is bent to cross the other one. 

The above images of the Sun God, LokeSvara, ChintHmagi 
.and Viggu reveal some changes in the total framework 01 
a r t  objects more particularly iconography. The same develop- 
ed further in the subsequent centuries also to affect the 
,composition to a certain extent. We have more images of 
V i ~ q u  for the following years. One such image is that of 
M2dhava set up under the joint reign of Yakgsmalla's sous 
.about the end of the 16th century. Another image we find 
in Harigaon in a dilapidated temple. The pedestal gives h e  
,date N S  635. These V i ~ n u  images show substantial modifica- 
tion of composition at the hands of the artist. T o  take just 
,one example, the Harigaon image about the dste of which 
we are assured we car] notice that this image retains most 
of the features of the earlier V i s ~ u  images. But the pedestal 
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and order of the attendants as well as the setting are not as 
they were. Garuda is now on the right side and L a k ~ m i  on 
the left. Each pedestal looks separate, the lotus motif 
between them creates division instead of creating a common 
link, although in the main they rise from the same plane 
but even this is very roughly shown. 

I n  contrast the old order remains and a n  attempt is made 
to retain the symmetry of the base in the three divisions in 
the Naksal image. The Kirtimukha crown, and reedlike bands 
found the wrists, arms, and waist in the principal images are 
just as they are schemed in the Ch5ngu and Pharping images. 
and the samething about the bell, sacred thread (tucked into 
the belt and loit1 cloth) and loin cloth lowered upto the 
knee figures of Garuda and Lakemi are also planned in the 
same fashion. The halo and ground rims are delicately 
designed. It appears that this image belongs to the 15th 
century. There is no lack of vitality in this image. But in 
the image of Harigaon stiffness and sagging are clearly visible. 
This is not so also in the image of the KO-bahll V i ~ n u .  We 
6nd at a glance that the former was leaning ba,kward instead 
of maintaining a balance as in the Naksll  and KO-bahll 
images, which again retards the plastic tension. Similarly 
its pose of  grandeur and majesty is marred by the stiff limbs 
and not so calm and charming countenance but the rounded 
shoulders and the entire physique looking flesby and well 
developed does not make the image as worse. However, the 
modelling is poor and contours are not as clear. But we d o  not 
witness the elongation and over embellishment neces~itated by 
a cramped body. But the attitude on the whole is stiff. In 
drapery and ornaments some changes have ~ccurred-  The 

drapery is formalised, the belt is gone, the fold of loin cloth 
round the waist line is crude, tbe reedlike fold across the 
thighs is just a wrapper hanging on two sides from the waist. 
the fold between the thighs is just allowed to fall to the 
ground without any zigzag pattern. The ornaments are now 
Worn near about joints although they remain more Or less the 
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same. The bracelets cover a greater area in the wrist. The 
sacred thread descending from the left is imperceptibly 
brought down to the loin cloth in the thighs but there is no 
tucking up into the garment. The  configuration is also 
changed maintaining however the basic unity of the pedestals. 
The lotus is prominent in the space between figures. but the 
area is broader than what is requested for a loop of the lotus 
stalk. The pedestals agree in size with the general arrange- 
ment elsewhere of the Vignu image. But attendants have 
changed their usual seat. Garuda is now on the right. Both 
Garuda and L a k ~ m i  images have both their movement. The 
reclining Garuda does not actually recline i n  devotion but it 
appears that he is leaning against the ground because of some 
physical alloment on the waist and hips. 

The two stone images of Dviiragri and L a k ~ m i  in Naksab 
(Kathmandu) give some idea of the xay  heavily ornamented 
figures were produced without however depriving them of the 
usual elegance of form associated with the earlier images. 

The kneeling figures of the same deities who are placed 
as  watch and ward on the steps outside the NFirByana temple 
of NS 680 (= 1560 A.D.) in Patan palace square give us the 
same impression. These can very well be compared with the 
copper gilt images of Sri and Lakami and presented to  Taleju 
by King Naregamalla in NS 761 (= 1641 A.D.). All these are 
laden with ornaments. 

Apart from this ornate over emphasis. the figures of NiirB- 
yapa in this very temple of Patan which are cut over a 3 feet 
high 3 ft. round stone piece erected over a round base seem 
to look much different from their earlier counterparts. The 
modelling in this image is poor indeed, but the beauty of form 
is also missing as the figures are sleek, and lack symmetry 
and poise. The outline is so blurred that it is difficult to  
distinguish normal physical features from the drapery and 
ornaments. This stone was installed in NS 680 (=I560 A.D.). 
and might give us an idea of the deterioration in the style of 
composition at the time. 
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A likely contemporary of this image is available in Phar- 
ping but without even those qualities which sustain whatever 

grandeur there is about the Harigaon figure. This is a confi- 
gurated image of Vignu, Lakgmi and Garuda. We have here 
the placing in the old style but many things have changed in 
the stele. The majesty of the Vignu figure has disappeared. 
The figures are physically attenuated and display little sense 
of proportions.  the modelling very poor, all parts of limbs 
are equated in thinness and the waist is sunk beyond propor- 
tion. and in this stance the entire body seems to lack flesh. 
The configuration is not well adjusted, the 3 figures are made 
l o  stand on a lotus vessel without any kind of base. 

The halo and rim though full of flowery designs look like 
metallic objects of the type affixed to the image. There is no  
,background, probably the figure 34 feet tall and the satelites 
were sculptured on a small stone. Other representations the 
drapery and ornaments follow the pattern of the time as 
described in other preceding passage. The sacred thread runs 
-along the margirl of the drapery across the thigh quite 
timperceptibly, which again discarding the character of a fold 
becomes flat, and if on'the latter the designs are simple the 
whole piece from one end of the waist to the other is also 
interspersed with starry patches. There is, however, distinct 
qhange of pattern. Similarly the crown is elongated and 
awkward. and the band looks like one loop of a turban, the 
ornaments of the neck are those which we find in the 16- 
17th century figures. The face which is oval in shape has 

unfamiliar characteristics, lengthened forehead. everything 
marring the usual charm and grace of the Visnu image. 

We have one more piece of stele with Vignu image with- 
.out configuration. This is lying in a corner of a street in Naksll 
a quarter of Kathmandu and its lower hands are damaged. 
This is a hooded image with 7 serpents with a plain back- 
ground and rim of flames. The banded armlets (3 bands) and 

wristlets are traditional but all these worn near the joint. The 
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belt, a r~d loin cloth are worn as in earlier images. 'But new 
garland coming from the two shoulders and arms. each loop 
on one side, covers the fold across the thighs. 

The Uma-Mahesa image of 15th century is available in one 
such image i n  Harigaon with date NS 543. This is a damaged 
stele but the plan of the relief is preserved. All the figures. 
in the stele look stiff, the background of KailiiSa is drawn in 
a way defacing the identity and summit of the mountain; the 
union scene is devoid of any emotional content. 

Another Siva family image now deposited at  the Patan 
palace collection the pattern of the older image is maintained, 
but figures look steriotyped. The faces of Siva and Piirvatl 
are also devoid of any lustre. The posture seems awkward 
as  well as we are struck by their stiff attitude. And this is 
the only relief where Siva puts his hand on the breast of 
Piirvati. The artist in showing that Psrvati' was not sitting on 
his laps leaves a narrow space between them which appears 
very defective in view of the space arrangement. 

There is general insipidity of the environment. and the 
attempt of the artist to reduce this effect by creating lively 
images of Ganas has failed as they are mostly seated and 
without gesture. 

Since the mid-16th century the Umii-MaheSa family steles 
are none to be seen in the usual form. On account of the 
ornaments the Patan Bhandarkhal image might be stylistically 
allocated to the early 16th century or even later. Leaving 
aside the Sivaparivlra stele, and others we have just described 
we have to keep in mind that not all icons were so much 
fallen in  standard and in many cases although there was  
general deterioration in craftsmanship. the stylislic representa- 
tion was faithful, I n  some craftsmanship was also of stand- 
ard. so such images were regarded as excellent piece of art. 
But such changes in modelling necessitated by new ornaments 
and apparel should not be ignored in our examination of 
the iconographs of 1647th centuries. 
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A similar change is noticed also in the images of Buddhist 
deities. We have already referred to the figure of Chintamani 
Lokeivara of the early 15th century. I t  is unforturlate that 
a great many of the dated images of the 15th and 16th cen- 
turies are missing and less of the images which can be re- 
cognised stylistically as belonging to this period also come 
to our notice few and far between. I n  any case all the 
images. hence to be considered will be sucli as  belong to the 
17th century A. D., whether they are Buddhist or otherwise. 

The 17th century was the richest period i n  the history of 
Nepalese art. It may not be in respect of quality, but other- 
wise Nepal seems to have made the highest contribution 
in tbe field of art in this century. More than 90 per cent of 
the extant architectural relics-royal palaces and temples 
belong to this age. Even the 10 per cent attributed to the 
earlier age could be claimed in so far as  these were restored 
in the 17th century. 

Almost all our extant treasure of metal and wood art  is 
claimed by this age. Such is tbe case also with terracotta. 
The images made between 1560 and 1720 A. D. are mostly 
those of the Tantric Bhairava, mother goddess, and of a 
great number of T5ntric deities, Buddhist and Saiva alike 
but all deities, other images, like those of Visnu, Siva, S2kya- 
muni, celestial Buddhas. LokeSvara, Siva-Gauri. HariSafikara, 
L a k p m i n a r ~ ~ a ~ a  are also found in large number. The latter 
category of images are of greater importance to us from the 
standpoint of comparative study of art of different periods in 
the middle ages. 

The V i ~ n u  images are found in different places and in 
different forms of configuration. The one-stone configuration 
seems to have changed. there is now one stone for each image. 
The usual companions of Vispu, his espouse Laksmi and 
carrier Garuda are also not there. The accompanying images 
might be the miniatures of the central image. 

I n  one image Sahkara-PBrvati (half Siva and half his- 
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consort) the attendants are GaneSa and Kiirtikepa. We might 
 consider the MZidhava image of NS 790=1670 A. D. (Rani-  
pokhiiri stele) and the Siva image of Indrachowk (Kathmandu) 
in this context. 

The Miidhava image is majestic and full of grandeur. A 
charming and calm face. well built physique. traditional 

.crowns and ornaments, these are features which the figure 
shares in common with the V i ~ n u  image of the earlier period. 
Even the apparel is alike, e.g. the reedlike belt and loin cloth. 
but the loin cloth is worn here above the tight fitting trousers. 

The background and halo are not as elegant. Instead of 
Lakgmi and Garuda the attendants are Sri and L a k ~ m i  but 
considerably diminished i n  size. Similarly the weapons in 
the lower hands are the mace (GadB) and lotus. which 
maintain their own shape and form in the same proportion 
as the upper two discus and conch. 

We have an image of V i g u  known as Biiliiju in a locality 
about 2 miles north-west of the city of Kathmandu. The 
image is that of Jaliisayana Vienu chased on  a single stone 
in the likeness of the similar image of the 7th century A.D. 
But the impact of time on the art is evident. The  figure has 
.not been able to reflect the serinity, majesty and grandeur of 
.the original image. 

The earliest reference to  the image of Krsna ... is available 
in the ChHngu pedestal inscription of  Amytadeva's reign 

.which is dated NS. 296 (=I176 A.D). But this refers to 
V i ~ n u  as the statement of the inscription clearly mentions. 
Actually K y ~ n a  in the form we know him today seems to 
have become popular not before the 16th century. In the 
17th century the cult of Krgna was popularised also through 
the many dramatic works composed in the period, of which 
the theme was some event connected with the Lord's life. In 
the following passage we shall say about his images as we 
find them preserved at the present time. 

There are several Kygna figures of the 17th century. The 
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Patan image set up by king Siddhinarasirhhamalla, of which 
a mention has been made. is the best of all. So skilfully 
executed on black sand stone the K g n a  figure playing his 
flute in his usual pose represents a high grade of workman- 
ship. All the fine qualities of Nepalese art are reflected in it. 
The Lord is performing his divine dance of joy with his 
consorts. his face is simply charming and the attitude so 
elegant. One more Krgpa image in the same style is found 
in Harigaon. The groove is made of two plants rising on 
two sides of the figure each out of the sacred vessel. KalaSa. 
Lord K g n a  has ten hands. and is flanked by Sri and Lak$mi 
on the right and left respectively on separate bases. Sri and 
L a k ~ m i  are eight handed and look exactly the same as the 
figures in Mtilchoks except for their hands. The figure of 
K r ~ n a  set up by king PratHpa in NS 769 in a temple called 
Chyasingdeval in Kathmandu is accompanied by Rukmini 
and Satyabblmii, 

The Bllagopiila image is lying just neglected in the Datbu 
temple of RZnipokhari. The figure of child Krsna of an age 
hardly able to walk is shown by the sculptor in a crawling 
pose. I he child is walking on his knees, with his right hand 
slightly raised. The images chased on a black sand stone, 
which matches with the normal colour of the Lord. The 
childish face of the figure is much evident. The figure wears 
the necklace, wristbands and anklets. But there are no 
specific features of the image. 

Some of the Visnu . . images in the 17-18 centuries are 
related to incarnations, A smaller image of Vi$nu standing 
on a lion supporting flat cot-like slab of stone is kept on a 
niche of a llewly repaired wall in a section of the now dela- 
pidated fort of Kirtipur. This is also a configurated image 
with a common base of lotus slightly raising from *he stone 
slab. The figure of Visnu is exactly the verson of the 17th 
century large image, in addition to other ornaments he also 
wears a long garland extending UP to the knee* which was 
added to the general order of or~amentations in this age* But 
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this kind of garland came to be added to the Vignu figure 
not until the end of the 17th century. This image has one 
especial feature. Here Lakemi is not a satellite but she 
appears a s  Vienu's companion as  Umii appears in Umg- 
MaheSvara image of the period. Garudass location remains 
as in the Harigaon image, but now he is kneeling with folded 
hands, and wearing capelike wings and the sculptor has made 
him in the likeness of the Marufol image (see below). 

We have separate images of Kygga, Lakemi and Balarama, 
each with its own base, and ground plan with rims and halo 
of flames. These are two handed figures, K y g ~ a  with discus 
and conch, Balarama with a rod and plough, and Laksmi 
just showing her palms in abhayamudrl. The modelling is 
rich, the artist has been able to  show the chest, abdomen and 
waistline all in clear outline. Although they wear the long 
garland, the outline is not disturbed by the ornaments. The 
crown and its band are all of the old type so that the images 
share many features of the earlier images. The  round fleshy 
arms have added to the beauty of the physical structure. 
Balarama is protected by a 7 snake-head canopy, and he 
does not have a halo. 

The Siva-P~rvati images are also popular but they have 
changed their character. The image is no longer the KailirSa 
scene. In this period Siva and Piirvati are either standing 
or sitting together on a plain ground. I n  a sitting posture 
Piirvati sits on the left lap of the Lord who puts his left hand 
on her left shoulder across the neck. We have 3 images of 
this type (1) in a temple at  the summit of Kirtipur, (2) in a 
dilapidated surrounding at the western extremity of the royal 
courtyard of Bhatgaon and (3) on the ruins of the old temple 
in Saugaltol, Patan. They have a similar piece of ground wit11 
rims emitting flames of simple scrolls. The figures are stand- 
ing in the Bhatgaon and Kirtipur temples while in Patan 
they are squatting. In  the Bhatgaon stele the figures each 
have two hands. They seem to be also standing cross legged, 
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The pedestal is of lotus design supporting the bull and the 
lion, the former in his turn supports Siva and the latter 
supports Pgrvati. The figures have all other ornaments of 
the age, but not a crown and also no halo. instead they wear 
uncombed hairs or JatH with a diadem. In the Kirtipur piece 
of stone the figures are difinitely superior from artistic point 
of view. The Bhaktapur images are stolid. the ornaments 
arrest the outline and the face in each is haggard. probably 
poor craftsmanship had to do with it. I n  contrast, the figures 
of the Kirtipur temple look better. The lotus scroll in all 
ramification supporting the base in design is excellently 
executed, and such is the way the central part is shown going 
UP to form a whole lotus base on which the figures of 4 
handed Siva and 2 handed PBrvati stand that one is impressed 
with the superior skill of the sculptor. The carriers, the bull 
and the lion, set against the rim which itself is so beautifully 
designed with bifurcated flames that they draw our immediate 
attention the apparel is so finely set that they do not arrest 
the movement of lines. There are so many folds across the 
thighs so intricately ordered to rise parallel to the coil of the 
garland at  the region. The diaphanous skirt in the figure of 
Psrvati and a similar dhoti in the person of Siva are so 
wonderfully fitted. The way the artist has made a scroll 
of the end piece flowing at the rim on each side is admirable. 
The crown is set on a beautifully chiselled head where every 
structural part is so symmetrically composed. 

We do not know the age of the Kirtipur image. but the 
Bhaktapur stele according to an inscription is made in NS 787 
(=I667 A.D.). Posssibly the former is older. and so might be 
the Siva-Psrvati inlage of Patan. Jhe latter in all estimate 
ranks as a fine piece of art of our period. It maintains the 
2 tier pedestal of the earlier Siva family image. The lower 
pedestal is the base of the whole stele, it is double lotus row 
as the design, while the upper one is smaller in size to contain 
half of each of the persons of PHrvati and Siva. The addig 

tional figures of the carriers, the bull and the lion touched 
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the upper tier each a t  the margin. The position of Nandi 
might be compared with that of his counterpart in the Ko- 
bahiil stele. Siva is seated on lalitiisana pose, and he places 
his right leg on the right hind back of the viihana, while 
Piirvati sitting on his lap to  the left puts her left leg straight 
on the back of the lion. Piirvati presses herself against the 
right front so that this is invisible while only the trident rises 
behind her head. Both Siva and Psrvati are heavily ornamen- 
ted, all those seen in the images of the earlier period are 
there; the figures wear a long garland also but Siva has it 
one of human skulls, the snake coils round his neck to form 
a short garland in addition, tht: end of the drapery flows to 
the brim forming a swan's shape, and the dhoti travels up to 
the knee; Parvati has a skirt of the same length, but it is 
not diaphanous, last of all the crown with beaks and crest 
as well as richly engraved tying band is also elaborate in both. 
Physically, the rounded shoulder, arms and legs are maintain- 
ed but the modelling in the chest and abdomen is not skilfully 
done, but the breast and waist do appear distinct. The 
facial expression is one of harmony; the incised line of eye 
brows, closed thick lids, prominent nose, small mouth and 
fleshy cheeks,-all tend to add to the beauty and grace of the 
totality of countenance. 

There is one more Siva-Pgrvati image in Patan. This is 
enshrined in a small temple of Ikhalakhu quarter of Patan. 
The central figures have their satellites, so it might resemble 
closely the Sivapariv~ra image of the 14th century. But in 
the present stele Siva-PBrvati are just as they appear in the 
N hugatol image. 

The ten handed image of NrtyanHtha12 set against the back- 
ground of a foliage appearing as rims in two lines is a master- 
piece of stone work. The Lord is performing his dance under 
a grove. The enclosure seems to have been made by two 
plants rising on two sides from a common stone base. It is a 

12 In the possession of the Darbar Library. 
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dancing image. The  Lord stands in  tribhariga pose with one 
leg Put on the bull and another held by the right upper hand 
in squatting posture to touch the left knee There are 3 other 
accompanying images of smaller size. who are all divine be- 
cause of the halo and crown. There is only one figure on 
the right set against the base of the spout or creeper. Pro- 
bably this is Bhairava and be is dancing to the tune playing 
a double drum. Two more figures on the left one playing a 
double drum by his hands also are in the act of dancing. The 
Lord's right upper hand is raised, and so is hi)  trident arid 

the normal hand is set io abhayamudrii holding a rosary. He 
is wearing a dhoti in the fashion of a skirt. but as his right 
leg is raised, the fleshy right leg up to the foot is visible. 
while the end keeps the left leg covered. Everything is 
iriseparably linked to the dance. He wears a crown with a 
star at the centre and flat rectangular earring in 2 tiers appear- 
ing like a bunch. The headed necklace is of 2 rounds, and 
each wrist has a bangle. I t  is an image full of motion and 
vivacity. The Lord is engaged in cosmic dance, and ex- 
periencing profound joy. There is an atmosphere of fear- 
lessness all around, The weapons are rested. but the whole 
attitude is so vibrant of emotion that it cannot but be 
victorions joy attained to cosmic dance, the Lord on defeating 
and quelling the evils is to experience the joy and express 
it through his dance. 

The Siva ardhanarijvara image like MBdhava of Rani- 
pokhsri brings out the many aspects of iconography of the 
earlier period, The rounded arms (however not the shoulder) 
the broad chest with one side showing plumb breast* face 
beautifully chased to look male on one side and female On 

the other left, prominent nose, closed eyes, ridgelike brows, 
the crown showing special design at the centre and eartubsn 
the left one of the shape of a full blown flower! the simp1e 
ornaments in the arms and chest-ever);thing adds to the 
majesty of the figure. The outline of the figure is 
The bacl~ground of the stone is plain. and so is the halo* The 
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rim is one of flames. The image is a configuration of 3 
figures who occupy the lotus bases which appear to be stem- 
ming from orie plant, the stalks . of which are spread with 
leaves all over the surface on the pedestal. Inspite of these 
qualities of the figure it, however, lacks motion as the stiff legs 
would show it. 

Stylistically the image would belong to the earlier period, 
but otherwise it is of the 17th century A. D. Lack of date 
prevents us from determining its actual age. 

There are several Lokeivara images of the 17th century 
and three such images in Syengu area are dated, one of which 
was executed in the likeness of the Sigha image in NS 796. 
This image is characterised by the following features : plain 
background, 2 satellite female deities, a simple rectangular 
pedestal without lotus or any kind of design so supporting the 
lotus visible on the right, but on the left it rises from behind 
the satellite's stone rim through the base and straight to the 
elbow and across it and upwards, columl~al round limbs and 
columnal torso, the bending at the elbow and knees is super- 
ficial and does not tefid to give motion to  the body, the figure 
is elongated but not attenuated and with all its roundness 
the body is rather swelled up and sturdy little sloping from 
the chest to the waist line unlike as we find in the earlier 
image, which again is an indication of stiffness. The drapery 
and ornaments are quite similar except that the armlets are 
worn near the joints and wristlets a re  like 2 or 3 strings join- 
ing together rather than a band or a chord. The face has a 
resemblance to  that of the Siga Lokedvara, but the smile, 
cheer and expression are not clearly reflected. The crown 
on the simple niche bears a figure of Amitiibha, but it is not 
also an ornamented headgear, the artistic 'look is absent not 
the hand below the crown is so prominently displayed; as for 
the different structure parts of the face the outline is not 
well defined and hence all the difference between the two. 
Most of all it is the difference in the frame of the eyes which 
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has considerably affected the general appearance of the later 
day figure. In the image of 796 the eyebrow is not thick and 
is not raised, because of the thin lid when the eyes lowered 

appear half closed the small eye may indicate an aspect of 
Mongol influence but it is not as bow shaped and with this 

the figure looses its usual repose and calm. The earrings are 
of the usual type worn by Bodhisatva images but a significant 
omission is that of sacred thread which is either impercep- 
tible being lost in the apparel or the artist had failed to 
introduce. One more contrasting feature is the flower at the 
top with its petal fully turned aside; it is not the blooming 
lotus just opened, which appears in the previous images. 

Another image of LokeSvara in the same area is executed 
on the same pattern though it is not as elongated and swelled 
up in body as the one we have described, comparatively there 
is less stiffness in the body standing on the lotus pedestal. 
slight reclination on the left hip, the figure has rounded 
shoulders and arms, the fleshy legs as well as the chest to 
waist structure are all sloping-there is difinitely a quality 
of tension as found in earlier images, We have no inscribed 
date on this image. But placing of ornaments and drapery 
in the way it is done must push the date forward to the early 
17th century. This image of LokeSvara is lying in the 
compound of Syengu, The figure of Ja!BdhBrilokeSvara with 
the braid of hair mounting on the head can also be compared 
favourably with Padmapani of 796. It is elongated and this 
without sloping structural parts. ornaments and drapery have 
the same arrangements. The hands stretch close to the knee, 
the palm of the right hand is kept open in abhayomudra. 
while the other is turned palm down. but both hold the 
slender stalks of a creeper. which throw up and flowering 
cops the creepers go up along the slope of the hand# The 
flowers are printed. Of all the features the face shows beauty; 
well chased and perfectly symmetrical, and closed eyes* upper 
lid thin but enough to give the closure a sense of meditation, 
and small mouth and chin. 
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Images of Buddha Sskyamuni, the five celestial Buddhas, 
Bodhisatva Maitreya and MafijuSri arc also important. In 
many vihiiras one or the other image is enshrined, some with 
dates. One of the colossal sitting image on the eastern foot 
of the Svayambhu hill is that of A k ~ o b h y a  set up in NS 757. 
The images of the Buddhist Trinity in Lhofidega of Kirtipur 
belong to the late 17th century. We have also a panel sculp- 
tured on a stone showing a scene of Buddha attaining his 
arhathood after he had conquered the M2ra and his hordes. 
The writing on the pedestal shows the dated figure 781. 
Buddha is seated on vajriisana with his right hand touching 
the earth. All around him are figures of Mgra's attendants. 
There is a vacant space on the right coruer of the central 
image. The figure of Sakyarnuni is sculptured on the same 
pattern as the LokeSvara PadmapZiqi, but in the likeness of 
mendicant without being given ornaments etc. His counte- 
nance is calm in spite of general shortcoming of the image. 
The hair is done in the old style, and the drapery of a dhoti, 
covering the lower part u p  to the knee, and half thrown over 
the left shoulder makes the squatting figure look like the 
Buddha image of the earlier period. 

The Vairochana Macdala erected in NS 781 has 3 tiers, 
the lowest of which is the base which has 9 inscribed lines. 
The first is the Mandala itself with Vairochana at the centre 
flanked by a figure of TSrZ on each side who is again accom- 
panied by Padmapiini Loke4vara on the right and Sarasvati 
on the left. The whole space is the torana of the stele which 
has flamed rims. The middle part of the stone has a 6 handed 
image of a female deity at the centre seated on a ZalitSisana 
pose accompanied by 4 other deities one at  each corner, 

Large and small images of other Buddhist deities are also 
available. But we might not deal with them for the reason 
that a common art form had dominated all these icons. we 
have the trinity image of the 17th century, which is however 
artistically designed. 
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We may also introduce the large Akgobhya image of the 
Syengu in Vajrasana pose. and with bhiimisparsamudrd but 
with the palm exposed, The  drapery covers the entire lower 
body up to ankles and the abdomen and left part of the 
chest and shoulder. The  six incised lines each after an inter 
space of half inch or  so show the pattern of the mendicant's 
dress. The first division across the chest is a finely engraved 
tape falling also as  the last on the ankle part. The modelling 
of the face, hands and chest is very poor; everything looks 
so stiff, and the sloping to the abdominal zone is done without 
giving it the appearance of plastic movement? in short the 
torso is rigid and lacks movement. 

The idea of thick eye brows and upper lids for the half. 
closed is not translated, similarly the small mouth spacious 
cheek regions shows void. and lifelessness. I n  its totality 
the image lacks the vigour of the old arts, and the image 
retains its massiveness in size without the grandeur and 
majesty of art, The Buddha wears bis mendicant's coiffure 
as well as u$nisa over it. Such colossal Buddha images were 
not produced prior to  the 17th century. while we have two 
more of the 18th century. 

The Mukhalingas of the two temples. one in Bhatgaon 
palace courtyard and another in  Kathmandu are important 
for us, because we know for certain that these were set up 
in 16-17 centuries. The mukhas or the faces with the two 
hands are made on the model of the Paiupatinatha liriga of 
Deopatsn. The four heads except the southern one are 
crowned elaborately and the ornaments in  the ears and neck- 
lace of three strings are worn in the traditional manner. 
Here also we come across a very beautiful face of the Lord, 
large forehead, prornirlent nose, small mouth. closed eyes. 
thick upper lid incised thick line of brows, the madras of 
the hands are abhaya and vylkhylna.  The head on the 

southern side has mitre instead of crown. Generally this 
is regarded as Bodhisatva like hair arrangement. 
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Sarasvati in lalitiisana playing a string instrument linii 
has a beautiful face, it is the tune with the style of her 
apparel, pose and the attitude of a musician playing an 
instrument. Mahigiisuramardini in defferent poses-all eight 
MatrkH deities in the temples of KumZrichok of Bhatgaon 
are shown in the act of killing the demon. l h e  early 17th 
century GarudabZhini Goddess in a temple in Harigaon and 
the Durg3 images set up by Jitsmitramalla in Bhatgaon 
palace's Kumiirichok also deserve mention. Along with these 
are the U g r a c h a ~ d l  image of Bhupatindra set up in 826 on 
the palace gate. Lastly, the Lak~mi-PHrvati figure of 'the 
Dathu Temple of Ranipokhgri is also sufficiently attractive. 

I n  all these the multitude of heads and hands renders the 
figure stodgy, yet looking a t  the images we cannot but be 
impressed by their beautiful faces and their pose whether in 
the act of dancing or killing a demon which gives motion to 
the body. What we have to remember here while we 
examine such images is the fact that the artist has to confirm 
in that relation wholly to traditional concepts of the form 
and execute the same on the ground in accordance with the 
canon of art. So forms apart, these images have to be viewed 
from the artistic point of view. We have several images of 
Durga with a single head but with 8 or 10 or 12 or 16 or even 
more hands, and in the same attitude is expressed, whatever 
the number of faces or hands, each has a finely worked out 
modelling. 

Of course, not all images are alike not all are equally 
graceful. In  particular we have to note that even the best 
of them could not be as favourably compared with similar 
images of the earlier period. In  spite of charming couote- 
nance and spiritual attitude the lower parts of the image are 
being heavily ornamented as well as draped, which rendered 
the legs to lack movement whatever the pose of the figure. 
Again. even when drapery did not intervene the space in the 
abdomen where it was so designed, the modelling betrayed 
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imperfection. But leaving aside these. some of the images 
have retained their beauty and majesty. Regarding the 
character of the images we notice that there are two groups, 
one of which shows figures of the Goddess in the art of 
killing the buffalo demon, The other is a simple image. 
There are diverse ways of representing the scene of killing 
the demon. Usually the image has  the standing Goddess 
killing the demon on the right side. She strikes him with her 
right hand or hands. and treads on him by her left foot. The 
demon fights against her in this background. And he with 
raised head, and about to  pull the sword from the sheath 
looks undaunted. The Goddess places the right foot on the 
lower back of her carrier lion who is about to spring upon 
the demon confronting face to  face. The demon being the 
king of the nether world wears a diadem found generally on 
Bhairava's head. I n  some the demon appears in a human 
body with a buffalo head. In  others he has buffalo's body 
and a human head. I n  the latter scene a buffalo head is 
placed on the dias close to the waist of the demon figure 
which appears in the image as a concave dark space. Under 
a circular canopy. a part of which protects her head within 
a wider span of a torana the eight handed Goddess puts her 
left foot (bent at  the knee) on the forehead of the buffalo 
catching also his tail by the left normal hand. There are 
small figures of standing two handed GaneSa. and another 
deity as well as the lion. the last just visible through his head. 
all on the right side of her astride right leg treadin& on the 
pedestal. Because of the cilidha pose both legs are quite 
apart in this posture. In a plain ground the figure of the 
Goddess has a circular halo. she wears a crown flat circular 
earrings. besides a necklace, a large garland which extends 
up to the thighs. The face is extremely beautiful. modelling 
of the structure parts being excellently done and further 
below the rising breasts the waist and the abdomen are in 
fine order. The skirt worn up to the ankle is stretched wide 
between the separated legs and small folds- The pedestal 
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shows small sitted images of devotees who were responsible 
for the sculpture. The  image on examination can be attribu- 
ted to the early 17th century. One of the images in the 
famous temple of Kirtipur is designed exactly the same 
way. Here also the buffalo is being pierced by the Devi's 
trident. 

In the PaSupati area there is an image of Mahi~amardini 
enshrined in a niche of a wall before the western gate. Here 
the youthful and charming Dagabhujii (10 handed) Devi 
catches hold of the demon's hair pressed against her right 
leg, he is kneeling down, and the trident from another baud 
of the Devi is piercing his back. One leg of the Goddess is 
treading on the demon's back, and this is not visible, while 
with the left leg on the foot she has totally vanquished the 
demon who is supported by two other human figures with a 
sword i n  hand. The Goddess is without a skirt, The  image 
is another beautiful sculpture depicting the scene of the 
killing of demon. Produced in the late 17th century is the 
five headed 18 handed image in the KumZrichok of Bhatgaon 
and this was set up by king Jitsmitramalla in NS 802. In  
NS 826 king Bhiipatindramalla set up on the steps of his 
palace gate a large size image of the Goddess (VajrgsanZ). 
Both these images are similarly designed. The  stele in the 
Kumfirichok one of several has the centre and oval space 
with flamy rims, where the four headed crown and heavily 
ornamented deity appears deriving a peculiar joy in her feat 
as she drives girdling swords from two sides into two 
demoniac figures. The Goddess is in the usual pose and 
she is also directing her trident against the chest of Mahi@- 
sura i n  human face and himself drawing his sword from the 
sheath, and again the lion confronting him separated by a 
buffalo head. The demon wears a diadem and all other 
ornaments as well as a long skirt. The Devi looks beautiful 
with her crown and earrings, 6 string wristlets and eyes 
closed, the face with prominent nose, brows and lids well 
incised to proportionate thickness. 
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The face of UgrachandH is more beautiful. The image 
is modelled richly. the crown with the crest and well designed 

ear flag and rings for the lobes add to the charm. She wears 
a waist belt and loin cloth richly engraved to the knee. I n  
addition to  all these, she wears a long garland of human 
skulls. The  pedestal of double lotus design turned to 
opposite directions top-bottom is reminiscent of its earlier 
counterpart. A beautiful image with a 16 handed figure of 
the Goddess in the act of killing a demon lies in a temple in 

the interior of the city of Bhatgaon. The image was set up 
by king Ranajitamalla in NS 852. The image is so excellently 
designed that it reflects the bigh craftsmanship which Nepal 
could boast of a t  even so late a time in the 18th century. 
The crowned Goddess with tbe usual earr"ings. necklace and 
chain and waist belt from which flows her skirt is in the 
common pose while she appears in the act of killing. The 
stele with a summit and circular rim of flames is designed 
in two stages above a very simple base. The Goddess 
in her youth full of charms. is directing her gage down- 
wards to the scene below: By her normal hands she is 
throwiug the noose round the neck of the two demons on 
each side, who are sitting with one leg kneeling another 
raised but bent a t  ' the knee to fall to the ground ; one of 
her hands is used to thrust a pointed barchhi iuto the chest 
of the demon king who is holding his sword about to uo- 

sheath, the lion on whose back the deity rest her right leg 
confrouts him, the lzft is his animal's torso, hind legs aud 
tail ; i t  appears that the artist wants to show the central 
Bgure of the demon with his upper body to be emerging 
out of the buffalo's other half but the joining looks odd- Ihe 
head of the buffalo below him ~ O ~ ~ O W S  the old pattern- We 
have two more images of this class. Treading On Garuda 
and Naudi the six headed deity in Rgnipoklllri also wearing 
a lollg garlalld and in a dancing pose is remarkably 
We might compare this image of deity with sinlilar descrip- 
tion enshrined in a temple in Harigaon, who however rides 
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Garuda with his cape. and sitting legs raised up. These and 
other one headed ,.images of the contemporary age d o  not 

present the Mahi~Bsuravadha scene. The details however, 
might not be important. 

Before we take up  the Sarasvati image of the time under 
review let us see how Sarasvati and Lakgmi looked like in  
the 14th century. 

Belonging to the 14th century is the Laksmi image of 
BanepB sculptured on a polished stone. The flame and dot 
rims are similar to the images of the age. The pedestal is 
two-tier lotus. The image fills the space between the rims as 
in such arrangement. The three peaked crown tied to the 
beaded diadem and small chain is not as elaborate, 
but they look quite akin to those worn by other Lakgmi 
images of the time. The two-band star dominated armlet, 
three-band wristlet and the four-band mekhald. or belt-all 
beaded are in line with such ornaments in Laktmi images of 
the type. Above all the skirt flowing from the abdomen to 
the ankles. and a piece of it thrown over the left shoulder 
through left abdominal part is full of print marks within a 
rectangular space. The pattern adopted show from top to 
bottom 4 petal fan-like design and scolloped square alterna- 
tely. The mekhall appears below the navel thus exposing 
that part. But the breasts full look like being planted. Lakemi 
holds a lotus stalk by her left hand, which coils up the arm 
in a serpentine way touching the rim where the open flower 
is visible. Laksmi's image is without a halo. 

The image of Sarasvati situated in a temple at Harigaon 
(Kathmandu) must also belong to the same period. Within 
a delicately worked 3 unit rim (of which the last is broader 
and in liue with the designs of other steles) the crowned 
image with four hands, two lower hands placed on lotus 
bloom, and standing on a round 2-tier lotus base. is a master- 
piece of art. The crown has in addition two more peaks 
sideways but not as high. The crown rests on a special place 
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jutting down from the enclosure. The  ornaments though 
elaborate do  not look heavy. 

Particulars are: a beaded chain around the neck, another 
thin lace long enough to stem into two lines between the 
breasts which are  ball-like, the plain belt. One characteristic 
of the image is that the space below the waist-line is all filled. 
Tbis is due to the lotus stalk wbich has grown thick and 
scroll like. 

Four handed Sarasvati of the 14th century is also seen in 
a small temple in Sasukhel, Patan. She is standing like the 
image in Harigaon. Unlike the latter her image is elongated 
and thin. She also wears heavier ornaments more in the 
lower body. 

In the 16-17 centuries we do not notice standing images 
of Sarasva ti. 

The image of Sarasvati in Lalitiisanu pose is found all over 
Valley in the 17th century. One such image in its best 

is lying in a shrine in a locality in Kathmandu called Gairi- 
dhirs. The pedestal is two tiered, the upper of lotus a t  two 
levels and the lower plain, the latter shows one image of 
dancing GaneSa on the surface. A small lotus base similarly 
designed rises from the left right corner of the second level 
to accommodate the right foot of the deity who has lowered 
her lower leg. I t  does not seem how. but in the figure the 
ornaments are removed from the joints. The anklet is also 
touching tile ankle and is confined to the immediate space 
around. The  round sloping shoulders and hands are richly 
modelled. The fingers playing on vinci are wonderfully 
arra~lged and a delicacy is evident. The face is wonderful 
with closed eyes, and graceful expression in the mood of the 
players for complete absorption is amply reflected. 

GaneSa images are available since the early 15th century. 
We have an image of NS 573 in BanepH. The elephant 

headed God is squatting with the feet crossing a t  the ankles. 
fingers extending a little down on the base, the base of two 
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tiers, the lower with lotus design and the upper with the 
snake coil. 

The ground is plain with, of course, the flamed rims and 
a small canopy of snakes a t  the top under which the three 
peaked crown rests on the elephant head, the band tying the 
crown is horizontal and rounded and the deity wears it a very 
minute part of the head appears uncovered below it. His 
eyes are open. Thin incised lines drawn in a circular fashion 
meet at the root of the trunk, these are eye brows but because 
of a lack of depression at  the point the ankle is missing ; the 
surface between the eye and the eye is the lid, no thickness 
is visible; teeth are in sight on both sides of the trunk which 
shoots down taking a slant to  the left and coiling to rest, 
mouth upwards, on the left hand which holds a ball (Laddoo 
or modaka). It is a six handed image wearing a small 
beaded necklace and a garland of snakes, the large belly 
a little fallen to rest on the thigh, ears flappy and large with 
crescent-sun design of an ornament above. Ganeia has also 
on his lower legs below the knee a kind of covering for a 
certain position, and this is done in symmetry, the normal 
right hand holds a radish, and other hands the usual emblems. 

In Patan close to the temple of KumbheSvara another 
image of GaneSa of exactly the same type appears in a s~nnll  
shrine. In  this image there is a canopy of seven snakes and 
GaneSa has 12 hands. Although no date is available on the 
pedestal, the resemblance with the NiilB GapeSa might prove 
to be both contemporary images. The  carrier mouse is 
missing in both the images. 

I n  the 17th century the image of Ganeba is accompanied 
by his Sakti who stands by his left, He has 16 hands; he is 
also protected by a canopy of eight hoods of snakes. In this 
image the pattern of representation is different. This is a 
standing image. GaneSa has his two handed Sakti pressed 
against his left chest, and she is standing cross legged on the 
lotus base which rises above the level of the lion throne. 
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GaneSa himself in a majestic pose. legs wide apart. tread6 on 
the back of his carrier mouse on each side. He wears a sacred 
thread of a snake. a long garland and dhoti for lower part of 
the body. the fold of which is lowered of the space between 
the thighs and a crown like the one worn by the V i ~ n u  image 
of ChHngu. The  stele with the exception of a narrow rim of 
flames is totally occupied by one image. The Sakti in her 
graceful swing of body looks like one of the L a k ~ m i  figures 
of NaksBl. Ganela is holding his Laddoo in a normal left 
band which appears from behind the figure o f  the Sakti on 
her abdomen, and this is removed from the deity's trunk 
which descends with a slant to her right arm with the nostril 
.coiled up. 

MahgkHla and Bhairava images of the 16th and 17th centu- 
are available in a large number. The KHlabhairava image 

$of the palace square in Kathmandu is a colossal figure stand- 
ing. I t  must be about 10-12 feet in height and covers a very 
wide space on stone. Eight handed and with a little pro- 
ltruding belly he wears a diadem apparently seeming to  be 
tixed on two sides a t  the shoulder and then a long garland of 
human skulls. and garland of snakes of medium lengrh. and 
.one band thick wristlets and armlets of the snakes coil as  
well as thin anklets showing oval lines in the two feet tread- 
ing upon the Vetalo lying prostrate on his back. Holding 
Saivite emblems along with the discus and three human heads 
((left middle band), KHlabhairava has a fearful countenance 
set on a tremendously stout body. What is more, he has 
.earrings and bangles of snakes. 

We have more images of Bhairava. Some of them just 

busts on wood. Many images on stone are undated. But we 

have an image in a temple in Patan of 878. which shows some 
new features. This is one of the two images erected. on the 
steps of the Urns-MaheSvara temple to the south-west of the 
MangalbazHra. This image shows dancing Bhairava playing 

a triple d r u m  called pairttdkhim with his two hands, the r ight  
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normal about to strike the central one. while the left is strik- 
ing the left side. I t  is a four handed image whose two other 
hands, the right upper and the left upper, hold a double drum 
and trident respectively. The whole figure and :he two-line 
rims with a flower design with the lotus pedestal are sculp- 
tured on one stone. His figure except the belly part of it now 
covered by the drum is also similar. But no snake appears. 
in the chest or ear and there is a part of a beaded chain 
appearing in the former and a flat circular ornament for the 
ears leaning against the halo of similar design as the back- 
ground. The head of the Bhairava shows a wig, the curls of 
which seem flowing; the diadem or rnuku$a is worn to above 
the forehead; its sides are affixed to the ears which have flat 
round coin-like rings. This Bhairava appears with all orna- 
ments, a long garland of human heads, anklets, etc, in the 
same way as the black Bhairava, round shoulders, round anda 
sloping arms, but not so  well chased face but even otherwise 
with eyes small and puffed u p  cheeks it is not a fine shape; 
however it reflects the leisure mood of an artist even to a> 
little extent. Unlike this image, the one in the museum 
presents a beautiful face. Here he is about to  strike the 
central drum of the pqirlthkhim with his left hand while the 
righ hand is also not yet on the drum. The fingers are 
arranged in an artistic manner; this adds to the refinement 
and grace of the image. Similarly the pose of fingers of the 
dancing legs, one erect on heels, and another on fingers is 
also different. The pedestal which is about 2 inches in height 
is all lotus design with a dotted margin. The rim of the 
stele is of bifurcated flames, while that of the halo is of single 
flames. 

MahPkHla images are found generaliy with two-or four 
hands. The Vajrakala images are popular. We have a small 
image i n  a niche of a Chailya in Khv5-Bahi, Patan. set 
up in NS 640. Another image of also small size has the 
date NS 781. The latter is lying in the courtyard of the 
Syengu Chaitya. These are 2 handed, one hand (left) holds 
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a skull cup aud another (right) holds vajra placed on it. The 
stick is held on the left placed against the chest with the 

help of the arm bent at the elbow. The ornaments a t  the 
arm, wrist, ankle. waist and neck are snake bands showing 

bolh the head and tail. but those of the image of 781 has 
also a chain necklace besides these. Both images were the 
garland of human skulls right up to  the knee. But a Paujeb, 
a kind of string round the foot up to the fingers, appears in 
the latter image, and not in that of 640. A fold in the usual 
fashioo of a string carrying a ringing bell-like object appear 
between the thigbs. I n  the former this is a thin fold which 
is seen from the convivial part below the bulging belly. The 
fatty thighs are without a drapery and they almost touch; 
but in the latter they are kept separate and there is also worn 
a wide loin cloth coverillg the entire space so that the strings 
w~th bells appear below near the ankles. The image of Khv5 
BahP is very neatly executed on a lime stone within a simple 
enclosure, and on a small lotus base over a plain design of a 
pedestal. The  crown it wears is of tbe old type but with a 
wide tying ba r~d  seen from the 3 sides but accomparlied by 
pendauts using for ear ornaments. The Syengu image bas a 
crown with a band but somewhat dissimilar. More than that 
i t  rests its toe and fingers on the Vetcila sculptured on rhe 

stone in the likeness of the figure i n  the KIlabhairava image. 
The Vetiila raised his knees slightly up u111ike the figure in 
Kllabhairava. Likewise, a new feature is tha t  of 2 Tar& 
figures appearing on each side of the Vetd la .  Four handed 
G a n r ~ e  on the right and two handed Bhairava on the left are 
seatell above tile figure of THrl .  Furthrr, whi le ,  the KhvH- 
Balls lieure has his small mouth. which is closed, and he 
assumes the look of a Bodhisatva, the other hlallHkHla has 
his moustache : ~ ~ l d  mouth open to show canille teeth h u t  smile 
as well. Unjlke the Dhairav;i figures, these are short legged 
the whole of tr,c 1owt.r body I S  dwarfed and as a result 

artistic. symmetry 'is marred, altllough iconometrically this 
was all unusual trgit i n  such icons. The hlahlkala 
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images seem to rise in proportion out of low altitude of the 
lower limbs. 

The K r ~ n a  Mandir and Bhandarkhiil panels: Low relief 
panels on the frieze of the two storeys of K ~ v n a  mandir 
in Patan depicting scenes of Riimiiyana and Mahiibhiirata 
are wonderfully preserved. The Rifmiiyana panel starts from 
the scene of the birth of Riima. This is followed by the scene 
where Rama and Lakgmana accompany the sage ViSviirnitra 
to  the forest which is depicted by scenes of trees, buts, and 
deer. More vivid scenes follow such as Mantharii talking to  
Kaikeyi and then Dasaratha dying when Riima takes leave of 
him. Poignant scenes of Dandakiiranya are the next in 
succession. We may not cite more of them. In the scenes of 
Mahiibhiirata the prominence is given to  K ~ t n a ,  and the five 
Papdavas. The panels depict all important stages to a final 
situation, the fighting scene in the Mahiibhiirata panel 
presents warriors on foot and chariot. The  character and 
particular incidence are  noted in writing. The individuals 
may be recognised by their costume as '  it happens in the 
painted illustrations. The Bhandiirkhiil cloakroom of Patan 
has also richly sculptured images and relief panels. The 
standing ViSvariipa and Laksmi are wonderfully cut on stone. 
T h e  panels show a rural scene where cows are grazing with 
their calves and are  being milked. There is also a scene 
-where pipers are playing their instruments, and antelopes are 
,being chased by a bear. There is a sage seated under a tree 
with his disciples giving a discourse to  the king seated on a 
high pedestal accompanied by the standing figures of his 
aetinue. 

Here we come to the end of our discourse on iconography 
,on stone. I do not think it is essential for us to add more 
images for the purpose, the reader will by now have sufficient 
information about the stone art of the late middle ages. 

We are now closing our writing on iconography on stones. 
and lastly we might refer to a few more other images of 17 
century such as, e. g. Nrsimha, Hanun~ana,  Bhairava and 
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MahikIla. We have two images of N ~ s i h h a ,  one in the 
Kathmandu palace enshrined by king PratBpa in 793. and 
another in  Bhatgaon by king Bhiipatindramalla in 81 8. 

There are four handed HanumHna images. one each a t  the 

gate of the Royal Palace in the three cities. Let us give a 
brief description of the images in Bhatgaon. Both Nrsimha 
and Hanumfna images occupy lotus pedestals. they are sculp- 
tured on a plain ground with the rims of flames. The orna- 
ments are those worn by deities of the contemporary period. 
The demon Hiranya Kasipu is also ornamented like the Lord 
he also wears royal ornaments including crested anklets. 
Nrsimha wears wide plate-like bangles in his two hands. 
N~simha lets out parts of entrails, while he pierces by his 
finger-nails the demon's abdomen. Hanumiina has no such 
feat but he is more richly decorated, his waist line is full of 
ornaments, and so are his knees and lower legs. The head 
dress is just a diadem but extending on sides up to the neck. 
They are circular discs planted at regular intervals. The 
band tying the diadem is beaded. 

Engraving on stone : By engraving we mean not the 
work of a chisel but one of yet smaller cutter used solely to 
carve on the smooth surface, We have particularly in view 
images and designs on the stone. which appear either a t  the 
top of the stele with inscriptious or as it is in the case of the 
KEna mandir and other stone building over the fake door- 
ways. The top of the stele or doorframe is mostly a r c a d d  
and the space of engraved designs or symbols lies between the 
double or single ornamental piece. Animals or flowers or 
emblems alternate or supplement, for example. there are 

flowery designs on the two Bhatgaon steles of Yak$amalla. 
And G a u d a  image with the beak and capewings on the stele 
of NHrayana in Harigaon (NS 635). We intend at this stage 

to take into consideration only a few engraved figures. These 
are variously, the lions on the RInipokhHri stele of Pra tg~a-  
malls (NS 790) and finally the Narasirhhapur stele of R ~ j g a -  
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prak3samalla ( ( I ,  N S  8'71). which shows the incarnate of 

Visnu, embracing Laksmi by his left hand, 
By the engraving on stone like the metallic engraving on 

coins the artist intended to present his object through just 
fine contours. and as we find in the Pharping stele of RBjya- 
prakHSa the achievement was no small considering the quality 
of the image produced. Within the flame rimmed enclosure 
the lion headed Lord, four handed, holdi~lg the classical 
emblems and wearing a diadem reigns supreme and seated on 
the left lap is Laksmi, two handed wearing bangles, and 
circular flower-like earrings. She wears a diadenl on the 
head. and the upper portion of the skirt is thrown over the 
left shoulder through the breast while the lower body is all 
covered but thinly. The formation of fingers-the mudrcis, is 
Lak~mi 's  usual one, V ~ s n u  himself has an imposing appear- 
ance. quaint but ferocious, wears a long garland reaching the 
feet. Outside the enclosure are seated two images; one on 
the left in royal dress, resting against a pillow, and another 
on the right, which is Garuda in the usual pose, with cape- 
like wings and a round cap. Both Garuda and the royal 
personage are looking towards the deity with folded hands. 
The whole engraving looks like a sketch without colours but 
very much vivid. 

The objects engraved on stones as well as the many 
flowery and geometrical pattern are some intricate and some 
simple. but all appear in the nature of finally drawn lines in 
a sketch. All these are rich and variegated, and stand as a 
distinct expression of a craftsmanship allied to sculpture but 
yet retaining its individuality in which our artists had attained 
a high degree of proficiency. 

We might briefly describe a few more examples of 
engraved stones. The picturesque design on the stele of the 
Nar~yana  temple built by Vignusimha in the Darbar square, 
Patan. has the central figure of Garuda with a cape-like wing 
and folded hands seated on vimana over a flowery surface; 
other particulars are. the Sun and crescent, each group at  the 
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top, a large chakra, and sword with wreath to the left and 
to the right two figures; of other weapons one is wreathed 
and another just arcaded b y  a simple line. An elaborate 
design on the stele of  Purandarasimha with Sarasvati chokro 
flanked by a conch and dagger each surrounded by wreath on 
the right and left respectively. and below on sides the Sun 
rising over a crescent (d. N S  710) is sufficiently attractive. 
A sword flanked by wreaths on the Taleju stele of PratHpa- 
malls. (NS 701) should be treated as a simple device adopted 

in contrast to the flamboyant ones of other steles. One stele 
of PratPpamalla shows a sacred vessel flanked by two ele- 

phants dropping water over it by their trunks. The whole 
device is simple yet its elegance is so evident. 

Stone Pillars: Stone work in Nepal has closely followed 
developments in India. The Lichhavis popularised the con- 
ception of an all prevalent deity, Siva or Vi$nu, who in  
abstract stood for anything, great and large, and was reduced 
i n  concrete to a beautifully shaped massive monolith o r  
image. Such was the pillar of ChHogu NHrHyapa. The upper- 
most portion with the Garuda originally shaped has now 
given place to a disc and lotus. The lower portion consist- 
ing of the shaft and the summit, is. however, unchanged 
which gives us an idea of the sinlplicity and elegance of the 
ancient sculpture. The lower part of the shaft is square but 
the upper one is octagonal while the summit is round. We 
'have also the conventional lotus on a pillar at Harigaon and 

it appears that the stone pillars of the later period could 
retain the same elegant and dignified expression because of 
a common art influegce working in Nepal through the ages- 

The following stone pillar works should be particularly 
noticed (1) the Garuda pillar set up by siddhinarasimba in 

front of the temple of Lord Krepa in NS 757- (2)  the Taleju 
and Degutale pillars of Pratiparnalla dated NS 784 and 790 
tespectively, (3) pgrthivendramalla's Taleju pillar of NS 802n 
{4) King yogallarendram alla's pillar in the Darbar sq 'larev 

Patao and (5) King ~ h ~ ~ a t i n d r a m a l l a ' s  pillar in  Bhatgaon 
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Palace square. The  no. 1 pillar above supports a gilt copper 
image of Garuda with a human face. All others support 
statuary images of the royal personages. 

The statues of kings and commoners have received much 
attention. Superimposed on the lotus capital of the pillars 
the statuary images might be seated on a throne or without 
it. Describing the Darbar square pillar of Bhatgaon, Percy 
Brown says: 'No fanciful figure this, but a dignified portrait, 
sufficiently conventional to suit its purpose, a model of sculp- 
turesque statuary. Kneeling in an easy and natural attitude 
and with clasped hands, from the height of his monumental 
pillar this ruler looks down serenely on the city that' he 
governed. The well proportioned stone pillar. some 40 ft. in 
height with its simple square shaft, stands firmly on a solid 
stone base above the flagged pavement. The  shaft expands 
into a capital, necessarily large to  accommodate the figure. 
There is a wealth of symbolism in this superstructure, and 
also much historical interest, as  the same element, such as 
the distinctive form of lotus petals, and the shape of the 
capital generally.. . ...... It represents, in the treatment of the 
lotus, the qualities of purity and divine birth, while the 
serpent below is the emblem of eternity. Then comes the 
lion throne, with one of the royal beasts supporting each 
other, and between them imitated in the metal, falls an im- 
perial carpet. Before the figure of the king lies his sword, 
and protecting him is the golden umbrella with its finial.' 

Sylvain Levi suggests that the architecture of pillar in our 
age follows the tradition begun since the early Lichhavi 
period. The four faced shaft lotus capital representing a fully 
blown lotus, and the kneeling figure on i t  with folded hands, 
as well as 'the elegance of proportions and the dignity of 
expression' are common to the pillars in general and again 
to quote Levi 'often in more recent times, the pillar erected 
in  front of a temple bears an image in gilt copper of the royal 
foundet,kneeling and praying, with his face turned towards 
the temple.' 
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I think that all the pillars we have noticed here were built 
of tbe same style and bear similar standard of workmanship. 
These 40 to 50 feet high stone pillars are of the same thick- 

ness, and show similar designs up to the capital. The stone 
deems to be of a common type and brought from the same 
place. The  shaft is square in form, and this is a common 

feature of al l  the pillars. Their length varies from 40 feet to. 
50 feet their thickness is about the same. about 96-1 04 itlches. 
But the entablature varies in shape from one pillar to another. 
The portion approaching the capital is in some pillars simple 
in appearance but in others there are elaborately worked out 
designs. I n  PralBpa's Degutale pillar the elaborate work is. 
more visible. At  the bottom there is a round jar with a 
bunch of leaves. The portion occupied by the jar is nearly 
18". Above this is a rectangle of a span of 6" but there are 
more of a smaller span. Then comes a space of about the 
same span which shows suspended ball-like emblems. Again 
there is a larger rectangle, the ball space. and a foot of space 
for the rounded part of tbe stone. The last is just beneath, 
the round band with a margin raised 10 1". over which is 
placed the capital. but this is l ~ k e  a pan overturned and the 
surface of the brim shows heads of lions in symmetrical 
arrangement all around, The capital itself may be lotus-like 

as in the case of Bh~~at indramal la ' s  palace and PBrthivendra- 
malls's Taleju pillars. The Talc ju pillar set up by Pratapa- 
malla in NS 784 shows a budding flower, Most of these 
capitals bear statuary groups of royal Personages* The 
principal figure, the k i ~ g  is represented in a much larger size 
than others which are miniatures in comparison. In some 
cases wives, the queen and concubine (yogendramalla's plllar)' 
and in others these accompanied by the queen mothers 
concubines and son or sons (pgrthivendrarnalla's Taleju pillar)' 
only sons appear on the capital of PratSpa's Taleju pillar* 
His queen and sons form the satellite inlages in the group 
euperimposed on the capital of the Degutale pillar* The art  
aspect of the metal statues has been already described# We 
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therefore proceed to consider the 15-18th century art on 
stones, 

Representation o f  animals in a;t f o r ~ n :  ~ l t < o u ~ h  in 
ancient period the artist works on stones and wood carving 
animals conforming to nature, his images of animals became 
conventional and stereotyped in the middle ages, and they 
ceased to have much to do  with their natural form and shape. 
The difference is noticed by looking into the images of the 
bull and lion on the top of the steles of the Lichhavi period 
.and comparing them with what appear t o  us in our period 
as guard animals in monasteries and temples. The lions and 

$the elephants are the common animals whose images figure 
as guard i n  temple doors. There are also bulls and griffins as 
well as horses. The Siva temple has invariably a bull as 
guard. But lions are conlnlonly found as guard animals. 

*the Buddhist monasteries and temples of  the female deities 
they are the only animal guards. The guard animals what- 
ever they might be are in different postures, sitting or standing 
but mostly standing on the terrace of the platform. We 
have recounted other animals as  we described the architec- 
tural setting of the temples. I t  appears that some animals 
*Like griffins as well as human figure representation were 
conceived more in mythological background. But there were 
)athers w h ~ c h  were not mythological but existed in reality. 
although they differed i n  appearance from their real coun- 
terparts. 

Elephants, lions, horses are the three animals we can 
describe. Elephanta are placed on guard as door-keepers in 
the Vidvaniitha temple of Siddhinarasirhha (Patan). Nyatpola 
Dzvi temple of Bhfipatindramalla (Bhatgaon) and in the 
UmB-MaheSvara temple of Kirt~pur. There is a famous 
elephant in Riinipokhiiri carrying the effigies of ~rati ipamalla 
and his sons. The  elephants rn thz Sdnkara-Ngriiyana temple 
of the Palace Square io Patan are sitting. but  those in  other 
temples are standing. All thcse are life-size images varying 
lbetween b to 10 feet in general, the tallest being that of Riipi- 
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pokbiiri. which should be about 14-16 feet in height. The 
elephants of the temples of the Patan ViSveSvara and Kirtipur 
Siva-Pirvati temples are treading dwarfed human figures 
with turbans on the head by their front paws. The right 
figure lies on back. while the left one is seen lying on the left 
side. The faces of both are visible. On the neck is the 
.driver turbaned, and looking important. All the elephants 
wear ornarner~ts including a necklace tied to a bell, and 
some appear chained. But the grandest elephant of all 
is the one carrying King PratHpamalla. I t  impresses us by 
i t s  massive built and displaying a variety of ornaments. 

The image of Garuda in the Maru Square has a human 
face and wears a cape-like wing. This is in line with the  
Garuda sculpture seen in the images of Vienu. The Maru 
image surpasses all in beauty. the face looks serene and 
ab~orbed with folded hands, the right leg kneeling and left 
raised but again bent a t  the knee to fall on the pedestal. The 
image is wearing a coiffeur arranged like a round turban with 
3 bright stars on the mukuta and flower-like rings on the 
lobes of the ears, beaded two-tier necklace and the garland 
of a snake around the neck, simple band of 3 rounds on the 
arm and wristlets showing a crest the image of Garuda 
embodies the best in  the art traditions of Nepal. I t  is like 
the earlier Viepu and LokeSvara images in form and shape. 
Admiring the t w o  pieces of art the RBnipokhHri elephant 
and the Marutol Garuda says Sylvain Levi: The animal 
caparisoned. adorned with little bells, carries three persons 
on its back. the king in  front, and behind him two minor 
personages; also the very beautiful statue of Garuda on the 

great square of Kathmandu, one of the masterpieces of 
Nepalese art so harmonious is the setting of the lines. so 

happy are the proport:ons and dignified is the expression- 

In our estimate of the elephant images we notice one 

thing more and this is the fact of  their appearing closer to 
(be elephant species as it exists in  nature. U ~ ~ l i k e  other 
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representation all the elephant images have been sculptured 
in their natural shape and form. 

The most important assortment of animals is seen in the  
Nyiitpola temple of Bhatgaon, which we have already written 
in a different context-the elephants, lions and griflins. The 
Devi temple of the Palace Square in Bhatgaon has dogs. 
boars, horses, camels and rhilloceroses on tbe steps of the 
staircase. The images, however. look grotesque and lack 
vivacity and animation. 

After elephants the lions come in the picture and in 
number they beat all. The lion images have deviated from 
their normal shape. Some lions are given wings. unlike 
others and they are just assuming normal leonine appearance. 
Ordinarily the picture shows the lion seated on the hind with 
the front legs erect. Mouth open they dimly suggest act of 
roaring, but their appearance is not animated. The lions 
without exception wear ornaments, a chain like or beaded 
necklace suspending a bell. and on head a finial-like object 
with raised top. The lion had become a consecrated 
deity. 

Bulls appear in some of the Siva temples in Bhatgaon. 
The animal is also placed on a pedestal in front of the main 
gate (western) of  the temples of PaSupatinHtha and the Patan 
KumbheSvara. The former was set up i n  NS 795, and t h e  
latter, one of gilt copper in NS 852. The bulls in Jagatpra- 
kiiSa's Bhaviini Sahkara temple in Bhatgaon Palace Square 
are standing, but those in the famous PaSupatinatha and 
KumbheSvara temples are squatting with the head turned to- 
wards the door. The portrayal of the bull on these images 
conforms to their normal shape and form. The bull Nandi 
on whose back Lord Siva rests in the Pariviira image (with. 
tbe head visible) in the precursor of the later images. 

Painting 
A description of the art of painting as it bad developed 

in the period, 10-14 centuries, has been given in pages 617-27 
of the preceding volume. 
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All that we have said by way of appreciation of the art of 
painting of the earlier ages will equally apply to  the works 
of the subsequent centuries. The  style has remained the same 
with more or less the same technique holding ground, even 
if some aspects of the art  had suffered in course of time. 

In the early middle ages we had to deal mostly with the 
miniatures of hieratic importance, practically nothing of 
secular art had come to notice. The miniatures were all 
images of one deity or another, there were panels on wood 
cover, but these also represented scenes connected with the 
worship of the deity e. g. the two scenes in the wood cover of 
the ms. Sivadharma. 

I t  so happens that the Saivite deities were painted only on 
the wooden covers, while Buddhist deities found their place 
on the leaves as  well as  on the cover, the panels all on the 
latter. This practice was common for painters throughout 
the middle ages. 

As for iconography it is evident that the art of painting 
adopted Tgntric influence much earlier than other forms of 
arts. In the many illustrations that we find in the texts of 

I 

the period there are  numerous painted figures of grotesque 
looking deities, which were chased on stone about a century 
or two later. 

In considering the painting of the age we shall have to 
consider, (1) the miniatures in manuscripts as well as on 
wood covers, (2) the scrolls called Paubd or PrabhamandaIa 
and (3) the frescoes of the 17th century more particularly in 
the K u r n ~ r i c h ~ k ,  Mslcbok and Bhairavachok of the royal 

palace of Bhatgaon. 
The following manuscripts can be taken to provide 

specimen illustrations of the time, (1) Paricharakgl of 613 

(Nepal Museum N. 16/128) with pictures of Akgobba. Ratna- 
sambhava, Anloghasiddhi and the five PaficharakeI Goddesses. 
(2) A ~ ~ a s l i h ~ ~ ~ i k a  of 672 (Nepal Museum N- 212) with 
pictures of 5 celestial Buddhas. praj6Hperamitg upon the 

wooden covers, (3) PaacharakgH of 783 (Museum N. 161105) 
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with 4 pictures on the leaves. SHkyamuni. Bhairava. a 
Chaitya and a stone depicting performance of homa. (4) 
Paficharakfi of 696 with the four pictures of Bhairava on the 
covers (DLC. 1. 1104); ( 5 )  Agtasiihasrikii of 814 with a figure 
of Lolreivara i n  red colour (Nat. Lib.) painted on a leaf. 

( 6 )  Paiicharak~iidhiirani of 773 (Darb. Lib. Cat. 1V. 887) 
with the pictures of white GaneSa and two female deities on 
a thick paper cover of black colour; 

(7) Harivavi2Sa of 814  (in the possessio~i of Chandraman, 
Ma3kay) with scenes of Krjnacharita from his birth to the 
death of KamSa; 

( 8 )  Kiirandavyuha of 825 with pictures on leaves oE 
Lokesvara and Prajfiapiirarni~a (in my possession); 

(9) Paficharak~B of 842 with the pictures of 5 Goddesses 
(in my possession); 

(10) Undated but probably 17th century leaves with 
illustrations of Vajravira Mahakiila. GrahamH~rkl, Pratyan- 
gira (in my possession). 

( 1 1 )  A Tllyiisapu with illustratio~is of Buddhist deities of 
Mabayana of 678, five Buddhas, Lokesvara and white TarB. 

(12) HitopadeSa of 514 (DLC). 
(13) Malayagandhini Niitakam of Ehiipdtilldramalla witb 

page to page il lustra\i~~ns of religious (Govt. Nat, Lib.) 
themes, 

I n  our estimate of the art we shall have also in mind the 
few scrolls given below which extend in age from the early 
16th century to some time at the end of the period. 

(1) Paubii of 607 with the union image of (by courtesy 
of Stella Kramrisch) Mahiisamvara his Sakti. 

(2) Paubii of VajradhiitveSvari in MuSee Guitnct with 
date figure 608. 

(3) Paubii depicting the Mandala of AmitHbha painted 
in  NS 800 (Nepal Museum). 

(4) The Paubir of NS 837 giving a mandala of Dipadkara 
and scenes of episodes i n  his life rourld the central i~nage 
(Boston Museum, U.S.A.) 
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1 do not think that it is possible for me to deal with the 
illustrations piece by piece. This is outside the scope of the 
present work. What we need to  do here is to define the main 
trends in the art  of painting current in  the 15th-17th century 
2s expressed through the many pictures on the leaves, wood 
covers, paubiis and walls as earlier pointed out. 

The art of painting had kept pace with sculpture and 
carving on wood in regard to  the style of composition; only 
the medium was different in painting. The painter worked 
on the canvas which he prepared either on a paper or palm 
leaves or coarse cloth (paubB) or plastered walls (frescoe). 
A mixture of chalk and glue was applied on the canvas and 
the application pressed again and again with a conch-shell 
prepared the ground which was overlaid with coating. The 
glue he made was prepared out of fish, and he used the brush 
which was made of coat's - hair (in the absence of squirrel 
which is not seen in the Valley). The varnish to apply after 
the picture in colour was finished came out of the white of 
an egg and water mixed together. 

The colours were different but the common of them were 
black. white, yellow and red produced out of natural objects 
such as earth of a particular hue and charcoal. to which a 
reference has been already made. A combination of 2 or 3 

such colours again gave a variety which came to be applied 
when the artist had to  prepare works requiring more than 

four colours. 

We shall first take up the few examples of Saivite deities 
on wood cover. I have a hand written copy of Saptaiati 
written in Maithili script in Kathmandu probably in the early 
16th century (the date line is missing) which bas in wood 
covers 4 standing and sitting ([alitlsana) images of the 
Mglrka Goddesses. One of the standing images is that of 

Mahis~surarna~dini with 16 hands while others are those of 
K l l i  (in black colour) with eight hands and wearing a garland 
of human skulls. The one in lalitiisana is Kaumari with 
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eight hands seated on a pair of peacocks. The other images 
are  seated on one and two lions respectively and are equipped 
with eight and sixteen hands. Except Kali and another 
deity in yellow colour, all are given bright red colour. All 
these five Goddesses wear similar diadems with Karnaphula 
(earflowers) and Karnapatako (earflags) attached they have 

lblouse with half sleeve and skirts of different colours with 
different kinds of flowery designs or bunches stamped at 
intervals. The ornaments including the long garland are just 
the same which appeared in the stone images of the deities 

,concerned. Kiili wears a piece of tiger skin round her lower 
abdomen. The side figures on one piece of cover are GaneSa 
and Bhairava to the right and left respectively, who wear the 

.dhoti extending up  to the knee with a long fold streaming 
lower down between the thighs. In the other cover three 
male and three female devotees on the right and left respec- 
*tively are sitting in different poses. On the front the male 
figure is standing and all of them in dancing dress of the time, 
turban, skirt, trousers for the male, and blouse, sari and 

. dupattii for the female. 
The Paficharak~ii in the Durbar Library (I. 1104) has two 

sets of illustrations on the two wooden covers, one set illustra- 
ted on the inner side of the first plank (the front side is blank) 
and the other set one on each side of the plank coming at the 
end. The first set has five pictures in brilliant colour varnish- 
ed and made with gold dust. The images are those 
of SrichandH (white), Srichandiivati (black). 'Sriatichandi (red) 
and Srichandika (brilliant red) respectively. In  the red, 
green or bluish background again the sixteen handed images 
appear, each standing one foot placed on the lion and another 
on the back of the buffalo demon (with head and upper body 
of a man and lower body waistwards down of a breast). The 
deities though with different names look similar in appear- 
ance, though i n  a few detail special traits are also visible. 
The whole illustration represents the killer of Mahisgsura in 
fine images. I n  these images the diadem, ornaments, the 
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half blouse, the skirt all are quite similar to those of the 
SuptaSati figure. The  diadem however, differs. The crown 
was designed either to  appear as  an ornament of crests, an 
ornament which exposes hairs to view outside or it might be 

a sort of a headgear of thk 13-14 century or it might be a 
decorated plank raised over the head and sideways up to the 
ears. 

In the figures we have above described we also notice 
common facial expression, the same attitude, the upper and 
h e r  body covered by tho blouse and skirt respectively, i n  
similar fashion, and the open feet with the enlargement of a 
chain as a common device of an auklet and the whole sugges- 
ting sprightly attitude. 

The end cover shows on both sides pictures, 4 on each. 
outdde : ( I )  blue Bhairava with two hands holding a stick and 
noose, (2) red Bhairava with two hands holding a lotus and 
noose; in both the right hand is raised up to strike; (3) Bbai- 
rava in dim red colours with his Sakti in Yabyurn pose, he 
has six hands, the normal two holding a trident and cup, the 
female is ugly looking, her bair is dishe~elled; Bhairava 
wears a garland of human skulls, tbe union image treads on 
2 vetrilas and lastly, Vajrabbairava in ordinary pose as well 
as raising up  left hand and wearing a piece of cloth which 
streamed through the shoulders from behind the neck. 

Inside: the side figures of (1) Bhairava in blue colour with 
two hands. of which the right is raised up. (2) the second from 
the right is also Bhairava in light red colour. two hands and 
again right one is raised up, the latter wears a garland o f 3  

human skulls; (3) the prrrugaJakti image in lotus &ana* 
male in red colour and the female in  grey to the left* the 
former embraces her by his left hand. The padmnsana is 
excellently drawn, the feet placed on the thighs and the dhoti 
drawn to the ankles. With hands placed on the lap the 
also holds between them the sacred vessel. His body 
that of the female is also beautifully shaped. His face has a 

fine modelling. A kind of tiara Or coronate worn On the 
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forehead adds grace to  the appearance. The  Bhairavas are 
fierce looking. They are 3 eyed, one eye placed on the fore- 
head. They are in a dancing pose, with legs quite apart and 
they stand on finger's end on the vetiila lying prostrate one 
foot placed on the head and another on the left girding up 
their loins with tiger skin, thus they exhibit intense move- 
ment and ferociousness. They wear a mukuta as different 
from a crown or coronate a s  the ornament for  the head; this 
being a sort of masklike wearing material eovering a part of 
the forehead and upwards as well as  the ears on both sides 
and leaving open the face in particular. T o  add, these have 
their own enclosure and ground with rims of bifurcated 
flames following the design of stele. All these are Buddhist 
deities. 

The vetiila is of different colours varying from figure to 
figure. He is lying on his chest, but has turned his head to 
look up. He is naked and has long hairs plaited into a lock. 

Painted in NS 776 (=I656 A. D.) are the three picturzs 
on the black paper cover of the ms, Paficharakgiidhiirani. 
These pictures are the figures of the white Gapesa flanked 
by the two goddesses, one red coloured (right) and another 
of white colour (left). The common ground on which these 
are drawn is of sky blue colour and green hills set against it 
and also the inter space between figures is filled with hills 
rising in summit. Each deity has her or his background 
with a brim and halo, the former with a small rim; the red 
Devi is within a blue circle, GapeSa and other Devi are 
within red circles each. Each of them is seated on a lotus 
ground. The red coloured Devi is ten handed and is standing 
with legs apart. GaneSa is seated on hips with legs stretched 
forward to tread each on a mouse of blue colour. He is 
four handed wears a dhori of red colour up to the knee, a 
skirt ash green in colour with half sleeve blouse up  to  the 
breast exposing the whole of the abdomen, a sacred thread 
of red snake and necklace. He holds a laddoo in his left 
lower hand. to which the trunk is directed. GapeSa is pot 
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bellied. GaneSa is also blessed with a small oval like lotus 
porched. Both the Goddesses have five mouths and ten 
hands. The right top hand of the white Goddesses is bent a t  
the elbow and raised up  while the top left is just raised, she 
is on Padmdsana and the red skirt is beautifully set in fold 
along the legs to  rest on the lap. The red Devi has one more 
cover in light green colour over the red skirt for the region 
between the waist and the knee. This is a novel feature of 
the dress in these images. The ornaments are common, the 
long garland appears in all the three figures. the coronate is 
also of the common pattern. 

We have marked the figures of the five Buddhas. Bodhi- 
satvas. THrHs while we listed the maauscripts. They belong 
to different periods from 613 to 773. I compared these 
figures with some figures painted on the leaves of a Thyiisapu 
in my possession which shows a date figure 677. I t  consists 
of Buddha figures in nine miniatures. These are variously 
of Grahamgtykl. VasudhTirii. PrajfiipiiramitB, Svetat~rii, 
Svetalokao~tha, RaktalokanHtha, and five celestial Buddhas. 
All the pictures a re  painted in a common pattern : the 2 or 
3 tier pedestal, halo. rim and background, colours varying 
from illustration to illustration in conformity to the require- 
ment as prescribed by the canons of art. 

The figures are all in vajrdsana except the two of Lokanii- 
tho. who are  standing. The five celestial Buddhas have 
certain features in common. The two-tier red rim. blue 
aureole and ground, and lotus pedestal with red bottom and 
pink top are the same. But Amoghasiddhi has white ground. 
Their bodily colours are different and conform to the tradi- 
tional standard. Each wears a drapery of his own colour: 
even ornaments including the crown bear the same hue. 

Ary a f g r ~  in lalit&ana pose, and in the white colour with 
a white skirt bearing multi-colour lines and dots interspersing 
in symmetrical order. The border of the skirt is red* and 
the arrangement shows that it has been a dividing line be- 
tween the two halves of the lower body from the navel to the 
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ankles. T6r5 holds the lotus stalk on the side by her right 
band, the same showing 3 petals of flowers atop. There is 
another lotus rising from her left, but this just touches her 
elbow at tbe bending point. The left hand fingers form 
vyilkhylina miidrii. T h e  white coloured Lokaniitha is eight 
handed with normal two hands, the red one, however, looks 
like a child. I t  appears that while holding the lotus flower 
with its stalk by both hands the figure in red is alone to lay 
a claim to his being PadmapZqi. Lotus is just one of the 
objects carried by the other Lokaniitha in one of his hands. 

The child in the face of red Lokangtha conforms to the 
report of the Tibetan monk Dharmasvamin. The child's 
corporal frame is also recognised by his short legs cramped 
on the lower part of the figure. The ornaments are also alike, 
only the colour differs from image to  image, The headgear 
is a horizontal band on which are erected > short pointed 
crests. The loops and locks of hairs on the head can be 
observed as if they were a summit of a temple. The  earrings, 
armlets, bracelets, necklace and chains, waistband, and 
anklets are such as those we have already described. The 
10% garland is there invariably. The  drapery is about the 
same, the scarf streaming through both the shoulders to the 
arms or chest, the dhoti worn short up  to  the knees in both 
legs or the female skirt covering the whole of lower body 
except the two feet in the vajriisana worn long to the ankles 
a stray collection of leaves containing a dharani of Goddess 
MHrichi, (d. 773) in which a picture of the deity on  the 
centre of a leaf is painted flanked by lines of letters. All the 
pieces are in my  possession. Mahiimarichi with six hands is 
seated on white lotus on the bluish background with a red 
halo she enjoys all the attributes of  the Goddess of that 
name. With the right normal hand beckoning to be fearless 
and the right upper teaching the doctrine she wears in addi- 
tion to the usual costunle, a long scarf descending from the 
shoulder to the knee in a zigzag course and to the pedestal; 
there is also a red piece of cloth skirting her blue garment 
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across the line of knee and the legs merging in the background 
near the buttock. Three headed, the front head expresses 
an attitude of attention on a certain object. the central crest 
rises above others with the raised lock of the hair adding 
beauty to the ornamentation of that part. MBrichi is 
supreme in her demeanour. We might compare her with 
Prajiiiplramita painted on a leaf in another manuscript.13 
The white PrajfiBpBramitI four handed with the two 
normal hands brought together but not closed in a particular 
formation of miidra sits on a two-tier green white base. She 
has red skirt and another piece of green cloth round the waist, 
both flowing in plaits to the surface of the seat; the scarf 
which she wears is long enough to flow round about the 
elbow ascending and descending the raised hands. Besides 
the green halo and the richly coronate placed 'on the front 
line of the head she also wears a crest on the locked up hair 
which rises above the headgear. The top of the miniature 
shows deep blue water and branches of trees with leaves and 
fruits. the rims show glittering flames of gold. 

The red LokeSvara in ms. A~~asiihasrikdprajfiiipiiramitd 
of 814 is attended by 2 monks, one in red dhoti and another 
in white. T h e  figure of LokeSvara is standing on a lotus 
with white top and green bottom. by the side of the lotus 
pedestal are two human figures, one each, the figure on the 
left is red coloured and naked but for the loin cloth, while 
on the right the colour of the man is pink. and he wears a 
white shawl-like garment for the upper body and green dhoti 
for the lower. The God figure has a thin scarf flowing over 
the shoulders to the chest. He has however youthful face= 

Before we proceed to compare the qualities of the minis- 
fures. we might describe also in brief Some of the figures of 
deities painted in the manuscripts of the late 17th century 
A.D. and early 18tll century just when the Sino-Tibetan art 
influence had entered Nepal. 

- 

13 GunakS,ran$avytiha in my possesion. 
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The figure of LokeSvara painted on a leaf of Gunaksranda 
vyiiha of 825 within his purple ground also showing glittering 
flames of gold and blue halo, white body holding a white 
blooming lotus with its green leaves and stalk, and wearing a 
dhoti short on his knees stands on a tribhariga pose. Under 
a tree, of which green twigs rising on all 3 sides beside the 
rim the dancing Bodhisatva is treading on a small base with 
a green rim and supported by a lotus pedestal of certain 
roundness. His scarf is very long, it flows from behind the 
neck to arms and to  thighs upto the knees and streaming in 
coil, and fold to  rise above and touch the tree. The deity 
is richly ornamented, he is also painted in the legs in a 
succession of colours. Like the deity Prajfi%p%ramit% he 
wears a glittering coronet and a bell-like finial on top of his 
knotted hair. 

The Paficharak~ii figures appear in their traditional 
costume and pose. They have ornaments in common with 
the images of the age. They are all on Vajrcisana or adaman- 
tine sitting posture and are all 3 headed except Mahagihasra- 
pramardini who has four heads. The extra faces are seen 
just on their sides; and no torso other than the normal one 
is visible. The crown is exteuding a little on the sides to 
embrace the bWery small p'lrt which constitute the extra heads 
supervened. The extra heads have each colour different fronl 
one another and from the normal one. The ordinary colour 
for the five deities are, blue. green, white, red, and yellow. 
All the Goddesses eight handed except Mahiisitavati who has 
six hands. The colnmon emblems these deities carry in the 
hands are, arrow, bow, sword and bolt. 

So far we were presenting the religious art expressed 
through portraits of divinities. Panels came iu a category 
by themselves. There are panels as those on stones of the 
life of Klsna ,  Rams, Buddha and others. 

After the panels came the scrolls and frescoes. Both 
these were concerned as much with portraiture of divinities 
as with panels depicting scenes from the life of the deified 
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heroes and Bodhisatvas and also of the various rituals under- 
gone by the donors and their relatiods. 

The panels of Karirsa-vadha i. e. killing of Kamsa by 
Kr~pa  painted on the two wood covers of a copy of Bari- 
vafija written in NS 814 for the minister of Bhatgaoo are 
secular representation of a religious story. There are several 
scenes right f rom the birth of Krgna to his killing of Karhsa. 
They are depicted on a background divided into 3 separate 
colours. black a t  the top, greenish at the bottom and red 
between the two; white and crimson patches of cloud float 
here and there in the uppermost region. The scenes are 
birth of Krena in the prison which is guarded. Vasudeva and 
Devaki rejoice, Vasudeva with K g p a  in his arms sets out for 
Brndlvana. there is a heavy rain, he is protected by a snake 
who spreads his hood to throw as a canopy. Jamuna is in 
spate but dries to  give way; in the house of Nanda there is 
another baby-she is a girl, the visitor seeks JaSodZt's consent 
to let him have the girl for the boy. Vasudeva leaves his son 
there and takes away the girl, he is now together with his 
wife, Kamsa snatches the baby girl, Vasudeva intercedes to 
save her, Kamsa strikes her against a stone platform, she slips 
from his hand and is seen up in the sky-eight handed MHyH 
in full fledged Devj's attire and ornaments. she is sitting 
on the cloud, All these are shown in the upper wood cover. 
In the second panel of sceoes are killing of VakHsura the 
heron demon who came to kill Krpna; killing of Putan2 the 
child K g n a  is sucking her breast, mother JaSodP pulls hi111 
back; killing of Nzga KHliya; Kmna holds the hill Gmar- 
dhana on his right band and gives protection to the rain 
striken people of Gokula; Krsna and BalarHma proceed to 
M a t h u r ~  and killed the elephant of KahSa who came 
strangulate him; Krgna enters the palace, he challenges 
KamSa, there is a fight jn the balcony at the top* and in 
the hall of the bottom storey where he is killed*'' 

14 In the possession of National Library, Kathmandu. 
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K g g a  is in green colour while Balarama is white, Kahsa 
and his followers are yellow coloured, Vasudeva is red, the 
dress pattern is the same but of different colours. The women 
wear half sleeve blouse and full skirt, the men dhoti up to 
the knee, there is a thin shawl-like cover for the upper part 
of the body, the women wear dopaftii as well as cover their 
head in part with the upper end of the skirt. The  dress of 
Kamsa and his guard, however, consists of a skirt like Jam& 
half sleeve waist long skirt, a long piece of loin cloth with 
three folds running along the two legs and between a 
headgear of the type generally put on by the Bhairava. All 
the adult males wear thin beards and moustache, the beard 
in the Moghul fashion. The  MahZmFiy2i's picture has a 
close resemblance to a female deity of the 17th century on 
stone in costume, ornaments are colour. Houses are shown 
on single room single storey pattern with two pillars, a 
protruding balcony and sloping roof supporting a balcony 
or another tier of a small roof. The palace of Ka&sa is, 
however, otherwise designed. I t  has a room adjoining a 
big hall supporting a balcony which adjoins another room 
under the open roof with enclosure used as balcony; there 
is a sloping ,roof supported by beams attached to the wall 
of the upper storey. The costumes and the architecture of the 
house might more conform to classical conception of the 
background of the events but there are local elements mixed 
with them. From art point of view the panel might go into 
the class of secular cum religious pictures. 

We rarely come across illustrations depicting secular 
themes. But there is a copy of the famous Sanskritic work, 
Hitopudeia, which has illustrations presenting on many 
leaves moral teaching stories of birds and beasts in a very 
fascinating manner. There are white pigeons on a tree. a 
red horse in its pose of vanity challenging the beasts, spotted 
tigers and ferocious lions in search of prey, coloured cat 
thrusting his paw into a bird's hole on a tree to ransack the 
nest. a horned deer and a crow tied in friendship, a jackal 
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feigning friendship to  the deer taking to a green field to 
graze. Where the owner casts a net to ensnare him; four 
cheats out to deprive a Brlhmana of his possession of goat 
by impressing him that it was a dog and not the beast he 
desired it t o  be, 

Brilliant colours as background, decorated trees and 
greenaries and flowery designs and colourful beasts and birds 

the former with their raised necks and the latter crested in a 
variety of colours are the attractions of the HitopadeSa paint- 
ing. Sometimes a leaf or half of it, and sometimes just an 
oblong space on a side are used as canvas. Scroll works on 
the background a t  the top supplemented by designs of peacock 
wings as spreading branches on a slender pole-like trunk of a 
tree throw a canopy over the scene of enactment underneath. 
The demarcation is done by the tree rising in a straight line 
and colours and designs are mixed freely to enhance the 
effectiveness of the representation. Each scene is an appart- 
ment with its own colour background and canopy if there 
are more than two scenes or more on a leaf and if these are 
not trisected by lines; Six leaves at  the end of one of the 
three separate volumes give horses in a varieties of colours 
and pose while presenting a general theme of animals. 

Paubiis: The Prabhamandalas (painted scrolls) for the 
devotees are hung on the wall of a private chapel or room. 
The painted scrolls add to the religious environment of the 
place and they are substitutes for frescoes. The illustration 
is a central deity round whom are placed subordinate divini- 
ties on niches. The scroll has two sections to represent celes- 
tial beings and human beings, the lower being reserved for 
the latter with whom figure the donors and his or her rela- 
tions. However, if the career of the deity or the episodes 
had to be painted in scenes, the place was to be yielded for 
the purpose, while the donors were pushed to the corner* We 
may give details of some Paubiis to compare the 
painting of the late 15th century with the same art of the 
17th century. The mandala is a very complicated pattern* 
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The arrangement is a circle within a square which touches on 
sides the lines of the square but retains much space a t  the top 
and bottom. 

The Paubas of dates as  early as  607 (= 1487 A.D.), 
608 (1488) and 624 (=1504) are available to us. I have with 
me photographs, of these three Paubiis. These are mandalas 
of different deities (1) of Mahasamvara (through the courtesy 
of Stella Kramrisch) (2) of DharmadhZtveSvari (Musee 
Guimet, Paris) and of Vasudharii (British Museum). There 
is one more Paubii of 624 in British Museum, and this has 
the mandala of Amoghasiddhi. We may not describe all of 
them here for want of space. One of these has been well 
presented in the journal of Indian Society of Art, I. 1933. 
PI 29, PI. XXXIX, XI, by the noted authority on Indian arts, 
Stella Kramrisch. 

Vasudhiirii is seated on lalitiisana pose a t  the centre, she 
is six-armed and yellow coloured. Above a t  the top of the 
Paubiis are seated five celestial Buddhas. But a t  the upper- 
most level outside the actual maqdala are scenes from the 
ten evil states and similarly a t  the bottom end there are other 
divinities and scenes. Four gates a t  the centre of each side 
of the outer square, and scenes in oblong compartment are 
in particularly noticeable. These scenes bring out in focus 
the social life of the people including the rituals. The figures 
of deities are drawn in the same pattern, Vasudh3rii with her 
elaborate crown, and beautiful face, and flamboyant skirt and 
all other divinities on the niches and scenes in all their 
varieties present a riot of colour. 

I11 the ma~da la  of Mahiisamvara in the Pauba of 607 the 
God is in union with the Goddess (in red colour) stands on 
the pedestal in didha pose. The rim of the oval ground is 
full of scrolls each like a flame. The  God has eight main 
hands and 68 additional. The latter are in 2 tiers forming 
a circle within a circle. The two normal hands of the God 
hold a bell and a thunderbolt and these clasp the Goddess. 
The God has 17 heads in 5 tiers. 5, 5. 3. 3, 1. the uppermost 
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bead is in black colour. The central face of the first row is 
balf blue (right) and half green (left). I n  the union the 
Goddess raises forward her right hand with a vajra holding 
the male by her left hand from the back; only balf of his face 
is visible, the mouth kissing the mouth of the central face of 
the male figure; the thighs of the female are clasped across 
the waist of the male, and the male places his hands on her 
hips. The ground is plain, and at each side skull cups and 
four naked divine figures occupy the space. There are more 
divinities and scenes in the upper two sections and bottom of 
the rnacdala. These might be elaborated. 

As far as the period. 16-17 centuries. is concerned we may 
produce as  specimen two ' scrolls, one of 800 and another of 
837. The first is a mandala of the celestial Buddha 
AmitHbha who is sitting on the adamantine posture holding 
a vessel between his two hands on the lap. His seat is a 
round structure. There are 3 deities on the niches above 
him, Prajfiiipsramitii, Buddha and Sadakeari LokeSvara-The 
Buddhist trinity alld below him AmoghapHSa. All these 
satellite deities have their own ground structure and halo. 
There are also monks by his side. The devotees in various 
poses, and act of performing their part of the rituals look on. 

The second Paubii of 837 depicts the story of Pindapiitrii- 
vadiina round the lnandala . . of Dipamkara who is seated on the 
cfsana supported by elephants and lions as symbols of sover- 
eignty. The Buddha Dipamkara is one of the 24 earthly 
Buddhas. The top of the nzandala is occupied by the five 
celestial Buddhas seated on their cloudy mapdala all in their 
usual pose and colour. The image of Buddha Dipamkara is 
painted with the red halo and a ground of the same colour 
but is also surrounded on the outer peripheri by the t o r a p  
and pilasters supporting a 3 tier umbrella of diminishing 
Proportions and a summit. On the pilasters are dmwn the 

pictures of a horseman, a ram, a lion. and a monk on each 
side. Now come the various scenes of Stages in the life of 
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Dipahkara. The narrative part of the scroll is interesting 
and informative as a story and art and social history. 

Frescoes : Frescoes come to view on some parts of the 
walls of the inner courtyards in the royal palace of Bhatgaon. 
These have come in much damaged form, though quite a 
substantial portion of the wall where pictures are painted are 
yet maintained. Apart from the wall images of the 8 MBtykHs, 
and of JayapraklSamalla being preserved on the top floor of 
the Kumlri temple in Kathmandu. the Bhatgaon frescoes are 
the only relics of the kind handed to  us a s  a legacy of the 
Malla rulers. The Matykii figures are all in glittering colours 
each with their emblems and seated on the traditional carrier. 
The costume and ornaments bear the imprint of such style 
as prevailed in the age. The form follows the usual model. 
The MBtrk5 deities are in a sprightly pose dancing while 
killing the buffalo headed demon. 

The frescoes in the courtyards of the Bhatgaon palace are 
panels giving stories of Riimiiyana. Mahiibhiirata as  well as 
from Devimahiitmya. In  the Bhairavachok we notice on 
the western wall the Mother Goddess fighting on both sides 
the demons Surhbha and NiSurhbha. I n  the same panel the 
demon buffalo is killed by the Goddess in the encounter. 
The costume. the ornaments, the animals used and the houses 
and palaces painted are exactly like those of the Paubii, A 
two wheeled chariot drawn by a horse or horses is seen 
carrying the deity who is throwing arrows a t  the enemy. 
Divinities. deified heroes and demons appear in succession 
or engaged in an endeavour some from opposite sides and 
some as partners in a common cause. 

As we examine these miniatures we notice that the 
influence of the Eastern school was being exercised and our 
painting to a great extent bore the imprint of it. Before me 
there are miniatures from certain mss. of the 14th centur: . 
and these are the figures we have already dealt with in the 
Part I of the volume. Some of the figures represent deities 
of the manuscripts we had just cited. A comparisdo of the 
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miniatures of the two periods may show that ages, notwith- 
standing they look just the same. both share in comnlon the 
principal features of an exquisite and highly sensuous art. 
The Nepalese artist modelled his image both by the depth 
of colour and line or without such device just managed to 
paint. But modelling and one such expert and rich at that 
was the order of the day. 

The miniature pieces we have presented above were all 
portraits and so here we are concerned more with portraiture 
than anything else; modelling is vital to them. Our portraits 
are also not just portraits. They are of divine likeness; they 
carry with them a ground plan of a stone or a niche with 
pedestal, enclosure, halo and supporting deities or attendants, 
etc., the same which were also attributes of Nepalese 
sculpture. It has been rightly said that the two branches of 
art are interrelated and progressed under identical stylistic 
influence, The  modelling has to embrace all these in a totality. 
Perhaps this was done within limits. The artist was guided 
by the canons of art in all his ventures, but he had also 
scope enough for  the play of colours. lives and composition 
in his own way and he could exercise his imagination. 

To shape his model what he could not do was to break 
iconometrical stipulations about the image. In his own best 
the painter produced the miniature portraits in 16-17 
centuries, which reveal the same steady and vigorous lines 
as the works of the earlier centuries. The handling of colour 
in its variety and depth expressed through the image in its 
full costume and ornament imparts vibrances and freshness. 
Right from the simple Buddha images to the grotesque 
figures emanating from the Tiintric conception of spirit-all 
paintings share this quality. Many headed, many handed 
divinity also in their excited look exhibit vigour and freshness. 
whatever be the defect in the images looked from other 
angles of vision. This is really an example as the excellent 
performance of the artist was concerned. 
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The miniature portraits of divinities reveal the most deli- 
cate kind of drawing and brush work. The  variety of orna- 
ments and drapery must have involved minute attention. 
The flesh over the body so made by ministration of colour 
is the result of modelling. The  elaborate design and scroll 
work of some of ground painting in some shows conscious 
handling of the materials. 

Coming to the general pattern of the picture we find that 
the figures are drawn in the three dimensional scheme as they 
show the sides through the ears, but the front is more 
focussed. If it is not a portrait then the profile alone was 
visible as we find it in the KaAsavadha and Pauba panels. 

But div~nities when figuring singly were seen on three 
sides. Thus they stood as  a! distinct category of painting. 
which was also different from human portraits which were 
invariably profiles. 

While drawing a picture the artist adopted physical 
traits in conformity to the recommendations of classical texts 
on iconography. Thus the eye brows were shaped like bows 
and eyes as lotus or fish. The text wrote how structurally 
these should be defined. Eyes were generally open, but 
whether open or closed the shape of the eye lashes could 
differ. 

I have i n  my possession a hand copy of an old text on 
iconography and iconometry. This is composed partly in 
Sanskrit and partly in Newari, the latter probably coming as 
explanatory notes. I n  a passage this text lays down the rule 
among so many others about the shape of the eyes and 
brows in painting and sculpture or 'in any visual art. The 
rule commends the traditional bow-like brow and lotus 
shaped eyes. But it also says that the shape might not be 
the same in all attitudes. Sometimes the brows might run 
on a straight line, and just a slanting line below it again might 
serve for an eye lash. 

In  many cases lashes expressed through a line are designed 
to form the eye, which might be open or closed as  the artist 
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models it. For example, Goddesses Pratisarl (ms. of 825) 
has closed her eyes, and this is expressed by a thinner line 
of the upper eye lash without anything else for the compn- 
sition of the eye. In some painting the pupil of the eye 
is removed to the corner. There is a conscious attempt to 
make all that is visible in that angle. Graceful and char- 
ming as far a s  iconography permitted-all the portraits look 
alike for the arrangement of different structural patterns 
whatever be the sect they are associated with. The  face has 
a square like contour but the horizontal forehead has a 
larger line than the chin which however gives its iconome- 
trical shape. The  eyes are drawn in black line shaped 
as a lotus with a narrow opening and there is a dot 
to pass as  a mark for the pupil, the lashes being 
represented by the lines ; the brows in tbick line are 
set apart o r  drawn closer and curved near the bridge 
which does not show depression so that the nose is prominent 
and straight but in some painting brows end in a straight line 
instead of being curved. This is markedly seen in the two 
illustrations of the Kiirandavyiiha of 825, the curvature is 
marked in the Pajicharak~ii of 848 but this should not be 
taken as a deviation, rather it is seen that the practice had 
continued since long and paintings of the 14th century follow 
it ; the brows in relation to the eyes are drawn high as if 
they are closed or half closed, and the lid is defined by a 
wider space between the upper eye lash and brow. This kind 
of space is seen since the 14th century. The lid is the test 
of modelling, and is the result of the delicate brush work- But 
the lid is not thick in the absence of ridge like brows. Bow- 
ever, the placing of dot in the narrow opening of the eye 
showed if it  was closed, half closed or opened. Modelling also 
plays its part in giving flesh to the chest and round shoulders 
and arms which in no case appear lean or without flesh unless 
so desired in original conceptions as happens while depicting 
the Goddess ChHmundH. . a All these attributes are commonly 
found jn all the portraits of divinities. The mouth is small 
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and closed, the chin is prominent, the bosom in a female 
divinity is shown by a circle in black but this is firm and its 
plumbness as in sculpture of the latter years remains. The 
neck is longer than what we would see in an image. But 
most of the physical feat.ures have struck to. These were 
traditional. The artist experimented with a variety of co lour~ ,  
primary or otherwise and this is evident from the flamboyant 
dress, the female skirt, the male dhoti,  scarf (uttariya), all 
described in appropriate places. The  colours used generally 
were yellow, white, red. crimson red, green, blue, blue green, 
green blue, purple, rose and orange (yellow & mikado), gold 
dust as colour was used in ornaments whenever the artist 
wanted it. LokeSvara and PrajfiHpHramitH of the ms. of 825 
have their glittering crown, and other ornaments. Sometimes 
the simple yellow of the earth of that colour is used for that 
purpose, as for example in the pictures of the 5 deities in the 
Paicharakjii ms. of 848, as well as Buddhas, AmitFibha and 
Amoghasiddhi in my Thyiisapu. The d h o ~ i  was always worn 
short up to the knee-all the Buddhas in the Thyhsapu wear 
dhoti like this. This kind of lower garment for the women 
was also called dhoti but was worn like skirt up to the 
ankles. In  the ms. Paficharak~iidhiira~i of 773 the two God- 
desses wear skirts up to the knee, we find here both a standing 
and a sitting image. Other female figures in whatever posture 
wear skirt long. The dhoti of LokeSvara image of 825 (ms. 
Guqakaraqdayytiha) is worn short above the knees. The 
dhoti or scarf did also descend apiece in  a fold between the 
thighs as  we find it in stones, and we have pointed it out 
whenever this has been adopted. The scarf has a traditional 
pattern, and as we have often pointed out the practice of 
decorating by means of scarf is found in the 16-17 centuries. 
Our pictures of Prajfilpiiramita and LokeSvara present the 
scarf in a very elaborate form. This is not the thin piece of 
cloth going round the neck and hanging on sides through 
shoulders and arms. In the figure of PrajfiHpSramitH it goes 
from beneath the bent hand and back above to  the wrist and 
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again underneath to the waist and then being tucked under- 
neath squatting thigh it goes upwards in a scroll flow on both 
sides- In the image of LokeSvara because it is a standing 
figure it flows along the leg to take the same course ; the 
folds stream into flow. We have already suggested that in 
respect of the ground. halo and pedestal the pattern followed 

the stone image of the period, But colours were different 
between tiers as  well a s  from one deity to another. The 
waistband is often employed to gird up  the dhoti. and it is 
decorated in variol~s ways. 

All the deities have vermilion mark on their forehead. 
Among the ornaments the crown has a special significance. 
We have already described the types used by the many figures 
painted in the manuscripts of our period. Again, it is the 
crown in each of the images of LokeSvara and PrajfilpBramitl, 
which attracts our attention by its rich design, although there 
is not much of colour scheme. Supervened on the horizontal 
band are five crests. three grouped together on the forehead 
and one each side. The crest is shaped like a sinamu with 
a round base. The entire structure is overlaid with gold dust. 
Sometimes the crest is not as wide, but the arrangement of 
tiara or crown whatever we call it in other figures is  more 
crests in ascending and descending order. the central being 
the highest. This kind of kirita or coronet is different from 
the crown used by Bhairava, which is another variety. adopt- 
ed  in painting in the images of TBntric and Puriqic deities 

more particularly the Mgtrik5s. 
The necklace, chain, pearl decorate the chest UP to various 

lengths. The bands or bangles such as armlets and wristlets 
are there. The wristlets in some cases are not bands or coils 
but several bands stuck together flanked by two thicker ones- 
This variety is known as mu, and is found in the pictures of 
the 16-17 centuries and not earlier. The band might be one 
or two or even three. The most ~010urful decoration of the 
figure of 16-17 centuries is a long garland which came UP to 
the knee. 
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The hair style of the divine figures could be treated as  a 
special category confined to them. The coiffure raised on 
the forehead behind the coronet but exposed from the un- 
covered space is the general pattern, which is visible in the 
14th century picture of VasudhSrZ another divinities on the 
wood cover of the ms. PaHcharak~ij. The  style continued as  
late as the early part of the 18th century. Our figure of 
PrajiiZipSramita of 825 ( ms. Gunaka'rapdavyiiha ) has a 
beautiful hair style matched by none, of course, in the same 
pattern. ?ihe lock of hair is arranged in a way to be placed 
above the tiara; this is topped by a gilt bell-like ornament. 
The mass of the hair and rising above it the lock and on top 
the simple ornamental pinnacle sets a marking pattern with 
the headgear and the beautiful countenance and body of the 
Goddess-the black colour of the hairs contrasted with gilt 
tiara in the front adds beauty and charm to the graceful figure. 
Another arrangement of hair and this is more common in 
female divine figures, is the one we find in the Marichi figure 
of 773 painted on a dhiirani ms. in my possession, which has 
been already referred to. In  this figure the lock is arranged 
as a back support of the crest, while a line of the hair on the 
forehead is to similarly appear in relation to the horizontal 
band. The beaded necklace is what might be recognised as 
one of pearls. The garland is not of one pattern. it differs 
from figure to figure in its form. Sometimes it is like a loose 
thread or a piece of cloth. But in more cases it is a garland 
of flowers fully blooming. This is seen in the images of 
Paiicharak~ii deities and MahisZisuramardini and other female 
divinities of the Saivite origin. Some of the panels giving 
religious themes, more in particular the BhZigavata and 
HarivafiSa. have the treatment of divine and human attitude 
in colours. 

There are panels dealing with celestial scenes. The ground 
in these scenes considerably differs from that of a scene where 
the representation is earthly. The artist has to  show heavenly 
environment, of course, in the conventional pattern while 
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executing such a ground on his canvas. We might observe 

the features partially in the portraits of divinity. Floating of 
objects without support is the main point of recognition. 
The sky. the clouds, birds etc. are the ingredients in a simple 
miniature portraits of divinity. 

One of the very early panels on wood covers dating 517 
Neplila samvat (ms. Aivdyurveda) shows the Sun God and 
Moon God on their chariots and two celestial nymphs or 
Apsarii offering garlands to the deities. The Apsaras are 
floating on clouds holding garland by their hands. The belief 
that the celestial beings are light enough to fly in the air has 
been translated here in proper setting. 

The sky represented in the Kafisavadha panel is of blue 
ground and clouds float here and there, and this is the true 
representation of a sky on an ordinary normal day. In this 
setting the artist has shown knowledge of facts. The red tiles 
on the roof also is representation of a factual structure. The 
Govardhana scene with the green hill suggests his originality 
of conception. 

We shall talk more of this panel a little later. Meanwhile 
let us take the Hitopadeia of 714 (=I594 A. D.), which gives 
US stories of jackals. lions, deer, crows etc. in pictures but in 
that strain also talks of human beings involved with them in 
various situations. At the same time we can discern how 
men and women looked like, and what were their forms and 
shape as drawn by the artist. 

The compartmentalization of scenes is more commonly 
followed. But often two or more scenes are introduced i n  
one compartmeot, resulting in confusion, which is a drawback. 
of the artist revealed in such works. Although he drew fine 

figures and no less perfect to commended model; his panels 
do  not show as high a skill as should have been displayed i 
the rendering of the situations i n  the panels. 

In the same compartment are mixed two scenes the df 
pretending to have been dead flees when the owner of the f 
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gathers his net and tries to  catch him, the jackal is watching 
him, but there is another scene mixed, the field owner throws 
a stick which hits the jackal-one more, the painter had 
unsuccessfully tried to achieve both the objective of showing 
the deer caught in the net and then its release, the jackal 
watching on both the occasions, but being hit at the later. 
The amalgam has made confusion worse confounded. Sirni- 
larly in the several compartments showing scenes of the four 
cheats and the Briihmana there are mixed situations e. g. the 
BrShmana meeting a thug and dispensing with him and accos- 
ting another, putting the goat over his shoulder, putting it 
aground-all done and undone, there is a confusion as to tax 
the discerning eye of the looker, and finally disappoint him 
as to the grasp of the facts related through the illustrations. 
Yet the stories as told in the pictures are interesting and 
scenes are vibrant, and their emotional content is rich. 
Because it is the work of 1594 A. D., we may as well know 
how secular themes were presented in colours and through 
SO many other attitude, costumes and ornaments of men and 
women as they appear in stories. This was the time when 
Rajasthan painting had not reached Nepal and the lccal 
painter was unaware of the style. 

We do not get portraits here but just panels, from which 
we may get our knowledge of the facts concerned. The 
countenance is drawn in the same manner as the divine por- 
traits, but the presence of moustache separated the humans 
from the category of divines. The  few leaves of the tcxt are 
devoted to the king, his sons and the author VisnuSarmS 
who had preached knowledge to the princes on their fatber's 
order. The king and princes are it1 red colour, while the 
Brshmapa is in white, The former wear coronate of the type 
which has a thick supporting crest. The hair is done in a 
manner which places the plaits above the coronate. They 
wear a half-sleeve skirt extending up  to the thigh. Instead 
of an ornamental waist band the device is to tie a piece of 

.cloth wide enough to cover a bigger portion, and with 
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another piece of smaller again tied like a band above 
it. This is followed in the lower body by a dhoti worn 
short up to the mid thigh. If the figure is that of BrHhmana. 
he does not wear a short, but he has a beard. which is again 
suggestive. The scene of the teacher accosting his pupils is 
lively; the figures seem to speak dialogues. 

The Hariva&h panel is a story of the killing of Kamsa by 
Lord Krena as  was said earlier. I n  our review we have al- 

ready described the dress, ornaments and house scheme of 
the panel. The  artist does not appear very much to care 
for correctness in reproducing the object even drawn by 

himself. For example the prison house is differently designed 
in two situations. The balcony, the roof, and the trellis on 
the base look alike. The Nepali kausi (roof used as  balcony) 
supplants the elaborate windowed structure, and the Rajput- 
Moghul style four pillared dome also is gone; we have also 
no trace of the guard. The face is just a profile as i n  most 
other cases; the aquiline nose, oblique eye brows, thin lines 
of the eye running parallel to them but  meeting a t  an angle 
on the bridge of the nose and pupil removed towards the 
nose. The laharigii or more appropriately ja'mii in local 
language of Jaiod2 is reminiscent of Rajput style as well a s  
of the practice of wearing such skirt just not long before. 
The hair is arranged in a fashion which allows lock to 
stream to the back, and while covering the head, a border 
line of hair is left and this is exposed to spectators. I t  does 

not seem that the painter has made attempt to make a dis- 
tinction between faces. but the figure might be recognised by 
dress and attitude, A new kind of tiara is worn by Vasudeva. 
This is like a modern crown with a band and crest,; on the 
four sides. By looking at the panel one can confidently 

suggest that the Rajasthani school of painting had wrought 
its influence in the making of the picture, which means that 
by the end of the century the style was already inspiring the 
Nepalese artists. 
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More Rajasthani influzncz in respect of style of painting 
both line and colour schemes, as well a s  the embellishments 
of the portraits is seen in  other painted materials of the 
period. 

This is evident from the panels on the wood covers of the 
hand written copies of Bhiigavata and allied Puranic texts. 
We have also several illustrations in the dramatic works 
copied or written by the rulers. One such copy of the dra- 
matic text composed by Bhiipatindramalla and written for 
him has on leaves portraits. scenes of worship. figures of 
Vienu. UmB-MaheSa and scenes of RiidhB-Kysna legends. of 
their fun and frdlics in Gokul or Vrndiivana, such as  the Holi. 
the Jhulii. REdhB with her jug in the pond and Kygqa playing 
his flute trying to persuade her etc, Kmna and RBdhB talking 
privately seated on a cot and many more scenes answer to the 
Puriinic account of the legends. There are figures of the 10 
incarnations of V i ~ n u ,  the figure of Buddha also included 
and an image of Siva in his ArdhaniiriSvara (half male-half 
female) image standing in iilidha pose on the bull and lion 
flanked by the king's portrait on the right side and his son 
is on the left: the image of Laksmi-UmB i n  the alidha pose 
standing on Garudha and Swan flanked by the queen and the 
female member of the royal family; image of L a k ~ m i  Nsriiyan 
where Niiriiyana is flanked by Lakgmi and Garuda-all sland- 
ing. Garuda has a human face and many others. The Paubii of 
837 with the mandala of Diparikara offers one more material 
for fascinating study of the social life of the day. As the 
inscription shows the panel tells the story of Dipankara 
Buddhas as given i n  Pindapatriivadiina. The Buddha with 
aureole accompanied by the monks, appears ill different 
scenes. Then kings. queens, ministers, praying monkeys pre- 
senting jackfruit to the Buddha. his preaching to the deity in 
a gathering. his acceptance of dust from a boy's hand, the 
gift made by the king etc. all scenes come before us. 
We have in this panel the structure of a vihiira and a temple. 
and a part of the palace and dwelling houses. Here we also 
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see the Nepalese basket called Khamu carried in a pair sus- 
pended from a pole placed over the carrier's shoulders 
through the neck. 

The panels and pictures whether painted on the leaves of 
the MalayagandhininZla kam or the Pau bii aforesaid are coeval 
and as we have noted in the above paragraph they give quite 
a similar picture of the painted art and all it conveys in terms 
.of objects throwing light on some aspects of the social life of 
the people. 

The divine figures of K r ~ n a ,  Lak~rni-Parvati and Ardha- 
nariivara are characterised by linear decoration and by 
the particular costume for the lower part of the body and 
long garland; both found in the sculpture of the period. 
Coming to the human figures the Rajasthani ixlfluence is 
more obvious. Apart from the straight and prominent nose 
we notice the hair style, the decoration of the plaits with 
flowers and arrangement of drapery over the head appear 
quite on tbe model of the figures drawn in Rajputana of the 
contemporary period. Let us take the Hariva&Sa panel 
once again, The two royal women have decorated their coif- 
fures with a bunch of flowers tucked into the upper plait, and 
a garland to  go round the lock piled behind. This decoration 
.comes only when the head is not covered with a scarf. 
When the latter decoration is employed, the head without the 
face is hidden while the scarf appeared in fold above the 
neck. The scarf is allowed to flow like a streamer left to 
touch the region below the waist from the front and the 
back. It appears that the female figure with the head covered 
by a scarf or end piece of a siiri is always a divine being in 
human form. The shrine of the vihiira looks exactly as it 
stands today in two storeys with a sloping roof and suPervenm 
ing as  a tower a small hermika topped by sloping roofs bear- 
ing a pinnacle; the house structure was as it is found in an 
earlier panel e. g.. the Harivarizsa. 

But the dress pattern as well as attitudes and gestures of 
men and women are so well drawn in the Pauba of 837. It 
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is again the inspiration of the Rajput style but set on a local 
background what we see in the panel is the folk medium as  
well as traditionally handed hieratic ar t  got together in the 
style. The aquiline nose-straight, long and prominent 
otberwise. the eyes lotus shaped, small mouth, are the 
general features of the face. The turban in different shapes 
from crown shaped to one band like, multiple tiered as well 
as  a skull cap rising to a pyramidical shape, the long cloak 
like skirt (arigarakhii) the tight trouser (suruvii) the cloth 
piece tied as a belt (jani),  pearl necklace and lastly the fibre 
shoes-all appear as male attire. We see women with a full 
blouse for the upper body under the diaphanous scarf and 
a skirt as lower garment, which is however not diaphanous. 
The women leave their head open decorating their coiffure 
with flowers in different ways. The peasant carrier also with 
his khamu dressed elegantly showing head without cap and 
with a braid of hair arranged to a nicety, All these are of 
brilliant and flamboyant, not of one colour, but of several, 
colours. Men and women-well dressed, and smart pass 
before us as on a moving screen while we witness the 
panorama of the various episodes in the life of Buddha 
Dipankara. There are poignant scenes such as the one when 
the lean monkey falls into a deep well as he follows the Lord. 
The monkey's devotion to the Lord is amply expressed when 
he offers his only means of sustenance for the hour. the jack- 
fruit to the latter. Then there is the boy who spontaneously 
offers a handful of dust to the Lord. The boy was playing 
and when he confronted the Lord advancing towards him. he 
did not have anything else to  offer. But it was a dust of love 
and gratitude the boy had offered. Both the monkey and the 
boy were moved by devotion. So the Lord blessed them. 
The blessing scene on both the occasions is full of expressions- 
of pathos and devotion combined, which was executed in 
harmonizing curvilinear pattern, I n  other scenes also tbe 
characters are equally animated. When we look at  the 
women who have been talking to one another pointing at the 
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men forward. Their gesture is so expressive of their curiosity. 
As in common with the best work of Rajasthani style the 
various Scenes in the panel are conceptual, the theme is 
painted clearly that it easily makes appeal to popular imagi- 

nation. The female figure in the panel are graceful and 
elegant in their poses. The Jyapu carrier with his smart 
dress and hair style is full of movement. 

The works of Rajasthani style are commented upon by Dr. 
Coomaraswamy in the following words : 'sensitive, reticent, 
and tender, it perfectly reflects the self-control and sweet 
serenity of Indian life, and the definitely theocratic and aris- 
tocratic organization of Indian society.' (Rajput painting, 
Oxford 1916, p. 4). 

I have no doubt that whatever be the extent of Rajasthani 
influence in the panel of the Pauba, it had absorbed the best 
as far as the same was in keeping with its trad~tional art 
form. Realism of Rajasthani school was everywhere evident 
in the many scenes. The contours are well defincd so that the 
forms become harmonized with colour. The nice arrange- 
ment of composition, the delicate drawing. the fresh colour 
are further qualities of the style, but the Nepalese art w a s  
already imbued with his qualities. But all this had appeared 
in a new setting inspired by Rajasthani style. 

The  portraiture in Nepal of our period was also influenced 
by Rajasthani school. Ulllike the metallic statuary art, these 

show some kind of difference in identity but actual likeness 
was not possible. We have before us portrait of Siddhinara- 
simhamalla. PratHpamalla, Plr thive~dramalla~ and kings of 
the later period. The portraits are  all profiles in the usual 
attire wearing oruaments and weapons like shield and sword. 

We have here ended our description of the art and archi- 
tecture of Nepal as they had developed during the period of 
250 years up till the mid-18th century. We may now add a 
few paragraphs as conclusive observation on the subject. 

It appears from the many works of art and architecture 
dated and undated both, that the 16-17th centuries had See& 
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the climax of cultural activity in Nepal specially in the field 
of art and architecture. 

As suggested earlier the old Nepalese style of art inspired 
by the Eastern school known as  the PBla school continued 
.to influence the iconography of our period. But in details 
there were deviations from the strict observance of the 
canons of Piila art tending to create varieties. There might 
also be fluctuations in the standard of achievement. But the 
continuity of tradition was maintained and their essentials 
did not alter. This is evident from the fact that the images 
of the period broadly bear resemblance to those of the earlier 
ages; in fact a distinction can be made only in point of 
details. 

But details are sometimes dominant enough to impart 
such characteristics to tht: images, which make them a distinct 
a t e g o r y  by themselves. 

The new dispensation must have affected some aspects of 
these details. 

One fact more. There was no change in technique nor 
the skill had suffered so much as to impair the core of the 
style of art. If the standard had fallen sometime or other 
it was because the artist had thought to introduce burdening 
embell~shn~ents or was over confident to ignore the SUM- 
leties of craftsmanship. 

The flourishi~lg of Nepalese art and architecture in the 
17th century had cast its influence both in India and Tibet. 
We have already seen ( Vide, Part I, ) how the Nepalese 
art and architectural style had infiltrated into Tibet, and 
dominated the many creations of the period, such as the 
stfipas, temples, frescoes, scrolls and painted leaves of 
manuscripts. 

The existence of two temples of the Nepalese style in 
Kerala (S. India) the Tiruvanj Siva temple, 2. Trichur 
Vadakuniitha temple which are said to have been built in 
the 16th century suggest that the influence of temple architec- 
Sure had travelled so far as South India. 
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Kerala was probably the only area where Hindu culture 
in some form or other was not being suppressed by the 
Muslims, and it was for this reason that the style of the 
temple architecture from Nepal had a ready acceptance in 
that part of South India notwithstanding the distance inter- 
vening between the two countries. 

We might digress a little further to describe Tibet-Nepal 
relation visavis the art and architecture. Prof. Tucci 
reproduces quite a good number of scrolls (painted scrolls 
11, pp. 331-47) of Tibet framed on Nepalese art style. We 
have also drawn attention to the activities of the Nepalese 
artists in Tibet in the first part of the present volume. 

The Land of the snows received the Nepalese artists as  
representatives of the Eastern school of arts. In  fact, Tibet 
derived not only the inspiration and technique of art through 
the Nepalese medium but also the artists themselves. 

Tliis was never true of any other time than the 16-17 
centuries. Nepalese influence was felt in Tibet so much in 
this period and I think that this was greater tban ever before. 
But in t l ~ e  18th century Chinese art influence in Tibet was 
most dominant as a corollary to China's military domination 
over Tibet. I n  the time following Nepal also received art 
influence from China. 

Finally, the field of art and architecture was always self- 
sufficient both for technique and materials. All artists were 
Nepalese. All art materials were Nepalese products. I n  any 
art  all raw materials whether clay or colour or metal came 
from within Nepal the artist did not only do his n~odelling 
but also worked a foundry. As for the experience the artist 
gained. it is enough to say that he belonged to a professional 
caste of artist. 

The sculptors and metal workers were the Bades who 
also specialised in miniature and Paubl painting. As 
priests hieratic art was his specialized calling; the modellers 
and sculptors are called Nevls as distinct from other Bades. 
The Pufi or ChitrakHra caste men painted the walls and not 
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a little time ago they also prepared Puubiis and pictures of 
the deities. As  the caste of Pufi is placed much lower in the 
caste hierarchy than the Bades-it was probable that they 
were engaged in drawing and painting pictures of Saivite 
deities. While the Bades following their old tradition of 
painting in the monasteries continued to work with deities of 
Buddhist fold. The  Nevii Bades who are now solely occupied 
with sculpture and moulding were engaged in painting until 
the mid 19th century A.D. 
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ACCOUNT OF THE JOURNEY TO NI3PA.L BY 
CONTEMPORARY FOREIGN TRAVELLERS 

Now we have come to the end of our volume. But before 
i t  is closed, let me quote relevant passages from the observa- 
tions of contemporary foreign visitors about their experience 
of the journey they made to Nepal. I t  is hoped that although 
outside the scope of the immediate objective defined, this 
will tend to provide a fill u p  to the gap in the knowledge of 
an aspect of the subject, to which we have made frequent 
allusions. Even otherwise, while we talked of the visitors, 
it was essential to have talked of the places traversed by them 
en route aild of things seen that would throw some light on 
the condition of the people inhabiting such areas. T o  make 
the account brief we have quoted only three persons whose 
observations the historians have attested as correct. We 
start with Father D'Andrade who wrote in 1628 from his 
camp in west Tibet. 

"The king of this place (of Caparangue i. e. Chaprang) 
has three or four goldsmiths, natives of the country separated 
from here by two months of marching and subjugated to two 
kings, each one individually more powerful than this one. 
but of the same religion. I gave these goldsmiths some 
silver to make a cross. according to a model I sk~owed them, 
they assured me that many of the same pattern were to be 
found in their nativeland, and that different sizes were made 
in wood and in various metals. They were usually placed 
in the temples, and for five days in the year they were plan- 
ted on the public roads, where the people came in crowds to 
adore them, throw flowers and light up a great number 
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of lamps. These crosses were named in their tongue 
"It~dor".~ 

Let us now come to what Father Grueber said about this 
country thirty four years later : 

..Here is one of the customs of 'Nepal', when a man 
drinks from the same cup as  a woman to honour her, other 
persons, men or women give them three times to drink of 
'chii' (tea) or of wine, and while they drink, place on the 
edge of the cup three small lumps of butter; the drinkers take 
these out and place them on their forehead. There is still 
another custom in this kingdom of monstruous cruelty; if a 
sick man is approaching death and leaves no hope of re- 
covery, they carry him out of the house into the field, he 
is thrown in a ditch already full of moribunds; he remains 
there exposed to  the weather, without pity nor piety, he is 
left to die and his corpse is thrown to the birds of prey, to 
the wolves, dogs and similar animals. They are convinced 
that the unique m o n u m e ~ ~ t  of a glorious death, is to obtain 
a sepulchre in the stomachs of living beasts. The women 
of this kingdom are so horrible as to  resemble veritable 
demons rather than human beings; as a matter of fact owing 
to a religious thought, they never wash themselves with 
water, but rub themselves well wlth an oil of very cffensive 
smell; besides they smell with a rancid odour; and with the 
addition of the oil one can hardly take them for human 
beings, but for ghouls." Father Grueber's description 
probably applied to the Bhotia settlers of the Nepal-Tibet 
border. 

Tavernier was the first man to collect intimate and exact 
details about tbe state of commerce between India and Tibet 
through Nepal. He writes to say "At five or six leagues 
from beyond Gorrochepoar (Gorakhpur) one enters the 
grounds of the RZijZ of 'Nepal' which extend to  the frontiers 
of the kingdom of Boutan (Tibet). This prince is a vassal of 

- 
1 C .  Wmsels, Op. cit., pp. 43-68. 
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the great Mogul and sends him yearly an elephant a s  a 
tribute. He resides in the town of 'Nepal' whence he takes 
his name. His trade and his wealth are well known." From 
the indigenous informers Tavernier gathered some informa- 
tion about the religious beliefs which distinguish the rnoun- 
tain populations from those of the plains "Beyond the Ganges 
slightly in the direction of the "Naugrocot' mountains, there 
are two or three kings who, alike their people, believe neither 
in God nor in the devil. Their Brahmans have a certain book 
which contains their beliefs and which is really filled up with 
moo11 shine (nonsense), the author of which, 'Bandon' gives 
no reason" (vide apte). 

The next account is  that of Father Desideri who had 
visited Nepal in early January of 17 12. Although he stayed 
there for a fortnight, he gives an intimate account of the 
social and political condition of the Valley of Nepal as  a 
foreiguer could know within that time.2 

"During the journey from Kutti to Kathmandu one crosses. 
an iron chain bridge such as  I have described before. The 
road skirted frightful precipices, and we climbed mountains 
by holes just large enough to put one's toe into, cut out of 
the rock like a staircase. At one place a chasm was crossed 
by a loug plant only the width of a man's foot, while the 
wooden bridges over large rivers flowing in the deep valleys 
swayed and oscillated most alarmingly. During the last days- 
we ascended and descended one mountain after another, but 
they are not so bare as  in Tibet, there is grass and the 
pleasant shade of trees. Here it is of course impossible to 
ride, but easy to  find men who will carry you. They have 
leather straps across the shoulders and forehead attached to 
a board about two bands in length and one in width. On 

-- 
2 Father Ippolito Desideri. Account of the Kingdom of Tibet. 

1931. BK IV, Chapter I, p. 312 (Departure from Lhasa. arrival in 
Nepal) edited by Fillippo De Fileppi with an Introduction by C. 
Wsssels. 
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this one sits with legs hanging down, and arms round the 
man's neck. Father Felice. although old and tired, insisted 
on walking with me until a t  last I persuaded him to be carried, 
but he was so tall and heavy that it was dificult to find men 
who would carry him. so the poor Father suffered much. 

We arrived a t  Kathmandu on the twenty-seventh of 
December, where the very Reverend Capuchin Fathers 
received me with much charity, and kept me i n  their hospice 
with great kindness for nearly a month. 1 he kingdom of 
Nepal owes no allegiance to  a n y  foreign power, but it divided 
among three kinglets who reside in :he three principal cities; 
the first at  Kathmandu; the second at  Badgao (Bhatgaon). the 
third at Patan. The kinglet of Kathmandu is not a native of 
the country, he must be a Rajeput (Rajput) a pagan nation 
of Mogol between Suret and Agra. His chief wife must be 
of the same nation in order that their son may inherit. 
Although his kingdom is small, he has great riches and lives 
in great state. The petty king who was on the throne when 
I was in Tibet and passed through Nepal, gained much 
territory and riches because he inherited Patan from the king- 
let who died without an heir. The kinglet of Hadgao also is 
obliged to pay him a small tribute. The  present (?) ruler of 
Kathmandu was a child when he came to the throne, and his 
mother, together with the ministers and courtiers, plundered 
public treasury. As soon as he came of age and discovered 
what had happened he imprisoned the queen and punished 
her accomplices. When in due time his chief wife had a male 
child, on discovering that the Neuars (Newars) as  the natives 
of Nepal were called, knowing the succession was now assured 
were plotting to murder him, he ordered the little boy to be 
killed and had no more intercourse with his chief wife for 
fear she should have another son. He also dismissed his 
Neuar attendants and took men from Hindustan, chiefly 
hluhammedans, into his service. Furious a t  seeing their plan 
thus frustrated. the Neuars rose, invaded the palace, tried to 
force the kinglet to take his chief wife again into favour, and 
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to dismiss all foreigners :from his service. Now by Nepalese 
law persons living in the royal palace even any who touched 
the walls with their hands, enjoyed the right of sanctuary 
and absolute immunity from any danger; nevertheless the 
Neuars killed, almost in the presence of the prince, several 
foreigners and Muhammedans. Another time they sent a 
deadly poison wrapped in certain aromatic arld lonic leaves 
much used in some parts of India, where they are called betel, 
i n  Mogol their name is Piin. The Muhammedans exposed 
the treachery and the kinglet sent for a goat which fell dead 
after eating a few leaves. The miscreants were punished, 
but for too leniency, with perpetual banishment. At last the 
successive rebellions of the Neuars so afflicted the young and 
robust king, that he died of anxiety and worry. 

The old kinglet of Badgao was also rich and a very capa- 
ble man. H e  had always refused to pay tribute to the ruler 
of Kathmandu but at  last forced, not only to pay but to give 
more, after spending large sums in war. During the short 
time I was a t  Badgao their ruler twice sent for me, showed 
me much honour, and when I left, gave a letter to the king of 
Bitia (Bettiah), whose kingdom I was to traverse; he also gave 
me an escort to protect me until I had crossed the uoinha- 
bited mountains. 

The chief people in Nepal, after the petty king, are the 
Guru and the Pardan (Pradhiina). The former are priests 
and spiritual directors, but are allowed to marry and are not 
numerous. Every kioglet has his special Guru, to whom he 
turns for advice. The Pardan are ministers, officers of the 
law and nobles. The rest are merchants whose business is 
in Nepal or who have dealings w ~ t h  Tibet or Mog01,~ 

"These Neuars are active, intelligent, and very industrious, 
clever at engraving and melting metal, but unstable, turbulent 
and traitorous. They are of medium height, dark skinned 

3 Dedderi, Op. cit., Chapter 11: pp. 314-17 ff (Kingdom of 
Nepal). 
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and generally well made, but nearly. all bear deceit written 
on their faces, so that any one knowing these countries. 
would pick out a Neuar from among a thousand Indians. 
They are cowardly, mean and avaricious, spend little on 
their food, and dirty in their habits, They wear a woollen 
or cotton jacket reaching to the knees and long trousers 
down to their ankles, a red cap on their head, and slippers 
on their feet; when it rains men and women go barefooted. 
Nobles, and even the king himself, make no use of saddles, 
but sit on the horse's bare: back with their legs hanging down, 
or at most have a horse-rug. Rice is their principal food, 
either cooked or crushed and roasted; the latter serves as 
bread and as a relish. If they eat meat it is generally buffalo. 
They drink water and a nasty liquor made of a certain 
millet which grows in this country and is the staple food of 
the very poor. A kind of beer is also made from wheat or 
rice, and drink arac distilled from raw sugar. Much rice is 
grown as well as wheat, sugarcane, vegetables, aod fruits. 
The houses of several floors are well built, and the streets in 
the town are well laid out and paved with baked bricks set 
on end. They are very superstitious i n  all things, futile 
observers, aod utter heathens. The same differences i n  rank 
exist as what in India is called Zat, from the Portuguese 
castes, what we call tribe or caste. Thus some belong to  
the royal caste, though they do not reign; others to the 
Brammans (Brahmins) or priests; others again to the grave- 
diggers who are not permitted to do  any other work, and to  
the fisherman caste, which is considered the lowest and 
most infamous of all. The language is peculiar to that 
country, but their writiog rather resembles that of Bengala 
and the abstruse characters used in Mogol only by 
~rmnmans .  They write on paper with an iron style and 
know nothing of printing, but have numerous manuscript 
books. False Gods are worshipped by them, such as Ram, 
Mahadeo (Mahadeva), Brumma (Brahmah), Viscnu (Vishnu), 
Bod (Buddha), Bavani (Bhaviini), and many more. At a 
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certain quarter of the moon they offer an infinite number of 
sacrifices to  the Goddess Bavani of sheep, goats. and 
buffaloes. which they allow to rot, and then eat with great 
devotion as precious relics. On that day the number of 
animals slaughtered in the whole kingdom amounts to many 

millions. The  many temples to  their idols are generally 
small. save the magnificent ones to Bavani at  Kathmandu and 
at Sangu. a town not very far from Katbmaadu. They 

believe in metempsychosis to an even greater extent than the 
Tibetans, as they hold that souls not only migrate into 

animals, but into plants and other vegetables. Corpses are 
not buried, but burnt, and wives often elect to be burnt with 
the dead body of their husbands. The common people have 
an intense dislike of persons belonging to a different religion, 
specially of Christians, on account of the severity with which 
Pagans are treated at  Goa. Although so many animals of all 
kinds are killed for sacrifices and food, yet the people treat 
them with the greatest consideration ; they are not made to  
work, a s  everything is carried by men. To their false Gods 
they offer horses and oxen; but instead of killing them they 
let tlrem loose to go where they will. The beasts wander 

about the fields and do much damage to rice, wheat, and 
other cereals; for they belong to Deuta (as the Gods are 
called) and may not be driven off or disturbed; also this 
people have a most superstitious veneration for COWS. 

"If a Neunr leaves the country and goes, for instance, to 
Tibet or Mogol. or has any ir~tercourse with other Pagans. 
he is looked upon as contaminated. and when he returns to 

Nepal may not even approach his relations until he has 
undergone purification by bathing for forty days in cow's 
urine. drinking it, and eating cowdung occasionally. Whether 
caused by compassion for all living creatures or by lack of 
courage, their behaviour in war is most ridiculous and 
fantastic. When two armies meet they launch every sort 
of abuse a t  one another, and if few shots arc fired, and no 
one is hurt, the attacked army retlrcs to a fortress, of which 



there are many, resembling our country dovecotes. But it a 
man is killed or wounded, the army which has sutTered begs 
for peace, and sends a dishevelled and half-clothed womdn 
who weeps, beats her breast and implores mercy, the cessation 
of such carnage, and such sheddiog of human blood. The 
victorious army then dictates terms to  the vanquished and 
war ends. 

"As to  their marriages the law is that every man must 
marry a woman of his own caste or tribe; for instance, a 
Brahman must wed a Brahman girl; a swineherd, a girl who 
tends pigs, and so on. Otherwise they lose grade and caste. 
They are not restricted to one wife, but have as many as 
they call afford to  maintain. For a widow to remarry is 
considered disgraceful and almost infamous. 

I t  is not very cold in winter or as  hot in summer as in 
Mogol. The kingdom of Nepal is not large, one can go 
from one end to the other in a few days, part of it is flatj'open 
country, but the principal part is mountainous, the mountains 
however are well wooded and pleasant. The chief products 
are wheat, rice, a certain black millet, vegetables, and various 
kinds of fruit such as prickly pears, pineapples, lemons, and 
oranges. 

The city of Kathmandu, situated on a plain is large, and 
i t  contains wany hundred thousand inhabitants and has a 
few handsome buildings. There is much commerce in this 
place, as many Tibetans and Heathens from Hindustan 
come there to trade, and merchants from Cascinlir have 
offices and shops in the town outside the principal gate is a 
large pond with flights of steps and banks sloping down to 
the water. I n  the centre is a tall column standing on the 
magnificent pedestal under which, according to what the 
people say, a former klng buried a very considerable treasure. 
There are many pyramids or towers for the extent of two 
miles on the plain near the pond dedicated to their Gods. 
The air is heavy, as it is in Patan, and not healthy because of 
the great humidity. 

# 
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The city of Patan is about three miles from Kathmandu, 
also standing on a plain, and has several hundred thousand 
inhabitants. Badgao stands on a hill some six or seven 
miles from Kathmandu, the air is much better, and with its 
fine houses and well laid out streets it is a much gayer and 
more beautiful city than the other two; it has several hundred 
thousand inhabitants who are engaged in trade. A few other 
towns are surrounded with walls, all the rest are poor villages 
consisting of huts. The kinglets occasionally hunt elephants 
which are tamed and used on state ceremonies. Rhinoceros 
are scarce; when captured they are kept in the palaces. 
The rhinoceros is exdctly what you see pictured in books of 
travel in India, especially in one by Monsieur Tavernier, a 
Frenchman. All three Nepalese kinglets coin money. but 
of very debased silver. The larger coins are called Mander- 
mali. in common parlance Mohor (Mohar), and are worth 
half a Mogol rupee, or two of our paoli. The smaller money. 
of purer silver, are succhi, worth half a mohor, and Dam, 
one hundred and twenty eight of which go to make one 
mohor, or Maudermali. The Mohor are very popular in 
Third Thibet, where they are called Pe-Tranph. The rupee 
of Mogol is generally used in Nepal in large dealings, where 
it is worth two Mandermali. Although the country is so 
small and the people so unwarlike, it would not be easy to 
conquer owing to the very high rnou~ltains which surround 
it and the extremely bad and precipitous roads along which 
no large army could pass. 

Desideri left Kathmandu on January 14th. 1722 and then 
shifted to Bhatgaon, He left Bhatgaon on the 20th on his 
way to Patao. He closes his account thus : 

"For some days we ascended and descended high 
mountains, meeting very f e w  inhabitants until we arrived on 
a plain where the kingdom of Nepal ends and that of Bitia 
begins. I have already said that for many months in the 

4 Desideri, Op. cit.. Chapter 3, pp. 319 f (From Nepal to 
Ganges). 
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year this road is impassable, being deadly. Anyone daring 
to take this journey at  that time is liable to catch a disease 
called 0 1  by the natives. This 0 1  is a sort QE influenza 
which prevails in the plains and the valleys through which 
one is obliged to  pass; it is less virulent in the day-time. but 
pestilential at night or when asleep; beiog caused by the great 
heat and humidity. In  these valleys the Parbettia (Pravatiyas. 
inhabitants of Bettiah), as the inhabitants of these mountains 
are called, sow rice, so  the fields are always full of stagnant 
water at  least a hand breadth deep. Also the water draining 
off the mountains collects in pools and putrifies. from whence 
noxious vapourq rise in the summer and hang about the 
valleys, so the air is pestilential. The  malady is generally 
fatal; i f  the man survives he never recovers his health. I t  is 
true that the men who carry the mail from Nepal to Pattna, 
and from Pattna to Nepal, are obliged to pass a t  all seasons. 
but they know the short cuts, avoid the valleys, and spend the 
nights on the mountains. They also know certain secret 
remedies and a drink called Bang water in which dried leaves 
either of hemp or of some similar plant have been soaked. 
I t  is greenish in colour and very refreshing, but makes men 
stupid and drunk. Many die on the way although they are 
all natives of these mountains and live for  a few months every 
year in the valleys. You will therefore understand why 1 
passed some months at  Kutti, thus interrupting my journey. 

"I now take up my narration again. Having crossed the 
mountains and dismissed the escort given us by the kinglet 
of Badgao, we arrived at  a place in the plain called Paos 
(Posse in Giorgi), (Posse) belonging to the king of Bitia. 
There we encountered the first Ciocchi-dar (Chokidar) who 
was satisfied with small sum, thanks to  our letter of intro- 
duction to the king of Bitia. We met with much trouble as 
we proceeded further as everyone wanted money. and if it 
was refused they prevented us from going on or from turning 
back. If you give a good present to one of these Ciocchi-dars, 
you are lost. The news spreads and the next Ciocchi-dar 
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asks for more than you gave to the last, and so on from bad 

to  worse. On the way we came to two wide rivers; the first 
we crossed on the backs of men, the second in a boat. I n  
both places whell we landed the Ciocchi-dar appeared and 
the second demanded more than the first. with many threats, 
which was alarming ia so solitary a place. I€ you show 
courage they fall upon you; it fear. they assault you. if you 
show them you possess nothing they say; "ransom your life 
which is in our hands." I n  both places we had hard work to 
satisfy these hungry mastiffs w ~ t h  cake. In  others we got 
through by engaging armed men. so that they might think we 
were under the protection of the king or of a minister, or 
else we paid a guide to lead us by some by-path. We crossed 
another wide river by boat ere reaching Massi (Maisi), and 
were a t  once taken to the custom office in the public square 
where everything is minutely examined; though you may have 
nought but misery and rags they suck your blood. In  short. 
you cannot walk a step without meeting these repacious 
harpies. Both the Revd. Capuchin Father and I were so 
miserably clad that we ought to have excited compassion in  
any feeling heart, I leave to you to imagine what would 
happen to persons travelling with any commodities. I cannot 
refrain from describing what happened to us after leaving 
Messi. You must know that Messi is a largel populous. and 
rich city, subject to the Emperor of Mogol, with considerable 
comnlerce and very fertile soil in the neigbbourhood. The 
mountains which divide this province rfom the kingdom of 
Bitia are infected by bands of robbers well armed and fortifi- 
ed. They descend from their fastnesses, scour the plain 
the roads to  Messi and Derbabca (Darbhanga), which 
leads to  Settlj. and even kill travellers. Besides barbarous 

Ciocchi-(jars, robbers and assassins One is exposed to the 

attack of tigers and other ferocious beasts. 

Father Marc 

Marc is the last authority we quote. But Marc did not 
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visit Nepal. He arrived in India a t  a time when the Nepal 
valley was under siege, Marc collected his information 
while in Bettia. He wrote:= 

"Besides the kingdom of Nepal is  subject. during the whole 
year, to  epidemics of smallpox or measles, in indigenous 
tongue "sizila". T o  prevent the contagion from spreading 
into Tibet, the Governor of the neighbouring province takes 
drastic measures; because the disease once introduced, plays 
ravages in this population which is not naturally subjected 
to it. 

"All along the route one sees monkeys, peacocks, parrots, 
doves, and green pigeons and other birds that please the eyes 
and mitigate the difficulties of the road. One should take 
care not to kill monkeys; to kill a monkey is a sacrilege, 
likewise in the killing of a cow; to  expiate for its death, the 
life and blood of the murderer must be given.'' 

Then Father Marc proceeds to  describe the three princi- 
palities of Nepal proper. He stated, "There were three 
dynasties: 'Patan', 'Batga'6 and 'Kathmandu.' The three 
kings reign each on their own territory proper; but they hate 
one another so intensely that they continually wage war and 
bear implacable enmity to one another. The  tradesmen and 
other travellers who arrive from Hindustan in crossing 
through 'Khua" with the intention of going to 'Batgas' are  
warned by the 'Pardan' (Pardhana). who is the mayor, to  
proceed towards 'Patan.' The people of Patan hope to "carry 
on" in this way during war time and protect public security 
and the entry of taxes. Between Khua and Batgas the road 
is an easy and comfortable one, through charming hills." 

Father Marc traces another itinerary which also leads to 
Nepal, but starting from Bettia. He says, "One travels to- 
wards the N.E. : for three days one travels through a region 

5 Levi. I, pp. 124-25. Italiani Missionari ,etc. Vol. 11, Parts ILI 
and IV for details and observations of many others. 

Desideri, Op. cit., 'From Nepal to thc Ganges'. 
6 Bhatgaon. 



of tall grasses, which is the lair of tigers, bears, rhinoceroses 
and bisons. No large roads are met with, but tracks which 

are hardly recognizable. One reaches at last the foot of the 
hills where stands a small mountain fort called "Parsa" 
which is in the forests; i t  is there that travellers must :pay the 
revenue. From Parsa still more forests have to be crossed 
and 'Bisciacor' (Bhichhakhori) is reached in the evening. 
which stands at  the place where a stream comes down the 
mountain sides; the night is spent here to be safe from tigers; 
to this effect great fires are lighted and a sharp look-out is 
kept. The  mountains begin from there. A halt is made at  
"Etonda" on the second night, where ends the kingdom of 
"Mac~~ampur," which one leaves on the right. I t  is there 
that in 1763, the army of Casmalican proceeding furtively 
for the conquest of Nepal, mistook one road for  the other. 
At Etonda they went to the right, found themselves in 
Macnampur, assailed one of three fortresses which defend 
Macnarnpur. They could not capture it because one mau 
only and two women who were in it defended themselves 
valiantly. With stones only they compelled 10.000 men to 
retire. Two days later five more men and a month after. 
another five men entered the fort. Then these twelve men 
alone made a night sortie, fell on the Musulman outposts and 
killed a thousand persons; others threw themselves in preci- 
pices to such an extent that the army of Casmalican lost on 
that night 6.000 persons of the bravest and was compelled to 
fall back on the followi~lg day. without any harm befalling 
then1 from these people; they assured tbem that if they 

evacuated the mountains within three days, well and good, 
but if they delayed any further, nobody would escape, because 
they would close the defiles and massacre them all* 

"From Bettia to Nepal, the journey rakes eight days- 
(Father Marc traces in detail the dangers of malaria which 

7 Khokna, a village south of Pntan on!y 2 miles further. 
8 Mir Kasim Khan. 
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makes the crossing of the Terrai impossible from mid-March 
to  mid-November). From "Etonda" which consists of a few 
hutments for the protection of the said spot and whence 
commences the kingdom of Nepal, in persuing the journey, 
there is no other path than that of the bed of a stream which 
comes from the north and flows to  the west; this stream, or 
rather this ditch which runs in and out of the lofty hills, is 
oiily two feet wide in the dry season; a t  other seasons, it is 
impracticable. I t  is filled with rocks and large stones which 
fall down daily from the heights above; the waters are very 
rapid. A whole day must be spent in the bed of this stream 
l~rossing and recrossing it thirty five times. At  the end of the 
stream one climbs a mountain in the midst of which stands 
.the first spot of Nepal, called "Bimpedi" and on the summit 
of the said mountain stands another fort called "Siasapani" 
where flows a very cool and limpid stream, which the people 
,have named "Eau de plomb" (lead water). Then ascending 
and descending for two days the last spot of the mountains 
is reached, named "Tambacani" (copper mines in consider- 
able quantities, a strong and difficult place to cross and well 
fortified to attentively observe the travellers; the position is 
such that ten men can easily repulse with stones 20,000 other 
men. After crossing several more small mountains well 
*covered with trees the Valley of Nepal extends to the view."' 

The road from Hindustan to Nepal has, since the days of 
the Capuchin been fairly often travelled over by Europeans; 
the road from Nepal to  Tibet has remained on the contrary, 
obstinately closed to Europeans since the passage of the 
missionaries. The  informations they have left behind on this 
part of the track are then particularly precious a ~ d  deserve 
t o  be gathered carefully. It is Georgi's compilation which 
has embodied the essential portion; the notes borrowed by 
Father Marc from the diary of Father Tranquille have only 
passable interest. 

9 Levi. Vol. I .  



"From "Kathmandu" to Sanku," XII. One thousand 
paces. All those who wish to travel from Hindustan to Tibet. 
must perforce pass by "Sanku" ("Thus Sanku is the bone of 
contention between the kings of Nepal," says Father Cassien). 
From "Sanku" to "Laogur" and then to Kuti. 
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Staremerlt of Futher E~lzanuel Freyer ,  Bgru, 
April ,  26, f 71 7 .  pp. 360 61.  

"Having established Father Hyppolitus a t  Lassa. on the 
sixteenth day of April, in the year of our Redemption 
1716. after travelling for fortytwo days. I -arrived finally in 
Nepal. where I found five Capuchins, and remained with 
them five months. One of them died, leaving only four, one 
of whom was Father Domenico da  Fano, the Prefect of the 
Mission of Thibet. But during that time Nepal. which con- 
sists of three cities each ruled independently by a petty king. 
was scourged by a terrible plague ; in less than three months 
the number of corpses burut was close on to twenty thousand. 

Not only was the country scourged by the plague, but also 
by rebellion ; the people rose against the king and expelled 
him with ignominy, and even broke into his Palace and put 
to death seven of his servants. Now the Devil (a sinner 
from the beginning and for ever gnawed by livid envy) saw 
in these events a chance for himself, so provoked those 
Pagans to  attack the Fathers. But truly an Angel protected 
us, for whether from a fall of rain in the night, or whether 
from their greed to rob the houses of the dead, those people 
were miraculously prevented from harming us. Their Pre- 
text for hating the Fathers (whom they also described as 
"Mogols") was their monk's robe. I must here explain that 
when the Fathers arrived in Pattena they were dressed in the 
dark coloured robe of Capuchins. Later, however, Cazino. 
the Inquisitor of the Law of the Mussulmans conceived a 
friendship for Frey Felix, the superior of the Capuchins. and 
one day begged him as  a favour to discard the dark coloured 
robe of his order and to dress instead in blue. At  the same 
time he handed the Father some pieces of cotton, saying to 
him affably : "Cut this stuff into robes and give them to  
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be sewn". So the Capuchin Fathers, who were full of joy 
at the cbange, were soon dressed in blue. But it happened 
that later, when the plague broke out in Nepal, those people 
took it into their heads to blame the colour of the Capu- 
chins'dress, declaring that the blue was offensive to the 
gods and had roused their fury to such an extent that they 
had broken the bridge that goes from Bengala to  Lanca (for 
such is the name of an imaginary Ceilam a t  the bottom of 
.the waters rather their Elysian Fields), and that the souls of 
the dead, not finding the bridge, were obliged to return, and 
vented their rage on the living by killing them. I n  short, 
to appease the wrath of the gods it was necessary to remove 
the cause, or in other words to kill the Capuchin Fathers. 

The Capuchins meanwhile decided on a wise action ; 
they hurried to  a shop and bought some white stuff, and 
hired some tailors, and in less time than it takes me to tell 
you they were all of them clothed in white in the Nepal style. 
When the people saw them in  white they exclaimed : "Ah, 
IIOW you are dressed as you ought to be ; you are not Mogols 
any more, but are people of Nepal like ourselves". 
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Coins 

Most of the coins of the Mdlla period have  been des- 
cribed by Walsh in his article written in 1908 A, D. t o  whicb 
reference has been made on  different occasions, but upto 
date (1960) more coins of historical importance have come 
to out notice, and some of these are helpful in adding to  our 
information of regnal dates and historical personalities. 

In  the following pages we d s c r i b e  all such coins as are  
not given by E. H. Walsh. Except a few all of them are illus- 
trated here. Similarly we have given their measurement and 
weight in grammes. 

The coins in circulation were of a denomination, 1 mohar 
=2 Subs or Suki, each carrying the exchange value of 2-2 anna 
pieces. There were also pieces of unstamped copper lump 
each of the value of a paisii, such 32 paisiis making a mohar. 
The Capuchin Missionaries also found Moghul rupees in 
circulation. The Svayambhu inscription of 878 talks of 
Siihi tiinkii referrine to this coin. The exchange ratio bet- 
ween the two was, 1 (Siihi tiinks): 2 (mohars). But as we 
have seen, some Nepalese rulers issued their own double 
mohar coins. 

The weight of the mohar coin was exactly help of the 
Moghul coin. i.e. 128 grains against 256 grains. We shall. 
however, show the weight of our coins in grammes. 

In  all cases the coin weight was derived from the weight 
of gold and silver, In  this connection we may refer to  the 
Svayambhu stone inscription of 878, which mentions of lump 
in different weights like dhiirni, tolii and miisii. The measure- 
ment of weight was as follows 12 rniisii : 1 tolii, and 200 
toliis : 1 dhiirni. 

Ordinarily every coin is dotted a t  the margin. The mar- 
ginal dots in a great many cases appear to form a chain 00 
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outer circle, But some have dots completely effaced. and 
merged in line of the circle immediately close to it. Where 
dots are preserved. the two appear prominently as two 
circles. 

All coins illustrated here are from the private collection 
of Kesari Raj  Pande, Ministry of Education, Nepal unless 
otherwise stated. 

(1) An undated coin of Mahendramalla, a double mohar 
(in the possession of Vi~pudhoj) .  

This seems to be the earliest specimen of coins of the 
period, which resembles the Khilzi coinage illustrated in 
Landon (figs. 3 and 4). According to him tbe illustration' 
belongs to  an age earlier to Lakgminarasirhha whose coin 
figures both in his and Walsh's articles. 

The present coin is much simpler in design. There is 
nothing like the so-called Arabic legend and other emblems 
as are to  be found in the coins of Lakgminarasimha 
Siddhinarasimha and other rulers keeping to that tradition. 
In this respect this coin resembles much closely on both 
sides the design of the obverse of the coin of Sivasimha 
(Landon, 3 and 4). 

As for particulars, the edge is not dotted and there are in 
its place small eye-shaped figures (petals) all around ; instead 
of one circle around, we have two, the outer closely follow- 
ing the inner ; a t  the centre a small circle contains within it 
emblems as  follows, in the obverse, a trident resting on a 
lotus stalk on both sides, and in the reverse, a thunder bolt 
(vajra) and marks like a crooked line on either side. 

The  legend covering the entire space outside the central 
circle is half in the obverse, Srimat Kii~$arnandapasvddhipati, 
and the rest half in the reverse Sri Sri  Jnya Mahendramalla 
devasya. 

There is no date figure. 
(2) A coin of Sivasirhha, a double mohar 

Weight: 10-375 gms. Measurement : 3 ems. 
Design : On both sides a circle in the centre-with a 
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trident on the one and double drum on the other. I n  the 
outer circle on the reverse side we have a khadga on the top, 
At the same place on the obverse there is the name of tbe 
king. Sri Sri Siva S i h  with two crescents bu; no date figures 
anywhere. The coin has the look of the illustration No. 111 
in Percival  ando on's Appendix XXV to  the Volume on 
Nepal. 

(3) A 4 piece of a mohar in the name of Rtipamati Devi, 
Pratiipamalla's wife, with her designation of Bihiiri 
Raja-kdnyZi. the Princess of Bihar identified with 
Koch-BehZir. 

Weight: 1'3225 gms. Measurement: 1'7 cms. 

Obverse: The design is slightly diflerent. Two crescents 
which stand at  the top in Walsh's illustratio~l (2 of PL, 111) 
are on two sides of the top portion of the trident, which stand 
on a surface not plain enough. 

There are five dot flowers, two in the middle and three in 
the periphery on the ground just as  in Walsh's illustration. 
The legend around the trident group reads (above) Ruparnati 
Devi. 

Reserve: In two lines of the so-called Arabic or Persian 
characters with floral ground but not so flowery as in Walsh's 
specimen. There is no crescent and star as in Walsh's. The 
legend reads: Bihari (above) Rajakartyii (middle). At the 
bottom there stands the date figure 769. 

(4) $ mohar coin of Mahipatendramalladeva. 
Weight 2'3 gms. Measurement 2-1 cm. 

The obverse has a square at  the centre with the legend 
Sri l a  on two sides a t  the upper ends. The middle figure of 
the square looks like a conch shell. Around the lines of 
the square there is a circularly projecting geometrical pattern 
at  everyside. The reverse has only one geometrical figure 
inside the outer circle, which has in the legend from left to 
>the right re ndra ma ila deva in the descending and then the 
ascending order. 
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(5) A square mohar of Parthivendrama1la.l 
The design of the background is simple on both sides and 

not flowery as i n  Pratiipamalla's square coin. Obverse: 
The legend is spread round a khadga flanked by wreaths. 
from left to  right, Sri P a  rthi ve ndra ma la. 

Reverse: The remaining part of the legend spreads 
round with letters rii jya la ksmi de vi ma hii rii ni. 

Both obverse and reverse have semi-circular moon on 
each side of the top at the corner. There is no date. 

(6) A half mohar coin of Rddhilakgmi RSjeSvari with 
date 808. The coin is of a simple design. the legend is spread 
in the space inside the circle ; in the obverse. Sri 2 Rdhi la 
k ~ m i  rii je and in the reverse Sva ri de vi and date a t  the 
bottom 808. The uppermost portion in the reverse has a 

.sun between Sva and ri and above moon on each corner. 
There is a mark in obverse between ri and dhi. 

(7) A mohar coin of Bhiip51endramalla,2 design same as  
Nos. 1 and 3 of Walsh PL. 111, coins of Nlpendra and Parthi- 
vendra respectively. This is described and illustrated in 
Landon's book. 

Weight : 5'385 gms. Measurement : 2'6 cms. 

Obverse : Imitation Persian or Arabic characters in two 
lines ; sun with spreading rays with Sri on each side in the 
upper portion ; in the central division there is a trident occu- 
pying the centre flanked by letters ja and ya in the comers 
o f  the space and 'bhg and pa' on the immediate right and 

left ; and le and nndra in the bottom corners. And then 
at the Uowest division ma and l la:  In the intervening space 

in the two divisions. bunches of flowers-all with stalks. 
appear here and there, 

Reverse: Design same as in the obverse ; imitation Per- 
sian characters in two lines, bunches of flowers-all with 

1 Landon. n. 10. p. 324. 
2 In the possession of the Archaeological Departrnent, Nepal. 
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stalks here and there, at the top portion there are 3 bunches 
and the letters La and kjmi in between them ; in the centre, 
a sword and wreath and above, the crescent, the legend is 
spread nu and ra on two corners and ya and nu just above 
the Persian line. flowery field, in general and flowers with 
stalk at bottom space where we have the datk ,808. Tht: 
legend Lakgminariiyana is not to be found in the coins avail- 
able in Walsh's book but this is given by Landon. Laksmi- 
ngrayapa is the name of the Chief Minister of Kathmandu 
in the reign of Bhiipiilendramalla. Laksminiiriiyana is the 
only Minister in Nepal of the medieval age to  have been 
honoured by the inscription of his name in the legend of a 
mohar coin (rot  illustrated). 

(8) Another coin of Bhiipiilendra with LakgminFiriiya~a 
dated NS. 809. 

Weight : 5.449 gms. Measurement : 2'6 cms. 

Obverse: The design is very much the same as that of 
Walsh's No. 4 of PL. 111, which we have described as  No. 4. 
But the central circle is octagonal like the reverse of No. 12 
of PL. 111 in Walsh. There is a trident with two crescents 
as in Walsh's No. 4 of PL. 111, but the three bunches of five 
dot flowers standing in a triangular dimension a t  bottom of 
the trident is a new thing. The legend around the trident 
group is from above Sri 2 at the top and Ja bhd le ma on 
the right and ya pii ndra and lla on the left proceeding in 
order from left to right. The eight petals of the outer circle 
has the legend - Nepiileivara riijendra. The outer circle is 
scolloped and bent to touch the octagon at eight points. 

Reverse : We have here the same kind of octagon at 
the centre with sword and wreath, with two to  three dots it 
makes a bunch of flowers on both sides. 

The legend in three lines from left to right on both sides 
of the trident group is Lak,yminiiriiyana, 'date figure at bot- 
tom 809 ; the outer circle scolloped in eight lotus petals 
consists of eight s)mbolic designs of A,glamafigala. 
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(9) -4nother mohar coin of Vira BhOpalendramalla des- 
cribed by Walsh, but he reads the date wrongly as 812 ins- 
tead of 820. 

Weight : 5'440 gms. Measurement : 2.6 cms. 

Design similar to  figure 4 of PL. I11 of Walsh with di- 
fference in legend. 

Reverse :  ' A central circle curved in spherical fashion a t  
eight points. each curved place looks like a diameter, the 
octagon is scolloped to connect these the round circle is 
designed to look like a bunch of eight leaves, each leaf stand- 
ing on the curve. Each leaf is exactly a circle like the sbape 
in Walsh's above ; everywhere between circles of petal there 
is a bunch of flowers covered by the equal lines forming 
an angle just above the device. The legend in the petals is 
ndra chuddmanisamrijt. and inside the central circle, with 
sword and wreath, Sri Sri Kavi. The date a t  the bottom 
in the same circle is 820. 

Obverse : Within a central circle there is a trident stand- 
ing on a line of three dots and two crescents left and right, 
and the legend around the trident is spread Sri Sri Bhiipif- 
lendra ; round a scolloped circle divided in eight lotus petals 
but not of square shape as in Walsh's illustration, each is 
formed by two lines on the inner circle and joining the outer 
one at opposite directions ; there is a bunch of flowers bet- 
ween each two petals below the line of the outermost circle. 

In the right petals the legend spreads Girindra rajendro. 

(9a) f mohar coin of Jayalak~rui. (Archaeological 
Department). 

The obverse has at  the centre a circle within which a trident 
rests. The  four crownlike figures contain the legend gri Ju 
na ni from left to right. The reverse again within a central 

circle with protruding sides bas a kalaSa with petals. while 
outside, spreads the legend Jaya la k ~ m i  devi. Ja ra  placed 
a t  the top separated by a bunch of dots, then la ksnti on two 
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sides and devi lower down. At  the bottom is inscribed the 
date figure 866. 

(10) A mohar coin of JyotiprakiiSamalla. ' 

Weight: 5.580 gms. Measurement : 2.8 cms. 

Obverse : Design, same as  in figure 15 of PL. IV of 
Walsh ; central portion, within circle a trident and the legend 
Sri Sri Jyotiprakiifamalla in round circle in eight petals (the 
A~tamaHgala) ; each petal is separated from the other by 
three dots above the confluence and one below. 

Reverse: Centre. within a circle a sword and wreath, 
legend around the same Sri Sri Mahipatendra and date promi- 
nently engraved 866 around, in eight leaves the legend 
Nepiilesvara riijendra ; the placing of the leaf is a s  it is in 
the obverse. Only the shape is slightly different. 

Jyotiprak'ria, a stop gap sovereign of Kathmandu, during 
the exile of his father was born on 857 XSvina Sukla am& 
viisyii. According to the Thyiisapu 'this year the Navariitra 
was set up in Kathmandu after 16 gha6i had elapsed and 
before 18, when there was Dhanu lagna, Patan celebrated the 
occasion after 9 ghaii had passed before 13 a t  vichhii lagna, 
this day at 21 ghati was born Jagalaktjmi's son (Thyiisapu F) .  
His Busakhli (hair cutting) was performed on Samvat 858 
&lidha Sukla 10 sviiti. Sukraviira. 

A mohar coin of JayapraIc5gamalla with date figure 870 
is with Paul W. Rose in Washington (U. S. A.) Perhaps this 
coin was issued to  mark JayaprakaSa's restoration to the 
throne. 

(1 1) A double mohar coin of Siddhinarasimhamalla with- 
out date. The legend is spread on two sides: on one side 
within a small circle at  the centre Sri Sri, on the other side 
Si ddhi na ra with a rebuss of a lion, but there is no circle 
at the ceutre, instead the rebuss is placed within a diagram 
of two squares crossing to form eight specified places, while 
the letters are inscribed on the space to the immediate right 
of it. 



Weight : 10'3495 gms. Measurement : 8'1 cm. 
The design is that of the double mohar coin illustrated 

by Landon (nos. 2 and 3). The  socalled Arabic legend 
is slightly different in our coin. We do not also notice a n y  
device like khadgaior dviira. The thick marginal dots are  so 
arranged to  form a circle by themselves. 

There is another piece of mohar struck by Siddhinara- 
sirhba in his name with the design as in Walsh, PL. V. 1. 
but with date 759 (not illustrated here). 

(12) A half mohar coin of SrinivHsamalla. The marginal 
dots show a circle of their own. The obverse shows inside 
an outer circle, another at  the centre ; a small square is 
interposed within an outer square the lines of the minor 
square being drawn from the centre of the lines of the outer 
one. A khadga flanked on each side by unknown symbols 
occupies the centre of the minor square. The legend is spread 
outside the outer square, fii  Ni on two sides at the upper 
part viS ma to the right and sa lla to the left at  the bottom. 

Weight : 1'3175 Measurement : 1'3175. 

The four triangles made by the inner square in contact 
with the outer one each has a flower like pattern of 3 dots 
forming a triangle. Similarly the space in the circle outside 
the outer circle, where the legend appears. is interpersed with 
dots and stalk like crooked lines. 

The reverse looks more ornamental but everything is 
contained within a circle. The  legend is Karunbmaya. which 
is spread like this: Sri at the top flanked by two crescents. 
at the centre there IS a flower with eight leaves, and this is 
again flanked by ka and ru on the left and right, yo. at the 

bottom stands amidst two bunch-like dot groups and above 
corner na and ma are placed on the right and left side 
respectively. 

(13) A mohar coin of Yoganarendramalla with Jaya- 
lakgmi. 

Weight : 5'4290 gms. Measurement : 2'6 cm. 
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We have coins with Yogalaksmi, Pratapalakgmi and 
Narendralakqmi. The coin with Jayalakqrni is not given by 
Walsh. 

On a superficial observation this looks exactly like the 
illustration in Walsh (8 of PL. V). 

The obverse is exactly the same. According to Walsh, 
"Small square inscribed within a larger, round these, two 
intersecting squares ; in the central square, a sword, and 
surrounding 'Loka' in the first line and 'ndtha' in second line; 
in the outer square surrounding the same Sri Sri Sri and a 
bunch of flowers ; within the figures of the intersecting 
squares, a bunch of flowers above and crescent and Moon 
just beneath the same ; the legend in the various geometrical 
space Sri Sri Yoganarendramalla deva ; outside the figure, 
the qualifying part of the lepend Saizgitiirnavapiiraga". 

The reverse is a figure of intersecting three triangles just 
as the one of the above. Lines are very slightly bent ; "In 
central octagon a stiipa like vase for offering and wreath and 
conch snell and mace and Sun and Moon to the left and right 
of the same". The title appears in the position as  in the 8 of 
PL. V of Walsh outside the triangular space. The legend 
within the various triangles reads Sri Sri Jayalak~midevi. The 
last is a new feature. 

Tbe date figure 805 is placed along with the word 'chiidfi- 
man? respectively. 

(14) A mohar coin of Yoganarendramalla with Yoga- 
lakgmi. 

Weight : 5'3785 gms. Measurement : 2'53 cms. 

Though similar in many respects to those of Sriniv3Sa- 
malla iilustrated in Walsh (4 of PL. V) and Landon (No. 9) 
this has certain new features. Coins of this ruler in Walsh 
are dissimilar to the present one, The date is 805. 

Similarities are: the obverse is a cross triangle, within 
the hexagon just at the centre we have a sword (khadga) and 
wreath (iivarana) ; the legend Sri Sri Lokaniitha occupying 
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the entire hexagon is a new feature, and there are scollopes 
connecting the various triangles. The name of the ruler 
features in the six triangles of the cross and spaces formed 
adjacent of letters in the outer circle ; the placing of letters 
is also peculiar to this piece of coin. Further, we have on 
the top Sri Sri and 'ja' in the triangle above the hexagon ; 
in the upper two triangles 'ya' on the left and 'yo' right. I n  
the :outer space of the middle sector the alphabets are 'gap 
left and 'na' right ; the tbree remaining triangles left, right 
and bottom have 'rendra' in small characters respectively ; 
'ma' and 'lla' occ~ipy the outer space beyond these in the 
bottom division. 

Reverse: The design same as in the reverse of the above 
noted coins. central circle inside a square (bhiipura), a Dwiira 
(line divided and projected outside .to look like a gate) at 
each side ; within the central circle a mirror and a toilet 
casket and between them elephant goad (arikus'a) standing on 
au unusual symbol. the bottom of the same is covered by the 
date figure 805 the four corners of the square have moon and 
sun to the left and right above, and two letters 'kgmi' and 
'de' below in the same position left and right ; the four 
dwiiras have 'yo' top 'ga' (left) 'la' (right) and 'vi' (bottom). 
This coin is very much different from the one with Yoga- 
dakgmi in Walsh's book (7 of PL. V). 

(15) A suki (half mohar) of ~oganarendramalla ; the 
design in the obverse is the same as the coin of Nrpendra- 
nlalla (Walsh, 111. 1) the legend in three lines, Sri Sri Ja ya 
yoga na re ndra malla, the reverse has a simple square within 
a circle, with legend Yo ga la k ~ n l i  de vi in three lines, the 
stfipa like mirror holds a positiou all through at the middle 
in between the two letters ; the date just below the line of 
the square in 805. 

Weight : 2,6266 gms. Measurement : 2'1 cms. 

(16)  A quarter mohar of Narendralaksmi with Yoganaren- 
,dramalla. The obverse with two cross triangles has the 
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legend Sri Sri Y o g a  nu re ndra m a  lla Sri Lokaniitha. The 
reverse contains Sri Na re ndra la  kgmi within a scollope. 

Weight: 1-291 gms. Measurement: 1'8 crns. 

(17) A mohar coin of Lokaprak2samalla dated 826 des- 
cribed by Walsh (n. 62 Malla coins) but not illustrated. 
According to Walsh it weighs 82.5 grains, and its diameter 
is 1'02 inch. Walsh reads the date 827 but it must be 826 as 
the last figure is undoubtedly 6.  

Weight : 5'573 gms. Measurement : 2.5 crns. 

The obverse has a square, with smaller square inscribed 
diagonally, and in centre there is a third square containing 
sword with wreath, The legend is scattered ; outside the 
outer square touching the circle on the fringe. We have 'LO' 
and 'Sa' to the right and 'kii and 'ma' to the left, within the 
outer square 'ja' and 'de' to  the right a ~ d  'ya' and 'va' to  the 
left ; then i n  the second square, Sri Sri and 'pra', 'kfi' and 'la' 
from right to the left in the four directions. The date at  
bottom outside the line of the outer square is 826. Above 
we notice a Sun to the left and crescent to the right with a 

bunch of flowers in the middle. 
I n  the reverse, two interlaced equilateral triangles, and a t  

the centre there is a scolloped compartment containing a 
trident supported by two other small symbols. The  legend 
is scattered over the entire space both inside and outside the 
triangles. T h  legend Karuniimaya and Yogamali  are the 
names of the deity and the queen mother respectively. 

It rnay appear from the above that we have a different 
coin from the one described in Walsh. But it is possible 
that Walsh described the coin without its intimate study. 
In describing the coin he seems to have followed V. Smith 
(COlMC, I. p. 288). whose description is reproduced in the 
book. V. Smit!~ only lists the coin and does not produce 
the illustration. 

According to the very reliable source of the Thyiisapu B 
Lokaprak~Sa was crowned king on Kartika k r ~ n a  ekadaii 'pra 
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dviidaii after 15 days of the death of Yoganarendramalla. 
He died on b i v i n a  kr,yna ,ya#i. and was succeeded by Indra- 
malla who was crowned on the 13th of the same fortnight 
after a week of his predecessor's death. 

There is a gap of 15 days between the dates of the death 
of Yoganarendramalla and of succession of LokaprakaSa. 
Similarly there is a week of interregnum between Lokapra- 
kHSa's death and the crowning of ~ndramalla.  The chronicle 
suggests that on each of these occasions Kathmandu tried 
to intervene in Patan and capture the throne. But this was 
frustrated by the intervention of King Bhtipatindramalla of 
Bhatgaon, continuous troubles on account of Kathmandu 
had prevented instantaneous succession in both the cases. 

(18) A mohar coin of Indramalla. 

Weight : 1.191 gms. Measurement : 1.7 crns. 

The obverse: The dot marks are effaced. The extra space 
within the circle is divided into four crown-like diagrams 
surrounding a rectangle. The top diagram contains the letters, 
Sri Sri (on the right) ja on the left ya ndra and the bottom 
ma la. 

The reverse: Arabic imitation lines as in the coins of 
Vignumalla. the legend in the upper portion ~ r i  Sri and nii 

8 

tha at the bottom. while the space between the lines has a 
chakra, and a small coil surrounded by eight dots flanked b y  
Lo ka. 

(19) A 1, mohar coin of Purandaramalla. 
Weiglit : 1'3689 gms. Measurement : 1'9 crns. 

The obverse has two intersecting triangles. The legend 
is spread in the smaller triangles from right to left. Pu ra nda 
ra ma flu. The reverse is exactly as in the coin of Yoga- 
narendramalla. The date in  the reverse is within the circle 
a t  the middle and reads 826. Purandararnalla is identified 
with lndramalla. 

(20) A mohar of  Viranarasi&bamalla. 
Weight : 5*4585 gms. Measurement : 2.5 crns. 
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Obverse: The design looks slightly different from 7 of 
PL. 111. of Walsh (coins of Vira Mahendramalla). We have 
a trident inside the circle at  the centre with date figure 829 ; 
legend clearly reads Sri Sri V ira  Nara s ikha malla deva 
struck in the petals made by four scollopes around the circle, 
which are in turn scolloped in the same way. 

Reverse: The design appears exactly the same as in the 
above of Walsh. For details in the centre: in circle, sword 
and wreath and Spn and Moon, and below a triangular 
shaped branch of a tree in two ; around, in eight scolloped 
petals forming outer and inner columns and over a flowered 
ground (this is not found in 7 of Walsh), the legend Sri Sri 
Lokaniitha sahii (aid of Lokanatha) occurs unlike the coin 
given in Walsh, this does not bear the nanle of Yogamati. 

(21) An undated B mohar coin of RiijyeSvaridevi in 
simple design. 

Weight : 1'35 gms. Measurement : 1'7 cms. 

Inside the circle there is a four side projected circles. The 
legend is divided Sri Sri at the top on two sides of the upper 
projection, and de vi  in the lower. lnside the pattern of the 
circle the letters stand in the order of rii (top), jye (right). 
Sva (left) and ri (bottom). The  obverse has a small circle at 
the centre with a trident, and a circle again with 5 petals 
which from left to right contain the legends Sri Sri Ta le ju 
respectively. 

The legend Taleju appears also in the coin of Yoga- 
narendramalla, but there it is Taleju sahaya. 

(22) A $ mohar coin of Rddhinarasimhamalla (in the 
possession of Archaeological De partmen t,  Gov t. of Nepal). 

The obverse has a triangle, each angular point touching 
the circle the latter again closely surrounded by the circle of 
dots. The triangle has a sword, the blade of which is flanked 
by wreaths. At  angular corners are inscribed the letters na 
at the right, ra at the left, and s i k  at  the bottom. Outside 
the triangle the space at  the top has Sri flanked by two 
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bunches of 3 dots each. The right has R aud the left dhi 
with similar bunches. 

The reverse has a central circle with a bunch of eight dots. 
round one, and around this, in four petals are inscribed Sri 
at the top, nu at  the bottom. Lo on the right and ka on the 
left. Three dots placed in a triangular form decorate the 
four eye-shaped spaces in between the other circle and the 
triangle. 

Reverse : The  design appears exactly the tsame as  in the 
above of Walsh. For details in the centre : in circle, sword 
and wreath and sun dnd moon. and below, a triangular 
shaped branch of a tree in two ; around. in eight scalloped 
petals forming outer and inner columns and over a flowered 
ground (this is not found in 7 of Walsh). the legend Sri Sri 
Lokaniithar sahii (aid of LokanBtha) occurs and unlike in the 
coin given in Walsh, this does not bear the name of Yogamati. 

(23) A mohar coin of Yogaprakasamalla dated 842. 

The obverse is exactly the same as that of Walsh, VI, 3. 
In the reverse only the centre is different in the sense that the 
inner is  a circle instead of an octagon, but the symbolic 
representation is the same. (This coin is also given by P, 
Landon, n. l l ) ,  

(24) A 4 mohar of Yogaprak~samalla. 

Weight: 1'305 gms. Measurement : 1'7 cms. 

The  obverse within a circle has the name of the ruler. 
The space i s  intersected by two straight lines. one for the 
upper part which is smaller. and above which is inscribed 
Sri flanked by the sun (left) and the moon (right) and another. 
a larger one, touching the two sides of the circle has below 

i t  the date figure 842. 

On the space in between the two lines are inscribed in 
two lines on two sides of a trident Jaya prakii to the right. 
and Yoga sama to the left. 

The reverse in 6 petals has the legend Sri Sri Loka nii tha 
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read from left to right, the same placed round a circle in 
which is the central position is occupied by a sword, the 
blade thrust into a bunch of flowers. The  placing of sword 
is not straight, but sideways. There is a stalk with a leaf 
and flower on the left side and on the right two loops. 

(25) A mohar coin of Vienumalla dated 849. 

Weight : 5*462 gms. Measurement : 2.7 crns. 

The obverse of this piece is exactly the same as  that of 
Landon's No. 13 and Walsh's PL. VI, 5 ; centre circle with 
date figure 849 at bottom and a trident between Sri Sri ; in 
between this and outer circle four petals containing certain 
symbols and legend ; the first contains Jaya with the umbrella 
in between the second has Vijnu with a mace in between ; 
in the third, there is 'malla' with a bunch of flowers in 
between and the fourth 'deva' with a charlca in between. The 
reverse has the following particulars peculiar to  this piece: 
the circle is divided as in the piece show,, by Landon and 
Walsh by two lines of the so-called Arabic imitation. But 
in the top division there is the legend Sri Sri with the sun 
placed above the crescent and this occurs on each side unlike 
in Landon where there is a sun between two Sri, the second 
line is also diffe~ently shaped with no jutting above towards 
the left as in Landon and its right is also curved to  form a 
hook ; the middle space is encircled by two scollopes which 
traversed up forming another scollope though smaller. There 
are two bunches of flowers hanging and between a sword 
inside there is the wreath ; the wreath also unlike in Landon 
touches at two points below three dot flower beds ; the 
legend is Sri  K a  io the left of the sword group and 'runii' 
to the right ; 'maya' is in the bottom with another bunch of 
flowers in betweed ; the ground is flowery. 

(26) Another mohar of Vigpumalla. 
Weight: 5.45 gms. Measurement : 2'6 crns. 

The obverse is just the same as above. O n l y  the reverse 
is somewhat different. The top presents three bunches 
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of flowers below SA Sri unlike in the above, and the 
alphabets stand between two crescents. Small Bowery 
designs near the top of the wreath in the middle portion 
is an additional feature. The scollope ends with the 
middle space. There are no curvatures separating the 
space of the legend from the sword arrangement as in the 
above. The last portion is in no way dissimilar. 

(27) Yet one more mohar coin of Vi~nurnalla. 

Weight: 5'45 gms. Measurement: 2.6 crns. 

The obverse is practically the same as  in all the coins of 
+Vi~numal la  except in the coin of 851 (Walsh V .  4). Regarding 
'the reverse side of our coin. although some features are corn- 
mon to this coin and Walsh's V, 5. Yet in the present coin 
the plant design on the sides of na ya at the bottom were a 
realistic look with the stalk leaf. Also unlike the lower 
so-called Arabic character (straight line) is not hooked 
but extends a little further up parallel with the flowery 
design. 

(28) A coin of Visnumalla. 

Weight : 1'298 gms, Measurement: 1*7 crns. 

Tbe obverse has the same appearance as the above n, 
with the legend Sri Vi~numalladeva and the date Bgure 849, 
the arrangement also being quite pi=ilar. Tbe reverse 
also not very much different presents the eight petals 
round a circle at  the centre. The legend in 6 petals reads 
from left to right Sri Sri Lokandtha. The central circle has 
a khadga or dagger flanked by a wreath on each side. the top 
having a crescent on both sides and two loops rise along with 
the wreaths. 

(29) A mohar coin of RiijyaprakiISarnalla. 
Obverse : Central circle with cross triangles with Sun 

and Moon above and a trident at the centre with lotus petals 
and flowers on the ground at three places ; the lowest sub- 
sidiary triangle contains a kalaia ; the subsidiary triangles 
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contain respectively Sri Harasiddhi. The date figure outside 
this triangle is 8 on the left and 65 on the right. The outer 
scalloped circle divided in ,eight by eight straight lines 
connecting the inner circle at  respective points contains Sri 
Sri Rdjyapra kCSamalla. 

The reverse is exactly the same as  that of 8, PL. V I  of 
Walsh inside, a scolloped circle, in eight curves with sword 
and wreath and two footprints on sides and the legend 
around Sri Sri Lokaniitha, while outside, Sri Sri Vira Yoga- 
narendramalla. 

(30) A quarter mohar coin of RBjyaprakHSamalla. 
Weight : 1.250 gms. Measurement : 1'7 crns. 

The obverse within a circle has the legend round a tri- 
dent, Sri 2 RZi, at the top Jya kli ma to the right and pra Sa 
lla to the left and the date figure 865 a t  the bottom. 

The reverse has an inner circle with a sword and on two 
sides of it flowery wreaths. The outer space has the legend 
Sri Sri Lokaniitha in the six petals. 

(31) A &arter mohar coin of RHjyaprakHSamalla. 

Weight: 1.223 gms. Measurement : 1.7 crns. 

In the obverse at  the centre the geometrical pattern is a 
triangle with a trident flanked by two crescents on two sides 
above corner, and the legends are inscribed on the space 
outside ; at the top Sri 2 RC, right jya ka ma, left side pra 
Sa lla, and bottom 865. The reverse has also a central circle 
with a sword flanked by wreaths, and crescents at  the upper 
corner, while the legend in six petals reads Sri Sri Loka- 
niitha. 

(32) A mohar coin of Ranajitamalla for Patan. 
Measurement : 2.8 crns. Weight : 5'4644 gms. 

Obverse: This side differs much from the No. 4 of 
PL. I1 of Walsh, another coin of Ranajita. 

At the centre within a square the legend Sri Sri Sri Karu- 
nlmaya with date figure 882 ; around, four scollopes con- 
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necting the four corners of the square on straight lines ; and 
also at the centre of each side of the square, a small scollope ; 
but these are not connected ; tbe legend spreading over the 
entire area covered by both scollopes forms Sri Sri J a y  
Ranajitamalla deva. 

The stamp of the royal seal on the copper plate inscrip- 
tion of the Patan Darbar is the same as  the above. 

Reverse:. The design exactly is the same as  in 4 of PL. 
I1 of Walsh. (The coin of Lak~minarasimha and Ranajita- 
malla). I t  has features much in common with the traditional 
shape and design of Bhatgaon coinage. 

Within the central circle a trident is resting on lotus and 
above. a sword and wreath appear just as in 3 and 4 of PL. I1 
of Walsh, the coins of Bhiipatindramalla and Rapajitamalla. 

According to  Walsh this was the design of the coins 
made for Tibet. 

(33) A mohar coin o f  Dalamardana Saha of Patan. 

Weight : 5.4845 gms. Measurement : 2.8 crns. 

The design of the obverse is different from that of the 
one illustrated in Walsh. but the reverse looks exactly the 
same. The obverse is divided by two straight lines (unlike 
the bent lines of the usual coins) in exactly the same tradi- 
tional special relationship : above the Sun and Moon with 
the legend Sri Sri Da in between the two ; at  the centre, a 
trident with the rest of the alphabets of the name in  two lines 
on both sides of the trident ; the arrangement in first line 
'la' 'ma' on the left and 'rda' 'nu' on the right and second 
line 'siiha' and 'deve' in the same way ; at  bottom. two bun- 

ches of flowers and in between these the date figure 884. 

(34) A mohar coin of Tejanarasimhamalla of Patan. 

Weight : 5.2828 gms, Measurement : 2-70 crns. 

Obverse: Design same as in No. 8. I V  of Walsh. the 
coin of Yoganarendramalla, but with difference in parti- 
culars ; a small square witbin a larger square and round 
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these; two still larger intersecting squares; in the centre square 
a trident standing on a lion with the tail raised as in others ; 
above, outside the triangle formed by the squares the Sun 

and Moon and in the triangle a buuch of flowers. 
The legend over flowery designs is Sri Sri Jbya Tejanara 

rebuss of a lion as aforesaid t o  fill the word 'sirizha' and then 
comes 'malla-deva'; also in ocher remaining triangular space 
we have Sri Sri Viru Yoganarendramalla. 

Reverse: Without any lines except one towards the end; 
this is joined on the left with another serpent like line. This 
line arrangement is exactly like that of No. 12 of PL. I1 of 
Walsb. 

At the centre a sword and wreath and on each side. sym- 
bolic signs of foot-print ; three small leaves on the left. and 
a conch shell on the right ; flowery ground ; the  legend is 
Sri Sri (outside the periphery of the line) Sri Lokaniitha. dated 
885 at  bottom outside the line. 

(35) A quarter mohar of JagatprakZiSamalla : the design 
is simple ; the obverse within a circle has a finial (kalafa) 
in the centre. the legend being Sri Sri Jaya Jagatprakiifu- 
malla ; the reverse equally simple is intersected by two lines, 
the legend Chandrafekhara Sifig occurs in the first space. the 
last space contains S a h .  782. 

Weight : 1.378 gms. Measurement : 1'2 cms. 

(36) A quarter mohar of simple design is the name of Sri 
Sri Sumati Ja (obverse) and 'ya' Jitiimitrarnalla ( rever~e)~ .  

A + mohar coin of Jitlmitramalla (in the possession of 
Archaeological Department. Government of Nepal). 

The obverse of the coin has the legend within a circle Sri 
Sri .  and the reverse also within a circle J i  tii mi tra malla. 

(37) A half mohar coin of Bhiipatindramalla. with Sam- 
vat 816 Bh2 va 11. 

Measurement : 2'1 cms. Weight : 2.572 gms. 

3 In the possession of Robert Michand, Maine (U. S. A.) 
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I t  is a simple coin. The  obverse has a Sarasvati Yantra 
and the legend Sri Sri Jaya Bhii pa ti  ndra mcc la deva spreads 
i n  the different triangles formed, and Sri Sri lie exactly in the 
middle. 

Reverse: Within the' circle there is a triangle which has 
a jar supervened on two layers of pedestal a t  the upper posi- 
tion and a Moon on each side at  the lower position. Out- 
side the triangle in the spaces at  the left, the legend Samvat 
816, at the right and Bha'dra va 11 at the bottom written 
upside down. 

(38) A mohar coin of Bhiipatindramalla with short ti 
unlike (other coins which have t i ) .  

Measurement : 2'6 cms. Weight 5.5 12 gms. 

The design is the same as in Walsh (11. 2). 

(39) A mohar of Ranajitamalla as different from the 
above in regard to the placing of date figures. The coin has 
almost the same design as that of Walsh 11.3 both in the 
obverse and reverse. Only in the date figures 4 and 2 are 
a little differently drawn. In the inner circle of the reverse 
we have a trident supported by E like symbols on both sides. 

The silver Diim coins called phasaii pu were current, and 
we have such coins in the name of Bhfipiilendrarnalla, Bh2s- 
karamalla, Mahindramalla and others. The letters inscribed 
on the tiny silver leaves of round shape was' Sri BhiipBla, 
5ri Bhaskara, Sri Mahendra, etc. respectively. 
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The Thyiisnpu H : As the book was going through the 
print at  the last stage. we got hold of an original source 
material written in rolling and attached leaves which we 
call here the Thya'sapu H.' 

The Thyiisaplr H gives records of events between 749 and, 
835 (=1629-1716 A.D.) in several leaves. There are also 
stray notes of the events of the earlier or latter dates. The 
events are mostly birth occasions of various individuals.. 
kings. princes and ministers and others. occasions of their 
death, sacrificial offering and in a few cases occurrences. 
political in nature. The noting is accompanied by a kundali. 
in many instances, Many of these records find mention also 
in the Thya'sapus A. B and our chronicle, but some throw 
light on events whlch have been obscure so far. I t  was,. 
however, i11 terms of chronology we learn new facts and 
details occur only in one or two places. 

All the information about the dates of the birth of 
Siddhinarasimhamalla. Sriniv~samalla, ~oganarendramalla,  
Nrpendramalla'S son, BhHskaramalla. ~ o ~ a n a r e n d r a m a l l a ' s  
son (by his married wife) and Ranajitamalla are verified by 
various sources we have already given. Such is also the 
case with the reports of the death noted with dates of Jagat- 
prak39amalla and Y oganarendramalla. One entry. this 
about the birth of king PratHpa's father. 718 VaiSiiklla Sukla 
is wrong. The Otu stone inscription of 711 calls him the ruler 
of Kathmandu. Probably the scribe has committed a mistake 
in noting the year which should be 708. We also find that 
the ceremonial crowning of king Yoganarendra is correctly 
noted, and this is supported by other sources. 

1. The Thyfisapu H is now acquired by the Bir Library. 
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But this kind of noting is not important for our purpose. 
We shall therefore take up the translation into English of 
all those few passages which give us fresh information on 
the obscure events of the period. We shall here also take 
a note of the fact that the information generally is about the 
birth and death of kings and princes. 

Birth of Siddhinarasimhamala: On Samvat &@ha 
krgna a ~ t a m i  pra ne vami b haruni ganda brhaspativa'ra mina- 
lagna simhiidiake Sri 2 Hariharasihha Varmana begot Siddhi- 
narasirfihamalla by his married wife. 

Birth of Jagatprakiiia: Samvat 759 Ka'rtika krjna aml -  
va'syii etc. O n  this day was born Sri Sri NareSamalla's son. 

Birth o f  Yogamati:  0 1 1  Samvat 805 (=I685 A.D.) 
Sra'vana krjna 8 budhaviira, etc, was born Yoganarendra- 
malla's first daughter Yogamati. 

Yogamati was 20 years old when his father died. and she 
called upon to run the affairs of state as regent. 

Crowning of Lokaprakiifa: Kiirtika Slrkla 11 budhaviira 
Yoganarendramalla died, 33 women were burnt to death, the 
same night, the queen mother and king of Kathmandu reach- 
ed Patan, after four days of the death the people of Kath- 
mandu wanted to  take away LokaprakHSa. and thereupon 
ensued a severe catastrophe. gods of Buga and other palaces 
were angry and as  a result all joined hands to beat the men 
of Kathmandu. they were caught while fleeing, quite a 
number of them were killed ; all this bappened to those of 
Kathmandu on the day of Piirnimii. five days later queen 
mother of Kathmandu returned home with her son. After 
this, LokaprakHSamalla was crowned on Klrtika ky~na 1 I  
byhaspativiira, etc. 

Crowning of lndramalla: King LokaprakHba died of an 

attack of small-pox on Rfvina h-r~!za 6 pra 7 budhavara of 
the year 826. Nzxt day. people collecting, Indramalla was 

declared king ; this very day LokaprakHSamalla's body was 
taken to the ghat for cremation ; the deva was just eight 
years old. 
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We do not know to whom the word deva referred. If i t  
applied to Indramalla we shall have to revise our estimate 
of Bhagyavati who figures in the coin of Indramalla. 
Although marriage during one's infancy was not unknown 
in the royal family it would be absurd to  say that as wife (if 

the king Bhsgyavati was a powerful person in the court of 
Indramalla, if she was not already an adult at  the time of 
marriage. But an adult wife to  an infant is ruled out as 
impracticable, unconventional and against Siistric injunction. 
There is also the problem of weighing the evidence against 
the statement of Mudiivatiharanana'takariz. 

Yogamati mother of LokaprakiiSa was born in 805. so 
if the expression was used with reference to  LokaprakiiSa, 
she must have given birth to him while she was 13 years old. 
This is not improbable for during the time she lived, a 
woman was married and became mother a t  an early age. But 
we are to consider here other facts io the light of available 
source materials before we make a conclusive statement in 
this connection. The drama Mudiivatiharanana'taka for one 
throws light on a few obscure points connected with Indra- 
~nalla's earlier career, and I think I should briefly deal with 
its relevant data at this stage. 

In this 3-act play the author, one Baladeva of Br2hnlana 
caste narrates the story of the princess Mudiivati being 
rescued by Prince Srivatsa from the hands of the demon 
Kujambha, Perhaps this is an old theme, but the writer 
narrates incidents as if Mudgvati was no other than Bhggya- 
vati and Indramalla is identified with Srivatsa. The father 
of the girl is RBjH Viduratha. a chieftain of Chanlpapur 
(Cllapagaon. 4 miles south east of Patan). while Srivatsa 
was the son of another chieftain RHjH Bhenandana of Sari- 
gal. The scene of the drama is Champapur, its forest and 
its po11ds where lived the demons and snakes. The deity of 
the area popularly known as VajravHrHhi blesses the party 
on the occasion of killing the demon. Thus whatever be the 
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identity of the characters in respect of time the setting was 
local and contemporary. The story can just be allegorical. 

The drama was composed in  828 and as the author 
mentions it, the King ruling in the area was Indranlalla who 
is mentioned several times as  the husband of BhHgyavali. 
Once nrpati Viranarasirfiha is also mentioned. All this. 
however, wrll not have any relevance to Indran~alla's age. 
But Illdramalla was the son of Srinivasa's second daughter 

and it is possible that Bhlgyavati's parents or relations might 
have been of help in placing him on the throne. 

He definitely owed his throne to Bhlgyavati's connections. 
But how this was achieved nobody knows. In the absence 
of further information we are not aware of the date of his 
birth nor of his age at the time of crowning. The reference 
to Viranarasimha is also not helpful. But he might be a 
relation of Indramalla. That he was known to the author 
is clear from the passage where his name figures. Because 
he is addressed as rlypati, he was surely related to the Royal 
family. 

Information about religious occasions : Under date 784 
the Thyiisapu goes to note occurrences regarding the many 
festivals of the year. We shall quote one or two occur- 
rences: Chaitra krtna amcivasyii, this day the Sun rise, 
people took bath in Miittitirtha. 

Samvat 784 Chaitra Sukla pratipadii, this day Motirlja 
kept this in writing; At Sun rise Sri 3 cho-bahara, God of 
cho-baha, tool bath ; Chaitra Sukla navami is Riirnanavami. 
Ou the Ekiidagi' the yiitra was perlormed-a buffalo was 
kllled. 

This is the first reference to the LokeSvara of cho-baha 
in an authentic record. 

Following the passage we have above translated there 
are others which mentioned in particular the festivals of 
season. 





GLOSSARY 

Buddhamargi 
Sivamargi 
RCma 
Hanumlna 

Guru 
Bhotia 
Jarnii 
mu'dra 
giita 
Sapasyii 
dipada'na 
dhu'padana 
Sugatavamsavalarini 
Ekt hari 
Guthiyar 

. . . a follower of Buddhism 

... a follower of Saivism 

... the hero of the epic RCmlyana 

... the monkey God who acted as loyal 
soldier of RCma 

. . . teacher 

... inhabitant of Bhot 

... frock worn to the anklet 
... formation of fingers of hand 
... cover of the ms. book 
... penance 
.. . offering of light 
... offering of incense 
,.. born of the scion of a Buddhist 
.,, having only one subcaste 
... entrusted with the management of 

Guthi property 

The reader is requested to read the section on the time 
system in Part I1 Ch. IV for the many terms he may come 
across in connection with any statement about the day and 
ather astronomical elements of an event. 
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.69 footnote 

77 footnote 57 
77 footnote 58 
80 2 5 
86 15 & 16 
92 24 
92 26 
92 3 4 

deities of names 
I t  
slella 
from 
We 
stella 
th6kure 
a p u a  

names of deities 
it 
stele 
to 
we 
stele 
thdkura 
stupa 

stella stele 
prohibited prevented 
were.. .Brahmanas delete 
& and 
M6gha Mdrga 
malla was only malla was only 2 years and 
a month a month 

MabBrSjsdhirZja 
N~pendra MahBrBjBdhirsja; Nrpendra 

verified verified the date 
Taleju Pillar Taleju Copper4 Plate 
openly this says. openly; this says : 
father Father 

Matripatendra Mahipatendra 
Nrpendra the events Nlpendra, the events 
stella stele 
stella stele 
784 791 
setting up to the setting up the images 

images 
lunar Solar 
the day at night the day and at night 
of death of the of the death of Nrpendra 
stella stele 
stella stele 
as Ratnamalla, f o l l o ~ ~ s  as follows Ratnamalla, 
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footnote 81 
3 1 

2 
2 0 
30 
17 
9 

2 3 
5 

foolnote 89a 
9 * 
,, line 3 

180 footnote 115 

1 8 3  2 3 
187 15 
190 13 
IS6 22 
197 4 
149 20 

South west No. 1 
Lak~minarasirhha 
stained 
Kathmandu tried 
Patan he was 
referred 
frustrateary 
source 
cast-entry 
It  
to give the 
brothers 
chief queen) 
which states. 
cattle 
802 
BHrabise 
2 
Biirabise occupies 

made 
have been possessed 
name 
Rupees 
on 
The ceremony was 

Talegu 
somewhat 
of the repairing 
stella, 
A t  Pimbahil with 

had a new king 

~ ~ 4 3 4 ~ m  
of 855 
an 
Sametime 
he 
and would 
thouh 

south part of West No. 1 
Lakgminarzyaga 
strained 
Kathmandu ruler tried 
Patan that he was 
refused 
frustrate any 
sources 
last entry 
If it 
to give her the 
brother 
(chief queen) 
which states : 
battle 
808 
KHping 
36 
A little further north 

BHrabise 
delete 
have possessed 
home 
mohar 
in 
The ceremony Bhuvana- 

laksmi performed was 
Taleju 
suggested 
of the occasion of repairins 
stele 
at  Pimbahil there is also 

a stele with 
had each a new king 

wsg-srr;if 
of Plldlgutja of 8 5 5  
on 
Sometime 
JayaprakaSa 
and he would 
though 
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24 
footnote 14 
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26 
15 
20 
29 
14 
22 
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2 1 
29 
14 
34 
7 

30 
3 1 
5 

3 1 
28 
13 
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30 
3 1 

5 
2 9 

age as Patan age Patan 
stella stele 
7th 8th 
conched couched 
slella stele 
The the 
passed 
taken by 

paved, 
taken care of by 

deeds are deeds but none are 
patrikd paf;tikii 
Rs. mollar 
east country last country 
Desideri Cassino 
of 0 r 
lacking lack 
Lahnibrum5ySm Lalitabruma y8m 
plam palm 
although in practice the Although the Patan 
as his Pratapa as his son Pratapa 
to in 
more than more valuable than 
investigation instigation 
that a wicked that wicked 
repulsed, on repulsed, and on 
their his 
one summoned one was summoned 

footnote ah 
Ugha 
These 
temple in 
none 
seige 
While 
There 
stella 
and a strong 
on 
place GFimarByatB 

Ujha 
these 
temple regulations in  
some 
siege 
while 
These 
stele 
and he felt a strong 
one 
pacz to GBmar5yatZ 

reaching 
stele 
stele 
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to the 
1 1 a combined 11 there was a combined 
fight flight 
scot free whatever scotfree. But whatever 

he it 
Morang who has Morang are 
made met 
its his 
removed removal 
age of 40 age of 39-40 
the day the 15th day 
But a p p ~ a r s  But it appears 
name spelt name is spelt 
wishes wishes; she 
pushing up push him up 
been collapsed been accepted had collapsed 
for some fo r  sometime 
epithets epithets occur 
rupees moltars 
Rs. mohars 
as of its as its 
Rs. mohars 
Rs. mohars 
rupees mollars 
rupees mohnrs 
Patan Patan says : 
Kirtipur, dated Kirtipur, is dated 
stella stele 
byhospativasare) byhaspativdsare) is also 

available 
Saka rrasta Saka I689 na$ta 
the all the small 
locked lacked 
how now 
Hrddhinarasiti-ihamaIla Hrddhinarasihbamalla 
( N S  853-37) (XS 835-37) 
rupees n~ohars 
district district or tm o 
W. W. N. W. 
only thing only to think 
Patan Patna 
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own 
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As literature 
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pioples 
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794 
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had least 
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As men of literature 
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to the 
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them were friendly 
title 
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Kathmandu and he was 
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emergency 
b d g e d  
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r u l m  and this is that while 
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abhorred sins 
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p i d c  over the 
pumshuents 
primes the former 

w e d  
evem 
Party 
bad 

partici- 
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these political 
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pglung. of rivers 
was to  be 
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London 
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condition secret 
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show 
1706PA. D says 
as early 
dam, of 
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skin over 
was examined 
lands 
or just 
spot actually 
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773 
had indifferent 
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818 
elements had 
Vol 
of the 
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being all 
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this 
feet 
Grins 
since the 
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political 
and sweet potatoes 
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was not to  be 
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Landon 
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on this important 
mention 2 k a r ~ a  
condition that  a secret 
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shows 
1706 A. D. however says 
as early as 
dam, 1/64 of 
facilitate 
skin cover 
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lanes 
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772 
had adopted names in 

different 
Hara 
v l l l  
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appear 
was the area 
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elements which had 
verses 
of the deities 
jutting 
being almost all 
castemen 
his 
fact 
handed 
since then the 
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plays, among 

back his 
1767 A. D. 
reflex 
COD fident 

two 
bronze 
cythe 
refers 
892 
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ends 
Kusunda 
headmen 
guthi 
on 
JaladhZiri 
extent 
These 
There also 
light 
uspend 
may 
voracity 
Nepal 
south-east 
is always 
balcony lies 
show 
lost a 
is at 
Patan, however 
raides 
and 
Chanks 
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were 
Parasvati 
ankle 
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plays, and amoug 

back to his 
1769 A. D. 
reflects 
confidence 
Dance Entertainments : 
three 
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802 
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begins 
Suku~da' 
headman 
guthi keepers 
one 
JatidhZiri 
extant 
There 
There are also 
tight 
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in any 
veracity 
Bengal 
south-west 
is not always 
balcony which lies 
show pieces 
lost is a 
is maintained at 
Patan, has however 
raised 
and there is 
Chauits 
chariot 
wear 
Pgrvati 
ankle and in the 
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27 

multiples 
maids Garuda 
a jug 
Mongoloid a large 
does:not also 
knee 
poses 
relics 
bell 
black sand stone 
headed 
not 
looses 
lind 
Suptasati 
Goddesses eight 
between a 
graze. Where 
lives 
struck 
anotber 
visavis 
for 
leniency 
help 
Reserve 
Robert Michand 

multipled 
maids, Garuda 
a jug, a 
Mongoloid and a l a c e  
does. It does not 
ankle 
posed 
relief 
belt 
black stone 
beaded 
nor 
loses 
villa' 

Saptasati 
Goddesses are eight 
between and then a 
graze, where 
lines 
stuck 
and other 
vis a vis 
far 
leniently 
half 
Reverse 
Robert Michau 
Samvat 726 
took 
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778 
Mnfi juirisGdhand-836 
MBnsing-141, 145. 146. 149 
Manu-407. 408, 409. 411. 433. 

441, 456, 476, 478, 479, 480, 
481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 486, 
489, 497, 650 732, 743 

MZrkal~deya-507 
MCrka!r deyupura!~ 0-584, 590, 594, 

60 1 
Maske, Ajitasimha-191 
Maske, Bansidhara-19 1 
Maskay , C,handraman-227fn 
~%lars.vapurlina-68 1 
Mayasing Naradeva-59, 62, 63, 

64, 65, 323 
Mayukha-732 
MedhLti thi-740 
Medinikosa-227 
Meglzaduta-35 1 
Meglludutakiivyo-350 
Meghapllavarml-539fn 
Miruju-350, 446 
Misra, Jaik8nta-221, 243fn 
MitHksara-483. 485 
Mitra, K. L.-761 
Mitra, R. L.--697fn 
Monier William-52 1 
Motiriija--274, 436: 697 
Muditamadilaai-2 15 
Mugbodha vyklirona~?~-83 1 
Muhuriachinra!noni-807, 808 
Mukherji, R. K. 488 
Mukundasirhha-447 
Mukundavijaya-2 14. 2 15 
MurZri Siihi-295 

N 
N@nr asar1~as1,a-220, 837 
Nairdtma G uhyasvnrin7cl1r trnlt(5 - 

n1cdlliri117--836 
Niiniirai~g~giiasn~igralln - 220. 

223fn 
Niinyadeva--99 
A7(zvda.7nrt; hira-2 14 
h7irc;di?.aprird?~ anz-283 
Naranaray-ana--66, 68, 99 
Nnrnpnr; Jn?.ZchcTr~nfiXC-3S. 215. 

732, 810 
h;arc l~nt i ju! .~cl~( i~~ SI-nr.odaya- 

83 1 - .  
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Narasili~ha (N~sixllha)-259, 263, 
264, 266, 267 

Navamisirhha-128, 132, 149, 322, 
333, 436, 437, 438 

Na\,apafrika-369 
Narendradeva-567, 776 
Narendra1;tk~mi--316, 327, 328,; 

333, 339 z 
Narendram:illa-35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 

41, 103, 204, 218, 612 
NarendraprakZBamalla -18 1, 184, 

187 
Nareshamalla-62, 71, 72, 73, 204, 

205, 216, 218, 219, 220, 914, 
940 

Nenlasti tr;~--694 
Nepal Govt. Museum-40, 46fn, 

38fn, 208 
Nepiilamohdtmya-387, 620, 669, 

836 
Nilakantha-835 
N~rik6stra-410 
AVirivdkyLim~ta456, 48 1 
Nitydnhikarilaka-585 
Nitjdrchanavidhi-369 

.Nrpendramalla-67, 91, 92, 93, 94, 
95, 96, 97, 104, 107, 108, 
199. 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 125, 
126, 129, 130, 134, 135, 136, 
138, 139, 171, 230, 296, 324, 
400, 402, 439, 509, 510, 565, 
622. 638, 710, 712, 734, 812, 
8 1 5 

Nrty  a.rlaartrdasaka-70 

Pad& vo11-233 
Padmalaksmi-266 
Padntapur.%aa-646, 680 
Padmab~ijfiZna-837 
Padri Tranquillo-1 94 
Pady asamuchcltaya-221 
Poecl1urcrk,Rn'40, 46, 207fn, 208. 

542, 548 
PLi!~dnvavijaya-217 

Panth , Pradyumna-383 
Piir5sara-732 
Piiraskara-732 
ParaSurHma-309 
Pfirijiitahlqrnna niitakarn -219, 

922 
Parkar, E. H . 4 9 2 f n  
P5rthivendramalla-27, 33, 34, 42, 

51, 67, 91, 92, 107, 109, 111, 
113, 114, 116, 1143, '119, 120, 
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 127, 
129, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 
139, i53, 230, 300, 303, 308, 
322, 324, 383, 386, 398, 400, 
404, 423, 431, 435, 436, 437, 
446, 447,fn. 470, 473, 478fn, 
544, 656, 697, 699, 705. 710, 
712, 728, 813, 834, 921, 922, 
967, 1001, 1025 

PaSupati or Paiupatiniitha-8, 11, 
14, IS, 16, 23, 33, 40, 42, 42, 
43, 51, 58, 59, 60, 7,0, 80, 81, 
94. 101, 103, 107, 117, 119, 
120, 123, 125, 126, 127, 136, 
139. 147, 151, 152, 161, 167, 
190, 194, 197, 198, 209, 264, 
282. 284, 322, 329, 330, 352, 
353, 364, 365, 372, 386, 395, 
399, 405, 406, 412, 430, 431, 
150, 373, 504, 510, 529, 557, 
558, 559, 562, 563, 564, 567, 
569. 594, 598, 610, 629, 686, 
709. 737. 758, 836, 891, 953 

Pas'uparipurdn a-42, 836 
Pingalnmc: to-543fn 
PrabhRvati-66, 67, 89 
Prabodhachandroduya-356 
Pradhznikarahasy a-587 
Prajn'tipGrarnitd-8 1, 156, 407 
PrBniimalla-204, 205, 206, 207, 

208, 209, 210. 265, 572 
Pratiipalaksmi-327, 328, 339 
Pratipamalla-7, 19, 23, 26. 27, 

34, 35, 38, 41. 43, 45, 51, 57, 
59, 60, 62, 63. 64, 65, 66, 
67. 68, 69, 70. 71, 72, 73, 74, 
?5, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 



83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 
91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 
39, i00, 101, 102, 103, 104, 
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
117, 119, 132, 178, 179, 181, 
219, 221, 224, 225, 273, 282, 
292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 
325, 386, 405, 406, 412, 41'7, 
418, 422, 428, 429, 431, 447, 
458, 464, 469, 470, 491, 510, 
519. 533, 535, 542, 544, 558, 
5 6 ,  568, 569, 573, 594, 595, 
596, 602, 605, 610, 612, 615, 
617, 620, 653, 663, 712, 726, 
727, 745, 812, 814, 826, 909. 
916, 921, 922, 928, 945, 965, 
967, 969, 970, 971, 1001, 1025 

Petech, 1 ..--29, 493fn 
Piijbpaddhnti-l3fn 
Pfij8pndd hatisa~igraha-77, 342 
Purandarssimha (Purututi) - 42, 

, 259, 263, 265, 266, 267, 268, 
967 

Puriitarvupatra Sangraha -,354fn 
383131, 386, 503, 509fn, 510, 
512, 513, 543, 662, 738fn 

Pu.ypachinfiin~ani-227 

R 
R'%jZmati--65, 66, 67, 91, 98, 99, 

100. 101, 102 
Rcl jarzitirat1ziikara433. 480 
R'5jendramalla-180, 18 1 
RiijeQvaridevi-340, 349. 423 
Riijyalaksmi or R2ijyalak~midevi- 

120, 121, 122, 132, 423 
R5jyaprakiiBa i:nalla)-?5, 178. 

181, 183, 189, 190, 198, 356, 
358, 359, 360, 361, 364. 414. 
464, 471, 504, 559, 630, 633, 
966, 1038 

Riimamalla-258 
Rim&nkaniitikis-260 
R6ma'yapn-226, 228, 279 
RZmiiyananGtakom-585fn 
Rana, F. M. Kaisar Shamsher J. 

.B . -208 

Kana, J ung Bahadur-644 
Ral)a]itamalla-25, 27, 170, 184, 

186, 189, 190, 198, 204, 205, 
235, 237, 244, 245, 246, 247, 
248, 249, 250, 252, 253, 255, 
256, 257, 351, 353, 355, 361, 
362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 370, 
371. 372, 373, 396, 406, 440, 
452. 462, 505, 509, 535, 556, 
630, 631, 632, 831, 835, 921, 
951, 1038, 1039 

Ratnamalla-23f1-1, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
11, 53, 98, 99, 103, 258, 460, 
49 1 

Raut Bhiikutu-91, 1 14 
Riddhilaksmi-120, 121, 135fn, 

136. 146, 147, 149, 150, 151, 
152, 153, 332, 418, 422, 423, 
565, 728, 529 

Rudradeva-735 
Rudramalla-349 
Rudramati--301, 349 
Rudrendramalla-301, 339 
R udraydnznla--662 
Rukmi!~i/rtrrana-556 
Rupamati-65, 66, 67, 91, 98, 99, 

100 
S 

Sadiisivamalla--44, 45, 46, 49, 50, 
542, 543 

Siidhananz5lii-720 
5'alvqqamarantra-686 
Saktisirinha-99 
Samoya Mayukha-8 1 1 
Satigjtabhiiskara-215 
Sai.giraclzandra-216, 837 
SangitasZrasangraha-2 16, 837 
Sa~igitasZmsan~grahavyii k hyznant 

2 16 
Sanknradeva-776 
,S'nil liaraprnnl&?,ika:ui.c~karlt - 35111 
Sa~tkhnsmrti-73 1 
Sans.?radevi-913 
Soi,skrirafli.asikapadnprnkis!a - 

226 
Sans. Sandesh-48fn, 51, 83fn. 
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273 
PaptaSati-584, 601 
Sarasvatidevi--64, 102 
Sarasvativ~iikarana-164, 240 
Sarkar, J.-433fn 
Sarma, Kanu-546, 547, 548, 

549, 550, 551, 552 
SurvamnnoratCiasiddhiJ~orra - 149 
Swves!varanytyagrarltha-348 
Satyabhiimiilaksmi-339 
~~viui$evi,Rani,-339 
srafino da Cibitanova-628 
Sewcll--792, 794 
Shah. Dalamardana-362, 363, 

367, 368, 535 
Shah, Dambara-72, 99 
Shah, Giyas Ud-din Maham- 

mad-24 
Shah, P~thviniirZya1p--43fn, 167, 

184, 187, 188, 189, 198, 199, 
200, 201, 202, 249, 250, 251, 
252, 253, 254, 255, 360, 361, 
366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 
373, 375, 376, 458, 471, 472, 
476, 634, 635 

Shah, P~thvipati-113, 455, 468 
Sharrna Eishraradhara-13fn, 42f n, 

77fn, 164fn, 184fn) 197fr1, 
243fn, 263fn, 267fn, 302fn, 
342fn 

Sha$tri, H. P.-37, 835, 837fn, 
Siddhiintagran tha-792 
Sidd hdntasiirasangraha-732, 790 
Siddhiintasiromani-789, 791 
Siddhkridevi-91, 102, 118 
Siddhimaxigalii-3 14, 723 
Siddhinarasifihamalla-19, 26, 27, 

41, 45, 51, 52, 55, 56, 57, 72, 
97, 99, 268, 269, 270, 271, 
272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 
278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 
284, 405, 411, 416, 425, 439, 
464, 491, 510, 530, 535, 570, 
573, 594, 615, 667, 715, 727, 
914, 932, 967, 970, 1001, 1023 

Sinkhwal, Kazi-188, 370 

6ivaji-43 3 
Sivas~mha-7, 21, 23, 24, 31, 33, 

34, 35, 43, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 97, 98, 
99, 103, 166, 170, 258, 267, 
270, 271, 281, 352, 418, 440, 
568, 1023 

Sk~~ndapuriina-387, 620, 649, 664, 
668, 681, 686, 836 

Sm!'tisamuchchaya-348 
Somadsva-407, 48 1 
Sriiddhnpaddhati-184, 197 
Brinzad bhiigavatt ika-207 
&iniv5sama)la-26, 34, 35, 38, 

51, 73, 74, 76, 82, 85, 87, 96, 
107, 111, 114, 117, 127, 131, 
221, 224, 228, 234, 268, 269, 
270, 271, 274, 278, 280, 282, 
283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 
289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 
295, 296, 297, 298, 300, 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 
308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 
314, 336, 343, 349, 355, 384, 
385, 386, 394, 396, 399, 400, 
401, 403, 411, 417, 422, 425, 
428, 430, 432, 462, 469, 470, 
475, 478111, 517, 548, 551, 
558, 565, 570, 573, 595, 621, 
622, 665, 690, 710, 712, 724, 
733. 815, 816 

Sthitimalla-935 
Stutterheim, W. F.-613 
Su bodhini-243 
S'iidramatadarsa Sriiddhavidhi- 

269, 283fn 
SukatGvad~iza-73 1 
Sukhul Bhz or Sukhubha -1 16, 

180, 181, 184, 185, 186, 438 
SundaranZrayan a-9 1, 92, 99 
Surapratspa-635 
Suratakiihi-91, 92, 99 
Sfiryamalla-34, 35, 36, 37, 98. 

99, 103, 572 
Siirpnsa?tasrandmastotram - 119, 

243 
Siiryndutakatikii-83 1 



INDEX 

Siiryasiddhiintu-789, 79 1, 792, 
797 

Siiryasiddltiintatik&-209 
Svayam bhu or Svayam bhuniith- 

40, 47, 50, 51, 59, 65, 66, 
69, 77, 81, 101, 104, 267, 405, 
430, 464, 559, 560, 568, 569, 
571, 598, 609, 679, 722, 813, 
836 

Svayam bhu Pura'na-590, 620, 647, 
649, 685, 716, 718, 836 

Sy oddan takosasiira-26 1 
ggiirnadiistl-3 1 1, 3 16, 320, 337 
Sydmarahasya-269 
SyFtmarF--69, 494 

Tantrasdra-582, 725 
Tiiriib hcrktisudhaeava-583 
TiirGkrrlpa-2 12 
Tulrii,ra hasy apra'pti-832 
Taudhik--186, 188, 189, 190, 191, 

196 
Taukhwal, Kazi-196 
Tav,ernier4,  5, 1006, 1007, 1013 
Tejanarasirhha (malla -255, 362, 

363, 367, 368, 370, 415, 559 
Tbiikur, Jhiigal-159, 165, 166, 

170, 172, 173, 174, 176 
Thiikur, U. N.-593 
Th5p5, KaSir~m-184, 187, 188, 

189 
Thi ip l ,  Krsna-384 
ThZpL, Parasuriima-189, 253 
ThBpB, Ranabhima-187 
ThiipZ, Virabhadra-163, 503 
Tibet-9. 27, 29, 43, 72, 73, 78, 

140, 162, 175, 392, 393, 427, 
492, 494, 525, 527, 529, 531, 
532, 537, 624, 627, 632, 1002. 
1003. 1019 

Thomas. Edward-500, 507 
Trailokyamalla-31, 204, 205, 210, 

211, 212, 213. 214 
Tribuvanmalla-211, 212, 213, 

214 

Tripurusunduripacidhuti-58 3 
Tucci, G.-1003 
Tughlak, Gias Ud-din M&am- 

mad Bin-593 
Tulhpuru~amahfidinugrcrhomakha- 

nzn!~~ulupuddharr Gk L-267 

Uddhavasirhha-259, 263, 264, 267, 
722 

U g r l a -  I I, 1 15, 233, 234, 
240, 300, 303, 322, 418, 420, 
498 

Upiidhyiiya, Jayata-322 
Usdhyaya, Kuliinanda-5 10 
Upiidhylya, RBmachandra-622, 

729 
U@d,hyZya, Updra-113, 1 18 
UpBdhyiiya, Visvambhara-146, 

147, 322 
Upiidhylya, Visvanatha - 273, 

274, 282, 290, 439 
U;iiharanuna'taka-356, 6 16 

VEgvarTmahiirrnyapradan'~iii - 836 
Vaidyakagranrha--841 
VajriichZrya, Yajfiananda-207, 

347h 
Variihamihira-791, 8 10 
VarGhamihirasum hita-208 
Vanihitantra--655, 676, 681 
Varmma, Udayasirhhamalla-26 1 
Varmma, Yekuli-260, 263 
Vasudhii~nQmadha'rini45 
VijayakBmadeva-565 
Vinkhwal, Kazi-196 
Viraniiriiyana--66, 99, 100. 101 
Viranarasirhha-19, 26, 249. 344, 

345, 346, 559 
Vis~lumalla-25, 178. 181, 182. 

343, 353, 354. 355, 356, 357, 
358. 359, 394, 535, 559, 582, 
597, 920 

Visnuprr~Zna--654, 682 
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Waddell-664fn 
Walsh,--23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 43, 

hSfn, 90fn, 95, 97, 107, 121, 
156: 159, 168, 172, 178, 179, 
183, 192, 219, 235, 244, 310, 
317. 326, 327, 328, 330, 342, 
343. 349, 353, 356, 357, 423, 
375, 533fn, 559, 923, 924, 
925, 926, 1022, 1023, 1024, 
1025: 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 
1030, 1031, 1032, 1034, 1035. 
1036, 1037, 1038, 1D39, 1040 

Wessels. C.-29, 30, 73fn, 75fn. 
175. 391fin, 459fn, 493fn. 
534En, 537fn, 624fn, 628fr1, 
1006fn, 1007fn 

William Jones--637 
Wright, 13.--6, 21, 22, 25, 33fn, 

35. 43, 73fn, 95, 135fn, 158, 
167, 168, 183, 204fn, 206fn, 
233, 244fn. 269. 338, 350, 363 
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Fmlilt View, Royal Palace, Pataa. 17th century A.D. Tahjn Temple, K 17th. century A.D. 







Lalcsmi Narayana, 10th to 15th century A.D. Stone Image 10th to 15th century AD. 
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